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'CAP AND BELLS' WILL

GIVE PLAY^N MAY 15

'The Fourth Wall,' by A. A. Milne,

Is Brilliant Comedy Dialogue

of Recent Date

DIRECTOR NOT YET CHOSEN

Female Roles To Be Portrayed by

Women for First Time in

Group's History

The Fourth Wall, a IiIkIi plot ('(inicdy

(lialoKue, luis been ('li(iseiil)y ('iil> and lidh

as tlipir aiiiuial Npriiij; |)ro(liietion to lie

jH-pRcnted on May 15. If llie play is to lie

produced in tlie eustoniary brilliant man-
ner needed in a Milne |)erforinanee, a radi-

cal change in policy will be nc^cessary, be-

CHVise Bkillful and clever handlint? of dia-

logue rather than plot must bo streHsed,

and HO for the first time sinci! (he organiza-

tion of the corporation in 1872, the female

roles will be taken by women rather than

undernraduates.

With the added attraction of an interest-

iriR murder, the comedy ran for a year and

a half in New York under the name of Thi:

I'crfiri Alibi. The setting is laid in an

I'innlish country house, which is owned by

Jimmy Ludgrove, one of the charming but

iipparently unintelligent grailuates whom
the Universities yearly send forth into the

world. The action is built around Susan

Cunninuham, l.udKrove's fiancee, and in-

volves her handling of an unusual situation

which arises at .liinmy's home while

Kilward Carter and E<lward l.averick are

guests there. These two characters are

dire<'tly opposite in their portrayal, as the

former is well liked by all, while Laverick

has great difficulty making friends because

of his distrustful appearance.

Having presented Mr. I'im Pauses By, a

romantic comedy by A. A. Milne, in 1923,

Cap und Bells will again use one of his

masterpieces, although it is very dilTerent

from anything used before. After satires,

larcea, comedies, and ilramas, flie orgaiuza-

tion has turned to this very modern play

which depen<ls for its effectiveness upon

(Continued on Third Page)

'Phi Beta Kappa' Picks

Final Three From 1931

Three new members were elected to Phi
Beta Kappa last Thursday afternoon, as a

result of a triple tie for the final j)lace in the

second fourteenth of the Class of 1931

The three were not elected with the other

twelve because one of them had not taken

his mid-year examinations at that time.

The initiation of the first twelve was con-

ducted at a meeting last Thursday. Those
eU'cted are as follows:

CLARENCE WEST HODGES, JR.

Ridgewood, N. J.

EDWARD GREENE SUFFERN
Verona, N. J.

GERARD HENRI PAGENSTECHER
Westport, Conn.

PROF. T. C. SMITH
Of the History Department, Who Spoke on

Grover Cleveland in the Fifth Tuesday

Lecture of the Current Season

LASKI WILL TALK ON

AMERICAN DEMOCRACY

Internationally Known Authority

Comes Under Auspices of

Liberal Club

CLEVELAND PRAISED

BY PROFESSOR SMITH

Is Characterized as 'Vanished Type

of American President' by

Tuesday Speaker

"With the exception of Abraham I,in

coin, Grover Cleveland was the only .\meri

can president of real greatness in a half a

century of minor figures," stated Prof

T. C. Smith, Professor of American His-

tory, in a lecture delivered last Tuesday in

the Thompson Physics Laboratory. "Al
iliucigli lie wus tii gn-ai ulsrepuTi! ai, trie

end of his second term in office," Dr.

Smith said, "he was looked upon befon^ his

death by the people of the United States

not as a hero bjjt as one who had gained a

secure place in the popular feeling because

of his honesty, independence, courage, and

fortitude."

A big man with heavy features and no

social charm, personal magnetism, or a

college education, Cleveland first held

public office as district attorney of Buffalo

the city of which he became mayor in

1881. "His policies were based chiefly

upon honesty, and he was particularly strict

in enforcing the appointment of capable

men to office," declared Professor Smith.

Even when, in 1882, he became governor

of New York State, he continued the same

policies in direct opposition to Tammany
Hall.

The "70s and 80s" were a period of

political stagnation in which the "boss" of

the Senate controlled party politics for

(Continued on Fourth Page)

Lehman Suggests a Few Years in a Business or

Profession Previous to Entering Political Career

"I think it is a great thing for men to go'

into politics; but I don't think that a
college man on graduation can definitely

pick out or shape himself for a public

career," stated I^ieutenant Governor Her
bert H. Lehman '99 to a Recokd rej)-

resentative in his office in Albany, N. Y.,

last week. The wisest thing, in his esti-

mation, for a college man to do is to enter

first some profession or business from

which he can gradually work into politics.

"A man should not say to himself 'I'm

going to enter public life'—at least not in

America," he continued. "In England
it is different, but here it is rather doubtful

that a man can set himself to enter public

life except, I believe, in the diplomatic

service." He pointed out the two methods
of commencing a jxjlitical career; the

first, working up through all the different

stages, and the second, obtaining some
sort of standing in business or professional

life. The slow progress, he thought,

deterred many college men.
"The essentials necessary for a man to

be successful in a public career, I consider

to be the same necessary for a man to be
successful in any other activity—namely,
hard work, integrity, vision, a sense of fair

play with one's associates and constituents,
a devotion to duty, and understanding.
College men are not necessarily men of the
highest culture, but the general principle

that the education and contacts are ex-

tremely valuable holds true, not only in

public life, but in any business or pro-

fession as well.

"An interest in government," Dr.

Lehman asserted, "is definitely a duty.

Politics is not always a privilege, because

not every one is able to enter; some are

unable to make the necessary sacrifice

while others are not always in the position

to take up this work." He indicated as

splendid the interest in government

through college courses, declaring that a

great deal of emphasis should be laid on

them as it is a constantly changing subject.

Enlarging on this idea, the Lieutenant

Governor named a number of social prob-

lems which we now face, which were totally

unrecognized twenty years ago. He also

stated that the relation between social

problems now in the mind of New York

and other states, and government should

be stressed. "Workmen's compensation

is only twenty years old; old age assist-

ance came only last year; and we are now
studying unemployment insurance." All

these social problems, he observed, are

of comparatively recent date.

In closing, Mr. I.iehman showed him-

self heartily in favor of the extra-curricular

activities at Williams, regarding the value

he received from some of the occupations

as a definite aid in later life.

Friitay, .March .>?(/- Known both in this

country and abrouil as an authority on

government, Professor Harold .1. I.aski, of

the Univer.sity of London, will speak on

"St)me Reflections on Americuii Democ-
racy" in .lesup Hall at 7.30 this evening

vuider the luispices of the WilliiiniK Liberal

Club. A prominent member of the Labor

Party in lOngland, Professor Laski is con-

ducting an investigation into the present

administrative machinery of the Hritisli

government at the ajjpointment of Prime

Minister MacDonald.

Professor Laski has held lecture profes-

sorships at McGill, Harvard and Yale,

und in 1920 returned to England as Lec-

turer in Political Science at Cambridge
111 1925 he was offered his present post,

the chair of Political Science at London
University. He is Vice-Chairman of the

British Institute of Adult Education, a

member of the Committee on Delegated

Legislation, of the Ix)rd Chancellor's Com-
mittee, and of the Executive Committee
of the Fabian Society.

Among the books which have attracted

wide attention, and have placetl him

among the first rank of present, students of

government are, The Problem of Sov-

creigtily, A ulhnrity in the .Modern iSlnte,

Foundations of Sovereignty, Communism,
and Liberty in the Modern State. His

articles have appeared in many of the

prominent magazines in the Inited

States, including The New Republic, The

Forum, The Nation, and The Harvard Law
Review.
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Paltry Stuff |
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for tlieni as liavc neT-.'f snl^a'Ked into t he

sanctiun from which this, our somewhat
frostily favored sheet is issued, and inci-

dentally for them as have, a few words of

introduction to Paltry Stuff is needed. In

times past, and in times relatively present,

many ambitious individuals have tried

their hands at what is vulgarly known as

"running a column." Their success has

been indifferent, for columnists are almost

sure to be misunderstood: while they are

flesh and blood, their blood runs somewhat
thicker than the blood of the ordinary

reader. They live in the world of the

imagination for the greater part of the

time—they may even see God performing

a Peeping Tom through their bedroom

windows on a dark night. They observe,

and from a lofty intellectual pitch find

humor in the doings of the fools aliout

them. In short, columnists are a little

bit more observing, a bit more humorous,

and possess a bit more insight than you do.

Now you don't believe this, and neither do

we, but that is why columns have come
and gone in The Record. So, while we
shall for a time at any rate attempt to

emulate such columns as the Ten-Twenty

Topics in the Yale Daily News, if you find

us gone in a few weeks, you'll know that

our blood runs no thicker than yours.

We had a excellent story to tell at this

point, illustrative of the difficulty which

besets us the first few times we write this

column. Inasmuch as we are cramped

for space, we must omit it, and forget the

nasty crack we had about ,Iomus, whom
you will no doubt remember from last

year. But even tho' we are cut practically

in half, we proceed confidently, mention-

ing the fact that you will find here a nuBi-

ber of things. Believing that we have for

some time been handicapped by the lack of

a humorous magazine on the campus, it

seems appropriate that this column should

be a meeting place for (he local wits. We
(Continued on Third Page)

CALENDAR

FRID.\Y,. M'ARCH . 20

7.30 p. ni.-»;;¥hci'L'."t,)eraJ Club vf\\l present

Prof..H«rt)ld'J. ,l>?^ki| wlfi) v*ill speak

ol^ "Sbpte, Reflection's" on' American

.JjeftiOtVaty." ,Iesup Hall'. ',

•. SUNDAY, MARCH 22

10.35 a.-inr—Chapel. The Rev. , JisUci

"i). 1x!8vitt, D.D., of Harvard CbUTcji)

Bnodkline, will preach. '
•.

7.30 p. m.-^The Forum will • presert

Harry Ehner Barnes, wfic vilt Fp^kk

on "T^hp Wa^ Jl^pousible for -the

World ,<^Br*r." •.J;^i5J;H^!.
'

• ••.-•• • •-
••

J. C. SWAYZE, 1932

Captain of the Varsity Swimming Team,
Who Will Compete Tonight in New

York for the I.C.S.A. Dash Title

CALDWELL STARTS

BASEBALL PRACTICE

Thirty Candidates for Places on

1931 Nine Report for First

Indoor Workout

BARNES TO SPEAK ON

CAUSES OF LAST WAR
Famed Historian, Sociologist, and

Criminologist Will Address

'Forum' Sunday

SUBJECT IS CONTROVERSIAL

Foremost Centers of Thought

Europe Praised His Analysis

of War-Factors

m

Fifteen men, exclusive of pitchers and
catchers, reported to Coach Caldwell in

the cage last Thursday afternoon for the

initial baseball practice of the year.

The practice, a continuation of those held

for battery candidates during the past

two weeks, consisted chiefly in throwing,

batting instruction, and limbering up

exercises in general.

Coach Caldwell is faced with a serious

job in an effort to develop a strong pitch-

ing staff, with none of last year's regulars

returning; but Sheehan and Fowie promise

to furnish the nucleus of the hurling corps,

with assistance from Desloge and Filley of

the 1933 yearling team, and Blakey, a

reserve pitcher on last year's Varsity.

The infield problem is not so troublesome,

with Forbes, Cosgrove, Thomas and

Captain Wallace, who won letters last

season, and Lankin and Markoski, of the

1933 nine, forecasting a keen fight for the

four positions. Foehl, Cosgrove, Leber

and O'Brien are the candidates for the

first base assignment, left vacant by the

graduation of Captain Alexander.

The heavy-hitting outfield of Bartlett,

Foehl, and Rose is left intact, but Darbee

and Earl, of last year's Freshman team,

and Wood and Welch are likely candidates

(Continued on Third Page)

Harry Elmer Barnes, noted historian

and author, will deliver the next Forum
lecture tomorrow evening in .Jesup Hall at

7.31) on the subject "Who Was Respon-

sible for the World War'/", a problem

which has interested him for some years,

and one into which lie has probed deeply.

The author of two books on the subject.

Dr. Barnes has presented his views to the

leading universities of Germany and

Hungars', and his opinions with regard to

culpaliility in connection with the con-

flict promise to be novel and authori-

tative.

After 12 years of intense discussion as

to the causes of the last war anil the

means of preventing a like catastrophe

in the future, Dr. Barnes, on the basis of

evidence just recently di.scovereil, has

crystallized argument by his lucid pre-

sentation of the facts, and by his "striking

summary of the new eviilence as to the re-

sponsibility" for the conflict. Says the

Philadi'lphia Public Ledger of this lecture,

"Vividly combative in his style, pro-

gressive and tlaring in his views, anil mas-

ter of whole libraries full of information,

his survey of how the world has tlrifted

towards anarchy and chaos from Columbus

to the World War, and of the i)rospects we

enjoy of emerging from the mess com-

prises a whole education in itself."

-Mthough Dr. Barnes, as a professor of

the history of thought and culture, oc-

cupies a lofty position in the field of liis-

into sociology, out of which grew his Re-

(Contlnued on Third Page)

Swayze Faces Stars in

SwimmingChampionships

Friday, March 20—Entered in the 50-

yard free-style. Captain Swayze faces the

outstanding dash men of the East in the

twenty-fifth annual championships of the

Intercollegiate Swimming Association this

afternoon and tonight in the Columljia

|)ool. New York City. The qualifiers in

the preliminary heats will compete in the

finals to be held tomorrow evening.

Swayze is the first W'illiams swimmer
to be entered in this meet since 1929,

when Captain Schott was defeated in the

breast stroke by Moles of Princeton.

Among his opponents tonight are listed

Brines, Fobes, and Messimer of Yale,

Dayton and Turner of Princeton, Kojac of

Rutgers, Wood of Harvard, and Thompson
of the Naval .\cademv.

William Allen White, World-Famous Editor, Sees

Revolutionary Changes in Future of Journalism

"I probably won't, but I expect that'

you will live to see the day when news-

papers as they exist now are things of the

past," Mr. William Allen White, author,

essayist, and editor of the Emporia

(lazettc, Emporia, Kansas, told a Record
reporter in a recent interview. Mr. White,

one of the leading journalists in the coun-

try and perhaps the best known of all small

town editors, predicted revolutionary

changes in the mechanical equipment of

newspapers and expressed the belief that

the demand for descriptive and expository

writing irt journalism would be greatly

increased in the future.

Speaking in a reminiscent tone, Mr.

White gave evidence of Ji strong but

friendly and sincere personality when he

recalled his early beginnings in newspaper

work and the great, changes t hat had taken

place since his entrance into the business.

Pointing out the mechanical improve-

ments in presses and linotypes, the per-

fection of foreign news bureaus and agen-

cies, and the growth and development of

the Associated Press, he then went on to

express his opinion in regard to the future

of journalism.

"For a young man entering purely the

mechanical side of tho newspaper busi-

ness, I see no future," warned Mr. White,

"but in the realm of descriptive and ex-

pository writing, I see splendid possi-

bilities." To amplify this, he pointed out

that the perfection of the radio, television,

and radio photography forecast an en-

tirely new era in the methods of circulating

news.

In all probability within fifty years, he

continued, a man will be able to sit in his

own room, turn a disc, and have the im-

portant events of the day flashed before

him on a screen; moreover, a radio of

some sort will be coordinated with the

screen so that at the same time as the

scenes are depicted, a description of the

results and consequences can be given.

Naturally, the advent of this prophecy

would do away with the need of all ma-

chinery now necessary for the making of

newspapers.

As regards the descriptive and ex-

pository writing, on the other hand, there

will be an increased demand for it in pro-

portion to the decline in the use of the

printing machinerj'. In closing, Mr.

White remarked that if he were in the po-

sition to invest a great deal of money in

the newspaper business, he most certainly

would not put it into any new buildings or

improved and perfected presses, for he

might wake up in the morning and And

them utterly useless and incompatible

with the conatant and rapidly changing

order.

R
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WAt-DEN
Week of March 23
Subject to Change at Discretion of Management

Shows at 2.16, 7.15 and 9.00 p. m.
Admission 15c and 40c

MONDAY, MARCH 23

"Lightnin' " with Will Rogers and liouise

Dresser. Movietone News.

TUESDAY, MARCH 21

Clmidette Colbert in "Young Man of

Manhattan." R. K. O. Comedy.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25
"The'Blue Angel" with Marh'iie Dietrich

and Einil JanninKS. Krazy Kat Car-

toon.

TIHRSDAY, MARCH 20

"The Boudoir Diplomat," with lietty

Compsoii and laii ICeilh. Paramount
Comedy and Other Shorts.

FRIDAY, MARCH 27

"Stolen Heaven," with Nanoy Carroll

and Phillips Holmes. Pathe Comedy.
Other Shorts.

SATURDAY, MARCH 28

Ceorge O'Hrion and l.ueillc Hrown in

"Last of the Duanes." An All Barkie
Comedy. Pathe Comedy News.

RICHMOND
Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

THEATRE
No. Adams

Sntui'dav, Suiidav
Mnrch 21st, 22ii('l

Grant Withers, Mary Aster

in

"Other Men's Women"
A Story of tlie Roaring Rails

MiiiHliiy, 'I'licsdtiy, Wednesday and
"I'liiirsdiiy

Mardi 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26tli

Edna Ferber's Colossal Story

**Cimarron''
with

Richard Dix

l-'riday and Saturday

Miurli 27lli, 2Stli

"Sinner's Holiday"

Paramount
PUBL(X THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cent. 1-11

.Monthly, Tuesday, Wodne.sday

"Honor Among Lovers"
with

Cordet Colbert, Frederic Marsh
Also

"College Vamps"
(A Mack Sennett Comedy)

Tliiirstlay, Friday

"NEW MOON"
with

LawrenceTibbett,GraceMoore
also

"Personality"
with John Boles

Saturday

"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE"
with

Skeets Gallagher, Norman
Foster and Marcia Manners
A NORTH ADAMS STAR

?
Is one of these cigarettes

longer than the other— or

do your eyes deceive you?

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT

YOUR TASTE tells the Truth!

MILDER. ..AND
BETTER TAST E /

«Pi.

© 1931, Liggett * Mters Tobacco Co.

W. C. A. Gives Big Brother
Banquet Thursday at Inn

At the ninth'ainuial Bin Brother Bmi-

quot held la.st eveninn at the Williams

Inn, a representative of the Williamstown

I'ost of the .American Legion presented

the Boy.s' Clul) with a large silver loving

eui) for the services rendered \>y the Club

to the I'ost (luring the State Legion Con-

vention held in Williamstown last summer.

The program, arranged l)v Lee '32, Chair-

man of the Ban(|uet Connniltee, featured

selections by the I'lir/ilc Kiiiyhts and the

Cdee Club Octet, accompanied by Mr.

Charles L. Safford, Glee Club coach.

About 2(M) were present.

The Reverend .h)se])h Hooker Twicliell

delivered the invocation and Dougherty

'31, president of the Williams Christian

.\ssociation acted iis toast master of the

banquet. .lohn Hoyd and Richard Burns

spoke for the .lunior an<l .Senior depart-

ments of the Boys' Club, explaining the

program of tlic Club anil thanking the

'big brothers' for their aid to it; and

Langmaid '31 replied for the latter.

Paltry Stuff

(Continued from First Page)

ourselves will venture very little which

might be placed under the category of

humor—(lest you understand that we
aspire to be an infant Cow)—that we leave

to the blokes who have promised to aid us

in our endeavor. In case you think you

are funny, or have anything at all to offer,

we suggest that you leave your completed

work in The Record office, where it may
very possibly receive some attention. But

even while the bu.sy little keys tap out this

invitation, the saddening thought rushes

upon us that the number of contributions

received will no doubt exactly equal the

number of visits received by the Editor-in-

Chief during his office hours. You might

try your hand at this, tho', for the chances

of getting something into this column are

better than the chances of getting an idea

into an editors' head.

The more ancient of the perennial under-

graduates will recollect the balmy days

when all who felt the inspiration sat around

a Kouiul Tablv through the columns of

The Record, and offered quips and

quanks. For three years now, we have

secretly wanted to write something for the

linund Table, and perhaps revive it. If

Ijou have always secretly wanted to re\'ive

the HoutuI Tabic, we are offering you a fine

opportunity in inviting contributions to

(his.

Our late contemporary, the New York

Worhl, featured on the "Page .Across From
the Editorial Page", a number of writers

who revealed everything from their per-

sonal ideas on farm relief to what they had

eaten at breakfast that morning. It was

not uncommon for the editorials to sup-

port solidly the latest vice investigation,

while the right hand page unconcernedly

remained firm in its conviction (hat vice

was a damn fine thing. So shall we. Our

meaning, of course, is (hat while we shall

probably not be featured in advertising

The Reocrd, we will take it upon our-

selves to disagree at any time on such

momentous quesdons as may be before

the public eye. We may even go so far as

to reveal what kind of a night we i)assed,

or what iic had for l)reakfas(. This is not

a threat, but will no doubt give the idea

that you can't tell what's going to l)e here,

so y<.)u might as well look, if you care to.

Throg morion

Barnes to Speak on

Causes of Last War
(Continued from First Page)

jtressinn of Crime, and his .SVor;/ of Punish-

ment, have earned for him the right to

rai.se a voice of authority on the problems

of prison reform. His serious criticism

of the savagery of our outgrown and futile

lirison system, and his suggestions for a

.scientific treatment of the crime problem

come at the present period of gang-torn

cities and a racketeer-infested nation, as

a well-to-be-considereil solution to the

situation.

In addition to the books mentioned

above. Dr. Barnes has published Living

in the Ttrentirlh Ccnliirg, The Gcnesin of the

World War, The New History and the

Social Studies, The Twilight of Christianity,

and History and Social Intelligence.

'Cap and Bells' Will

Give Play on May 15
(Continued from First Page)

the convincing interpretation of the lead-

ing feminine role, that of Susan Cunning-

ham. Mr. Milne's reputation as a play-

wright is very well known, for he has writ-

ten, besides 77ic Fourth Wall, Michael ami

Mary which ran for a year and a half on

Broadway, and only last month produced

Give Me Yesterday, which is hailed as the

outstanding success of the season.

Caldwell Starts

Baseball Practice
(Continued from First Page)

for utility and pinch-hitting purposes.

For catchers to fill the jjosition handled

capably by Smith during the past three

years, Caldwell has Fincke and Hoffman,

substitutes on the 1930 squad, Thayer,

who caught for the yearlings a year ago,

Doughty, Kaydouh, Newcomb, and Rey-

nolds. The other pitching prospects in-

clude Cavanagh, De Vries, ,1. Hurd, and
W. Hurd.

Communication
(Continued from Second Page.)

editorial on the automobile situation lies

in Mr. Hodges' remarks. The reference to

Blackinton was entirely in poor taste, and
the writer apologizes, urging in extenua-

tion that the editorial was produced as a
post-midnight lucubration, and (hat he
was misinformed as (o the geograpliical

situation of Blackinton anyhow. The
morals of any group form a hypothetical

conjecture upon which any generalization

is obviously impossible. The "insult,"

however, was directed not at the inhabi-

tants of the neighboring villages, but

rather at (he undergraduates themselves

who created troulile in those villages. That
is the only sense in which (he point at

issue contributes to the logic of the article

which Mr. Hodges is kind enough to

"admit was fairly well i)ut." However,

for all misunderstandings, (he author

apologizes sincerely. No harm was in-

tended, and, he hopes, no harm was done.

(Signed) William A. H. Birnic, 'SI

Gus Bridgman

THE GYM LUNCH
"Quality, Cleanliness and Quick Service" Louie Bleau

i:
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Qrosvenor

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On SaIc at 5 p. M. on all

Williamstown News Stands

Cleveland Praised

by Professor Smith
(Continued from First Page)

purly liarmony, institiitiiiK the "spoils

syKtcm" ratlier fhun appointing men l>e-

ciiuse of their ability. The office of presi-

ilent had tiunk to nothing, as he was com-

]K'lleil to appoint to the government only

I hose whom tlie leaders of his parly (^liose.

Keaction against this system set in under

the guidance of Curtis and Schurlz, who
demanded the independence of the execu-

tive and the ijurgint; of politics.

"With Clevelaiul's former record of

honesty and fearlessness in the face of

opi)08ition winning him the election over

Blaine," Professor Smith stated, "he diil

not hesitate to eject Republicans from

office on the grounds of offensive partisan-

ship, which caused him to lose the backing

of the Inilependents." Although he was

ignored by the Reijublican senate, he faced

pension, labor, and currency problems

with his accustomed vigor, and did his

best to force through a tariff reform on the

basis of condition, not theory.

"With the free silver question added to

his troubles in his second administration as

the gold reserve was dwindling, leaving the

country a virtual Babel of terror," com-

mented Professor Smith, "Cleveland made
a deal with the J. P. Morgan syndicate to

increase the gold reserve and to keep up

the government credit." This saved the

country from bankruptcy. "However,
with this, his last support fell from him, as

it was rumored that he was in the pay of

Wall Street."

"Although he was everj'thing that a
jjolitical leader was not," concluded the

speaker, "in the embodiment of the
American tradition, Grover Cleveland to-

day is canonized by both the Republicans
and Democrats; he did not get excited

but stuck to his task even in the face of

criticism and fault finding from his own
party press."

Class Wrestling Is Announced
Coach Bullock announced yesterday

that on next Wednesday and Thursday
afternoons interclass wrestling would be
held in the gym, with the winners of each
weight division being recommended to the
Athletic Council for class numerals. Miller

and D. S. Meiklejohn '31, Goldblatt and
A. Schwartz '32, Bilder and Happel '33 and
Moro and Williams '34 have been appoint-
ed by the Physical Department to act as
class managers and will attend all practices

ARE THEY WORTH IT!

100 Yi Sb- , MSters $6.50

Printing '-^'^' ' ''' y°" ^*"* '*

r I lUllUg When vou want it

The Minute-Man

Printir _ mpany
212 Dowlin Bldg.. Main Street

Phone 633-M North Adams

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths

Exclusive and Charming

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Normille & Son
7 Water Street Phone 492-W

Williamstown, Mass.

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
Agancjr for Na«h and Chevrolet Can

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

The News of the Day is

Fully Reported

and

Intelligently Interpreted

in the Columns of

^pringfielb

Republican
Keep properly Informed by

reading U regularly

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by
some business activity dtuing the day.
Preliminary education requirement—sat-

isfactory completion of at least two years
leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a
college recognized by the New York State
Board of Regents.

For detailed information, address:
PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary
215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Gas

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

GEORGE H.BLRR& CO
57 William St., -^Vrw York Telephone:JOHn 4890

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT CENTERS

H. C. WRIGHT, M. D. ind W. L CURRAN. M. D.

Eye. Ear. Nose and Throat

Glasses Properly Fitted
(Vienna Eye and Ear Certificate)

r lily: 9 a. m. to 12 m., 2 to 3 p. m.

Tel 1480 Dowlin Block. North Adams

tliis week to piuli out men to represent

tlieir re«pe(^tive classes in eaeli weiglit in

tlic tournament. The preliminary bouts,

for whicli all applications must \m lianded

in to class managers before Tuesday after-

noon, will be six minutes long while the

finals on Thursday afternoon will be
lengthened to eight minutes.

INTERFRATERNITY SPORTS

Z Volley Ball

o ta I'si defeated Delta Psi, 2-0.

Delta Phi defeated Delta Ilpsilon, 2-0.

Theta Delta Chi defeated Kappa Al-

pha, 2-0.

Chi Psi defeated Phi Si(?ma Kappa,

2-0.

Commons Club defeated Chi Psi, 2-0.

Kappa Alpha defeated Psi Ilpsilon,

2-0.

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Delta I'p-

silon, 2-1.

Delta Psi defeated Delta Kai)pa Kp-

silon, 2-0.

Phi Sigma Kajjpa defeated Sigma Phi,

2-1.

Phi Delta Theta defeated Theta Delta

Chi, 2-0.

Delta Phi defeated Phi Gamma Delta,

2-0.

Beta Theta Pi defeated Zeta Psi, 2-0.

Badminton

Chi Psi defeated Commons CUib, 2-0.

Psi Upsilon defeated Kapi)a .\lpha, 2-0.

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Delta Up-

silon, 2-0.

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Delta

Psi, 2-0.

Delta Upsilon defeated Delta Phi, 2-1.

Kappa Alpha defeated Theta Delta

Chi, 2-1.

Chi Psi defated Phi Si^ma Kappa, 2-1.

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Phi Gannna

Delta, 2-0.

Psi Upsilon defeated Phi Delta Theta,

2-0.

Indoor Track Relays

Commons Club rk-.l..,.;. -i Chi Psi.

Psi Upsilon de .jiln'l Theta Delta Chi.

Beta Theta P ilefedl^id Delta Kappa

Epsilon.

Alpha Delta •

silon.

Alpha Delta I

Epsilon (de

Psi Upsilon dt

hi defeated Delta lip-

id Delta Kappa

.1. |i;hiPsi.

^ ert

Ice < m Co.
tted

W

Nortt ns, Mass.

H. G. CLARK E. H. CLARK

Model Laundering Co.

North Adams, Mass.
Telephone 307

Williamstown Telephone 162

Adams Telephone 384

Laundry and Office

46 Lincoln Street

Geo. M. Hopkins
FURNITURE

Spring St., Williamstown

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

Ask For

BERKSHIRE ICE CREAM
Always the Best

Sold at Williamstown's Leading

Soda Fountains

Out of Winter

Into Spring« «

Afew hours awaylics the sportsman's

paradise . . . girdled by fragrant woods

of long-leafed pines...warmed by the

reassuring sun. Perfect, rolling fairways

on 5 D.
J.

Ross golf courses (vviih

new grass tees). ..tennis courts. ..nduig

...polo... shooting... archery. And, at

your command, the luxurious accom-

modations of the Carolina Hotel.

« < « « « Por nservalioHS or new illuslrattd

booklet, address General Office, Pinehursi, N. C.

Special Holiday Sports Program

Reasonable Kates

NORTH CARXJUNA^^
"^America's Premier'Winter Ilesor?*^

THE COSMO INN
"Ilonie of Williamstown's Food"

We Please Particular Students
Try a Week and See the Difference

Price $9.00 per Weelc Until April 1

WILLIAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clark. Praident F. E. Moore. Vlce-Prealdtnt A. E. Evans. Cashier

Capital - - - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Extended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms

Every Topcoat at Cutting's Is Busy

Answ^ering the Call of "Lower Prices"

The weather makes a topcoat necessary and our "lower prices'

make a value you will have a hard time to equal

$20 $30 $40

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
SINCE 1870

Sixty Years of Knowing How

Join MIKE FRESSOLA'S
Lucky Number Contest

Number Given with Each Pair of Shoes Mended

Winner Receives $5 Gold Piece

STARTS MONDAY

Modern Dairy, North Adams

Delivers real Pasteurized Milk and Cream in

Williamstown daily

Delivered from one of the most modern plants

in Northern Berkshire

Telephone 2670-R R. STEELE, Prop.
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UNDERGRADUATE GROUP

TO PRESENT ITURBI IN

CHAPIN HALU APRIL 10

Spanish Artist Is Considered the

Foremost of the Younger

Concert Pianists

WILL CONCLUDE SERIES
OF THOMPSON CONCERTS

Critic Lauds Carnegie Hall Recital

as Most Interesting Heard
in Five Seasons

In (lie final proKnini of llie 1930-31

Thoinpsoii CoiK^ert seripK, Johc Itnrbi,

acknowledged the KreateHt of I lie yomiKer

piiiiiiHts, will present a recital in Chapiii

Ilall oil Friday evening, April 10, On
liiH first American tour, in 1929, itvirbi was

received with threat acclaim, playing three

times in as many weeks before crowded

audiences in CarneKi(> Hall, after his debut

with the I'liiladelphia Philharmoiiic-Syni-

))hoiiy Orchestra under tlie dircetion of

Leopold Stokowski. Tickets for the Mm-
cert may be procureil from the Treasurer

of the t'lidernraduate (.'oniniillee. Box

1)3(1, Williainstown.

Horn in \alencia in IS95, Iturhi studied

at the Conservatory of his native city,

where he was liailed as a cliild i)rodi|{y.

I'Voin Valencia he went to Harcelona to

continue his studies under the well known

,loa(\uin Malats, then to the Paris Con-

servatoire, from where he was graduated

at 17 with first honors. In 1919 he ac-

cepted the post as head of the piano fac-

ulty of the Conservatory of (ieiieva, a

position once lielil by l.iszt. lie remained

there for four years until his concert work

allowed him no further time for teachiuK.

His lirst American tour included ap-

jiearances with the New York I'hilhar-

monic-Symjihony Orchestra under Willeni

Mengelbern, the Cincinnati Symphony
under Fritz lieiner, the Ho.ston Syiii|ihony

under Seru'c Kons.-'evitzkv and the Chi-

cago Symphony under Frederick Stock.

He was heard in New York City ten times

and his appearances took him as far north

as Canada, where he presented concerts

in Toronto, Montreal and Winnipeg.

Olin Downes, reviewing Itiirbi's first

I'oneert in New York City, in 'I'hc TiiiiiK,

declared "It is sometimes the eu.se that a

pianist who has performed brilliantly with

an orchestra is cheered at the conclusion

of his performance, but it is not often the

case that a perfornianet? by a lone jiianist

results in a demonstration that delays the

progress of a concert This was

one of the outward signs of the inward

grace of what looms in a perspective of

five seasons as the most interesting piano

(Continued on Fifth Page)

1932 New England Swim
Meet Will Be Held Here

The swimming pool of I-asell Gymna-
sium will be the scene of the 1932 New
lOngland Intcri^ollegiatc Swimming Asso-
<iation Meet, according to a decision of the
executive committee of the Assoeiution

reached last Saturday in Middletown.
Williams captured third place in 1928, the

last time the Association was the guest of

the College, while Springfield and Brown
took first and second positions respectively.

Williams will be represented in the

.Association liy Mason '32, wlio was named
an undergraduate member of the executive

committee. Other officers chosen were

Miller, of Bowdoin, president; Untersee
of M. I. T., vice jiresident; McCurdy of

Wesleyan, seeretary-treasunir; and Ewing
of Brown, undergraduate member of the

committee. In addition to the election

of the officers, it was decid('d to abolish the

300-yard medley relay from the order of

events and to substitute the 220-yard free

style swim.

ACCUSES ALLIES OF

CAUSING GREAT WAR
Harry Elmer Barnes Finds That

Russia and France Were
Eager for Battle

DUN TALKS ON GOD'S

RELATION TO MAN

Fact of God Can Be Found Only in

Lives of Prophets, States

'Union' Lecturer

Declaring that the meaning of Cod is

not the finding of one more truth in our

own world, but rather the discovery of the

underlying truth of life, (he Heverend

.\ngu8 Dun, I'rofessor of Systematic

Theology at the Episco])al Theology Semi-

nary of Cambridge, spoke on "An Ap-

proach to the Meaning of Cod" before the

I'liiliixniihiail I'ltiiin Thursday evening in

(iriflin l''ill. "(lod is that in the world

which religious men have been res])on(ling

to, worshipping, trusting" but of whom
"we catch very jiartial and fragmentary

^.dimpses."

The speaker eniplmsizcd the extreme

difliiciiltv of being sure what one means by

"(iod", and whether one can find an ex-

jierience in one's life which corresponds to

(he described experience of c(m(act wi(h

C!od in (he life of anodier. Our firsf ac-

(piaintance with God, as with most things,

is from hearsay, the Reverend Mr. Dun
remarked: He is one of those "things of

which we catch very jmrtial and fragmen-

tary glimpses," but which we come to

know "through (lie gifteil and imaginative

delimitation of more talented observers."

The difficulty and confusion about God
is that, althougli "most things we hear

about we can verify," we do not know
where to look for Him, nor have we any

objective clue concerning Him. The chief

evidence of the existence of a Supreme

(Continued on Fifth Page)

Exfiosing the intricate network of di-

plomacy and counter-diplomacy whi(^h led

up to the Russian mobilization and the

French declaration of war. Dr. Harry

Elmer Barnes discussed the question of

war-guilt last .Sunday evening in Jesup

Hall before a large Forum audience, and

concluded from the documentary evidence

that has come to light in the last few years

that France, had she had no desire for

war, could liave prevented the entire con-

flict. By means of a rapid survey of the

economic interests cherished by every

European country up to the last days of

July, 1914, he annihilated the theory of

the generosity of the Allies in fighting

"to make the world safe for democracy."

After a brief discussion of the various

theories of war-guilt. Dr. Barnes upheld

that of th(! so-called "revisionists," who
pres(^nt a "conscientious, honest view"

of the entire situation as unfolded by tla^

wealth of documentary material that has

l)ecii published within the last few years.

Responsibility for the war resolves itself

into general causes, in which all the par-

ticipants were equally guilty, into dip-

loinaric alignments prior to 1912, in which

(wo powerful alliances composed of (Jer-

many, .\ustria, and Italy against FVance,

Rii.ssia and Great Britain were formed,

and finally into the diplomatic revolution

from 1912 to 1914, which broke up the

former alliances and preci])itated the crisis

of 1914.

Russia, a growing industrial nation,

was desperalely in need of an ice-free port.

Isvolsky, the chief Russian diplomat,

attempted to secure a treaty guaranteeing

(he use of the Straits from Great Britain,

then from Turkey, and finally by stirring

up the lialkan war. Since these were of

no avail, he became convinced that a Euro-

Dr. William DeKleine Discusses Activities of the

American Red Cross in Drought-Stricken Areas

"The health of the i)eople in the'

drought-stricken area has not, up to the

present time, been materially influenced by

conditions resulting from the drought;

people generally are in as good health as

they are in normal times," stated Dr. Wil-

liam DeKleine, director of the IVIedical

Service of the Red Cross, in a recent inter-

view with a Recohd reporter regarding

conditions in the drought area of the South.

In the interview, Dr. DeKleine gave a

summary of the conditions, touching on

his pergonal work and the work tliat the

Red Cross has done in aiding the sufTcrers.

Explaining the function assumed by the

Red Cross in such a crisis. Dr. DeKleine

said, "The Red Cross does not assume the

responsibility for the care of the sick and

injured in disasters. Neither does it at-

tempt to direct public health activities in

disaster areas. These functions and duties

belong to the local medical profe.ssion and

health departments. If, however, situa-

tions arise because of a disaster with which

the physicians or the health departments

are unable to cope, the Red Cross is will-

ing and ready to assist them. For ex-

ample, if the physicians of a comnumity or

the health department do not have ade-

quate facilities or personnel to deal with

the problems resulting from a disaster, the

Red Cross olTers to help them to provide

such facilities and personnel."

Telling of his personal work in the

drought area. Dr. DeKleine continued,

"as Director of the Metlical Service of the

Red Cross, it is my duty in the present

drought relief program to keep an eagle

'eye on the health problems that may de-

velop, and to determine where Red Cross

assistance is necessary, either in providing

medical care for the sick or in protecting

the public health. I have therefore spent

the greater part of the winter months in

the drought states of the Mississippi Val-

ley. I personally visited many sections of

Arkansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Louisiana,

Tennessee and other states, making thor-

ough investigations into the i)ublic health

and the welfare of school children, since it

is necessary that we have first-hand infor-

mation."

"The conditions in the rural sections of

the drought-stricken states," continued

Dr. DelCleine, "have indeed been very

critical during the winter months. So far

as the lack of food is concerned, it was

perhaps the most critical situation we have

ever known in this country. Literally,

thousands would have faced starvation

but no one actually star\'ed or came near

starvation because of the relief exten<led

by the Red Cross. No one was neglected

and no one has suffered from want of food,

clothing, shelter, or medical care more than

would have occurred under normal circum-

stances."

Telling of what steps were taken to help

the school children, Dr. DeKleine said,

"In order that the needs of children would

not be overlooked, the Red Cross under-

took to provide hot school lunches wher-

ever there appeared to be a need for them

and wherever it was possible to obtain the

cooperation of the school authorities.

(Continued on Fifth Page)

Swayze Meets Defeat

in I. C. S. A. Semi-Finals

After winning the first preliminary heat

of the 50-yard dash. Captain Swayze failed

to (pialify in (he semi-finals of (he I. C. S.

A. Individual Championships a( the Co-

lumbia pool, New York, last Friday. The
Williams dash man met his only defeat of

the season in the fastest heat of the day,

Thomi>S()n of the Naval Academy taking

first in 24 .seconds flat, closely followed by

Messimer of Yale.

Swayz(! was docked in 25 seconds in the

first heat, in vvliich Stinson of Pennsyl-

vania, Wood of Harvard, and Wimmer of

CJolumbia finished second, third, and

fourth respectively. Stinson, and Fallon

of Harvard were eliminated in the same

semi-final as (he Purple swimmer.

1934 Editorial Competition

There will be a meeting of all mem-
bers of the Class of 1934 who are inter-

ested in the second Freshman competi-

tion for the editorial board of The
Record at 12.40 p. m. on Monday,

April 6, in the offices on the first floor

of Jesup Hall. At the end of this com-

petition, two, three, or four men will be

elected to the board. A more detailed

announcement will be published in the

next issue.

CALENDAR

LASKI PICKS FLAWS

IN BASIC STRUCTURE

OF U. S. DEMOCRACY

Renowned Professor of London

School of Economics Gives

Probing Talk

AUDIENCE APPRECIATIVE
OF SPEAKER'S SUBTLETY

Large Number Remain After Talk;

Ask Questions Concerning

Main Points

HAROLD J. LASKI
Who Spoke in Jesup Hall Last Friday

Evening to an Enthusiastic Audience

DEB COMMITTEE AIDS

ANNUAL EASTER DANCE

Dorsey Brothers, Ethel Neuman,
and Harry EUeibe Will Join

In Entertainment

Several well-known entertainers have

been tentatively engaged for the "Williams

Night" which is scheduled to take place at

the St . Regis Hotel on Sat urday, March 28.

The undergradviate committee, composed

of Gardner, Noe, Senn, and Tattle, '32 aid-

ed by a committee of New York de-

uulantes, plan to present the xJoihcy

brothers, Ethel Merman, star of "Girl

Crazy," and Harry Elleibe of George

Kelley's "Philip Goes Forth," who will act

as master of ceremonies.

Featuring their trio, and special orches-

tra arrangements. The Purple Knights v/'M

])lay for dancing, while the Dorsey brothers

and the other guest, artists will render in<'i-

dental music for the entertainment of the

guests. As in previous years, a committee

of New Y'ork diOiutantes with Miss Elea-

nor Waters as chairman, will be in chafge

of the arrangements at the St. Regis. The

other members of the committee include

(Continued on Sixth Page)

"That kind of eomnionwealth which the

makers of the American Constitution an-

nounced that they would build can never

evolve," was the challenge flung at his

auilience in examining the governmental

structure, the people, and the entire social

system of the I'nited .States by Profe.s.sor

Harold J. l.aski of the London Scluiol of

Economics in a lecture delivered in .lesup

Hall last I'Viilay evening under the aus-

pices of the lAbernl Club, Taking as the

title of his address, "Some Reflections on
.\merican Democracy," Professor Laski

held the .-Vmerican civilization up for com-

parison with his native England.

"I find the American |)eople separated

by a wide abyss from the business of gov-

ernment, although in England every mo-
tion of the House of Commims is close to

the life of the people. The average .Amer-

ican citizen is a spectator of goveriunent

who is disinterested in the results.

.\lthough pulilic interest is the very root of

the fabric of national life, the .American

of today is the mo.st apathetic ]iatriot in

history. While the lug'' 'lass English-

man is ))roud to forfeit ..ealtli for the

honor of going into th' Civil Service,

the educated .American c -/crs it an in-

sult if such a eour.se i" CNvm .so niui'b as

suggested to him."

FJstimating the number of unem))!()yed

in the Fniled States at (i.OOO.tlOO, Mr.

La.ski suggested that- the figure would

leirutin .^o lui oouic f'.ars, au:i 'iiear .-i^r*"

advocated the adoption of unemployment
in.surance in lieu of charity. As.-;uling Mr.

Hoover's confidence in the constitution,

which he characterized as a valuatile 18th

century document, he said that the Pres-

ident's ideas were more to be associated

with a frontier civilization than with the

present industrial era.

Of foreign relations. Prof' csor Laski

.said t hat alt hough we hold oun ives simple

minded, and believe that Europe is old,

bad, and to be avoided, yet any crisis on

(he Chicago Stock Exchange directly

aUers life in London, Berlin anil Tokio.

While denying that he urged America to

join (he League of Nadons, he s(ress<!d

(Continued on Sixth Page)

Professor Laski Commends Efforts of British

Labor Party in Domestic and Foreign Problems

MONDAY, MARCH 23

4 and 7.00 p. ra.—Tryouts for spring pro-

duction, A. A. Milne's Fourth Wall.

Chapin Hall.

TUESDAY, MARCH 24

4.30 p. m.—Tuesday Lecture. Assislant

Professor Charles Grimm of the

French department will deliver the

last of the series. His subject will be

on the educational system of France,

"From Kindergarten to University."

Thompson Physical Ijiboratory.

5.00 p. ni.—Freshman Public Speaking

contest. Chapin Hall.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25

8.(K) p. m.- International Affairs Club.

John Nevin Sayre will speak. CSrif-

fin Hall.

4.00 p. m.—Interclass Wrestling. I-asell

Gymnasium.
THURSDAY, MARCH 26

4.00 p. ni.—Interfratcmity Relays. Cham-

pionship Intramural Wrestling Meet.

"The record of the Labor Party in Eng-'

land in regard to foreign affairs surpas.ses

anj-thing accomplished by other govern-

ments of to-day," declared Professor Har-

old J. Laski to a Record reporter Friday

evening. In commenting on the present

political outlook in England, Professor

Laski went on to say that the Labor Party

had made great efforts towards disarma-

ment, had undertaken an enormous tiisk

in India, which "would have been a Hell's

Kitchen had the Conservatives been in

power," anil had shown increased activity

in the licague.

"The domestic |)olicy," the prominent

memljer of the Labor Party continued,

"was instrumental in mitigating the serious

consequences of unem))loyment. As I

have suggested in the ease of the unem-

ployment, situation in the United States,

the I,abor Party dealt with (he condi(ion

similarly in England by providing unem-

ploymcnl insurance."

"The (rend of politics," he declared,

"depends on impalpable facfors. McDon-
ald as leader of (he Labor Party could

make no drastic changes because he is by

nature a philosophical liberal. But 1 do

not believe that the Labor Party will ever

move far from the traditional trend of

policies without insistent provocation.

"No class in history has ever abdicated

voluntarily. Hence the Labor Party will

have to wait for a majority before it can

launch its program in its entirety. There

is no possibility of governing under a coali-

tion except in times of reaction, for satis-

factory results are not obtainable when
the parties in power disagree on essentials.

As soon as the Labor Party does win its

majority, it will have to embark on a pro-

gram for the ultimate realization of drastic

social reforms such as a super-tax on capi-

tal, a heavy tax on inheritance, the na-

(ionalizalion of mines, railways, insurance,

and, possibly, the banks. The main ob-

jective is (() weaken (he capi(alists."

When asked his opinion of ))ropor(ional

representation. Professor Laski replied, "I

am unalterably opposed to it. It results

in a multiplication of party groups; it

means coalition and a consequent sacrifice

of iirinciples for persons; atui an unbeliev-

able distortion is bound to take place."

Professor Laski also noted that at every

general election the support, of the Liberal

Party in Englan<l has declined. Enum-
erating the strength of the Liberals in their

respective constituencies, he pointed out

where they will lose five members within

(he next few <iays and how the total num-
ber of seats will not exceed thirty at the

next general election. He predicted the

comple(e disaiipcjirance of the Liberal

Party in ten years.

In conc^luding the interview Professor

Laski said, "1 beheve the fall of the Labor

Party is imminent, pr<)l)ably sometime

during the summer. With defeats already

numbering six, the loss of prestige is devas-

tating, and since there is no |M)ssibility of

coalition with Lloyd George, it seems to me
an inevitable outcome of the present politi-

cal situation that Labor will not stay in

jKiwer."

^
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DAY LABORERS AND 'POLITICS'

Ever since the dark aKe.s of prehistorif Williams, when an athlete first deinandeil

coddling and the ni().st successful codiller became the first rnanaKer, athletic compe-

titions have continually heen suhjectoil to the fire of eampiis criticism. The terrific

amount of time spent, the menial and often useless type of work done, the unreason-

able burdens with which some inaiuiKers have weighed down their henchmen, and

suspicions of fraternity politics in final decisions,—these have resulted in the levelling

of all manner of diatribes at the slaUis quo and in numerous gaudy schemes for its

lierfeclion. Every conceivable remedy has been prescribed at one time or another,

from the abolition of all extra work to a former Editor's projected Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Compels, but the proposals have invariably l)een either im-

practical or frivolous, or their authors lacked the driving force necessary to put them
across, with the result that the i)ast five years have witnessed no material improvement.

Now for the first time, men with constructive ideas and wifli the ixiwer to enforce

them have undertaken to diagnose the evils in the existing situation and to aim at a

reorganization which would insure less manual labor on the part of the compets, and a

fairer basis for judging the competitions. The major managers have stated their po-

sition in the adjoining column. They have communicated with twenty colleges that

are forced to meet a problem similar to ours. They have probed thoroughly all the

aspects of the situation, and have reached some tentative conclusions. However, they

realize that there are two sides to almost every angle of a prospective reorganization,

and they desire Ihe sentiments of the undergraduate body in general and of ex-compets

and eninppts in particular before taking definite steps.

Th« first fnult in ROinpetitions of the i)ast is that the amount of extra work has

"WJeifiini'.'fi'.*))}' nnlimlttd. Rink-scraping, diamond-lining, and sign-painting have

i)*>«n well nip'' iiiiurniinah.i; while the number of boxes, charts, and other more or less

il«ft)t»* p.ti'apiicuiniia cu(mi,ructed by heelers in the course of a single year would con-

vinfft ev. i the most incredulous of the futility of a large part of the effort expended.

We iki nt- intend to make light of the thousand and one contraptions which the com-

l)et« fotilr.bute to the material welfare of Williams College; the treasurer and the

supermtPt 'ent of grounds and buildings, with their cohorts of caretakers and allied

jaiiilorH, II' no doubt grateful for this charitable carpentry. But we do feel that more
empha'tis im^ht be laid on managerial potentiality and less on unlimited manual labor.

Thore .ire two possible solutions: ( 1 ) Let the Athletic Council hire one or more
mew .o take care of a large part of the tligging, sweeping, |)ipe-laying, hammering,

and painting; (2) Let extra work be limited to, say, ten hours a week during the more
strenuous part of the competitions. In this manner, much of the objectionable labor

will be removed from the compels' reach, and the time element in what is left will be

eliminated, with the result that the grading will be based entirely on initiative and effi-

ciency, and not on the number of hours expended. The objections to the first are

purely financial, and it docs not seem reasonable that the salary of one laborer would

be too onerous a burden for the Athletic Council to support. A modified version of the

second has proven feasible in the past, and, if applied uniformly to all competitions,

should materially diminish the amount of non-essential extra work atid at the same
time give the managers a far more accurate indication of executive ability than can

now be obtained.

A more delicate problem and one more difficult to probe is to be found in (he re-

lation of fraternities to competitions. At present, the Soi)homore compel may be m
the same house as the manager, although not in that of the assistant manager. This

results, subconsciously or not, in a strained relationship among the individuals in-

volved, antl It sometimes protrudes beyond the confines of (he competitions. Pro-

spective heelers have been known to back out at the start for fear of a frame-up, and

rivals have handed together to defeat the prospective heir to the throne. The great

tlanger lies, however, not in frowzy political machinations, but in over-conscientious-

ness on the part of the manager and his assistant in the effort to avoid (ilaying favorites.

The slightest semblance of a two-party alliance inevitably results in a whispering cam-

paign beneficial to no one when the chances are that the managers bent over backwards

before awarding the competition to the winner. Thus, from the standpoint of both the

lord and the flunky, it would seem sane to ease the strain by barring from competitions

all fraternity brothers of the managers as well as of their assistants.

There is one outstanding objection to this suggestion. The fact that four of the

sixteen social groups on the campus were represented by fourteen of the nineteen most

recently elected assistant managers makes it clear that the members of some frater-

nities have a greater interest in, and aptitude for, managerial com])e(itions than do

their contemporaries in other houses. Which raises the question of whether it would

he fair to potential managers of the future to prohibit them from following their natural

inclinations simply because of past victories of fraternal upperclassmen. On the other

hand, it is very likely that this check on the ambitions of a few individuals would be

more than counterbalanced by the added incentive given the members of hitherto un-

favored houses to aim at the managerships. This should kec)) the standards of the

competitions as high as before, while the more general participation throughout the

College would create a more healthy interest in activities and go a long way toward

scattering the adherents of the local Do-Nothing Party. The ambitions of the steril-

ized few will be turned in other directions, and in the competitions themselves natural-

ness and the utter impossibility of unfairness will supplant whatever nwtraint, sus-

picion, and over-conscientiousness have existed in the past.

The Record submits these suggestions to the campus, convinced of their prac-

ticability. However, they are by no means intended to const i( tile a final solution of

the problem. The noble army of compels and their predecessors should he equipped

with constructive i<lea8 on the subject, while, if midnight bull sessions are any indi-

cation, there are many disinterested observers of campus affairs cajiable of contri-

buting a poignant wr)r(l either pro or con. We hope that within a month another edi-

torial will he written on competitions, praising their recent complete reorganization,

but no ilefinite steps can he taken until the student body comes forward either heartily

in support, or blocking up the loopholes, of the proposed revision.

;;iiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiii)in(:
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Editor of The Wii.i.ia.ms Hecouu,

Dear Sir,

In an earnest endeavor to eliminate

many of the present weaknesses in Wil-

liams managerial competitions, the major

sport managers have been appointed a

committee (o present a plan for a more

satisfat^tory reorganization.

About twenty colleges and tiniversities

in the East have been approached in an

elTort to discover, if possible, some gootl

system which has proved itself in ojiera-

tion. Many of these colleges have systems

adjusteil to peculiar local conditions, tuid

many more have weaknesses as great as

our own.

The Committee feels thai a great many
Williams undergraduates shouhl have defi-

nite, constructive ideas on this subject,

especially that large grouj) which has at

some time or other during college gone

through one of the managerial competi-

tions. The matter of competitions is an

ever-present and much tliscussed problem

of the camjjus, anil need of reform along

this line has long been felt.

It is the opinion of the C^ommittee that

its most satisfactory results will be based

on the suggestions of the Williams stu-

dents themselves. The great difliculty is

to ascertain just what our undergraduates

may have in mind. We hope and urge

that everyone on campus who cares to will

avail himself of this opi)ortunity to correct

and improve one of the weaknesses of our

extra-curricular orgtmization.

Every constructive critici.sm in writ(en

form will be welcomed and will receive

careful consideration. Kindly mail or

give same to any major manager.

(Signed)

,/fini('s t)i'.'<ltln\ '.)'/

iniiniiiHiitiininiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniKMUiiiiiiiiiiiHiiMiniiii:

Paltry Stuff |

riluillilllllllllNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiniiniiiiiii7

Spring was in the air Sunday, but be-

thinking ourselves of a tolerably interest-

ing topic due next Saturday, we passed up
a riile to the Falls, and proceeded (o (he

Library, armed with » pair of notebooks.

With thoughts of ancient martyrs running

busily through our head, we prot'eeded

briskly to the card catalogue, situated

immediatly alongside the main entrances

to the stacks. Slightly bi^hind us stood

two juniors, cautiously whispering togeth-

er, each with a weadicr eye on (he Libra-

rian. Being somewhat inclined towards

eavcsilropping, anyw^ay, we listened. ,Iun-

ior No. 1, with a fiendish look in his eye,

was overheard to say: "Now watch until

(he Librarian goes, then you can sneak

into the stacks, and spend the rest of the

afternoon." Feeling much as we did

when we first found there was no Santa

Clans, we departed cautiously, careful to

make no sound which would betray us.

Th(^ mood passed, and an hour later, hav-

ing boldly breezed by the guardian of the

stacks, we caught a glimpse of junior No. '2,

darfing in(o a dark corner, much as we used

to hide from our nurse on Saturday eve-

nings.

The following jingle was recently un-

earthed during a search for material for a

pa|)er on: "Williams and its Proxy Prex-

ies." We only tell you this after long de-

liberation, inasmucfi as we think it's so

good that we'd like to infer that we wrote

it:

Maxcy of Hoxey
Was Prexy by proxy

'Til Prexy came back from abroad.

Then Maxcy got foxy,

Sat home drinking Moxie

And Prexy again is our God.

( l.Slk Cent. IIlimn)

We heard a story in class the other day

that's too good to keep. A member of the

class of Oughtii Ought, or thereabouts,

returned to Williamstown for the ,Iune

reunion every year from the time of his

graduation until 1924. Each year he

invariably gathered together a lew bosom
companions as soon as he hoarded the

train, and the group would immediately

retire to (he club car, and gather over the

bottle. ,Iust as invariably, eai^h year he

wouhl have to be ladled out of the club car

on arriving at Williamstown. Now the

alumnus in question counted the professor

who (old us this story among his best

friend*, and the two always spent consid-

erable (ime (ogether during the reunion.

The same procetlure continued for several

years, until in 1924 the alumnus returned

with his wife and children, stone sober.

As usual, he met the professor, who, in the

(Continued on Fifth Page)
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THE FINEST HUMAN HANDS CAN ACHIEVE

Topcoats
AN unusually appealing

variety of choice in topcoats

of every authentic style and

model—from colorful tweeds

to the most luxurious camel's

hair material— topcoats to

suit every taste and need

are here . .

.

LANi^KOCK.

THe>viLUAMy>HOP
PKATUKINC

KANOKOCK CI^OTIIKS
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASM.

Other Stores:
Vale, Ilarvnni, Princeton, Brown, Uxeter, Andovor
Lawreneeville, New York (;ity (4!IBroadway)

"-*Mia»pj «.«..«««.—-—««»

[

Williams

Purple Knights
Invite you to the

Japanese Room

HOTEL
ST. REGIS

SATURDAY, MARCH 28

THE COSMO INN
"Home of Williamstown's Food"

We Please Particular Students
Try a Week and See the Difference

Price $9.00 per Week Until April 1

NIAGARAf|H HUDSON

COKE

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manafar

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

M
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
A company which has employed college

men for over eleven yeara desires a few
men from Williams this summer.

See Mr. Unangst in Jesup 1 lull, Tuesday
morning between 10 and 12 a. m.

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1801)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by
some business activity during the day.

Preliminary education requu-ement— sat-

isfactory completion of at least two years

leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a

college recognized by the New York State

Board of Regents.

For detailed information, address:

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary

215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

Built to laugh

at weather
The beating rains of spring

slide harmlessly off the gleam-

ing surface of a Tower's Fish

Brand Slicker and leave you
dry and comfortable. Genuine
Fish Brand Oiled Clothing is

built today with the same thor-

oughness that has made it

America's foremost wet-
weather garment for 93 years.

The popular Fish Brand
Varsity Slicker is long enough
to protect you right down to

your ankles. Your clothes look

as well after the shower as

before.

You can buy a genuine
Tower's Fish Brand Slicker

anywhere. Write for illus-

trated folder. A. J. Tower Co.,

24 Simmons St., Boston, Mass.

^SHBRS^^

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Normille & Son
7 Water Street Phone 492-W

Williamstown, Mass.

Printing!

ARE THEY WORTH IT!

100 3^ Sheet Posters $6.50

. Done as you want it

I When you want it

The Minute-Man
Printing Company
212 Dowlin Bidg., Main Street

Phone 633-M North Adams

\ ASSAR INN
formerly VASSAR LODGE

Oppo«it« Vassar Catnptm
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

Miu N. M. Felton, Prop.

STOP FOR FOOD AND ROOM

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

GEORGE hi. BURR & CO
57 WiUiam St., 'J^ev) York Telephone:JOHn 4890

OFFICES IN PlUNCIP/t INVESTMENT CKNTCHS

I"

ft"^

liii|)crial I'alaco hy Arnold licmu'lt.

Ddiihk'diiy Doraii. $2.51).

Wlicn n iiiodcni author writes a novel as
positively Uimsiaii in lenKlh as thiH, he
ne('d.s (o f(^ar liow rapturous its reception

will he, .Seven hundred and sixty-nine

paKcs, in these days of titiUl reading, will

frinlden the average reader in t.hedircetion

of (!ro.s.set and Duidap. It is not the

purpose of thi.i reviewer, however, to di-

vuJKe any adroit method for "skippiiiK"

wherehy it may be redueed to the coiiven-

tiomil 2,')0 odd, without lo.ss of plot. The
real funelion is (o decider whether this

amount of print is justilieil, to wliieh the

answer is "No."

As a Kuide hool; on hotel machinery,

"lm[)erial Palaee" is |)robal)ly a ))araKon,

liut the very cliaiiter that ,\utlior Ueiinetl

turns away from his hotel and devotes him-
.self to the fairly jirivale life of its middle-

aji:ed manager, JOv<'lyn Orc^ham, the read-

er's intere.st subsides, and he linds himself

caner (o return to the maKiiilie(^nt edifice,

once more to observe tlie perfect machinal

order of its orf;anization; lie frets at those

chapters which travel eLscwhere. Admit-

tedly clumsy is Hemu'tt's method of intro-

duciuK the various parts of his fiiant toy,

but once the reader lias been conducted to

the kitr'hen or the launilry, as it may l)o,

t;reat is the fascination thereof. I'erhaps

this is due to his awareness of the author's

own delinlil in liis subject.

Tlic .small and larne complications which

it is Orcliam's job to eradicate come with a

surprisint^ naturalness, and Uennett is wi.se

enoiiKli not to make his manager too liril-

liant, to show that he cannot snap off the

correct decision on the moment, tii reveal

also tlial often Orcliam is <]uite ignorant of

(X'currences in the hotel. Tlie (rreat jiridc

of the man to whom this Krandest of all

the world's luxury hotels is a child to be

tended; his restlessness that makes him

stalk tlirou(jh the corridors at, niKlit, and

walk loiu^ly in the streets of London

—

lhe.se traits are clearly depicted. Never-

theless, when Hemiett i;oes further to tear

olT the im|ierlurbable musk of Orchain, the

reader resents tlie revelation of weakness;

he lo,ses .sympatliy with lOvelyn, becomes

more or less indilferent to his fate. Still

there is suflicicnl attraction remaiiiiuK to

arouse a t n'tnendous distaste for the intriid-

inK heroine. For here is an exact example

of that favorite habiliment of modern

heroines- " the re.sjjlendent slimness" of

Professor .Mien's .Sinclair Lewis lecture.

.\ millionaire's daufihter is flracie .Savott,

presented as a remarkably inlclliKent. dar-

iiiK iind eaptivatiiiH younp; lady. Vet she

uses tlie most obvious means of seduction

to win Kvelyn, thereby causing the episode

of illicit, love in Paris to become very

tedious .sin. firanted that at (ir.st she is

nebulously alluriii); in her synthetic shim-

mer, .she soon transforms herself into a

per.sistenlly annoying "flapper."

As direct contrast- loo direct in fact—
we have Violet Powler, Imperial Palaee

head hoii.sek(H'per. whose chief characteris-

tic is "an all-pervadiuK calm," tending to

render her portions of the novel equally as

mild. Other personages are but cogs in

the machine of the hotel- Coussin, Ceria

—

only the names of a hotel-idealist's dream

^workers— each a glorious ])erfec(ion.

More fallible, con.sequen(ly more human,

are the jiettily rebellious liousekeepera,

Vcnables and Prentiss, and the h.vsterical

Miss Ma<d,arcn. There is a certain au-

thoritativcness to Sir Henry Savott whose

scheme of an inlc^rnational hotel merger

occupies much space, but he is never more

than a one-dimensional creation.

In the last hundred pages—Gracic left

behind and married to a "rather Henais-

sance" youth, whatever that may be,

—

intcn-st jiicks up again, and the vivacity

of the beginning is reestalilishcd. lOven

Violet, hitherto the embodiment of polite

efiicicney, assumes a certain verisimilitude.

At last Hennetl partly aidiieves his aim to

picture Kvelyn as both god and mortal.

At the close the reaik^r is given a plea.sant

a,ssnrance that order will ret urn to the sub-
lime Impi^rial Palace, and to the heart of

Paiijandnim Orcham, now advancing to

great(!r glory as manager of the merger,

and to lurther peace with an eminently
suitable spouse—no leas than la Powler.

I'ilzrtnj Kdlij Davis 'JJ

Foreign Scholarship Is

Awarded Ostrander ''32

F. Taylor (Jslrander '32, of Scarsdale,

New York, has been awarded one of 12

scholarships offered by the Sttiilimls'

liilcnuiliDiKil Union for A iiicriainn which
provide for two months of study in Switz-

erland this summer. The scholarships

are awarded on the basis of the applicants'

participation in the Union Conference,

which (Jstrander recently attended in New

Vork, as wi'll as on the recommemlations

of their respective colleges. This will en-

able him to live in Geneva, Switzerland,

from .July (i to Scptuniber 1, studying

in a seminar course under Senor de Mado-
riaga and in the (ieneva .School of Inter-

national .Studies, with the scliolarship

students of other nat ions.

Mrs. Safford To Give Concert

Mondaij, March ,11—Mrs. Laura Tappen
.Safford will present a vocal recital in the

Town Hall, New Vork City, this evening,

accompanied at the piano by Mr. SalTord.

For her New 'i'ork ajipcarance Mrs.

SalTord has (diosmi a varied program, and
will sing many of the selections which she

rendered in her concert in Cliapin Hall

Sunday afternoon, March 15.

Science Club Meeting
Mr. A. II. (iustaf.son, instructor in the

Biology department, will address tlie next

regular meeting of the Science Club in

Clark Hall Thursday evening, March 2(i,

at l.'Ai) p. in. Mr. Gustafson has cho.sen

for his subject, "The Role of Hybridi-
zation in Evolution."

Planes for Use in Map-ping Coast of Labrador Will

Be Taken on 1931 Arctic Expedition, Says MacMillan

Talking infornuilly with a Record rep-*

resentativ(! at the Williams Inn, just be-

I'ore ilelivering his illustrated lecture for

the For (I III in ,lesu)i Hull a week ago. Cap-
tain Donald B. MacMillan iircsented an

interesting picture of the work which he

plans to do this summer on what will be

his fourteenth Arctic exjiedition. Cap-
tain MucMillan's love for the Arctic and
his tremendous enthusiasm for work of

scientific research in the near-Polar regions

were evident in everything which lie said,

and his casual treatment of the liurdshi]is

and dangers of the work almost belied their

true importance.

Many people, Captain MacMillan .said,

iind it difficult to understand why he and
his colleagues think it worth while to re-

turn again and again t<i the Arctic regions,

now that both Poles have been discovered

and the Polar continents vaguely charted.

".\s a matter of fact," he declared, "the

work is just begiiming; the really scien-

tific, the truly valuable work is still to be

done." And that is the work which suc-

cessive expeditions uniler his leadership

are striving to accomplish. Geography,

geology, botany, zoology- these and most

every other .science will be furthered to an

untold extent by research in the North,

while a study of the Mongol and Indian

|ieoples of the Polar regions would more
than justify these .scientific expeditions.

Tliis year, therefore. Captain MacMillan's

little ship, the Biiii'iloin, will celebrate

her tenty birthday by aiding in a survey

of .some 3t)() miles of the coastline of north-

ern l.abrador. Leaving her home jiort of

Wiscasset, Maine, around the 20th of

.lune, when the breaking u|) of the northern

ice pack first iiermits navigation in the

northern latitudes, tlie lioirdoin with her

sister slii])s will not return until around

.September II), when the autumn gales

put an end to work lor another year.

"The whole Labrador coast is out in lat-

itude and longitude," declared Captain

MacMillan, "The la,st survey of this

area was made over a hundred years ago

willioul accurate chronometers, and the

results of this crude survey have been on

the mails since then. We are going to

survey the territory from airplanes, using

a specially (levelo]ied Fairchild aerial

camera with a Fairchild ship that is de-

signeil particularly for photographic work.

From a height of 8000 feel we photograph

the land below, and at every exposure

of the camera we map G square miles.

We lose 2 square miles in fitting together

the sections, antl therefore net 4 sqviare

miles a minute, more aecuratcly than it

can be done by a civil engineer. We
should do more this summer with mapping

cameras attached to airjilancs than we
could tie—literally—in ten years with a

dog team."

The use of the airplane in modern ex-

jiloration is well illustrated by Captain

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

Mid-Winter Sale
"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

MacMillan's plan for this expedition,

which includes the taking of three sliijjs

and four airplanes, the former for pro-

viding living quarters I'or the men and for

currying the ei|uipment, the latter for

doing the actual work of the survey and

for transportation of the leaders of the

party. Whereas the ships will he sent

on two weeks in advance. Captain Mac-
Millan himself will not leave civilization

until the day of the Boinloin'x arrival in

l.abratlor, wdien he will fly from Boston

in one of the airplanes, joining the exp(^-

dition in less than 24 hours. .Another

use to which he hopes he can put the air-

planes is in flying over the great ice caji

ot Baffin Land, the last survival of the

great American ice sheet which once

covered Williamstown to a depth ol over

5000 feet. Captain MacMillan hopes to

be alile to ascertain the approximate ex-

tent ol the ca]!, and whether it is increasing

or decrea.sing in size.

From discussion of his coming Iri)!, there

was a natural transition to romiiiiscences

of former expeditions— 13 in the 24 years

of his exjilorations. He recalled, among
others, last year's "xjiedition to Iceland,

Greenland, and Labrador, of which Gru-

lee '33 was a member. In the ten years

since the Bomlmn first took to the water

she never has been manned by a pro-

fessional crew. The college professors,

scientists, and students who make up the

exiieditions also make up a full crew for

the shi))-- and everyone lienefits from the

arrangement, according to Cajitain Mac-
Millan,

Th only summer in 24 years which Mac-
Millan has not sjient in the Arctic was

that of H)1.S, when the War prevented

his usual cxiieilition. For three years

lirevious to that, he had been marooned

within 11 degrees of the Pole, with no

kf.owledgc whatsoever of the conflict.

The cxjiedition which was sent to his res-

cue in 1015 came within r20 miles of his

camp, but was forced to turn buck.

Another expedition, sent out in the sum-

mer of 1910, was only 130 miles from him

when the crew mutinied anil refused to

go further. It was 1917 before rescuers

enabled him to return to take jiart in the

conflict which had been going on for three

years without his knowledge.

In conclusion. Captain MacMillan said

that the Arctic would jirobably never lie

o|iened to commercial ex|iloitatioii beyond

the degree to which it contributes today

to fur trading. Although there are mil-

lions of tons of coal beneath the Arctic

ice, to menti(m only one of the natural

resources of the North, he feels that the

overcoming of the natural disadvantages of

the territory woukl be too gigantic a task

ever to be worth while. The scientific

resources of the Polar regions, in the opin-

ion of Cnjitain MacMillan, offer a chal-

lenge that will not be ()uickly met,.

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

THE NEW
BOOKSHOP

72 SPRING STREET
Just Below the Bank

Books :: Prints
New Fiction, Biography, Drama

Poetry, etc.

Old and Rare Books.
First Editions. Fine Bindings.
Standard Sets. Sporting Prints.

Ship Prints. Maps.
Circulating Library.

Wilton Ratcliffe-Graff

BOOKSELLER and
PRINT DEALER

Geo. M. Hopkins
FURNITURE

Spring St., Williamstown

ROUGEAN&HEBERT

Barbers
The Shop of SanitSition

Where the discriminating man
is pleased to come

For Anything

Photographic
Of College and Students

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

at

Mtlliamsi

A PLEASANT VACATION
Is yours this next fortnight if you liave availed yourself

of the needed requisites from this house, that CAMPION
Suit, Topcoat, will start you right, and Nettleton Shoes

and Dobbs Hats will complete the circle. : : : : : : :

:

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS AT CAMPION'S
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MIKE FRESSOLA
Doctor of Shoes

HAS INVENTED A NEW WAY OF CLEANING

White Sport Shoes
Its Powers are Astounding!!

Call 223>M and he will Call for Shoes

For that young man ofMAN-

HATTAN and his brother-in-

style everywhere, Dobbs de-

signed this snap brim . . . and

placed the emphasis on the

snapforfriendly blending with

his mood and apparel.

SEAOLADE
in the brilliant seclusion of this undersea

setting nightly at dinner and supper

VINCENT
LOPEZ

and his orchestra interpret the season's

latest dance melodies to smart New York's

liking. Couvert (after 10:30 p.m.): week-

days, $2; Saturday, $3. Dancing, formal.

II OTEL

ST. REGIS
FIFTH AVEIVITK AT E. ARTII KTHKET

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Gas

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
Ac«nc7 for Nash and Chevrolet Can

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

SELL

Your Old Clothes

to

"George"

Trials for ^Moonlights''

To Be Held on April 14

The KiiKlisli Depurttnout has aniiouiici'd

that tyroiils for the annual I'riz(! lllictori-

cal Kxliihitioii, i)opiilarly known a«

"Moonlights," will be held in Chapin Hall

on Tuesday afternoon, April 14, at four

o'clock. On the eveninR of .June 12, the

Friday prcceedinK Coninioncoineiit, fivi^

speakc^rs chosen from each of the .luTiior

and Sophomore classes will deliver orininal

speeches from the portico of Chapin Hall,

coin])etin)i; for five prizes. The income

from $2,000, a i)art of whii^h was Kivcn l>y

Klizur Smith, Esq., of l.ee, is appropriated

for these prizes.

The following is a sununary of the ar-

rangements for trials:

1. Preliminary trials for places in the

contest will lie held on Tuesday afternoon,

April 14, at four o'clock in Cha|)in Hall.

2. The trials are open to all members

of the Junior and Sophomore classes.

3. At the trials each speaker nnisl

present a three minule speech of his own

composition, upon any topic of general

interest. The speech should be memorized

but may l)e given from notes.

4. Five juniors and five sophomores

will be chosen.

5. Further information may be ob-

tained from Mr. Thomas H. Johnson, of

the English Department.

'Phi Sigma Kappa' Gives Tea

Officially opening its new home on

South Street last Sunday afternoon, the

Phi Sigma KapiMi Fraternity was at home

lo members of the Faculty, the Student

Covmcil and the Heads of Houses. At, the

housewarming, the receiving line was

composed of Mrs. Statdey P. Benton of

Pittsficld, Mrs. Carl U. (!ale of Pitts-

field, and Mrs. John E. Holbrook of New-

ton Centre. Mrs. Paul Hird,sall, Mrs.

.Stuart Cliapin, Mrs. Charles 1.. (iraham,

Mrs. .'\lton H. Gustafson, and Mrs. Robert

\j. Taylor poured at the tea which fol-

lowed the recept ion.

Faculty to Consider Plans

For Daily Chime Program

At tiic instigation of Shi|)man "A'3,

chimesmaster, plans for the extended use

of the $10,000 chimes in Thompson
Memorial Chapel are being (^jnsidered by

the Faculty at present. It is pro|)oseil to

inaugurate a daily afternoon ithimes con-

cert, consisting of classical music, airs, and

College tunes, which, it is hoped, will

eventually lead to the electrification of

the bells, thus broadening the range of

musi(^ which can be played upon thetn.

At ])rcseiit but two or three bells can

be struck at the same time, limiting the

choice of selections to the customary early

morning English Changes and the simpler

hymns after the Vesper service. Although

the change to an electric keyboard is an

expensive proposition it is hoped that it

may eventually be made through Alumni

cooperation. Until some definite de-

cision is reached, however, the chimes-

master intends to present occasional

unannounced vesper concerts.

Tuesday Lecture

Assistant Professor Charles Grimm, of

the French department, will deliver the

last of the Tuesday Lecture series at 4.30

p. m. today in the Thompson Physical

f.,aboratory. "From Kindergarten to Uni-

versity: The Educational System of

France" will be the subject of his talk.

Infirmary Patients

Newman '31, Boyd, and Bush '32, and

Johnston '34 were patients in the Thomp-
son Infirmary when The Record went to

press Sunday evening. In case of serious

illness, the parents of the student con-

cerned are immediately notified by the
College authorities.

COLLEGE NOTES

The following are competing for the
Senior Life-Saving Award: McGlynn '31;

Stevens and Tunier '32; Beaty, Bird,
Bromly, Gilfillan, Graves, Katz, I,awther,
O'Brien, Webster, Whitbeck, Woodruff,
and Wright '33; W. Allen, Alters, Austin,
Bispham, Greenlee, J. W. Kelly, Ketcham,
Krum, Lyon, McKean, McKee, Magiil,
Norcott, Phillips, Richmond, and Sherry
o4.

The following are trying for Senior
TJfe-Saving Examiner Certificates: Mc-
Donald '32: Church, Davis, Jenkins,
Nash, and C. R. Reynolds '24.

International Affairs Club

John Nevin Sayre, an executive

secretary of the Fellowship of Recon-
ciliation, a peace organization started

during the World War, will address the

International Affairs Club in Griffin

Hall tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock.

Mr. Sayre, who has just returned from
an extensive tour of the continent,

will talk on "Europe's Hour of Need."

Uiillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll I lllllllllllllllllll^
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EAST PENNSYLVANIA
ASSOCIATION TO MEET

Golf Tournament Is Planned for

Alumni Returning to June

Class Reunions

The animal meeting of the lOastern

IVimsylvania Alunnii Association of which

Alexander M. Swain '09 is president will be

held at the University Club, Philadelphia,

on the evening of Tuesday, March 31.

The principal speaker will be (iregory

Ma.son 'II, explorer and journalist, who
will recount his recent (rip lo the Mayan
country in a talk illustrated by motion

pi(^ture films.

Phili|) L. James '97, ijrcsideni, of the

Society of Alumni, will be guest of honor,

while E. Herbc^rt Botsford 'K2, alunnii

secretary, will again be the representative

from Williams. As on his lour of the Miildle

West, the latter will take with him a roll of

lilms depicting various phases of campus
life. The meeting will take place on the

first Tuesday during the spring recess, and
all undergraduates in the vicinity of Phila-

delphia ar<' cordially invited to attend.

Commencement Golf

.Arrangenienis with the Taconic (!oll

Club have recently been concluded by
•\. V. Osterlmut for a handicap nicflal

cbampioiisbip open to all returning alumni

on .luiie 12 and 13. Cups will be awarded

to the [ilaycrs compiling the best gross

score, and the best net score, while the

composite total of each class will be drawn
upas well, and cups will be given lo the live

leading |)layers of the winning class.

This arrangement is designed "to give

the worst dub a chance for a cup," and at

the same time to recognize the best individ-

ual round regardless of the hamlicap. It

is planned to make the tournament an

annual affair. The special entrance fee,

wbii'h covers green fees for the two days,

has liccn .set at five dollars.

Oratorical Contest Will

Be Held in Chapin Today

The annual Prize Speaking Contest for

members of the Freshman Class will be

held this afternoon in Chapin Hall at .'i.OO.

Carlisle, Collcns, Eliding, Haminon<l, Ma-
gill, McKean and McKnight '31 have
(pialificd for the contest which is held in

conjunction with the courses in Public

Speaking, and which is sponsored by the

Trustees, who offer prizes of .?20 and $10

to the men whose addresses are adjudged
best delivered.

Messrs. Roberts, Schlesinger, and Ses-

sums have been selected as judges and will

announce the results immediately follow-

ing the speeches, while Mr. John.son will

act as chairman. The names of the prize-

winners will also be announced by the

President of the College from the Com-
mencement platform. Mr. Safford will

entertain with selections on the organ,

opening with Toccata in F by Wider.
WUiU' the judg(w are arriving at a decision,

he will render danon by S(rhuniann, ami
will conclude the program by playing

b'dnjiirehy l.iuiiniens. The complete pro-

gram follows:

'I'ocmta in F Wider
Mr. Safford

1. The BuIUkI (i/ Ihv Harp Weaver

Millwj

G. C. Eheling, Jr.

2. Knapp-Whiie Murder Case Webster
T. ,1, Carlisle

3. Speech of Cyrano from Cyrano tie lier-

m't'c llostaml

n. B. McKean
4. LIlijsscs Tennyson

A. M. Collens, .Jr.

.5. The Hishop Orders His Tomb

Browning
T. N. Masill

0. The Revenge: A Ballad aj the Fleet

Tennyson
W. G. McKnisht, Jr.

7. The Lady or the Tiger Stockton

P. A. Hammond, Jr.

('(iiion Schumann
Mr. .Safford

Decision of the Judges
Fanfare I^mmena

Mr. Safford

ALUMNI NOTES

1881

Bliss I'eriy, Piofcssor Emeritus of Eng-
lish Literature at Harvard, delivered a

series of four lectures on Emerson under
the auspices of the Vanuxein Lecture
Foundation at Princeton last week.
Choosing as bis subject "Emerson Today,"
he selected different aspects of the topic

for bis daily talks during the week. Pro-

fcs.sor Perry is closely identified with this

subject, having written several essays on
Emerson and edited 7'/ic Heart of Enter-

.soh'.s Joiirniitx and Selerlions from Emer-
'<nn\-< Prose.

1882

10. Herbert Botslord was the speaker at

the recent niet-ting of the League of

Women Voters last Momlay. He dis-

cussed the development of the government
of Willianistown during the past few

decades.

1900

Dr. 1'. Boyd ICdward.s, headmaster of

.Mercer.slmrg .Academy, Mercer.sburg, Pa.,

and Mrs. Ldwards are spending a few days
in Williarnstown at the Williams Inn. Dr.

I'ldwards is a former meinlier of the hoard

of trustees of Williuins College.

1920

Moniltiy, March 2,1 - Harry F. Wolf, who
earlier in the month succo.s,sfully defended

his title as iiaticmal amateur S(|iiasli tennis

champion, is among the 2(> players entered

in till' world's open scpia.sh tennis tourna-

ment which begins today at the Shelton

Clul) ill New York City. This tourney, in

recent years, has consisted largely of pro-

fessionals liut this .year many well known
amateurs have signified their intention of

playing. l''rank Ward, a professional who
is the defending titleholder, heads the list

of seedivl jilavers while the name of Row-
land B. Haines, former amateur champion,
al.so appears in the draw.

Topcoats

New Spring Footwear

Foulard Ties

New Shirts

Let us take care of your

Vacation Needs

NELS DOMIN

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET
^g^aBSMar^MU
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I The Press Box \

AN APOLOGY
One admirer and reader of this column

(yes, there are some), wrote us yesterday

askinK if we were Tliragmorion, apparently

alarmed at the absence of the Press Box in

the last issue of The Recohu. It is,

therefore, absolutely necessary that we

dispel from the minds of our readers any

idea that we have left the more serious

paths of public affairs to embark on Paltry

HlujJ. The entrance of a new coUeaKue,

however, offers us an excellent opi)ortunity

to make a general apology for our existence.

There are many |)eople in these parts

who are not ardent readers of the news-

papers. It is to ])rovide them with some

information and some ideas, that the Press

Box was originally started. If we break

free at times from the superficiality neces-

sary in such a column, it is to be pardoned,

Our only purpose is to make Williams

more interested in something outsiile of

Willianistown, a (ask which becomes in-

creasingly difficult as time goes on.

GERMANY, WAR AND FRANCE
For the past five years, some Frenchmen

have been waiting eagerly for evidence that

(Jermany is attempting a recuperation

with the view of another war. The
Treaty of Versailles, with its obvious er-

rors, still stands as a monument to French

diplomacy, or lack of it. Paris editors

grew wrathful a few days ago when Ger-

many and Austria announced a customs

agreement, by which no duties will be im-

posed on goods travelling bctweei\ the two

(•(luntries, and which provides for a joint

arriingement of tariffs against goods of

other countries.

As i.s usual, the French editors have no

valid grounds for objection. The customs

union will be entirely economic, and it will

in no way affect the ))olit ieal indi-pendence

of the two countries. It is this |)olitical

independence which the Treaty of Ver-

sailles declares must not be violated

(.Sections VI and VIII). If the French

editors insist on adding an undeserved

significance to this economic move, they

must again admit that they are the great-

est suspicionists in the world.

C. S. S.

Dun Talks on God's
Relation to Man

(Continued from First Page)

Being is that which we find in the realms

of religion, where "men reflect more in

their lives than the things in common life."

Our i)artial glim|)ses come from the

"secondary vision of those who respond so

universally to God." He is seen as the

whole light of which the l)roken and re-

Hecte<l lights in those "unique and reveal-

ing lives" who have i)erpeluated man's

belief in a Supreme Will. It is the "vision

of the seers" which helps us through the

"darkness of our own spiritual night."

The meaning of (Jod, the lecturer con-

cluded, is not the finding of one more thing

in our own world, but the discovery of the

underlying truth in life. "Look deeper

into life with the help of the seer, and by
the light of his reflecte<l vision."

Paltry Stuff
(Continued from Second Page.)

course of the conversation remarked that

it was fine to see him back. "Yes," the

gentleman said, "It's nice to be back
again. I like it so much I think I'll come
back often. You know, , I've

never been back before!"

Out of the woods in a lousy dream
I stumble, my eyes are no good. . . .

Into the glare of a probing gleam

I mumble, "To Hell with the wood!"

Sartor

The four lines above we point to with

pride. They are the initial fruits of the

I impassioned plea we made for contribu-

lions. However, we would have rejected

the verse as a matter of principle if we
liail had anything else.

Throgmorlon

Dr. William DeKleine

Discusses Red Cross
(Continued from First Page)

School lunches are provided in some 3,0(K)

schools and more than 150,0(M) children

are served. This will, no doubt, do much
to prevent serious health problems result-

ing from malnutrition. Teac^hers and

superintendents of schools say that the

school lunch is helping the children a great

deal. They say the children study better,

play harder, look brighter, and are alto-

gether a happier lot. What is more, the

lunches have increased the school attend-

ance in many of the rural districts from 2S

to 1(X) percent."

Commenting on pellagra, a disease which

at first was feared by health authorities in

the drought-stricken area, Dr. DeKleine

said, "Pellagra has been a serious problem

in many .sections of the South for .several

years. This disease results from the

absence in the diet of certain food essen-

tials. They are founil most abundantly in

such foods as milk, lean meats, fish, wheat

germ, tomatoes and other vegetables.

Individuals, who do not get a suflicient

amount of these foods, sooner or later de-

velop pellagra. Because of repeated croi)

failures, low prices on farm produce

—

particularly cotton—and the resultant

economic stress, it has become increasingly

more difficult for many people to get the

right kind of food. As a result, the inci-

dence of pellagra has gradually increased

in (!ertain sections of the South in recent

years. In order to prevent the |)Ossibility

of a marked increase in this disease, the

Red Cross undertook to distribute large

quanitities of pure powdered yeast to all

pellagra families. In the absence of an

adequate diet, this form of yeast is the

most potent measure known at the present

time for the control of this disease. The

feeding of families in the home, the school

hnu'hes, and the distribution of powdered

yeast should do much to prevent an in-

crease in pellagra during the coming

months."

At the conclusion of the interview, Dr.

DeKleine remarked, "I am happy to say

that the health conditions in the entire

drought area have been uiuisually good

during the past winter months. Health

officers and physicians everywhere re-

ported that the health of the people was

excellent in spite of the critical situation."

a small punitive war, and was willing,

rather than not punish the Serbs, to see

Austria allied with Germany, drawn into

war with France and Russia. He be-

lieved that victory was assured, since he

felt certain that Great Britain would not

join France. Hence, he made the mistake

of proceeding with the Serbian cam-

paign regardless of German i)res8ure.

Germany, by her dilat<jry and shjthful

diplomatic policy, allowed the Austrian

situation to get out of her control. The
report of a so-called "Potsdam Confer-

ence" is entirely untrue, the speaker

pointed out, and he then presented evi-

dence which indicated that such a con-

ference had never taken place. Great

Britain had followed the German policy uf

procrastination. Sir Kdward Grey's re-

fusal to grant a right of way through the

Straits to Russia, was one of the main

causes of the conflict, in the oj>inion of

the lecturer.

Serbia, at war with Austria, actually

machinated the assassination of Ar<di-

Duke F'erdinand, since the cabinet knew
about the plot at least three weeks before

the murder, the assassins were trained

especially for the deed by Nationalist

military officers, and were smuggled into

the country by members of the Intelli-

gence .Service.

The actual culmination of the situation,

Dr. Barnes stated, took place as follows.

Isvolsky had finally persuaded Sazanoff,

the Russian Foreign Minister, that war

was necessary. The Tsar was l)ulli(»l into

issuing an order for a general mobilization

of forces. Meanwhile, France had been

notified of the order, and Poincare wired

Russia to go ahead. Had France refused

t(j supi)ort Russia in this move, war would

have been averted, in Dr. Barnes' opinion.

The same night, France declared war on

Germany, Great Britain joined her with

the excuse of the violation of Belgian

neutrality, and the whole world was

embroiled in the greatest war in history.

Dont Forget SPECIAL TRAIN
Returning Sunday, midnight, after Spring Vacations, from New York City

Arrives in Williamstown just before Chapel

Tickets on sale daily at 12.40 in Jesup Hall
t

Undergraduate Group
|

to Present Iturbi

(Continued from First Page)

recital heard by this writer in that (lerioil.

The performances which Mr. Iturbi had

given here of concertos with orchestra by

Mozart and l.iszl had shown him as a very

exceptional pianist, and as one who com-

|)rehended in a rare degree the classic

style .... In less than three-ipiarters

of an hour he proved himself one of the

leading virtuosos of this period." After

his .second concert a week later, Irving

Weil in the New York Journal, sai<l,

".lose Iturbi, the Si)anish pianist, now

may be classed with the half dozen or so

artists who can pack Carnegie Hall as full

of ])eople as the law permits It is

quite as it sh<nild be, for Mr. Iturbi,

although still in his middle thirties, is one

of the great men of his time,"

Control heat! Then-
economical power

efficient production

Heat not controlled is excessively destructive.

The controlling medium is known to industry as

"REFRACTORIES."

High temperatures must be withstood in boi'er

(urnaces-- BRICKS.

In the tempering and treating of metals --HEARTH

PLATES.

In the ceramic industry --KILN LININGS.

Again industry is served by products From the elec-

tric furnace which every grinding wheel user knows
by the trade-marks «Alundum» and «Crystolon.»

Norton Company, Worcester, Mass.

Accuses Allies of

Causing Great War
(Continued from First Page)

pean war was necessary to in.sure access to

the Straits.

France, still bitter from the loss of

Alsace-Lorraine in 1871, was still a mem-

ber of the former Dual Alliance with

Russia, Great Britain having withdrawn

from the Triple Entente. Poincare, Prime

Minister, and eventuall.y President of

France, from which latter position he was

Foreign Minister in fact, believed firmly

that Alsace-Lorraine should he recovered,

hut realized that only a European War
could bring about the restoration.

Austria, still in the alliance with Ger-

many, desired to suppress Serbia, which

was becoming more and more imruly.

Berchtold, the Austrian minister, desired

Grinding Wheels
Grinding Machines

Refractovies -Floor
and Stair Tiles

5th AVENUE
at send Street De Pinna NEW YORK

WILL SHOW IN THE WILLIAMS SAMPLE ROOM
Today and Tomorrow, March 24th and 25th

their exclusive importations and productions of men's clothing and
furnishings, hats and shoes

Representative, Mr. Sweeney
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Deb Committee Aids

Annual Easter Dance
(Continued from First Page)

the Misses Dorothea Bauer, Sylvia Rein-

ecke, Louise Boone, Grace Cowles, Bar-

bara Folts, Dorris Freile, Betty Gerard,

Nell Gilsey, Mary Elizabeth Glenn, Anita

Guinne, Caroline Hughes, Anne Hurd,

Betty Jennings, Mary Kcrnochan, Edith

Mortimer, Margaret Nicoll, Louise Plater

Montague Priddy, March Lee Simms,

Beatrice Temeurlen, Lee Watkins, Katha-

rine Wiggins, Natalie Wykes, and Marga-

ret Yallalee.

The dancing is scheduled to commence
at 10.00 p. m. in the Japanese Room of the

St. Regis Hotel. Tickets are now on sale

in Williamstown and New York, available

here from any member of the Purple

Knighls, or the committee.

Laski Picks Flaws
in U. S. Democracy

(Continued from First Page)

the fact that such a move would promote

world unity and do much to prevent war.

He pleaded that the United States should

recognize Russia, giving it the experient^e

and sympathy of the world in order to

alleviate the Soviet fear of a combined

American and European attack if the Five-

Year plan succeeds.

"1 see America divided into two nations

which think and live differently—one a

small class of rich |)cople and the other a

large class of poor |)eople," stated Pro-

fessor Laski. "The inelustrial autocracy

sets the tempo and dominates the very

lives of the working men. The laborer

can scan^ely stir without feeling the long

fingers of business stretched out toward

him. Contrary to the general belief that

he should be satisfied with his lot, the

working man lacks the very pith of life-

political and economic freedom."

"I have been especially impressed," Pro-

fessor Laski continued, "by the lack of

individual opinion and the refusal to tol-

erate non-conformists." He said that he

had also noticed that Americans take their

pleasure grimly in external terms, always

with the desire to be coming, going, or

adding. Theorists have no place in the

United States, where the practical man

always assumes the lead. "Love of pub-

licity which is uncommon among the Eng-

lish i)eople is one of the outstanding faults

of the Americans as I see them."

The educational system came under the

spotlight when Mr. Laski cited several

ridi(!ulous theses for which Ph.D. degrees

were awarded. He told how rich men

gave foundations to colleges in order to

case their consciences, and how power

interests subsidize professors to teach the

evils of public ownership. Assailing bus-

iness men as trustees uf colleges and whole.

sale education, ho stated the real pur.

pose of education is to teach i)eople to be

skeptical, to understand the soiual struc-

ture, to utilize the instruments of the mind,

and tu learn t hat there are no such things

as peoples' rights.

In (ilosing. Professor Laski said, "You
hold in your haixls that which is more val-

uable to Europe than anything else.

You are the guardians of the destiny of

the Liberal temper. Yours is the ultimate

word in sexual wisdom. For forty years

you have devoted yourselves to worship-

ing material i)rosperity. You have the

possibility of making world happiness if

you can undergo a Hi)iritual conversion."

\
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'RECORD' COMPETITION

TO START ON APRIL 6

All Freshmen Interested in Second

Competition Are Asked To
Meet in Jesup

The second Ficshinen competition fur

tlifi editorial boanl of Thk Recohu is

Bclioduled to lie-in on April (i, the Monday
following vacation, and all menilH'rs of the

class of 1934 who would ho intonated in

compel inn '•" I'ositions arc asked to

attend the! meiHinK in 'i'liK Kucoiii) offices

on the first floor of .lesup at 12.40 on that

day. At this meeting (he editors will ex-

plain the details of the competition and

will answer all <|uestions concerning writ-

inn for Thk Rkcohd.

This is the second of the thnw comjieti-

tions which an; to ]»'. held for the Class of

1934 and will last for si.x weeks or twelve

issues, at the end of which time there will

be two or three men ele<^tcd to the hoard.

The work is Kraded hy the senior memhers

of the hoard, on the hasis of news value,

quantity and ipiality, of wliich three the

latter is the most important. IJecause

this is perha|)S the first experience of

many in news writiu)!, a Hkcoud style book

will he distributed at the meeting to aid

the compets in writing articles. All work

niusi he typewritten and handed in every

'J'hursday and Sunday afternoon at 4.30

throughout the six weeks. As well as the

assinned articles a few inches of unassigned

news will he reiiuircd for each issu(^ and

during the competition three editorials

will he expected.

The winners of the competition are

cli(?ihle to compete for Kdilor, Mananinn

Kditor and AssiKUnient Editor of the

paper during the sjjrinj; of their Sophomore

year and fall of their ,)unior year hut an^

not force<l to do so. Once on the hoard

they will do no extra work, heinu expected

to carry on only the routine tasks assigned

to them. All memhers of the hoard are

paid suhstantial dividends when they

leave office, in the snrine of their Senior

year.

Sayre Talks to Affairs

Club on European Crisis

SuKResting that the United States

should cut its armament in half, thus en-

ahlinf? the (ierman deht to be cancelled,

John Nevin Sayre, secretary of the Fellow-

ship of Heconciliation, talked on "Europe's

Hour of Need" before the Intirnalimml

Affairs Club in Griffin Hall last Wednesday
evening. Mr. Sayre, who succeeded Nor-

man Thomas as one of the editors of The
Wnrlil Tomorrow, has just returned from

an extensive tour of the continent.

Mr. Sayre pointeil out that the political

situation in Germany has been largely

infJiienced hy four causes. The Versailles

Treaty, and the present reparations settle-

ment have stirred up a strongly antagonis-

tic national feeling, and when Germany
compares the bread lines in this country

with Russia's success on her five-year plan,

the natural tendency is toward commun-
ism. He suggested that the United States

shoidd take the lead in cancelling debts,

declaring that if we cut our war appropria-

tion in half, from $700,000,0(K) to

$350,(K)0,000, we wo\ild just offset the loss

incurred hy cancelling the obligation of

Germany.

Juniors Lead Interclass
Wrestling; 1933 Is Second

With hut one bout, between Meiklejohn
and liruckner in the 145-lb. class, remain-
ing on (he schedule, the juniors have
gained a commanding lead of 33 points to

14 for the so|)l)omorc8 who are their closest

rivals in the inter(!lass wrestling, and
desi)ite the outcome of the match they
cannot he overtaken. The juniors won
five first places and one second, while the

sophomores won only in the 11,5-lb. class;

tiv(' points were awarded to the winner in

each class, two to the runner up, and each

man who won a fall was given one point

.

In the 115-11). class Del.ong '33 won on

a fall over Collens '34 to score the only

sophomore victory while Mark, Baylis,

McClave, and Goldhlatt won in their di-

visions, the former two ( n decisions and
the latter two on falls to score .seven points

each. If liruckner wins the remaining
bout in the 14.5-11). class on a fall the fresh-

men will nose out the s()i)homores by one

point, while if Meiklejohn wins he will

score the only points for the seniors.

The points scored are as follows: Seniors

0; .Juniors, 33; Sophomores, 14; Fresh-

men 8.

JOHN McKEE '34 DIES

FROM ELECTROCUTION

Receives 2300-Volt Shock Pulling

Antenna Wire Over High
Tension Line

ORATORICAL CONTEST

IS WON BY Mcknight

McKean Awarded Second, Ebeling

Third; Tennyson's 'Revenge'

Given by Winner

Delivering Tennyson's, The Revenge,

with umisual perfection, William Gelon
McKnight, Jr. '34 was awarded the first

prize of twenty dollars offered by the

Trustees to the winner of the anmial
Freshman Prize S|)eaking Contest held in

Chapin Hall last 'I'uesday afternoon.

Robert Brownson McKean '34 received

second place and .$10 for his ])resentation

of the Sjieech of Ci/rmw from Rostan<rs,

Cyrano de Bergerac; while honorable

iiiCiitiuo vvub given to (jeoige Curl Eiieling,

Jr. '34, who recited Millay's, The Ballad

of the Harp Weaver.

The committee of judges, composed of

Assistant, Professor J. IT. Roberts, Mr.

A. C. Sessums, and Assistant Professor

A. C. Schlesinger, found considerable diffi-

culty in selecting a winner due to the high

excellency of the oratory maintained hy
the seven contestants. Mr. Roberts

stated that McKnight was finally cho.sen

ilue to his excellent platform presence and

superior voice (piality. "He delivered

Tlie Uevenge with feeling but also with

restraint, so that there was neither exag-

geration of effect nor strained emotion in

his presentation. McKean assumed the

role of Cyrano, and the position and ges-

tures of his body and hands, as well as in-

flection of his voice, portrayed the char-

acter so as to make it seem decidedly real.

Ebeling selected a very difficult poem, and

in his portrayal of its emotional quality,

showed an admirable sympathy for the

boy, or speaker of the verse. In general,

the men who chose poetry made better

impressions than did those who selected

prose, although the general standard was

very high throughout."

The contestants and their orations in

order of speaking were as follows: Ebeling,

The Ballad of the Harp Weaver by Millay;

• (Continued on Third Page)

Pierce H. Russell, ''00, Former Purple All-American

Outfielder, Discusses Failing Interest in Baseball

While Hon. Pierce H. Russell '00

realizes that American intercollegiate

baseball is on the wane he believes that it

"will not die out completely, unless the

gate receipts become too small, because

enough men will love the game to keep it

in the varsity class." He speaks with

authority, as All-American outfielder on

the WiUiams 1000 baseball team, filling

that position as he did in the mythical

team chosen that year for the June issue of

the Outing Magazine by Cliarles E. Pat-

terson, a si)orts authority ranking with

Walter Camp at the lime.

Judge Russell explains the lack of inter-

est in baseball as due, partly at least, to

the increasing i)oi)ularity of games that

can be played singly or in groups of two or

three. He named such spoHs as golf and
tennis and showed how natural it was for a
man to prefer |)laying a game of his own
to watching a baseball team in action.

The fine weather of spring and the number
of cars are also blamed by the Judge for

"dwindling attendance at baseball games,

while football, coming at a time when en-

tirely individual games are being discarded

for the winter, receives more attention, for

the same reason.

In answer to a question put by The
Record reporter about recent Williams

baseball seasons he said that he "couldn't

give any reason why teams should be bet-

ter or worse, but that good teams seemed

to nui in cycles, with a college having a

championship team for a few years and

then losing consistently for several years."

lie said, "Baaeball and football have re-

versed their positions since I was in col-

lege," and went on to tell of great baseball

teams which drew as much interest in 1900

as great football teams do now.

When told that the spring training trip

was not to be taken by the Williams team

this year, the former All American took it

as a further indication of the decline in

college ba.seball, and stressed the value of

(Continued on Third Page)

John Paul McKee, a member of the

Freshman class, dieil of electrocution at

two o'clock Thursday afternoon when an

aerial wire which he was attempting to put

up came into contact with a 23()0-volt high

tension line, .\llhough he was taken im-

mediately to Dr. Noehrcn by H. A.

Bruckner, his roommate, th(f i)ulniotor

resuscitation that was begun within 15

minutes after the shock failed to restore

the a('tioii of h's heart.

McKee had started to install the aerial

before noon. From th(! window of his

room, which is on the fourth door of Wil-

liams Hall, entry C, he had thrown the

Little Theatre to Give
Finale of Season in April

The (Sods of The Mourdains, The Twelve

Pound Look, and Women Have Their Way,
have been chosen by the new hoard of

directors for the final productions of the

year by the Williams Liille Theatre to he

presented in .Jesup Hall in the last week
in April. Trials for the cast of each play

have been held for the past week, but have

not as yet been definitely decided ui)on.

Sellery '32 is directing the performance

of 'J'lic Gods of The Mountains, by Lord

Dunsany. The Twelve Pound Look by

Sir ,lames Barrie is under the direction of

Davis '33, while Zalles '32 is directing the

semi-farce. Women Have Their Way, hy

the brothers Quinteros. These presenta-

tions, the first luider the new regime of the

Little Theatre and the last of the current

season, promise to fully live up to, if not

exceed, past performances with every

effort being expended in their direction.

wire across the high tension lines that run

parallel 'e l'.:--' !>iiildi».(; at a distance of

about twenty-five feet away. The two

roommates returned from lunch intending

to complete the job, and Bruckner, re-

ceiving instructions from McKee, who re-

mained on the ground, went up to the room

and started feeding the uninsulated aerial

wire across the power line down to within

reach of McKee. Taking the string at-

tached to the end, McKee walked over to

a tree about forty feet beyond the wires,

and attempted to climb it. When he

found that he was unable to reach the top

he descended and walked west a few paces

in order to throw the weighted string

through a crotch in the tree.

A moment later Bruckner, who had

stepped away from the window, heard a

scream, and looking out, saw McKee upon

the ground with the end of the wire

beneath him. Believing the power line to

hold but 200 volts, Bruckner tore the other

end of the aerial wire from the nail in the

window sill to which it had been fastened,

and drew it in. In doing so he pulled

apart a splice in the middle of the antenna

which had made contact with the high

tension wire, and the circuit was broken

as the other end dropped to the ground.

Rushing quickly downstairs he found

McKee still breathing, and hailed a pas-

sing car which took them downstreet.

He was taken to Dr. Noehren, and the

pulmotor apparatus was summoned from

North Adams. .Mthough this arrived

within ten minutes, the treatment, which

was continued for two hours, proved of

no avail.

McKee, who is the son of Mr. and Mrs.

Lloyd H. McKee of Fort Worth, Texas,

has been active in athletics since coming to

Williams. Besides being a member of the

1934 football sqtiad this fall, he was a

regular diver on the Freshman swimming

(Continued on Third Page)

Concert Notice
Tickets for the lt\irbi concert may be

obtainetl by wTiting to the Treasurer

of the Undergraduate Committee, Box

636, Williamstown, or at Hart's Drug

Store and at C. G. Smith's Book Store.

CALENDAR

SATURDAY, MARCH 28

12.00 m.—Spring Recess begins.

10.00 p. m.—W'illiams Night. Japanese

Room of the Hotel St. Regis. New
York City.

MONDAY, APRIL 6

7.45 a. m.—Spring Recess ends.

FIELD IS CHOSEN 1931

PERMANENT PRESIDENT

Class Election Returns Designate

Langmaid and Schwartz as

Class Marshals

'PURPLE COW TO HAVE

FULL REORGANIZATION

New Departments and Alumni Page

Will Be Incorporated in

First Venture

With the resolve to clean house from

cellar to attic, the Junior board of the

Purple Cow entering office for the .\pril

issue, has formulated a plan of complete

reorganization in conjunction with the

business and circulation departments with

a view toward j)utting before the college

body a publication with a style peculiarly

its own and with clearly defined depart-

ments dealt with in a light but less slap-

stick fashion. The scope of the magazine

is to be enlarged but purely local, including

humorous incidents of the past as well as

the future in an effort to give the alumni

an oi)])ortunity to look back with perhaps

a chuckle or two.

In the past, departments would change

fi'oni one issue n) the next* as the whims of

the editors varied, allowing for no definite

treatment or style. The new Cow will

retain the Reminiscence dc))artment, but

in a somewhat briefer fonn. There will

l)e pages devoted solely to the whims and

vagaries of the Faculty portrayed by Hall

'33. A sports department is to be included

which will touch on the various and sundry

engagements of the Purple on the field of

combat with a special stress being laid on

the added sidelights of the contests fur-

nished by both spectator and contestant.

A decidedly novel feature will be intro-

duced with the addition of a special alumni

department. Every month some happen-

ing of the balmier days of Billlown will be

dragged out of dusty files and given a

prominent position in the issue with ac-

companying descriptive cuts. A special

effort will be made in this feature to give

the alumnus an opportunity to recall a

happening to which he might have been a

party, and to which, in his mellower mo-

ments, he may have fond recourse either

over the breakfast or dinner table.

Every effort is being made to give to the

Cmv on especial individuality and to re-

move the more rowdy elements of its

makeup. During the course of the year, a

regular series of editorial competitions will

be held which will be fully described at a

(Continued on Third Page)

Benjamin Rush Field, ,Jr., of Kaston,

Pa., anil Clarence Whittemore Bartow of

New York, N. Y., were declared elected to

the offices of Permanent President and Per-

manent .Secretary of the Class of 1931 re-

spectively when the ballots were counted

last Tiicsilay. The returns also designated

Benjamin Langmaid and Herman Living-

ston Schwartz, Jr., (Jlass Marshals, Rich-

ard Eugene Manning, Library Orator, and
Thomas Elijah Jenks, Chairman of the

Class Day Committee.

Field has been prominent on the campus
since his Freshman year, when he served as

cajitain of the 1931 basketball team, and
played on the Freshman baseball team.

Since then he has three times been elected

presitlent of his class, filled the post of

President, of the Student Council after a
four-year niend)er of that body, and lead

the outstanding basketball team of the last

15 years. Bartow is Subscription Mana-
ger of The Recohu, President of the

Forum, Chairman of the Non-.\lhletic

council, and President of the lnt(^rfraterni-

ty Council. He was Treasurer of the

Undergraduate Concert Committee last

year, in addition to being on the 1931

(julielnieiisian, and a member of the N'arsi-

ty Soccer s(iuad.

The complete election returns follow:

Permanent President, Benjamin Rush
Field.

Permanent Secretary, Clarence Whitte-

more Bartow.

Cla.ss Marshals, Benjamin Langmaid and

Herman Livingston Schwartz.

Library Orator, Richard Eugene Manning.

Orator to the Lower Classes, James Francis

McKernon, Jr.

Pipe Orator, Carl Schmidt Oxtoby.

Ivy Orator, Thomas Sommer.

Class Poet, Russell Wheeler, .Ir.

Ivy Poet, Howard Bonnell .Spencer, Jr.

Historian, William .\lfred Hart Birnie.

Class Song Leader, Edward .Archer

Dougherty.

Class Day Committee, Thomas Elijah

Jenks, Chairman; Clarence Whitlcmore

Bartow, Paul Homer Couchinan Hag-

gard, John Daniel Lucas, and Brainerd

.Skinner Sabin.

'34 Chapel Attendance
Will Be Taken by Card

Beginning Monday, April 0, a new sys-

tem of taking the Freshman Chapel at-

tendance, designed to eliminate the neces-

sity of having a particular group of stu-

dents report the absence of others, will be

put into operation. On entering Chapel

each freshman will receive a card from the

monitor, which must be signed and left at

the door at the conclusion of the service.

In this way it has been found possible to

cancel the assigned seating arrangements;

instead, the transept will be filled first, and
then the regular ])ew8 from the front to the

rear as the monitors may direct, while

aisle chairs are only to be used after all the

pews have been filled. Each freshman is

responsible for getting a card from the

monitor at the rear of the class aisles,

(Continued on Second Page)

Jackson, Counsel in Sale of the New York *World\

Sees Success in Its Combination With 'Telegram''

Writing exclusively for The Record,*
John G. Jackson, counsel engaged in clos-

ing the sale of the New York WorUi to the

Scripps-Howard chain, declares, "For

nearly fifty years the World newspajiers

had been independent, honest, and aggres-

sive, fulfilling, as far as was humanly possi-

ble, the ideals expressed by .loseph Pulitzer

when he first acquired them." These

ideals, which have appeared in the mast-

head of each i.s8ue since the papers' birth,

struck forth forcefully against all journal-

ism that allowed itself to be influenced by

politics, big business, or other inducement,

—these ideals echoed the call of a free press

in a democratic nation— these ideals live on

after the death of the World as an individ-

uality.

They read: "An institution that should

always fight for progress and reform, never

intolcralc injustice or corruption, always

fight, demagogues of all parties, never be-

long to any party, always oppose privileged

classes and public plunderers, never lack

sympathy with the ]x)or, always remain

devoted to the public welfare, never be

satisfied with merely printing news, always

be drastically independent, never be
afraid to attack wrong, whether by predac

tory plutocracy or predatory poverty."

The statement continues, "Until about five

years ago the paper was financially success-

ful. It then began to lose money at an in-

creasingly rapi<l rate primarily because of

the loss in advertising, a loss which was
occasioned by the fact that the World

catered neither to the classes nor the mass-

es. The result was that advertisers wish-

ing to reach the conservative readers used

the Times, the Herald Tribune, and the

Sun, while those wishing to reach the great

mass of people used the tabloids.

"Mr. Pulitzer's sons had been enjoined

in their father's will to preserve and per-

petuate the H'orW newspapers as an insti-

tution rather than as a mere means of

making money, and they had never de-

(Continued on Third Page)
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The Recoud takes pleasure in announcing that, as the result of the first compe-

tition for members of the Class of 1934, the following men have been elected to the

Editorial Board: Ezra Kendall Gillett, Jr., of Pelham Manor, N. Y., George Wright

H.avvkins, of Pelham Manor, N. Y., Owen Jameson, of Santa Barbara, Calif., James

Alexander Linen III, of Waverly, Pa., John Harsen Rhoades III, of Sharon, Conn.,

and Francis Hayes Sherry, of Troy, N. Y. The Record wishes to thank all the com-

petitors for their faithful work throughout the competition.

'A MORAL OBLIGATION' REMOVED
Approximately 80% of the driving permissions outstanding before March 20

have already been renewed; and the chances are that the percentage will stand at a

considerably higher figure after the spring recess. The reply to the Administration's

letter seems perfectly clear-cut in its implications; and, it seems to The Record,

should satisfactorily settle the question of any moral obligation which the authorities

might feel "to do something" aljout the car situation. In whatever other respects the

College stands in loco parentis, it no longer does here; it has explained to the parents its

sense of responsibility, and the answer quite unequivocally removes that obligation,

until and nnloao 'vhoUy different circumstances arise. There can be no question of

thf m.-lju:'i.J'.- ht to take away the cars whenever they wish on grounds of general

I i.^ifff-iii r>)ti'' it the moral issue is closed, temporarily at least. Which leaves the

auiuiuooues in a secure position; for their practical utility in reilucing disciplinary

difficulties, and in promoting community contentment is scarcely to be denied.

OUR 'MEDIEVAL' CURRICULUM
Patent nostrums for the reform of the college are liecoming as prevalent as pan-

aceas for the farmer's troubles, with probalily equal mixtures of insincerity in each

case. But, out of the welter of conventional, or publicity-seeking "reforms" of college

education blared forth in the press this winter one notably tangible project emerged,

—

the product of the Rollins College Educational Conference, held in Florida, with John

Dewey in the chair. The Rollins report, aside from violating the best committee tra-

ditions by presenting intelligible conclusions, is of more than ordinary interest for its

straight-forward attempt to formulate an "ideal curriculum",—a topic which in Wil-

liamstown at least evokes more brickbats than bouquets.

In the main, the Rollins conference ideas make an interesting yardstick to apply

to the out-moded Williams i)rogram, whose medieval or Victorian dogmas provide the

text for so many colorful polemics in critical midnight sessions. Those who enjoy tos-

sing the conventional brickbats may, indeed, lie taken aback momentarily at the extent

to which Williams principles coincide with those laid down by these educators who were

avowedly seeking a Twentieth Century curriculum. In fact the two basic tenets of

the local program receive hearty approval: Thus, "In the first part of the student's

career there should be more emphasis on si)ecialia?.tion." And, looking ahead, "At

the terminal point of his college career, in addition to accomplishment in his chosen

field, the student should have a reasonable acquaintance with the subject matter with

respect to the world in wliich we live, .... the realm of personal and social relation-

ships, .... the literary, linguistic, and artistic products of our civilization." The
parellelism to the Williams program is continued with the recommendation of intro-

ductory courses designed to give a respectable and critical, acquaintance with the given

fields. Pseudo-vocational courses are banned. Over-crowded schedules are con-

demned. And "individual guidance" as against "machine production" is stressed,

with the maximum of personal contact between undergraduates and Faculty as the

ideal.

At this point the paean of comjilacency is well checked, as one discovers that the

Rollins yardstick outreaches the Williams curriculum on two definite points, the ab-

sence of which is rendered the more conspicuous by their being in so marked a minority.

" Pre-requisiies for entrance and urilhin the college have been Ion rigid, ton formal, and not

fully justified", the report declares with emphasis. The charge touches a sore spot,

recalling battles,—long ago begun, and not yet ended— , over the four-year Latin

requirement for entrance, and over the "dead sjjots" of Freshman and Sophomore

years. The fact that tradition has almost invariably entered into such contests as the

deciding factor makes the argument the more open to challenge, by critical analysis.

The other patent disparity between the "ideal curriculum" and the Williams plan

occurs in regard to that matter of vocational guidance which has only recently been

stressetl in this column. Says the Rollins report: "Each college should make a careful

study of the vocations for which its stuitetits might desire or endeavor to prepare themselves,

and should consider the feasiliilily of giving at least initial directioti to the students in a

larger nmnbcr of vocations." The point illustrates the fact that the progress of time

not only demands the revision of old conceptions of responsibility, but likewise the rec-

ognition of new obligations arising out of the college's place in a changing civilization.

Its broad rcsiionsibility to assist adjustment to life has undoubtedly overshadowed

the fact that there is here included a subordinate duty, to smoothen the initial adjust-

ment between the campus and the workaday world. The Rollins report encourages

the editors' conviction that it is time this responsibility obtained its due share of at-

tention.

This "ideal curriculum" is unquestionably not ideal; but it represents a definite

contribution to thought ; while comparison with it shows the surprising extent to which

the Williams curriculum meets at least one conception of a true Twentieth Century

program. And one needs not be very imaginative to believe that the points in which

the "ideal" and the reality differ are just those on which future changes must center.
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We hadn't meant to favor you again this

issue, but the conscienciousness of a lunvs

editor whosi! sense of humor failed in the

crisis brings us here again, with ivy leaves

still sere. In the lead story of this column

last issue, the word Sunday shoukl have

read Saturday, inasmuch as there is little

of note in anyone, even a junior, sneaking

into the stacks on Sunday, when they are

closed. But you will pardon us if we still

feel there is something of the humorous

about a junior sneaking into the stacks on

a weekday. 'We are sorry to have to be so

blunt in our explanation of the story, but

our reputation has been impaired. Hence,

to you a sincere ajiology, to the news

etlitor a H— 1 of a rei)riinand!

Somehow it tickles our vanity to be in

receipt of a nasty note from the gentleman

known as Sarlor. He is apparently ilis-

gruntled at our coimnent anent his jingle,

and in his note became somewhat un-

necessarily vituperative. But although

his pride has been stung, his spirit is still

strong, for at the same time he submits a

poem "respectively dedicated to Mr. Hoar

of the Biology Dei>artmcnt ".which we deem
no better than the first:

Oh, Torrus, little Torrus,

With your Torrusinal ways

—

I'm hazy and I'm crazy.

At the way I have to gaze

At the protoplasmic

Cytoplasmic

Stuff of which you're made.

Oh, its Torrus, Torrus, Torrus

(ilim refrain—We
Think you bore us.

)

Come and see the little

Torrus, and the egg

That Kellog lays.

Sarlor

In case Sarlor should turn out to be the

embryo Wm. Cullen Bryant, whose suc-

cessor Wms. has so long awaited, we will in

later years no doubt pay for our caustic

comment re: his writings. Until that

time we shall continue to think he's lousy.

In the last editorial, the writer strove to

show how many useless tasks are perform-

ed during a competition, in the unending

search for extra credit. But few tasks are

useless—all things have use. Last spring,

during the baseball competition, two

compels conceived of buikling a super-

ground dugout, to protect the players'

bench from the harsh rays of the sun.

Procuring the managers' consent, they pro-

ceeded with the task, and three weeks

work was sufficient to complete their mas-

terpiece. The dugout, (for we can think

of no other name for it), was made of sev-

eral sheets of plasterboard, neatly nailed

together, and covered with four coats of

green paint. It was to stand over and

above the players bench, but no sooner

was the task of erection begun than the

Athletic Council protested on the ground

that it would cut off the view of paying

spectators. The manager argued with the

Council; the compels argued—both to no

avail. Tearfully, the compets deposited

their resplendent green structure behind

the grandstand, and once again turned

their attention to routine matters. At

the present moment the beautiful green

dugout is ])roving more serviceable than

ornamental as a chicken coop, housing

fowls belonging to the caretaker of Weston

Field. Sic Transit Dugoutia Mundi.

At the risk of being accused by the

Purple Cow of grazing on forbidden ground

we submit two sage observations which we

culled from a mass of unimportant facts

found in two class lectures:

"The earth is added to, by ashes, at the

rate of about one inch in 100,000,000 years.

This is not a raijid growth."—Professor

Milham.

"Murder is as grievous an injury as any

man can receive."—Professor Doughty.

Throgniorlon

'34 Chapel Attendance
Will Be Taken by Card

(Continued from P^rst Page)

signing and returning it. No cards will be

issued after fifteen seconds from the time

the chime di.scord is sounded, and they will

not be issued to men carrying newspapers.

'Williams Night'

The St. Regis Hotel will be the scene

of a "Williams Night" dance Sat-

urday evening, March 28, at which

Harry Elleibe will act as master of cer-

emonies of a program which includes

the Dorsey brothers, Ethel Merman,
and the Purple Knights. Tickets can

be obtained from any member of the

Purple Knights or the committee which
is comi)oscd of Gardner, Noe, Senn, and

Tuttle '32.

^ r ! MOC round trip •" «""
,, people

*"'«cUe" o. I"Y •»'"?
''Ve'

'

Get ready to flo op
exercise oj Europe . .

«
brthecol»9»^'^

the 9«n9P>«"*'
' '

'

uAGGARDpMJb »'';„..„„ House

xvmii>n<»
1™"

Tlic fiftv-cent porferto and tlie five-cent "puiik-

erlno" look alike; hut they don't smoke alike.

The policy performance of a strong stock com-

pany, like llic smoking performance of a good

cigar, is the quality that counts.

Insure in aslock company (likethcGlensFalls).

Such companies sell dependable protection.

'Old

and
Tried'
M&y Founded

1849

INSURANCE COMPANY, GLENS FALLS, NEW YORK

Wlten spring fever liits you

take the bull by the horns

see

((BULLS AND BELLES"
presented by the

Harvard Hasty Pudding Club

Saturday, April 11, 8:00 p. m.

Academy of Music, Northampton

TICKETS ON SALE AT ACADEMY OF MUSIC, NORTHAMPTON

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street, New York City
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WAM)EN
Week of March 30

I Subject to Chango at Discretion of Management
Shows at 2. IB, 7. IS and BOO p. m.

Admission 1 6c and 40c

NOTICE

This Theatre will be open

I
Tuesday,Thursday and Saturday Evenings

Only Week of March 2Q

Shows at 7.15 and 9.00 p. m.

TUESDAY, MARCH 31

I.Tohn McCormack, Maureen O'Sullivan

ami John (5arrick in "Song O' My
Heart." Youth, love and comedy

woven into a wistful romance l)y tho

golden voice of ,Iohn McCormack. The

Irish tenor's beautiful voice is heard

eleven times. Cartoon. News.

THURSDAY, Al'HIl. 2

I George Arliss in "The Green Goddess,"

with H. B. Warner, Alice ,Ioyce and

Kalpli Forties. A melodrama uncover-

ing the forced descent of two Englishmen

and the wife of one of them; their im-

prisonment ]>y the Rajali of India to

avenge the deatli of his three lirothers by

the Government of India and how the

are finally rescued. R. K. O. Comedy.

Other Shorts.

SATURDAY, APRIL 4

I

"Light of the Western Stars," with

Richard Arlen, Mary Hrian ami Harry

Green. All Barkie Comedy. Fables.

News.

RICHMOND
Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

THEATRE
No. Adams

Monday and Tuesday

"Czar of Broadway"
John Wray and Betty Compson

Wednesday and Thursday

**See America Thirst"
Harry Langdon, Bessie Love, and

Slim Summerviile

Friday and Saturday

"The Costello Case"
James Craze's Sensational Drama

Tom Moore and Lola Lane

Also

"Fingerprints"

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

Starting Sunday
William Powell

in

Man of the World
also

Charlie Chase Comedy

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

Kay Francis

in

Passion Flower
with

Charles Bickford and
Kay Johnson

Also

Boy Friend Comedy

Saturday Only

The Picture Thrill of 1931

Rang<
also

Our Gang Comedy

lAsk Dad—He Knows

Otto of 25 Years Ago

Otto M. Pfieffer
TAILOR

1 1 John Street

New York City

Jackson Sees Success in

'World-Telegram' Combine
(Continued Irom First Page)

parted from this injunction. When the

liine came, therefore, that the paixir couhl

no lonser he <^)ntinueil, they were faced

wiih the choice of either selling or ceasing

their puhlicalion. They went to the court

for advice and inHtxuc^tions. The necessity

for doiuK this was occasioned by the fact

that lh<! pa|)er was a part of a trust created

hy the will of Joseph Pulitzer in which his

sons had only a life interest, ami which

would eventually i)ass to the testator's

Krandchildren. The sale was therefore

made with the approval of the court as to

lioth the powers and duties of the three

sons as trustees.

"One of the most remarkable features of

the sale is the fact that the purchaser

agreed to pay live million dollars for what

amounted to notliiuK more than a place on

tlie newsstands of Now York City. No
real estate, no printing presses, no

lauKible projjerty were included in the sale.

All that was transferred was the name, the

Koodwill, and the advertising contracts,

together with certain records of value in

the publication of papers. The value of

these intangible assets lies in the ability of

the purchaser to combine them with his

own pajjcr, the Telegram, successfully.

The New York Telegram had been bought

by the .Scri))])s-Howard newspapers several

years before, and since then had been in

the process of reestablishment on a profit-

able basis. The Tekgram, even up to the

time of the purchase of the World, had

never made money for the Scripps-Howard

organization, but its losses were being

reduced each year, and its progress to-

wards success was distinct and definite,

justifying the large investment which had

been made.

"Adding the name and good-will of the

World to that of the New York Telegram,"

Mr. .laekson concludes, "will undoubtedly

insure the success of the combined proper-

ties. Up to the present time there is

every indication that this will lie the result,

another proof that two minuses make a

plus."

Oratorical Contest

is Won by McKnight
(Continued from First Page)

Carlisle, Knaiiii-White Murder Case by

Webster; McKean, Speech of Cyrano from

Ci/ra7u) de Bergcrac by Rostand; Collens,

Ulysses by Tennyson; Magill, The

Bishop Orders His Tomb by Browning;

McKnight, The Revenge by Tennyson;

Hammond, The Lady or the Tiger by

Stockton.

'Purple Cow' To Have
Full Reorganization

(Continued Irom First Page)

later date in the issue itself. The new-

board will not spare itself in its effort to

adequately fulfill what has often been

referred to as "the lack of a humorous

publication on the campus."

Infirmary Patients

Hiles and Newman '31, Bush and Lakin

'32, and .Johnston '34 were patients in the

Thompson Infirmary when The Record

went to press last Thursday evening.

In all cases of serious illness, the parents

of the student concerned are immediately

notified by the College authorities.

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths

Exclusive and Charming

Telephone 30S

Williamstown, Mass.

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
Acency for Nash and Chevrolet Can

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

SECOND STUDENT ART

EXHIBIT SHOWS SKILL

Works of Seven Undergraduates

Ranges from Cubistic Oils

to Soap Carving

Although the second annual Student

Art Exhibit whicih oi)ened in Lawrence
Hall the first part of the week, will remain

on view only until April because of the

display of Modern French Painting

scheduled to commence two days later, it

is one of unusual interest. Somewhat
smaller than last year's exhibition, it

contains the works of seven undergraduates

which range in variety from cubistic oil

paintings to figures carved in soaj).

Perhaps the single exhibiting artist

whose work is of most originality is Hall

'33. The two pen and ink drawings,

originals in the series of Faculty carica-

tures which are published monthly in the

Purple Cow, show great dexterity and ar-

tistry in the handling of the lines, while

a water color of Mr. Sessums "surrounded

by his books and a southern ac(«nt"

brings out with great vividness the skill

of the artist.

The largest exhibit, consisting of several

pen and ink drawings and red chalk

sketches, done with a great deal of sensi-

tiveness and delicacy of treatment, is the

work of Sisley '31. Heads of children and
girls are the prevailing sul)jects, and it is

in these that the artist's ability to com-

bine strength with delicacy becomes

apparent. Close to this group are found

three pen and ink drawings by Wheeler
'31, excellent compositions, one of which

is the original of the "Williamstown

Backyard", that appears in the current

edition of the Quarterly. Another familiar

work is the cubistic treatment of a land-

scape by Davis '33, which formed part of

the stage set for Brother Donald, recently

presented by the Little Theatre. The same

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by
some business activity during the day.
Preliminary education requirement—sat-

isfactory completion of at least two years
leadmg to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a
college recognized by the New York State
Board of Regents.

For detailed information, address:
PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary
215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

ROUGEAU&HEBERT

Barbers
The Shop of Sanitation

Where the discriminating man
is pleased to come

12 ASHLAND STREET

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Normille & Son
7 Water Street Phone 492-W

Williamstown, Mass.

H. G. CLARK E. H. CLARK

Model Laundering Co.

North Adams, Mass.
Telephone 307

Williamstown Telephone 162

Adams Telephone 384

Laundry and Office

46 Lincoln Street

E. J. Jerdon---D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Gas

exhibitor also contributed several pen and

ink sketches, in addition to two lar^e

charcoal studies of still life. A costume;

study in brilliant red by Lavino '31,

toKether with two canvasses by Cheney
'31—one an exceptionally vivid winter

scene -- the other a still life—complete the

roster of paintings.

Two phot()Kra|)hic cnlarKements of truly

artistic composition attest to the latter's

ability in a Blight ly ilillerent field, while

Merrill '31 has loaned an extensive series

of local snow scenes and college views.

But probably the most unusual objects of

the entire display are found in the center

of the room—three soap niinialiu'es,

chisled by Hall and .Sisley, which have

almost the apjiearance of marble when
viewed from a distance. The exhibit will

be on display daily from !) to 12 p. m.
anil from 1 to 4 p. m. in the l.awrenco

Art xallery.

Pierce H. Russell Discusses

Failing Interest in Baseball
(Continued from First Page)

outdoor spring practice over any that could

be gotten in a cage. "Even an indoor

diamond is not large enough to give base-

men jjractico in going out after flies, and in

perfecting "inside i)lays," he stated and
thought that spring training filled a real

need in unifying a team even if, as at Wil-

liams, much of its beneficial effect was lost

because of later inclement weather. "No-
where is individual skill combined with

team work so necessary as in baseball," he

finished. Any team, he feels is losing a

vital factor if they cannot have a lot of

practice outdoors early in the season.

It was with difficulty that the interview-

er got him to talk of his own achievements

in college baseball. He told of the season

of 1899 when "Pat" Plunkett, the six foot

five inch Williams pitcher, led his team
to victories over Harvard, Dartmouth,
Brown, Amherst and Wesleyan, but was
reticent concerning his part in the 1900

season. Early in the spring of that year

Plunkett tore a muscle in his arm and, as a

result, the team fought its way through a

mediocre season without the services of its

captain, losing to Brown and Harvard,

winning from Amherst and Wesleyan and
dividing a two-game series with Dart-

mouth.

As it finally turned out it was the Judge's

playing in the Dartmouth game which was
responsible in some measure for his place

on the All-American team. The Dart-

mouth team had Williams 6-4 and two men
out in the last half of the ninth inning

when Boyd Edwards, later of Hill School,

went to first on balls, and .Seever lieat out a

muffed grounder to third to be called safe

at first, while Edwards went down to

second. Then Russell came to bat and
drove the first pitched ball for a home run.

The Judge seemed confident that the

cycle would come around again and that

Williams would regain her former prestige

and count other Ail-Americans in her

line-ups.

John McKee '34, Dies

From Electrocution
(Continued from First Page)

team, taking first place in the event in

several meets. At Exeter, where he was
graduated in 1930, he played on the cham-
pionship Senior class football team, the

all class team, and was stage manager
of the dramatic association his senior year.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

GEORGE H. BURR &C0
57 fVilliam St., "T^cw York Telephone:JOHn 4890

OFFICES IN PR1NCIPV»L INVESTMENT CENTERS

Geo. M. Hopkins
FURNITURE

Spring St., Williamstown
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^^ A car promises you a new and
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an afford to travel at all you can
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low and be sure you have one. We
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your local agent.

EURQPE°"WHEELS
INCORPORATED

218 Madison Ave., New York
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SELL

Your Old Clothes

to

"George"

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day
every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Williamstown News Stands

WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clark, President F. E. Moore, yice-Preaidenl A. E. Evans, Caahitr

Capital . - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ J 10,000

Usual Banking Facilities Extended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms
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French School System
Discussed by Dr. GriniTn

"The American system of education is

much Ix'tter for Americans than any sys-

tem they miKht import," stateci Assistant

Professor Charles (!rimm, of the Romance
I^anxuaKcs Department, in a iliscuission

of tlie French school system "From Kin-
dergarten to University" hefore tlie last

Tuesday Lecture audience assemliled in

the Thompson Physical Laboratory. Af-

ter jm'sentinK a hrief outline of the educa-

tional system in France, tlie lecturer con-

cluded that, ilcspite the current arguments
in favor of the adoption of ])art8 of the

French technique hy American schools,

"while a few of the features of the French

system minlit he of value, they would have
to he introduced gradually and with care."

In his discussion of the integral parts

of the French school system, Dr. Grinun

spoke of the ])rimary, or strictly public

schools and the sccomlary or semi-private

schools. The first fjroup, comi)osed of

institutions whose buildings are owned
by a nuinici))ality and whose teachers are

sup])lied by the state, contains Ecoles

•iiuikrnellcs (2-0 years), Ecoles primaires

iUmentaires (G-13 yrs.), Ecoles i)rimaires

suplrimres ("junior IukIi school"). Ecoles

noriiinles i>nmaires (preliminary trainins

in teachinj^l, and Ecoles nonnules supcr-

ieures d'enseignmenl priiiiaire (teachers

colleges). The secondary schools are

Lycees and Colleges, the former heiuK

uniler the direct control of the central

government, while the latter are main-
tained by local authorities. Because of

this control, the Igcce is distinctly superior

to the college.

This double system of education is very

undemocratic, since the state pays more
for a student's education in a li/cce than in

an ecolc noniiale; the tuition for the former

is not IukIi, but sufficiently so to render it

e.xclusive.

Dr. Grimm stated that the purpose of

the entire system is to develope a few bril-

liant students, and the standard of

teachers in these schools is very high.

For exami)le, the teacher desiring a pro-

fessorship in a li/cee must study according

to a syllabus for at least a year, following

which he has to submit himself to the

most difJicult examination in the world.

Of 20() ajiplicants for such a position, not

more than 20 are accepte<l.

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiig

I The Press Box I

^imiiiiiiiiiiimiiiidiiihiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJt

(Willi Ihc huinHest »/ apologies lo one

Isaac Bronilj/, who in 181)4 wrote lite main
body of this beautiful epic, which it has

been our pleasure to alter for our oieii

political purposes).

SAID THE PROTOPLASM TO THE
PROTOZOA

Dedicated to F. F. A.

"When I cotitemplate the chasm," said the

primitive Protopla.sm,

"Which yawns 'twixt me and Protozoa;

When I view the bonds that link us, to

tlie gay Ornit horhyncus

And the Steganopodes upon the shore.

"When I think how the crustacean, sjjuni-

ing other recreation,

Confined himself to evoluting up
Till he stood in the regalia, of the higher

class Mammalia,
And was fondled as a barkin' Brindle

Pup:

"When I see the long procession, that in

infinite progression

Struggled upward through the geologic

ages,

From the end of the Ezoie to the Recent

and Heroic,

Including all the Tertiary stages,

I am struck with admiration at the won-

ders of creation,

And I look upon my progeny with pride:

"But for my contribution, to the scheme

of evolution,

The exijeriment might never have been

tried.

And yet," said Protoplasm, with a medi-

tative spasm,

As he gave himself a moment's thought-

ful pause,

"I am sometimes led to Wonder, if I

haven't made a blunder

In developing such loosely swinging jaws.

"They're good enough for eating, but at

every public meeting.

Or wherever there's an audience in

rea(^li.

There's a pair of 'em in motion, pouring

forth a [lerfect ocean.

Of muddled and befuddled parts of

8i)eech.

There's Norris of Nebraska, who was

never known to ask a

Moment's rest because his mouth was

getting tired;

And there's Alabama's Heflin, with a

jKiwerful vocal organ.

Much too active to be constantly

admired.

"There's St. Fess of Ohio, who can burn

the language harder

Than Niagara churns the water at its

base;

And that soporific zephyr, the inter-

minable Borah,

When he opens uj) the wind-cave in his

face.

"In fact, I think the Senate in those dread-

ful moments when it

Sees an orator like Borah on the floor.

Offers proof and demonstatioii, that the

whole scheme of creation.

Has eniled in an everlasting bore.

'The higher class Mammalia seems to me
an utter failure

From the time they left the jiroto-

plasmic cell;

In senate-house and cloister, they've

done nothing that the oyster

Couldn't do in decent silence just as

well.

'For the humor of the oyster is juicier and

moist er

And he's wiser than the Senate is today

For he doesn't howl and cut up, and he

knows enough to shut up.

When he really hasn't anything lo say"

SPECIAL TOPICS
Typing Service 17 Jesup Hall

Office hours 1-4 daily

Every Topcoat at Cutting's Is Busy

Answering the Call of "Lower Prices"

The weather makes a topcoat necessary and our "lower prices'

make a value you will have a hard time to equal

$20 $30 $40

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
SINCE 1870

Sixty Years of Knowing How

Modern Dairy, North Adams

Delivers real Pasteurized Milk and Cream in

Williamstown daily

Delivered from one of the most modern plants

in Northern Berkshire

Telephone 2670-R R. STEELE, Prop.

i

lil

helpful counsel . .

.

During the long period of our business life as "College

Printers", many have come to us for advice on their

printing problems. The best way to issue a College An-
nual—the most efficient way of handling the publication

of the college paper or monthly magazine—even to the

smaller orders, such as letterheads, envelopes, etc.

Many have found our service dependable, and have prof-

ited by our experience. They have found it advantage-

ous in many Avays. May we serve you?

Eagle Printing and Binding Company
Printers of THE RECORD Since 1919

33 Eagle Square, Pittsfield, Massachusetts
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'ACUITY VOTES CHANGES IN HONORS

WORK ATTENDANCE AND DEAN'S LIST

lonors Work Men Can No Longer

Take Class Cuts Before or

After Vacation

IFRESHMEN ELIGIBL E EARLIER

)ean's List Is Extended To Three

Upper Classes but Denied

to Freshmen

AcconlinK to a decision reacheil in the

Kaenlty mectinK, held laBl Tuesday after-

noon, the experimental Dean's List inaugu-

rated a year bko is to he extended to men of

the three upper classes hut will be taken

away from freshmen; while in addition,

students enrolled in Honors Work, will no

longer he permitted to eut classes I)efore or

after vacations. The third of the Ihrei!

rulings voted to go into effect beginning

next fall is to the effect that freshnien will

he ijcrmitted to represent the College in

non-athletic activities after warnings are

issued in the first saiiester.

Dr. Garfield, whflFpresided at the meet-

ing, commented upon the new ruling, say-

ling "In the course of the discussion it

Ideveloped that Honors meti desiring to do

work for their courses could he permitted

to be absent in connection with vacations

provided the assent of their instnietors and

the Dean was obtained in advance. Thus

there is no restriction of the absence privi-

lege if such absence is for academic i)\ir-

poses.

The regulation regarding the extension of

Dean's List privileges, which comes under

Administrative Rule 1, Paragraph 8, will

read in full as follows: "Sophomores,

Juniors, and Seniors who have an average

of 'B' for the previous semester, and who,

in the opinion of the Dean, are worthy,

have the same privilege as to attendance

as students taking Honors Work, except in

courses Public .Speaking 1, and Physical

Training 1-2 and 3-4, and except that they

are subject to the rule forbidding five con-

secutive absences from Morning Prayers.

Any student who falls below a 'B' average

at raid-semester or at the end of the semes-

ter is automatically deprived of this

privilege."

Paragraph fi of Rule 1, which deals with

the status of men taking Honors Work,

now reads: "Seniors and Juniors taking

Honors Work do not come under the regu-

lar rules of class attendance, but, in each

course, their attendance is regulated by
agreement with the instructor. They are

not subject to Rule 4, or the regulations

pertaining to consecutive absences from

Morning Prayers." (Rule 4 states that

"Consecutive absences from the same
course (including Physical Training), un-

less excused by the Dean, arc not allowed"

)

The rule concerning Freshman elegibility

is an addition to Rule 25 on Organizations,

and reads as follows: "Freshmen, after

warnings in the first semester, may repre-

sent the College in non-athletic activities."

The system of Honors Work which to-

day obtains at Williams was adopted by
the Faculty in December, 1925, and em-
braces students who have obtained a grade

(Continued on Sixth Page)

E. W. LAKIN, 1932

Who Has Been Elected Editor-in-Chief

of the Williams 'Quarterly'

for Next Year

'CAP AND BELLS' PICKS

CAST FOR SPRING PLAY

W. Messenger Bellis Will Direct

Production of Milne's 'The

Fourth Wall'

The selection of three wom'en anu eigm

men for the cast of A. A. Milne's comedy,

The Fourth Wall, which will be jjresented

by Oi/j and Bellx on May 15, was an-

nouiK'od this week by President Hulse,

following Iryouts held just prior to the

spring recess. W. Messenger Bellis, an

Englishman who has had considerable

ex|)erience both as an actor and as a di-

rector, has been chosen to direct the pro-

duction.

During the past three years Mr. Bellis

has toured the Far East, visiting India,

China, Japan, Burma, and the Philippine

and Hawaiian islands. Before that, he

received extensive dramatic training in

England, Canaiia, and Australia, having

played in support of such prominent stage

figures as Arthur Byron, Maurice Mosco-

vitch. Otto Kruger, and Margaret Anglin.

He has also had considerable experience in

directing prodnelions, having been stage

director for Grant Mitchell, W'illiam

Faversham, Elsie Ferguson, and Bertha

Kalish. Because of this long and varied

connection with the stage, coupled with

the fact that he has played the part ol

Edward Carter, Mr. Bellis is eminently

qualified to act as director of the play, a

very difficult one to jjroduce because of the

(Continued on Second Page)

Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania States Trusts

Are Taking the Government Away From Citizens

\ The follounng article was wriden for

The Recoru by Governor Pinchot nf

Pennsylvania, long prominent as a disciple

of Theodore Roosevelt in warring on all

hig-business organizations u'liich he considers

trusts or monopolies.)

One of the biggest questions before the

I>cople of the United States—a question

wliich has not, so far as 1 know, come be-

fore college men as much as it ought—is

the public utility question. What is

happening in America is this:

The great public utilities, which operate

across state lines, instead of keeping wit hin

the range of profits indicated as fair by

the Supreme Court, have been making on

their investments not 7 or 8 per cent, but

50, 100, 500, 1000, and even in one case

developed by the Federal Tra<le Commis-
sion more than 3,000 per cent. This

gigantic robbery of the jicople is possible

only because public utilities have succeed-

ed in getting political control over public

service commissions, which are supposed

to be the agents of the people in keeping

these profits down to a reasonable point.

The commissions have the power to fix

W. C. A. PLANS SERIES

OF FACULTY LECTURES

Professor Weston Will Give First

Talk on 'Art and Religion',

Sunday Evening

Professor Karl Ephraim Weston, of the

Art department, will give the first of a

series of lectures by members of the Facul-

ty under the auspices of the Williams Chris-

tian Association Sunday evening, April 12,

at 7.30 in Jesup Hall. Professor Weston
will speak on "Art and Religion," discuss-

ing the fundamental connection between

the two subjects; while the other two, of

the series of three addresses, will be given

by Dean Agard and Professor Pratt.

Mr. Weston, Professor of the History of

Art and Civilization, will discuss the his-

torical relation of art and religion in the

past and the present sejjaration between

the two, pointing out the similiarity be-

tween the aesthetic and the religious. On
April 21 , Dr. Pratt will talk on the subject

"Christianity or Buddhism," a topic for

which he is well fitted because of his exten-

sive research into the religions of the

Blastern countries as well as Christianity.

On April 26, Dean Agard will speak on
"The .Scientific Spirit in Religion."

The talks are a continuation of a similar

series begun last Spring, taking place of

professional speakers and lecturers who
have been brought before the College by
the W. C. A. in previous years. The pur-

pose of the Christian Association is to give

Williams undergraduates an opportunity

to learn and understand the personal

religious views of men with whom they

are already well acquainted through the

classroom, but each of whom has an entirely

different background.

rates. When they are politically control-

led, they let the companies run wild, with

the result that even in these hard times

the public utilities are taking from the

people many hundreds of millions, if not

some billions, of dollars in excess of a fair

return on their investment. That adds

prodigiously to the cost of living and to

the hardship of hard times for househohl-

ers, farmers, business men—in fact for sub-

stantially the whole population except the

utility magnates themselves.

That is bad enough, but worse remains.

In onier to control public service commis-

sions, most of which are appointed by the

Governor, the utilities have undertaken to

control state governments in all parts of this

country. They interfere with Icgislaticm,

they control officials, and they even have

their agents in public positions in the Cap-

itol of the nation.

It is difficult in a short statement to

paint the situation as it really is. I am
speaking from practical experience when I

say that the effort of the utilities is to take

the government out of the hands of the

(Continued on Sixth Pace)

JOSE ITURBI WILL RENDER

RECITAL IN CHAPIN TONIGHT
Concert of Famed Spanish Pianist Will Mark Close

1930-31 Thompson Series Held Under Auspices

of Student Committee

of

Sextet Elects Doughty
As Captain for 1931-32

Joseph Sanford Doighty '32, of Wil-

liamstown, oulstandiiv'-^ Purple wingman
of the 1930-31 season, was elected to suc-

ceed Langmaid '31 as captain of the varsity

hockey team at a meeting of the lettermen

last Tuesday evening. He jJayed in every

game of the past season, making himself

an invaluable factor of the attack by his

steady playing and brilliant passwork, and

in scoring seven of the 28 goals counted by

the team, he was second high point scorer.

Doughty prepared for Williams at Deer-

field where he was captain of hockey and a

member of the baseball team, while during

his freshman year at Williams he played

on the yearling teams in both sports.

During the current year Jie has been secre-

tary of the Forum and next year he will be

president; he is also a member of the Glee

Club and the Undergraduate Committee

for the Thompson Concerts.

Lakin, Read Are Elected

To Head 'The Quarterly'

Edgar Williams Lakin '32 of York Vil-

lage, Maine, was elected editor-in-chief of

the Quarterly at a meeting of the board last

Tuesday night, and George Slade Read '32,

of Fall River, Mass. was re-elected as

business manager for the coming year.

These new officers will supervise the Com-
mencement issue which will appear in June.

Lakin prepared at New Hampton
School, where he was chairman of both the

Student and Athletic Councils, manager of

basketball, editor of the year book, valedic-

torian, and on the tennis team. Since

coming to Williams he was elected class

secretary in Freshman and Sophomore

years, is a member of the Undergraduate

Committee for the Thompson Concerts,

assistant manager of track, executive direc-

tor <A the Little Theatre, and managing

editor of the 1932 (lulielmensian. Read,

has been largely responsible for the present

financial condition of the Quarterly, which

has been self-supporting this past season.

J. S. DOUGHTY, 1932

Left Wing on the Varsity Hockey Team
for the Past Two Seasons, Who Has

Been Elected to Captain the

1931 Sextet

NEW COURSES EXPAND

CONGESTED ART FIELD

Prof. Weston Discusses Possible

Major, and New Material

'To Be Covered

PRAISED BY CRITICS

Has Played in Carnegie Hall Three
Times This Season Before

Large Audiences

Discussing the significance of the recent-

ly approved changes in the Art department

which will go into effect next year, Profes-

sor Karl Weston stated to a Record
reporter: "It is my hope that with the

increased number of courses it may be

possible, in time, to create an Art major.

In this event the new Sophomore course

would serve as its introduction. By bor-

rowing a Junior and a Senior course from

other departments, only a Senior course in

Art would be necessary to complete the

scheme. This would be taken up in the

pro-seminar fashion and deal with more

specialized fields."

Aside from the idea of the major. Pro-

fessor Weston pointed out how the new
arrangement would relieve the present

congestion in the department, and would

expand the material now covered some-

what superficially. His full statement was

as follows: "The enlargement of the num-
ber of courses, from two to three, is

through a desire to give students who may
be interested in art an opportunity to cover

a larger field of the subject, particularly to

include sculpture, which we have only

(Continued on Sixth Page)

Friday, April 10—.lose Iturbi, who is

ranke<l by leading .\merican critics as the

foremost of the younger concert pianists,

will ijresent a recital in Chapin Hall at

8.16 o'clock tonight, under the auspices

of the Undergraduate Committee. The
concert will liring to a close the second
sea.son of the Thompson series, in which
Andres Segovia, and the Detroit Sym-
phony Orchestra under Gabrilowitsch

have participated, and which has been
received with unqualified enthusiasm by
large A\'illiamstown audiences.

During the past .season, Iturbi played

with the Boston .Symphony orchestra

under .Serge Koussevitsky, the New York
Philharmonic-Symphony under Willem
Mengelberg, the Philadelphia Symphony
under Leopold Stokovvski, and the Cin-

cinnati .Symphony under Fritz Reiner.

He also appeared ten times in New York
City; three times in Carnegie Hall in as

many weeks before crowded audiences.

.\ftcr Iturbi's first New York appear-

ance in Carnegie Hall, Lawrence Gillman

wrote in the Herald Tribune, "Tliis dis-

tinguished S])anish virtuoso brings con-

summate taste, poise, and a patrician style

t o a technical equipment fully adequate to

all he asks of it. His playing was of rare

beauty and captivating graile, and it was
crowded with memorable incidents and
delectfllilp viiviitia<>'\ In the New York
Sun, W. Henderson wrote, "There has

been no other artist of recent seasons who
so quickly proved himself a musician of

fine fibre. He demonstated that he was
an artist to the tips of his fingers—an

artist of fastidious taste and of keen under-

(Contlnued on Third Page)

Concert Program
I.

Chromatic Fantasy and Fugne

J. S. Bach
Bach-Gcsellschaft Edition

(Bass realized by Mr. Iturbi)

II

Sonata in A Major, Number 9

W. A. Mozart
III.

Etudes Symphonigues R. Schumann
IV.

Waltz ]

Two Etudes \ Fr. Chopin

Polonaise
J

L'ile joyeuse C. Debussy

El Abaicin (Gypsy quarter near Gra-

nada) I. Albeniz

(from the Suite, "Iberia")

Spiritual and Blues A. Tansman
(from "Sonatina Transatlantique

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, APRIL 10

8.15 p. m.—The Undergraduate Concert

Committee presents Iturbi, pianist.

Chapin Hall.

SUNDAY, APRIL 12

10.35 a. m.—Chapel Services. Reverend

J. Edgar Park, D.D., President of

Whe^ton College, Norton, Mass., will

preach.

7.30 p. m.—Williams Christian Associ-

ation. Prof. Karl E. Weston will

speak on "Religion and Art". Jesup

Hall.

President American Gas and Electric Company
Defends the^Principles of Public Utility Trusts

"The great Public Utility Trust, so*

glibly denounced by our more radical poli-

ticians, does not exist," declared Mr.

George Tidd, President of the American

Gas and Electric Co., one of the largest of

the public utilities whose activities have

lately excited such wide-spread criticism,

when asked by a Record reporter to reply

to the critics of the power industry. "The
National Electric Light Association,

against which most of the accusations arc

directed, cannot with any fairness be called

a trust as it does not exercise binding con-

trol over its individual members, a fact

evidenced by the great diversity in both

their rates and their methods of oper-

ation."

"Our radical friends allege that we
make tremendous profits, even that we
are robbing the American public of hun-

dreds of millions of dollars yearly in order

to fill our own pocketbooks. Indeed, Mr.
Sackett, American ambassador to Ger-

many, in his opening address at the Inter-

national Power Conference last year in

Berlin, made the seemingly astounding

declaration that utility companies were

selling, for an average price of eight cents a

kilowatt hour, electricity, wliich only

cost them six-tenths of a cent to produce.

This, though it sounds fantastic, is true,

but only if nothing except the actual cost

of manufacture is taken into considera-

tion; Mr. Sackett did not include all the

accessary expenses, which far exceed the

single item of production. So the poli-

tician, making a grandstand play for pop-

ular support, neglects to add in depreci-

ation of machinery, repairs, maintenance

of lines, new equipment, office forces, re-

turn on investment, etc."

"Electric light and power," continued

Mr. Tidd, "are not commodities but con-

stitute a service. The producing com-
pany has to be in readiness to supply

any demand at any time. This demand
may not be very heavy except once in a

month, but unless the public utility is

always ready to meet it, it automatically

becomes a failure."

"Consider the case of the average house-

holder, to whom the politician makes his

appeal by telling him that he is being

(Continued on Sixth Page)
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ITURBI

Friday, April 10—The I'luli'innuliiate Committee ooulil have louiul no more

promising artist than Jose Iturl>i with whom to eonclude its successful second season of

concerts. The a|)|>earance of a pianist of sucli talent is fully in line with the unfailingly

hi^h standard which the Committee has maintained in its prosrams, and which is its

best guarantee of increasing success. Tomnht's concert will he included hy the wise

in their unofficial "requirements" for the B.A.

FRESHMEN IN COMPETITIONS
The strictures below should not l)e allowcil to put out of the picture the less im-

portant, but eminently sensible step taken in the last Faculty meeting of reconsidering

the old rule against Fre.slunan ])articipance in campus activities during the first se-

mester. As was pointed out by the preceding editors, strict enforcement of that ruling

woukl add four new competitions to the already too competitive Sophomore year,

without sufficient compensating benefits to the freshmen. The new rule, by putting

official sanction upon Freshman activity in competitions after the fall warnings, puts

the reasonalile and expedient course of action upon an undisputed and above-board

basis.

APRON STRINGS AGAIN?
"Now here, you see," stiicl the Queen, "it tnltos all tlie

running! you eun do to Iteep in ttie same pluee."

— Tlirotiuh the Looking Gltina

It is unfortvuiate that the progress marked by the Administration's extension of

the Dean's List idea to upperclassmen should have been blurred and over-balanced by

the simultaneous curtailment of Honors Work "cutting" freedom. Scholarly achieve-

ment is given fitting, tangible recognition in the provision that members of the three

upper classes possessing a suitable grades average shall regidate class attendance with

their instructors. Any such measures which tend to release competent men from need-

less apron strings held by the Dean's Office are steps in a desirable trend. By opening

another avenue to worthwhile privileges, they should prove valuable, also, in keeping

mere cut-seekers away from Honors work.

But, there is a decided loss of previously gained ground in the decision to re-impose

upon Honors men the prohibition of aljsence at the classes immediately preceding and

following vacations. Neither the historj' nor the logic of the system justifies the Ail-

ministration in a step so little compatible with the spirit of self respect and resi)onsi-

bility inherent in the Honors idea.

It may be argued that, in 99% of cases. Honors men do not lengthen their vaca-

tions in oriler to inirsuo any College work; and that, hence, this "cutting" privilege has

no necessary part in the system. But, the indisputable fact, testified to by men now

on the Faculty who actually drafted the Honors Work plan, is that "cutting" freedom

was extended to these men for no such specific purpose as that they might use the extra

' "" for any jiarticular work. Historically, and reasonably, the system's principle was,

'I, ought to be, self government, with a minimum of strings attached. The i)riv-

;!' ;'!S of Honors Work men are not rewards, but characteristics of a certain status.

u oiie spirit of self respect is to be retained, that status cannot be changed in its most

fimdamental quality: freedom.

Or, it may be advanced that, if Honors men have this privilege, so should those on

the new Dean's List who, though not taking Honors Work, have high scholastic aver-

ages. But, the argimient does not seem pertinent. A case can be made for raising

Dean's List status to the level of Honors Work status. But, this is no reason for caus-

ing detriment to the latter system in order to lower it to the position of the former.

Equality, furthermore, is always a doubtful virtue; and certainly is in this ease, where

there is a real distinction between the two elements. For the Dean's List is essentially

an automatically assumed status, which accrues without his volition to anyone who

accumulates sufficient academic trophies; whereas Honors Work is,—or should be, if

properly administered— , a status for which the student must petition, and which the

Faculty can grant only after specific consideration of the individual's capacity to lead

an almost completely independent academic existence. Position on the Dean's List

does not necessarily imply anything as to competence for such independence; position

on the Honors Work list should be determined with that as a chief criterion. A level-

ling process is unnecessary, and illogical, and promises injury to the spirit of the older

system.

The question of vacation-t line "cutting" freedom does not involve merely a frill on

the existing scheme, but reaches to the very root ideal of that system. The Faculty

action will seem to most Honors men a backward step, and a blow to the self respect

essential to the self-government intended by the plan. It is to be hoped that the ques-

tion will be better considered, and the action rescinded.
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ONE PRE-VOTE FOR MR. YOUNG

Four months ago it was suggested in this

column that Governor Roosevelt would

turn against Tammany after his re-election

to the Governorship, and thereby enhance

his 1932 i)residential chances. The pres-

ent movement in New York city, unless it

is side-tracked by the clever machinations

of astute laywers, will go far to show the

real attitude of Mr. Roosevelt toward his

political backers. Up to this point he has

appeared extremely unwilling to prosecute

his Tammany friends.

Since the reader and the writer will

agree that a President who receives a call

from Boss Curry whenever an important

question arises would be not only incon-

gruous but al.so decidedly unsettling, who
remains to lead the donkey's cause? Mr.

Smith has been slowly fading from the

picture, mainly because his support from

New York business men has weakened,

and Governor Ritchie of Maryland lacks

the backers necessary for a tlifficult cam-

paign.

The Democratic candidate must be a
liberal, a wet, a free trader, and a person of

l)oi)ular appeal. All of these qualifica-

tions are .imposed upon the staggering

party because the Democrats have never

been as adroit as the Republicans in win-

ning elections on issues like love of home
and the motherhood of American citizens.

The political organization of the Repulili-

can party enables its candidates to avoid

most of the real issues, while the Demo-
crats, lacking this efficient organization,

must make their appeal on planks of im-

portance.

By the simple process of elimination we
eventually reach the best of the Demo-
cratic candidates—Owen D. Young. His

stand on jjublic utilities is both moderate

and clear-cut. (He declares that private

transmission should be allowed of power

which has been producetl by the govern-

ment.) He is wet, although not as com-

pletely soaked as Mr. Roosevelt, and final-

ly, he is a man of leadershiji (a very bad

word) in the financial world. The ele-

phant's tail started wagging with great

success in 1928 about Mr. Hoover's great

engineering ability; is there not even

greater rea.son for the donkey to Ijray a bit

about Mr. Young's record in business?

C. S. S.

SPENCER GOLDTHWAITE
In the death of Spencer doldthwaite,

whose memory as a classmate and a friend

will long endure in our hearts as one of flic

finest during the foiir years at Williams,

we, as a class, wish to exjiress our deepest

sympathy and sorrow in the loss of our

classmate. And to the members of his

family we extend our heartfelt sympathy
in their hour of sorrow.

By his tragic death Williams has lost a

loyal son wdio had done much to maintain

its ideals and to lend interest and service

in its name.

G. Dykeinaii Slirliiig, I'rfniili'iil

The r/r(.s'.s- of 19'2S

JOHN PAUL McKEE
Individually and fralcnuilly the Zcta

Chapter of Beta Thvta I'i mourns the loss

of our beloved brother .loliii Paul M(dvce

of the Class of Nineteen Hundred and

Thirty-four, and extends to the nienilicrs

of his family and friends this expression of

our deep symimthy. The tragetly of his

death which was increased because of his

youth and promise will ever be mourned by

those who saw in him an already earnest

devotion to the ideals of his fraternity and

to Williams College.

'Cap and Bells' Picks

Cast for Spring' Play
(Continued from First Page)

necessity of stressing the dialogue rather

than the plot.

The two leads, Jimmy Ludgrove and

his finance Susan Cunningham, will be

played by McKiiight '34 and Mrs. Paul

Birdsall, respectively. Tlie.se two ap-

peared op])osite each other in the lust

Lillle Theatre bill with outstanding suc-

cess. S. R. Morgan '31 has been .'-elected

for the part of the uncle, .Arthur ludgrove;

while Cresnp '32 and Ebeliiig '34 will por-

tray Kdward Carter and Kdward Laverick.

The other feminine characters, which for

the first time in the history of ('"/' ""'/

llelln will be taken by women, will be filled

by Mrs. Safford and Mrs. Uloedell.

The coniplele cast is as follows

.limiiiy Ludgrove

Susan Cunningham
Adams
I'Idward Laverick

lOdward Carter

Major Fothcrgill

Mrs. Fulverton-Fanc

.lane West

.'\rthur Ludgrove

P. C. Mallet

"Sergeant" Mallet

McKnight '31

Mrs. Birdsall

Parsons '3-1

Kbeling '3-t

Cre.sap '32

Senn '32

Mrs. SalTord

Mrs. Bloc Icll

Morgan '31

Fox '32

Boyce '32

Carroll Elected Captain
of 1932 Varsity Matmen

I'ldward Francis Carroll, ,Ir., '32, qI I

Athol, was elected to succcetl Miller '31 j. I

captain of the wrestling team at a meetini; I

of the lettcrmcii lust Thursday evenini/ '

Although Carroll has wrest h^d in the 10,5.

lb. cla.ss since his sophomore year he Imj

at times taken part in nuitches in the 175.

lb. class and has proved a consistent pdiiK

winner both this year and last.

Carroll prepared for Williams at the

Athol High School where he was prcsicieni

of the senior class and a nuunber of ||ie

basketball team. Since coining to Wil.

lianis he has been on the varsity foot hall

S(iuad and is at present a .luiiior Advisor.

BuRDETTCollege
Train for business the Individual way.
Intensive technical courses, Business
Administration, Accounting, Executive
Secretarial, Stenographic-Secretarial, Of-
fice Management, Bookkeeping, Per-

sonal attention, able faculty, placement
service. Men and women from 70 dif-

ferent colleges in attendance. Placement
calls for graduates numbered 3149 last

year. New building and equipment.

Special attention paid (o the needs 0/
college men and women. Previous com'
mercial training not required for en-
trance.

New Burden Collene Bulldlnu

{

Send for booklet,

"Charting a Career"}

BURDETT COLLEGE Date
156 Stuart St., Boston, Mass.

Ganlemcn:

Please send me a copy of the booklet, "Charting a Career."

Name
Street Address

Ciry ..State..

STEPPING INTO /% lUODERN WORLD

''Test it

r

the watchword of an industry
The Bell System—whose plant cost more than

14,000,000,000 and is still growing—ofFers

wide opportunity to the man of engineering

bent. Here he has ample scope for testing new
ideas, not only in telephone apparatus devel-

opment but also in manufacture,construction,

installation, maintenance and operation.

No matter what his particular branch of

engineering— electrical, mechanical, civil, in-

dustrial, chemical— his training stands him

in good stead. For "telephone engineering"

calls for the broad engineering point of view

as well as specialization.

Basic technical knowledge, an appreciation

of economic factors and the ability to cooper-

ate are some of things that count in Bell

System engineering. For men of this stamp,

the opportunity is there I

BELL SYSTEM

A NATION-WIDB SYSTEM OP INTER.CON NBCTINO TELEPHONES
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GIBBS AND ANDERSON

WIN IN COMPETITIONS

Awarded Assistant Managerships

in Basketball and Hockey

for Next Year

Hiclmrd ('iibol (lililw of Nowloii llinli-

laii<lH, uMil .laiiics MiK'll Aiiilci'sdii (if Wcst-

|)(iil, Colin., Iiiivo hwii aririounciMl by llic

Allili'lic Council !iH winni'i's of (lie Sopli-

(iiiiurc coiiiiji'lilioMN for tli(! iimii.'iniT.sliips

of lia.slu'lbiill anil hockey, rcspcclivcly.

Ah a rcHiilf of tlicsc conijiclilionN, (libliK

will Kcrvc as assi.slani nia"a);cr of baKkcl-

ball, and Amlcnson asasKislant manager of

liockcy iliirinn I lie II i;il-l'.t;i2 seasons.

.•second and IliinI plac'cs in I lie baskcl-

liall coinpclilioii were awarded (o William

Ua\lcr Myers Ilutcliinson of lictlilelieiri,

I'a., and Alexander Davidson, ,lr. of

HiilTalo, N. v., who will be assislant inan-

a^i'r of wreslliMK and manager of Frcsli-

nian basketljall, respectively. Story I'lin-

cliiM- Cliappell of Middlclown, k. \.,

Waller lOilward l.owlcs of Cleveland

IIcIkIiIs, Ohio, and Alfred Wesley Handy
of Ivisl ()raii){e, \. ,!., received the po-

sitions of a.ssislant nianancr of swiniininn,

in.aiiancr of Freshiiian hockey, and manager
ol I'Veshiiian swiinininn, respectively, by

liiusliinn .second, third and fourth in the

hockey compel it ion. The alternates in

the basketball and hockey conipelitions

wcic T. M. Dines of Denver, Colo., and
(1. W. Clark of Scar.sdalc, New York, who
uill move lip to I he Miaiiai;crshi|i directly

above Iheni in the evi'iit that one of the

ulhcr men docs not return to College.

liibbs prepared for Williains al llie

Nrutoli IIIkIi School where he was on the

ii.ick team, and a nieniber of the (Mass

I .\cciitive Coininillec. Since cuiniiiK here

lie has been a nicmber of I he < d<'e ('hib,

ami Kreshmaii and Varsity track .scpiads.

.\iiderson was winner of the Freshinaii

baseball competition last Spriiijr, and is

Circulation Maimner of the I'lir/ili' Coir

and a.ssislant inananer of 'Vi/y iiml liiUa.

lie ])repared al l.oomis where he was a

nienibcr of the hockev and basketball

.s,|nads.

Ilillciiin.siin played on the soccer team
while at Hill, anil was a member of the

Freshinan s 'vr scjiiad last year. Chap-
pell, who was on the editorial board of the

.1(7//, .-iiid (Ml the foiilball team at liidley

CiillcKe, is now a member of the I'lir/itc

Coir board. I-owUw won his nwiiicrals

in .soccer lasl year, coniinK to Williams

from the Cleveland lleiKhts llif;h School

wliei-o he was manager of basketball,

while Davidson wim president of the

Sixth Form, and played football for two
years at, Nichols School. Handy is Inisi-

iie.ss manager of the l.illlr Tliriiirr and at-

tended Newark .Academy before comiii);

111 Williams where he was a member of

the tennis and track teams.

Wrestling Tournament
Is Captured by Juniors

Allhoiinh D. Meiklejohn '.'il defeated

Bruckner "Si on a fall in (he finals of the

US-lb. class, the juniors won the inter-

class wrestling toiiniamenl by ca|)liiriiii;

first place in live weinlilsand .second in one

to score .'i5 points. The sophomores won
only the 11.5-lli. class but liiiished .second

with 14 points while the freshmen were

third with il and the seniors last with (i

points.

The winners in each weight division will

be recommended to llie Athletic Council to

receive class minierals aceorditig to Coach
lUilloek. F'ive ))oin(s were awarded lo (he

man who won first in each class and two

points to the one who finished second,

while one point was awarded for each fall.

Garfield to Speak at

Tuskegee on Tuesday

President Harry .\. tiarfield will be a

speaker Tuesday eveninf;, April 14, at the

Mth aniiivcr.sary of (he Tuskegee Normal

and Industrial Institute which was

founded in .4labaiiia by Booker T. Wasli-

iiiKton, prominenl negro educator. Other

fjieakcrs on the program are Anson Pliolps

Stokes of \i\\p I'niversity and President

Hoover Vi\w will address the assembly

from the White House by radio.

Tlie SOth anniver.sarv will lie cele-

JOSE ITURBI

bratcil .April I'J-I I with nationally known

educators speaking al dilTercnl times

IbrouKlioiit (he pronTani. President Car-

held left New York Friday on a s|iecial

train which will also convey Dr. Stokes

and the Board of Trustees of The Tuske-

gee Inst it lit ion.

65 INSIGNIA AWARDED

BY ATHLETIC COUNCIL

Captain Swayze Is Voted Major

'W for First Place at N. E.

I. C. S. A. Meet

Forty-nine varsity letters and sixteen

class numerals were awarded lor excellence

in Winter alhlelics by the Williams .\th-

letic Council al its annual March mectiiif:

recently. .At the same time .\lex Saylcs

vvasreappoinleil III coach hockey next year,

and nine schedules were u|i]iriivcil. Ca|i-

tain Swayze of the .swimming leiim was

voted the six-inch \ arsity "W" bir taking'

lirsl place in the Ml-yard free-style at the

N.F.I.C.S.A. meet.

The billiiwinn men received the niiiim

W" in basketball:

I'"ield iCa|il.), Denne, and I'anenslecher

(Mgr. ) '31; Co.surove, Fineke, Fowlc,

(iiiod, Miinier, Swinehart lAssl. M);r.) '32;

Bancriif(, Fillcy, Markoski, and Sheehaii

'33. Nimierals were awarded (o (he fol-

liiwiii); Freshmen: Ciinley, Flint, Caf^liardi,

l.yon, Morion, Hawson, Sincere, and

Woodrow, '31; and (oDiineliiiK iMKr.)'32.

Members of (he hockey (eani who re-

ceived (he minor "W" were: l.aUKmaid

iCapt.), Schwariz, S(anwiKid, Ward, and

Ililes (M^r. ) '31; DoukIiIv, Heovcs, Van-

San(, and .Sarneiil (Asst. Mfjr.) '32; llor-

ton, Johnson, Steele, and Thayer '33.

Minor let lers in swimminK were awarded

lo: Barber (Mi^r.) '31; Downs, FViilon,

Kerr, and Mason (.A.sst. Mgr.l '32; Beatly,

IMril, Bixby, (liKillaii, Holmes, and Wliil-

lieck '33. F'reshmcn to rceeix'e numerals

wore: Davis, Church, Ma^rill, Noreott,

Phipps, Koynolds, .md Smith '34; anil

elas.s numerals were awardeil to Hebard

(Mgr. I
'32.

In wrestling, the minor "W" was given

to: Miller (Capt.), Ehleider, D. Meikle-

jiilin, and lOynon (Mgr.) '31; Carroll,

(!iildlila((, Kaydouli, Murk, Schwartz,

and Alexander (.Ass(. Mgr.) '32; Hilder

and Madior '33; and in Wilder Sports (o:

Morgan iCap(.l and ,1. Reynolds (Mgr.)

'31, Coodwin '32, and Crc.s,soii '33.

March 'Quarterly' Is to

Come Out in Two Weeks

The .sjiring issue of the Williams

(JiKirUrh/, comprising various contribu-

tions by representatives of all four classes

will appeal' in aliout two weeks. Among
the pro.se articles is an essay on childhood

books by W. .A. II. Biriiie '31 and an expo-

sition on contrasting ly|ies of jiersonality

called "Siiiisit and Cam" by T. F. S.

Meiikel '33. Music lluOi Clianiis, the

work of A. ,J. Kobler '31, deals with a man
and a woman and the influence on their

line by the ojiera Trixlrmii nnd Isolilr,

while Jim White and the Dnchcus by M. E.

Fr.skiiie '32 is a humorous sketch.

Friiiloiii, the C(mtributioii of Charles

I'nderhill '34, is a iisychological examina-

tion of the eonibin::'il insanity and wi.sdoni

of a pri.soner. Among the selections in

verse are poems by S. II. Davidson '31,

K. I,. Kiirey, M. E. Erksine '32, T. F. S.

Meiikel, ,1. F. McVane, S. D. Fisher '33,

and K. W. ,leiini.s(in '34. The issue will be

illiisl rated by a niimliei' of pen and ink

drawings.

Fun

to EUROPE

QakK

Merry-mnkins never pets a minute ofF in the IMM
Tourist third cnbin. The crowd, food and accom-
modai ions arc riRlu, but the price seems all wrong
— it's almost too low for such a marvelous voyage.

In 1931) ihc rcc»)rd number of 60,522 passengers
itavtleJ in "IMM Tourist."

$105 up
NO CLASS DISTINCTIONS on the Tourist

third cabin liners dc luxe, p€ttn!,inJ And Vtsltrn-

lariti. Their entire former cabin accommodations
arc devoied exclusively to Tourist. The only
steamers of their kind in the world.

Also delishtful Tourisr third cabin accommoda-
lionson the /M.<y<'U/V. world's largest ship, 0/jw//V,

Ihmtric, Belgtnlanil, Britannic and many others.

Several weekly sailings to principal European
pons and British Isles.

Send for literature describing Tourist 3rd cabin.

A'o. 1 .S'/(i/(' .S/., liosfnn, nr any
aiilhoriz'^'l uliutmship agent

WHITE STAR • RED STAR
ATLANTIC TRANSPORT
INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE LINES

Jose Iturbi Will Render
Recital in Chapin Tonight
(Continued from First Page)

standing. .\s he played, the celestial

iraiii|iiillity and sweetness of the music

stole into the aiiditoriiim, iinalTectedly

weavini.; the irresistible spell of enchanl-

iiieiil wliicli Mozart's creations always

exert and which call be so easily broken

by any inahiiljustiiienl of the meclianisni

of iiiter]irclation."

Tlie artist was born in \'aleiicia, and

studied there until the famed .Ioa(|uiii

.Malats heard him, and believing that a

ureal career lay ahead of I he child prodigy,

brought liirn to the I'aris Conservatoire.

In 1'.II7, lie (graduated, with lirst lioiiiirs,

and for four years afterwards, lie was head

of the piano faculty of the (Icneva Con-

servatory, a position wliieh was once held

by Frans I.izst. Today he has toured all

of Europe, South .'Vmeriea, and seventy-

five cities of t bis count rv and ha.s vi.sitcd as

lar north as Toronto, Miiiitreal and \\iii-

nepej^. Tickets for the concert may lie ob-

tained al Hart's Driiji Store, .'^initli's

Hook Store, or at Cliajiin Hall this eveniii);.

College Preacher
The Reverend ,1. lOd^ar Park, D.D.,

President of W'heaton College at Xortoii,

Ma.ss., will conduct the regular .Sunday

morning service in the Thompson Me-
morial Cba|iel on .\jiril 12.

WAL-DEN
Week of April 13
S.il)ie:t Hi Cliiinge nt Discreti'jii nf Management

Shows at 2.15, 7.15 and 900 j). m.
Admission 16c and 40c

Gen. Stark Theatre
Bennington, Vt.

Where the Talkies are Best

.MOND.W, .M'UIL 13

"Inspiration" with Creta (larlio and lioli-

erl MoiilKoinery. The best she's ever

done. See her anaiii in silks and satins,

(larbo plays the roh' of a lieaiiiiful

French model who exercises a niaiiiietic

ellect upon men. Pathe Comedy. News

TfKSD.W, .M'UIL II

"Oh For a Man," with .Icanctic .Mac-

Donald. Mack Sennett Comedy. Car-

toon.

WKDN-ESIU-i-, .\Plill, I.'5

DouKlas Fairbank.s, .Ir. and I'^d. Uobin.son

in "Little Caesar." K. K. O. Comedy
"Aunts in Pants." Cartoon.

TIH"IiSDA\-, ,\|'HII. Id

"The Princess and The Plumber," with

Charles I''arrell and Maureen O'Siillivan.

Panimoiiiit Comedy "Broadway Ro-
meo." Review.

FHID.W, .\P!!II. 17

"Dance, Fools, Dance," with .loan Craw-
ford and Lester \'ail. Slim Suiniiicr-

villc Comedy —"Sergies Playmates."

S.\TIT{IMV, .M'HIL 18

"The Big Trail," willi .loliii Wayne. .Mar-

guerite Churchill, F;I Hrciidel, D!i\id

Hollins and 2I),I)I)I) ollicrs. liaoiil

Walsh's Crealest Picture. News.

Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140
in

"City Lights"

Thursday, April 16 Stim lax-

Demand Excitement"
j

"Fighting Thru"
The low-down on the higher co-

education with John Wayne, Vir-

ginia Cherrill

Ken Maynard

25 CciiLs. Opciiiliji: 'li!l () n'eldck

Fri. and Sat., April 17-18

Will Rogers
in

The Connecticut Yankee
.Vil Week Slafliii^' .Miinday

Charlie Chaplin

in

"City Lights"

Be more than dry . .

be well-dressed

When gray skies crack wide
open and release a drenching
downpour— you can still be
well-groomed!

Fish Brand's unmatched pro-
tection is provided in slickers

that are well-cut articles of

dress—not mere wet-day make-
shifts. Above is shown the

roomy Varsity Slicker, long,

full-lined for warmth, wear-
resisting, made to rigid Fish
Brand standards— standards
set in 1836, and never lowered.

Fish Brand Slickers are sold

eveiywhere in a wide variety

of models. Look for the label.

Write for illustrated folder.

A. J. Tower Company, 24

Simmons St., Boston, Mass.

^SHBRP^

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

Siiiiilav, Monilax', Tticsilax'

"DISHONORED"
with

Marlene Deitrich and
Victor McLaglen

also

"EX-SWEETIES"
A Mack Sennett Comedy

Wciliicsihiv, 'i'lnti'sdav, I'^ridav

"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE"
with

Will Rogers
also

"M-Lady"
with Irene Bordoni

Don't Forget

Amateur Night Friday Night

Saturilav

"JUNE MOON"
with

Jack Oakie
also

"CLINCHING A SAIL"
with Harry Richmond

THE GYM LUNCH
Gus Bridg-man "Quality, Cleanliness and Quick Service" Louie Bleau
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Newly Renovated and Refurnished

THE GREYLOCK HOTEL
Open May 15 and 16 for Honseparties

Under Ownership Management of
HENRY W. T. DirrXON
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TENNIS TEAM FACES

TEN GAME SCHEDULE

Matches with Harvard, Princeton

Feature Difficult Schedule

of 1931 Varsity

Matches with sucli jiowcrlul <)])poiK'iils

as Harvard, Princeton, Anilierst. Holy

Cross, Colgate, and Brown, mark tlio

difficult selicdulc faciiifi; the liKil Varsity

tennis team. Captain Clroelil is severely

handicapped by tlie f!;raduatiiiii of ShoalT

and Clari:, leader and number-two man,

respectively, of the 1031) team, but Dewey
'32, with a splendid summer and fall

record, is counted ujion as a capable suc-

cessor to Clark.

Horton '33, captain of the 1933 Fresh-

man team, and Morris '31, who has been

moved u]) from fifth ))lace, have been ji;iveu

the third and fourth rankings; wliile

Thayer '32 and Haeffner '31 have been

selected for fifth and sixth positions in the

temjiorary line-uj). Groehl and Dewey,

who showed up well together in the winter

indoor tournament at Ithaca, des))ite inad-

eiiuate jiractice, will constitute the lirst

doubles team, while Horton and Morris,

and Thayer and Haeffner will probably

comprise the second and third combina-

tions. Eyier. Durell, Dorrance, \\'illeke,

L. Smith, and Sanford complete the lirst

twelve rankings.

Inclement weather has thus far restrict-

ed the Ciuididatcs to indoor ])ractice; but

outdoor ja-actice, which will begin next

week when the Sage courts arc ready for

use, and the resulting challenge matches

should determine the strongest ])ossible

combination for the opening contest

against Colgate on April 25. Hamilton,

"p. "ngheld, Prin<'eton, Holy Cross, and

Jlftivard will be encounteretl before the

K f England Intercollegiates on May IS

19. The Purple will then face Brown,

Trinity, and Amherst, with Wesleyan
closing the season on May 30 at Williams-

town.

The complete schedule follows:

A])ril 25—Colgate at Williamstown

May 2—Hamilton at Williamstown
7—Sjjringfield at Williamstown
9—Princ(^ton at Williamstown

13—Holy Cross at Williamstown
10—Harvaril at Williamstown

18-19—N.E.I.C.T.A. Away
22—Brown at Providence

23—Trinity at Hartford

26—Amherst at Amherst
30—Wesleyan at Williamstown

'Alliance Francaise' Hears
Vermeil Lecture on Cide

Characterizing the modern Frenc'h writ-

er, Andre Gide, as "an author who has

never written negligantly", M. Edmond
Vermeil of the Universite de Strassbourg

presented a French discussion of the

writer and his works before the Alliance

Francaise last Monday evening in J,aw-

rence Hall. M. Vermeil, who is famed

for his efforts towards Franco-German
reconciliation, holds an exchange profes-

sorship at Harvard this semester and, as

an authority on modern French literature,

is eminently fitted to discus Andre Gide.

M. Vermeil began his lecture with a de-

scription of Gide's i)ersonality. Gide's

character is a curious melange of Protes-

tantism and Catholicism. He has been

preeminently interested throughout his

life in moral research, anti his j)ractical

morality is similar, in many resi)ects, to

that of Oscar Wilde.

• Turning to the author's background

and life, M. Vermeil endeavored to show

the influences which have conspired to

create one of the greatest modern literary

men of France. Gitle is of the gener-

ation which has seen France in defeat an<l

triumph. He has been greatly influenced

by a contrast of religions, for his fat her was

a protestant, and his mother a catholic.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Normille & Son
7 Water Street Phone 492-W

Williamstown, Mass.

while he himself was raised in the south

of France in a distriitt impregnated with

varied creeds. Thoroughly ac(|uainted

with the classics of Greece, Home, and
France and with modern literatures, Gide

is also a scientist an<l a musician. Above
all, he is sensitive to life and is essentially

an idealist.

The lecturer continued with a discus-

sion of the more famous of Gide's works.

Heading several passages, M. Vermeil

passed rapidly over the high-points of five

or six books, stessing Gide's autobiog-

ra])hy, Si he Nc Grain Mcurt, and two

other works, he lirlotir de V EiiJ'iinl

I'loiliijKe and La Porlc Etroile, which

latter M. Vermeil considers as Gide's

greatest work.

In conclusion, the lecturer exposed

Gide's quality of fair criticism, his sin-

cerity, and his search for freedom. The
internal conflict between Protestantism

and Catholicism has led Gide on to search

for freedom and reality. ],ike all great

artists, he has sought to dominate life.

Golf Season Opens With
Call for Qualifying Cards

With a call for candidates, and the

announcement that all cards in (lualil'ying

rounds must be turned in before .April 20,

Coach Baxter of the golf team officially

opened the 1931 season last Thursday.

Since Ca])tain Williams '31, English and

Noe '32 are the only lettermen remaining

from last year's squad, the results of the

rounds will be used in filling the other

three positions on the team, in addition to

fixing the rating of the veterans.

The schedule for the season is as follows:

May 2 at New Haven, Brown (a. m.), Yale

()). in.); May 8 at New Haven, University

of Pennsylvania (a. m.), Georgetown

(]). m.); May Hi, open; May 20 at Wil-

liamstown, Amherst; May 22 at Cam-

bridge, Holy Cross; May 23 at Cambridge,

Harvard (a. m.), Dartmouth (p. m.).

May 20 at Williamstown, Wesleyan.

Thomas King, Violinist,

To Give Recital Sunday

Tliomas P. Kin<;, violinist, of Pittsfiehl,

and Charles 1-. SatTord, will present

another of the Sunday concerts tomorrow

afternoon at 2.30 in Chapiii Hall, to which

the public is invited. Mr. King, a fine

:u1ist who ajipreciates the techniciue anil

interpretative ))Os.sibililics of his inslru-

nieiil, will render three solos in addition to

olTcring a violin-piano xaiiiitc in conjuiic-

lion with Mr. KaiTord.

The com]>lete program follows:

1. Fantasia fur Organ Saint-Saen.^

II. Sonale for Violin ami I'iano

(Op. 12, No. 1

1

Beethoven

Mr. King and Mr. SalTonl

1 1 1. Organ Solos

(al Canon .Schiimaiiti

(b) Uotnattcf W'itlionl \\'<trtlfi

Bonnet

(e) Allvluia niiboi.'^

Mr. Safford

1\'. (a) I'rai/Lr llandcl-Flescli

(b) Romance \\'iciiiawKki

(c) Ailaj/iettn Bizel

Mr. King

V. Overt ure, O/icri, Weber

mid-years. The figi

tenths of the class, '•

tenth gaining sligh

average, the first fif

half C's, two fifths

Public School Student Loses Marked Suj.

Over Private School Graduates in

A comparison between the relative si'liol-

arship merit of graduates of public and

jirivate schools in the Class of 1934 is less

conclusively in favor of the public school

graduate than was a similar comparison

ten years ago, according to figures obtained

from Dean H. L. .^garil and Assistant Pro-

fessor E. 1. Shepard by a llEConi) reporter.

The ratio of )irivate school to public school

stui-lcnts entering Williams has changed

from two to one to three to one, while the

public school graduates have not main-

tained their striking scholastic ascendancy

over the private school entrants in that

period.

"Absolutely equitable comjiarisons are

difficult," said Dean Agard, "for classes

entering Williams, becau.sc many fresh-

men have sijcnt three years in a public

high school and one or two in a private

school, and bccaiusc both public and

private schools vary a great deal in size

and excellence of preparation. The figures

correlateil on the Class of 1934 have dis-

regarded former preparation, considering

only the last school attended by the

freshman, while those of the period of

1923-25 ela.sses, prepared by Mr. Shepard,

several years ago have considered the

boy a graduate of the type of school where

he spent the most years in preparation."

In 1920 the Freshman class at mid-

years, with two private school graduates

to every public school entrant, distributed

twice as many A's to public school grad-

uates as to graduates of private schools,

instead of the expected two to one relation

the other way. The same residts were

maintained in 1921, while in 1922 the

Iiublic school graduates received almost

three (|uarters of the A's. The B's in all

three years were proportionally in favor

of the jmblic school graduates.

The same adverse relation was sus-

tained in the lowest Krou|), the graduates

of private schools receiving substantially

more E's than the two to one ratio.

Figures collected for several years pre-

vious to that, from 1915 to 1922, show that

appreciably more graduates of private

schools were dropped from college because

of low scholarship than graduates of public

schools. The percentages taken at No-

vember warning time, from 1915 to 1922,

bear out the mid-year cnnelusions even

more strongly. The publii^ school grad-

uate was decidedly sui)erior in scholarship

to the entrant from the private school, for

the classes mentioned above, at Williams.

The Cla.ss of 1934 demonstrated the

same suiieriority but to a lessor degree at

• Drity

lass of 1934

ere in fifths and

those in the first

lore t han a B
)iit half B's and

iverage, the last

fifth between C and D, and the last tenth

between D and E. This arrangement can

thus be compared with the conclusions

reached in the forlner survey. The grad-

uates of ])ublic schools were in a one to

three ratio with those of private schools.

They had 12 ]ier cent more of their nuni-

bei' in the first tenth of the class than the

private school graduate. 15 per cent more
in the lirst fifth, S per cent le.ss in the last

fifth, and exactly the same number in the

lowest tenth.

The increase in representation of the

jirivate school students iias apparently

rai.sed their scholarship for they havi;

closed the gap between the two groups

(|uite noticeably since 1922. It is sig-

nificant also that the numbers of each group

in the lowest tenth c()ual each other ex-

actly.

Dean Agard advanced two reasons as

contributary causes for this superiority of

high school men in scholarship, stating

that the same condition is noticeable

throughout the country. The first is that

the high school graduate, "being one of

the thiril of each class from which college

material is drawn," on the average, has

more initiative and self reliance and can

sooner acclimate himself to college as a

result of his high school training. The
second is that many more scholarships,

in Williams at least, are offered to high

school than to private school graduates.

Another reason is that many boys who lack

initiative and ambition to make good in a

public school are sent to a private school,

and from there are led through to entrance

into college.

"Socially," stated the Dean, "the grad-

uate of a Jirivate school has t he advantage,

although it is largely a (luestion of social

training, b<\caiise a boy from a private

school with friends here is known, whili!

the boy from a public school may not be

known. The graduate of a private school

also is better ecpiipped for athletics and
extra-curricular activity, as a rule, because

the private school olTers so much greater

opportunities in equipment and coaching,

and because the private school has a

much more socially unified life to offer."

The Dean warned, in ('onclusion, that

"only the first half of the first year should

be considered, for after that the infliainces

of thv. college' submerge the influences of

the prei)aratory school."

WHERE
("ail llio fciuk'r wlio i.s roiul ol" Sport find

holler jKiges of Sj)()rliiig News than llio.st'

which arc printed every cveiiiilii' in the

Boston Transcript!' Where can he lind

later Sporting- i\ew.s, more Sjjorting' News,

hetter written Sporting' News, l)elter ilhi.s-

Initions of SjHjrling New.s than in the

Sporting News Pages printed every even-

ing in the lio.ston Transcript

Tlic aiisiirr hi/ ilio.sr irlio folloir Sporfu, who know

soiucilniKj of what is to he found in other papm, in—

NOWHERE

The all-wool soil and the "»liiiddy" s-iiil look alike in the

shop window— bill there's "a whale of a dilTerence" in the

wearing,

Soiiii? MisuiaiKi- policies arc like a "shoddy" sull. There's

a great gup between their perfiiriiKinic-proini.M- and their

pcrforiiiancc-delivcry.

When you liiiv insurance, lie sure it is from a .stock

company (like the (;iciis Fiiiis). Such coiiiiianics sell

dependahic protection.

•Old

cmcl

Tried'
Qf*^ Foiindecl

1849

INSURANCE COMPANY, ClLl-NS FALLS, NEW YOKK

"SALVY'S"
SINCE 1901

GOING FAST
Black and White Saddle Sport Oxfords .$7.50

Tan and White Saddle Sport Oxfords $7.50

All White Buck Oxfords, Rubber Soles $8.00

Bass Moccasin Golf Oxfords $10.00 and $12.00

Sportocasin Golf Oxfords $12.50

M. Salvatore
Below Gym Lunch
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THE OWL IN THE ATTIC, by James
Thurber, Harper and Brothers. $2.00.

"My )iusbaMd," said little Mrs. Monroe,

"is a collector."

This statement surprised no one more

than Mr. Monroe, who was not a collector.

"And what do you collect, Mr. Mon-
roe?" asked Mrs. Armsby politely.

"Handkerchiefs," said Mrs. Monroe.

"He collects handkerchiefs." ....
And then later

—

"My husband also collects pencils," said

Mrs. Monore. It was warm in the room.

The closeness of the air had, as it were,

"(rot lo" Mrs. Monroe. Fortunately, not

more than one,— Mr. Monroe himself

—

saw this.

Then—
"You collects pencils?" said Mrs. Arms-

by, with polite interest

"Yes— 1—have got a few pencils to-

gether—nothiiiK much," said Mr. Monroe
with becoming modesty.

"He has seventy hundred and eighty-

nine hundred thousand," said Mrs. Mon-
roe.

"I became interested in pencils in the

Sudan," said Mr. Monroe. "The heat is

so intense that it melts the lead in the

average Venus or Faber—

"

"or Flaber," said his wife

—

What happened later, how many cock-

tails each had taken before getting to Mrs.

Armsby's, and how Mr. Monroe managed

to talk his way out of the perplexing situa-

tions into which his wife dropi)ed him, are

only a few of the hilariously fuiuiy mo-

ments drawn by .lames Thurber in his

latest delirium bound in yellow, illustrated

by himself, and titled for no very good

reason, "The Owl In The Altic." Mr.

Thurber's careless irrelevancy and uncon-

sciously penetrating humor in this latest

creation is a tidy morsel of reading enjoy-

ment i)acked into 151 pages, far too good to

be missed.

The book is an iileal bed mate. Divided

into three sections, dealing in turn with the

affairs of "Mr. and Mrs. Monroe," "Pets,"

and a "Ladies and Gentlemen's Guide lo

Modern English," the fifteen or twenty

minutes usually spent on a retrospect of

day's doings or undoings are adequate to

allow for a smile to apjjear on the dourest

visage for at least three nights. And the

illustrations alone are enough to keej) one

constantly in mind of some of the more
humorous sitles of casual ha])penings.

The first section having to do with the

Monroes, contains eight episodes. The
first of these, "Tea at Mrs. Armsby's,"

was alluded to in the beginning of this

review, and is one of the funniest. The
next, showing Mr. Monroe to be a man
who occasionally dips into books on Pliilos-

ophy, an<l retains a few nice sounding

words, can only speak for itself in the

following excerpts.

"Mr. Monore stood fingering some canes

in a shop in the Fifties. Canes, it occurred

to him, were imjierturbable. He liked

that' adjective, which he had been encoun-

tering in a book he was reading on God,

ethics, morals, humanism, and so on. The
word stood staunch, like a bulwark;

rumbled, like a caisson. Mr. Monroe was
pleased to find himself dealing in similies"

Deciding not to buy a cane, Mr. Monroe
walked to a bookstore— "On his imper-

turbable days it was almost impossible for

him to work. He liked to brood and re-

flect and occasionally to catch glimpses of

himself in store windows, slot-machine

mirrors, etc., brooding and reflecting. He
bought a paper-back novel, in the original

French, by Andrew Maurois. The gesture

—it was purely that for the simple reason

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths

Exclusive and Charming

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

Geo. M. Hopkins
FURNITURE

Spring St., Williamstown

that he diil not read French—added a
vague fillip to his day."
The other episodes in whic^h Mr. Monroe

successively outwits an insistent l)al, be-
comes entangled in a brief romance, super-
inlendH furniture moving in his wife's

absence, hunts for a French poodle arriv-

ing from Chicago in the West Tcrmirud at

il.30 p. ni., holds down the house alone at

night, and lastly becomes enamoured of a
dream lady, are all worthy of conunent,
but space does not permit.

The second section called the "Pel

Department" is perhaps the funniest jmrt
of the l)ook. It ('onsists of some twenty
sketches, by the author, of several specie

of dogs, a seal, moose, fish, horse, parrot,

and gul. Under each a question in the

form of a note to the author, asks for ad-
vice concerning the jiarticular pot. Of
these the most representative is that .show-

ing a sketch of a fire|)lace, about which
many cats are placed in various postures.

Underneath runs the caption:

Q. We have cats the way most people

have mice.

Mrs. C. L. Footloose

A. T see you have. I can't tell from
your communication however, whether
you wish advice, or arc just boasting.

The last section dealing with a "Ladies

and Gentlemen's Guide To Modern Eng-
lish" which the author states was inspired

by Mr. H. W. Fowler's excellent "Diction-

ary of Modern English Usage," cai)s the

climax of an already delicious book. The
usage and difficulties encountered in the

emjjloyment of who and whom, which, the

split infinitive, only and one, whether, the

subjunctive mood, exclamation points and
colons, the perfect infinitive, and adverbs,

all leave us in a state bordering upon com-
plete disintegration of all grammatical

knowledge and perfection once possessed.

The following excerpt from the chapter on

the use of the relative pronoun, which, will

indicate the manner with which this part

of the book is dealt;

It is well to remember that one "which"

leads to two and that two "whichcs"

multiply like rabbits. You should never

start out with the idea that you can get by

with one "which." Suddenly they are all

around you. Take a sentence like this:

"It imposes a problem which we either

solve or perish." On a hot night, or after

a hard day's work, a man often lets himself

get by with a monstrosity like that, but

suppose he dictates that sentence bright

aiul early in the morning. It comes to

him tyi)ed out by his stenographer and he

instantly senses that something is the

matter with it. He tries to reconstruct

the sentence, still clinging to the "which,"

and gets something like this: "It imposes

a problem which we either solve, or which,

failing to solve, we must perish on account

of," He goes to the water cooler, gets a

drink, sharpens his pencil, and grimly tries

again. "It imposes a problem which we
either solve or which we don't solve and .

"

He begins once more; "It impo.ses a prob-

lem which we either solve, or which wo do

not solve, and from which ..." The more

times he does it the more "wliiches" he

gets. The way out is simple: "We must

either solve this prol>lem, or perish."

Never monkey with "which".

As a final word, the illustrations alone

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of mstruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by
some business activity during the day.

Preliminary education requirement—sat-

isfactory completion of at least two years
leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a

college recognized by the New York State

Board of Regents.
For detailed information, address:

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary

215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

GEORGE H. BURR & CO
57 William St., *K<ru> York Telephone:JOHn 4890

OFFICES IN PRINCIP/L INVESTMENT CKNTKHS

E. J. Jerdon---D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

make the book priceless, and with the

added delight of Mr. Thurber's incom-

parably inconsequential prose, this latest

addition to the halls of modem humor
should not be passed up either by those

already familiar with his work or by those

who have still that rare pleasure of making
his acquaintance. T. F. S. M.

INTERFRATERNITY SPORTS

Badminton
Chi Psi defeated Alpha Delta Phi, 2-1

Championship Game.
Indoor Relays

Beta Theta Pi defeated Psi Upsilon,

3:33 Cham|)ionship Run.

Volley Ball

Beta Theta Pi defeated Phi Delta

Theta, 2-0 Championship Game.
The following matches have recently

been run off:

Volley Ball

Zeta Psi defeated Delta Phi, 2-0

Delta Psi defeated Delta Upsilon, 2-0

Phi Sigma Kappa defeated Theta
Delta Chi, 2-0

Kappa .\lpha defeated Chi Psi, 2-1

Commons Club defeated Kappa ."ilpha,

2-0

Phi Sigma Kappa defeated Psi Upsilon,

2-0

Delta Psi defeated Alpha Delta Phi, 2-1

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Delta

Phi, 2-1

Theta Delta Chi defeated Sigma Phi

(default)

Badminton

Sigma Phi defeated Kappa Alpha, 2-0

Phi Delta Theta defeated Plii Sigma
Kappa, 2-0

Delta Psi defeated Phi Gamma Delta,

2-0

Beta Theta Pi defeated Delta Phi, 2-0

Chi Psi defeated Psi Upsilon, 2-0

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Zeta Psi, 2-0

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Delta

Upsilon, 2-0

Delta Psi defeated Delta Phi, 2-0

Sigma Phi defeated Phi Delta Theta,

2-0

Kappa Alpha defeated Phi Sigma Kap-
pa, 2-0

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Delta Kappa
Epsilon, 2-0

Delta Upsilon defeated Zeta Psi, 2-0

Chi Psi defeated Theta Delta Chi, 2-0

Chi Psi defeated Sigma Phi, 2-1

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Williamstown News Stands

^tranalian,fTams & (ompany

Investment
Securities

New York, Detroit, Toledo, Chicago

THOMAS McMAHON
I

HIGH GRADE
ANTHRACITE COAL

Kgtncy for Nash and Chevrolet Cart I

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Gas

H. C. WRIGHT. M. D. and W. L CURRAN, M. D.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Glasses Properly Fitted

(Vienna Eye and Ear Certificated

r lily: 9 a. m. to 12 m., 2 to 5 p. m.

Tel 1 480 Dowlin Block. North Adams

When spring fever hits you

take the bull by the horns

see

"BULLS AND BELLES"
presented by the

Harvard Hasty Pudding Club

Saturday, April 11, SiOO^p. ni.

Academy of ]Music, Northampton

TICKETS ON SALE AT ACADEMY OF MUSIC, NORTHAMPTON

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street, New York City

WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clark. Prealdml F. E. Moore. Vice-PraiJeni A. E. Evans. Cashier

Capital - • - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Elxtended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms

Every Topcoat at Cutting's Is Busy

Answering the Call of "Lower Prices"

The weather makes a topcoat necessary and our "lower prices'

make a value you will have a hard time to equal

$20 $30 $40

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
SINCE 1870

Sixty Years of Knowing How

Ask For

BERKSHIRE ICE CREAM
Always the Best

Sold at Williamstown' s Leading

Soda Fountains

Modern Dairy, North Adams

Delivers real Pasteurized Milk and Cream in

Williamstown daily-

Delivered from one of the most modem plants

in Northern Berkshire

Telephone 2670-R R. STEELE, Prop.
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Three Seniors Receive

Graduate Scholarships

Stewart W. Holmes and Daviil C.

Walter '31 were recently awarded the two

Horace F. Clark Prize Scholarships of $500

each for graduate study, by a vote of the

Faculty. At the same time Graham Wal-

lace '31 was presenteil with the Williams

College Greek Fellowship of $800 to enable

him to pursue his studies at Athens in the

American Sc^hool of Classical Studies, and

in aildition, the recently created Lansing

Scholarship of about $500 for use in con-

nection with his European study.

Holmes, who lives in Chicopee, is a

meinlier of the Phi Beta Kappa Society,

and has been active in the Outing Club at

Williams, having been elected to the execu-

tive committee of that body. He plans to

continue his work in English, the subject

in which he majored, at the Yale Graduate

School of English Literature. Walter is

also a member of Phi Beta Kappa, an

active participant in the Outing Club,

and a founder of the Travel Bureau.

Wallace, a resident of New York City,

and a member of Phi Beta Kappa, has

been active in extra-curricular affairs

during his career at Williams. Captain of

his Freshman baseball team, he afterwards

played for two years on the Varsity nine,

of which he was elected captain. He is

also president of the Classical Society, and

plans to continue his study of Greek in

Athens.

Governor Pinchot on •

'

Trusts and Government
(Continued from First Page)

people, and that this effort has made highly

dangerous progress both in State and

Nation.

I am fighting in Pennsylvania for a

square deal for the people. They have

never had it from the utilities in this state,

either in politics or in the tangible ques-

tions of rates and charges. And what is

true in Pennsylvania is true in many

another state.

My fight is based on the simple proposi-

tion that the rights of the plain people

ought to be respected, that the public

utilities have no right to abuse the people

as they have been doing, and that if justice

is a good thing for one side it is a good

hing for the other. Certainly there is no

. eason or excuse why a few public utiUty

•aagnates should take from the people of

„his country any rate of profit they choose

to exact because of the political control

they have acquired. I propose to break

down that system in the State of Pennsyl-

New Courses Expand
Congested Art Field

(Continued from First Page)

been able to touch upon incidentally along

with painting and architecture.

"As is planned for next year, the first

semester of the Sophomore course. Art 1-2,

will be devoted solely to ancient architec-

ture, sculpture, and painting, beginning

with Egyptian art and continuing through

the Greek and Roman. The emphasis on

ancient art as the foundation for the subse-

quent study of European art is in accord

with the introductory course to the study

of the fine arts in such institutions as

Princeton and Harvard. Such a sequence

has not only historical value but presents

also the best foundation for medieval and

Renaissance art.

"Instead of following the historical

sequence with the study of medieval archi-

tecture, in the second semester the study

of Italian painting of the Renaissance will

be taken up, the object being to enable the

student who only takes one year of art to

become acquainted with the principles and

history of painting, and also to enable the

student who continues the study to choose

a Junior course in architecture or painting

as his taste may dictate. Art 1-2, then,

will serve to introduce him to the main

fields of art, which the present Junior

course does not do to so great an extent.

"The addition of another course in

Junior year permits the student to take an

entire year of architecture, or an entire

year of painting, and in the case of the

latter the subject will be treated much
more fully than now. It will include the

German, which has hitherto been omitted,

early Flemish, and Dutch painting; and

will devote an entire semester to French

painting, from its origin to the present

day, which necessarily in the past has been

treated superficially due to the lack of time

at the disposal of the instructors. The
arrangement for next year allows just

twice as much time for this field.

"In view of the considerable number of

students who have pursued graduate work
in other institutions after leaving Williams,

I have felt that it was most desirable to

give undergraduates the opportunity to

cover a larger field of the subject before

undertaking such work. This is really

what started me off on the desire to en-

large the department." I

Faculty Votes Changes
in Honors Work Attendance

(Continued from First Page)

as high as H in ten departmental courses,

together with the consent of the depart-

ment, or students who have failed to at-

tain the necessary grades at the end of

Sophomore year upon the recommendation

of the Advisory Committee and the departs

ment concernetl. The minutes of the

Faculty meeting of that date set forth the

privileges of a student taking Honors

Work as follows:

A. He shall be required to carry but

four courses in Junior and Senior year.

B. He shall be free from division choice

requirements.

C. He shall be free from prerequisite

requirements subject to the consent of

the departments concerned.

D. He shall not have any assigned

number of absences in any of his courses,

but shall regulate his attendance by agree-

ment with his instructors.

The Dean's List was instituted a year

ago last March experimentally for mem-
bers of the two lower classes who had at^

tained a B average the previous semester,

and who, in the opinion of the Dean, were

worthy of the distinction, and is essentially

the same except for the change in the class-

es which it affects. At the time of its

adoption it was characterized as "another

step in the advancement of the entire

College curriculum towards promoting a

more mature and responsible attitude on

the part of the student to his work through

out his whole four years of College life."

Although similar systems have been in use

successfully for a number of years among
the members of the "Big Three," the re-

cent amendment to the Williams institu-

tion will make it correspond more closely

to the method used at Princeton rather

than to the Harvard Dean's List, upon

which it was originally based.

President of American Gas
Defends Public Utility Trusts

(Continued from First Pase)

robbed. He hardly uses enough current to

justify the initial investment of $300.00

that must be made in his property. His

annual bill amounts to about thirty dol-

lars, a cost to him of eight cents a day or a

little over the price of a package of chew-

ing gum. That certainly does not appear

much like robbery. The cost of produc-

tion, distribution, repairs, etc. use up about

65% of that $30.00, leaving $10.50 to

pay the return on the initial investment

of $300.00, certainly not an unfair profit."

Mr. Tidd added, by way of answer to the

wide-spread clamor for public ownership

of utilities, a comparison of the operation

of two companies in the province of Que-

bec in Canada, one run by a city and the

other by a private concern. The private

company, though subject to heavy taxes,

is now producing and selling for the same
price more power with only two-thirds as

many men as the municipal plant, and

still making a profit. "Such a comparison

between two rivals in the same district

is the only reasonable one that can be

made. Our opponents can naturally ob-

tain convincing-looking figures by placing

together those of the municipal plant in

Canada and those of some concern in the

mountains of West Virginia, but they do
not mean anything as conditions of pro-

duction are vastly different."

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP
Statement of the ownership, iimnaKement, cir-

culation, etc., required by the act of Congress of
August 24. 1912, of The WilliamB Kecord published
semi-weekly at Pittsfield, Mase. for April 1, V.YM,
State of Massachusetts, County of Herkahire.

Before me, a Notary Public, m and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared Wm. C.
Root, who, havioK been duly sworn accordiuR to
law, deposes and says that he is the Publisher of the
Williams Record and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement
of the owncrsliip, management (and if n daily paper,
the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication
for the date shown in the above caption, refjuired
by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section
411, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing crlitor, and business man-
agers are: Publisher, Engle Ptg. and Bdg. Co.,
Wm. C. Root, F'reBident, Pittsfield, Mass.; Editor,
.lames Willard Hnrst, Williamstown, Mass.; Man-
aging Editor, Andrew Udlnum Hamilton, Williame-
town, Mass.; Business Monager, Barton Evans,
Williamstown, Mass.

2. That the owner is: The Students of Williama
College.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding I per
cent or more of total amount of bondB, mortgages,
or other securities arc: none.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholderB, nnd security
holilers, if any. contain not only the list of stock-
holders and security holders as thej^ appear upon
the books of the company but also, in cases where
the stockhokler or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciarj- relation, the name of the imrson or cor-
poration for whom such trustee is anting is given;
also that the said two paragraphs contain state-
ments emljracing affiant's ftill knowledge and belief
as to the rircumstnncos and conditions under which
Btockholdcrs and security Iioldera who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, nold
stock and securities in a cnpaoity other ttian that
of a bona fide owner; and tins affiant has no reason
to l)eUeve that any other person, association, or
cornoration haa any interest direct or indirect in the
saiu stock, bonds, or other securities than as so
stated by him.

Eagle Printing and Binding Co.,
William C. Root, President

Sworn to and subsrribed before me this 9th day
of April, 1931. Dennis J, Haylon, Notary Public.
My commission expires, Jan. 21, 1932.

V\VjTJn^^

—and the Bond Business

"Waterloo was won
on the playing field of Eton"

A SOUND BODY . . . sportsman-

ship . . . dogged determination . . .

steady nerves . . . quick thinking . . .

all these are qualities developed on
the playing held. They are acquired

lot only by the st.ir athlete, but also

by the substitute on the scrub team
who may lack the full tiair for pitch-

ing a curve, throwing a pass, or

shooting a basket. They are qualities

which win out in the daily battle

for business

Although the bond business re-

quires red-blooded men, intelligence

is more vital than brawn. Success in

the investment business is not attained

by those who lack physical or nervous

stamina . . . nor by athletic heroes

resting upon their laurels. To reap its

finaiicialrewards, men must be adapted

to it . . . {hey must possess more than

an ordinary amount of intelligence

. . . they must have a sound mind in a

sound body . . . and a willingness to

work hard. These are more important

factors than social prestige, "pull" and
athletic prowess.

If you are interested in the bond
business as a career, our booklet, The
Bond Btiiiiiess— What It Requires—
What It Offers, will prove helpful to

you. It is an interesting exposition of
the investment business ... its func-

tions, organization, opportunities and
requirements. Any student may have

a copy upon request.

HALSEY, STUART & CO.
I N C O R PO R A T C D

CHICAGO. 20I South La Salle Street • NEW YORK. 35 Wall Street

AND OTHER PRINCIPAL CITIES

To increase your knowledge of sound invesiment and of the investment business, listen

to the Old Counsellor every Wednesday evening on the Haisey, Stuart & Co. radio prosram . . . Over a Coast to Coast
network of 38 stations associated with the National Broadcasting Company.

BONDS T o F I T THE INVESTOR

Cool
AU the Way

Mf you inhale, you can quickly

tell the difference between

fresh and stale cigarettes. A
Camel, protected by the Hum!*

dor Pack, retains its natural

moisture, and gives you a cool

mild smoke. But when you

draw in the smoke from dried-

out stale tobacco, it's hot and

irritating to the throat.

If you haven't discovered

this difference, we suggest you

switch to Camels for just one

day. Then leave them tomor^

row, if you can.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Wintton-Salem, N. C,

cAMELS

Factory-fresh CAMELS
are air-sealed in the new
Sanitary Paclcage wliicii

keeps the dust and germs
out and Iceeps the flavor in.

?IM1. B.J. larMlii T>kiM* Cm^of
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llTURBI MARKS CLOSE

OF THOMPSON SERIES

[celebrated Pianist Is Called Back

Nine Times by Applause of

Chapin Audience

IFOUR CONCERTS NEXT YEAR

I
Undergraduate Committee Plans

To Continue Series on a

Larger Scale

In the dosiiiK ])roKram of the tliird

I
Th<iini)aoii Coiuwrt scries, held under the

I auspices of the UnderKraUuate Committee,

(jose Iturbi played l)ef()re an audienee of

'700 people in Chapin Hall last Friday

evening. At the conclusion of the con-

cert, th<! ijianist was recalled nine times,

twice for encores, by the apjilause of his

listeners.

Tentative plans for next year's concerts

have been announced by the student com-

mittee, which feels that the response ac-

corded the programs of the last season

warrants the continuation of the Thomp-

I

son Concerts on a larger scale. Ossip

(liihrilowitsch, distinguished pianist, who
ai)pearcd in Williamstown last winter as

con<luctor of the Detroit Symphony

I
Orchestra, will open the series with a piano

I recital, followed by the English Singers,

and by the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra

' which played here last S])ring. In April

the season will be brought to a close by t he

London String Quartette.

(Review of the Concert, by courleay of

Laura Tappan Safford

Bringing their 1930-31 season to a close,

the Concert Committee of Williams Col-

lege presented on Friday evening the dis-

tinguished Spanish concert pianist, .Jose

Iturbi, in a program which began with the

CImmialic Fanlasy arut Fugue of Bach, ami

went through Mozart, Schumann, Chopin,

Uel)U88y, Albeniz, to Tansman ; a program

in the language of Mr. Iturbi, Hara toiha

gimlon (to meet all tastes). Since this

reviewer has no critical faculty and only

possesses a keen sense of enjoyment for

and appreciation of the splendid concerts

which it has been our privilege to now have

in Williamstown, it would be futile to com-

ment individually on each number as Mr.

Iturbi presented them to us on Friday

evening.

(Continued on Fifth Page)

VASSAR, CORNELL, AND

LIBERAL CLUB DEBATE

Williams Upholds Progressivisra

;

Rivals Argue For Socialism

and Communism

DEBATERS MEET UNION TONIGHT

To Be Broadcast; Season Closes

Against Wesleyan

E. A. DOUGHERTY, 1931

Captain of the Varsity Track Team, Which

Has Been Working Out for the Past

Month in Preparation for Its

Spring Meets

BASIS OF RELIGION AND

ART ARE SAME-WESTON

Speaker Shows Need of Union With

Spiritual Force Which Is

Source of Both

Langmaid Is Awarded
All-American Position

Benjamin I.angmaid, captain of the

1930-31 Varsity hockey team, was chosen

recently by Les Gage for defense on the

second team of College Humor's All-

Ameriean selections. I.angmaid, whose

brilliant stick-handling, checking, skating,

and shooting accounted to a large degree

for the success of the Purple sextet's rec-

ord during the past three years, was rated

by Coach Sayles, who assisted Les Gage,

on a par with Muhlfield of Yale and

Batchelder of Harvard, both of whom
were awarded positions on the first team.

The only opponent of the Purple to out-

(Contlnued on Fifth Page)

"Art and religion are inseparable from

life . . . draw their nourishment from the

spiritual world .... and have as their

basis emotion", stated Professor Weston of

the Art Department, speaking on "Re-

ligion and Art" \inder the auspices of the

W. C. A. in Jesup Hall Sunday evening.

"The salvation of society and the indi-

vidual is to enter into union with that

spiritual fon^e outside ourselves that is the

source of religion and art."

Ages before the dawn of civilization art

and religion were inseparable, began Pro-

fessor Weston, citing as examples the ani-

mals paintetl in caves, with a religious or

magical intent to aid the hunter. The;

same was true in Egypt where the sculptor

employed his skill for reUgious reasons and

not for the approval of man, but with the

advent of Christianity there rose doubt

as to the ability of a religion that was pure

spirit to countenance an art that repre-

sented phy.sical beauty,—doubt which

was gradually overcome until the Gothic

cathedral finally Itecame the "supreme

expression of art in Christianity." How-

ever, with the decline in the spiritual in-

fluence of the Church in the sixteenth

century came the final separation of the

two to the detriment of both.

"We have thus seen that in primitive

society art an<l religion are inseparable;

as society becomes more oomplex each be-

comes a separate interest, and in periods

of religious asceticism the separation is

complete," said Professor Weston. "I

venture to make three general postvilates;

First, that art and religion are inseparable

from life—not isolated and irresponsible

activities .... second, that art and re-

ligion draw their inner nourishment from

the spiritual world; and third, that the

basis of art and religion is emotion. If

(Continued on Fifth Page)

Upholding the merits of Progressivisra

against the advantages of Socialism and

Communism as respectively set forth by

students from Cornell and Vassar, repre-

sentatives of the Williams lAberal Club

took part in a three-cornered informal de-

bate and general discussion at Poughkeep-

sie Saturday night. The meeting, which

was held under the auspices of the Vassar

League for Industrial Democracy, was

one of a series of joint discussions between

the liberal clubs of eastern colleges, the

next of which is scheduled to include

Williams, Smith, and Amherst later in the

month.

Ohly '33, representing Williams, opened

the case for Progressivisra by pointing out

the efficiency of parts of our capitalistic

order, and emphasized the necessity of

seeing things in their true light instead of

as modified by the terms of some preju-

diced theory. "Our view actually leads

to a modified Socialism without the dog-

ma," said Ohly, citing, as representative of

it, unemployment insurance, a shorter

labor week, labor exchanges, the taxing of

corporations and inheritances, and govern-

ment control of the utilities instead of

control of all industries. This policy, said

Ohly, includes a low tariff, eventually

leading to free trade, and national plan-

ning.

Ephriam, representing Cornell, drew a

case for Socialism as the middle path, con-

demning both the price of Communism
and the evils of capitalism, the latter being

due, he said, to the inescapable business

cycles, class divisions, general insecurity,

and economic wars. The solution, he con-

cluded, was a form of Socialism including

consumers' cooperations, trade unions,

and state control of basic industries.

Voicing the' views of the Vassar Club,

which upheld Communism, Miss Rosen-

feldt scored the profit motive behind all

industry, saying "Democracy is a failure

and has turned into an instrument of ex-

I)loitation and the proletariat can in no

way express itself effectively."

Following the rebuttals presented by his

op))onents. Parks '32, president of the

Williams Liberal Club, summed up
(Continued on Fifth Page)

Monttuij, April 13—Oxtoby '31 and

Van SanI '32 will oppose Union College

tonight at Schenectady, N. V., in a debute

to be broadcast over radio station WGY
between 1 1 and 12. The season's schedule

will be concluded Wednesday when Kent,

Reeves, and Van Sant '32 are to meet

Wesleyan in a league encounter at 7.30

p. m. in Griflin Hall. The subject for

tonight is Kesulved, That education in

patriotism should be encouraged. Wil-

liams will ui)hold the Negative.

Wesleyan will be respresented Wednes-
day night by W. Nevtens, and M. Williams

'31, and C. G. Olson '32 on the Negative

side of the question, Hexnlmil, That the

I'nited States shouhl recognize Soviet

Russia. Prof. W. W. McLaren will he

chairman, while two of the judges ai'e to

be Mr. L. E. Brett, and Mr. L. G. Tread-

way, of Williamstown. At the present

dale a third judge has not been chosen.

ROBERT FROST, 'POET

OF NEW ENGLAND', TO

RECITE RURAL POEMS

Theory of 'Education by Poetry'

Will Be Discussed by Noted

Farmer-Lyrist

WON PULITZER PRIZE
FOR POETRY IN 1924

Lecture To Be Presented Friday

Evening in Jesup Hall Under

'Forum' Auspices

'LITTLE THEATRE' WILL

PRESENT THREE PLAYS

Directors Announce Casts Playing

Soon in Fourth Program

of the Season

Jose Iturhi Believes Developed Jazz Will Make
Permanent Contribution to Musical Literature

"I despair of the younger generation tthe war on all the arts, modem music will

because of its imthinking and uncritical

devotion to jazz and to the trend which

jazz represents," remarked Jose Iturbi to a

Record reporter after his recital last

Friday evening. Speaking fluent French,

with occasional recourse to broken English,

Scnor Iturbi continued, "the themes and

rhythm of jazz (not cheap jazz, you under-

' stand) appeal to me very much, but jazz

has nothing to say. It will, however,

eventually develop into a lasting contri-

bution to musical literature."

"Like modem literature and painting,

modem music, though extremely volumi-

nous, presents no new ideas. Neverthe-

less, you need not be ashamed of jazz;

some day you ought to do something with

it. Nothing, however, can be done with

it now. The speed of present-day life is

too fast , and youth is only interested in

women, cigarettes, and cocktails. Such

conditions are not conducive to really fine

music. Indeed, there has been no great

composer since Brahms (died 1897).

But with the development of better jazz

1
and with the elimination of the effect of

take on a now meaning," the pianist said.

The members of the younger generation

take their pleasures at so fast a pace

{comme les Deles) that they quickly be-

come satiated. "As a Spanish philos-

opher has said, they still have life after

pleasure is gone." The whole trend in

world psychology since the war has been a

careless and sophisticated abandon.

"Pleasure should be taken slowly to be

really enjoyed." This entire attitude of

high-pressure enthusiasm is reflected in

music, and jieople, when asked if they like

jazz, exclaim with unquestioning accept-

ance, (Senor Iturbi illustrated this remark

with an exaggerated shrug.) " 'It's jazz.

Why shouldn't I like it?' They play

football and tennis; they do not think."

In commenting on his audiences and the

reception of his music in this country,

Senor Iturbi said, "The American public

goes to concerts with a smile on its face

and a gun in its hand. But in no other

country, with the possible exception of

Holland, have I found audiences with a
(Continued on Sixth Page)

the

FRENCH ART EXHIBIT

LISTS MONET, RENOIR

Collection of Modem Painting To

Remain in Lawrence Hall

Until April 25

Illustrating the trends of modern French

painting from the early impressionists up

to the contemporary period of color com-

positions, the sixth Art Exhibit, which

includes two works by the famous artists

Monet and Renoir, opened last Wednes-

day in Lawrence Hall. The collection,

which will be on view until April 25, was

assembled under the auspices of the Col-

lege Art Association by Louis Hautecoeur,

director of the Luxembourg Museum,

Francois Monod, director of National

Museums, and Louis Reau, president of

the Society of the History of French Art.

The two outstanding works are La

Berge de la Seine a Lavacour by Claude

Monet, and Le Jardin de la Paste a Cagnes

by Auguste Renoir. Monet's piece is not

characteristic of his atmospheric effects

but shows the impressionistic use of small

brvish strokes of the primary colors.

Renoir w£ts considered the most purely

(Continued on Sixth Page)

Three plays. The Twelve Pound Look,

Women Have Their Way, and Qoda of the

Mountain, will be presented by the Lillle

Theatre in Jesup Hall Auditorium the last

week in April or the early part of May.

The directors, who have recently com-

pleted the selection of their casts, have not

yet announced the exact" date of the bill

because of conflicting programs in other

activities, and because of the uncertainty

attached to the progress of the individual

rehearsals.

The three plays have been chosen so as

to present a light and entertaining bill.

Women Have Their Way, a comedy on

manners by A. and S. J. Quintero, is a

demonstration of the power of gossip.

Gods of the Mountain by Lord Dunsany is

an oriental fantasy, while The Twelve

Pound Look by Sir James Barrie, although

appearing to be a psychological study,

proves to be, at the fall of the curtain, little

more than a drawing room drama.

The casts for the plays are as follows;

Women Have Their Way
by A. and S. J. Quintero

Poet Robert Frost, Pulitzer Prize-win-

ner for Poetry in 1924, author of five vol-

umes of verse dealing with the simple and

rustic lives of New England farmers, and

former Professor of English at Amherst,

will lecture wit h readings from his works on

"Education by Poetry" to the Fcruin au-

dience next Friday evening at 7.30 in

Jesup Hall. Just as the poetry of Vachel

Lindsay, who spoke last year, describes

life in the South, so Mr. Frost's poems

"portray realistically, yet with fine retic-

ence, everyday life in New England, his

work as a whole partaking of the dignity

and serene beauty of t he hills among which

much of his life has been ])a8sed."

Because this "sensitive humorist

planed down the conventions of poetical

rhetoric to the unromantic levels of New
England," his struggle up to the command-

ing position he now holds in American

poetry was a long and bitter one. The
pictures of rural occupation and joy,

couched in the simple language of common
speech, failed to attract editors and critics,

so that for years he and his family were

forced to subsist on what he could eke out

of his rocky-soiled Vermont farm. It was

not until 1914 that his poetry became

understood, then critics were quick to

realize the delicacy of his touch, and his

meaningful expression.

Now lic staiu!:! A-ith tlioso "Ittw, rtlje!-

lious writers, who, like William Rose

Benet, Edna St. Vincent, Millay, and Louis

I'ntermeyer, have sought to put the Amer-

ican mood as they felt it into poetry that

was original not so much in form as in its

impress of a living spirit." The originator

of the line "Good fences make good

neighbors," Mr. Frost has lived quietly on

his farm at Shrewesbury, Vt., gradually

gaining insight into the psychology of his

(Continued on Fifth Page)

Concha Puerta

Dona Belen

Juanita la Rosa

Santita

Angela

Pilar

Don Julian

A dolph

Don Cecilio

Mrs. Brinsmade

Mrs. Avery

Mrs. Osten

Mrs. Graham
Mrs. Caldwell

Mrs. Gustafson

Spencer '31

Griswold '34

Nash '31

Rahhit "32 Is Selected

Editor of '^Purple Cow^

Guiltara, Village Girl, and Pepe Lora

Not Cast

Directed by Zalles '32

Assistant Director, Vredenburgh '33

Setting designed by Woodruff '33

(Continued on Sixth Page)

At a recent meeting of the board of the

Purple Cow Robert Shelley Rabbit '32 of

Bloomfield, N. J., was elected editor-in-

chief to succeed Pearl '31 while Kurt E.

Ijeber '32 of Indianapolis, Ind. was

elected business manager. As prescribed

under the new organization of the maga-

zine an administrative board consisting of

the new editor and Thomas F. S. Menkel

'33 of Pelham, N. Y. and Leonard P. Hall

'33 of Scarsdale, N. Y. was elected.

The new board has had charge of the

April issue which is to appear soon in the

(Continued on Fifth Page)

H. R. Luce, Editor of 'Times,'' Advocates Experience

in Journalism as Training for Other Occupations

Ed. Note: Following is the first of a*security of professional standing such

CALENDAR

MONDAY, APRIL 13

11.00 p. m.—Varsity Debating. Williams

vs. Union. Subject: "Resolved: That

education in patriotism should be

encouraged." At Schenectady ; broad-

cast by station WGY.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15

7.30 p. m.—Varsity Debating. Williams

vs. Wesleyan. Subject: "Resolved:

That the United States should recog-

nize Soviet Russia." Griffin Hall.

FRIDAY, APRIL 17

7.30 p. m.—Williams Forum. Robert

Frost will speak on "Education by

Poetry." Jesup Hall.

scries of interviews unth professional and

vocational leaders which unit be published

during the spring with the intent of supply-

ing information to the position-seeking

graduate.

"I think that 'a couple of years in news-

paper work' is a good thing for any college

graduate," stated Henry R. Luce, editor

of 7't»ic and one of the leading journalista

of the country, when interviewed recently

by a Record reporter. In the ten years

since his graduation from Yale, where he

was Managing Editor of the News, Mr.

Luce has started and developed, with the

able assistance of his classmate Briton

Hadden, two of the most successful mag-

azines in America, Time and Fortune.

"Most successful journalista of my ac-

quaintance usually advise young men not

to go into journalism," began Mr. Luce,

when asked for his opinion as to the rel-

ative advantages and disadvantages of a
journalistic career. "Their reasons are

many and weighty. In the first place it

is not a profession, so you can never expect

to get in journalism the comparative

you might reasonably ex|)ect in law, med-
icine, teacliing, or the ministry. Secondly,

the pay in the ranks is small, and the

chance of getting out of the ranks is slight.

Then, as if to add insult to injury, many of

the best journalistic prices are paid to men
who are not journaUsts at all, or who, at

any rate, are not primarily journalists.

For example, Calvin Coolidge, Dorothy

Dix, Will Rogers, Lloyd-George, Glenn

Frank, Pnidence Penny, etc., etc. There

is probably one of these higlily-paid news-

paper characters for every man like Hay-

wood Broun or Arthur Brisbane who has

risen to a high salary from the ranks of

journalism. Finally, among many other

objections, it is often said that joumalism

is apt to lead you to too much hard drink-

ing of bad liquor, and to make you cyn-

ical long Ijeforc you safely reach your

second childhood."

"This and much more is what wise jour-

nalists say. On the other hand, a favorite

dictum of business men, lawyers, or other

non-jouraalists is that 'a couple of years

(Continued on Fifth Page)
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CAREERS
One of the outstanding legacies handed over to the 1932 Board by its predecessors

is the question of vocational guidance. The fact that, in the middle of their Senior

year, a quarter of the Class of 1931 were still undecided about their life's work presents

a problem with which it is difficult to cope. The Faculty is not in a position to render

more than cursory assistance to prospective graduates-in-search-of-a-job. In the

past, the Dean's office has been of aid only when representatives of a limited number

of firms came to Williamstown. And so The Record has taken upon itself the task of

giving seniors a foretaste of eight or ten fields in the hope that the opinions of recog-

nized authorities will in some measure help them in making a choice.

Leaders in the fields of law, medicine, the ministry, teaching, and journalism will

diagnose their professions as critically as possible; representative captains of industry

will voice their opinions, and a man who has devoted a large part of his life to the vo-

cational direction of promising young men will contribute the general summary of the

series. The first of these articles appears in this issue.

An effort has been made to eliminate all interviews on hand in which this serious

subject is treated vaguely or too rosily, and to present only those viewpoints which are

specific and direct. The tangible effect of the series is open to question. It is possible

that many seniors will not benefit by this advice. But if a few men do succeed in

obtaining a clearer conception of their prospective specialty, in casting aside imprac-

tical fancies, and in making a definite decision, The Record will feel that the series has

been a success.

OILING THE RUSHING MACHINE
A far cry,—this season of topics, tests, and other curricular tribulations, from the

period of social smoothness and scholastic standstillity that starts the College off on

the wrong foot every fall. But', notwithstanding the fact that six months have passed

since the boys of Psi Psi Psi traded cigarettes and fifth-rate jokes with the impressed

and bewildered men of '34, it must not be forgotten that only six weeks of College

remain before the brethren will be going through the same motions for the benefit of

the impressed and bewildered men of '35. It is generally conceded by those familiar

with Williams that, by and large, the present rushing machine is the most satisfactory

that can be devised, but there still remain a few rusty nuts and bolts, the oiling of which

will increase its efficiency and decrease the allied unpleasantness for the happiness of

succeeding generations.

There are three elements during the first two weeks of College that are decidedly

not in harmony with the rest of the scene. The first of these is the disagreeable and

unnatural "necessity" of eating around, with the resultant irregularity of meals,

expense, and the tendency of keeping roommates and schoolmates separate from the

rest of the class. The second is the formality of the speeches with which the admin-

istration and student leaders introduce the freshmen to Williams, and the stiffness

of the annual W. C. A. reception in Jesup. The third is the inconvenience of wel-

coming and conversing with the battalions of pseudo salesmen, who permeate the

Freshman dormitories to get a line on the newcomers for the convenience of their re-

spective rushing committees. At first glance, it would appear that these banes of the

freshman's existence are as necessary to the progress of the present rushing system a

pledging itself. But is there not a remedy?

Several years ago, before the time of the present seniors, all freshmen took their

meals in the gymnasium before rushing week. This practice was discontinued while

the building was being remodeled, and for no good reason it has never been revived.

It is the proposal of The Record that it be brought back next fall, and that all fresh-

men,—together with their Faculty and Junior Advisers, be brought together to eat

there: then the meals will be more regular and more nutritious, and first year men will

oome into immediate contact with both fellow freshmen and counsellors. It can also

be arranged that all the speeches now delivered at Jesup mass meetings will be given

from time to time informally after dinner. Finally,—and this is the most important

point— , several men from each fraternity will be given permission to take their meals

there during the entire period and will circulate from table to table, giving them a

better opportunity of sizing up the freshmen and protecting the latter from the inroads

of "salesmen."

As to the routine side of the situation, the caterer of the Commons Club is willing

to take charge of all provisions. Most of the cooking can bo done in the Club's kitchens

while part of the gymnasium itself can be turned into a pantry and warming room.

The main floor will take care of the tables.

Since this suggestion will eliminate three outstanding evils connected with rushing,

and since it is entirely practicable and a caterer is anxious to take over the job, The

RxcoRD recommends that the proposal go into effect next fall.

Infirmary Patients

The following men were patients in the

Thompson Infirmary when The Record

went to press Sunday evening: Shipman

'33, Hood and Whilham ',34. In all cases

of serious illness the parents of t he students

concerned are immediately notified by the

College authorities.
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N. Y. CLUB CHOOSES
GEORGE B. BROOKS '11

Election of Three Honorary Vice

Presidents Allowed Through

By-Law Change

5.
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Education of a Princess—by Marie,

I

Grand Diuihoss of Russia. Tlic Viking

I

Press.

Aiiierimns of avcraj^e iiitolliKciicc, nii'iii-

I

l)ers of llie Rotary and iJook of (lie MonI h

Clubs, will find this tulc of a HumhIiui prin-

cess |)leasunt diversion from the urucsonic

and decidedly nerve-wracking nmstor-

pieces of present day Russian lii.slorical

I writ inn. After bouncing in nervous Icn-

Ision tbrounb the \mnm of Hindus' l/ii-

linanilij Uproolnl, it is a wortliwliile rclux-

jation to read of the almost fantastic life

[enjoyed by the Imperial family jirior to

[the Bolshevist Revoluti<in.

The content has been earefull.s' ar-

ranged and passages that might he sus-

peeted of aridity because of their factual

content, are alternated with expcrienees

which wouhl do justice to some of Mr.

Sabalini's better efforts. Although some

two hundred pages longer than llu' super-

fieiaUty of jiresent reading ])ennits, the

hook has already jjroved its readability

by a sale of sixty thousand copies (at

Sa.rjO per).

How much of the autobiography is

1 fact and how much the romaiUic day

dreams of a disillusioned noblewoman,

lit is not our task to decide. .Suffice? il

I to remark that the fa<'ls seem coherent,

and the various anecdotes are (old with a

saneness and clarity which makes it of

relatively no importance whether they be

I
true or not. The (Irand Duchess would

far rather be remembered as a woman
who loved her country and herself, and

somewhat of a political philosopher, than

to go into literary posterity as an accurate

recorder of historical facts.

Es|)ecially in the later years of her edu-

cation, the princess cultivated a keen in-

tuitive sense, for we are eonslanlly re-

minded that she alone of all the Imperial

suite had a definite premonition of an ap-

I)roa(diing doom. It is a keen aiul

seareliiug analysis of the |)ea.sant nature

that she jjrcHents in short excursions from

the book's beaten path.

—

"Incurable |)e,s.simists, the Rus.sianK

actually dislike to look forward with hope,

and prefer to expect of the future nothing

V)ut niisfortinie. Stremious action, rv-

eistance to fate would permit them hardly

time for their favourite pastime, talk,

analysis, criticism,—tearing , situations,

characters, and movements mercilessly

to tatters."

The author's attitude toward the mem-
bers of her family is marked by an obvious

desire to bo unprejudiced despite deep

personal ties of affection, and her condem-

nation of the Tsar's |)i)litieal actions is

as marked as her dislike of the peasant

Rasputin.

At this |)oint it is probably htting that

we retire in disgrace. I'"or judging by the

common practice of book reviewers, it is

an evidence of ignorance antl poor taste to

consider favourably the efforts of our

modern authors. But rather than give

di8pro])ortionate size to minor faults,

we will continue to say that Ediicilioii

of a Princess is decidedly worth reading.

It may he said that the tirand Duchess is

too fond of dramatizing her part in Rus-
sian affairs, and if the reviewer be es-

pecially cruel he might jjoint out that she

attempts to leave with the reader the

impression that she alone combined the

better elements of both the aristocracy and

the peasantry. But there is no need for

any such probing into irrelevancics. As a

true and exceptionally readable account

of a period marked by change and excite-

ment, the Education of u Princess merits

fully the popularity with which it has

been received. C aS'. Snrgcnt

CURRICULUM CHANGES

APPROVEDJY FACULTY

Modification of Math Major and
New Courses in History and

Art Are Added

lOnlargenient of the mnnbcr of courses
offered by (he Art department

, a new year
course in history, and modifications of the
mathematics major, as suggested in the
report of the curriculum committee, were
ap|)rov(!d for next year at th(' I'aculty
meeting held last Tuesday afternoon. The
inclusion of a Sojilioniore introductory
course in Art in the l<J31-H)32 curriculum
)irovides the transidonal step essendal to

the adoption of the major whii^h that de-

liartment anticipates.

The subject matter of all three year-
courses in Art has been distinctly modified.

Art 1-2, open to Sophomores, .luniors and
.Seniors, with History 1-2 as its prerequisite

will be devoted in the first semester to the

study of ancient art: Kgypt, Mesoiiotanua,
(Ireece, and Rome— their architeeture,

sculi)ture, and painting. The second
semester will be a study of medieval and
Reiuussaiiee painting in Italy.

Both Art 3-4 and 5-(i will be technically

termed .Junior eoursra, but next year will

necessarily he open only to seniors since

there is no Sophomore course in effect this

year. I'he first semester of 3-4 will deal

with i)ninting of the late Italian, .Spanish,

Dutcli, Flemish, and German schools,

while the second stmiester will take up the

French school of jjainting from its origin

to the present day. Art 5-0 is composed
of semester courses in Renaissan(te and
modern sculpture, and Renaissance and
modern architeeture resi)eetively.

\\'itli History 13 bracketed for next year,

History 14 will be ex|)anded into a two
semester cour.se under Professor Newhall.

.Similar in outline to the same course

offered in \'.y2!). it will be a.study of medieval

civilization, largely based on the research

material gleaned by Profes.sor Newhall in

Europe this winter.

A vote of prinei))le approved the changes

in the mathematics major, which so far

have been only tentatively drawn up. It

is planned to change the present (b) re-

(iuireinen( of .Junior year, Statistics 1-2, to

the position of an elective, with the substi-

tution of a course in advanced algebra and
analytical geometry for the former.

Mathematics 9-10 will be retained as a

required Senior course, but 7-8 will he

replaced by a choice between semester

courses in statistics and descriptive geome-

try, or a year cour.se in geometry.

SPECIAL TOPICS
Typing Service 17 Jesup Hall

Office hours 1-4 daily

Prospects Are Bright

For 1931 Track Season

With the conclusion of the successful

indoor (rack season, more than 31) candi-

dales answered CJoai'li .Seeley's call for the

Varsity track sipiad. Only three meets, -

Middl(!bury away, April 25, Wesleyan,

here, May 2, and Andicrst away on May 7,

have been approved by the Athletic Coun-
cil, although there is (he |)ossibility that

on(! moie meet will be a(Uled to the

schedule.

Assistant Coach Plansky, former George-

town star, is stressing the field events,

which have I'onslituted the team's greatest

weakness in recent years. B(Try, a high-

.scorer on (lie l!(33 team, has already bet-

tered the College shot-pu( record in jirac-

tice trials, and will share the burden of the

di.scus throw with Fowle, who holds the

record of 125 feet, inches. The team
still needs ])ole-vaulters, and there is the

usual lack of balance in the weight events.

The s(|uad will be strong in the sprints,

with Miller, star of the winter relays and
recent winner of the behnuin Cup meet,

and Tuttle, Noel, .Swayze, and Bartow, all

ca]mble of excellent times in the 101) and

22()-yard daslies. Captain Dougherl y antl

Palmer will run the hurdles, and there i.s an
abundance of distance runners in .Sulfern,

Goodbody, and Guernsey, all lettermen,

and Bildcr, a sophomore, who was beaten

only once last spring in the 440 and S80-yd.

events.

Candidates Report for

Freshman Baseball Team

A scjuad of 24 men answered Coach
William.son's call for candidates for the

1!)34 baseball team la.st week and .since

THE NEW
BOOKSHOP

72 SPRING STREET
Just Below the Bank

Books :: Prints
New Fiction, Biography, Drama

Poetry, etc.

Old and Rare Books.
First Editions. Fine Bindings.

Standard Sets. Sporting Prints.

Ship Prints. Maps.
Circulating Library.

Wilton Ratcliffe-Graff

BOOKSELLER and
PRINT DEALER

Williams College Students

will find a complete line of Athletic
Equipment for Spring and Summer Sports

at the stores of Campion and N. W. Domin.

BASEBALL, TENNIS, GOLF
and TRACK SUPPLIES

Athletic Underwear, Shoes, Bath-
ing and Swimming Suits, Sup-
porters, Running Pants, Sweaters
and Jerseys.

{Ask for Catalog)

WRIGHT & DITSON
344 Washington Street,

Boston, Mass.

then have been attending regular practice

on Cole Field. Although it is (oo early in

the season to predict anything definite,

pros|)eets seem only fair as the team is

weak in pitching anil most of the squad

lai'k ex|)erience.

Opening its six game schedule with

Williston Academy on May '2, (he fresh-

men on (he following Saiurday meet one

of their strongest ojiponents in Deerlield

Acailemy. The first of the l.itde Three

con(ests is with Wesleyan on May l(i,

the Andierst contest coming on May 23.

The other two games are with Ilolchkiss

on May 21) and Rrooklyn Poly Prep on

May 30.

Klinck, former Urooklyn Poly Pre|)

catcher, and Dyer, veteran .Salisbury

receiver, are the outstanding candidates
for the iio.sition behind the plate. Bacon
and G. Itussell have shown uj> well at first

;

while .1. W. Allen, Burton, and Macon
show promise as infielders. The list of

those who have reported is as follows;

Catchers: Dyer, Klinck; jiiti'liers:

Foster, Hammond, Heernmns, .lameson.
Martin; infielders: .1. W. Alien, Ayers,
Bacon, Burton, Fasset. Lyon, Macon,
Moro. O'Donnell, Par.sons, (i. Russell,
8incere; (nitfielders: Butler, C Davis,
Jayne, l.yle, Volckniaim.

> »<^ ^^\^*' Swap
^^M^ ^^^^ (rains, [jorters,4
f^^^ here anil look tliereand.sumpf

^v<^ oot and early lioiiri-

for country rouds aiul

^^^ sun ami thr freedom to sloj

.-^^IK iK'reaiiiiluuktliereand.sunipIf

^^^ inns and ctdlars where you v. isl

. . Be it England or ihe Continent

a car to Drive Yourself's your
modus operandi and no more expen-

sive than rail fare. \Vc arrange all

details . . . Cars delivered to landing

ports. Reserve the right car now
instead of what's left later. Write

us or see your local agent.

EllReFE°"WHEELS
INCORPORATED

218 .\lailisou Ave., f^ew York
1 1 llii.. Ilr.udreau 93 ll.-^ciit Si.

IF YOUR FUTURE LIES IN

ADVERTISING OR PUBLISHING . . .

there is no more valuable basic tniinini; (with immediate
profit to you) than that afforded by the Circulutiun Uepurl-
ment of the Conde Nast Publications.

OUR MAGAZINES ARE:

VANITY FAIR

VOGUE
HOUSE & GARDEN

THE AMERICAN GOLFER

Individually, and as a group, they have an unique and un-
rivalled acceptance among people of means and culture. Their
direct represcntativee arc accorded a courtesy known to no
other type of circulation worker.

We have an opportunity for a very limited number of col-

lege students—with or without previous experience—to Icarn
this basic and important phase of the publishing and adver-
tising businesses, and at the same time to make more money
during a single vacation than is prohal)lc by any other
employment.

If you arc interested, write a letter of application immedi-
ately and arrangements will be made to give you a personal
interview when our representative is in your vicinity.

Thomas Kernan, Circulation Manager

THE CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Graybar Building • Lexington at 43rd • New York City

WHERE
C'ioi Ihe rojidor wlio i.s I'oiul oi' SporL find

hflter Images of Sporting News than those

\\hieh are printed every evening in tlie

Boston Transcri])t? AVhere c;in he find

later Sporting News, more Sporting News,

better written Sj)orting News, belter ilhis-

trations of Sporting News than in the

Sporting News Pages printed every even-

ing in the Boston Transcript

Tlie answer by those who follow Sports, who hiow

something of what is to be found in other papers, is—

NOWHERE

at

MtlUamsi

Spring Clothes and Spring Sports

CHOOSE YOUR GOLF SUIT NOW

TENNIS RACKETS
TENNIS BALLS

Golf Equipment

LINEN SUITS
Buckskin Shoes

Sleeveless Sweaters
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Professor McElfresh Deplores Soviet Vhimatum
Decreeing Death of Abstract Science in Russia

Decreeing the end of abstract science in

Soviet Hussia, a recent ultimatum issued by

Nikolai liukharin in the ''Conference for

I'lanned Oryaniziition of Scientific Investi-

gational Work" in Moscow said, "The proli-

lem of demanding a gigantic increase of

scientific ejfort in the whi,le system of Social-

ist Construction in the Soviet Union requires

a decisive and categorical break with bour-

geois traditions of old acadenrism and their

conversion to the task of solving immediate,

practical difficuliies." In an article writ-

ten specialhj fur The Recohu, Professor

WiUiani K. McElfresli of the Ih'partment of

I'hysics discusses the linritalions of science

completely harnessed to practical purposes.

When we recall the many contributions

to pure science that have come from Rus-

sia in the past we must greatly deplore any

governmental restrictions sudi as are now

suggested, according to report. It is

rather difficult, however, to uiulersland

just what is propose<l. Bukharin is re-

ported to have declared that so-called

pure science is a figment. If by this he

means that all science has contact with

practical life, that one can never be sure

that j)ractical ajiplications may not come

from investigations prompted solely by a

love of scientific truth, most scientists will

agree with him. To be sure, we have such

fields as those of relativity and ([uantum

mechanics, for which it is tlifficult to

imagine i)ractical apjilications, but we

have so many illustrations in history of

important i)ractical results flowing from

investigations that seemed originally to

have no interest whatever for the [iractical

man, that we are loath to say of any truly

scientific investigation that it can never

have any bearing on everyday life.

President Hoover lias said that the in-

vestigators in pure science furnish the raw

material used by inventors and other so-

called practical men. It will be possible,

of course, for the authorities in Russia to

insist that their scientists shall work along

definite jiractical lines, toward prescribed

practical ends, using the raw material

furnished by workers in pure science in

other parts of the world. It is a question,

however, as to whether a narrow policy of

this kind may not defeat its own ends.

The experience of the research depart-

ments of our great industrial laboratories

seems to show that research workers

should not be hampered by too narrow

restrictions. Greater results on the prac-

tical side will come when some, at least, of

the research staff are permitted to follow

leads that may seem to have no practical

application. The efficient gas-filled incan-

descent lamp develojied in the laboratories

of the General Electric Comi)any, resulted

from investigations by Langmuir that

seemed, when they were undertaken, to

have no practical interest whatever.

Such supervision of scientific workers as

is now proposed at Moscow will be quite

in line with the Russian government's

attitude toward other lines of endeavor.

The rest of the world must watch the ex-

periment with great interest, even as it

watches the still greater exjieriment in

governmental pohcy as a whole.
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ABOUT A WELSHMAN
Lloyd George is England's present legis-

lative "king without a name." His

Liberal Party holds the balance of control

between the Laborites and Conservatives,

although its ranks are slowly weakening,

for lack of a policy rather than a dearth of

ability.

Po8.sessing with his brethren from Wales

a power of rhetoric, which Englishmen

admire but distrust, Lloyd George first

came into the public eye at the start of the

Boer War. From the start he was oppos-

ed to the war, and it was then that he be-

came the champion of the young and re-

bellious Liberal Party. Once given, an

opportunity, he quickly captivated the

English voters, and during the war he was

given the highest offices of the governmeni

.

Unfortunately, the Welshman proved a

total failure as a diplomat, and his part in

the Versailles conference entitled him to

the same denicrit that will be visited upon

his contemporaries by an impartial history.

Undoubtedly, ho set out for Versailles

with every intention of moderation in deal-

ing vengeance uiion a fallen enemy, but

his mind was fluid, and Ins ignorance of

Europe was e(iualled only by President

Wilson's. Besides this, M. Clemenceau
was firmly set in his mind, and it was but a

short time before he hail enrolled Lloyd

George in the cause of the "Versailles

Curse." The final chapter of his jjolitii^al

life is filled with complexities. Disdained

by many of his former supporters, he with-

drew into a royal seclusion at London,

surrounding himself with a few friends.

and occasionally branching forth into

legislative (|uarrels again.

The success of the Liberal Parly was ir-

revocably entailed with the success of

Lloyd George, and his coiisiHiuent failure

was its failure. But the Welshmim,

though fallen, is not exactly weak. He

slill waits for his moment to spring, and

whenever he chooses, down will fall the

Labor Government. Willing to wouiul,

and yet afraid to strike, he sniffs al the

sops heUl out by the Laborites, -Free

Trade, Alternative Vote et cetera,- and

bides his time. The aging slalesman has

often displayed real greatness, and it is to

be hoped that with the jiassagc of time, the

rest will be forgotten.
C. S. S.

'Moonlights' Tryouts Tuesday

Tryouts for the Mconlights, annual pub-

lic speaking contest held each year on llie

Commons Club Draws Ahead in Intramural Race
For Trophy With Margin of Over Twenty Points

By winning basketball and tying for

I bird place in volley ball, ping-pong, in-

door track relays, and badminton resijec-

tively, the Commons Club annexed a total

of 117 points in the interfraternity athletic

competition at the end of the winter season

last week to take the lead in the race for

the Intramural trophy. Chi P.si earned

second place with 105.5 points, while Phi

Delta Theta and Phi Gamma Delta tied

for thirtl with totals of 101 each. The

comiilele list with points and standings is

as follows;

Commons
Chi Psi

Phi Delt.

Phi Gam.
Alpha Delt.

Delta U.

Beta

Sigma Phi

Zeta Psi

D.K.E.

Theta Delt.

Delta Psi

PsiU.

Kap. Alpha

Phi Sig.

Delta Phi

H
10

8

9

10

9

8

5

5

5

5

5

7

5

5

7

5
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5

15

8

5

10

5
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9

7
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5

5
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9
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8
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8

9
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5

7

7

5
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9
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7
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5

5

5

5

8

5
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20

9
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7

13

5

13

5

7

11

7

5

5
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5

7

13

7

5

8

5

5

5
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5
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5
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5

5

9
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5

5
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5

5
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7
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9
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5
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OF NEW YORK

INVITES VOU TO INSPECT THE NEWEST DEVELOP-

MENTS IN CLOTHES. HATS. HABERDASHERY, SHOES FOR
COLLEGE tVEAR. NO OBLIGATION ON YOUR PART.

At Bemis'

TODAY AND TOMORROfV

Tom Carlson, Representative

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

Mid-Winter Sale
"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,

Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

VASSAR INN
formerly VASSAR LODGE

Oppoiite Vassar Campus
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

Mils N. M. Felton, Prop.

STOP FOR FOOD AND ROOM

ROUGEAU&HEBERT

Barbers
The Shop of Sanitaition

Where the discriminating man
is pleased to come

12 ASHLAND STREET

Geo. M. Hopkins
FURNITURE

Spring St., Williamstown

Friday bi^fore Coinincnceinenl, will be held

Tuesday aflernoon, April 14, at four

o'clock in Cliapin Hall. From the canili-

dates ten men, five juniors and five sopli-

oniores, will be selected to speak in .liiiie

Kacii speaker may choose his own topic,

bill all orations mu.st be original. The

men compete lor three prizes which an^

derived from the ini'onie on two ihouHand

dollar.s, partof whii'h was donated by Mr.

lOlizur Smith of l.ee, Mass.

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by
some business activity during the day
Preliminary education requirement—sat-

isfactory completion of at least two years
leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a

college recognized by the New York State

Board of Regents.
For detailed information, address:

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary
215 West Twenty-Thu-d St., New York City

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Normille & Son
7 Water Street Phone 492-W

Williamstown, Mass.

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NKW YORK

Cusc Sy tern -Three-Year Course

Co-l'Utueational

College Deftree or Two Years of
Collcfte Work with Good

Grades Kc(|uireJ

'rranscript of Kccunl Nufcjtsitry in

.Ml Ciisrs

MOIiMN(;. i:.\ltl,V .MTKUNOON AND
KVKNINC ([..VSSHS

Write for Cttto'otjur

ClIARl.KS P. DAVIS, Registrar
2.1.* IJniudwHy, Nfw York

Letter Heads
$5.25 per 1000

Printed on 20 lb. Parchment

Saniple on Request

The Minute-Man
Printing Company

103 Main Street

Nortli Adams

SEAOLAIIE
in the brilliant seclusion of this undersea

setting . . . nightly at dinner and supper

VINCENT
LOPEZ

and his orchestra interpret the season's

latest dance melodies to smart New York's

liking. Couvert (after 10:30 p.m.): week-

days, $2; Saturday, $3. Dancing, formal.

II O T K L

ST. REGIS
FIFTH AVK.X'ITK AT K. n.lTII KTIIKliT

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
Agency for Nash and Chevrolet Cars

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Gas

For Anything

Photographic
Of College and Student*

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manager

!fi!fiifi

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

I!

5th AVENUE
at send Street De Pinna NEW YORK

WILL SHOW IN THE .WILLIAMS SAMPLE ROOM
Thursday and Friday, April 16th and 17th

their exclusive importations and productions of men's clothing and
furnishings, hats and shoes

Representative, Mr. Sweeney
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H. R- Luce Advocates

Experience in Journalism

(Continued trom First Page)

in iiPWapapiT work in kihhI for unyhody.'

Thia liowevor, is a tliorouKlily loft-liandcd

eompliiiient. It imiuiis that in a (M)uple of

years you will loam a Kood deal ahout

huiiian naluro; that you will develop the

adeciuate umount of 'braas' (thouKh,

incicleiitally, it is extraordinary how shy

niiiiiy of the best journalists are); that

you will meet a lot of assortcid people, one

or more of whom will offer you a real job

(l)e({inninK as publicity man and endinx as

aiisistunt to the President); and that when

II real job is offered to you, you ean put

Vdur journalistic^ experience behind you

and lliank God."

"Personally, I think that 'a couple of

vciirs on a newspaiHjr' are Kood for every-

one except the newspaper. I certainly

wonldn't want to be in the same crew with

any<'X|icrience-seeker."

Mr. l.nce next discussed the advisable

MriMiiiriilions for undertakinna journalistic

curcer ii"d the type of tiling encountered

i„ it.
".-MthouKh there are no standards

<if iidiiii.ssion into the jjrofe.ssion, and

allhounh there is indeed nothing pro-

feBsionul about journalism at all, the true

journidist is a v<!ry special creature. Not

bc'causi' of any vow, but because it is his

mil lire, the journalist is (completely de-

voted to the task of findinR out whatever

there is to be found out and of telliuK it to

as niiiiiy people as are willinK to listen.

Hi.x iilwirptioii in this job (from which his

only coniplete vacation is sleep) cuts him

off from his fellow man jierhaps even more

thiiii I he minister or doctor."

"Kvcn in the matter of his hours he is

apt to be queer. He does of course have

friends in private life, but in his business

he ai'knowlcdKi's none. And, except in

mn' instances (usually when he is some-

thing besides a journalist) he gets little

credit for his work. He may be man-

a^int! editor of a i)ai)pr, which provides a

whole city with nearly all the infonnation

u|«in which it conducts its life, but it is

the politician, or department store owner,

or popular parson, or beloved doctor, or

anybody exccept the manaRinK editor to

whom Heliopolis points with i)ride.

Despite all lliis, the journalist would not

trade his place with anyone unless he was

offered twice the salary."

".So pcrlia|)s there is something in it after

all. And noing on that assumption I

liuzard two siiKnestions; (1) Don't ro into

journalism with the idea of writing a play

or novel. .Journalism can use all the

writinR talent you have, if any. And in

the end it is perhaps more satisfactory to

be a Kood journalist than a bad novelist.

(You may safely assume that your novels

will be bad). (2) In preparing to be a
journalist, don't spend all your time study-

ing literature. Spend a good part of it

learning the elements of chemistry, phy-
sics, astronomy, and biology and then
s[)end the rest of your time on history.

If you're a writing man you've already
read plenty of literature, and you will

naturally read it the rest of your life.

But never again will you have so good an
opportunity to fix in your mind the oddi-
ties of calcium chloride or the Battle of

Manila Bay."

Ills volumes of poems are entitled; A
Hail's Will, North of lioalim, Mountain
Inteivid, Nkw lliimpuhire, West-Uunniny
Hrook. lie is the author of one play, A
Willi Out.

Rabbit '32 is Selected

Editor of 'Purple Cow'
(Continued from First Page)

new I'onn which was adopted some time
ago. The scope of the magazine has been
enlarged, including humorous incidents

not only of the jjrcsent but of the past as

well to give the alumni an interest in read-
ing the publication. Hall will continue

his series of cartoons of the Faculty, while

the Reminiscence department will be

continued in an abbreviated form.

Iturbi Marks Close

of Thompson Series
(Continued from First Page)

We knew from the reports of our

Metropolitan critics that we were to hear

one of the brilliant young concert pianists

of the day. Though Mr. Iturbi is a sym-
pathetic interpreter of the "moderns,"

even going so far as the Spirilual and
Blues of Tansman, yet his reading of the

classics woukl seem almost academic in its

approach, an artist of the mind as well as

of the heart. The Bach Fugue was built

up architecturally with the strength of a

great pyramid. The Mozart scintillated

with the delicacy and grace of its period,

and so on through the program, Mr.

Iturbi carried us up, or shall I say down,

to the Blues of Tansman.

The concert committee seems to have

been particularly felicitous in their choice

of artists this season. They have built up

a public that must, after three such con-

certs, have implicit confidence in their

judgment. They are venturing to extend

their .series to a possible four concerts

next season; 0.ssip Gabrilowitsch, The
English Singers, the Cleveland Orchestra,

and the London String Quartette. This

is going to mean considerable more work

for them. We sincerely hope that the

public will give them real svipport in their

undertaking, which, so far, has reflected so

much credit to themselves, to the College,

and to the community.

Langmaid is Awarded
AU-American Position

(Continued from First Page)

rank the Williams captain was Morton of

Dartmouth, who received a place on the

forward line of the first team, although

Easton, Clarkson goalie, was also selected

for the seconil team. Waters, captain of

the Army sextet, was named as third-

team goal guardian; Houston, of Clark-

son Tech, and Cain, high-scorer of the

Mass. Aggie team, were selected for wing

and center on the third squad; and

McAlpin, flashy Princeton center, was

chosen as spare on the same team.

Vassar, Cornell, and
Liberal Club Debate

(Continued trom First Page)

situation by classifying the Communists
as demanding a virtual revolution, dicta-

torship by force, suppression of free speech,

class war, the outlawing of religion and

"other empty bourgeois fetishes," and

the Communists as "not yet knowing what
they are," and being unable, through lack

of organization, to effect reform from the

bottom up. Political progressivism can

take hold more easily, he concluded, and it

embodies a great many proposals of the

Socialists.

Basis of Religion and

Art Are Same—Weston
(Continued from First Page)

t hese are true, and I believe I hey are, we are

forced to admit that art and religion grow

out of the interests, and 8up|)ly the driving

force to, our daily life, and that aesthetic

expcriencie is similar to the experience of

religion."

"At the present time there seems to be

a conspiracy in America to make (uilture

hum yet creative art has its

source in inner spiritual emotion, and can-

not be bought or imitated. How many of

us are trying to enlarge our spiritual ex-

jjerience?" Iteferring to St. Francis, the

speaker affirmed that a "spiritual and cul-

tural revival cannot be brought about by

destroying what we already possess or

severing our connection with the past."

"The amount of time that most of us

devote to spiritual exercise of any sort

whether meditation or prayer, is pitifully

inadequate to meet the demands of life

and to secure that spiritual strength that

can be found only in quiet and confidence.

The only salvation of the individual and

of society and the only hope of creative

accomplishment is to enter constantly

and consciously into union with that

spiritual force outside ourselves which

has always been and always will be the

source of religion and art," concluded

Professor Weston.

Tiffany & Co.
Jewelers Silversmiths Stationers

Quality-Through Generations

MAiLlNonniES Receive Promk Attentiom

Fifth Ayenl'e & 37 -Street

New York

Robert Frost, Poet,

to Recite Rural Poems
(Continued from First Page)

farmer-neighbors. Remarks l.ouis I'nter-

incyer, "a farmer by choice, a philosopher
by instinct. Frost's half-sombre, half-

whimsical lyrics are likely to outUve even
his own highly characteristic monologues."

Hol)ert Frost, a teacher with wide ex-
perience among the colleges and universi-
ties of this country, has unusual theories
about education. He detests lectures,

recitations, and examinations. By prefer-
ence he teaches in unusually simple
language through discu.xsion with only
those who are interested. At the end of
such a discussion, students come away
surprised at the amount of things that
seem peculiarly, unable to be forgotten.

In a Fish Brand

Slicker you're always

Under Cover
Pouring cats and dogs. Class

at nine o'clock. Will you ar-

rive wilted and forlorn—or
dry and well-groomed?

For this occasion and hun-
dreds of others like it, a
Fish Brand Varsity Slicker is

indispensable.
Roomy, comfortable and ab-

solutely water-proof, it pro-
tects you, clear down to the

cuff of your trousers, as thor-

oughly as if you went all the

way under cover. Full-lined,

too, for warmth on blustery
days. Built with wear-resist-

ing sturdiness.
There is a wide range of

Tower's Fish Brand models.
Send for illustrated folder.

A. J. Tower Company, 24
Simmons St., Boston, Mass.

<S0^R'S

^^HBRi^

Style Leadership

—is by no means the sole basis for the

Rosenberg reputation. Excellence of

woolens and the ultimate in fine needle-

work maintain this style long after the

useful life of ordinary clothes.
tot-* CHArKI., STHEET

ca

16 EAST 52'i." STREET
NEW YORK.

Representative

MIKE HARRISON
AT CABLE PRINDLE'S

Wednesday and Thursday

April 1 5th and 1 6th
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'Little Theatre' Will

Present Three Plays
(Continued from First Page)

The Twelve Pound Look
by Sir Juines Uarrie

Lady Sims

Lord Siim

Kate
Tombed

Miss Gobeillo

Happel '33

Mrs. Blocdel

Cressoii '33

Dirwtetl by F. K. Davis '33

Prompter, A. B. Carpenter



FESTIVAL PLANNED

FOR NEXTTHURSDAY

Quadrennial Smoker Established by

Endowment From Nathan

Jackson in 1860

IN COMMEMORATION OF
COL. EPHRAIM WILLIAMS

Committee Has Announced Eugene

Lockhart and Nate Leisig

as Entertainers

'I'll,, fifth (nmdriMiiiiiil Jackson Kestivul

SimikiT, coimiumiorutinK Colonel Eph-

riiiiii Williams, founder of the College, is

scln'iliili'il li> take pkee in the l.aeell Gym-

liiisiuni ill >*"" '"'''' Tuesday evening. A

(Icvclopi™'"' "'^ ''"' """""' dinner inaugu-

riiti'd in 1800, the Festival has been estab-

lifilicil lliniutili » fund donated by Nathan

.liii'kson, philanthropist and descendant

of Ciilonel Williams. Mr. W. E. Hoyt

and Ml'. Charles SufTord, in conjunction

willi nil underKraduate committee, have

ai'raiit;cd for etitertuinnient by Nate Leip-

siu uikI lOugene l.ockhart of New York

City.

Designed to he as informal as possible

I ilie smoker will be held on the basketball

court, with the bleachers drawn up for

.wilinu the students. Oiiening the pro-

gram, President Ciartield will deliver a

short address dealinK with the life of

Kphraim Williams and the founding of the

College. Mr. Safford will act as master of

ceremonies, introducing the enlertaiiiment

which will directly follow the openingtalk.

Well known in Williamstown, Mr. lock-

hart <'oachcd A tidrochK ami The Linn, the

1929-30 production of Cap and Helt.i, and

previously has ap))eared with his wife un-

der the old Thompson Concert series. Mr.

Leipsig is considered one of the most ex-

perl ])reslidigitators before the public

lo(Uiy.

. Dimnjr the five years inirae<U»tP.ly nre-

cceding ISOO, Nathan .laekson donated a

fund of one liurulred dollars annually to I lie

College tor the purpose of commemorating

I he birthday of Ephraim Williams, and of

giving every man a H(piare meal once a

year. His theory was that, on account of

the isolation of the College, all the under-

graduates were undernouri.shed. In I.SOO

he gave an endowment of 2000 (Uillars to

insure the ilinner as an annual event. It

was later suggested thai this donation be

used to institute an instructive lecture

course on the history of Williams College,

lint the old plan was adhered to.

With the growth of the College, the in-

come from this fund soon became inade-

ciuale for the animal Festival. Arrange-

ments were changed so that the yearly

fund was emjiloyed to bring entertainers

to Williamstown, but under this policy, the

Festival failed to enjoy a distinction from
the Thompson series, and lost its identity

as a commemoration of the founder's

birthday. The present arrangement was
adopted in 1910, calling for a repetition of

the Festival every four years, so that every

student could once during his college

(Continued on Fourth Page)

R. P. I. AND PURPLE

TEAMS OPEN TODAY

Coach Caldwell's First Varsity Nine

To Take the Field at 2.30

This Afternoon

VISITORS MAY UPSET DOPE

Engineers' First Year With Coach
Evers, Brother of Famous

Pro, Looks Bright

EUGENE LOCKHART
Director of 'Androcles and the Lion' Last

Year Who Will Entertain at the Jackson

Festival Smoker Tuesday Night

STUDENT COUNCIL VOTE

CHANGES COMPETITIONS

Will Make Athletic Competitions

Fairer by Abolishing Extra

Work and Hours

Changes designed to eliminate every

possibility of misplaced emphasis on the

part of comi«'titors and ungroundeil sus-

picion of fraternity politics on the part of

managers, and to enlarg(^ the number of

entrants in all athletic managerial compe-

titions, were ajiproved by the .Student

Oou: <'' la^t \^'»d')efldfiy pven.'nK •''nd 'viM

go into elTect next fall. The report em-

bodying the revisions wa-s approved liy all

managers anil assistant managers last

Sunday and now reipiires only the accept-

ance by the .\thletic Council of those pro-

visions [K-rtaining to a change in the ath-

letic budget.

The innovations will abolish all unas-

sigiied work in competitions and will allow

no credit for time spent at work, since the

committee findings indicate that extra

work and time credit lead to misplaced

emphasis on trivial details, to the p<'rform-

ance of much unnecessary work, and to

poasible favoritism in the assignment of

easy but lengthy tasks to privileged indi-

viduals. .Ml work hereafter will be equal-

ly distributed, but credit will be given for

ideas wliether carried out by the originator

or not. Each assistant manager must post

a statement of the method of grading and

the percentages allowed for efficiency, in-

dustry, initiative, and value of ideas, as a

further insurance against misplaced effort.

In closing the last loophole through

which fraternity politics might enter, the

committee also ruled that no sophomore

{Continued on Fourth Paire)

Comprehensive Outline of Major in

Biology Is Presented fey Department

Is First in Series of Articles to Appear in 'The Record' Furnishing More

Detailed Information on the Various Majors

"No course in the Biology major is

planned as a preliminary to professional

work. Schools of medicine, however, re-

•Hiire for entrance a knowledge of labora-

tory technique as developed particularly

in such courses as Biology 3-4 and Biology

9, and the substance of Biology 7, 8, and 9,

Would be of aid to the student of medicine.

Nevertheless, these courses are planned

primarily to offer general information that

should be of value to any student. While

te.xt.-book8, with daily recitations, are used

in some courses, as in Biology 8, others arc

outlined by lectures, followed by frequent

tests. In all courses, laboratory work
(three or more hours weekly) constitutes a

most essential part. This work is recorded

hy means of drawings."

"As in all departments, work of course is

designed to contribute to the fund of in-

formation expected of an educated person.

Knowledge of the structures, the functions,

and the development of organisms appears
not to be disseminated any too generally,

*and there will be times in later life when

such knowledge may not come amiss.

Knowledge of general problems is not neg-

lected. Biology being founded on the

fundamental fact of evolution, phases of it

appear in all courses, particularly, perhaps,

in Biology 5-6 and 7-8, and other problems

of general importance, such as laws govern-

ing inheritance, are given consideration."

"Perhaps more important still is the op-

portunity offered to develop a habit of

careful and precise observation, which, if

at all perfected, will not in the end be limit-

ed to college work on plants and animals.

While not teaching a contempt for au-

thority in matters of thought, an attempt is

made in every course to indicate the im^

portance of independence, and it is hoped

to offer here otitlines of a method of orderly

thinking, formulated by Roger and Francis

Bacon, and practiced on a grand scale by

Darwin—the method of observation , which

is the foundation of induction, and induc-

tion the only path to knowledge."

The Department of Jiiology.

With more experience, better coaching

and much raw power, R. P. I. comes to

town today with jjolished bats in an effort

to .straighten up accounts for the while-

wushiiig rei'eived from the Purple sluggers

last siiring. The game which is scheduled

to start at 2.30 p. m. on Weston field

marks the inauguration of Charlie Cald-

well as head coach, the first, Williams

mentor of three major sports.

.Several weeks of battery practice in the

cage, and two more for the entire! squad on
Weston field under nearly ])erfect wcallier

conditions, has enabled him to bring to-

gether an unusually coordinated machine

in record time. Probably the most diffi-

cult task to accomplish has been the choice

of a catcher from six likely candidates

capable of filling the shoes vacated by the

graduation of Smith, veteran of three

seasons behind the but for Williams.

The first two pitching posts have been

taken over by Sheehan and Filley of last

year's Freshman team. Third base is

held down by Markoski, another Sopho-

more, with Fowle taking the initial sack

left by last year's captain .Alexander. The
outfield assignments have been given to

veterans Foehl, Rose and Welch, a new-

comer, with Captain Wallace at shortstop

and Forbes at second.

For the past two weeks Caldwell has

had two teams working out in practice

games of five and seven innings with a

view toward ironing out spotty hitting and

base running. Newcfimb behind the bat

looks good lo laKe a-^fllial (losi ai ihe

.start of today's game.

The engineers, with a small nucleus from

last year's team will take the field with

(Continued on Fourth Page)

PROF. FITE TO SPEAK ON PLATO

Princeton Professor Is To 'Debunk'

Philosopher for Phil Union

Ajipearing under the auspices of the

Philosophical Union, Professor Warner

File of Princeton University will deliver a

lecture on "Debunking Plato" next Sun-

day evening at eight o'clock in Griffin Hall.

Professor File, who was an Instructor in

Philosophy at Williams between the years

1894 and 1896, and Dean of the Faculty

from 1895 to 1897, accepted the post of

Stuart Professor of Ethics at Princeton in

1915, and has held that position to the

present time.

In our times, Ihe most prevalent opinion

concerning Plato is that, besides being one

of t he greatest moral philosophers that t he

world has ever known, he had the essentials

of a jioet bound up in his composition.

Professor File holds an opinion which is

entirely opposed to this conception of the

philosopher. It is his contention that

Plato, far from being the "nice" poet-

Ijbilosopher that we consider him to have

(Continued on Third Page)

CALENDAR

LIBERAL CLUB TO

PRESENT DR. DEWEY
Recognized in Europe as Foremost

of American Philosophers

Alive Today

TO SPEAK THURSDAY
NIGHT IN JESUP HALL

Holds National Chairmanship

'League for Independent

Political Action'

of

J. H. S. LEE, 1932

Who Has Been Elected President of the

Christian Association for Next Year

LEE IS ELECTED 1932

PRESIDENT OF W. C. A.

R. Reeves Is Chosen Vice President;

Dakin '33, W. S. Davis '33 Will

Be Secretaries

FRIDAY, APRIL 17

7.30 p. m.—Williams Forum. Robert

Frost will speak on "Education by

Poetry." Jesiip Hall.

SATURDAY, APRIL 18

2.30 p. m.—Varsity Baseball. Williams

vs. R. P. I. Weston Field.

SUNDAY, APRIL 19

10.35 a. m.—Chapel Services. The Rev-

erend Henry H. Tweedy, D.D., of the

Yale Divinity School, New Haven,

Conn., will preach.

5.35 p. m.—C m m u n i o n Service.

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

8.00 p. m.—Prof. Warner File, of Prince-

ton University, will speak on "De-

bunking Plato." Griffin Hall.

MONDAY, APRIL 20

7.30 p. m.—W. C. A. Prof. Pratt will

speak on "Christianity or Btiddhism'i"

8.15 p. m.—Christian Science Association

of Williams College. W. Stuart Booth,

C. S. B., of Denver, Colo, will give

a free lecture on "Christian Science".

Chapin Hall.

.lohn Henry Sheldon ]..ee, ,Ir, '32 of

Evanston, Illinois, was elected President

of the Williams Christian .Association for

the year 1931-32, at a meeting of the or-

ganization last Monday evening, and

Robert Brockway Reeves, ,lr. '32 of New
York City, was chosen Vice President.

At the same time, Benjamin Killam Steele

'33 of Rochester, N. V., and Myron Ed-

ward Dakin '33, of Sharon, Conn., were

elected to the positions of Treasurer and
Corresponding Secretary, respectively.

The selections of Robert Livingston

Beebe '34, of Portland, Oregon, as Assis-

tant Treasurer and William .Sperry Allen

'34, of Winchester, as recording secretary

completed the elections. The Cabinet

also confirmed the appointment of Raleigh

Colston Hobson '32 of Richmond, \a.,

as Chairman of Ihe Boys' Work Committee

and selected Whitney Harris Mears '33,

of Williamstown, to be Assistant Chair-

man for the coming year. The various

committees and their chairmen remain to

be chosen, and the men elected will be

announced in a later issue of The Record.

Lee preiiared for Williams at the Evans-

ton High .School where he was president

of his class for tAvo years and played tennis

and liasketball. Since coming to Wil-

liams he has won his numerals in Fresh-

man tennis and was a member of the

Varsity golf squad last spring. He has

been active in the work of the W. C. A.

for three years, serving on the Freshman
(Continued on Third Page)

.lohn Dewey, recognized by the New
'I'ork Times as the foremost and most

characteristic living American philosopher,

and the author of numerous well known
psychological and |)liiloso|)hi(^al treatises

will address the College on "The Philoso-

phy of the Liberal Mind" Thursday evening

in Jesup Hall under Ihe auspices of the

Liberal Club. Professor of Philosophy at

Columbia for over 25 years. Dr. Dewey is

also intimately connected with the Third

Party movement in the United .States, and

is at jiresent the national chairman of the

League for Iiidei)endaiil Political .Act ion,

and president of the People's Lobby.

.Ml hough Dr. Dewey is known [iriinarily

as a philosopher, and has been president

of both the .\merican Philosophical

Society and Ihe .\merican Psyi^hological

Society, he has been more recently asso-

ciated with jirogressive political move-

ments involving Ihe formatiim of a third

national jiarty. "Proles.sor Dewey", says

the Xeir Heimblic, "has performed in

politics the .service of the philosopher for

which we were already indebled to him in

education, in ethics, and in art." . . "He
has made thinking and reasoning practical

by its aiiplicalion to the problems of

ilemocracy and of the democratic educa-

tion", adds Harry HaiLsen in the l^orW.

And in t he words of one of his associates at

Columbia, "He refuses to look upon any
bumon institniion i»" idnl as ooytlxing oioire

than an experimental device to be meas-

ured in terms of its consequences in the

liberation and development of iiersonality"

Well Known Educator

From the time when he became director

of Ihe School of Education in 1902 at

Chicago University, Dr. Dewey has been

prominent in the field of education. .\s

chairman of the Rollins College confer-

ence for the formulation of new jirinciples

for college education in America he statfKl

that "The old-fash ioneil lecture and recita-

tion system constitutes an almost insuper-

able barrier to changes in the curriculum

without some modification of methods. . . .

we have the habit of going nowhere . . .

college should be a jolly part of the game.

Learning is a tremendously personal thing,

and every opportunity should be given for

the individual development of interest."

His interest in the field of education be-

comes even more apparent upon examining

the titles of some of his more recent books,

prominent among which are Horn We
Think, Democracy and Education, and
Experience in Nature, as well as The Public

and its Probleni.<<, The Quest for Certnintij,

(Continued on Fourth Page)

'New England Colleges Express Favor
Toward Formation of Baseball League

Athletic Directors at Wesleyan and Williams See Objections ; Coach
Caldwell and Captain Wallace Endorse Proposition

Results from a questionnaire, recently

circulated by The Recoiii> among the ath-

letic directors, baseball coaches, and base-

ball captains in 15 New England colleges,

show an overwhelming sentiment in favor

of the formatitm of a New England Inter-

collegiate baseball league. Proposals for

its size varied, the majority suggesting a

membershi]) of six to eight colleges, some

two leagues, determined by geographical

distribution, while a small minority de-

sired 12 or more members.

The questionnaire was sent to the fol-

lowing colleges: Amherst, Boston Uni-

versity, Bowdoin, Brown, Connecticut Ag-

gies, M. A. C, Middlelmry, New Hamp-
shire, Springfield, Trinity, Tufts, Ver-

mont, Wesleyan, Williams, and W. P. I.

The number answering i/c« to the direct

question, Would you Jaivr the formation

of a New England JnteraUegiale baaebfUl

league?, was twenty-five to only five neg-

ative responses, and the same plurality

believed that a league would stimulate

interest among the colleges represented, as

well as the players on the teams. The
five no's were all from athletic directors,

but the replies of ten holding this position

at other colleges, and the replies of all the

coaches and captains heard from, were
unanimous in their ajiproval of the league.

Despite the general belief that a league

would stimulate interest, answers to the

question. Do you find the interest in coUege

baseball declining?, were almost evenly

divide<l, ye.i and m>. The composite im-

pression gained from all the returned ques-

tionnaires was that the decline is more
noticeable in some sections than in others,

and is more on the part of spectators than

of players. Only one answer indicated

that a league would interfere with meeting

non-league opponents.

Opinion within the Little Three was un-

determined. ReiKirts from Amherst fa-

vored the formation of a league, but the

athletic directors at Wesleyan and Wil-

liams saw no value in it. Questioning

whether the league could exist financially,

(Continued on Third Pace)
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HOUSECLEANING
The mii,j()r sports managers seem 1o have done a thorough ))iei'e of work in (lenlinji;

with the two main |)iizzlers of their investigation of managerial compel it ions. "Extra

Work", the oiitslanding center of defect in the okl scheme, has been completely elim-

inated. The suspicion of fraternity politics has been rendereil practically negligible

by the ruling barrinfi; from a competition all sophomores in the same house as either tlie

manager or assistant manager. Experience, and not logic, must be the final test of

such reforms. But,—so far as rules and regulations can lay the basis for the smooth

functioning of any system— , these new principles, together with the less important

recommendations adopted, should make the competitions more attractive antl reason-

able. At least, the test of experience will be more easily made liecause the investigators

were not afraiii to make decisive recommendations.

The whole idea of the managers' report is, however, more interesting than its

particular content. For, it represents a type of critical scrutiny of the extra-curricular

system such as should most decidedly be continued. There are other aspects of the

status quo fully as open to question as the old competitive regime,—most notably, the

clouded subject of non-athletic finances. Anyone glancing over that single controver-

sial field would be inclined to agree with the Alumni Review judgment of last year,

that "The time is ripe for the undergraduate body ... to undertake a complete

.survey of it' own fvfp.i''?.'.'

.T'if.TiiKl'sli I'Hve <n:'.n»!/;c" 1 ;iii ipire for centuries on the sound principle that,

i' ihini;i i.rc 'rn'1 nionc 'oriu ('.'. i! y will settle themselves. But, while the rule is

often the only one ap|)lical)lc, mere are many times when drifting with tlie (.'urrent

means hitting a snag, instead of keeiiing to mitlstream. Certainly, the extra-curricular

system ret|uires a guiding hand at the helm now and then, steering according to pur-

poses broader than those of the moment. Otherwise waste and a large measure of

futility are sure to come as the rewards of genial shortsightedness.

MAJOR DIFFICULTIES

Choosing a major presents many difficulties to the average sophomore, who does

not belong to the favored few with bents so sharp and imperious as to make hesitation

unnecessary. If he has any interest in making a happy choice, he needs to learn some-

thing both of the nature of the upperclass courses, and of the nature of the men who

teach them. But, at present, he finds little organized assistance extended him in his

bewilderment by any Faculty or student agency; and, human nature being what it is,

his individual investigation may not be extensive or penetrating.

The Record hopes it can be of some service in the matter. Not, indeed, by at-

tempting to expose the frailties and virtues of the Faculty in a series of terse, scuitil-

lating thumb-nail sketches such as feature the columns of some college papers at the

beginning of the year. The value, and propriety of such evaluations are highly ques-

tionable in view of the immaturity of the judges and the difficulties of excluding

mere prejudice and snap judgments. One cannot, it is true, go through three years of

college without feeling that, within the limits of the average man's range of interests,

courses should be elected ])rimarily with reference to the ciuality of the men who teach

them, rather than to what is taught. But, this is peculiarly a field for individual in-

vestigation; it is never difficult to secure a good variety of campus oomment on instruc-

tors, and the task becomes that of exercising common-sense discrimination as to what

one hears.

Perhaps we can, however, help explain "the nature of the courses" involved in the

different majors. And so, with this issue there begins the publication of a number of

articles to be written by department heads in the etTort to give fairly detailed and con-

crete explanations of the character of the work which their divisions offer. As our ])re-

decessors pointed out in first urging assistance to the sophomores, when a similar series

was begun by the Princetnuinn, the faculty gave yet more active co-ojieration by de-

ciding to bind the articles for distribution in i)amj)hlct form. Whether Williams could

profit by this particular example or not, certainly some further steps should be taken

to help underclassmen in coming to decisions on more rational grounds than the hear-

say and prejutlice which are likely to be the determining factors if ignorance prevails.

The descriptions of courses given in the catalog are almost valueless; and the explan-

atory talks which the Faculty members are asked to give in classrooms are not consis-

tently offered. It would be an improvement over the present situation if the depart-

ments were to do even so obvious a thing as to each hold an informal half hour discus-

sion meeting sometime during the spring to help clear away doubts and lack of un-

derstanding among the .soi)homorcs.
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We can remember nothing since the

advent of the Dean's List which has arous-

ed as much discussion as the recent aboli-

tion of the Honors Work privilege! of cut-

ting the ijre and ante vacation classes.

The Hi'X'oiii) damns the move as an insid-

ious undermining of the very root of the

Honors Work system; The Ctiw is to blow

forth a number of its poisonous little barbs

in its next issue, all directed against the

step, (and we understand that when the

Cow deems anything worthy of satire, that

thing is pretty bad); and finally, we have

it on good authority that Dr. Garheld has

been on the receiving end of a number of

letters and visitors, which and who feel

tiuitc strongly about the move.

Aside from the fact that the curtaihnent

of the privileges is a decided step from

Paternalism towards Matcrnalisin, we see

little harm in the step itself. Williams

apparently is not yet ready to allow her

students the freedom which more progres-

sive colleges have found desirable. But

then, we can't expect to be able to casually

refer to Williams as one of the oldest and

most conservative colleges in the country,

(merely because this adtls some je ne sais

quni to any discussion concerning our

.Mma Mater), and then expect Williams

to be conservative in everything but ethu^a-

tional methods. Very likely the Honors

students have been abusing their privileges;

we seriously doubt it, however, for men
taking Honors Work have conclusively

Ijroven their ability either to grasp the

necessary facts speedily, or to apply

themselves religiously when religious appli-

cation is necessary.

We will i)ass over the fact that the step,

as passed, had all the earmarks of being

"railroaded" through. Ordinarily we
would pounce on this, but we have been

advised by a Faculty member of the .\bo-

litionist Party that it was entirely unin-

tentional that those men who instigated

Honors Work were not advised of the pro-

posed motion before the meeting. But

we would point out some interesting facts:

First, an amendment to the motion was

offered, which woulil allow Honors men
to cut their vacation classes with the pre-

mi.ssion of their Honors Work Instructor

—

this was defeated by one (1) vote; secondly

1 n'.-^iivi' •.iioliou whun tiii:idy passed,

1, zed thiBUgh. b:d* majorii' of three

(b VwlCS

But the slim margin of ap|)roval

is not all P.ofessors and A.ssistant

Professors in the Physical Training De-

partment voted on the question. Their

votes counted equally with those of the

men who originated the system in 1925.

Then too, mere Instructors, who, although

they handle a large percentage of the

Honors Work courses, are denied a vote in

Faculty meetings, and consequently a

number of men who are perhaps better

acquainted with the system than members
of the P. T. department were left out in

the colli. We can't put our finger on it,

but something about it strikes us as incon-

gruous. Although we realize that the

Physical Training Department has inaugu-

rated a system of Honors Work for those

men who most nearly possess the body

beautiful, we can't quite believe that they

have the intimate acquaintance with

Honors Work as we of the literati know it,

that such men as Professor T. C. Smith

have. But they have the vote, which

makes us feel none the better when we
think that if their support had not been

listed with the recently organized Faculty

Party of Abolitionists, their three votes

would not have carried the day, and Wil-

liams would not have performed an educa-

tional back flip.

News Bureau Competition

All freshmen interested in a four weeks'

eom[)etition for the Williams News Bureau

are requested to report at the office in

Jesup Hall at \2A() p. ni. Monday. The

competition will last four weeks with one

or two men to be taken on at the end of

the comiKStition.

Infirmary Patients

Catherall and Shipman '33, and Hood
and Whitham '34, wen^ patients in the

Thompson Infirmary when The Recokd
went to press Thursday evening. In case

of serious illness, the parents of the student

<'oncerned are immediately notifie<l hy the

College authorities.

We do like the new system of a Dean's

list for the .lunior and Senior classes. We
would be tempted to characterize it as a

step forward, if we hadn't just said that

the above was a back flip. — 1 and-|-l =0.

Life is becoming very troublesome, and
tt^e find that every day we become more
disillusioned. During the vacation, of

course, we were in New York, and one
afternoon decided to investigate Girl

Crazij. Ginger Rogers has always filled us
with a strange emotion which poets have
described as "welling," and we thought

we'd like to see her in the flesh. Which we
did. During the second act, her leading

man turned to her, and having fallen in

love wit h her during the preceding twenty
minutes, said: "Honest, Ginger, I'm
crazy about you." Which is just what
we'd have said, but unfortunately she was
playing the part of a girl named Molly in

the show, and this slip of the tongue

brought down the house. We were very
gleeful to have selected just that matinee

to attend.

Arriving back at college, we told the

(Continued on Third Page)

Alice Brown's Sweetheart Tea House
Mohawk Trail, Shelburne Falls, Mass.

Chicken, Steak and Lobster Dinners
Open April 19th to November Uth

Golf Clubs

Golf Balls Supplies Repairs

DICK BAXTER
Telephone 114

Taconic Golf Club

hessons
by Appointment

I|^f3!|^»«,|
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The Saturday

BostonEveningTranscript

a Great Week-end

Newspaper

FILLED WITH SATURDAY
and SUNDAY READING

Five Cents a Copy

YOUR COLLEGE YEAR V'l
'

BE INCOMPLETE WITHOUT
MAKING THE TRANSCRIPT

A READING HABIT

DINNER at the

FORGET-ME-NOT INN
Is Always a Pleasure

We are Now Open for the Season
NICE ROOMS FOR OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS

Telephone 379

LOOK LOOK

l^ew Low Prices

on de Luxe Models

Roadsters and Phaetons
now on display

at our Showrooms

American Motors, Inc.
114 Ashland Street

NORTH ADAMS Tel. 1104
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Lee is Elected 1932

President of W, C. A.

(Continued from Plrrt Page)

•ind Soplii""""' CabiiiolK iiiiil hciiiK olocted

r„rrcH|)omliiiK secrotai-y liiHl, spriiiK. In

1|„. full ho W118 cliowui vico preHidiMil In

(111 till! viiouucy lofl when Ilurold M.

I'lilsifer cx-'31 lulled to return to ColleKO.

Reeves prepared at the Horace Mann

School where ht: was active in the dru-

',„i,tic chil) !in<l dehatiiiK. At WillianiB

|ii. has lieen on the Frcshnian Cahinet and

„ iiicniher ol' llie W. C. A. Cahinet tor two

veins, heiiiK clioseii hir the position of re-

i'liriliiiK Hccrclary a year axo. He was on

the lil32 (IchaliiiK team (luring his I'Vcsli-

,1,1111 year, and has heeii active in Varsity

I

,li'liiilin« for two years. He is a nicmher

,,( ihc A(Ml>lii<'- Oinon and Dclld Siyiita

Ijli,,.
Dakin prepared at Hotchkiss whore

he was on the track team. At W'illiains

lu'hiis licen Freshnian niaiiancr <if the 1933

vcarlinK fool hall team, a iiiciiihcr of the

I Vicshinaii track team, on the Qtiarledi/

1 Boiird for two years, and secretary of the

1
l.'ir.-ihtnaii Cabinet of llie W. C. A., and

liiill lie assistant iimiiaKer of inlraimirals

[next fall.

.Slecic attended l.oomis before coming to

I Williiims, bcinn vice president of his class,

seiTclary and president of the Student

(Viiini'il, president of the Christian A.sso-

ciulion, secretary of the Athletic Coun-

cil, and a member of the football an<l track

Icinns. At Williams he has played

I'Vcshniun football and hockey, besides

liciiid on the Varsity scpiad in football last

fall and winning his letter in hockey. He

was also vice presiilent of his class during

his lirsl year an<l vice president of the

Kivsliiiian Cabinet. Davis prepared at

Horace Mann, and since <'ominn to Wil-

liams has won his numerals in soccer and

I

served as president of the Freshman

Caliinet. Heebe has been on the Fresh-

nian Cabinet.

14 HOUSE PARTIES TO

BE HELD THIS SPRING

Eight Fraternities Will Entertain

On May Second and Six on
May Sixteenth

Prof. Fite to Speak on Plato

(Continued from First Page)

liccii, was, ill till' words of \\ ilbiini .lames,

"touuli niindi'd".

'I'lic s|ieak('r is eminently (|iialilied to up-

hold Ins unorthodox view, for the subject is

well within his field. Professor Fite has

.sliidied and written extensively upon

various phases of moral philosophy. In

the licld of literature, he is known for his

minicrous contriliutions to magazines as

well as for his books: Inlrodiirliiri/ Sliidi/ nf

Hlliics, linliriihiiilii'ni, Mnrnl /'/iiVd.so/i/iv

The Criliml Vien; and The Living .Mind.

In accordance with the dates chosen
by the Student Ccmncil 13 fraternities

and th(! Commons Club will entertain on
May '2nd and Kith. The former date is

the more popular having been chosen for

six parlies inchidinij; a joint one niveii by
Psi llimiliiii, Dclld Kapiia E/mlim, and
Clii I'ni. 'I'hc rest will have theirs on the

latter date, at which time Aljihn DHin I'hi

and Kaii/m Alpha will entertain together.

For those on May Ist and 2nd the Vale

Collegians will jilay at the I'ld IIjiniUm

house on Friday evening which will be

open, at tlie Clii I'xi hxlue Saturday after-

noon, and at i\w closed dance that ninht at

IMUi Ktipim Eiinilon, (ieorne CoiikliiiK

and his orchestra have been enxaned by

Diila U iiailon who will have their open

dance on Friday evenini;. At the Phi

(Ininind Dillit hou.se the Barbary Coast

orchestra from Dartmouth will play, while

.limmy .hiy and his Orange Collegians

from Syracuse University will play at

Bcia Theld I'i. The music will be fur-

nished at the I'hi Sigma Kapim house by

the California Serenaders, ami the ser-

vices of Flmerson (iill and his orchestra

from Cleveland has been procured by the

Commons Club

Five parties have been planned for May
15 anil Hi with six houses entertaininn.

Alpha Dillii Phi ami Knppa .l/yi/ifi niviiiK

theirs jointly, with Dick Edwards and

his orchestra playing for the closed dance

Friday evening and the open one the fol-

lowinti; niylit. The H. K. Dlians from New
York City will furnish the music for

IMla I'hi, while Roy l.amson and his Har-

vardians will play at the Thda Delia Chi

house. The I'hi Delia Thela house has

entsaned Karl Howard and his Ninijer Band

from New ^ork City to play, anil as yet

no informal ion is available as to the

orchestra to play Sot Zela I'xi.

New England Colleges

Favor Baseball League
(Continued from First Page)

Fd)?ar Fauver of Wesleyan pointed out

that, from his |>osition as chairman of the

N. C. A. A. Baseball Rules Committee,

he hail found th(! falling olT of interest to he

only on the jiart of spectators. He sus-

pected "that this is only a reflection of the

fact that undergraduates in the Spring

are more interested in playing xames
themselves than in watching others play."

Also opposiiifi; the leaKue, (luerdon Messer

of Williams made the followiuK statement

in answering the questionnaire; "S|)orts-

mansbip, rather than championship, ouKht

to be our aim. heaKuea do not help to

])romote a healthy interest in s|)ort. Our
conditiim is healthy anyway."

On the other hand, coaches and cap-

tains at- both {(illefjes heartily endorseil the

league. Spi^akiiiH from the players' stand-

point, the Captain of the Wesleyan team

believed that "having a league imd meet-

ing ojiponents twice or more i)erniits

the teams to think a bit about the game,

and playing should be considerably better.

That is, helders will know where to play

for certain men, and the |)iteiiers will

know what to throw. It becomes a game
of .skill more than at present."

Emphasizing that baseball conditions at

Williams were not what they should be.

Coach Caldwell thought that a league would

provide a needed stimulus, and added:

"It would arouse interest, and probably

induce more to play hall during the sum-

Paltry Stuff
(Continued from Second Page.)

story without any embellishments, and

secretly expected to be regardeil as a

pretty darned lucky fellow to have heard a

thing like llial. We were terribly crest-

fallen when our audience excitedly an-

nounced that the same thing hap|)ened

when they saw the show. We began to

think that the leading man must be pretty

deeply in love with her to slip twice, at the

same place in the show. Then we told the

story again, and found that Ihis audience

had heard the same betraying slip. Final-

ly convinced of the treachery of Miss
Rogers' company in jireying on our credu-

lanoe, we were harder hit than we like to

admit. It seem.s that it's u trick they do.

Throginnrlan

College Preacher

The Reverend Henry II. Tweedy, D.D.,

of the Vale Divinity School, New Haven,

Conn., will conduct the regular morning

services in the Thompson Memorial

Chapel Sunday, A|iril Mi, at 10.35 a. m.

COLLEGE NOTE

.lanies Anderson '33 and Henry William

Happel '.'i3 have been elected subscript ion-

I'irciilation manager and assistant adver-

tizing manager respectively of the I'nrple

Coir.

Pratt Lecture Is Advanced

Because of the .lackson Smoker on

Tuesday evening, the address by Pro-

fessor Pratt, under the auspices of the

Williams Christian Associatimi, will be

given Monday evening, April 20, at

7.30 in ,Iesiip Hall, instead of on Tues-

day night as previously announced in

Thk Rkcoiu). Dr. Pratt has chosen

for the subject of his speech, the secimd

of the .series of three lectures by mem-

bers of the Faculty, "Christianity or

Buddhism?"

Modern Dairy, North Adams

Delivers real Pasteurized Milk and Cream in

Williamstown daily

Delivered from one of the most modern plants

in Northern Berkshire

Telephone 2670-R R. STEELE, Prop.

Ask For

BERKSHIRE ICE CREAM

Always the Best

Sold at Williamstown's Leading

Soda Fountains

Robert Frost To Speak

Friilai/, April IH. Robert Frost,

Pulitzer Prize-winner for Poetry in

1!)24, will address the Fnruiii audience

in .lesup Hall this evening at 7.30 on

"Education by Poetry." He will

illustrate the discussion by readings

from his poems, and the Furuin has

announced that positively no one will

be admitted after the reading has be-

gun.

Sport?u)car

A fine selection

if sportswear . . .

Ilannels <ind slip-

overs ... in tlie

;i ppro ve il cut
and colors.

l:.i,iiu-l.r SIIJ.U) <tiul mjre

S.,;:,U,.,V.7S tii more

doanksSnc
S62 l-ijth Avenue, NcwTorh
Entrance on 46^ St.

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK

Case System—^Three-Year Course

Co-ICdiicatioiial

College Degree or Two Years of

College Work with Good
Grades Required

TnirniTipl o( Rcford Necessary in

All CiisfS

MORNINC, K.VRLY AFTERNOON AND
KVENING CLASSES

Write far Cnlalngiie

CHARLES P. DAVIS, Registrar
233 Broadway, New York

nier months. This would tend to im|irove

individual playing."

An excellent schedule could be drawn

up, according to Captain Wallace, if an

eight team league were adii|ited wit h games

on a honie-and-home basis. "The in-

terest of spectators in baseball, which at

the present time is conllned I'hiefiy to a

Little Three championship, would, I be-

lieve, be intensiHed and enlargeil by a nat-

ural desire to see their team riMch a po-

sition of recogni/ed importance in an or-

ganized league of eight evenly matched

teams."

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by
some business activity during the day.

Preliminary education requirement—sat-

isfactory completion of at least two years

leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a

college recognized by the New York State

Board of Regents.
For detailed information, address:

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary

215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

Tether
the tiertoo

Even when restrained by

vest and coat, ties bulge

and shift about, destroying

the sartorial balance. With

vest and sometimes coats

discarded for summer '

comfort, tie uprisings are

inevitable.

But, cheerio — SWANK
Klip is herel Big Brother

of the SWANK that

smartens your collar (looks

like a fin — but isn't)

SWANK Klip tethers the

tie — holds it correctly,

comfortably where it be-

longs. Clever in design,

SWANK Klip LOOKS right

— does its work smartly.

.--<^

///

WAL-DEN
Week of April 20
Subject to Change at Discretion of ManaBemeat

Shows at 2.15, 7. IS and 9 00 p. m.
Admission ISc and 40c

MONDAY, APRIL 20

Charles Farrell and ,Ianel (iaynor in "The
Man Who Came Back." Cartoon, News

TriCSDAV, AI'UII, 21

"It Pays To Advertise" with Norman Fos-
ter, Carol Lombard and Skeets Ciallag-

hcr. Laurel and Hardy Comedy. Col-
orlone Hevue, "Devil's Cabaret."

WKDNESDAV, Al'RIL 22

"Passion Flower," with Kay Johnson,
Charles Bickford and Kay Francis.

Mack .Sennett Comedy, "Dance Hall
Marge." Review.

THUU.SDAV, APRIL 23

"Unfaithful" with Ruth Chatterton and
Paul Lukas. iSophisticated society

drama. Ruth Chatterton gives an
excellent dramatic and emotional inter-

pretation of the unfaithful wife of an
unfaithful viscount. R. K. O. Comedy.

FRIDAY, APRIL 24

"The Bachelor Father" with Marion
Davies and Ralph Forbes. Mickey
Mouse Cartoon.

SATURDAY, APRIL 25

"Rango," Nature Picture. Pathe Come-
dy. Fables. News.

SWANK
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Festival Planned

For Next Thursday
(Continued from First Page)

career become acquainted with the life of

Colonel Williams and the liisfory of liis

college.

Besides making possible tlie Williams

Festival, Mr. Jackson proveil himself a

liberal donor in other instances, lie gave

Jackson Hall, a nuisenni of natural history

which was demolished several years ago,

and also the Natural History Lyceum for

the use of members of the Biology Depart-

ment. Outstanding among his services

was a contribution of 14,(K10 dollars, a

large sum at that period, for the endow-

ment and support of the Jackson Theologi-

cal Foundation at Williamstown. Presi-

dent Mark Hopkins helil the Jackson

Professorship of ChrLsf ian Theology at one

time.

R. P. I. and Purple

Teams Open Today
(Continued from First Page)

about an equal amount of practice behind

them, this being their initial game also,

and promise to make it an interesting af-

ternoon for local enthusiasts. Their coach,

Joe Evers, who is serving his first year as

coach at R. P. 1., is the younger brother of

Johnny Evers of the famous triple-out

combination of the Chicago Cubs over

fifteen years ago known as the "Tinkers

to Evers to Chance never fail boys."

"Joe", who has played both pro and semi-

pro baseball for several years, should have

a group of "baseball wise" boys, well

versed in the fundamentals and finer

points of the game, to take the field this

afternoon against the Purple. The prob-

able line-ups of boh teams are as follows:

WILLIAMS R. P. I.

Rose
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WILLIAMS TURNS BACK

R. P. I. 10-5 IN OPENER

Visiting Batsmen Easily Subdued

by Heady Pitching of Filley

and Shcehan

FAST PLAYS FEATURE GAME

Forbes and Fowle Execute Double

Play in Third ; Wolfe Doubles

in Final Frame

AfUM- nil inofTcrtual rally l),v II. P. I. in

the lira! Iii'l' "f '''" "i'll'i iimiiiK lust Satur-

(lay aflcrii""". tlu^ Varsity nine turned

back the lOnKiiieerB l)y a Hcoris of 10 to 5 on

Weston field in the first Kame of the season

for both teams. Filley, jjitehinK for five

innings, held the visitors to two runs,

staving off a dannerous moment in the

thin! with liases full and no outs by retir-

iufi I he next bat t ers in onot wo-t hree order,

and liiudly K'viiiK away to Sheohan at the

liefjinninn of the sixth, who elo.sed the j^ame

in cinitii' style by sIrlkinK out seven men,

ami allowing three runs in the ninth.

Coniin); to bat in the first inning for

U. I'. 1., I''ri<lay tlied out to Marko.ski on

(lie first piteh. Schiller grounded out to

Wallace for an easy out at first, and Corwin

iKiuiiced an easy one to Filley for the third

out at first. Markoski, leading olT for the

Purple not first on an error by Nolan, stole

.s( nd, and look third on Forbes' sin^^le to

center. Uose flied out to center, and

Markoski sc^ored on Foehl's inlield out.

Forbes look second on the play, and scored

on a wiki |)itch. Fowle stole to third, and

l'at;e flied out to Nolan for the third out.

Double Play Retires Side

Wolfe, opening!; the second frame for the

Fngineers .singled over third. Nolan fan-

ned, and l.o Presti then hit inio a beaulifid

double |)lay fnmi Forbes to Fowle, takin)?

Wolfe at second and l.oPresti at first.

Markoski brounht in Wallace who had

taken third on a drive over righl field.

Takinx third on a wild pi' eh, .Markoski

scored on a single by T'orbes. Forbes was

imt out in an attempted steal to second.

With Lehman on first and two ouls at the

start of the third, Fri<lay walked. Schiller

was safe at first on an error by Forbes.

Corwin scored Friday with a single, and
Schiller took second. The side was retired

when Schiller was put out on attempted

steal of third. Page scored Fowle in the

last half of the inning, and with two out,

Newcomb line<l out to Schiller.

In the fourth, with liases full, and one

out, Filley fanned Lehman and l.ind in

order, retiring the side with no rims. For
Williams, Filley, Markoski, and Forbes

filled the ba.ses on singles. Uose scored

(Continued on Klfth Page)
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Who Has Been Awarded a Scholarship at

the University of Munich for the Year

1931-1932

DR. JOHN DEWEY WILL

TALK THURSDAY NIGHT

'Philosophy of a Liberal Mind' To
Be Subject of Liberal Club

Speaker in Jesup

LEIPSIG AND LOCKHART

TO ENTERTAIN TONIGHT

Jackson Festival Smoker Will Be
Held in Lasell Gymnasium

at 8.00 P. M.

Dr. .John Dewey, Professor of Philoso-

phy for over 25 years at Columbia Univer-

sity, recent chairman of the Rollins confer-

ence for the formulation of new principles

for college education in America, and vice

president of the Teachers' Union, will Jid-

dress the College Thursday night at 7.30

in .lesuj) Hall on "The Philosojihy of a

Liberal Mind." The second speaker of the

year to be presented under the auspices of

the lAbcriil Club, Dr. Dewey is almost as

well known in the field of ])olities as in

l)hiloKophy, holding at present the national

chairmanship of the League for Inde-

pendant Political .\ction.

Devoting a full page to the story of his

life on the anniversary for his twenty-fifth

year at Columbia, the New York Tiinix

characterized Dr. Dewey as the "Foremost

and inost charai'teristic living .American

philosopher." "He has performed in

Ijolitics the service for which we were al-

ready indebted to him in education, in

ethics, and in art," .said the New Ifcpiiblic,

liecciving early experience in teaching at

.lohns Hopkins, anil later at Michigan,

Minnesota, and the I'niver.sity of Chicago

Kxperimental School, Dr. Dewey po.sse.sscs

an intimate knowledge of prevailing condi-

tions upon which to discuss the education

of today.

Reviewing an article in the \ew Uepiih-

lic, the Worlil of Tomorrow says that

"Dewey severely criticizes the usual run of

college graduates in America on the

gro\m<l that their college training does so

little to interest them in the realities of the

social order into which they move when
they gradimte. The rea.son, he holds, is

largely that oolllege life is .still wedded to

(Continued on Fiftli Page)

Princeton, Yale, and Columbia See Advantage in

Organizing Collegiate Baseball on League Basis

( The Jnllmnng stalcmenis were wrilten

expecialli/ for The KKrf)Hi> by Ihe baseball

riiiiehes at PHncetmi and Columbia, and the

(ilhlctic itireetor at Ynlc.)

HARRY HOOPER
Baseball Coach at Princeton

As this is my first year here as coach, I

am not in a position to state whether the

Kastem Intercollegiate League has been
beneficial. However, it seems to be the

opinion of the players and the Athletic As-

sociation that it has. My opinion is that

what college baseball needs is more news-

Iiajjcr publicity. During the season of

college ball the public interest is centered

in professional baseball, and very little

attention is paid to the college games.

Patrons who have no college affiliations

would sooner see a highly advertised team
jilaying a high class game, than watch a
college game. Football does not have this

competition and gets all the publicity.

I believe college leagues would stimulate

interest, thereby increasing publicity and
attendance. It would also encourage
more hoys to go out for baseball. Most
hoys woidd rather play baseball than foot-

l>all, but more go out for the latter because
il gets the publicity, and the attention of

the public.

JOHN M. GATES
Athletic Director at Yale

The Eastern Intercollegiate I,eague, of

which we are now a member, originally

Was known as the tJua<lraiiKular League,

composed of Columbia, Cornell, Dart-
mouth, and Pennsylvania. At the re-

'Uiest of these four colleges, Yale and
Princeton hoeame members one year a^o,

and it is Ihe intention of the league to re-

strict the menibership to six teams. Our

\mm |)lays a two-game schedule with every

mend)cr team on a home-and-home basis.

The chief objection so far as we are con-

cernetl is the necessity of playing five

away-from-home games with league mem-
bers which necessarily cuts in on commit-

ments w'ith of her colleges.

Our experience as a member of the

league has been satisfactory. As a matter

of fact very littler change was necessary in

our schedule, due to Ihe fact that we were

already meeting four of I he colleges twice

during the season. Our relations with

other colleges are of such a nature that the

give and take arrangements necessary to

Ihe happy adininislralion of such a league

have been easy.

There is undoubtedly an increased in-

terest on the part of players due to our

entry in Ihe league, but it is doubtful

whether there has been any effect on the

attendance. It Is probably the experience

of the other colleges that the attendance

has been increased somewhat since the

league" was eidarged to six teams. 1 doubt

very much if anything can be done to

stimulate the interest in baseball from the

spectators point of view, here at Yale,

where the sport is definitely on the wane.

There seems to be no question, however,

so far as the players are concerned. They
like the league competition, and there is

much good-natvired rivalry throughout the

league for cups which have been donated

for iiulividual excellence in various de-

parlinenlsof Ihe game.

(Continued on Third Page)

Nate Leipsig, acknowledged Ihe world's

master of sleight of haial, and Eugene
Lockhart, associated with the New York
stage for many years in the capacity of

author, actor, composer, and director, will

carry the burden of Ihe entertainment at

Ihe fifth quadrennial .lackson Festival

Smoker in the Lasell Gynmasium at 8.00

tonight , not on Thursday as was erroneous-

ly stated in the last Recoiid. The com-
mittee in charge has secured these two
jierformers through the endowment fund

established in memory of Ephraim Wil-

liams by Nathan Jackson in 1800.

Known among his brother artists as the

"the magician's magician," Mr. Leipsig

will present an hour of intimate sleight of

hand work, mostly with cards. Permanent-
ly located in New York City, he has given

performances throughout the civilize<l

world, notably including a Hoyal Com-
mand program at Buckingham palace in

the presence of the King and (iueen of

England, and the King and Queen of Den-
mark. His manipulative .skill and his

originality won for him the first gold medal
ever presented by Ihe Magic Circle of

England, the distinction of being acclaim-

ed by the leaders of his own craft.

He has been lauded by the world-wide

jircss, the New York Herald stating, "Mr.

Nate Leipsig is said by his brother wizards

to be far and way Ihe cleverest cartl ma-
nipulator in either hemis))here." The
London Daily Eipres.t calls him "the

greatest of modern card palmers" while

the South Wales Dail;/ adds, ".Swift, im-

perceptible movements of his fingers

—

Leipsig completely mystified his audience."

The prestidigitator has also been paid Ihe

following tributes: "An absolute Napoleon

among wizards," by the Johannesberg,

.South .\frica, .S'ur.'iy T-'\tcs; and "Wr
have seen nothing that can touch Leipsig,"

by the .Adelaide, .Australia, Critic.

Director of the 1<I29-1930 Cap and Bells

(Continued on Fittli Page)
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President of the 'Forum', Whose Season

Will Come to a Close Next Friday

HON. R. B. STEVENS TO

TALK ONjyiODERN SIAM

'Forum' Speaker Holds Position as

Foreign Adviser to Siamese

Government

FROST DEFINES SPIRIT

OF NEW ENGLAND LIFE

Readings of Own Poetry Explain

Simplicity and Intensity of

Farmer's Life

AUDIENCE CROWDS JESUP

Poet's Dry Humor and Informality

Accentuate Effect of His

Verse-Forms

Freshmen Select Davis

To Serve As President

Carl Davis, of Evanston, 111., and .Josiah

Handall Williams III, of Wyniunvood,

Pa., were elected to the positions of Presi-

dent of the Freshman class, and Freshman

representative to the Honor .System Com-
mittee respectively at a meeting of the

class of 1934 held last Wednesday evening

in .lesup Hall. This meeting culminated

the series of Freshman assemblies for the

purpo.se of electing officers, former meet-

ings having been postponed, and the first

election declared void because of illegal

ballotting.

Davis prejjared for Williams at Evans-

Ion High School, where he pla.ved football

for three years, was a member of the swim-

ming team, and serveil on the Student

Council. In addition to being business

manager of the year-book he was President

of the Literary and Scientific Club. Since

coming to Williams he has played Fresh-

man football, and ca|)tained the 1934

swimndng team. W'illiams attended St.

Paul's .School, Concord, where he played

football and hockey and was active in the

literary society. He played on the year-

ling football squad last fall, and was on

the Freshman hockey team.

Api)earing vnider Ihe aiKsjiices of the

Williams /•'oriim at Ihe invitation of Presi-

dent Garfield. Ihe Honorable Raymond B.

.Stevens will speak on "Modern .Siani"

next Friday evening at 7..30 in .Jesu)) Hall.

Mr. Stevens, who is the sixth .American

Adviser in Foreign .Affairs to the govern-

ment of iSiam, was formerly Congressman

from New Hampshire, Counsel to the

Federal Trade C(jmmission, Vice-Chair-

man of the .Shi|)ping Board, and .American

Delegate to the Inler-Allieil Maritime

Council, and is thus well qualified to give

insight into the conditions in .Siam and

among the Siamese as oh.served during his

five years as an official of the Foreign

Oflice at Bankok.

The speaker is intimately acciuainted

with the foreign relations of Siam. and

particularl.v with the negotiations of the

treaties with the United Slates and Euro-

I)ean nations which lermiruited the exten-

sive powers previously exercised by foreign

nations in Siam. Mr. Stevens is in this

eeurtrj' in 'onnectie?! M'ith th? vieit of th^

King and Queen of Siam, and will give

several addresses during this period.

In a recent address to Ihe American

Asiatic Association and the American

Council of the In.stitute of Pacific Rela-

tions, the Honorable Mr. Stevens charac-

terized Siam as "the haj)picst country in

Asia." Speaking of .America's inHuence

in Siamese affairs, he said that the United

States' part has been out of all jiroporlion

to the jjractical contacts and commercial

interests between the two coimtries, wliile

the American Advisers have been of great

value to the government in protecting the

country from encroachment of European

powers and in the recent revision of treat-

ies.

.Sometimes assuming the role of analy-

tical psychologist, at others that of ob-

server an<l aposth' of nature, Robert Frost,

"Ihe poet of New England", interpreted

through the medium of his verse the simple

yet intense liv(w of \'ankee farmers and the

austere beauty of their environment to a

cajiacity Faruin audience in .Jesup Hall last

Friday evening. By the simplicity and

sincerity of his word-pictures he drew out

his impressions of sunsets, snowfiakes,

farm-hands and witches into |)rominent

relief against a background of rustic idi^al-

ism.

In an informal manner that suggested a

conversation rather than a lecture, Mr.

Frost interspensed his readings with dryly

humorous remarks. "I am sometimes

afraid of being termed too local a ))oet, but

this is Ihe locality," he observed by way of

introduction, opening the recitations with

a reading of Mending Wall, a .short poem

dealing with Ihe "finsl spring bu.sine.ss"

on the farm, relaying the tumbled stone

wall, for "good fences make good neigh-

bors." The Kunaieay, a picture of a

scared little colt etched against falling

snow which it diti not understand. "I

doubt if even his mother could tell him,

'Sake.s, it's only the weather.' He'd

think she didn't know." Here the poet

commented "The words 'college-.student'

could he substituted for 'colt', and 'pro-

fes.sor' for 'mother', and the statement

would he ecjually true!"

(CuiiLiiiuL-a oil Fircii Fage)-

CALENDAR

MONDAY, APRIL '20

7.30 p. m.—W. C. A. presents Prof. Pratt,

who will speak on "Christianity or

Buddhism?"

8.15 p. m.—The Christian Science Asso-

ciation of Williams College presents

W. Stuart, C. S. B., of Denver, Colo.,

who will give a lecture on "Christian

Science" in Chapin Hall.

TUESDAY, APRIL 21

8.(M) p. m.—.Jackson Smoker in Lasell

Gymnasium.
THURSDAY, APRIL '23

4.15 p. m.—Varsity naseball. Williams

vs. Clark University. Weston Field.

7.30 p. ni.—The Lilieral Club presents

.John Dewey who will speak on "The

Philosophy of a Liberal Mind."

FRIDAY, APRIL '.^4

7.30 )). m.—The Williams Fe.rum presents

the Hon. Raymond Stevens who will

speak on "Modern Siam."

~~\
Dr. Pratt To Speak Tonight

Mondiii/, April 30— Dr. .Tames Bis-

sett Pratt, Professor of Philosophy, will

speak tonight in the .lesup Hall .Avuli-

loriuin at 7.30, under the auspices of the

Williams Christian Association on Ihe

subject, "Chrislianily or Buddbi.sin'.'"

Profe.s.sor Pratt, by extensive investiga-

tions of the religions of the Eastern

countries, as well as a comprehensive

study of Christianity, has gained world-

wide recognition as an authority on

siu'h religions, and is accordingly well

prepared (o explain the fundamentals of

both Chrislianitv and Buddhi.sni.

An Independence Impossible in Business Is Lot

of Lawyer, States William P. Sidley in Interview

"An independence that cannot be ac- chief rc()uiremcnts of a lawyer," continued

quired in business, a valuable conlaci with

interesting civic and public affairs, and an

excellent chance of making a respected

position in his community, are Ihe attrac-

tions which confront a young man about

to enter law as a career," saiil William P.

.Sidley '89, a trustee of Williams College

and a jiartner in the naliomdly-known law

firm of Culling, Moore, and Siilley.

Talking informally to aRKConnreiMirterin

his LaSallc Street office in Chicago, Mr.

Sidley emphasized Ihe importance of an

ability to apply general principles to speci-

fic facts, and drew an inleresling |)iclure of

Ihe work that the young lawyer could ex-

|)ect to find.

"A college graduate going into law" be-

gan Mr. Sidley, "can look forwanl to a

Iiractice of his own, w hereas in business h(

will be an employee for Ihe remainder of

his fife. His contact with civic and jiublic

affairs together with the development of

his court work and various speaking occa

sions will enable him to be calle<l upon to

lead community alTairs. On the other

hand, the profession is crowde<l, and there

is not the same opportunity for making

one's fortune or amassing large properties

that one has in business. However, a

lawyer of fair ability and industry has an

excellent chance of always earning a living,

and pos.se.ssea the prospect of making a

respected position for himself in his own
community, as less is expected financially

from a lawyer than from a man in busi-

ness."

"A capacity for application, hard work,

and concentrating on the job rather than

mental gifts (which are dangerous) are the

Mr. Sidley. "A thorough preparation of

his material marks the trial lawyer, and

overconfidence is a detriment. He should

have a ca))acily for the analysis of a i>rob-

lem, fiu'ts, and figures, as a lawyer is likely

to be confronted with the details of many
types of busines.ses and industries, and the

more readily he can assimilate these rela-

tions Ihe better prepared he will be. The
use of logic in reading old cases, which

calls for an ability lo apply rules and laws

to existing fads, is important because no

two law suits are just alike."

Whcna.sked what course he wo\d(l follow

if be were to i)repare for his career again,

Mr. Sidley replied: "I would get a thor-

ough general knowledge of the law by at-

tending the best law school I could find.

While there I shoulil probably find a sub-

ject that intereste<l me. My own prefer-

ence, which experience has justified, would

be a general practice including, certainly,

corporation law, trusts, wills, real estate,

and gcnerid business law. I woulrl not go

into the criminal or patent fields. Then I

would apply for a clerical position in a law

office having a general iiractice, and lots of

it, of the nature I have described, to learn

the rules of practice in courts and large law

offices. The larger offices are more suit-

able as Ihey offer a broader education."

".Al first the clerk looks up law for the

trial of cases, and a.ssisis with th(^ jiapers

and the investigation of facLs, but lus he

becomes qualified he is entrusted with

cases of minor importance in the lower

courts, and gradually develops into a trial

lawyer if he has the capacity for it . How-

(Contlnued on Fifth Page)
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'HERE'S TO THE HEALTH OF EPH WILLIAMS!'
The l'\)\iiuU'r is u leneiidnry tiKUii' lo the Williams nmn of 11)31, 1ml ilouhtless (he

uncertainty is mutual One woiiilers what the Colonel, as he takes the foremost plaee

amonn us this eveiiinn, thinks of his automol)iliiiK, loi)ic-writinK, week-onilinn sons,

who have eome so far from the stem life of frontier New Knglanil. He would nod an

approving head, probably, over the memorial roll in Thompson Chapel, even as he

voiced soldierly, and God-fearing concern over the ({enius of indifference which he

would think too dominant in our philos()|)hies. He would envy us the conquest of

"frontiers" such as his generation could not have dreamed of; and, perhaps, would in-

ilulge in the soldier's fancy that "the youngsters" are too soft for their tasks. But,

only Cromwellian camps have been unfriendly to the convivial circle; and with eon-

tidence we can invite the Colonel to put aside his doubts and, as a tried campaigner

loving the pungency of a lively moment, to enjoy his seal of honor among us this even-

ing.

TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
Another Carnegie Report has appeared, lo upset applecarts. The famous Bul-

letin on professionalism in college athletics left the purity of the Purple untouched;

but hartlly less embarrassing, in more inconspicuous ways, than would have been the

revelation of athletic skull-duggery is the api)lieation of the Foundation's last Annual

Report to the Williams library situation.

"It is true," declares President Fre<lerick Keppel, "that the wealth of .American

colleges has enormously increased within the |)asl decade, but this increase has been

absorbed chiefly in buildings and salaries, and what has found its way to the library

shelves has tended to represent the needs and interests of the professor, rather than

those of the undergraduate."

Desiring an impartial outsider's view of the Williamstown situation, Tuf: Recoki>

asked the Carnegie Foundation experts what, in their opiiuon, should suffice as the

minimum annual book purchasing income of the Williams library. The reply comes

from the librarian of one of the country's foremost state universities: ".
. . . I don't

see how Williams College could do with less than .S20,0()0 a year for books. Perhajis

the college already has a good deal more than that ( ! ), but I could hardly expect that a

smaller sum would buy the books which a college of its distinction should acquire.

This amount, 1 understand, could cover books, periodicals, and binding." The total

amount which the College library was able to spend for these items last year was $9,S9(i,

—roughly 30% of the suggested minimum. With all tlue allowance for the fact that

the minimum figure was not advanced with any claims to exactness, yet the dis-

crepancy between the ideal and the reality is too considerable not lo emphasize again

the inadequacy of the Stetson library resources.

The lack makes itself doubly felt. Either the range of titles is not broad enough

lo represent past and present growth in difierent fields; or the existing collections need

lo be repaired, or duplicated, to meet the working demands of the classroom and

llouorc \')i>;i- conference. The English literature shelves afford a good examjile.

Tlif Kiisj! ':i loajor has long been the popular selection of upperclassmen, enrolling

iasl ycu. >;.i.r half again as many men as the second highest divisions. In adilition,

the collection of English works is naturally of interest to many men not in the major.

Merely from the standpoint of the number of students lo be served, these, of all shelves,

at least shoidd be richly filled. Yet, a stroll through Tier Four gives a pathetically

funny survey of bedraggled volumes, strange juxtapositions of titles (Edgar Rice Bur-

roughs, and H. G. Wells,—Believe It Or Not— , within an arm's reach of each other),

stranger absences of titles (there is no pretense of a satisfactory collection of contem-

porary work), and a wholesale need of tluplicate copies, and uniform sets, .\nyonc

who uses the library can add testimony from his own field of interests.

The need of greater purchasing resources cannot be over-emphasized. In the face

of the continual flow of new, valuable works in all divisions of inowledge, the library's

inadequacy is cumulative. The problem is not helped by the fact that the theory

of more individual effort, underlying pro-seminars, and Honors Work tends to make

increasing demands ujjon the library's resources. To solve the puzzle,—and it must be

solved— , is for students an<l alumni, for the trustees possess no myslic formula to ex-

pand available funds for the task. The diflficulty of solution is certainly over-balanced

by the opportunity of beginning a constructive, far-reaching effort.

On behalf of his friends of the student body, the eilitors extentl Professor Howes

their most sincere sympathy in his recent bereavement.

jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuiiiiiiii:
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Editor of The Recokd,

Dear Sir:

The attached editorial appearing in ( he

New York Herald Tribune of Saturday,

April 11th crystallizes an opinion I have

held for some years—that Williams is

making an unfair distinction in the case of

its athletic rcfiresentalives by granting

the plain iingarnished "W" only to those

men, engaged in "minor" sports, who win

points in meets when- several other col-

leges piirti<'ipate, or who, perchance, are

members of "minor" teams which are un-

<lefeated.

Can we, in all riglitcousiie.ss, hold that

a man who wins a third place, let us say,

in an intercolh'giate swimming race, is a

better representative of his college than

a man who wins a first place in all of I he

season's dual meets but fails lo place in

the Intercollegiates? Does not the latter

deserve equal consideration? I feel that

any man who wins any points at all for

his team is entitled lo the same reward

from his college that the ntercollegiate

victor gets.

The same reasoning applies to all sports

on tlie "minor" list, if there be such a

thing in fact. Any man who has hustled

his way through five strenuous sets of

tennis uniler a scorching sun will announce
from the mountain top that if that is a

"minor" sport, then football is a kinder-

garten diversion.

The whole idea of "minor" sport letters

with their little "b's" and "t's" is, to my
mind, wrong. I thought so when I was
in college and I have never (^hanged my
mind. Collegiate basketball, for instance,

is far more jiopular in the winter than

baseball is in the spring. Why then, in

the name of all that is right, do colleges

continue to belittle the efforts of the

players by tacking a couple of little "b's"

onto \\w coveted letter'.' A man playing

one fast game of basketball jirobably

exerts hini.self as much in 10 minutes as a

baseball player does in three games, yet

the latter is the favored one—he gets the

real reward, the plain "W".
Does anyone claim that wrestling is

child's play? Let him, if he docs, witness

some of the wrestling matches I have

seen, both collegiate and professional.

I would rather ])lay football four days a

week than wrestle once a week, as far as

individual elTort and puni.shment goes.

Why should not Williams College be a

leader in this fast-growing movement to

recognize, in a stpiarc-shooting manner,

the efTorts of the "minor" sporlcrs in put-

ling their college up on the top of the

heap? Their participation in any recog-

nized "minor" sport is as dear to I hem as

an ap|K)intmenl on an ".Ml .American"

football team is to a Carideo. Let's even

the thing up and throw oil this age-oUl

idea of the big purple athlete with his

block lettc^r puling to shame some sup-

posedly lesser light in a |ioorly-8tyled

"minor" sport.

Cordially yours,

I). A. Hyde 'iJ

(One of the "minor" sporters)

P.S.— If enough ahnntii put themselves on

record, perhaps the .\llilelic Board of

Control will see the light. (Here's

hoping.)

Editor of The Wii,u.\ms Record,
Dear Sir;

The article written for The Recoiid of

.\|)ril lull by Governor Pinchot of Penn-

sylvania deserves attention and should not

be ])ermilled lo pass without comment.

The inforination it contains is of interest,

if what he says is true, and the reasons

acluating him to write the article for The
Recou) would be of great interest if he

would but enlighten us.

As to the informal ion he gives, that the

great Public I'tilities have been making
fifty, one hunilred, five hundreti, one

thousand, and in one case more than three

thousand |)er cent, is of intense interest to

the investor, particularly the one of mod-

erate means, and there is a multitude of

them who in these dark days of business

depression would be eternally grateful if

tlovernor Pinchot would be more explii'it

and let them know where they would be

able to invest their funds so advantageous-

ly. There would be a stampede of inves-

tors to init their money at work at the

rates of per cent he mentions. Me also

speaks of the gigantic robberies being per-

jietrated liy the Public Utilities and writes

a college paper about the crimes. Has he

communicated willi the publications of

other colleges regarding these matters?

It would be of interest to know.

Governor Pincliot claims he is lighting

for a square deal for the people and he

attacks Public Utilities, the producers of

electricity, which is one of the few necessi-

ties of life where the cost has declined in a

jieriod of .soaring jjrices for commodities.

It is strange how some men in public life,

political leaders looking to their future,

often adopt tht? same cjld jirogram of pick-

ing out a big business (the bigger the bet-

ter) and proceed to riddle it with bullets,

liointing out as they do so what great

jniblic service they are performing. K
few years ago the Railroads were the

target. Now the Public Utilities are the

mark of the aspiring politician. Evidently

Governor Pinchot bclievestbe youth of the

land should know of his self-appointed

task.

E. A . W.

^iiiitiiiiiliiiiiMiiiiniiiiiniiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit^

I The Press Box
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UNORTHODOX RUSSIA

Admittedly the greatest suspicion-at-

tracting country of modern times, Russia

has earned for herself a reputation which is

both deserved and to be distrusted. What-
ever we may think of her economic advan-
tages, her fine future, and her marvelous
resurrect ion of the peasant class, her great-

est need of today is a good course in

di|)lomacy, or "How to Avoid Sus|)icion."

The discovery of large military supplies

in .Shanghai for Communist activity there

brings the foreign policy of (he .Soviets once

more into the |)iiblic eye. .\bove all,

Russia must realize that she is still nri

ej-perinienl. If she wishes the good will of

other countries, she will forget China.

India and Spain for a while, and concen-

trate on Russia. If successful there, the

movement will extend further, but there is

little point in buying more farm land until

you have sowed the land you already jjo.s-

sess.

SANCTUARY by Willinm Faulkner-

Ca/ie and Sinilh— I lid I.

If il be true, as Professor Pyre would

have il that "the assumption seems lo pre-

vail llial the choise of a corrupt subject is

a guarantee of sincerity on the pari of the

artist," then certainly no modern aullior

could have better claim lo sincerity than

William Faulkner. Just what may be his

purpose in writing a novel like Saiicluari) is

doubtful. Possibly he hojies to convert

people lo a purer life by showing (hem how
horrible this world can be. To do this he

has written his action as it is fell through

the senses of his characters rather than

through their intellects. To these senses

is presented something akin lo a German
cinema— darkness .sudden flashes of light

—confusion— terror—a constandy .sinister

atmosphere. There is no sparing of the

sensilivities of the reader. Faulkner

picks liim up, shuddering and si niggling,

and hurls him headlong into a black pit of

depravity. Down and down at a furious,

nerve-racking pace lie falls, finally lo

strike a moment's sanctuary al the boltoin

and then drop through. Reading this

hook is an emotional experience for the

forms of evil presenled arc hideous enough

loearnagaspeven from Henry L. Mencken.

SancliKiri/ is lil<e a swift, strong shot of

the straight gin the heroine imbibes so

desperately. A girl called Temple Drake,

daughter of a Tennessee judge, is broughl

by her ilrunken escort to a moonshiner's

hangout in the woods. "Above a black,

jagged mass of trees, the house lifted its

stark, square hulk against llie falling .sky."

Here is a real underworld from which all

hopeful rays of light are excluded, and
where abide the blind man with "two clols

of phlegm for eyes"— Lee Goodwin, with

])rison in his [last—Ruby, his smouldering

drudge of a woman- ami Popeye— " the

man who made money ami had nothing he

could do with il, spend it for, since he

knew that alcohol would kill him like

poison, who had no friends, and had never

known a woman and knew he never could."

Il is this la.st truth which cau.ses the rape

of Temple to a.ssume such a hideous nature

—a nature only slowly and cautiously

brought to full revelation by the author.

Had she remained (piile in one place, she

might have avoided harm, but her frantic

fear sent her darting back and forth (an

overwritten nervousness). First she must

(Continued on Fourth Page)

TlFFANY&Co.
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Slick ith tli<ers wi

campus swing
When millions of college and
business men adopted the Fish
Brand Slicker as the national
wet-weather garment, they
were moved both by common
sense and style.

Fish Brand Varsity Slickers
are built for real protection.
No rain can penetrate them.
Roomy and comfortable, they
keep clothes dry clear to the
ankle. Full-lined, to keep out
wind and rain. Long, depend-
able service. Even after hard
wear they retain their mascu-
line good looks.
You can buy a Tower's Fish

Brand Slicker anywhere, and
choose from a pleasing variety
of styles.

Write for illustrated folder.
A. J. Tower Company, 24
Simmons St., Boston, Mass.

^^ffBRA^^

FRANK BROTHERS

OBITUARY
Known in England and Ibis country as a

]ias( master of the neces.sary art of slaving

on his (lirone known in Spain as the

driver of a red Packard eight who speeds

from one horse race lo aiiolhiT, -.Mfon.so,

has al last been bounced from the pedestal

he has held since birth. Already a week
has elapsed since his abdication, and all

signs point to his departure as a final one.

.Ml bough we may sentimentalize over Al-

fon.so's throne, we cannot dodge the fact

that as a King he did little (o help Spain

become anything more than a grand an-

lique. I'erhaps the job was an impo.ssible

one, but that (^an he proved only when (he

rciMiblic is a failure. .Spain has losl her

greatest publicity man, Europe has lost a

cavalier monarch, and Alfonso has lost a

playground.

I
C. S. S.

rO0T>rCAB IMC

588 Fifth Ave. between 47th and 48th Sti.

NEW YORK

All the style and line

and service the college

man demands in footwear

at economical price.

Exhibit at Cabe Prindle's, April 21 and 22

Cash Sale Now On

25% Off

Nels Domin

NIAGARApH HUDSON

COKE
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FreshTTian Golfers Finish

Qualifications for Squad

Facing a scliotlule which emiiracea three

iimli'hea, Frcsiuimn Koifers liave fiiiislieil

tlie 30-ln)le qualification round, require<i

l)y Mr. Baxter of the Taconic Golf Club,

who is in (^liarge of the 1934 golf team.

The eight men, who comprise the Fresh-

man golf squad, have been chosen on

the basis of this qualification round, the

rcHulls of which were lianded in to Mr.

Baxter Sunday evening, wliile tlie selec-

tions for each matcth will be based on

a comparison of weekly scores for a re-

(|iiired 3()-ho!c round.

The ])roHpects for a succressful season

lire unusually bright tliis year, for there

is a wealth of fine material from which to

form I he team. Among the men, from

whom llie team will be picked, are R. D.

Clmpnian, number one at Pomfret and

Inlcrscholastic Champion last year; Gillett

imiiilicr two on the Taft team; (iagliardi,

niirnlicr two at Exeter; D. Smith, number

line at Storm King; Morton, second on

the Columbiifi Academy team; P. IT. Rus-

Hi'll, number three at Andover; Linen,

number four at Ilotclikiss; and Rayner,

first at I-oomis and Junior Chunqiion of

Western New York State. "It is," says

Mr. Haxter, "the best Freshman golf

sipiad that 1 have seen in the seven years

1 have been here."

TIk' following is the order of quali-

fication: Smith, Morton, Chn|)man, Linen,

(iillctt, Russell, Clagliardi, and Vipond.

The schedule for the season is as follows;

May 9- Ilotclikiss, .\way; May 10

—

lldlyoke High, Home; May 30— Amherst,

Home.

Princeton, Yale and

Columbia See Advantage
CContinued from First Page)

ANDY COAKLEY
Baseball Coach at Columbia

TIk^ forming of a New England Intcr-

collc^giate Raseball League interests me,

ami 1 believe that it wo\ild be to the ad-

vantage of Williams and the other col-

leges to give it serious consideration.

The league, in my opinion, should con-

sist of eight colleges, as near together as

possilile in order to keep down expenses of

traveling, and to lessen time away from

8<'hool. It would be best to ])lay home-

and-home games with each college under

exactly the same conditions as your games

are now played, with a jirovision for jilay-

ing off [jostponed games by the consent

of the teams involved. In our league we
are considering making double-headers

obligatory in the event of iioslponement

—

perhaps limiting each game to seven inn-

ings. The fewer rules that are made in

the operation of such a league, the better,

as if it is too highly organized, the chances

for dispute multiply fast-

Treasurer's Notice
Drawing for choice of rooms for the

college year, beginning September 1931

will be made as follows:

Class of 1932—Friday, May 1 at

4.15 p. m. at 5 Hopkins Hall.

Class of 1933- Saturday, May 2 at

12.45 p. m. at 5 Hopkins Hall.

Class of 1934—Tuesday, May 5 at

4.15 p. m. at Jesup Ilall.

Particular attention is drawn to the

provision in the college laws that ad-

vance payment for the first semester

must be made at the time that the

room is assigned.

Students occupying rooms in donni-

tories other than Freshman Dormitories

may retain their rooms for the next

college year by renewing their applica-

tions and paying one-half of the yearly

charge for the rooms prior to A])ril 30,

1931. Rooms not so reserved will be

regarded as vacated at the time the

annual drawing for rooms takes place.

WILLIAMS DEBATERS

ARE DEFEATED TWICE

Wesleyan Wins by Unanimous Vote

;

Debate with Union Is More
Closely Contested

Failure to successfully ujihold th(. nega-

tive side of the question, "licmlval: That
education in j)atriotism should be en-

couraged," in Schenectady on April 13

against Union, and inability to produce

convincing arguments for the aflirrnative

side of, "Uesulved: That the United States

should recognize Soviet Russia," last Wed-
nesday in Griffin Hall, resulted in two

defeats for the Williams debating team

during the past week. Oxtoby '31 and

Van Sant '32 represented Williams in the

Union debate which was broadcasted from

WGY while Kent, Reeves, and Van Sant

'32 faced Williams, Mertens and Olson of

Wesleyan.

Union argued that education in patriot-

ism would improve mankind in general

and would bring about not only a higher

standard of living in the United States

but would do much for the ijolitical situa-

tion in this country. The negative side,

Williams, advanced the point that educa-

tion in i)atriotism would be controlled Ijy

unserujjulous politicians and large indus-

tries wouhl thus be ])crverted into danger-

ous channels to be made a harmful factor

in the educational system of any country.

In the Wesleyan debate, the negative

side ba.sed their ca.se on the failure of the

Soviet Russia to fulfill its international

obligations, holding that non-recognition

was the ablest defense of the United States

against Russian pro|)aganda. Kent open

ed the affirmative by stating that "recogni-

tion meant the rcsmnption of diplomatic

and economic relations." He then showed

that in the ])a8t it has always been the

policy of the United States to recognize a

stable government, even though it might

not approve of it.s form and proceeded to

))oint out that the jiresent Soviet regime

was stable because it was both willing and

able to fulfill its international obligations.

"If the United States, the strimghold of

ca|)italism, should recognize Russia, it

would put our stamp of approval on jiropa-

ganda, and the World Revolution wovdd be

only a matter of a few years," asserted

Mertens, the first speaker for the negative.

He further argued that the Soviet govern-

ment has been deliberately seeking to

undermine our morals and ecimomies and

that we must protect ourselves against her

duplicity and i)ropaganda. Reeves i>oint-

ed out that the oidy way poasible for the

I'niled States to recover payment from

Russia is through the resumption of diiilo-

matic relations. While a latter speaker

claimed that by recognizing Russia we
would gain in commercial trade.

Olson said that the Russian government

was spe(^ifically created to spread insidious

propaganda and that the formation of the

"five-year-plan" was to furnish a solid

foundation for the World Revolution.

Williams, the last sjjeaker of the evening,

asserted that we should not recognize

Russia for the sake of a few dollars, and

pointed out that our trade had actually

been increasing with the Soviet, unrecog-

nized as it has been since the War. In

conclusion he quoted the following state-

ment of Professor Schumann, "We cannot

invite into our home people intent on our

destruction."

Robert Frost Believes That Proper Source of
Superior Poetry Is in Moods, Rather Than Ideas

"It doesn't make any difTerence whether

poetry is local or not; it doesn't make any

(lilTerence whether it is (m- vers(! or nol-

a poem is a poem" was the comment of

Robert Frost to a Rioconn reporter in an

interview alter the reading in Jesuj) Hall

last Friday night. Although his poetry

deals chicHy with the spirit of a locality,

and allhougli he is admittedly jircju-

diced towards regular verse, the poet be-

lieves that the test a|)|)licablc to all forms

is the same, that is, whether it produces a

true "ring" to the reader.

"There is one way to recognize a poem,"

he contiinied. "You must know if it was

conceived right, you must have a sense of

the concejjtion. A poet is always moody
to begin with, and he writes as many
poems as he has moods. He doesn't

begin with an idea. He begins always

with a 'hanker' towards a mood, and if

that 'hanker' makes a mood, he will create

a jioem. The mood then rummages
around in the attic of the mind until it

finds something which it wants, an idea or

an old experience.

"This is the fir.st investment. The poet

next ])icks uj) his words and sentences,

but all can Ije traced back to the mood
itself. If I am sure a i)oem was written

in this way, 1 know that it is a good poem.

This isn't saying that criticism is fearfully

easy. The whole decision lies in the cast-

ing of the work. Does it have a ring of

its own. Does it ring clear and true

when examined? It is an easy thing to

write ariiitiul a poem, setting forth its

significance, its moral meaning, and its

place in history. The great thing, how-

ever, is. Does it strike a true note'!"

Although Mr. Frost went to England

in order to lind more receptive publishers

when he first commenced writing poetrj-,

he showed that the situation is now re-

versed. "Almost all English poets who
make any money make it in the United

States. They have only a small ])ublic

for jjoetry in their country. But we are

a terribly oi)en-mimled public. Here, we

tolerate and dabble in all the queerisms.

As far as this country is concerned, maybe
we don't like the right things, but we cer-

tainly are crrzi/ over the arts."

A college proleseor for many years, and

still connected with the faculty at Am-
herst, Mr. Frost outlined his idea of an

ideal college. It should have, in his

opinion, about ton teachers and 500

stutlents and the i)rofessors shoiikl come

to class only when they have something

to say. "1 need a great deal of time alone

for meditation, and the students need it

too. Under the present system they

don't get it. Unless the professor really

has something to contribute, it is better

for the stuilenls to si)end their time read-

ing what he assigns them," Another

fault of (alleges like Amherst and Williams,

the jjoet feels, is the la<:k of an a|)preei-

ativc apiiroach to the arts, Tlujugh not

belittling the scienthsts in their field, he

also thinks that, there are too many scien-

tific min<lB trying to deal with the liberal

art courses.

Turning to the study of English he said,

"There arc three things you can do with

a i)oem; oiu; is read it, another is memorize

it, and another is touch it lightly with

talk. I don't mean that you cannot dis-

cuss a jieom, but you can't say very much
about a little poem. If you do, you just

lift uj) your coat tails and sit on it."

While still on the subject of college teach-

ing, Mr. Frost remarked smilingly, "one of

its pleasantest features is that, if your class

looks at you with a manner of su|)eriority

during the term, you can get even with

them and show them up on the final exam-
ination,"

Several New Features
in Next 'Coio' Publication

'Little Theatre' Notice

It has been decided to jjrcsent the

sjwing program of the Little Theatre on

Friday evening. May 1, at 8,15 at

.lesu]) Hall Auditorium. As announced

previously in Tiik RtxoRn, three one-

act plays will be given, The Gnils of the

Mountains, The Twelve I'omul Look,

and Women Have Their Way.

Inaugurating their year in office with

several new features and changes in policy

the 1932 board will i)ublish a twenty-five

page issue of the Purple Cow tomorrow.

The aim of the new board, as stated by

the managing editors is to make the Cow
"more soundly interesting for the student

body, the alunmi, and the faculty."

Chief among the innovations is the first

of a series of articles, accompanied by

drawings, discussing various of the more

lirominent of the faculty. Another is the

introiluction of a column entitled Gall

Stones, the idea of which is to point out

with vitriolic satire the more glaring evils

in College with a view toward correction.

For the first time also, in this issue there

will ajipear a sports column, which will be

modeled after the ])opular one in the New
Yorker, containing humorous commentary

on college sporting events. Many contri-

butions by non-members of the board have

been accepted and will apjiear in this issue;

the cover has been designed by Hall '33.

The Town Players of Pittsfield

Present Richard B. Sheridan's Classic

"THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL"
Unity Parish House, Pillsfield, April 22, 23, 8.30 P. M.

For reservationB call George W. Eldman

Pills' eld I 10 or 3970

Try One of the New

Verichrome Films
And See the Improvement

Over the Old Style

Much more Selective, Speedier, Better

Detail, all result in a Much More
Satisfactory Picture.

All Sizes at

HART'S
DRUG STORE

EUROPE and
Back... *1 85

Sell Dad on tlie ideal United Slates
Lines inukcH it so incx|ien8ivc. "Tourist
Third" faren range from $185 round
trip on the palatial KFI'IJBLIC to $231
on the miglity LLVIATHAN, 5 day
spee<l to Europe. Rcmurkuble values
also on the flyers AMKUICA and
GEtJKGE WASllIINGTON.
Travel with the college crowd. Last
year on one sailing of the LEVIATHAN
60 colleges were represented. This vear
the Harvard-Yale track teams sail July
1st on the GKtJRGE WASHINGTON
for the Oxford-Cambridge meet.
Come on along! Enjoy fine food ...
ooinfortidjle staterooms . , . movies . . .

sports on big sun decks... nightly dances
to the rhythm of real college bands from
Yale, Harvard, California, Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio State, Virginia, Columbia,
Fordham, Maryland, Penn State and
other colleges.

Send al once for the booklet,"TOURIST
THIRD CABIN TO EUROPE" and
make reservations before the rush starts.

Official fleet of the Interrollegiate
Alumni Associations

Consult Your tocal Steamstiip Agent or

UNITED STATES
LINES

WM. A. McISAAC. General Aftent

75 Statu St.. Boston, Mass.

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK

Case System—^Three-Year Course

Co-Eiliicotiomil

College Degree or Two Y'ears of
College Work with Good

Grades Required

Transcript of Ilocord N^ccssiiry in

All Casi'S

MORNING. KAItl.Y AKTERNOON AND
KVKNING CLASSICS

Write for Catalogue

CHARLES P. DAVIS, Registrar
233 Broadway, New York

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by
some business activity during the day.

Preliminary education requirement—sat-

isfactory completion of at least two years
leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a
college recognized by the New York State
Board of Regents.

For detailed information, address:
PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary
215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

THE NEW
BOOKSHOP

72 SPRING STREET
Just Below the Bank

Books :: Prints
New Fiction, Biography, Drama

Poetry, etc.

Old and Rare Books.

First Editions. Fine Bindings.

Standard Sets. Sporting Prints.

Ship Prints. Maps.
Circulating Library.

Wilton Ratcliffe-Graff

BOOKSELLER and
PRINT DEALER

at

?l^tUtamsi

CASH SALE
We are offering our Entire Stock at from 20% to 50% Reductions.

Get in on the Bargains Early.

FOUR-PIECE SUITS
$47.95

DUNCAN PAIGE SUITS
$39.95

NUNN BUSH SHOES
$5.00
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Rules of Graves Essay
Contest Are Announced

Aiiiiouncoim'tit has been maile of (lie

riiU'B of tlie fttiimal Ciraves Prize Kssay

Contest for seniors, wliieh was insligateil

and niaili^ jjossilile through the neiierosity

of Arthur U. Graves of the Class of 1868.

The awards consist of six preliminary

prizes of $'2() each, to lie given to the

authors of the Ijest six original essays, and

a grand prize of $80 to the man who most

effcetivoly ilelivers his essay before a pub-

lie audienee at Couimencement time.

Since tlie number of sjjeeial topics writ-

ten in the course of regular assigncil class

work has been so increased, the Conunittee

has decided to continue the policy, begun

last year, of permitting contestants to

submit such essays instead of the ones

based u])on subjects assigned by thi^ Com-

mittee, providing these are revised to

comply with the requirements of the Con-

test. All essays must be submitted to

Mr. T. H. .lohnson, of the English depart-

ment, who has charge of the competition

this year in the absence of Professor I,ick-

lidcr, on or before Monday, May 4. Each

essay must be signed with a fictitious

name, and the name of the competitor and

his nom de plume should be included on a

separate sheet with the contribution.

The preliminary awards will be an-

nounced early in May, the winners being

determined on the excellence of their con-

tributions considered as to literary style

and content. The initial prize-winners

must take part in the oratorical <'ontest in

June or forfeit the $20 premiums, the

finalists being judged according to the

(luality of the oral delivery as well as the

content of the papier. The winning es-says

will be printed, bound, and placed in the

College Library.

Birnie '31 Is Awarded
Scholarship in Munich

Confirmation of tlie selection of William

A. H. Birnie '31, of Springfield, as German

Exchange Fellow for the year 1931-1932

was recently received by the Office of the

President. The Exc^hange Federation in

New York appoints annually a group of

about forty graduates of American colleges

who have been suitably recommended for

a year's study at a German university,

and an equal number of Gernum students

come to the United States for similar study.

Concentrating on the psychological and

sociological aspects of study, Birnie has

the intention of spending the year follow-

ing his graduation in June at the Universi-

ty of Munich in Bavaria, at which institu-

tion the period of study lasts from Novem-
ber, 1931 through July, 1932. Birnie,

who was the winner of the liConard S.

Prince Trophy for swimming in his Fresh-

man year, has been on the Varsity swim-

ming squad for two years. He won
Sophomore scholastic honors, was a mem-
ber of the Gulielmensian and Handbook

editorial boards, held the position of senior

associate editor on the 1931 Record
Board, and was elected to (largnyle. In

the recent permanent class elections, he

was named as the Class Historian.

President of New York Bar Association Stresses

Need of Undergraduate Interest in Public Affairs

WILLIAMS NINE TO MEET CLARK

Opponents Easily Defeated Last

Year by Score of 5-2

"1 am no laudator tcmporis acH, but it is

a matter of common observation that the

young men of today are not so much in-

terested in public affairs as they were a

generation ago," declared Charles C.

Burlingham, president of the New York

City Bar Association in a recent inter-

view with a Record reporter. Mr. Bur-

lingham, the .senior [jartner in one of New

York's strongest law firms, is among the

leaders of the )iresent "clean-up" drive in

that City.

"The pressure of life in a great city

now is ."^o intense that the young lawyer,

<or it\ ,1.11 ce, has to give all his time to his

« ork is condition in some of our larger

law offices in New York City is not much
better than that of a galley slave. In-

difference and cynicism seem to take

hoki of a man at an earlier age now than

formerly. Most men in the '70's and '80's

came out of college fresh and hopeful.

Nowadays the graduate of the year is a

man of the world."

When asked his opinion on the ad-

vantage of a scholarly education, in public

affairs, Mr. Burlingham replied, "I sup-

pose it would be in order for one address-

ing undergraduates to tell them that the

hope of the future rests with the educated

men, especially the young men now in col-

lege or recently graduated, and that they

should interest themselves in public

affairs and become Icatlers. Well, I con-

fess to a certain skepticism as to the value

of the scholar in politics. I could name
a good many men of scholarly attainments

who have been in politics many years with-

out much advantage to the public. As
Shakespeare puts it, "Their nature is

subdued to what it works in like the dyer's

hand." In small communities, an edu-

cated young man can find opportunities

for public and political work, but in boss-

ridden cities, like New York or Chicago or

Philadelphia, conditions are different,

especially where one party or organization

has an overwhelming majority.

Since Mr. Burlingham aided in drawing

up the charges against New York officials

which prompted the present legislative

inquiry, the reporter asked him what

would be accomplished by an investiga-

tion. In reply, he said, "We are cleaning

house in New York. Cynics think this

periodic operation is not likely to be more

effective than that of the man in the Bible

whose house was swept and garnished only

to make room for seven devils worse than

the first. The investigation authorized

by the Legislature will be conducted by

Judge Seabury with the greatest ability.

When the investigation is over, and the

evils we now suspect have been proved,

may we expect a permanent improvement

or will it be merely a flash in the pan?"

"It is a common saying that we get the

sort of government that we deserve.

I do not believe this. The people are

interested and would like to see things

better, but they do not know how to go

about accomplishing this. The Repub-

lican party in New York City is negligible

in municipal and state elections. Its

organization is a feeble imitation of

Tammany. It is kept alive only by

rtderal patronage and the few crumbs

which fall from the Tammany table.

It almost seems as it it had deliberately

sought to alienate independent voters.

As elections come round, one hears men
who should be, and would like to be, inde-

pendent, say that there is no difference

between Tammany and the Republicans,

and they vote the Tammany ticket.

I hope the New York men now under-

graduates at Williams will watch with

keen interest the investigation which is

to begin within the next few weeks, and

will resolve that when they come home
and settle down in business or the profes-

sions, that they will devote a part at least

of their energies to improving conditions

in their home cities."

^// ospection

^F your printing is indiffer-

ently done, it advertises your

company as one that does not

attach much importance to

the quality of its products—
and conversely. Why not have

the Eagle place your printed

matter on the same high plane

as your goods? :: :: ::

I.eltcrhends, Envelopes, BiiRincas Cnrda,

'olders, Knvclopii Encloiures, Ltiosi'-Lcaf

ht-dgcTM, Fiictnry Forma, Iiivoicei, Etc.

Continuing the early-season series of

games with medio<!re teams, the Williams

nine will face Clark University, whom it

had no difficulty in overcoming 5-2 last

year, Tluirsday afternoon at 4. 16 on Wes-

ton Field. Although Coach Caldwell has

given no indication as to who will receive

the pitching assignment, it is probable that

Fowle will be on the mound for at least

part of the game, with Filley and Sheehan

in reserve.

Judging from the exhibition put up by

the Purple aggregation in Saturday's game

little change will be made in the line-ui>

except for the substitution of Foehl for

Fowlc at the initial sack in the event of the

lat tor's doing the hurling. In spite of

noticeable roughness in individual playing

which left something to be desired in the

work of the team as a whole, great jiromise

is held of fine miil-season baseball. Filley

turned in an excellent performance in the

box, chalking up five strikeouts in as many

innings, while Sheehan fanned seven in

four frames, but proved somewhat erratic

in the pinches. The work of the team at

bat was also good, Forbes driving out

three singles in four times up, while

Markoski and Wallace were able to connect

with equal success. Little is known about

the Clark team, as the game Thursday will

be its first contest of the year, but from last

season's record the Purple should find little

trouble in scoring a victory.

Ye Book Shelf
(Continu«d from Second Page.)

hear the class hatred of Ruby in surly

tirades; then she must listen to the woeful

account of her life, which the woman gives

on very little provocation" as if she were

reciting a formula for bread." Then it is

her fate to see the murder of the harmless

Tommy, to be attacked by the impotent

Popeye, and carried off to the Memphis
brothel of the expansive Reba Rivers for

safe keejjing—her face now "like a small,

dead-colored mask." The irony of it all

is that when Popeye is finally captured and

hung it is for a murder he did not commit,

while Goodwin has been lynched by a mob
because of the false testimony of the girl

and the monstrous manner in which a cob

of corn had entered the trial.

In a tremendously effective passage.

Temple is reclaimed by her family, to find a

"sullen, discontented, and sad" sanctuary

with them. Diverging from his main
story, Faulkner introduces several speci-

mens of a very wry but very diverting

humor—such as the rather pointless tale of

the youths who live two weeks chez Reba
Rivers under the impression that it is a

boarding house. Another like interlude is

the riotous funeral of Popeye's second

victim, but best of all, is the illuminating

conversation between Reba and two of her

"girls" as they discuss the occasion with

the aid of a new bottle of gin.

Too much of the conversation is con-

ducted in snatches of sentences and epi-

thets for the stream of thought to be con-

secutively clear, especially through such a

self-consciously barren prose style, where

the adjectives seem wrenched out and
stamped down in front of their nouns.

An inner rhythm appears to control the

characters but this secret never is shared

with the reader, who must behold this

jabbing open of a festering sore with as

much equanimity as he can muster.

Admitting the power of some of the stream

of consciousness treatment yet it is with

the sensation of acute joy after awakening

from a searing nightmare that one finishes

the hook. It may be that "Sanctuary" is

a great novel, and a thing of beauty, but

how it can be a joy forever is past the con-

ception of this writer.

Fitzrmj K. Davis.

Dr. Garfield Takes Part
in Tuskegee Celebration

Tracing what has been termed "the

line of spiritual descent", Dr. Harry A.

Garfield took part in the exercises climax-

ing the anniversary celebration at Tuske-
gee Institute, Alabama, last Tuesday
afternoon. The closing day was featured

with an address by President Hoover,

l)rai8ing the work of the Institute, which
was broadcast from the White House.

Recalling Mark Hopkins, the famous
white educator. Dr. Garfield pointed

that it was this former Williams prof

who inspired Samuel Armstrong,

latter in turn taught Booker T. Washing
ton who equipped Robert Moton for the
task of carrying out the work at Tuskegee
Institute. Continuing, Dr. Gapfteld
briefly outlined the theory of industrial

education as taught by General Armstrong,
a graduate of Williams.

"In clear, luminous words" Dr. Garfield

out

The

said, "he set forth the dignity, the beauty

and civilizing power of intelligent labor

and stated the object of Tuskegee in un-

forgettable words, namely, 'to teach the

Negro to lift labor out of drudgery nad

toil by putting thought and skill into

it'." The entire program was heard by

more than 2,000 in alt-eiulance and was

broailcast ov(!r a nation-wide radio hook-

up.

Frosh Trackmen Show
Up Well in Time Trials

The Freshman track sijuad, under the

direction of coaches Seolcy and Plansky,

has been working out for the past two
weeks on the Weston Field track in prep-

aration for its opening dual meet against

Berkshire on May 10. The results of the

time trials held last Saturday afternoon

have revealed a wealth of capable runners

and field-event men, with Cai)tain Good-
body being outstanding in the mile and
half-mile races.

In the dashes, Mcintosh and S. T.

Hamilton made the best time; while in the

quarter. Pease and Morse led the field.

Besides Goodbody, Coach Seeley has two
capable distance men in Page and Rogers,

while Ruggles has done excellently in the

hurdles. In the field events the squad
seems exceptionally strong, with Bauer in

the four weight events together with
Boucher who throws the hammer and shot,

and Bancroft in the javelin throw. Flint

has shown up well in the broad-jump,

high-jump and pole-vault, as have New-
man and Durbin in the pole-vault and
broad-jump, respectively.

Infirmary Patients

The following men were confined to the

Infirmary when the Record went to press

on Sunday evening: Husband, Morris '31;

Pearson '32; Hood, Moro, and Whitham
'34. In all cases of serious illness, the

parents of the students concerned are

immediately notified by the College au-

thorities.

ROUGEAU&HEBERT

Barbers
The Shop of Sanitaition

Where the discriminating man
is pleased to come

12 ASHLAND STREET
NORTH ADAMS

Stranahan.Harris &(6mpany

Investment
Securities

New York, Detroit, Toledo, Chicago

Letter Heads
$5.25 per 1000

Printed on 20 lb. Parchment

Sample on Request

The Minute-Man
Printing Company

103 Main Street

North Adams

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
\cencjr for Na«h and Chevrolet Can

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

Geo. M. Hopkins
FURNITURE

Spring St., Williamstown

E. J. Jerdon—D.D.S.
X-Ray

Gas and Oxygen

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Normille & Son
7 Water Street Phone 492-W

Williamstown, Mass.

VASSAR IIVN
formerly VASSAR LODGE

Opposit* Vasaar Campus
POUCHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

Miu N. M. Falton, Prop.

STOP FOR FOOD AND ROOM

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

Mid-Winter Sale
"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore

—

Come and Explore"

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manager

iRRR

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Qm

For Anythinc
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College
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Williams Turns Back

R. P. I. 10-5 in Opener
(Continued from First Page)

lil^ty on another single. Markoski scored

||] li'oelil'H out to eenter, and Fowle and

elcli lli<^d out to cml the inning. In the

Iflli, neither side scored due to ti^lit lieid-

T)ir by both teams. With Sheehan pilch-

Lr in I lie lirsl of the sixth, Nolan rolled to

Ihi'eimn for an out at first. Lo Presti

lidked, and UiKKi" ttiiil I,ehn!an fanned in

rder. The Pur|)le 8(H)red iier lasi two

liris in the last frame when Fowle scored

lii.sc and Foehl with a triple to deep rixht

j(.|d. Welch, Wallace, and Fincke then

l( re retired on easy outs at first.

^olfe Doubles Into Left Field Bleachers

Alter a scoreless seventh and eii^hlh in-

bii);, Friday opened in the first of the

hiilli for the enuineers on a clean single,

Lkinn lirst. Sheehan hit Schiller who

Lok lirsl liase, Corwin fanned, and then

folfe drove out the lonuesl hit of the

line, when he lifted a screaming liner out

<i I he left field bleachers, and scored

kill Friday and Schiller, taking third on

Bcehan's balk. Nolan took lirsl on an

liiir by Thomas at third for Markoski,

III Wolfe scored. The rally was cheeked

|)«('ver when l-o Presi lifted an easy fly

l.ankin at second for the third out and

Jic end of the Kii""-'. Final score, Wil-

„iis II), R. P. 1.5.

The summary of the Kame follows:

WIMdAMS
ab r h po a e

]l;irkoski, ;il) 4 3 2 1

lliiinias, ;J1) 1

|„ihcs, -Ah 4 I 15 2 2

iikin, 21) 1 1

«., cf 5 1 2 1

lOil, If 4 1 1

,,«lc, lb 4 I 1 8

Iclicr, lb 1 1 1

|„|rc, rf 2 I) 1

dch, rf 1

Im-tlett, rf I I)

lace, ss 4 2 2 1 2 2

Kcwcoml), c 4 6

iiicke, c 1 I) li

riiiiyer, c I) I

[illey, p 3 1 I

jlurhan, p 1

Totals 41 10 13 27 5 3

R. P. I.

ab r h po a e

rriday, cf 4 2 1 3

hiller, 3b 4 1 2 2

'cirwin, If 5 I 1

olfe. rf 5 1 3 1

olan, ab 5 1 12 2

l-oPresti, ss 4 1 1 5 3

liKKio, 2b 2 3 1 1

ehman, c 3 1 2 2

M, P 3 3

lontic, p 1

Totals 30 5 8 24 13 7

core by Innings:

123456789
P. 1 2 3—5

ilLMAMS 2 2 12 12 x—10

I'wo-base hits—Wallace 2, Markoski

fochl. Three-base hit—Fowle. Sacri-

Foehl. Stolen base

—

Markoski.
eft on bases—R. P. I. 8; Williams 5.

It ruck out by Filley 5; by Shecnan 7;

|ybind2; hy Montic 1. Bases on balls

—

lir Filley 2; ofT Shcehan 2. Hit by

|i teller — by Filley (RijjKio); by Sheehan

Kchiller). WiUl jjitehcs— Lind. Balk

—

Ihcehan. Passed ball—Lehman. Hits

—

IfT Filley 5 in five inniuRs; oiT land 12 in

Ix IninnKs; off Sheehan 3 in four innings;

IfT Montie 1 in two innings. Umpire

—

iolster. Time—2 hrs. 30 min.

[/cipsig and Lockhart

to Entertain Tonight
(Continued from First Page)

Irndiiction, and familiar to Williamstown

ludienees, Mr. I.ockhart has recently

lecii writing the Coty Hour sketches pre-

pntcd by Irene Bordoni over the Columbia
"Ho broadcasting net work. He was

l>Tiiposer, author, and stage director for

f'".Vcr.s, Inc., producer and male lead in

Inn Up, and director and co-author of the

Iriginal version of The Bunk of tOiS.

Jcsides ajipearing in many plays and re-

lucs, he has written several songs includ-

pg "The World Is Waiting for the Sun-
jsc," "The Way to Your Heart," and "A
I'oilest Little Thing."

Mr. Loekhart is a member of the Players

and the Dutch Treat Club of New
fork City. Among his sketches tonight

rill he several from his recital ])resented

y The Institute of Arts and Science at the

jlcMillin Academic Theatre, New York,
Pi March 21. His program will include

Jl'he Dangerous Age," "Criminal Ten-
lencies of Concert Artists," "At the Busi-
Vs Club," "A National Weep Day," "A
(oiling Interlude," and "A Political

fanlomime."

I The Smoker will be opened by an ad-
feas from President Garfield on the life of

(Colonel Williams and the founding of the
College. Mr. Charles SalTord will be
master of ceremonies, while arrangements
for seating the stuilents will be unu\v by
drawing up the basketball bleachers.

Frost Defines Spirit

of New England Life
(Continued from First Page)

"1 think (udture," Mr. Frost remarked
upon proceeding, "is knowing the right

thing to say to an artist about bis own
work;" then he went on to sketch the

setting of Nlopping by Woods on a Snowy
Evening. Pausing to drink in the beauty
of a snow-filled forest, the author .sighs,

and departs, for "1 have promises to kei^p.

And miles to go before I sleep." The

Armful, a swift transition from New I'Jng-

land to New York City, and dro|)ped

bundles in a crowd, was succeeded by

The I'uslurc, a picture of calm natural

beauty. After wondering where The

l{ond Not Taken would have leati, Mr.

Frost read Sprhig I'ooh, which presents

an imaginative visualization of flowers and

limpid pools in the spring sunlight.

Passing from short poems to a play in

verse, the jioet intoned with the nasal

twang of New England t he Witch of Coon, a

dialogue between mother and son dealing

with the native superstition concerning

the "bones", which had been buried in the

cellar, but made their way to the attic, and

were promptly nailed in there by Toffile,

the now dead husband and father. "If

the bones liked the attic, let them have

it. Let them stay in the attic." The

Death of the Hired Mnn, story of an old

farm hand who came "home" to die, was

succeeded by The Dust of Snow, a i)oein of

eight short lines.

After the nature-speculation Nothing

Gold Can Stoij, Mr. Frost was called back

by the enthuKia.slic audience to give as

encores the playlets Tlie Fear, which con-

cerns a lonely fannliimse, farmer and wile,

and a stranger whom the wife apparently

recognizes, anil The Code. The latter has

as its theme the self-respect of a hired num
which allowed neither direction nor en-

couragement in any task, and his attempt

to aulTocatewitb hay the boss who breathed

the slightest hint of an order. The entire

program of selections was thoroughly aj)-

])reciated by the audience as evidenced by

its enthusiastic applause and breathless

attention.

Dr. John Dewey Will

Talk Thursday Night
(Continued from First Page)

the academic tradition of aloofness, where

mind is not supi)Osed to occupy itself with

such sordid business as unemployment, or

the realities of present-day politics. Hence

be holds that our American grailuates as

compared with those of other coimtries

manifest a kind of infantilism. Our higher

education 'evades the serious consideration

of the dee|)er issues of social life; for it is

only through induction into realities that

the mind can be matured. Consequently

the effective education, that which really

leaves a stamp on character and thought,

is obtained when graduates come to take

their part in the activities of adult society

which put exaggerated emphasis upon

business and the results of business suc-

cess. . . . There is little preparation to

induce either hardy resistance, discriminat-

ing criticism, or the vision and desire to

direct economic forces into new chan-

nels.'
"

An Independence

Impossible in Business
(Continued from First Pbeb)

ever, many excellent lawyers wouhl not

make trial lawyers."

When asketl uijon what qualities he

would judge a college man seeking to enter

his firm, Mr. Sidley answered "I would

judge him on his educational experience in

I)rei)aratory schools, his marks, and the

standing he had achieved in law school

work. He should be in the upjier fourth

of his cla.ss, but the higher he .stood the

greater woidd be the presumpticm of his

ability. An interest in law school publica-

tions is of importance because of the help-

ful training they furnish as an adjunct. 1

should also look into his family, relations,

character, and religious connections," he

concluded.

Frosh Track Captain

Garrett Goodbody '34. of Toledo, Ohio,

half milcr and miler on the Freshman track

team, was elected Captain for the coming

season at a meeting of the squad held early

this week. Goodbody prepared for Wil-

liams at Kent School, wliere he was Senior

Prefect, President of his class for two years

and secretary for two more, a member of

the crew and the football team, and of the

Student Council. Last fall he won his

numerals as Captain of the Freshman

cross-country teami

^^ilI|Y
— and the Bond Business

/

Analysis and synthesis
are factors in intelligent investing

ORDERLY habits of mind . . .

accuracy . . . skill in reducing com-

pounds to their component parts and

in building from simple elements

strong and powerful combinations

... all these are part of the training of

the chemist . . . also of the man who
succeeds in the investment business. It

is not a far cry from elements and

their compounds to bonds and bond

accounts.

Upon graduation, the chemistry

student often finds his talents and edu-

cational background well adapted to

the investment business, for the labo-

ratory may be a good training ground

for the financial mind.

You will find it helpful in deciding

your future ... and whether or not you

are fitted for the bond business ... to

send for our booklet, The Bond Business

— What It Requires—What It Offers. It

summarizes the functions, organiza-

tion, opportunities and requirements

of the investment business, and the

qualifications of those who usually

succeed in it. Any interested student

may have a copy on request.

HALSEY, STUART & CO.
INCORPONATED

CHICAGO, 201 South La Salle Street • NEW YORK, 35 Wall Street

AND OTHER PRINCIPAL CITIES

To increase your knowledge of sound investment and <jf the investment business, listen

to the Old Counsellor every Wednesday evening un the Halsey, Stuart &. Co. radio program . . . Over a Coast 10 Coast

network of 38 stations associated with the National Broadcasting Company.

BONDS T O FIT THE I N V E S T O

Every Package
noiv a

Humidor
CyARRIZOZO, N. M., now gets

Camels in as prime condition

as Winston-Salem, the cigarette

capital of the world. Camels

that leave our factory are now

wrapped in moisture-proof, air-

tight Cellophane which acts as a

humidor and keeps the natural

moisture in.

Peppery tobacco dust and

harsh moisture-robbed tobacco

are what sting the tongue and

burn the throat. Thanks to our

patented vacuum cleaning ap-

paratus and the new Humidor

Pack everybody, everywhere,

can enjoy the Camel blend of

fine Turkish and mellow
Domestic tobaccos in prime,

fresh condition.

Switch to Camels today

then leave them tomorrow, if

you can.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Wintton-Salem, y. C.

cAMELS

Fartory-frrsh CAMELS
are air-8rnlrH tn iho now
Sanilnry Pnrknfco whirh
kcop^ the diiNt and ffrniiH

oul and kcppn the flavor in.

^ 1931. R. J. Rcynotdi Tobaeeo Company
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SPFCIALSAIE!
We are offering the following seasonal merchandise at

attractively reduced prices.

-^

(ANCRioCKi
\FINf CLOTHF /

$2.00 Shantung Ties - - - - 3 for $4.00
$2.00 Spitalfield Ties - - - - 3 for $5.00

GOLF and HALF HOSE
Beautiful Shades in Solid Colors, Argyles and Clox

$2.00 Hose - - 3 for $5.00
$3.50 Hose 3 for $8.50

ALL SHIRTS, fancy and white
$3.50 Value 3 for $8.50

FELT HATS
$10.00 value, $8.00 - - $8.00 value, $6.50

UNDERWEAR
All $L00 Underwear - - - - 3 for $2.00
All $L25 Underwear - - - - 3 for $2.50

SLIP-ONS
$10.00 value, $7.50 * - $6.50 value, $4.95

SHOES
Made by John WINTER, Carnoustie, Scotland

$12.50 Shoes, $10.35 $14.00 Shoes, $12.35

FLANNEL TROUSERS
$11.00, $12.50, $15.00 values - now $10.00

/^JJ A D QE' ACCOUNTS '^"<^''''"'''*^ ^W iuiini this sale may be charged. [Invoices

^^^^^^.^^__^^^^^_^,^^,^^.^ will not be mailed until the 10th of next month.

THE WILLIAMS SHOP
Featuring

LANGROCK CLOTHES
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

Other Stores: Yale. Harvard. Princeton. Brown, Andover. Exeter, Lawrenceoille. 49 Broadway, New York City

&;
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ILIBERAL PHILOSOPHY

DISCUSSED_BY DEWEY

I
Outstanding American Educator

Describes Two Aspects of

Liberal Thought

STRESSES CRITICAL VIEW

I

Concludes Philosophy of Liberal

Is Based on Faith Rather

Than on Fear

WILLIAMS COLLEGE, SATURDAY, APRIL 25. 1931 No, 8

'Liberal philosopliy is the ))hilos<)|)liy of

Itlie type of mind which is more accutely

lg(,,isilive to faihires and defects, and is eon-

Itiimally on the lookout for improved

linellKids of thinkinK and action," declared

[Dr. John Dewey in his lecture on "The

I

riiilosojjhy cif a Liberal Mind," delivered

before the Liberal Club last Thursday

evening in Jesup Hall. Dr. Dewey, Pro-

fessor of Philosophy for over 25 years at

Columbia, eliairman of the Rollins confer-

own- on eolleR(! education, and vi(^e presi-

dent of the Teachers' Union, is well known

ill polities as well as in i)hilosopny as

chairman of the League for Independent

I'olilical Action.

Dr. Dewey bcKaii his h^eture by des-

rribiuK the two major aspects of philoso-

pliy. In the first place, philosophy is tech-

nical and, as a result, it is easy to forget

lliiil the iirolilems and their solutions have

II bearing on ordinary life. Secondly, a

rnan's philosophy is his deepest conviction

about the world, is his creed of values, and

"is, at bottom, an intensely moral affair."

Dther teelinical studies have a solid basis,

bill it is hard to jioint to a concrete basis

for philosophy. However, Dr. Dewey
declared that philosophy, in the same way

that aslronomy is about the stars, is about,

beliefs whii'h are deeply imbedded in the

mind and are widely shared by a great

number of jiensons."

The lecturer continued with a descrip-

tion of the beliefs which have had the

greatest influence upon men. Religious,

political, mora], and scientific beliefs, have

always determined men's conduct, and

have held men together. "Philosophy is

the intellectual criticism of these lieliefs

wherever men exist. They need to be

looked into, examined, and intellectually

criticized." It is the object of philosophy

to reduce beliefs to some kind of universal-

ity-

Continuing, Dr. Dewey declared that

"religious beliefs and to some extent,

political anil moral beliefs, tend to be con-

servative." Scientific beliefs, coming into

the world when religious, political, and

moral beliefs had already become some-

what solidified, created a tremendous dis-

turbance in the world of thought. "The

impact of the new ideas on the old ideas

was almost revolutionary," said Dr.

Dew^.

The speaker next turned to the conflict

of institutions with beliefs. "There can

be," he said, "no change in beliefs without

a changed institutions." It is difficult to

believe that beliefs were created to fit insti-

(Contlnued on Fourth Page)

Dartmouth WJ)J Meet
Lacrosse Team Today

With six veterans led by Captain Dunn,
the Varsity Lacrosse team will meet an
undefeated Dartmouth aggregation in the

season's ojiener this afternoon at Hanover.
'J'he Purple stickrnen, with two weeks of

indoor practice in the cage and about the

same length of time under nearly perfect

weather conditions outdoors, have been

working under Coach Bellerosc in an effort

to balance a somewhat spotty offense with

a strong defence headed by veterans Fox
and Heine.

The Dartmouth team has six men back

from last year, including Captain Siemin-

ski, Kramer, Cleaves, Harms, Pyles, and
Eldridge, and is backed by strong reserve

material taken from a squad of about 40

men. They have already played two

games, defeating Tufts by a 9-1 score and

the Boston Lacrosse Club 5-2, while for

Williams this will be the first encounter

of the season. The probable Williams

line-up follows: g., Lessing; p.. Garth;

c.p., Heine; l.d.. Fox; 2.d. Mears; 3.d.,

Ohly; e., Dunn; 3.a., Beattie; 2.a.,

Bixby; l.a., Rowland; o.h., Vaill; i.h.,

Means. .Substitutes: g., Clark, Ford,

Appell, Hunt, Brewer, Livingston.

PURPLE NINE OUTPLAYS

CLARK FOR 4-1 VICTORY

Williams Bunches Hits in Eighth

To Clinch Contest After

Early Scoring

FILLEY STRIKES OUT TEN

Displays Excellent Control Allowing

But Four Hits ; Medin Nicked

For Nine Safeties

CHRISTIAN, BUDDHIST

RELIGIONS DISCUSSED

'Both Religions Teach Principle of

Universal Love,' Declares

Dr. J. B. Pratt

"Christianity and Buddhism are alike

in more respects than they are in disagree-

ment, teaching the same kind of morality,

thoroughly opposing sin and selfishness,

and advocating an impersonal, unselfish

and universal love," dec^lared Dr. Pratt,

professor of Philosophy, in the second lec-

ture under the auspices of the Williams

Christian Association last Monday even-

ing in Jesup Hall. Professor Pratt,

speaking on "Christianity or Buddhism?",

stated that each has its own unique per-

sonality, character, and .service to the

mind, Init that both are fundamentally

alike.

"Buddhism," stated Dr. Pratt, "carries

this principle of unselfishness even to ani-

mals. The Buddhist refuses to oppose

violence with violence .... looks at the

heart, not at the exteriors. He goes even

further, emphasizing a eoiisideration of

motives and personalities .... But the

basic princiiile is fundamentally the same,

namely reason; and morality is justified

by both Christian and Buddhist by the

highest reason. Peace is the goal of

Buddhism, joy of Christianity; but the

effects are much alike."

"In the metaphysical world," said Dr.

Pratt, "both religions agree on the central

points; both look at the world in a rather

pessimistic fashion, but both are equally as

optimistic about the world as a whole.

The moral laws are the important thing

to the Christian and the Buddhist."

(Continued on Second Page)

Displaying form almost approaching

that of a mid-season performance in spite

of the inclement weather, the Williams

nine triumphed over an inexperienced

Clark baseball team by a 4-1 score in the

second contest of the season on Weston

DeerfieM Glee Club Will

Give Concert on May 7

Power of Analysis and Understandirig of Facts

Are Included in Method of the Economic Major

{Thin is the second of a series of articles on'

the various majors, which are ai>ficnring in

The Recohd).

The fundamental problem with which

the Economics major deals, is the relation

between prices and changes in prices, and

industry. This entails not only an analy-

sis of the markets for goods and ser\'iccs,

but also a study of costs and their relation

to value. Among other things, this in-

volves: a study of the role of consumer's

choices in guiding jiroduct ion ; the relation

of retail to wholesale prices and to the

price of raw materials; the effects of bank

hians upon business; the effects of im]iort

duties upon the growth of industry; for-

eign exchange rates, and their relation to

imports and exports; the significance of

international loans and indebtedness for

domestic as well as lorcign trade; the in-

fluence of trade unions on wages; and the

activities of such liodies as the Federal

Reserve Board, and the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, in regulating business

in the interest of the general welfare.

Fortunately or imfortunately, production

is carried on in resjionse t<i market de-

mands, and it is the study of the way that

markets affect the use we make of our

natural resources, labor, and capital, that

is, the main ask of the economist.

' Power of analysis and an understanding

of principles as well as a knowledge of facts

are required of students majoring in this

department. For example, one ought to

be able, at the end of a major in economics,

tf) specify the probable effects of the pur-

chase of wheat by the United States Grain

Stabilization Corjioration; but no one

would be expected to know the details of

placing of orders in the Chicago grain mar-

ket. Technical details receive little em-

phasis in the major in economics.

The practical value of this major lies in

making one a better citizen. Voters are

expe(!tcd to have, intelligent opinions con-

cerning such things as the tariff, govern-

ment regulation of public utilities, and old

age pensions; and it is with these ques-

tions of general interest that the study of

economics helps one to deal. While little

attempt is made to make the work practi-

cal in the money-making sense, it is obvi-

ous that if one has learned how to analyze

an economic situation one can manage

one's own business affairs in a more intelli-

gent way than would otherwise be possible.

Graduate work in Economics presupposes

the kind of training that is given at Wil-

liams. The graduate schools of Business

Administration on the whole recommend

(Continued on Second Page)

Under the leadership of Ralph Oatley,

the Deerlield Academy Glee Club has

accepted an invitation to give a concert in

Chapin Hall on Thursday evening. May 7,

which will be the third performance they

have given in Williamstowii in recent

years. All are cordially invited to attend

by Mrs. W. H. Doughty, Jr., who is

sponsoring their appearance with a (com-

mittee of hostesses assisted by the Wil-

liams Musical Association and Deerlield

alumni among the undergraduates.

For many years the Deerfield Glee Club

has stood in the forefront of preparatory

school singing groups, and its program is

carried out "with unusual ability and in-

terest." For four years it was the winner

of the Interscholastic Glee Club Contest

held annually at the Town Hall in New
York. By virtue of its victories it has

now gained permanent po.ssession of one

cup and won a leg on a second, although

only placing second in the contest held this

year.

E. H. LETCHWORTH, JR., 1931

Manager of the Varsity Baseball Team,

Which Has Won the First Two Games
of the Current Season

Field Thursday afternoon. Filley, pitch-

ing an excellent game for the Purple,

struck out ten of the visiting players and

allowed but four hits, while Medin, who
opposed him on the mound, was touched

for nine safeties, including three-baggers

by Markoski and Rose, at the hands of

the local batsmen.

Casale opened for Clark by grounding

out to Markoski, and a moment later

Haddad hit to Fowle who touched the bag

for the second out With the count two
(Continued on Third Page)

VARSITY TRACK TEAM

TO MEET MIDDLEBURY

strong Williams Squad Expected

To Repeat Its 1930 Victory

in Opening Meet

VISITORS WEAK IN DASHES

Only Two Lettermen Who Placed

Against Purple Last Year

Remain on Team

FESTIVAL AUDIENCE

CROWDS GYMNASIUM

Leipsig and Lockhart Entertain;

President Praises Founder

in Opening Talk

THIRD PARTY TO BE DISCUSSED

Delegates From Five Colleges Will

Assemble at Amherst

Friday, April £//—To determine wheth-

er it is more advantageous to support one

of the two parties now dominant in the

United States, or to adopt the standards

of a third party, representatives from five

New England colleges, including Williams,

will assemble at Amherst today. The pro-

gram includes three assemblies, at which

John Dewey, political philosojiher who
spoke here last night, will propose a new
party, and members of the Republican,

Democratic, and Socialist parties will

present their views.

Following an opening address by Profes-

sor Orton, of the economics deiiartment of

Smith, on the political and economic prob-

lems facing modern society, the schedule

of the conference calls for Dr. Dewey's talk

this evening. Tomorrow afternoon will be

given over to a consideration of the Re-

publican and Democratic tenets, and to-

morrow evening MacCallister Coleman

will speak on .Socialism. There will be

numerous discussions of an informal

nature in addition to the addres.ses in an

effort toward an individual determina-

tion, on the part of the delegates, of the

merits of the various parlies. The confer-

ence will be composed of representatives

from Amherst, Holyoke, Massachusetts

State, Smith, and Williams.

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, APRIL 24

7.30 p. m.—Forum. Hon. R. B. .Stone

will speak on "Modern Siam." Jesuji

Hall.

SATURDAY, APRIL 25

1.30 p. m.—Varsity Track. Williams vs.

Middlebury. Weston Field.

2..30 p. m.—Varsity Tennis. Williams

vs. Colgate. Sage Courts.

2.30 p. m.—Varsity Lacrosse. Williams

vs. Dartmouth. Hanover, N. H.

SUNDAY, APRIL 20

10.35 a. m.—Chapel Service. Prof. A. C.

Purdy of the Hartford Theological

Seminary, Hartford, Conn., will

preach. '

7.30 p. m.—Williams Christian Associa-

tion. Dean Harry 1^. Agard will

speak on "The Scientific Spirit in

Religion." Jesup Hall.

Students and Faculty crowded all avail-

able seating space in the I,asell Gymna-
sium to witness the sleight of hand per-

formances of Nate Leipsig and the

sketches of Eugene Lockhart at the Jack-

son Festival, held in commemoration of

Colonel Ephraim Williams last Tuesday

evening. With Mr. Charles Safford acting

as master of ceremonies, and President

Garfield outlining the history of the foun-

der and the College in his introductory

address, songs enlivened the fifth quad-

rennial smoker maile possible through the

original fund donated by Nathan Jackson

in 1800.

After a brief announcement of the in-

formality of the Festival, Mr. Safford

called to mind the serious traditional

nature of the occasion, and gave the floor

to Dr. Garfield who set forth a brief survey

of the life of Ephraim Williams, and of the

early chapters of the College's develop-

ment. "No Williams man," began the

President, "ought to be content to spend

four years here, and not know a little about

the founder." Reviewing what facts are

known about the Colonel, the speaker

described him as a staunch Massachusetts

Bay man, and a believer in democracy

desjiite his service as a soldier of the King.

The growth of the College was unique,

he noted, in its continual aloofness from

Church support; instead, being always

under the guidance of laymen. In con-

clusion Dr. Garfield praised Colonel Wil-

liams, stating, "A man of such sterling

character we are glad to have as a founder

He was a soklier and a gentleman. We
can rejoice in the fact that we had a soklier

for a founder and that he was all that we

could ask a founder to be."

The rest of the program was given over

to the entertainment, Mr. .Safford first

introducting Mr. Lockhart who for many

years has been associated with the New
York stage as author, composer, director,

and actor. His sketches and accompany-

ing songs were greeted by roun<ls of laugh-

ter and apiilause, which called him back

for several encores. Mr. Lcijiaig then

gave a demonstration of the sleight of

hand [irowess which has earned him the

(Continued on Fourth Page)

Dean Agard To Discuss

Religion in W.C. A. Talk

Dr. Harry L. Agard, Dean of the College

and Director of Admissions, will apeak in

Jesup Hall Auditorium Sunday evening at

7.30 on the subject, "The Scientific Spirit

in Religion." This lecture is another of

the series held under the auspices of the

Williams Christian .\ssociation and de-

livered by various members of the faculty

on some aspect of religion.

The speaker does not intend to discuss

the compatibility of science and religion

but rather to limit himself to religion

alone, giving his audience the viewpoint

of a person connected with scientific

studies. Because of his wide and varied

experience in this field, couplet! with his

intimate connection as Dean with college

problems. Dr. Agard is eminently qualified

to speak on this subject.

Powerful in both the field and dash

events, the Williams track team will meet

Middlebury in the first encounter of the

season at 1.30 this afternoon on Weston
Field. The Purple should have little

difficulty in refieating the 75-60 victory of

last season, since only two Middlebury

lettermen who placed in that meet will

participate in the events this afternoon.

Under the guidance of Assistant Coach
Plansky, the field events have been

strengthened, with Berry outstanding in

the hammer throw, the discus, and the

javelin. Miller recorded 9:9 seconds in

the 100-yd. dash during last week's time

trials, while .Suffern has been turning in

fast times in both the mile and two-mile

run. Captain Paul of the visiting team,

who placed third in the pole vault last

year against Williams, will prove a strong

opponent for Patterson in that event,

while .Johnson, winner of the broad jump

in the same meet, is ex|)ected to dujilicate

his jierformance today.

The entries follow:

100-yd. dash—WILLIAMS—Miller,

Tuttle, Bartow, Kerr; MIDDLEBURY—
Montgomery, Bibby, Jocelyn, Snow,

Brown, Sanzo.

220-yd. dash—WILLIAM.S— Miller,

Tuttle, Bartow, Kerr, Swayze, May;
MIDDLEBURY—Deemer, Montgomery,

Bibb}', Sanzo, Jocelyn, Brown.

440-yd. dash—WILLIAMS—Sherwood
Swayze, Brown, Eynon, Korey; MID-
DLEBITRY—Fallon, Deemer, HaU, Sanzo

Chalmers Thayer.

880-yd. run—WILLIAMS—Page, Robb

Gibbs, Bilder, .Suffern, May; MIDDI-E-
BURY—Fallon, Thayer, Mumford, Han-

sen, Loveilay, Deemer, Hall.

One-mile run—WILLIAMS—Suffern,

Bilder, Fisher; MIDDLEBURY—Han-

sen, Sears, Thayer, Cox, Chase, Short.

Two-mile run—WILLL\MS— Guern-

sey, Suffern, Meiklejohn, Fisher; MID-
DLEBURY—Sears, Perrin, Harwood.

.Sevmour, R. Short, Thayer.

120-yd. high hunlles-WILLIAMS-
Dougherty, Ilebard, Palmer, Runo, Duck;

MIDDLEBURY—McLean, Banta, Rob-

erts, Hoyle.

220-yd. low hurdles—WILLIAMS—
Dougherty, Hebard, Palmer, Runo, Duck;

MIDDLEBURY—McLean, Hoyle, Ban-

ta, Roberts, Duval.

Shot Put—WILLIAMS-Berry, Tut-

tle, Stevens; MIDDLEBURY — Brow

Erkila, MacKenzie, Riley, Watson, John-

son.

(Continued on Third Page)

'^Adelphic Union'' Chooses
Reeves and Van Sant '32

Robert B. Reeves, and Grant Van Sant

'32, both of New York City, and Robert

E. Lawther '33, of Dubuque, Iowa, were

elected president, vice president, and

secretary, respectively, of the Adclphic

I'ldon, last Thursday noon, while L.

Kent Babco(^k '33, of Hartford, Connect-

icut, was appointefl assistant manager to

succeed William B. Cunnyngham '32. At

the same meeting Van Sant and Reeves

were elected president and vice president

of Delta Sigma liho, national honorary de-

bating society; antl Reginald II. Zallcs, of

New York City, and Mark W. Cresap '32,

of Winnetka, 111. were elected to the so-

ciety and to the jrasitions of secretary-

treasurer and historian.

Reeves prepared for Williams at the

Horace Mann School, where he partici-

pated in dramatics anil debating. Since

his Freshman year he has reprt^sented the

college frequently in debates, ami was re-

cently elected vice president of the Wil-

liams Christian Association. \'an .Sant

attended the Taft and Collegiate schools,

at both of which he was active in hockey,

swimming, and golf. At Williams he

won his numerals as a member of the

Freshman soccer and swimming teams.

At present he is a member of the varsity

hockey team, treasurer of the Classical

Society, and is an active member of the

W.C.A.
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BETTER LIGHTS; BETTER HOURS
The liKliliiiK, inul the .Siuicluy i)|)ciiiii(j; lumrs ot the lower I'eutliuu room of tlie

library are alike causes of diseoinfort unci ineonvenienee to a lar^e part of the student

body. The linhts, dim, and yet dazzlifi); in reHe<'tioii from polished tabletops, would

ruin the eyesight of a basilisk. .\iid the three hour period for whieh the room is open

on Sundays is ordinarily ipiile iiiade<piate in view of the denuuuls then made upon its

limited resourees.

ChaUKinn the linhlinn ,s<'henie probably offers obstacles of expense, but the ob-

jection shoukl not be allowed to bar the way more than temporarily. ChaiiKinji; the

Simday hours, on the other hand, olTers no great problem of expense. The ideal ar-

rangement here would be to open the lower room both in the afternoon and evening.

Ex])erienced underf^railuate library assistant surely could be left in eharf;e, and no

further burden |>ut upon the full-time slatT.

Both matters are in themselves trivial; but because so many men must use the

lower room, a wholly disproportionate amount of annoyance is caused. The Recoiu)

speaks for a good many men when it eonuuends to the attention of the trustees the

lighting iirobleni; and to the .\dministration, the question of Sunday hours.

A PIONEER NEEDED
1931 has the opportunity to write itself into the history of the College, if it will.

It is safe to say that one of the four classes now at Williams will be the author of that

"Ubrary tradition" which both pritle and common sense will inevitably create to

strengthen the purchasing resourees of Stetson library. The sooner the tradition is

laid, the greater the service to the College, and the greater the distinction to the class

which founds it.

No more appropriate memorial lor a class could be devised than the establishment

of a tradition under which succeeding graduating groups should contribute to the

Loyalty Fund sums speciti<'ally niarketl for applitacion to the library reserves. There

is nothing nebulous about the existing need. With its annual purchasing income only

40% of an itieal minimum of $20,000, the library,—once the Professorship Fund is

completed should have first claim upon any availal)le assistance, undergraduate

or alimuii.

And the student body can lend considerable aid. There can be no doubt of the

practicability of creating a large capital fund by the regular accumulation of relatively

small gifts. Various Princeton classes, for example, have successfully endowed entire

dejiartments in the university library,
—

"mo.sl of the classes beginning their emlow-

ments on graduation, with rather .small sums, and aiUling to them later as the alumni

become able to make more substantial contributions." Likewise, the strengthening

of the Williams scholarship funds by a similar process testifies to the soundness of the

idea. For the most enduring beneht , of course, the funds contributed sho\dd be applied

to the creation of capital resources, and not directly ex|)endcd. Likewise, the exjierience

)f many other institutions advises that the officials into whose hands the fund is given

' ot be too closely restricted as to its employment in piu'chases. "If you trust people

enough to give them money, yon ought to trust them to use it to the best advantage."

Though Stets(]n Library has been the recipient of gifts in the past, there has not

been extended to it any such regular and consi.stent aid as has served as successfully

elsewhere to direct contiimed attention u|)ori I he needs of this vital ceiiler of college life.

Once let it become customary for each graduating class (o leave a gift specifically des-

ignated for the i)\ir])ose of building up the library's resources, and the maintenance of

tlic custom would not only assure future undergraduate assistance, but would in itself

lead lo the developnu'tit of the tradition by giving publicity among alumni to the

Stet.son Hall recpiirements. If the officers of H))-!! should some evening meet with

officials of the library, and alunuu office, plan such assistance, and recommend it to

their classmates and I heir I'ompanion classes, they wouki be taking a step whose po.s-

sible significance would far outrun their own undergraduate careers.
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Having brought down on our head a

certain amount of utih fiimi vitricdic invec-

tive as a result of publishing the inlinuite

details of the Faculty na'cting in which

Honors W ork privileges were changed, we
lind it convenient lo tiu'n to other lields.

It has been intimated to us that the broad

statement of policies, rather than s|)ecilic

details of Faculty meetings are lo be dis-

closed to undergradiuites. Why, we don't

know, so we make no apology. Hul the

business transacted in that particular

meeting was so highly interesting that we
considered it worthy of con.sideration.

Dartmouth and Williams played a series

of the best two out of three baseball ganu>s

for the chami)ionship of the East in 1887,

aiul after each team had won a contest,

the final encounter took jjlace at Hanover.

Dartmouth emerged on to)), by means

which might be described as fairly devious,

if we may believe the Williams W'fi'kli/,

parent of The Hecoko. Following are a

few exceriits from that sheet, which, in

addition to providing sidelights on the

game in that era, are a far cry from college

joiu'nalism as practiced today;

"The treatment ot the nine at Hanover

was the worst ever received by our re|)r<'-

seidalives or those of any other college in

the exjjerienee of those accompanying the

team. While a certain amount of hearty

cheering is to J)e admired, the stooping to

personal remarks aiul yelling with the

avowed purpose of rattling a jjlayer when
a ball is to be caught, cannot be too severe-

ly criticised, and especially when the Held

allowed by the rules and expected to be

clear is encroached upon as was the case

beyond first and third bases."

The editor of the paper, finding eom-

nient throughout the sjxirt pages insutfi-

(Continued on Fourth Page)

Special Showing of

FRENCH
.SHRINERS URNER

SHOES FOR COLLEGE MEN
Monduy and Tuesday

at the

COLLEGE KESFAURANT
by -'JOE" DIFFEE

NKW YOKK SllOI'S

350 MadUon Avenue 153 Hroudwiiy 1263 llri.uilwiiy 131 Went 42nil Slrvm

Boston Ctiic«Ko Hanover Milwaukfi- Oninlia Pr^ivideiKe

llrooklyn Cincinnati llartloni Minnwiiiolii Pliilaili'lpliia Seattle

Ciimlinclge Cleveliuiil llllaen New Haven I'rineelon St Paul
Detroit Kansas Cil.v New Yoik VVa.sliinKlon, 1). C.

Golf Clubs

Golf Bills Supplies Repairs

DICK BAXTER
Telephone 1 14

Taconic Golf Club

Lessons
by Appointment

STEPPING INTO A IVIODERN WORLD

Christian, Buddhist

ReUgions Discussed
(Continued from First Page)

In morality, however, the I5uddhist stres-

ses the training of character and habit for-

mtilion, while the Chrisliiui sponsors the

spontaneous action of the will. "The

I3u(klhist is always looking to see the effect

of his deed upon his character and upon his

chances for future life," continuetl Pro-

fessor Pratt, "but the Christian isn't think-

ing about him.self . . . his soul's .salvation

is of second consideration."

"Christianity," stated Dr. Pratt, "is

much more sid)ject to authority, through

the Bible and the Pope; while Buddhism

is subject only to reason tested bv exper-

ience and observation, and hence is more

elastic and adaptable to the times ami

places in which it has gone. The Budd-

hist has little to fear from scientilic dis-

coveries." In discussing the founders

of the two religions, Professor Pratt de-

clared that ",lesus and Buddha have con-

tributed more blessing and jieaec to the

world than any other men. .lesus is the

youthful interpreter of C'lod; Buddha is

the elderly .sage and giver of wisdom . . .

Hut Christianity has made the wider

appeal, through 'falling in love with

Jesus'."

In defining his own belief. Dr. Pratt

said, "For myself, brought u)) as a Chris-

tian, the Christian symbols mean more to

me than do the Budilhist symbols . . . .

I am a pluralist, ami (.Ihristianity suits my
life better. Personalily is a part of my
philosophy- and there also Christianity

offers me more. But why cannot a Chris-

tian also be a Buddhist'? I find helpful

things in both, .and my spiritual life would

be less if deprived of either .lestis or

Uufldha." In conclusion I'rofc.s.sor Pratt

defemled the stand of both religicjiis in

attacking naturalism, a ilogmalie phil-

osophy basetl on extant principles deriveil

from 19th centtirv science.

Po-wer of Analysis

Included in Economic Major
(Continued from First Page)

such a ma.ior, and the law schools are dis-

l)osed to welcome ijeojjle trained in

economics.

The method of instruction used varies

from course to course, but in the main it is

that of discussion. Throughout the ma.ior

emphasis is placed on training in method
of work. In the two .lunior courses.

Money and Banking, and Economic His-

tory, rei)orts are reipiired in order to give

training in the testing of theories by an

appeal to historical and statistical facts.

The recpiireil senior course, whitih hereto-

fore has been devotetl to a detailed .study

of international trade and finance, places

still more emphasis on training in methods
of work. In this cotu'se every student does

a piece of independent investigation.

The Depnrlmenl nf Eainomicfi

Hon. R. B. Stevens To Speak
Friilivj, A/iril ;?,{—The Honorable

Raymond B. Stevens, American Ad-
viser in Foreign AITairs lo the govern-

ment of Siani, will speak on "Modern
Siam" at 'MO tonight in ,Iesup Hall

before the last "Forum" audience of

the current season. Mr. Stevens,

whose work for the past live years has

been tievoted entirely to the interests

of American-Siamese relalions and who
is in this country at the present time in

connection with the visit of the King
and (^uivn of Siam. is .an authority on

his sub,icct.

The long arm of the telephone

operator made longer
How tn extend the operator's range five-

fold ? There's an example of the prob-
lems put up to a telephone engineer.

Tliis was part of a study in stepping

up the speed of service to distant points.

"Long Distance" used to relay your call

to one or more other operators. Now
she herself reaches the city you are call-

ing, 30 or 300 or 3000 miles away.

Result: in five years the average time

needed to complete a long-distance con-

nection has been cut from 7 minutes to

less than 2 minutes.

In this industry even long approved

methods are never considered beyond
improvement. For men of the right

aptitude, that viewpoint is a stimulating

challenge.

BELL SYSTEM

A NATi J-WIDE SYSTEM OF I NTER-CONNF.CTING TELEPHONES

I.
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Fun

to EUROPE

Merry-making never (tcts a minute offinilic IMM
Tuuiist third cabin. The crowd, food and actom-

mudaiiunsareriKlit, bui (lie price seems all wron/;
— it's almost loo low for such a marvelous vcjyaBC.

In 1930 (he record number of 6U.)22 passengers

itavticd in "IMM Tourist."

$105 up
NO CLASS DISTINCTIONS on the Tourist

third cabin liners dc luxe, Ptnnland ami WtiUrn-

land. Their entire former cabin accommodations
ate devoted exclusively to Tourist. The only

steamers of their kind in the world.

Also delightful Tourist third cabin accommoJa-
lions on ibfAIj/>jr/V, world's larRcst ship, O/jmfd,
Hottitrk, {itktnlanJ, Britannic and many others.

Several weekly sailings to principal European
pons and British Isles.

Send for literature describing Tourist 3rd cabin.

Oit. A',1. HI .S7'i/.f .S7., Hn.Hfnft, nr any
iiutltoriziHl simmahip ugeiil

WHITE STAR . RED STAR
ATLANTIC TRANSPORT
INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE LINES

'urple Nine Outplays

Clark For 4-1 Vfctory
(Continued from First Page)

Biiil three, Knitsky walked, hut Filley

itinil the .Hide liy fanniiiR O'Tciole.

M.iikiiski, the first miin up for WilMiims,

Ihiive a lonn ffy to left center, scorini; on

(•(irhcs' single, l)ut Medin bore down and

itired Hose, Foehl, and Fowie in sue-

f'csslon. Witli two down in tlip second,

liricily Mned <iut a single safely, later

lyiiiK on hase when Marshall Hrouuded to

t'orhes. The Maroon hurler had the sit-

lialion well in hand when the Purple came
hat, ami idthoiinh N'ewi'omh scratched

I hit past shortstop, Filley Hied to Krutsky

[or the last out.

Medin Steadies in Pinches

The airli(?lit iieldiii); of the I'urple nine

piin held the visitors scoreless in the

hird, and the prosixicl of increasing the

lilliains lead seemed good when Mar-
o.ski .siiiKled and Forhes reached first on

fi\ error. Hose's well phu'cd hunt alond

lirst hase line filled the sacks, hut

Medin, pitchini; sujierh hall in the pinches,

truck out the next three batters before

Markoski could score. Although Clark

^lut men on (irsi and .second when Medin
singled to center and Ca.salo walke<l after

a si'orele.ss fourth inning, Markoski

handled Iladdad's (irounder cleanly for the

third putout. Rose opened Williams'

.turn at bat by wailing out Medin for a

. noinc to second on Foehl's sacrifice

FowIe, the next niai: up, drove out a

pong hit to left field, .icoriuK Rose, but

IWalhice and Pa^e were thrown out in

[inlcr.

Purple Scores Two in Eighth

After an uneventful sixth inning in

Iwliicli Filley fanned three Clarksinen in a

ow, Ho.se opened the .seventh with a

^hree l)a.so hit to center field, but was

landed out on a hidden ball play through

jioor coaching at third. With both pitchers

growing weak from the cold, Medin

knocked a long fly to the stands in the

eighth fratne, scoring from third when
l''incke, who had replaced Newcomb,
behind the plate, missed a high pitch.

iThe rally was ipiickly slopped, however,

when the suci'ceding hatters failed to i)ro-

Iduce hits. In the Williams half, Wallace

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

iThree-year course leading to degree of

ILL.B, Dwight System of instruction.

iLate afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ling special 'opportunity to students who
Imust or desire to support themselves by
[some business activity during the day
I Preliminary education requirement—sat-

lisfactory completion of at least two years
lleading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a

I
college recognized by the New York State
Board of Regents.

I
For detailed information, address:

IPROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary
|215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

stole .sei-ond, after reaching lirst on ii pass,

and crossed home when Medin fumbled
Welch's line drive. Filh^y Hied out to

Kmitsky, and Markoski brought Welch
home from second on a single for the final

I'urple score. Altliough HiiiTly singled

for a safety in the last inning, the .Vluroon

hitters failed to dt^liver, and the gana^
ended 4-1 for Williams.

WILLIAMS
ah r h pcj a e

Markoski, lib 4 I Ii ;i

Forbes, '2h ',i | 2 _' I)

Lankin, 2b I I) () (| ()

Rose, cf ;•! I 2 :i I)

Foehl, If ;{ (I

FowIe, 2b 4 tl 112 () ()

Page, rf '.i || i) (|

Fineke, c I 2 I) I

Wallai^e, ss Ii I I () ;j ()

.\ewc(mib, c •...20 I SI) I

Welch, rf 2 I I) (I

Filley, p 3 4

32 4 () 27 I-.

CLARK
ah r li

Casale, rf 3 I)

lladdad, 2h 4 I)

Krulsky, 3b 2 I) I)

O'Toole, If 4 I)

Pitkin, e 4

Donaoedian, cf 4 II

IJrierly, ss 4 II 2

Marshall, lb 3 I) I)

Moh'.ski, 11) I

Medin, p 3 I 2

|)o a e

2 I) I)

1 I)

:i 1

2 I)

i; I) 2

I (I

I)

1 I

Totals .32 1 4 24 3 4

Score by innings ,12 3 4 l) (> 7 S il

CLARK I) I) I) II I) I) Oil) 1

WILLIAMS I I) I) I 2 x 4

Huns baited in Forbes, FowIe, Welch,

Markoski. Tiiree hase hits- Markoski,

Rose, Medin. Sacrilice hit P'oehl. .Sio-

len bases Markoski, Wallace. Left on

bases -Williams, 10; Clark, 7. Hits

OIT Filley, 4 in (I innings; off Medin, '.) in

innings. Struck out Hy Filley, 10;

Hy Medin, .5. Ma.se on Halls OIT Filley,

2; Off Medin, I. Hit hy pitcher Casale

hy Filley. Wild Piteh-^Filley. Pas.sed

balks- Pitkin. I'mpire Holster. Time; 2

hrs. 20 mill.

Jlolch

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK

Case System—^Three-Year Course

Co-l'jlncdtioiKll

College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good

Grades Require .1

TriuLscript nl lliTonl Nccrssiir.v in

All Casc-s

MORNING, KAItl.Y Al TKHNOON AND
KVKNING CI.ASSKS

ll'n'/c/or Cdla'ngiic

CHARLES P. DAVIS, Registrar
2iA Brnadwny, New York

VARSITY NETMEN TO

OPEN SEASON TODAY

Oppose Colgate on Sage Courts;

Amherst Defeated Visitors

Wednesday, 6-3

Weather permitting, the Varsity nc^tmcn

will open their 1931 .schedule against a

veteran Colgate tennis team on the .Sage

courts this afternoon at 2.00. A week of

practice has given Captain Croehl an
opportunity to observe the players in

action, and as a result there have been two
changes in the previously announced rank-

ings, Morton and Kyler being .shifted to one

and six, respectively.

llorton, captain of the 10.33 Freshman

team, successfully challenged Croelil and

was ailvanced from tliirti to first in the

rank list; while Groehl and Dewey have

been moved back to secimd and third posi-

tions, respectively. Morris will play at

number four, with Haeffner and Kyler,

both inexperienced in Varsity intercollegi-

ate competition, completing the starting

line-up. The exact doubles pairings are as

yet uncertain, but it is probable that llor-

ton and Groehl will make up the first

team, with Dewey and Morris pairing up
for the second combination. HaelTner

and Eyier will compo.se the third tloubles

team.

In their first encounter of the year, the

Colgate netmen were defeated by Am-
herst, ()-3, losing all but one of the singles

matches. Woodruff was alone victorious

in the individual contest, conquering Biel-

aski of .Amherst in the second match.

Colgal<' was without tln' services (jf (cap-

tain Kent, also captain during his soplio-

mon^ y<Mr, in the Andierst contest, but

showed |)ower in the doubles, winning two

of the three matches. Tompkins, a

sophomore, is rank<Ml at number oni' and

demonstrated unu.sual power and ability

in his match with Hayes, .\mlicrsl star.

Weslcyan and Mrown were .scheduled to

oppose Colgate last Thursday and Friilay.

'V\u' tentative line-ups follow:

WILLIAMS
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Newly Renovated and Refurnished

THE GREYLOCK HOTEL
Open May 15 and 16 for Houseparties Under Ownership Management of

HENRY W. T. DUTTON

Paltry Stufif

(Contiinied from Second Page.)

cient, saw tit to remark editorially: "The

treatment received by the nine from Dart-

mouth on Weilnesday was such as to amply

justify Williams, should she see fit, to refuse

ever to play at Hanover again. We think

we are Kuilty of no exaKgeration when we

say that no college nine ever met with a

worse reception at the hands of another

•oUege."

"A large amount of cheering is to ex-

pected in games so nnportant as those

played at Hanover this week, hut when the

Dartmouth students, exceeding these

limits, endeavored by a course of systema-

tic yelling to confuse players in the art of

making a i>lay; when outsiders took an

active i)art in the game by throwing up or

obstructing a ball; when, l)y throwing caps

into the air, the Dartmouth men endeavor-

ed to di-stract the attention of fielders in

the act of catching fouls, or when, as was

once the case, an attempt was made to

trip up a ])layer by raising a rope as he

jumped over it ; and finally when, forget-

ting their own self-respect anil the respect

due the college representetl by their op-

ponents, they descended to ])ersonal insults

directed againist indivi<lual members of the

nine, it is surely time that the men guilty

of such misconduct should feel the odium

and disgrace they have deserved."

Personally, we should have enjoyed

seeing those games immensel)'.

Also from the same issue: "Bill Pratt

met with a serious and well nigh fatal

accident, while chopping wood, last week.

His axe, striking a clothesline, stretched

above his head, glanced and inflicted a

severe wound on the top of his head.

Fortvmately it struck him at svich an angle

that only a flesh wound was the result.

Bill's death would indeed be a sad loss to

the college."

I beg your pardon!

Throgmorton

Prof. Purdy to Preach

Professor A. C. Purdy of the Hartford

Theological Seminary will conduct the

regular morning service in the Thompson
Memorial Chapel on Sunday, April 20, at

10.35 a. m.

Liberal Philosophy

Discussed by Dewey
(Continued from First Page)

tut ions, but they do uphold and support

institutions.

The lecturer next characterized philoso-

phy as investigation of beliefs and institu-

tions. There are two types of philosophy

:

the first tries to "justify institutions,"

while the second is "more critical in the

ordinary sense of the word, and questions

the validity of existing beliefs."

The Philosophy of the Ijiberal mind is

of the second type, and "is more acutely

sensitive to the extent to which human
action and belief is influenced by prejudice,

individual desires, and routine habit."

All |)hilosophies strive to be free, in the

words of Mathew Arnold, "to see life

steadily and to see it whole."

The ciualities of the Lilieral mind, con-

tinued Dr. Dewey, are realization that

there is change in all things, humanism,

and the lielief that intelligence is a better

method of control than tradition or exter-

nal authority. Conservative philoso|)hy

is based upon fear, while Liberal Phil-

osophy is based upon the belief that

humans have cooperated to make the ex-

tent values in life.

In conclusion, Dr. Dewey stated that

the Philosophy of a liiberal Mind is liasetl

on "faith in man and his powers rather

than upon fear; it believes in growth and
in keeping young; it is a philosophy of

generous sympathy with the needs and

aspirations of those less tortunately placed.

It is this philosophy which should appeal

to the young in this country."

Infirmary Patients

Husband '31, Tukey '33, Hood and
Whitham '34 were the only students con-

fined in the Thompson Infirmary when
The Recoiid went to press Thursday even-
ing. In all cases of serious illness the

parents of the students concerned are

immediately notified.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Normille & Son
7 Water Street Phone 492-W

Williamstown, Mass.

LOOK LOOK

'New Low Prices

on de Luxe Models

Roadsters and Phaetons
now on display

at our Showrooms

American Motors, Inc.
114 Ashland Street

NORTH ADAMS Tel. 1104

Modern Dairy, North Adams

Delivers real Pasteurized Milk and Cream in

Williamstown daily

Delivered from one of the most modem plants

in Northern Berkshire

Telephone 2670-R R. STEELE, Prop.

Honors Work Notice

All members of the Classes of 1932

and 1933 who intend to take Honors

Work next year are requested to meet

in 4 Goodrich, Wednesday evening,

April 29, at 7.30. At this meeting the

general nature of Honors Work will be

discussed and the method of applica-

tion described,

Festival Audience

Crowds Gymnasium
(Continued from First Page)

title of the "magicians' magician," and

world-wide fame as a prestidigitator. His

repertoire of card locating, by touch, sight

and ear, was supplemented with an exhibi-

tion of hand-muscular control over cards,

knife, and cane, that held the entire

audience breathless.

A varied assortment of Williams songs

were interspersed through the program,

and the Smoker was concluded with the

singing of The Mountains. The commit-

tee in charge was able to supply free cigars

and cigarettes through the generosity of

Walter J. Hart's Drug Store.

The Fireside

Tea Room
Has Moved to

8 Bedford Terrace
Northampton

WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clark. President F. E. Moore, VUe-Preaident A. E. Evans, Caahltr

Capital - - - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $11 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Elxtended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms

Every Topcoat at Cutting's Is Busy

Answering the Call of "Lower Prices"
The weather makes a topcoat necessary and our "lower prices"

make a value you will have a hard time to equal

$20 $30 $40

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
SINCE 1870

Sixty Years of Knowing How

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street. New York City

Ask For

BERKSHIRE ICE CREAM
Always the Best

Sold at Williamstown's Leading

Soda Fountains

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Williamstown News Stands

Building

Materials

HALLER m
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths
Exclusive and Charming

Beautifully Furnished
Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

Geo. M. Hopkins

FURNITURE
Spring St., Williatnstown

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Gas

H. C. WRIGHT, M. D. and W. L CURRAN, M.I>|

Eye, RtLt, Nose and Throat

Glasaes Properly Fitted
(Vienna Eye and Ear Certificate)

C »ily; 9 a. m. to 12 m., 2 to 5 p. ">•

Tel 1480 Dowlin Block, North Ada)
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IDEVELOPMENT OF SIAM

DISCUSSED BY STEVENS

I
American Adviser to Government

of Siam Is Presented by

'Forum' in Jesup

LAUDS AID GIVEN BY U. S.

I
Finds Example Set by American

Government Big Factor in

Siam's Progress

As till' l«Bt Forum spciiker of tlip current

iBciison, Dr. Haynioiid H. Ktcvcns, Ameri-

I
advLfcr in foreign alTiiirs to tlie goverii-

bii'iil (if Siani, outlined the hist-ory and

Lolilical and eeonomie advance made hy

(hat connlry in the last 40 years in a talk

"Modern Siam" last Firday nixht in

IjcKnp Hall. "There are special reasons

I
why Siain shouhl lie interesting to ,\nier-

I leans," stated Dr. Stevens in nitroducinK

his siibjcet. "It is the first country in the_

Far lOast with which the United States

I
had treaty relations. The first treaty was

iCKOtiated in 1838, ten years before treaty

I

relations with China and twenty years

liehire such relations with .lui)an. Fur-

llicrniore, .America has made, if not a great,

hit li'Hst an apjirecialile eontriliution to the

development of modern Siam."

Outlining briefly the hist<iriral eviihilioii

iif Siam, Dr. Stevens described its origin

I ill the Mongolian race on the plains of Cin-
I Iral Asia, up until the time whim the

present Royal Family began its rule in

17S2, the Siamese or Thai had ac(|uireil

I

and pojiulated not only the area now con-

tained within Siam but also the I^ao

country now |)art, of French-Indo-China;

I

and it had also brought under subjection

all of ancient Cambodia and the larger

part of the Malay Peninsula. The mo<lern

development of Siam dates from the reign

of King Mongkhut who is one of the most

Iremarkable of the long line of Siamese

Ikings. Between the ages of 21 and 48 he

Fwas a monk in a Huddhist monastery.

I
lie travelled aliout the kingdom, '}ec.om-

ing acquainted with the situations under

I

which the common pcojile lived. lie

' studied western (Mvilizalion, learning Eng-
lish from the American missionariis and
French and l.atin from the French mis-

sionaries. He was the first king of Siam
who really came to know the western

world.

On ascending the throne, he entered

into negotiations with the British govern-

ment in 1854 for a modern treaty, abolish-

ing old trade monopolies and allowing in

(Continued on Third Page)

Honors Work Notice

.Ml members of the Cla.sses of 1932

and 1933 who intend to take Honors

Work next year are r<'()U(sted to meet

in 4 Goodrich, Wednesday evening,

April 29, at 7.30. .'\t this meeting tlii'

general nature of Honors Work will be

discusscKl and the method of application

described.

James Dunhar Student
Life Essays Due May 15

May 15 has been announced as the

closing date for Hie receipt of essays for he

.lames H. Dunbar Student Life Prizes

which an', awarded c^ach year to two under-

graduates by a group of 25 alumni for the

best arti(^les, essays, or editorials written

during the cum^nt academic year. The
prizes, which will be awarded on Memorial
Day just before the (/«)(/".'/''' tupping, con-

sist of .$100 and %U) in gold.

Contributions, which should be address-

ed to Philip R. Dunbar, 89 State Street,

lioston, Mass., are judged on their [lerti-

nenee to college student life in its social,

political, educational, <ir religious aspects.

The names of the winners of the contest

arc! inscribed on silver iilaqucs which are

attachetl to the Dunbar bulletin board in

ilosiip Hall where clippings are jiosled

from time to time containing germinal

ideas whi<Oi if ileveloped and thought out

to their full proportions would make
eligible material.

DARTMOUTH DEFEATS

LACROSSE^TEAM 7-0

Weak Attack Marks Opening Game

;

Stickmen Will Play Tufts

This Thursday

Doggedly opposing a stronger and more

eNpcrienced twc^lve, the Purple lacrosse

team dropped its opening game to Dart-

mouth at Hanover last Saturday after-

noon to the tune of 7-0. Although Lcs-

siiig, the Williams goalie, played a sterling

defense game, he proved no match for the

brilliant jiasawork of the opposing stick-

men, Sieminski, the Indian captain, alone

driving four scoring shots past him.

The contest opened with the teams on an

even basis, 19 minutes elajising before the

home team could jienetrate the Purple

<lefcnse to tally three goals in rajiid sue

cession. Fox, first defense for the visitors,

was ip'^triimental in wardini/ off thr? Dart-

nioulli attack. The Williams offense,

liamjiered by jioor passing and lack of

team-work, could not varry the ball suc-

cessfully into opposing territory.

The second period found the Dartmouth

attack well co-ordinated, and resulted in

four more goals against the Purjile. I.es-

sing, Williams goalie, was forced to make

21 stops during the frame, while Goell, in

the Dartmouth cage, made only two

throughout the entire game. The 7-0

Williams defeat augurs well for the Purple

in their encounter next Thursday with

Tufts, which the Big Green defeated sev-

eral weeks ago by the score of 9-1.

h summary of the game follows:

Williams (0) Pos. Dartmouth (7)

Lcssing g. (loell

Heine p. Pyles

Clarth c.p. Shafer

Fox Id. Young

Ohiy 2d. Kranz

Mears 3d. Kramer
(Continued on Second Page)

AGARD SEES SCIENTIFIC

SPIRIT AID TO RELIGION

Believes Method of Science Leads

to Greater Stability for

Religious Faith

VJide Breadth of Reading and Study of theViews

of Great Writers Are Important in English Major

( Thin is the third of a atrirH of (irticles nit'

the various n.ajors V'hieh will aiipiar in.

The Recokd.)

"The student who decides to enter the

English major should like to read and

should be aware that, while the important

authors are entertaining, they are im-

(lortant, for other reasons also. They
discuss artistic, theological, scientific,

economic, and sociological problems (this

list is not exhaustive); the student who is

not intensely curious about all the doings

of men will find a vast amoimt of litera-

ture, even great literature, without much
appeal to him. He will find author and

characters different from himself, and

holding opinions that may not ajipeal to

him. If his interests move spontaneously

or intensely in only one direction, he may
liiid literature in its eomi)rehensivenes8

not adapted to his idiosyncratic disposi-

tion.

"If the student has the makings of a

good reader, he will enjoy in English 3-4

an opportimity Id study the expression in

literature of the life of one of the great

periods in human history and to learn

something of the art aiul theory of the

Elizabethan playwrights. In English 5^
he will encounter a totally different view of

life and art ; it he is not what Henry Adams
found most students to he in the 70's—

a

hard substance taking a polish— but a

quick intelligence reacting reflectively to

stimuli, he will discover that an educa-

tional process is taking place.

"For the third course in the Junior

major group, the student may choose

Rhcotric 5-0, where he will experience a

rigorous intellectual discipline; or he may
prefer to gain still another point of view in

literature hy electing a course in any one

of three allied departments.

"English 7-8, the reqiiired course in the

Senior year, aims at the development of a

critical method in the study of literaure,

and the formulation of critical standards.

With this object in view, t he class analyzes

the works of representative authors, and

jiractices the independent aiipraisal of

literature. There will be a reading period

in which the student will have opportunity

to exercise his initiative and originality in

handling authors and literary problems.

"The elective courses of the Senior year

make it possible for the student to com-

plete a comprehensive study of literature

in English. One who has majored in

English should find himself prepared for

the gradiuite school or for reading intelli-

gently during the leisure he will enjoy

whatever may be the business or profes-

sion he enters."

S. E. Allen, Chairman.

Dr. Bushnell '20 Called

to English Department

"Ridigion requires the same imndor and
aspiration for the truth that insjiires

science. It not merely tolerates the spirit

of science but rather includes it," stated

Dean Harry E. Agard. of the mathematics
department, in his lecture, "The Scientific

Spirit in Religion," presented under the

auspices of the Christian Association in

.Jesup Hall last Sunday evening. The
sjieaker maintained that the scientific

method of ajijiroach to the facts of religious

experience would tend to lend stability to

religious faith.

"In discussing the approach of a man of

science to religion" Dr. Agard said, "we
are not at all concerned with the old at-

tempt to reconcile religion anti science.

In fact we do not admit that there is any
hostility to be removed since we can under-

stand the essential difference between
science and religion. Science investigates

phenomena and is concerned with the col-

lecting and classifying of facts; religion

deals with values, and accepts the scien-

tific description of the universe, asks what

it all means, and searches for the invisible

reality that lies behind it all."

Pointing out that a great deal of the old

theology with doctrine and dogma has no
longer any authority. Dr. .4gard charac-

terized the search for practical religion as a

tendency to go directly to the teachings

and the life of .Jesus Christ, who is aceeptetl

as a complete example of disinterested

devotion to social service. We are coming

to see, he [lointed out, that religion as well

as pure knowledge needs the empirical

spirit; for it includes thinking, and think-

ing is most fruitful when it sticks close to

the facts.

"The empirical attitude toward religion

is in close harmony with the accepted view

of the immanence of God," continued Dr.

Agard. "A caretiii study ol tne life ot

.Jesus and his methotis supplies a founda-

tion for religious life, where creeds, theol-

ogy, doctrines, and even the Bible have lost

much authority. We te.st the validity of

the two great commandments of .Jesus by

our own experience and oliservation."

In the final stage of the search for the

intrinsically sound basis, according to his

opinion, we must go to the original sources

with the open mind of science.

"With the directness of the method of

scientific research," the speaker concluded,

"our study of the Christian conception of

life is focused on the teachings of .Jesus

Christ Himself, rather than on man-made
theories concerning Him. For we seek a

religion groimded in personality, rather

than one grounded in theory."

Dr. Nelson Slierwin Hushncill '20, As-

sistant Professor of F,nglish at .\orth-

western I'nivcrsity, has been appointed

an Assistant Proi'es.sor of English on the

Williams I''aculty for next fall. Eiigage<l

in teaching at colleges and jireparatory

schools since his graduation from Williams,

he served on the Faculty here in 192S as

an instrui^tor in English.

Dr. Bushnell received the honorary

degree of L.L.D. from Baldwin-Wallace

College in 1923. M.A. from Williams in

1920, and Harvard in 1927, and Ph.D.

from Harvard in 1928. He taught at the

Taft School from 1923 to 1925, and was a

member of the Jlarvard faculty during

1927. While at Williams he took a promi-

nent |iart in literary and oratorical activi-

ties, and was elected to the I'hi lieta

Kappa society in his Junior year. Dr.

Bushnell was a member of the Literary

Monthly board, Secretary of Pipe anil

Quill, and Class Poet.

TRACK TEAM DOWNS

MIDDLEBURYJ4 1/2-50 1/2

Miller Wins Both 100 and 220-yd.

Dashes ; Dougherty Takes
Hurdle Races

COLLEGE RECORD FALLS

Berry Heaves Shot 42 ft. 9}4 in.

To Break Record Made by

Marshall in 1906

WILLIAMS DEFEATED

BY COLGATE NETMEN

Inability To Win in Doubles Causes

Purple Downfall in Initial

Match of Year

Dewey, Luce, and Coleman
Discuss Political Parties

In an effort to determine the best future

Iiolitical alignment for students graduating

from college, the Liberal Clubs of Wil-

liams, Amherst, Smith, and Massachusetts

State siionsored a series of lectures by men
representing the Republican Party, the

Socialists, and the Progressivists last Fri-

day and Saturday at Amherst. The
speakers were John Dewey, who upheld the

Progressive views, Robert Luce, Republi-

can member of the Hou.se of Re))resenla-

tives from Massachusetts, and McAllister

Coleman, who advocated a Socialist doc-

trine.

Sponsoring the ideals of the I^eague for

Independent Political Action, of which he is

chairman, Dr. Dewey stated that they

were little different from the Socialist

doctrines except in name, but that the

League was essentially a pressure group

and not another national party. He
(Continued on Third Page)

CALENDAR

TUESDAY, APRIL 28

7.00 p. m.

—

Phi Beta Kappa Society.

The annual banquet of the society will

be held at the 7'/i('(a Delta Chi house.

THURSDAY, APRII, 30

4.15 p. m.— Varsity Baseball. Middle-

bury vs. Williams. Weston Field.

4.15 p. m.— Varsity Lacrosse. Tufts vs.

Williams. Cole Field.

FRIDAY, MAY 1

8.15 p. m.—IAUle Theatre. Spring pro-

gram will be given in Jesup Hall

Auditorium.

Lack of practice proved to be the down-
fall of the Purple tennis team in its open-

ing match against Colgate on the Sage

Hal! courts last Saturday afternoon, when
the visitors won by a score of 5-4. Horron

and Dewey, displaying splotches of mid-

season form, were able to annex two of the

singles victories, but inability to turn back

the visitors in the doubles cost Williams

the match.

In the number one match, Horlon had
little difficulty in routing his opponent,

Woodruff, allowing him but three points

in the first set, which he won ti-0, and

romijing through to a 0-2 victory in the

second. Captain GrochI, jilaying number
two, was no match for Tompkins, losing

in two straight sets, 0-2, 0-3. Dewey, at

number three, was never extended in the

first set, winning (i-2, from Deisseroth,

then dropped the next at O-.S, and won the

third for the match, (i-3.

.\lthougli Horton's shots were dropjiing

in the corners and on the baseline with

deadly precision, the Purple first doubles

team drojijied their match to Woodruff

and Tompkins, (1-2, 7-5. Morris and

Haeffner fared little better again,st Deisse-

roth and Clifford, losing two languorous

sets, 0-4, 0-4. In the final match of the

day. Captain Groehl paired with Eyler

against Springborn and Butler, and

although performing erratically, won in

three sets, 8-0, 4-0, fi-4.

The summary follows:

Score—Williams 4, Colgate 5.

SINGLES— Horton (W) defeated

Woodfuff (C), 0-0, 0-2; Tompkins (,C) de-

feated GrochI (Wl, 0-2, 0-3; Dewey (W)
(Continued on Third Page)

Winning every event except the .880-yd.

run, the two mile grind, and the broad

jump, while showing strength in the

sprints and weights, the Williams track

team trounced Mitldlebury in the first

meet of the year by an 84,'/2-50|-2 score

on Weston Field last .Saturday afternoon.

The outstanding performance of the day
was the 42 feet 9,'< inch throw of Berry in

the shot put, bettering the record estab-

lished in 1900 by more than a foot.

Captain Dougherty and Miller were

the individual high point scorers, with ten

points each. Dougherty won the high and
low hurdles, coming within a tenth of a

second of the record in the former event,

while Miller turned in the fast tmie of 10

.seconds against a strong head wind, and
easily out-distanced the field in the 220-yd.

run. Berry, besides winning the shot put,

placed second to Fowie in the discus, and

third in the javelin t hrow-.

In the 880-yil. run Thayer liroke the

Middlebury record in the time of 2 minutes

5.seconds, coming within one second of the

best Williams time in this event. The
visitors made a clean sweep of the broad

jump. Brown taking first, with Mont-
gomery and .lohnson jilacing second and

third. The two mile event also was cap-

tured by Middlebury, with Sears and

Pcrrin passing Guern.sey in the last 50

yards.

The most exciting race was in the mile

run, when Suffern forced Hansen of Mid-

dlebury until the last lap, and then was
able 1(t pass him within 1pn y..irrlo of O^-*

finish line. Sherwood won the 440-yd.

run in 51 seconds, while Fallon and Brown
placed second and third.

Records were threatened in both the

javelin and pole vault, when in the former,

Johnson toss(xl for a distance of 170 feet,

7}/2 inches, and Patterson cleared the bar

at 1 1 feet, Hi-i inches to win the event,

afterward just missing the record by half

an inch. Fowle's throw in the discus eas-

(Continued on Second Page)

'Phi Beta Kappa' Banquet
The annual ilinner for the under-

graduate and Faculty members of Phi

111 to Kiippn will be held at 7.00 this

evening at the Thrta Delta Chi fraterni-

ty hou.sc cm Park Street. The speaker

of the evening will be President Fred-

erick D. F(Try of Hamilton College,

valedictorian of the class of 1891, and

former Dean and Professor of Mathe-
matics at Williams.

C. S. Pearce, President of Palmolive-Colgate-Peet

Company, Describes Manufacturing-Selling Industry

"I'm a Bolshevik in this respect," saidt

Mr. Charles S. Pearce, president of the

Palmolive-Colgate-Peet Company, when

asked (vhat subjects he would advise the

college man planning to enter bu.siness to

study. "If a man is going into business,

and knows it, I think that he's wasting

his time by studying higher mathematics,

political economy, or philosophy—these

are too much in the abstract." Chatting

informally with a Recoiid reporter in his

lavishly furnished office ato]) the new
Palmolive Building overlooking Chicago's

lakefront, Mr. Pearce outlined the general

organization of his comjiany, and suggest-

ed the requirements for a general merchan-

dising-mamifacturing industry.

"If I were going through college again,"

continued Mr. Pearce, "I wouldn't go

farther in mathematics than algebra. I'd

put more time into studies that come near-

er to meeting the requirements of business.

History is fine— literature is fine—Latin is

fine because it's the basis of so many
languages. I would study more I^atin, and

put more time into languages, and then, if

1 were going to fake post-graduate co\ir8es,

I'd apply them along tlie line of work I

intended to do. A st\idy of law is valuable

from the standpoint of a well-balanced

mind training. And I think an economies

major would he of great aid."

'Can you tell me something .about the

kind of work a young man entering your

organization could expect to find, Mr.

Pearce'?" lusked the reporter.

".\t first he would be expected to start

at the bottom of the department we or he

thought himself best fitted for," replied

Mr. Pearce. "Then he wouUI go through

a course of experience and training. His

|)rogre,ss would be governed entirely by liis

aggressiveness, ap|)lication, the contacts he

formed, and his ability to get- other people

to do what he wants them to do. In

general, there are two main lines he might

enter—manufacturing and merchandising

—perhaps accounting might be added as a

third, b\it this is more purely professional,

and a man in this end of the work isn't as

apt to rise to the top. In our business,

the best chance is in merchandising, adver-

tising, .and selling, because if you can't sell

your iiroduct, you can't, manufacture it!"

"Is it true in your business, as in lianking

that most of the important po.sitions are

held by older men?", asked the reporter.

"No", stated Mr. Pearce emphatically,

"I wouldn't say that this was the case.

Age is no hindrance; in fact, the younger

the executives are, the better, for if it takes

a man forty years to get to a good position,

he will have lost a good deal of his drive

(Continued on Fourth Pbc«>
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THE TENDER THEME
It has been an aniuial custom for a lin'it, and yet scimowhat louchin);, editorial to

appear in The Rkcdhd of the first niglit ol' liouse partie.s dealing in smart and sii|)or-

ficial fashion witli every aspect of tlie Tciuier Tlieme. Hut experience lius launlit us

that Friday is too late for wei(i;lity dicta and momentous moralization; hy that time.

the career-conscious Vassar vestal, the jjolished product of Metroi)olitan |)arlors, and

the prim miss from the fresh-water .seminary will have lost their itlentities and become

diffused in the House Parly Girl; by that time, we, the inmates of this mountain

retreat, shall—through stimuli or complexes or just natural phenomena—have been

transformed into gay younjr dons (.luan or Quixote), and the tide of study will have

pone out just as the tide of speed and pseudo-scintillation came in; by that time the

rented jazz princes, the nearby bars, the local Thespians, and ])ossibly a reincarnation

of Peaches Browning will provide such stiff competition that what The Record has

to say will be as consjjicuous on the floor of the Post Office as Rudnick's liills and

Forum announcements. Antl so the editors propose to shelve a good wholesome honors

work editorial until Friday and to proceed from tliis point in their diagnosis of transient

Berkshire Society.

Looking aheail to the week-end, we see that the stage is set. Ex|)ensive orches-

tras have been jirocured, and expensive curs have been shined. Sports and the drama

will please between the acts. But what of the feminine leads? What have we there?

Prim childhood friends u]) for the long-promised lark? Engaged young damsels oiT

for their final fling? Sisters, properly chaperoned, at their first and final |)arty?

Ah! No. Wliat we have there is romantic passion, hearts soaring <ir broken, with Cod

behind a douil. No little Bethel Sunday School picnic. Xor a lioozey out ling

of the Odd Fellows. But hours of dancing. Moonlight rides. .\nd tomato juice in

the morning.

But let us not make light of the matter. Four of our number have .solemnized

their devotions since fall parties, and what with spring, the full moon, and the prox-

imity of pulchritude who can say what may not happen before the festivities are over.

It is all a serious alTair for few of us will be our true selves, few will be natural, and as

Stuart Sherman said, the moment the two young actors stop acting and begin to be

entirely natural they begin to bore each other. Will we be bored before jiaying hom-

age to Hymen? Or after? Be very careful.

third.

(W);

third.

(W);

thinl.

(M);

Track Team Downs
Middlebury, 84 '2-50 '2

(Continued from First Page)

ily won him first placi' in timt event,

although ten feet under the record set by

him last year.

.\ summary of the events is us follows:

lOO-yd. tiash—Won by Miller (W);

Tuttle (W), second; Bartow (W)

Time: 10 sees.

220-yd. (lash—Won by Millei

Bibby (M), second; Swayze (W)

Time: 22.5 sees.

440-yd. dash -Won by Sherwooc

Fallon (M), second; Brown (W),

Time: 51 sees.

880-yd. run—Won by Thayer

Fallon (M), second; Mumford (M), third.

Time: 2min., 5 sees.

One-mile run—Won by .Sulfcrn (W);

Hansen (M) second; Cox (M), third.

Time : 4 min. 35 sees.

l"wo-mile run—Won by Sears (M);

Perrin (M), second; Guernsey (W), third.

Time: 10 min. 12.3 sees.

r20-yd. high hurdles—Won by Dough-

erty (W); Palmer (W), second; Hebaril

(W), third. Time: 15.4 sees.

220-yd. low hurdles—Won by Dough-
erty i,W); Palmer (W), second; McLean
(M), thinl. Time: 2(i.2secs.

Shot Put—Won by Berry (W); Tuttle

(W), second; Brown (M), third. Dis-

tance: 42 ft. 9>2 "'

Hammer Throw—Won by Stevens (Wl;

Brink (M), second; Riley (M). third.

Distance: n7ft.3K"i.
Discus Throw— \A'on by Fowie (Wl;

Berry (Wl, second; Zinn (W), third.

Distance: 115 ft. 10 in.

.lavelin Throw—Won by .lohnson (Wl;

Lovcll (Ml, second; Berry (Wi, third.

Distance: 170 ft. 7>-'2 in.

High .lump—Won by Lieber (Wi;

tie for second between Affleck (Ml and

Urner (Wl; McLean (M), third. Height:

5ft. Sin.

Broad .lump- Won by Brown (Ml;

Montgomery (M), second; .lohnson (Ml,

third. Distance: 21 ft. 1 in.

Pole Vault—Won by Patterson, (W);

Paul (M), second; tie for third between

MacKenzie (Ml and Mayer (Wl. Height:

1 1 ft. SK in-

Final Score— Williams S4>^, Middle-

burv 50K.

BASEBALL AND THE LEAGUE

Baseball is with us again, and once more the campus discusses the status of the

sport, the lack of interest shown by spectators, and its future at Williams. That it has

gradually faded into a secondary ijosition during the last few years is generally ac-

knowledged, and The Recohd feels justifieil in taking a fling at restoring its i)restige of

the past, .\ccordingly, we turn to the possibility of an intercollegiate league aiul rec-

ommend that the Athletic Council take steps toward its formation.

The first question that arises concerns the membership of such a league, which

would consist of six or eight colleges the size of Williams, located in as small a geograph-

ical area as possible, so that traveling expenses could be cut to a minimum. Each

team would play two games with every other member on a home and home basis, and

there would be room left on each college's schedtde to sign u)) several games with non-

members of the league. The second question involves the iiossibility of undue em-

phasis of intercollegiate athletics. However, the validity of this objection is extremely

questionable: the Eastern Intercollegiate League is a case in point, for it has produced a

notable effect upon the sjiirit of play and provided a stimulus to its individual members

as well as increasing gate receipts. These colleges have found that they can learn a

great deal from professional baseball, which now exemplifies the luitional game at its

best. They have learned that fighting for first or .second place in a league, or even

striving to rise from the cellar, arouses much more pleasure among |)lavers and enthu-

siasm among spectators than a schedule of exhibition games which mean little except

in regard to the season's record.

The proposal in this column of a league would amount to a mere waste of lime

except for one fact,—all the colleges that might pos.sibly be involved are eager for its

establishment, as the enthusiastic reception of The Recoud questionnaire indicated.

Particularly significant is the unanimous approval of the jjropoaed league by twelve

baseball captains. The game should primarily (onform to their point of view since

they are the ones who play it.

The Record's part in this proposal has been played. Now it can do nothing \m\

rail the attention of the Athletic Coimcil to the statistics il has compiled, with the

suggestion that action be taken in following ui> this expression of .sentiment.

In its next meeting, it can study the answers of the questionnaire and make a

tentative selection of possible fellow members. Let it invito the captains, coaches,

and athletic directors of these colleges to a conference, at which all final decisions can

be made. And, if the resulling league provides greater pleasure among the |)laycrs and

greater interest among the spectators, Williams should be proud of its part in fostering

the recovery of a languishing sport

.

Dartmouth Defeats

Lacrosse Team 7-0
(Continued from First Page)

Donovan

Svvinehardi

Kent

.Sieminski (Capt. 1

Harms
Eldredgc

LIAMS Clark for

Mcars; Mears for

Means; Hunt for Bixhy; Brewer for Row-
land; Bixby for Vail. DARTMOITH— Fit-

zcnberger for Kramer; Cliri.stie for Dono-
van; Cieakins for Swinchardt; Hobart for

Kent; Davis for Harms; McNicliols for

ICldredge. Goals: Sieminski, 4; lOldredge.

1; Hobart, I; Christie, 1; Stojis: Goell, 2;

Lessing 2i).

Dunn (Ca|)t. i
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Ylannel trousers .... Sweaters .... Y^nkkers "^uits ^ort Coats Yurnishtngs

Dick Kendrick will be at Ed Dempsey's Restaurant on April 28th and 29th

)ewey, Luce and Coleman
Discuss Pol'tical Parties

(Continued from First Page)

jiiticiseil at length the complete inability

If till' Itepuhlii'aii Party to compete with

\c present (lejiresHioii, anil decried the

Idiivcr ic),'iine on the basis of the Heil

fcniss relief action and the uiieiiipldynient

Isiiriincc bill.

' AdinilliiiK Or. Dewey's group to bo Iho

iiiiKimril of the Republican Party, Robcri

liiee nevertheless denied that Progressives

|ii(| ever accomplished much, citing the

icl ilinl the .Socialists had never been in-

itniirienlal in pa8.sin({ a national law. Me
Jlruiicly urKcd aftiliation with an esliib-

Islii'il niilioiial parly, advocatin^^ cspccial-

I'
ilic He|>iiblicans because of their united

llniid "f colleelivisiii, im|)lyinK a pro«reH-

spiril and erilicisiiin the Deinocrats'

k'Mdencics toward individualism, which

liid n'-siilteil in a party split,

Mc.Mli.ster Coleman, uplioldiii); a Sociiil-

Isl diietriiie, stilted that the Siieialisl

f:irty had a delinilc ))lalform to alleviate

lie ills the Hcpublican Party could not

lilve, driving home the fact that a liberal

Jilcrprelation of Marx stood for u ncnerul

liclliod of living rather than sini|)ly u,

iililical affiliation near election time. I

Itiideiils from Williams who attended the

liiifereiiee were Vipond '81, Parks and
lecves '32, and bawl her '33.

=«»^SS»5®«i58»5?S:^r®g8S8g«?r«SS«s«g«88g5i«S5S«;s^^

)evelopment of Siam

Discussed by Stevens
(Continued from First Page)

ertiiiii areas the acipiisition of land.

piis was followed by a similar pad with

\w I'liited Stales in l.S,5(l. and by similar

caties with most European countries.

Iliicli later became the source of serious

riclion and also an obstacle in the further

liiil necessary development of the country

liid its government. These provisions

lere, in brief: first that the subjects of the

peaty powers were placed under the jiir-

iiction of their own consuls and nol un-

fcr the jurisdiction of Siamese law and
lamese courts; and, second, that cus-

pms dut ies in iSiam should not be in excess

f three percent.

King Mon({khul died in KSdS. Mis son,

IhiilalonKkorn, hail been Kiven a modern
Ihicalion. He travelled extensively, and

June into contact with western methods of

l)vernment and administration. During

[is lonx rei(;n, \\\\\f, Chulalon);korn abol-

Ihed slavery, lii'Kan the construction of

bilways, reformed the Hnances of the

liimtry, adopted a budxel system ami
pparated the Kinj^'s own personal reve-

pies from the revenues of the state. He
lablished modern courts and u modern
>de of laws based largely on the continen-

bl .system. He also employeil foreign

kperts to advise and aid his novernmenl,

Iho had no relation whatever to their own
|ivernment.

.\8 the country developed, the unequal

ovisions in the old treaties became a
trious obstacle to further improvement,
|id were the cause of much friction be-

vccn Siam and Occidental powers. For
lany years therefore, the chief task of the

pvernment was to secure a complete re-

fsioii of the old treaties. The United

jiales Government was the first nation

lliich voluntarily and without seeking

>mpensation of any kind, surrendered the

extra-territorial rights of its citizens and
the limitations upon customs tariff. By
I92(), all of the old treaties had been vol-

untarily revised and the limitations upon
customs and upon Siamese jurisdiction

practically abolished. The credit for this

generous example goes to the United States.

The total debt of the Siamese Govern-
ment is about $55,000,000, which is also

practically wjual to one year's revenue.

Furthermore, a substantial i)art of the

revenue is secured from Government jjrop-

ertics so that the actual tax burden per

capita amounts to $3.50. These figures

clearly show, the speaker declared, that

the burden of taxation is not excessive and
that the revenues of the State are devoted

to the public interest and not sipiandered

in luxurious living by the Royal Family.

Dr. Stevens brought his talk to a chtse

by emphasizing the fact that Siam is today

the happiest country in Asia. "Siam is

liractically populated by one race of

people. It has one religion Buddhism
a religion singidarly free from superslition

and the moral teachings of wdiich are in

many resjiccts similar to the Christian

religion. It has no caste system. It has

a royal family that is highly educated and
to which the ]ieople are loyal. For three

generations its rulers have been men of

wisdom and capacity. If, under the

leadership of its kings, it has taken much
of western civilization, it has also retained

a great deal of its own customs and tradi-

tions. It is free from foreign domination,

and the independence of its government

and the integrity of its territory are rea-

.sonably secure. Siam has earned the

right to develop her country in her own
way and according to her own traditions

and her own civilization."

Williams Defeated

by Colgate Netmen
(Continued from First Page)

defeated Dcisscroth (C), ()-2, (i-.S, (>-4;

Clifford (C) defeated Morris (W), 7-5,

0-3; Eyier (\V) defeated Springborn (Cl,

3-(), ()-3, 0-3,; Butler (C) defeated IlaelT-

ner (W), fi-4, (i-2.

DOUBLES- Woodruff and Tompkins
(C) defeated Morton and Dewey (W),

(i-2, 7-5; Deisseroth and Clifford (C) ile-

fealeil Morris and Haeffner (W), f)-4,

(i-4; Groehl and EyIer (W) defeated

SpWi^ born and Butler, 8-0, 4-0, ()-4.

ShopInternational
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,

Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Normille & Son
7 Water Street Phone 492-W

Williamstown, Mass.

'LITTLE THEATRE' WILL

PRESENT THREE PLAYS

Entertaining Bill Will Be Offered

for Houseparty Guests on

Friday Evening

Three plays, 7'/ie Twelve Pounil Look,

(Imts ()/ Ihe Mounlain, and Womm Have
Their Wuij, will be i)resented by the Liitle

Theatre, at 8.15 p. m. on Friday, May 1 in

.lesup Hall Auditorium. This bill, the

fourth and last of the season, has been

adapted by the directors "to olTer amusing
entertainment for the large number of

house party guests who will be on Ihe

campus for the week-end."

The first play on the program. The

Twelve Pound Look by Sir .lames Barrie,

reveals the fact that, behind the polished

surface of a successful man's drawing

room attitude, there lies a cbaraeler con-

flict of unsuspected dramatic po,ssibilities.

Gods of Ihe Mountain, an oriental fantasy

by Lord Dunsany, is a somewhal ironic

study in the relation of Man to God.

Women Have Their Way, a delightful

Spanish comedy of manners by A. and S. .1.

(Juintero, is a demonstration of the power

of gossip.

The casts for the plays arc as follows:

The Twelve Pound Look

by Sir .lames Uarrie

Ijiil;/ Sims Miss Gobeille

Ijord Sims flajjpel '33

Kate Mrs. Bloedel

Tonibcs Cresson '33

Directed by F. K. Davis '33

l'rom|)tcr, \. B. Cari)enter '34

Set Designed by Otto '32

(iognii

Gods of the Mountain

by Lord Dunsany
Ray '34

McKean '34

Thaiin

Aijinnr

siag

A Thief

Mian
Oorander

lllanaum

A kmos

Owen
Kobler

D. H. Ogilvy

R. D. Chapman
Fisher

Coons

Grim
Page

A dromedary man Haselnmyer

Directed by Sellery '3'2

Prompter, .Jones '34

Set designed by Merrill '31

Women Have Their Way
by .\. and S. I. (iuinlero

Concha Puerta Mrs. Brinsmade
Dona Belen Mrs. Avery
Juanita hi Rosa Mrs. Oster

Santita Mrs. Ciraham

Angela Mrs. Caldwell

Pilar Mrs. Gustafson

Village Girl Miss Cb.ild

DonJulUiii Spencer '31

Adolith Griswold '34

Don Cerilio Xash '31

Gnittara Hilder '33

Pefie Loro St earn '32

Directed by Zalles '32

Assistant Director, \'redeiibiii'gh '33

Setting designed by Woodniff '33

All costumes bv Haselmaver '33

ROUGEAU&HEBERT

Barbers
The Shop of Sanitation

Where the discriminating man
is pleased to come

12 ASHLAND STREET
NORTH ADAMS

NIAGARAIIP HUDSON

COKE

ST. PIERRE^S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER. Manaser

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NKW YORK

Case System—Three-Year Course

Co-Ediicutioiial

College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good

Grades Requirej

Traincrilit of l{i.c..i-.l .VftTssiirv i.i

.\ll (.'uses

mohning, i:,\1{I,v .\|. tkhnoon- anu
KVKM.Mi CI..\SSl:s

l^//^' /'or C.ild'oijiie

CHARLIS P. DAVIS, Registrar
23i Broadway, Now York

The New York Law School
(Chartered 189IJ

Three-year course leading to degree of
LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.
Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-
ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by
some business activity during the day.
Preliminary education requirement— sat-
isfactory completion of at least two years
leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a
college recognized by the New York State
Board of Regents.
For detailed information, address:

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary
215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

Geo. M. Hopkins
FURNITURE

Spring St., WiUiamstown

For Anything

Photographic
Of College and Students

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
CoMege

Photographer

Furniture

M. Schmidt & Sons
Near Post Office

42 Ashland Street Tel. 1825

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

at

?!ltUiamg

House Parties at Williams
Keep up that "Rep" about best dressed college by

availing yourself of the bargains offorded here.

TUXEDOES . . . $45.00

LINEN SUITS . . 21.95

WHITE BUCK SHOES 8.95

DRESS SHIRTS . . $2.95

DRESS TIES ... .•99

ARROW COLLARS 4 for 1.00

FLANNELS . $6.95

SPORT COATS 10.95

GOLF SHOES 8.95
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WARNS ATTENTION TO

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

Chief Royal States Ignorance of

Rules Will Not Be Excuse

for Ofifenders

As a warniiiK to those ilrivers claiininK

ignorance of the existing traffic and speed

reKulatiuns in and al)uiit Wilhanistown,

George A. Royal, Chief of Police, points

out that publication of these regulations

will he considered as sufficient warning

to future offenders. Particular emphasis

is laid on sections 1, 2, and 9, of the

"Rules and Orders" which pertain to the

Si)ring Street parking rules, and also on the

recently jiassed state regulation raising

the vehicular speed on traffic lanes such as

Spring Street from 15 to 20 miles i)er

hour.

This amendment is to take effect as a law

ninety days after its adoption, which oc-

curred only ten days ago, and offeiulers

of the 15-mile limit will he vigorously

prosecuted after publication of this notice

until the adoption has become a law.

The "Rules and Orders", as formed by the

board of selectmen of the town of Wil-

liamstown, are as follows:

1

.

No vehicle shall be i)arked on Spring

Street for a period longer than thirty

mintites between 7 a. m. and 9 p. m.

2. No vehicle shall be turned around at

any point on Spring Street.

3. No vehicle shall be parked on either

side of Main Street between its intersec-

tion with Water Street and its intersection

with Park Street.

4. No vehicle shall be turned around on

Main Street between its intersection with

Southworth Street and its intersection with

Cole Avenue.

5. No vehicle shall be stopped or

parked within thirty feet of any inter-

section of streets, the unavoidable delay of

traffic or accident excepted.

6. No vehicle shall be parked on Water

Street between its intersection with

Meacham Street for a period longer than

one hour between 7 a. m. and fi p. m.

7. No vehicle shall be parked nearer

than eight feet to a jjoint in the highway

opposite a fire hydrant

.

8. Traffic signals and signs, electric or

otherwise, shall be maintained at such

points as may be determined by the Town
or l)y the Board of Selectmen, and when so

maintained shall control all vehicular

traffic; and any failure of a driver of a

vehicle to regard said signals shall be a

violation of this order. Such signals shall

be operated at such times and in such

manner as shall be determined by the

Board of Selectmen.

9. No vehicle shall be parked or

stopped on Spring Street with its left side

to the curb, and all vehicles when parked

or stopped shall be on t he right side of the

street close to the curb.

10. Whoever shall violate any of the

provisions of these Rules and Orders may
be pimished by a fine not to exceed twenty

dollars for each offence.

C. S. Pearce Describes

Selling-Manufacturing
(Continued from First Page)

and energy. Our general sales manager,

for example, is only 30 years old. We
develop our men on the basis of their par-

ticular records, and what they're able to

do."

"The greatest demand now is for foreign

fields. To go into this work a man must

have the language—usually either Spanish

or French. Most young men are not

tangled up domestically, but if they are

married, the 'better half of the family

should be consulted. The wife does not

have the same opportunity for getting ac-

quainted in foreign coimtries as the hus-

band. But as some young men can't

stand the removal of restrictions that char-

acterizes foreign countries, and succumb

to the freer life, we would generally prefer

to have a married man in the position."

In describing the qualifications neces-

.iiiry for cnlcring the Pahnolivc C(ini|)any,

Mr. IVarce put little stress on the point of

high scholarship. "Marks are seconilary",

he said, "and if a young man graduated

Irotn an institution like Williams, that

would be about the only reiiuiremeni along

that line he would have to meet. We
should judge him on his reputation in col-

lege in respect to industry, aggressiveness,

his ability to meet and influence other

people, and whatever ability he had de-

veloped in creativeness, in addition to the

'cardinal virtues'."

Gordon ^32 Takes Third
Place in 'Times'' Contest

James Braund Gordon '32, whose win-

ning paper in the Williams College section

of the New York Times current events con-

test was entereil in the intercollegiate

contest, tied with the entrant from Smith

College for third place in the final competi-

tion, according to the results announced in

a recent issue of the Times. Sidney S.

Rubin, of Dartmouth, was awarded the

first prize of $500 while Oscar R. Fuss, of

Yale, received honorable mention.

There were 20 local contests in different

eastern colleges whose winners were en-

tered in the intercollegiate event, which

has been won twice by Princeton, once by

Harvard, Yale, and Amherst, and now by

Dartmouth. Gordon won the Williams

first prize of $150, Parks '32 received the

second prize of $75, and Baum '34 was

awarded the underclass prize of $25.

The contest consisted of a three hour

examination, with equal credit allowed for

the factual questions on current affairs,

which comprised the first half, and for five

short essays from among 15 subjects of

current interest.

W. O. C. To Build Cabin
With the selection recently of the site

for a metal cabin, the Williams Outing

Club is inaugurating a new policy which

will eventually culminate in the erection of

a number of similar shelters in the vicinity

of Williamstown. The site chosen for the

cabin is about a mile from Williamstown.

on Northwest Hill.

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
^X^ncy for Nash and Chevrolet Cars

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Gas

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

'LEGEND OF PLATO' IS

'DEBUNKED' BY DR. FITE

Characterizes Greek as Primarily

a Believer in Aristocracy

and Science

"Plato was not an idealist, but a math-

ematical realist; he was not a ])oet, but

a believer in scientific method; his ideas

of himian nature were naive, and his

morality was sophomoric" stated Dr.

Warner Fife, Professor of Ethics at Prince-

ton University in his lecture "debunking"

the "Legend of Plato," which was de-

livered before the Philosoi)hical Union

in Griffin Hall recently. Showing
that the idealistic interpretation of

The Republic was due to mistranslation,

the speaker characterized the Greek

philosopher as preeminently a scientist

and a believer in aristocracy.

His past three or four years of constant

reading, and of studying the history and

civilization of the time. Dr. Fife exjilained,

had aroused his suspicion of everything

attributed to Plato. Specifically turning

to The Republic, he jjointed out that the

two root motives which promjjted its au-

thor were aristocracy and science. After

outlining the social division into the clas-

ses of guardians and civilians as described

in the first three books. Dr. Kite continued:

"Plato knew nothing aboiU |«'r8onality

and cared not about individuality. The

purpose of 'J'he Ri'imblic is to rorni a mili-

tary caste. We are taught that he was a

broadminded man who wanted to give

everyone a chance. 1 should say that

The Republic iloes not stand for the open

career. The whole system of education

and justiite was intended solely for the

guardians. The slruc^ture of V'Ac Re-

public is opposed to any idea that Plato

had the civilians in mind, or cared. He

doesn't bother his head about them. He
brought them in only to show what the

state was like."

The Gennan Empire before the war,

carried to its ideal limit, Dr. Fite main-

tained, would be the nearest approach to

Plato's Republic. All of his traditions

were aristocratic—but the Peloponnesian

War placed the democrats in jjower in

Athens. "Plato lived his life in the face

of the ijermanent triumph of the party

that he loathed. The Republic was

written to make faces at them, and reflects

an intense bitterness." In conclusion

the Princeton Professor remarked, "The

soul of Plato is mathematical. If he a))-

jjeared on the earth today and were asked

who was the true philosopher, he would

point to Einstein."

Deshler and Erdwurni '31, Tukey '33,

and Hood anti Whitham '34 are the only
students confined to the Thompson Me-
morial Infirmary.

THE NEW
BOOKSHOP

72 SPRING STREET
Just Below the Bank

Books :: Prints
New Fiction, Biography, Drama

Poetry, etc.

Old and Rare Books.

First Editions. Fine Bindings,

Standard Sets. Sporting Prints,

Ship Prints. Maps.

Circulating Library.

Wilton Ratcliffe-Graff

BOOKSELLER and
PRINT DEALER

\ ASSAR INN
formerly VASSAR LODGE

Opposite Vastar Campus
POUCHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

Miss N. M. Falton, Prop.

STOP FOR FOOD AND ROOM

We have never made

*'Cheap Clothes**
but sincerely believe that a Rosenberg suit

is the best value obtainable and the most

economical garment a man can wear.

THE

1014 f;HAt»KI^ STHKET 36 EAST 521." STREET
Nirw VORK

Representative

MIKE HARRISON
AT CABLE PRINDLE'S

Wednesday and Thursday

April 29th and 30th
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(ESLEYAN SEEKS TO

KEEP TRACK LAURELS

strong Purple Team Will Furnish

Stiff Battle for Little

Three Title

/ISITORS STRONG IN DASHES

Poor Showing in Weights and Runs
Caused Defeat at Hands

of Springfield

111 the sccoml iirul lust home meet of Iho

fcoHsnii, :i stroiiK Williams track team will

jiircl Wcslcyan, last, year's titleholder, in

ill!' lirsl cDiitest for the Little 'i'hrcie title,

jliis iiftenioon at 1.30 on Weston Field.

\llli(Miuh ilereate<l by Sprinufielil by an

||-17M seore, the visitors are stroiiK in

the (laslu'H, with Wilcox runninK the hun-

Jcircd in 10 flat, and e(|iiallinK the Weslcyan

|re<'iir(l of 22 seconds in the 220-yd. race.

A comparison of the distances and times

lof hotli teams would Kiv(! W('sleyan a

Iclccidcd advantaKC in the 44()-yd. run, and

the discus, in which Smith won first place

liKiainst Springfield with a toss of 125 ft. 5}4
The visitors are weak in the hurdles,

the shot put, hainmer throw, and pole

vault, hut Coach Martin has a wealth of

[iiiiitcrial in the miming events, with

liicrnsey turninn in fast time in the 100-

il. dash, and Gonlon atid Nevins in the

iiilc and two-mile runs.

.\fter an impressive showinK last week

iiRainsI Middlehury, the Williams team is

r.ivored to win anain today, with Uerry,

I'alterson, and .lohnson ahead of their

rivals in the shot put, pole vault, and jave-

lin throw. Miller will clash with Wilco.x,

J
he Weslcyan veteran, in the lOO-yd. dash

ImhI the 220-y<l. run, and Suffern will a^ain

tun in the mile event. On Thursday,

May 7, the Varsity will complete the sea-

m at .Vmherst in the final contest for the

Lit lie Three champiimship.

The entries follow;

lOO-yd. dash—Williams— Miller, Tut-
:'.•-, Uarlov.-, Kerr; Middlehury- Wi!i,>jx,

iucrnsey. Lodge.

220-yd. dash—Williams— Miller, Tuttle,

Blartow, Kerr. Swayzc, May; Middlehury
Wileox, Lodge, Richard.

440-yd. dash—Williams—Sherwood,
(Continued on Fourth Page)

Committee Chairmen for
1932 Selected by W. C. A.

Elections of the chairmen of the various

pommittees of the Williams [Christian

Vssocuation were announced early this

veek by John Henry Sheldon Lee, Jr., '32,

kiresident of the association for 1931-32.

|\Varner Arms Wick '32, of YouuRstown,
I)., and John Donaldson Fox '32, of Stam-

ford, Conn., were appointed heads of the

[inunittecs on CollcKe ReliRious Work and
Charities, respectively.

Raleigh Colston Ilohson '32, of Ilich-

[inond, Va., and Whitney Harris Mears '33,

iif Williamstown, were elected chairman

|lind assistant chairman ol the Boys' Work
Committee; while Charles Nowell Stod-

|rlard, .Ir., of Cireenfield, was chosen head
iif the Committee on Education. John
[llallowell Ohly '33, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

(Continued on Second Page)

"DOC" SEELEY
Veteran Coach of the Williams Track

Team, Whose Runners Will Face

Wesleyan Today in the First Little

Three Meet of the Season

WILLIAMS WILL FACE

VERMONT NINE TODAY

Visitors Have Lost Six of Eight

Contests Played ; Filley To
Pitch for Purple

Shut out three times, and having shown

little offensive strength in losing six of its

(^ight games to <late, Vermont University

meets the Williams nine at 3.(K) this after-

noon on Weston Field. Coach Caldw<'ll

has selected Filley to face the visiting bat-

ters as the Purple seeks to lengthen its un-

beaten rtcor;! v.iti; a fourth straight vic-

tory.

After it was rained out of half the sched-

uled encounters on its Southern invasion,

the Vermont baseball team lost four of the

five remaining games which were jilayed.

The Quantico Marines, and St. Mary's

had no difficulty in downing the New
EnglandersS-l, and 8-3 res|)ectively, while

Temple took advantage of 14 miscues to

win I2-(). Cummings, the Catamount's
southpaw pitcher, broke the string of losses

by limiting Rutgers to five hits in a 5-4

victory, but his team matx;s were ineflec-

tive against liandau of Columbia in the

last game of the trip which resulted in a 2-0

verdict in favor of the Lion.

Opening its regular schedide against

Springfield, the Vermonters pounded two
pitchers to register their second win of the

season, 7-3. Sargent was credited for this

victory, and either he or Cummings is ex-

pected to start tor the visitors this after-

noon. In the final contests with Wesleyan

and Brown, Vermont was held scoreless,

losing 3-0 and 7-0; Captain Nye of Wes-

leyan allowed the Burlington team oidy

one hit.

Intermittent rain and snow has cut into

the outdoor practices for Coach Caldwell's

(Continued on Third Page)

'Peaches'' Browning Declares Belief ^in Love—But
Not in Marriage''; Praises Williams Baseball Team

Braving the festive throng, and also

It he Police force, at Meadowbrook Dance

palace last Saturday night, a representa-

five of Tub Record gained a short inter-

liew with the celebrated "Peaches"

plrowning, the advertised attraction of the

K'vening. The widely-heralded young lady

pvliose short life has been filled with a con-

glomeration of disillusionment and pub-
llicity spoke candidly to the correspondent,

|»P|)arent,ly concealing little.

"I'eachcs" admitted that her present age

Iwas 20, and revealed that her twenty-first

|hirthday would lake place next month.
Her favorite drink is lemonade, while she

pmokes Lucky Strike cigarettes by prefer-

ence. Forced to go on the road to earn her

Jliving since the strangement with her

ladoptcd father-husband, she finds the

Itheatrical profession very lucrative. Danc-

I'ng, however, docs not ap|X!al to her

Iparticnlarly, des|)ite the fact that she is

7''n'ured in vaudeville.

Touching a more jiersonal strain,

"Peaches" had nothing but compliments

for the local college. "I love Williams

men," she said, "and I think that Williams

is the nicest of all the colleges." She

added that she likes Williamstown, and
thinks that it is an "ideal s])ot." Even
the baseball team drew a share of the praise

as "Peaches" hazarded that it was a good

one.

The former Mrs. Browning made no

specific statement as to whether she

thought college men should marry early or

late, but she expressed very definite views

in regard to matrimony in general. "I

believe in love" she stated, "but I don't

believe in marriage, not even companion-

ate. I don't believe in marriage under

any circumstances."

At this point the interview was broken

off abruptly as "Peaches" steppetl forward

to announi'o her selected winner of the

title "Cinderella Girl." The miss upon

whom this honor fell also had a few words

for The Recoud. She destTibed herself as

possessing the same ideals as "Peaches",

remarking that she loved Williams men,

but hated marriage.

FIRST SPRING PARTIES

TO COMMENCE TONIGHT

235 Girls To Be Entertained Over
Week-end by Commons Club

and Fraternities

Friday, May /—Heading the list of the

ttthU^tic antl social attractions for the week-

eml, live house parties will be given tonight

and tomorrow for approximately 235 girls

by six fraternities and the Commons Club.

Chi I'si, I'si UpsiloTi and Delia Knpim
Jipsilon are combining for a joint party to

li(! held iti the Psi Upsilun house tonight

and the Delia Kappa Epnlnn hous(! to-

morrow, while lietu Thela I'i, Delia Upsi-

lon, I'hi Sigma Kappa, Phi Clamma Delia,

and the Commons Club are holding private

parties in their respective houses. A wide

variety of entertainment is offered the

visiting girls starting with the Lillle

Theatre's production early this evening

and (tontinuing with Lacrosse, Tennis and

Baseball Saturday afternoon.

Chi I'si, Delta Kappa Epsilon, and Psi

Upsilon have engaged the Yale Collegians;

music at the Beta Thela Pi house is being

furnished by Jimmie Jay and his Orange

Collegians from Syracuse University;

Conkling's Orchestra will play for the

Delia Upsilon House; the California Sere-

naders will entertain the Phi Sigma Kappa
House; Emerson Gill and his Orchestra

have been obtained by the Commons Club,

and the Barbary Coast Orchestra will play

for the Phi Gamma Delia House.

Girls attending the jiarties include:

Beta Thela Pi

The Misses Evelyn Groehl and Anna
Blood of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Natalie

Whitall, Ann Michel, Grace Boyle, and

.lane Boyle of Wellesley, Mass.; Ingrid

Benson and Ma<leline Dorman of Holyoke,

Mass.; Adele Joseph and Mary Mason of

Brooklyn, N. Y.; Agatha Clapp, Elizabeth

Wight man, Theodora Fera, Betty Dalton,

and Ruth Bcechcr of New York, N. Y.;

Barbara Kimball of Brunswick, Me.;

(Continued on Third Page)

APRIL 'QUARTERLY' IS

REVIEWEMY CHAPIN

Critic Finds Final Effort of 1931

Board Weil-Balanced and

Commendable

{Courtesy of Mr. Stuart Chapin)

The most striking thing about the April

Quarterly is the variety of its contributions

and the vitality of thought and imagina-

tion displayed. Here is everything from

fragile fancy to controversial opinion and

a humorous yarn. Occasionally I find

poetic effort laboring in a world as yet

unrealized, but on the whole there is a

reasonable mastery of material.

The first part of Mr. Wheeler's editorial,

Leader, in which he looks back appraisingly

ujion his college years, is in the best tra-

dition of the reminiscent, familiar essay.

It has urbanity, ease, and an air of philo-

sophical detachment, which give it real

charm. Then, suddenly, he sees red

—

or perhaps hears the bell of Compulsory

Chapel—and a metamorphosis of mood
takes place. The springs of fancy are

dried up, the floodgates of indignation are

opened, and from then on the river of liis

wrath carries everything before it. In the

stream of wreckage which is swept before

us one can recognize familiar bits of debris

such as the English Department, Com-
pulsory Chapel, Honors Work, and the

Administration; but few are the land-

marks left to guide a bewildered alumnus

to what was once Williams College. A
prose Shelley is abroad, and woe to the

Oppressors of Mankind! In all fairness

(Continued on Fourth Page)

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, MAY 1

8.15 p. m.—The Little Theater will present

three plays, TheTtnelvePound Look, The

Gods of the Mountains, and Women
Have Their Way, Jesup Hall Audi-

torium.

SATURDAY, MAY 2

1 .30 p. m.—Varsity Track. Williams vs.

Wesleyan. Weston Field.

1.30 p.m.—Freshman Baseball, Williams

Freshmen vs. Williston Academy.

Cole Field.

2.00 p. m.—Varsity Tennis, Williams vs.

Hamilton. Sage Courts.

3.00 p. m.—Varsity Baseball, Williams vs.

Vermont. Weston Field.

GRAHAM WALLACE, ig31

Captain of the Varsity Baseball Team,
Who Will Lead the Nine Against the

University of Vermont This

Afternoon

WILLIAMS STICKMEN

WIN FROM TUFTS, 4-2

Rivals Gain Early Lead, but Four

Goals Within Five Minutes

Win Contest

MIDDLEBURY DEFEATED

BY WILLIAMS NINE, 7-3

Purple Compiles Six-Run Lead at

Start in Scoring its Third

Straight Victory

SHEEHAN STRIKES OUT TEN

Following a poor start when Tufts

scored twice within the first five minutes

tlu! Williams lac'rossc team scored four

goals in rapid succession and succeeded in

holding the opponents scoreless iluring the

rest of the game to defeat Tufts 4-2 Thurs-

day afternoon on Cn|o Field. With

Means opening the .scoring for the Purple

and Brewer and Brown tallying soon after

the Williams team took a two jioint lead

which it held despite the insistent attacks

of the visitors lead by Ring and Childs.

Following about two minutes of rapid

passing in mid-field the Tufts team carried

the hall w-ithin scoring distance and after a

short delay Ring, the Tuffs in home, shot

the hall jjast Le.ssing to score the first goal

of the game. Soon after Johnson carried

the ball through a group of defense players

to score the last Tufts goal. The third

face-off brought the ball into the possession

of the Purple but the attack was unable to

seore and for about 15 minutes the play

was about evenly divided between the

territories of the two teams.

Toward the end of the period the Wil-

liams team opened up a strong attack

which overcame the Tufts lead and added

a margin of two goals. After pivoting

around his man and carrying the ball with-

in 15 yards of the cage, Means made the

first Williams goal of the season. Two
minutes after the next face-off Brewer

repeated the same tactics to score unas-

sisted to even the count. Brown con-

tinued the scoring when he and Brewer
(Continued on Second Page)

Keeps Rivals' Hits Well-Scattered

;

Double Play Nips Final Rally

by Middlehury

Taking advantage of the early ineffect-

iveness of the Middlehury pitchers to score

six runs in the first two innings, the Wil-

liams baseball team kept its season record

unmarred by registering a 7-3 victory on
Weston Fielil last Thursday afternoon.

Sheehan allowed the visitors seven hits,

well scattered, and struck out ten, as the

Purple chalked up its t bird win in as many
starts.

Olsen, who rcfilaced Ashdown in the box

for Middlehury, settled down after the

second inning, and allowed no more runs

until the eighth, when the last Williams

tally came across the jilatc. The Ver-

mont nine threatened .several times in the

closing frames, but what promised to be a
rally in the ninth was snuffed out by a fast

double jilay, Wallace to Forbes to Fowle.

Markoski, Forbes and Wallace were each

credited with two hits ai)iece, while doubles

by Fowle, Nelson and ^'eonians were the

only extra base hits of the game.

Markoski opened the at tack which drove

.Ashdown to the showers with an infield

single in the first inning, and advanced to

second when Forbes caught the visitor's

infield nap|)ing with a well placed bunt
that went for a hit. An error on Welch's

grounder filled the bases, and then Ash-

down walked Fowle, Foelil, and Bartlett,

in succession, forcing in three runs.

Olsen was sent in to check the attack, but

Wallace greeted him with a line single to

left field that scored two more. Another

run was ailded to the Williams total in the

second inning. Markoski dropi)ed a Texas

Leaguer into left, hut was forced out at

second by Forljcs' grounder. After Welch
had rolled to short sto]) for a second out,

Fowle glanced a hard drive off Sorenson's

(Continued on Fourth Page)

Dr. F. C. Ferry Talks at

Phi Beta Kappa Banquet

Taking "Scholarship" as the subject of

his address. President Frederick C. Ferry

'91 of Hamilton College spoke at the an-

nual Ijanquet of the Phi Beta Kappa
society held last Tuesday evening at the

Thela Delta Chi house. Including Dr.

Garfield, a large representation from the

Faculty, several alumni and 27 undergrad-

uates, the attendance, totalled 04, by far

the largest in recent years.

Professor Henry D. Wild '88, president

of the Williams chapter ot Phi Beta Kappa
acted as toastmaster. Speaking for the

undergraduate members of the organiza-

tion, Jenks '31 described the lives of several

distinguished wearers of the key and
pointed them out as noteworthy examples

of the best use of membership in the so-

ciety.

Alden Swift, Vice-President of Swift £? Company,
Describes Opportunities in Meat Packing Industry

"Aside from requiring a limited number*

of engineers, chemists, economists, lawyers

and similar highly trained specialists, our

business presents few opportunities which

can be said to be exclusively for college

trained men. However, it does recognize

the value of minds trained to think clearly

and equipped with a sound background of

knowledge in fundamental subjects upon

which business is based," said Mr. Alden

B. Swift, vice-president of one of the larg-

est meat packing corporations in the world

in a recent interview with a Record
reporter. "Whether this equipment of

mental training is obtained formally in

educational institutions, or informally

through exi)erience and self education is of

no importance, so long as it is real."

"It is of the greatest importance that

the college graduate shall have at the

outset a true understanding of both the

advantages and the handicaps which

have resulted from his college training.

Breadth of education will undoubtedly

supply him with a background against

which the business policies of a great in-

dustry may be more readily understood,

but they do not (pialify him to participate

in the formation of these policies at the

outset."

"A college graduate usually starts out

with us at a salary ranging from $25 to $30

a week. The rate at which this weekly

salary increases varies with the ability of

the individual, but will average approxi-

mately $5 a year for the first f<nir or five

years. After that, his advancement will

depend entirely upon his own ability, as

there are always executive positions of

great importance to be filled. We never

employ young men with the idea of send-

ing them immediately into foreign coun-

tries, but consider for work in foreign

fields only those who have had long ex|)er-

ienee in the company's organization at

home and who are qualified for executive

work."

OpiKirtiinities in our business arc rough-

ly grouiml into four classes: live stock

buying, plant operation, merchandising,

and accounting, continued Mr. Swift, when
(Continued on Third Pace)
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WHEN IN DOUBT
So soon as the house party haze lifts, some eligible sophomores will find time to be

puzzled trying to decide whether or not to burn incense before the Advisory Committee.

One can suggest a simple, and fairly gooil rule to resolve the indecision: Give Honors

Work the benefit of the doubt.

The motives behind the election of the work are always tangled; anil he would be

a scholastic saint indeed who could cast the first stone. As one of the household gods,

Honors Work is part of good campus Rotarianism, and being one of the chosen is a pre-

sumption in favor of one's being also a solid citizen. No less may the work be a tonic

for inferiority complexes; while, if l.ortl Chesterfield had a son at Williams (and he has

many), who doubts but that Honors Work would be advised by the solicitous parent as

one of the proper things for every Christian gentleman. And, waiving considerations I

of social propriety, there are "the privileges",—fatal attraction for a generation born

into the philosophy of Grab.

When all the important evidence is in, though, and young Mr. Chesterfield is still

wavering,—allured by worldly rewards, but timid before the potentialities of "work of a

more mature nature"— ,
perhaps he could profitably learn that other tangible consider-

ations favor Honors Work. For one thing, it offers the best way of realizing the small

college's oft boasted and little used ailvantage of personal contact between instructor

and student,— an advantage which, in a number of cases (to be counted on the fingers),

is reason enough for the choice of the work. For another, Honors Work still offers

freedom from most of the classroom loekstep, and affords one the unusual chance of

working only at the things at which he wants to. Most important, it means an op-

portunity to get out of the trees for a look at the woods; the chance to work with a more

decent amount of reflection and leisure than the businesslike rush of the underclass

years is apt to allow. All of which may sound like fluff; but the sophomore will have

to take the hiitiate's word for it that there are such values to be experienced in the sys-

tem, and that they overshadow the practical "values" to the considerable extent

that they make the upperclass years enjoyable in the release from ball-and-chain

pedagogy.

IMPRACTICAL PRACTICALITY
It is part of the degeneracy of the age that children refu.se to take sound advice

quietly; just as it is a mark of its progress that when Business speaks, all the earth

keeps silent. But, though it be a ilouble sin, we venture to criticize the advice offered

in our last issue by (he iiresident of a jirominent concern, who urged future business

men not to follow college studies which were "tiio much in the abstract," but "to put

more time into studies that come nearer meeting the requirements of business." First,

however, our apologies to Mr. Pearce, who previously, perhaps, has been ignorant of

the'unscriipulousness of the editorial craft, a graceless guild which betrays its unsus-

|)icious contributors without compunction.

After one has been in college for three years he probably knows nothing about

business, but, in an amateur way, he should be .soiuething of an expert about college.

He should know, at Iciist, that 95% of the coliege'.s concern is in teaching things quite

useless for making a ])ractical success in life. That the end of the college is not to

teach how to make a living, but how to make a life, is a truth which is platitudinous

only to those who have not had the fortune to experience its meaning when ajiiilieil by

a great t teacher

In terms of dollars and hours, the iiractical man is being most impraclicnl if he

forms the main outlines of a college cour.se according (o vocational standards. Buying

a hammer In turn a .screw is in the same category of "practicality." It is only com-

mon sense not to use a tool for a task for which it was never intended. The ustilessness

of a "practical" measuring rod for determining a college course is shown clearly enough

in the application of the single lest of "abstractncss." Certainly there is a difference

of degree only between the abstractness of a study of Kant's categorical imperative,

or of Tennyson's interpretation of evolution; of the theory of value, or of the moti-

vation of buried events; of an infinite .scries of numbers, or of the odes of Horace.

The catalog defies classification Into "practical", and "abstract" subjects. The only

classification to which it yields, or should yield, is that of the indivirlual stuilent's most

real interests.

'.kUliiiiiiiiiiMiiiiinliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililiilliiiiiniiiliiiiiniilii':

a =

1 Paltry Stuff \
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Advice to Party Girls

The question, "My dear, how shoulil I

act at house parties?" has been asked by

young ladies on the point of embarking for

Williamstown for the first time so often

that we venture the following hints.

Sdidied assiduously, they will no doulil

produce tremendous results:

1. Flock to 'the Red Hals. .Ask what

tlicy mean now.

2. Remark on how good a dancer some-

one else is.

3. Siiueeze the hand of everyone that

cuts in. Sigh, book in his eyes.

4. When you first hear an orchestra,

snap your fingers. Jiggle. Say; "Boy,

that's hot!"

5. Don't forget to mention the Vale

and Princeton Proms. If you're going to

Derby Day, tell us so.

(). Disappear during the dancL-s, for a

time, anyway.

7. Find everything cute, or divine, my
dear. Remark on how sweet your escort

looks in a tuxetlo.

8. l.ate date both nights. Two each

night if possible. Your escort will know

you're popular—will ask you again.

9. InsLst on staying up until dawn

Saturday morning. Saturday classes may

easily be cut.

10. Change your room Saturday, going

in with some girl with whom you roomed

at school.

1 1

.

Insist on attending the baseball

game Saturday, es|)ccially if you've never

seen one.

12. Insist on going to the Falls, l.ct

every one know you are present.

13. Read this. Laugh at it.

"PEPPER ON EGGS
FATAL TO WOMAN"

"Mrs. Ernest Kunkelmeyer, of 133

South Gout Street, North Overshoe, Mary-

land, was seriously stricken just after

breakfast this morning. Not expected to

live, Mrs. Kinkelmeyer revied sufficiently

to make an ante mortem statement in which

she admitted having jiut pe|)|)er on her

eggs this morning." Washington (D. C.)

Well, that just goes to show!

If you know a star's B. O., it is easy to

find its temperature."—Professor Milham,

-1 22 31.

Little girl 1 love your curl.

Your skin is fair

—

Your eyes, your hair.

Your ll|)s—have me awhirl.

When the fairies fashioned you

Their ilrink was wine.

They called you mine

—

At dawn they left you with the dew.

Tonight, my love, when it grows late,

I'll meet you by

Old Tnppa Thi—
'Til then I have a date. . . .

Sartor

We apologize for all this.

Tlirojftiiftrloii

Williams Stickmen

Win from Tufts, 4-2
(Continued from FIrat Page)

passed the ball down the field to the front

of the cage where Brown shot it past the

goalie to put the Purple in the lead.

Brewer scored his seccoiul goal when he

received a pass from Brown on the side of

the field and pivoted around his man to get

into a scoring position.

The rest of the game was played on fairly

even basis, with the Tufts team attempt-

ing to tie the score but the defense work nf

Fox, Garth and Heine and the goal guard-
ing of Lessing prevented further scoring.

The passing and body checking of Ca|ilain
Dunn ami Beattie in the inid-lield .stdjipcd

.several of the visitors attacks before they
were able to become dangerous. Ring
and Lilllelon. the Tufts |)oint, were the out
standing men on the opponents team, the
latter breaking up .several attacks of the
Williams forwards.

The sununarv follows:

Committee Chairmen for

1932 Selected by W. C. A.

(Continued from First Page)

and Marion Holmes Hartshornc '33, of

Englewood, N..I., will head the committees

on Community Hcligious V\ork and Mis-

sions, respectively; and Robert Fiehlen

Webster '33, of Chicago, III., and Paul

Ripley Reynolds '33, of Providence, R. I.,

will iireside over the Committee on Mem-

liership and the Committee on Deputa-

tions.

College Preacher

The Reverend .lames (i. (iilkcy of the

South Congregational Church, Springfield,

Mass., will copduct the Sumlay morning

service at the Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Infirmary Patients

The only students confined to the

Thompson Infirmary when Thk Rkoord

went to press were: Rose '32 and Tiikey

'.33. In all cases of serious illness, the

parents of the students concerned are

immediately notified.

WILLIAMS
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WAM)EN
Week of May 4th

„
1 jet to Changs at Discretion of Miinagemeni

Siiows at 2.IB, 7,15 and BOO p. m.

Admluaion ISc and 40c

MONDAY, MAY 4

"Sin Takes A Holiday," with Constance

Hcimclt- Kirst tiilkii' in wliicli Ihis

iltizzliriK «•'"' ''"'* '""' " <''»i>''* •" "I'cupy

seven full ''<'''ls "'"' <li«|>lii.v luT miinnntie

iilillily. Clc^vw- liiKh conicMly in u ileluxe

seitiiiK. Cartoon. News.

TUESDAY, MAY 5

iMliiiiirid l.owp and Leila Hyanis in
'

Part Time Wife." Comedy. Cartoon.

VVKDNKSDAY, MAY (i

lU'lt'ii
Twelvetrccs in "Her Man." Patho

Comedy, "Open House."

THURSDAY, MAY 7

^Villiiiiii HainoH and Dorothy .Jordan in

"Tailor Made Man." Charlie Chase

Comedy, "Rough Seas."

FRIDAY, MAY 8

"Dishonored," with Marlene Dietrich and

\ Id (
11- M c I .anlen . Paramount Cartoon

.

SATURDAY, MAY 9

"Feet First," with Harold Lloyd. Car-

i„„ii, "Laughing Gas."

RICHMOND
Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

THEATRE
No. Adams

Sunday

Single Sin
With Bert Lytell

Mondiiy and Tuesday

Richard Barthelmess in

Finger Prints

Wednesday and Thursday

Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey in

Hook, Line and Sinker

I'ridiiy and Saturday

Lew Ayres in

The Iron Man
also

HEROES OF THE FLAME
New Serial

Taconic

Lumber

Co.

t

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
Agency for Nath and Chevrolet Can
DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Gas

THE 'LITTLE THEATRE' PRESENTS
Miss Gobeille, Mrs. Bloedel, and Happel '33. A scene from 'The Twelve

Pound Look', Which Is Being Given Friday Evening

First Spring Parties

to Commence Tonight
(Continued from First Page)

Anita Andres and Winifred Clreen of Ml.

llolyok<^; Margery Horilen of Fall River,

Mass.; ,Iane Watson of Boston, Mass.;

Sally Lawrence, Wahan Hill, Boston

Mass.; Alice House, Farmiiinton, Conn.;

Frances Cookman of I'"hi.shinK, L. L;

Hetty Reed of Norton, Mass.; Betty

Whitney of Providence, R. L; Beatrice

T<ioliill, Fall River, Mass.; Katlierinc

lloyi of Rochester, -N. Y.; Betty Francliol

of Bronxville, N. Y.; Carlyle Quackc^n-

liiish. New Brunswick, N. .1.

Clii I 'si

The Mi».ses .hinet Keyes and Harriet

Kohler of Saratoga SprinRS, N. Y.;

Dorothy Buekiii^jhani, .loan Kinsley,

Betty Roy, and Nancy .lolnison of Wor-

cester, Ma.ss.; Suzanne Spit zer and Louise

('nrr of Toledo, Ohio; Doris Freile, Caro-

lyn Hughes, Isahelle Davis of .New York

C'ity, N. Y.; Virginia Lampoon of Win-

nelka, 111.; Eleanor Boiline of Philadel-

phia, I'a. ; Adele Stern of Evanslon, 111.;

Lee Terry of Hartford, Conn.; .Mary

McCee of Plainfield, N. J.; Barbara Bald-

win of Pclhain, New York and Paris;

Slierley Willianis of .Xnhiirndale, Mass.;

Dorothy Fcnii of Hartford, Conn.; Bar-

bara t;raf of Chiciiuo, 111.

7'/ic Ciimiiionii Cliih

The Misses Isabel McBaron, Leone

Maclean, Frances Middlelon, Horleiise

Dunbar, \ irKinia Clark, Miriam Rainer,

MiM-iel Bnllhnn. and Elizid)ctli Fisher of

.Nortliainplon, Ma.ss.; Virginia Howell,

I'jnily Kinu. Doris Cook Kaity Nairn,

iMuina Rice. (Jretcheii Tonks, Bonnie

Dow, .loscpliinc Newton of PoiiKhkeei)sie,

N. Y.; Serena .lainele, Marjorie Saxton,

!ind Mary Brian of New York, N. Y.;

Muriel Farnnm, l.uella North, Betsy

.lenks, Virginia Creene, and Helen Forney

ol South Ha<lley, MiLss.; Marnarel Brown

and Betty (irubbs of BriurclilT Manor,

N. Y.; Betly Reed and Alma Mailman of

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.; Adele Burcher

tind .lane Kcalin« of .Scarsdalc, N. Y.;

MnrKarcl .Mai'lielh anil Dorolhca Bri(jKS

of Brookline, Ma.w.; .\nnc (iolilblatt of

Lowell, Ma.w.; Martha ChirK of Younns-

town, Ohio; Molly (loodell, .Anne Bell,

and .lean Calvert of Philadel|ilii!i, Pa.;

Frances McEllresh, Zaidee M(d,aren, El-

len Wind.sor. Rosamond Cole, Vivian

Wilson, and Stella Welch of Williainstovvn,

Mii,ss.; Marjorie Blake of Walervliel, .N.

\.; Virginia Merritt of llartlord. Conn.;

Marion Cimlich of I'Ltlslicld, Miuss.;

Edythe Roberl.soii, Soinid Beach, Conn.;

Margery Handy, Newlonville, Ma.s.s.;

Dorothy MacKenzie, FInshinR, N. Y.;

Eleanor Cibson, New Rochclle, N. Y.;

Dorolhy Clay of Ardmore, I'a.; Ethel

l.awrie of Cainbrid(te, Mass.; Gertrude

Daly of .lackson Heights, L 1.; Kay Par-

sons of Larchmont, N. v.; Blanche Walter

of Ithaca, N. Y.; Mildred Wilinan of

( lienbrook. Conn. ; Evniice Sage of W elles-

ley, Ma.ss.; Corinne FlacKe, Northampton,

Mass.; Priscilla White, Wakclicld, Maws.;

Iris de Falco. Amherst, Mass.; Isabel

•Stewart of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; Louise

Viuice, Princeton, N. .1.; Suzanne Davis,

Waban, Mass.; Eleanor Washburn of

Wellesley, Mass.; Mary Mackall of

Washington, D. C; Elva Mineusc, M.ar-

garel Hays. Ruth Bailey of Hyde Park,

Mass.; .\inie Horn, Ml. Vernon, N. Y.;

Elizabeth Pathlock, North Pownal. Vt.

Driln Kniipn liii.vhn

'I'hc Mi.'wes Cecile Fuller, Valerie White,

Betly .SnilTcn, Marjorie Eilinburgh, Betty

MaCaiieny of New^ York; Lucille Herb

and Kay .lohn.son of Paris, France; Me-

lissa Wadley, Helen Smith, Peggy Wade of

Norlhain|)ton, Mass.; Frances .lohn.son

and Rulh Powers of Saratoga Springs,

N. v.; Betty Could and Fran<'es Wade of

Indianajmlis; Virginia Smith of West-

field, Mass.; Henrietta Hall of I'cnigh-

keepsic, N.Y.; Grace Rowe of Cleveland,

Ohio; Kathlwu Wiggins of Bo.sl on, Ma.sa.;

Katlierinc Milligan and Marjorie Butler

Williams Will Face

Vermont Nine Today
(Continued from First Page)

l(^am this wet^k, forcing the Wednesday
session to be restricted to scidl praclice in

the Gym locker room. 1 1 is expected that

Rose, center lieldcr, who has n'cenlly been

confined in the inlirinary, will be able to

take his regular place in the line-up this

afternot)n.

The following are the jmibabic line-ups

for the game:

WILLIAMS VERMONT
.Markoski, lib Jay, cf

Forbes, 2b
,

Pires, ss

Rose, cf Winant, 1 b

Foehl, If Dinniman, If

F\)wle, lb Rutkowski, rf

Page, rf Baker, 3b

Wallace, ss Storh, c

Ncwcomb, c Macomber, 2b

Filley, p Sargent or Cummings, p

of Greenwich, Conn.; Betty Stone of

Htirtford, Conn.; Katherine Htokes of

Moorestown, N. ,1.; Grace Guthrie of

Syracuse, N. \. ; Virginia Crane tjf Darien,

Conn.

Df'lfa Vpuilon

The Misses .Josephine Rarick, and Edith

Warren of Brooklyn, N, Y.; Mary White
and Betty Harrison of Vas.sar College;

Electra Waggoner, Muriel Revell, Dor-
othy Stevens of New York City; Mayr
.lane Dietz and ,Iane Ilanchartt of Wel-
lesley College; Dorolhy Bauer of Phila-

delidiia. Pa.; Peggy MacDonald of Wilkes

Barre, Pa.; Martha and .lane Miltler of

Youngslown, (3hio and Elsie Beaumont
of Wilkes Uarre, Pa.; Betly Keffcr, Briar-

cliff iSchool; Ciencva Dain, Elizabeth,

N. .1.; Dorothy Kelly and Betty Sleicht

of Northampton, Mass.; Eleanor Van
.Mien and Susan .\dsit of Buffalo, N. Y.;

Caroline Stillwell of Cincinnati, Ohio;

Barbara Smith of South Orange, N. J.;

Betty Harvey, New Brunswick, N. J.,

Sarah .Jackson of Boston, Mass.; Louise

Hill of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; Eleanor Dil-

lingham of Mt. Holyoke; .\lice Hicks of

Hudson, N. Y.; Rosalyn Paine of Rose-

mary Hall; Marietta Bliss of Boston,

Mass.; Rita Mereier of New York City,

N. Y.

f.s) Ujmhm

The Misses Peggy Wade, Kay Willauer,

Betty Lewis, Betly Sawyer, Kitty Scott,

Kay Serai, ,lane Hawks, Martha Teneher

of Northampton, Mass; E. Maude Duffy

and .lane Thomi)son of Brooklyn, N. Y

Betty Button, Barbara Foltz, Peggy

Schwartz, Virginia Shijiman, of New York,

N. Y.; Elizabeth Goodrich and Ruth

Schepmoes of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Lenis

Sill, Lloyd Clark, Eleanor Wooley, .lean

.lackson, of .South Hadley, Ma.ss.; Mary
Ellen McNamee of Indianapolis, Ind.;

Eli.se Carmen of Tarrytown, N. Y.; Kath-

erine Duff of Greenwich, Conn.; Dorothy

Hart well of Lynn, Mass.; .^nnabel Reeves

of Cleveliuid, Ohio; Peggy Carsoti of

Boston, Mass.; Louise Hudson of Norton,

Mass.; Marjory Northroj) of Plainfield,

N. ,1.; Eliza (i. Chace of Glencoe, Md.;

Kay SauiKlers of Syracuse, N. Y. Chap-

crones: Mrs. .loseph Rowan, New York

City, N. v.; Mrs. David.son .lenks,

Cleveland, Ohio; Mrs. Clifford .^earl of

Syracuse, N. Y.

Phi Sigmn luip/m

The MLsses Kay Phelps of Springheld

Mass.; Gay Stevens, New London, Conn.;

.lune Clark, Brooklyn, N. \.; .lean McKee,

Frances Butterfly, and Mary (ioodlin of

Boston, Mass.; Cecilia .lack, Aima

Blood, .June Everett, Marian Heyil, and

Frances Jones of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Lovely Bowran of Wellesley, Mass.;

Lucy Sinclair and Jtiliel Ilauser of Wash-

ington, D. C. ; Roberta Spear of Mt.

Vernon, N. Y.; Belly Hart of Water-

town, N. Y.; Helen Brown of Saratoga

Sjirings, N. Y. ; Marjorie Brown of

Worcester, Ma.ss. ; Helen Bidwell, Mary
Peabody, and Miriam Cotter of New-

York City, N. Y.; I''raiices Cure of Rut-

land, Vt.; Jean Hoffman, Great Neck,

L. I.; Pauline Wagner of Pillsfield, Ma.ss,;

Elizabeth Allen of Burlington, Vt.

Phi Clnnimn Delia

The Misses Eunice Schmidt, Emily

Olmstead, Ruth Bill, Helen Connely of

Northampton, Mass.; Helene Michels of

New Y'ork City, N. Y.; Reba F'lgar of

White Plains, N. Y.; Helene Brown of

New York City, N. Y.; Helen Mclsiuic

of Troy, N. Y.; Margaret Maxwell of

Washington, D. C; Katherine Cochran,

Ernestine Beebower of Wellesley, Mass.;

Elizabeth Campbell of Spence .School,

N. Y.; Hetty Sherry of Norlhamplcm,

Mass.; Jane Ghent of Indianapolis; Mary

Pctlit of Fort Wayne; Elizabeth Russel of

Marion, Pa.; Sen-na Snyder of York, Pa.;

Betty Little of Hartford, Conn.; Sally

Neizer of Fort Wayne; Clemina Febore

of Syracuse, N. V.; Lee Henry of Scars-

dale, N. v.; Miriam Collins of Albany

N.Y.

Alden Swift Describes

Meat Packing Industry
(Continued from First Page)

asked to describe the kinds of work a

young man could expect to find. "In the

early days of the industry, live stock buy-

ers were developed almost wholly from

boys who began at fourteen or fifteen years

of age to run errands, then advanced to

cattle drivers, weight takers, and finally to

buying under supervision. Since this sys-

tem in modihed form is prevalent to a con-

siderable extent today, progress is slow in

early years, and it is a fact that although

agricultural college graduates fretpiently

want to enter this held, few of them have

the patience to stii^k with it."

"Plant operation offers an opportunity

for men who have a natural instinct for

])roduction, who delight in making things

with their own hands, and, later on, in

supervising others. Thej' must be able

to mingle with all kinds of people of all

races and degrees of education. Their

|)rogress, after passing through subordi-

nate positions, depends on their ability to

handle men and to grasp the intricacies of

])roduction management. Our .Standards

Dc|)artment, which is in charge of promot-

ing labor efficiency, is a favorite jjlace for

starting college men and provides a desir-

able training for foremanship."

"Sales work," continued Mr. Swift,

"gives an opportunity to men who have

the personality anil general aptitude for

merchandising. It is charact€!ristic that

the results achieved by each individual

salesman stand out more distinctly than in

other lines, and the possibilities of ulti-

mate higher .salaries for tho.se who develop

exceptional executive sales ability may be

somewhat greater, but it is a more difficult

field in wliiidi to make good." Mr. Swift

then went on to outline the branch house

and car route methods of distribution and

spoke of by-produi'ls selling as interesting

work.

"The fourth branch, accoiniting and

generid oflice work, is highly systematized

and in the beginning a young man must

ex])ect to do a good deal of routine office

work. He is likely to l)e transferred from

one phase of it to another until he be-

comes broadly trained. Ultimate goals

which may be reached in time by those of

excejitional ability include positions as

heads of accounting dejiartments, travel-

ing auditors, credit management, and office

managerships," concluded Mr. Swift.

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths
Exclusive and Charming

Beautifully Furnished
Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.
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FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK

Case System—Three-Year Course

Cn-E IticiU'oiiiil

College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good

Grades RequireJ

Transcript of llecnrd Ni'ccsstiry in

All Cases

.MOUNING, KAIU.Y AFTKKNOON AND
EVKNI.NG CI.ASSKS

Wrilv for Cahl'otjur

CHARLES P. DAVIS, Registrar
23.3 Broadway, New York

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by
some business activity during the day.
Preliminary education requirement—sat-

isfactory completion of at least two years
leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a
college recognized by the New York State
Board of Regents.
For detailed mlormation, address:

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary
215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Williamstown News Stands

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

Every Topcoat at Cutting's Is Busy

Answering the Call of "Lower Prices"

The Vifeather makes a topcoat necessary and our "lower prices"

make a value you will have a hard time to equal

$20 $30 $40

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
SINCE 1870

Sixty Years of Knowing How
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Middlebury Defeated

by Williams Nine, 7-3
(Continued from First Page)

nlovc 1 1ml put liiiii oil till' kcvstoiic sack

iiiul sciil liimii' t lie sixl li run.

From llii'ii iiiilil llic citjlilli, Olson kept

lli<» Purple liattersin clit'i-k, while Miilille-

Iniry was enttiiiK down the leail by single

runs in the fourth, fifth, unil weventh.

Sheehaii was touched for the first score

when Makehi's hit hrouuhl in \Coiiiaiis,

who had pievioiisly lined a two base blow

down the riyhl field foul line. An error,

eonibined with a double by Nelson, and

another hit by Yeoinan.s incieased Middle-

bury 's total to two in the fifth.

Both teams managed to piisli across the

runs in the eiuhlh which raised the final

coiuit to 7-3. Nelson's second hit . a single

to rinht center, and a base on balls to

Veonuuis were followed by a wild throw to

first bvFincke, which let in the third tally

for Middlebury. In the home team's

half of the same inniii);, Wallace scratched

a hit throuKh the infield, and went to

third when ^eomalls first fumbled Fincke's

roller, and then threw the ball wildly to

lirst base. Me scored us Fiiicke was being

Irapiied at third on a grounder from

Sheehan's bat.

WIMJAM.S
ab I' h o a e

Markoski, :5b 5 1 2 I 1

Forbes, 2b 5 1 2 2 2

Welch, cf 3 2

Fowle, lb 2 1 1 9 I

Foehl, If 3 1 1

Bartlett, rf 3 11 2 I

PaKe 1 I)

Wallace, ss 4 1 2 2 1

Fineke, c 4 12 I

Sheehan, p 4 4

Totals 34 7 7 27 10 3

MIDDl.EBl'HY
ab r h o a e

Murphy, 2b 3 4 5 1

.J. Olsen, rf 1

Ktefaniak, rf, 2b 3 1 1

Nelson, lb 4 1 2 13 1

Yeomans, ss 2 I 2 1 7 2

Hartrey, c 4 3 2

Makela, cf 4 1 1

Ashdown, ]>

S. Olsen 3 1 3 1

Sorenson, 3b 3 1 1

Dumas, If 4 1 1

Totals 31 3 7 24 19 5

Score liy innings:

MIDDi.EBURY' .00011001 0—3
WILLIAMS 5 100000 1 x—

7

Runs hatted in- Wallace 2, Fowle,

Makela, Yeomans, Sheehan. Two-base

hits—Fowle, Y'eomans, Nelson. Sacrifice

hit—Fowle. Stolen liases—Fineke, Welch

Double play—Wallace to Forbes to Fowle.

Left on bases— Williams 7, Middlebury 5.

Hits—off Ashdown 2 (none out in the first

inning). Struck out—By Sheehan 10,

By Olsen 3. Bases on Balls—Off Sheehan

3, Off Ashdown 3, Off Olsen 1. Wild

Pitch—Sheehan. Umpire—Bolster. Time:

2 firs. 5 mill.

April 'Quarterly' is

Reviewed by Chapin
(Continued from First Page)

it must be said that the attack has power

and sincerity. But it also exhibits bad

taste in some of its personal allusions.

Mr. Wheeler is not at his best in polemic.

As a dis|)utant his indignation gets the

better of him and he .strikes out so vehe-

mently that the finer literary qualities

(which he has shown, elsewhere, that he

possesses) are shattered and submerged.

Mr. Birnie in ChiUlhood Book.i writes

with sensitive and imaginative insight of

the reality of a child's dream worUl. The

fanciful figures who peopled that world,

who acted their parts so grotesquely and

yet convincingly, come back to him with a

peculiar vividness and actuality as he re-

reads his childhood books. Yet he points

out that, as adults, we can never recapture

completely that mood which makes fairy-

land the reality and the world an annoying

dream. Mr. Birnie's prose has the facility

and ease of an instrument entirely inider

his control.

In a narrative calle<l Frcviloin, Mr.

Underbill has attempted a psychological

study in story form. We are shown a

prisoner in a Penitentiary, on the verge of

insanity, obsessed by the crushing sig-

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Normille & Son
7 Water Street Phone 492-W

Williamstown, Mass.

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

nilicance of Time. Other scenes depict his

brief adventure of escape, his recapture,

and final release tlirou);h a peaceful death

in his cell, 'fhrouglioiit the sketch the

prisoner's watch becomes morbidly sig-

nificant to him as a reminder of eleven

hours which hound him. .At the end, by

the violent destruction of his watch he

eludes his Time Nemesis and funis freedom

in ilcatli. Mr. Underliill handles the im-

pressionistic creatiiin of mood ami setting

very well but th<' elfect is weakened by too

many scenes and transitions which dis-

tract the attention from the main psycho-

logical I heme.

Mr. Menkel has contributed both prose

and verse to this issue. In his narrative

sketch Stmni'i and Corn, he jiresents to us

two contrasting characters, both farmers.

One is a man with a touch of the jioet

in him, who isn't "all the time wrest lin'

with life in genril." He has let his corn

go to seed and the author shows him in-

ililTerent to the lost chance of sale, staiul-

ing lia|)pily gii'.ing into the sunset. The
other farmer is a high pressure salesman

with Service and Profits as his twin ideals.

The narrator buys his corn of the latter,

and, in driving awa.v, tries to "recall what

some poet had once said about the man
who never saw a star shine through his

cyi)ress tree." The theme is brought out

naturally through the cusuul simplicity ol

his method. Mr. Moiikel's two Soniictn

are neatly turned and nicely balanced in

thought. The ease which he displays

within the sonnets' narrow ground shows,

perhaps, that he can work better under

the iirecise limitations of form than in the

bewildering laxity of Iree ve.rse.

I do not think Mr. l.akin's narrative

poem on the Lohengrin legenil is e(iual in

poetic iiower to the lyrics he has contri-

buted to ))revious(^»(i/7rrfi'<'.f. He handle.'^

the blank ver.sc with metrical correct ne.ss

but occasionally at the expense of natural

idiom and accent. Ho .seems fettered

rather than releaseil by the freedom of

blank verse, and the climax of the love-

.scene seems to fall short of |)oetic passion

and intensity. The reflective passages

are the best, where a mood of meditative

resignation is created. Those suggest

Matthew Arnold in their peculiar com-

bination of yearning, reflection, and sim-

))le clarity of diction.

In MiiKtc Ilulh (^Iwniis, a brief jirose

narrative, Mr. Kobler has dramatized the

effect of Wagner's passionate music in

Tristan and Isolde upon the latent siiscc])-

tibilities of a modern young woman who
thought she was immune to love. That

the attentive young man who was the im-

mediate object of her awakened love was in

quite another mood and untouched by ex-

altation sujiplies a note pf pathos and

tragic irony to their relations. This brief

sketch in two scenes is very skillfully

handled. Mr. Kobler has the ability to

use antithesis and amhiguit.y for ironical

effects. Mr. .lennison '34 has contributed

two short verses. Dusk is a fanciful des-

cription of shadow shapes which take

on fantastic forms in the twilight. In

rhyme and melody it is reinini.sccnt of

Tennyson's Lady of Shalott. In the

other, llcrildgc, ho tries to suggest the

wide meaning of the title word in this con-

cluding poetic metaphor;

"To tread the prison walk of life

In cadence to the thudding drum

Of dead men's deeds."

In a serious literary Qunrlerlij it is re-

freshing to come upon a tall tale like Mr.

Erskine's Jim While, and Ihe Duchess.

Here is a delightful, fantastic yarn of how
,Iim White trained an amjihibian army of

ducks to carry sawed-off .22 rifles and

waddle sedately through drill and manoeu-

ver. Its effectiveness lies in its collo(]uial

turn of jjhrase and amusing description.

It would appeal to any one w^ith a sense of

the groteiique and particularly to those

who remember being solemidy drilled in

"sijuads east and west" in preparation for

that now historic war which made the

world safe for the Uepiililicans.

Mr. McVane has conlributeil a sonnet

entitled Ifeidili/, which merits high praise

for the precision of its thought structure

and the dramatic pointing of the theme in

the last line. However, a lavislmess in

the use of metaphor weakens the poetic

tone.

Mr. Fisher in his Lillle Ship ihics not

(|uitc succeed in making his artistic aim

clear to this reviewer. His gt)8samer ship

of fancy is launched on a rather treacher-

ous stream of free verse which leads one

only to the "ports of dreams."

Of the three anonymous contributions,

one, Afternoon in Oltl liennington, is an

elegiac tribute in very free verse to

"Men dead and gone for over a genera-

tiim,"

with .somewhat conventional speculations

on the Mystery of l.ifi'. .\nothor, .1 t'len,

is a i)oeticall,\' forceful avowal of the trans-

forming alchemy of Love, very much in

the Browning manner. The dramatic

lyric form is here (piite successful. The
third anonymous verse is called SoUhK/iii/

<if (I Sdidenl \V<u'lir. .\ltliougli this has no

great literary distinction of form, jihrase,

or diction, it has the distinction of sinceri-

ty and simplicity of utterance. This gives

it a power of its own. The writer is one

who has faced the disillusionment of

college and conipiered it without bitterness.

He has fought that familiar incubus

"1 know not what a vast indifference

that cannot.

Will not, care— that scolTs at any one who
tries

To fight alone,—a callousness that sick-

ens one— ."

.And the testimony at the end is that he has

found a .spiritual solace in a Power not

himself,

".\ (iiant Personality that somehow iindcr-

.stands."

This is imiiressive in a day when collegiate

skepticism is in fashiim.

The illustrations for this i.ssue, by Mr.

Wheeler, are both decorative and interpre-

tive and add distinctly to the ])leasing

effect of the Quarterbi.

Wesleyan Seeks to

Keep Track Laurels
(Continued from First Page)

Swayzo, Hrowii, Eynon, Korcy; Middle-

bury— Richard, Snyder, Adams.

880-y<l. run— Williams -Page, Robb,

Gibbs, Bildcr, Suffern, May; Middlebury

—Keyser, Snyder, Trimby, Dalquist.

One-mile run—Williams—SufTorn, Bil-

dcr, Fisher; Middlebury—Ncvins, Barton,

Lyon.

Two-mile run—Williams—Guernsey,

Meiklejohn, Fisher; Middlebury- tior-

don, Harrison, Drew.

120-yd. low hurdles Williams -Dougli-

crly, Ilebard, Palmer, Huno, Duck;

Middlebury— Perry, Swell, Vila.

220-yd. low hurdles Williams Dough-

erty, Ilebard, Palmer, Riino, Duck;

Middlebury- Skirni, Clark, Piper.

Shot Put Williams Berry, Tiittle.

Stevens; Middlebury- -Smith, Walker,

Wolaneck, Migol.

Hammer Throw—Williams—Morgan,
Stevens; Middlebury Smith, Wolanick,

Dunlop.

Discus—Williams- Fowle, Berry, Kip|),

Zinn; Middlebury- Smith, Walker, Ham-
el.

Javelin—Williams—.lohnson, Kipp,

Patterson; Middlebury—Barley, Schlums,

Warner, Taylor.

Pole Vault- Williams Patterson, May-
er, Webster; Middlebury— lloyt, \ila.

Schhiins.

High .lump Williams -l.icber, I'mer;

Middlebury - Odcll, Mitchell, Clark.

Broad .lump Williams Alexander,

tlibbs, May, Searl; Middlebury— Odcll.

(luernse\-, Clark, Warner.

Night Before House Parties

Meadow
Brook
Presents

For Students and their Guests

Terry
Paige
and his

Atlantic City
Pier

Orchestra

Friday, May 1 -Tonight
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Boothmans Flower Shop
Flowers and Plants

62 MAIN STREET :: NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
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Modern Dairy, North Adams

Delivers real Pasteurized Milk and Cream in

Williamstcwn daily

Delivered from one of the most modern plants

in Northern Berkshire

Telephone 2670-R R. STEELE, Prop.

^tranahan.Harrls & (ompany

Investment
Securities

New York, Detroit, Toledo, Chicago

Geo. M. Hopkins
FURNITURE

Spring St., Williamstown

Ask For

BERKSHIRE ICE CREAM
Always the Best

Sold at Williamstown's Leading

Soda Fountains

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street, New York City
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A Printer's Product is Needed the Year 'Round
And whatever your printing needs may be, now or in the future, you will find us, conveniently

located as we are to Williams College, fully equipped with modern machinciy and
employing only the highest grade of workmen, competent to handle

your needs expeditiously and at a very moderate cost

Wi- have been printlnit The WIIIIamB Record continuously for over ten years. Surely that proves satisfaction.

THE EAGLE PRINTING AND BINDING COMPANY, PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Printing: The Record, The Graphic, The Alumni Review
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ON SEEING RED
When a literary tirade is leveled at the College in general and at the Faculty in

particular by a callow freshman whcse very character prevents him from finding what

he thinks he wants at Williams, or hy a soured senior who has never sought it out, the

powers are entirely justified in lal)eling the matter Inincorahe and homhast and in giv-

ing it no further attention. But when a man, who is experienced and successful and

who has in his four undergraduate years become intimately associated with almost

every aspect of the College, flisousses in sound and sincere fashion certain features

which could "well stand improvement, accusations of his "seeing red" are manifestly

unfair. We refer to the Leader in the current issue of the Qunrlerbj and to the review of

it in the last Record.

Contrary to the apparent belief of the critic, this "prose Shelley" is not alone in his

convictions. There is more than one senior in Williamstown who is, to put it mildly,

dissatisfied with the English Pro-Seminar, and more than one junior who approaches it

with something akin to dread. The religious value of compulsory chapel is assuredly

open to question. And when half the trustees fail to do us the honor of subscribing to

The Record, some may wonder with justification whence springs their knowledge of

contemiiorary Williams. But when a writer prefaces his attack on sundry fimdamen-

tals with three full columns of reminiscent pleasure and laudatory appraisal, it is evi-

dent that, far from seeing red, he sees these faults in their proper perspective. And his

big point—that the campus is too much concerned with the hors <t'neuvres to reach the

piece de resistance—cannot be denied. Viewed in this light, all of us cannot be aware

that too many of the Problems with whi<'li we are concerned are topical, and that too

few are basic. (Our only quarrel is that, if "The Record agonizes over local super-

ficialities", that is necessarily part of its function.) It is our opinion that this Leader

should be read by everyone connected with Williams, anti our hope that some philan-

thropic soul will finance its free circulation to certain ot our elilers.

?iiiinllllllllilllllllllllllUllllltlllllllllllllllllllllli<lllllllllllllllli

SICK UNCLE SAM
•lay Franklin in the May lannv of Vanilii

Fair offers a humorous and yet rcnmrkubly

keen analysis of the major pains which are

hara-ssing the European countries. When
he finally turns upon the United States he

diagnoses our severe Illness as caused by

"softening of the Executive Department,

cirrhosis of the Senate, and hanlening of

the political arteries, combined with

hy|)ertrophy of the head, elephantiasis of

the Prohibition I'nit, and fatty degenera-

tion of the pocket-book." ."Vccording to

Mr. Franklin, the .American patient has a

more severe illness than any of his Euro-

pean friends, l)ut we believe that Mr.

Franklin has overlooked something. His

description of the ailmenlsis excellent, but

how about the respective constitutions,

and the respective vitalities of the coun-

tries involved?

For months now, men, famous anil ob-

scure, have been raving about the sad

condition of the I'mted States, our impend-

ing doom, the Communist menace, etc., for

the admiration of thousands of women
scattered throughout reading circles and

protective associations for one thing and

another. But it is difficult to discover

why they need be so pessimistic. In the

first place, the Communist menace in this

country has not amounted to even a mild

disturbance. With every country in

Europe, save England, harboring in its

parliaments some Communists, with agi-

tation everywhere, yet the only trouble-

maker of serious consequence in our midst

is Hamilton Fish.

Every sign, both from the standpoint of

stocks and of production, points to a

steady business recuperation. The pro-

cess will naturally be a slow one, but the

existing supplies are being used up, and
(Continued on Third Pa«e)

SPECIAL SALE
Many Items Attractively

Reduced in Price

I

THC>VllllANy>"CP
Keatirinc

LANCROCK CLOTHES
Williamstown, Mass.

Other Stores:

Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Brown, Andover, Exeter,

Lawrenceville, ^g Broadway, New York City

STEPPING INTO A MODERN WOKLD

TELEPHONES AND COMPETS
The possibility of instituting jjlayer control of Williams baseball games once again

emerged from obscurity last fortnight, when the Amherst Siudenl waxed enthusiastic

over the Princelnnian's suggestion that the coach be barred from the bench, but at the

same time retain the right to make substitutions. After a discussion of the recent

petition of Eastern Intercollegiate League jilayers for the revival of coach control, the

Student editor proposes that the above compromise be tried in Little Three games this

spring, and reaches the conclusion that "this division of assignments could easily be the

first step in returning (lie game to its rightful owners."

There is no doubt but that the system now employed by the larger colleges would

work no better at Williams. The fact that not every captain has good baseball sense

and that few are dictators will inevitably create internal friction. This consideration

aside, it is obvious that a student captain, burdened with the full responsibility of the

strategy of a game, would not enjoy the protecting aura of impersonality attached to a

coach by reason of age, experience, and prestige. Finally, the standard of play would

be of a lower order, making for less pleasure on the part of both participant and spec-

tator. Baseball is a game in which a certain finesse, or polish, is necessary to prevent

it from becoming dull and uninteresting from every standpoint. The coach su|)plies

this polish. His final, autocratic word is essential to Its maintenance.

What are the merits of the Princeton-Amherst proposal which full-fledged under-

graduate control lacks? The coach nnll make substitiilions bid he cannot sit on the bench.

Then where will he sit? In the grandstand with a telephone rigged up between him

and the manager? Or will a competitor carry instructions to the bench from the

bleachers? And what will prevent one of the substitutes from relaying all manner of

instructions and signals from the coach to the team, with the attendant mutual sus-

picion and resultant misunderstanding? It is rumored that no-scouting agreements

have been broken in the past. Who can prevent no-signalling agreements from being

broken in the future, especially during the stress and strain of a crucial game? If this

proxy coaching cannot be prevented, the system will be none other than the present

one with a few useless ornaments tacked on. And so The Record suggests that, unless

some hitherto unthought of plan is conceived, the Little Three dro|i the matter once

and for all.

"THE THINKER"
. . . a telephone version

32 Sophomores Chosen
As 1935 Junior Advisers

Thirty-two members of the Sophomore

class were recently chosen as .lunior Ad-

visers to the incoming men of 1935 by the

Student Council. Although the choice of

rooms has not as yet been completed, the

pairings for nwim-drawings were aa fol-

lows: Miller, Thayer, Desloge; Adriance,

Guy, Gibbs; Davidson, Causey; Zech,

Webster; Titus, Rohb; Brown, Sargent;

Bird, Vredenburgh; Horton, Blackwall;

Whitaker, Ohiy; Berry, Steele; Ander-

son, Sheehan; Griffin, Page; Reynolds,

O'Brien; Ray, Hartshorn; Bilder, Hass.

Infirmary Patients

Rose '32, and Tukey '33, were the only

patients confined to the Thompson In-

firmary when The Record went to press

Sunday evening. In case of serious ill-

ness the parents of the students concerned

are notified by the College authorities.

)

The name Electrical Thinker might be ap-
plied to one unit of telephone apparatus.

Technically it is known as a Sender and is

brought into action each time a call is made
in a panel dial central office. By means of

electrical mechanism, it records or "remem-
bers" the dialed number and routes the call

to the proper line.

The steady expansion of the Bell System

— in volume of calls, number of telephones

and miles of wire — cannot be taken care of

merely by an enlarged use of existing types

of apparatus.

To serve the continually growing telephone

needs of the nation, it will always be the task

of Bell System men to devise, refine, perfect

and manufacture new kinds of equipment
such as The Thinker.

BELL SYSTEM

A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF I N TBR-CO N NECTI NO TELEPHONES
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^Ni M NCORPORATED v/i(f

Abroad n motor is your modus
operandi wliether for a diiy, a
week or for your whole trip

, , . we have rars lo Drive
Yourself in Eii|;lund and on (he

Continent that you ean luck into

your regular travel budget and
see tlie best and most of Europe
wlien and as you please. We
arrant!!^ all details . . . reserve

your car NOW and be sure you
have one . . . see yoin- local

agiMit or write.

Tiffany & Co.

Ji:\vEiRY Watches Silverware
Of Dependable Value

Mail Inquiries Ri-ceive Promit Attfntkw

FiiiiiAvi;nui-;&;37^'Stri;et

New York

will find a complete line of Athletic
Equipment for Spring and Summer Sports

at the stores of Campion and N. W. Domin.

BASEBALL, TENNIS, GOLF
and TRACK SUPPLIES

Athletic Underwear, Shoes, Bath-
ing and Swimming Suits, Sup-
porters, Running Pants, Sweaters
and Jerseys.

(Ask for Catiihii))

WRIGHT & DITSON
344 Washington Street,

Boston, Mass.

HAMILTON VANQUISHED

BY WILLIAMS NETMEN

Tennis Team Loses but One Set,

Easily Winning Every Match
for 6-0 Victory

WiiiniiiM; every inaleli with (oiiipanUivc?

eiiKe, and losiuK only one Hel, iho. WillianiH

U'.nnin leuni viuupiiKlied Hamilton in tlic

second match of the seusoii on IIk^ SaKc

courts last, Saturday afternoon, (i-O. With

Ca|)tiilM (Iroelil and Dewey exhil)ilin(;

their old form, the outcome of the encoun-

ter was at no time in doiilil; and the visi-

lotK inaiuined lo exienil the N'uraily nel-

rnen in only one match, when (Iroehl ami

Kyler were forced lo llirce sets Ijcfore win-

niiiK ill Ihc doiililes.

In the liisl malcli, llorturi had lilllc

difiiciilly in rouliiiK his opponeni, Voimjc,

nimpinj; (hnniKh I he lirsl set to win a( (i-2,

and capliirint; the secoml iifler a liillerly

foiiftht contest, (1-1. Willi his liisl service

scoring fre(|nerjl aces ami his slasliinn ilrivc

dro|)pinn on the liasclines with deailly

precision, (Iroehl easily defealcd Cuplain

liocve ill stnUKlil sets, (1-1, (1-2. In llie

tliinl singles nuili'h, Dewey swept lliroiiKli

liis (i|)p(iiienl, Kelsey, for a love sel ami

won the second, (1-3. In Ihc mmilicr four

malcli, Morris' hard .service complelcly lic-

wildered Sclileil, of Hamilton, and lie won
ill two .scis, (1-1, (1-1

.

Ilorlon paired wilh Dewi'v in I he lirsl

douliles match lo overwhelm ^diiiiK and

Kel.sey in short order, (1-2, (1-1. 'I'lie |ilay

was marked by the excelleni team-work of

llie Williiims rac([iieleers, wilh Dewey
displaying his usual brilliancy at the nel

and Ilorlon scfiriiifj; consislenti.v on well-

placed drives and cros.s-courl pla<'ements;

while NdiiiiK bore the bruiil of the llainil-

lon attack. In the final match of the day,

(Iroehl and Evier exju'rienced .some difli-

cultv in their coiitesl with Boeve and

Sclileil, (Iropi)iiiK the second set, bill liiially

won by scores of (i-4, 4-(i, 7-5.

The siimniarv follows;

SINCbKS Hortoii (W l defeat edYoimt;

(H), ()-2, ()-4; Oochl (W) defeated Hoove

(II), ()-l, (1-2; Dewey (W) defeated Kelsey

(11) ()-<), (i-3; Morris (W) defeated Schleit

(II), (i-4, (i-1. DOUHI.KS Ilorlon and

Dewey (W) defeated Voimx ""d Kelsey

(II), ()-2, (i-l; (iroehl anil Kyler dcfealed

Boeve ami Schleil (H), (i-4, 4-(), 7-5.

The Press Box
(Co.itlnued from Second Page.)

already new orders are KoinK in lo the

factories.

We had no inlenlion al the start of this

article of present inn a typical f.'alvin Cool-

id^e ines.saKc of piod cheer ami kindliness,

bill the sitnation in this country is not as

bad as has been (lainted, and even thounji

severely ill, tin- patient has as robust a

const il 111 i<in as the (Ireator ever made.

C. S. S.

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
Agency for Naih and Chevrolet Cart

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

FREE TRIP TO EUROPE!

PLUS A BONUS!

Offered to a limited number of men as

Counselors who can attract ten or more boys

to join "CAMP ADVENTURE ABROAD"
sailing July 4, 1931 on SS. LEVIATHAN for

seven week "Adventure" in Europe.

Charge per boy $498.50. No extras.

Communicate ivith

BERKELEY-IRVING SCHOOL
311 WEST 83RD STREET

NEW YORK CITY

at

OTilliams;

PRE-INVENTORY SALE we must Unload Our stock

Finding ourselves greatly overstocked, W3 have received orders to let it go at cost prices. We are

offering some of the following items at unheard of values.

FOUR PIECE SUITS

$39.50

THREE PIECE SUITS

$39.50

TOP COATS

$25.00

PILE COATS

$35.00

CUSTOM TAILORING BARGAIN

$60.00
WOOLENS OUT OF STOCK MADE

TO YOUR MEASURE

Four Piece $70.00

STOCK UP NOW FOR SUMMER
TRIP

With Flannels and Sport Shoes

SPORTING GOODS

10% Off

NUNN BUSH SHOES
ALL STYLES

$5.00

COLORED SHIRTS

3 for $7.00

DOBBS HATS

$5.95

MILLER COOK SHOES

$8.95

Step in and See Our Dally Specials. Every Day we Mark One Department Below Cost.
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5lh AVENUE
at iSud Street De Pinna NEW YORK

WILL SHOW IN THE WILLIAMS SAMPLK ROOM

Thursday and Friday, May 7th and 8th
thtir exclusive importations and productions of men's clothing unti

furnishings, hats and shoes

Representative, Mr. Sweeney

m:

Brown Loses to Golf
Team; YaleWns 7y^-l\^,

The Varsity golf team, in its two open-

ing meets, ilefealod Brown 7J^-2-lK Ins'

Saturday, only to have tlie tables turned

iti the afternoon when a strong Vale teuni

won from the I'urple hy the same score.

Captain Williams, pitted against stiff

eomjjetition in botli liis matches, lost to

Appel of Brown two up, and to Ayeoek

of Vale five and three, while Swinehart

and Lewis scored the only Williams points

in tlie afternoon matches.

Summaries of tlie matches follow:

Williams 7 1-2, Brown 11-2

Twosomes: .Xppel (b) defeated Wil-

liams (W), '1 u|); St. Claire (W) defeated

Hutton (B), 5 and 4; No'e (W) defeated

Roberts (B), 4 antl 2; English (W) de-

feated Moore (B), 5 and 3; Swinehart

(W) defeated Bailey (B), (i and 5; Lewis

(W ) halved with Green (B).

Foursomes: Williams and St. Claire

(W) defeated A])pel and Ihitlon, 3 and 1;

Noe and English (W) defeated Roberts

and Moore, 4 and 3; Swinehart and Lewis

(W) defeated Bailey and Green (H),

3 and I

.

Yale 7 1-2, Williams 1 1-2

Twosomes: AycDck (V) defeated Wil-

liams (W), 4 and 3; Wilson (Y) defeated

St. Claire (W), 2 up; Noyes (Y) defeated

Noe (W), () and 5; Swoope (Y) defeateil

English (W), 2 up; Parker (Y) halved with

Swinehart (W); England (Y) defeated

Lewis (W), 2 and 1.

Foursomes: Ayeoek ami Wilson (Y)

defeated Williams and St. Claire, 2 and 1;

Noyes and Swoope (Y) defeateil Noe and

English (W), 5 and 4; Swinehart and

Lewis defeated Parker and England, 2 up.

Amherst Meet Will

Close Track Season
(Continued from First Page)

tie, Bartow, Kerr; Amherst—Sartosis,

.lenson.

220-yd. dash—Williams— Miller, Tut-

lle, Bartow, Kerr, Swayze; Amherst

—

ilensen, Sartosis,

440-yd. (lash—Williams—Sherwood,

Swayze, Brown, Eynon; Amherst—Rob-

inson, Ilanford.

880-yd. run—Williams—Page, Robb,

Suffern, Brown; Amherst—Stewart, Han-

ford.

One-mile run— Williams- Suffern, Bil-

der, Fisher; AndiersI- MaeCieorge, ,lar-

dine.

Two-mile run— Williams~-Guernsey,

Fisher; Amherst—Kelly, Appon.

120-yd. high hurdles—Williams

—

Dougherty, Palmer, Ilebard, Runo, Duck;

Amherst— Nash, Curtis, Perry.

22()-yd. low hurdles Williams—Dough-

erty, Palmer, Hehard, Rimo, Duck;

Amherst— Nash, Curtis, Perry.

Shot Put—Williams—Berry, Tuttle,

Stevens; Amherst— Davenjjort, Harris.

Hammer Throw— Williams—Morgan,

Stevens; .Amherst— Post, Van Sehenck.

Discus— Williams- Fowlo, Berry, Kipp,

Zinn; Amherat-Van Schciiek, Post.

.lavelin— Williams- .lohnson, Kipp, Pat-

terson; Amherst Stebbin.s, Davenport.

Pol(^ Vault—W i 1 1 i am s- P a 1 1 e r s o n

,

Mayer; Amherst— Somers, Van Sehenck,

I,ewis.

High .lump Williams- Lieber, I'rner;

Amherst Lewis, Pelton.

Broad .lump Williams Alexander,
Gihbs, Searl; Andirr.sl Perry, Houth,

1 .(-wis.

VARSITY NETMEN TO

OPPOSE SPRINGFIELD

Strong and Well-Balanced Maroon
and White Team Will Play

Here Thursday

With a reconl of an unimpressive show-

ing against Colgate, and a (leeided re-

versal in form in the Hamilton eneoiMiter,

the Williams tennis learn will face a well-

balanced Springfield College aggregation

on the Sage courts. Thursday afternoon at

4.15. \ comparison of scores gives the

Purple a slight edge, Brown having d(-

feated Springlield, (i-3, while Colgate,

victor over Williams, (rium|)lied over

Brown by the same margin.

Under the tutelage of Coach Brock, the

Maroon and White rae(|ueleers have

shown .steady improvement, and with the

addition of Matthews and McRae from the

1033 Freshman team, can be counteil on to

give the Purple stiff opposition in the hit-

ter's third contest of the year. Captain

Henderling of the visitors is again <lisplay-

ing the brilliaid form which he exhibited

la.st s|)ring. In ,(oyce, who will i)lay at

n\imber two, Phillijis and Magii', who will

play numbers four and six. respectively,

Springfield lias three capable and veteran

performers.

Williams will probably use the same

team which defeated Hamilton last .Satur-

day, with either HaelTner or Willeke play-

ing nund)er six. Eyler will play in the

fifth |)Osition, pairing with Captain (Iroehl

to form the second doubles team, while

Willeke and Morris will compose the third

combination. Horton will again play at

number one in the singles aiul will team

with Dewey for the first doubles match.

Ciroehl anil Dewey will again play at

numbers two and three, respectively, in

the individual matches.

The probable line-ups: SINGLES—1—

Horton (W) vs. Henderling, Capt. (S);

2—Groehl, Capt. (W) vs. .Joyce (S); 3-
Dewey (W) vs. Matthews (S); 4— Morris

(W) vs. Phillips (S); 5—Eyler (W) vs.

McRae (S); (i—Haeffner or Willeke (W) vs.

Magic (S). DOUBLES— 1- Horton and

Dewey (W) vs. Henderling and .loyce (S);

2—Groehl and Eyler (W) vs. Matthews

and Phillips (S); 3—Morris and Willeke

(W) vs. McRae and Magic (S).

Oassica) Society Will

Give Euripides'' 'Rhesus'

Rhesus, a translation of the Greek play

written by Euripides, will be jiresenled

by the members of the (Hditnicat Socicli/

under the direction of Professor Sehlesinger

at 7,30 tonight, in .lesup Hall. As in past

years, the presentation will be informal,

there being no costumes and the juirts

being read instead of recited.

This play deals witli an epi.sode of the

Trojan war, taken from the tenth book

of the Iliad, and is more of an action jilay

than a tragedy, in the modern sense.

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Gas

allhough produced originally as a tragedy.

Il is of particular inleresi since it is llie

oidy existing play based on (he lliiul.

The complete ea.st is as follows:

r/i(,/'».s (./ Trnjann

Van Sant '32, Ganlner ami Sleeker '34

Hector Lakin '32

Ai-nciis Mr, Peirce

Dillon El linger '34

A Slicimrd Ecker ';i2

Uhr^Ks Nash '31

Odi/Ksiiii) Stern '32

lyiomcdcn Collins '34

Alhcn'i Mrs, Avery

I'luix Dakin '33

(Viarinlffr nf /i'//c,s"»,s Ebling '34

MiiKr
'

Mrs. Wild

Varsity Conquers

Wesleyan in Meet
(Continued from First Page)

place a( .5 feet, 11 inches, Pat (erson again

won the pole va(dt in inii)re.ssive style,

clearing the bar for lirs( position a( 1

1

fee(, () inches, and af(erwar(l nearly

breaking Ihe 12 fool-l'j inidi College

record.

The smnnuiry follows:

lOO-yd, dash- Won by Miller (W);

Wilcox (Wes.), .secoinl; Tudle (VV), (hiril.

Time: 10 sees,

220-yd, dash—Won by Miller (W);

Wilcox (Wes,), second; Richard (Wes,),

third. Time: 21.4 sees.

4K)-yd, dash—Wr- '- Richard (Wes,);,

.Sherwood (W), sect' II own (W),(lurd,

Time: ,50.3 sees,

.S80-yd, run—W. ii l.y SutTern (W);
Keyser (Wes,), seeo:!.!, ' ,rown (W). third.

Time: 2 min,, 0,2se. s.

One-mile run—A\ on |,y Suffern (W);
tic for second betwnn Bilder (W) and
Nevins (Wes,), Ti'uc:, ' min,, 38,2 sees.

Two-mile run—\A "U by Guernsey (W);

Gordon (Wes,), se("(l; Harris (Wes,).

third. Time: 10 m i 'lisecs.

120-yd, high luirc Won by Dough-
erty (W); HebanI u second; Palmer

(W). third. Time: ' . ^ - les,

220-yd, low hurdles—Won by Palmer

'Little Theatre' Review

A review of Tlif Tn-iivc I-'oiiiiil Look,

(loiln of till' Moiintiiiii, and Wiiiiien lliivi'

Tlieir Wiii/, the plays presented by the

hittle Thcntri' last Friday evening in

.lesup Hall Auditorium, will appear in

(he is.sueof May 9,

THE NEW
BOOKSHOP

72 SPRING STREET
Just Below the Bank

Books :: Prints
New Fiction, Biography, Drama

Poetry, etc.

Old and Rare Books.

First Editions. Fine Bindings.

Standard Sets. Sporting Prints.

Ship Prints. Maps,
Circulating Library.

Wilton Ralcliffe-Graff

BOOKSELLER and
PRINT DEALER

(W); Dougherty (W), second; .Skinn

(Wes.), third. Time: 28 sees.

Shot Put- Won by Berry (W); Tuttle

(W), second; Woloneck (Wes.), I bird

Distance 42 ft.

Discus (brow Wim by Smith (Wes.)

Fowle (W), second; Zinn (W), third

Distance: 125 ft. (i in.

Hammer (hrow - Won by Smith (Wes.)

Slevens (W), second; Morgan (W). (bird

Distance: 12.5 ft, .5 in,

.lavelin throw VN'oii by .lohnson (W)
Warner (Wes,), second; Berry (\\), (bird

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK

Case .System—Three- Year Course

Co-luliinilioiiid

College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good

Grades Required

Transcript of Hi-coril NfL-r.ssary in

All Cases

IMOKNINCi. KAIll.V Al'THRNOON AND
KVKNINO CI.ASSKS

W'riti' for Cidatogiir

CIIARLliS P. DAVIS, Registrar
2M Uroudwuy, New Yitrk

Distance: Kil fl.,(ii,jin.

High jump Tie for first between l.ielipr

(W) and Uriier (W); Odell (Wes.), (Iiir,|.

lleighc ,5f(, II in.

Broad jump—Won by Odell (Wes.).

Guernsey (W), second; Tudle (W), lliinj.

Distance: 21 f( ,, I in.

Pole Vault Won by I'allerson (W);

Mayer (W), second; Schhims (Wes.),

Ihird. Height: II ll.,(iin.

VASSAU INN
formerly VASSAR LODGE

Opposite Vaisar Campui
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
Mias N. M. Felton, Prop.

STOP FOR FOOD AND ROOM

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves b;
some business activity during the day.
Preliminary education requirement— sat-

isfactory completion of at least two years
leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a

college recognized by the New York State
Board of Regents.
For detailed information, address:

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary
215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

NIAGARA

COKE
^^^ HUDSON

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER. Manager

ifiifi^;

68 Main Street North Adams

Haddad Open Air Lot
Next to Morningside Fire Station, Pittsfield

Telephone 2.".T

HIGH GRADE USED CARS
1929 Chrysler "75" Roadster - - $795.00

(5 Wire Wheels)

1929 Chrysler "75" Roadster, De Luxe $845.00
(6 Wire Wheels)

1929 Ford Roadster - - - _ $270.00

1929 Chevrolet Sedan - - - _ $375.00

50 OTHER MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM

Newly Renovated and Refurnished

THE GREYLOCK HOTEL
Open May 15 and 16 for Houseparties Under Ownership Management of

HENRY W. T. DUTTON
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Morley

Debois

iDeerfield Glee Club

to Appear Thursday
(ConUnued from First Page)

Iwcoiul 111 th'8 year's contest, is aiming

Ilowiirds taking another.

In addition to four groups of songs l)y

|t|i(^ clul), comprising classical, religious,

liiiid Iminorous selections, the program also

lincludes several offerings by William H.

]l(„nrdman on the violin, and a group fea-

I luring the music of Chopin and Debussy

|,vith James W. Wickenden at the piano.

JTliP pieces chosen for the club include

I many familiar titles such as Schneider's

I litiiiil by A. J. Mundy, Keep in the Middle

\iif Ihe Road, a negro spiritual, and the

lliimle from Gilbert and Sullivan's comic

I upiTn, The Gondoliers.

Program

[ Vciic i« the Month of Maying

I Briar
Rose

\ Ooim Among the Dead Men
Old English Air

arr. by Vaughn Williams

I
/('.« <lh\ To be a Wild Wind Elgar

Glee Club

Kijnimik Wieniawski

I Ekgi^ Massenet

William H. Boardman, Violin

I

While b\i My Sheep Hugo Jungst

I'c Wdtchers ami Ye Holy Ones

17th Century German Melody

(arr. by A. T. Davison)

Glee Club

Elude, Op. 10 No. 12 Chopin

\clinredelune Debussy

Snclurne Op. 15 No. .1 Chopin

,lames W. Wicken<len, Piano

I
Schneider's Band A. J. Mundy

Kighl Bells

Sea Chantey arr. by Bartholomew

ll'/i(i( Shall we do with a Drunken Sailor?

Sea Chantey arr, by Bartholomew

Keep in the Middle of the Road

Negro Spiritual arr. t)y Bartholomew

.s'/cd/.-lirai/

Negro Spiritual arr. by Huntley

Glee Club

I
Orieiilale Cesar Cui

.\ncturne in E Minor Chopin

William H. Boardman, Violin

Krewnng Oatley

Kinale from The Gondoliers Sullivan

Glee Club

Frosh Held to 4 Hits

As WDliston Wins 11-2

After holding the Willislon Academy
nine for the first five innings, a weak Wil-

liams Freshman baseljall team cracked

badly and finally succumbed to the harder

hitting visitors, 1 1-2, in the first scheduled

game of the season played last Saturday

afternoon on Cole Field. The yearlings

scored in the second, and, executing three

double plays, clung to the lead until the

visiting team i)uslied acro&s nine runs in

the si.xth frame, which virtually ended the

contest.

Neither team was able to produce a run

in the first inning, while a Williston threat

in the second died when Marcionett hit

into a double play. However, Bacon, the

first man u|) for the yearlings, smashed out

a triple into right field, and scored the first

run a minute later on a wild pitch.

.lennison held the visitors scoreless for

Ihe next three innings, fanning two in the

third. In the fourth. Bent doubled for

Williston, and advanced to third on an in-

field out, but the ensuing .squcezc-play was

smeared when Rathbone bunted a pop-fly

to Jennison, who doubled Bent at third.

In the fifth, the Purple again barely staved

off a Williston threat when Bacon caught

an infield fly and doubled the runner unae-

sisted on first.

The yearlings blew up in the sixth, when
Williston garnered a single, three doubles,

a triple, and four walks to score nine runs

off Jennison and Klinck, the relief pitcher.

Williston scored two more in the seventh,

while the freshmen scored their second and
last tally in the same frame.

Coach Williamson used the following

starting line-up: Lisle, If; Fassett, 3b;

Dyer, c; Koinck, rf; Bacon, lb; Sincere,

2b; Butler, cf ; O'Doniiell, ss; Jennison, p.

The score by innings follows:

123456789 rhe
Williston 0000920 0— II 9 3

Williams '34.0 10000100—244
Batteries: WII-LIAMS 1934—Jennison,

Klinck, Foster, and Dyer. WILLISTON
—DePlace, Brise, and Rathbone, Pew.

Geo. M. Hopkins

FURNITURE
Spring St., Williamstown

are no sororities or (dubs at all, is the worst.

Our system has evolved from the fraternity

size. Only 20 live in each building. This

affords a degree of intimacy, while the

smallness of the enrollment keeps the col-

lege together. All eat together in the

Commons. Other systems tend to put the

fraternities or clubs above the college."

THE DEERFIELD GLEE CLUB
Which Will Give a Concert in Chapin Hall Next

Thursday Evening

Williams Defeats

Vermont Team, 2-1

(Continued from First Page)

Welch, and Pire's infield bounder would

have ended the half of the inning except

for an error by Wallace. Then Winant

knocked a long fly to right, which Page

played slowly and let fall for two bases.

Fire beat the throw in to the plate for

Vermont's lone score.

The Purple had wasted two safe blows

in its half of the second, but bunched three

in the sixth to tie the score. Filley, first

u)), started the rally with a clean single to

right, and went down to second on Mar-

koski's bunt. He scored standing up on

Forbes' one-base hit to right field. Page

followed with a third hit, but was thrown

out in a dash for second, after the outfield

peg had failed to catch Forbes at third

i>ase. Jay retired the side by running

back deep into center for Foehl's long

drive, the hardest hit ball of the game.

WILLIAMS (2)

ab r h

Markoski, 3b 3 1

Forbes, 2b 3 1

Page, rf 4 1

Bartlett

Foehl, If 3 1

Fowie, lb 3 n 13

Wallace, 88 3 1 2

Welch, cf 3 4

Xcwcomb, c •-'
1 5 I

Fillcv, J)
2 1 1 5

than in the ball room. For 95 per cent of

normal boys and girls, coeducation is an
advantage. It is much better, however, if

the boys predominate. The ratio at

Rollins is 275 to 225 which we are going to

retain as closely as possible. No doubt

boys are much healthier and less dissipated

when they meet girls as their equals, than

when they don't see them normally. We
strike a level here.

"We are also organizing the college on a
sound social basis. The Williams and Am-
herst system is one where there is a certain

[)ercentage in fraternities and a remainder

left out. It is obviously bad. The Welles-

ley and Smith system, under which there

Purple Nine to Meet
Amherst This Friday

(Continued from First Page)

by going wild in the last frame and forcing

the winning run across, has pitched fairly

creditable ball throughout the season. His

nice change of pace and wide variety of

twisters should give the Purjjle batsmen

something to think about.

Probable line-ups for both teams are as

follows:

WILLIAMS—Markoski, 3b; Forbes,

2b; Page, rf; Foehl, If; Fowle, lb; Wal-

lace, ss; Welch, cf; Newcomb, c; Sheehan,

p. AMHERST—Gottlieb, rf; Williams,

cf; Reynolds, c; Knutson, If; De Pasqua,

ss; Campbell, 2b; Whitehaed, lb; Free-

man, 3b ; Boutwell, p.

ON THE ROLLICKING WAY

Totals 26 2 (i 27 12 2

VERMONT (11

ab r o

Jay, cf 4

Pire, ss 3 1

Winant, lb 4

Stroh, r 4

Dinniman, If 4 1

Baker, 3b 3 1

Cunningham 1

Macomber, 2b 3 1 1

Collins, rf 3 1

Cummings, p 3

3

4 2

9

3 2

2

1 3

3

Totals 32 I G 24 11

Score V)y innings:

VERMONT 1 0—1
WILLIAMS 10 1 x—

2

Rims batted in—Forbes, Winant, Mar-

koski. Two-base hits—Winant, Markos-

ki. Sacrifice hits—Pire, Markoski, Ma-

comber, Filley. Stolen base—Jay. Left

on bases—\\'illiams 4, Vermont 6. Struck

out—By Filley 3, by Cummings 3. Bases

on halls—Off Cummings 2. l^mpires—

Bolster and Barnett. Time: 1 hr. 55 min.

Hamilton Holt Scores

College 'Research Workers'
CContlnued from First Page)

place a six-year limit for graduation. We
have practically no rules, either, except

you can't go out in a canoe if you can't

swim."

Surprised when asked what advantage

he saw in coeducation, the Rollins Presi-

dent remarked, "New England is quite be-

hind the times. It is the only place were

people still ask me if coeducation is practi-

cal. It is not a problem here; instead, it

is taken for granted. Boys and giris can

know each other better in the class room

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

^lifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treaaures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,

Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

E. J. Jerdon--D.D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

ROUGEAU&HEBERT

Barbers
The Shop of Sanitztion

Where the discriminating man
is pleased to come

12 ASHLAND STREET
NORTH ADAMS

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Normille & Son
7 Water Street Phone 492-

Williamstown, Mass.
W

THE RO

to EUROPE
<0^a/n^ XT)

Admission to this orchestra— $105 (up).
And it's worth it ! Then you really get your
passage, meals and accommodations free!

Your ticket in the rollicking, frolicking
Tourist third cabin on IMM liners also en-
titles you to one even battel of fun... daily!

No wonder the record number of 60,522
passengers traveled "IMM Touxist" during
1930!

$105 up

Delightful Tourist third cabin accommo-
dations on such famous liners as Majestic,
world's largest ship, Olympic, Homeric,
Belgetilantfand many others. Several sail-

ings each week to (he principal ports of
Europe and the British Isles.

NOCLASS DlSTINCTIONSonthe
Mititifkahe/a, nut on ihvTouiist (hitd cabin
liners de luxe Pennlatid and Weiteniiand.
Their entire former cabin accommodaiiors
are devoted exclusively to "Tourist." The
only steamers of tlieir kind in the world.
Send for fascinating literature describing

our Tourist third cabin in detail.

No. 1 Rrnadway, Netv York City

or any authorized steamship agent

WHITE STAR > RED STAR • ATLANTIC TRANSPORT
International Mercantile Marina Lines

For Anythinc

Photographic
Of College and StudenU

Goto

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer

Ifo a little

CheekJng up
yoiirsell

»

I

FON'T TAKE our word for it,

switch to Camels for just one

day then quit them if you can.

The moment you open the

package you'll note the differ-

ence between fresh humidor

packed Camels and dry-as-dust

cigarettes. Camels are supple

yet firm to the touch. Stale,

dried-out cigarettes crumble

and crackle when pressed. But

the real convincer is to smoke

Camels. Every puff is a sheer

delight of cool, mellow mild-

ness; the Camel blend of

choicest Turkish and mellow-

est Domestic tobaccos, kept

in prime condition by mois-

ture-proof Cellophane sealed

air-tight.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Wituton-Salem, N. C.

cAMELS

Factorr-fretli CAMELS
are air-sealed in the new
Sanitary Package which
keeps the dust and germs
out and iceeps the flavor in.

® IMl, R. J. It«7ii*l<li Toba«e« Cntptuj

*
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ermanence

Id.' -

For nearly 100 years we have been a

leader in the Printing Industry, and

it is certain that today, as never be-

fore, a concern endures because of ^

its cai city and desire to serve. The
Eagle 1 minting and Binding Com-
pany i ;uch an institution.

P) uiters of the Gulielmensian

Printers of the Record

Printers of the Alumni Review

Ea^le Printing and Binding Co.
"The Name Tells the Story

"

Pittsfield, Massachusetts

'h
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VARSITY NINE CROSSES

BATS WITH LION TODAY

Columbia Team Stands Good Third

in Eastern Intercollegiate

Ball League

EVEN CHANCES FOR WIN

Filley Slated To Hurl in First Real

Test of Year For Unbeaten

Purple Team

Fridny. Mail A'-Ilaviiin won it« first

fdiir KaniPSi '''^ Williams' liascball team

will attempt to extfiiid its winiiinK stn^ak

over this week-end away from Williams-

town at the expense of Arnlierst and Co-

lumbia. The Purple team lias been i)la,y-

inn t?"0<l '"'"i "•'* ""'.V hitting well, but

also displayiiiK a smart brand of defensive

play, and to date has made the beat record

of any team represent iiiK Williams in

recent years.

To capture cither of the two names the

l'iir|)le outfit will have to display an even

more su|M?rior brand of ball than they have

shown so far this season. With the indi-

vidual hittinc ability taking a jump for the

belter throut?li the ))aat week of praetitie,

the team is coiifiileiit of coming throuKb to

a l>air of wins. Sheehan is facun^ the

Jeffmen at Pratt field today, and Filley,

brilliant Sophomore hurler, will attempt to

sit the Lions down tomorrow.

Columl)ia, after losing two (james to

Pennsylvania and Oartinouth, first and

second respectively in the 8tan<linK of the

I'lastcrn IntereolleKiale LeaKue, won their

next four ^ames, the last victim of this

winning streakbeinn Cornell which was held

to five well scattered hits in a 5-0 defeat

last Thursday. The Hlue and White; hiis

a well balanced team with Balquist, Hewitt

and Rivero liittinR the ball at a nood clip

while their pitchinK ha.s been ably taken

care of by White, W'ilkins, and l.andeau.

l.anileau will undoubte<lly hurl against

the Purple ami will be oppo.sed by Filley

who has won his first three starts.

These (james will be of S|M'cial inten^st

because in the last four years the Purple

has not hail a baseball victory ov<!r Am-
herst, and has lost seven out of eight (james

played with Columbia over the satne

length of time. Should these two games be

taken by the P\irple the team would take

(Continued on Fourth Page)

ATHLETIC COUNCIL TO

SUPERVISE PROGRAMS

Will Receive Profits in 1931-1932;

Competitors Not To Secure

Advertisements

A new policy towards incomes from ath-

letic programs, assuring the Athletic

Council the net profits, and prohibiting

the use of managerial eom|)etitor8 for

obtaining advertisements, was passed by
the Athletic Council at its recent meeting.

The enactments, which will go into effect

with the College year 1931-1932, deprives

the managers of personal profits which
they have gained in the past, and places

the printing of programs imdcr the direct

supervision of the (Iraduatc Treasurer.

As stated in the minutes of the Council

meeting, "It was moved and voted that no

competitor for the managership of any
athletic team may be used for the purpose

of obtaining ailvertiscments for programs,

nor for the collection of any monies due
for advertisement.

"It was further moved and voted that it

he one of the duties of a manager of any
athletic team to furnish a program for

the various contests, and it shall also be

his duty to try to secure sufficient adver-

tisement income to cover the expenses of

such programs.

"It was moved and voted that man-
agers must not place orders for the print-

ing of programs without the sanction of

the Graduate Treasurer; that all net re-

ceipts from programs are to revert to the

Athletic Council, the net profits to be de-

termined by deducting from the gross

receipts any sums which the manager has

deemed necessary to pay as commissions

to those employed by him to secure ad-

vertisements, not in any case to exceed ten

percent of the advertising receipts; and

that each manager must submit to the

Graduate Treasurer, along with his sea-

son's report, a separate stjitement show-
ing income and expenses in regard to all

programs."

/. H. Oh]y '33 Is Elected
To Head 'Forum'' Council

.lohn II, Ohly of Brooklyn, New York,
was ehu'led s(!erelary-treasurer of the
Williams Foniiii and Non Athletic Council
for the year 1931-1932 at a meeting of the
council last week. At the same time the
following were chosen to fill i)ositions on
the advisory committee of the Forum:
M. K. Oakin of Sharon, Conn., W. L. May
of New York City, W. D. Niedringhaus of
St. l.ouis, Missouri, P. R. Reynolds of
Providence, R. I.

Ohly |)repared for Williams at the
Brooklyn Friends School where he iilayed

on the football team. .Since at college he
won his letter playing on the Varsity

soccer team last fall and at present he is a
member of the laero.s.se team, in addition

to being on the 1933 Ciilu'luicitumn Board
and the Honor System Committee. At-

tending the Pawling School before ecmiiiig

to Williams, May won his numerals in

track last spring and Is now a member of

th(! Varsity scpiad, having been on the

swimming scpiad.

(Iraduating from I.awrencevillc, Nied-
ringhaus has since been elected assistant

costume manager of ('a/) and Hells and is

on th(; News Bureau. Dakin was Fresh-

man manager of th(^ 1933 football team
and will be manager of the 1935 Freshman
football team, in addition to being on the

editorial board of the fhdii'liiienaian and
the business hoard of the Qtiarlcrli/ and a

member of the W. C. A. Cabinet. Rey-
nolds won his numerals on the 1933 Fresh-

man football team and his letter as end on
last fall's Varsity team, besides being on
th(; \V. C. A. Cabinet.

'LITTLE THEATRE' HAS

BRILLIANT FINAL BILL

Dr. Chapman Declares Choice of

Plays Excellent in Review
of Last Program

GOLFERS TO TEE OFF

AGAINST THREE TEAMS

Perm, Georgetown, Princeton Will

Face Purple at New Haven
This Week-End

Fridaij, May 8. With a record of one

victory and one defeat, the Varsity golf

team left yestertlay for New Haven, where

it will tee off against the I'niversity of

Pennsylvania today, and Ceorgetown and
Priiu'eton tomorrow. .Ml three of its

opponents have imposing records behind

I hem. Princeton having been undefeated

in live meets so far this sea.son, while Penn
has won from (Icorgetown but lost to

Princeton, and (leorgelown has lost to

each of the others, but won from Boston

College and Pitt.sburg.

The Purple team vanipiished Brown
with ea.sc last Saturday morning, but suf-

fered a reverse in the afternoon when Y'ale

defeated it T'u-l'a i" the pouring rain.

The linc-uj) for the matches this week-end

will probably remain as it, was for the

opening meets: Captain Williams, St.

Clair, Noe, Knglish, Swinehart, and Lewis.

Penn comiuered (icorgetown in its o])en-

ing meet, 5-4, but could not furnish the

brand of golf required to opi>o8e the strong

Princeton aggregation, which defeated it,

7-2. The Penn line-up will probably be as

follows; Captain Robinson, Merriam,

Byxbec, Kelly, O'Reilly, and McKean.

The Georgetown golfers have lost to

Princeton 5-4, and to Penn by the same

score. Earlier in the season, however,

they defeated Boston College by the score

of 6-3, and conquered Pittsburg 6-1.

Their line-up will probably be as follows:

Cai)tain Wilson, Beger, Slattery, Boucek,

Fisher, and DeStephano.

The undefeated Princeton team, which

will tee off against the Purple tomorrow

afternoon, has won five matches so far this

season, and is the strongest team on the

Williams week-end schedule. The Tiger

allowed Army only one match to win 7-1,

(Continued on Fourth Page)

Indian Philosophy To Be
Discussed by S. L. Joshi

Professor S. L. Joshi, of Dartmouth, will

lecture before the Philosophical Union to-

morrow evening at 8.00 in Griffin Hall on

the subject, "The Social and Political

Aspects of Philosophy in India." Mr.

.loshi, First Carnegie Exchange Professor

from India for the year 1930-31, joined the

Faoilty of Dartmouth last fall as Professor

of Comparative Religion. An authority

on Hinduism, he is a native Indian and

one of the Brahmin caste. He was edu-

cated in India and has also been awarded

degrees by Columbia and the Union Theo-

logical Seminary.

(Coarttmj of Dr. C. 0. Chapman)

The Lidlc TImiIre closed its season last

Friday evening with a brilliant grou)) of

plays presented before a festive audience.

The critic, far from Broadway, may be

thought to be over-appreciative of home
talent and hardly to be trusted, but he

asserts that much of this final bill yielded

nothing to professional entertainmi^nt.

The choice of plays, whether indicative

of the taste of the committee, or chosen to

please the young ladies from Smith an<l

Vassar, was uniformly good. Barrie's

delightful lines in The Twelve I'liimil Look

were nicely balanced by the wit of the

SpaTiish The Women Have Their Way,
and Lord Dunsany's fantasy gave the

tragic muse her chance. The Ta-elve

Found Look, featuring Mrs. lJloed(d as

Kate, the charming ex-wife, and Miss

Gobeille as her successor, the timid and
harassed Lady Sims, set a high standard.

Mrs. Bloedel interpreted Barrie's lines

with a nice understanding of every im-

plication, while the ovcr-nibicund .Sir

Harry, a blustering bully, set off her talents

to the best a<lvantage. Lady Sims, ably

portrayed by Miss Gobeille, was made
real to us by one of those inimitable Eng-

lish court gowns, with a style of its own
and its outlandish head dress. She

somehow achieved 'the twelve pound look.'

The other comedy had a good deal to

live up to after Barrie, but it succeeded

delightfully. This was proved by the

tireless and enthusiastic audience, who
imidd laugh whether it interrupted the

action or not. The match-making ladies,

the shy ,Iuanita La Rosa, and the disin-

terested .'Viloliih, were a source of endless

fun. W hile the ladies were excellent as

usual, the palm goes to Mr. Spencer as the

village i)ri(?st, agreeing with everyone, but

sbv'Rvc rijrht bimself
. .tnd Invinuf n(*thintr

80 much as his own wisdom. Y'et as one

thinks bacK, how vivid are the ladies:

Concha Puerta chasing back and forth.

Dona Belen drawing herself up in haughty

silence, ,luanita La Rosa delivering her

eoiipld with an embarrassed giggle, and

Santita chicking across the stage to sup-

l)rcs8 her melodious servant girl whom she

alone cannot hear. Mrs. Graliiim lirings

to her part a fine sense of humour, 'whet her

as the dumb wife or the <leaf widow.

In attempting The Gods of the Mountain

the new board declared itself ambitious,

hut t hey were justified in the achievement.

The clever beggars who arrogantly im-

jicrsonate the gods are visited with swift

iclribution. Here setting, costumes, and

acting were fused into a perfect whole

which was born of good directing and long

practice. The realistic group of beggars

and a bit of plaster wall portrayed the city

gate and carried us to the East. The

sets of the second and third scenes were

among the best of the year. The faithful

reproduction of the Persian doorways was

as realistic to the front row as to the last

while the eery green light of the final

scene completed the horror of the just re-

venge of the outraged gods. The best

(Continued on Second Page)

VARSITY TRACK TEAM WINS liniE

THREE' TITLE BY DOWNING AMHERST

CALENDAR

SATURDAY, MAY 9

9.30 a. m.—Varsity Golf. Williams vs.

Georgetown. New Haven.

1.30 p. m.—Varsity Golf. Williams vs

Princeton. New Haven.

2.00 p. m.—Varsity Tennis. Williams

vs. Princeton. Williamstown.

2.30 p. m.—Varsity Baseball. Williams

vs. Columbia. New York.

3.0O p. m.—Freshman Baseball. Wil-

liams 1934 vs. Deerfield. Deerficld.

3.00 p. m.—Lacrosse. Williams vs.

Springfield. Si)ringfield.

4.00 p. m.—Freshman Golf. Williams

1934 vs. Hotchkiss. Lakeville.

4.00 p. m.—Freshman Tennis. Williams

1934 vs. Hotchkiss. Lakeville.

SUNDAY, MAY 10

10.35 a. m.—The Reverend Archibald

Black will conduct the service at the

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

8.00 p. m.- Philosophical Union. Prof.

S. L. .loshi of Dartmouth will speak

on "The Social and Political Aspects

of philo8«iphy in India."

TUESDAY, MAY 12

8.30 p. m.—The Ueiilscher Verein will

meet at the home of Dr. Noehren.

E. G. SUFFERN, 1931

Distance Runner on the Varsity Track

Team, Who Turned in Consistently

Good Performances Throughout

the Season

GREEK PLAY IS GIVEN

BY 'CLASSICAL SOCIETY'

Victory by 763^^-58 '< Score Clinches

Championship for First Time
in Three Years

MILLER AND DOUGHERTY WIN

Sprinter Takes First in 100 and
220-Yard Dashes for Third

Consecutive Time

Translation of Euripides' Tragedy

'Rhesus' Is Presented in

Jesup Hall

lihesus, a translation of the Greek jilay

of Euri))ides, was presented by the mcm-
h<^rs of the Clnssirnl Snriety under tlje

direction of Professor .Schlesiiiger at 7.30

last Tuesday night in .lesup Hall. In a

short introduction. Dr. Schlesinger ex-

plained that the play dealt with an e])i8ode

of the Trojan war, taken from the tenth

book of tlu' llliad, and that, although

there was some simple scenery, the produc-

tion would be informal, there being no cos-

tumes and the parts being read instead of

recited.

The scene is laid in the Trojan camp,

and a chorus of three sentinels announces

that Hector has just driven the Greeks

back to their shii)s. Hector wishes to

follow uj) his recent victory, but .\eneas

advises him to .send out a spy first. Dolon

vohinteers and deiHirts for the Greek

camp.

Rhesus, the king of the Thracians then

arrives with a large army, and Hector at

first complains that his arrival is ten

years late. Rhesus excuses himself, and

everything is put off till the morrow. In

the meantime, Ulysses and Diomedes,

Greek spies, have murdered Dolon and

are in search of Hector in order to kill him

also. However, Athena appears and ad-

vises that they slay Rhesus instead.

The murder is committed, and the

Trojans are accused of the murder.

Terphsichore, the mother of the slain

warrior, then appears and indicts Ulysses

as the murderer. She also eulogizes her

son, and concludes by telling Hector that

day is coming, and that he had best, pre-

pare to storm the Greek camp.

The complete cast was as follows:

(Continued on Second Page)

Capturing ten firsts and placing well in

every event, the Varsity track team de-

feated Amherst by a KV-i-^'i score to

gain the "Little Three" clminpi<mship for

the first time in three years, on Pratt Field

in Amherst Thurstlay afternoon. Miller

again won the 100 and 220-yard dashes

for the third straight time this season, and
Cajjtain Dougherty won both hurdle

events in impressive style to bring his

season's total to 28 jjoints.

As in the Wesleyan meet, the races were

close, with Suffern staging a strong sprint

in the 880-yard run to take third place, less

than five feet behind the victor. In the

mile run he had no difficulty in defeating

McGeorge, while BiUhsr was less than a
foot behind, placing third. .Sherwood,

broke the tajje first in the 440-yard run,

'but the judges ruled that Robinson had
crossed the line first, while Keith just

defeated Brown for third place. Both

Miller and Tuttle outilistanced .Sartorius,

the .\mherst sprinter, in the century event,

and Bartow placed third in the 220-yard

race, just ahead of Swayze.

In the field events, Stevens made his best

throw of the year to win the Hammer
event , and Berry won t he shot put for the

third time with a 42 foot, 1 'i inch heave.

Davenport of Amherst took first in the

javelin with a toss of 155 feet, 7 inches,

failing by more than six feet to equal the

mark set by Johnson, unable to compete

because of an infei^tetl hand, in the Wes-
U^yan meet. Fowie won the discus with a

tlircw of 125 feet, ! inch, and nearly sue

ceeded in his attempt to break liis own
college record in that event. The visitor's

made their strongest showing in the jjole-

vault, where Lewis and Somers both clear-

ed the bar at 12 feet, while Patterson,

Van Schenck, anil Mayer made 11 feet,

inches.

The summary follows

:

lOO-yd. dash—Won by Miller (W);
(Continued on Fourth Page)

'Purple Key' Decides to

Disband Its Organization

After a year's cessation of activity, the

Purple Key .Society voted to disband its

organization completely at a meeting of its

members in Jesup Hall last Thursday

afternoon. Several plans for reorgani-

zation were considered, but the decision of

the 1930 members that the Society no

longer fulfilled its purpose was upheld by

the present members.

The society was originally started as a

drinking club, but after the war its mem-
bershi|) was changed, and the organization

was made a Jvmior Honorary Society,

having as its purpose the reception of visit-

ing athletic teams. It fulfilled this func-

tion until a year ago, when its members,

feeling that the Society had not justified

(Continued on Third Pace)

WILLIAMS WILL MEET

TIGER IN TENNIS TODAY

Harvard and North Carolina Are

Only Conquerors of Strong

Nassau Netmen

In the fourth match of the year, the

Williams Varsity netmen- will encounter

one of the strongest Princeton teams in

recent years on the .Sage courts this after-

noon at 2.00, weather permitting.

Although Horton, Dewey and Willeke

exhibited a fine brand of tennis in the

Springfield contest, superior team strength

and greater experience make the Tiger a

decided favorite to repeat the 9-0 victory

.scored by the Orange and Black last year.

Although beaten by both Harvard and

North Carolina, Princeton has to its credit

decisive victories over Lafayette, I^ehigh,

Rutgers, and Columbia. Irwin, who will

play at numlier one, has lost only to Grant

of North Carolina, tenth ranking player

in the United States, and to Jones of Co-

lumbia, both by narrow margins. Stra-

chem and Captain Thomas, who will play

at numbers two and three, respectively,

are former proteges of Tilden; while Har-

bison, Kennedy and McCabe, who will

be at numbers four, five and six, respect-

ively, have been consistent winners all

season. The doubles combinations are

Strachcm and Thomas, Irwin and Ken-

nedy, and Harbison and McCabe.

The Purple lineup will probably be the

same as that used against Springfield,

with Horton op|)osing Irwin, and Groehl

meeting Strachcm in the first two matches.

Dewey will again jilay in the third court

and will pair with Horton in the first

doubles contest. Morris, Willeke and

Eyler will complete the Williams team,

with Willeke and Groehl comjjosing the

second doubles combination. Morris will

team up with either Eyler or Durrell in the

third doubles match.
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BURIED TINSEL
Notltiiifj ill Ills lilV

])t>fain<' liini like the U'livinK it

—MiicMh 1-4.

The 1931 delegation of I'tirftle Key performed a KCiuiitie and oommendaljle service

to the College this wecli when it fonnally abolished un ornanizatioii which had ceased

to bo of any benefit, and had become a source of positive harm to Williams. Formed

ostensibly for the purpose of wclcoininR visiting teams to Williamstown, the grouj) hud

long ceased to be recognized for any function other than providing u mere "honorary"

society for convivial S|)irit8, with u sprinkling of outstimding athletes. Aside from

the society's failure to make any jmsitive contribution to the College, the suspicion

and ill feeling which almost invariably accompanied its elections constituted a disturb-

ing infltience for which the picturesqueness of The Hats could hardly be consideretl a

fair exchange. The society has performed its one necessary service to the campus in

decreeing its own end, and the only mourners will be a small group of underclassmen

greedy after lost tinsel. In view of the reasoned delil)eration with which the stej) was

taken, any attempt to revive the organization, or to found a similar one, would he ridic-

idous and against the best interests of the College.

CRUSADING FOR CHAOS
Just about a year ago Williams led off in the series of eastern college ballotings on

Prohibition which was to roll up an ovenvhelming verdict against the Eighteenth

Amendment, and furnish a new gloomy text for head-wagging elders. Now a militant

anti-Prohibition organization has invaded Princeton, and Yale, to begin putting this

opposition into more tangible form. It is clear enough that by 1932 almost all of the

men who voted in the college polls will be eligible to cast their first presidential ballots

for a Wet candidate and platform; and it is not too early to see to it that youthful

minds are rightly moulded. From this standpoint, incidentally, the optimism of the

Crusaders' leaders over the jjrospects of rallying students around the beer bottle, when

so many other propagandist efforts have failed to dent campus consciousness, is in its

way a striking, and not altogether complimentary, estimate of the breadth of luidcr-

graduate "interests."

Only the most bigoted Dry could have the face to deny the charges which the

Crusaders bring against the present Prohibition regime: the growth of organize<l

crime, governmental corruption, and jjublic contempt for law,—all on an alarming

scale. In the indictment of such evils even the Wickersham Report was intelligible.

The Crusaders, indeed, bring us no fresh news with these comjjlaints. We know we

are in a fog; what we need to know is how to get out.

Unfortunately, all the Crusaders have to tell their college recruits on this score

centers about the dreary catchwords of "states rights," and "personal liberty,"—ration-

alizations, not reasons. Temperance is to be made "a. moral, rather than a legal,

issue" for our 120 millions of people. (Yet Socialists are still called the most Utopian

of social thinkers!) The Eighteenth Amendment is to be repealed and the issue left

up to the states alone, they being "the natural experiment stations" for the purpose.

Fears that the saloon might return in some states if unifying federal control were re-

moved, are "groundless".

One can well reply that the former political absolutism of the saloon in the cities

then proved too convenient for the powers that lie not to make them ever ready to

return it. He can also point out that, the defects of the present system aside, the in-

creasing complexity of social relationships, and the heightened necessity of everyone's

being able to expect his fellows to act in a normal fashion, make Prohibition no longer

an experiment, or a moral issue, but a social necessity. It is not a question of attempt-

ing to legislate people into morality; but of setting u]) an objective standard of conduct

to which community safety demands that men conform.

No one can doubt that there is need of wise modification of the law; certainly

no one has a better chance to become convinced of that than the undergraduate.

But modification should not mean a return to local option, for the issues involved are

essentially national. To be content, as The Crusaders avow themselves to be, with

allowing the nation power to assist Dry states by preventing liquor importation, is

to take a superficial view of the real economic and social need of federal action. The

liquor problem knows no state boundaries: a drunken ilriver is no less a menace in

New York than in Massachusetts; nor is the cost of liquor to productive efficiency

less important to the consumers of the whole country than lo the limited manufacturing

areas. Control is a national question; the federal power is needed lo maintain some

minimum requirements throughout the land. In seeking to treat this as a local prob-

lem, The Crusaders only beckon us farther into the fog.

jiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiinii:
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A SPLENDID HERITAGE

Editor of The Williams Record,

Dear .Sir:

The honor system at Williams College is

one of the most prided possessions that the

undergraduate has, and as such should be

cherished by him. It has been in effect

here for many years and the reason for its

success is merely the fact that in the past

Williams students have cooperated with

the honor system committee and have re-

ported all violations. Now if the system

18 to continue, it must have the support of

every one enrolled as a student at Williams.

Now what is meant by support is

simply this,—that if a man is seen violat-

ing the honor system, it is the duty of that

man who has witnessed the violation to

report it to the committee as soon as possi-

ble. Every man in collegi,' must consider

that as one of his duties while here at col-

lege, for if any one does not, the system

cannot long endure. It is too much of a

good thing to lo.se, and there is no reason

why the classes lo come should suffer

because some one failed to realize his

obligation.

A person will and should not be looked

down ui)on and sneared at because he has
rcporled a man for a violation. On tlie

contrary, he should be praised as one of the

men who is doing tsverything in his jiower

to make the system live on for others to

enjoy as we have enjoyed it. Let it be
said now that secrecy is the backbone of

the organization and the names of the

aecuseil and the accusers are never divulg-

ed. The reastms for this are obvious.

We hope every man in college realizes

the benefits of the .system and will do his

part in keeping the organization "one of

our most prideil possessions."

Honor Syslem Committee

'IIIIIIIHIINIIIIIIIMIIIMIIIIIIllllUIKItlllllKIXIIXtll'"""""'"^
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PLAYING HOST TO EUROPE
"America is a traditionally hospitable

land for the meetings of well-known for-

eigners. For years foreigners have at-

tended the WiUiain.iloii'n liistitule and

have not hesitated to make criticism of

this country of a nature which might be

resented if directed at another nation".

Once again the New York Herald

Tribune takes a gentle dig at our only

effort toward the international lime-light.

Hut the question involved this time is more

important than the relative value of the

In.stitute of Politics. At present in

Washington, a group of far more represen-

lalive and famous foreigners than ever

tackled the Berkshires, has gathered at

the invitation of President Hoover for a

conference on International Trade. The
ostensible purpose of the meeting is to

consider the causes of, and the solution

for, the present depression and for a fairer

adjustment of world trade. Bui if the

conference is to be at all effective, it must

di.scuss and criticize the American tariff

policy, which our foreign friends agree is

tlie most harmful single element blocking

the path of equitable international trade.

In his opening address, President

Hoover adroitly avoided the question of

the tariff, one foremost in all of the dele-

gate's minds, and declared that the de-

pression was caused by the Worlil War
and that the only solution lay in a decrease

in armaments, especially among the for-

eign powers. While the artificial stimula-

tion in trade caused by the World War
might have aided in producing an over

grown business constitution, and while a

reduction in armaments might ease the

financial Imrden of our foreign debtors,

the address did not offer a solution, Ijut

only a weak excuse for the tiiflSculties.

The Tariff Act of 1930 cannot be justi-

fied from any economic standpoint. The
most elementary study of economics

points out that a hoarding of gold and the

increase of exports accompanied by a

decrease in imjjorts, is not only of no aid

Imt definitely harmful. The balance of

international trade depends on reciprocity,

and if Spain, for example, can only import

from this country, she can not gain the

wherewithal to pay for those imports,

since her export field has been cut off.

From t he home intlust ry point of view it is

also economically unsound. There is no

productive advantage in providing arti-

ficial protection for industries which are

not able to compete with those of Euro-

liean countries. There is no danger that

lower wages will force us out of competi-

tion, for the technical advantages of this

country so far overbalance any wage
tlifferences as to make the point of no sig-

nificance.

If the conferees are fair and frank

enough to bring up the tariff question, as

they would undoubtedly do were they in

Williamstown, they will have the backing

<if every leading economist and financier of

the day. The politicians will jiut forth

])olitical arguments, as they have in the

past,—arguing that America must be pro-

tected, independent, etc. But the Ameri-

can people cannot forever be fooled by
politicians, and the sooner that they

realize the 1930 mistake, the better it will

he for the cause of prosperity.

C. S. S.

Church of Christ To Meet
The Church of Christ at Williams

College will hold its annual meeting

tomorrow after the regular .Sunday

morning service in the Thomp.son

Memorial Chaiwl. Faculty and other

prominent members will assemble imme-

diately after the service, while imder-

grailuate and associate members will

meet after the conclusion of the Senior

singing.

'Little Theatre' Has
Brilliant Final Bill

(Continued from First Page)

acting in this play was that of Mr. Kobler,

'the wise master,' and resourceful leader

of the beggars, but he was ably siijiported

by a promising group of freshmen and

sophomores, including Mr. McKean and

Mr. Page whose ability has already been

demonstrated, and Messrs. Owen, Ray,

Chapman, and Fisher, who have still to

make their marks. In this final review

of the season it is a pleasure to thank

players, directors, and technicians, who
have generously contributed their talents

and enthusiasm to the artistic life of the

campus.

Greek Play is Given

by Classical Society
(Continued from First Page)

Chnrut of Trojans

Van Sant '32, Gardner and Stocker '34

Hector Lakin '32

Aeneas Mr. Peirce

A Shepherd Ecker '32

lihgsus Nash '31

Odyssius ! Stcarn '32

Dinmedes Collens '34

Alhena Mrs. Avery
I'aris Dukin ',33

Charioteer of Rhesus Ebeling '34

The Muse Mrs. Wild
Setting designed by Merrill '32

Lighting by I^artshorne '33

Sport?u)ear

A fine solectio:i

( f spiirtswciw . . .

(l.in:i(.'ls <uid slip-

overs ... in the
appro VL'd cut
and colors.

/.',,,I, U'/j" .'*.'/?. Si? itllJ IHlir:'

S.^Uiii'irj S^-7S ant/ mitre

doanksSn
162 fifth Avenue, Scwlbrk
Entrance on 46** 5<.

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK

Case System—Three-Year Course

Co-IC(lnc(Ulo)ial

College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good

Grades Requireil

Transcript of Ileconi Necessiiry in

All Cases

MORNING. I'.Ani.Y Al'TKRNOON AND
EVKNING CLASSKS

Writrfor Ciifalogiir

CHARLF,S P. DAVIS, Registrar
233 Broadway, New York

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day
every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sate at 5 P. M. on all

Williamstown News Stands

Taconic

Lumber

Co.

Building

Materials

Catamount Tavern
Old Bennington, Vt.

Finest Small Inn in Vermont

For over night or longer periods. Attractive Rooms,
Twin Beds and Private Baths

Special Steak and Chicken Dinners, Afternoon Teas

SA^l J. KEYES, JR. •

Telephone 952

Turn left at Battle Monument one block, then right

•""mIssu WIGGINS OLD TAVERN
POPULAR PRICES EXCELLENT FOOD

Also in Main Dining Room
6-8 Saturday Night Miller's Orchestra in Colonial Room

$1.50 Table d'hote Dinner

Blue Plate Specials SOc up and a la carte
Same Menu in all Dining Rooms

ROOM RATES $2.50 UP
Dormitory Rooms for College Men $2.00 Up

HOTEL NORTHAMPTON
LEWIS WIGGINS, Prop. NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Golf Clubs

Golf Balls Supplies Repairs

DICK BAXTER
Telephone 114

Taconic Golf Club

Lessons
by Appointment
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^AM)EN
^eek of May 11th

bubject to Change at Discretion of Management

Shows at 2.15, 7.15 and 9 00 p. m.

Admission 16c and 40c

MONDAY, MAY 11

[)()|m Boles and Lupe Velez in "Resurrec-

tion". The deathless tale of love,

ilc'ception, remorse. Strong dramatic

fale played against the backgrounds of

Russia's gayest capitals and of her gay-
est steppes. R.K.O. Act. Cartoon.

News.
TUESDAY, MAY 12

"Big Money" with Eddie Quillan, Rol)ert

Armstrong and James Gleason. Pathe
Comedy.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 13

Udiiii Crawford in "Our Blushing Brides.'

Mickey Mouse Cartoon.

THURSDAY, MAY 14

['Body and Soul" with Charles Farrell and
KliK.Hu Landi. Mack Sennett Comedy.

FRIDAY, MAY 15

"June Moon" with .lack Oakie and Fran-
cis Dee. Paramount Comedy. Car-
toon.

SATURDAY, MAY Ki

"Men On Call" with Edmund I.owe and
Muc Clarke. R.K.O. Comedy. Movie-
tone News.

THEATRE
No. Adams

:ontinuou8 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

RICHMOND

Siiiulay

The Fourth Alarm

Monday tind Tupsdiiy

Kept Husband
with Dorothy Mackaill

Wednesday and Thursday

Hvorce Among Friends
with Irene Delroy, James Hall

Lew Cody

Fridiiy and Saturday

The Cohens and Keilys in Africa

with

Jeorge Sidney Charles Murray

also

IHEROES OF THE FLAME

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

iSuntlay, Monday and Tuesday
William Powell

in

Ladies Man
with

Kay Franci.s (laroic Lombard

Wednesday, Tliursday, Friday

Norma Shearer

in

Strangers May Kiss
with

Robert Montgomery
Neil Hamilton

Marjorie Rambeau
Irene Rich

Saturday Only

Dude Ranch
with

Jackie Oakie

Also
Selected Comedies and

Cartoons

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

Frosh Nine la to Play
at Deerfield Saturday

DisplayiiiK a reorganized line-up, the
Freshinau nine will meet the Deerfield
Academy l)aM'l)all team at 3.00 p. m.
Saturday on the Academy grounds.
Deerfield, hoastinn an unhlemished record
of seven wins in seven starts, iiicludinu

victories over OraiiKo HiKh, At hoi High,
and Grototi, has a considcrahle theoretical

advantage over the yearlings hy virtue
of a 7-5 win over the Williston Academy
team which trounced the Purple cubs 11-2

last .Saturday.

Since the yearlings' defeat by Williston,

Coach Williamson has been experimenting
throughout the week with various new in-

field and outfield combinations. Although
with a view to possible shake-ups, the

coach declined to issue any statements
concerning the line-u)) for the Deerfield

game, it is probable that the team will

be some variation of the following: Dyer,

c; .Icnnison, p; Bacon, lb; Sincere, 2b;

Fassett, 3b; O'Donnell, ss; Lisle, If;

Butler, cf; Martin, rf.

The tentative Deerfield line-up is as

follows: Turner, cf; Smith, 2b; C. Ray, ss;

Boyle, c; E. Ray, p; Bicknell, 3b; Val-

entine, If; Moses, rf ; Desloge, lb.

Purple Key Decides to

Disband Its Organization
(Continued from First Page)

its existence, voted for a year's cessation

declaring that "final judgment as to the

existence or the alteration of the Purple

Kcij Society rests in the hands of the

'International Affairs Club'

Assistant Professor Charles Fainnan

of the Political .Science Departiiieiit

will lead a discus-sion on "The United

Slates and Disarmament" at a meeting

of the International Affairs Club Wed-
nesday at 7.30 p. m. in CiriflSn Hall.

present 1931 delegation— this decision to

be made within a year."

After a thorough investigation of sim-

ilar societies in other colleges throughout

the country, the present members de-

cided to uphold the decision made by the

1930 members. The 1931 officers of the

society were: F. R. Hood, president;

D. A. Gregg, vice president ; B. R. Field,

.Ir., secretary, and F. B. Williams, ,Ir.,

treasurer.

PURPLE TENNIS TEAM

DEFEATS SPRINGFIELD

Varsity Netmen Take Four Singles

and Two Doubles Matches
in Winning, 6-3

Capturing four singles and two doubles

matches, the Williams tennis team de-

leated the .Springfield netmen on the .Sage

courts last Thursday afternoon by a score

of (i to 3. The brilliant tennis exhibited

by Horton and Willeke, the latter playing

his first Varsity match, was the high spot

of the contest; while McRae and Mat-

thews, with their steady volleying and fine

placements, received repeated applause

fr<'m the small crowd which witnessed the

match.

In a match much clo.ser than indicated

by till! score, Horton defeated McRae of

Springfield. After taking the first three

games, Horton lost the next one and then

ran out the set by winnmg the next two

deuced games. The second set was much
closer, with both players demonstrating

excellent tennis; but Horton's superior

backhand gave the Pur|)le racqueteer an

advantage and the .set. to 2. In the

number two match, Groehl was decidedly

off lii.s game but carried Matthews to two

long drawn out sets before losing, 0-4, 7-5.

In the third singles match, Dewey, ex-

hibiting his customary coolness and strong

backi'ourt game, with frequent successful

(lashes to the net, swept Captain Hender-

ling of iSijringfield aside in two sets, win-

ning (i-3, t)-2. Morris, at number four

early discovered his oppuneiU's weiikness

in handling backhand shuts and defeated

Joyce in straight sets, (i-3, ()-3. Barker,

inimber five for Springfield, was no match

for the hard-hitting Willeke, losing (i-l, (i-l.

After losing the first set, ()-3, and trailing,

5-1, in the second, Eyler rallied to win

three games from his opponent. Miller,

before succumbing, 0-4.

Horton and Dewey, playing their best

game of the season, had little difficulty in

routing McRae and Henderling in straight

sets, losing but five games. Lack ol

steadiness at the net cost the Purple com-

bination three games in the first set; but

in the second, the pair settled down and
lost only the third and sixth games. In

the second doubles match, Groehl paired

with Willeke to trium|)li over Joyce and
Phillips in quick order, winning both sets

by () to 2. After losing the first set, 1-5,

Morris and Durrell won the second, 9-7;

but greater steadiness in their net playing

gave Matthews and Miller the third set

and match, (i-3.

Lacrosse Team to Play

at Springfield Saturday

After lo.sing to Dartmouth 7-0 and win-

ning from Tufts 4-2 the Williams lacrosse

team will play the third game of the sea-

.son this afternoon on Springfield's home
field against a strong team which held

Dartmouth to a 2-2 tie and easily defeated

Tufts (i-l. The Springfield team which

presents a formidable line-up, containing

ten lettermen from last year's team, has

lost only one game and that to the Boston
Lacrosse Club and has defeated the Har-
vard Junior Varsity by a 4-2 count.

Since the Tufts victory Coach Bcllerose

has been putting the team through ex-
tensive practices to strengthen the attack
which so far this season has functioned
properly for only a short time in the last

game when it accounted for all four goals
in the short space of five minutes. The
shifting of Cantain Dunn from center to
first attack wlio along with Brewer and

Means will play the ollensive |K)sitioim in

Saturday's contest will increase the scoring
{Xissibilities. Lessuig will again play
goalie while Fox, Garth, and Heine will

fill the defeiis(MM)stH.

The Springfield attack has been built

up around Paige, .Searle and Waterman,
all of whom are vetx'rans from the team last

year, while Netter, Captain and second
defense, and Ball, i)oint, are the main-
stays of the defense. The probable line-up
will be: (Williams) Leasing, g., Heine, p.,

Garth, c.p.. Fox, l.d.,Ohly, 2.d., Mears,
3.d., Itowland, c, Bcaltie, 3.a., Hunt,
2.a., Dunn, La., Brewer, o.h.. Means, i.h.:

(.Springfield) Rhinehard, g., Ball, p.,

Bewick, c.p., Stanton, l.d., Netter, 2.d.,

Weaver, 3.d., Paige, c, Salisbury, 3.a.,

Stewart 2.a., .Searle, La., Mear, o.h..

Waterman, i.h. .Substitutes: (Williams)
Bixby, .Searl, Vail, Goldblatt, Clark;
(Springfield) Moore, Humphrey,

Model League Holds Meeting
At the recent meeting of the New Eng-

land Model League of Nations Assembly,
it was decided to hold the next assembly on
March 4th and 5th, 1932, at Brown Uni-
versity, Providence, R. 1. The organ-
zation, which includes representatives
from all of the New England colleges,

has as its purpose better understanding of,

and greater interest in, public and inter-
national problems.

H. C. WRIGHT, M. D. and W. L. CURRAN, M. D.

Eye. Ear. Nose and Throat

Glasse:: Properly Fitted
Vienna Eye and Ear Certificate)

L iily: 9 a. m. to 12 m., 2 to 5 p. m.

Tel i 480 Dowlin Block. North Adams

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-
ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by
some business activity during the day.
Preliminary education requirement—sat-
isfactory completion of at least two years
leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a
college recognized by the New York State
Board of Regents.

For detailed information, address:
PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary
215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

Of snort £np Jana a merw one. • •

A vacation abroad . . . and only three weeks (or less) away from home has now

been made possible by the two fastest liners afloat and the fastest world cruiser

6R€fn€n
£UROPR
coLumBur

^EXPRESS VACATION TOURS, $295. up • iS-zydays. ..with 7-17 days' sightseeinginEurope.

In conjunction with American Express Company.

• THIRD CLASS BECOMES EXCLUSIVE • The entire 3d Class reserved for students on the

STUTTGART, sailing July 2. Returning on the DRESDEN, Aug. 6, or STUTTGART, Aug. 20.

$155 and up round trip.

*SPECIAL STUDENT SAILINGS • The entire Tourist 3d Cabin reserved for students on the

EUROPA, June 20 and the BERLIN, June 25. Returning on the BREMEN, Aug. 13.

• SEND FOR BOOKLETS

Christopher dc Groot, General Passenger .Agent, 65 State St., Boston, Mass., Tel. Hubbard 22-J5, or your local agent
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Varsity Nine Crosses

Bats With Lion Today
(Continued from First Page)

rank with the Ih'hI that have ever been

developed at Williamstown.

Prohable line-ups of both teams for

Satunhiy's k"'"" are as follows: WII.-

LIAM!'^— Markoski, 3b; Forbes, 2b;

Welch, ef; Fowle, lb; Foehl, If; PaRe, rf;

Wallace, ss; Newcomb, c; Filley, p;

COLUMBIA— Balquist, 2b; Hewitt, cf;

Rivero, 3b; Mcl-authlin, If; Bradley, rf;

Stelljes, lb; McCoy, ss; Landeau, p;

Swettman, e.

Golfers to Tee Off

Against Three Teams
CContlnued from First Page)

while Swartlmiore was outplayed to the

tune of (i-0. The Princeton golfers con-

quered Villanova by the same score, and

Pennsylvania and GeorKetown lost by

scores of 7-2 and 5-4 respectively. The

Princeton line-ui): Caiitain Dunlap, Mof-

fett, Gordon, Waud, McWilliams, and

Wright.

Deerfield Concert

A review of the concert ^iven in

Cliapin Hall, Thursday evening l)y the

Deerfield Glee Club, which was spons-

ored by Mrs. W. II. Doughty, ,Ir., and

the Williams Musical Clubs, will

ap|)ear in the next issue of The Record.

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

Geo. M. Hopkins
FURNITURE

Spring St., Williamstown

Varsity Track Team
Wins 'Little Three' Title

(Continued from First Page)

Tuttle (W), second; Sartorious (.'V), third.

Time: 10 sees.

220-yd. dash—Won by Miller (W);

Sartorious (A), second; Bartow (W),

third. Time: 22.2 sees.

440-yd. dash—Won by Robinson (A);

Sherwood (W), second; Keith (A), third.

Time; 52 sees.

880-yd. run—Won by Stewart {A);

Coey (A), second; Suffern (W), third.

Time: 2 min., 3 sees.

One-mile riui—Won by Suffern (W);

MacGeorge (A), second; Bilder (W), third.

Time: 4 min., 40.8 sees.

Two-mile run—Won by Guernsey (W);

Lockwood (A), second; Meikeljohn (W)
third. Time: 10 min., 17.2 sees.

120-yd. high hurilles—Won by Dough-

erty (W); Palmer (W), second; Perry

(A), third. Time: IG sees.

220-yd. low hurdles—Won by Dough-

erty (W); Nash (A), second; Palmer

(W), third. Time: 25 sees.

Shot Put—Won by Berry (W); Tuttle

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
\gency for Naih and Chevrolet Car*

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

(W) second; Davenport (A), third.

Distance: 42 ft. IH in.

Discus Throw-i-Won by Fowle (W);

Berry (W), second; Harris (A), third.

Distance: 126 ft., ,1 in.

Hammer ThrowlL Won by Stevens (W);

Turnbull (A), second; Morgan (W),

third. Distance: 122 ft., }4 in.

Javelin Throw—Won by Davenport

(A); Van Schenck (A), second; Berry

(W), third. Distance: 155 ft. 7 in.

High Jump—Won by Urner (W); Lewis

(A), second; Lieber (W), third. Height:

5 ft., 9 in.

Broad Jump—Won by Perry (A); Tut-

tle (W), second; Drake (A), third. Dis-

tance: 22 ft. 21-2 in.

Pole Vault—Tie for first place between

Lewis (A) and Somers (A); Tie for second

between Patterson (W), Van Schenck (A),

and Mayer (W). Height 12 ft.

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths
Exclusive and Charming

Beautifully Furnished
Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

Every Topcoat at Cutting's Is Busy

Answering the Call of "Lower Prices"

The weather makes a topcoat necessary and our "lower prices"

make a value you will have a hard time to equal

$20 $30 $40

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
SINCE 1870

Sixty Years of Knowing How

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street, New York City

Ask For

BERKSHIRE ICE CREAM
Always the Best

Sold at Williamstown's Leading

Soda Fountains

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Gas

Modern Dairy, North Adams

Delivers real Pasteurized Milk and Cream in

Williamstown daily

Delivered from one of the most modern plants

in Northern Berkshire

Telephone 2670-R R. STEELE, Prop.

WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clark. Praldtnt F. E. Moore. yUt-Prtaidmt A. E. Evans. Cashier

Capital - • - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Extended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms

Closing Out Sale
CI TITC ^^^^ $50.00 and $55.00 now jS;*^l).-(>

^kJILO Were $60.00 and $65.00 now Jj^SJG.OO

Topcoats $15.00 up. $75.00 Polo Coats now $39.50. Sport Jackets 50% off.

Cl-JQ£^g Miller Cook Sport Shoes were $ I 0.00 now $7.35. $ I 6.50 Nettletons $9.00

HALF HOSE
Were $1.75 • now $1.15

Were $2.00, $2.50. $3.00 now $1.55

Special Lot .35 pair

DOBBS HATS
$4.95

GOLF HOSE
Were $3.00. $3.50 now $1.95
^Vere $4.00, $5.00 now $2.55
Were $7.00. $9.00 now $3.95
Special on Argyles $3.75

NECKWEAR 95c, $1.20, $1.60

SHIRTS White or Colored, Oxford, Broadcloth or Madras
Were $3.00, $3.50 and $4.00. now $1.95, 3 for $5.50

Sporting Goods 20% off.

Pajamas $2.20, Underwear plain 49c, colored 85c, Caps, Berets, Scarfs, Suspenders, Belts, etc., all 30% off

Must Se]) Entire Stock in Short Time

CAMPION AT WILLIAMS
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
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COLUMBIA NINE WINS

IN HEAVY SLUG-FEST

I
Lion Rally in Eighth Frame Gives

New Yorkers 12-8 Win Over

Williams Team

ROSE HITS HOMER IN FIFTH

Batting Power of Both Teams Is

Offset in Game Marred by

Ragged Fielding

I'lvvcntcil ))>' ruin from playiiiK at

,\iiiliir.st Inst Friday, the Varsity haseliall

I
j,,,„„ wciil down to dcft-at in a sluKffHt tlie

l„ll„wiiiK day before u hard hitting Co-

lliiiiiKiii nine which gained an early lead,

I
unci tlien scored lour runs in tli(! einhlh

inniiiK to put the Kimie conchiKively on

I

jiT- llie defeat eliniinate<l the I'ur|)le leiim

I
from the ranks of the unbeaten eastern

iclle^e nines. .Sheehan, who started on

I

the mound for Williams, struck out three

,1,(11, walked one, and allowed nine hits,

I |M,f(,re KivinK way to Filley at the start of

I
the sixth, with the score evened at 0-0.

Kor the greater i)arl of th(^ Kanie, the

two leanis foutjhl on even terms, niatcliin)?

everything that each had to olTcr in (he

way of scoring, and it was not until the

eighth, with the .score tied at 8-,S, that the

MormnKside uKKrenalion swung its hlud-

j

neons into serious action to .score four

run.s, and put Columbia definitely out in

front. TrailiuK 4-2 at the end of the

second frame, the Lions took advantage

i,f the Purple's momentary weakness to

push one run acro.ss the |)latc. In the

fifth frame, the Pur|)lc liopes rose when

I5o.se smashed a homer out of the park.

but, Columbia rallied with a two runs to

tie the count at 5-5. IJoth teams crossed

tlie riiliber once in the sixth.

Lions Swing Into Lead

With the score tied S-8 in the einhth

friinie, Columbia came to bat. McCoy

reached first safely on Forbes' error at

si-con(i. I.anueau SluTilic(^i (iie luniier lo

second, and another error sent him to a

tlireateninjt posit icui on third, while Kal-

(|uisl was safe at first. Filley weakened,

imssiii); Hewitt to fill the bases and Hivcro

to force in a run. MehauRhUn sinRled

sharply, and two more runs eame in,

Kivinj; the l.ions a comfortable lead.

Williams Threatens in Ninth

Coming to bat four runs behind in the

final frame, the Purple started a deter-

mined rally, (jetting two on lia.se as the re-

sult of hits o(T l.andean, the l-ion relief

twirlcr. Tightening up in (he pinch, the

Morningside infield .successfully weathered

the last I'urple threat by retiring the next

two men to end the contest. The final

score stood at 12-S in favor of the New
workers. Tlic lineups and box-scores of

the game follows:

(Continued on Fifth Page)

Deerfield Trims Frosh
8-4 in Erratic Contest

Hitting hard and often, but exhibiting

marked weakness behind the plate, (he

Freshman baseball team lost to Deerfield

H-4 last .Saturday on the Academy diamond
in a game featured by O'Donnell's hitting

an<l ,lenni,son's brilliant, but erratic pitch-

ing. The yearlings tallied once in the first

frame, but Dec^rfield capitalized on five

hits and several errors to.score eight runs in

I lie next three innings, and held the lead in

spite of the fact (hat the freshmen garnered

more safe hits than tli<' schoolboys.

Allen, th(! second man at but, for the

freshmen, slammed out a single and ad-

vanced to tliird on O'Uonnell's single and a

fielder's error, to score on a wild pitch.

Deerfield retired the .side without more

si^oring, while the freshmen finished ilie

inning in one-two-three order.

Th(! yearlings wercf unable to score in the

second or third frames, while Deerfiekl

took advantage of walks an<l errors (o push

over five runs on three hits. ]n the fourth

frame, JJrown started a rally with two outs

for the l'uri)le with a dciul>le. The Deer-

field pitcher blew up, walk(Hl Butler and

Taylor, and hit Martin to force in a run.

A moment later, Hutlcr came home on a

wild pitch, but .lennison struck out, and

ended the scoring.

Deerfield tallied three times in the

fourth. From tliat point, the game be-

(Continued on Fifth Page)

PURPLE GOLFERS WIN

ONE, LOSE TWO MEETS

Georgetown Is Defeated 5-4; St.

Clair Cards a 73 for Best

Week-end Round

Though winning from tieorgetown 5-4,

the Varsity golf team lo.st the two other

matches on its week-end schedule when

Penn chalked up a 5-4 victory Friday

afternoon in the iiouring rain, and Prinee-

lonftfiiioiig it-aiil, 'woii ,\iiii tufie > 'iti uivUi*

afternoon liy a score of ti;-^-2>2. St. Clair

))layed the most e(uisis(cnt golf, turning in

t he best round made by any members of t he

six college golf teams in New Haven last

week-end when he negotiated the difficult

par-71 Vale I'niver.sity Course in 73.

The Penn.sylvania meet was a disapjioint-

ment to the members of the Purple team,

since (Jeorgetown, which they were to de-

feat the next morning, had already trim-

med the team from Philadelphia. Rain

fell continuously throughout the match,

and the greens were so wet that most of the

eujis lay submerged in water. None of

the golfers on either team broke 100, three

or four putts being re(|uired to hole out on

each green. Captain Williams began a

winning streak by trimming Uobinson of

Penn 5 and 4, while .'^1. Clair started his

(Continued on Flftli Page)

Major in History Aims to Develop Power of

Careful Analysis and Independence of Thought

( This is the fi/lh nf a scries of arliclis on

the mrijors, appearing in TiiK Record.)

The History Major consists of two re-

quired courses in .Junior year wliich carry

on the training begun in History l-'2, but

with different methods. History 5-6 is an

advanced course on Europe from the

Franco-Prussian war through the Workl

War. It covers the field carefully, em-

phasizes broad reading, and has bi-weekly

tests or review exercises differing mater-

ially from the very frequent "police tests"

of History 1-2. History 3-4 on United

'States History has a dilTerent aim. Throw-
ing less emphasis on broad reading, it

trains students in the practice of historical

analysis and in the drawing of independent

conclusions. In each semester an indi-

vidual report introduces students in the

niajor to the \ise of historical material.

In hotli these ctiurscs there is some lec-

turing and a great, deal of class discussion.

In the Senior year, the pro-seminar,

History 7-8, is l)ase<l on the two .Junior

courses, and uses the methods for which

they have provided preparation. Some
iwriod in the field of recent American and

Kuro|)ean History is selected, and the

students make individvial reports on as-

signed problems, which are then discusse*!

in class. There are comparatively few

tests in this course, Imt a great deal of

individvial work in t he library. The aim is

'o give each man who takes the major a
Kenuine training in sound thinking along

historical lines. Hesides these thrive re-

quired courses, there is an optional

parallel course in .Junior year, and an

(elective in Senior year from among courses

in Ancient HLstory, Mediaeval History,

or English and .\merican 17th and l.Sth

century history. .\s will be seen, the

Major has an aim which is fully as much

training as information. One feature of it

is that much of the narrative in History

5-0 and most of the analysis in History

3-4, as well as practically all of the work

in History 7-8, has been concentrated on

tlic figures of statesmen and leaders.

It does not prepare for any particular vo-

cation, but it gives a training useful for

any citizen, in independent thinking on

political and internatiomil matters. For

1031-32, History 5-0 will be handled by

Professors Newliall and Birdsall; History

3-4 by Professors Smith and Hayward.

It cannot be predicted now just who

will handle the pro-seminar, but the .Senior

work in 1932-33 will he shared by Profes-

sors .Smith, Ncwhall, Buffinton, and Bird-

sail. Students who think of History as a

pageant or drama often find themselves

not suited to the major. Those who are

interested in politics, international rela-

tions and problems of leadership, will

usually find themselves properly placed

in this major, while those few who have the

genuine "sense of the past" and enjoy the

search for past truth, wili be complet«ly

at home in Historj'.

The Deparlment nf History

TRUSTEES ANNOUNCE

FACULTY APPOINTEES

Eight New Men Named for Next
Fall ; Provide for Payment

of Pensions

Eight new ajjpointments to llu' Faculty
for the College year 1931-1932 were made
by the Board of Trustees at its regular

sfiring meeting held last Saturday morning.

.\t the same time it was announced by
President Carfield that prcivi.siori hud been

made for the jiayment of pensions to mem-
bers of the Faculty and their widows.

Three-year rea|>i)ointments were issued

to .'Assistant Professors Lewis E. Brett ami
.lean N. Cru of the Romanic Languages de-

partment, and to Assistant Professor .lohn

W. Miller of the Philosophy department.
The title of the chair of Mr. Karl E. Wes-
ton was officially changed from Professor

of the History of Art and Civilization to

Professor of the Fine Arts.

In addition to Mr. Nelson .S'. Bushnell,

whose apjiointment was announced recent-

ly, the English department will be strength-

ened next fall by two new instructors, Mr.
Mark Harris and Mr. H. B. .Smith. Mr.
Harry Clark, Mr. Justin Leon Glatharl,

Mr. Howard P. Stabler, and Mr. Ralph P.

Winch have received instruetorships in

Physics, while Mr. Walter E. Beach will fill

the position of Professor .Smith of the

Economics department, who will be on

leav(; next year. Mr. Harold L. Dorwart
will return to the Mathematics deiiartment

after a year's leave of ab.sence.

A graduate of Williams in the Class of

1929, Mr. Harris ha,s been teaching at

Whitman College, Walla Walla, Washing-

ton, and completed the retpiirements for

his Master of Arts degree, a short time ago,

at his Alma Mater. As an undergraduate,

he hehl the presidency of both iJclta Sigma

Rho and the Addphic Union, and was
managing editor of The (Iraphic. Mr.

Smith is a graduate of the I'niversiy of

Colorado, and at present is studying for his

Doctor's degree at Vab
Tlie previous teaching exjjerienoe of Mr.

Clark inchules several years of work in

New Zealand, and since that time he has

served on the faculties of Oberlin College

and Leland .Stanford L^niversity. He re-

ceived both the A.B. and Ph.D. degrees

from Harvard, Mr. Glathart returns to

Williams after an absence of two years in

which he has been doing graduate work at

(Continued on Sixth Page)

House Heads Vi/ill Form
Interfraternity Council

The Interfraternity Council for 1!)31-

1932 will be automatically composed of the

heads of houses rather than the delegates

formerly elect e<l by each of the 15 fraterni-

ties. Each hou.se will be allowed one

assistant member, either a senior or junior,

to (ake care of clerical work at the meet-

ings. The first meeting of the new Coun-

cil is scheduled at 7.30 tonight in ,Iesup

Hall.

The idea behind the change, according to

C. W. Bartow '31, president of this year's

Council, is to have the most responsible

men in position to handle the matters

which may come up. The new member-

ship of the Council allows an expan.sionof

its present scope, it now being able to

treat such economic and social problems

which may arise, outside of the field of

rushing.

CALENDAR

TUE,SDAV, MAV 12

8.30 p. m.— Dcutscher Verein will hold last

meeting. Dr. Neohren's home.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 13

4.15 p. m.—Varsity Baseball. Williams

vs. Trinity. Weston Field.

7.30 p. m.— Intcrnalional Affairs Cluh.

Prof. Fairman will speak on "The

II. S. and Disarmament". Griffin

Hall.

THURSDAY, MAY 14

4.00 p. m.—Varsity Tennis. Williams vs.

Holy Cross. Sage Courts.

4.15 p. m.—Varsity Baseball. Williams vs.

Conn. Agricultural College. W'eston

Field.

8.00 p. m.—Science Cluh. Dr. F. K.

Richtmyer will speak on "Twentieth

Century Developments in the Con-

cepts of Matter and Energy". Jesup

Hall.

FRIDAY, MAY 15

8.00 p. m.^Cnp and Bells will present

"The Fourth Wall" by A. A. Milne.

ChapinjHall.

TRINITY AND C. A. C. TO

OPPOSE WILLIAMS NINE

Victories Over Wesleyan and Union
Indicate Strength of Team

From Hartford

FILLEY, SHEEHAN TO HURL

ALBERT HORTON, 1933

Number One Man on the Varsity Tennis

Team, Who Forced Irwin of Princeton

to 43 Games Before Incurring His

First Singles Defeat of the Season

NASSAU NET TEAM

DEFEATS WILLIAMS

Groehl Only Purple Player To Win;
Horton Loses to Irwin in

Thrilling Match

Winning every match except one, the

Princeton tennis team decisively <lefeate<l

the Williams netmen on the .Sage courts

last Saturday afternoon, S-l, before an

enthusiastic audience. Captain Groehl

playeo oiiniatuiy lu give me L,pnmeii

their lone point by overcoming Thomas,
Princeton ca])tain, in three sets; while the

Ilorton-Irwin match was by far the finest

exhibition of tennis seen here this year.

In the number one match, florton, scor-

ing frequently on placements and having a

decided edge in the constant backhand

volleys, easily won the first set from Irwin,

with the loss of but one game. In the

.second, the Tiger star .seemed to put on

pressure, with his service functioning more

smoothly, and finally won the closely con-

tested set by breaking through Horton's

service in the fourteenth game. Horton

amassed a 5-1 lead in the third set; but

Irwin rallied to win the next five and to

gain a love-40 advantage on Horton's

serve in the twelfth game. The latter

fought back desperately to win the game;

(Continued on Fifth Page)

Connecticut Aggies Have Record
of Four Defeats in Five

Games Played

The Williams nine will enter the first

crow<led week of its schedule Wednesday
and Thursday when it lakes the diamond
against Trinity and the Connecticut .Ag-

gies, resijectively, at 4.15 p. in. on Weston
field in prejiaration for Saturday's tilt with

Wesleyan. Alth(nigli C. A. C. has shown
but little strength, having lost four out of

five games jilayed, Trinity's recent 5-3

victory over Wesleyan brought its wiiming
streak to four straight contests, giving in-

ili<'ation of some stilT opposition for the

Purple.

After drop|)ing the initial encounter

of the season to a powerful Lowell Textile

nine, the Hartford batsmen found their

jjace, defeating Worcester Tech, C. A. C,
Union, and Wesleyan in succession.

Pitching against the latter, Adams, who
has won all three starts, was in (Complete

control of the situation, fanning five men
and allowing but four safeties. It is

jjrobable that Coach A\'right will give him
the assignment against Williams Wednes-
day, and if the team contributes the sup-

port which it has shown itself cajjable of in

the last four games, the Purijle mounds-
man will have to bear down through nine

innings.

Less opposition is to be expected from
the Connecticut nine. Trounced (i-1 by
Williams a year ago, they have shown little

improvement over last season, losing to

West Point, Rhode Island, Brown, while

undergoing an 8-2 defeat at the hands of

Trinity. Kolb, who bats fourth, is slated

to liolfl tJie l>OV »>irHinst t,he Pufnlo ^yUh

Calamari and Roever in the bull pen for

reserve. Inasmuch as two hurlers have
been used in every contest so far, the offer-

ings of the C. A. C. pitching staff should

not prove elusive to the Williams batsmen.

Although Coach Caldwell refiised to

name his mound selections for the two
games, Filley and Sheehan are the most
logical canilidales. With Captain Wallace

Forbes, and Markoski all batting over the

.400 mark, the lineup will probably be the

same that took the field against Columbia
Saturday.

(Continued on Fiftli Page)

'Deutscher Verein' To Meet
The last meeting of the Dnd.icher

Verciti will be held at the home of Dr.

Noehren on Park Street at 8:30 p. m.
on Tuesday evening.

President of National Baseball League Declares

That College Ball Has Been Slowed Up Too Much
"College baseball has been slowed up

too much. In my playing days it was the

attractive, slashing, fast game of action

and individual initiative; the professionals

were slow. But now it is the other way
around," declared John A. Heydler, Presi-

dent of the National League, in a recent

in(erview wi(h a Record reporter. Des-

pite the busy time of year with the major

teams in action. President Heydler answer-

ed many (juesl ions concerning college base-

ball and theprogrcssof the sport as a whole.

When asked what ailvantage college

players had in the big leagues, he replied:

"This has been a much debated question

among jirofcssional baseball men for years.

Some well-known managers prefer the

players who gained their baseball educa-

tion on the sand lots and semi-pro teams.

Others ))refer the college men. Mathcw-

son, E])pa Rixey, the Waner boys, Travis

,lackson, Sisler, Frisch, Eddie Collins and

other illustrious stars of (he big leagues

have shown beyond argument that college

baseball fits those with an aptitude for

baseball for big league stardom. It is true

that many college players fail to make the

big leagues because of their failure to hit

big league pitching. But the college

man is always a desirable big league

rccniit. He is nearly always fast and

a fine fielder. His habits are generally

good and he takes readily to the fine

points of the game. Any college player

who excels as pitcher or hitter is always in

demand. His college training, both in the

field and in (he class room, should help him
to make good in the big leagues."

In reply to a query concerning the future

of baseball in the colleges, PresidiMit, Heyd-
ler declared, "I can only judge from the

tendency of the jjast two years, and that

has shown a <lecided increase in the interest

in the game. During the past ten years

interest had gradually decreased in the

leading colleges of the country. The old

baseball rivalry among the Big Four, dat-

ing from the glorious days of "Dutch'

Carter of Yale and his illustrious oppon-

ents on the mound and at the bat, had

seemed to have passed away."

"They kept saying that baseball wag
dying out, in the colleges. The interest

was low and the attenilance was small.

Football had come into its own and was all

the rage. And why not? It is the bread-

winner for the whole athletic family.

Baseball, on the other hand, often must
struggle along on the enthusiasm of l>oys

who are willing to dig down into their own
jeans to buy balls and bats. But last

year, some half-tlozen of the leading uni-

versities in the East took up baseball in

earnest and organized a college league.

The interest returned, the attendance at

some of the games was very large. This

year a dozen more large eastern eoUcgea

organized college leagues and the game in

the schools seems to be returning to ita own.

At no time in sports history have metropol-

itan newspapers printed so many college

(Continued on Fifth Page)
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HONOR AMONG GENTLEMEN
Kfi'piim one's word of honor in c^crtain circuinstaiices may appear to offer dis-

aKreoable prospects, but if tliere was any self respect liehind the oriniiial pledge, there

is no room for the shuhtest consideration of personal convenience. 'I'he Honor .System

at Williams puts upon every mcniher of every class accepting it the ohligation, not

only of oliserving its terms himself, hut of reporting any violations which he may note.

Neither part of the double responsibility can be construed as less binding than the

other. Indeed, this fact is the very keystone of the system's success, for in the end the

scheme can make good only if it has the one possible enforcement of student opinion,

courageously manifested in the observance of the pledge to report violation. There

is no question of tale-bearing involved, but a question of redeeming one's own w'ord.

The Honor .System is our soundest and proudest tradition; and no scruples born of

moral cowardice should be allowed to endanger its remaining so.

PAP FOR PROVINCIALS?
Despite tailored correctness, studied casualness, worlilly opportunism, the

"typical" Williams man is apt to he provincial to a degree bordering on bad taste.

Like all true jjrovinciality, whether labelled Fifth Avenue or .Spring Street variety, this

branil consists in the astronomical delusion that the universe revolves about his im-

mediate interests and purposes. The magic of the monthly check creates a gentle-

manly world bounded by the pressing concerns of a small college community,—with

no intruding notice of breadlines, falling monarchies, clogged industries, flaunted laws,

or political realignments.

This narrowness may be typical of the whole student generation. So thinks

William Harlan Hale, singing "The Dirge of College Liberalism" in the current

NeLv Republic. Lamenting a complete reaction everywhere against post-war under-

graduate progressivism, the co-founder of Yale's rebel magazine, The Harkness Hoot,

notes that the first part of this "liberalism" to disappear was the interest in politics.

"The utter lack of any influential political thought in the universities testifies to an

amazing unconcern with all conditions of the present, and problems of the future."

"The average student in American colleges,—and especially in the fashionable eastern

ones— , scorns politics and all public questions as beneath him."

One needs look no farther than the Williams Forum for a fair reflection of this po-

litical, or social, provinciality. Just as the contents of a modern newspaper reflect

what the average reader will pay to read, so the content of the seasonal Forum program

may be taken as the index of what will draw a crowd to Jesup. As one scans the list

of spiritualists, mountaineers, seamen, spy-catchers, and spellbinders who have bulked

so large on lecture schedules for the past three years, he occasionally finds a number of

comparatively little known speakers on political and social matters. But such a rela-

tively unimportant, and undistinguished number, that it serves only to illuminate the

satire of the departed humorist who long ago wrote in the Freshman Handbook that

the Forum was designed "to encourage the discussion of current social, economic, and

I mil

political questions in WilUams College."

Obviously the Forum management has a very difficult task in using the funds col-

lected from the student body in a way which it feels will suit the tastes of the con-

tributors. But, in some degree, the record of recent years reveals too dark an estimate

of the intelligence or interests of Williams audiences. The enthusiastic response to

such a lecture as Harold Laski's justifies the more optimistic view, that the students

vrill come to hear a distinguished speaker on an important topic. Too many Forum

speakers, and too many topics discussed on the Forum platform, have been wholly

unrelated to the social currents moving in the modern world. At the back of this con-

dition has been in practice, too great a reliance upon lecture bureaus. Not that a man

is automatically damned for appearing under the auspices of an agency; but the fact

remains that usually the men who can talk most interestingly and competently about

contemporary problems are those who are in the battle, who come to the platform

still a bit dusty and breathless from the hurly-burly of the field of action. Further-

more, agency speakers cannot usually be expected to provide subjects of discussion

which hold much more than the conventional pap served up to Tuesday Afternoon

Women's Clubs over the land. Having to say nothing that will offend anyone, and

something that will please everyone, they do not go far below the surface either in choice

of subjects, or in discussion of whatever topics they take.

Provincialism, or indifference, is an unnatural growth upon a college community;

and this fact strengthens the belief that under stress it will pass away. Meanwhile,

by a change of emphasis in policy, and a closer alignment with modern social currents,

the Forum could anticipate the inevitable, promote a more normal development of

campus interests, and make for itself a more significant position in the college.
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Editor of The Williams Record,

Dear Sir:

For some time we've wondered by exactly

what system the .Junior Advisors are

chosen. I have been told that in the eyes

of many, it is merely a matter of political

pull. What then is the situation? Here

are thirty-two positions open for sopho-

mores with a yen to impart their two-

years' ken to next fall's fledglings. To go

further back, why have they this urge? Is

it for financial reasons? Inspection of the

list of names would indicate a negative

answer. Is it because they have led such

stainless lives that they desire to impart

the secret of their success to new comers?

Again inspection of the names, coupled

with recollections of conduct at the recent

house-party week-end, returns a definite

"No."

It seems to us that the matter is a pre-

arrange<i afTair, a political racket. Prob-

ably most of these men will deign to talk

with their freshman until rushing period in

order to get a line on their fraternal possi-

bilities. After that it is highly probable

they will lose all interest in their charges.

Considering it is one of an Advisor's

duties to try and lead the verdant fresh-

man away from liquor, one would think

men of abstinent habits would be invari-

ably chosen. Not so. In fact, in several

cases the advisors-to-be could probably

give very explicit advice to their freshmen

on how and where (and why) to obtain

liquor. This consideration, however, seems

less important becau.se it is perfectly obvi

ous to all save the die-hards of the old guard

that the drinking situation at WiUiams is

practically insoluble; which one member
of the faculty who happens to be in a posi-

tion of knowledge, admitted very recently.

The most important consideration is

whether the character of the elected gentle-

man is suitable to their positions as men-

tors. It would seem as if an endeavor had

been made to give the jobs to sophomores

of actual or potential campus prominence

—in other words "big shots." Too bad

the Purple Key paased away; that solved

the .lunior Advisor problem so neatly.

The reason it vanished was because of the

tendency for house politics to control the

election, and the same reason should aid in

a reformation of the Junior Advisor ques-

tion. Because in a good percentage id

these cases, the prominent men tend to

become prominent snobs. Then it seems

<mly inevitable that they will be <lecent to

those freshmen whom they deem eligible

for their fraternity and barely polite to the

others. Call Social Order responsible for

their tendency, if you like: that name suits

as well as any other.

Discarding the matter of whether (he

gentlemen drink or whether they are snobs.

What al)out their scholastic standing? At

least half of the names on the new list are

hardly likely to inspire any freshmen to tlig

in and clear away the warnings. There

are even ineligible individuals on the list.

But their defenders will say "Yes, but

they are the ])opular men, the good-mix-

ers." Is that, after all, so much? George

Fallonshee Babbitt w'as a good mixer, but

hardly a person to admire or respect. 1

am not making these accusations against

all the elected sophomores. I can count

ten whom I regard as highly suitable

choices, but I can also count si.Nteen who,

while they may present very smooth exter-

iors, don't present very much else that goes

to make a good Junior Advisor. The
others will do, they are people of such in-

decisive nature that their influence would

not be strong in the direction of either good

or bad (but let's not get into ethics here).

In conclusion, and every person who
writes an angry communication to the

Record has to stop bleating sometime, I

may add that it is quite possible that I am
mistaken, and that all these gentlemen

really have Proctor and Gamble intentions.

But, even though I am not from Missouri,

you'll still have to show me.

Signed

A Callow Crab
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Not So Chaotic

The Crusaders have been given added

impetus and encouragement during the

past week by the statements of approval

from Dean Mendel of Yale and President

Hibben of Princeton. It is very doubtful

whether the editorial in the last issue of

The Record will have a dampening effect

on the growing feeling that Williams

should have its branch of this anti-Pro-

hibitionist organization. When two of the

greatest educators in the country, both

meu oi moaeiai* conseivaiisin, opeiii,,

state that they favor the Crusaders' organ-

ization In their colleges,—when we realize

that 1932 will mark a crucial point in the

Wet-Dry question, and that most of us

will be voting in that year, the whole prob-

lem does not seem so far from our sphere

after all.

It cannot be denied that the presence of

Prohibition has had a deleterious effect on

morals, law observance, clean politics, and

the honest conduct of affairs. Any one

who insists on the efficacy of no drinking

and the possibility of its enforcement con-

trary to the wishes of the people, may be

immediately branded as a Methodist, an

Imjiractical theorist, a politician, or a

downright fool. The editor of The

Record stated that "Temperance is to be

made a moral issue by the Crusaders."

But that is unnecessary, for It already is a

moral issue and as such it has no place in

the Constitution. If a man becomes in-

toxicated and committed assault, the moral

issue would have become at the same

time a social issue, and in that form might

be regulated by legal measures, for pro-

tection alone. But as far as we can dis-

cern, and according to the opinion of

Mendel and Hibben, the presence of Pro-

hibition has caused more social harm than

benefit.

We are not alone in our belief that tem-

perance in drinking is and will be more

rigidly demanded as the machine age pro-

gresses, and that efficiency and immoder-

ate drinking are contradictory terms.

But we also believe that Prohibition has

given the whole temperance move a sub-

stantial setback, and that sane, rational

habits of behavior can never be obtained

by "setting up an objective standard of

conduct," when that standard Is a wrong

and unpopular one. Once the country

admitted that temperate drinking were

immoral, then there might be a place for

the editor's "objective standard," but the

majority of Americans will not, and

should not, make such a preposterous

admission.

The remedy Is more complex than the

ailment. As long as the country is divided

in sentiment, and Maine would be pure

and dry while New York would l)Ooze,

then Prohibition cannot successfully he

dealt with as a national issue. For it Is

plain that opinion is so uncentralized

and diversified as to make a unified na-

tional feeling at present impossible. We
have no cause to believe that Prohibition

is doing anything to help bring about that

national unity, but, on the contrary, It

(Continued on Fifth Page)
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Special Sale Now on at

The
Williams Shop

Charge Accounts

Merchandise sold during this

sale may be charged.

Ml

Highest Quality

Consistently Maintained

Good Service

Makes

HART S
THE POPl/LAR FOUNTAIN

Mount Hope Farm

Dairy Products Used Exclusively

NIAGARAUP HUDSON
'HIP

COKE

V-' OF NEW YORK C-^

INVITES YOU TO INSPECT THE NEWEST DEVELOP-
MENTS m CLOTHES. HATS, HABEKDASHEKV. SHOES FOR

COLLEGE IVEAR. NO OBLIGATION ON YOUR PART.

At Bemis'

TODAY AND TOMORROfT

Tom Carlson, Representative



TENNIS TEAM OPPOSES

HOLY CROSS THURSDAY

Visitors Have Fairly Unimpressive

Record ; Sophomores Form
Nucleus of Team

The Vursity net men will oijjjose an un-

iin|)ressive Holy Cross team in the fiftli

matcli of the 1931 schedule on the Sane

courts, Thursday afternoon at 4.01). Wil-

liams showed decided imijrovement in the

Princeton encounter, although winning but

one match, and have won 18 of the 34

individual niatchos |)lay<'d this year; while

Holy Cross had nainedbut two victories in

five contests, until last Saturday when il,

downed Boston University, G-3.

The visitinR team wasurcatly handicap-

ped by graduation with only two lettcrmen

returning, but the playing of three sopho-

mores, Nicholson, Keenan and Caliill, has

strengthened the S(iuad <'onHid(!rably. Har-

vard, C. C. N. Y., and M. 1. T. have van-

quished the Holy Cross rac(iueteers; but

the visitors have conciuercd Assumption

and Clark, in addition to defeating IJ, U.

Nicholson and Keenan have advanced to

first and second places on the learn, and

will |)air up to form the first doubles team.

Captain Macl.aughlan will ]ilay at number

three, and together with Foy, who will be

at number five, will conipo.se the second

doubles |)air. Carroll and Cahill, with

Dowd as alternate, comi)lcte the team.

The Williams line-up will, in all prob-

ability, be the .same as that u.se<l against

the Tiger team, with Horton and Captain

(iroehl, both ol whom played e.xcelh'utly

last Saturday, at immbers one and two.

Dewey, Morris, Willcke aiuj Eyler are

again scheduled to play in the next four

single matches, in that order. The I'ur-

ple has not yet shown strength or a high

degree of coordination in the doubles

but llortDn and Dewey, (iroehl and Morris

and Willeke and Eyler are again slated to

compose the three combinations.

Deerfield Concert Is

Praised by Reviewer

(Comknij of G. L. T.)

Again undcir the capable, incisive leader-

.ship of Mr, Daklcy, t he (Jlee Club of Deer-

field Academy gave a refreshing and de-

lightful concert last Thursday evening in

Cliapin Hall. When one considers the

necessarily strict, routine of a pre])aralory

school, it is all the more creditable that .so

line a thing as ensemble suiging .should be
given serious consiileration in the life of

the school.

.Some of the songs, in the writer's re-

membrance, were given in the concert of

last year, but it was good to hear them
again, altlumgh ot course it is always inter-

esting to hear new songs. It was a pleas-

ure to hear the crispnes.s of phrasing, the

clearness of diction (for the mo.st ]>art ),

the swinguig .s|)irited rhythms of the chan-
ties, the gentler sentiments of the more
poetic, reflective songs, anil those of re-

ligious fervor interprted so well, as for

instance. What Shall We Do With The
Drunken Sailort Brier lime, Evensong, Ye
Watcliers ami Ye Holy Ones, and Steal

A way.

From the heart reception given the

finale from Sullivan's ojjeretta, The Gon-
doliers, it is to be hoped that Mr. Oakley
will sec fit from time to time to add other

rolicking choruses from the incomparable
o|)erettas of Gilbert and .Sullivan. The
Cilee Club was assisted by a pianist and
violinist of the Academy, James W. Wick-
enden, and William H. Boardman, both of

whom showed considerable facility and
accomplishmoiit,.

Richtmyer to Explain
Science Developments

In the first open meeting of the year, the

Science Club will present Dr. F. K. Richt-

myer, Professor of Physics at Cornell and
an eminent contributor to the modern
study of X-rays, who will speak on
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WHAT TO DO?

• LEADING college newspapers during the past

year have carried this series of advertisements, indi-

cating how a college training might be of value

in the bond business. We sought to suggest how

diverse studies, many of them seemingly remote

from investment, help to provide the training and

background required in the financial world.

• Within the next month many seniors will decide

upon their life work. It will pay them to know as

much about the different occupations and profes-

sions as possible before they go out to find their

first position. The sprinter who stumbles at the

start, seldom wins the race.

• Some of these seniors will choose the bond

business, where there are broad opportunities for

those who are qualified. To help you decide

whether you are one of these, we have prepared a

booklet of special interest to college men, The Bond

Business— What It Requires— What It Offers. Any

student may have a copy on request. Should you

desire to enter the investment field and wish to dis-

cuss it with one of our representatives, we suggest

that you write for an appointment.

HALSEY, STUART & CO.
INCORPORATED

CHICAGO, 201 South La SalU Street NEW YORK, 33 Wall Stnel AND OTHER PRINCIPAL CITIES

To increase your knowledge of

sound investment and of the in-

vestment business, make a habit

of listening every Wednesday

evening to the Halsey, Stuart & Co.

radio program . . . Over a Coast to Coast network of thirty-eight

stations associated with the National Broadcasting Company.

• BONDS TO FIT THE INVESTOR

h

"Twentieth Century Dcveloi)ments in the

Concepts of Matter and Energy" in Jesuji

Hall at 8.00 p. m. next Thursday evening.

Professor Richtmyer, who is dean of the

Cornell Graduate School, is well known as

an enthusiastic and ])oi)ular lecturer.

The talk will be illustrated by lantern

slides. Dr. Richtmyer is a member of the

National Research Council, former pres-

ident of the Optical .Society, and is now ed-

itor of the Optical Society Journal. He is

the author of a number of pamphlets per-

taining to the study of X-rays and electro-

photography, and a book which is re-

ferred to in the Williams senior physics

courses. An Introduction to Modern

Physics.

'International Affairs

Club' to Hear Fairman

Speaking on "The United Stales and

Disarmament," Assistant Professor

Charles Fairman, of the Political Science

Department, will address a meeting of the

International Affairs Club Wednesday
evening at 7.30 in Griffin Hall. The topic

selected for discussion is especially timely

in view of the work now going forward in

preparation for the International Confer-

ence which is to be" held next February.

Although this disarmament conference,

which is probably to take place in Geneva,

is to be under the auspices of the League of

Nations, American and Russian delegates

will participate. Professor Fairman will

present a description of the general situa-

tion, dwelling in particular on the ac-

complishments of the preparatory disarma-

ment committee in drawing up a blank

treaty which is expected to provide a basis

of discussion for the February assembly.

Freshman Golf Team Is

Victor at Hotchkiss 6-0

Although playing on a strange course, the

Freshman golf team blanked the Hotchkiss

golfers by a score of (i-O at Lakeville last

Saturday afternoon. This, the first match

in which the yearlings have had the oppor-

tunity to show their mettle, showed that

the team has a favorable outlook for the

matches with Holyoke High School and

the Amherst Freshmen.

Chapman, playing number one, de-

feated Schomp, three and one, while D.
Smith, one up at the fifteenth, succeeded

in stopping Noycs' rally, and won the

match. Linen, who played number four

for the Blue and White last year, took an

easy victory over Weller winning three anil

two. Gillett chalking up to his credit the

largest margin in his contest with Mabec,

gave the Freshmen their fourth point when
he ended the fourteenth five up. The
foursome matches were both won by four

and three scores, with Chapman and Smith

teeing off against Schomp and Noyes, and

Linen and Gillett playing Weller and
Mabee.
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Flannel Trousers .... Sweaters .... Yinkkers .... Smts .... Sport Coats .... furnishings

Dick Kendrick will be at Ed Dempsey's Restaurant on May 12th and 13th
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SPRINGFIELD DEFEATS

LACROSSE TEAM 10-2

First Period Is Played on Equal

Terms, but Defense Weakens
in Last Half

I.ackiiiK sufiicii'iitly strong reserve iim-

terial to siu'cessfully eope with tliiit .sent in

l)y iSpriuKlielil in the last minutes iif the

first period and llie Uist half, tlie Purple la-

crosse team lost to the V. M. C. A. College

at Spriiinlielil Saturday afternoon by a 10- li

seore. The play diu'inK the first lialf was

on fairly even basis until the last few min-

utes when the home team, by sta^inK a

strouK attack wliieh was aided by the faet

that a Williams man was in the penally

box, scored twice to increase their lead to

three and to en<l the lialf with the score

standiiiK at 5-2.

Williams opened the scoriuK 13 minutes

after the start of the kh'"" w-lien 15rewer.

after carrying the ball into scoring position,

snapped it past the HprinKlield ^oiilii'-

Exactly one minute later Searle, the op-

ponent's first attack, evened the count

when he received a pass in front of the cage

and shot past l.essinp;. With the score

tied at 1-1, the play was evenly divided

between the territory of thetwo teams un-

til Moore. SpriiiKtit'hl's second defense,

pivoted around liis man an<l carried the

ball down the lield where he shot from the

side to put the home team one i)oint ahead;

Within three minutes, Mears, Sjirinn-

field in home, ini'rea.se<l the lead when he

receive<l the ball on a limp; i)ass from the

center and scored from close to the cage.

Brown, the Williams in home, pivoted

around his defense man and made the

second and last Purple counter of the name
when he shot into the cage from the center

of the field. y|)rin{!;fielil made };ood use of

the last few minutes remainini; in the half

to score twice in a eoncentiitted attack

uj)on the Williams goal.

During the la.st half the visitors were

forced on the ilcfcnse, being able to carry

the ball into the opi)onent's territory oidy

occasionally iluring the entire jjeriod.

iS|)ringlicld. strengthened by the substitu-

tion of strong reserve material, si^ored live

goals at almost regular intervals to make
the final score 10-2.

The summary follows:

WILLIAMS SPRINGFIELD
Lessing g. Battles

Goldblatt p. Ball

Garth c.p. Bewick

Fox f.d. Stanton

Ohly s.d. Moore

Hunt t.d. Nettcr

Dunn c. Paige

Beattie t.a. Owens
Vaill s.a. Uoherts

Brewer f.a. Searle

Searl o.h. Schermerliorn

Means i.h. Mears

Substitutions: Williams: Heine for

Goldblatt, Goldblatt for Garth, Ford for

Hunt, Brown for Means, Bixby for Ford,

Rowland for Vail. Springfield: Alien for

Battles, Peterson for Ball, Quirk for Be-

wick, Syme for Moore, Ilenke for Netter,

Sanford for Paige, Salisbury for (Jwens,

Stewarts for Roberts, Ilartman for Searle,

Boynton for Hartman, Watterman for

Schermerliorn, Harrison for Watterman.

Referee: Morrison. Time of Periods:

30 minutes.

Dr. Ravi-Booth Reviews
Dante''s 'Divine Comedy''

"Even as Pilgrim's Progress is the ,S]iiril-

ual autobiograjjliy of John Bunyan, so

The Divine Comedy is the spiritual auto-

biography of Dante," declareil Dr. Vin-

cent Ravi-Booth, jiastor of the First Gon-

gregational Church of Bennington, Vt., in

his lecture, "A Pilgrimage to Paradise with

Dante," whicli was delivered before the

Philosophical Union in GrifTui Hall last

Tuesday evening. Tlie speaker spoke

briefly on the life and achievements of the

Italian author, and then ".set up the frame-

work of his great poem as a whole."

The frame of Dante, according to Dr.

Uuvi-Uooth, rests on three facts. He was

the creator of the Italian language, using

the TuscaiKlialect in place of Latin whi<'h

was customary among scholars of the time,

lie was the first to givi' the Italian people

a {'on.-icionsness of their unity. And limd-

ly, he was the author of "one of the greatest

if not the greatest, epic known to man."

The latter part of his life was spent in un-

just exile, but Dr. Ravi-Booth pointed out

"if he had not sulTered the sling of oul-

riigeous sorrow, Florence might have had

another prosperous mayor, but the world

would never have had 'I'he Diriiie Coiii-

e'li/."

The lecturer reviewed the wanderings of

the author in liis poem, describing the

terrible forest," the journey through hell,

and purgatory, and the liiial attainmeiU of

Heaven. At last on the edge of the mystic

rii.se, Dante sees the three circles of light

whicli blend together to form the perfect

light. As he ga-/.es on the symbol of the

Trinity, "he thinks he sees the lineaments

of a human face. This is the most movmg
thing in the poem, the idea of the humani-

ty of God.

"If you want .to see Dante's lieaven;"

siiid Dr. Ravi-Booth, "go out in the fields

and on the mountain tops on a clear starry

night. Everything outside of the earth is

his heaven."

Christian Association

Holds Annual 'Retreat'

I'nitication of the Cabinet for its Col-

lege and community work was the key-

note of the gathering of the ofTieers ami

committee chairmen of the Williams Chris-

tion Association, which was held at Norlli-

lield last Friday and Saturday. The

general Ireiid of the meetings was a dis-

cussion of how it is possible to lead a Chris-

tian life and what it means to be a Chris-

tian, with iiarticular emiihasis on the value

of a truly religious life for tlie college man.

At the conference, in aildilion to the

members of the W. C. A. Cabinet, were

Edward .\. Dougherty '31 and William E.

Park '30, former presidents of the organi-

zation, the Rev. .J. II. Twichell, College

Pastor, Dr. A. L. Kinsolving, Rector of

the Trinity Church in Boston, and Dr.

.James B. Pratt, Profes.sor of I'hilosophy.

The "retreat" was quite informal. Dr.

I'ratt led the discussion Friday evening

and Dr. Kinsolving conducted the meet-

ings on Saturday niorning and afternoon.

No definite plans were drawn up for the

coming year, but it was decided to convene

again next fall logo more into detail in

determining the 1031-32 program.

Kaufmann Boys' Club Winner
As a result of a competition open to all

freshmen, Kaufmann '34 was chosen re-

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support th«mselves by
some business activity during the day.
Preliminary education requirement—sat-
isfactory completion of at least two years
leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a

college recognized by the New York State
Board of Regents.
For detailed information, address:

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary
215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK.

Case System—^Three-Year Course

Co-K(liiciitionitl

College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good

Grades Reeiuireil

Tnin.script of Ilci!»»ril Ncci-ssiiry in

All Cnsrs

MORNINC. KAUI-Y AfTKIlNOON AND
I'lVKNINti CI.ASSi;S

Write Jor C(ila!ogi(C

CniARLES P. DAVIS, Registrar
2.t.t Broadway, New York

cently liy the executive committee of the

Williamstown Boys' Club to head llie

.Junior Group. At tlie same time it was

aiinoiuieed that Campaigne and Taylor,

runners-up in the coinpi'liliiin, will hold

positions as Assistant Directors iluring the

coining year. Kaufmann by virtue of his

election, has become a permanent member

of tlie executive eommitlce.

Infirmary Patients

Burrows, '31, and Tukey, '33, were the

only .students confined to the Thompson

Inlirniary when Tun Rkciiud went to

press Simday evi'iiing. In all cases of

serious illness the parents of the students

concerned are immediiitely notilied by the

College authorities.

COLLEGE NOTE

Mr. and Mrs. Talcolt Miner lianks of

Main St. have announced I heengagemenl of

their daughter, Miss Sarah Davis Hanks,

to Seaver Richmond Gilcreast of the Col-

lege Faculty. Mr. (lilcreasl is an in-

structor in Romantic Languages.

ALUMNI NOTE

1918

Edward T. Perry is at present mission-

ary of the American Board of Commis-

sioners for l''oreign Missions in Staniboul,

Turkey, lie is also chairnian of the com-

niilteeof nianugenient of the V. M. C. .\.

there.

ROUGEAU&HEBERT

Barbers
The Shop of Sanitation

Where the discriminating man
is pleased to come

12 ASHLAND STREET
NORTH ADAMS

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Gas

Geo. M. Hopkins

FURNITURE
Spring St., Williamstown

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

For Anything

Photographic
Of College and Students

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photocirapher

FRANK BROTHERS
rouiMftiAtt INC.

588 Fifth Ave. between 47th and 48th St$.

NEW YORK.

All the style and line

and service the college

man demands in footwear

- - - - at economical price.

Exhibit at Cabe Prindle's, May 12 and 13

LOOK LOOK

ISfew Low Prices

on de Luxe Models

Roadsters and Phaetons
now on display

at our Showrooms

American Motors, Inc.
114 Ashland Street

NORTH ADAMS Tel. 1104

THE NEW
BOOKSHOP

72 SPRING STREET
Just Below the Bank

Books :: Prints
New Fiction, Biography, Drama

Poetry, etc.

Old and Rare Books.

First Editions. Fine Bindings.

Standard Sets. Sporting Prints.

Ship Prints. Maps.

Circulating Library.

Wilton Ratcliffe-Graff

BOOKSELLER and
PRINT DEALER

Furniture

M. Schmidt & Sons
Near Post Office

42 Ashland Street Tel. 1825

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manager

68 Main Street North Adams

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

Particular Care
'' "

I

With Every Garment

A Rofenberg sack suit is tailored with the

same attention to detail one finds in Rosen-

berg dress clothes. All the character and

styling that has given our clothes their wide

recognition goes into each garment made.

-ptUW^mA
\iLons

ca

lOl'l' CHAI'KI. KTHKKT
NKW ILiWEN

16 KAST 52i» STREET
NKW VOItK

Representative

MIKE HARRISON
AT CABLE PRINDLE'S

Wednesday and Thursday

May 1 3th and 1 4th
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Columbia Nine Wins
in Heavy Slug-Fest

CContlnued from First Page)

WIM.IAMS
ul) r li |i(i a p

Markoski, 31) 4 2 2 H 4

Koi-licB, 21) 3 1 1 3 5 2

Hose, cf 5 12 2

K„el,l, If 5 1

Kdvvlc, 11) 4 I 10 I I

\\ ulliice, S8 4 1 1 3 1

\V,.|rli, i-r 4 I I

Ncnvi'omI), c 4 1 1 4 3 I

Sliccliaii, |) 2 2 1 I 2

iMlli'V, p 1 II 4

Cosftrove 10
l'„^e

Totals 37 8 11 24 22 5

COLUMBIA
al) r h |H) a e

li^aciuist, 21) 5 2 2 1

llcwitl.cf 4 1 10
Hivcro, 31) 3 2 1 2 1

Mcl-auuhlin, II) 5 2 4 2

linulley, rf 4 2 2 4 I

Bendor, cf 5 2 7 1

Siclljps, If 4 I 2 7 I 1

McCoy, ss 3 1 2 3

Wilkens, p I I I 1

l.iimU'au, p 2

Buchaiiaii ? . . I

Siertsi 1 1

Totals 35 12 13 27 11 2

Score l)y innings:

COLl'MBIA ...11012124 x--12

WILLIAMS 13001102 0—8
Two 1)880 hits, Shoehan, Markoski 2,

Rose, Stelljes, Bender, Rivero. Home
run. Rose. Sacrifices— Markoski, Forbes,

Rivero, Landeau 2. Bases on Balls

—

off Slieehan I, off Filley 2, off Wilkins 7;

oft Landeau 2. Wuminn pitcher— Lan-

deau. Losing pitcher, Filley. Stolen ba-

ses, Markoski, Forbes, Foehl, Stelljes,

Balquist, Bradley. Left on bases—Wil-

liams 14, Columbia (i. Double play

-

Markoski and Fowle. Struck out—by
Sheehan 3, By Wilkins 3, by Landeau 2.

Wild pitch—Wilkins. Passed balls— New-

I
comb 2. Hits—off Shcehan 9 in 5'.) inn-

ings, off Filley 4 in 2% innings, off Wilkins

I

7 in li, off Landeau 4 in 3. I'mpires

-

Doolan and Eagan. Time, 2 hr. 43 m

Nassau Net Team
Defeats Williams

(Continued from First Page)

and both men then captured their next

four serve games. In the twenty-secontl

name, however, Irwin again broke through

his opponent's service to end the long

match on a brilliant return of a cross-court

shot.

(Iroehl lost the first set, to Thomas, fi-8;

Inil, with his hard drives clearing the net

liy inches and keeping his oi)i)onent away

from the net, he rallied to win the next

two, ()-2, li-4. In the third court, Dewey,

playing steadily, won the first set, 0-3;

but Harbison, scoring repeatedly on over-

head smashes, captured the next two and

match, ()-l, 6-2. Kennedy had little diffi-

culty in routing the unsteady Morris, G-3,

t)-3; while in the number five match,

Willekc, although handicapped by his own
wildness, carried McCabe to three sets be-

fore losing, ()-3, 9-11, f)-4. Griepenkerl

c'omi)letely outclassed Eyler to win, losing

but one game.

Kept continually on the defensive by the

brilliant attack of Thomas and Harbison,

Horton and Dewey were vanquished in

straight sets, 0-2, G-4, although the match

was clo.ser than the score indicates. In

the second doubles match, Groehl and

Morris played well, but were no match
for the brilliant net game and volleying of

Irwin and Kennedy, and lost, 7-5, 0-2;

while in the final match, McCabe and

Griepenkerl defeated Eyler and Willeke,

0-3, 6-4.

Trinity and C. A. C. to

Oppose Williams Nine
(Continued from. First Page)

The lineups for the two contests are:

WILLIAMS TRINITY
Markoski, 3b Fontana, 3b
Forbes, 21) Phippen, c.

Rose, cf Armstrong, cf

Foehl, If Adams, p.

Fowle, lb Bockwinkel, lb

Wallace, ss. Gooding, 2b

Welch, rf Carey, If

Newcomb, c. Vignati, rf

Filley or

Sheehan, p. Coleman, ss

WILLIAMS C. A. C.

Markoski, 3b Levanti, 21)

Forbes, 21) Darrow, ss

Rose, cf Tourville, c.

Foehl, If Kolh, p.

fowle, lb Allard, If

Wallace, ss Fagan, 31)

Welch, rf Wilson, lb

Newcomb, c. Rathbun, rf

Slieehan or

Filley, p. Endee, cf

|)IIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIllllll|lini||||IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllll||llllll|U

I
Paltry Stuff \

TllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIlii

A news (Mlitor's eagle eye saved The
Recoud'h readers an amusing moment a

few issues ago, and inasmuch as none of

the Faculty likes us anyhow, we venture

to print the statement which almost came
out in tyiKi:

"Dr. Harry Augustus Garliehl, Presi-

dent of Williams College, will be the i)rin-

cipal speaker at lhe,50tli amdversary of the

founding of Tuskegce Institute, in Ala-

bama. He will extend the feli<'itations of

t he day, on behalf of t he College Presidents

of the United States, and say a few words

concerning moilcrn educational methods.

Other speakers will include President

Hoover, of Washington, D. C."

And Charles A. Lindbergh of Engle-

wood, N. .1.?

Listen my children, and you will hear

A wondrous tale of a Mo|)kins .Seer

—

Who goes to the roof at the midnight hour,

And takes his seat in a secret bower.

I know for I watched for the gent onenight

And saw him under the white moonlight.

I saw the glint of a silver beam
As bright as the sun on a mountain stream-

Then strained my eyes as the Seer bent low

To sweep the valley that lay below.

He'd a periscope stretching for mile on

mile.

And the moonlight shone on his wily smile.

Full many a minute his eager eyes

Lay on the sights that turn bad men wise.

Full many a moment I lingered there,

And thought if I'd ever gone out, and

where.

Next morning the seer s|)oke in accents low

"Now we're htth happy—we know what

we know."
Sarlor

"Friends of Berenice and Edith Eecker

will be sorry to hear of their motor acci-

dent last week. Both were scratched and

bruiseil but neither was seriously injured

and they will soon be up and at it again.

Edith graduated in 1929."— /'arA:er Weekly

(Chicago).

AntI we'll he over when you're up again.

It happened in a cla.ss room the other

day. The Instructor decided to give his

class a free cut, and entering the room ten

minutes before the hour, wrote on the

blackboard: "I may he seen any time

after three o'clock in the library."

In answer to which, some wag, at five

minutes before the hour, wrote: "Admis-

sion—$.25."
Throgmnrton

Deerfield Trims Frosh
8-4 in Erratic Contest

(Continued from First Page)

came a pitchers' battle with ,Iennison

blanking the Academy team, and Sheehan

the relief pitcher yielding six hits, includ-

ing two triples and adouhle, so well scatter-

ed that the freshmen could score but one

run.

The Freshman line-up was as follows:

Fassett, 31); Allen, 2b; O'Donnell, ss

Bacon, lb; Brown, If; Buler, cf; Taylor,

c; Gamble, c; Martin, rf; Sincere, rf;

.lennison, p.

The score by innings follows:

r h e

Deerfield 0233 000 x—8 8 2

Williams '34. 10 2 10 0—4 9 7

Batteries: WILLIAMS 1934—.Icnnison

and Taylor, Gamble. DEERFIELD—
Ray, Sheehan, and Boyle.

Purple Golfers Win
One, Lose Two Meets

(Continued from First Page)

consistent performance when he defeated

Byxbee 3 and 1. Both Noe and English

suffered setbacks at the hands of the

Philadelphians, Merriam defeating the

former badly, 6 and 5, and O'Reilly barely

managing to take English over, 1 down

Swinehart momentarily changed the

complexion of the meet hy winning from

Kelly 3 and 1 , but Lewis ])roved no match

for McKean when he lost 4 and 3. The

foursomes garnered but one point for the

Purple when Williams and St. Clair de-

feated Robinson and Byxbee 3 and 1.

Saturday morning the Williams golfers

reversed the score of the i)receeding day at

the expense of Georgetown. Williams

played good golf to win from Begcr, 2 and

1, while St. Clair repeated his consistent

l>lay to score a 75 which won for him

against Wilson, 6 and 5. Noe defeated

Fisher 2 and 1, while English lost to De
Stephano 1 down when the match went to

the 19th hole. Slattery of Georgetown

defeated Swinehart, and Boucek won from

Lewis, 2 and 1. The foursomes scored two

points for the Purple when Williams and

St. Clair trounced Begcr and Wilson 4 and

3, and Noe and English defeated Fisher

and De Stephano, 1 up. Slattery and

Boucek of CJcorgetown won the only four-

some-point for their team when they van-

quished Swinehart and Ijcwis, 3 and 2.

The Princeton meet i)r<)(luced the high-

lights of the week-end, despite the fact

that the Purple lost ()M-2>i. Williams,

who bad his o|)ponent 4 down at the turn,

gradually found his lead diminishing before

the steady, accurate shooting of Waud,
Princeton No. I. Tht; latter finally won
the close match I up. St. Clair, playing

against (iordon because Dunlap, Intercol-

legiate Champion, was suffering from ill

health, turned in a record card of 73 to

trounce his opponent .'j and 4. Noe
finished dormie with McWilliam.s, and
darkness prevented a play-off. English

lost to Moffit () and 5, Swinehearl went

down to defeat at the hands of Wright, 2

and 1, and Lewis suffered a reverse when
Livingston defeated him, 7 and (>. The
foursomes went to the I'urplc in the first

match when St. Clair's best ball succeeded

in defeating Waud and (iordon 5 and 4.

Noe and English lost to McWilliams ami

Moffit, 6 und 5, and Swinehart and Lewis

were badly trounced by Wright and Liv-

ingston to the tune of 7 and 0.

Baseball President Declares

College Ball Has Slowed Up
(Continued from First Page)

and school baseball scores— a healthy

sign."

As the conversation turned to football,

Mr. Heydler discussed the conflict between

the two sports, and the possibility that

baseball may again steal the limelight from

its stronger rival. "Football is essentially

a college game. It calls for all the re-

sources and skill ancf power of a university

in competition with another school, even

as war calls for these qualities from a

nation in conflict with another nation.

The football season opens with the college

every fall when everyone is fresh and all

keyed up with college spirit. Cold or had

weather does not mar a football game, but

affords the lure of both more excitement

and greater conflict."

"Baseball, on the other hand, comes

when the college year is drawing to its

close, with examinations near. Sunshine

and warmth are essential to baseball. I do

believe that two or three warm and pleu.s-

ant Springs, as we used to have indaysgone

by, would <lo as much to bring college base-

ball back into its own as anything el.se.

Stopping the college player from |)erlccting

his game through the mecliuni of summer
ball has hurt the speed and excellence of the

games. This form of earning a few honest

dollars to he!]) lake boys through their

education surely would work no harm to

amateur ideals."

The Press Box
(Coutlnued from Second Pacre.)

.seems to be widening the gap between the

opposing parties.

The only po.ssible solution, then, is to

return the matter to the states, where

according to a practical view, it belongs

and by the process of education attempt

to inject temperance into Americans, —it

being the quality which we as a country

lack mo.st. A distinction 1*1 ween this

educational proce.ss and the legal method
must be drawn. For while the one per-

suades, the other coerces, and as long as

morals are not subject to coercion, the

former method is the only practicable one.

As a complete dis<'ussion of the subject,

this article necessarily falls short. But

our onl.v purpose is to point out the fal-

lacy of the stand taken by the editor of

The Record, and that we would apiiear

to be borne out by facts in our desire for

the present embryo of the Cruaadern to

take more of a living form. The Williams

organization has started, but it needs some

show of life and activity, and above all an

enthusiastic enrollment from the student

body. If anyone disagrees or agrees with

us, the communication column is always

ready and waiting for letters.

C. .S. ,S'.

YOU WHO MAY
FAIL

'I'lic ftittiiv is (l;irk iiiicortain.

.Mdic collcpo perhaps or work, if

luck fails yoii.

You .sluiddcr —a lamb at the
.slaughter. What work can you do
-that you want to do—What will

they let you do—What will you
get out (jf it? Who can tell you?

Gen. James G. Harbord can tell you
if it's Radio.

Carl Ackerman if it's Journalism.

Richard F. Hoyt can tell you if it's

Aviation.

Roy S. Durstine if it's Advertising.

Brock Pemberton if it's the Thea-
tre.

THEY DO!

They and a dozen other men ainoiif!;

the most successful in their various
professions or bu.sine.sses—Law

—

Brokerage— Medicine— Research

—

Architecture— Meichtindising, etc.

Ami this is only one feature of the

JUNE
NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW
(Founded 1815)

9 East 37th Street, New York City
For the enclosed One Dollar send me The
North American Review for six months
(Canadian $1.25; Foreign $1.50).

Name
Address
City State

VASSAR INN
formerly VASSAR LODGE

Opposite Vaasar Campus
POUGHKEEPSIE. N. Y.
Miss N. M. Felton, Prop.

STOP FOR FOOD AND ROOM

Dear
Mr., Miss or Mrs.
Try a fresh Cigarette!

1. HAT LITTLE STING way down in

the throat when you inhale a

cigarette is caused by parched

dry tobacco. You never feel it

when you smoke fresh, prime

Camels. The Humidor Pack

keeps Camels from drying out

or going stale. That's why they

are always so cool and mild,

so throat-easy. Blended from

choicestTurkishand mellowest

Domestic tobaccos and kept in

tip-top prime condition by an

air-tight wrapping of moisture-

proof Cellophane, Camels are

mighty hard to leave once you

have tried them. If you don't

believe it, switch to Camels for

one whole day, then quit them,

if you can.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Wtntton-Salem, N. C.

€AMELS

Factory-freiih CAMELS
are air-Bealrd in the new
Sanitary Parkagc which
keeps the dust and gprnig

ont and keeps the flavor in.

©19S1, R. J. Rsrnold* Tnbseco Compsnr

V I

!l
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James E. Gorman, President of Chicago, Rock Island

£? Pacific Railway, Describes Modern Railroad Work

(Tlw folloii'ing article was written eapec-

ialli/ for The Kecohd by Mr. Janus E.

Gorman, president if the Chicago, Hack

IsUnulIk Pacific Itaihvay).

Some lime ivko a certain railroail man
was ilisciiHsinK witli one of his fellow

workers the subject of opportunity in tlie

railway field.

"What chance has a young man these

clays in a railroad?" he asked. "He enters

the servi(« in some one of the dei)arlments

—operating, mechanical, traffic, or else-

where, and spenils years of thought and

effort on his job, and finally iliscovers that

his advancement is blocked by the seniority

rule, or that conditions nnike it necessary

to lay him off anil he is forced to look else-

where for employment. I have spent

forty years in this game, and I wouldn't

want a son of mine to follow in my foot-

steps."

"If you hadittodooveragain, would you

enter the railway service?" asked the other.

"Well," he replied, after a pause, "It's

quite likely I would. Railroading to me
now is the most fascinating business in the

world and probably is about the most im-

portant to our social and inilustrial ad-

vancement, and yet the ojjportunity for

the young man of today is not what it was
when I entered the service."

1 dare say that many a young man,

whether or not he has the advantage of a

college education, has heard the subject of

railroad employment discussetl in this

fashion. In fact, I have read, on more
than one occasion, statements intimating

that opportunity in railway service is

limited and, therefore, ambitious young
men should avoid making railroading their

life work—that there are many other busi-

nesses which offer far greater returns to

one of ability and resourcefulness. But
I have heard like statements about other

lines of employment, and it is an every-day

comment by many men that they do not

want their sons to engage in their same
line of work. And usually it is because

they do not want their children to suffer

the hard knocks and the effort which their

father underwent to reach his present

position. This father probably has spent

much of his income in educating his son

with the thought that he would not have

*to meet the difficulties and hard work

which h(^ himself was forced to experience.

With such a viewpoint of the father, can

anyone be surprised if the son thinks there

is no o|)portunity in his father's chosen

licld, or that this son is looking for an easy

way to advancement?

Those who are engaged in any field of

industry may be placed, roughly, in one

of two classes: Those who boldly meet the

problems which confront them, and enjoy

the cITort necessary to their solution; and

those to whom the problems incident to

their activities are a constant source of

aimoyance and grief, and, irked by their

troubles, lose interest and yearn for other

fields to which they ascribe a fictitious free-

dom from difficulties.

Railway transportation, which has en-

gaged my interest and constant attention

for more than a half-century, has been be-

set of recent years with so many difficult

and growing problems as to challenge the

fortitude of the most enthusiastic of the

first group and discourage those in the

second category.

With restrictive regulation by national

and state commissions with respect to

practically every activity, with the un-

regulated comijetition on highways fol-

lowing the marvelous develo])ment of

motor transportation; with the subsidized

operation of waterways by government

enterprise; ami the rapidly growing ex-

tension of pipe-lines and the potential

development of air transportation, the

way of the railway officer is one of many
obstacles.

Such a situation possesses little attrac-

tion for those of faint heart or doubtful

purpose, l)ut there has never been a time

in the history of the railway industry when

there has been a greater need for men
of outstanding ability, courage and

patience. Success of an unusual sort

awaits those who can contribute mater-

ially to the solution of the present and

coming problems involved in coordination

or allocation to their proper economic pla-

ces of the several agencies of modem trans-

portation.

Success, however, must not be measured

in terms of material gain alone, but in

achievement. Practices necessary under

contracts with labor organizatiims leave

but relatively few opportunities for the

college man to enter lucrative railway

employment, and perscverence and pa-

tience are essential to success.

It is my conviction that there are and

will contiime to be fine opportunities for

service in the railway field for the trained

minds of college men jiossessing the neces-

.sary characteristics. There should be an

established conviction that the work will

be interesting and congenial; an appre-

ciation of the difficulties and ciriunn-

scri])tions imposed by regulations and

working contracts; a recognition of the

changed and changing condilions; wil-

lingness to accord loyal and unremitting

cooperation to superiors, equals, an<l

subordinates alike, and self-commitment

to constant, intensive, studious ai)pli-

cation to duty.

Railroading is not a "hit or miss" vo-

cation. More and more it is becoming

an exact science. While it may be said

that much of the initiative has been re-

moved by the fixed regulations im|K)sed,

there is a distinct need for genius and

new, intelligent thought, free from the

lirejudice of tradition and practice.

The railways, whatever their motive

power may be, desjiite the competition of

highway, water or air transport, will con-

tinue to be the backbone of our nntioiml

transportation system, and the problems

incident to their successful operation imder

the new conditions offers a field of unusual

promise to those who are equipped and

able to find their solution.

'Little Theater' Tea

Mrs. Stuart Chai)in entertained about

fifty members of the Little Theater, who
have taken part in the jilays during the

last two years at a tea at her home on

Main Street last Friday evening. Mrs.

Bloedel, Mrs. Brinsmade, Mrs. Oster, and
Mrs. Safford poured.

1934 Netmen Win From
Hotchkiss by 5-4 Score

Although playing erratically, the Fresh-

man tennis team won from the Hotchkiss

netmen by a score of 5-4 last Saturday

afternoon on the Lynde Lane courts.

This mulch, the first of the season for the

yearlings, was played against a seriously

crippled Blue and While team, the ser-

vices of two men having been lost for the

entire seusim, while one man has been

temporarily incapacitated.

Allen, playing number one for the

I'urple, lost his match to Shriber when he

faileil to get more than four games in the

second, and three games in the thrd set.

Twichell, mnnber two man, succeeded in

trinuning .-Xymar in a match which ran

into three sets, ti-1, 7-i), 7-5. McKnight

and Bragg won over Carjienler and Mor-

gan, Hotchkiss' number three and live

men, with little or no trouble, while 'I'ur-

ner and Spalding turned the tables and

evened the points by defeating Davis and

I'hipps.

With the score 3-S, the outcome of the

nuitch depended on the doubles, Wixidrow

and Baird, takuig the place ol Bragg ami

I'hipps, defeated Morgan and Spalding

li-2, tl-2, while the sets with Shriber and

Carpenter fell easily to the Puri)le attack,

and Twichell and .Mien clinched the match,

fi-l, 6-2. McKnight and Davis, showing

signs of weariness and also knowing that

a victory was assured for the yearlings,

drojjped the last .sets of the afleVnoon to

Aymar and Turner, li-2, 7-5.

Trustees Announce
Faculty Appointees

(Continued from First Page)

the University of Michigan. Mr. Stab-

ler was educated at Harvard, an<l is now
attending the Graduate School at that

innversity, while Mr. Winch gained his

Doctor's degree at the University of Wis-

consin.

Mr. Dorwart, an alumnus of Washing-

ton and .lefferson University, jiursued

graduate studies at Yale as an Instructor

in mathematics from 1924 to 1928. .'Mter

serving in the Williams Mathemalicsde-

partment for two years, he returned to

Yale this year to comidete the require-

ments for the Ph.D. degree.

Mr. Beach comesdirect to Williams from

Harvard where he has been a tutor during

the past two years while studying for his

degree of Ph.D. Since graduating from

Leiand Stanford, he has also taught at

Bowdoin. The reappointments announc-

ed by the Board were as follows:

In llomanic languages—Assistmil I'rofcj.

sor Walter Pierce. Instructors Leo M
Uellerose, and Seaver R. (iilcrcusi.

In history—Assistant Professor Wultc,

S. llayward. Inslru(ttur—Charles U. K(,|

ler.

In political science—Assistant Professor
I

Donald C. Blaisdell.

In biology— Instructor Alton II. (lustaf.

son. Assistant, Kemieth W. Ilunl.

In geology— Instructor I'llwyn I.. \'nn

In i)hysical education—Instructijr Uj. 1

ward .1. Williamson.

Examination Schedule Advanced

In order to make room for the ad-

vanced Connneni'ement aetivilics, linal

examinations will begin on Friiliiy,

May 2'.) instead of on ,Iune 2 as |ii(..

viuusly |)lanned, according to a sliitc-

ment issued by the Dean's i)f\Wf

Friday. This will involve shiflirig the

whole schedule forward one day, I lie

last examinations now coming dn

Wednesday instead of Thursday. .\ll

classes will end the Thursday liclore

Memorial Day.

THOMAS McMAHONi
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
Kgtncy for Nash and Chevrolet Can I

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST,

E. J. Jerdon—D. D.S.I

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

International Shop|
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
|

Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,

Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

at

CLOSING OUT SALE
EVERYTHING MUST GO! AVAIL YOURSELF OF THE WONDERFUL BARGAINS

Suits
$55.00

$65.00

Now
Now

$29.50
$36.00

Top Coats
$40.00

$65.00

Now
Now

$15.00
$36.00

Chesterfields
$65.00 Now $36.00

Derhys
$10.00 Now $4.95

House Party

Specials

Tuxedos

Full Dress

Dress Vests

Dress Shoes

$36.00

$39.50

$4.95

$7.35

Dress Shirts

$2.45

Raincoats
Now - - $3.95

Golf Hose
Now - - $1.95

Half Hose
3 Pair - - $1.00

Sweaters
Now - - $4.95
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ITHE FOURTH WALL' TO

BE PRESENTED TONIGHT

nine's Play, Directed by Baylis, To

Be Given by 'Cap and Bells'

in Chapin Hall

Friday, May 15- Cap and Bells will

iri'sont this evening i" Cliapin Hall al

Ijulit o'clock as its annual spriuK produc-

liuii, The Fourth Wall by A. A. Milne,

niiicli played for a year in New York City

iiidiT the name of 'I'he Perfect Atihi.

ciMiise of the customary brilliant hand-

hni»(irdialogue needed in a Milne produc-

liiiri, a radical (^lianne in policy has been

necessary which, for th(^ first, time since the

iicanizalion of the corporation in 1872,

jroviiU's that, feminine roles will be taken

ty wdinen instcail of underKraduates.

The scltiiiK is laid in the library of a

typical EiikIIsIi country house, owned by

llic hero's uncle, Mr. Arthur Ludgrove.

Bhe action of this high comedy dialogue is

Bentcred around Miss Susan Cunningham,

Iminiy l.udgrove's fiancee, and involves

handling of an unusual situation which

irises in the house while Edward Carter

Liid Edward I.avcrick are spending the

ek-end there. Instead of following the

isual course of mystery plays, where the

ivjdience tries to guess the murderer, the

lulhor has the crime committed openly,

id the actors finally trace o\it the mur-

derer and bring him to justice.

The i)art of the hero, Jimmy Ludgrovc,

ill be played by McKnight '34 and will

be his first as a member of Cap nnil Bellx.

klisH Virginia Roundey of Utica, New

fork, who has acted in the same part be-

ore, will assume the role of Susan Cun-

ningham, while Cresap '32 will be Edward

barter, and Lucas '31 , will act the part of

fdward Laverick. The other members of

he cast include Mrs. Bloedel, Mrs. Brins-

hade, Boy<^e, Fox, and Senn, '32, and

Sbeling and Parsons '34.

The list of characters is as follows:

Jimmy Liidgrove McKnight '34

Susan Cmuiingham Miss Virginia Roiuidey

l\i]nms Parsons '31

Uidirard Laverick Lucas '31

idirnrd Carter Cresap '32

Major Futhergill Senn '32

Mrs. Fulverlon-Fnne Mrs. Brinsmade

tic West Mrs. Bloedel

Urilnir Liidgrove Ebeling '34

f'Sergeant" Mallet Boyce '32

'•('(mstahlc" Mallet Fox '32

VARSITY TENNIS TEAM

FACES CRIMSON TODAY

iPowerful Harvard Team Is Rated

Second in East ; Vanquished

Princeton, 8-1

Following the postponement of the

lllnly Cross tennis match because of rain,

Ithe Williams netmen are planning to take

I
the courts this afternoon against the most

jformidable opponent on the 1931 schedule,

I when they oppose Harvard here at 2.00.

I
Previous to last Saturday, when North

ICarolina took the Crimson's measure,

I Harvard had established a record of 38

I
consecutive victories and was well on the

I
way to its third successive intercollegiate

I
championship.

Brecsc!, number one on t he visiting team,

I

although defeated in three sets by Grant of

North Carolina, conqueror of Irwin and
national clay courts champion, is one of

I the finest players in the East; while Hill,

I

Harvard captain, carried Mines, national

I junior champion, to three sets before los-

jiiig, 6-1, 7-9, 6-4. Ingraham, who de-

[feated Yeomans of the Tarheels in the

Crimson's lone singles victory, Frame,
Patterson, and Tower complete the

visitor's team for the individual matches.
Hill and Ingraham will pair up for the first

doubles match; while Breese and Frame,
and Patterson and Thompson will compose

I

the other combinations.

Williams will probably use the same
line-up which opirosed Princeton, and
which was scheduled to face Holy Cross on
Thursday, with Horton and Groehl play-
ing in the first two positions, and Dewey
and Morris at numbers three and four,

respectively. Willeke and Eyler will

I
again play in the la«t two singles matches
and will pair up for the third doubles
contest. Horton and Dewey, and Groehl
and Morris will compose the first and
second pairings.

No. 14

MISS VIRGINIA ROUNDEY AND W. G. McKNIGHT, JR. '34

Who Will Take the Roles of Susan Cunningham and Jimmy Ludgrove in the

Cap and Bells Production "The Fourth Wall" Tonight

Guest at Original Williams House Party Describes
Week-end, Featured by Sleighrides and Negro Band

"Speaking of house parties," said a'

resident of Williamstown in a recent con-

versation with a Record reporter, ''there

never was and there never will be such a
house party as the first one held at the

college, in Janxiary 1895. I know, for 1

was a member of that house party, and

having lived many years since that time, I

have had ample opportunity to observe

those which have followed it."

This charming lady then went on to

describe exuberantly that house party

which she believes was not only the first

one here at Williams, but also the first one

ever to be held at any college in America.

"Never in all my life have I had such a

glorious time. There were, altogether, 14

of us girls, and we had received letters from

the boys ol that fraternity, telling us how
despondent they felt at the prospect of

'the long dreary winter term, and asking us

to come and help cheer them up."

"We all arrived in Williamstown to-

gether on the old Boston and Maine train,

and were met at the station by our beaux
with old Tom MeMahon's four horse

sleigh, known as "The Lucy", ca])able of

holding 30 people. As soon as we reached

the house, we changed into sweaters and
clothes belonging to the boys, and then all

went out coasting. After supper that

night, we had a dance, the music being sup-

plied by some local talent, Tom Porter's

Negro Band. The total number of instru-

ments was three, a piano, a violin, and a

comet. I have never had such a time in

my life! We were absolutely independent

of outsiders, and only members of that

fraternity were present, nobody else hav-

(Contlnued on Third Page)

160 GIRLS HERE FOR

LAST HOUSE PARTIES

'Cap and Bells' Play, Wesleyan

Game, and Six Athletic Con-

tests Are Scheduled

Friday, May 15—Representing prac-

tically every large city and college in the

East, approximately IfiO girls will arrive

in Williamstown today and tomorrow for

the final house jmrty period of the college

year. Six fraternities will participate in

the entertainments, which include a joint

party by Alpha Delta Phi and Kappa
Alpha to be given at the Alpha Delta Phi

house tonight, and at the Kappa Alpha

house tomorrow, and individual parties by

Delta Phi, Phi Delta Thcta, Theta Delta

Chi, and Zeta Psi at their respective

houses.

In addition to the performance of the

Fourth Wall by Cap and Bells this evening

and the Wesleyan baseball game Saturday,

there are six intercollegiate athletic events

tomorrow afternoon offering a wide

variety of entertainment. The orchestras

appearing at the various fraternity houses

are Dick Edward's at A Ipha Delta Phi and

Kappa Alpha, the R. K. Olians at Delta

Phi, Earl Howard at Phi Delta Thcta,

Roy Lamson's Harvardians at Thela

Delta Chi, and Joe Handleraan at Zeta

Psi.

Girls attending the parties include:

Alpha Delta Phi

The Misses Peggy Adams, Grace

Cowles, Elsie Plankinton and Eleanor

Waters of New York City; Lillian Long-

more and Cyrene Duncan of Brooklyn,

N. Y.; Dorothy Kelley of Glen Ridge,

N. J.; Polly Spencer of Bronxville, N. Y.;

Constance and Amy Durfee of Fall River,

(Continued on Third Page)

'Gul' Payments

It would be appreciated, if those who

have signed for a subscription to the

1932 Gvlielmensian, or have made

partial payment, would complete their

payment immediately. This will ma-

terially aid in the distribution of the

book, which is scheduled to appear

within the next week.

George S. Read, Manager

TRINITY NINE OUTHITS

PURPLE BATSMEN, 3-2

Two Runs in Seventh on Misplay

Pave Way to Winning Score

in Final Inning

An overthrow from the catcher to third,

which let in two runners to tie the score in

the seventh, proved costly to the Purple

nine in Wednesday's game with Trinity,

when the visitors drove across another

man in the ninth to take the contest, 3-2.

Adams, the Hartford pitcher, fanning nine

and allowing but three hits, held the home
batters well in hand after the first inning

spurt which resulted in two runs, while

Sheelian was touched for six safeties, four

of them coming during the last three in-

nings.

Backing up the deceptive pitching of

Sheehan with skill, despite the chilly

weather, Williams retired the Hartford

batsmen in order in the opening frame.

At bat, before Adams had warmed to his

task, Bartlctt singled through the box,

(Continued on Third Page)

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, MAY 15

8.00 p. ra.

—

Cap and Bells presents The

Fourth Wall liy A. A. Milnes. Chapin
Hall.

SATURDAY, MAY IG

] .00 p. m.—Freshman Baseball. Wil-

liams Freshmen vs. Wesleyan Fresh-

men. Cole Field.

1.00 p.m.—Varsity Lacrosse. Williams

vs. Boston University. Cole Field.

1 .30 p. m.—Freshman Golf. Williams

Freshmen vs. Holyoke High School.

Taconic Club.

1.30 p. ra.—Freshman Tennis. Williams

Freshmen vs. Roxbury School. Lynde
Lane Courts.

1.30 p.m.—Freshman Track. Williams

Freshmen vs. Berkshire School. Wes-

ton Field.

2.00 p. m.—Varsity Tennis. Williams vs.

Harvard. Sage Courts.

2.30 p. m.—Varsity Baseball. Williams

vs. Wesleyan. Weston Field.

SUNDAY, MAY 17

10.35 a. m.—Chapel Service. The Rev-

erend William P. Merrill will preach.

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

INSTITUTE PLANS TO CONSIDER THE

INDUSTRIAL CRISIS AND ITS CAUSES
Passports

Irving 11. Caniwell, Clerk of Courts
for Berkshire County, will be in the

district court room on Bank Street in

North Adams on Tuesday evening,

May 19, 1931 at 7.30 to take the a|)pli-

cations for ])a.ssports from Williams

men. Each applicant should furnish

two photograjihs of himself on flexible

paper three inches square with light

background. He should also furnish a

certificate of the date and place of his

l)irth, and be accompanied by an iilcii-

tifying witness unless he produces a

previous i)a.ss|)ort issued to him. The
charges amount to $0.17. Passports

are usually forwarded within ten days

after they have been applied for. Ap-
plication blanks will be maile<l upon
request.

FAIRMAN LECTURES ON

DISARMAMENT OF U. S.

Political Science Professor

of Various Schemes for

World Peace

Tells

"The problem of disarmament has to

do with sovereign states, with national-

ities, with fields of commercial rivalry, and

has been accentuated by the advent of

democracy," declared Assistant Professor

Charles Fairman, of the Political Science

department, in his discussion of "The

United States and Disarmament," given

in Griffin Hall last Wednesday evening

under the auspices of the International

Affairs Club. Mr. Fairman gave a ra])id

survey of the past efforts towards disarm-

ament, an explanation of the present diffi-

culties, a prophecy of future developments,

and concluded with some theoretical sug-

gestions.

The speaker began his discussion with

an outline of various schemes for World

Peace: (1) the idea of a central authority,

which ceased in the Middle Ages; (2) the

balance of power, which lasted until 1914;

(3) the League of Nations for the discus-

sion of all matters, the maintenance of

peace, and disarmament. "Now there

are two possible ways of attacking the

problem of disarmament," he continued.

The direct way takes arms as the basis of

war. If arms are done away with, "the

peace will follow as the night the day,

and there will be no profitable war in the

future." The indirect way would do away

with war as the cause of armaments.

Mr. Fairman turned next to the direct

efforts of the United States: The Wash-

ington Conference, "the most fruitful

movement in scaling down armaments

since the war," the London Conference,

and the Kellogg Pact. Characterizing tliis

last, Mr. Fairman said, "In the last analy-

sis, you must place trust in governments.

If the Kellogg Pact really means all it says,

there will not be another war. It only

remains to scale dowTi armaments."

After a brief survey of the difficulties

now facuig the League of Nations in re-

gard to the Conference in 1932, Mr. Fair-

(Contlnucd on Fourth Pag;e)

R. Swinehart Will Head
Interfraternity Council

Robert Douglas Swinehart '32 of Potts-

town, Pennsylvania, was elected to suc-

ceed C. Bartow '31 as president of the

Interfraternity Council for the coming

year at its me<-ting last Tuesday evening;

at the same time Edgar Williams Lakin '32

of York Village, Maine, was chosen secre-

tary-treasurer. An important change made
in the organization of the Council is that

it will automatically be composed of the

heads of the various houses instead of the

delegates, formerly chosen by each fra-

ternity.

Since coming to Williams Swinehart has

won class numerals in basketball and golf,

is a member of the Honor System Com-
mittee and Vai-sity golf team, as well as

being manager of basketball for next year.

Lakin has been secretary of his class

twice, is chairman of the Undergraduate

Committee for the Thompson Concerts, is

assistant manager of track, managing

editor of the 1932 Gulielmensian, executive

director of the Little Theatre, and was

recently elected editor-in-chief of the

Quarterly for next year.

Present Capitalistic Organization

Will Be Discussed in Series

of Conferences

WILL CONVENE HERE JULY 30

William Rappard, Swiss Delegate to

League of Nations, Will Again

Deliver Lectures

Emphasizing economic rather than
political qiu^stions, the program of the
tenth annual session of the liistilutc of
Politics, which meets in Williamstown,
July 30, will include a series of lec^tures and
conferences for the study of the fundamen-
tal causes of the present depres.sion, and
for the examination of proposed remedies.

In addition to this general subject, there

will he discussions on loss immediate prob-
lems of ))olitieal economy, such a,s the
capitalistic organization of society, and the
relation of Democracy to competitive

liusiness.

Dr. William E. Rappard, delegate from
Switzerland to the League of Nations, and
director of the Post Graduate Institute of

International Studies at Geneva, will con-
duct a conference series on "The Political

Situation in Western Europe". Dr. Rap-
pard, who addressed the Institute in 1929,

is a member of the Mandates Commission
of the League, and was formerly director of

the Mandates Section. A group of lec-

tures on the "Economies of Capitalism"

will he led by Dr. Gustav Stopler, of Ber-

lin, editor of "German National Econ-
omy;" Professor T. E. Gregory, of the

London School of Economics, and Mr. M.
C. Rorty, of the American Founders

Corporation.

"The Future of the British Common-
wealth of Nations" will be the subject of

conferences led by Dean P. E. Corbett of

McGill University, who was formerly a
member of the Secretariat of the League of

Nations. Included in the program are

lectures or round tables on "The Econom-
ics of Fascism", "The Economics of Com-
munism", "The Future of Democracy",
"International Problems of Commercial
and Financial Policy", and "The Social

Psychology of International Conduct".

The remainder of the round table confer-

ences, general conferences, and lectures,

will be given over to a study of examples

of political and economic organizations,

which might be formed with the purpose

of stopping the conflict of interests inher-

ent in the sovereign states; one, the

British Commonwealth of Nations, as a
device to miite non-contiguous states in a

single economic purpose, and the other a

device to harmonize the interests of con-

tiguous states in Western Europe.

WESLEYAN TO MEET

VARSITY NINE TODAY

Williams Will Oppose Strong Rival

in First of Season's Little

Three Contests

Striking a mid-season slump, the Varsity

baseball team, which has lost its last two
starts to Columbia and Trinity respective-

ly, meets Wesleyan on Weston field at 2.30

this afternoon in its first "Little Three"

encounter. To date, ^^'illiams has won
four of the six games played, and, on

pa[)er, appears a belter team than Wes-

leyan, which has broken about even in its

twelve games.

Numbered among Wesleyan's victories

is that over Amherst, which gives the

Cardinal and Black an edge in the Little

Three series, while most of its defeats have

been suffered with Nye out of the box.

However, Coach Wiggins is to start his

ace against the Purple in hopes of beating

Williams on its own field.

The Varsity, in order to win, will have to

show a decided improvement in fielding,

which has been woefully weak in the last

two games. On the ofTcnsive, the Purple

seems better fortified with good hitters,

but in Dee, Wells, and .lohnstonc, Williams

pitchers will encounter plenty of trouble.

Probable line-ups follow:

WILLIAMS-Markoski, 3b; Forbes,

2b; Rose, cf; Foehl, If; Fowle, lb; Bart-

lett, rf ; Wallace, ss; Newcomb, c; Filley,

p. WESLEYAN—Dee, 3b; Wells, If;

Johnstone, lb; Sweet, cf; Leitcb, ss;

Chittenden, rf; Tirrell, c; Nye, p.
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FOR A NEW 'FORUM'
There are two theories ahoiil the personnel of the Williams Forum. One, spon-

sored by the Freshman Handbook, i.s that it is made up of a sizeable group of students

who parti(^ipate in periodie informal discussions, and that "active membership may be

obtained by any underKraduatc who enrolls with the secretary of the organization.

The other, sponsored by the Oulielmensian, is that a committee of six meets and de-

cides upon the lectures for the coming year. Both theories arc erroneous. For, since

the Forum is a closed organization formed as a result of a competition, it is impossible

to obtain membership in an o|)en discussion group that docs not exist. And it is

equally impossible for a committee of six to select ten speakers when it convenes only

once a year, and then for. five minutes at Kinsman's.

The facts of the matter follow: (1) A committee of six docs, nominally at least,

exist; (2) Four of the six are supposed to act in an ailvisory capacity, but they never

convene, and only advise the few times that the chairman speaks to them informally

about individual 8i)eakers; (3) The fifth member is the secretary-treasurer, whose sole

and onerous duty it is to run a competition to select his successor; (4) The sixth mem-

ber is the chairman, who has it in his power to choose all the speakers who ever come

to Williamstown (except for those procured partially or entirely by professors and

outsiders), and who is in a position to spend a large percentage of the Non-Athletic

Tax. In other words, the Forum is a solitary senior, who is theoretically omniscient as

to speakers, and who constitutes a one-man interlocking directorate with the Non-

Athletic Council, of which he is also nominally chairman, and actually the entire or-

ganization.

There is a strong feeling on certain corners of the campus that the Forum should

be radically changed. Various individuals feel, and with some justification, that if the

representatives of four or five intellectual organizations were to select the speakers, the

men chosen would interest a larger number of people, and would be of a higher calibre

than many of those who have lectured here in the past. They believe that the student

chairmen of the Liberal Club, the Philosophical Union, the International Affairs Club,

the Quarterly, and the Science Club should constitute the Forum committee, and that a

four-fifths' vote of this committee should override the chairman's choice. They are

convinced that a democratic assembly would produce better results than a dictator-

ship.

Theoretically, this would all be very fine, but in actuality there are some gaping

loop-holes in the proposed revision. In the first place, undergraduate organizations are

prone to changing their formation from year to year, and in three years' time the

Liberal Club and the /. A. C, for example, might be playing no more important a part

in extra-curricular WiUiaras than the Fire Brigade, and hence would be representative

of no one. Then too, it is perfectly possible that the chairmen of all five potential

members might belong to, say, the Liberal Club,—as three of them probably will next

year. Under such circumstances, the bill of fare might be far more one-sided than it

has ever been in the past and this one organization might have entire control of the

Forum. Finally, it is essential that the selection of speakers be made by one man,

since many lecturers must be signed up in the summer to insure their coming at all,

and during the College year itself decisions must often be made and contracts signed

within a very short notice,—which makes it impossible for a group of six to discuss the

relative merits of good lecturers without the danger that in the course of deliberation

someone else Will snap up the speakers and Williams will be favored by one less au-

thority. In other words, it is impractical that the Forum committee be made up of the

heads of the above organizations, and the very nature of the task at hand necessitates

one man's having the final word, no matter who make up its personnel.

However, it is the opinion of The Record that an advisory council of some sort

should meet several times during the fall to help the chairman fill in the vacancies in

the schedule, to discuss his tentative selections, and to suggest lecturers whom he had

not considered. And there is no reason why this council should not be the present non-

functioning Advisory Comrhittee. In addition, the presidents of such organizations

as the Liberal Club and the I. A.C. are today should be called in every year to consider

the proposed list, to add suggestions of their own, and, possibly, to cooperate financially.

This last point is by no means the least important, for often the above groups can pro-

cure eminent lecturers at very reasonable rates through faculty and outside connections,

which the Forum at present lacks.

This council would not be entitled to defeat any propositions that the chairman of

the Forum might make (his word must be final, or red tape will result), but it could

advise him strongly for or against a certain choice, and, if he were in the wrong, the

opinions of seven or eight men would probably go a long way toward convincing him.

Such a scheme would, of course, have to be treated as an experiment, and not as an
ultimate ideal; the test of a year's working might prove that a yet more definite out-

line of the advisers' powers would not be impractical. While this plan would not

necessarily make the organization more democratic, the absolute monarch would at

least have advisers worthy of the name, and no one will deny that the substitution of the

opinions of many for the opinion of one would result in a greater number of speakers

procured at no greater cost, and more illustrious, more entertaining, and more en-

lightening than those of the past have ever been.
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The Editor of The Record,

Dear Sir:

It is unfortunate that sedate Williams-

town must be disturbed by men who right-

fully entitle themselves Callow Crabs; it is

unfortunate that they must pick subjects

on which they are obviously prejudiced

and not well-acquainted; but it is most
certainly fortunate that their "bleatings"

eventually stop (we thought this Crab

would never end).

The skeptic who wrote a communication

in the last issue of The Record needs en-

lightening on several |)ointj!

—

Ho is apparently unaware that the heads

of each fraternity nominate men for the
Junior Adviserships; that this list is care-

fully considered by the College Pastor, and
then by the Dean; (hat finally it must re-

ceive the approval of the Student Council.

Such a process immediately makes it im-
possible for the "political racket" which
the Crab declares is in vogue. If he thinks
that such an impressive array of judges
can be fooled by maneuverings, well—let

him try it, and then see what he has to say.

As for the Advisers, themselves,— the
Crab declares that their purpose is either

to "lead the freshmen from liquor," or to
help them become Phi Bets. But he has
missed the point completely. Dr. Gar-
field, whatever may be his stand on drink-
ing, has not appointed .32 men to act as
delegates of the Prohibit ion Union, nor has
Dean Agard conceivetl of the .Junior

Advisers as a means of keeping the Phi
Bete delegations overflowing with candi-
dates. A closer study of the present list of
Advisers would dispel any notions that

the prime requirements for the positions

rest upon the "big shot" qualities of the

incumbents.

The 32 men fulfill one of Williams' ohlest

traditions, namely the welcoming of fresh-

men, and the opportunity ol giving them

help in getting start(>d on their arrival.

It not only aids them in the first few

months of their stay in Williamstown, but

it means that they hIII have friends, not

only in their own class, from whom they

may seek advice, but also in the .lunior

class,—an advantage which may seem in-

tangible and perhaps ethereal, but one

which has been api)rociated and used by

many members of the different (classes.

There is no need of further arguing for the

existence of the Junior Adviserships,

—

they have proved their desirability for

several years, and if the Callow Cral) is not

capable of realizing it, he should at least

l)rei)are a communication which would

carry some Weight because of its actual

evidence, rather than an absurd (although

funny and pleasant to reail) polemic,

which he entitled, with good cause,

"bleating". Not so Callow
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"Charlie" ChapUn

Every English writer of note who has

come to this country in recent years has

acted ui)on the advice of George Bernard

Shaw and has made scathing remarks

about our culture, our anything. No one

ever returned the compUment, until

Charlie Chaplin came along, and, believing

that the English were hypocrites, said so

in no uncertain terms. Right or wrong,

Mr. Chaplin is one who should know, for

he had to leave England to become suc-

cessful, and the great reception which he

was accorded during his recent visit there

was not undeserved. But as soon as the

English began talking about "Chaplin's

duty to England," the great actor splut^

tered, and the result was as pretty a piece

of repartee as that with which Priestley

recently honored us.

But more important than his criticism

of England, was Mr. Chaplin's statement

concerning national feeling and the possi-

bility of another war in the near future.

After visiting the continent, witnessing

the military parades and the nationalism,

he declared "Patriotism is the greatest

insanity the world has ever suffered. I

have been all over Europe in the past few

months. Patriotism is rampant every-

where, and the result is going to be

another war. I hope they send the old

men to the front the next time. For it is

the old men who are criminals in Europe

today."

His observation reiterates our belief that

peace conferences are so much froth when
national feeUng, economic rivalry, and

especially hatred and jealousy infect the

minds of older jieople, who saw the last

war and should know better. The world

is not in any way ready to bear the burden

of another war; but as long as our orators

talk about "America at all costs"; "France

must live"; "Don't forsake the interests

of Italy" etc., the exponents of peace are

facing an unsurmountable barrier.

C. S. S.

Joshi Discusses Indian
Philosophy and Politics

Discussing the "Social and Political As-

pects of Philosophy in India", Professor

S. L. Joshi brought before the Philosophi-

cal Union last Sunday evening in Griffin

Hall concepts of Indian thought differing

from the usual impression of "idealism

highly tinged with mysticism". Democ-
racy first sprang from the Aryan villages of

Russia and India, he stated, and self-

government for the Hindu does not mean
"that every Tom, Dick, or Harry is equal

to the great statesmen of a country" in

political wisdom.

After tracing the history of Indian
thought, Mr. Joshi described the structure

of ancient governmental theory in India.

"The village is the administrative unit,"

and to understand the government, one
must understand the macliinery of the
village. With no trace of theocracy,

Indian government is founded on pure
democracy, although the fact that "the
Voice of the people is the Voice of Go<l" is

interpreted to mean that each member of
the body politic should have a vote, but
not an equal vote. The aspect of modem
Occidental democracy which holds to the
latter view seems to the Hindu to be the
"index of insanity", and has resulted in

modern political chaos, the lecturer stated.
With relation to the religion of India

and its effect on the country, Mr. ,Foshi

defined the self and Brahman. The self,

contrary to the dicta of modem psycholo-

gy, is interpreted by Indian philosophers
to be something beyond exiierience, both

in the wakeful and in the dream state.

"These are the objects of which the self is

the subject." The experiences have but

a relative reality. And Brahman is the

"reality of the real," or the ba(!kground

u|H)n which are superimposed tlujse rela-

tive realities. A brief sket(!h of the social

organization, dealing with the caste sys-

tem, trade-guilds, and banking houses,

concluded the talk.

Wilhams Stickmen Meet
Boston U. Lacrosse Team

After the decisive defeat at the hands of

the strong Springfield twelve last Sat-

urday, the Williams stickmen will face a

mediocre Boston University team this

afternoon on Cole F'ield at 1.00. The

visitors have at no time during the season

shown great strength, having been routed

by the Army, and defeated by the Boston

Lacrosse Club in a close game; while Tufts

which lost to Williams 4-2, broke a 3-3 tie

to down them in the last minute of play.

The attack, composed of Means, Searl,

and Brewer, has been greatly strengthened

by jiractice against the Varsity defense;

and the improved shooting and passing

demonstrated during the past week should

result in a stronger offense than has been

shown previously. Captain Dunn, Beat-

tie and Ohly will play in the midfield;

while Lessing will again be in the cage, and

Fox will be at first defense, where he has

starred all season

The ])robable Williams line-up follows:

Lessing, g.; Heine, p.; Garth, c.p.; Fox,

l.d.; Ohly, 2.d.; Mcars, 3.d.; Dunn, c;

Beattie, 3.a.; Vail, 2. a.; Brewer, I. a.;

Searl, o.h.; Means, i.h.

hofd

everything

'^i.

Look at your collnr and
tie—Ihey need .SWANK
Swank (looks like u |,i„—hut isn't) makes jour
collar trim uud Mimn,
You slip it on niid off",

Swank Klip tclhcrH the
tic ; kceits it rorrci-llr p^.
silioiied. INo riiliiif; m,
no unsightly l>ulgiiig,i,^

blowing v\en whin you
shed vest and coat for

summer coniforl. Hoy
Swank Klipscpuruiclvor
in sets, designs nialcjirj

with Swank—the Collar

Holder.

Swank 50c to $10 emh
Sivank Klip 50c to $10

Rum-a-part KufT Ilutlniis ,«
•nippingund anappioiliii iiiillioQi

of ruff* every tlay. l)oai,:n,-(l for

Sfflarlnrfla, fashlMned for oinvrn.

iriifr. guaracitceil for liti-hme

arrvirnl Prii'rd from SOr lo ISO I

the pair at Jewelera anil meo'i
ahopi.

SWANK
COLLAR HOLDERS TIE KI.IPS 1

COLLAR BUrrONS—DRESS SETS—LICHTKHS
Made by Baer & Wilde Compaoj, AtUeboro. Mu*.

Highest Quality

Consistently Maintained

Plus

Good Service
Makes -

HART S
THE POPULAR FOUNTAIN

Mount Hope Farm

Dairy Products Used Exclusively

WIGGINS OLD TAVERNDON'T
MISS!!

POPULAR PRICES EXCELLENT FOOD

Also in Main Dining Room
6-8 Saturday Night JVIiller's Orchestra in Colonial Room

$1.50 Table d'hote Dinner

Blue Plate Specials 50c up and a la carte
Same Menu in all Dining Rooms

ROOM RATES $2.50 UP
Dormitory Rooms for College Men $2.00 Up

HOTEL NORTHAMPTON
LEWIS WIGGINS, Prop. NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Catamount Tavern

==1

Old Bennington, Vt.

Finest Small Inn in Vermont

For over night or longer periods. Attractive Rooms,
Twin Beds and Private Baths

Special Steak and Chicken Dinners, Afternoon Teas

SAM J. KEYES. JR.
Telephone 952

Turn left at Battle Monument one block, then right
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J 60 Girls Here for

Last House Parties

(Continued from First Page)

I
Mass.; Klizaheth Rice of Watertown,

In. Y.; Marion UosenKarten of I'liiladel-

Ipliia, I'a.; Alma Kline of Nyack, N. Y.;

iKatliryn Wood of lloanoke, Va.; Zaida

Nicholson of Scarsdale, N. Y.; Margaret

JMulholland of Toledo, O.; Marion Nor-

lllirup of Plainfield, N. J.; Harriet Arnold

land Marian Marshall of Northampton,

IMass.; Rosamond Ilolton, Marion Cur-

Itin, Nancy Shafor and Constance Creigh-

Iton of Boston, Mass.; Barbara Schultz of

Ishort Hills, N. J.; Dorothea Hendricks of

j Pit I sficld, Mass. ; Betty Barrows of Evans-

Itoii, 111.; Jane Midgley of Columbus, O.;

Ivirninia Roundey of Utica, N. Y.; Eva

Isisson of Yonkers, N. Y.; Betty Hulse

I of Monroe, N. Y.; Esther Booth, of

1 Northampton, Mass.

Delta Phi

•lane Drummond of Washington, D. C;

I
Dorothy Rudd, Mary Bruce, Anita Grosso,

li'icnevieve Gallagher, and Helen Miller

of New York City; Harriet Warner of

IDcI roit, Mich. ; McDowal Smil h of Bronx-

Iville, N. Y.; Carol Stone, Evelyn Groehl,

Iniid Elizabeth Osborne of Poughkeepsie,

In. Y.; Bertha Floyd, Eleanor Hutchin-

Ison, and Harriet Hanson of Northampton,

[Mass.; Lisa Kolb of Newton, Mass.;

I Mary Nichols of Maplewood, N. J.;

I
Elizabeth Harbon of Garden City, N. Y.;

I Helen McMillan of Scarsdale, N. Y.;

[Ann Quackenbush, Esther Pike, and

I
Emily Hurry of Saratoga Springs, N. \'.;

|Jcan Gammerraan of Easton, Pa.

Kappa Alpha

The Misses Rose Davis, Betty Girard,

|l*c Sims, Betsy Doughty, Frances Gar-

liner, Phylis Fassett, Betty Kelly, Ann
jRussell and Betty Fish of New York City;

Helene Bradshaw of Morristown, N. J.;

iMargaret Berryman of East Orange,

In. J.; Kaye Willauer of Northampton,

I
Mass.; Katherine and Elizabeth Roy of

iTroy, N. Y.; Ann Halligan of Mont-

lelair, N. J.; Nancy Gwinne of I.«banon,

i. Y.; Mardie Cluett of Troy, N. Y.;

Betty Howe and Marin Heminway of

Boston, Mass.; Katherine Dwinnell of

Jrookline, Mass.; Charlotte Hinds of

Syracuse, N. Y.; Hester Mount of

Northampton, Mass.; Elsiedale Pet«rs of

Snglewood, N. J.; Harriet Beardsley of

Jtica, N. Y. ; Katherine Stevens of Bal-

Jtimore, Md.; Mary Senior of Chicago,

llll.; Mrs. Reed of Englewood and Mrs.'

[Robert Hows of Chicago, 111.

Phi Delta Theta •

The Misses Prudence Greer and Mar-
luery Phipps of Wootlmere, I>. I..; Mary

]
Lorentzen, Jeanette Candee and Margaret
Paige of Garden City, L. I.; Paddy Kel-

llcy, Lucy Diven and Eleanor Clark of

j
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Doris Nolan, Jean
IVcrry and Nancy Johnson of Worcester,

lMa.ss.; Betty McKay of Wellesley, Mass.;

iBillie Brockway of Brooklyn, N. Y.; Bar-

Ibara Billings, Natalie Backey, Cornelia

I.Seydam, I^juise Ludwick, Betty Gamble,
1 Dorothy Towl, Sue Williams, and Alice

I Carle of Saratoga Springs, Jane Walker of

I

Washington, D. C; Josephine Weir of

Montreal, Can.; Harriet Guild of Adams,

I

Mass.; Josephine Allyn of Boston, Mass.

Thcta DeUa Chi

The Misses Ruth Sainton of Hartford,

I Conn.; Katherine Wayne of Hartford;

Alice Lewis of Bethlehem, Pa.; Patricia

Patterson of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Mary
Louise Maynard of Stamboul, Turkey;
Molly Vincent of Brooklyn, N. Y.; Betty

J

n<)ugla88, Northampton, Mass. ; Polly

Connerse of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Polly

Kcllog of Montclair, N. J.; Eleanore

Mowry of Englewood, N. J.; Louise

iScharff of Newton, Mass.; Barbara Leav-
itt of Holyoke, Mass.; Alice Barker of

Holyoke, Mass.; Barbara Eldridge of

I

Lexington, Mass.; Ruth Rolf of Wayne,
I'a.; Leon Macl.,ean and Frances Herridge

I

of Northampton, Mass.

Zela Pui

The Misses Peggy Smith, Margaret Hay,
iKIizabcth Roberts, Betty Blanchard,

Klizabeth Crofut, Betty Quinn, Gilette

Hewitt, Jean and Elizabeth Hoflman of

Northampton, Mass.; Caryle Quacken-
boss of New Brunswick, N. J.; Charlotte

Dowrie of Ithaca, N. Y.; Anabel Meyer of

Chambersburg, Pa. ; Katherine Rogers of

New York City; Ruth Harrington of

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.; Sally Strain,

Ruth McCrea, and Louise Cataon, Welles-

Icy, Mass.; Jean Simpson, Rochester,
N. Y.; Miriam Collins of Albany, N. Y.;

Winifred Nicholer of South HatUey, Mass.

;

Jean Blanchard, I^uise McCuUough, Sally

Jackson, Adele Joseph, and Mary Mason
of Boston; Jane Van Colt, Margot Means,
and Helen Geiffer of Brooklyn, N. Y.;

I

Sue Underbill of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.;

Anita Larrington of Forest Hills, N. Y.;

Ruth Hazzard of Gardiver, Me.; Kathleen
Robertson of New Haven, Conn.; Ethel

Hager of Bayside, L. I.; Mildred Case of

New Rochclle, N. Y., and Gertrude Ash-

I

well of South Orange, N. J.

Trinity Nine Outhits

Purple Batsmen, 3-2
CContlnued from First Page)

and stole second on Forbes' pop-up.
Markoski let the third strike pass, but
Rose eoimected for a long three-bagger to
right field, scoring the runner. With two
down, Fochl knocked up a high fly, which
Fontana missed, bringing in R(i.se, but the
former was called out when he tried to steal

second on the jjeg to the |)late. From
then on the contest develoijed into a
pitcher's battle, 12 men being retired in

succession during the third and fourth

innings, while neither team succeeded in

scoring.

But in the "lucky seventh" things began
to happen. Armstrong opened with a

Texan Leaguer to right field, and Adams
hit to center, both advancing on Rose's

slow return. Forbes' swift throw to the

plate on Bockwinkel's liner caught Ann-
strong for the first out, but with men on

second and third, Gooding bounced to

Wallace, who threw home, catching Adams
in a hotbox. With no one backing up
third, Fincke's overthrow let both runners

in to tie the count, 2-2. Sheehan bore

down and fanned Keating, however, and
Fincke nailed Gooding off third to end the

rally.

Forbes hit into a double play with one

gone in the scoreless eighth, and in the

final frame Phippen drove out the longest

hit of the day, to end up on third base.

The crowd cheered when Trinity's cleanup

men were retired, but a single to center by
Bockwinkel scored the winning run, the

Purple being unable to tally in their half.

A summary of the game follows:

WILLIAMS
ab r h po a e

Bartlett, rf 3 1 2

Forbes, 2b 4 2 7

Markoski, 3b 4 2 1 1

Rose, cf 4 1 1

Foehl, If 4

Fowle, lb 3 Oil
Wallace, ss 3 3 1

Fincke, c 2 6 2 2

Sheehan, p 2 2

•Welch 1

Newcomb, c 3 1

30 2 3 27 13 4

TRINITY
ab r h po a e

Fontana, 3b 4 5 1

Phippen, c 4 1 1 8 1

Armstrong, cf 4 1 2 1

Adams, p 4 1 2 1 2

Bockwinkel, lb 4 1 1 13

Gooding, 2b 4 3 3

Keating, rf 2

Carey, If 2

McNulty, If 1

Coleman, as 3 1 3 1

Totals 32 3 6 27 15 2

•Batted for Fincke in the seventh inning.

Score by innings: 123456789
TRINITY 2 1—3
WILLIAMS 2 0000000 0—2

Runs batted in—Rose, Foehl, Bock-

winkel. Three-base hits—Rose, Phippen.

Stolen bases—Bartlett, Gooding, Bock-

winkel. Double plays—Wallace, Forbes

and Fowle; Fincke and Markoski; Cole-

man, Gooding, and Bockwinkel. Left on

bases—Williams, 3; Trinity, 3. Hits

—

Off Sheehan, 6; off Adams, 3. Struck out

—By Sheehan, 7; by Adams, 9. Base on

balls—off Sheehan, 1; off Adams, 2.

Hit by pitcher—Keating by Sheehan.

Umpire—Conroy. Time: 1 hr. 50 min.

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by
some business activity during the day.

Fteliminsuy education requirement—sat-

isfactory completion of at least two years
leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a
college recognized by the New York State

Board of Regents.
For detailed information, address:

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary

215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK

Case System—^Three-Year Course

Co-Educational

College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good

Grades Required

Tranacript of Record NcccMwy in

All Cues

MORNING. EAIII.V AFTERNOON AND
EVENING CLASSES

Wri<«/or Catalogue

CHARLES P. DAVIS, Registrar
23.) Brondwny, New York

Freshman Tennis Team
To Play Roxbury School

With an indecisive victory over a crip-

pled Hotchkiss team to its credit, the

Williams Freshman tennis team will lace

stiff competition this afternoon on the

Lynde Lane courts against Roxbury
School. The visitors boast three letter-

men from last season, and victories over

We8tmuist(T and Kent St^liool, but were
defeated by the Harvard freshmen in their

first match of the season.

The Williams yearlings show a well-

balanced but erratic first six and are strong

in the doubles. They won from Hotchkiss

in the doubles contests after dividing the

singles matches evenly. Roxbury lost her

first three men, Shields, Wood, and
Johnston by gratluation last year but lm.s

reorganized her line-up and will be re|)re-

sented by Miles, Friedmaim, Costin, Par-

tridge, Clark, and Sherwood, with Miles

and Friedmann, Partridge and Sherwood
and Clark and Costin paired in the

doubles.

The Williams team will proliably play

Allen, Twichell, McKnight, Davis, Bragg,

and Phipps, though challenge matches

may alter the positions, while Allen and
Twichell, Bragg and Phipps, and either

McKnight and Davis or Baird and Wood-
row, will play the doubles matches.

Guest at Original

Williams House Party
(Continued from First Page)

ing been invited. Besides, every man had
a girl whom he was crazy about. The

dance ended strictly at midnight."

"Sunday we went sleigh riding and did

more coasting. That night after twelve

o'clock we tried to |)ersuade our chaperons,

who were dears, but extremely strict, to

allow us to start another dance. They
would have nothing of it, however, and
'goodnights' were reluctantly said. The
next morning, at ten o'clock, we were

taken back to the station in "The Lucy."

During the night the temperature had

fallen way below zero, and great difficulty

was found in starting the engine. At last

we got off, and waved goodbye to those

boys with whom we had had such a mar-
velous time."

Alumni Notice

Certain New York concerns have
been approaching some of the Williatns

Alumni, asking for photograplis and
biographical data on the plea that they

are working in connection with The
Williams Record, and the Alumni
Office. Both organizations wish it to

be distinctly understood that they have
no connection whatever with any such

firms, and the Alumni Secretary points

out that an office is maintained in

Williamstown, which contains not only

a card catalog, but an envelope record

of every alumnus, and which welcomes

photographs and data which may be

sent directly to Williamstown.

Editor of The Williams Record,

Dear Sir:

As almost every Fire Prevention In-

spection made at Williams College re-

veals a copper penny being used in

place of a new fuse on the lighting cir-

cuit in the students' dormitory, we feel

that the enclosed clipping, which ap-

peared in the New York Sun, Tuesday,

March 10th, 1931, would do much to

remind the guilty students that they

are endangering the good name of

Williams.

We hope you will find room in The
Record for a reprint of this item.

Faithfully yours,

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, INC.
By: E. P. Anderson

Middletown, N. Y., March 10 (U.P.)

—A fire which caused $40,000 damages

here was believed to have been caused

by the presence of three pennies in the

fuse box in the building.

The pennies, pitted and burned, were

found between the fuse sockets and the

fuses. They had been placed there

apparently as a substitute for three

fuses.

-ft London

Tlotcli

English to the last

stitch . . . the Lon- \

don Notch com- .

bines easycomfort •

with snug-fit
effect.

TatLtrvd - lo - measure ^

or ready-Jor-v^ear,

$58 and more

.

9^ NEXT MOVE
Supplement your college education with technical

business training. Men and women from 76

different colleges attended Burdett the past year.

Short term and advanced courses for college men:

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ACCOUNTING

OFFICE MANAGEMENT
SECRETARIAL STENOGRAPHIC

Burdett offers exceptional advantages to college men:

Personal attention, individual advancement, unexcelled

training facilities, placement senice.

TtehniMl builncn training optni lh« dooi lo oppoitunlly.

It li the tntnlUI tool of the collcgt man or woman.

For Catalogue, address F. H. BURDETT, President

BurdettCollege

Ha'f and
Evening
Sessions

FOUNDED
In 1879 156 STUART STREET, BOSTON

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
Agency for Nash and Chavrolat Can
DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

Geo. M. Hopkins

FURNITURE
Spring St., Williamstown

Modern Dairy, North Adams

Delivers real Pasteurized Milk and Cream in

Williamstown daily

Delivered from one of the most modern plants

in Northern Berlcshire

WAt©EN
Week of May 18th
Subject to ChaogH at Discretion of Management

Shows at 2.15, 7.16 and 9.00 p. m.
Admission tSc and 40c

MOND.W, MAY 18

Constance Ik'tinctt in "The Easiest Way,"
with R()l)(!rl MonlKoiiiery, Anita Pane
and Atlolphe Mpiijou. Pathe Comedy,
"Three Wise Ducks," also News.

TUKSDAV, MAY 19

"Once a Sinner," featurini? Dorothy
Muckaill. Mack Sennett Comedy also

Cartoon.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 20
"The Secret Six," with Wallace Beery,
Lewis Stone, ,Iohn Mack Brown and
Jean Harlow. Lloyd Hamilton Comedy

THUR.SDAY, MAY 21

Lew Ayres in "The Iron Man," with
Robert Armstrong, .Jean Harlow and
.John Miljan. Slim Summerville Com-
edy, "Let's Play."

FRIDAY, MAY 22

"City Streets," with Gary Cooper, Sylvia
Sidney, Paul Lukas, Wynne Gibson,
and William Boyd. R. K. O. Comedy.

SATURDAY, MAY 23
"Skippy," (From the cartoon story by
Percy Crosby) with Robert Coogan,
Jackie Cooper, Mitzi Green and Jackie
Searl. Cartoon and News.

RICHMOND
THEATRE
No. Adam*

Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday

"The Public Enemy"
James Cagney

Jean Harlow

Wednesday, Thursday

Olsen & Johnson

"Fifty Million Frenchmen'

Friday, Saturday

Alice White in

"Naughty FHrt"
also

HEROES OF THE FLAME

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

Sunday, Monday and Tuesday

Marion Davies

in

"It's a Wise Child"

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

Ronald Colman
in

"The Devil to Pay"
with

Loretta Young

Saturday Only

"Kick In"
with

Clara Bow
Regis Toomey

Also

News, Comedies, Novelties

Telephone 2670-R R. STEELE, Prop.

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it batter

with Qa*
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Purple Yearlings Meet
Wesleyan Frosh Today

Usinn the same liiie-up which was de-

feated 8-4 by the stroiiK Deorfield Aoad-

eniy ungreKiilidn lust week, the 1934 huse-

ball team will meet uii unimpressive

Wesleyun Freshiniiii 8(niad in the first

Little Tliree contest of the season today

at I.IX) p. in. on Cole Field. Tiie Heel and

Black yearlings present a poor record,

havinK been defeated 17-1 by Poinfret,

19-1 by Roxbiiry, and liaviuK won an er-

ratic contest 9-5 from Suffield.

The Purple cubs made a better im-

pression in the Deerticld ^ame than in the

tussle against Williston, with O'Donnell

sinashinK out a single, a double and a

triple in three trips to the plate, and

Jennison yieldint; but ei^ht hits in as many
innings. The yearlings still show marked

weakness behind the bat and are j)rone

to err, but the team is rounding into a hit-

ting aggregation.

The tentative hne-ups follow:

WILMAMS '34 WKSLEVAN '34

Jennison p. Burr

Oberinayer

Taylor c. Moore

Bacon lb. Allen

Allen 2b. Bean

Fassett 3b. I.eoutsacos

O'Donnell ss. Brooks

Brown If. Lord

Butler of. Gregory

Martin rf. Lemkau

Freshman Golf Team to

Play Holyoke High School

Playing its seconil match of the season,

the Freshman golf team will meet the

Holyoke High School on the Taconic golf

course at 1.30 this afternoon. Both

teams are iindefcated, Holyoke having won
its two matches, and the yearlings having

defeated Hotchkiss last Saturday by a

score of G-0.

The Holyoke High School players will

probably line up as follows: Captain

Jleynolds, number one; Scanlon, Dawson,

"and Allen, numbers two, three, and four;

while numbers five and six have not yet

been determined. For the freshmen, un-

less some upsets occur in the challenge

matches during the latter part of the week,

the order will be the same as at Hotchkiss:

Chapman, D. Smith, Linen, Gillett, with

Gagliardi and P, H. Russell as five and six.

Freshman Track Team
Meets Berkshire Today

Opening its season toilay on Weston

Field, the Freshman track team meets the

Berkshire School, which defeated Hotch-

kiss last Monda- by a 75-51 score. For

the visitors. Be' bach is the chief threat,

having scored' three firsts at Lakeville;

and it is expeeteil that he will run the high

hurdles and broad jump in addition to

another event as yet \mdecided. Berk-

shire won eleven first ])laces Monday,

which included, also, two victories in the

sprints by Si)ofTor(l, who ran the 100-yard

dash in ten and three-fifths seconds and

the 220 in twenty-three seconds.

Althongh the freshmen have not had

any outside competition as yet, they have

showed ui) very well in time trials and are

expected to give a good account of them-

selves today. Mcintosh, H. Hamilton,

and \V. Brown will take care of the sprints,

while Pease, Kaufman, and Morse will

run the (luarter-mile. The distances will

he handled by Captain Goodbody and

Rogers, and Rugglcs and M. Smith will

run the hurdles. Flint will i)articipate

in the pole vault, with Newman, in the

high jump with Maylierry, and in the

broad jurnji with Durbin and Rugglcs.

Bauer and Boucher will put the shot,

throw the discus and hammer, and will

heave the javelin.

|.,

HOME AGAIN

77ic lioiul Back-—\iy Erich Maria lle-

nnir<|ue. Translated from the German by

A. 11. Wheen .... Boston: Little,

Brown and Company .... $2.50.

The heroes of .1// Qiiict on the Wc.itvni

Front sank into the slime of No Man's

Land, were buried in conmion graves -

saved. Tlic heroes of The lioad Buck

crawl out of that slime, nuumed bodily anil

mentally, crawl l)ack to their old homes

lost irrevocalily. This is the theme of

Hcrr Remar(iue's long-awaited second

book. The ))rophecy made in the closing

pages of All Quiet, that "men will not

understand us . . . We will be weary,

broken, burnt out, rootless, and without

hope . . . We will be suijcrfluous even to

ourselves, we will grow older .... The

years will pass by and in the end we sliall

fall into ruin ..." is fuKilled.

After a four-year absence, these dere-

licts, who have forgotten all exce])t how to

kill, go back to their cities, their farms,

tlieir wives, their sweethearts. Here a

wife has been unfaithful. There a sweet-

heart becomes a strumpet. Jobs lost

through absence. Homes lost through

lack of imderstanding. A battalion—an

army of groping misfits.

These men, who have been half-starved,

half-naked, half-mad for years, come back

to find jirofiteers, rich through their

sutTering, make sport, of the Fatherland

they fought for.

The revolution rears its red crest, and

passes them unnoticed. They have left

the confusion of war for the greater con-

fusion of peace.

The t hree finest of the little group come

to the ruin Paul Biiumer, hero of All

Quiet, prophesied. One discovers that his

blood is poisoned with syphilis, and dies

by his own hand. Another kills, as he

has been taught to kill, the lover of his

former sweetheart. A third can find no

anchor in these times, joins the army

again in search of that comradeship they

all thought would never die. And finally,

totally disillusioned, sensing the futility

of war and of peace, he goes back to the

France of his miserable fighting days.

There, finding even that refuge changed,

ghostly quiet, inhabitetl only by the clay

of his deatl comrades, he shoots himself.

The year between wedge-shaped geese-

flights imsses. A. note of hope comes to

them one by one. They decide each to

do his l)it

.

"It will not. be the consummation of

which we dreamed in our youth and that

we expected after the years out there.

It. will be a road like other roads, with

stones and good stretches .... And I

may have to hump my pack again, when

my shoulders are already weary; often

hesitate at the crossroails and boimdaries;

often have to leave something behind me;

often stumble and fall. But I will get up
again and not just lie there; I will go on an

not look back. Perhaps I shall never be

wholly happy again—but I shall probal)ly

never be wholly unhappy either . . . .

"

This is the picture Author Remarque

draws of post-war Germany. Often he

harks liaek to the war with the realism of

All Quiet and its descriptions of blood,

muil, intestines, arms, heads, griefs.

shells, destruction, chaos. Hut it is a

more comprehensible chaos than that ot

peace, and he seems more at home there

than in Germany, as if he, too, were a little

lost, a little war-nmd, like his heroes.

The futility he succceils admirably in

expressing; the hope for u |)laee in I he new

life seems lo balllle even him.

Perhaps this feeling comes because of

the anti-climactic (lualily that any suc-

cessor to .1// Quiet would have. Perhaps

anticipation of The Road Hack has put

it at a disadvantage. But the dissal-

isfacticm one feels uiHin leaving the book

may be due to dissatisfaction with the new

era which it represents. In any event,

despite the countless jioat-war novels that

have been fed to a credulous public for the

last ten years, The Hoiul Hock catches a

hint of color which most of them have

missed— sincerity, |)erhai)S. The reader

always feels that the jiicture is somehow

truer than preceeiling true pictures.

But the force of All Quiet is not there.

A. II. C.

Infirmary Patients

Williams, E. IL Lctchworth, Poi.ssant

'31 and Tukey '33 were the only patients

in the Thomi)son Iidirniary when Tuio

RECOno went to press Thursday evening.

In all cases of serious illness the parents

of the students concerned are immediately

notified.

COLLEGE NOTES

.lolm T. Wakefield, '34, of Worcester,

Mass., recently resigned from College to

enter business.

Firmin Desloge '33. of Clayton, Mo.,

has resigned from College because of |)Oor

health.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward LeMay, of Ben

nington, \'t., recently announced the mar-

riage of their ilaughter, Mary, to Carl F.

Schaus '34, of River Forest, HI. Schaus

has resigned from College.

INTERFRATERNITY SPORTS
Hard Ball

The Faculty defeated Phi Sigma Kap-

pa, 4-2

The Faculty defeated Psi Upsilon, 13-5

Delta Upsilon defeated Delta Phi, 17-10

Soft Ball

Kappa Alpha defeated Beta Pi, 20-10

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Williamstown News Stands

Fairman Lectures on
Disarmament of U. S.

(Continued from First Page)

man went on to make suggestions for the

attainment of World Peace. There must

be an international community governed

by law, ])eace must be a jniblic duty, the

conception of neutrality must be abolished,

and there must be an interpretation of

international law.

In concluding, the speaker declared,

"In future we must regard disarmament,

not from a negative point of view, but as a

major international problem. We must

condemn our policy of neutrality. It has

drawn us into two wars, it has become in-

glorious and it delays, as much as any-

thing else, the solution of the problem of

disarmament."

College Preacher
The Reverend William P. Merrill, of the

Brick Presbyterian Church of New York
City, will conduct the regular Sunday
morning services in the Thompson Me-
morial Chapel on May 17, at 10.35 a. m.

HALLER INNI
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths
Exclusive and Charming

Beautifully Furnished
Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

Taconic

Lumber

Co.

Building

Materials

Golf Clubs

Golf Balls Supplies Repairs

DICK BAXTER
Telephone 114

Taconic Golf Club

Lessons

by Appointment

iniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

Boothmans Flower Shop

Flowers and Plants

62 MAIN STREET :: NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

iiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiniininiiiniiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiMiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiH

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street, New York City

WILLIAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clark. Pratdenl F. E. Moore, Viee-Praidenl A. E. Evans. Cathitr

Capital • • - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Elxtended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms

Every Topcoat at Cutting's Is Busy

Answ^ering the Call of "Lower Prices"
The weather makes a topcoat necessary and our "lower prices'

make a value you will have a hard time to equal

$20 $30 $40

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
SINCE 1870

Sixty Years of Knowing How

Ask For

BERKSHIRE ICE CREAM
Always the Best

Sold at Williamstown's Leading

Soda Fountains
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PURPLE BATSMEN PLAY

I

UNION NINE TOMORROW

AT SCHENECTADY FIELD

lay Journey To Amherst Friday,

Play Off Wesleyan Contest

Here Saturday

Schenectady hitters,
pitchers both erratic

"aldwell Undecided Whether Filley

Or Sheehan To Play Against

Garnet Team

I'luilile to play ils two Kainca, hociuise

If niir], the Varsity liaHPliall team Iravpls

li Sclionrrtady tomorrow to clasli willi

Jli(.
I'liioii ColloKi.' iiiiu; at 3.00 p. in.

rciiliiliv<' arraiiKMiKnils liavo lieoii iimilc

[iir iiicc'liiin .VTiilicrKt on I'ralt Field Friday

liid Woslcyan liere on tlio following day

plny-olTs of the first- two Little Three

lijiilesl.s, whieh had to he ealled olT.

idverse weather terminated the Wes-

cvaii liiitne last Saturday after one score-

: inning.

('(lach Caldwell ha.s not yet- annoniieed

H'lii'llier he is planning; to send Sheehan or

lliy to the mound aKain.st Tnion, but if

III three frames are |)layed, his ehoice for

(irrow will also start next. Saturday,

llcrcdilh IS ex])ei'ted to face the I'ur|ile

liillers, although there is a poBsihility lliat

I'iickel may pitch for Union. 'I'lie reeord

It tlie (laniet team is not inipre.'jsivo in

lercentaRe li^uros, it inehidin^ threi^ vie-

Lries and an etpial number of defeats;

lul the team has shown heavy hitting

Ibility, and has been aided by several nood

lilrliin); i)erfornianees.

;\fter trouneuin Long Island University

|S-2, Union administered a 10-4 defeat to

(Continued on Fifth Page)

YEARLING TRACKMEN
WIN OVER BERKSHIRE

Flint is High Scorer With 14 Points;

S. Hamilton Wins 100 and

220-yd. Dashes

TakiiiK ten firsts and twelve second
places, the 1934 traek team overwhelmed
the lierkshire School by the score of 89-37

|asl Saturday afternoon on Weston Field.

)ispit(> a heavy rain which handicapped
(jdlh runners and field event men, fair

limes were turned in for the sprints and
llic 440-yard dash, while Bauer of the
•reshmen and Van Cleve of the visitors

pive creditable performances in the shot-

l)ut and hammer res)>ectively.

Flint, with 14 [loints, was the hiuh
Biorer of the meet, winnini; the hinh and
l>r(iad jumps, besides tying with Newman
for lirtit in the pole vault, whereas S. T.
lliiiiiilton came a elo.se second by virtue of

Inkiii); IkjIIi dashes and placing just behind
l*'lint in the high jump. Bauer gained
liird place with two firsts and two thirds,

fu llie shot put, discus, javelin, and ham-
tner, respectively. Captain Fairbank and

(Continued on Second Page)

R. R. MARKOSKI, 1933

Third Baseman on the Varsity Baseball

Team, Whose Playing Was a Decisive

Factor in Early Season Victories

VARSITY NETMEN TO

FACE BROWN FRIDAY

Powerful University Team Routed
Amherst Last Friday, 7-2

;

Strong in Doubles

With two consecutive matches post-

poned because of rain, the Varsity netmen
jilan to resume activities against a strong

Hrown I'niversity team at Providence,

Friday afternoon. Brown, after losing to

Colgate early in the season, has shown
rai)id iiniirovement, sweeping through

Boston College with the loss of but one set

and defeating Amherst last Friday, 7-2.

Hayes and Heiider.son were the only

Sabrina players to win against Brown, the

former defeating Butler, number one on

the I'niversily team, 0-2, 0-4, and Hender-

son triumphing over Baruch in the third

match in three sets. The Bruins captured

all three doubles contests as well as routing

Amherst in th(^ remaining singles matches.

Butler and Rutan will play at number one

and two, while Hardy and Baruch will be

in the next two jiositions, and Scott and
.'\ugenl)liek are .scheduled to represent the

University team in the last two singles

matches. The Brown doubles combina-

tions are composed of Butler and Hard}'

llutan and Scott, and Baruch and Brad-

shaw, in that order.

The Williams raequeteers will be led by

Horton at number one and Captain

Grochl at number two. Dewey antl Mor-
ris will firobably play in the third and
ftairth matches, while Willeke and Eyler

will complete the s ngles line-u]). The
Purple jiairings are still uncertain, de-

(Contlnued on Third Page)

H. Sahin, Jr., '23 Outlines Crusader
Activities and '32 Election Program

Executive Commander of Eastern Division Points Out Purposes and

Platform of Growing Anti-Prohibition Organization

"•Hir chief activity during the past

l,vi'iir," said Charles II. Sabin, .Ir., Kxecii-
pivc Commander of the Kastern Division
"f the Crusailer.s, a militant anti-prohibi-

Itidii force, to a Uecokd rei«>rt(!r in a recent

linlerview, "has been in the organization and
jCKtiililishment of branches in the larger

|cc'nlers throughout the eastern states."

"\V(^ have developed a strong organization
l"f the Crusaders in the New York City
Imolropolitan area, and are working to se-
|cure the election of Congressmen favorable
|t" our platforms," continued Mr. Sabin, a
|grnduate of the Class of 192,5 at Williams.

"The Crusaders' first task," he said, "is
|thc development of local branches in every
|<if,v and section of the United Slates and
It he enrollment of thousands of members,
Idriiwn from every political party, from
Icvcry religious faith, and from every sta-
llion in life. Through these groups we
ll'rnpnse to keep up an incessant struggle
luntil there has been substituted for the
I'Sth. Amendment a program which will

I

make temperance a moral, rather than a
|l'Wd issue, a program which will positively
|han the return of the saloon, but whieh will

•restore to (he peu|)le the lil)erly that the

Constitution guaranteed them. Our sec-

ond task is to mobilize our members within

the congressional districts and vote for

representatives, senators, and other na-

tional and state officials who are favorable

to our program."

In speaking of the activities of the East-

ern Division of The Crusaders during the

1930 elections, Mr. .Sahin jiointed out that

the organization supjiorted "wet" candi-

dates through mass meetings, speakers,

radio talk.s, and assistance at the polls,

both in the primary and final elections.

"We cooperated fully," he said, "with the

Massachusetts Constitutional Liberty

League which took the major ))art in (he

campaign for (he wet cause. The results

were that Massach\isetts voted two to one

for the repeal of (he Baby Vols(ead Law;

.loseph Ely, wet democrat, won against

Frank Allen for CJovernor; and Marcus

Coolidge, wet tlemocrat, won the fight for

United States Senator against William

Butler."

"In Maryland," Mr. Sabin continued,

(Continued on Fifth Pace)

'FOURTH WALL' PLAYED

BEFORE 700 IN CHAPIN

Critic Praises Clever and Accurate

Interpretation of Difficult

Major Roles

iCnurU-xij iij IJr. J. 11. llnlnrU)

When A. A. Milne, deciding to write a
mystery jilay (hat was "dilTereiit," allowed

his audience to look througb the fourth

wall and to know the bloody facts from the

beginning, he saeriliced most of the ordi-

nary kind (jf susjiense characteristics of

crime-drania, jjutting the burden of the
interest on the technique of solution and
the ingenuity of his amateur sleuths. The
Tcsult is that there are some fairly dreary
spots in the jilay. The long passage of ex-

po.sii ion in the first scene of Act One, when
we learn that, Mr. Arthur Ludgrovc has

years before made deadly enemies of two
(•riminals, is one of the more soporific

moments in the contemporary theatre;

and the Scotland Yard investigation in

.\ct Two, while sometimes funny and
sometimes sharj), is on the whole unneces-

sarily long-windeil. Only one whose nose

is peculiarly sensitive to the whiff of a

false alibi can n'frain from a wriggle or two
of restlessness. But in spit of the diflfieul-

ties implicit in bis method, the dramatist

creates some vivid situations, jiarticularly

at the crasliing moment of the murder and
later when the trajj is set for the murderer.

When there are no situations for him to

build up, he relies on psychology and analy-

sis. Clever young Jimmy and cleverer

young Susan dig in at the scene of the

crime and begin to imagine what must
have taken jilace. There follows an

amazing medley of cleverness, logic, and

luck, so skillfully put together that it isn't

until afterwards that one realizes (hat it

has all been too clever and too logical and

above all too lucky to be true. We have

been beautifully hoaxed. But hoaxing in

detective drama has become estalilished

Ijy a long and honorable tradition and no

one cares so long as he has enjoyed the

process.

There is no doubt about the enjoyment

derived from the Cap and Bells production.

The set in which the action took place was

not altogether a thing of beauty, but it

served adequately its purpose. The late

Mr. Belasco would have commended the

chiming clock, the details of desk and de-

canter, book-case and window recess, even

(Continued on Fourth Page)

A. F. MILLER, 1932

Editor-in-Chief of the Seventy-Fifth

Consecutive 'Gulielmensian', Which
Will Go on Sale Tomorrow

Afternoon

'GULIELMENSIAN' OF

THE CLASS OF 1932

TO APPEAR TOMORROW

College Annual, Oldest Publication

in Williams, Has Been Issued

for 75 Years

DEDICATED BY BQARD
TO PROFESSOR HOWES

Many New Additions and Changes

Featured in Latest Edition .

of Year Book

RICHTMYER EXPLAINS

DILEMMA OF SCIENCE

Dean of Cornell Graduate School

Deals with Corpuscular and

Wave Theories

1934 to Play Hotchkiss

in Lakeville Tomorrow

With considerably increased jirestige

after the one-sided 9-1 victory over the

Wesleyan Freshmen last Saturday, the

1934 baseball team will meet Hotchkiss

Wednesday at 3.00 p. m. in Lakeville.

The Lakeville aggregalion preseiUs a fair

season's record wi(h three defeats and four

victories, including a 5-3 win over Kent,

and an 8-4 decision from Loomis.

Coach Williamson has rounded the 1934

team into a hard hitting, fa.st fielding nine

whieh showed uji well against the Wesley-

an team on Saturday. Hotchkiss has lost

all but two lettermen from the line-u|i,

Cajitain Gardiner having suffered a

wrenched knee and Brady a broken bone

in his foot.

The tentative line-ups are as follows:
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POLITICS BECOMING ECONOMICS
The most striking feiitiiro of tlie recently aiinouncctl pro(»ram for the 1931 seBsiou

of the Institute of Politics i.s the doininaiil omplmsis on economic prolilcms. Par-

liaments, politicians, okl-style diplomats fuile into the hackKnnmd; while the front

of the stage is to be occupied with discussions of international economic co-operation,

and with a comparative analysis of the economics of capitalism, Fascism, and com-

munism. The whole proKruni fits smoothly into the Institute's ever-present interest

in world peace; for there are totlay no more fnndamentul causes of international unrest

than the struKK'e for workl markets, and the puzzle, faced by every nation at home, of

more properly adjusting the relations of the state and private enterprise. Economics

never has been the single key to man's history, and never will be, saving a profound

revolution in human nature. But, rarely can the economist's interpretation of

events be ignored without fatal loss to clear understanding. In recognizing this fact,

the Institute is in step with one of the most progressive movements in contemporary

social science.

THE UNIVERSITIES VERSUS THE MOB
The efforts "to bring to an end the emphasis upon gate receipts from football,"

and "to bring the expenditures in connection with athletic contests into harmony with

the general scale of salaries and expenditures prevailing throughout the university,"

are the features of Columbia's recent athletic reorganization which will probably win

the most attention from oijtimists, to whom they may seem steps in a practical attack

on overemphasis of intercollegiate sports.

It is doubtful, though, how much the universities can tame the monster which

they so gaily created a few years ago with publicity men and stadium "drives." The

burden of overemphasis of college athletics is now overwhelmingly with the hordes of

alumni and non-college people who throng the stands every fall for their Roman hol-

iday, and not with the undergraduates. Overemphasis is more rightly to be looked for

in the over-swollen sports sections of the city dailies, with their religious recording of

the trivialities of important teams' activities, than in the columns of student publi-

cations.

All the universities can do is to cut down schedules, and cease to play for the con-

venience and tastes of the galleries; and perhaps they will not even dare so assert them-

selves. The Columbia trustees may have let the cat out of the bag when they confessed

that "intercollegiate athletics are a proper and necessary (!) part of the program of

activities of an undergraduate college."

A 'FIVE YEAR PLAN' PASSES
The "dead" languages displayed enough vitality to vie with M. Briand, and

Tammany Hall for front page honors last week, when Yale announced that henceforth

it would not require Latin either for entrance, or for the obtaining of the B.A. Work

in modern languages may now be completely substituted for the former Latin, and

Greek requirements; while men wishing to continue classical studies in the Freshman

year now have the choice of the customary first-year course, or of a course in classical

civilization.

Yale's action would be more convincingly sound, if it were not so thorough-going.

It is true, of course, that the five-year Latin requirement has been too muth of an idol,

and its defense clouded with a good deal of misty reasoning. Long study of the

language has been justified as a superior form of mental training, despite the obvious

fact that almost any subject, given good instruction, can provide ample intellectual

gymnastics. Again, not enough attention has been paid to the waste involved in laying

down an arbitrary book-keeping rule without regard to the interests of many of the

students, and without heed to the fact that the rule gives many men no option but to

elect poorly taught subjects in the preparatory schools in order to meet the college

requirement.

For all this, however, one can regret that the time should come when a man could

obtain the B.A. without any intimate acquaintance with Latin literature, and the civ-

ilization reflected in it. The fascination of the language, and its literature, its un-

broken connection with modern thought, its richness and subtlety, form part of the

essential flavor of this usefully useless liberal education. It is an open question whether

all the time once taken in the study of Latin will be better employed under this new
"freedom." Had Yale modified the entrance requirement to three years of Latin;

and, in addition, instituted the very commendable Freshman elective course, she

would have reasonably reduceil the arbitrary restrictiveness of the five-year require-

ment, without going to what appears to he an extreme of arbitrary "freedom."

'Guliebnensian' to

Appear Tomorrow
(Continued from First Page)

To symbolize the unily of the fraternities

in the witler college life, Patterson '32 has

used a small ship plunging through a

stormy sea. The setnience followcil out

by Dohme '32 in his preface drawings for

each cla.ss iiresents in Rockwell Kent man-

ner the various stages of progress during

the four years. The freshmen are pictured

as plowing, tlie sophomores as sowing

grain in the newly plowed field, the juniors

as harvesting the results of their work,

and the seniors as a peaceful, slow-moving

river.

New features include five pages of Senior

snapshots and an enlarged athletic section,

with individual pictures of each Senior

member of the football team, and many
unusual action pictures. The section of

campus scenes, chosen from a large col-

lection of photographs, is printed in dark

green, producing a soft and well-blended

effect. There will also be more pictures

of non-athletic activities and events than

has been customary in the past.

The 1932 annual has been dedicated by

the editors to Professor George Edwin
Howes, who retired as Dean of the college

last year. The In Memoriam section

includes full page photographs of the late

Professors Dutton and Dickerman, and

Brandegee and Grosvenor, of the Class of

1931. The purpose of the book is ex-

pressed by the Editors in the Foreword.

"With this volume the Gulielmensian

celebrates its seventy-fifth anniversary,

but three-quarters of a century have not

altered its original aim. It does not pre-

tend to be either a record of achievement

or a mere compilation of fact.

"Such a book, however artistically pre-

sented, cannot hope to recapture the

fleeting intimacy of those moments so

precious to each individual, for they are

imique and inimitable. It does, never-

theless, attempt to preserve for the future

those phases of Williams life in which we
have participated as a group. If it can

revivify those things which ought to be

lasting, if it can keep perennially alive the

really significant events and the really

memorable associations of the college

year, then no more can be asked. It has
fulfilled its purpose."

Cash Sale Now On

25% Off

Nels Domin

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manacar

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

NIAGARA HUDSON

\ ASSAR INN
formerly VASSAR LODGE

Opposite Vassar Campus
POUGHKEEPSIE. N. Y.
Miss N. M. Felton, Prop.

STOP FOR FOOD AND ROOM

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
Axencjr for Nash and Chevrolat Cui

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST, i

Yearling Trackmen
Win Over Berkshire

(Continued from First Page)

Bersbach earned the largest number of

points for Berkshire, the former winning

the 220-yd. low hurdles, taking second in

the 120-yd. highs and a third in the high

jump, the latter scoring a first, second, and
third, in the javelin, discuss, and shot put.

Ruggles easily won the 120-yd. high

hurdles, and Pease came in first in the 440,

with the time of 53 seconds flat. Nosing

out Rogers in the last ten yards, Parke of

Berkshire captured the mile, while Page
had little trouble winning the half.

A summary of the events is as follows:

100-yd. dash—Won by Hamilton (W);
Mcintosh (W), second; Spofford (B),

third. Time: 10.4 sec.

220-yd. dash—Won by Hamilton (W);
Pease (W), second; Spofford (B), third.

Time: 23.4 sec.

440-yd. dash—Won by Pease (W);
Morse (W), second; Johnson (B), third.

Time: 53 sec.

880-yd. run—Won by Page (W); Bordon
(B), second; Kauffman (W), third. Time:
2 min. 13.3 sec.

One mile-run—Won by Parke (B);

Rogers (W), second; Elder (W), third.

Time: 5 min. 5 sec.

120-yd. high hurdles—Won by Rugglee

(W); Fairbank (B), second; Smith (W),

third. Time: 17 sec.

220-yd. low hurdles—Won by Fairbank
(B); Ruggles (W), second; Smith (W),
third. Time: 27.1 sec.

Shot Put—Won by Bauer (W); Bouch-
er (W), second; Bersbach (B), third.

Distance: 43 ft. 6M in.

Hammer throw—Won by Van Cleve
(B); Boucher (W), second; Bauer (W),
third. Distance: 136 ft. 2 in.

Discus throw—Won by Bauer (W);
Bersbach (B), second; Saxton (B), third.

Distance: 107 ft. 7 in.

Javelin throw—Won by Bersbach (B);
Bancroft (W), second; Bauer (W), third.

Distance: 134 ft. 7 in.

High jump—Won by Flint (W), HanU-
ton (W), second; Fairbank (B), third.

Height: 5 ft. 3 in.

Broad jump—Won by Flint (W);
Durbin (W), second; tie for third between
Ramsey and Wells (B). Distance: 19 ft.

9 in.

Pole vault—Tie for first between Flint

and Newman (W); tie for third among
Katzenbach, Smith and Wells (B).

Height: 9 ft. 6 in.

Final Score—Williams Freshmen, 89;
Berkshire, 37.

Infirmary

Tukey, '33, was the only student con-
fined to the Thompson Infirmary when
The Record went to press Sunday eve-
ning.

NIGHT
AND A

FAST TRACK/
ATRACK man will tell you that records are broken when

the track is fast. Think of this setting— a cool evening,

he stands overflowing, the whole spectacle brilliantly lighted

with G-E floodlights, and a fast track— a record simply

couldn't stand the "gaflF."

Nighttime, when people naturally turn to diversion, is the

logical time for a track meet. Lack of support will be a thing

of the past. And just watch the athletic fund grow.

G-E floodlighting projectors, largely the development of

college-trained men, are easily adapted to any occasion whether
football, track, tennis, commencement, receptions, or plays.

Efficient G-E illumination promotes athletics and builds

school spirit.

For further itiformation address Publicity Department

(£). Ash for GEA-120i—"The Ught That Started

Sports at Night.

"

1 9M29

GEJNERAI: # ELECTRIC

JOIN US IN THE GENERAL
ELECTRIC PROGRAM, BROAD-
CAST EVERY SATURDAY EVE-
NING ON A NATION-WIDE

N.B.C. NETWORK



tPresident Garfield Discusses the Position o;

I
Latin and Greek at Williams College
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e in Future

"So far as I can see into llie future, I do"*

I not foresee any substantial change in the

1 Latin requirements at Williams," said

President Harry A. Garfield in a recent

interview with a IIecokd reporter. Recog-

nizing I-atin as a valuable source of min<l

training. Dr. Garfield nevertheless de-

clared that he would prefer to see a classic

I language used to convey thought in con-

junction with the study of social sciences,

for example, rather than as solely an end

I
in itself.

"I appreciate that every time one of the

I
larger universities throws out Latin or

(Ireek as a required course it tends to

weaken the demand for them in the pre-

paratory and high schools. You can re-

view the history of Greek and see that it

went along these lines. Forly years ago
all eastern colleges required it for entrance,
and then they began to make it uii oi)tional

course." Referring to the Dean's reports
for 1904 and 1029, Dr. Oarficlci pointed
out that 25 years ago 129 men out of 434
students— 30% of the College, were en-

rolled in Greek courses, whereas today but

47 men out of 800, or 6% of the student
body, are taking courses requiring Greek
translation.

"The argument for keeping Latin be-

cause it helps in selecting the men who
come here is sound, but is not fundamental.

It is comparable to the alarm clock reason

for Chapel—true but not in itself sufficient.

But considering for a moment, why
should we throw out liatin when we are

getting all the men we want who meet I lie

requirement? A large proportion ciinu'

from schools where Latin Ih regularly re-

quired. The fact is that if we can bring (o

Williams men whose forebears for several

generations have been college-trained, it is

an advantage.

"But the fundamental argument is as to

the value of Latin as a language nMjuire-

inent. It is so well developed as a study

for the training of the mind that the bur-

den of proof rests on those who would over-

throw it. One of the tliffieulties, however,

is the fact that the advocates of Latin

adhered too closely to the Golden Age of

literature. The chief interest of many
students lies in fields other than literature.

What I should like to see is an arrange-

ment whereby a student majoring in one

of the social sciences, for example, should

have a language of use. A slu<lent major-

ing in History, and electing Latin to meet

his language requirement, should not be

held down to the study of Latin i>oet», but

rather given an opportunity to read the

letters and documents of the Middle Ages

and when the days of Rome were slipping.

If a student is majoring in Chemistry, he

can find some interesting tilings that men

of the Middle Ages, writing in Latin, were

discussing in relation to the sciences. Why
not give them that?

"When some years ago this was proposed

to a grovip of classicists, they viewed it

with gr(?al jealousy, saying it would make

Latin subservient to the other studies.

liut language is used to convey thought in

every field of intellectual activity, and I

should like to see future changes made
along this line. There will always be a

sufficiently large group interested primari-

ly in Literature."

Varsity Netmen to

Face Brown Friday
(ConUnued from First Pa«e)

l)en(ling to a great extent on the success of

the Horton-Groehl combination in the New
Knglands; but either Dewey or Groehl

will team up with Horton for the first

doubles encounter, while Morris will i)air

up with the odd man to form the second

team. Willeke and Eyler are slated to

comjjose the third pair.

ALUMNI NOTE

1897

At the meeting of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science in

Cleveland, Dr. W. C. Curtis was elected

president of the American Biological

Societies. Dr. Curtis is Professor of zool-

ogy at the University of Missouri.

Paid to Winners of

CAMEL CONTEST!
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company takes pleasure in announcing

that the decisions of Judges CHARLES DANA GIBSON, ROY W. HOWARD

and Ray Long in the $50,000 Camel Prize Contest have been

reached and that prizes accordingly have been awarded as follows:

First Prize, $25,000
JAMES THOMAS SHARKEY, 101 Train Street, Dorchester, Mass.

Second Prize, $10,000
MRS. WALTER SWEET, Navy Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Third Prize, $5,000
JULIUS M. NOLTE, Glen Avon, Duluth, Minn.

5 Prizes of ^UOOO each
A. B. FRANKLIN, III, 52 Kirkland St, Cambridge, Mass.

JOHN R. McCarthy, 721 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

FREDERICK E. ROBINSON, Coronado Beach, Calif.

WM. A. SCHRADER, Brent Apts., New Albany, Ind.

DR. D. H. SOPER, 523 E. Brown, Iowa City, Iowa.

5 Prizes of $500 each
F. CARTWRIGHT, Transp't'n Bldg., Washington, D. C
EDITH COCHRAISE, Glenvale Ave., Darien, Conn.

BARBARA LAWLESS, Ardmore, Pa.

,TANE PARSONS, 325 E. 79th St., New York, N. Y.

RICHARD W. VOGT, Green Bay Road, Waukegan, IlL

Z5 Prizes of $100 each
MARIE ALBERTS, 6252 So. Spaulding Ave., Chicago

W. B. BARKER, JR., 420 N. Spruce, Winston-Salem, N .C

EUGENE BARTON, 3625 La Luz St., El Paso, Texas

MRS. EDW. F. DALY, 1133 Louisville St., St. Louis, Mo.

WM. G. ERBACHER, 308 N. Front St., Conway, Ark.

LEROY FAIRMAN, 69 Dartmouth St., Forest Hills, N. Y.

KATHRYN R. FRANCIS, 448 E. 22d St., Baltimore, Md.

MRS. ALEXIS GODILLOT, 191 Woverly PL, New York

C. W. GRANGE, 2316 Central St., Evanston, 111.

C S. GRAYBILL, Paxtonville, Pa.

JOHN I. GRIFFIN, 1208 Jackson, Pueblo, Colorado

DAVID C HILL, Peyton and Arlington Rds., York, Pa.

ELIZABETH JARRARD, Porter Apts., Lansing, Mich.

J. W. KEATING, 523 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

J. H. KENNEDY, 2627 W. Stale St., Milwaukee, Wise.

JOHN KILPELAINEN, West Paris, Maine

DR. CLIFTON B. LEECH, 211 Angell St, Providence, R. L
EDWARD MARTIN, 121 Uddell St, Bufifalo, N.Y.

MRS. L. C. MILLARD, 609 Stockley Gardens, Norfolk, Va.

EUGENE SARTINI, 745 Chapel St, Ottawa, IlL

GREGORY LUCE STONE, 755 Texas St, Mobile, Ala.

DR. C. L. THOMAS, Mount Airy, N. C.

LEE R. WOMACK, 448 Tenney Ave., Amherst, Ohio

J. ARTHUR WOOD, 21 Burke St, Mechanicville, N.Y.

EMERY HERBERT YOUNG, Painted Po8^ N. Y.

•^1

IN congratulating the winners in the

great Camel contest we want at the same

time to thank most cordially the approxi-

mately million men and women who dis-

played their friendly interest by sending

in an entry.

Wewish also to thank the millions ofsmokers

throughout the country for the appreciation

they are showing for our new Humidor Pack

as is evidenced by the notable increase in the

sale of Camel cigarettes.

By means of this dust-proof, germ-proof,

moisture-proof Cellophane wrapping the

rich aroma and full flavor of choice Turkish

and mellow Domestic tobaccos have been

air-sealed in Camels for your enjoyment.

If you have not tried Camels in the Humidor

Pack all we ask is that you switch over to this

brand for one day.

After you have learned how much milder,

how much cooler, how much more enjoy-

able it is to smoke a perfectly conditioned

fresh cigarette, go back to the harsh hotuess

of stale cigarettes if you can.
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6th AVENUE
at send Strtet De Pinna NEW YORK

WILL SHOW IN THE WILLIAMS SAMPLK ROOM

Thursday and Friday, May 21st and 22nd
their exclusive importations and productions of men's clothing and

furnishings, hats and shoes

Representative, Mr. Sweeney

PURPLE GOLFERS TO

MEET^AMHERST HERE

Team To Play Holy Cross Friday;

Comparative Scores Give

Williams Edge

The Williams golfers will face two weak

opponents tomorrow and Friday when

they tee off against Amherst in their first

home match, and the next day against

Holy Cross at Cambridge. The Amherst

match should turn out favorably for the

Purjjle, since comparative scores show that

the Williams team has a decided edge.

Williams won its opening match from

Brown, 7^-1/4. '^u* '"st to a strong Yale

team by the same score. Princeton and

Peiin were victorious on the next week-end

trip, although Georgetown succumbed to

the tune of 5-4. Captain Williams and St.

Clair have continued to jilay their usual

good brand of golf, and on the basis of

comparative scores, should have little

difficulty in defeating Lincoln and Trainor

of Amherst. Noe and English, the only

other Williams golfers who will play

against the Sabrinas, should give Cooper

and Fort a stiff battle.

Thus far this season, Amherst has played

four matches. Fordham, Bowdoin, and

Hamilton went down to defeat at the

hands of the Purple and White, but Brown

trimmed them, 0-0. Holy Cross has had

an equally unimpressive season. Dart-

mouth defeated the Worcester golfers 9-0,

Princeton allowed them to take but one

match to win from them, lyiAyi, and

Georgetown, which the Purple vanquished,

defeated them.

The Purple line-up for the Holy Cross

match will probably be as follows: Wil-

liams: St. Clair, Noe, English, Swinehart,

Lewis. The Amherst line-up: Lincoln,

Trainor, Cooper, Fort. The Holy Cross

line-up: Earls, Fay, Doyle, Collins,

Hickey, Baldwin.

Horton, Groehl Enter
N. E. I. C. T. A. Matches

Monday, May IS—Horton, number one

on the Varsity tennis team, and Captain

Groehl, number two, will represent Wil-

liams in the New England Intercollegiate

Tennis Association tournament to be held

at Boston today and Tuesday. Both men
have been entered in the singles matches,

and will pair up for the doubles.

Richtmyer Explains

Dilemma of Science
(Continued from First Page)

But another experiment was performed

that seemed to indicate the opposite

(corpuscular) theory of light. If ultra-

violet rays are played over a zinc plate the

zinc atoms will give off electrons. But

these electrons are not given off by the

atoms at the same time. If light were a

wave-like motion, the waves woukl con-

ceivably strike the plate at the same in-

stant, and the electrons would be released

all at once. If, however, light is conceived

to be made up of corpuscles, then the phe-

nomenon can be accounted for by assum-

ing that the "pellets" of light impinged on

the zinc at slightly different times. This,

Dr. Richtmyer remarked, destroyed the

"symmetry" of the matter-light con-

ceptions.

Furthermore, "There is an actual con-

version of matter into energy," Dr.

Richtmyer stated, and it is now believed

that matter may be waves. This explains

the energy given off by the stars. "The

amount of energy contained in a penny

would be enough to run the 12 engines of

the DO-X for two hundred hours, if it

could be converted in the way matter is

being converted into light in the stars.

But it's like holding an unendorsed

check for $1,000,000 in your hand. You
can't cash it."

So, the lecturer concluded, the situation

is by no means settled. There are many
phenomena which can be explained by one

concept, and almost an equal number for

which a different assumption must be

made. Everything is so indefinite that

"if you face East, it's waves; if you face

West, it's corpuscles."

casts of Cap and Hells must by now be

completely dispelled by Miss Roundey.

She, loo, has gifts for the stage- freshness

ant! charm and a nat ural sense of charac-

ter. Together they carried the play.

Their Thirtl Act s<^ene, long and difficult,

was thoroughly realized, with emphasis

nicely i)laced and detail clearly outlined.

The enthusiasm with which the audience

applauded the final curtain was true testi-

monial to the skill of the actors and the

success of the production.

STICKMEN ROUT B. U.

12-1 IN DRIVING RAIN

Excellent Passing of Lacrossemen

Accounts for Victory in

Saturday's Game

FROSH GOLFERS WIN
HOLYOKE H. S. MATCH

Yearling Team Drubs Visitors in

Driving Rain ; Chapman Wins
Nine and Seven

Playing on the Taconic golf course in a

wind that brought one of the season's

heaviest showers, the Freshman golf team
won a decisive 6-0 victory in its match
with the Holyoke High School golfers last

Saturtlay afternoon. The visitors, ham-

pered by the stormy gale which raced

across the course from the west and held

back by their unfamiliarity with the lay-

out of the holes, were unable at any time

to threaten the yearlings.

Chapman, leading off, won the most

outstanding victory of the afternoon in his

match with Captain Reynolds, who picked

up his ball and conceded the match while

playing the eleventh hole with Chapman
eight up. D. Smith, playing number two,

routed Dawson six and four in a contest

which was as one-sided as that of Chaji-

man's. Gagliardi and Linen, number
three and four men, holding safe margins

over their opponents throughout their

rounds, finished five and four, and three

and two.

In the foursome matches the freshmen

were victorious by equally decisive mar-

gins, when Smith and Chapman defeated

Reynolds and Dawson seven and six.

Gagliardi and Linen duplicated the i)er-

formance of the other pair when they

swamped Scanlon and Allen by finishing

the thirteenth six up.

'Fourth Wall' Played

Before 700 in Chapin
(Continued from First Page)

if he would undoubtedly have solve in some

other fashion the problem of lighting the

entrance hall. Make-up and costume were

unusually good with the exception of Mr.

Lucas' beard. Anything so obviously

phoney as that must have aroused the sus-

picions of even Police Constable Mallet.

But the chief reason for a successful

evening was the acting. To be sure Mr.

McKnight and Miss Roundey found the

long narrative of the first scene a bit too

much for them, partly because the situa-

tion is not dramatic, partly because the

audience—in House Party fashion—was

still assembling, partly because they spoke

much too indistinctly and much too me-

chanically, as if they were reciting some-

thing learned. But after that scene was

over, the play picked up. The murder

went off splendidly with good timing and

good business. Mr. Cresap and Mr.

Ebeling held the thing at just the right

speed so that the one trick that Mr. Milne

plays upon his audience became really

dramatic when Mr. Cresap suddenly re-

vealed himself as foe instead of friend.

In the long second act Mr. Boyce did

more than one could ask to relieve the

monotony of the investigation. And the

deliberate stupidity of Mr. Fox's Constable

revealed rich humour. I am afraid that

Mr. Lucas over-acted. Such shifty eyes

and covert manner would have labeled him
anywhere as culprit—unless, of course, he

was relying on the mystery formula that

the one most guilty in appearance must for

that reason be completely innocent. To
Mr. Senn fell the role of the conventional

stage portrait of the "silly ass" Englishman.

He looked the part and worked valiantly

on the accent. In their brief characteriza-

tions Mrs. Bloedel drawled and Mrs.

Brinsmade fluttered, marking sharply the

contrast l)etween the two types. Mrs,

Bloedel was particularly good in her

casual manner, as if conniving murderers

were to her, like cigarettes or lij^-rouge, a

part of her routine.

By this time the College knows that in

Mr. McKnight she has an actor of dis-

tinction. It is rare to find so much i>oisc

and control, such a feeling for the stage,

and a voice so admirably suited to the

theatre. And whatever doubts the di&

hards may have had about introducing

women into the hitherto sacredly male

Matched against an inferior Scarlet and
White twelve, the Puri)le lacrosse team
completely swampted Boston University

last Saturday afternoon on Cole Field by
a score of 12-1. The field, soggy even in

dry weather, became so slipjiery and the

turf so sodden when a ilriving rainstorm

broke on the game during the first period

that the players had difficulty in judging

the bounce of the ball.

The first, half was marked especially by
the improved passing of the Williams

sticknien, a point which Coach Bellerose

has stressed in practice. From the first

face-off it was evident that the Boston

players were outclassed, and a combina-

tion of the excellent passing. Means' clever

stickhandling, and Brewer's and Searl's

spectacular running accounted for six of

the Purple's seven goals. Mears, second

defense, carrying the ball from midfield

tallied for Williams, just after the ball had
been in play for fifteen minutes.

In the first half, and several times later

in the game, Goodman, who played goal

for the Hub City team, made many diffi

cult stops, hard pressed as he was by the

Berkshire attacks. Lessing, goalie for the

Ephmen, although not threatened often

by the opponents had a perfect record with

the exception of Captain Baron's goal just

before the whistle at the half. Fox, first

defense for Williams, distinguished him
self at every opportunity, and it was
through his efforts that the home team's

goal was so seldom reached by the B. U
players.

In the second period, it rained for the

greater part, and Williams kept adding to

the 7-1 score of the first half, while the

Scarlet and White team were unable to

tally again. Brewer and Searl, main
taining the scoring streak which they had
started in the first few minutes of play,

each made two goals, and Vaill netted a

goal with ten minutes left to i)lay. The

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen
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playing jusi before the final whislle tended

to be careless, the players falling fre-

quently and many substitutions being

made.

The summary follows:

WILLIAMS BOSTON UNIV.
Lessing g. Goodman
Garth p. Magee

Heine c.p. Keppler

Fox f.d. Marks

Mears s.d. Schuman
Ohly t.d. Donna
Dunn, (Capl.) c. Wexler

Beattie t.a. DiAngelus

Vaill s.a. Kahn
Brewer f.a. A(!omb

Searl o.h. Grodburg

Means i.h. Baron, (Capt.)

Substitutions: WILLIAMS: Brown for

Searl, Goldblatt for Garth, Rowland for

Vaill, Bixby for Means, Brewer for Brown.

Means for Rowland, Bixby for Vaill,

Rowland for Means, Clark for Goldblatt,

Palmer for Ohly, Appel for Mears, Living-

ston for Brewer, Ford for Healtie. BOS-

TON UNIV. Fox for Kahn, MeCarty
for Aeomb, Kahl for Fox, Patcrno for

Schuman, Fox for Wexler, Bencsh for

Kahn, Goldman for Donna, Anderson

for DiAngelus. Referee: Slarzenski.

Time of Periods: 30 minutes.

ALUMNI NOTES

1899

The sixth award of the Gottheil Medal,

given annually by the Zein Hctn Tau fra-

ternity to that American who, regardless

of creed, "has done most for .Icwry and

.ludaism during the preceding year," was

made recently to Lieutenant Governor

Herbert H. Lehman. At the presentation,

which took place at the Cent rid Park

Casino, Harold Iliegelman made the prin-

ci|)al address.

The Gottheil medal is in honor of Profes-

sor Richard J. Gottheil of Columbia Uni-

versity, long a Jewish leader and scholar,

and for many years the national president

of Zela Beta Tau. Other recipients of the

medal have been Rabbi Stephen S. Wi.se,

David Brown, Aaron Sapiro, Julius Rosen-

wald, and Felix M. Warburg.

Geo. M. Hopkins
FURNITURE

Spring St., Wiiliamstown

International Shop
Spring Street, Wiiliamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jevk-elry, Bags,
Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

ROUGEAU&HEBERT

Barbers
The Shop of SanitSition

Where the discriminating man
is pleased to come

12 ASHLAND STREET
NORTH ADAMS

Williams Students Form
'Crusaders'' Branch Here]

Following the cxiiniple of ^lll(•
ainl

Princeton, a group of Williams uiiili'r|;rai|.

nates led by F. D. Burtow ';tl, and ,|. |]

lihoades "M has aimounced the orKanija.

tion of H WillianiH branch of the Cru.sadern

The group assenibU'd by Bartow and
|

Rhoades consists of one man from (_„,

fraternity and re|)reHenlatives fmin Hk I

Commons Club.

Membership in the organization will Ik I

solicited through the coming week wilhanl

aun to strengthen the present nui-lcun.

The (!ru.sader.s, founded in Clevclaml 1

about two years ago, have been endcirsiil

by Dean Mendell of \ale and Prcsidcm I

Ilibben of Princeton in their belief lliai

"National I'rohiliilion has incited cririif

and increa.seil lawle.ssne.s.s, hypocrisy mid

(•(irruption, (linl lli(^ cause of real tciii|K'r.

ance has been rclarded and that sump-

1

liiary laws hav(' no place in the Federal I

Constilulion," ami in their delermiiiiilidiil

"lo siijiporl any measure \vlii(di will liriiiiil

about a sane solulion of the problem.'

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NKW YORK

Case System—Three-Year Course

Co-Ed iiriiti'oiiiil

College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good

Grades Re(|uired

TralLscripl of Hccnrd Neccsaiiry ill

Alt Cnsi-s

MOltNINti, KAUI.Y Al-TKRNOON AND
KVKNING CLASSICS

W'rilifor Ciilalogue

CHARLES P. DAVIS. Registrar
233 Broadway, New York

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree ol

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by

some business activity during the day.

Preliminary education requirement— sat-

isfactory completion of at least two years

leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at >

college recognized by the New York State

Board of Regents.
For detailed information, address:

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary

21S West Twenty-Third St., New York City

THE NEW
BOOKSHOP

72 SPRING STREET
Just Below the Bank

Books :: Prints
New Fiction, Biography, Drama

Poetry, etc.

Old and Rare Hooka.
First Editions. Fine Bindings.

Standard Sets. Sporting Printa.

Ship Prints. Maps.
Circulating Library.

Wilton Ratcliffe-Graff

BOOKSELLER and
PRINT DEALER

FOR SALE
BEST BED ON BERKSHIRE QUAD

This outfit consists of 1 Simmons Inner-spring mattress

and I U. S. Spring Bed Co. box springs costing new over $40.

It has seen \}/^ years service and is in fine condition. Can be

seen in 24 East College. Price $25.

R. S. CAMP, P. O. Box 485
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|c. H. Sabin Outlines

'32 Election Program
(Continued from First Page)

•ui" supiioi'toil Albert C. llitchie, who was

Iclcitcil (lovei'iior on a wot platform aiul

|,vas iippiiwiil I'.y Mayor Broeiiiiin of liaUi-

|]ii()ic niniiing on a dry jilatform, wliile at,

Iliriilt?('P"''''
Crusailcrs worked especially

lliiiii! ill snpiiort of Dean Wilbur L. Cross

ll(ir (iovernor. Dean Cross's viefory over

[die intn^nehed Republiean inaeliinc was

one of tli(^ major upsets of the election.

I'lii' I'liiladelphia Crusaders, he added,

wnrked for the election of .John M. IIom|i-

lliill, bilieral-Democrat, for Governor and,

ItlKHiKh unsuccessful, llempliill carried

|]'liihidclpliia by 225,000 and Pmchot's nia-

jiiriiv ill the state, which is usually over-

vhciiniiiKly Republican, was less than

|4it),(Kll)."

.•\ carefully outlined eampaiKU has been

tiiiaiiKuraled callinK for the organization of

Piniiiclics in every conKressional di.strict

bicfore llie 1932 elections. This movement

[will adhere strictly to the task at hand —

repeal of the 18th amendment. The

Crusaders believe that from the very

fclurl the measure was a farce. It became

Jiot a moral question, but a political issue,

opjiosed, despised, and cheerfully violated.

"We are faced," continues Mr. Sabin,

"with a situation which history has never

^een before. It is unnecessary to build up

any case today against the present prohihi-

lion system. The families of the 1,3(13

•icrsons who have been killed for the sake

bf enforcement can testify to that without

further supporting evidence. Think of

\he irony in that! Killing thirteen hun-

dred persons of a nation foun<led on the

Iponsent of the governed. Corruption in

high and low places, organized gangdom,

oppression, terrorism, tyranny, stupidity,

ecret police, vice of recortl-shattering

Iproportions, alcoholism, billions of dollars

Ifor enforcement—what a resplendent body

[follows the banners of this monster,

'PHOIIIBITION'! Enough, is it not, 'to

Icause at least a moment's thought to any

1 .\rnerican?"

"Some Americans there are who were

I
never consulted about the original adop-

Ition of Prohibition. Some of us were too

I busily engaged in putting through an im-

|]iorlant task in France to pay any atten-

liiin to jiolitieal maneuvers in the United

[Stales in 1916, 1917, and 1918. Some of

us were too young to vote at the time, if,

I

indeed, we had been permitted to vote on

I

this (piestion. Most of us never did get a

change to register our opinions and desires

I

on Prohibition, for State Legislatures, care-

I

fully cultivated and hand-picked for years,

dill the rubber-stamping under the driving

I

of the zealous Dry organization.

'What can be done at the present time

J

is to repeal the 18th Amendment and put

I

back things legally where they were before

it.s iiassage. We must not. be so foolish as

to fall into the same error as the protagon-

ists of Federal Prohibition by attempting
to draft one law to control for all time a

human haljit which was ages old before our

forefathers set foot on this continent.

I

Such presumption would merit the fate

which the Prohibitionists have brought

I
upon themselves.

"The States are the 'natural experiment

I

stations' through which experience in fram-
|i"g legislation must be obtained. The
I American people in their several States

must work out the problem of the regula-

tion of alcoholic drinks, just as the Cana-

I
dians in their several provinces and the

Australians ami the New Zcalanders in

their several dominions are working it out.

To say that wo cannot do this is to say

that we as a ])eople are incapable of learn-

ing by experieno!, and are, therefore, unfit

for self-government.

"When we have repealed the 18th

Amendment, we shall have taken the first

step toward the solution of the i)roblcm.

Hut we shoulil not stop there! Believing

as we do, that the 18th Amendment will be

rejjealed within the next few years, we
recommend that the governor of each

state ask authority from the State Legisla-

ture to a])))oinl, a special commission \vho.se

task shall be to study all the chief domestics

and foreign systems of liquor regulation or

prohibition and re|)ort as to what would be

in their opinion the best form of regulation

or iirohibition to be established by each

State, so soon as the repeal of the 18th

Amendment restores to their people their

former ability and right to handle this

problem in their own way."

Regarding the platform of The Crusad-

ers, Mr. Sabin remarked, "We stand for

true temperance. The Crusaders believe

that the control of liquor should be vested

in state rather than national government,

the most practical method to accomplish

this end being: first, the repeal of The
Volstead Act and the Jones Law; second,

the passage by the states of laws which will

control the manufacture and sale of intoxi-

cating lieiuors along lines best suited to the

problems of each individual state; third.

Federal legislation to protect states which

may desire to remain dry from liquor im-

l)ortations; and fourth, the repeal of the

Eighteenth Amendment, which any plan

of prohibition reform makes essential, so

that no future Congress may nullify these

acts." In conclusion he said, "The Cru-

saders are unalterably opposed to the

saloon."

Purple Batsmen Play

Union Nine Tomorrow
(Continued from First Page)

the strong Army team, Meredith keeping

the Cadets' hits well scattered. A tem-

liorary slump allowed Rochester and Prov-

idence to inflict 3-0 and 14-() defeats, and

Trinity extended the losing streak to three

by winning over Yackel, 3-2. But Union

regained its form May 9, crashing out Hi

hits to defeat C. C. N. Y., 10-1, while

Meredith was holding the New York bat-

ters to five safe blows.

If the Friday game is jjlayed, the Purple

will take the field against Amherst in an

attempt to break the monopoly which the

Lord Jeffs have maintained in baseball for

the past four years. Wesleyan is already

leading the 1-ittle Three series with its

7-() victory over Amherst. Boutwell,

whose w-ildness forced in the winning run

in the Wesleyan game, but who has turned

in several creditable performances during

the sea.son, will probably be the Sabrina

starting pitcher.

The line-ups of the three teams will

probably be as follows:

WILLIAMS—Bartlett, rf; Forbes, 2b;

Markoski, 3b; Rose, cf; Wallace, ss;

Foehl, If; Fowle, lb; Neweomb, e;

Filley or Sheehan, p. UNION—L. Bruhn

3b; F. Bruhn, 2b; Reville, rf; Aekley, c;

Kahn, ss; Campbell, lb; Dill, If; Terry,

cf; Meredith or Yackel, p. AMHERST
—Gottlieb, rf; Williams, cf; Reynolds,

c; Kmitson, If; DePasqua, ss; Camp-

bell, 2b; Whitehead, lb; Freeman, 3b;

Boutwell, p.

Head Masters Discuss

Effects of Prohibition
CContlnued from First Page)

my hardest for the repeal (jf this law.

But this personal stand of mine has

nothing whatever to do with the School.

The School, as far as I know, has been en-

tirely free of liquor since 1923 and in-

cluding that year."

Dr. Edwards remarked that drinking

had decreasetl in Mercersburg since Pro-

hibition, that there was no means of know-
ing what percentage of the student body

drinks at home, that there was no drinning

at school to his knowledge, that the liquor

problem was handled by the faculty in co-

o|)eration with the Senate (Stuilent Coun-
cil), and that only two students had been

dismissed for having liquor in their pos-

session during the last three years. He
stated further, "The rejjeal of the

Eighteenth Amendment would increase

the opportunities for drinking by members
of this school as it would be more openly

offered to them in the town where the

school is located."

"I am absolutely opposed to the repeal

of the Eighteenth Amendment," Dr.

Edwards observed. "I believe its results

are grossly misrepresented by a subsidized

jiress and that experts in the field of

sociology most competent to report upon

its effects are the best judges of the value

of this experiment. As a class they report

Financial Report of W. C. A.

Balance, Oct. 1, 1930 $ 497.57

Chest Fund Deposits 5,038.05

Other Deposits 219.00

Total Assets
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Announcing Our Semi-Annual

Cash Clearance Sale
Critical clothes wearers who in addition to their sense of discrimination, enjoy the experience of saving on their wearables,

are always pleased to hear of our cash sale, which affords opportunity for replenishing one's wardrobe at definite economies

SUITS
S;55.00 Suits

$60.00 Suits

$65.00 Suits

$42.50

$47.50

$51.50

TOPCOATS
$50.00-$55.00 Topcoats

$65.00 Topcoats

$37.50

$53.50

SPECIAL!

Polo Coats single and double breasted $53.50
SPECIAL!

4-Pc. Suits were $65.00 -$75.00 now $53.50

The Famous

"Rube" Polo Shirts now $2.15
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SLUGS OUT

19 HITS TO TROUNCE

UNION COLLEGE 10-4

filley Holds New York Batters in

Check as Williams Scores

Fifth Victory

FOUR RUNS IN NINTH
DECIDE FINAL RESULT

Purple Pitcher and Foehl Collect

Four Hits Apiece in Attack

on Union Hurlers

Coniliinint!; 19 liifs with 1 1 l)aBeB on

JjhHs, the Varsity nine had little difficulty

111 downing Union, 10-4, at Schenectady

last Wednesday afternoon, for its fiftli

victory of the season. Filley allowed l)ut

live hits, and excef)t for two innings, held

lie New York hatters completely in check,

vhik' he and Foehl led the assault on

ckcl and Meredith with four safe hlows

bpicrc.

The Purple opened its scoring with one

k-iiTi in the si'coml and maintained the lead

IlirmiKhout the game. Union was contin-

ually in striking distance until a four-run

Lihirge in the first half of the ninth frame

fidcd the contest in favor of the visitors.

llVitli one out, Uose singled, Wallace walk-

and then Fowie and Foehl singled in

fcucccssion to s<'ore two runs. Xewconih's

lly to right, and an error were responHil>le

for hriiiging the hnal two tallies across the

')late.

The initial run of the game was scored

by Foehl in the second. The Williams left

pcldcr drove a one-liase hit to right, which

tc stretched to three liases as Irwin fielded

Ihc hall hailly. Filley tiatte<l him in with

Jiiicilher single. Two were out in the next

iMiing before a scconil run was .scored when

'(iwie and Foehl hit safely after Wallace

had walked. Three hits and two walks

Jidded two more to the Purple total in the

Fourth.

For the first three innings Filley held

iiiim hilless, hut the home team touched

lliini for two hits in the last half of the

iiiiilh frame, and pushed across two un-

anicd runs with the aid of errors by New-
^oinli and Markoski. Williams scored

imcc in the sixth, but I'nion rnailc ii final

^ally in its lialf for two rinis which brought

the score to 5-i. Dill started the Imstili-

lics with a two-bagger, anil scoreil on

Irwin's single, .'\nother Pur|)le error let

|Irwin register the final (iarnet run.

Dining the last three innings, Tnion

Iwas unable to get a man on base, Filley

Ifaciiig only nine bailers in all. A walk and

I
two more hits in the eighth sent Fowie

IliiMiie with the wiimers' sixth run. The
victory was the fourth of the season for

I
Filley, who incurred his lone defeat at the

(Continued on Second Page)

Strong Deerfield Team
Will Play Frosh Netmen

After wiiming live of the seven sets

playecl before rain stopped the Hoxbury
match last, Saturday, the Williams fresh-

man tennis team will face the strong Deer-
field netmen this afternoon at one-thirty

on the Lynde Lane courts. The prejiara-

tory stdiool has w<m over the .\mherst

1934 team, 5-4, and over the Wesleyan
freshmen .5-0 before rain intervened, hut

lost, to Choate 9-0.

The Deerfield team consists of Captain

Winston, Hulick, Mahony, McConaughy
Fairbanks and Boardman, with JVinston

and Huliek comprising the first and Ma-
hony and McConaughy the second doubles

combinations. The first four are letter-

men. .1. B. Davis jumjied from third to

first place on the Yearling team with a win

over ,1. R. Allen, placing .\llen at number
two, Twichell at three, McKnight at four,

and Bragg and Baird at five and six.

Further challenge rounds are likely to

materially alter the 1934 line-up by this

afternoon, and the doubles combinations

are still in doubt.

NON-ATHLETIC COUNCIL

REVISES ORGANIZATION

Read, Miller '32 Elected President

and Secretary Respectively

of New Council

Red Nichols Will Play at

Sophomore Prom June 11

NETMEN WILL FACE

BROWN AND TRINITY

Bruins' Record Is Impressive; but

Trinity Has Yet To Win Its

Initial Victory

Fridniu May 22—The Williams teiuiis

team will face two opponents over the

week-<'nd, meeting Brown I'niversity this

afternoon in Providence, and opposing a

weak and tmimpressive team from Trinity

tomorrow, on the hitler's courts at Hart-

ford. Brown contiimed its winning streak

liist Wi'dnesday at the expense of Holy

Cross, with an easy S-1 victory; while

Trinity has yet to win a match in its three

contests this s])ring.

Butler, number one for the Bruins, was

routed by Horton in three sets in the New
England tournament, but w(.n his match

against Nicholson of Holy Cross last Wed-

nesday, <i-4, ()-3. Hutan will play in the

second court, while Hardyaml Scott will be

at nundiers three and four, respectively.

Baruch and Vreelan<l will play in the last

two singles matches. Butler and Hardy

will compose the first doubles team; while

Scott and Kutan, and Ogerbligh and Brad-

.shaw will form the second and third jiair-

ings.

Trinity Match

Worcester Tccdi, Bowdoin and Wesley-

an have all defeated the Trinity team;

while on last Thursday, the Hartford net-

incnl were scheduled to oppo.se Springfield,

whi<'li was dcl'cateil earlier in the season by

Williams, (i-3. Martini, captain of the

Trinity rac(|ueteers, has yet t(j lose a

(Continued on Third Page)

Including several drastic changes in the

organization of the Non-Athletic Cotmcil,

a revised constitution was submit ted to the

Student Council and ai)proveil last Thurs-

day evening. The most ini[)ortant move
is the complete separation of the organ-

ization from the authority of the Student

Council which formerly had control over

all motions and was required to pass on the

budgets. George S. RemI was elected

president of the body, and Albert F. Millet,

secretary.

kn amendment provides that in addi-

tion to the representatives of the various

profit-making and non-profit-makmg or-

ganizations two representatives from the

college administration shall be elected

bi-armually. Dean I./eonard and Mr.
Osterhaut were chosen to fill these po-

sitions.

The work which was formally done by
the Student Council has been placed

in the hands of an executive committee
composed of the officers, the faculty rep-

resentatives, and one delegate from the

l)rofit-making organizations. Lieber '32,

l)usiness manager of the Purple Cow was
selected to fill the last position which was
created in the belief that it would make
the self-supporting organizations more
influential.

Another innovation is the strict ruling

in regard to budgets which provides that

all the profit-making organizations must

std)mit their accounts to an audit on a

specified date under penalty of having one

half of their jiroceeds appropriated by the

Non-Athletic Council. They also are

required to present an itinerary of their

plans at the beginning of the year to avoid

conflicts, while at the same time, the non-

profit organizations must make a state-

ment of their budgets.

The executive committee has been em-
powered to make all the decisions and to

pass on all budgets, but the Student

Council may reverse any of these decisions

by a two-thirds vote of the entire body.

The revision committee composed of

Moser '31 and Read '32 has expressed the

belief that the executive committee, a

smaller body than the Student Council,

will be able to accomplish the same amount

of work in a moreeflicient manner.

(Continued on Third Page)

ICerman Major Studies Cultural Background of

That Country and Its Progress in Literature

{This is Ihc, seventh of a series of (irlietes

len llie majors which is appearing in The

iHfXOUD).

"The purpose of the German Major i.s

ltd give the student a comprehensive view

I
of the field of German literature by in-

troducing him to the study of literary

I

movements and tentlencies which mark the

jciiurse of its develoiinient, and by ac-

l<|\minting him with the leading authors

I mid their works. A study is made of the

h'liltural background of the nation and its

llicdple, and due consitlerat ion is given to

Itliose agencies which contribute to the

I
progress of a changing civilization and

|lli(mght as reflecte<l in the literature.

'In the .Inn ior year a student majoring

I

in German will take three required cour-

|scs, two in the field of German and one in

]:in allied field, (English, French, and

lOcek). German .5-() is an introduction

|lo the otitstanding achievements of Ger-

jlnan literature in the IHth and 19th cen-

jtiiries, and to general problems of literary

1 theory. While the lives and works of

Itiocthe, Schiller, and Leasing receive the

I major share of attent ion, part of the course

I
is devoted to more modern writers. The
course is a basic stage in the jm'paration

I for the department's advanced work.

Having obtained a general outline in the

previous course, the student entering Ger-

man 7-8 is ready lo undertake a somewhat
more detailed study of the prose literature

"f the 19th century. Beginning with Ro-

I

niantieism the object is to trace the do-

veloiiment of the prose literature down

through the century. Broad and rapid

reading is supplemented by lectures and

occasional rejiorts. Political, social and

economic forces are considered in so far

as they tend to produce an effect upon the

literature. German 9-10 deals with the

life, character, and writings of Goethe.

The work of the first semester includes a

study of his autobiographical works,

poems and dramas; the second semester is

devoted to the reading and inter|)retation

of Fnusl. The pro-seminar, German 1 1-12

involves more advanced and critical work

in the fields of Classicism and Romanti-

cism. A proper preiiaration for the work

in this course is given in German 7-X and

9-10. The student is encouraged to work

in the library, and gain for himself an

intimate acquaintance with the literature.

A critical investigation is made of the

problems which present themselves, and

individual reports on a.ssigned topics are

read and discussed in class. German 13-

14 offers an intensive! study of the I9lh

and 20th century drama and lyric, stics-

sirig the more modern tendencies and thus

comiilementing the work of the other

courses. The course is of advanced char-

acter and emphasizes individual inter-

pretation through ehiss-discussion and

reports rather than (juizzes. It aims to

acfpiaint the student with the basic

repertoire and lay the foundations for in-

telligent criticism of modem German

drama."
The Departiiienl of (Herman

The class of 1933 will continue the cus-

tom abandoned last year by giving a

So|)homore Prom on the evening of Thurs-

day, .lune 11 in the Lasell Gymnasium.
The committee, composed of O'Brien,

chairman. Brown, French, Cioodwillie,

Horton. Hutchin.son, Ohly, and Vreden-

burgh, '33 has announced that a twelve

piece orchestra, conducted by "Red"
Nichols and including the Dorsey Brothers

and Bix Baiderbeck, which has jilayed for

the past year in dirt Crazy, will furnish the

music for the dancing which will begin at

10 p. m. and continue until 5 a. m.

The Prom will be part of the commence-
ment festivities and will take the place of

the annvial .lune House Parties wdiich have
been forbitlden this year by the adminis-

tration. Special music and novel enter-

tainment will be presented liy "Reel"

Nichols, and Harry Hart w;ill serve refresh-

ments soon after midnight. The price of

the dance will be eight dollars per couple

and five dollars for stags.

HORTON UPSETS TOP

SEEDED PLAYERS TO

WIN TENNIS TOURNEY

Loses But One Set in Winning Five

Matches and New England

Championship

DEFEATS HAYES IN FINAL
IN THREE STRAIGHT SETS

Triumphs Over Butler of Brown,

Richardson of Dartmouth

To Enter Finals

AMHERST SUCCUMBS

TO PURPLE GOLFERS

Team To Meet Three Opponents;

Comparative Scores Are

Contradictory

Final * Quarterly' of Year

To Be Issued on May 30

Containing five pro.se selections and a

number of short selections of poetry, the

first issue of the WWUnmn Quarterly to be

edited by the new board is schefluled to

make its aiipearance May 20. The longest

single story in the (piarto, which will be

the largest publisheil during the year, is

.1 Soulhern Saga, a 1 Ti jiagc romance by

F. K. Davis '33, while the other jiieces of

fiction are I Nit I, by Hasclmayer '33, de-

picting the coming of Christ, and A
Hoii.ie Party at Ithaca, by ,Jenni.son '34.

.\n anonymous critical e.s.say, tilleil

On Certain. Aspects of Our College is to fake

the place of the customary leader, and

together with The lieqinning of Sometliing

New, by Sellery '32—an estimate, of mod-

ern literature—completes the jirose com-

position. Although the poetry is on the

whole characterized by shorter individual

contributions, it appears more frequently,

and includes selections by Erskine ',32,

Davis, Menkel, and Sanford '33, and

Sherry '34.

Friday, May 22—Taking all matches,

the Purple golf team easily defeated Am-
herst last Wednesday on the Taconic

Course by the score of (i-O. Captain Wil-

liams scored (he low total by carding

a 78 on the 74-par course. St. Clair and

Noe downed their opponents one-up and

three-up, while English finished his match
on the tenth green when he defeateil Fort

9 and 8.

After its easy Little Three victory, the

team left for Cambridge yesterday, where

it will tee off against Holy Cross today,

and against Harvard and Dartmouth
tomorrow. Despite the threat presfntefl

by Pliillips Finlay. star Harvard golfer,

comparative scores make the Williams

prospects hojiefid for all the week-end

matches, especially since Dartmouth de-

feated Harvard but succumbed to George-

town.

The match again.st the Sabrinas found

Williams and St. Clair oppcLScd to Lincoln

and Trainor. Williams won his match on

the 15th green and 4, but Trainor, with

his long drives and a|)proach shots, forced

St. Clair throughout the latter jiart of the

match, and lost only on the 18th green

when .St. Clair sank his putt for a par.

The best ball in the first forcsome went to

the Purple 3 and 2. Xoe finally defeated

Coo|)er 3 iq) after having had him I down

at the turn. Coojier was forced to hold \\\t

both ends of the foursome match, since

(Continued on Third Page)

Upsetting the three top ranking players,

Horton, number one man on the Varsity

tennis team, swept through his five match-
es with the loss of but one set to win the

New England Intercollegiate tennis tourna-

ment captured by ,Johns<m of Dartmouth
last year, on the courts of the Longwood
Cricket Club at Brookline. Captain

Groehl. the only other Williams entrant,

was eliminated in the second round by
Hayes of Amherst; the doubles title was
won by Richardson and Fall of Dart-

mouth.

In the first days matches, Horton, al-

though unseeded, easily routed .Jacobs of

Bates, 0-2, 0-2. and Dame of M. I. T.,

(1-4. (i-1 ; in the afternoon, after losing the

first set, he dispo.sed of Butler, Brown star,

and seeded number three in the tourna-

ment, G-2, 6-2. On Tuesday, Horton

triumphed over Richardson, seeded num-
ber one and favored to w^in the title, in

straight sets to enter the Hnal round.

Richardson, usually exceptionally strong

at the net, was no match for the passing

drives that the Williams player shot along

the sidelines, and Horton broke through his

service to win the first set at 7-5. With
his high-bouncing drives dropping in the

baseline corners with unerring accuracy,

Horton easily captured the second, 6-2.

Richardson steadied in the third set and
ran up an early 4-2 lead; but bearing down
on hi., .service ami making iirilliant, strokes

with both forehand and backhand, Horton

s\ve]it through the next four games for

match.
Routs Hayes in Finals

Tired by his grueling two and a half

hour battle with .Jones of M. I. T. in the

semi-finals. IIa\es was uneciual to the fast

service and sliced backhand returns of the

Williams star in the final round. Horton

soon detected the erratic tendencies of his

o])|)oiicnt and settled on the baseline to

outsteady him and to win on forced errors.

The Ptirplc's first chamiiion since Cliffortl

Marsh had complete control of his own
service, and his return of Hayes' delivery-

was a forcing shot which, coujiled with ten

double faults by the .Amherst man, left no

dcHibt of the outecmie after the first few

games.

(Continued on Third Page)

Freshman Nine Downed
11-2 by Hotchkiss Team

Stickmen Will Oppose
Brown This Afternoon

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, MAY 22

4.00 p. m.—Varsity baseball, Williams vs.

Amherst. Weston Field.

SATURDAY, MAY 23

9.30 a. m.—Varsity golf. Williams vs.

Harvard. Cambridge.

1 .00 p. m.— I.acro.sse. Williams vs.

Brown. Williamstown.

1..30)). m.- Varsity golf. Williams vs.

D.arlmouth. Cambridge.

1..30 p. m.- Freshman Track. Williams

'34 vs. Albany High. William.stown.

2.00 p. m.- Freshman tennis. Williams

'34 vs. Deerfield. Williamstown,

2.30 p. m.— Varsity tennis. 'Willianis vs.

Trinity, llartlonl.

3.00 p. m. Freshman base hall. Wil-

liams '34 vs. Amherst. Amherst.

Handicajiped by a pitching staff which

could not jiroduce a single strikeout, the

Freshman baseball team went down to .an

11-2 defeat before the Hotchkiss aggrega-

tion last Wednedsay afternoon at Lake-

ville in a game which was featured by

O'Donnell's four put outs and five assists.

The ye.arlings held the home team on fairly

even terms until the seventh inning when

the Purjile blew up, allowing Hotchki.ss to

tally eight times in two innings.

Neither team was able to produce a

score in the first two frames. In the third

inning, .\llen. Purple second biiscinan,

doubled with two out, but (J'Donncll fan-

ned, M this point , Roy, who had previously

held Hotchkiss without a hit, weakened to

fill the bases with two hits and a pass.

The next man hit to the iiitcher forcing

Larkin at home, but the yearling catcher,

Rus.sell, threw wild to first letting one man
come in. Roy was nicked for two more

hits, and another two runs came in.

Neither team crossed the rubber again

till the sixth when Fassell doubled into the

right field stands and .scored on O'Don-

nell's high fly. The Purple scored again

in the following frame on Butler's single

and Rus.aell's double to left field. How-

ever, Hotchkiss capitalized on a walk, a

hit, and an intentional pa.ss to fill the bases

with two out. The next man hit to Fas-

selt on third, who fumbled the easy hit

while a nui came in. .lennison went in for

Roy, but another hit scored two more bo-

fore the end of the frame.

(Continued on Third Page)

Following their victory over Boston

University last Saturday, which brought

the season's record to two wins and two
defeats, at 1.00 p. m. this afternoon ou

Cole Field, the Williams stickmen will

oppose a threatening Brown team com-

posed almost entirely of veterans from

last year's team, which decisively downed
the Purple. The visitors have won early

sca.son games from mediocre teams reii-

resenting New Hampshire, Tufts, Boston

Lacrosse Club and M. I. T., and have lost

only ti) the ixnverful Na\v, Harvard and

Ste\-ens teams, the scor<> of the latter game
played bust Saturday being 3-1.

The work of Brewer, .Searl and Means,

who compo.sed the attack in the Bo.ston

contest Saturday and their continued per-

formances in practice sessions during the

past week |iromise frequent scoring again.st

the Brown team, .'\fter four games the

Purple team has reached inidseason form

and with the splendid defense work of

Le.ssing in the cage and Fox at first de-

fense coupled with that of Captain Dunn
and Beattle in midficld .should hold the

scoring of (he twelve from Providence to a

minimum. The probable line-up will be:

WILLIAMS: Le.ssing, g., Heine, p.,

Garth, c.p., Fox, l.d., Mears, 2.<1.,

Dunn, c, Beat tic, 3.a.,

Brewer, I. a., Searl, i.h.,

BROWN: .Schweikart, (?.,

Gillies, c.))., Mackesey, l.d.,

1., Liindstedt, .3.d., Elton, c,

Ohly, 3.d.,

Vaill, 2.n.,

Means, o.li.

White, p.,

Marsan, 2

Jensen, 3.n., O'Donovan, 2.a., Morey, La.,

O'Neil, i.h. Stafford, o.h.
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Varsity Out-Slugs

Union College, 10-4

ConUnued rrom First Page)

liands of the heavy-hittiiiu Columbia

l"niversity team in New York.

WILLIAMS (10)

ui)

Bartlett, rf 4

Forbes, 2b t)

Markoski, 3b 5

Hose, cf 5

Wallace, ss 3

Fowle, lb 4

FochI, If ()

Kewoomb, c 3

Filley, p

Page*

Welcht

Toliils 42 10 19 27 13 4

UNION (4)

all r li () a e

F. Bmlm, 31) 4 10 3

Reville, ef 3 3

.Vckley, < 3 8 2

Kahn, ss 4 I 1 1 1

Campbell. 21) 4 1 2 1 1

Dill, If 4 1 12
Irwin, rf 4 113 1

Mitchell, 11) 4 6 1 7 1 2

Yackel, p 2

Meredith 4 1 1

Lippitt,ss

Our congratulations to Champion Horton!

HONORS WORK STANDS UP
Applications for Honors Work,— SO in all, from the classes of 1932 and 1933—,

reveal that the e.vtension of the Dean's List to upijerclassmen, with a consequent ex-

tension of class "cutting" freedom, has not caused any significant decline in the pop-

ularity of the former. This figure, of course, will be reduced by the Advisory Com-

mittee's refusal of a few |)etitions, and increased by the addition of men now unable to

arrange their work due to the absence of Faculty members on leave. In 1932, six

men on the Dean's List have not a])plied, but one will do so later. In 1933, four Dean's

List men have not applied, one of whom will not be in the country next year, and an-

other of whom was refused by the department he considted. Altogether, the .small

total of five entirely eligible Dean's List men who have not applied is only about the

normal number of men who find that the work does not fit in with their plan of courses.

Statistically, the extension of the Dean's List has allowed an interesting controlled

experiment. I'ndoubtedly few of the applicants have unmixed motives of scholarly

urge, but, on the whole, the result demonstrates that Honors Work can stand on its

own feet, as satisfying a genuine desire of the stuilents for a method of study different

from that of the underclass vears.

TONIC FOR THE COUNCIL
On a campus which fully lusts after the American vice of legislation, the Non-

Athletic Council has long held the dubious honor of being the most under-organizeil

body in College. Of nebulous power and prestige, without continuity of membership.

or effective representation of the interests for which it affected to .stand, it has been an

anemic, and listless creature, compared with its healthy sister grouj) in charge of ath-

letics.

The present revision of the constitution and by-laws should, however, be a suc-

cessful first stc)) toward reanimating the invalid. The benefit of the treatment, in-

deed, will depend largely upon whether it j.s rcgiU'ded as l)ut a firsl step, rather than as

complete in itself.

The most fundamental improvement made is the impetus given the Council to

become a self-respecting, truly active, and independent governing body. Subject

only to the Student Council's general supervision, the non-athletic governors will now

control the disposition of their funds themselves. Two representatives of the .Admin-

istration have been added to the membership, and shoulil lend the |)res(ige of official

sanction to the group; while the important position definitely assigned the self-support-

ing organizations in the make-up of the body should be a further factor in creating an

actively interested membership, ready to meet for other i)urposes than to have its pic-

ture taken.

For this more effective Council, more effective administrative machinery has been

provided. A small, compact Executive Committee .supplants the former one-man con-

trol, and promises the advantages of centralized power and responsibility, without the

drawbacks of autocracy. The Administration representatives, furthermore, add jires-

tige to the Executive Committee; and their elections have been so arranged that the

Committee will always include one man who has had at least a year of jjrevious exper-

ience in the work. Finally, to eliminate embarrassing conflicts of schedule lietwecn

organizations taking entertainments on the road, the Secretary of the Council has been

directed to require in advance of such tri|)s notice of the projiosed itineraries.

The muddled state of non-athletic finances has been the chief point of attack on

the old order of things. Past Councils have lacked either the power, or the incli-

nation, to enforce upon negligent or easy-conscienced business managers a sense of

social responsibility. Now, however, the revised constitution makes it clear that the

sins of slipshod, or shady management will not l)e automatically borne by the Council's

sinking fund. Deficits may be made up with this assistance to the degree that the

Council judges the manager innocent of his diffijulties. Annual audits, also, receive

more stress than formerly, particularly in the matter of their enforcement.

It is regarding finances, though, that it is cviilent that the revision must go yet

further. The non-athletic tax laid upon the luidergradiiates is the backbone of the

Council's resources, but, as now collected, a very weak backbone. That 23% of the

student lK)dy could evade payment last year meant an absolute loss in income and in

the certainty of recei))ts, and an unfair burden upon the paying students. Obviously

some better means of collection than through the persuasions fo the Fonim compels

must be devised. The most practical method would seem to be the inclusion of both

athletic and non-athletic taxes in one bill, the non-i)ayment of which would bar the

student from every extra-curricular activity. Such a penalty would be too sweeping

to be ignored, and would serve to round out effectually the strengthening process

which has been so well advanced already.

r
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Freshman Nine Downed
J 1-2 by Hotchkiss Team

(Continued from First Pa»e)

'I'lio yearlinKS could not score again in

kill' iipxt two innings, but Hotchkiss tool<

idviinlagc of three walks, two singles, and

,|()iil)le to push five more tallies across

tiihl)i'r in the eighth.

Ci)tti:li Williamson used the following

liiiMii); Fassctt, 31); Allen, 21>; O'Don-

,Bs; Hacon, ll>; Butler, cf; Brown, If;

l.iiiulalil, rf; Russell, c; Roy, p; .Jennison,

The score by innings follows:

hlolclikiss. ,00300035 x— 11 12 3

h\illiams'340 0001100 0—2 3

liatteries: WILLIAMS 1934—Roy, Jen-

Lison, and Russell. HOTCHKISS—Har-
tinglon and Bosworth.

lorton Wins
Tennis Tourney

(Continued from First Page)

Morton's ability to keep the ball close to

llie top of the net on his drives and back-

hand shots spoiled Hayes' chances of

jiiliing, while his refusal to lob prevented

lliiycs from executing to a very great de-

Ucc his feature shot, the overhead smash.

ilorton won six consecutive games to take

(lie first set. In the second, both men
willed down to a deep and high-bouncing

driving duel; but Horton demonstrated his

ipcriority in this department of the game,

winning ()-3. The third was the chwcst
and most bitterly fought of the (dutest;
but Horton again outsteadied his opponent
to take the final set, match and title, (i-4.

Non-Athletic Council

Revises Organization
(Continued from First Page)

The revised constitution guarantees that
a uniform tax rate will be used in regard
to all of the profit making organizations.

The hope has been expressed that, this tax
will be higher than it has been in the past
in order to reduce the Non-athletic assess-

ment on the student body. This move
is an indication of the purpose of the
Council—that of protecting the college

against organization losses and making a
more even balance between the various
financial arrangements.

INTERFRATERNITY SPORTS
Hard Ball

Al/jlm Delia Phi defeated Delia I'lii,

1 1-4, 6-2.

Zeta Fai defeated Delta Kai>i)a Ep-
silon by default.

Horseshoes
Delta Uimlnn defeated I'lii Delta The-

tn, 2-1.

Phi Gamma Delta defeated Delia U/i-

silnn, 2-1

.

Amherst Succumbs
to Purple Golfers

(Continued from First Page)

Fort, decidedly o(T his guinc, carded a 97.

English vanquished him 9 and 8, having

tied the third hole. The best ball earned

another imint for the Purple when English

holed out for a 3 on the 15th hole to cinch

the match, 4 and 3.

The Harvard team, which will meet
Williams tomorrow morning, has won four

matches and lost two. After taking Wes-
ton over, (i-3, it opened its Intercollegiate

League season by trimming Holy Cross

8-1, Penn 8}^-l}^2, and Georgetown,

5J'i-33'2- Dartmouth succeeded in down-
ing the Crimson golfers 5-4, and the Prince-

ton team, which defeated the Purple

(i}-2-2J'2, conquered them G-3. The Har-

vard lineup will probably be as follows:

Finlay, Eaton, Arnold, Murphy, Baldwin,

and Kimbrough.

The team from Hanover, which the

Williams team will play tomorrow after-

noon, has a season record of four wins and
three losses. Boston University and
Hanover Country Club succumbed easily,

while Dartmouth routed Holy Cross

8-1. Harvard, which had previously de-

feated Georgetown, was vanquished by the

Big Green. Princeton and Pennsylvania

scored victories over the Dartmouth
golfers by scores of T/i-l'/i and 5j2-3l-'2

respectively. The Dartmouth lineup will

Ijrobably be as follows: Mullan. Orcutt,

McPhail, Hicks, Benger, and Hill.

Due to the contradictory nature of the

scores, it is impossible to make a definite

prediction as to the outcome of the

matches, but an easy victory over Holy

Cross is almost certain, and the Purple

should win one of the other matches on its

week-tMid schedule. The Williams lineup

will be: Williams, .St. Clair, Noe, English,

Swinehart, and Lewis.

Netmen Will Face
Brown and Trinity

(Continued from First Page)

singles match in a dual contest, but was

overcome by Richardson of Dartmouth in

the second round of the New England

tourney, 0-0, (i-3. Burke and Britten will

play in the next two positions; while

Craig, .\rnold and Merriani compose the

remainder of the team. The proliahle

doubles combinations are Burke and

Britton, Martini and Arnold, and Craig

and Merriam.

The Williams line-up will again he led

by Horton, new New England Champion,

at number one, and Captain Groehl at

mimber two. Dewey and Morris will play

in the next two singles matches; while

Willeke and Eyler will comi)lete the squad,

as well as composing the third doubles

team. Horton will i)air with Dewey, and

Groehl will team with Morris for the first

two doubles matches.
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Join

The Crusaders
NATIONAL COMMITTEE

Fred G. Clark

(jmimnniler-in-Chief

Charles H.Sabin, Jr., W25
Executive Cninmandec

of New York

.laines .J. Wadsworth
ExeciiHiv Commander
(.Icnesco, New York

L. C. Hanna
Treamirt/ Commaniler

William D. Carr

('iHiHKet. New York

John S. Williams

Finance Commander

COMMANDERS
NEW 'iORK

.lohn Hay Whitney
Robert Benchley

Donald Ogden Stewart

Gene Tuiuiey

Morton M. Banks

BOSTON
Malcolm W. Greenough
James O. Bangs

BALTIMORE
Eilgar Allan Poe, Jr.

WILMINGTON
l.anunot du Pont, Jr.

PHILADELPHIA
.lames S. Clark, Jr.

CLEVELAND
Ehon Hoyt, II

CHICAGO
J. Russell Forgan

Lester Armour
E. A. Cudahy, Jr.

CINCINNATI
Julius Fleischmann

LOS ANGELES
Lawrence Tibbett
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A CALL TO ACTION!
The Young Manhood of America
Demands That the Farce of

^ _ Prohibition be Abolished
Eleven years ago the generation ahead of us passeci the Eighteenth

Amenciment.

Many of us were not then old enough to vote on it. Some of us

were still in uniform.

We had little or nothing to do with the advent of Prohibition . . .

yet we are asked to bring our children up under it.

For eleven years we have listened to conflicting statements about

it. At the same time we have SEEN its dire results.

We are completely convinced that liquor cannot be forced out of

existence by national legislation.

WE ARE BANDED TOGETHER TO SECURE TRUE TEM-
PERANCE . . . THE TEMPERANCE OF PRACTICAL LIQUOR
CONTROL.
We are tired of the pious prating of the professional prohibitionist

and the smug hypocrisy of the self-serving politician.

WE KNOW TOO WELL PROHIBITION'S APPALLING
RECORD OF BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION, SUBSIDIZED
CRIME, JUVENILE DELINQUENCY, LEGALIZED KILLINGS,

AND INCREASING NATIONAL HYPOCRISY.

OUR PLATFORM
THE CRUSADERS stand for true temperance.

THE CRUSADERS believe that the control of liquor should

be vested in state rather tluiii national government. The
Crusaders will work towards this goal and believe that the

most practical method to accomplish this end is:

1. Repeal the present enforcement acts—The \'olstead Act

and the ,Iones Law.
2. Passage by the states of laws which will control the

manufacture and sale of into.xicating liquors along lines

best .suited to the problems of each individual state.

3. Federal legislation to protect states which may desire

to reiiitun dry from liquor importations.

4. Rcpeid of the lOighteenth Amendment, which any plan

of prohibition reform makes essential, so that no future

Congress may nullify these acts.

THE CRUSADERS are unalterably opposed to the saloon.

•••t-^:S)li$'il(3^--
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WAM)EN
Week of May 25th
Subject to Oiangti at Discretion of Managemeat

Shows at 2, IS, 7.16 and 9 00 p. m.

Admission 1 5c and 40c

MONDAY, MAY 25

"The Hot Heiress" with Ben Lyon and
Ona Muiison. Mack Sennett Comedy.
News.

TfESDAY, MAY 2<)

Charles Ruggles and June Collyer in

"Charley's Aunt." Pathe Comedy. Car-

toon.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 27

"The Last Parade" with Jack Holt, Tom
Moore, and Constance Cimimings.

Paramount Comedy, "Gents of Lei-

sure."

THURSDAY, MAY 28

"Not Exactly Gentlemen" with Victor

McLaglen ami Fay Wray. Stan Laurel

and Oliver Hardy Comedy. Metro
Colortone Revue.

FRIDAY, MAY 29

"Tarnished Lady" with Tallulah Bank-
head and Clive Brook. Gilda Gray in

"He Was Her Man."
SATURDAY, MAY 30

"Finn and Hattie," with Leon Errol,

Mitzi Green and Zasu Pitts. R.K.O.
Act. Fables. News.

RICHMOND
THEATRE
No. Adams

Continuous 1 'till 11 TeL 140

Sunday, Monday, Tue.sday

24, 25, 26

Ten Nights in a Barroom

William Farnum, Tom Santchi

Wednesday, Thursdaj'

George Arliss

in

The Millionaire

Saturday and Sunday

Leathernecking

Irene Dunn, Louise Fazenda, Lilyan
Tashman, Benny Rubin

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. l-U

Sunday, ^londay and Ttiesdaj^

"Shipmates"
with

Robert Montgomery and
Dorothy Jordan

also

"In the Rough"
Johnny Farrell

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

Reaching for the Moon
Douglas Fairbanks and Bebe

Daniels
also

"The Cowcatcher's Daughter"

Saturday

The Conquering Horde
Richard Arlen and Fay Wray

also

Pure and Simple
Louise Fazenda

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Gm

£
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^Classical Society' Elects

Officers for Next Year

In the t'loclioiiB of the CUixxiail Sociftn

whioli wore made lasl woek, (limit \'iin

Sant, Jr. '32, of New \'()rk C'it\' whs

chosen to lead the orKaiiiziitioii lor tlii'

eiisuiiiK veal', while .Jiimes ICveiett Slearn

'32 of Hartford, Conn., will he vice prew-

dent, and .\l\ron Edward Uakin 'Xi, of

Sharon, Conn., seeretary-treiisiirer. .'^inee

coming to Williams, \'an Sunt lias lieen

aetive in dehatioK for two years in addition

fo heiriK eliairmaii of the Bureau of Kdu-

cation of the Witliains Christiun Asso-

dntion.

Dakin prepared at Hotchkiss and at

Williams and has lieen Freshman man-

ager of the 1033 footlmll, and a member
of the 1933 traek team, is a member of the

business board of the Quaiiirty, secretary

of the W. C. A. and manager of intra-

murals for next year. Steam is a member
of the choir, CJIee Club, and fop aiul

Bells, in addition to being aetive in the

Classical Suciely.

Chi Psi' Takes First in

Fraternity Track Meet

By virtue of a total score of 28^, a mere

half point margin over its nearest rival, the

Chi Psi Fraternity won the annual intra-

mural track meet, held last Tuesday and

Wednesday on Weston Field. Alpha

Delta Phi took second place, amassing 28

points; while the Commons Club was

third with 1!)>^.

Michel '32 of Delia Upsiinn was indi-

vidual high-scorer, winning first place in

the high-jump and both hurdle races.

Goodbody '34, was second and largely

responsible for the Chi Psi victory since

he was first in the mile and half-mile runs

and tied for second in the high-jump.

Schwartz and I.angmaid '31 and fSammis

'34 did most of the scoring for the winners

of second i)lace; Schwartz was first in

the hammer throw, while Langmaid placed

second in the hammer throw and shot-put,

and Sammis won the 220-yard dash and

took fourth in the 100.

Most of the times and distances in the

fourteen events were fairly good, con-

sidering the lack of practice. Indeed,

one meet record was broken when Haw-
kins and Earl cleared the bar at 10 ft.

4^8 in. in the pole vault.

The scores of the meet are as follows:

Chi Psi 28K; Alpha Delta Plii 28; Com-

mons Club lOK; Delta Upsilnn 19; Beta

Theta Pi 15; Delia Kappa Epsilon ',)hi;

Sigma Phi 9; Phi Delia Theta l;Zeta Psi 5;

Phi Gamma Delta 5; Delta Phi 5; Ka/ipa

Alpha 3^3] Psi Upsilon 1; Phi Sigma

Kappa 0; Delta Psi 0.

delinite informal ion as to I lie other players.

The tentative Williams 1934 line-up is

as follows: .leiinisoii or Hoy, p; Hussell, e;

Bacon, lb; .Mien, 2b; Fassett,3b; O'Uon-

nell, ss; Brown, If; Butler, ef; I.undahl,

rf.

Albany High to Oppose
1934 Track Team Today

Opposing the .\lbany High School in

their second meet of the season, the Fresh-

man track team will endeavor to continue

their string of victories today on Weston

Field. Although no <lefinite information

has been available as to the caliber of the

opponents, a close meet is expected as

.\lbany has had a gtiod record to date.

Since the yearling overwhelmed the Berk-

shire School by such a great margin, the

liroKjiecIs of another victory are exceeding-

ly bright.

The liiie-u|) of the home team will lie

essentially I lie same as it was lust Saturday

with the exception of .Mclnlosli, newly

lected captain of the team, who will not

run the dashes. The probable line-up is as

follows: 100-yd. dash S. Hamilton, Sam-

mis, and W. Brown; 220-yd. dash S.

Hamilton and Pease; 440-yd. dash-

Pease, Kaufman, and Morse; 880-yd. run

Kaufman and Page; 1 mile run Elder

and Rogers, C; I'iO-yd. high hurdles

Huggles and Smith, M.; 220-yd. hurdles

Kuggles aiul Smith, M.; Shot Put, Ham-

mer Throw, ami Discus Throw— Bauer

and Boucher; Javelin Throw— Bancroft

and Bauer; High Jump -Flint and Ham-

ilton, S.; Broad Jum|) Durbin and Flint

Pole Vault— Flint and Newman.

Modern Dairy, North Adams

Delivers real Pasteurized Milk and Cream in

Williamstown daily

Delivered from one of the most modern plants

in Northern Berkshire

Telephone 2670-R R. STEELE, Prop.

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street, New York City

Special Showing of

SHRINERdmn
SHOES FOR COLLEGE MEN

Moiulay and Tuesday

at the

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
by *MOE" DIFFEE

NEW YOKK SHOPS
350 Madlnon Avenue

Boston ChicHgo
Urooklyn Cinciunali

Cumbridge Clevelnnil
Detroit

153 llroadway

Hunover
llHrtford

Itliaca

KiiusHs City

1263 Uruudway

MilwHukcc
Miiuieupulis
New Haven
New York

131 Weitt 42nd Street

OmaliB Pniviiienct
riiiluili'lpliia Sfuttle
Princeton St Haul

Wiisliington, D, C.

Catamount Tavern
Old Bennington, Vt.

Finest Small Inn in Vermont

For over night or longer periods. Attractive Rooms,

Twin Beds and Private Baths

Special Steak and Chicken Dinners, Afternoon Teas

SAM J. KEYES, JR.
Telephone 952

Turn left at Battle Monument one block, then right

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
Agency for Nash and Chevrolet Cars

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.|

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

Geo. M. Hopkins
FURNITURE

Spring St., Williamstown

Yearling Nine Will Meet
Sabrina Freshman Today

With distinctly lessened prestiKe after

the 11-2 defeat administered liy Hotchkiss

in a mid-week contest, the Freshman base-

ball team will meet the Amherst 1934 afi-

urc^ation next Saturday at 3.00 p. m. on

Pratt Field. The Sabnna yearlinjis have

shown 11]) well lately, winning 4-2 from a

strong Wilbrahani .siniad and losing a 4-2

decision to Governor Diinmier Academy in

extra innings.

Either Thompson, who pitched against

Wilbrahani, or Xeilson, who lost to Dnm-
mer, is slated to start against the Purple

yearlins next Saturday, but there is no

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths
Exclusive and Charming

Beautifully Furnished
Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

Taconic

Lumber

Co.

Building

Materials

Feel the difference

Hear tfie difference

Taste the difference:

WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clark. Praident F. E. Moore. Vtct-Ptaidenl A. E. Evans, Cashier

Capital - - - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Elxtended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms

Like an oasis in the chisty desert of tlrietl

toliacco, the new Camel Humidor Pack
brings yon tlie delight of fine qiiaHty

cigarelles in factory-fresh, mild con-

dition.

Now, wherever you go, you can always

be sure of getting a fresh, throat-easy

cigarette when you ilemand Camels.

It's easy to tell the difference. Your
sense of touch detects it as you roll a

cigarette between your fingers. Dry to-

bacco is stiff and crumbly. Camels are

full bodied and pliant.

Even your ear can tell the difference.

For a dried-out cigarette crackles when
you roll it.

But the real test is Insle and taste is

causing a great nation-wide switch of

men and women alike to Camels in the

scientific new Humidor Pack. As you
draw in that fragrant, mild, cool smoke,
redolent M'ilh the joy of choicest Turk-
ish and mellow Domestic tobacco, only

then do you realize the full iniportance

of this new Humidor Pack.

For scorched or dried tobacco is brash
and tasteless :ind its Hinokc is unkindly
hot to the tongue and throat.

If you arc already a Camel smoker
you have noticed the improvement in

this your favorite cigarette.

If you don''t smoke Camels, try them
for just one day to see how much you're

missing. After you've known the mild-

ness and delight of a really frpsh ciga-

rette, switch back if you can.

• // is llif mnrli nj n riinniftrratiy honlpntt

tiy mfnna 11/ thn litimiflltr Park, l»

".Srrif « fn-fli r(«rtm/i'." Illiy Camftt
by l/ir? rnrffin— ttii» rffiiiri'lte ifltt rr-

main /rca/i in your hiimo and offira

Camels
© 1931, R. J. Riynildi Tobacco Compur. ITIoilon-Saltm, N. C.
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Ipurple ball team to

face m. s. c. and yale

state College Also Beaten 3-2 by

Amherst, After 15 Inning

Pitchers' Duel

lARKOSKI, NEWCOMB OUT

strong Yale Nine Has Record of

Eight Victories out of 14

Games Played

()|i('niiin llie final pre-pxaniiimlidii wooli

(ii lis sclicilulc, llie WilliamH Imschall team

ill iiK'i'l U" experienced Stale Cdllexe

liine today at Ainlierst, and jdiirney down

Xew Haven Wednesday i'or llie euntest

|mi1i Vale, (ireatly handieapped l)y (lie

|(i,ss of Markoski and Neweornb, wlio will

iiMuMe til make the trip tlironuli lack of

•Ills, llie Purple nine will prolialily rely on

I
aiikin at third, with Fincke dninn duty

|j('liiiid the plate.

\\ innwiK half of the ei^ht Kunies played,

lid displaying a timely aliility to hit in

llie pinches, the i\I. S. 0. line-iip of veter-

Biis presents a formidable olistiicle in the

liatli of C<iach Caldwell's charges. Aided

)\' llic reserve power ol three piod pitchers

llie Slate College put up a 15-inniiin liatth-

Itrainst Amherst before soccnmbinn 3-2,

Ihe siiiiie score by which WilliaiTis lost to

jlic Sabrinas last week. All of Ihe defeats

|cicivcd have been by narrow margins,

l\'cslcyan winning by a 8-1 count, anil

l.iiwcll Textile by a score of 7-(i.

Ill the two days prior to meeting Wil-

laiiisiiii Wediipsilay, the Yale sipiail will

)iivc tackled Cornell and the Ilo.sei team

mil .lapaii on the ilianiond. The Hliie

line lias madi^ an average record of eiulit

lictoricsout of 14 (lames played, defeating

f'irizinia, B. U., Cornell and Syracuse,

ihilc losing to Pennsylvania Holy Cross,

kiid Cnliiate. Even breaks were recorded

III the two iiame series with Dartmouth and

inilri.i, but perhaps the best contest for

iur)inM's of comparison is Yale's !M) win

Iriiin VVesIeyan. .Mded iiy the perform-

piicc of his three star Inirlers, Coach Wood
ins ilcveliiped a well-rounded team, War-

J-nn and Fletcher playing a line lieldind

(iiiiic around second, with the former,

Maine, I.inehan, and Captain Vincent u|>-

|ioliliii)i the brunt of the ofTense.

I'Ai'cpt for tlie substitution of l.ankin

or Markoski at the hot corner, and Fincke

iir Xcwconib behind the plate in the Yale

iinic.lheWilliams liiie-ui>will probably be

(lie Willie that went to .\mlierst F'riday,

villi Shcehan and Filley doinn the hurlinij.

(Continued on Fourth Page)

Return of 'Trophy' Made
Certain by Golf Victory

Although the Memorial Day baseball

name, and the tennis match witli Amherst
are yet to be played, (lie "Trophy of

Tropliies" will jiass back into Ihe imsses-
.sion of the Uoyal Purple this Spring.

Through its recent victory in (jiilf, Wil-
liams has already amassed 13 out of a

possible 2,5 poiii(s, and assured (he return

of (he .lohnsdm plaque which has (raveled

across the Herkshires twice in the last three

years.

If (he l.ord .leffs capdire (he baseball

cla.ssic on May 30, and win in tennis today,

their total even then will only reach 11.

The hinninn factor of the "Trophy" race

this year was (he (rack niee( where Doc
Seeley's charjies Kiicceeded in (urninn (be

tables on the Sabrina team. The four

poiii(,>i (gained in (bis sport, |>lus success in

footiiiill and both basketball (;anics, largely

(Continued on Fourth Page)

5ABRINA NETMEN TO

FACE EPHMEN TODAY

Comparative Scores Give Purple

Slight Advantage in Little

Three Contest

The Varsity netmen, followinn tlieir de-

feat by a strong Brown team, will oppose a

tormiilahle Sabrina sextet at Amherst,

lliis afternoon, with an even chance of vic-

lory. Comparative scores are contra-

liiiliiry, Amherst having defeated ColRate,

ponipieror of Williams, and having lost to

iirown, 7-2; while the Bruins gained only a

harrow 4-3 victory over a crippled Eph
|eam.

Hayes, runner-up to Horton in the New
Pnjilands, will play at number one, at

f*
hich position he defeated Shoaff, captain

pf the Purple net team last year, and dis-

xised of Butler of Brown in straight sets;

vhile Bielaski will be at number two.

<rocKer, and Henderson, the latter scoring

file other point for the Jeffmen against the

Biruins, will play at the next two positions.

P'wichcll and Clark will probably com-
plete the singles line-up. The number one
noubles t«am will be made up of Hayes and
nielaski, finalists in the New England
lournament; while Kroeger and Twichell,

>nd Henderson and Clark will pair up for

fhe remaining doubles matches.

Horton, at number one, will again face

^ayc8 in a feature match; while Groehl is

favored to defeat Bielaski in the second

I'hgles match. Dewey, Morris, Willeke,
>'id Eyler will complete the line-up for the

Individual matches. Horton and Groehl,
In the doubles, will face a real test against^

Jne experienced Amherst number one
learn; Morris and Dewey, and Willeke
^nd Eyler will pair up for the last two
natches of the annual encounter.

PURPLE GOLFERS WIN

TWO, LOSE ONE MATCH

Captain Williams Downs Finlay, but

Team Succumbs to Crimson

Attack 532-3J0

("imipletiiiH the most difficult week-end

on its .srbeilule, (he Williams t;nlf (earn

fimiiil i(self in liftli jilacc in the Ivislern

Iiiterciille(;iate League last Saturday after

cbalkiiic 11]) a decisive victory over Holy
Cross, 7-2, losiiiK to Harvard, 5)-2-3>2,

and conquerinK Dartmouth, i;-3. Captain

Williams ilistiiinuisheil himself by van-

quisliiiin Phillips Finlay of Harvaril,

rumier-iip in (lie Intercolleniates last year,

by (he score of 5 and 4, while S(. Clair

condnucd his .s(eady play by winning all

(liree of his nia(clies.

Wi(h a record of four vicdiries and four

ilefea(s, the most jiromisinc Purple team in

several years will face an uiiini)iressive

Wesleyan agnrenation today at Middle-

town. The Cardinal and Black jtolters

have scored a victory over Boston I'niver-

sily, but lost to M. I. T.. and were over-

whelmed by Coluate, (i-0. The Wesleyan

line-up will probably be as follows: Tluni-

ley, Nathes, .Seibolt, and InKraliani.

The Holy Cross matches la.st Friday

afternoon at (he Belmon( .SpriiiKs C. C.

proved to be easy victories for (he Purple

(earn, Williams tyinj; Doyle, while St.

Clair won his match from Fay, 5 and 4.

Xoe lost to Earls 4 and 3 in the only defeat

for the Berkshire team. English downed
Baldwin 2 up, .Swinehart coiKpiered Col-

lins 4 and 3, and Lewis (riiuiiphed over

Hickey 3 and 2. The foursome matches,

with (he excepdon of (he Xoe-ICnKlish and
Earls-Baldwin |ilay-off. which eiiileil in a

(ic, all wen( (o (he Williams (cam.

The Harvard meet Saturday morning

was |)layed in a fog so thick that for the

first nine holes it was impos.sible to see the

green until after (he sconil sho(. In spite

of this difficulty, Williams and St. Clair

showed their good golf to a<lvantage by-

defeating Finlay and Eaton over a strange

course. Finlay, Harvard's veteran ace,

experienced his only loss of the week-end

when he succumbed to Williams, 5 and 4.

St. Clair held Eaton till the end and

finally won out,1 up.

The Dartmouth contest in the afternoon

was successful from the Purple viewpoint,

although Williams lost his twosome match

to Mullan, 2 and 1. St. Clair, undefeated

throughout the week-end, brought another

point into the Williams camp by fighting

his way to a 2 and 1 decision over Orcutt.

Noe forced himself into a tight place when

he played the wrong ball on the ISth hole

to tie the match. In the play-off, how-

ever, he dropped a putt for a birdie to win

1 up from McPhail. Williams, in the four-

some match, won on the 19th green with a

(Continued on Fourth Pace)

'RECORD' IS FIRST IN

NEWSPAPER CONTEST

Paper Praised for Excellence of

Special Features, Editorials,

and General Style

The Paynim
"A crusade is a war to recover the

Holy I.*nd from the paynim." (Tom

Sawyer Abroad, Chapter I, paragraph

23.) The Paynim are opposed to the

Crusaders because they advocate state

control of prohibition, also because they

take themselves too seriously. All in-

terested in becoming charter members

of the Paynim are invited to meet in the

Jesup Reading Room tonight at 7.30,

and are reminded that they will have

legislative power to exempt themselves

from dues.

Paynim Cmlral Executive Committee

As a result of the decision rendered by a

judging committee made u|i of two mem-
bers of Ihe editorial staff of the Springfield

lit'publiaiH, and one from the Hartford

Cnurmit, TiiK Williams REC(iiii) was
awardeil the Best Paper Prize for this year

at the meeting of the Eastern Intercolle-

giate Newspajier Association, held on May
22 and 23 in Sjiringfield, Mass. In an-

nouncing the result of tliecomiietitiiiii, Mr.
Marshall Brailumi, one of the judges, and
last year's editor-in-chief of Ihe Springfield

Sludviil, based the decision on the good

quality shown by the winning pajier in all

de|mr(nien(s, praising especially i(s .special

columns and features.

.Second place was won by the Boston

I'liiversily Svws, and third by the Middle-

bury ('(Uiijiiis. The idiiis (aken into con-

siilcriition in judging the competition

incluileil such tilings as editorials, their

style and jiolicy, make-up, news, .special

features, and general manner of baiidliiig

material, each competitor submitting

three consecutive issues. All arrange-

ments and details for the convention, as

well as the contest, were made by the

Executive Committee of the associadon,

ciiniposed of rcpreseii(a(ives from (he

Wesleyan Argus, and (he M. I. T. Tick.

The convendon, which meets annually

for the discussion of college newsjiaper

jiroblems, closed with a dinner on Satur-

day. \\ this, several speeches were made,

including the announcement of (he prize

by Mr. Bradgon, and the principal adilress

by Mr. William Walsh, city editor of the

Springfield lieiiublican. The list of the col-

leges and universities which belong to the

association is as follows: .\mherst, Boston

r., Colgate, Middlebury, M. I. T., North-

eastern, Pcnn .State, University of Penn-

sylvania, Si)ringfield, Wesleyan, and Wil-

liams.

Miller Takes 220 Dash
at N. E. Intercollegiates

LACROSSE TEAM LOSES

TO BROWN TWELVE 9-1

Wet Condition of Field Makes Play

Very Slow ; Brewer Scores

for Williams

Playing on a field so muddy that it was

impossible for either team to gain a secure

footing, the Williams stickmen were de-

feated 9-1, by a superior twelve from

Brown University Saturday afternoon on

Cole Field. The play was on even basis

during the first half with the visitors gain-

ing a 3-0 lead in the last few minutes, but

during the last period they experienced no

difficulty in scoring six goals. In an at-

tempt to avert a shutout. Brewer, the

Purple's first attack, successfully carried

the ball unassisted from the middle of the

field and shot past the goalie for the only

Williams tally of the afternoon.

The Ephmen's defense held the rushing

attack of the visitors until about twenty

minutes after the first face-ofT, when
Morey, the first attack who accounted for

six of his team's nine goals, received a pass

from behind the cage and batted it past

Lessing to give Brown a lead which it

never relinquished. The same play was

repeated two minutes later and again in

four minutes when Davidson and Watson,

second and third defense men, each tossed

(Continued on Fourth Page)

'Ave Atque Vale'

All undergraduates are requested to

attend the final morning chapel service

on May 28, as it is the last assembly of

the Senior Class with the rest of the

C!oUege. After the customary services,

the men will gather outside by classes,

and give their final salutations to the

graduating class.

CALENDAR

Facing the star sprinters of Holy Cross,

Brown, and Wesleyan, Calvin C. Miller '33

jilaced first in the 22()-yard dash in the

New England Intercollegiate Champion-
ship meet which was held at I.ewiston, Me.
last Saturday afternoon. Miller, who was
high-scorer of Ihe Varsity track team dur-

ing the past season, also placed sj'cond in

the l()0-yard dash, losing to Troy of

Brown.

New Hampshire gained the team chaiii-

pioiisliip with 2(i points, while Bowdoin
and Brown placed second and third re-

spectively. Williams and Wesleyan, with

eight points, lied for ninth ]iiisi(ioii, less

than one point behind M. I. T. Captain

Douglicrly placed third in the semi-hnal

heat of the 22()-yard low liiinllcs, and was
eliminated in the l2()-varil high liiirdles

because of a fall, after leading the field in

the fir.st .50 vards.

TUESDAY, MAY 26

4.00 p. m.—Varsity Tennis. Williams vs.

Amherst. Sage Court*.

4.15 p. m.—Varsity Golf. Williams vs.

Wesleyan. Taconic Golf Course.

4.15 p. m.—Varsity Baseball. Williams vs.

MasB. State College. Amherst.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 27

4.15 p. m.—Varsity Baseball. Williams vs.

Yale. New Haven.

AMHERST WINS, 3-2

IN POSTPONED GAME

Gottlieb Breaks Ninth Inning Tie

With Perfect Bunt To Send
Reynolds Home

McCUSKY STARS IN BOX

Purple Batters Score Both Runs
in Second Frame To Take

Early Lead

BROWN TENNIS TEAM

DOWNS WILLIAMS, 4-3

Inability To Win in Lower Matches

Brings Defeat ; Contest With

Trinity Cancelled

Badly cri|)pled by the loss of Dewey and

Eyler, (he Williams tennis team bowed to

Brown University on the latter's courts

last Friday, 4-3. Rain jirevented the

playing of the other match .scheduled for

(he week-emi (rip, agains( a weak Trini(y

aggregation; and the Purple netmen now

have a record of two victories, and three

defeats, with but two contests remaining in

the 1931 season.

The match started off ausjiiciously for

the Ejjhmen, when Horton rejieated his

N. E. I. C. T. A. victory over Butler, win-

ning in two sets, and Captain Groehl easily

(lisnosed of Ru(an. Horton found stiff

ojiposition in the first set, and won out only

after a hard and close struggle, 0-4; but,

in the second set he played at to]) form,

losing but two games. Ciroehl look the

first set of his singles match, (1-1, due to his

control of his hard-driving game, and

won the second with but little more diffi-

culty, (J-3.

Morris, playing at number three in the

absence of Dewey, was defeated by Hardy

of the Bruins, (i-3, (i-4; while Willeke and

Durell, after winning their first sets, lapsed

and were ilcfeated by Scott, and Baruch,

respectively, 3-11, (i-0, (i-3, and 1-0, fi-O,

0-1. Horton, and Groehl won their dou-

bles match over Butler and Hardy, 0-4,

7-5; but wi(h victory depending on the

outcome of the match, Morris and Willeke

fell before Scott and Rutan, 0-4, (i-l.

In a fast and exciting game, the Purple

ball chill went ilown to defeat before a

fighting .Aniliersl team on Pratt Field in

.'\mliers( last Friday altcnioon, by a score

of 3-2, inability to touch McCuskey, the

.\nilierst pitcher, at crucial moments, being

the chief factor leading to defeat. With
the score tied at two all, one out, and the

bases filled in the last of the ninth, Gott-

lieb, pinch hitting for McCusky, laid down
a perfect bunt to squeeze in Reynolds

with the winning run.

Amherst scored a run in the first inning,

when .Sheelian cut loose with a wild pitch

1)11 wbicli Whitehead .scored from third.

The Purple tallied two runs in the second

inning, when Xewcomb singled sharply

thriiugb second base to score Foehl, Fowle

reaching third on the l>lay. A minute

later Ft)wle beat a lliriiw lioine on Shee-

han's grouniler to De I'asqua. Amherst

knotted the count in the last of the sixth,

when Williams, first man uj), tri])led to

right center to score on Knutson's Texas

leaguer over shortsto|). The Purple

mis.seil a chance to score in Ihe eighth,

when Fowle bunted into a double play,

with men on first and .second.

Slo|)py base running kept Williams from

threatening too seriously, al( hough men
were in )iosi(ion to score frequently.

McCusky grew stronger as the game pro-

gressed, and the Purple waved futile bats

in the last few innings. Sheehan lost

control temporarily in (he eventful ninth,

but recovered too la((^ af(cr Gottlieb,

jiinch bitting for McCuskey, bunted down

third base stripe to squeeze in Reynolds

with the winning tally. Fielding i)lay

by Williams, the Lord .lefT captain, and

Campbell, sci'ond sacker, was outstanding

while Markoski furnished the bright spots

for the Pur|)lc by contributing some fine

work at t he hot corner.

(Continued on Third Page)

Infirmary Patients

Read '32 and Horton '34 were the only

students confined to the Thomp.son In-

firmary when The Record went to press

.Sunday evening. In all eases of serious

illness the parents of the students con-

cerned are immediately notified by the

College authorities.

Professor William Lyon Phelps Considers the

Possibilities and Training of College Writers

The ))ath which a young writer should

take in his literary training, the present

tendencies of the novel, the value of a

course in writing for students, and even

the advantages of The Record were dis-

cussed by William Lyon Phelps, Professor

of English at Yale, in a recent interview

with a Record reporter. Internationally

known as a scholar and lecturer. Professor

Phelps is also a voluminous writer, having

just published his twenty-third book.

He was especially interested in young

writers, and urged them to be careful in

their preparation. "A young man who

intends to be a writer should become as

familiar as possible with the best literature

of the worid. That is to say; those who

have had training in Greek and Latin

ought not to lose their knowledge of these

languages, or of classical literature, and

they should be well read in the best Eng-

lish authors. For example, a young

American who wishes to become a profes-

sional writer could not do better than to

devote himself for a long time to the works

of Jonathan Swift, who is possibly the

greatest prose master in the English field."

"There is always a good chance for

young college men who wish to develop

themselves as writers, liecause even in

these days of unemployment there never

was a time when first-rate men were more

in demand. It is true that many people

cannot, get a job, but a man who is first-

rate ha« his choice of half a dozen different

jobs more remunerative now than ever

before in history. I do not think that any

man was ever demoralized by writing for

money."

When the reporter complained of the

absence of any course in creative WTiting at

Williams, Professor Phelps replied, "I

would say in general that I should not

approve of such a course being established,

for its success would depend entirely upon

the teacher. If, however, an excellent

teacher, a man of experience, a good critic,

and one who knew exactly how to train

young writers successfully, could be found,

then the course would be both efficient and

inspiring. The difficulty is two-fold. It

is not easy to find such a teacher, and in the

second place, I do not believe that it is

good policy to be forced to write anything

to order. 1 think the students would

learn more about creative writing if they

wrote in spare hours and entirely at their

own volition."

As the discussion drifte<l from one sub-

ject to another, The Recx)RD received

some complimentary remarks. "The men-

tal value of working on the Ekiitorial

Staff of a college publication like Trb
Williams Re(»rd is very great, because

it makes a man organize his time. An
undergraduate who has to keep up with

all his college work, and who is also an

e<litor of a college paper must arrange all

his time methodically, and that habit will

lie of the utmost value during his entire

life; and then it is necessary for him to

keep up both with academic affairs and

with the current thought of the day."
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Seniors will find it v\'orthwhile to note the cordial invitation extended them by the

WiUiams Club, of New York City, in Mr. Sayen's communication on this pane. The

firm reputation for friendliness and service which the Club has established on the cam-

pus should make its bid a strong one.

DISILLUSIONING DEAD SPOTS
One of the finest youthful illusions is that which many a freshman brings with

him to College, and i)romptly and disastrously loses in his first five months there:

the illusion that he has come to a place where he will sit at the feet of great and learned

men, and will work with new sorts of material, and in fashions different than in his

preparatory career. If he has Irish luck, he may find the ideal realized in a class or

two; but the good fortune cannot be expected to go much farther. The great and

learned men are apt to materialize into willing, but inex])erienced instructors. The

"new" work turns out to be a not even decently disguised extension of the prep school

treadmill. And the result: blunted interest, dulled ability, and unworthily diverted

energy.

The disillusionment is completely unnecessary. There is no reason why every

freshman should not work, for a time at least, under the most experienced men in every

department with which he comes in contact. Such men may open his eyes to see the

things which the younger instructors really have to offer. And, there is no excuse at

all,—however inadequate the freshman's preparatory training— , for forcing upon

him as big a dose of secondary school work as he has had to swallow in the past.

If the Freshman Handbook were to go beyond facts and platitudes, it might give

the freshman two bits of sound advice: (1) Pass up no opportunity of getting into an

Honor Section. (2) Don't take Rhetoric 1-2, if you can pass the placement test, unless

you have a sincere interest in creative writing. And try to enter the most advanced

modern language course possible.

Honor Sections m "1-2" courses have, in the past, been tried in most of the de-

partments; and that in Latin has apparently proved the only consistently successful

one. Investigation seems to show, however, that the "failure" of the sections can be

laid to administrative reasons: either incompetent men were allowed to enter, or too

much freedom was given the class. It is hard to see how the principle involved can be

justifiably opposed. To let competent men go their own pace, with their interest un-

damaged by the drag of average routine, is no more than just; and is simply the log-

ical extension of the Honors Work spirit into the underclass years. There is not a

first-year course, probably, in vi'hich, under careful administration, an Honor Section

could not find a valuable place.

But, special sections reach only a few men, and there are possibilities of broader

reforms in the first year. The scheme, i)racticed in History 1-2, of rotating instructors

is an excellent way of introducing to the freshmen one or two of the men whom they

would otherwise not meet until the latter jjart of their college careers. The placement

test in Rhetoric 1-2 should be more conspicuously advertisetl, if not made compulsory

upon all men electing the course, in order to save from composition drill the men who do

not need it, and who might prefer another elective, if they completely understood the

nature of the course. In the modern languages, the suliordination of grammar drill

needs to be continued; while the courses would not suffer from greater emphasis upon

literature at the expense of conversational exercises.

And then, there is Latin 1-2. The Latin Department is one of the four strongest

on the campus, but that does not save 80% of the men who have to take its first year

course from refusing to derive any cultural benefit from Livy, or Horace, save what

may come from the garbled English of the "trot." Yale's plan, of offering an elective

in classical civilization, is a much more reasonable scheme than oura, in both recog-

nizing the need of linking the college course with classical achievements, and in seeking

to capture the men's interest in the effecting of that link. This much of the New
Haven curriculum change could profitably be copied in Williamstown.

The dead spots of Freshman year need more attention than they have obtained.

The majors idea, pro-seminars. Honors Work, all have succeeded in large measure in

making the upperclass years more effective. But, it is a drag upon the effectiveness of

the last two years, if the student has not been introduced to college-grade work until

his sophomore, or even his jimior, term. The unnecessary disillusionment of that

first year may be fatal to the success of the whole four.

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii:

Communications I

Although commiiniratinns may be published n
linJUgno<l, if so roQueated, the name of the writer i
must in every case be submitted to the, Cilitor. 5

The Boaril assumes no responsibility, however, i
for the farts as stated, nor for the opinions s
expressed in this department. e
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To the Editor of The Williams Record,

Dear Sir:

May I call txi the attention of the mem-
bers of the graduating class the opixir-

tunity of joining the Williams Chib of

New York City, which is located in its own
five-story clubhouse at 24 East 39th St.,

in the heart of the old Murray Hill resi-

dential section of New York, mid-way be-
tween Grand Central Terminal and Penn-
sylvania Station.

To those undergraduates who have made
use of the Club, it is unnecessary to re-

count the advantages of membership
therein; to the others I would suggest
that they inquire between now and Com-
mencement time, of alumni Club mem-
liers who happen to lie in Williamstown.
as to the homelike atmosphere of the Club|

the exccllciil cui- no of the dining loom

and grill, the ficshl) pa lered, comfort-

able bi'ilrooins, the ilc oratcil library,

lounges and pri .t. ig rooms, and

the various other facilities att'ordcd.

Members of 1931 who are proposiHl and

seconded for membership in the Club

liiomptli/ are 7iut required to pay the cus-

tomary ontraiice fee of $10.()0; and dues

for members during their first two years

out of college are only SIO.OO per annum.

Membership in the Williams Club is an

investment enjoyed by more than 1700

graduates and yields them a return im-

nieaaurable in dollars. 79 members of the

Class of 1930 have signed up since

last .luiie and the Williams Club looks for-

ward to welcoming an even greater number
from the Class of 1931.

Membership proposal cards will beaviiil-

able from now on at the various fraternities

and eating houses in the hands of visiting

members of the Membership Committee
who will be pleasetl to receive your sig-

natures to these cards and to answer any
questions which may arise in the minds
of prospective candidates.

Seniors may also confer with Mr. A. V.

Ostcrhout in the .-\lumni Secretary's

office, Jesup Hall, where full information,

blanks, etc., are available, or with Ben
l.angmaid '31 at the Alitlia Delta I'M
House.

Sincerely yours,

Harrison K. Sdi/en.

Chairman Meiiihcrship Committee
Williams Club, 24 Ea.st 39th St.,

New York City.

MlMniliMiniiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu
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THE CRUSADERS AGAIN
The Cnisudcis, as might be noticed by

the advertisements in The Recouu have

finally organized with some evidence of life

and hoi)efulnes8. The price of admission

is very small ; the cause generally worthy,

and the only argument which must be set-

tled is whether the control shall be admin-
istered by the states, or by the government.

A good case may be drawn for both sides,

and it remains the most important problem

for the anti's to solve. The Crusaders

have taken the stand for state control, an

argument which on the surface seems most
logical. But there are such things as

national unity, and the danger of reviving

the old state sovereignty problem, which

must be considered before the Crusaders

can he sure ot their stand.

INGENUOUS NAVIES
When President Hindenburg journeyed

to Kiel last week ito review the German
navy, he found three antiquated battle-

ships, and three of the fastest and most

dangerous cruisers afloat. That totalled

the German armada, with the exception of

one cruiser which is in foreign waters. It

would be interesting to know what the old

General thought, as he compared the pres-

ent puny display with the giant fleet of

Admiral Von Tirpitz, a collection of

death-dealers which filled England and
Japan with dread.

But the review, first of its kind in Ger-

many since the war, has more than a pub-

licity significance. For it points out to a

suspicious world that if the navy and arma-

nent conferences of the future are as futile

as they have been in the past, Germany is

jirepared to rebuild another navy. Hin-

denburg has more than once said that

Germany wants peace, but she cannot

stand by with six ships and witness the

painful sight of competition for huge
navies between other countries.

C. S. S.

\ ASSAR INN
formerly VASSAR LODGE

Opposite Vassar Campus
POUCHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
Miss N. M. Falton, Prop,

STOP FOR FOOD AND ROOM

THE NEW
BOOKSHOP

72 SPRING STREET
Just Below the Bank

Books :: Prints
New Fiction, Biography, Drama

Poetry, etc.

Old and Rare Books.
First Edttiortf. Fine Bindings.
Standard Sets. Sporting Prints.

Ship Prints. Maps.
Circulating Library.

Wilton Ratcliffe-Graff

BOOKSELLER and
PRINT DEALER

HI
Our Semi-Annual

Cash Clearance Sale

Now on

The
Williams Shop

t t

HI

Catamount Tavern
Old Bennington, Vt.

Finest Small Inn in Vermont

For over night or longer periods. Attractive Rooms,
Twin Beds and Private Baths

Special Steak and Chicken Dinners, Afternoon Teas

SAM J. KEYES, JR.
Telephone 952

Turn left at Battle Monument one block, then right

Ask For

BERKSHIRE ICE CREAM
Always the Best

Sold at Williamstown's Leading

Soda Fountains

V-/ OF NEW YORK C-/

INVITES YOV TO INSPECT THE NEWEST DEVELOP-
MENTS IN CLOTHES. HATS, HABERDjiSHERV, SHOES FOR
COLLEGE WEAR. NO OBLIGATION ON YOUR PART.

At Bemis'

TODAY AND TOMORROff

Tom Carlson, Representative
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Dick Kendrick will be at Ed Dempsey's Restaurant on May 26th and 27th
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37th COMMENCEMENT

PROGRAM IS ANNOUNCED

baccalaureate Address To Be Given

by Dr. C. R. Brown of Yale

Divinity School

The official jirogram for the 137tli Com-

Jiciicement Exercises, which is on the press

It llie present time, and copies of which

ere circulated throiiKli the mail to the

lluniiii body last week, is as follows:

Friday, June 12

jiriilive Cnmiintlve, Sociebj of Alumni

IfjJesup Hall 9.00 a. m.

|(i«)'(/ nf Trustees

Cliiipin Hall 9.30 a. m.

\liimni Advisonj Council

15,lesup Hall 10.00 a. m.

'Jireclnrs of the Loyalty Fund Association

IT) ,Iesup Hall 11.00 a.m.

\'hi Beta Kappa Society

,lesup Hall Auditorium 12.00 m.

CLASS DAY EXERCISES
2.00 p. m.

Marshals

Benjamin I.angmaid

Herman Livingston Schwartz, Jr.

Chapin Hall

president's Address

Benjamin Rush Field, Jr.

llass I'oem Russel Wheeler, Jr.

Thompson Memorial Chapel

Ir;/ Poem Howani Bonnell Sjjencer, ,Jr.

\v\i Oration Thomas Sommer
Stetson Hall Campus

\,ihmry Oration Richard Eugene Manning

Mission Park

[itdrcss to Lower Classes

James Francis McKernon, Jr.

t'ipe Oration Carl Schmidt Oxtoby

Uolf Taconic Golf Club

IS Hole Alumni Handicap Tournament.

lioimds may be played either Friday or

pal unlay.

Baseball Weston Field

Williams vs. Dartmouth
"rize Rhetorical Contest

Chapin Hall Portico

Tliis is the "Moonlight Exhibition,"

;ivcii in the open air, the speakers being

rlioscn from the sophomore and junior

^hisses.

fraternity and Commons Club Reunions

10.00 p. m.

All fraternities are urged to conform to

ithis arrangement so that Saturday may be

ppft free for class reunions.

;\ll alumni, esi)ecially members of the

Summons Club Alumni Association and

lolliers who do not have fraternity affilia-

Itiiiiia, are cordially invited to attend the

laiuuial Commons Club Smoker.

The Commons Club Lounge furnishes a

IdoliKlitful meeting place and is open to all

[alumni during the Commencement season.

Saturday, June 13

ALUMNI DAY
l/lnnwai Meeting of The Society of Alumni

and the Loyalty Fund Association

|.Stetson Hall Reading Room 10.00 a. m.

Philip L. James, President of the So-

Iciety, will preside. Reports will be pre-

Isented by President Garfield, the Alumni

I
Trustees, the Advisory Council, and the

I
Loyalty Fund Association. At 12 o'clock

I the result of the Alumni Trustee ballot

I
win be announced.

|/l/umm Golf Tournament Continued

Play ends at 4.00 p. m.

4.00 p. m.

8.00 p. m.

Luncheon may be obtained at the Club
House.

Reception at the President's House 4-6 p. m.

Alumni, faculty, members of the grad-

uating class, and all friends of Williams

College are cordially invited to attend the

President's Reception. Formal invita-

tions will not be issued.

Gargoyle Alumni Association

.Jesu]) Hall Auditorium 5.30 p. m.

Alumni Athletic Association

ISJesupHall (i.OO p. m.

Class Dinners fl.OO p. m.

Band Concert

Chapin Hall Campus 8.00 j). m.

Sunday, June 14

Baccalaureate Services

Thompson Memorial Chapel 10.30 a.m.

Sermon by the Rev. Charles R.

Brown, D.D., Dean Emeritus, Yale

Divinity School

Class of won Memorial Service

Thompson Memorial Chapel 12.00 m.

Afternoon Teas

Served by the Kappa Alpha fraternity,

Phi Sigma Kajjpa fraternity, and the

Commons Club. 5.00 p. m.

Alumni and friends of the College are

invited.

Organ Recital—Avery Rogers

Chapin Hall 8.30 p. m.

Monday, June 15

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

Com mencement Procession

Campus 10.00 a. m.

For the formation of the COMMENCE-
MENT PROCESSION at 10.00 o'clock

on Monday morning, the trustees and the

candidates for honorary degrees will meet

at the President's House, the faculty at

Hojikins Hall, the alumni at Jesup Hall,

and the graduating class at Lawrence Hall.

The alumni division will form in the in-

verse order of graduation (the younger

class preceding) and will be in charge of

the two alumni marshals. The trustees,

the candidates for honorary degrees, and
the faculty will take seats on the stage, the

graduating class in the body of the audi-

torium, and the alumni behind the grad-

uating class.

Commencement Exercises

Chapin Hall 10.30 a. m.

Buffet Luncheon and "Hi Jumnes" Cer-

emony.

Lasell Gymnasium, following the exer-

cises in Chajjin Hall. The luticheon i.»

given by the College to members of the

graduating class and their friends, trustees,

faculty, guests of the College and alumni.

For those not in the Commencement
Procession, tickets are required for the

Commencement Exercises and the Buffet

Jjuncheon, and may be obtained at Jesup

Hall.

Amherst Wins, 3-2

in Postponed Game
(Continued from Flrat Page)

A summary of the game follows:

WILLIAMS
ab bh po a

Bartlett, r 2

Welch, r 2

Forbes, 2 4 1 2

Markoski, 3 3 1

Rose, cf 3 1 1

Foehl, If 2 1 3

Wallace, s 3 2

Fowle, 1 2 10 2

Newcomb, c 4 1 9 1

Sheehan, p 4 1 1

AMHERST
ab bh po a

Whitehead, r 4 3 1

Campbell, 2 3 1 3

Williams, cf 4 1 2

Knutson, If 4 2 2

DePasqua, s 4 3

Reynolds, c 4 1 fi 1

Fillman, 3 3 4

Guest, 1 3 () 1

McCusky, p 3 2 2

Denzer 1

Totals 30 3 25 9

Score by innings ..12 3456789
AMHERST lOOOOlOO 1—3
WILLIAMS 2000000 0—2
Runs—Whitehead, Williams, Reynolds,

Foehl, Fowle. Errors—Whitehead, De-

Pasqua 2, Forbes, Foehl. Two base hit

Foehl. Three base hit—Williams. Home
Run — Williams. Sacrifices — Campbell,

Reynolds, Wallace. Stolen Bases

—

Whitehead, Knutson 2, Reynolds, Welch

1, Foehl. Left on bases—Amherst 7,

Williams 9. Double play—Campbell to

Guest to McCusky to Guest. Struck out

—by McCusky 7. First base on balls

—

ofT McCusky' 7, off Sheehan 2. Wild

pitches, McCusky 2, Sheehan 2. Um-
pires—Conroy, Burnett. Time—2 hr. 15

min.

FUN

Totals . .30 3 25 9

Erratum
The Record wishes to apologize for

omiting the name of Budington '32, who
was elected treasurer of the Non-Athletic

Council, from the description of the re-

organization of that body, which appeared

in the last issue.

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. 6n all

Williamstown News Stands

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments

Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,

Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

Alice Brown's Sweetheart Tea House
Mohawk Trail, Shelburne Falls, Mass.

Chicken, Steak and Lobster Dinners
Open April 19th to November 11th

NIAGARAUK HUDSON

COKE

ON THE ROLLICKING WAY

to EUROPE
r 'P
t^u/' ivay
to EuajtM

It's a fun factory— the rollicking, frolicking
Tourist third cabin on IMM liners. Any kina
of merriment made to order on a moment's
notice! Peals of laughter a specialty. Not to
mention a lively crowd, cosy accommodations
and food that's simply grand! In 1930 the rec-

ord number of 60,522 passengers traveled
"IMM Tourist!"

$105 up
Delightful Tourist third cabin accommoda-
tions on such famous liners as Majestic,
world's largest ship, Olympic, Homeric, Bel-
genlanei, Laplatiti, Brilanuic, Adriatic and
many others. NO CLASS DISTINCTIONS
on i\\Q Mimiekahda nor on theTourist third
cabin liners de luxe, Petmlaud and Western-
land. Their entire former cabin accommo-
dations are devoted exclusively to "Tourist."
The only steamers of their kind in the world.

Several sailings each week to the principal
ports ofEurope and the British Isles. Send for

-_,.^ fascinating literature describing
^M^ Tourist third cabin in detail.

^wSy ,Vo. 1 li road tea y, Xew Vorh, or
any authorized sieamphip agenl

WHITE STAR • RED STAR
ATLANTIC TRANSPORT
International Mercantile Marine Lines

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK

Case System—^Three-Year Course

Co-Educational

College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good

Grades Required

Transcript of Record Necessary in

All Cases

MORNING, EARLY AFTERNOON AND
EVENING CLASSES

Write for Catalogue

CHARLES P. DAVIS, Registrar
233 Broadway, New York

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Managar

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

The New York Law School
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree of

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and eveniag sessions offer-

ing special opportunity to students who
must or desire to support themselves by
some business activity during the day.
Preliminary education requirement—sat-

isfactory completion of at least two years
leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. at a
college recognized by the New York State
Board of Regents.
For detailed information, address:

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretary
215 West Twenty-Third St., New York City

For Anything

Photographic
Of College and Student*

Goto

H. E. KINSMAN
CoMege

Photographer
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Purple Ball Team to

Face M. S. C. and Yale
CContlnued

The liiif-iips lire

WILLIAMS
Bart left, rf

Forbes, '2\>

Lankiii, 31)

Rose, ef

Foehl, If

Wallace, ss

Fowle, 11)

Newcoiiili, (

Filley or Sliecliuii,

WILLIAMS
Bart let t, rf

Forhes, 'Jl)

Lankin, 3h

Rose, ef

Foehl, If

Wallace, ss

Fowle, 11)

Fincke, c

Sheehan or Fillev,

from First Page)

'tentatively:

M. S. C.

Kiieclaiid, cf

Welch, 21)

Ciorinaii, rf

Cain, 88

Mitchell, c

liurriiifitdii, If

(iula, 31)

Davis, 11)

p Wherity or Tikofski, p

VALE
Booth, 31)

Fletcher, 21)

Linchan, rf

Vincent, If

Maine, c

\\'arren, ss

Kimball, 11)

McClowan, cf

]) Kies, |)

Lacrosse Team Loses

to Brown Twelve 9-1

(Continued from First Page)

the ball into the ca^e from within six feet

of it.

Brown oiieneil the second jieriod with

two ttoals in rai)i<l snccession, Morey scor-

ing both on the same play with which he

had iirevioiisly tallied. The muddy condi-

tion of the flekl made it jiractically im-

possible to shoot from any distance, and

consequently both teams were attemptinf;

to carry or pass the ball close to the ca^e

and bounce it pass the goalie. All the

opponent's scores were made by taking the

ball behind the cage and passing it out to a

man directly in front of it, from which

position he had a good opportunity to

drive it into the goal. Williams' only

tally was made when Brewer carried the

ball through the defense, and after draw-

ing the goal guard out of jiosition, shot

past him. The summary follows:

WILLL-VMS (1)

Lessing

Goldblatt

Heine

Fox

Ohiy

Mears

Dunn (c)

Rowland
Vaill

Brewer

Searl

Means
Substitutions:

P-

c.p.

Id.

2d.

3d.

c.

3a.

2a.

la.

o.h.

i.h.

Williams;

BROWN (9)

Schwerkark

White

Gilies

Mashesey

Davidson

Watson

Elton

Schneider

O'Donovan
Morey

Stafford

McSoley

Brown for

Rowland, Bi.\by for Means. Brown:

Spellmon for Gilies, Thompson for Mash-

esey, Kilingfast for Davidson, Letaile for

Watson, Fisher for Elton, Strickland for

O'Donovan, Sehuiz for Stafford, Swatz-

burg for McSoley. Time of periods: 30

minutes. Referee, Starzenki.

THOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
As«ncy for Nash and Chevrolet Can

DANFORTH BLOCK SPRING ST.

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

Return of 'Trophy' Made
Certain by Golf Victory

(ConUnued from First Page)

account for the winning of the plii(|iie

donated by Henry K. .lolinstoii '()'.).

The complete standing to date is as fol-

lows:

Tolat

Siiiirl
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WILLIAMS BALL TEAM

BREAKS EVEN ON TRIP

Trims State College by 3-2 Score

in Closely Played Contest

;

Filley Fans Six

PURPLE HITTING SCATTERED

Twelve Men Left on Base as Wild

Hurling and Timely Hits Give

Yale 3-1 Victory

l)is|iliiyiii(i; all iiliilily to hit skillful

liiirliinK, IhiI fiiilinK ficiniciitly tti scorf the

iuiMicr.s on biiw, the Williniiis lialsmcn

^|llit I'vt'ii (in their niichvcck trip, dclcatinn

M. S. C. 3-2 'rin'wliiy "< Aiiilicrnl, but los-

inj; .'<-! Wednesday tii a Vale team wliieh

ihey nevertheless otilhit. Filley and

l>lieehan aijain went the entire route for the

I'urple in both tjanies, the former allowiiin

six scattered safeties against the .State

Collegians, vvliile the latter held Vale to a

like luimber of blows, but was chalked up

with three wild pitches.

The State College Game
.\fter«n uneventful lir.st iiuiinn Williams

opened the attack in the second when

Foehl sin)!led to HkIiI, anil took .second on

Wallace's sacrifii'e bunt. Fowle followed

with a nice biiiKle to ri(;lit, scoring Koehl,

but the I'urple rally came to a elo.se, after

l.ankin had (iroimded out to short, when

Fowle was nabbed off the key.stone bad-

The home team was retired wit la ait threat-

eninK. In the next innin;; Williams a^ain

drove home anotiier run as Fincke, reach-

ing second on a siiinle and an overthrow,

crossed the plate on Forbes' safety. Hut

when Filley, Pane, and Rose had been re-

tired in ordi'r IJavis stepped up to the

plate for M. .S. C. and drove out a hard

lwii-liat;K<'r to left, .scorinti; a moment later

(111 Kiieeland's loiin drive after Tokofski

had fanned. When Kneelaiid took third

(111 a passed ball, M. .S. C. attempted a

Ki|ueeze play that scored the tyiiiK run

Filley bore down, however, and stopj-ed

the rally as Welch and tJornian flied out.

Scoreless fourth and liftli iiininns follow-

ed, but ill the sixth, with one down, Foehl

(!ot on base through an error credited to

the .shortstop. StealiiiK second, he was

advanced to third on Wallace's grounder

to short, and u nionient later cro.ssed lumic

plate with the winning tally as the catch-

er's throw to third was hiuh. .\ltliouKh

Williams filled the Im^s aKain, the inninR

closed when Filley fanned, M. .S. C.

looked dangerous once more in the ninth,

when, with one down, a sacrifice advanced

Gorman, who had siiit;led, to second, but

Filley scooped up Milcliell's drive in time

til nail the runner (joinx to third, and the

name ended 'S-2 when Mitchell was taKHe<l

ofT second base.

Nine Out-hits Yale But Loses

Williams opened the name with Vale by

puttiiin two men on base in the first inning

wlicn Hartlett walked and Forbes reached

lii'st on an error, but instead of Koinn home
on Hose's single, the former stopped at

third, forcing Rose at second, and the

I'lirjile h(ii)es ended as Foehl iiiid Wallace

were out. Booth, up first for Vale, hit

throujth second, stole two bases in succes-

sion, and came home on a wild pitch to

chalk up the home team's first run, but the

next three men were thrown out. Wil-

liams' lone tally enine in the second, when
Fowle walked, stole second, and scored on

Bart left's single to left after Fincke had

walked, hut scoring ended short as Blagden

bore down, retiring the side. Booth

ftRain figured in the Elis' seorinj; in the lat-

(Contlnuea on Fifth Page)

B. R. FIELD, JR., 1931

President of the Gargoyle Society, Which
Will Tap the 1932 Delegation on the

Laboratory Campus This Afternoon

GOLFERS RING UP .600

MARK _FORTEN MEETS

Wesleyan Succumbs 9-0 as Purple

Gains Clear Title to Little

Three Pennant

'GARGOYLE' WILL TAP

1932 MEMBERS TODAY

1931 Delegation of Senior Society

Will Tap Junior Members
This Afternoon

FAVORED AMHERST NINE TO MEET

PURPLE IN MEMORIAL DAY CLASSIC

Tojipinn off a successful season with a

clear Little Three title .secured by the !MI

rout of Wesleyan last Tuesday, the I'urple

golfers closed their schedule with a recnrd

of si.x victories and four defeats, ^ale,

I'enn. Princeton, and Harvard won at the

expense of Williams, and the lierksliiic

team as a result stands fifth in the Inler-

colleuiate I.eanue.

The Wesleyan match proved to furnish

very little competition for the Williiinis

team, Captain Williams defealinn liinra-

hani 3 and 2. while St, Clair secured a (i and

5 win. The latter carded a 73 for the

round, and Williams' and St. Clair's best

'call totalled t)8 st7 iKcs. I]!!-;!;!!!! ami Nik;

defeated their opponents to the tune of 8

and ti, while Lewis and Haas defeati^l

Warner and Hoan -1 and 2. Captain Wil-

liams jiroduced a medal score of 77, and

Noe sank his la.st putt for a 7il,

The Brown match, the lir.st on the

schedule, found the (lolfers in nood carly-

.season form, and (he aKKrcKution from

Providence succumbed to the tune of

7'2-l'-'. The same afternoon, however,

the strong Vale team turned (lie tables on

the Berkshire reiire.seutatives to win by

the .same score. It was in (his match that

St, Clair suffered what was to be his only

defeat during (he season at the liaiids of

Wilson. The three matches scheduled for

the next week-end found unfavorable

weather hampering all (earns, and Penn

nosed ou( (he Purjile in a driving rain

which innnda(ed the nreens and made Kood

Kolf a myth. 5-4.

(leorfietown suecumlied to (lie Williams

attack the next morning 5-4, and the

strons Priiicebin team nave (he Purjile a

bad druhbinn when i( won by (he score of

O'.^-l'i- Durinn (his inalch S(. Clair

carded (he bes( score (nrned in by any

members of the six teams (lien in New
Haven when he nenodated the difTicult

Vale University Course in 73.

On the next Wednesday .\inhcrst's

four-man team was overwhelnied, (i-0, to

clinch the "Trojihy of Trophies" for the

year. The jjowerless Holy Cross nolfers

fell as the next victims to the natherinn

Purple strength. 7-2, but Harvard checked

the victorious streak by a decisive defeat,

(Continued on Second Page)

Continuing one of Williams oldest and
iniLst respected traditions, the 1931 dele-

nation of Cdri/iii/le will tap its successors on

(he laboratory campus this afternoon im-

mediately after the annual Memorial Day
baseball name wit h Amherst . The juniors

on whom (he hinhest honors of the' cam-
pus will be bestowed, will have been elected

(o (he socie(y because (hey have "shown
by their Collene life a desire and ability to

promote the best interests of Williams."

Cnrqoijle was founded in 1895, havinn as

its purpo.se,—"to di,scuss collene matters,
to take active steps for the advancement
of Williams in every branch of collene life,

and to exert itself anainst anythiiin deemed
iletrimenlal to such advanci.'inent." The
lirestine of (he ornanization has enjoyed a

continual nrowth, partly becau.se of the

wi.se and fair basis of selection, and also

because of the jiosition of leadershi]) which
the society has taken in undernraduate
affairs.

The erection of Gargoyle Gate at Weston
Field, the establishment of the No-Deal
.•\nreeinent, the betterinn iif .\inhcist-

Williains athletic arrannements, the ex-

tension of the Honor System to all classes,

and (he unification of athletic manane-
ineids are amonn (he many achievements
of the ornanization. When the Ciirgai/lc

-Muiiini .Xssociation was established it fur-

nished the last .step in pre.stine and con-

tinuity necessary for Williams honorary

society. The inirpiLse of the Alumni
.\ssoeiation is to "hold tonether in the

bonds of service to Williams a body of

men whose influence is not limited by
fraternity, class, or place of residence."

In the ,3<) years of its existence, Oargmjle

has steadily increased in the respect and

confidence of the student body, and mem-
Ix^Mi'p i" *'-e. .sod.'*, ha:-. 'T.c-.L-.r.c i-;ot!. u

coveted honor, and an opportunity to work
for the welfare of Williams.

Notice
The diiriidylc .Sdciety aiiniiiinces its

adoption of the followiiin resolntion:

That the order of (appiiin on Me-
morial Day, 1931, be delerniined strict-

ly by lot, in accordance with the pro-

cedure followed by Ci'«/f/(i;//i" ilurinn the

earlier years of its existence, whereby

no particular distinction attaches to the

positions of first or last man chosen.

(Sinned) Hiiijdiiiiii Hush Fiihl, Jr.,

I'rtsifh III

Sabrinas Have Advantage of 3-2

Win over Williams Batsmen
Earlier in Season

CALDWELL RELIES ON FILLEY

Purple's Record of Six Wins in Ten
Starts Betters Visitors'

.500 Average

'Crusaders' and Paynims Split on Wet Program

The Crusaders and the Paynim, in accordance with an anreement reached at

a meet inn of the latter last Tuesday evcniiin, announce that:

I. They agree that the present situation with rcKurd to Prohibition warrants

ehaiiKe, and that some form of governmental control of (he liquor (raflie is

necessary.

II. They disanree on the following:

The Cnisaders favor (he repeal of the'

F,inh(een(h .\mendment and believe that

(he control and reguladon of liquor be

vested in state rather than national gov-

ernment, because

1. Presenting, as it does, police prob-

lems, it should be vested in those

governmental agencies accustomed

and e(iuipped to exercise ))oliec

powers.

2. The Federal government cannot en-

ter tliia field without a violation of the

principles of local self-government.

(Continued on Fourth Page)

The Paynim believe in national con-

trol of the li(|Uor jmibleni, and favor the

retention of the Eighteenth Amendment

with a reasonably liberalized definition of

"intoxicating" drink: for

1. The questions involved do not honor

state boundaries: for

a. With a Dry state, or gtates, sur-

rounded by Wet states (or vice

versa), there will inevitably he

private trafficking in liquor across

state boundaries to a degree more

difficult of control than (h(^ prea-

(Continuod on Fourth Page)

REVIEWER POINTS OUT

VARIETY ITQUARTERLY'

Finds Critical Essay on Williams

Life Both Superficial and
Sophisticated

PURPLE YACHTSMEN
TO SAIL IN REGATTA

J. S. Fox '32 Chosen To Succeed

L. R. Bowden '31 as Acting

Commodore

Representing the Purple in a new (ielil of

competition, the Williams College Vacht

Club will send einht members to take jiart

in the .second annual Intercollegiate Yacht

Racing .\s.sociatiiin champion.ship regatta

to be held on .Iiiiie 17 and 18 off Oyster Bay
on Long Island Sound. Las( year a series

of six races was held off Soufhport, Con-

necticut, in Atlantic Coast One-design

sloops, the contestants being undergrad-

uates from Princeton, Vale, Harvard,

Dartmouth, Williams and Cornell.

Bowden, .Schwartz '31, Baylis, Cosnrove,

Fox '32, Nelson '33, McKean and N'aii

Buren '34 were selected to rejiresent

W illiams this year at a recent meeting of

(he organizadon when a eons(i(u(ion was

adop(cil and a liurgee, designed by Pa(-

(erson '3'2, approved. .\( the same time,

.1 . S. Fox '32 was chosen (o succeed .'\c( ing-

Commodore Bowden, and D. M. Co.s-

grove, Jr. '32 was elected to act as Secre-

tary-Treasurer, both officers to hold (heir

I)osi( ions for one year.

The rega(ta tro))hy, a handsome cuji

presented by ,lames B. McMillan of

Princetcm, goes iicnnanently (o the first

(Continued on Fifth Page)

CALENDAR

SATURDAY, MAY 30

10.30 a. m.—Lacrosse. Williams vs. Un-

ion. Cole Field.

Baseball. Williams 1934 vs. Poly Prep.

Cole Field.

Tennis. Williams 1934 vs. Amherst

1934. Sage Hall courts.

1 1.30 a. m.— Lacros.se. Williams 1934 vs.

Westchester Bears. Cole Field.

12.00 ra.—Track. Williams 1934 vs. Am-
herst 1934. Weston Field.

1.30 p. m.—Tennis. ^Villiam^ vs. Wes-

leyan. Sage Hall Courts.

2.00 p. m.— Baseball. Williams vs. Am-
hers(. Weston Field.

After (iame—Singing Contest. .lesup

Hall Steps.

Gargoyle Tapping. Laboratory Cam-

pus.

(CoiirteKij of Dr. I'liiil hirilsiill)

"The ,Iune WHUiiiiik Qnnrterli/ offers

amazing variety in both its jirose and verse.

The pro.se ranges from serious treatment

of the youthful Christ's difficulties with the

natives of his village to a 8uper-.sophisti-

caleil renddion— in the manner of Er-

skine—of the story of Penelope and the

suitors, called "House Party at Ithaca."

There is lyric verse and philosojihical

verse. The quality of both prose and

verse is as uneven as (heir varie(y is grea(.

On (he whole the QuurterUj affords one

more indication (ha( verse is more skil-

fully handled than jirose by (he under-

graduate. To conclude these general ob-

servations, I note that traditi(m and

sentiment re(|uire the inclusion of at least

one leader or essay criticizinn (he collene.

The new issue is no excejition.

The reviewer of the lates( issue of The

QmiiiirU/ has one marked advantage over

his predecessor, lie has been assured of

tl,.'"* !•»"( (j.firite'i 1 "--.ird. He is sale at

least from the editorial columns of The
Recohu. He enjoys another advantage

in that the current criticism of the collene

is far less formidable (han that contained

in the last (Jiiiirtirhj. The very anonym-

i(y of its author coni|)aics unfavorably

with a recent editor's initialed acknowl-

ednement of his handiwork.

The essay "On Certain .Xsiiects of our

Collene," is editorially recommended to

ourattentirm as "an example of the type of

mature reflection and .straightforward

thinking about the college which the

Qiinrlcrb/ wishes to encourage." The
text of the discourse is that "the slattern-

liness of Williams outer garb is a just

comment on its pre.sent spirit." The
discourse it.self embraces me physical as-

pects of Williams, the administration, the

faculty, the luidergraduates, and all their

activities in a single condemnation of

"pettiness, carelessness, jirovinciality."

I concur in much that the author has to

say of complacency among the under-

graduates, the faculty, and the admin-

istration. But when I look fur his motives

in making this the basis for the sweeping

assertion th.at "Williams has become quite

second-rate," 1 find an undercurrent of

snobbish disdain which gives an un-

pleasant ntmo.sphere to the entire essay.

We are asked to be imi)rcssed with the

neatness and care of the Princeton cam-

pus and the community jiride which

explains it. "We cannot expect (o have

boys come here from well-run, well-

equipped schools like .\nilover, .St. Paul's,

(Continued on Sixth Pa«e)

Competing against its traditional rival

for the one hundred and thirty-seventh

time on the diamond, (he .\mhers( base-

ball (eam will face (he Purple nine (oday

on Weslon Field at 2 p. m. wi(h the decid-

ed advantage of an earlier 3-2 victory be-

hind them. Hut in spiteof this, the super-

ior record of the home batsmen, who have
won six out of ten starts, in comparison

with (heir rival's jjerceiilage of ..5(10, to-

gether with the traditional uiicer(aiii(y of

the annual Memorial Day cla.ssic, insures

a struggle that will not be decided until the

final runner is thrown out.

The Purple pitching assinmnent for this

colorful battle has fallen to Filley, skillful

Soi)hiimore liurler, whose work has fea-

tured in a majority of (he successful con-

tests this sea.son, while .McCuskey, who
held (he Berkshire bat.smcii (o (lirce si-a(-

tered hits a week ano. will take (he mound
for (he Sabrinas. Since that clash between

the two teams, which .Amherst won with a

cleverly executed squeeze ])lay in (he final

inning, Williams has won from M. S. C,
.3-2 and lost to Vale, 3-1. The experience

gained in mtx'tinn these two after a rainy

week of postponements should .stand (he

Puriile in nood stead (oday. The Lord
.Jeffs have meanwhile completed their

second Little Three encounter, dropping a
well jilayed game to Wesleyan, (i-4.

Last Year's Game
.Mthough .\niliersl batsiiien have re-

corded victories in the !a,st eicbt s<<rntvtvr

names with the Piirjile, vivid recolleclions

of previous Memorial Day games, wi(h

(heir traditional uncertainty, lend an
adililionai aura of excitement to the strug-

gle on \\'es(on Field (oday. OiMcla.ssed

from (he start, and trailing by a 7-1 .score,

a strong-hearled Williams nine clouted

and sniasheil Nichols for a three run rally

in (he ninth that brounht back thcilcparl-

inn crowd a year ago, only to lose when the

last man up struck out wi(h the bases load-

ed, .\iu\ two years ago, nine innings of

almost ])erfeet baseball hail gone their

way before the greatly favored visitors

were able to |nisli across the winning run

in the tenth. Calculations and forecasts

based on compari.sons fail to take into

account this factor of uncertainty, which

annually makes for one of the sca.son'8

most thrilling games.

Records of the Two Teams
In Bjiite of .\mlierst's earlier victory

over the Purjile cohorts, a glance a( the

b^ason's record of the two teams would

seem (o give Williams a slighl edge in to-

day's contest. Whereas the visitors have

won but half of their eight games, ilro))-

pinn both encounters with Wesle.van, the

Berkshire batsmen have been successful in

six out of ten tilts, and showed up to much
better advantane against Vale than did

.\inlierst against Princeton, when the

Sabrinas were snowed under 10-1.

The visitors opened their season with an

impressive 14-5 victory over Clark, driv-

ing out 19 hits, but lost to the Tiger bats-

men a week later. In their first Little

(Continued on Fifth Page)
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As the result of the competition amon^ the Sophomore memljcrs of The Record

board, Beverley Douglas Causey, Jr., of Saint Augustine, Fla., Christopher Smith

Sargent II, of Garden City, N. Y., and Robert Fielden Webster, of Chicago, III., have

been elected Associate Editors. During another competition next fall, Causey and

Sargent will compete for the positions of Editor-in-Chief and Senior Associate Editor,

while Webster will compete with a fourth man for the positions of Managing Editor

and Assignment Editor.

WAR AND PEACE
An editorial on the subject of Memorial Day is an annual event in the columns of

The Recobd. It is a topic fully meriting such constant comment, and one on which

every writer has a different slant. But i)ast and present editors are agreed on one

point: the chief function of memorials and memorial days, aside from honoring the

valiant dead, is to remind the living of the sheer horror and brutality of war and to make

them ask themselves what they would do should another come.

In the cloistered confines of the College, one is as apt to forget the true meaning of

today as in the bustle of a busy city, despite the fact that there is a vital and basic

difference between interest in the future welfare of Williams and the tin-horn blowing of

the American Legion. For when Cornell University refuses to honor an alumnus who

considered it his duty to fight and die for Germany rather than for the allies, and when

the Supreme Court of the United States denies the rights of citizenship to an intel-

ligent and respected Yale professor who has the courage to declare that he would not

fight blindly for America, we wonder whether the world will ever be made safe for

anything or if Splendid Isolation has come to stay.

CHANGE AND DECAY
Statistics based on the individuals' own statements in a recent issue of the Gid.

"'••^v! that only twenty-five i)er cent of a class participates in two or less e,\tra-curric-

ular activities in their four years at Williams. A large number of the seventy-five

per cent who do care about the College have been extremely active during the past two

months, as a resume of the season's changes and suggested changes unquestionably

proves. Since the 1932 Board of The Record went into office, five major alterations

and one minor have been introduced, either because of action within the organizations

concerned or indirectly through this column.

Three of the most important revisions lie in the same category: changes in the

programs and machinery of budding or languishing committees. The field of the

Interfraternity Council has been enlarged and its authority increased. The Forum

has been released from the control of a czar and placed under the authority of a chair-

man working in cooperation with an active advisory council and resourceful outsiders.

The Non-Athletic Council, with its new constitution, enthusiastic officers, and definite

program, bids fair to play the dual role of administrator and mediator in the realm of

the extra-curricular. At the same time, athletic competitions have been placed on a

sane basis, and the manager of football has prevented himself from reaping inordinate

profits through program advertisements secured and often partially paid for by the

Sophomore heelers. The sixth alteration is the permanent passing of Purple Key.

Other changes for the better and continuations of progressive policies include the

literary and financial attainments of the Quarterly, the noteworthy make-up and con-

tents of the Purple Cow, and the publication of an outstanding Gulielmensian. The
hillle Theatre, with its needed reorganization, has carried on with an ambitious pro-

gram: Cap and Bells has introduced a new note into the local Thespian art, and the

Thompson Concerts are now a Williams institution. The valuable work of the

Liberal Club, the International Affairs Club, and the Forum complete the list.

On the curricular side of the fence, the Administration either disagrees with The
Record or does not see fit to act upon its advice: all that we can do at this time is to

repeat that the recent changes in Honors Work constitute a retrogression rather than a

positive achievement. We remind the alumni that the existent library situation is

far from ideal. Editorials have from time to time dealt with other aspects of the cur-

riculum and have found it not wanting in almost every respect, but, together with a

Freshman dining hall for the pre-rushing period and the establishment of a baseball

league, there remains a great deal to be said about both the Library and advanced
study, both of which will be examined by undergraduate diagnosticians next fall.

All in all, the season has been a success. The ends attained more than measure

up to the original goals. But there is still much left to be discussed and accomplished

on the Williams stage. And if the present degree of student interest fails to continue

in the future, the organizations which we have rescued and revived will return to their

onetime decay, and the great conservative acceptance of Things As They Are will con-

tinue forevermore on the campus and in the classroom.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiii:

i i
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= for the fai'ts as stated, nor for the upinions s
s expressed in tliis department. s
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Editor of TuK Williams Recohd,

Dear Sir:

In the June number of the Williams

Quarterly there appears an article entitled

On Certain Aspects of Our College. It

criticizes Williams College for the admin-

istrative inertia which allows the caminis,

the Faculty, and the scholastic and ath-

letic equipment to deteriorate into slip-

shod, disreputable decadence. It ar-

raigns the student body for bad manners,

unambitious triviality, and disrespect

for the name and traditions of the College.

These charges are substantially true.

But the analysis of the causes of this

"provinciality" and the conclusions which
the author draws from his observations are,

I believe, erroneous. When he declares

that Williams is faced with the dilenmia of

Golfers Ring Up .600

Mark for Ten Meets
(Continued from Flrat Pagre)

5J^-3H. The defeat was mitigated by

Captain Williams' victory over Phillips

Finlay, runner-up in the 1930 Intercol-

legiates, S and 4. Dartmouth, however,

which had previously defeated Harvard,

lost to the Purple, 6-3, and Wesleyan was

routed to the tune of 9-0.

A summary of the season follows:
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5th AVENUE
at send Strtei De Pinna NEW YORK

WILL SHOW IN THE WILLIAMS SAMPLE ROOM

Thursday and Friday, June 4th and 5th
their exclusive importations and productions of men's clothing and

furnishings, hats and shoes

' Representative, Mr. Sweeney

*ft

WILLIAMS NETMEN TO

FACE WESLEYAN TODAY

Horton Playing at Number One Is

Favored to Defeat Warnock
in Last Meet

After losing to' Amherst 5-4 last Tues-

day the Purple netnien will face a metlioiTe

Wesleyan team in their second Little

Three match and the last of the season on
the Sage Courts this afternoon. The
Cardinal and Black has been ilefeated l)y

Rutgers (1-3, Yale 9-0, and has downed
Bowdoin ()-3 and Trinity 7-2, but as the

visitors liave been greatly handica])j)ed by
rain and wet courts they have been unable

to reach iicalv form at any time during

the season.

The Williams line-up will be the same
that jilayed against Amherst this week
with Ilorton, playing in the number one
position against Warnock of Wesleyan,
given an advantage to win without much
difficulty; while C.roehl, the Williams Cap-
tain, will play against Howard, one of the

co-caj)tains of the visiting team in the sec-

ond singles match. Owen will be the

number three man and will olTer stiff oji-

position to Dewey in their match. Both
Horton and Groehl won their matches
against the Sabrina and are expected to

repeat their victories this afternoon.
The doubles teams, which have shown

great improvement iluring the past week,
and who scored half of the team's points
in the last meet, are counted upon for
several wins in the meet against Wesleyan.
The co-captains, Owen and Howard 'will
face Horton anti Dewej: for the number
one doubles match while Warnock and
Tr.V> t will oppose Morris and Willeke.
MiTwS, Willeke and Eyler will complete
\ii.! singles line-up and will opi)ose Talbot,
i'rici-''! and Strum of Wesleyan. In the
r.-T i

;
ling doubles match '

Frieke and
strum will pair against Eyler and Groehl
in the last contest of the Memorial Day
encounter.

Final Examination Schedule
Friday, May 29

9.00 A. M.
M Geology 1-2

Rhetoric 1-2

1.30 P. M.
Biology 7-8

Chemistry 1-2

Chemistry 21-22

A Economics 3-4

Geology 4

Physics 9-10

Monday, June 1

9.00 A. M.
German 1-2

German 3-4

T German 5-6

Italian 1-2

1.30 P.M.
Art 1-2

Art 5-6

Biology 1-2

H Chemistry 10

Economics 12

German 11-12

Mathematics 7-8

Rhetoric 8

Tuesday, June 2

9.00 A. M.
Biology 3-4

Biology 10 '

Economics 5-6

E English 12

German 9-10

Greek 1-2

Greek 21-22

Religion 4

1.30 P.M.
Astronomy 3-4

Greek 3-4

D History 5-6

Political Science 1-2

Rcligi<m 9-10

Wednesday, June 3

9.00 A. M.
French 1-2

French 3-4

N French 6-6

French 7-8

French 9-10

French 11-12

1.30 P. M.
Chemistry 3-4

English 7-8

German 7-8

F Greek 5-6

Italian 3-4

Physics 21-22

Political Science 3-4

Political Science 7-8

Thursday, June 4

9.00 A. M.
Economics 10

English 3-4

English It

Geology

Greek 8

I History 7-8

Philosophy 5-6

Phj-sics 3-4

Physics 5-6

Statistics 1-2

1.30 P. M.
P Economics 1-2

Friday, June S

9.00 A. M.
Latin 1-2

Latin 3-4

O Latin 5-6

Latin 8

1.30 P. M.
Greek 9-10

K History 10

Philosophy 10

Political Science 12

Saturday, June 6

9.00 A. "m.

Economics 7-8

Philosophy 3-4

C Physira 1-2

Religion

1.30 P. M.
English 1-2

Q Astronomy 1-2

Monday, June 8

9.00 A. M.
Art 4

R Mathematics 1-2

Mathematics 3-4

Mathematics 9-10

Mathematics 21-22

1.30 P. M.
L Philo.sophy 1-2

Tuesday, June 9

9.00 A. M.
Spanish 1-2

Spanish 3-4

S Spanish 5-6

Spanish 7-8

1.30 P. M.
Biology 5-6

Chemistry 7-8

English 5-6

English 10

J Greek 23-24

Mathematics 5-6

Political Science 5-6

Political Science 10

Religion 1-2

Wednesday, June 10

9.00 A. M. '

History 1-2

B Rhetoric 5-6

1.30 P. M.
Chemistry 5-6

French 13-14

German 13-14

G History 11—Greek 12

History 3-4

Philosophy 7-8

Physics 7-8

BIRDSALL CHOSEN AS

ARBITER FOR COUNCIL

Commons Club Becomes Member;
Newhall and Agard Made

Associate Arbiters

In the recent meeting of the Inter-

fratenuty Council, A.ssistant Professor

Paul Birdsall was named arbiter for the

organization for the year 1931-32, while

Dean Harry L. Agard and Professor

Richard A. Newhall were chosen associate

arbiters. It was also decided at this time

that the Commons Club should be rcp-

resentetl in the council and shall be sub-

ject to its decisions.

With this change the Interfraternity

Council is to become not merely a body to

govern rushing, but will deal with the

various problems concerning the fifteen

fraternities and the Commons Club, such

as coo|)erative bu>ing, jurisdiction over

house parties and such things. In this

way this organization is to be more of a
social commiltee, the su|)crvision of rush-

ing being oidy a minor part of its interests,

and will take over some of the jmwers of

the Student Council.

The Commons Club's rc|)resentative

on the Interfraternity Council will be the

president of the Club. Amendments to

the Interfraternity Rushing Agreement
adopted May 20, 1931 are as follows:

1. The invitations from the Commons
Club prior to t he rushing season as well as

all invitations from fraternities for period

A of the Rushing season must be accepted

by the first year men, or the Commons
Club invitations and all fraternity invi-

tations must be refused. Invitations will

be received through the mails.

2. During the period when freshnum

are lieing entertained at the Commons
Club, there will be no discu.ssion of fra-

ternities or fraternity matters with the

freshmen by the members of the Club.

3. At the discretion of the Arbiter

violation of the above article will involve

immediate suspension of the privilege of

Commons Club rushing.

4. This agreement, in so far as any of

its [jrovisions concern the Commons Club
shall be binding upon every undergrad-

uate member of the Commons Club pro-

vided that it is signed by four-fifths of the

undergraduate membership of that group.

NOTE: Amendments 1, 2, 3, and 4 to

be in effect for the fall of 1931 only.

It must also be noted that to be valid

the Interfraternity Rushing Agreement
must be signed by four-fifths of the under-

graduate membership of each fraternity.

Crusader Platform
(Continued from First Page)

The enactment of regulations by
both Federal and State authorities

(ane vent which is bound to happen in

the Dry states if light wines and beer

should be permitted through Federal

legislation) would deprive each of re-

sponsibility and would guarantee

Modern Dairy, North Adams
Delivers real Pasteurized Milk and Cream in

Williamstown daily

Delivered from one of the most modern plants
in Northern Berkshire

Telephone 2670-R R. STEELE, Prop.

that neither would be enforced.

4. After the repeal of the Eighteenth

Amendment, control of intcrstalo

commerce would give the Federul

government |)ower to do everything

it could ever i)raclically accomplish

aiding the States to enforce their own
laws on the subject.

5. The grant of power to Congress

wo\ild keep the prohibition issue in

national politics inilcHnitely.

6. No uniform nation-wide rule on the

subject would fail to arouse bitter

hostility among a substantial |)art of

the population.

Paynim Platform
(Continued from First Page)

ent situation, according as local

option increases the niunber of

Wet-Dry boimdarics.

b. The detriment to productive

efficieiK^v, and to jjublic safety,

entailed by intemperate ilrinking,

inevitably reacts to the harm of

the nation as a whole: no one
state, or group of states, has the

right to legislate on liquor con-

trol without beuig held to a mini-

mum stanilard of regard for the

best interests of the whole peo])lc.

2. National (Mntrol represents the mon'
practical method of remeilying the

present deplorable situation, inas-

much as it does not involve the
lengthy and highly uncertain process

of Constitutional amendment, hut
reqiures instead a simple majority

vote in Congress.

the Purple 10-2.

The probable line-up follows; Williauis.

Lessing, g.; Heine, |i.; (ioldbluli, cp
I'ox, 1(1.; Ohly, 2d; M<'ars, 3d.; Dunn.r,

Howhind, 3a.; V'aill, 2a.; Brewer, lu,

Sciirl, o.h.; Means, i.h. I'nicm: I'orhps

g.; Ailams, p.; I.angworthy, cp.; /Vikiris,

Id.; Fisher, 2d.; llagar, 3d.; Norri.s, c;

Livingston, .'ia.; .\ldrich, 2a.; Cincllii, l,,.

Kinegan, o.li.; Dulchcr, i.h.

Twelve to End Season
With Union Today

Having won two and lost three games so

far this season the Williams lacrosse team
will face the strong Union twelve this

Saturday morning at 10.30 on Cole Field.

Union has lost the first three games on its

schedule to Hobart, St. John's, and Army,
but has easily defeated Colgate, Long
Island, C. C. N. Y., and the Springfiehl

team, which had no difficulty in downing

' tie

..e^^v-

e,vBlllt» .. ,,,,9 J"
S''""v"'s>'l'*

JOd":V50-''°-

SWANK
COLLAR HOLDERS
COLLAR BIJITON.S-

TIE Kl.lPS
DRESS SETS—I.ICm IRS

Hade by Buor & Wilde Cumpuny. AlUeboro, Alau.

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW &: REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street. New York City

Every Topcoat at Cutting's Is Busy
Answering the Call of "Lower Prices"
The weather makes a topcoat necessary and our "lower prices'

make a value you will have a hard time to equal

$20 $30 $40

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
SINCE 1870

Sixty Years of Knowing How

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do It better

with Gas

SELL YOUR OLD CLOTHES
TO
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1934 Track Team to

Meet Amherst Today

n

li 1

'

OpposiiiK ail uiulcft'iiled at;K'"''K"t'<"i.

the Fr('«liinaii tmi-k team will iiici'l tin'

Amherst yearlings in their last meet of the

BeasDii on Weston Kield, this afternoon.

The opponents hav<' hail an exeelleiit year

to (late, luiviiiK ilefeateil Williston Acad-

emy 71-lli and the Uoxhury School tiil'
:;
to

For Amherst Captain Washlmrn will run

tlie dashes, anil liroad jump, while Wylie,

holder of the eolle»;e record, will throw the

diseiis in addition to putting the shot and

throwing the javelin. The distance runs

will be taken care of hy Sweet and Cohl),

ami Morse, who ran a .53-seeond ciuartcr

last year, will particii)ato in his specialty.

In the pole vault Walsh is the outstanding

man for the visitors, while Vargus throws

the hammer.

In eiideavorin;; to complete their unde-

feated season, in which they overwhelmed

the Berkshire School, the freshmen will put

their stronKest team on the Held, weakened

only hy the absence of Captain Mcintosh,

who will be unable to cotnpete. The team

will line up as follows: 10()-yil. dash—S.

Hamilton, Sammis, and W. Hrown; 22l)-yd.

dash—S. Hamilton, Pease, and Sammis;

44()-yd. dash— Kaufman and Pease; >SSO-

yil. run—Kaufman and Pa^e; 1 mile run

—Elder and C. Kofjers; 12()-yd. hifsh

hurdles— UiiKKlfs and M. Smith; 220-yd.

low luirdles— Rustles and M. Smith;

Shot Put, Hammer Thrown, ami Di.scus

Throw—Bauer and Boucher; .lavelin

Throw—Bancroft and Bauer; HIkIi .lump

—Flint and S. Hamilton; Broad .lump—

Durbin and Flint; Pole Vault—Flint and

Newman.

Reviewer Points Out

Variety in 'Quarterly'

(Continued from First Page)

Hill, or Lawrcnceville, "for we live in a

Bqualid unkempt little town."

But worse is to come. We are warned

that \\illiams is ceasing to be a rich man's

college, that "all the trappings of good

society are being jiut into the hands of boys

who can never use them. Marcel Proust

in the hands of future candidates for small

Protestant parishes, and Rabelais for

bank clerks." This, to the author, eonsti-

'
. -s the maladjustment between the liber-

Hi education as understood at Williams

nml the future career of the graduates. To
ii. reviewer it would seem that it was

precisely the jioor parson who would need

Protisl for antidote and enlightenment. I

personally should like to make a resound-

ing campaign on behalf of "Rabelais for

bank clerks."

Finally, the true ideals of the author

seem to be revealed in his reference to "the

excitement, the business, the success which

attend life at Princeton or Yale." It is

thus fundamentally Williams' social life

and its amenities, as distinguished from its

intellectual activities that sustains the

severest criticisms. So far from consider-

ing this essay "mature" and "straightfor-

ward," I regard it as both sujierficial and

snobbish, the very cpiintessence of sophis-

ticated babbitry. Its spirit invites attack

from undergraduates who wish construc-

tively to criticize the college.

Mr. Davis' "Southern Saga" is an ambi-

tious attempt to portray the character, and

to tell the story, of a heartless and beauti-

ful woman in relation to a southern l)ack-

ground which she deserts, and returns to,

after a lapse of many years. The tech-

nique is varied and at many points skilful.

Pages of conversation, direct narration,

"purple patches" of descrijrtive writing,

and the indirect narration achieved by the

use of correspondence, convey the reader

through a generation. There is consider-

able artistry antl much pathos. The

author has not yet contpiered that ten-

dency toward artificiality and melodrama

which is his besetting sin.

Mr. Haselmayer's "Inri" succinctly and

deftly tells of Christ's rejection by his

provincial and suspicious fellow townsmen.

The story is direct and straightforward, but

he too cannot let well enough alone, and at

the end must overtell his story. "Could

it be true'? Yes, he had been rejected," is

simi)le pedantry.

In a lighter vein, Mr. .lennison gives us a

modern dress version of Penelope, Ulysses,

and the Suitors. It is mildly amusing and

therefore certainly achieves Mr. .leimison's

purpose. Of all the jirosc I like best Mr.

Sellery's brief essay on the trends in mod-

em literature, entitled "The Beginning of

Something New". It is frankly sketchy,

it is appalingly slangy, but it is direct, un-

gelfconseious; it is original and refreshing.

The verse is more uniformly of a higher

order than the prose. Mr. Sherry's is the

best. His "Greek Temple" achieves a

restraint and simple grace suited to his

theme, his "Man Has Killed" fit« terse,

vigorous line to a sombre episode. The

anonymous "Sonnet" and Mr. MacVane's

"Query" show like versatility and skill.

Mr. Frskine's "I Woke at Dawn" is par-

ticularly successful in conveying the mood

and impression of a drowsy mondng. I

liked least Mr. Sanford's rather unpoetic

homilv, "The Old Order."

William Ball Team
Breaks Even on Trip

(Continued from First Page)

ler half of the frame, driving in lleim fnmi

second with a two-bagger, but he dii'd on

ba.se when Fletcher grounded out.

The Purple batters collected hits in the

next five innings off of three separate

Bulldog moundsmen, but were unable to

drive in the much needed runs to overcome

Yale's "2-1 lead. In the sixth, Foehl's

error put Vincent on second, l)ut he was

tagged off the ba.<e on Warren's hit to

l.ankin. Warren stole second, went to

third on a wild pitch, and crossed the

plate on McKenzie's long fly. Heim was

caught stealing to end the inning, and the

score remiiined 3-1 till the game ended as

neither side was able to score.

The summaries of tlie two games are as

follows:

WILLIAMS
ab r h i)0 a c

Forbes, 2b 5 2

Page, rf 5

Walsh, rf II

Ho.sc, cf 4 10
Foehl, If 4 2 2 10
Wallace, ss 1 5 2 1

Fowle, lb 3 1 10 1

l.ankin, 3b 4 1 1 3

Fincke, c 3 10 7 10
Fillev, p 2 2 8

Totals 31 3 ti 27 14 2

M. S. C.

ah r h po a e

Knecland, cf 4 1 1 3

Welch, 2b 4 2 4 1

tlorman. If 4 2 1

Cain, ss 2 113
Mitchell, cf 4 1 7

Binghampton, rf 3 10
Gula, 3b 3 3 2

Davis, lb 3 1 1 13

Tikofski, p 3 1 6

•Frost

Totals 30 2 6 27 15 G

Score by innings: 1 2 345C789
M. S. C 2 0—2
WILLIAMS 110 10 0—3
Two-base hits—Kneeland, Davis. Stolen

bases—Kneeland, Welch, Tikofski. Sacri-

fice hits—Cain, Wallace 2, Filley. Double

plays—Filley and l.ankin; Filley, Wallace

and Fowle; Welch and Davis. Left on

bases—Williams S, M. S. C. 3. Bases on

Balls, off Tikofski—4; off Filley— 1.

Struck out, by Filley ti; by Tikofski, 5.

Pas.sed ball, Fincke, Mitchell. Umpire,

Leary. Time, 1 hr. 45 min.

•Ran for Mitchell in ninth.

WILLIAMS
ab r h po a e

Bartlett,rf 4 1

Forbes, 2b 2 5 1

•Page 1

Rose, cf 5 2 1

Foehl, If 5 1 1

Wallace, ss 3 1 4

Fowle, lb 3 1 1 11

Lankin, 3b 4 3

Fincke, c 3 1 5 2

Sheehan, p 4 3 1 1

Totals 34 1 9 24 11 1

YALE
ab r h po a e

Booth, 3b 3 1 2 3 1

Fletcher, 2b 4 2 3

I.inehan, rf 4 1

Vincent, lb 3 1 13 1

Warren, ss 4 1 2 1 2

McKenzie, If 2 2 1

Heim, cf 3 1 1

Browne, e 3 8 2

Blagden, p 1 1

Rogers, p 1 1

Kies, p 1 1

the great worhl in pleasant, pointless usc-

lessnesa, gathering no moss in the way of

fame or fortune. For all the good most

of them do, they might as well have been

sunk after graduation among other round

stones in the Green River. Their well-

rounded polish woidil appear to great ad-

vantage beneath the clear, green water.

Meanwhile, the College has vegetated

beneath the shadows of the hills, relying on

the majesty of the horizon to instill a

sense of the grandeur of existence. I'n-

fortunately the boys have been too pre-

occupied with competing tor the grandeur

of Gargoyle pins. Relying on the in-

secure depth of its mountainous retreat,

the College is awaking to find it self bi-

sected by the .streaming cars of a major

transcontinental highway. Helying on

the desperate brilliance of a few athletic

stars, the College has had a few good foot-

liall teams. Relying on the out-of-date

tradition of Mark Hopkins on his log, the

College has discouraged original and rad-

ii'al thought in the Faculty, neglecting its

geniu-ses, distrusting them, in.sulling them.

It has not been a question of money. It

has been a (piestion of being satisfied to

turn out a lot of well-rounded billiard

balls.

What the ultimate i)urpo.se of existence

is God alone knows, if anybody does.

But Williams College can recognize that

there is something greater in life than the

mere titillation of nerve endings, the

x'aluelcss development of a living carcass,

even the passive absorjition of natural

beauty. She can reveal to her sons that

chaos in government, trade, and society

is torturing the world, challenging men to

battle for jierfect order; that there are \m-

known realms of the spiritual world beck-

oning to the exjilorer of the uncharted

soul; anil that there are men everywhere

who, having no jiurpose, have nothing to

live for. Material perfection, s])iritual

perfection, individual ijerfection—these

are the three great aims the accom-

plishment of which alone can make the

births, the sull'erings, and the deaths of

humanity worlliwhile.

Wlielher this altitudes toward life shall

bo instilled by an orientation course under

a genius or by several geniuses in various

(leparlinentM is immaterial. It is neces-

sary that no man should graduate from

this College without recognizing the

futility of a life without ])urpiise -the

stultification of lluwe who can see nothing

greater than their own selves. In MHO
and 1!)17 the dornmnt spirit of Williams

College flashed into lire from the bayonet

poini of every Williams man. Let Wil-

liams once more recognize a mission in

(lie cliHoK of matter anil the darkness

of the spirit. There will be no longer

talk about decadence and provinciality

when Williams becomes again a college

inililanl. Her reputation will not be

eclipsed when her graduates invade the

nietropiilitiin world with the spirit of cru-

saders. The ghostly spirit of Col. Kph-

raim Williams may be with us still.

Sincerely,

Richard I'hilcr, Jr. '.il)

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK

Case System—^Three-Year Course

Co-Fthiciitloiiitl

College Deftree or Two Years of
College Work with Good

Grades Required

Tninscript of Itcconl Nccrs.sitry in

All Ciisfs

MORNINO, KAUI.Y AITKIINOON AND
liVKNING CI.ASSKS

ll'ri(i'/or Cdlalogiir

CHARLES P. DAVIS, Registrar
233 Broadway, New York

Sporl?u)car

The New York Law School!
(Chartered 1891)

Three-year course leading to degree oil

LL.B. Dwigbt System of instructioul

Late afternoon and evening sessions c

ing special opportunity to students whtl

must or desire to support themselves bjl

some business activity during the dajl

Preliminary education requirement—satJ

isfactory completion of at least two yeani
leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. atil

college recognized by the New York Statil

Board of Regents. f
For detailed information, address:

I

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretaii|

215 West Twenty-Third St., New YorkCilil

80
AMELS can gojBfdays

\«^ithout "water

Totals 29 3 6 27 14 2

Score byinnings: 123456789
YALE 11000100 .\—

3

WILLIAMS 1000000 0—1
Runs batted in—Bartlett, Booth, Mc-

Kenzie. Two-base hit—Booth. Stolen

bases—Booth 3; Vincent, Warren 2;

Wallace, Fowle, Heim. Sacrifices—Forbes,

McKenzie. Left on bases—Williams, 12;

Yale, 7. Bases on balls—Off Sheehan, 4;

off Blagden, 4; off Rogers, 1. Struck out

—By Sheehan, 5; by Blagden, 3; by

Rogers, 2; by Kies, 3. Hits—Off Blag-

den, 3 in 3 innings; off Rogers, 3 in 3 in-

nings; off Kies, 3 in 3 innings. Wild

pitches—Sheehan 3. Umpires—Walker

and Kellcher. Time—2 hrs. 10 rain.

•Batted for Forbes in ninth inning.

Communications
(Continued from Second Page.)

rounded personalities" (as the depart-

mental advertisements in The Record
phrase their offerings) roll about through

If yoii are a regular Camel
smoker you already have iio-

ficed a big improveiucxit la

your favorite cigarette.

If you're not a Caiucl f T^okcr

v.e ask you to switch t.) this

iiraiul for just one day, tlsca

ieave tlieui if you can.

Thanks to the new Humidor
Pack even a rancher on the

Great American Desertcan now
revel in the fragrant luxury of

cxpei'tly blended choicest Tiu'k-

ish and Domestic tobaccos in

fresh mild condition.

As fast as they come out of
the cigarette making machine.

Camels now are wrapped in

moisture-proof Cellophane and
air-sealed.

That means thev retain llirir

t:ii"tineHH, freshnoMM, and
nniaral cnoisiure until they

come to you.

[tispepperydustandparehed-

dry tobacco that are harsh and
i:::!;JMd to a smoker's throat.

Ifyou want the proof of that,

try Camels iu the new Humidor
Pack today, and switch back
tomorrow, if you can.

Camels

©1931, R. J. Rtirnolili Tobacco Compao)'. WiniloD-Salem, N.C.
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Auto Body, Class and

Radiator Work

Excellent Service

H. A. Salsburg
Hoosic Court, No. Adams

TEL. 886

M. SCHMIDT & SONS
Furniture of Quality

DECORATING
WALL PAPER

SpcciaJiziiHi In

UPHOLSTERING
WINDOW SHADES

REFURNISHING
LINOLEUM

42 Ashland St. Tel. 1825 North Adams. Mass.

GREEN RIVER INN
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Auto Body, Class and

Radiator Work

Excellent Service

H. A. Salsburg
Hoosic Court, No. Adams

TEL. 886

M. SCHMIDT & SONS
Furniture of Quality

DECORATING
WALL PAPER

Specializini) In

UPHOLSTERING
WINDOW SHADES

REFURNISHING
LINOLEUM

42 Ashland St. Tel. 1825 North Adams, Mass.

GREEN RIVER INN
AND TEA ROOM
On the Road to Pittsfield

GEORGE M. HOPKINS
ESTABLISHED 1889

Headquarters for

STUDENT ROOM FURNISHINGS

Correspondence Solicited

Spring Street, Williamstown

Modern Dairy, North Adams

Delivers real Pasteurized Milk and Cream in

Williamstown daily

Delivered from one of the most modern plants

in Northern Berkshire

Telephone 2670-R R. STEELE, Prop.

WKSI KM RANCI. OK Sll- ISON l.lliRAU^ . I 111. .SCI.M. Ol-'

ASMM. I\ V < KAIION

GEORGE H. BURR & CO.
Investment Securities

New York Boston

Commercial Paper
Chicago

)>)(Mislii|>

Why Not Stop at

THE
GREYSTONE

LODGE
When in Williamstown

MRS. C. L. DOWNING
Hostess

TEL. 408-M

10 Southworth Street

MEYROWITZ BROS. manufacturing

SELECTING AND FITTING YOUR GLASSES
Is Very Important to Obtain Best Vision

OUR EXPERTS SKILLFULLY ADJUST YOUR FRAME TO THE CORRECT OPTICAL
POSITION ON YOUR FACE

68 NORTH PEARL STREET Under Kenmore Hotel ALBANY, N. Y.

The Edelweis

Good Rooms and

Excellent Food

We Specialize in Dinner Parties

HOXSEY STREET
Telephone 511

North Adams
MASS.

Hotel Richmond

Dining Room
and

Cafeteria

EXCilLLENT
CUISINE

J. F. WALEKER
MGR.

VISIT THE

WILLIAMSTOWN
FOOD SHOPPE

For High Class

Bakery Goods, Fancy
Cakes, Pastry, Bread,

Rolls, Etc.

Have Your Shoes Repaired

for the Summer

MIKE FRESSOLA
At Bottom of Spring Street

or call 223-M

Cleaning and Whitening Shoes
a Specialty

RENT A CAR
AND DRIVE IT

YOURSELF

Telephone 341

JOHN STEELE
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criV COLLEGE PHARMACY
Fred Walden

- - COLLEGE RESTAURANT opposite Gym,a^
HOT CHOCOLATE AND HOT FOOD Eddie Dempsey

BOB DUNN
Captain of Lacrosse Team Which Will Meet Union Today

J. B. DAVIS
Number One Ycarllnft

Netmaii

'H

dine

here

sometime;/

THE WENTWORTH ARMS
BENNINGTON
VERMONT

Directly opposite the "Battle of

Bennington" Monument, The tallest

battle monument in the vorld. 301

feet 10' 2 inches in height, erected at

historic Old Bennington, Vt.

Circle (Right) Around Monument

Attractive Rooms With Bath

American Plan

Garage on Premises

Restaurant Service All Day

Open All Year

Phones 442; 91 7-W William Rehm

Always Remember

Bastien's

Jewel and Gift Shop

The Place to Select Your Gilts

for All Occasions

Victor Radios, Victrolas

and Records

r
FiLHORTON & CO. Inc.

Broadway at Beaver Street

ALBANY, X. Y.

KITCHEN and DINING ROOM EQUIPMENT
for Hotels, Restaurants, Lunch Rooms, Institutions

Schools, etc.

Wherever high grade equipment is desired,

blue prints and estimates cheerfully fiu'nished

"See the Gym Lunch and College Lunch

"CATALOGS ON REQUEST"

Phones: 3-1281—3-1282

THE
SQUARE __

DEAL
STORE

HOWARD MOON, Prop.

Established 1878

Fancy Groceries

Fruits

and Vegetables

\nOther ^reat university building

enriched with Danersk Furniture

FOR many of the most important liook room, thel.inoiiiaand Brothers

rooms of tlic new Sterling Me- room, the Penniman Library, V.n-

morial Library, we were comniis- trance i lall, Delivery Desk Rdnni

sioned to design and Imild appro- Librarian's Office, Assistant Lihiar-

priate furniture. ian's Office, and Catalogue Koom
The main reading room, the rare all contain Danersk Inirniture.

DANERSK FURNITURE
ERSKINK-DANFdHTIl < ( IHl'tiiiATK IN llmaiiers „i„l nml.;:r.-< ,ij cimice furniiim

NEW YOUK: :)8:) .Mililiaoii Avcnuo

CHICAGO: 02:1 Xorth Micliiuun Avcnuo I.OS ANtlKI.K.S: 28(1« West 7th .Street

THE McClelland press
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

TIXEI'IIONE .'i44-W

PRINTING
BOOKS CATALOGS PUBLICATIONS

COMMERCIAL FORMS

Taconic Lumber Co.

BUILDING
MATERIAL

We would be glad to figure

on your requirements

J

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Dolt

HOLSUM
Bread

Tea Biscuits

COTTAGE
Doughnuts

Lunch-bicks

(LT^

Lloyd's Bakery
42 Marshal Street

NORTH ADAMS

WALL PAPERS
Of Distinction

Hilo Varnishes and Enamels

Integrity Paints

Quinn Wall Paper and Paint Store

55-59 Union Street, North Adams
Telephone 2065
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1931 GRADUATES HOLD

CLASS DAY EXERCISES

Customary Senior Poems, Speeches

Followed by 'Moonlights' and

House Reunions

Formal cereiiionieg of the 137th Com-

mencement began laat Friday afternoon

when tlic annual class day exercises took

pliiic in the jjresence of alumni, parents

unci friends. The exercises of the day

were followed by the "Moonlights" Prize

Illiitoricnl Contest held in the evening on

tlic |)orlieo of Chapin Hall, after which

were held the antmal fraternity reunions in

the various chapter houses.

liciijainin Hush Field, of Easton, Pa.

i)|iiiic(l llie ceremonies in the Chapin Hull

anililorium with the President's adilress,

in which he extended a welcome to the

nliiMirii iiml visitors in behalf of the Chiss

111 l'i:il iukI went on to discuss many prob-

lems cif college life. Following this intro-

(hicliiry speccli, Hussel Wheeler, Jr. of

l'lii"i, N. Y., delivered the class poem.

Led by the class nnirslials, Menjaniin

l.iingniaid, of Swampscott, Mass. anil

Hernial] Livingston Schwartz, of Ardniore,

I'll., the procession then moved to the

Thdiiipsiin Memorial Chaiicl, whore the

ila.s.s ivy was jilanted uecording to the

liinc-hiiiuired custom. Howard Honnell

Spencer, of New York, read the Ivy Poem,

and was immediately followed by 'I'homas

SdiiiiiKT, of Trenton, N. .1., who delivereil

the ivy tiration, mentioning the ivy as a

syiiiliiil of I'lass unity and a strong lie

lielween itself and the college.

'I'lie next |>art of the exerci.ses tool; pliu^e

on the Stetson Hall Campus, where Hich-

!ird iMiKcne Manning, of I.ewisloii, Mont.,

ilclixeri'il the Library Oration. The pro-

cessiuii then moved to Mission Park fur

the (Icisiiig speeches. .lames Francis Mc-
Keriiiiii, of New York, the Orator to the

Lower ('las.ses, strcs-sed the need of loyalty

in nil pliiises oi college life. Carl .Schmidt

tlxliiby, of Detroit, Mich., gave tlie ciis-

tiiiiiary Pipe Oration after which each

nieiiilierof the class received a piitT on the

pipe which was passed around tlii^ ring of

giailiiiites.

.\slliehiial cerenioiiy the class proceeded

to the liipof the chapel tower and dropped
a watch onto the pavement below, its

lircakiiig signifying good luck for the Cla.ss

of Itliil. All then joined in a last singing

of The .Mountains".

COMPETITIONS WON
BY DAKIN AND ZECH

Winners Will Succeed Ripple and
Lakin as 1933 Baseball and

Track Managers

Myron Edward Dakin, of Sharon,
Conn., will assume the position of assistant

ni:inagcrof baseball next year and Robert
I'rMiicis Zeeh, of Wilmatte, III., the posi-

tion of assistant manager of track and
cro.s.s-cmintry, according to recommenda-
tions recently approved by the Athletic

Council at the conclusion of the Soplio-

niore spring managerial eomiietitions. The
other positions, assistant manager of golf

anil niiiiinger of Freshman baseball will be
lilled by Medford .Jennings Hrown, of

Aiilniore, Penn., and .lames Locke Hab-
'o' k. of Huffalo, N. Y., while the honor of

f^elcciidii for the assistant managerships of

'ennia, lacrosse. Freshman track has been
awarded to .losejih Henry Moran, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., .lohn Sfpiarey Barnes, of
'I'roy, N. Y., and .lohn Franklin MacVane,
of Portland, Me., respectively; Norman
l*urdett .(ohnson, of Kvanston, III., has
been imnied to succeed to the managership
directly above him in baseball in the event
Ihiit niiy „„(. „f ,|„, „,|jp^ p^,,^ ,|„pg „„(
fetnrii to college.

I'akin prepared at the Hotehkisg School
where he won his H running the dashes on
"le track team. Since he came to Wil-
'lanis he has been a member of the Frcsh-
niiui track team, manager of the 1933
' leshman football team, secretary of the
'•'i-eslinian Cabinet of the W. C. A., a
inenibor of the Business Board of the
Qiinrtvrhj, secretary of the W. C. A., and
lis a result of the fall managerial compcti-
'lon WHS appointed manager of Freshman
'""tbiill in 11)32. Zeeh prei)ared at the
New 'I'ripr .School and was a member of
"le Freshman track team last year.

WILLIAMS COLLEGE, MONDAY, JIXE 1.5, liWl No. li»

162 B.A. AND 9 HONORARY DEGREES

AWARDED AT 137th COMMENCEMENT
TRUSTEESJONOR NINE

Charles C. Burlingham, Hon. Joseph
B. Ely, Pres. Arthur S. Pease

Receive L.L.D.

PRESENTATIONS BY FACULTY

E. Herbert Botsford, and the Rev.
E. A. McMaster Are Named

For Degrees

A total of nine honorary degrees, of

which throe were of Doctor of Laws, two of

Doctor of Divinity, anil one each of Doc-
tor of Humane Letters, Doctor of Phil-

osophy, Doctor of Education, and Master
of .\rts were conferred by the trustees of

Williams College at the 137th annual

Commencement exercises held in Clia|iin

Hall this morning. Of the nine jiersons

honored, four are alumni of the College,

and two, E. Herbert Botsford and the

Hev. Edward A. McMaster, are residents

of Willianislown, Presentations of the

candidates were made by members of the

faculty.

The Hon. .loseph B. Ely, tJovernor of

Massachusetts, was jiresented for his de-

gree by Professor Karl E. \\'esloii who
spoke as follows:

"Mr. President:

"For the honorary degree of Doctor of

Laws 1 present His Excellency the C!ov-

ernor of Ma.ssachiisetts.

'.\ graduate of Williams College and of

the Law .School of Harvard I'liiversity.

.\ public servant endowed with .sound

judgment and courage, he has brought to

the highest office in the Slate sterling

(pialities of mind and heart, and those

ideals of citizenship and public service

which his Alma Mater .seeks to i.iculcale

amt (leiiglits to lionor.
' ~"

In presenting Charles C. Burlingham,

Professor William II. Doughty sai.l:

"Mr. President

:

"For the honorary degree of Doctor of

Laws, I present to you Charles Cul|) Bur-

lingham, graduate of Harvard rniversily,

and of the Columbia .School of Law.

"Throughout his long and successful

career at the Bar, Mr. Burlingham has

unflinchingly .stood for the highest iileals in

his civic, political, and professional ac-

tivities. Today, at home and abroail, he

enjoys the conlidence, admiration, and

affection of a host of rivals, associates, anil

friends."

Professor Brainerd Mears, who pre-

sented Pre.sident Arthur Stanley Pease of

Amherst College, spoke as follows:

"Mr. President:

"I present to you for the honorary de-

gree of Doctor of Laws, Arthur Stanley

Pease, President of Amherst College.

"Graduated from Harvard in 1902, he

received his doctorate in classics from the

same institution in 1905.

"A scholar noted for his researches and

interest in the science of Botany, more

noted as a stimulating teacher and dis-

tinguished student of the classics, and

finally successful in that most exacting

of ventures, the administration of a con-

servative New England College."

Professor A. H. Morton, who presented

the Hev. Eilward A. McMaster, pastor

(Continued on Thlra Page)

Tuttle Elected Captain

ofVarsJty Track Team

Frederick Bliss Tuttle, of Brooklyn, N.

Y., was elected captain of the 1932 Varsity

track team at a meeting of the letterinen

held last week. Tuttle prepared for Wil-

liams at Poly Prep in Brooklyn, where he

was prominent in both athletics and non-

athletic activities, winning his letter in

football and track, captaining the latter,

and lieing elected to membership in the

school's honorary society.

Tuttle (.onlinued his interest in activi-

ties at College, playing on both the Fresh-

man and Varsity football teams and run-

ning the dashes on both track aggregations.

He was captain of the unbeaten 1932

Freshman cinder scpiad, won the unlimited

wrestling championship of the College,

and ran on the Williams relay team. He
was one of the seventeen juniors who were

tapped for Gargoyle last Memorial Day.

*Phi Beta Kappa' Society
Elects Thirteen Juniors

Thirteen members of the class of 1932
were elected to the honorary scholastic so-

ciety, Plii Beta Kappa, at a meeting of the

Massachusetts Gamma chaiiter, held last

Friday noon in Jesup Hall. These men
comprise the first onf-fourtcenth of the
class, whose delegaticn will be filled out
during the remainder of the year according

to revised rules adopted at the Friday
meeting.

The former system, which automatically

limited the chapter's memberslii]) to the

upper one-seventh of a class, with a min-
imum grades requirement of three C's

above a B average, has been altered, with
abolition of the one-seventh rule, and
raising of the minimum standard to a flat

B average. The upp^r one-fourteenth of

each class will continue to be elected at the
end of the .liinior year; at the Senior year
midpoint all men with an average of three

A's above B will be chosen; and at the

I'lose of the year all men with a B average

or better will be named.

The new members are as follows:

RICHARD TIIORNE ANGELL
St. Paul, Minn,

HUGH OSBORNE BROWN
Evanstcn, III.

WILLIAM GILBERT COOK
Hancock

CHARLES IMPHREY HAUSER
Cincinnati, O.

SHERW'OOD KIMBALL HAYNES
Cambridge

.LAMES WILLAHD HURST
Rockfor.l, 111.

,K)HN HENRY SHi':LDON LEE, JR.

Evanstcn, 111,

HENRY ALLEN MARK
New Yorl , N. Y.

nUNK TA'Vn.OR CtSTRANDfiR, JR.

Scarsdale, N. Y.

GEORGE BERGEN TURNER
Greenwich, Conn.

GRANT VAN SANT, JR.

New York, N. Y.

WARNER ARMS WICK
Y'oungstown, O.

THOMAS JOHN WOOD
Dayton, O.

FIVE TAKE M.A. DEGREE

Jenks, D. Meiklejohn, R. Meikle-
john, Steele, WalterWin 'Summa

Cum Laude' Rank

MANY PRIZES GIVEN AT

137lh COMMENCEMENT

D. Meiklejohn, R. Meiklejohn,
Jenks, Holmes, Wallace Get

Highest Final Honors

{Follmmng is the list of those prizes an-

nounced at the lime of puhlicalion. Several

awards not yet made will be amiounced in

the fall.)

Benedict Prizes

Benedict Prizes in Latin

First Martin Harold Johnaon'33

Second Bumham Kelly '33

Benedict Prizes in Greek

First Martin Harold Johnson '33

Second Daniel Dewey '32

Benedict Prizes in French

First Arthur Marshall Lawton '31

Second John French, Jr. '31

Benedict Prizes in German

First William McElwain Emerson '31

Second Edwin Forrest Stephens, II '31

Benedict Prizes in Mathematics

First Cole Ray '33

Second Lloyd Howard Karelis '33

Benedict Prizes in Natural lliston/

First Robert Martin Dunn '31

Second Harold Winston Kipp '31

Benedict Prizes in History

First John William McClaren '32

Second Thomas John Wood '32

Delano Prizes in Greek

First Fizra Hoyt Ripple, III ',32

Second John Iliird '31

Thiril John Rhoades Wineberg '31

ffICC Prizes in Latin

First Graham Wallace '31

Second John Hurd '31

Rice Prize* in Greek

First Graham Wallace '31

.Second Rupert Hull Eyier '31

Book Prizes from the liice Fund
William Harniar (Jood, Jr. '32

Henry William Ilajipel, '33

William Burnett Hurd, '33

(Continued on Second Pase)

'GARGOYLE' ELECTS

JUNIOR DELEGATION
Seventeen Members of Class of

1932 Selected by Honorary

Organization

ORDER OF SELECTION
DETERMINED BY LOT

THREE GE T 'MAGNA CUM'

One-Fourth of Members of 1931

Are Awarded Diplomas With
Special Distinction

One hundred and sixty-two Bachelor of

,\rts degrees in course were awarded to the

members of the class of 1931 in Chapin
Hall this morning at the 137tli Williams
College Commencement exercises. Forty-

one or approximately one-fourth of the

total number, were degrees of special dis-

tinction. Master of Arts degrees in course

were conferred upon Weber Hill ArKen-
burgh '1)2, Udell Traganza Greene, Mark
Harris '29, Paul Raymond Pine, and
Beatrice Rita Wassersclieid.

BACHELOR OF ARTS
.S ,uim Cuih Laude

Thomas Elijah .leiiks, David Shinra

Meiklejohn, Robert Pickens Meiklejohn,

Charles Frederick Steele, and David t)s-

well Walter.

Maymi Cum Laude

Stewart Walker Holmes, Howard Bon-
nell Spencer, Jr., anil Graham Wallace.

Cum 'Millie

Roliert Abraham East, William McEl-
wain Emerson, 't>IiK, Barton Evans,

Benjamin Rush Field, Jr., Richard
Anson Getman, 'I'HK, John Joseph
Gibson, Jr., <l'IiK, James Iredale
Green, <!>HK, Harvey Barnes Grocock,

"MiK, Paul Homer Couchmaii Haggard,

(Xsistin Kiiilev Il)>j-mnii j|.ii!.:_ Pichi;rd

Frederick Heine, Clarence West Hodges,

Jr., >1'BK, Robert Caldwell Husband, .Ir.,

Arthur Marshall Lawton, Kodolfo Francis

Lobo, Richard Eugene Manning, <1>HK,

Antonio Gerald Massimiano, William

Pierson Merrill, Jr., "I)]} K , Thomas Robinson

North, <1'I)K, Carl Schmidt Oxtoby, Gerard

Henri Pagenstecher, <1'HI<, .\llen .Mmon
Parry, <I>HK, Charles Abbott Phillips, .Ir.,

'I'BK, Richard Cheatham Plater, Jr., "t'HK,

Addison Robert Pomeroy, I'BK, Braiiiard

Skinner Sabin,<l'BK, Harlan Ilorton .Schell,

John Boyce .Sisley, Thomas Sommer, <I'HI<,

Edwin Forest Stephens, II, Edwaril

Greene iSuiTerii, '^BK, David Vipond, "J'BK.

Without Special Distinction

William George Hopkins Ache.son,Henry
Pickens Adams, Carl Frederick .Ahlheim,

Arthur Stanley Alberts, .John Stith

Arscott, Godfrey Ennis Barber, Clarence

Whittemore Bartow, Francis Dwight

Bartow, Jr., Horace Smart Beattie, Wil-

liam Alfred Hart Birnie, Frank Douglass

Bennett, Alan Hadley Booth, Laurens

Reeve Bowden, .Jr., George Francis

Brewer, Francis .Jack Brown, Leyden

Edward Brown, Donald Loudon Bryant,

Henry Morris Burrows, John Cannon,
Eustace d'Orville Cavanagh, (>eorge Dunn
Cha|)inan, Arthur Maxwell Parker Clark,

.lohn Copeland Cobb, Robert MandeviUe
Crane, Sydney Arthur Davidson, .Ir., FYed

McReynolds Deane, Jr., Samuel Kenneth
(Continued on Third Page)

Society Announces That First and
Last-Man Honor Has Been

Done Away With

The annual tapping of members of the

Junior class for initiation into Gargoyle,

the non-secret Senior honorary society,

took place on Memorial Day immediately

following the class singing contest on the

Laboratory campus. Seventeen members
of the class of 1932 were jmlled from
the I'eni^e in an ord(!r which the Society

emphasized was determined by lot, no
sjiecial nu>rit accruing to the first or last

men tajiped.

Following is a list of men elected:

EZRA HOYT RIPPLE HI
Scranton, Pa.

by .1. Deshler

JAMES WILLARD HURST
Rockford, 111.

by J. I). Lucas

EDGAR WILLIAMS LAKIN
Y'ork N'illage, Me.

by E. H. Leichworth, .Ir.

WARNER ARiMS WICK
Voungstown, O.

by L. K. Miller

.lOHN ANTHONY P.\TTERSON
Brooklyn, N. Y.

by T. E. Jenks

ALBERT FUI.LERTON MILLER
Columbus, O.

by F. W. Bartow

WILLIAMS COWPER FOWLE
"

Winnetka, HI.

by R. Wheeler, Jr.

ROBERT DOVGLAS SWINEHART
Pot t syov . Pa. ,

by B. jjangmaid

ANIiREW HOLMAN HAMILTON
Fort Wayne. Ind.

by B. R.FieM, Jr.

JOHN DONAI.D.SON FOX
Stamford, Conn.

Iiy .1. R. Dorranco

CONRAD EVANS GOOD
St. Joseph, Mo.

by D. A. Gregg, II

CHARLES ALLEN FOEHL
East tlrange, N. J.

by W. A. H. Birnie

(Continued on Second Page)

Plater and Birnie Win
Dunbar Student Prizes

"The Greatest Need," an essay written

by Richard Cheatam Plater, .Ir. '31, won
the first prize of .?100 in the ,Iames R.

Dimbar Prize Easay Contest, the results of

which were announced during the Me-
morial Day exercises on the Laboratory

campus. William .\. H. Birnie, '31, with

an article entitled "Zero Hour Warnings

for Freshmen," took the second prize of

$50, while Honorable Mention was award-

ed to John J. Gibson, Jr.

The Contest sponsored by a committee

composed of faculty, trustees, and alumni

at large, is based on articles, essays, or

editorials written by Williams undergradu-

ates and dealing with any ph.a,se of student

life. In commenting on the 1931 entries,

Mr. Philip R. Dunbar declared, " 'The

(ireatest Need' probably comes nearest to

the fundamental purpose of the Dinibar

Student Life Prizes than any other entry

made during the five years of operation."

AMHERST NINE ROUTED

16-2 BY WILLIAMS TEAM

Filley's Skillful Pitching and Eleven

Errors by Visitors Pave

Way for Victory M
Taking advantage of 11 errors made by

the Amherst team, the Williams nine

snowed the .Sabrina batsmen uiifler by a
ll)-2 score in the annual Memorial ilay

classic. Although the Purple were cnulit-

ed with 10 hits as compared with Am-
her.st's eight, I'^illey showed excellent

control in the pinches, walking but two
men, while McCuskey and Ray, who held

the box for Amherst, were worked for

nine pa,s.ses.

With the score 1-0 in their favor in the

fourth, the Williams batsmen timched

McCuskey for four hits, scoring four runs

to put them ahead by a comfortable mar-

gin. And in the next frame, four passes,

two errors and a lone single resulted in

four more tallies. But the climax of the

game came in the .sixth, when one hit, a

walk, and four Amherst misplays permit-

ted five runners to cross the plate, 2t'i men
in all facing McCuskey during these three

innings. .\lt hough each team scored

one more run, the visitors were unable to

(Continued on Second Page)

Dewey To Lead 1932 Netmen
Daniel Dewey '32 of Milwaukee, Wis.,

was elected captain of the 1932 Varsity

Tennis team at a meeting of the 1931

lettermen held before the final match of

the season, against Wesleyan. Dewey,

captain of his Freshman team, has been a
consistent winner for the Varsity during

the piust two years; he was a finalist in

the Wisconsin open tournament last

summer.
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WHO WANTS A COLLEGE MAN?
Who wants a eolleKe man? B.A.'s are a druK on the market, some iieoplo have

been saying in tlic last few months, as the eilueational factories applied tlie final polish

to tlieir liWI coiitrihutions to the Vounu Executives and Customers' Men of America.

There simiily are not ouoush jolis to go around amoii}!; all these new hopel'uls, despite

their four years cour.se in C-maiiship.

.liisl what this proves, the Viewers-with-Ahinii fail to add. It sounds more like

surreptitious pro|iatfaiida for birth control aniouf!; the white collar classes than any-

thing else. The AUiinlic Mnnthlij, or Mr. Simmer, should look into this.

Probably such pessismism merely rellects the old fable that a college etlucatiou

makes the ordinary man unwilling to accept any job which iloesn't carry with it a

private secretary, and a desk with at least three push-buttons. Anil when even a

Republican Administration can't keep tlie wolf from the door, naturally the supi)ly of

such iiositions iniKht be expected to run low. The somethiug-l'or-notliin)^ demand lias

been a good detd ovor-enipliasized, however. Perhaps the most widely learned philos-

ophy ac(|uired on modern campuses is that of "getting by." Yet, even at so "nice" a

college as Williams, many men do not seem to go out with all the traditional cockiness

of the graduate about to manage the world. Even here, whether in examination room

or managerial competition, it takes only a normal intelligence to jierceive that some-

thing-for-nothing isn't even a dependable hypothesis, let alone an axiom.

If Hachelors of Arts are a drug on the market, it is more apt to be because of their

chosen vocations than of their energy. If college men adopt a standardized conception

of the sort of positions which "fit" their type of training,—or social standing— , they

may, indeed, find themselves in an overcrowded labor market. But, the idea that, the

college IS !i training school for some particular super-white-collar field of business is, if

it has any foundation at all, based upon entirely artificial a.ssumptions. Had the col-

leges remained preparatory schools for the professions, it might have been true that

. they were causing an oversupply of workers in those markets. Hut, tlipy have beeunae

"democratized,"—hesiven help them! They are dealing with students who will later

be engaged in all sorts of vocations; and they are not trying to turn out specialists, but

to help men realize vidues which far underlie all occupations. The fact that college

enrollment has so enormously increased in the last 12 years has meant that the colleges

haven't been able to carry out their real task correctly; but it does not mean that there

is to be an increase of genteel unemployment. It should merely result in a wider dis-

tribution of college-trained men throughout the vocational fields, with college men

working where formerly would have been workers who had never attended Eight

O'clock chapel, or cut a phil quiz. There will be an artificially created surplus of

college men only if future B.A.'s allow convention or custom to bully them into some

"proper" range of occupations.

.loseph Patrick Hayes, Martin Harold

.lohnson, l.lo.yd Howard Karelis, Heuben

Kalz, Burnham Kelly, Alfrcil John

Knapp, ,Ioseph ,Iohn l.unkin, Jr., Frank

Jewelt Mather, III, Whitney Harris

Meurs, .Joseph Henry Morun, IliUph

Joseph Motroni, John Hallowell dhly.

Cole Htiy, Samuel Hidiard Rosen, Chris-

topher Smith Sargent. Kilwin Ray Smith,

Lincoln Clilmore Smith, Wemlell Triller,

William Herbert Von VMn, Robert Aiues-

iiury Whilaker, Cieorge Dickens W'ilkin-

aoii, Jr., Archibald Mull'ord WoodnilT, ,Ir.

l<'iiMl HoiKiis in S/Hciiil /''»7i/.s

Kohert Martin Diuiii Biology

Hubert .\braham lOast ICconoinii's

Heiijamm Rush Field, ,lr. French

Hii'liard .\nson (ietmiui Mathematics

Harvey Barnes (irocock Eiiglisli

Paul Homer Couchmaii Haggard English

/\ustin Ripley Harmon Physics

Clarence West Hodges, Jr. English

Robert Caldwell Husband, Jr. English

Kichard Eugene Manning English

Thiiiiias Robinson North English

(ierard Henri Pagenslecher Clenn,-ui

Charles Abbott Phillips, Jr. English

Addison Robert Pomeroy English

Brainard Skinner Sabiii Englisli

.lohn Boyee Sisley French

Thomas Sommer English

Howard Bonnell Spencer, .Ir. English

Charles Frederick .Steele Political Science

ICdwin Forrest Stepheii.s II (lerman

I';d\vard Greene SulTern Chcmi.stry

David Vipond Political Science

David Oswell Walter History

IlidhcxI Fiiinl lldHors

Stewart Walker Holmes English

Thomas Elijah Jeuks English

David .Shirra Meiklejohn Economics

Robert Pickens Meiklejohn Economics

Graham Wallace Greek

iilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|||||||||||||||||„„„„^

I 6th Ur^lVERSITY CRUISE I

I
AROUND THE WORLD |

= (;„.idiiiieiilan<liird.8y«lcimitic university courses Willi the eiliicntliuiiil I
§ iiclviMilagcB of directed liavcl. Visils to 3.1 countries niip|ih'iiiciii =

i£ ciiur.-cs ill An, IliHiorv, l.itcialinc, (Hiveriinii-iit, I'Voiioniics, etc., 5

f iiikIi r a facnily from \i>'\t; I '. of So. ( laliforiiiii, etc. Credit for cmirgcs 1
-

oil prc\iois(;riii-cs given liy li-adiiig iiiiiveisitieH. |
SiiiU (liiiih.r (i. I'l.tl lo F.iirojie, Near FjisI, Orient, in splciiili,! I

ha\.iu:H(;-.\mi;bi(:an "s..s. iiesolute". cnuhgu,:
|

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL ASSOCIATION!
66 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. |

'Gargoyle' Elects

Junior Delegation
(Continued from First Page)

FREDERICK Bl.ISS TrTTI.E
Brooklyn, N. V.

by H. I.. Schwartz, Jr.

MARK WINFIEl.D CRESAP, JR.

Winnelka, III.

by T. P. Goodbody, .Ir.

REGINALD Hl'dH ZALLES
New York, N. Y.

by B. S. Sabin

GEORGE SLADE READ
Fall River, Mass.

by F. B. Williams, Jr.

JOSEPH SANFORD DOUGHTY
Williamstown, Mass.^. .„,,.,

Wh. W. Kipp

Many Prizes Given at

1 37th Commencement
(Continued from First Page)

Reuben Katz, '33

Samuel Richard Rosen, '33

Archibald Mulford Woodruff, Jr. '33

John Sabin Ailriancc Prize in Cheinislri/

Edward Greene .Suffern, '31

Conant- Harrington Prize in Biology

Not Awarded

Prizes for Freshman Declamation Contest

First William Gelon McKnight, Jr. '34

Second Robert Brownson McKean '34

Honorable Mention

George Carl Ebeling, Jr. '34

Graves Prize

Not Awarded

Van Vechten Prize for Extemporaneous

Speaking

First Carl Schmidt Oxtoby '31

Henru Uulgera Congers Memorial Literanj

Prize

Fitzroy Kelly Davis '33

Arthur C. Kaufman Prize in English

Thomas Elijah Jenks '31

Edward Gould Shumwai/ Prize in English

Thomas Elijah Jenks '31

Canhij Athletic Scholarship Prize

Robert Vickens Meiklejohn '31

William liritdfonl Turner Memorial Prize

Awarded to that member ot the grad-

uating class selected by a committee of

the Class and of the Faculty as having

"during his four years' course best ful-

filled his obligatiims to the College, his

fellow-students, and himself."

Thomas Elijah Jenks '31

Williamn College Greek Fellowship

Graham Wallace '31

Charles liridgcn iMnsing Scholarship in

Latin and Greek

Equally divided between Rupert Alstyne

Lloyd, Jr. '30 and Graham Wallace '31

Johti Edmund Moody Memorial Scholar-

ship

Howard Bonnell Spencer, Jr. '31

Horace F. Clark Prize Scholarships

Stewart Walker Holmes '31

David Oswell Walter '31

Dewey Prize for Excellence on the Com-
mencement Stage

To be announced at the Commence-
ment Luncheon

Other Prizes Awarded During the Year
1930-31

James It. Dunbar Studerd Life Prizes

First Richard Cheatham Plater, Jr. '31

Second William Alfred Hart Birnie '31

Honorable Mention

John Joseph Gibson, Jr. '31

Belvidere Brooks Memorial Medal
Benjamin Langmaid '31

Leonard S. Prince Memorial Smmming
Prize

Carl Davis '34

Bowker Siriniming Prize

,l()hn Robert Besitly '33

Lehman Cup Prizes

First Calvin Wheeler Miller '33

Second Edward Greene Suffern '31

Freshman Pentathlon Medals

First Stewart Thomas Hamilton '34

Second (liistav Grosveuor Kaufinann '34

Third Allan Rogers Phipps '34

Intramurnl Athletic Cup
Commons Club

Trophy of Trophies

Williams College

Sophomore Honors

Andrew .lefferson Berry, Jr., Richard

Hamilton Blanding; Beverly Douglas

Causey, Jr., Francis Macomb Creason, .Ir.

Fitzroy Kelly Davis, .lohn Aubrey Davis,

Thomas Marshall Dines, Stanton .Mien

Fell, .Stockton Douglas Fisher, George Al-

inoii Ford, Jr., Andrew Boyd Gilfillan, Jr.

Charles Frederick Hamilton, Henry Wil-

liam Happel, Marion Holmes Ilarlshorne

Amherst Nine Routed
16-2 by Williams Team

(Continued from First Page)

rally successfully, and the game ended l(i-2

for the first Williams victory over Am-
herst in baseball during the last eight

contests.

The summary is as follows;

WILLIAMS
ab r h jio a e

Bartlett, rf 3 4 2

Forbes, 2b 5 1 1 2 1

Markoski, 3b 4 2 1 3 2

Rose, cf 3 1 1 1

Foehl, If e 1

Fowie, 11) 4 2 15 2 1

Wallace, ss 5 3 3 2 4

Fincke, c 4 1 2 2 2

Filley, p 4 1 2 2 2

Filley, p 4 2 1 4

Page (a) 1

Lankin (b) 1 1 1 1 1 1

40 16 10 27 18 2

AMHERST
ab

Whitehead, rf 4

Camjibell, 2b 3

Williams, cf 3

Kniitson, If 4

DePasqua, ss 4

Reynolds, c 4

Fillman, 3b 4

Giie.st, lb 3

McCuskey, p 3

Ray, p

Gottlieb (e) 1

r
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Usty Foster "17 Believes Advantage of Business
Training Accrues After End of Probation Period

•lApericnce indicates that, .tlioiiuli tlie'inciuiutions are given their due wei^hl

11(111.

ir|."i

l,ii^i,ii.«s
seliool gradimte getH no higher

„,,l„iv ill first llian the (^HcKe uruihmte,

„|l,.|- lie is lliri)U({h the prolmtioii period

|ii.
irioves nmi'li faster jiiid farther," wiid

i.'slv l''i)sler '17, AH«islaiit IJeiui i)f the

llaivMiil Hehool of Hiisliiess AihiiiniHlra-

iii a recent interview with a 111 ((ini)

\rr. In ailchlion to analyzing (he

„i|viiiilnges of gruiluate work in thiw (ielil,

Mr I'osler hriefly outlined the policies of

111,' lliirviird school, and diHcussed prep-

„i,,tiuii re(|iiircnients and expense.

I'liere arc ii great many who say <ni the

|,,,sis of talking to business men, that they

fail to see any advantage in graduate

|„isiiicss training, but insleail believe that

t|„.y should start right in working through

till' iiiill. Om impression, however, gained

fidiii students who have gone through the

ncliiiul in the last IS years or more, as well

as Ironi the eniphiyers who eonie back to

scciiii' our graduates, is that there must

he some advantage or we would not

imitinue to seeure support from both

thisc directions. More than twice as

iiiiiiiy apply now as we can take.

rnibably a business school graduate

(li.rsn't get much more, if any more, than

111,' college graduate when lie starts. In-

I'viliilily he inusl go through the training

piiioil for his indiviilnal business as every

iiiic else dues. But his advantage begins

III .•iccrue after the training period is over,

due to M betlcr understanding of the execu-

iIm' type of problems involved in difTerent

pliiiscs of the business, and to annlylical

Iniiiiing, .secured from st inlying inider the

rnsr discus.sion method." Mr. Foster

piiintcd out a .striking example of this in

llic recent organization of a large New

Viirk inveslnieiit banking concern. "Two

iif till' three partners graduated from tiie

Ihiivurd Husiiiess school only six years

!ij;ii, :\lso yini really get some ailvanlage

iliiriiig the training period. Kor in.stance,

if von are in a eonunereial bank sorting

iiiU|ioiis pure drudgery--you are nnich

iii.iic patient to learn details so that you

I'iiii move on to something else whieli you

uiiilersland."

I'liniing to the school itself, he noted

the policy of overcrowding first year men

willi n.ssigiinients to see how they carried

tlic burden. "The point is," lie con-

liiiucd, "thill most men going into grail-

iiiilc study are not prepared to work with

Hs gri'at concentration and consistency n.s

tlicy have to in onler to make the gra<le in

||)nil'cssiiiiial work. Most law schools, and

llic Ibirvaril Hiisiness scliool have adoi)ted

llic cxpciliciit of ])Utting men under pres-

.^iirc lit the beginning in order to establish

the work habit. After a man becomes

interested in gra<lnate work no outside

hiressiire is necessary to continue his

|inii;rcss.

In regard to entrance preparations, Mr.

I'Hslcr remarked that "the subject matter

iif ccillege courses is of not such great sig-

iiiliimice, since even in Economics, which

is the nearest approach to the subjects

ciiMTcd in business school, the point of

view is .social ratlier than applied. The
iiiiijor in college should be determined by

a iiiiin's own intellectual interests, the one

in which he can best develop and <li8play

the mental training which is necessary in

jircpiiration for rigorous graduate work in

liny school of professional grade.

"Due to the pressure of applications, we
arc contiinially forced to select candidates

with greater care. In doing so, the college

Kiiiiles are used as a basis. Experience
liiis shown that this is the best indication

"I 11 man's mental ability and disciijline,

all hough extra-curriculum activities, the

iiniuiiMt of lime devoteil to earning college

cxiieiises, business experience, and reeom-

ITHOMAS McMAHON
HIGH GRADE

ANTHRACITE COAL
Agency for Nash and Chevrolet Car.

|danforth block spring ST

|E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

Vou can do it better

with Gas

Now we are even beginning to get i|uile a
few candidates from law schools, who are
entering the (iciils of (inaiiciiil mid cor-

poriilion law. There seems lo be some
reason to believe in an inteiisivi' business
training after the legal."

The populur belief, that a man should
wait a year or two after gradualing from
college liehn-e entering gradiinic school, so
that he may gain u more coinprehenHive
view of his ability, has two main objections
in Mr. Foster's estimation. ImisI, in that

addilioiiiil time he may become lied down
with respoiisibiliiies from which he was
free before; and second, the mental keen-

ness developed by study will be (luHcil in

the intervening iicriod.

"Theeo.st of the Harvard liusiness school

is high ill time as well as money," con-

cluded Mr. Foster. "However, as there

are only two years of training involved

the total cost is lower than that in any
other professional grade school. We
maintain a loan fund to assist men in

meeting financial obligations of graduate
work there, and also there are oppor-

tunities such as waiting on table winch

cut down the actual cash oullay to a very

small amount comparatively."

Trustees Honor Nine
(Continued from First Page)

of the First Congregational Church of

W'illiamstown, spoke as follows:

"Mr. President;

"I present to you for the honorary

degree of Doctor of Divinity the Rev.

Edward A. McMaster, pastor of that elder

half-sister of the College, the Congre-

gational Church in Williamstown. Om-
nivorous reader, ver.sed in sacred lore and
in the thought of our ilay, interpreting

both with independence and broad-

minded charity, able preacher of a spiritual

gospel, a prophet not without honor in

his own country."

The Reverend Frederick Herbert Sill.

O.H.C., headmaster of Kent .School, Kent,

Coiuiecticut, was presented by Professor

.lames Ii. Pratt who spoke as follows:

"Mr. President:

"For the degree of Doctor of Divinity I

pn'.seni the Reverend Frederick Herbert

Sill, founder of Kent .School and lieailmas-

ter these twenty-five years since its foun-

dation. One of .\merica's great head-

masters. And not that only, but to his

students guide, philosopher, and friend.

I.overof boys and beloved by them."

Professor Carroll Eewis Maxcy pre-

sented Mr. E. Herbert Botsfonl, .Mumni

Secretary of Williams College, and 8|)oke

as follow.s:

"Mr. President:

"For the honorary degree of Doctor of

Humane Letters I present Eli Herbert

Holsford.

"(Iraduate of this College; teacher;

Graduate Treasurer; .Secretary of the

Loyalty Fund Association; Editor of the

Alninni liemcir and of the tiencral

Catalogue; loyal citizen of Williamstown,

identified with every good work for the

social, financial, and religious interests

of the community."

Presenting Dr. B. B. Vincent Lyon,

Professor William E. McElfresh sjjoke as

follows:

"Mr. President:

"1 present as candidate for the honorary

degree of Doctor of Science, B. B. Vincent

Lyon; pathologist and physician; eminent

investigator in the tiehl of clinical re-

search; writer and lecturer, distinguished,

both at home and abroad, for his many

contributions to medica technique and

literature."

Professor Henry D. Wild, who pre-

sented Mary Florence Denton (in absen-

tia), Doshisha University, Kyoto, ,Iapan,

spoke as follows:

"Mr. President:

"For the honorary degree of Doctor of

Education in nhsettlin Mary Florence Den-

ton, educator and unofflcial diplomat,

whose work of a lifetime at Do.shisha ITni-

versity ha-s radiated light throughout all

.lapan; beloved and honored there, yet

still a great American; evidence in our own

day of the enduring power of the Cliris-

tian movement horn a century and a ()Uar-

ter ago in yonder Mission Park; ambassa-

dress of the spirit of the West to the s|)irit

of the East, who, in Kipling's plira.se 'can

walk with Kings -nor lose the common

touch'."

Professor tieorge K. Howes, presenting

Harold A. Nomer, headmaster, .Shady-

side Academy, spoke as follows:

"Mr. President:

"I present to you for the honorary degree

of Master of Arts Harohl Adim Nomer,

headmaster of Shadyside Academy, Pitta-

burgh.

"A commencement speaker at this Col-

lege twenty-five years ago, he has devoted

he cause of education, solvhis life to tl ng

with great success, the many problems
with the sane admin stration of a much
respected and growing institution of learn-

ing."

Five Take M.A. Degree
(Continued from i''lrat Page)

Dee, Richard Marshall D(.iine, .lames

Deshler, II, Freilerick Kccil Dickenson,

Thomas Biainard Dix.son, .loseph Roby
D<irianee, I'Mward Archer Dougherty,
Robert Martin Dunn, Austin .lenness

EhleidiM-, ( ieorge .Jelly Evans, Ruijert Hull

Eyier, David Lloyd Eyiion, ,lr., .\rnold

Martin Fedde, .lames Pierce l''eiiii, Edward
,)ohn Fox, tieorge Churchill Francis, .John

(iardiner. 111, David Benedict (larth,

Curtiss (iinn, .Ir., William ( Ieorge Gomez,
Thomas Pini (ioodbody, .Jr., Frank .Jones

Goodwin, Frederick Elliott Groelil, I'aul

Walter Guenzel, .Jackson Edwin tiuernse^v,

Augustus Clmrles llaelfner, .Jr., George
Bliss Harmon, Jr., Norman Wait Harris,

II, Sterling ,)essup lliles, .John Dowse Hol-

brook, Frederic Rutherforil lloml, Frederic

Briber Houston, J''rederiek l''aiifax lluf-

nagel, Vere Louis Hunt, .John llurd, Tal-

bot .Johns, Harold Winslo'n Kipp, Wilson

McAlarney Kleibaeker, .\lberl .iolin Kob-
ler, .Jr., .John Kordsiemon Lagemann,
.lohii I'"reiich, Jr., Edward George
Lavino, Bay Stewart Leber, Robert Row-
ley Leighton, Edward Ilanee Letchwortli,

.Ir., John Daniel Lucas, Charles Donald
McAllister, Frederick Harward McGlynn,
Thomas Joseph Malouey, David Charles

Maughan, Walden Carter Megeath, Dun-
can Ivers Meier, Jr., Lawrence Kelton

Miller, Samuel Rowland Morgan, Jr.,

Au.stin Morris, Shelby Martin Morrison,

Richard Goodwin Moser, Edgar Vander-

hoef Nash, Wyllys .Stetson Newcomb,
Henry Levi Newman, John Spies Nicoh,

Walter Carr Odiiii, .\rcliibald Gracie (Jg-

den, Jr., Paul ANhitin Orvis, (ieorge Carle-

ton I'earl, Thorn Pendleton, .lohn Lom-
bard Pmvell, Albert Delafield Raynor, Jr.,

.lohn Morse Rea, .James .\dger Reynolds,

(,'harles Lester Ringe, Jr., ,Samuel William

Ripa, Alfred Chapin Rogers, Robert Riino,

Herman Livingston Schwartz, Jr., Lewis

Paul Scoville, III, Victor Joseph -Siegel,

Dudley Estabrook Skinner, William Con-

roe .Smieding, tieorge Henry Sole, Hugh
McLellan Southgate, .Jr., William Reid

,Stanwood, Robert ,Starkey, Hugh Ford

Stewart, Jr., Gordon Metcalf Thomas,

Francis Mariotti Truman, Loring Watson

Turrell, William Davis Ward, Eilward

Bridgman Welch, Carder Welles, Russel

Whcdcr, Jr., Predciirk BallanI Williams,

Jr., Gordon Weller Williamson, John

Rhoades Wineberg, Perry Edward Wurst,

Jr.

COME toTTEWYORK
Join the University Group

at the

HOTEL TIMES SQUARE
43rd Street - West of Broadway
Spend an economical and enjoyable summer right in the

heart of Times Square, at the TIMES SQUARE HOTEL,
"around the corner from everything interesting"!

1,000 OUTSIDE ROOMS — SPACIOUS LOUNGES —
FINE RESTAURANT — FULL HOTEL SERVICE

FROM /^
I 2) WEEKLY

...... ^« ... ..:,.„., „ .,- ^^^ ^^,.. ......... ^

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,
Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

\ ASSAR IXN
formerly VASSAR LODGE

Opposite VnsBar Campus
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

Miss N. M. Felton, Prop.

STOP FOR FOOD AND ROOM

Builder

^tranahan.Harris & (ompany

Investment
Securities

New York, Detroit, Toledo, Chicago

Furniture

M. Schmidt & Sons
Near Post Office

42 Ashland Street Tel. 1825

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

For Anything

Photographic
Of College and Students

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer

f\f'^\^J'^,f^^J*^)^J*6j<^\^'i^ik& ^^r^^).M,LJif^MMSMM&U^^jrJ^^ijrjM^M:M)&

G"7^ IE have

^^ /special-

ized in

School and Col-

lege Printing for a

great many years,

and can help you
with many of your

printingproblems.

One of our repre-

sentatives will be
glad to call on you

if you need him.

Eagle Printing and Binding Company
Telephones 729 and 730 Pittsfield, Massachusetts
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Nineteen Major Letters

Given Track, Hockey Men

Kightci'ii major track U-tlcrs uiiil one

mujor hockey Icllor wore awiirilcd liy llic

Athletic Council at the close of the sprinif

track season. Two of the eighteen track

letters were awarded utuler the a|)ccial rule

aUowiiiK their presentation to seniors who

have competed for three years on the track

squad.

Those receiving the major "VV" for

track are Doughterty, captain, (iuerihsey,

and SufTern '31; Kowie, l.iehcr, I'alnier,

Patterson, Slierwood, Stevens, and Tut tie

'32; S. A. .Johnson, Miller, an<l Urner '33;

Deshlcr '31, iiuuiaKcr, I.akin "i'l, assistant

manager; F. D. Bartow, and Eyn<in '31,

by three year ruling. The hockey major

"W" was awarded to Clark '31.

present system of awardinn major and

minor letters. Every man tries to do his

hest, no nwitter what the sport; and the

award should he the same. Di.scriniina-

tion will always exist in the minds of the

student hody and others, anyway. Swim-

ming should he a major spurt for the same

reasons that track is.

Thomas P. Goodbody, Jr.,

Captain of Cross-Country

1 favor the adoption of a system which

would make for sport ecpiality, hut not one

which would nivv minor letters to part-

time imrlicipants. (iive as few major

letters as possihUi—hut give them to mem-

bers of all first teams.

Coaches and Captains for

Change in Sport System

( The following alalemcrils were made lo

TiiK Rkcoki) Hi regard lo the proposal to

alter the present classi/ieation of sports as

"major" or "minor". )

Guerdon N. Messer, Director of Athletics

I am highly in favor of the proposal to

com))letely abolish the i)rosent major and

minor .sport distinction. A man makes

just as much efTort in one sport as in

another, to make the team and to win his

letter; and the awards should lie the same.

It depends entirely in which line of ath-

letics his interest lies, not .so much as upon

the award, when a man selects one sjiort

in preference to another. If a man's inter-

est lies in lacrosse rather than baseball,

anil if he works just as hard in one as in

the other, why shouldn't he receive a

reward commensurate with his efforts.

Most lines of athletics require similar

amount of physical ability. The Williams

system is a hanjjover from the old stan-

dard; but it is lime that Williams followed

the example set liy Amherst, narlmoulh,

Wesleyan, Cohunbia, and other eollenes

where the major arul minor .S])ort distinc-

tion lias been abolished.

Charles L. Graham, Coach of Swimming
Abolishment of the major and minor

sport dassitication would, in the louf; run,

encourage men to no out for the sport I hey

were m<ist interested in, rather than for

those which will brinj{ thorn the higher

awards. Why the present distinction

which makes some sports major and others,

minor? Undouhledly, the jircsont system

is a handicai) lo lacrosse in the .spring and

to soccer in the fall, in that they do not

draw better athletes. If sports were on

the same basis, there would be a more even

division of athletes. I'Viothall is the one

colloKiato ssame today and should bo kept a

major; but all sjiorts are bocominK college

events. If there are to be major s[>orts

and minor sports, then there should be a

periodic revision to see on what sports the

emphasis is boinn ])laced. There should

be some consideration of the interest and

participation of the student body.

Graham Wallace, Captain of Baseball

I favor the aliolit ion of the present major

and minor sport distinction. The drawing

of the line between major and minor sports

is purely arbitrary. Men work c(|iially

hard, whatever the sport, and should be

awarded equally; but only if they sati-sfy

the reKular letter requirements. To award

a minor letter to a man particii)atinK in a

sport, but failing to fulfill the present mini-

mum re<iuirements for a letter, would not

abolish the present sport distinction. On
the contrary, it would stamp a man as

"not Koofl enouKh".

Joseph C. Swayze, Captain of Swimming
1 favor the proposal to eliminate the

Commons Club With 156 Points Wins Intramural

Trophy of Trophies; Chi Psi Is Second With I45h

Fox Is Elected Captain
of 1932 Lacrosse Team

,lohn D. Fox '3'2 of Stamford, Conn, was

elected to succeed Dunn '31 as captain of

the Williams lacrosse team at a meeting of

the lettermen after the Union Kame. Fox

played at a defense position all during his

so))homore year and has ajjiain starroil in

every Kame at first tiefense this season,

beiiiK a large factor in the defense of the

Purple team.

He prepared for Williams at Hill .School

where he won a letter in football and was

captain of the tennis team as well as beinf;;

chairman of the Honors Committee.

Since coming to Williams he has played on

the freshman football and tennis teams and

has been a meinber of the football squad

for two years. He was recently elected

Commodore of the Williams Yacht Chili

which is planning to compete in intercolle-

giate races this summer, and is a member of

Gargni/te.

Is First Woman M.A. Here

Miss Beatrice Hita W'a.ssersi'heid, .sec

retary to Dean Harry I., .\gard, who re

ceivcd her M..\. degree at this morning's

Commencement exercises, is the Hrst

woman who has ever l;een awarded that

degree by Williams College. Miss Wa.s-

serschcid graduated from New Hocholle

College, and has been engagod as the

Dean's secretary for the past three years.

Miss Wasserscheid took her major in

the jieriod in .American literature since

KStiO, under Dr. S. IC. .'Mien, and lier minor

during the same period in Knglish liter-

ature, under Mr. R. (i. Hueliler, after

having begun the work under the direction

of the late Dr. G. H. Dulton

Revere Excursion

Kxcursions by train to Revere Reach,

popular Mabs-'achusetts seashore play-

gKuuul, are announced by the Boston and

Maine Railroad for Sunday, ,liine 21st,

when s|ie('ial excursion train will be oper-

ated, leaving Williamsfown at 7,52 ,\. M
(E.S.T.).

At few places in New England will be

found an extent and variety of amusements

comparable to that at Revere. A .splen-

did beach, flanked with all manner of de-

vices for jilay anti entertainment, hel]) to

make the day spent here one that will long

be remembered.

The excursion train will be nin onto a

special siding convenient to the beach at

Revere. It will leave for the return trip

at 5.20 P. M. (E. S. T.). The fare for the

round-trip is only .$2.75.

Other Scores

Varsity Tennis

Wesleyan 7, Williams 2

Varsity Lacrosse

Union !), Williams I

Freshman Track

Williams 72, Amherst 54

Freshman Tennis

Williams 5, Amherst 4

Men Interested in Scientific Career Should Get
Background and Forget About Jobs—Richtmeyer

"If u scientific career intoresls any young'

man, 1 would advise him to get the proper

background and preparation, and then lot

the job take care of itself." In these

words, Dr. F. K. Richtniyer, Dean of the

Cornell University (iradnate School, emi-

nent in scientific circles as an outstanding

student of the X-ray, and author of numer-

ous pamphlets on that subject as well as on

electro-photography, encouraged Williams

undergraduates to consider science as a

life's work.

"There are two general outlets into

scientific fiehls which the college graduate

may follow. All the better universities, in

the first place, have excellent facilities for

study an<l research along these lines, and

are interested in finding men who may
possibly make now (lis<'overios. One of a

university's iiurposes is to increase our

present store of knowledge while preserv-

ing what we know already.

"Then, industrial laboratories arc al-

ways glad to got promising young men

with a fundamental training in science.

This offers a very attractive career both in

research and in applied science. This year,

of course, the economic di^pression pre-

vents such laboratories frtmi taking on new
men. Hut it probably won't liLst . . no

depressions have. In addition to these

two entrances into science as a life's work,

there are the ('lovcrnmont Ijiboratories in

Washington, which are always looking for

now talent. Physics, chemistry, metal

Inrgy, meteorology, biology all tlio.se are

represented there, and form po.ssible oiijior-

tunitios to break into science.

"The man who is interested in this field

should be very sure his preparation

ade(iuate. Mathematics, physios, and

chemistry, particularly, are of the utmost

importance in aequring the neceasary back-

ground. That is essential. The actual

job will take care of itself."

H. C WRIGHT, M. D. and W. L. CURRAN, M. D
Eye, Ear. No«e and TTiroat

Glasses Properly Fitted
-Vienna Eye and Elar Certificate)

C »ily; 9 a. m. to 12 m., 2 to 5 p. m.

Fel 1480 Dowlin Block. North Adams

Having won first places in baseball,

basketball, and touch football and scored

heavily in many other sports, the Com-

mons Club won this year's H. II. I.ehman

intramural trophy of trophies with a total

if 150 points. This is the third victory

for this organization in the last four years

^ I

('oninionH Club 10 fj

Chi l'»i 8 15

Alplm IVlra I'lii t) 10

flii Di-llaTliftn « S

Di-ltii I'psilon 8 .'i
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Di-lta I'hi .".
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as it won also in H)2S and l»'2«. Chi I'.ii

ranked second in the standing with I4,')>i,

winning badminton, golf, track, and piiig

I
long; Alpha Delta /'/li was third with 125.

The points won in each event and the

linal standing of eacdi of the compelitorB

are as follows:
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EXCURSION

t^^^H BOSTON - SALEIV1 - LYNN

SUNDAY, JUNE 21
|H ^^ rm ^ A Day nt t' e Seashore

«P ^ . f 3 Train loaves Williiimstown at 7:,52 A. M. ( E. S. T. ) Stops at

^bi Xorth Sta.. Boston, to allow exi'ur.sionists to lake Nantaskot
Round Tiip Beach boat trip, or visit Noruinbega Park. Boston Mn.seum,

Boston Librarv. big league hail game, etc. Train arrives Boston 12 noon,

Revere 12:30,' l.vnn 12:50 and Salem 1 :05 P. M. Returning leaves Revere
5:20 and Ro.ston 5:35 P. M. I E. S. T.)

WRITE FCR JILY EXCl RStON fTLDER

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD

MOTOR COACH SERm
$4.15 BOSToiT
Daily. 9.12 A. M. (R.S.T.)

$1.30 ALBANY
Daily, 1.53 P.M. (E.S.T.)

Tickets and Information...

College Pharmacy
Williams Inn

Buffalo
J|,;(

AtToT"''** 1;»

BOSTON & MAINE
TRANSPORTATION CO.

Portland ]6.6B
Prouidence S.15
Fitchbuig 2.80

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORii

Case System—Tliree-Year Course

Co-lid ucdtioiKd

College Degree or Two Years of

College Work with Good
Crudes UequlreJ

Transcript of lU-ciird NecL-ssury ia

All Co..»

MOIININO. KARLY AFrKRNOON AND
KVKNING CLASSICS

Write for Catalogue

CHARLES P. DAVIS, Rcglstr;ir
2ii Broadway, New York

The New York Law School
(Charteredl891)

Three-year course leading to degree ol
|

LL.B. Dwight System of instruction.

Late afternoon and evening sessions offer-
j

ing special opportunity to students wjio I

must Of desire to support themselves by I

some business activity during the day, I

Preliminary education requirement -sat-

1

isfactory completion of at least two yean
|

leading to the degree of A.B. or B.S. atil

college recognized by the New York State I

Board of Regents.
[

For detailed information, address;

PROF. GEORGE C. SMITH, Secretari

215 West Twenty-Third St., New York Ciii
[

Every CaMEL Package
2

Noiiv a Tiny

Humidor
Switch over for just one day
then quit Camels, if you can

AH regular Camel sinokcrs have noticed
a significant change in the Camel pack-
age. N«>M- their favorite cigarettes conn?
air-sealed in inoisture-proof Cellophane.

An improvement in appearance, true,

but the reason for this change that c«(<t

$2,000,000 was not mere looks.

It was «lone to protect the fine mild
quality of Camels until they reach the

smoker.

The best tobacco loses much of its rich

flavor and aroma when its natural nioit*-

ture content is lost through scorching or

evaporation.

That's why we have made every Camel
package a tiny humidor—so that you may
always be sure of getting Camels in frcsli

mild condition.

CnniflH are irrnppfid oniy in
tnolHtiiri'-praof Cvlluphane ivith an
air-seal.

Try a package today and revel in the

luxury of a really fresh cigarette.

Factory-fresh Camels arc air-sealed in

the new Sanitary Package which keeps the

dust antl germs out and keeps the flavor in.

It is peppery dust and harsh dry tohac-

CO that are unkind to a smoker's throat.

We vacuum-clean away the dust and
keep the natural moisture in by the

exclusive Humidor Pack.

Make the switch lo Camels for just one
day, then leave them—if you can.

Il It the mark of a contiderate hotleti,
by mrant of the Humidor Pack, to
"Serve n frenh cigarette." Buy Camel*
by the carton— this cifgarette loill re-

main freih in your home and office

Camels
^ t^>i

©I'll, n. ;. R.jrnoldi TobiMo Compnr, Wli»loa.S.l.m. N.C.
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ELEVENTH SESSION OF INSTITUTE

STUDIES WORLD ECONOMIC CRISIS

Causes and Effects of Present

Depression is Central Topic

of Discussion

BAKER MAKES OPENING SPEECH
|

Former Secretary of War, in The

Convocation Address, Shows
Need of Peace

Till' world economic crisis, with its nmn-

ifdld effects iipoii till) internal alTuirs of

Hiiveniniciits and upon the iiilernational

(iit nation, was the princ^ipal topic con-

sidered dtiririK Au({uat hy the Institute of

Politics in its eleventh session in Williams-

Icnvn. DiscussinK the subject in his con-

\(ic;i(ion address, the Hoiioralile Newton

I). Uaker declared that no orderly proK-

rcss was jiossible without tlie elTectivc

csialilishinent of peace, and that the ciir-

iciii depression has niven ureal impetus to

llic (Minsideration of such olistaeles to

|)ciice and economic stabilization as arm-

urnents and tariff barriers.

Some of the questions whicrh threaten

the peace of Europe were discussed in the

Hounil Table conducted by Dr. Williams

liiippard of (leneva. Instead of pre-

sent iiiK a uroup of lectures. Dr. Rappard

called upon representatives of European

countries and others who had a personal

knowledge of particular situations to coni-

Miurucute to the Round Table their knowl-

edge and their personal reactions, so that

hy an interchange of views a more intimate

undcT.standinK of the extremely eornpli-

calecl situation tnight be arrived at. Dr.

Happard is a delegate from .Switzerland to

the l.eaKUi' of Nations, a member of the

League's Mandate Comnii.ssion and was

formerly director of the .Mandates .Section.

,stres.siii(; the consideration of the cen-

tral topic of the session. Dr. l.uigi \illar

of Home discussed "The Kcononiics of

Fa.<ci.s,n," Di (leorge S. Cmin!.'-- i.' Xcw
York spoke on "The Economics of Com-
nnmism," and l'rofes.sor Theodore K.

(Iregory of the I^ondon .School of Kco-

lionucs lectured upon "The I''.eonomic

Problems of the Mrilish Dorniiuons."

Professor .lacob \iner, of the I'niversity of

(IliicaKo, in a Hound Table discussion on

"The Problems of International, Com-
mercial and Kinancial Policy," declared

that the I'nited Slates perhaps has |)er-

formeil a service to the ciuise of tariff re-

duction hy demonstrating that a tariff

harrier and prosperity are not always

.synonymous. He nunntained that the

I nited States has the jiower to lake the

lead towards .sanity in internal ioiuil com-

mercial relations, and that an .Vmerican

proposal for a sinniltaneous reduction in

tariffs might receive a respon.se in Europe

as enthusiastic as that accorded the recent

nioriitorium pro))osal.

Questions affecting world pea(^e were

diseu.sscd in general conferences, Mr.

•lames (I. McDonald of the Foreign Policy

.Association speaking on Public Opinion

•Old Disarmament," and Profes,sor (leorge

11. Mlakeslee leading a consiiU'ration of

"The Pact of Pari,s."

The attention of the Institute was

primarily fo<>used upim Europe Mr. \. H.

Huffiriton, of the History Department, in

liis report of the Institute .said that this

centralization "is not because the rest of

(ContinuiHi on Ninlli Pane)

FIRST COMMONS CLUB

DATES START TONIGHT

Rushing Will Last From October

9 to 16, with Intermission

of One Day

Introductory to the unmml rushing

j)erio<l, which will commence October '.I,

the Conunons Club will entertain a small

grou]) of freshmen tonight in the first (jf a

series of dimier dates lor the members of

the class of 1035. Animendments to the

Interfraleriuty Hushing Agreement, to be

in effect for this fall only, have ])laced the

Commons Club invitations on the same
)asi8 as those issued by fraternities during

period A of Ihe rushing sea.son.

Tried as an experiment last fall, the

nightly dinner dates at the Commons
Club have been incorporated as part of the

COACH ED BULLOCK
Under Whose Supervision the Soccer Team

Has Been Training During the

Past Ten Days

HARRIS AND KERNS

KILLED IN ACCIDENTS

Harris Dies in Utah Auto Wreck
On Way To Take Bank Job

in San Francisco

The sununer's toll of automoliile acci-

dents took the lives (jf two members of Ihe

college, iNorman Waile Harris II '31 of

Chicago, Illi'ini. "-id .Mi-i. Kenio '.S,? of

Newtcm, Mass. Harris was killed on

,\ugust 'ill when his car .struck a ditch

near Toole. I'tah; and Kerns died imme-

dialely after his car had overturned ear

Winstcd, Connecticiil, on Ihe eleventh of

,lune.

Harris, who graduated in .lune, was a

member of Ihe Delln I'si fraternity and

had been an honor student in his .Sopho-

more year. He was a member of the W
Hams Outing Club and served on the Cros.s

Country team during his ,Iuiuor year.

He was also on Ihe Varsity track S(iuail for

two years.

Harris was the son of Mr. and Mrs.

Hayden M. Harris of '20 Cedar .Street,

Chicago ami Ihe grandson and namesake

of the founder of the Harris Trust and

.Savings Hank of thai city.

It was .saiil that Harris was on his way

to .San Franci.sco to take a position in the

V\'ells-Fargo bank there and learn the

banking bu.siness. He had i)lanned, after

serving his apprenliceship, to return to

Chicago to work in Ihe bank which his

family controls.

Kerns, a member of last year's so))ho-

more cla.ss. left William.stown early in the

evening of ,!une the eleventh and was

proci'<'ding at a leisurely rate in Ihe direc-

tion of Middletown. Conneclicut where

he was to alleiid the Wesleyan class day

festivities.

(Continued on Fifth Page)

Commons Club With 156 Points Wins Intramural

Trophy of Trophies; Chi Psi Is Second With 14514

Having won first places in baseball, *as it won al.so in lO'AS and 1029. Chi Psi

liaskethall, and tmich football and sc<ired

heavily in many other sporls, the Com-
nions Club won last year's II. II. Lehman
nilramnrid trophy of trophies with a total

of 1,51) points. This is the third victory

for this organization in the last four years

H O
•'orninons Club 10 R
', ",l'»i S 15
A |)li;i Dolln Phi , 10

111 D.lin TliiitH „ „ 8
'"lla I'lisilon 8 S
111 (tuniina DelU 10 B

I'i'la Tl.i.tn I'i 6 fl

'yl«^ IVi „„„.„.,.„ « 8

f'"'""
I'lii B 9

"fltii kunpn Epsilon 6 «
TnoiB Delta Chi S S
Vila l>Bi 7 e
.»i t iisiinn S 7
^neiiii Alpha ,., .I ,1

to s,|,,„„ Kuppn 7 n
""lla I'ln

, 6 5

ranked second in the sliuiding with 14,5! .,

winning badmint(m, golf, track, and ping

pong; Alpha Ddlii Phi w!is third with l'25.

The points won in each event and the

final standing of each of the competitors

are as follows:

_ - r/l

i

1
H
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MUSICAL APPRECIATION

INCREASING IN COLLEGES

Mr. Allan Robinson, Yale '91,

Praises High Standards of

College Musical Clubs

"There is a decidedly marked cliansc in

college glee club singing since my day,"

comments Mr. Allan Robinson, Yale '91,

President of the Mendelssohn Glee Club of

New York, in an article written for The
Record. Mr. Robinson, who was a mem-

ber of the Yale Glee Club in his under-

graduate days, has been identified promi-

nently with the activities of men's choruses

since his graduation.

"In the old days concerts were given over

wholly to the singing of college songs, and

any serious music that found its way into

the programs looked lonesome and out of

place," the author of the article continues.

"Nowadays, the programs, while still re-

taining, as they should, some of the college

songs, are largely composed of classical

selections. This change is significant and

indicative of a growing musical apprecia-

tion among college students.

"The old 'grads' aLill clamor for the

campus glees, but, little by little, they too

are developing musical taste and are learn-

ing to imderstand that classical numbers

well-rendered do, after all, reflect credit on

'Alma Mater'. The realization that seri-

ous songs more than compensate the

absence of the old numbers they used to

sing thirty and forty years ago has become

widespread among alumni of the 80's and

90's. The new type of college glee club

program is undoubtedly with us to stay.

"I would like to emphasize more than

anything else," Mr. Robinson remarks,

"the fact that a candidate for the musical

clubs must have the right kind of spirit

before joining, a prerequisite, so to speak,

of all the invaluable experience to be

gained by sincere members. He must

realize the necessity of grinding rehearsals,

and of flawless team work, of which the

need is greater in choral singing than in

football or baseball. In almost every

sport the individual player has an oppor-

tunity to stand out above the rest and

star—but not so in a chorus. One voice

in a glee club is as important as another

and nothing damns a member quite so

much as to be told that his voice stood out

al)ove the others. Only one man in a glee

club can star; he is the leader.

"It is most gratifying to see the general

interest taken in music today. There was

a time when a man patted himself on the

back for being 'manly' because he did not

like, or know anything about, music. To-

day that crowd of ignorant 'masculines'

has dwindled.

"Singing on a college glee club," Mr.

Robinson concludes, "will form, at least,

the basis for understanding an art which

is growing constantly in public favor.

My work with the Yale Glee Club is one

of my most pleasant recollections of under-

graduate days, and if the words of an old

'hand' mean anything to you of the young-

er generation, maintain an interest in glee

club affairs, even after you leave college."

Williams Baseball Team Wins Nine,

Loses Four Games in 1931 Season

Caldwell's Charges Bring Percentage to .692 by Brilliant Victories over

Amherst, Wesleyan, and Dartmouth in Final Contests

W.C.A. WELCOMES CLASS OF 1935

Freshmen Introduced to Members
of College Faculty

The Class of 1935 received its official

welcome to Williams College and an intro-

duction to the members of the faculty and

their wives at the annual reception spon-

sored by the Williams Christian Associa-

tion last Saturday evening in the Lasell

Gymnasium. The freshmen were first

greeted by a receiving line, composetl of

Pres. and Mrs. Garfield, Dean and Mrs.

Agard, the Rev. and Mrs. Twichell, and

Dean Leonard, after which they informally

met many other faculty members.

On the completion of these introductions

Lee, Reeves, and Hobson, respectively

President, Vice President, and Chairman

of the Boys' Work Committee of the Chris-

tian Association, gave short talks on the

purpose of their organization and its rela-

tion to the rest of the College. Refresh-

ments were then served to the new men
and the meeting brought to a close.

Library Notice

The hours when the Liljrary will be

open are as follows:

Daily

8.00 a. m. to 12 m.

1.00 p. m. to 6.00 p. m.

7.30 p. m. to 10.00 p. m,

Sunday
2.30 p. m. to 5.25 p. m.

7.30 p. m. to 10.00 p. m.

Breaking a little more than even in*

thirteen games last spring, the Varsity

Baseball team closed a successful season

with a record of nine triumphs, including

victories over Amherst and Dartmouth,

and four defeats. Bad weather breaking

before .some of the more important con-

tests hindered the early progress of the

team, l)ut as the season progressed, the

Purple sluggers gained power and confi-

dence to avenge the mid-season defeat at

the hands of Amherst by crushing the

Jeffmen 10-2, and concluded with decisive

victories over Dartmouth, 9-1. and Wes-

leyan, 5-1.

Opening the season for the first time

without the advantage of spring jiractice

in Princeton, the nine turned liack K. P. 1..

10-5, chiefly through heady pitching by

Filley and Sheehan. Clark was outplayed

next to the tune of a 4-1 defeat, and was

allowed but four hits by Filley, who hurled

his second varsity contest. Continuing

its winning streak for the next two games,

the team subdued Middlel)ury 7-3, and

eked out a narrow victory the following

week over Vermont by a 2-1 score. The

Purple winning streak was brought to a

premature close, however, when the power-

ful Columbia team outslugged the Berk-

shire l)at3men, 12-8,

Trinity followed suit the next weekend,

and took the Lord Eph's measure 3-2, in a

loosely played game, winning chiefly be-

cause of errors by the home team. In the

first game with Amherst, postponed once

because of rain, the Williams team tasted

bitter defeat, when, with the score tied in

the ninth, Gottlieb bunted for a squeeze

play that brought home the winning run,

giving the Sabrinas a 3-2 victory. Renew-

ing their stride against Union, however,

the Purple batsmen slugged out 19 hits to

trounce the New Yorkers. 10-4. The next

two games broke even, Massachusetts

State succumbing 3-2, and Vale winning

3-1. The annual Memorial Day classic

brought sweet revenge to the Williams

rooters, however, for after starting out on

apparently even terms with the visitors,

the Purple batsmen settled down to l)u.si-

ness, driving out 10 hits, and taking advan-

tage of the 11 Sabrina errors to bring in Iti

runs. Filley, pitching for Williams, show-

ed excellent control in the pinches, allow-

ing only two runs, and the grand home-

coming celebration ended lG-2 in favor of

Williams. To climax the season, the team

trounced the highly touted Dartmouth

nine by a 9-1 score in the Conunencement

Day contest. This was followed by a 5-1

victory over Wesleyan, which ended the

Little Three schedule with a tie in the

baseball division.

French '33 Is Appointed

Ass't Manager of Football

To fill the place left vacant by Vander-

poel Adriance, Jr., who failed to return to

college this fall, Livingston Paine French

'33 has been ajjpointed by Manager

Sabin '32 to fill the place of assistant mana-

ger of football, French prepared at the

Pomfret School where he was manager of

football and basel)all, and a member of the

dramatics club. \t Williams he is busi-

ness manager of the I'urple Cow and gainjj

second place in the football compotitiDn

last fall.

Twelve members of the class of '31

answered the call for the conipetitioQ

which is to decide the position of munaiser

for the 1933 season. They arrived ia

WiUiauistown on September 8 to prepare

for the first practice of the season under

Coach Caldwell. Those who returned are:

Austin, Beobe, H. L. Brown, Cainpaigne

Fleming, Holmes, Kaufman, KIcmann,

Lundahl, O'Donnell, G. L. Russell, and

Walker.

Rose Elected Captain

of 1932 Baseball Team

Benjamin Holly Rose, Jr. '32, of Cleve-

land, Ohio, was chosen Captain of the

Varsity Baseball team at a meeting of the

lettermen last June. Rose preiiarcil at

Phillips Exeter Academy where he played

right field on the nine and was manager nf

basketball, and since coming to Williiinia

has regularly held down the center lield

berth. Rose was captain of the Freslinian

team and in the spring of his Sophomore

year gained a regular post on the Varsity

which he has held successfully for the past

two years.

TYPEWRITERS

Banners Stationery

College Supplies

Alarm Clocks Text Books

AT

BEMIE'S

"Nels" Domin
J & M Oxfords

Burberry and

Hickey-Freeman

TOP COATS AND
CHESTERFIELDS

.

Exclusive

Haberdashery

Athletic Supplies

Since 1891—
This store has been welcoming back Williams Men
at this season of the year, the opening of the college

term. This is a remarkable record made possible by

the fact that we carry only the best of merchandise,

which is appreciated by those who w^ant something

different. To the so-called OLDER MEN, may we
continue to enjoy serving you; and to the CLASS OF
1935, we invite you to join the swelling ranks of our

perfectly SATISFIED CUSTOMERS. We give each

patron individual attention and we solicit the privilege

of helping you along these lines, during your college

career.

I

i

40 YEARS OF SERVICE TO WILLIAMS MEN
There is NO Substitute for Quality



HONOR SYSTEM TO BE

INTERPRETED FOR 1935

Constitution and Regulations of

System Founded in 1896 Are

Printed Below
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Members of the class of 1935 will be

offeri^d tlie opportunity of acceptinK or

reject iiiK the Honor System at a meeting

to he held in Chapel sometime in the

near future. Inaugurated in 189G, the

syBlfin is controlled by the student body

(hrdUiih an elected committee, which at

Drcscnt is comiKjsed of Swinehart, chair-

man, (iood and Riis '32; Horton and Ohiy

'33; and 11. Williams '34. On behalf of

(lie ((immittee the complete constitution

mill regulations of the system are printed

licUiw for the benefit of the Freshman

class.

HONOR SYSTEM
CONSTITUTION AND REGULATIONS

ARTICLE 1

Sect ion 1 . Each student must, in order

Id make his examination or any other writ^

(cii work done on paper in the class-room

valid, sinii the following statement: "I

have neither given nor received aid in this

examination (or exercise)."

Sec. 2. Fraud in examination shall

consist in any attempt to receive assis-

tance from written or printed aids, or from

any ))ersoii or his paper; or any attempt

1<i give assistance, whether the one so doing

lias completed his paper or not. This ride

shall bold within and without the exam-

ination room during the entire time in

which the examination is in progress, that

is, until the time specified has expired.

ARTICLE II

Section I. The jiresence of proctors in

examinations is hereby discontinued.

Sec. 2. The instructor may be present,

in his examination room at his option.

Sec. 3. The instnictor shall announce

beforehand the time that will be allowed to

com)ilcte an examination, said time in no

case to be more than three hours for final

examinations and one hour for each of the

iither examinations. The nature of the

paper is to be adjusted to these require-

ments.

See. 4. During the examination each

student shall have perfect freeiloni of

action and conversation jirovidcd lie does

not annoy or interfere with the work of

others.

ARTICLE in

Section 1. There shall be a committee

consisting of ten members, who shall rej)-

rescnt the student body and deal with all

cases involving violation of the Honors

System.

Sec. 2. The members of this committee

arc to be elected at a class election to be

held during the week lieginning with the

second Thiir8<lay of the first semester of

each year, with the exception of the rep-

resentative of the Freshman class, who is

to be elected during the second week of the

second semester. The committee shall

organize for the year during the week be-

ginning with the third Thursday of the first

semester of each year.

Sec. 3. The membership of this com-

niittee shall consist of four Seniors, three

Juniors, two Sophomores, and one Fresh-

man.

Sec. 4. The chairman of this committee

shall he chosen liy the committee from its

Senior representatives, and its secretary

from its iSophomore representatives.

ARTICLE IV

Section 1. In case of reported frauds

in examinations, the committee shall

Miinmon the accused person or persons,

and witnesses, who shall be from the stu-

dent body only (except that a member of

the Faculty may present evidence of fraud

in any paper handed in to him), and shall

conduct a formal investigation, publicly or

secretly, at the option of the accused.

In case of conviction the committee shall

determine the punishment under the fol-

lowing regulations:

First: In case of fraud by a member of

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day
every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Wllliamstown News Stands

the Senior, .lunior, or Sophomore (lass, the
penalty shall he a recommendati<jii to the
Fat^ulty of his separation from college.

Second: In case of fraud by a member
of the Freshman class, the jienalty shall be
a recommendation of suspension for a time
to be determined by the committee.

Sec. 2. A vote of four-fifths of the
committee present shall in all cases be
necessary for conviction.

Sec. 3. The chairman of the Honor
System shall make a report of the activi-

ties of the committee at two college meet-
ings to be held in the months of January
and May respectively.

Sec. 4. These reports shall include the
total number of cases dealt with by the
committee, the number of acquittals and
t he number of convictions with the punish-
ment inflicted.

Sec. 5. The names of those men found
guilty of fraud who have been dismissed
from college shall be made jiublic at the
above meetings only, and shall be publish-

ed in no other form.~
ARTICLE V

Section 1. Every student of the college

shall be expected to lend his aid in main-
taining this Constitution, and to report

to the committee of ten any fraud observed

by him in any exercises conducted under
the Honor System.

ARTICLE VI
Section 1. The Faculty shall make pro-

vision for printing and distributing this

Constitution to the members of the Fresh-

nian class on or before the second 'fhurs-

day of the first semester of each year, and
shall publish a general statement of the

System in the college catalogue.

Sec. 2. The student committee shall

make provision for interpreting the Honor
System to members of the Freshnian class

on or before the second Thursday of the

first semester of each year.

ARTICLE VII
Section 1. This Constitution may be

amended by a three-fourths vote of thos<'

present at a mass meeting of the college,

Iirovided that the amendment so adopted
be ratified by the Faculty.

(Section 1 of Article I amended, 1908.)

(Article IV amended by the addition of

sections 3, 4, and 5, 1921.)

Regulations Governing Instructors in the

Administration of the Honor System
I. The "honor statement" shall be

required on all written work done on paper

in the class-room, but on no other Wf)rk.

II. The "honor statement" shall read

in every case: "I have neither given nor

received aid in this examination (or exer-

cise)."

III. The students shall be seated alpha-

l)etically and separated in such a manner
as to prevent the accidental giving or

receiving of aid.

IV. Students shall not change the seats

assigned them without the permission of

the instructor, and examinations shall be

held only at the time and place designated

by the Faculty.

V. Ill case of the presentation of a

paper without the signed "honor state-

ment." the instruclor shall notify the

student, who Bhall sign the pa[)er in his

presence. Otherwise, the paper shall be

counted a total failure.

VI. Students must be present at the

opening of the exercise, or, if tardy, render

an excuse satisfactory to the instructor;

otherwise, the student shall be reported

absent from the exercise.

VII. There shall be only two an-

nounced examinations each semester in

addition to the semi-annual examinations.

VIII. The same examination questions

shall not be used in any course for divisions

meeting at different hours.

IX. The instructor will be present in

the examination room solely to insure the

observance of these regulations, to issue

the question papers, to answer questions,

and to receive the examination books.

X. Final examinations are to occupy

three hours only, and no other examina-

tion may extend beyond one hour. The
instructor shall announce beforehand the

time allowed for the examination, and the

nature of the paper is to be adjusted ac-

cordingly.

Williams College, 189G.
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Tiffany & Co.
JEWELEKS SlLVEUSMITIIS STATIONERS

WatciU'S ANDWrist Watches

MailIkoi'iries RrcEUT, PhomptAnEKnoN

FlFTliAVENUE &.j7'-*-'StoEET

NewYokk

1904

William F. Lamb of the architectural

firm of Shreve, Lamb and Harmon, was
recently awarded a medal by the Architec-

tural League at the Elites Arts Exposition

H. C. WRIGHT, M.D. and W. L. CURRAN.'M.D.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Glasses Properly Fitted
(Vienna Eye and Ear Certificate)

Daily: 9 a. m. to 12 m.. 2 to 5 p. m.
Tel. 1480 Dowlin Block. North Adams
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MOISTURE-PROOF CELLOPHANE
Sealed Tight— Ever

The Unique
HUMIDOR
PACKAGE

and it's open!

See the new notched tab on the

top of the package. Hold down

one half with your thumb. Tear

ofF the other half. Simple. Quick.

Zip I That's all. Unique 1 Wrapped

in dust-proof, moisture-proof,

germ-proof Cellophane. Clean, protected,

neat, FRESHI-what could be more modern

than LUCKIES' improved Humidor package

— so easy to open I Ladies— the LUCKY tab is

» your finger nail protection.

Made of the finest tobaccos—The

Cream of many Crops -LUCKY STRIKE alone

offers the throat protection of the exclusive

"TOASTING" Process which includes the use of

modern Ultra Violet Rays -the process that

expels certain biting, harsh irritants noturally

present in every tobacco leaf. These expelled

irritants are not present in your LUCKY STRIKEI

" They're oof -so fhe^ con'f be M" No wonder

LUCKIES are always kind to your throat.

«6

i I

It's toasted"
Your Throat Protection " against irritation- against cougti

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps

that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE rS~The Luclty

Strilcf DanceOrchcstra,

d'cry "Tuesday, Thun-
day and SaUtrday ctv*

ninR Of'er N. B. C.
nctu'oriu.

<S)1981, The American TobaecQCo., Mfrt.
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INTRODUCTIONS FIRST
"Gentlemen, Ihefresliineii!" May we|)i(!seiit, —

" Your Class: a fourth of wliom (at a generous guess) possess I lie ciists of mind tuul

interest qualifying tliern for the ideal Real College; iinotlier iiuartor of whom will

major with husiness-like singlemiii(le(.liiess and efficiency in the edticatioiud pursuit of

campus jifominenee; the majority of whom are suited to passing a genle(>l four years

relatively unannoyed by the calls either of knowledge or of fame; anil,— praise to the

vigilance and inuigination of the Ailmissioiis Committee— , less than 5% of whom

belong in no description of "college" at all.

Your Fellow Students: underneath the glossier linisli startlingly like yourselves;

and stamped as "Williams men" hy no characteristit^ more general than a provincially

smug ignorance of tlie world's affairs which, e.xcusahle in a freshman, liecomes irri-

tating in a soplioiviore, alarming in a junior, ami sheer had ta.ste or bucolic stupidity

in a senior.

Your liLstructors: including a few over a score of competent and valued teachers,

—among them four or five men of real teaching genius— , set agaiiLst the remaining

two-thirils of the Faculty, with its range downward from tuiinspired and uninspiring

competency into the doldrums of superficiality, or fatuous dogmatism.

Your College: which, though its Freshman curriculum may dull some of the

preciinis zest of many of you, yet means you well; and, embodying tis it does the

potentialities of a Real College— a business school, and a healthfully situated nursery,

can offer you a consiilerabic measure of whatever you seek.

—AND THEN, BACK TO THE GREEKS!
The editors would enjoy nothing more than to be able to present to the Class of

1935 an highly original, direct-to-you-untouched-by-human-liands set of precepts

delineating with humorous wisdom the secrets of How To Be Happy Though .Still in

the Kgg. Unhappily for ambition, the copyright on the best advice available dates

back through generations of student editors to tiie days when the CJreeks liad a word

even for this. They advised "moderation"— which may be moralized into the re-

minder that the most satisfactory meal consists of more than the salted nuts.

It doesn't seem, one must lulmit, a thrilling iliscovery. The Golden Mean in-

evitably has in the eyes of impetuous youth the dull respectability of a chimney corner

credo; or is more apt to appear a product of the later years of a decaying rake, than a

guide for the college age. And yet, there is as much tlirill as anyone could desire in

following a sense of proportion regardless oF circumstances: a verdict which the solemn

turmoil of "rushing" will soon do much to emphasize.

Beneath its surface intricacy, Williams life is foumled upon a few fundamental

inconsistencies, which it is the happy problem of the young gentleman of 1935 to bring

together to form for himself a consistent and valuable college career. Con.sidered

each by itself, the classroom imd the playing field or newspaper office apjjear to be

at bottom inconsistent with one another. One cannot serve two gods, botli jealous

divinities! And how reconcile the claims of the mystic entity we call the College with

those of the 16 socitd units into which we "divide" it? Or where the reconciliation

between the individual's demand for real friendshijjs wherever he may find them, and

the group's claims for its solidarity? What of bridge table, sports page, and movies

as against any honest acconiiilishment, whether in the classroom or on the campus?

Out of such apparently jarring elements must the young men of 1935 fashion four

years of their lives.

In this seeming tangle, a sense of proportion will prove the one indispensable guide;

and, as it points the way out, so it will reveal the "inconsistencies" to he such only at

their respective extremes. Submitted to the test of conunonsen.se. they will find ii

fusing point.

But we cannot dismiss the matter so simply altogether. "Moderation," for all its

chimney corner aspects, is a faith which must be fought for; that sense of proi)ortion is

more easily lost than kept. As in these first three weeks of college, for example, when

the "inconsistencies" hound up with the social system loom ahead as the leai.ing fact

in the universe. Or there is the attack, slower and less spectacular, but more insidious,

which is carried all along the line in favor of gentlemanly passivity: in favor of the

salted nuts as against the vtw'table soup, roast beef, and apple pie of the Williams

menu. And, though Faculty wisdom and campus organizalion protects all but the

most determined of the young men from the Sui!cess bug through half the first year,

yet for the next year or so curricular and extracurricular may seem to draw apart to

opposite poles. Events do not invite us to be sensible; they dare us to he.

But the answer remains, that these forces which claim our interests, desires, and

time, are all natural and lieidthy. Their stjeming inconsisttraies inu.st lie translated

into a call for their co-ordination into a rounded, deeply satisfying College life, re-

sponsive m due proportion to the demands of curriculum and campus, group and Col-

lege and intlividual, leisure and activity. The Greeks ih'il have the word for it!

ALUMNI NOTES

1897

At the mectinR of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science in

Cleveland, Dr. W. C. Curtis was elected

president of the American Biological So-

cieties. Dr. Curtis is Professor of zoology

at the University of Missouri.

1900

Dr. Boyd Edwards, headmaster of the

Mercershurg School and Chairman of the

National Committee of the New England

Schools Conference, was recently elected

vice jircsident of the National Association

of Theological Schools. Seminaries and
Colleges of the Reformed Church of the

United States.
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Tlic following column idntaiiis a number

of promiscuous, misanthropic and |>crhaps

somewhat misrcasani tit -bits.selected from

the notorious writings of (1. Throgmorton

BalderdiLsh who entertained the boys of

Williams College (one of those fine old

moldy New England educational institu-

tions) last year.

Thk Hkcoiid is somewhat abashed to iid-

mil (but albict, liowcM'rand neverthcles.s

proud to confess that at great expense (to

be ("xact forty pounds and octish pfennigs

per week) it has reengaged the grctit

Throgmorttm to continue his tomfoolery

during the current year.

Rumor has it ami we hope he keeps it to

himself- -that is, it is iicing bandied about

that Throgmorton has planneil to have

that great detective Burlap Iltiwkshaw of

Delayney's Yard to help him w ilh his work

this year. Dewlap 1 mean Burlap will

investigate Willianistown racketeering,

making his reports to Throgmorton.

Following arc the selections: -

Advice to Party Girls

The ([uestion, "My dear, huw should I

act at House I'arties?" lias bt^en asked by
young ladies on the point of embarking for

Willianistown for the lirst time so often

that we venture the following hints.

Studie I assiduously, tlicy will no doubt

produce tremendous results.

1

.

Remark on how good a ilanccr some-

one else is.

2. Squeeze the hand of everyone that

cuts in. Sigh. Look in his eyes.

3. When you first hear an orchestra,

snaj) your fingers, .'iggle. 8ay: "Boy,

that's hot!"

4. Don't forget to mention the Yale
and Princeton I'ronis. If yim'er going to

Derby Day, tell us .so.

5. Disappear during the tianccs, for a
time, anywiiy.

(). Find everything cul<; or liiinnc, iinj

dear. Remark on how sweet your escort

looks in a tuxedo.

7. I.ate date both nights. Two each

night if possible. Your escort will know
you're iiopular—will ask you again.

S. Insist on staying up until dawn
Saturday morning. Saturday classes may
easily be cut

.

9. Change your room Saturday, going

in with some girl with whom _\ou roomed
at school.

10. Insist on attending the baseball

game Saturday, especially if you've never

seen one.

11. Insist on going to the Falls. Let

every one know you are present.

12. Read this. I.atigh at it.

"PEPPER ON EGGS
FATAL TO WOMAN"

"Mrs. Ernest Kunkelmeyer, of 133

South Gout Street, North Overshoe, Mary-
land, was seriously stricken just after

breakfast this morning. Not expected to

live, Mrs. Kunkelmeyer revived sufficiently

to make an imti' mortiiti statement in which

she admitted having put pepper on her

eggs this morning." Washington (D. C.)

Well, that just goes to show!

If you know a star's B. O., it is ea.sy to

find its tem))erature."—Profeseor Milham,
4-22-31.

Little girl I love your curl.

Your skin is fair

—

Your eyes, your hair.

Your lips—have me awhirl.

When the fairies fashioned you
Their think was wine.

They called you mine

—

At dawn tl.ey left you with the dew.

Tonight, my love, when it grows late,

I'll meet you by
Old Tni)]m Thi—
'Til then 1 have a date. . . .

Sarlnr

Stmiehow it tickles our vanity to be in

receipt of a na.sty note from the gentleman
known as Sartor. He is apparently dis-

gruntled at our comment anent his jingle,

and in his note became somewhat un-
neces.sarily vituperative. But although

his pride has been .stung, his spirit is still

strong, for at the same time he .submits a

poem "respectively dedicated to Mr. Hoar
of the Biology Department," which we
deem no better than the first:

Oh, Torrus, little Torrus,

With your Torrusinal ways

—

I'm hazy and I'm crazy,

At the way I have to gaze
At the protoplasmic

Cytoplasmic

HtulT of which you're made.
Oh, its Tornis, Torrus, Torrus
(ilim refrain -Wc
Think you bore us.)

Come ami see tl.e little

Tonus, anil the egg

That Kellog lays.

Snrtur

III (ase Sarlnr should turn out to be the

embryo Wni. Cullcn Bryant, whose suc-

cessor \\ ins. has so long awaited, we will in

later years no doubt pay for our caustic

conimenl re: his writings. Until that

time «c shall continue to think he's loi.sy.

In the last editorial, the writer strove to

show how many useless tasks are per-

formcil during a competition, in the iinenil-

iiig search for extra creilit. lint lew tasks

are useless - all things have use. Last

spring, during the baseball competition,

two compets conceived of building a .s«/»t-

gniiinil dugout, to protect the players'

bench from the hai.sh rays of the sun.

Procuring the managers' consent, they jiro-

ceeded with the ttisk, and three weeks'

work was siiflicient to complete their mas-

terpiece. The dugout, (for we can think

of no other naiiic for it ), was imule f)f sev-

eral sheets of |ilusterboaril, neatly nailed

together and ( overeil with four coats of

giccii paint. It was to stand over and

above the playt^rs bench, but no sooner

was the task of erection begun than the

Athletic Council protested on the ground

that it winild cut off the view of paying

spectatois. The manager argued with the

Council; the compets argued both to no

avail. Tearfully, the compels ilcpositcd

tluar rcs|)lendent green structure behiiul

the gruiulsland, and once again turned

their attention to routine, matters. .\t

the present moment the beautiful green

iltigout is proving more .servici^iible than

ornamental as a chicken coop, housing

fowls belonging to the caretaker of Weston
Field. Sic Transit Duymitia Munili.

Part Two
I. There shall be a non-un(l(.,,,|.ailuui

Arbiter elected each Spring bv tlic. .„
"

Ullliiii.

moiis vote ol the Interfraterniiy Ci,,,,,,!

•2. There shall be ficcled ill |iji,,,„J|^|^

two non-iindergraduate Associuio Arhii,..

who.se functions are hereafter sci fori
I,

'

3. The duties of the Arbiter shall

(a) to explain to the fresliiuei,

Rushing .Season the system of

any

.vi'ar

.\t the risk of being accused by the

I'lirplf Cow of grazing on forbidden ground
we submit two .sage ol .servtitioiis whit h wc
culled from a mass of uiiini|iortant facts

found in two class lectures:

"Tl:e earth is added to, by ashes, at the

rale of about one inch in ll!l).l!(m,(;0() years

This is no! a rapiil growth." I'rolessor

Milham.

"Murder is as grievous an injury

man can receive."- Profe.s.sor I ouchty.

Throgihorlon

any

{

First Commons Club
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be an intermission in all rushing activities

on Monday, October 12. .Vrrangeineits

arc in charge of the Intcrfratcrnity Council

officials, including Mr. Paul Bird.sall,

arbiter; R. Douglas .Sninehart, chair-

man; and Kilgar W. Lakin, .secrt tary-

Ircasiirer.

The complete Ru.shing .\greement is as

follows:

INTERFRATERNITY RUSHING
AGREEMENT

III order to Jiirlher the hesl inlerenl.i and
welfare of Willinms, fifteen fmteniilies have

eidcred into an honorable agreement to hind

themselves in the enlertaininy ami itlcdging

of the first year men with the folloieing

reguhdions.

Part One
1. "I hereby agree upon my licmor that

])revious to his final regis! rat ion, I shall

not bid or pledge any first year man of

Williams College or obtain from him any
promise regarding future bidding or

pledging. I also agree upon my honor

that, during the period extending from

two weeks before the opening of Colleger

until the beginning of the Third Rushing
Period, I shall not communicate, verbally

or by letter, with any first year man ex-

cept: (1) to tran.sact usual College busi-

ness; (2) togreet him or to carry on a brief

non-fraternity conver.sation upon the

street; (3) to carry on during the dates of

th(' first two rushing pi^riods conversations

on non-fraternity matter."

2. Necessary business and social con-

tact between fratiTnity members and first

year men during the period of the Interfra-

lernity Agreement shall be subject to the

regulation of the Interfraterniiy Council.

3 This agreement is to be binding up-
on every undergraduate membt'r of Wil-
liams College fraternities, provided that it

is signed by four-fifths of the undergradu-
ate niembi!rs of each fraternity, from the
time of its .signature to the end of snhae-

quent year.

4. Eat^h fraternity is lu^ld responsible

for any infraction of this ngrt'cment by its

alumni in Willianistown.

5. Pro.spective students may be enter-

tained any time previous to the two weeks
immediately preceding the opening of the

College in the year of their entrance, but

prior to these two weeks there shall be no
bidding, or pledging, or promi.ses of any
nature made regarding possible future

bidding or pleilging.

(). All men entering W illiams College in

September, 1931, are considered as first

year men untier this agreement.

lie,

lii'liiri.

ri.Kiiiii^.

(b) to supervi.se in gt-neral ahiiig will,
n,,',

(^hairniaii of the Interfrateniity
('ijii||,,|

anil his assistants, the miu'hinery of K, j

ing Season; (c) to investigate fi,||y ^y
rumors and complaints of infractiun ,if o

Ru.shing AgrccmiMit brought to his initie,,

For this purpose the Arbiter has the n„\^^

to summon before him at any time

member of a fraternity or any fiivt

man.

4. The Arbiter with his two iissiniutps

by a unanimous vote shidl adjiidi;(. ila.

guilt or innocence of any House invdlve,!

and determine which punishmeul si, all 1,,.

imposed.

5. In the event that a House be f,,i,|,||

guilty, the .'\rbiter shall, before iiiijio.siinr

the punisliincnt, report the decision in il,,.

Interfralernity Council. The Couneil

may, by a two-thirds vote, veto tlic (!(..

cision reported by the Arbiter.

Part Three

1. .\ pledge inipiwcson the student ami

the house an obligation that is e. luallv

binding on both pitrtics and wliicli is ii, y
kept by both in strict act iinlaiicc wiih tin.

highest standards of honor and good.s|:ijru-

manship. The breaking of a pletigc liy

cither iiarty or by mutual consent can In.

justified only on grounds of great necessuv.

2. In view ol the biiiiiing imd .serious

nature of the pledge, a first year maii

breaking a pledge with any frateriiiiy

shall be ineligible for lucmbersliip in am
frat<!rnity in Williams (.'ollege hir a pcrioil

of six months following such a bicak.

During this period no fraternity at Wil-

liams shall entertain hiiu at its house or

di.scuss fraternity mailers with liiiii.

Ftirlhermore, such a break shall be re-

ported at once to the Chairman of ilir

Interfraternity Council.

3. Bchire a pledge can be broken bulh

the head of the house ami the pledge ini.si

consult the .\rbiler cither together iir

individually.

4. After a |>ledgc has been broken liv

mutual con.scnt one week must elap.sc t,,..

fore the freslinian concerned may he

pledgeil by any other fraternity.

5. No fraternity or member of any

frat(>rnity ahidl bring influence to bear

directly or indirectly upon any mail

pleilged to another fraternity calcni.ilcil

to excite dissatisfaction on the part of siii'li

a man with his fraternity relations.

(1. First year men may at any liiiic

consult the Arbiter or the Chairman of ilie

Intcrfratcrnity Council for inhirniatioii mi

the Rushing .\grecment.

7. No fraternity or any member of any

fraternity may escort any first year iiitiii lo

or from tiny dates exce|>t by special [ler-

nii.ssion of the Interfraternity Couneil.

(Note: Phi Sigma Kiqipa, Delta i'lii and

Psi Up.silon have been given permission to

meet their rushces at the Greylock IIiiIp|

and return them to the same).

8. Violations of this agreement on tliP

part of any fraternity shall render it in-

eligible to conimunicati^ with, to entcrl.iiii

or to pledge any first year man for a pn n.i

of two weeks after the elo.se of the '1 liiril

Rushing Period, or for two weeks .illor

[ironounccment of |>iinishmeiit.

9. .'\t the distTction of the Arbiter and

his two Associates the following piinisli-

ment may be sub.slituted for that in .AriiHc

X: violation may render a fraternity in-

eligible to communicate with, to enlcrmin

or pledge th(^ individual first year nuni or

first year men conceriKMl in the violation

for a period of two weeks after the close of

the Third Rushing Period or for two weeks

after pronouncement of punishment.

10. Punishment for violation of this

agreement by one or more individuals act-

ing independently shall be detcrmincil I'.v

the Arbiter and his Associates snbjccl I"

the vt^to of the Interfraternity t^cmncil us

of Part II, Article 5, of the Agrcenicnl .
am'

ciu'h house shall be responsible for its mvn

member.

1 1

.

Only two men from each ln'H*

shall be allowed to visit the freshmen ilor-

mitoricB for any purpose whatsoever pre-

vious to the beginning of Rushing .season.

To the chairman or secretary of the I'll''''

fraternity Council each house shall K'Vf

the names of its two representatives, an"

for these specified representativtw tlicf

shall be no substitutions at any l""^'

No single individual frtmi any house .shall

visit the dormitories alone, nor shall I""

men from any one house visit the ""''

milorics tf)gether. Lists of the spcfili*''

representatives shall be .sent to each Iwu*

and to each .lunior Advisor. Any infw'^

tion of this regulation shoulil be iminf'

diately reported to tlie chairman of 'i""

Council.

(Oontlnucd on Fifth Page)
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Part Four

I
Itushinn BC'UBoii wlmll l)e divided into

three jjeriocls: A, U, and C. Period A

hIuiII lii'K'" with tiie dinner date of tlie

Biuond l''riday after (lie openiiiK of CollcKe

and hIiiiII extend throuKli the third eveninx

little (if the Sunday followinK. Period H

simll he^in witli dinner (().(M)-7.30) dale of

till.
folliiwiriK TucHday and Hhall exti-nd

thriiiiiili I he second eveninK date of the

folliiwiiiK Thursday. Period C shall he-

iriii with the dinner date of the Friday

followinK tt'"' shall end with the second

eveniiiu date of Ihe same evening.

2. DurinK period C there may be bid-

ding ami pledRinK.

;j. DuritiK the first period the day shall

he divided into the followiriK rushinji;

datcB: Dinner ((i.()O-7.30); First eveninR

iliitc (7.30-8.30); Second evening date

(S.;j(l-it.30) ; Third evening date (9.30-

IO.;il)). There shall be but four dates

eaeh (lay, except Sunday, when there shall

lie seven. On that day there will be three

extra dates, from 1.00-2.30; 2.30-3.30;

;j.;j(l-4.3(). During the seeon<l and third

period, the day shall be divided into the

fiilldwirig dates: Dinner (().00-7.30); First

(.veniiig date (7.30-8.45); Second evening

ihil,. (8.45-10.00).

I. At the close of period C, there shall

he unrestricted bidding and pledging of

all unpledged undergraduates.

T). The Interfraternity Council shall

ciiiiihict the transmission of invitation for

periods A, H and C, and for period A shall

determine t he apportionment and order by

lot in a manner to be regulated by a by-

law.

(i. For period A each first year man
must accept one invitation from every

fralernily offering him one, or refuse all.

Period H he may accept not more than two

invitations from every fraternity he pleases.

For period C he is free to accept whatever

invitations he may choose.

Important

Period A: First year men will receive

their invitations through the mail Friday,

Oeldher 0, and MIUST mail their replies to

the mime before 12 noon of the same day.

Period B: First year men will receive

their invitations through the mail Tues-

(liiy, Ortober 13, and Ml'ST mail their

replies to the same before l.(X) ]>. m. of the

same day.

Period C: First year men will receive

their invitations through the mail Friday,

October 1(1, and MCST mail their replies
to the sunie before l.;«) p. ,„. „f ,|,e ^^„,^.
day.

Amendments
(Aildpkd Miiij 20, lUfSI)

1. The invittttioiiH from the Commons
Club prior to rushing season as well as all

mvitations from fraternities for period A
of the Rushing season must be accepti'd
by the first year men, or tin; Commons
Club invitations and all fraternity invita-
tions must be refused. Invitations will be
received through the mails.

2. During the period when freshmen
are being entertained at the Commons
Club, there shall be no discussion of fra-

ternities or fraternity matters with the
freshmen by members of the Club,

3. At the discretion of the Arbiter
violation of the above article will involve
immediate suspension of the privilege of
Commons Club rushing.

4. This agreement , insofar as any of its

provisions concern the Connnons Club
shall he binding upon every undergraduate
member of the Commons Club provided
that it is signed by four-fifths of the under-
graduate membership of that groui).

NOTE: Amendments 1, 2, 3, and 4 to be
in effect for the fall of 1931 only.

Kappa Alpha Delta Kappa Epsilon

Sigma Phi Phi Gamma Delta

Delta Upsilon Phi Delta Tbeta
Chi I'si 'Pheta Delta Chi
Beta Theta Pi Phi Sigma Kappa
Zeta Psi Psi Upsilon

Alpha Delta Phi Delta Phi

Delta Psi Commons Club

Nineteen New Men
Added to Faculty

(Continued from First Page!

Nelson E. Bushnell

Assistant Professor of English

Harry Clark

Assistant Professor of Physics

Paul H. Fall

Acting Professor of Chemist rv

Harold K. Dorwart

Instructor in Mathematics

Mark Harris Instructor in Engli.sb

.Justin L. Glathart Instructor in Physics

Edgar A. Henderson

Instructor in Philosophy

Andrew S. Keck Instructor in Art

,I()hii 0. Morrison Assistant in Chemistry

Hallet D. Smith Instructor in English

Howard P. Stabler Instructor in Physics

John P. .Stone Assistant in Chemistry

Clifford L. Hornaday

Acting Professor of German (2n(l sem.)

Halph P. Winch Instru(rtor in Physics
Reginald F. French

Instructor in Uomanic I-anguages
Willis ,J. Hallinger

Assistant Professor of Economics
Staiil<\v P. \'ouiig Instructor in English
Avery Rogers Orgaiust

Harris and Kerns
Killed in Accidents

(Continued from Flr.st Pa(,'ei

.Just outside of Winsted on a series of

dangerous curves, in a heroic at(em|)t to

clear the road for a car approaching in the

opposite direction, Kerns swung his wheel
sharply to the right. His front left rim
caught in the road and the car somer-
saulted forward. He was killed imme-
diately.

Kerns was the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Shirley K. Kerns of 34 Waterson road,

Newton, Massachusetts. He was a mem-
ber of /I //j/io Delta Phi.

Sweetheart
Tea House
Shelburne Fails, Mass.

ALICE BROWN

Open all day
April 19 to Nov. 11

SPECIALTIES

Fried Chicken and
Waffles

Waffles and Maple
Syrup

Pure Maple Sugar
Products

On the famous Mohawk
Trail

Seymour's Garage
SPRING STREET

TAXI GARAGE 111

Service to all trains in WiUiamstown
by order

First Time
at School Opening

The New Burgundy Red

and Black ratKcr "Duq/bM

They're ready—Parker's latest creations
—first time shown at a school opening

—

the new Burgundy Red and Black Matched
Pen and Pencil sets. Rare beauties, as radi-
antly colorful as wine-colored crystal. See
them now at your nearest Parker dealers.

Take a pair to class and you'll have the
newest in the Guaranteed for Life Duofold
Pen. Not $10 as you would expect—but
only $5 or $7—due to largest sale in the
world. The set—Junior size Pen and Pen-
cil, $8.75; Lady Duofold Set, $8.25.

Valet Service...
•..i

CALL

JOHN STEELE
TeL258or341

Pressing and Laundry
Service

Ready for Business Now

Announcement
Opening On or About October 1st

The Williams Co-op
(Successors to The Campion Stores)

With an Entire New Line of Quality Merchandise

DOBBS HATS NETTLETON SHOES
AUGUST BROS, and FASHION PARK CLOTHES

Take out a membership in the Co-op and share in the profits

''Clinr Yose
For

Haberdashery and

Sporting Goods

Valet Service
CALL

JOHN STEELE
FOR PRESSING
Telephone 258

"'^YarC the Tailor
For

Fine

Custom Tailoring
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Dr, Boyd Edwards "00 Mercersburg Headmaster

Recounts Personal Value of Years at Williams

Dr. F. liovil Kdwards '00, licmlniaster* family traditions at Williams; they led me

of MciccrHhiirK Acadi'iny, MonH^rHliiirK,

Penii., wlii'ii interviewed rerently by a

Rkcohi) represent alive, looked in relio-

sjieet over the years sinee lie was a stndeni

at Williania, spoke of the immense ))ers(>nal

value to him of those years of a.ssiieiat ion

with Williams men. Dr. Kdwanis is a

former memlier of the Hoard of 'I'mstees,

and stated that he seldom gives inter-

views.

"I went to Andover for two years,"

said Dr. Edwards, "and my eUvss at An-

dover graduated 155 students, the larjjest

class ever graduated up to that time by an

American preparatory sehool. About lit)

of these boys went to Yale; there were

eight of us who came to Williams. I took

the Yale entrance exan\inations, and have

in my scrapbook a certificate admitting

me to the freshman class at Yale. A great

proportion of my friends went to Yale, and

the current ran very strongly that way.

But I came to Williams because I pre-

ferred it. 1 loved its setting. I had no

rather to Yale or I'rinceton. 1 had a

cousin entering I'rinceton that fall,

familiarly known as Hig Hill Edwards,

the captain of the I'rinceton football team

in '99. His brother, my roommate at

Andover was going to Yale the following

year. The quality of Williams was what

attracted me. Every year I have lived

has given me some fresh reason to rejoice

in my choice.

"1 have always felt that Emerson's

remark that the names of the mountains

should be listed in the Williams catalogue

as part of its teaching force, expressed my
feeling exactly. There is no i)lace except

my birthplace which holds my affection

so absolutely as this place. 1 was very

fortunate in being here under the i)rcs-

iclency of Franklin Carter and under the

deanship of 1 leiu-y le Favour, with teachers

whose personalities were so memorable —

men like .lohn Bascom, ,Iohn 11. Hewett,

Henry D. Wild, antl Carroll h. Maxcy -

made a vital contribution to my develop-

'932 CORDUROYS '""

FINE GRADE SNAPPY STYLE

SEVERAL SHADES

*3.50

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
NORTH ADAMS

nienl for which there !ue mi adc(|uate

words of gral ittide. ' They were more t ban

teachers whom ono mc't in class according

to a schedule; they were friends who be-

came permanent standarils of manly and

scholarly (pialities. 1 have further felt

as I look back upon my life that my class-

mates and college males in the intimaeiea

of fraternity, athletic, and general campus

lifecame to be .standards also of good .sports-

manship, of and)ition, aiul of fidelity,

livery memory of them and of the days we

share<l brightens my life still and steadies

and strengthens me for a great task which

is my life's privilege.

"My observation of the eoUcge as an

ahinini trustee for five years and as an

aiuuial visitor assures nie that the same

priceless opportunities are here t<iday for

those fellows who have the high privilege of

membership in this college. 1 rejoice in

every token of their accepting those priv-

ileges at their full value for no such jjriv-

ileges wdl ever come again in their lives."

Call for Scholarship Candidates

."supplementing an amiouneement which

was po.sted some time ago on the bulletin

board in Hopkins Hall, Professor H. D.

Wild has suggested that any students who
are thinking of beeoniiiig candidates for

the December 1931 election of Hhodes

.Scholarsliij)s consult him about the matter

as soon as possible. The urgency of this

stej) cannot be overemphasized, stated

Prof. Wild, inasmuch as apj)licatious for

the election are due October 17, .soon after

college opens next fall.

Mr. Frank .\ydclottc, American secre-

tary for the Rhodes .Scholarshi|)S, writes

that only men of outstanding ability are

likely to be successful applicants, but all

such men have the ))ossibilities of the

scholarships put clearly before them, lie

urges, furthermore, that all ]>roniising

candidates have the matter in mind this

spring in order to give it proper thought,

and to secmre the recommendation of their

institution.

TACONIC LUMBER CO.

Building Ivlaterials

GO TO CABE'S OPP. THE P. O. FOR

BANNERS and PILLOWS
FOUNTAIN PENS and NOTE BOOKS

BILLIARDS, POOL, PING-PONG
NO FRESHMAN RULE
Established for Williams men— 1891

WAMPANOAG LODGE
Sand Springs

WILLIAMSTOWN

Students, Visitors and Families

accommodated on notice

Mrs. Ernest Coons, Proprietress

Tel. Williamstown 44-W

A SPECIAL

CHICKEN and WAFFLE SUPPER

for Williams men at the

GREEN RIVER TEA ROOM
FOR $1.00 A PLATE

2 miles from campus, on Piltsfield road

September 29th

Before Amherst Game

Before Housepartieii

"IN GOD WE TRUST"

Shoe Rebuilding Shop
Half Soles and Rubber Heels

as low as $1.25

Also Rubber Soleing of All Kinds

MIKE FRESSOLA
Call 223-lVI

BOTTCM OF SPRING STREET

Williams:: News "Room
HAROLD E. NORTHRUP, Prop.

Newspapers & Magazines

Students' Supplies

43 Spring Street

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.

WISH TAXI
Call 467-M

At Cabe's
Opposite P. O.

Mahew
Electric Co.

STUDENTS'
SUPPLIES

and

RADIOS

GRADUATE CREATES

TWO SCHOLARSHIPS

Irving S. Underhill '89 Gives Copies

of Mark Twain's 'Dog's Tale'

To Provide Funds

Tlio Trustees of Williaiuw ColleRe Imvc

uKi'eod ti> estahlisli fur 101) years two uii-

niiiil si'h<ilarslii|)S to lie iiuniecl "A Don's

Talc" and supported hy the suU? of lirsl

editions of a puniplilct eotitalniiiK Mark
Twain's story hy timt name, presented to

the eolleKe during the sunuiier by Mr.

IrviuK Slee Underhill '8i), of liuffulo, N. Y.

Mr. Underhill has stipulated that the

trustee.s shall ofl'er for sale two eo|)ieB eaeh

year for 101) years and devote the pro-

ceeds of eaeli to a worlhy student.

.•\fter an arduous sear(di for eopies of

this rare panii)hlet, Mr. Un<lerhill located

'-'23 of (he first edition throuKh his agents

in London. The story, which appeared

tirst in li)()3 in Ihtrpcr's Magazine, was

published soon after in pamphlet form as

propanandtt for the National Aii(i-Vivi-

section .Society of Knnland. Kifty copies

were distributed ainonf^ the officers of

that society and llie remainder of the

edition dropped out of sinht for a quarter

century.

To test the [mmphlet's value, Mr.

I'nderhill had one sold at the American

BARGAIN
1931

Ford Sport Roadster
4,000 MILES

Cash Price $375.00
Call at Record Office

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do It better

with Gas

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths
Exclusive and Charming

Beauti 'ull'.' Furnished
Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

Arl .Association's (lallcry, and it l,,.,,^ ,

.*i:iO, althouKli several weeks hwy !

found thai a copy priced at ,$1()|), )in,|

,

peared in a New York booksellei'-i ('

i

alo^ue. Dr. (iarlhdd and Or. ('„|.||

wi(h wliiini Mr. I'nderhill neKoliiit,.,! t

till? sale of the books, recently
(lirlari.

i

(hat a met hod for disposing of ilu! iwiiini,

lets had not been delirntely decii|(i(|

FRESHMAN COMMONS INSTITUTED

First Year Men Will Eat in Gym
Till After Rushing

FollowinK the plan adopted by the Ai|.

ministration at the end of last ycur u

Freshman Commons was opened dh di,,

sei'ond floor of the Lasell (lynuiiisiuin
Thursday evening, September '21,

It j„

re(piired that all lirst year men (ake tlieir

meals in the Conunons until Octoliir K;
while, in accordance with the pliin, iji,!

Faculty and .lunior .\dvis(Ts joiiiid ||„,

freshmen for the hrst meal.
Dean A);ar<l |)romnlnated the iilc;, nf ;,

Freshman Commons last year. 'Pii^

Rkcoiu) seconded the proposal whiil, ilni

Adnnnistration hmdly decideil to crlv,,

trial this Fall. The purpose of (lie iMrsli-

man Conunons is to (jive opportuiiitv fi,r

the Freshman cla.ss to meet as a whulp
during (he pre-riishinK period and also h,

come iii(() con(ac( wi(h the Facullv and
.lunior Advisers at the earli<'»t. nioincni

after registration. The plan also rclic'vej

the new men from the necessity of limliii).

(hetn.selve.s places to eat during the linip

before rushing season.

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

Thomas McMahon
HIGH GRADE

Anthracite Coal

AGENCY FOR NASH AND CHEVROLET CARS

Danforth Block, Spring St.

College Book Store

Text Books, new and second hand

Fiction, Stationery and
Fountain Pens

Tain Hughes
Trunks and Baggage

Leave Orders with

A. H. L. Bemis

RUETHER'S MARKET
Supplying the Best in Foods
WE PLEASE PARTICULAR PEOPLE

Since f888 Phone 138-139

TACONIC INN
Rooms for week-end Tourists

28 HOXSEY STREET
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BEST COLLEGE HEADQUARTERS IN THE U. S. A. Opposite New Gym
COLLEGE COLLEGE
PHARMACY RESTAURANT

Sodas, Ice Cream, Candy, Banners, Stationery, Fountain
Pens, Pipes—All Necessities

FRED WALDEN eoqie DEMPSEY

Cleanliness and Service

Our Motto
EDDIE DEMPSEY OPPOSITE NEW GYM

Interfraternity Scholarship Cup Is Again Won by
'Theta Delta Chi' With 'Sigma Phi' in Second Place

Awiiii acliieviiiM; tin' liinlicHt avcniKi'

fniliTiiily wlioliiisliip murk. 'I'hi'tit Delia

Chi retained tlic Iiiti'rfrutcrnity .Scliolur-

.<hi|J ('lip '"' ''"' '''''' Kiii'''('8Hiv(' year ac-

((piiliriK to the Dean's office statistics for

lli;i(l-;il. Although the Cominmis Clul)

iiKiiiii attained a hinlier averune than the

winners, it is not eiinil'le to receive tlic

lni|iliy liecause of specifications of the

ildiKir inal<itiK 't an (!Xclu.sivoly interfra-

Icniily |iri/.e.

I'lic uveratjes are deterniinod hy the fol-

l(.uiMK numerical eiiiiivalents for the mark-

inn system in use: A, 5; H, 4; C, .'); i). 2;

![ii(l K. 1- A comparison of the composite

sl.'iiiiiinK of the entire college, which is

;{.L'II, shows the Commons Club and three

fnilciiiilies ranking above the averaK<',

with the reuudnin); twelve societies and

tli<' unaffiliated body ranked below. The
complete standinu of the Kroii|)8 is as

jolldws:

Arc.

Mark
3..'i(i<)

3.37t)

3.372

3.25()

3.21

1

3. 1 1)0

3.18(i

3. 1 53

3.135

3.112

3.070

3.0t)7

3.0()3

3.05S

3.012

2.<)S8

2.<),S2

2.9.14
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Eleventh Session of Institute

Studies Economic Crisis
(Continued from First Pugc)

ill,.
wiM liiis solved its pnihletiis or in

iiriiinVi'lod l)y llie present crisis indeed

I lie
coiilniry is tlie cuse Imt hecruuse Kii-

iiipc i« llie eenter of that west(^rn oivili-

zHlioM of wliieli the United Stales is an

jiicii.ssoliihle part, and the pluiiKinK of

|,jiii,|ie into siieh eliaos as now rei)riiB in

Cliiriii. lor instance, would eanse roper-

(.(itirtions in the United States and in the

rest of the world beside which tliose <'reated

l,v till' Chinese sitiuitioii are faint iiidoc<l."

'I'wci of the niurid talile confejenees,

spvcnil of the general conferences and

several lectures wcr(^ de.si(;ned t(i discuss

ill,'
ciiiiitalist organization of society in

the iniliislrial countries, "in an attempt to

answer the (|iiestion whetlu'r there he any

IViisililc sulistitute for the hiind competi-

tive system which has Krown up during the

iiincti'i'nth (X'lilury, especially in the wes-

l,.ni civilized world."

or cciual importance in the nunds of the

stuilerits of the depression was the pu.s-

sihililv that our present democratic form

III' pciliticnl organization he adapted for

iiialdiiK necessary social and economic

reiKljiislinents. It was hrouKht out that

if the world's economy should become .so

liadly (li'ranKcd that some more elaborate

syiileni of planning is necessary, in the

sense (if the reordering of whole natiomd

(.(•(iniiinics, tlien it would be almost im-

Idssiiilc for democracy to survive.

Ill his .survey of the Institute, Mr.

Biilliiidin declared that "It may not be

amiss, in this oj)enin(; year of the .second

I

ileraile of the In.stitutc, to reaffirm the

failli iif all tho.se connected with it that the

I

wiii'k iif informing and educating public

ii|iiiiioi] is just as iKM'cssary today as it was

I
ill I!t21. If. as many believe, the recent

liiicci intervention in the alTairs of ICurope

I

hy President Hoover is the bciiituiiiijr of a

new era of more active participation by the

liiilcil States in worhl affairs, if it marks

(he lieninnint; of the end of that reaction

Till-: WILLIAMS HKCOHI), TrKSDAY, SKl'TK

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Mattresses from $7.50 up

RUGS, LAMPS,
PICTURES, CHAIRS and

DAVENPORTS
All reasonably priced

Cull on us at

42 Ashland Street—Tel. 1825

M. Schmidt & Sons
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

;'

I'"' <li";<'tion..f national is,dulio,Mvhi,.h
'"llowed the World \\ ar, this work of Mu-
cation and enlightenment is ,„,„,. ,t,an
ever necessary. To this work the Insti-
uteoll>oht„.H(i,.,|i(,.,esi„|.|r„„,„^^j^^

be);inninjrofitsHecoiiil,|,.,.ad,.,"

Institute Notes
Jos(.ph C, I larsch, >27, covered the nth

session of the Institute of Politics for the
Christian .Science Monitor. His daily
stones on the sessions and lectures attract-
ed considerable favorable comment.

lOrnployed in th(. mimeograph depart-
ment ol the Institute's I'rc'ss Hm-cau were
Ihoinas K. .h-nks, •.i\, Umnvr lOditor-in-
Chief of TiiK Hi.:,;(,„„, ,i|„| l{ie|,,i,,i a
CJet.n.an, "SI. Stewart W. Holmes, Thomas
','.:, M'lloney, and Howard U. Spencer, idl
.{1. did clerical work in the administrative
othccs ol the Institute.

MHEU ao, IJWl

Opponents' Scores
SprinKfii'ld .52 R.P.I. q
Columbia 61 Mid,llel,i,rv i)

Vermont 7 Union o
Wesleyan 6 Rochester J

Purple Eleven Defeats

Boston University, 13-0
IConllnued troiii Pirsl Pagei

cd back to Williams after two bucks, and
Seiin hurdleil the line for hve yards. On
the iiext play, Tutlh;, the 2l)l)-p()und
Williams ten second ni.m, broke through
rinht tackle, dodued the secomhiry defens '.

and raced (it) yards down the field for the
first score of the year, Kivinn Williams a
(i-0 hiad when the dnip-kick went wild.

After the kick-off the ball remained in
niidlield until the (nd of the third (|iiarter,

but the Boston line was charKiiiK lower,
and the visitors advanced the ball stiuidily
from their own :5,5-yard line to the Williams
2«-yaril marki'r on olT-tiickle plays and
end runs. With three yards to xii for a
fir.st down, the Williams line din; in and
the Purple took I In; ball on the Court h down.
An exchange of punts navi' Markoski the
ball on his own live-yard line, and Fowie
booted the pigskin out of danger when two
line plun)i;(!s were smeanHl. On an at-
tempted tri|)le latin-al pass Foelil, the Wil-
liams end, picked uj) the ball and ran 50
yanls for the second tally. Tut tie place-

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manager

68 Main Street -:- North Adama

BLACKINTON
COMPANY

HLA( IvINTOX, MASS.

.L 11. Waki-liou.se, I're.i.

11. J. WnUrliousc, I'icc Prcn. A. J. Bulfurn, Treas.

Waterhouse Worsted Company
'.VM I'ouitli A\e., X. Y.

Sales Agents

THE WILLIAMS INN
INVITES YOUR PATRONAGE

OPEN ALL YEAR
(Ipcnilcd for Williams College

\V. i;. Iloyi . . . I'rmidrnt

I'. (>. Treadway - - Trraxurrr

W. R. n. McLean - lic.mlrvl M,jr.

We Please ParticularPeople

One of the "REAL NEW ENGLAND INNS"

(lllicr.i tin- Middlcbiiry Inn, Middlebiiry, X'ermoiit

True Temper Inn. Widlin^dord, \'prnn)nt

Dorset Inn, Dorset, \'erniont

E.xetcr Inn, Kxeter, N. H. (IJIdf;.!

The Lord .lelfcry, .\inhcrsl. Muss.

Mt. Holyoke Hotel. So. Hadlcy, Mass.

Toy Town Tiivern, Winchendon. Mass.

Xorwich Inn, Norwich, (,'onnecticut

The Nittany Lion, State College, Pa.

Dciirborn Inn, l)<';irborn. Mich.

kicking the extra point. Altlnninh lioston

completed a lonn pass in the linal moments.
HoKcrs, sophomore back, interceplcil a

lonx loss near his own Koul-line.

The line-ups follow:

WILLIAMS (13) HO.STON I'NIV. (I))

Koehl

1 1 iilse

I''ox

Stevens

Davis

Wood
Van Dusen
FowIe (Capl.)

Correale
Tuttle
Berrv

I.e.

I.t.

l.K.

c.

r-K-

r.t.

r.e.

C|.b.

111. I:

r.h.l

f.b.

McCarthy (Capt.)

Truden

IIarrin)<ton

Fox

Fisher

Dennen

Semino

Ilootslein

I Imaii
I. Le Gucrn

Clem

Scored bv pericjds:— J 8 8 4
WILLIAMS fi 7—13
HOSTON' CNIV 0-0
Touchdowns -Tuttle, Foehl. Point

after touchdown Tuttle (place-kick).

Substitutions: WILLIAMS-Pea.se for
Ilulse, Thayer for Fox, Appel for Thayer,
Hippie for .Stevens, Huckner for Hippie,
Lyon for Davis, Ilulse for Wood. Hevnoldg
for Van Dusen, Woodrow for Heynolds,
St(!ele for Wooilrow. .Senn for Correale,
Markoski for Tuttle. Miller for Marko.ski,
Holers for Berry. HO.STOX l\: Lo«ei
for Fisher, Blanchard for Dennen, Pat"rno
for I loot stein, Sherman for Paterno,
Murphy for .Sherman.

Heferee Swalield, Hrown. I'mpire—
Madden. Fit(dil)urK. Linesman - McCon-
nelly. Middlebury. Time of periods— 15
and 12 minutes.

The Pen Your Father

and Grandfather Used!
Waterman's are still as efficient as two genera-

tions ago. Built first of all for writing service,

you can buy no better pen for college. They
give you:

1—A selection of pen points regardless of
style or price.

2—An extra large ink capacity in every
model.

3—Attractive colors in modern designs.

4—Every worthwhile mechanical improve-
ment which perfects writing.

i

!i1

Pens from $2.75 to $10.

Waterman's Ideal

Ink
There is no finer writing
fluid. Made in six colors—
for dip or fountain pens—
writes on any paper— super-

ior quality at real low cost.

Pencils $1 to $5.

Watermaafe

Gus Bridgrnan

THE GYM LUNCH
"Quality, Cleanliness and Quick Service" Louie Bleau
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WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clark, Praident F. E. Moore, Vice-Preaidenl A. E. Evans. Caahitr

Capital - - - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Elxtended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms

Williams College Students

will find a complete line of our Fall and
Winter Sports Equipment, Clothing and Shoes
at the stores of Campion and N. W. Domin.

FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL,
TRACK, SQUASH, TENNIS,
GOLF and HOCKEY SUPPLIES

[Send for Catalog)

WRIGHT & DITSON
344 Washington Street,

Boston, Mass.

Williams Places Third in

Collegiate Yacht Racing

The fourth annual rejjatta of the Inter-

collegiate Yacht Racin;;; Association was

held at Oyster Bay, Long Island, on ,Iune

17 and 18, ten crews representing five col-

leges entering in spirited competition for

the W. B. McMillan perpetual challenge

trophy for the following year.

The two crews from Princeton got off to

a nice lead on points in the two races

sailed the first day, and despite the deter-

mined efforts of Harvard and Williams to

overtake them, they held on through the

second day's races and finished with a total

of 75 points, rolled up by consistently

good sailing. Harvard came next with tiO

points, followed by Williams with 50,

Dartmouth with 47, and Yale with 41.

The Cornell crews could not secure boats

for the races and thus were unable to par-

ticipate.

Williams was represented in one boat by
H. L. Schwartz '31, D. M. Cosgrove and

J. D. Fox '32, while in the other J. R.

Baylis '32 A. S. Nelson '33, and R. B.

McKean ex-'34 and C. H. Van Buren '34,

who alternated. The Purple outlook was
not very bright at the end of the first day's

racing, for the disqualifieation of one boat

and the general unfamiliarity of the men
with the boats resulted in Williams being

last. On the second day, the Purple boats

finished well up in the nmning, so that as

a result Dartmouth and Y'ale had to be con-

tent with the last two places. This show-

ing on the part of the Williams outfit,

while nothing remarkable, was neverthe-

less a decided improvement over last year.

During the year it is planned to hold

several meetings of the Williams Yacht
Club to enlarge the scope of the organiza-

tion and to stir up more interest in prepara-

tion for the races next .lune. At the

present time J. D. Fox "32 is Commodore
of the club and D. M. Cosgrove Secretary-

Treasurer.

You Have Never
Seen A Pen
Like This

Before

youRlllheConli-
lin NoiBC by
flimplyturningthc
knuilcd «na of
Ihi banel—Ilk*

youwindawalch.
L«ak-proof,
smooth, aasy ae«
don.

You won't find this in the ref'

erence library— it's too new. You've

got to 30 down the street to the most

up-to-date supply stores to see the

Conldin Noiac » "the pen that winds

lil(e a watch." Visible inl< section or a

opaque barrel as desired. The visible ink

section enables you (o look right into the

ink compartment at any lime and watch the birth

of a sentence. The Noiac holds 35% more ink than

other pens of the same size because there is no

rubber sac in the barrel. Examine the Nozac. Try

it. And see if you can get along without

one. Depression-proof prices. The pens S6

and $10; pencils to match S3.50 and SS.OO.

THE CONKLIN PEN COMPANY
Chicago

TOLEDO, OHIO
San FranciKO

DEALERS, stock and show the pens thai tell.

Write for Catalog.

y<i, Ihirs art

oihtr Conklin*—
brand new col-

on—naw ihape5.

ThapaniS2.7:io
SB; panclli lo

malch SI .00 to

£onklhi
Ik. L hX

^YMETKIK

UNCONDITIONAaY GUARANT€€D

Grundy's Garage
AUTOMOBILE STORAGE

GARAGE OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Standard Gasoline, Motor Oils and Full Line

of Supplies

Radios and Radio Accessories

Atwater-Kent General Motors Apex JSets

Carried in Stock

«

GENERAL RADIO SERVICE
BY EXPERIENCED MENWashing, Polishing, and General Repairs

Corner Main and Water Streets and 1 7-21 Water Street. TELEPHONE 5
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225 Men Register

for Class of 1935
(Coiiliiiuoii from Einbtb Pbub)

Koliert W. Schwab, Jr. 48 Williams

Atlanta, Ga.

I
Gordon Shepard

St. Paul, Minn.

I
John R. Sm-k

Doonton, N. J.

I Staccy Simpson

Little Falls, N. Y.

I
GillxTt W. Smith

North Andover, Mass.

I

Lawrence D. Smith

Grand Rapids, Mich.

I

Melville H. Smith, Jr.

Newton Centre, Mass.

I

prescott M. Smith

Detroit, Mich.

I

Eiiyniond A. Sprague

Greenwich, Conn.

I
Harwood R. Stanton

Hurt lord. Conn.

I

Herbert Stein

Schenectady, N. Y.

I

Kiinliall Stevenson

Evanston, III.

I
Sanniel U. StockioK. Jr.

Tacoma, Washington

I
Whitney S. StoddanI

(irccnheld, Mass.

I
Osciir D. Street, Jr.

New York City

I

Henry R. Sullivan

Rochester, N. Y.

I
Hurry R. Siimmerhayes

1 Williams

54 Sage

35 Williams

31 Williams

17 Williams

30 Sage

24 Williams

5 Williams

22 Sage

4 Williams Annex

12 Sage

50 Sage

19 Sage

28 Sage

13 Sage

14 Willianus

Schenectady, N. Y

I Henry Swan, Jr.

Denver, Col.

I Ellis J. Swartz

Winthroj), Mass.

I

Frederick 1>. Swetlaud, Jr.

Cleveland, Ohio

I
William D. Synimes

Fninconia, N. H.

[George V. Talbot, Jr.

Wallingford, Conn.

I
Philip b. Taylor

Williamstown, Mas.s.

I Joseph Tiers, III

Philiidelphia, Penu.

I
Alfred li. Tolson

New York City

I
Richard K. Tompskins

Denver, Col.

I
John B. Trodway

Erie, Penn.

liarrett b. Tyler

Brookline, Mass.

I
Irving S. Undcrhill

Buffalo, N. Y.

Harry C. Usher, Jr.

New Haven, Conn.

Charles U. Van Duyne
Newark, N. J.

I

Jolin \an Zanten

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Peter R. Vandersloot

Williamstown, Mass.

Shelley D. \'incent, Jr.

iMilford, Mass.

Philip E. von Ammou
Chicago, 111.

Atlierton C. Vose

Brookline, Mass.

Robert C. W'ellman

W'illoughby, Ohio

Charles F. Westin

New York City

Even W. H. Whittlesey

Redding, Conn.
Lloyd E. Wilcox 9

Plattsburgh, N. Y.
George I. Willis

Flushing, L. I.

John T. Winkhaus, Jr.

Garden City, N. Y.
Robert E. Wise

St. Albans, N. Y.
John F. Wohnus 10

Media, Penn.

Edmund W. Wurzburg
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Barry S. Wolff 3

Elmsford, N. Y.
Bernard H. Wood, III

Tuxedo Park, N. Y.
PhiUp A. Yaple

Chillicothe, Ohio
William Zelermyer

Roxbury, Conn.
Robert W. Zimmerman

Babylon, L. I.

John L. Zabriskie

Aurora, N. Y.

Class of 1934
Franklin W, Bates, Jr.

Culver, Indiana

Joseph P. Dawyskiba
Mattapan, Mass.

Michael J. Scelsi

Pittsfield, Mass.
Sydney M. Smith

Pittsfield, Ma.s3.

William R. Stocking

Detroit, Mich.

David H. Thomas, ,Ir.

Indianapolis, lad.

Paul B. Walker

Edgeworth, Penn.

Transfers

3 Fayerwedther

Coach Williamson Begins
Frosh Football Practice

Issuing a call for freshman football

candidates, Coach Williamson yesterday
formally inaugurated the 1935 eleven's

season. The yearlings face a tough
schedule of four games: Oct. 17, Williston

at Easthampton; Oct. 31, R. P. I. at I

Williamstown; Nov. 7, Wesleyan at
|

Middletown; Nov. 14, Amherst at Wil-
liamstown.

Coach Williamson, in commenting on
the pre.serit season, stated that he knew
nothing of the prospects of the squad, but
that the .schedule is the be.st of his regime

although Williston is a hard game for the

first of the season.

.MPLE experience

in catering to the needs of tlie student

body, courteous attention and a high

standard of quaUty have won for us

the vote of the most popular store

for the last four years.We feel that the

new class can also adopt the slogan

""Meet, Treat and Trade at Har€s nn

4 Lehman

48 Williams

1 Williams

31 Sage

38 Sage

Williamstown

49 Sage

49 WiUiams

10 Williams

12 Williams

13 WiUiams

28 Williams

41 Williams

22 WUliams

27 WilUams

Williamstown

3 Sage

20 Sage

47 Williams

6 Sage

2 Sage

17 Sage

Williams Annex

48 Sage

6 WilUams

21 Williams

Williams Annex

61 Sage

WiUiams Annex

2 Lehman

32 Williams

9 Sage

30 Williams

17 Williams

Football Men Wanted
'•Since the success of the football

team depends in a large measure upon
the strength of the reserves, the for-

tunes of the 1931 Williams team will l)e

furthered greatly by every man who
can come out at this time. We par-

ticularly want underclassmen, with or

without experience, from whom future

teams may be built and I hope that all,

who are able, will report as candidates

this afternoon."

during their four years at Williams

Hart's Pharmacy
Where You Meet Your Friends

\

JAECKEL FURS

A Racoon coat by JAECKEL is the

best Racoon coat possible and men
are always surprised they can be

priced so low

H. JAECKEL & SONS

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

The Boston Store
North Adams

Back to College Suggestions

Lamps, Book-Ends, Rugs, Pillows

Scarfs, Etc.

At the New Low Prices

RADIOS
At $49.50 to $155.00

GREGORY'S
LAUNDRY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY STUDENTS

Hand Laundry $24.00 per semester

Steam Laundry $27.00 per semester

i

We will call for your laundry every Thursday

morning, beginning this week, and deliver

it every Tuesday at your Dormitory

entry

W. R. NEWMAN '32 W. F. SHEEHAN '33

Managers

i|

BASTIEN'S JEWEL AND GIFT SHOP
RADIOS-Bosch--$43.50---U. S.Apex-$39.95 up-RCA Victor--$69.50 up. VICTOR RECORDS and the

new $35.00 Portable Victrola. ALARM CLOCKS-Spring Wound and EIectric~ElectriC"$5.00 and Up. PRINTING
and DEVELOPING FILMS—PICTURES and PICTURE FRAMING—WATCH REPAIRING.

Gifts for all occasions come in and let us help you with your selections. Hear all the new Victor Records played at Walden's
Theater as soon as released



TllK WILLIAMS HKCOHD. Tl KSDAV. SKl'THMBKU -2i>. VM\

There Can Be No Compromise With Quality

A Shop Devoted to Providing

Williams Men With the Newest

A Shop Where Every Item

of Dress is Authentic

THE FINEST HUMAN HANDS CAN ACHIEVE

•^^

Williams Men, Old and New - -

GREETINGS:
It will be a pleasure indeed, to see old friends again,

and a privilege to make new ones.

We Greet All Men of Williams.

ASIA SHOP OF SERVICE, CALL UPON US AT ALL TIMES

THE WILLIAMS SHOP
Featuring

LANGROCK CLOTHES
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

Other Stores: Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Brown, Andover, Exeter, Lawrenccvilk, 49 Broadway, New York. City

A Shop of QUALITY and SERVICE providing Williams Men with Correct Apparel
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SEVEN PROFESSORS

ENJOYjABBATICALS

Five Resume Positions on Faculty

After Year of Travel and

Study Abroad

With the return of the five members of

(lie Williams Faculty absent last year,

seven are now leaving for a year on

sabbaticals and leaves of absence, while

three professors will be away during the

second semester. This year the professors

have chosen itineraries that will take them

to all corners of the globe, some traveling

in Europe, others in the west«rn states,

and one circumnavigating the globe.

Ur. Carlton, who 8i)cnt the entire Col-

lege year 1930-31 away from Williams,

went first to Paris where he gathered a

collection of books and pamphlets, which

his bcioksellers had been accumulating over

a p<'rio(l of three months, and settled im-

mediately at San Remo on the Italian

Riviera. There, dividing his days equally

between work and recreation, he studied

intensively the i>eriod in French history

from the outbreak of the French Revolu-

tion to the first Consulship of Na|H)leon.

For six months he siwnt from four to eight

or nine hours a day reading, taking notes,

and listing references on his subject;

but, finding little time to write in addition

to his strenuous schedule as librarian, he

has as yet been unable to start, on the

actual authorship of a book on the Revolu-

tionary period.

Professor I.icklider, after spending

March traveling in Egypt, worked for two

months in Italy, later continuing his study

in England. Touring generally on the con-

tinent. Professor Ixing visited a few weeks

in Germany, then in Spain, and crossed to

North Africa for a short time. Professor

Miller stayed in Italy for a great part of

his visit in Europe, but also traveled in

Germany. Professor Clark, the only

I

member of the Faculty on leave not to

I choose a trip abroad, spent the year in

this country.

iSaiiing from the Pacific coast about the

first of August, Professor Pratt reached

Java at the end of the month. Traveling

first through the Orient, he will lat«r

teach for three months at Rabindranrath

Tagore's school in India. In the spring he

plans to visit Italy. Professor Buffinton,

now with his family in Massachusetts, will

sail for England in Novemlier. Spending

abnost the entire year in London, he will

study certain phases of English history in

the eighteenth century at the British

Museum and the Public Record Office.

Mr. Safford who has taken up residence

in Palo Alto, California, conducted his own
operetta at the annual meeting of the

Bohemian Club in California. He has

been ongagetl for a year to play the large

organ in the Legion Palace Hall in San

Francisco. Also traveling in the West,

ProfessorW. B. Smith will teach at the Uni-

versity of California.

Professor Brett sailed on the American

Merchant line on September 17 and plans

to tour Eiu-ope, studying and traveling

first in Spain, and later in France and
Italy. Professor McElfresh is to pass a

short time in England, moving on to

Munich later in the fall, aft«r which his

Itinerary is indefinite. Professor Mears,

who is at present in Cambridge, will study
there during the winter.

I^r. Wynne, Mr. Galbraith, and Mr.
Johnson will remain at Williams for the

first semester, leaving in February on their

Sabbaticals.
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W. O. C. to Erect New
Cabin on Taconic Ridge

Led by Woodruff '33, president of the
Williams Outing Club, 40 members of the
class of 1935 climbed to the top of Pine
Cobble last Sunday afternoon in the first

of a series of hikes planned by the W. O. C.
for this year. Arrangements for the
building, sometime (his fall, of a steel

cabin on the Taconic Ridge, north of the
Petersburg Pass and about an hour and a
half trip from Williamstown, are now prac-
tically completed by the Club.

Negotiations are also in progress for the
purchase of suflicient land on the summit
of Mt. Greylock, on which a cabin of simi-

lar construction may be built n<!xt spring.

The second hike of the season, with the
destination to be announced later in the
Advisor, will leave the Freshman Quad at

2.30 Sunday afternoon.

TWENTY-TWO STATES

REPRESENTED BY 1935

Class Has Few Less MenThan 1934,

But 20 Percent Less States

Represented

BOYS' CLUB HEADMAN

DROPPED FROM BOARD

Lack of Money Curtails Program
of Club ; Hobson '32 Takes

Charge of Work

A comparison between registration sta-

tistics of the Class of 1935 with those of

1934 shows little change in the number of

new men coming from the different states,

but a 20 per c^nt drop in the numlier of

states represented. Oddly enough, how-

evet, the number of private and public

preparatory schools represented shows a

substantial increase.

As in former years New York State leads

in number of registrants with 81, two more

than last year and five more than the year

before. Again Massachusetts is second,

but with 34 instead of 25 men. New
.Jersey follows with 18, Pennsylvania with

17 and Illinois with 15. Connecticut with

14, Ohio with nine an<l Michigan with eight

complete the larger delegations. New
Jersey and Pennsylvania shifted places

from last year, while each of the states has

a slightly smaller representation than in

1930 except for New York and Massachu-

setts. Foreign countries represented this

year are Turkey, France and Switzerland,

instead of the France, Japan, and Canada

of the 1934 class. Oklahoma, Colorado,

and Washington are the most distant

states registered.

Despite the decrease in the number of

states represented, from 27 to 22, the

Class of 1935 prepared at a larger variety

of schools. 1935 comes from 74 private

and 53 public preparatory schools, while

1934 prepared at 62 private and 49 public

educational institutions. The total regis-

tration of the classes varies only by two
(Continued on Third Page)

Medal Play for College

Golf Tournament Begins

At a meeting of the Board of Directors

of the Boys' Club on September 27 it was
decided, because of the lack of funds or of

any immediate prosp(!Ct of financial im-
provement, to dispense with the services

of John A. Comellier, who for four years

has been the superintendent of the work.

The supervision of the Club will be taken
over by Hobson '32, chairman of the boys'

committee of the W. C. A., chief sponsors

of the club.

Mr. Comellier has been connected with
the Williamstown Boys' Club since its

organization more than ten years ago, and
for the last four years has had complete
charge of the program, including the sum-
mer camp. The camp this season in

I^nox was omitted because of its expense,

but an extensive program was carried on
at the recreation center on North Street

during August and the first part of

September.

Since the Club building on Spring Street

was lost this summer, it will be necessary

to find new locations for the winter pro-

gram, headed by Hobson, who plans to

have the usual junior and senior football

and basketball teams which have proved

so popular during the past years. The
new superintendent asks that any College

student who wishes to coach the junior

football team get in touch with him at

once so that the work can begin imme-
diately.

82 UPPERCLASSMEN

ELECT HONORS WORK

English, Economics, and French

Hold Lead in Numbers ; Total

Falls Off by Thirteen

Interfratemity Council
Explains Rushing to 1935

At a meeting of the Freshman class last

Friday evening, the system of rushing

dates embodied in the Interfratemity

Rushing Agreement was explained to the

new men by R. D. Swinehart '32. Also

at this meeting Assistant Professor Paul

Birdsall, arbiter for the Interfratemity

Coimcil, addressed the meeting on the

financial aspect of joining a fraternity.

In a previous meeting held on Tuesday
•ught, the freshmen had been given copies
of the Interfratemity Rushing Agreement
*8 well as identification tags for use during
nishing. At this same time each fresh-

"lan's post-office box number was obtained
by the council.

College Preacher
Professor A. C. Purdy of the Hartford

Theological Seminary, Hartford, Conn.,
will preach at the morning chapel service,

Sunday, October 4.

The qualifying round for the annual

college golf championship, open to all

undergraduates, will be held during the

coming week, 36 holes medal play being

completed by Saturday, Oct. 10. The low

16 become eligible for the ensuing match

play. All contestants must notify Mr.

Baxter, club professional, before playing

either of medal rounds and must hand in

cards for signified rounds as soon as com-

pleted, under penalty of disqualification.

Forty-Three Candidates

for Frosh Soccer Team

The following members of the Freshman

class reported last Monday as candidates

for the 1935 soccer team to Coach Belle-

rose. The Purple mentor was greatly

encouraged by the turnout of 43 men,

which is the largest in recent years: Adams,

Bernard, Bristol, Butz, Cluett, Curry,

Desloge, Earl, Falk, Fort, Fowle, Gardner,

Geilfuss, Gillette, D. Green, Gwinn,

Helms, Hilles, E. P. Hubbell, A. B. John-

son, Kelleher, Kirtland, D. Low, Mac-

Millen, Maglathlin, Miller, Morrisson,

Myers, Ogden, Poinier, Poole, Rich, Stod-

dard, Street, Swartz, Tiers, Underbill,

Von Ammon, Weetin, Winkhaus, Wise,

Wood, and Zabriskie.

Hersey Awarded Fellowship

Cari Kenneth Hersey, M.A., instructor

in the history of art, was recently awarded

one of the Carnegie Fellowships in Fine

Arts at Harvard University. Mr. Hersey

will spend this year at Harvard in study

and research preparatory to earning a

Doctor's degree.

fiighty-two men, 44 seniors and 38

juniors, are registered in the Dean's Office

to take Honors Work, with its consequent

opi)ortunities for more independent work

along specialized lines without the ordinary

restrictions. The enrollment is 13 less

than last year, while the choices are more
evenly divided, English coming first with

17 men, economics ousting French from

second place with 12, and French third

with 10.

With the recent establishment of an

upperclass Dean's List, the enrollment in

Honors Work has fallen off from last year's

total. Before this, since the adoption of

the system in 1926, the number of Honors

students had steadily increased until the

peak was reached in 1929, when 99 stu-

(Contlnued on Fourth Page)
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I The Press Box
ffiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiR

RUMBLINGS OF A PESSIMIST?
The events of the past summer should

jar even the most placid of the average

minds and cause those men who take prog-

ress and prosperity for granted to pause

and wonder whether they should have

sent their sons to Williams after all. Ever

since the turn of the 18th century, man
has been so engrossed in his mechanical

toys that he has forgotten the equally

needed aid of good government and strong

leaders.

With his usual complacency, the Amer-

ican has turned to President Hoover to

solve the present crisis, and when he shows

his inability to do anything really con-

structive, all varieties of abuse are poured

on his undeserving head. The mechanical

age has destroyed intelligent interest and

leadership in government, and it must fol-

low that the .government is hopelessly

unable to act in a crisis. There was a

(Continued on Third Page)

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2

8.00 p. m.—Freshman Class Meeting.

Jesup Hall Auditorium.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3

3.00 p. m.—Varsity Football. Williams

vs. R. P. I. at Troy.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4

10.35 a. m.—The regular morning chapel

service will be conducted by Prof. A.

C. Purdy of the Hartford Theological

Seminary, Hartford, Conn., in the

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

'Alumni Review' Reports
on Indolent Professors

The first issue for the year of the

Williams Alumni liefiew, containing three

lead articles by E. Herbert Botsford '82,

the editor, and an unusually large number
of alumni notes, was mailed on Thursday
night. Mr. Botsford's articles include

"Glorified Idlers", a controversial essay on
the subject of loafing college professors;

"Landmarks", and "Impressions of a Sum-
mer Vacationist."

The frontispiece is a photographic por-

trait of Henry W. Banks Jr. '85, who died

on July 5. An editorial characterizes him
as "one of the best types of Aiuerican

college alumni." Of especial interest is

the article by G. Bernhard Fedde '30 on
"The German University Today", and the

tribute paid by Congregationalist publica-

tions, as recorded in the alumni notes, to

the two oldest alumni of the college, Hon.
Charles E. Harwood '52, aged 101 years,

oldest according to class, and Rev. H. A.

Miner '53, 102 years, oldest by age.

R. P. L TO CLASH WITH

PURPLEJELEVEN TODAY

Williams Squad Has Begun Steady

Training for Difficult Mid-

Season Games

R. P. I. TEAM INEXPERIENCED

Engineers Routed by Springfield

Eleven, 52-0, in Initial Game
of Schedule

PROMISING MATERIAL

ON FROSH GRID SQUAD

Coach Williamson Encouraged by
Large Turnout ; but Team

Lacks Center

Facing a somewhat easier schedule than

that met by the 1934 eleven, 62 members of

the Class of 1935 attended the first practice

session of the Yearling grid squad held last

Monday on Cole Field. With the substi-

tution of Williston Academy and the

R. P. I. freshmen for Kent, which admin-

istered the only defeat to the Cub team of

last fall, and the Keene Normal School,

the schedule is definitely lightened, although

the Amherst and Wesleyan Yearling

elevens are expected to offer stiff opposi-

tion.

With a wealth of backfield and line ma-
terial, lacking only candidates for the

center position. Coach Williamson expects

his aggregation to be rounded into good

shape by October 1 7, the date of the initial

encounter against Williston Academy.
The past few days have been spent in

conditioning the squad through grass

drills, forward passing, dummy tackling,

and signal practice. Coach Williamson,

with more than two weeks to shape his

eleven, will probably hold the first scrim-

(Contlnued on Second Page)

'Phi Beta Kappa' Elects Hurst

At a meeting of "Phi Beta Kappa" last

Thursday, J. W. Hurst '32 was elected

undergraduate secretary of the society.

The initiation meeting for the 1932 dele-

gation, it was decided, will not be held

until after rushing week. The Faculty

officers of the Williams chapter of "Phi

Beta Kappa" include Professors Wild,

Shepard and Allen as president, treasurer

and secretary respectively.

During the past week. Coach Caldwell

began the first intensive training in prepa-

ration for difficult games on the mid-season

schedule, and the Williams eleven which
faces R. P. I. at Troy this afternoon is

expected to demonstrate a considerably

more effective attack and far steadier de-

fense than that which defeated B. U. last

week. The Engineers, who were shut out
by Springfield last Saturday to the tune of

52-0, have been working hard to co-

ordinate their attack and defensive play

before the encounter.

The Purple team has been put through
its paces throughout the last few practices

with no particular stress laid upon any one

department, although the coaching staff

has striven to produce more drive and
punch in the line play, and more co-ordina-

tion on the offensive. The starting line-up

will probably be the same as the one which
defeated B. U. 13-0 last week, but no
definite assignments have yet been made.
Captain Fowle, and Berry, judging by
their fine defensive play against Boston,

will make it extremely difficult for R. P. I.

to score, while Wood, Woodrow, and
Thayer have shown their ability to stave

off attacks through the line. Tuttle,

Fowle, and Correale are expected to take

care of the Purple scoring column.

The following information was received

fromR. P. I.:

"Driving his squad hard after the 52-0

drubbing received last week at Springfield,

Coach Glen Killinger is pointing his green

and inexperienced team for the Williams

College invasion Saturday afternoon. The
opening contest brought to light the Engi-

neers' extremely weak tackling and low-

powered offense. The drill sessions this

week are being devoted to perfecting the

land and aerial maneuvers, which lacked

power against the Maroon squad.

"Rensselaer relies on its sophomores for

its strength this year, but their inexper-

ience is proving to be a great handicap.

To add to his many troubles, Killinger has

to fill the place vacated by 'Shaggy'

Ransford, who has been advised not to

play by the Navy Department. Charlie

Bahr or 'Red' Breed, a product of Wil-

liamstown High, will probably receive the

assignment. A shift in the forward line is

also quite probable as a means of speed-

ing up the team."

The game against B. U., an encounter

against a strong team, brought to light the

rather weak Purple line-play, the Boston-

ians gaining most of their ground through
(Continued on Third Page)

Alfred B. Lewis, Socialist Candidate for Governor
of Massachusetts, Describes Purpose of Socialism

The following article vMs tvrllien for

The Record by Mr. Alfred Baker Lmci,s

the New England District Secretary of the

Socialist Party and Socialist candidate for

governor of Massachusetts. In the article

Mr. Baker explains to Williams students

what socialism is and what it stands for.

)

Socialism is the political movement of

the working class to rid America of ex-

ploitation, by public ownership and work-

ing class control of the large scale means of

production and distribution. This move-

ment tends to arise from the very capital-

istic system itself, inasmuch as there is a

conflict between the hand- and brain-

workers on the one side and the owners of

industry on the other.

Workers are fundamentally sellers of la-

bor power while the capitalists arc buyers;

and the wage rates and salaries are the

cost of this necessary commodity. Like

every other seller, the worker want« to

receive a high price for his commodity;

the owners of industry, like other buyers,

strive to keep as low as possible the wage

per unit of output. This opposition of

interests is called by the Socialists, the

class struggle.

In that struggle the owners of industry

are "top-dog." They own the workers'

jobs and can dismiss their employees for

any reason or no reason. Capitalists give

the workers jobs only when they can make
a profit out of their labor. If there is no

profit, no matter how much the consumers
may need the product or the workers the

job, the moneyed class will not give them
work.

We can tell, moreover, that this class

are "top-dog" because they receive an in-

come without having themselves to work
for it. The people in the United Stales

who have the largest income derive It

mostly from rent, interest, dividends,

and profits. Such forms of income are

unearned because the recipients do no
work, furnish no service, and produce no
goods in return. These people may have
worked when they were young, or they

may have inherite<l their wealth. In any
case they do not work for their income
while they are getting it, as people who re-

ceive their income in the form of wages or

salaries do. Beside this, their income will

continue to accumulate long aft«r they

(and their brains, as well) are deatl. This

unearned income, as distinguished from

service income, Socialists regard as unjust.

It is the attempt on the part of the cap-

italists to make property income as large

as possible that brings about most- of our

present economic troubles. Problems of

low wages, long hours of labor for women,
(Continued on Fourth Pace)
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1935:

So far, what do you think of Williams? And what do you thinK of your intro-

duction to your Alma Mater? Did the greetings of the Administration, The Record,

and representative seniors strike a responsive chord in your own make-up? Have you

met classmates who give promise of friendships-to-be? Are you gradually becoming

aware that there is on this camjjus a certain spirit, a tone, that is distinctly Williams,

that does not, could not exist at Harvard or Purdue, and that you would not for the

world have otherwise?

Upperclassmen are interested in your answers to these questions. They enjoy

meeting freshmen, sizing them up, and watching them take hold. They want to make

things easy and pleasant for them. That is why orientation has supplanted intimid-

ation. That is why the "peerade" and the rope pull are no more, and why the annual

"fight" on Spring Street has shrunk to a sober shade of its former gaudy self. That is

why meetings have been held to make you familiar with the College. And it is also

why Thk Record is addressing many of its opening editorials to you men of Thirty-

Five.

Above, we spoke of a distinctly Williams spirit. What constitutes this spirit?

Honor

There is honor on the Williams campus. It is one of our most splendid and pre-

cious heritages. We have had what we call an Honor System for thirty-six years,

—

the first Honor System to be adopted by a New England college, and one that has stood

its ground while those of Yale and Amherst have fallen by the wayside.

There are two sides to the Honor System. One is comparatively easy for a Wil-

liams gentleman to obey. Preparatory school days are over, and the number of men

who write examinations under false pretenses, break a contract with their fellow stu-

dents, and wind up the dainty business by signing their names to premeditated lies, is

negligible. The other side is covered by Article V of the Constitution, which says in

part: "Every student of the College shall be expected to report any fraud observed by

him in any exercises conducted under the Honor System." At first, this may seem

contrary to every sporting instinct you possess. You may argue that the crime is the

offender's loss and his alone, and that it is none of your business. All well and good,

but you overlook the fact that in neglecting to report one fraud you pull out one brick

from the cornerstone of the whole system. By your negative attitude you encourage a

positive evil, and you are a party to the crumbling and tottering of a great tradition.

In recent years, infractions of both parts of the agreement have been practically

non-existent. In his three years at Williams, the writer has seen nothing that even

remotely resembled an infraction. By this time, you have individually either approved

or rejected the Honor System. If you have approved it, you have assumed a moral

obligation to your College, your classmates, and yourself. An obligation which will

grant you enjoyable privileges and which you must uphold.

Friendship

There is friendship on the Williams campus. Friendship and fellowship. The
latter is a bond that draws us together as a body, a group consciousness which makes us

aware of the fact that here are eight hundred young men with similar interests and as-

pirations and similar accomplishments, a kindly feeling toward our acquaintances

that prompts us to speak to them on the street and to consider them potential friends.

Friendship is a deeper quality, something more intimate that makes you understand

and like a man, that makes you want to see him often in post-college years, that causes

you to speak to him with utmost confidence.

It is friendship that you should think of constantly during rushing. At each

house you visit, ask yourself if true friendship is to be found there. Consider the other

guests, your fellow freshmen, and wonder if your college years will best be spent with

them. In this important step which soon you will be taking, put friendship first.

Industry

There is industry on the Williams campus. Some upperclassmen may be sur-

prised to hear this, for it is not theirs. But the man who makes the most of his ojipor-

tunities is industrious. Some of you have already made up your minds to arrive at

some scholastic goal. Others have ambitions for posts of usefulness and honor on the

campus. A combination of industry in both parts of Williams is the Ideal.

No man can honestly count his college career a success who for four years has been

chained to his desk and whose nose has grown tender from rubbing against text books.

And by the same token the winning of a major competition and that alone does not

constitute the Ultimate Goal. Both sides are important. It is not the case of the

side show and the circus, but of a two-ring circus in which both rings should be given

due attention. Industry counts.

Leisure

There is leisure on the Williams campus. Perhaps too much leisure for most of us.

Perhaps not enough. But at all events more leisure than w " shall again enjoy perhaps

ever, iierhaps until we retire at the age of sixty-five with paunchy protuberances, failing

eyesight, and a total lack of enthusiasm. You will find, have found already, that you
have time on your hands that is all your own, to do with as you like. What will you
do with it? Will Walden's palace, Meadowbrook, and the Saturday Evening Post con-

sume every moment? Or will you prefer what has been called after-dinner-coffee-

living and will you discover that Williams has a library?

Last year our predecessor wrote: "The College is your oyster, gentlemen of 1934.

Open it, and rejoice that you are freshmen, with your college years before you." And
you, gentlemen of 1935, each of you has an oyster.

Promising Material

on Fresh Grid Squad
(Continued (rom First Page)

mage either the last of this week or the

first of next.

The following men have reported for

practice: Ends: Archer, Armstrong, Ben-

nett, Blake, H. C. Carpenter, Gate, Lasher,

Meighen, Stevenson, Zelermyer. Tackles:

Bliss, Burgess, Dunlop, Egbert, Green,

Lamlierton, Newkom, Pilcher, Prime,

Robinson, Sullivan. Guards: Abenheim-

er, Brown, Boyle, R. J. Carpenter, Cooke,

Foster, Gait, J. Harrison, Lafer, McWhor-
ter, Shephard, Vincent. Centers: Healy,

Marzani, P. M. Smith, Backs: Ball, Ca-
turani, P. Collins, Delafield, Gendar,
Gordon, Hapgood, J. S. Harrison, Hoag-
land, Hopkins, KroU, Loranger, J. O. Low,
Jr., Martin, Mclnemey, Morton, Noehren,
Oliver, Pugh, Sprague, Stanton, Thomp-
kins. Usher, Vandersloot, Van Duyne,
Van Zanten.

Infirmary Patients

Kerr, and Tuttle '32, Ayers, and Mc-
Hutchinson '34 were the only students
confined to the Thompson Infirmary when
The Record went to press Thursday eve-
ning. In all cases of serious illness, the
parents of the student concerned are noti-
fied immetidately.
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We were both surprised and pleased to

find that the editors of The Record
thought fit to publish two columns of

excerpts from last year's Pallry Stuff in the

initial issue, and secretly we admit that a

pleasurable glow crept over us on first

sight. The blurbs which appeared over

the masterly excerpts disconcerted us for

the nonce, and we grew a little flushed with

the thought that the authorship of the

introduction might perhaps be attributed

to us. But the glow of hajipiness

triumphed for the moment, secure as we

were in the thought that, like the old

masters, several editions of us were to be

published.

A harsh remark overheard in the P. 0.

brought us up short, however, and as cruel

fact after cruel fact became apparent, our

flush of happiness turned into what might

be described as a blushing redness. We
regret to say that much as we would like to

believe otherwise, the moving force behind

the editors' decision to reprint was not a

blatant pride in Paltry Stuff, but rather a

pressing need for "filler". So we were

paraded before the freshmen, not as a

feature of The Record, but as just some-

thing to read. "FiUer." My word! But

a 14-page issue is not always easy to fill.

So we set forth this year with a lofty

ambition: to make this column so pop-

ular that thirteen ami one half pages of

next year's first issue will be devoted to

reprints of Paltry Stuff. In time, of

course, such a procedure will inevitably

lead to a change in the name of the news-

paper of Williams College.

Certain cataclysmic reports shake the

entire sports world to its foundations each

fall, and we venture to list a few of them

which will feature our leading dailies this

coming football season

:

There will be repeated reports that the

Army and Navy will engage in a contest

for the benefit of the Unemployed. Mayor
Walker will throw out the first ball, and

according to rumor may play in the Navy
backfield.

Amherst will report either the ineligi-

bility or injury of every member of the

first two teams.

Little Albie, the Toy Bulldog, will be

trotted out at the beginning of the second

quarter of the Army game, and will prob-

ably last just as many plays as he did last

year. The way of a genius is often spiked

with thorns. And there are few roses at

West Point.

Joe Stanziewski, after running rough-

shod over Southern California, will an-

nounce after the game, tears in eyes: "1

diditallforKnute!"

The Record will prophecy the outcome
of every major football game, and be

wrong in the majority of cases.

Some house party girl will ask excitedly

:

"Is the man with the ball in white knickers

on our side?" One more girl will find a
place on the list of those never to be in-

vited to festivities again.

Hewitt will again be referred to by
metropolitan sports writers as "One of

the great backs of all time." Columbia
will lose every major game.

Amherst and Wesleyan backs will do
more spectacular running through the

pages of the Springfield Republican than
on the football field. Pictures of their

backs will be shown under the heading:

Tackle This If You Darel Williams will

win the Little Three.

Hobart will be defeated by someone,

70-0. The President of Hobart will

deplore the present over-emphasis on
football.

"Gil" Dobie will predict defeat before

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jeu^elry, Bags,
Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You oan do it batter

with Gm

every game. In the majority of the cases,

he will be right.

President Garfield will arrive late for

games, and spend a great deal of time

looking for a seat.

Fordham will again fail to have an Amer-

ican on the team.

Sportswriters will again begin write-ups

of games: "A Crimson torrent rushed

over Field yesterday afternoon, crush-

ing a bewildered team before it, as a

stupendous crowd of 75,000 stunned

spectators looked on, aghast at the bloody

sjiectacle." 74,000 spectators, on reading

this, will compliment themselves on their

self-control, and secretly despise their

stunned neighbors.

Every humorous magazine will print

at least one skit entitled: What Theu

lieaUy Say In The Huddle.

Every College Captain will say, on the

eve of the big game,: "—is a strong team

and holds a slight edge on us, but we'll

be in there every minute, and they'll

know they've had a real battle."

Throgmurton

Thirty-six members of last year's under-

graduate body have failed to return to

College for the fall semester, according to

the records of the Dean's Office. The class

of 1933 heads the list as heaviest loser,

with 19 men missing, while 12 sophomores
and five members of the senior class com-
plete the roll.
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Not just a fountain pen—

a

Waterman's is an investment

You can buy no better fountain pen for college,

and a Waterman's will deliver perfect writing

service for many years after you are out. The

features offered are:

1—A selection of pen points regardless of
style or price.

2—An extra large ink capacity in every
model.

3—Attractive colors in modern designs.

4—Every worthwhile mechanical improve-
ment which perfects writing.

Pens from $2.75 to $10.

Waterman's Ideal

Pencils $1 to $5.

Ink
There is no finer writing
fluid. Made in six colors—
for dip or fountain pens—
writes on any paper— super-

ior quality at real low cost.

Watermaris

GEORGE H. BURR & CO.
57 William Street. New York

Telephone John 4-4890

Investment Securities and Commercial Paper

CHICAGO NEW YORK BOS#|



WAM)EN
Week of October 5
shows: Afternoon 2.IS; Evening 7.16 and 9.00

PROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, OCT. 5

Joan Crawford and Neil Hamilton in

"Laughing Sinners." It's a picture of

contrasts and thrills. It leaves you

limp with its swift drama, romance,

surprise. Her most thrilling role. Mack
Sennett Comedy—Cartoon—News.

TUESDAY, OCT. 6

"An American Tragedy" with Phillips

Holmes, Sylvia Sidney, Frances Dee.

Paramount Comedy.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7

'"Misbehaving Ladies," with Kila Lee and

lien I^yon. Pathe Comedy and Silly

Symphony.

THURSDAY, OCT. 8

Lew Ayres and Genevieve Tobin in "Up
for Murder." Slim SummerviUe Com-
edy—Cartoon—Review.

FRIDAY, OCT. 9

Norman Foster and Carol Lombard in

"Up Pops the Devil." Paramount
Comedy—Cartoon.

SATURDAY, OCT. 10

"Smart Money" with Edward G. Robin-

son, James Cagney and Evalyn Knapp.
Comedy—Cartoon—News.
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Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cent. 1-11

Sunday and Monday

Tallulah Bankhead and

Fredric March

"MY SIN"

Tuesday and Wednesday

William Haines

-< "N«w Adventures of

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford"

Thursday and Friday

Edmund Lowe

"THE SPIDER"

Saturday Only

Double Feature

Buster Keaton

'Sidewalks of New York'

plus

Bob Custer

'HEADIN' for TROUBLE'

1932 AND 193KH00SE MAJORS

English Again Leads Choice; Latin
Cedes to German

In their choice of majors, the Senior and
Junior classes hold closely to the normal
rule, with English takinR first place,
French and economics second, and history
third. The only noticeable distinction
between the Senior and Junior choices is a
tendency on the part of the juniors to
desert the Latin major for the German.
A list of the choices of majors follows:

Seniors Juniors
Latin
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82 Upperclassmen

Elect Honors Work
(Continued Irom First Page)

dents took the work. Tliis year two stu-

dents are takinij; two Honors Work courses

each, which raises the total of courses

taken to 84. Assistant Professor John

Hawley lloberts of tlie English Depart-

ment, continues as head of the Honors

Work Committee.

A list of the number of students who
have elected Honors Work in the various

departments is given below

:

1Q33

English

Economics

French ',

history

Chemistry

Mathematics

Philosophy

Physics

Biology

Greek

Latin

Political Science

Religion

Astronomy

German
Spanish

7

• 6

i

3

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

• 1

38

1932

11

5

4

S

4

3

3

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

46

Total

17

12

10

9

7

5

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

84

An alphabetical list of Honors Work
men, with their choices, follows:

1932

Angell



R. P. I. SUCCUMBS

TO PURPLE 35-13

Williams Running Attack Brings

Victory After 7-6 Score

at End of Half

MARKOSKI LEADS WAY
CROSSING GOAL TWICE

Shifty Halfback Eludes Tacklers in

Forty-Yard Dashes ; Thayer

Strong in Line

I'liiyed to a 7-6 stuiidstill at the half by

a weak H. 1'. I- eleven, the I'nri)lc Kridini!!)

caiiic hack in the third |)eriod with a dis-

play of scoring power Ihut netted tliem

fr,i]f tDuchdowns for a 35-13 virtory at

'Iroy Sh( wrday afternoon. Markoski, who
ttiis not included in the starting line-up,

amiiniled for two scores by brilliant 41)-

yiml dashes ilirough a l)roken field, while

Capliiin Kowlc, Koehl, and Miller carried

the ii\ nl across for the other tallies.

The story of the Purple triumph dates

froMi the moment in the second half when
Maxwell, Trojan fullback, was removed

widi a broken hip. Mis.sinn his sterling

play behind the line, the KnKineers' team-

work went to pieces, and the Williams

I'li'ven conuneneed to click for the first

liiiic this season. Fowie went over in

Ihifc jilays for a touchdown, Markoski

(i(i,s.-;cd the noal-line ltt'i('e in suc<'e,s8ion,

anil althonnh Disbrow, after jukkHuk

States' pa,ss, managed to score, the Herk-

sliiic eleven completed a (if)-yard march up
llic field for the final score with a drive

that lietjan to resemble the familiar brand

iif ('idibvcll football. Fourteen first downs
in all ucrc made by Williams, us against

t\v(i cotniilclcd by the Trojans.

l{(i(;cr.s and Miller, two promising Soph-

omore backs, showed up to advantane, but

the aliscnic of Tuttle and Correale from
llic liiicklickl was felt keenly durint; the

lir.'-l half, when the quality of play was of

ariylhinu but championship calil)er.

runts were sloppily handled, completed
passes infre(|uent, and tackling of the

liil-or-niiss variety, while tlie baseball

weather slowed up play, necessitating

fr('(|uent rests.

Williams Tallies First

The initial Purple touchdown came soon
iiflcr the opening gun, when, after a first

'liittii by Senn, Rogers sprinted 20-yards
i'l'liHid speedy interference to the Trojan
ill

> ard marker. On the next play, Voeh\
l'iill<'d ilown Fowle's long pass on the

lO-yiird line, and raced over for a tally,

Fowle kicking the point. Senn again
rirci\cd h)r Williams, and an exchange of

P""is netted ten yards. Failing to gain
diroiigh th(> line, Fowle punt«d back to the

1. 35-yard marker. Standing well

W. C. FOWLE, 1932

Captain of the Williams Football Team,
Whose AU-Around Play and Brilliant

Generalship Have Been Outstanding

in the First Two Games

VARSITY HARRIERS TO

FACE FIVE OPPONENTS

Four Sophs Will Replace Men Lost

By Graduation ; Frosh Look

For Good Season

n. p.

liiick of the protecting backs. Downs threw
a paiis to Bohr, Trojan half, who grabbed
II Ml nudfield, outdistancing the Purple
safely man to the goal for the first Cherry
i"i'l White score. Maxwell failed to kick
I III' extra point, making the score 7-0.

\i;ain the Engineers resorted to an aerial

"Hack, hut completed only two out of nine
passes for short gains during the re-

mainder of the half.

both teams took refuge in frequent
punting during the second period, but the
ball remained for the most part in raid-

(Contlnued on Flftli Page)

Running daily for the past week, the

varsity cross-country candidate's, under

the tutelage of "Doc" Seeley, veteran

(toach, while feeling the loss of Captain T.

Goodbody and SufTern '31, face a five-meet

.schedule deterniincd to better last year's

record. .\p|)roxiniately ten men consti-

tute the scpuid. which is captained by Uoy
'32, a mainstay of the 102!) championshii)

cross-country team, though he did not nm
last year.

Last season's record (contains impressive

individual victories but exhibits a poorly

balanced team, for, while Goodbody and

SufTern t ied for first place in the triangular

meet with Wesleyan and Amherst over the

local course, their team jjlaced second to

Amherst in the final accounting. The

Purple ruiniers failed to win any of their

four meets last year, but are strengthened

by four members of last year's Freshman

team, including Captain 0. Goodbody, for

their heavier schedule this fall.

Coacli Seeley feels the need of a larger

squad, but plans to build a strong team
from available material, and hopes to put

out a team next year whi<'h will bring the

championship held in 1929 once more to

the Berkshires. At present the Varsity

squad includes Alexander, Carroll, and
Roy '32, Bixby, Fisher, M. H. Johnson,

and Robb '33, Bruckner, Collcns, and
Elder.

Answering Coach Seeley's call for candi-

ilates for the 1935 team, a large number
came out, and are expected to give a good

account of themselves in their three meets

of the season.

The schedule of meets follows:

Oct. 10 Middlebury Home
Vermont Burlington

St. Stephens Home
Amherst-Wesleyan Middletown

N. E. I. C. A. A.

The Freshman schedule:

Oct. 31 Troy High School Home
Nov. 7 Amherst-Wesleyan Middletown

FACULTY MEMBERS

WRITE MANY BOOKS

'International Gold Movement and
Central Banking Policy' Is

Prize Winner

LONG CONTINUES RESEARCH

Root's 'German Criticism of Zola'

to be Published This Month
by Columbia Press

Oct. 24

Oct. 31

Nov. 7

Nov. 16

A list of books, including class texts,

popular works and a number of research
pamphlets and articles is the result of

summer labors Ijy members of the faculty.

Assistant Professor Waller Beach's IrUer-

naliimal Cold Movement and Cenlral
llunlnng Policy which is to be published,
after revision this winter, by the Harvard
Press, has been awarded the David A.
Wells prize at Harvard.

Mr. E. M. Collins of the Chemistry
Department has written an illustrated

hook of semi-iiopular character entitled

The Slnry of the Chemiad Elements. In it,

he traces the knowledge of the elements of

ancient man, especially the Greeks and the
Persians, down through modern times
showing the advancements made with the
spectroscope, the x-ray and the theory of

the constitution of matter. It is suitable

for reference work in the study of the

history of chemistry.

Mr. Collins also had an article in the

.bily number of the Joiirmd of Cheiiiical

Education on the history of the derivation

(Continued on Fourth Page)
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BOOKS
Those interested in politics and Ameri-

can History ought not to miss reading The
Constitution of The United States, by
James M. Beck, LL.D., Honorary Bencher

Gray's Inn, and Officer of the Legion of

Honor, rrcsidert, Cooli.U^e, [-ix] \\~ote

the foreword for the edition which is used

as a text-book in many schools throughout

the country. Despite this double stigma,

the book is more readable than most
novels, and is valuable both as a work of

history, and as a study of government.

OSSIP GABRILOWITSCH WILL OPEN

THIRD THOMPSON CONCERT SEASON

OSSIP GABRILOWITSCH
Famous Pianist and Conductor, Who Will

Give a Piano Recital in Chapin Hall

October 21

LIONS DEFEAT UNION;

TIGER BEATS AMHERST

Hewitt Stars for Columbia in 51-0

Victory ; Amherst Held to

Single First Down

While the Purple gridsters were snap-

l)ing out of their first -half lethargy at Troy

last Saturday, Ralph Hewitt and his Co-

lumbia team-mates romped over their

Union opponents to the tune of 51-0,

Princeton shut out Amherst by 27 jmints,

and the Connecticut Aggies nosed out

Wesleyan by one touchdown. In addi-

tion to these defeats for future Purple

opi)onent8, Massachusetts State College

defeated Bowdoin 32-(), so that the I-ion

stands alone as victor.

The Professor's -House was interesting as

an experiment in the art of quiet writing.

Death Cunes For the Archbinhep was to a

great extent the result of that experiment.

Willa Gather has topped both of these

hooks with her latest, Shadows on the Hock,

—another serene, artfully written work

about quiet i)eople. A decided relief from

the hurdy-gurdy of fast-moving novels.

The plot is laid in Canada instead of New
Mexico, hut the technique is the same, and

Shadows on the Rock has the same simplici-

ty and reality, combined with a quiet

imagery, that made Death Comes For the

Archbishop one of the best of recent

American books.

'Newspaper Is Current Record of Contemporary
Life\ Says L. B. Seltzer, Editor of Cleveland Press

"The newspaper is the current record of

contemporary life, and those who write the
nistory of today for today must be properly
'quipped," stated Mr. Louis B. Seltzer,

I filitor of the "Cleveland Press" in a recent
interview with a Record reporter. Mr.
'Seltzer, always well-known in newspaper
circles, came before the public eye two
.vcars ago when, tried on a charge of con-
leniju of court after he had exposed a dis-

lionest Cleveland judge, he emerged vic-

t'lrious, symbolic of the freedom of the

I
pre.ss.

I'lscussing the necessary factors de-
manded of men and women by the news-
I'aper business, Mr. Seltzer continued:

I ' ne proper eqmpment alluded to does not

I
necessarily mean a fully rounded-out
cademic education. The man or woman

Ihlcssed with the most complete formal
h'llncation still is not potentially a news-
ll'aper reporter unless he or she has another
Iclement equally as vital. This element is

l«ympathy for and understanding of people.

'Without this latter element, no amount of

formal or academic knowledge is of value.

"It is only through this sympathy and

understanding of people that a newspaper

reporter articulates whatever formal edu-

cation and knowledge he has, for practical

newspaper purjJoses. The abstract thesis

is not for the daily newspajjer. It is for

the technical periodical or journal. What
is for the newspaper is the same knowledge

represented in an abstract thesis bellowed

into life and color and drama by the vivid

and skilled craftsmanship of a man or

woman who loves life and ijcople and imder

stands both.

"There is a greater future in the profes-

sion of journalism today for college trained

men and women than there ever has been.

Life and work is becoming more complex

as contemix)rary civilization itflelf becomes

more complex. The simple problem can

be broken down with ease by a reasonably

simple mind and its solution introduced.

(OonUnued on- Fourth Pagt)

Another artist, remembered for his

dramatic Black Majesty, the story of Henri

Christophe, has taken an entirely dilTerent

scene for the plot of his latest book. John

W. Vandercook, in his first real novel,

Forty Slay In takes us to Liberia, there to

study the intrigues of while lovers. We
haven't read it yet ourselves but we are

going to start on it soon, with the convic-

tion that Vandercook's latest effort will be

well worth reading.

Rumor hath it that our term ot office is

about to end, and that we are to be dis-

|)laced in order that youth (of the 1934

variety) may have its fling. Thus it goes,

—as soon as one gets acclimated to a job,

he has to make way for the endless march
of the "young executive". It has been

good fun, and if o\ir cracks at various

people and institutions have not been

taken too seriously, we will retire with a

clear conscience.

C. S. S.

OPPONENT'S
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The thanks and appreciation of the student body,—always grateful for small

favors— , to the Powers responsible for rearranging the Saturday and Sunday library

hours better to suit the needs of the clientele!

OMIT THE PARTIES
All the force of commonsense urges unqualified acceptance of the President's

suggestion,—made, we have his clear assurance, without any trace ot Machiavellian

design— , that the College voluntarily give up its fall house parties. The freeing of

some ten thousand dollars for what would most probably be more productive expen-

diture, is a self-recommending measure. The action has a deeper appeal, furthermore,

as an expression of loyalty and appreciation towards hard-pressed i)arents, who this

year would doubtless welcome any more thoughtful and economical employment of

college allowances. And most of the money would find more economical employment

than in "normal" years; certainly, at least, the widespread nature of the present

financial trouble puts the burden of proof upon those who argue that despite today's

conditions men would deliberately cast away these funds in an added burst of week-

ending. Too, as has been observed, the action would be of considerable public value:

a sacrifice demonstrating mature recognition of the requirements of the current situ-

ation, and a call of leadership to neighboring colleges. The mechanics are simple

enough: let each of the 16 organizations involved agree to forego a fall house party on

condition of a similar sacrifice by all its fellow groups; the adopting of 10 such reso-

lutions will automatically effect the desired result. Such an action, though probably

not within the range of College Humor "coUegiatism", would be a performance not

unworthy of college men.

THE COMMONS CLUB IN THE SOCIAL SCHEME
The introduction to the Commons Club, which has by this time been extended to

three-fourths of the Freshman class, represents more than a gesture of friendship:

it is designed to give 1935 an opportunity to enter the "rushing" period with a steady-

ing knowledge of the non-fraternity side of Williams life.

Even their fleeting glimpse of the Club, its members, and its equipment, should

have suggested to the freshmen that the non-fraternity man at Williams is given an

opportunity to lead a fully normal college existence such as is guaranteed him at very

few institutions. At Currier Hall he finds a dining room which provides a dignified

environment for that important matter of dinner table companionship; two clubrooms

with secluded corners for leisurely reading of The Times, with card tables, inviting

lounges, i)iano, and radio; and in the background, a friendly, but not aggressive group

solidarity with the encouragement of which Club members participate in all phases of

campus life,—on Varsity teams, in publications, dramatic societies, intramural sports.

The sole excuse for all the hocus-pocus of Commons Club introductions, and fra-

ternity "rushing", is to help men find congenial groups here with which to eat and live.

Most of the perplexities which may confront the freshman amid this social bustle will

be considerably ironed out if he will realize that pleasant companionship is the only

justifiable purpose of it all; and that the only question which should concern him in

regard to the matter is, which among the campus groups would he most enjoy living

with?

The Commons Club fits in at this point to complete the Williams social picture

serving thereby two ends. Approximately 40% of 1935 will not receive final bids from

the fraternities ten days from now,—a situation resulting from a variety of causes none
of which will indicate any fundamental difl'erences of intelligence or character between
the chosen 60% and the unhid 40%, considered as distinct groups. But, whatever
the weight of the reasons directing the choice, the fact remains that a large minority

of 1935 will be left outside the houses, yet still feeling the needs of companionship and
a pleasant club environment. To these men, the Commons Club offers an invitation

promising all the different opportunities which might be demanded by a variety of

types of personality. If a man enjoys being a member of a well-knit group, he can
satisfy that desire in participation in the Club's affairs; if he is irked by group claims

he need not feel undue restraint anywhere under the liberal rules of the organization.

There he can find a wide, or narrow circle of friends, as he pleases; can join in bridge

table clans, or movie expeditions; can seek the benefits, such as they are, of upperclass

advice on extra-curricular or classroom matters. Because its membership is large, and
its constitution not particularly rigid, the Club should be able to satisfy the most inde-
pendent spirits of 1935's forty percent.

For another, though much smaller, number of freshmen, the Club has a different

offer of service. These are the men who, though having received final bids, are not
certain that they wish to accept those particular invitations. For them the Club is a
friendly haven. Its existence should stand in the back of 1935's consciousness as a
bulwark to honest analysis of doubtful bids; so that no freshman, for fear of being left

out in the cold, need accept an invitation to a house which he is afraid may not be the
right place for him.

There is nothing really mysterious about the social rites which we celebrate during
these weeks: all return to the simple consideration of companionshij). The most of

the freshmen will seek that in the houses; the considerable minority will look for it in

the Commons Club; and that both groups will be extraordinarily successful, no one
familiar with the system will have reason to doubt. Of course, 1935 will not realize

the greater truth until perhaps the sophomore year, when the magic haze has blown
away a bit, and each man finds that the distinction of Alpha from Omega has not the
vividness it once seemetl to possess; that the Hi division lines are artificial in the face

of friendship; and that this is truly, "One College, One Society."

THE REWARDS OF FAITH

SHADOWS ON THE ROCK. By

Willa Calher. (Mired A. Knopf. New
York. $2.G0)

It is always of interest to note how an

author's religious experience and conse-

quent philosophy of faith are reflected in

his choice of characters. As those who

have found life bitter, depict sordid street

scenes or decadent bedroom emotions so

do those with haughty attitudes tend to

cultivate society and power. It is only

when an author has assimilated the humili-

ty of the religion of Jesus that he chooses to

write of people whose existence is ruled by

an abiding trust in the benevolence and

justice of the Deity. In this belief we have

come to regard Willa Gather as the most

Christian of our American novelists in her

outlook and treatment. Intent on the

simple and enduring verities in the lives of

the humble-hearted, she writes of them in

careful, considered language with patience,

with comprehension and with charm.

In "My Antonia", she told us the fasci-

nating narrative of Nebraska and its early

settlers, praising the warmness of those

who are satisfied with meek and ordered

days. Likewise in "Death Comes for the

Archbishop," she showed how long-suffer-

ing virtue may triumph over proud sin.

Now appears "Shadows on the Rock".

Closer than her other novels to the envi-

ronment of "Maria Chapdelaine", and thus

nearer to the sheer beauty of that book, it

convinces us finally that Hemon's story

has always been her literary ideal.

Demurely, thrusting forward no rash

ideas or unconsidered impressions, Miss

Gather chronicles the daily fife of Quebec
for three seasons of the year, and that of its

apothecary, Auclair. Her surpassingly

skillful prose ripples from page to page,

restrained, scorning "purple patches",

gradually painting a precise and detailed

picture of the town of Kebec, of its glisten-

ing, life-bearing St. Lawrence River, of the

Governor's castle on the top of the rock, of

the churches and monasteries, and es-

pecially of the people. And when she does

touch the ugly aspects (as in the person of

the harlot Toinette) it is with the austerely

condoning hand that one expects.

Believing cleanliness next to godliness in

typical Victorian fashion, she reveals the

immaculate house and manners of Auclair

and his dainty little daughter, Gecile. It

is of no consequence that she has made
them the central characters; they are in no
wise exceptional or compelling individuals;

they merely represent the comfortable,

contented sort of person the author ap-

proves. She is so convinced that we must
all have the hearts of children that she is at

great pains to demonstrate how the arro-

gant new bishop, Saint-Vallier, is only

acceptable to God and to Kebec after he
returns, contrite and broken, from years of

imprisonment and neglect in Europe. She
even points out that by comparison, Au-
clair, who has kept the good word and
lived the good life, is still a well-preserved

man. O, this book is full of moral lessons,

but in this modern age they are a bit

diflScult to receive.

Remarkable indeed is her consistency of

tone, her maintenance of the same twilight-

grey shade throughout the novel—like one
long-sustained frail note on a violin; yet,

although she draws her writer's bow across

the strings in an apparently unwavering
line, she manages innumerable tiny varia-
tions. Only once does she let aestheticism
burst out, in a description of autumn, and
concludes this with two phrases which
crystallize the mood of her novel and the
attitude of her mind : "The spirit of peace
—The acceptance of fate".

About her novel lingers that misty
fragrance of nostalgia with which du
Maurier drenched "Peter Ibbetson"—
more sparingly used so as to be soothing
rather than nauseating. Yet on this line

she has one somewhat ironic thing to say
about memories: "One cannot get another
set; one has but those".

Thus she has spun a lovely and unsub-
stantial fable, never allowing the firm rock
of Rebec's foundation to intrude on her
novel. Those who seek jmwer and vitali-
ty, will regret that she has adhered to the
subject of her title, the flickering reflections
that pass across this strong substance.
Others will be glad that Mi.ss Gather's
outlook, as so succinctly expressed in one
of Evelyn Underhill's titles, continues to
favor "Power Through Repose".
And yet with all this insistence on tran-

quillity and submission, the reader will still

find the most endearing character to be

that of the grand old fighter. Count Fron-

tenac, governor of Kebec. He alone

ai)proachoB the Haute Maniira that she

(U'|)lores, but he has also a simple heart,

and she agress with Auclair in l-hus des-

cribing him: "These ukmi who are trained

at Court all become a little crafty; they

learn to put two ami two together. 1

always believed that is why our patron

never got advancement at Versailles; he is

loo downright."

This is not a significant novel in our

times of profound research into the human

soul and mind. It ia almost an anachron-

ism. There is too much of the shallow,

the pretty; it is all too finely spun, too

thin. Yet we cannot deny that m ,1

whirl of our modern morbidly
pHy,.|

'"

logical fiction it affords a rest fully
^,'''"

quatcd haven pf peace.
''

Filzrou K. /JaWs

FITZROY REPEATS
Theatre Street (by Tamara Karsavitia.,

E. P. Dutton and Co., New York~$3 7eT

Too many memoirs spoil a i)ubli8her'

list; the chief flaw in most of thcin is the'

loquacity about matters which, howcvc
vital they may bo to the author, are ex-
ceedingly dull to the reader. Carefully

coached by exi)erienced Hugh Walpolc
Mme. Karsavina has avoided this major

(Continued on Sixth Page)

FRANK BROTHERS
roorWEAR IMC.

?88 Fifth Ave. between 47th and 48th Sts«

NEWYORK
Footwear that meets the
college man's point of

view -- smartly styled --

soundly constructed-,
and economically priced

Exhibit at Cabe Prindle's, Oct. 7 and 8

Here's a fountain pen
in tune with the times!

Looking for exceptional value in a fountain
pen— beauty and performance at a moderate
cost? Ask for No. 94—a modern pen in colors
that men prefer. And because it's a Water-
man's you have:

1—A selection of pen points regardless of
style or price.

2—An extra large ink capacity in every
model.

3—Attractive colors in modern designs.

4—Every worthwhile mechanical improve-
ment which perfects writing.

Pens from $2.75 to $10. Pencils $1 to $5.

Waterman's Ideal

Ink
There is no finer writing
fluid. Made in six colors—
for dip or fountain pens—
writes on any paper— super-
ior quality at real low cost.

Watermaifc



Tiffany & Co.

Jewelry Watches Silverware

OF Dependable Value

MulIhqbiriesJ?eceive Prompt Attentiok

Fifth Avenue &37^Street
New York

Athletic Council Gives

Out All 1931 Schedules

The Athletic Council has released the

following series of schedules for the 1931

season

:

Varsity Football

W. C. Fowle, ('aplain

II. S. Sabin, Manager

I,. I'. French, Asu't Manager

C. Caldwell, Conch

Oct, 10—Bowdoin Home
' 17 Rochester Rochester
" 24 -Columliia New York
" 31—Union Home

Nov. 7— Wesleyan Middletown
" 14—Amherst Home

Freshman Football

E. R. Smith, Manager

K. Williamson, Coach

Oct. 17—Williston Easthampton

31—R. P. I. Home
Nov. 7—Wesleyan Middletown

" 14—Amherst Home

Varsity Soccer

C. N. Sto<ldard, Manager

M. E. Dakin, Ass't Manager
,;. E. Bullock, Coach

0(1. 1(1—St. Stephen's Home
" 17~Clark Home
" 21—West Point West Point
" 31—R. P. I. Home

Nov. 7—Wesleyan Middletown
" 14—Amherst Home

Freshman Soccer

I.. M. Bellerose, Coach
Oct. 31—Deerfield Deerfield

Nov. 7—Wesleyan Middletown
" 14—Amherst Home

Varsity Cross Country
E. W. Lakin, Manager
C. F. Seeley, Coach

Oct. 10—Middlebury Home
24—Vermont Burlington
31—St. Stephen's Home

Nov. 7—Wesleyan Middletown
7—Amherst Middletown

" H'.-N. E. I. C. A. A.

Freshman Cross Country
Oct. 31—Troy High School Home
Nov. 7—Wesleyan Middletown

7—Amherst Middletown

Infirmary Patients
McHutchinson '34 was the only patient

in the Thompson Infirmary when The
Rkcord went to press on Sunday evening.
In all cases of serious illness the parents of
tlie student concerned are immediately
notifie<l.

Applications For Rhodes
Scholarships

Those who intend to become candi-

dates for the Rhodes Scholarships
should consult with Professor Wild at
once. Applications must be in not
later than October 9.

INTRAMURALS BEGIN THIS WEEK

Lehman Trophy Goes to Society
Amassing Most Points

The annual coniijctition between the
various greek letter fraternitiee and the
Commons Club for the H. H. Lehman
intramural trophy of trophies began yes-
terday with contests in tenniH and golf
This award, won iusi year by the Com-
mons Club, goes to that orgaiuzation
which amasses the highest total number
of ix)int8 in intcrfraternity competition
All arrangements and schedules for this
fall were drawn up at a recent meeting of

reiiresentatives from each of the par-
ticipating societies under the leadership
of H. Webster '33, College Intramural
Manager.

The schedules for the rest of this week
are as follows:

Tuemlay, October

Tennis
Delta Kappa Epsilon vs. Psi Upsilon
Phi Gamma Delta vs. Phi Sigma Kappa

Golf
Delta Kappa Epsilon vs. Phi Delta Theta
Beta Theta Pi vs. Sigma Phi

Touch Football

Kappa Alpha vs. Zeta Psi

Commons Club vs. Phi Gamma Delta
Wednesday, October 7

Tennis
Delta Upsilon vs. Chi Psi

Delta Phi vs. Beta Theta Pi

GoU
Psi Upsilon vs. Zeta Psi

Alpha Delta Phi vs. Phi Sigma Kappa
Thursday, October 8

Tennis
Phi Delta Theta vs. Zeta Psi

Theta Delta Chi vs. Sigma Phi

Golf
Delta Upsilon vs. Kappa Upsilon

Delta Phi vs. Theta Delta Chi

Touch Football

Delta Upsilon vs. Psi Upsilon

Delta Phi vs. Beta Theta Pi
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October Purple Cow to

Show Many Innovations

In the first issue of the Purple Cow,

which will appear on October 16, many
new columns will be inaugurated, the chief

of which will be one portraying the tradi-

tions of the College. Other articles, such

as "Gallstones" and a sports column,

which have appeared in previous issues,

will be published. The principal subject

of the number will be rushing, on which the

cover will be based, and about which

MacVane '33 will write a playlet. Other

contributors will be Chappell and Good-
willie '33.

A B|)C(^ial combination subscription to
the undergraduates and alumni has bran
offereil, by which the I'tiride Cow and
College lluinor will be koIiI at a greatly
reduced rate. In addition the circulation
ilepartrnent has planned to sell the maga-
zine throughout Smith College.

Year's First Art Exhibit
Shown in Lawrence Hall

As announced by Professor Weston of
the Art department, the first of a regular
series of Art Exhibits to be held through-
out the course of the year, is now on dis-

play in Lawrence Hall. It is composed of

a group of oils of Williamstown painted by
Donald Squire, and a collection of Persian
and Indian rugs and Indian inlaid metal-
work, loaned by Frank Coan '1 1 who has
spent a great part of his life in Persia and
India. On the ninth of this month the
second exhibit of the year will be opened,
consisting of a series of American paintings
loaned by the College Art Association of

America. Later, Professor Weston will

announce a program for the current season.

Ninety-One W;?? Play in

Rockwood Cup Tourney

Ninety-one entrants have been listed for

the annual Rockwood Tennis Tournament
which is open to any undergraduate, and of

these listed, thirty-six drew byes, auto-
matically advancing to the second round of

play. According to the second of the five

printed rules, all first round matches must
be completed by Friday—October 9 with
the exception of those matches between a
Freshman and a member of the three up-
pei classes; these matches, by rule of the

intcrfraternity council, will be held over

until after the Rushing period.

A Ibt of the entrants follows: Beal,

Burnett, Dewey, Downs, Fenton, Fincke,

liCderer, McClaren, McDonald, Payne,

Schwartz, Thayer, and Zailes '32; Dickin-

son, Dines, French, Goodwillie, Knapp,
Merritt, Spencer, L. G. Smith, Willeke,

and White '33; Adams, ,1. R. Allen, C. F.

Austin, Avis, Baird, Bispham, Campaigne,
A. B. Carpenter, Danner, J. B. Davis,

Library Hour Change
The attention of the student body is

called to the recent change in library

hours. On Sundays the library is

oijened from 2.30 p. m. to 6.30 p. m.
and from 7.30 p. m. to 10 p. m. Satur-

day nights, however, it will be closed.

^

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Mana(*r

}RRR

68 Main Street North Adams

WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clark. Praiiml F. E. Moore, ytct-PretiJent A. E. Evans. Cashitr

Capital - - - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Elxtended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students* Accounts Received on Liberal Terms

Fleming, Foster, Greeidee, Hooper, ,1. B.
Johnson, .(ohnston, Jones, Jud<l, Ka«|)er,

Kaulz, Kelly, Lee, McKnight, Magill,

R. H. Martin, W. B. Martin, Morton,
Nofer, O'Donnell, D. II. Ogilvy, Pliipiw,

Ponieroy, Robertson, Rhoades, Sherry,

V. R. Smith, Stanwood, Taylor, Twitcheil,

P. B. Walker, and Woodrow '34; Angiil,

Clarke, Clinton, Dayton, Dclafield, Gait,
Gibson, Hai)good, llcaly, Hilles, Jonas.
A. B. .loiies, Lange, Kelleher, McKenzie,
Maglathin, Ma.ver, Newman, G. C. Miller,

Pilcher, Itossheini, M. H. Smith, Steven-
son, Street, Swan, Wilcox, Wise, and
Wurzburg '35.

The rules, as printed, follow:

1

.

Players must furnish their own balls.

2. First round matches must be finish-

ed by Friday, October 9.

3. Underclassmen must arrange with
upperdassmen for matc^hes.

4. Winners |)ost scores.

5. Tournament matches take jireced-

ence over practice matches.

Football Tickets
Undergraduates may reserve tickets

for the Columbia, Wesleyan, and Am-
herst football games at the Office of the
Lasell Gymnasium.

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths

Exclusive and Charming
Beauti'ully Furnished

Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

He "Got By" At
School forYears
Without a Good Pen
—but it cost him many afriend

"Since he borrowed my pen, it

has never been the same," is fre-

quently said, but NOT of Parker
Duofold. For here is a point no
hand can distort. Yet it writes as

easily as you breathe—with amaz-
ing Pressureless Toucfi.

A pen you can lend when called
on, as Duofold owners do, with-
out fear!

You'll find other pens priced

50% liigher than the Parker Duo-
fold Jr. or Lady Duofold at $5, yet
with 22% to 69% less ink capacity.

See the new
Bureunt/y Red
ana Black—at
radiant as wine-
colored crystal.

I

Company,
Jatmviiie, Wis.

oirRer
liuqfold

PEN GUARANTEED FOR LIPE t $5 t $7 t $10
Pencih to match, $2.50 to $5

The Aristocrat of Ginger Ales

.1.'

Sand Springs

Extra Dry

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

PRINTING
Books, Catalogs, Publications, Commercial Forms

Printing is the Inseparable Companion of Achievement

THE McClelland press
Telephone 544 WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

The Williams Co-op
Tailors Haberdashers Importers

WILLIAMS MEN, we extend to you a hearty welcome when you visit our new store,

which will be open for business Tuesday morning. Come in and get acquainted. We'd
like to have you look over the Quality of our merchandise and judge the character of

our store. We will be proud of the opportunity of serving you.

Sincerely

THE CO-OP
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Newspaper is Record

of Contemporary Life

(Continued Jroni First I'ugcl

A pciiiiplcx |)iol)li'iii rc(iiiiro8 a liinher order

of niinil. Thereforts fil neat ion becomes

iiu'roasinKly more valimhle to tlie news-

puperimiii of today as life itself liecomes

more eompU'X as coiitriisled with tlie eom-

piiralively simpler life wliieli existed i"

I he newsimper days of half a century and u

century aKo, or oven aa recently as the

turn into llie twentieth century.

"In addition, new»|)aper.s are trending

more than ever hefore to authoritative

comment upon current affairs, even as

current atTairs theni.selves are hccominK

more complicated with the introduction of

intricate liimncial and industrial structures

and systems. Therefore, if a man or

woman indicates a special aptitude for a

given liehl in journalism, a liberal educa-

tion in that lield furnishes an ideal back-

(;round and fouiulalion upon which to

build.

"But it is folly for a college trained man

or woman to believe that he or she may

step from the Hue of the dijiloma into the

march of journalistic stardom within a

fortnight. Too many have this notion.

The newspaper jjrofession, as always, still

rccpiires that men and women going into

it make their way to their ultimate desti-

nations in the fourth estate by genuine

labor and unyielding deternunation. It

still rctiuircs that the man or woman who

is on the staff of a news|)aper, regardless of

who he or she may be, whatever the glori-

ous title already secured, whether he be

editor or office boy or cub or financial

editor or city eilitor or whatever, respond

when the big-money story breaks, or the

situation calls for his brain and body. It

is earnestly hoped that this shall always be.

Without it the profes.si()n of journalism

would be as dull and as drab as some others.

It is vibrant and real and fascinating and

stimulating because in it men ami women

do not know when or where or how or why,

but are always iirejiared for anything at

any time.

"That is the thrill of it, that is its

greatest compensation. If a man or

woman wants to work by the clock; if

they want comfort and relaxation; if they

want ease and drift: if they want the.se

things, they should stay out of newspajjcr-

ing. Only those who have the smash and

the sjjirit, the great urge and the thirst for

more and more and yet more of life and

people and issues and things and facts and

situations and adventure and love shoukl

go hito the profession of journalism at all,

even if they be, in a strict academic sense,

the most completely educated persons

living.

"It was suggested that I discuss the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the news-

paper business for the college man. If

two men arc similarly gifted with a love of

life anil people and an understanding of

them, a desire to be with and talk with and

study them and a feeling of loncsomeness

when they are not- if two men are thus

similarily gifted, I should choose the col-

lege man provided he has touched the raw

vicissitudes of life. If one of the two is a

college man and is coldly academic and

unsympathetic and colorless, and the

other was not a college man but had a good

mind and a love for life and people and had

color and dash and delcrminalion, I would

unhcsitiilingly choose the latter.

"Bui, after all, let us look at those who

are movetl by I lie urge to become news-

jiaper men. Kacli has something. What

is it? The job of linding out is the editor's,

and in ea<'li man, college trained or not,

there is something, if Ihecdilor is willing to

spend the time to find it. If he isn't, then

he himself is not a good newspaiierman."

mentioned above. The first i)art treats

hostile criticism, the second, naturalistic

iriticism, and the last part tells of the dis-

covery of Zola's individuality as it af-

fected his works and theory.

Associate Professor (). W. Long of the

(lerman Department has written three

pamphlets on literary relations, one of

which will appear during next week. He

has also completeil the first draft of a book

on the first American scholars to study

abroad and their contribution to early

American intellectual life. It will be

really sometime during the next few

months.

Contrary to a report in the last issue of

I'liK Rkiohi), during his sabbatii^al last

year, Professor Long passed 10 (lays in

Lisbon, a month in Creece, seven days m

Constantinople, three weeks in Kgypt and

a month in Spain. The remainder of the

summer, he spent working in the Briti.sh

Museum in eoniiection with the research

which lie has been doing recently in Amer-

ican libraries.

Associate Professor KIbert C. Cole ol

the Biology Department has published

two articles, one, holtemaUin (la a liiiitnU-

ical Slain appeared in the July i««"i^ »'

Stain Techrwlagy, and another, .•1/»i.s/ii-

mosing Neurons in the Human .S'i(/hii'I'/

Flexure in the Journal of Comimralii'e

Neurology. He is also preparing a Biol-

ogy text for high schools which will be

really next spring.

During his salibatical last year. Dr.

Cole motored to the Pacilic coast with his

|„milv. On October 2'2.id, as represen-

tative of Williams College, he attended

inauguration exercises in winch Or

Oorclon Sproul was installed as I'lesidenl

of the University of California.

Dr Cole imssed the winter in .southern

Arizona, where most of the time was spent

i„hchl studies of .lesert life. Inthcsprmg

brief trips were made to the less familiar

ruins in northern Arizona, and to the

Navajo Indian Ueservation. This was

followed by a trip up (he Pacific coast to

•Seattle, thence cast to the Yellowslonc

National Park and back to Williamstowii.

The entire trip totalled about twciily-lwo

thousand miles.

Quelqucs Conies ,le '/.ola by Assistant

I'lufcssor K. W. Whiliiiiin has J'lM lllfll

completed and will be published |,y n^,,,.^.

Holt and (!ompany in l'.i;i'2. T„ \.^\^,.
d'^,

place of the />/(';/ used last year in |,uti„

l-'i, As.sistaiil Professor M. \V. Avery
|,„j

compiled Seledionn from Laliii /v„„,

Wriliug which is now being used by ||,p

freshmen. It covers the period from Qau,

to Suelonian.

Mr. Mark Harris, Iimtruclor in I'liiglisl,^

is working on a book treating the "rcimis,

.sance of the undislinguished." It \vil||„,

ready next spring and is being wriuenii,

collaboration with Mr. Tiussell Hlaiiki'ii-

ship of Whitman College, W'Msliinirtuu

.slate, the author of American lAhrnim,

which is used in the ICnglisli course.s m
Williams.

Faculty Members
Write Many Books

(Continued Irom First Page)

of the names of Magnesium and Man-

ganese.

Assistant Professiu' W. H. Root of the

German Department is the author of

(lerninn Crilici.ini of Zola ISlTi-lU'JS, which

will be released this month by the Co-

lumbia Press. It is an attempt to analyze

the reception of Zola's novels and theory in

German literary criticism during the period

(MlTUu. T^l!
MOISTURE-PROOF CELLOPHANE

Sealed Tight- Ever

The Unique
HUMIDOR
PACKAGE

and it's open!

See the new notched tab on the

top of the package. Hold down

one half with your thumb. Tear

off the other half. Simple. Quick.

ZIpl That's all. Unique! Wrapped

In dust-proof, moisture-proof,

germ-proof Cellophane. Clean, protected,

neat, FRESH I -what could be more modern

than LUCKIES' improved Humidor package

- so easy to openi Ladles— the LUCKY tab is-

your finger nail protection.

4K « » « « «

Made of the finest tobaccos—The

Cream of many Crops-LUCKY STRIKE alone

offers the throat protection of the exclusive

"TOASTING" Process which includes the use of

modern Ultra Violet Rays- the process that ex-

pels certain biting, harsh irritants naturally

present in every tobacco leaf. These expelled

irritants are not present in your LUCKY STRIKE I

"
They're ovt -so the^ con't be inl" No wonder

LUCKIES are always kind to your throat.

66

It's toasted"
Your Throat Protection— against irritation— against cough

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps
that *'Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN—The Lucky
SfrileDanceOrchtJlTO,
every Tuesday, Thurs-

day and Saturday eve-

ninf over N. B. C, net.

worlu.

01981,11ieAmerieBn TobaeeoCo. , Mfn,

5th AVENUE
at send Strtet De Pinna W YORK

WILL SHOW IN THE WILLIAMS SAMPLE ROOM
Thursday and Friday, October 8th and 9th

their exclusive importations and productions of men's clothing and
furnishings, hats and shoes for Fall and Winter

Representative, Mr. Sweeney



R. p. I- Succumbs
to Purple, 35-13

(Continued Jrom First Pane)

however, eauKlit. oiiee tar

,|,iii(l I lie ''""' iit''*'"'l>t''<' " I'lt'Tiil to

fi\^,^
wb'u'h was recovered l)y (lie 'I'ro-

inn tlieni in poBitioii to score,

.1

1)1'

111118,
lllll'i"

,
||„. W illiiiiiis forward wall held, and ii

„„vcr (licKoal-liiie nave the hall to lh(^

I'urple-
Neither team scored therwifter,

„„a ,l,c half eii'leil 7-(i.

Markoski Reels Off Two Touchdowns

Williaiiw Htarted olT with a haiiK in (he

soidiid half. A <iui(tk kwk by Fowh; put

(he I'jiKiiicers on the defensive, and tlic'ir

mill was returned hy the Williams eap-

uiii lo the 45-yar(l line. Markoski and

Sdiii bucked tjie line for first down, a

short toss, Fowie to Kerry, KainiiiK ten

more yards. Wlien two plunges failed,

Nhirkiiski hcave<l a pass to Herry on the

jishl-yard line, and Maxwell was removed

,villi a hnikcii hip after making the tackle.

Fovvle pnllcil a cut-back run around end to

score, kicking Koalas well.

The lo.ss of Maxwell, 208 pound Knui-

nccr fullback, demoralized the Trojans,

liiul after the next kickolT, Markoski

sliirtcd off around rinlit end, from scrim-

niiit;c, cut over to the side, and dodged -It)

Minis thriniKli « bewildered defense to

score. Stevens' in(ereei)tion of an H. 1'. I.

iiaiw wave Markoski his second chance,

.,i„| rnllowiiiK a linst down by Fowle and

Miller, the shifty halfback twisted throunh

the center of the line, eluded three 'I'ro-

iaiis, and raced 40 yards for a touchdown.

Fowlc I'liiiipleted both kicks suece.s.sfully,

anil I he .scon- stood 28-0 at the whistle.

Purple March 60 Yards for Score

Dinvns. unable to advance th(^ ball

thriMijih the line, kicked from midhehl to

ihc Williaiiis 2r)-yard marker. Markoski

not I'lcar, and took the ball to the U. I'. I.

3;i-vaiil line, but was called back for a

poiKiltv, and Williams limited to safely.

Suites, stamliiiK on the 5()-yard line,

heaved a loiiK ("ss downfield, which

liounced nut of Disbrow's hands, slipped

frimi two I'urple backs, and was linally

retrieved by Disbrow, who carried it across

miikinn the .score 28-13 when the kick

cleared the posts. The I'urple eleven

rctaHatcd immediately, however, and re-

ccivinK iiM their 40-yard line, marched

siciulily Inward the IS-yard marker, with

.Miller anil Markoski carryinn the ball.

.Mi/lcr Kaiiied seven yards more throiiKh

center, and Fowle plunReil to the one-

yard line. Miller, playing left half,

went over for the final touchdown, Fowle's

hoot brinninu the score to 35-13 for the

game.

The line-up and smnniarv follow:

WIM.IAM.S
Fochl

I'ease

Griffin

Ripple

Thayer

Wimil

W'oodrow

Fowle

Sen II

lioKcrs

licrrv

I.e.

l.t.

I.K.

c.

r.K-

r.t.

r.e.

C|.b.

l.h.

r.h.

f.b.

K. 1'. I.

Meyers

Clinton

Sturgess

Weinsteiii

Ablondi

Hudreeki

Disbrow

Downs
Rhodes

liohr

Maxwell

'iUK WILLIAMS UKCOUD. TUESDAY, OC;TOnER 6, 1931

Heore hy periods: \ o > a

;;'";!T" 7 2. L35
... ,'• «0 7 13
ouehdowns- Markoski 2, Fowle,Foehl

Miller, DiHbrow, Ilohr. Points afle^
louehdown -Fowle, 5, Downs.
Substitutions; WILLIAMS- Steele for

I''oehl, Zimi for Wood, Davis for (iriffin
Stevens for liijiplc, Ly,,,, f,,,. 'n„iy,,r, H„|„^;
for I'ease, Van Diisc, f„r Woodrow Mar-
koski for Herry, UippI,, f,„. .Stevens, Foehl
for Steele, Wooil h,r Zinii, Thayer for
Lyon, Woodrow for Van Duscn, Uerry for
Itogers, Ueynolds for F'oehl, Ziim for
W00.I, Huekner for Hippie, Lyon for
Thayer, Van Dusen for Woodrow, UusscU
for Fowle, Miller for .Senn, Uoxers for
Herry, lObelinK for Davis, Hammond for
Lyon, llacket for Hulse, Durant for Zinn,
Hippie for Stevens, liauer for lObelinn.

H. 1'. L- Harrelt for St urges, (Iranger hir
J5udr(M'ki, Slates for Downs, Wetzel for
Ablondi, Kelso for Weinstein, Harrer for

(Clinton, Wummenberg for Disbrow, Smith
for Meyers, Hreed for Rhodes, Hfau for

Hreed, Lenhart for Kehso, Harrett for

St urges. States for Maxwell, Wetzel for

Harrett, Stolar for Hudreeki, Kelso for

Weiii.slein, Albright for Clinton, Suk for

Rhodes.

Referee: Duim, Hittsfield. Cmpire:
Olney, Cornell. Linesman; (ioewey.

Time of periods 1,5 and 12 ininufe iiuar-

ters.

Sidelights of the Game
More attention was given lo the steady

parade of lardy female spectators who
pa.ssed by Ihe Williams .section of the

stands during Ihe first half, than to the

dripping gridiron warriors. In view of the

vastly improved performance of the team
during the .second half, it might be con-

eluded that Ihe players want more of the

allenlioii for themselves!

House party orchestra leaders .should

take a hint from Ihe director of the hue

Trojan ."iO-piece band, who, evidently

wishing lo warm up his organizalion for

the opening march despite the baseball

weather, wore a buttoned-up to])Coat dur-

ing the first selection.

The Sophomore coiiipels seemed un-

usually anxious lo insure a jdentiful supply

of water, judging from Ihe two five-gallon

earboys behind the bench. .Ami they

weren't taking any chances on the II2O

lliat caused such havoc in the Freshman

Commons earliofin the week!

\\'hen Maxwell was carried off the field

in a stretcher after making a fine tackle

early in Ihe third cpiarter, most of those

present didn't realize the .seriousness ol the

injury. When five doctors rushed up

with their kits, the Trojan slanils began to

look worried, and the ambulance which

rolled U|) ten minutes later failed lo dispel

their fears. From the varied reports

which have come in .so far, the injury was

apiiarenlly a fractured hi|).

Musical talent in Williams is ap])arenlly

insuflicieni lo furiii.sh a band as fine as that

which greeted the spectators in Troy

Salurdav afternoon. Hut with Herkshire

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it be'tter

with Gm

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

throats as yet unafTecled |,y the hoarse
cough of rushing season, il seems that more
might be done in the way of lOieering Ihe
players. The yelling was both weak and
poorly led, although a large number of
Williams adherents attemlod the game.

"Get that little guy!" yelled an eiithus-
iaslie Engineer rooter after Hobby Mar-
koski's second scamper through his cherry
clad o|)pon(!nts, in the third (piarter.

Which seemed easier said than done.

And then there was the concluding re

mark of another Trojan fan -"Let'
now, just for fun!"

(?<>

Gabrilowitsch Will Open
Thompson Concert Season

(Continued from Plr.st Page)

few masters of the pianoforte who eoiii-

bines with brilliant virtuosity both poetic
feeling and soaring imagination, and who
|)o.ssesses the power to convey these quali-

ties to his interpretation of the works of

the great masters. Mr. Gabrihiwitseh has
established himself in an exalted position

as one who reveals the piano compositions
of I he great Polish tone jjoet, Cho|)in, with
superb understanding and with a gift of

illumination which transcends mere inter-

pretation."

JAECKEL FURS

A Racoon coat by JAECKEL is the

best Racoon coat possible and men
are always surprised they can be

priced so low

H. JAECKEL & SONS

Williams News Room
HAROLD E. NORTH RUP, Prop.

Newspapers & Magazines

Students' Supplies

43 Spring Street

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

"IN GOD WE TRUST"

Shoe Rebuilding Shop
Half Soles and Rubber Heels

as low as $1.25

Also Rubber Soleing of All Kinds

MIKE FRESSOLA
Call 223-M

BOTTOM OF SPRING STREET

TACONIC LUMBER CO.

Building IS/Iaterials

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Williamstown News Stands

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

Seymour's Garage
SPRING STREET

TAXI GARAGE 111
Service to all trains in Williamstown

by order

sweet running
. this engine in your

Lifetime" Pen

The ONLY J^enuine Lifetime" ftuarnntee is

Sheaffer's; do not be deceived! Ottier pens may
be guaranteed against defect, but Sheafler's Life-

time' is j^unranteed against everything excepting
loss for your lifetime. Sheafler's Lifetime' pens
from $7; Sheafler's Lifetime" 14-karat solid ^old-

band Autograph pens suitable for duplicate ofyour
actual signature (serving for identification) from
$12.75. Autofi,raph pencils from $9. Other Sheaffer

pens from $3.

JUST touch tKis point to paper— it's like a self-starter for

your thoughts, with the smooth, free po-wer to flash them
into words. It takes 26 operations for each Lifetime^ point.

And it costs three times as much to apply the specially

pure iridium Sheaffer's way—in one solid piece, so that

no scratchy ^old pockets can possibly form on the writ-

ing surface.

Back of the point Sheaffer's streamline Balance" chassis

conforms itself restfully to your hand— assures relaxed

writing ease for your finders no matterhow lon^ the theme.
If you like your freedom, you'll choose a Sheaffer and en-

joy it always throu3,h the White Dot Lifetime" guarantee.

A survey made by a disinterested organization shows Sheaffer first in fountain pen
sales in 73 of the 119 leading American colleges having a registration of 1700 op
more. Documents on this investigation available to anyone.

SAFETY SKRIP, SKRIP
FILLED, 50c to JIO. Carry
non-leakable Safety Skrip in
your pocket or ba& to class —
protects clothes, Uncns, furni.
ture — keeps fluid fresh, mak-
ing all pens write better.

'I i

I

I

I

"Rm.U.S. Pkt.Uff W. A. 8. P.Co.,ini
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72 Are Entered in the

1935 Tennis Tournament

With ail eiitmnce of 72 first year iiu'ii,

the Freshman Tennis Tournament Kot

under way at the end of last week, while

the results of the first round matchrs were

due Monday. Mr. Mcsser stalfnl in rela-

tion to the drawings of the Tournanient,

which are posted in the l.asell Ciyninasiiim,

that there are no seeded players, for there

was no information definite enoiiKh to

warrant seeding.

The following is the list of entries:

Andrews, Angel, Batchelder, Bolles,

Boskey, Burgess, Butz, Clarke, Clinton,

Copeland, Crawford, Crowfoot, Dawson,

Dunn, Ehleider, Erskine, Falk, Foster,

Gait, Geilfuss, Gibson, Gillis, Goldman,

Grulee, Hapgood, Healy, Hebb, Hilles,

Hooker, Hopkins, Howard, Hubbell, Jonas,

Jones, Johnson, Kelleher, Lange, MacMil-

len, Marzani, Maglathlin, Mayer, McCall,

McKinnon, McKenzie, Millar, Miller,

Newman, Peterson, Pilcher, Poinier, Han-

son, Rockwell, Rossheim, Schwab, Sillick,

Simpson, Smith, M. H., Smith, L. D.,

Smith, P. M., Stevenson, Street, Swan,

Summerhayes, Tolson, Talbot, Wilcox,

Wise, Willis, Wolfl, Wurzbug, von Ammon.

after years." I.eon Bakst, Alexander

Benois, Fokine, Cecchelti-all come in for

praise. Of Isadora Duncan, Mmc. Kar-

savina divulges that, "She hud all the

sentimentality of the New Knglandcr, so

incompatible with the role of revolutionary.

She blindly attacked the essential element

of all stage art-artificiality. Her art

was personal by its very nature."

A noticeable change occurs as soon as

the sphere of the dancer's fame begins to

widen. Under the guidance of DiaghilclT,

Mme. Karsavina continues to more mag-

nificent triumphs in Paris. After this, she

departs from the chronological order (that

of whose sketches are used as illustrations),

Ruth Draper, Picasso, Ida Rubinstein, etc

Once back in Russia at the outbreak of

the war. Mine. Karsavina takes a firmer

grip on her story, carries it through to an

intense finish. On one of the terror

stricken days in the ominously silent bt.

I'elersburg she encounters a macabre

figure on the street-Rasputin-leams

next morning of his murder.

she may conclude with (hi? tale of her es-

cape from revolutionary Russia), ami

wanders about among the jumblcil mem-

ories of the pre-war period, often bewil-

dering the reader as to her whereabouts.

The discursiveness of much of this detracts

materially from the interest, except when

the author is talking about some unfor-

gettable personality such as Nijinsky—

"a creature exotic, feline, elfin." There is a

terse description of the pathetic Ghost

Ballet and its dismal failure to restore his

sanity. More names apjiear—droves of

!';-^r!;' A.,::r"=r£^:slr;=ra ^^. -.i.

the
Pnv

to
occupied with the turmoils of trying

manage a ballet in war time, she fails to

notice that the city is plastered with

is informed later that

German spy. Culminating il,,,^,,
|^^.|

comes tiie theatrically thrilling
|ii„|*

from the seaport of Suniskoy l'usa,| on ,!

last Knglish boat just a half liour iilu.m||!

the Reds, mind you.

Thus, emphatically does "Then,.

Street" conclude, leaving uimriswi.rcii
j,

is true, the present question us to \\^^'i_

ture of the ballet. There is im indicninn

that, the greatest danger to its nnlurc-_

in its later jjhases lies in their Kclecticiui^

Which statement causes us to wonder
idlv'

what does Tamara Karsaviiiu tliini;
o(

Mary Wigman?
P- K. I).

Ye Book Shelf
(Continued Irom Second Page)

difficulty by restricting herself to her

career as a dancer, to her contacts with

other celebrities, and to her war adven-

tures. Almost totally eclijjsed, conse-

quently, is her married life. The great

part of the time she focuses on other

artists, but when she does speak of her

own achievements, it is with such adroit

self-dei)recation that she avoids any sem-

blance of boasting. "Theatre Street" is

to the art of the dance what Muriel

Draper's "Music at Midnight" was to

that of melody. Comments Miss Draper

in speaking of the London season of Diag-

hileff's ballet:

"Karsavina is, or was under Diaghileff's

hypnotizing direction, the most truly

musical dancer of her sex. No heavy

curve of passion or light high line of gaiety

found her unprepared—she danced on

wings."

Realizing that faux pas are the essence

of reminiscence, Mme. Karsavina includes I

several of her blunders without adding to

them that annoyingly customary overtone

that the writer is now, of course, in pos-

session of impeccable savoir faire. As

thus, she announces frankly:

"The truth was that I was a prude and a

prig at that time. I had my own scheme

of life, built up during the years at school.

1 was to be a priestess of my art, uncom-

promising, spuming worldliness."

There is no definite hint as to whether

she revised this opinion of the distaste-

fulness of worldliness. At any rate we
discover no mention in "Theatre Street"

of the affairs of ballerinas. Perhaps it is

the confessed priggishness still lingering;

we hope it is a wish to forbear the lurid.

Probably most readers will find the

first portions of the book not only the most

instructive but the most fascinating.

Her early life and lessons are told with a

perhaps unconsciously child-like naiv^t^;

the train of thought leaps here and there

and everything is pleasantly blurred by the

distance of time. Not that the author

omits the less happy events of her child-

hood ; she honestly reveals that it was one

of considerable hardship and negation,

but she does not, in describing this pov-

erty, slough around in self-pity. Wisely

she stops to relate some legends of the

Marinsky Theatre in St. Petersburg for

which she was trained in "convent-like

seclusion." Even the familiar names
begin to fill the pages—Pavlova, frail and

lithe, graduates from the school—Tsar

Nicholas charms the young Tamara with

a present for her competent performance-

there is a silly infatuation with Theodore

Kosloff, of which she comments quaintly

"no mention was made when we met in

LAaf h//y old slogan hits

me just right^

. no bamboozUn about thatT
s,>URE! When a word fits, you know it!

"Satisfy" \\xstfits CHESTERFIELD. A smoker

picks up a package, and he likes its neat appear-

ance — no heavy inks or odors from ink. That

satisfies him.

Then he examines a Chesterfield. It is well-

filled; it is neat in appearance; the paper is pure

white. And that satisfies him.

He lights up. At the very first puff he likes

the flavor and the rich aroma. He decides that

it tastes better— neither raw nor over-sweet; just

pleasing and satisfying.

Then he learns it is milder. That's another

way of saying that there is nothing irritating

about it. And again he' s satisfied!

Satisfy — they've fo/ to satisfy ! The right to-

baccos, the CHESTERFIELD kind, cured and

aged, blended and cross-blended, to a taste that's

right. Everything that goes into CHESTER-
FIELD is the best that money can buy and 'that

science knows about. CHESTERFIELDS do a

complete job of it. They Satisfy!

® 1931. LiGGBTT & Myers Tobacco Co.

'Wl'

RUSHING SEASON BEGINS FRIDAY
Be sure the first impression you make is favorable. This can be assured by donning a pair of J & M

Oxfords, new Neckwear, white Shirts with starched collars, and other accessories we recommend. Let

our past experience with "Rushing Seasons" help you get the most out of the week's endeavor.

NELS DOMIN
SINCE 1891
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BOWDOIN ELEVEN TO

CLASHWITH PURPLE

Maine Team Overwhelmed 32-6 by

Massachusetts State in

Season Opener

TOTTLE TO START GAME

Encounter Should Furnish Reliable

Index of Williams Team's

Offensive Drive

WILLIAMS COLLEGE. SATURDAY, OCITOBER 10. 1931 No. 23

After the psycholoKical effect of an

ofleiiBivc that clicked for 20 minutes in

succession at Troy last Saturday, the

Purple eleven may be assumed to have

outKrown the particular brand of mmliocre

foollmll which characterized the first 120

miimteH of its play this season; and the

encounter with Bowdoin this afternoon at

2 30 on Weston Field is exiieclcd to offer a

real index of the team's power. With

Tuttle back in the line-up, and with Mar-

koski prepared to duplicate his broken-

field iH'rformances of a week aKO, the Polar

Hears from Maine should find it difficult to

prevent another defeat from blotting their

eeawjn's record.

The Hiiwdoin team, after working out at

a training camp from September 8 until

llie openinK of college, faced a strong

eleven from Massachusetts State College

last Saturday, only to be snowed under,

324'>. Claptain Kicker of Bowdoin scored

the first touchdown of the game and is

crcditcKl with being an extremely idcver

lirokcn-field runner, in addition to holding

down the pimting assignment and mana^-

inj! the pusses. On the whole, however.

Coach Howser has \yeen faced with the

difficulty of building a team around four

veterans: diminutive Captain Ricker,

half l)a(k; Gatchel, quarter back; and

two liiieriieii, Milliken and Olscn. Most of

his matcriid has been drawn from sopho-

mores who furnished reserve strength last

(Continued on Fourth Pkge)

First Round 1935 Fall

Tennis Tourney Played

Haviii); completed all first, and several

second romid matches, the freshman Fall

tenuis tournament is well imder way.

Tho.se members of the Yearling class who
have shown the greatest proficiency in

these early matches include C. C. Jones,

X. B. .lones, Hapgood, Swan, and Ross-

hcim.

Results of the First Round
Willis ilefealed llcbb (f>-3, 7-5).

liockwell defeated Foster (6-2, 6-3).

C. .loius defeated Street (6-0, 0-2).

Batchelder defeated Mayer (8-7, 6-4).

liatchcldcr defeated Marzani (6-2, 6-1).

HupKKinl defeated Dawson (fl-0, 6-0).

Hapcood defeated Clarke (6-3, 6-0).

l.aiinc defeated Maglathlin ((>-4,

10-,S).

Stevenson defeated Talbot (6-1, 6-0)

(Continued on Fourth Page)

2-6,

Middlebury Harriers Are
Williams OpponentsToday

The Williams harriers are guests of
Middlebury this aft<;rnoon in the first race
for cither team this season. The runners
will start over the Varsity course at 1.00

p. m. with both aggregations exjually

matched in known strength, and the out-
come de|)endent on fairly inexperienced
men.

The Middlebury team suffered a loss in

Pcrrin, the captain of the 1930 team, but
the Purple stiuad is much weakened by
the graduation of Suffern, who won first

place in every meet last year, and of T.

Goodbody. Captain llarwood, of the

visiU)r8, is expected U> push Roy of Wil-

liams,while Sears, a Middlebury lettennan

the Short brothers, and Jillson show
promise. In addition the Vermont team
will probably include Cushing and Sey-

mour, sophomores who gained numerals

last year. Bixby, Bruckner, Carroll,

Collens, Elder, Fisher, M. ff. Johnson,

Roy and Robb, will uphold the Purple

standard in the attempt to avenge the

Middlebury defeat of 1930. G. Goodbody
unable to run today, will be in uniform

next week.

illllllMIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllMllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllItt
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Here conies the "young executive" that

has deposed us. They say that he is riot

only young, liul extremely capable. He has

at least one advantage;—he is sure to be read

by two people, while sometimes we had to

depend on just one. C. S.

While the President of the United

Stales, thirty-five thousand fans, and a

radio audience of several million iieople

were concentrating on the third game of

the World Series in Philadelphia, word

came from Englcwood, N. J., that Dwight

W. Morrow was dead.

The blow to the Republican party was

little more than the blow to the whole

nation, for Senator Morrow was a man in

whom rested the confidence of all the

I)eople. The jjublic eye saw in him the

rare qualities of unassuming leadership

which bespoke still greater service to the

nation than he had already rendered.

In an age when machinery, personal

aggrandizement, the accumulation of

wealth, and su))cr specialized education

take so much attention that little time is

left lor the development of the deeper and

finer characteristics of true leadership, the

loss of one man who in himself had brought

these characteristics to perfection is a loss

which cannot easily be born.

Although Dwight Morrow had accomj)-

lished a great deal when untimely fate

ended his career at the age of fifty-eight, it

was generally conceded that he was on the

path to the While House, and that once

there entrenched, he would have guided

the ship of state with a hand wiser and

steadier than the tiller has known since

the days of Woodrow Wilson.

(Continued on Sixth Page)

PATTERSON CHOSEN

PRESIDENT OF 1932

Senior Class Reelects Fowle and
Good for Vice President

and Secretary

THREE ADDED TO COUNCIL

Lakin is Named Treasurer, While
Dewey and Wick Serve as

Members-at-large

HOUSE PARTY PRIVILEGE IS WAIVED

BY CAMPUS SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Freshman Eleven Shows
Fair Promise in Practice

Report of Carnegie Foundation of Education

Disproves Seniors' Superiority Over Freshmen

riie heretofore pardonable conviction of»worthy. Although ordinarily a great

Ihe fourth-year man that any senior must
iif necessity \ye wiser than any freshman is

shattered in an article entitled Secorulary

"ml Higher Education by Mr. W. S.

'-earned, in the 1930-1931 report of the

Carnccie Foundation. Mr. Ix-arned tells

lir.-it of the work of the Pennsylvania
'^•iidy, and iU inquiry into the relations of

secondary and higher education, and then

explains the results of tests given in 1928
and \\m.
The author makes a distinction between

*w'o kinds of intellectual possession: raw
'njiiriiiation and effective knowledge. Under
the first head comes the whole stream of

Bew, relatively unassimilated impressions
Md ideas, whether from hooks, obser-

vation, conversation or other source, on
which every mind depends for its natural
food. The second classification covers
the matured product of one's thinking, the
hody of ideas on which one habitually acts,

and which furnishes the basis for further

'ntelleetual development. The great fault
lie finds from his investigation is that

American secondary and higher education
I'M in8i8te<l on estimating its results by
measuring the immediate intake of raw
material, and laying but little emphasis on
the evidences of assimilation as shown by
permanence of acquisition.
The results of the tests given in Penn-

sylvania as part of the inquiry are note-

amount of technical application is accom

panied by a low total score, the students of

chemistry and engineering groups led

those of the other large groups, mathe-

matics, English, history, economics, and

education—an apparent tribute to the high

quality of their personnel. The intelli-

gence tests reveal approximately uniform

mental ability, but the peak of literary

knowledge, both of words and books, is

apparently reached in Freshman year.

In the four fields,—general science,

foreign literature, fine arts, and general

history—, which have been described as

constituting the test in general culture,

the median scores do indeed advance some-

what in the successive class-groups, but

the difference means little. In the test as

a whole 30% of the seniors were below the

Freshman median, while about the same

proportion of freshmen outdid the Senior

median. The Sophomore group has the

advantage in the intelligence scores, due

to elimination of weak students still car-

ried in the Freshman list. This margin

of gain is largely lost in the following

groups through the loss of good students to

larger institutions and professional schools.

A number of reasons are suggested in

explanation of the findings that have been

discussed in the foregoing paragraph.

In the first place, there lies a valid criti-

(Contlnued on Sixth Page I

John Anthony Patterson, of Brooklyn
N. Y., William Cowixir Fowle, of Winnet-
ka, 111., and Conrad Evans Good, of St.

Joseph, Mo., were elected president, vice

president, and secretary, respectively, of

the Class of 1932 as the result of the mail

ballot conducted last week. At the same
time, Edgar Williams Lakin, of York
Village, Me., was chosen treasurer, while

Daniel Dewey, of Milwaukee, Wis., and
Warner Arms Wick, of Youngstown, Ohio,

were elected Student Council members-at-
large, with Dewey also serving on the

Honor System Committee.

In accordance with the system adopted

last year, the six who were chosen will form

the Senior membership of the Student

Council. Patterson, who prepared at Poly

Prep, has been president of his class for

the past three years. He was on the

freshman football and track teams, and
has been on the Varsity track team for the

past two years. Last year he served on

the Student Council. He is a member of

Gargoyle.

Fowle prepared at the North Shore

Country Day School, where he participated

in basketball and track, and captained the

football team. He is captain and star

quarter back of this fall's eleven, and is the

only four-letter man in College, being a

regular in basketball and baseball, and

holding the College discus record. As a

Freshman, he captained football, and

earned his numerals in basketball, track,

and baseball. He was secretary of his

class last year, and vice president during

the two preceeding teims. He is a mem-
ber of Gargoyle.

Before coming to Williams, Good at-

tended St. Joseph's High School, where he

played football and tennis, and was cap-

tain of the basketball team. He continued

these three sports as a freshman, leading

the yearling quintet, and is Captain of

the 1932 varsity basketball team. For

the past two seasons he has been a regular

half back on the football team, but this fall

a leg injury has kept him out of the line-up.

He is a member of Gargoyle. He was also a

member of the freshman debating team,

and has served on the Student Council for

two years.

Lakin prepared at New Hampton, where

he was chairman of the Student and Ath-

letic Councils, manager of basketball, edi-

tor of the year book and class valedictorian.

At Williams he is a member of Gargoyle,

manager of track, chairman of the I'nder-

graduate Concert Committee, editor-in-

chief of the Quarterly, and a member of

the executive committee of the Little

Theatre. He was secretary of his class for

two years, and was managing editor of the

1932 Gulielmensian.

Before coming to Williams, Dewey at-

tended the Milwaukee Country Day

School, where he played basketball and

tennis. At Williams he was a member of

his class basketball and tennis teams, and

continued on the Varsity basketball squad

last winter. He has played on the tennis

team two years, and is captain of this sport

for 1932. Wick, who was editor of the

school paper at Youngstown High School,

is a member of Gargoyle, president of the

Commons Club, assignment editor of The
(Continued on Fourth Page)

15 Fraternities and Commons Club

Approve Suggestion Made
by Dr. Garfield

With the close of the second week of

practice, the 1935 footljall eleven is shap-

ing up fairly well for its encounter with

Williston in Easthampton, Octol)er 17.

Coach Williamson, at present, declines to

state anything concerning a tentative line-

up, as it is too early in the season, but

commented favorably on the tackling and
general tone of the 48 men who are still

out for the team.

The yearlings have been practicing

steadily under the eyes of Coach William-

son and his assistants, Lapham, May, and
Menkle, '33, and have scrimmaged with

the Varsity. Coach Williamson stated

that the team shows fair promise, is as

good as last year's eleven, has medium
weight, and tackled extremely well in the

Varsity scrimmage.

ESTIMATE $10,000 INVOLVED

ToElimination of Fall Festivities

Lighten Financial Burden

of Parents

yiiiiiiiiiilliMiMiliillMiiiiliiiiniiiiMiliuMliiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiint
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In this, our initial attempt to forecast

the results of the more important football

games of the 1931 season, we are assailed

with doubts as to our ability to reach the

heights attained by our immediate pre-

decessor, who claimed, through the benefit

of set-ups, an average above .700. Unfor-

tunately for us and our record, we are

starting two weeks late. Of course, dear

old Throggie may be right; to wit, that

we'll pick them wrong.

In the two major attractions of the

week-end, Notre Dame mixes with North-

western at Chicao, and Georgia moves
north to New Haven to meet Yale. Until

the Times announced Thursday that Reb
Russell had broken a rib or two, we figured

that the so-called Irish were riding for their

first fall in three years. Now, we aren't so

sure. Rentner is plenty good; but Notre

Dame appears to have a little too much
power for the Wildcats to handle success-

fully.

As for the Bulldog-Bulldog scramble:

Booth will be too elusive for the southern-

ers, and the holes left by Linehan and

Vincent in the line have been well plugged;

but we'll string along with Georgia to

repeat. . . McCall, with normal support

from his teammates, should carry Dart-

mouth to a fairly easy victory over Holy

Cross. . . . Michigan, with a veteran line,

has too many high-class backs for Chicago

to cope with. . . . Among the tough ones,

we'll pick New York to take Georgetown

into camp, Vanderbilt to outscore Ohio

State, Southern California to administer a

trouncing to the once highly-touted Wash-

ington State eleven, Stanford to take

Minnesota, and Washington to uproot

Oregon.

(Continued on Fourth Pagel

In view of the current business depres-

sion and the prevalence of "hard times,"

the 15 fraternities and the Commons Club

have decided, by unanimous agreement

reached late this week, to omit the usual

fall house parties. The move, involving

the disposition of sums approximating

$10,000, follows uiKin a suggestion ad-

vanced to representatives of the 16 groups

and the Student Council a week ago by

President Garfield.

Commenting on the decision ultimately

reached last Thursday morning. Dr. Gar-

field stated: "I think that it is greatly to

the credit of the students, 8i)eaking

through their heads of houses, that they

have decided to omit house parties for the

first semester of this academic year. It is

bound to receive the recognition it de-

serves, not only from the parents, on

whom the pressure ultimately would have

fallen, but also upon the undergraduates

in other colleges, who are considering the

best way of helping to meet the present

situation."

The suggestion of the President was

made at a meeting of the Senate on Oct.

2, at which the students present were

asked to find the opinions of their organ-

izations concerning the omission of house

parties, during the present semester, in the

interests of economy. These reports were

received before the Senate last Wednesday
(Continued on Fourth Page)

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9

6.30 p. m.—First Freshman Rushing

Period Begins.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10

12.00 p. m.—Varsity cross country, Wil-

liams vs. Middlebury. Taconic

Course.

1.00 p.m.—Varsity soccer. Williams

vs. St. Stephen's. Cole Field.

3.00 p. m.—Varsity football. Williams

vs. Bowdoin. Weston Field.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11

10.35 a. m.—The Reverend Harry P.

Dewey of Minneapolis, Minnesota

will preach. Thompson Memorial

Chapel.

10.00 p. m.—First Freshman Rushing

Period Ends.

Nineteen Shifts Made
in Faculty Committees

Nineteen changes in the personnel of

the various Faculty committees were

recently announced by the Dean's Office.

Chief among them were the appointments

of Mr. Maxcy to succeed Mr. McElfresh,

who is absent on sabbatical, as Chairman

of the Curriculum Committee, Assistant

Dean Leonard as Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Student Employment, replacing

Mr. Milham, and Mr. Howes, succeeding

Mr. Wild, as Chairman of the Conference

Committee.

Other changes are as follows: Com-
mittee on Administration: Mr. Newhall is

to succeed Mr. Mears; Committee on

Admissions: Mr. Corley will replace Mr.

Avery; Committee on Scholarships: Mr.

Cole was appointed as an atlditional

member; Committee on Prizes: Mr. Cm
(Continued on Fourth Page)

Tenth Series of Olympic Games Will Bring to

Los Angeles Greatest Gathering of Athletes

The Los Angeles Organizing Committee.^leties, boxing, cycling, equestrian sports.

following the receipt of a cable from Count

Baillet-Latour, president of the Interna-

tional Olympic Committee, from Lausanne,

Switzerland, has made the first announce-

ment of the final and official iirogram of the

Games of the Tenth Olympiad to be held

from July 30 to August 14, 1932 in Los

Angeles. The jirogram will open in the

Olympic Stadium with the historic Open-

ing Ceremony and the Parade of Nations.

The Olympic Games will bring to Ixis

Angeles the greatest gathering of interna-

tionally known athletes which has ever

been assembled on the Pacific Coast.

Members of royal families from all parts

of the world and official delegations from

many governments will attend the Open-

ing Ceremony. President Hoover, in

accordance with the Olympic tradition

that the ruling head of the nation pro-

nounce the official opening of the Games,

will be invited to open the Tenth

Olympiad.

The magnitude of t he program is evident

from the fact that during the 16 days the

Games are in progress, more than 135

distinct programs of competitions from 15

branches of sjiorts will be held mornings,

afternoons, and evenings in nine or more

stadiums, auditoriums, or swimming-pools.

The competitions embrace the following

international sports: track and field ath-

fencing, field hockey, gymnastics, modem
pentathlon, shooting, rowing, swimming,

diving and water polo, weightlifting,

wrestling, yachting, national demonstra-

tion, and fine arts.

The Olympic Stadium, or Colosseum, in

Olympic Park with a seating capacity of

105,000 persons will be the center of

Olympic activity. The opening and clos-

ing ceremonies, the track and field ath-

letics, gymnastics, field hockey semi-

finals and finals, equestrian jumping

events, and the demonstrations of national

and international sjxjrts will all take place

in this mighty structure.

The Olympic Auditorium with a seating

capacity of 10,400 will be the scene of

boxing, wrestling, and weightlifting events.

Parts of seven days will be devote<l to the

staging of 12 separate programs of Graeco-

Roman and free style wrestling events.

In another part of Olympic Park, the

swimming stadium will house the swim-

ming events for both men and women and
the water polo games, while the rowing

races will take place in the Ixing Beach

Marine Stadium in Alamitos Bay. The
Olympic Yachting Course is to be in I.«s

Angeles Harbor. Fencing contests are to

be in the Armory in Olympic Park, eques-

trian events at the Riviera Country Club,

and rifle and pistol shooting at the rifle

range.
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DWIGHT W. MORROW
In the death of Dwight Morrow, Ainerica loses a man biKKC than any office or

honor tliat was his. The loss is not as much that of a small grouj) of individuals as of

the nation and the world. There was a cultured gentleman, a brilliant financier, a

patriotic citizen. Aliove all, a man with convictions, who was not afraid to act of his

convictions. Williams mourns the |)assing of an adopted son of whom she may well

l)e proud.

THE HOUSES COOPERATE
The final action taken by the fifteen fraternities and the Commons Club regarding

house parties is evidence of t he wort h of the President's proposal, and of the students'

willingness to cooperate. This action is not a mere gesture; there is something strong

and sound about it. Ten thousand dollars is a minimum estimate of the cost of par-

ties. If you do not believe this, get out a |)encil and a piece of paper, and figure it out.

You will agree.

For TnK Rkcoud to attempt a more complete analysis of the situation at this

time would be superfluous. If you still do not understand it, we refer you to the P.rst

editorial in the issue of Octol)er 0. We do, however, congratulate the undergraduate

body on their intelligence in taking this imjrartant step.

WHAT EVERY FRESHMAN SHOULD KNOW
"It is friendship that you should think of constantly during rushing. At each

house you visit, ask yourself if true friendship is to be found there. Consider the other

guests, your fellow freshmen, and wonder if your college years will l)est be spent with

them. In this important step which soon you will lie taking, put friendship first."

One week ago, this was The Recuhu's advice to 1935. It is still our advice.

It is the only sound advice that can be given during rushing. It is advice that is more

ap|)licablc to the second period and the final decision than to the first period. Never-

theless, potential comradeship should be kept in mind even during the hasty and cur-

sory mutual examination now being undergone by both freshmen and fraternities.

During the next few days, you will meet many iii>perclassmen. Some you will

like. Others will make a distinctly unfavorable impression upon you. You will

meet captains anil managers, chairmen anti editors, members of Gargoyle. But,

though jiositions of responsibility usually indicate something strong beneath the

surface, ilo not be satisfied with externalities. A smooth-shaven face is not a synonymn

for friendship. Good singing does not equal brotherly love. Gargoyle pins do not

aulomalimUy indicate Fraternity.

Search for something deeper. Try to catch the spirit of the house. Look for the

little signs of understanding and regard of the members for each other. Do not be

mesmerized by this baseball manager, this football captain, that editor-in-chief. If

they are men whom you admire and like, by all means follow your convictions. But

ask yourself if they have character, if they etijoy good limes, if they will make pleasant

eom])anions at the dinner table and at bridge.

Consider the members of your own class. During the second period, you will

have an opportunity to size them up. What sort of men are they? What houses are

Ihey considering? With which ones would you prefer to spend four years? Freshmen
watch freshmen!

Above all, he honest in your answers to your own questions. Be as cool as pos-

sible in making up your mind. And remember that the social side of your college

career depends vitally upon your conclusions.

John Henry. Roark Bradford. Har-

pers.

\ "The night ,Iohn Henry was born the

moon was copper-colored and the sky was

black. The stars wouldn't shine and the

rain fell hard. Forked lightning cleaved

the air and the earth trembled like a leaf.

The jianther squalled in the brake like a

baby and the Mississippi River ran up-

stream a thousand miles." With these

words Roark Bradford recounts the birth

of .lohn Henry and in like manner con-

tinues the story of his life. It is one of the

regrettable facts in Amerir^an life that we

never had the proper sociological and

geographical conditions for the production

of a great folklore in national proimrtions.

Yet in those few parts of the country where

a group of people had been isolated cither

by nature or by race, a get of legends ap-

peared and we have preserved in literary

form the songs of the western cowboys,
and the saga of the idol of the lumbermen,
Paid Bunyan. Now has been chronicled
for us that great legendary figure of the
negro race, ,Iohn Henry, "the cotton-
rollingst man on the River." Mr. Brad-
ford from his intimate study and knowl-
edge of the negroes, has gathered the var-

ious tales about ,John Henry and welded
them into a chronological, coherent story

which is told in a simple way which fits

so perfectly the tone of the legend. In
fact as we read this story, we are amazed
at the eiuse with which it is told. At
times we feel as though this is the work of

an early primitive writer, naive in thought
and unsophisticated in language. Thru
this medium we read of the adventures of

,Iohn Henry, his mighty prowess as a
roustabout,, his affairs with Ruby and
Poor Kelma, his love for .lulie Anne, and
his encounters with the Yallcr Dog Rail-

road. His exiieriences with "that nigger
named Sam" who was always in his way,
and his meetings with the Old Woman who
was famous for conjuring, all form a part
of his picturesque life.

We can see in the character of ,Iohn
Henry all of the idealized concepts of the
negro. His great strength with his "nine-
|M)und Hammer", his marvelous ability as
a roustabout arc really nothing more than

the conscious and sub-conscious desires

of the negroes dwelling on the banks of the

Mississippi. The psyi^hological effect of

the unfaithfulness of .Uilic Anne upon his

mental and emotional status is the syn-

thesis of the broodings of many individual

hearts. His mode of dealing with oppo-

nents and his case in disposing of them or

placing them in humiliating positions is

the cumulative aspirations of thousands

of levee workers. It is with rare insight

that Mr. Bradford is able to penetrate

bcyonil these legends which he has so care-

fully collected and account for the psy-

chology which created them. It is this

fact which molds the single incidents inio

a life span and enriches the action with

such an animating force of reality. If

this book serves no other purpose than to

indicate that our approach to the study of

the American negro has been from the

wrong point of view, and persuades us

that he can be accounted for not in terms

of the discoveries of African anthropolo-

gists, but in the light of our own social,

economic, and political background, it has

done a mighty piece of work.

Deeply imbedded in the fabric of the

story is a vitalizing richness of detail about

negro life which raises this book above the

average run of books by whites on negroes.

Something of the frank immorality, the

deep sense of living a life of sensual

pleasure, the delight in material things,

the seething passions and lusts, and the

fanatical religious emotions which inten-

sifies the work of DuBose Heyward and is

so sadly lacking from the novels of Pulit-

zer Prize Peterkin, has been injected into

this work by great imaginative powers.

All of the exotic living which has arisen

from the rank and feliil soil of the south is

beautifully pictured here, and above all

looms the figure of that great legendary

and supremely human man, John Henry.

It is not imagined by the writer that this

book will be of great popularity. Unless

one is fitted by special anthropological

leanings to an aesthetic delight in folklore,

lOontlnucd on Fifth Page)

)

TO FILL IT

you WIND

#»

J>UST stick the Nozac's noit Into (he Ink bottle, (wl>( III

tail and the "pen that wlndi like a watch" It loaded with

more wordi than man ever belore wrote with a fountain pen.

There is no rubber sac In the Nozac. Thus the ink capacity

is 35% more than other pens of the same size. Visible Ink

lection or all-opaque barrel as desired. With the visible

ink Nozac you can always tell at a glance when it's time (o re>

plenish the chirographic juice. Step into your most up-to-date

supply store and tee this ultra-modern writing machine. It doesn't

cost much—$6 and SI for the pens—two thrilling models. Pencil!

to match S3.50 and S5.00.

THE CONKLIN PEN COMPANY
Chicago

TOLEDO, OHIO
San FnnclKO

DEALERS, stock and show the pens that sell. Write for catalog,

UNCONDITI ONALLY GUARANTEED

A nerve system
for energetic skyscrapers
Long before the huge hulk of a new sky-

scraper looms up, Bell System men have
planned its nerve system -the maze of tele-

phone cables and wires so vital to its busi-
ness activities.

From the inception of a building design,
telephone engineers work hand in hand with
the architects. They determine the telephone

needs of thousands of future tenants. Then
they plan cable shafts rising from cellar to

roof and the grid of under-floor ducts that

will put telephones within easy reach of

every occupant.

There's a real thrill in working out these

plans, for without telephones the immense
structures of today would hardly be practicable.

BELL SYSTEM

A NATION-WIDE SYST EM OF INTER. CONNECTING TELEPHONES



WAM)EN
Week of October 12
Shows: Afternoon 2.16; Evening 7.15 and 9.00

PROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, OCT. 12

Norma Shearer in "A Free Soul" with

Leslie Howard, l.ioiu'l Howard and
Clark Ciahle. Mickey Mouse and
News.

TUESDAY, OCT. Ki

"Murder By the Clock" witli William

lioyd, l.ilyan TaHlinmn and Re^is

Tomney. Paramount Comedy and
Bimbo Cartoon.

WEDNKSDAY, t)CT. 14

"Mr. Lemon of Orange" willi 101 Brendel

and Fiti Dor«ay. Patlie Comedy, "Bare
Knees." Also Review.

THUHSDAY, OCT. 15

"The Public Enemy," with .laincH CaRney,
liMiii Harlow and .loan Hloiidell. Silly

Symphony.

FRIDAY, OCT. Ki

.'^ylvia Sidney in "Confessions of a Co-Ed"
"from her Intinuili^ diary." The darin);

l.ove Drama lived hy an Anonymous
College (lirl. Mack Sennett Comedy
and Cartoon.

SATURDAY, OCT. 17

liamon Novarro in "Daybreak," with
Helen Chandler, (ilenn Tryon and Clyde
C'ook. Sportlight Fables and News.

BARGAIN
1931

Ford Sport Roadster

4,000 MILES

Cash Price $375.00
Call at Record Office
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Oliver Keep, Publicity Manager of Conde-Nast, Inc.,
Finds College Journalism Interesting and Valuable

SOCCER SEASON TO OPEN TODAY

Strong Williams Team Will Meet
St. Stephen's in Opener

The l'ur))le boiuxt team, led hy Smith
'32 and composed of twelve veterans from
last year's team and with strong reserve
material, will open llu^ lOlil season aKainst
St. St(!phen's at 1,00 p. ni. on Cole Field
Saturday. Th(> visiting team this year is

of average strength, and a close ^ame i.s ex-

pected, since during the last three years of

competition with the Saints, Williams has
(iinerned victorious from two (contests, win-
ning in '28 by a 5-1 score and in '29, 3-2;

with last year's name ending in a 3-3 tie.

The team has been practising for the last

three weeks under th(^ sujiervision of Coach
Bullock antl is in splendid shape for the

opener, with Smith, Boyd, Michel, and
Lambert, of (wo years' experience, in the

starting line-up. The reserves material on

the squad is very strong, with many men
from last year's team beint; forced to their

utmost to keep their positions from sojjho-

rnores and second strinj; men of the 19.30

team. Practice to date has shown no out-

standing jilayer.s but the team is well

balanced both on the line and on the

defense.

INTERFRATERNITY SPORTS
Tennis

I'si Upsilon defeated Delta Kappa
Kpsilon, 2-1

Delta Phi defeated Beta Tlieta Pi, 2-1

Phi (iarnma Delta defeated Phi Sigma
Kappa, 2-1

Golf

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Phi Sigma
Kappa, 3-0

Sigma Phi defeated Beta Thcta Pi, 2-0

Delta lI])Hili)n defeated Kappa Ali)ha,

2-0

Zeta Psi defaulted to Psi I'psilon

Touch Football

Kappa Aljjlia defeated Zeta Psi, 2-1

Commons Club defeated Phi Gamma
Delta, 8-1

Psi Upsilon defeated Delta U])silon, 7-0

'College journalism is not only an in-

tcr<'«tiiig extra-curricular activity for the

undergraduate to indulge in, but is also of

great assistance to anyone desiring to enter

newspaper work after completing his

liege work," declared Oliver I). Keep '25

to a HucoHu reporter recently. Mr. Keep
has had a short but remarkable career

which dates back to his college days when
he took an active interest in three jiublica-

tions.

Soon after coming to Williams, he was
elected to Tun Rkcojiu Board. During his

Senior year he held positions as u.ssignmeni

editc.r ofTuH Rkcoui', maruiging editor of

the (Irufjliic, and associate editor of the

Purple Com. After graduation he joiiK'd

the staff of Time, and progressing very

rapidly, soon became publicity manager.
A few months ago he left tlau'e in order to

fill a somewhat similar po.sition with
Conde-Nast Inc., one of America's leading
publishing houses.

"For a good illustration of my point,"

said Mr. Keep, "look at the college records

of those holding important jobs on the

staffs of 7'i«;eand Fortune, two enormously
successful j>eriodieals. Henry Luce, pub-
lisher and editor of both nnigazines, was
managing editor of the \a\v. News and
editor-in-chief of the Yale literary maga-
zine. Roy l.arsen, now general manager
of Time, was business manager of the

Harvard Advocnle, and the assistant gen-

eral manager is William Commons '25,

who, when at Williams, was managing
editor of both Tin Riocoui) and iheOuliel-

tiiensian and editor-in-chief of the Puriile

Chw." And so the list goes on. In fact

seven out of the ten important men in the

C)mbined organization held jiositions on

c jllege publications.

"Most employers will show preference

to men with some experience of this kind in

college," ccmtiimed Mr. Keep. "I know-

I would. The college journalist already

has accpiircd the neces.sary interest and

many of the fundamentals of new.s-writing,

and if he does not allow himself to be

hampered by any conceit as a result of

college succe.s.s, has a decided advantage

over any one who did not enter journalism

in college."

Special Showing of

PCRSHRINERdURNFR
America's Finent *%

SHOES FOR COLLEGE MEN
Next Monday and Tuesday

at the

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
by "JOE" DIFFEE
NKW YOKK SHOPS

350 MadiBOii Avenue 1S3 Ilroadway 1263 Broadway 131 Weat 42nd Street

Shops iiiid flepurtnienlH from <*oast to coast

For Real Service

Let

"GEORGE"
Dolt

h

TheWilliams Co-op
We Are Open For Business

EVERYONE IS INVITED
To Visit Our New Store and See Our Entire New Stock

<:f:

Join the

CO-OP
Ask for an explanation

of OUR
Economic Plan

SPECIAL
FOR OUR OPENING

Sweater and
Chamois Slipover

Combination, $12.00

Cap to match, $2.50

Join the

CO-OP
Share in the Dividends

I

.

We ask that when you pay your visit to our Co-op that you look over the fol-

lowing items especially:

HARRIS TWEED TOPCOATS LIGHT WEIGHT CORDUROYS
CAMEL HAIR POLO COATS RANGER CHAMOIS COATS

and our READY-TO-WEAR SUITS

CUSTOM TAILORING
Thank you,

CLINTON P. VOSE
RALPH VANDERSLOOT
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Collar IToldor
Looks like a pin-

but isn't. Slips on and
off but holds fast. Makes the smart col-

lar smarter still. Makes BOTH collar

and tie appear to better advantage. In
many new, modern designs priced 50c
to $10.00 at men's shops and Jewelers.
SWANK Collar Holders, Tie Klips,

Cuff Links. Collar Buttons, Evening
Sets are MORE than dress aids—they
are

llress ANM€!)ts for Men
SWANK designs have the character

that app?aIsto men. The name SWANK
on a gilt is a recognized assurance of
quality. ^ BAER i WILDE CO.,

ATTLEBOnO, MASS.

Makers of tlio famous KUM-A-
PART Ktiff Button— tho Gffl<

clent, modern, smart way to fas-

ten French cuffs.

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

For Anything

Photographic
Of College and Students
Also Picture Frames

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer

First Round 1935 Fall

Tennis Tourney Played
(Continued from Plrat PuKc)

Cialt defeated Honkey (default).

1 1 iMcs defeated MeKiiiium ((>-0, <)-01.

.Joims defeated Suiniiierlmyes ((i-O, (i-D).

Swan defeated lOrekiiie i,(i-l, (i-1).

Clillis defeated (indee (default).

Copelaiid defeated MacMilleii (default I

(Jopeland defeated Wui/.liurii ll'>-3, ti-l )•

Kelleher defeated Scliwal) l(i-l, ii-T, ()-4).

Silleck defeated .luluison (default ).

I'ilcher defeated Wilcox di-lJ, 11-0).

Criiwfoot defeated llealy (I)-:!, I)-?-).

Miller defeated Millar ((i-l, (i-Ii).

OrawronI defeated McCall (ilefuult).

Crawford defeated Wise ((i-4, (i-8).

Uiiolier defeated Siiupsou (0-2, (i-'2i.

I'eter.idU defeated llciciker (default).

Hutz defeated I.. D. Siuitli ((>-3, (i-O).

Hopkins defeated Ceilfusa (0-0, 0-4).

Howard defeated I'alk (4-(), 0-4, 0-1).

A. H. .loues defeated I'. M. Smith (<lefa\dt

An^el defeated Newiuau (7-5, 0-4).

Khieider defeated Ransom (()-4, 0-2).

Clinton defeate<l V<]n Anuuon (0-1, 0-0).

CliiUoii defeated Cloldman (0-2, 0-3).

McKeuzie defeated 10. 1'. Iluhbell .0-1,

0-2).

Mcdvenzie defeated Duiui (0-3, 0-1).

CilLSon defeated Wolff (0-0, 0-0).

I'oiiiier defeated l{ur);es.s lO-l, 0-3).

|{(is.slieim defeated Tolson :0-0, (i-l).

Completed Second Round Matches

C. C. .lones defeated lialehelder (0-0, (i-2).

HapK<iod ilefeated l.anjje lH-7, 7-5).

Steven.son defeated (lalt (K-0, (i-l ).

.lonas defeated Hilles lO-l, 0-4).

Crowfoot <lefeated I'eteraon (defanll).

Buiz defeated Peterson (default).

A. li. .lones defeated lOhleider (0-4, (i-2).

McKenzie defeated (libsou (default I.

HiiKslieiui defeat(«l I'oinier i(i-(), 0-1).

Completed Third Round Match

HapKood defeated •Steven.son ;(!-!, 0-21.

Nineteen Shifts Made
in Faculty Committees

(Continued from First Page)

and Mr. I layward will aervein plaeeof Mr.

Wyniu^; Committee on Ciratluate Stu-

dents: Mr. Root was appointed as an

additional member; Commit.te on the

Honor System : Mr. Bushnell sueeeeds Mr.

Buffinton; Advisory Committee: Mr.

Fairman was api)ointed as an additional

member; Committee on Currieulum: Mr.

Comer and Mr. Brinsmade will replace

Mes-sers Pratt, W. B. Smith, Buffinton

and Brett; Committee on Student Em-
ployment: Mr. Leonard ami Mr. Avery
will re])laee Mr. Howes and Mr. Gal-

hraith; Conference Committee: Messets

Howes, T. C. Smith, and Newl.all will

replace Messera W ilil and Pratt; Cimi-

mittee in Cl.arKe of KeKistratieii: Mr.

T.C. Smith will succeed Mr. McKllresh.

House Party PrlvileLC is

Waived bj O .ganizations

(Continued Irom First Page)

afternoon, with the Bentiment overwhelm-

ingly in favor of lorenoinR the privilege.

A unaniiiioua apjjroval was announi'ed

from the Dean's office 'I'hursday inoriuii)?.

Action in the matter was developed

entirely through the channels of under-

Ki-aduate volition. The proposal of Dr.

(larlield was hroiiKht forward merely as a

suKKesled means to relieve a portion of the

financial burden of colleKe expenses

exacted from the parents of students.

The decision, according to the President, is

in reali(y a student gesture in consider-

ation of the economic conditions exist inx

throuf!hou( the world today.

Childe Herald
(Continued from First Pagel

MichiKan State handed Colgate its oidy

defeat last year, has averaged a point a

minute in both Kames this fall, and baa a

atronn and veteran (earn, but the .\rmy

has the necessary edse in reserve material.

, . , . Navy, much improved, is too many

for Maryland. . . . Prin(wtun, with the

Sophomore find, Draudt, should find sweet

revenue over Brown for the defeat suITi red

in 1!)30 .... Purdue, BinTeneo-champions,

should find little trouble in the lllini. . . .

Halph Hewitt will defeat Wesleyan; while

.Amherst should find I'nion easy.

Neither (ieorj^ia Tech nor Carnegie

Tech have much to sinn alaiut this year;

but, if either scores, it ouKht to be the

(lolden Tornado. . . . Duke has Coach

Wade (of Alabama fame), but Villanova

looks good enough to whip the Bull Dur-

hiun outfit Nebraska will defeat Okla-

homa, so a flip of the coin informed us.

. . . M. S. C. (Mass. AnKies to some), with

Bush, will trounce Middlebury; William.';

will win the Howdoin tilt; an<l tlie Cardi-

nals will win the World Series— thai- is, if

they give Martin (Pepper to you) any

support.

Bowdoin Eleven to

Clash With Purple
(Continued from First Page)

season, and a few outstanding men from

the 1930 Freshman team.

During the week. Coach Calilwell has

been stressing the offensive side of Wil-

liams play. The Purjile victory over H. I'.

was made poswible by negative rather than

positive vi.tues, the lai.rel going to the

eleven which showed the least spo((,v early

s(wson form. At Troy last Saturday the

Purple continui'd its B. H.-game inherit-

ance for the first half, but SuddtMily began

to CO operate for the lirst time this season

to pile up foi.r (oiichdowns in rapid su(v

cession, bringing the final score to 35

points against 13 for U. P. I.

The probable line-ujis follow

WILLIAMS
Foehl

Pease

Lyons

Stevens

Thayer

Wo(id

Van Dusen

Fowie

l.l.

It.

e.

r-K-

r.t.

r.e.

q.b.

HOWDOIN
Bartor

Hay
Bilodeau

Millikcm

Olsen

(lould

Harbour

(latehell

Senn

Rogers

Puttie

l.h.b.

r.h.b.

f.b.

Bak lUlOWsky

Itickc'r

Hiclnudw,,,

Patterson Chosen

President of IS32
(Continued from First Pagei

Kecoud, and a eabimd member .,] ii,,.

W. C. A. He has also been active
ii,,,

l!)32 (luliiimenxiun board, has l)een a men,.

ber of the Little Theatre ami the Bmiil f„r

thnu' years, and is presid(rnl of ijic /'/,,/„.

siii)liic:il lluion.

College Preacher

TheRevtfrend Harry P. Dcnvey, D l),,„f

Minneapolis, Minnesota will preiu'h ;it |||(.

regular morning service in the 'l"hoiii|isii||

Memorial Cha|)el this Sunday.

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.

45 John Street, New York City

Recommended by the English Department of

Williams College

WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATE

The Best Abridged Dictionary because it is based upon
WEBSTER'S New International—
The "Supreme Authority." Here is a
companion for your hours of reading and
study that will prove its real value every
time you consult it. A wealth oi ready
information on words, persons, places, is

instantly yours. 106,000 words and
phrases with definitions, etymologies,

pronunciations, and use in its 1,256
pages. 1,700 illustrations. Includes
dictionaries of biography and ge-
ography and other features.

See It At Your College Bookuore or Write
for Information to tlie tmbtishert. Free
specimen t'Ugcs if you name thu paper.

O. O C. Merriam Co.
Springfield, Mass.

helpful counsel . .

.

.J

During the long period of our business life as "College
Printers", many have come to us for advice on their

printing problems. The best way to issue a College An-
nual-the most efficient way of handling the publication
of the college paper or monthly magazine-even to the
smaller orders, such as letterheads, envelopes, etc.

Many have found our service dependable, and have prof-
ited by our experience. They have found it advantage-
ous in many ways. May we serve you?

PMIHTINB AND IIMDHia CO.
riTTIfUL». MUMCHUtRTTf

Eagle Printing and Binding Company
Printers of THE RECORD Since 1919

33 Eagle Square, Pittsfield, Massachusetts
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Undergraduates at Williams

278 YORK STREET
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

are everywhere recognized for their discriminating taste.
There is no finer endorsement of

HENRY GOLD CLOTHES
than the truth: that the majority of these undergraduates
wear clothes tailored by THE HENRY GOLD CO.

Showing at the College Restaurant, Monday and Tuesday, October 12 and 13

RICHMOND Si!
Continuous 1 'till 11 TeL 140

Sunday and Monday, Oct. 11, 12

Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.

Loretta Young
in

"I LIKE YOUR NERVE"

Tuosilay, Wednesday, Thursday
Oct. 13, 14, 15

Chas. Bickford

Rose Hobart
in

"EAST OF BORNEO"
Tluirsday .'uul Friday, Oct. 16, 17

"EX-BAD BOY"
with

Robt. Armstrong, Jean Arthur
Lola Lane

Final Chapter

"DANGER ISLAND"

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

Sunday and Monday

"24 HOURS"
Clive Brook, Kay Francis

Regis Toomey

Tuesday and Wednesday

"SKYLINE"
Thomas Meighan Myrna Ley

Hardie Albright

Thursday and Friday

George Arliss

in

"Alexander Hamilton"

Saturday Only

"The Mad Parade"
Evelyn Brent

Lilyan Tashman
Irene Rich

also

"TABOO"

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intollinent person may earn inoiuiy

'"ircspdiKlinK for newspapers; all or

'"p^u'c time; experienee unnecessary; no
i.iri\aasinK; sentl for free booklet; tells

li"«. llcacock, Room 584, Dun Ukl)?.,

HulTald, N. Y.

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,

Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Qm

Ye Book Shelf
(Continued from Spcond Page)

or is motivated l)y a siiecial iiitercsl in the
iieuro (lue.slion, tlie hook will proliahly he
(lull reading. Hut we cannot, even in the
face of this, fail to rc(^OKnize the fact that
Mr. Bradford has hy really marvelous
powers of insiKht and imagery made very
nml-a leKcnd. To him we can pay
nothing hut the highest and most unstinted

praise.

L. A . llanelinaijcr, Jr.

ANOTHER FLOURISHING FAMILY
Finch' n Fortune— Mazo de la Roche-

l.ittle Brown, and Co., Boston. ($2.50)

Books ahout families are a logical liter-

ary subject; thi^y have an enormous ap-

))cal to everyone and furthermore the

author is usually able to write from ex-

I)erience. Clearly the outstanding mod-
ern example of this trend is Mr. .John Gals-

worthy's cherished Forsyte elan, a family

in which each member is so vivid and so

personal that readers find it difficult to

realize they are fictional creations, and
rejoice that they are well on the way to

innnortality. More recently from Canada
and Miss Mazo de la Roche has come an-

other vigorous 1ribe~-the Wliiteoaks

Led liy their indomil able old grandmother
they captured American readers in ".lalna"

The ensuing novel, "Wliiteoaks of .lalna,'

entrenched them even more firmly al

lliouM;h it saw the jmssins of the old

tyrant; and now appears "Finch's For-

tune" which at the end ushers in a brand

new^ Whiteoak to carry on the tradition.

.\U hough this new hook is chiefly con

ccrned with the mental struggles of young
Finch to adapt himself to a hostile environ-

ment, there is no neglect of the others.

They emerge as vitally as we remembered

them—Kenny, the high-handed and sel

contained master of ,Ialna; Alayne, his

wife from the states who cannot merge her

intellectual nature in the rough life of the

Canadian farm; Piers, the stout-hearted,

and his ipiiet wife. Pheasant.; Meg, the

.soft, sympathetic elder sister, married to

Maurice; Wakefield, now fourteen, and a

striking example of prc(^ociousncss and in

tro.spection; and finally Finch, the sensi

tive adolescent in quest of rapture.

But the author has wisely chosen to

.start with the two crochety, spoiled rem

nanis of an older generation—Nicholas

and Ernest. At once she re-establishes

the atmo.sphere of cozy fires and tea-table

conversations that knit the Whiteoaks so

firmly together. She intnxluces the sub-

ject matter as soon as the reader is settled

hack once more into this homey comfort.

It is the fortune that Finch is to inherit on

his twenty-first birthday from the grand-

mother—a fact of chagrin and resentment

among the other members of the family.

How will he employ it? To further his

own yearnings to become a great pianist?

To make up for their brutality to him, they

give a birthday banquet dinner and Finch

feels that perhajjs they really do love him

after all. He is dressed and ready for the

event hours ahead, and endeavors vainly

to conceal this from the family. For

Finch, in spite of his majority, is a pain-

fully adolescent youth, afflicted with un-

rest, self-shame and moodiness, his highly

aesthetic nature lost in a confusion of aims

an<l imiiressions. "What in life would

bring him peace?" he has reason to wonder.

Some idea of his ethereal and imaginative

nature may be given by this description of

one of the ecstatic transports that com-

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Maes.

nuinion with external nature insjiires in his

romantic consciousness.

"All his instincts revolted against being
grown up. He wished to be a wild boy,

that the passage of time might not touch
him—He pulled olT his cap and ran bare-

headed, dancing with his shadow, trying to

wrest his spirit from his body, and toss it, a

glistening cs.sence, into the frosty air."

We suppose a great many |)eo])le will

damn Finch as being just too elfin to exist,

but that is a matter of personal taste,

Each of the Whiteoaks will make firmest

contact with the reader just so elasely as

their ideas and attitudes are similar. To
return to the fortune, it is regrettable but

inevitable that the weak-willed boy should

desire to placate his family by lavish gifts.

He takes over Meg's mortgage and gives

her a trip 1o F'lorida for her health; to

Piers he presents an automobile and a new

|)iggery. Greatest of his gifts is the trij) to

Europe he offers his two old uncles; some-

how Nicholas and Ernest tear themselves

away, and the latter is electrified on the

boat by an encounter with a friend of

Alayne's. Consequently $10,000 more of

the fortune flies out the window to finance

her in the antique business. But it is not

till the trio reach Aunt Augusta's placid

country home at Nymet Crews that ad-

venture comes to the impressionable Finch

in the form of his cousin Sarah.

Chill and silent, wry of smile and sad of

heart, she only relapses her stiff carriage

when the two join their ardent hearts in the

bli.ss of music, for she is an accomplished

violinist. Perfectly pictured in the reader's

mind by one of those talented strokes of

sublimely correct allusion, Sarah comes to

life "like a drawing by du Maurier." But

because he docs not speak his passion, she

turns to the more open advances of his

friend Arthur I..eigh; it is with dread that

the reader realizes that only after the

marriage will Finch understand that Sarah

really loves him. Yet here we fear the

author has been betrayed in her maseuliiie

p.sychology in having the delicate Arthur,

speaking of his gentle fiancee, say to her

cousin Finch. "Yet she jiuzzles me. 1

think when I've had her in the flesh it will

be different." Otherwise the sexual rela-

tions throughout the novel are nicely

managed.

Because Sarah and Finch are such

strange erotic, repressed ehildren the dread

revelation that comes to them when all

three go for the honeymoon by the sea,

seems more terrible than in most such

cases. For solace Finch turns to the gar-

dener's boy Ralph— an inarticulate crea-

ture of the English countryside who is

jilaintively reminiscent of the unhappy

Megan in Galsworthy's exquisite "The

.'Vpple Tree." Like her he meets an un-

happy finish for his lovelorn woe, and

Flinch grieves in the fanciful, moonstruck

way one expects of him, even going so far

as to bury beside Ralph the limp, warm

body of a lajjwing that has fallen in flight.

Here is the most obvious example of the

author's ])redilection for lyrical commun-

ications between Finch and external

nature. This weird conversation between

the (lead bird and the romantic boy is a

highly artificial passage—a tour de force

—

but throbbingly and jraetically written

—

quite unforgettable.

Another aspect of the family is seen in

the black sheep of the elan, the poet Eden,

who with his messy mistress (unroman-

tically called Minny) has settled in the

lodge of Augusta's place. Although he is

the family genius, his divorce from Alayne,

careless morals, inability to support him-

self, and general lack of stamina have

estranged him from them. Suddenly in

the midst of the book, Miss de la Roche
hastily reverts to Jalna, fearful she lias

abandoned the homestead too long.

Strife reigns there, especially ui the hurt,

withdrawn and incomi)atible Alayne.

The dirty dog on her silk bedspread, the

baby spilling her powder, jealousy of her

husband's friendshij) with a widow neigh-

bor, the intolerable impu<lence of the old

family retainer, and the hostility of the

others who still regard her as an outsider

in their home, combine to make her flee

the house when she hears her aunt is ill.

Back once more in the calm, hothouse

existence she had cherished before her

marriage, she finds rest, but misses the

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

rich, full-blooded life of the Canadian
farm. An incredible transformation comes
over this rebellious woman, and she eagerly

rushes back to the strong realities of lif<! at

.lalna, ready at last to submit her proud

spirit.

Now there only remains one wandering

Whiteoak to call home, for the uncles have

been restored to their fireside seats during

the absence of Alayne. By a slim device

she turns Finch's mind towards home and

in a few [lages has contrived to bring him
there. At last here, the author achieves

one of those priceless paragraphs writers

will give their life blood to attain—

a

crystalline summary of the leading char-

acter, a statement of his entire atmosphere.
(Continued on Sixth Page)

The Aristocrat of Ginger Ales

Sand Springs

Extra Dry

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

RA'YMOiro J. LIBRIZZI
BOX 4, Williams College
Williamstown, Hass.

.Hr* 3, A, Barnett
College Circulation
Hew Tork Herald Trltwne
Kew York city

Dear Hr. Barnett;

I received your letter today, I'm glad the
Sports ad Is going to appear in the "Record" soon,
I'm sure more men will take the Herald Trllrune when
they discover what a great job our sports writers do
on football.

The ad, I think, ought to show that a super-
ior. method of getting the moat Out of football Is to
know "plenty" about every team on the Williams schedule.
Then one can go to the games and know what "numbers" to
watch. Tnie, local papers may give us more dally
space, but your sport scribes are acquainted with all
the teams and are able to give us the real "dope" on
how we stack up with o-ar rivals.

The fact that our paper arrives at 7 A.M. Is
a point' that I think should also be Included In the ad.

I'll report again soon. I've signed up 5
more subscribers and it seems as though the campaign
Is well under way with good results inevitable.

Cordially,
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Ye Book Shelf
(Continued from Fifth PaKe.)

Of Finch, alrout to descend for his first

dinner on his return, she writes brilliantly:

"He pictured himself Koing in to dinner,

just a little late, wearing a new suit, i>ei-

fectly tailored by one of the best tailors in

the West End, imparting to hira an air of

negligent elegance. And above the suit his

face rising, world-worn and disillusioned,

showing new lines of suffering. He went

to the mirror and examined his face to see

whether or not there were any lines on it.

He could find neither new lines nor old.

It was hollow-cheeked, to he sure, but

looked as fresh and youthful as it had

been when last reflected in that mirror.

He drew a deep sigh. Strange that one

should go through hell, as he had done, and

show no sign of it."

When a letter from Augusta chiiles

them all for filching Finch's money, one

of those grand skeleton-rattlings occurs.

It is better than all the minor squabbles,

all the familiar touches about tea and

buttered scones (that necessity of every

well-bred English novel), and even the

fine and typical scene in which they "talk

over the party," that splendid old family

custom. All debris aside, the author now
plunges into a maudlin account of the ar-

rival of the new Whiteoak, a son of

Pheasant's, to be called, as anyone could

guess. Finch.

Despite some tendency to overuse

parallelism. Miss de la Roche writes

in excellent language. True, she easily

becomes rapturous and Edna St. Vincent

Millay-ish, but on the whole this is a very

creditable piece of fiction, and it certainly

should be popular. If the eraglike shade

of Gran Whiteoak is dragged in by the

ghost for the last few drops of her vitality,

we can forgive by realizing that the author

did not want to disappoint the admirers

of "Jalna." She won't, for although this

is not an impressive book, it is a very

human and most entertaining one.

And who knows but what in some

later day, the Whiteoaks may stand up,

volume for volume, and have it out with

the Forsytes?
Fitzroy K. Davis

The Press Box
(Continued Irom First Page)

While it is incontestably true that the

Republican party would not have nomi-

nated him in 1932, there was little doubt

that 193() would have seen his name at the

head of the ticket.

Little need be said about the great

things which Morrow did for his country

—

his prompt and intelligent action at the

London Conference, hia brilliant untang-

ling of the muddled Mexican affairs, and

his stand on the prohibition question in his

campaign for the United States Senate.

On the other hand, his personality

stands as a great lesson to everyone. He
lived by the famous "Rule Number G" of

the Naval Code

—

Don'l lake yourself too

seriously. He had little care for his per-

sonal appearance, or his own whims and
desires, whatever they might have been.

His great thought was service, and he had

the ability and the equipment to serve.

But most of all, he was a leader with the

courage to get straight to the point with

all sorts of people, to explain to them, to

guide them, and to lead them.

G. W. H.

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP
Statement of the ownership, management, cir-

culation, etc.. required by the act of Congress of
August 24, 1912. of Tlie Williams Uecorcl published
•emi-weekly at Pittsfield, Mass. for October 1, 1931,
8tato of Massachusetts, County of Berkshire.

Before me, a Notary I'ublic, m and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared Wni. C.
Root, who, having been duly sworn according to
law, deposes and says that he is the Publisher of the
Williams Record and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement
of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper,
the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication
for the date shown in the above caption, required
by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section
411, Postal liaws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing wlitor, and business man-
agers are: Publisher, Eagle Ptg. and Bdg. Co.,
Wm. C. Root, I'resident, Pittafield. Mass.; E<litor,
James Willard Hurst, Williarnstown, Mass.; Man-
aging Editor, Andrew Holiiian Ilaiiiilton, Williams-
town, Mass.; Business Manoger, Robert Allvn
Budington, Williarnstown, Mass.

2. That the owner is: The Students of Williami
College.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgafrees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1 per
cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages,
or other securities are: none.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock-
holders and security holders as they appear upon
the books of the company but also, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or cor-
poration for whom such trustee is acting is given;
also that the said two paragraphs contain state-
ments embracing afliant's full knowledge and belief
as to the circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
tock and securities in a capacity other than ttiat
oi* a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason
to believe that any other jHirson, association, or
cornoration has any interest direct or indirect in the
aid stock, bonds, or other securities than as so
•tated by him.

Eagle Printing and Binding Co.,
William C. Root, Pruidml

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 2nd day
of Oct., 1031. Dennis J. Haylon, Notary Public.
My Qomniiiaion expiree, Jan. 21, 19,33.

Report of Carnegie

Foundation of Education
(Continued from First Page)

cism of the tests in the fact that they do

not cover all that these students have l)een

doing. A much more important explan-

ation of the failure of these group results

to show advance with advancing classes

lies in the element of recency of study.

"All things considered," says Mr.

I/carned, "I am of the opinion that a more

significant contrast in group scores in the

direction of improvement than we have

here could scarcely be expected under

conditions that now exist." The whole

value of an education would appear to lie,

not in what is poured into a student and

checked oflf, once and for all, by the col-

lege's tests and credits, but in what happens

to that material during the year or so

after that course is over, while it lies

ready, either to be wasted and forgotten,

or to be matured into a fruitful product.

"We are blessed," the author concludes,

"in every college, with self-educating in-

dividuals who of their own initiative are

refreshing and making precise their com-

mand of the ideas which enter into com-

prehensive thinking. While the average

student is merely an executive, attending

classes, reporting on required reading,

passing testa, stowing away credits, these

hardy souls are actually changing their

minds by entering into possession of an

important body of ideas."

Infirmary Patients

B. Chapman and Kautz '34 were the

only patients in the Thompson Infirmary

when The Record went to press Friday

morning. In all cases of serious illness the

parents of the student concerned are imme-

diately notified.

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

MODERN DAIRY
ROBERT STEELE, Proprietor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM IN
NORTH ADAMS AND WILLIAMSTOWN

Of exceptionally low bacteria content and testing very high in butterfat content

PHONE NORTH ADAMS 2670-R

Service to All Parts of North Adams and Williarnstown

JAECKEL FURS

A Racoon coat by JAECKEL is the

best Racoon coat possible and men

are always surprised they can be

priced so low

H. JAECKEL & SONS

'932 CORDUROYS '933

FINE GRADE SNAPPY STYLE
SEVERAL SHADES

*3.50

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
NORTH ADAMS

KEEP KISSABLE

WITH

OLD GOLDS
Charming women are first won by

OLD GOLDS' appealing taste. But

their enthusiasm doubles when they

find that OLD GOLDS do not taint

the breath or mar the whiteness of

pearly teeth.

That's because OLD GOLD is a pure-

tobacco cigarette. Made from the

finest nature-flavored tobacco. So

good, it needs no added flavoring.

It's "foreign flavoring," not good

tobacco . . . that leaves unwanted

aftermaths. Play safe. Smoke pure-

tobacco O.G$. They leave nothing

behind but pleasant recollections. ^CHJH ^

NO ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS TO TAINT THE BREATH... OR STAIN
O p. Lorillard Co., Inc.

THE TEETH
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CROSS SECTION OF

FRENCHm SHOWN

Exhibition Opened Yesterday in

Lawrence Includes Forty

Canvasses

,\ diversified collection of coiitcinporary

piiinliiiKS, representiiiK the Paris School

from fairly conservative work to the results

of the more mo<lernislic tendencies,

opened yesterday in Lawrence Mall under

lli(
auspices of the College Art Associ-

„( I,, I, "The Petit«8 Tuilcries Exposition"

,i„ it iH railed, includes 40 paintings from

tlic Konle de Paris which will be on view

(luily i'"'" October 24 from 9 tx) 12 a. m.,

fnmi 2 to 4 p. m., and on Sundays from 2

to T) p. m.

The exhibition, which represents a cross-

gpction of modern French painting, is inter-

est inn, according to Professor Weston, not

only to show what is being done in Paris,

|,„t 10 compare the French .School with

111,, conteinporary American, it being the

purpose of the Art. Department to con-

(iriiip this year .the exhibitions of American

work which have been popular during the

piisl f(W seasons.

In presenting these exhibits through

the year, it is the intention of the Depart-

ment of Fine Arts to bring before the

stiideiils different phases of the art. of

etipeeially contemporary masters, but also

the works, from time to time, of other

periods.

The "Petitcs Tuilerics" collection comes

Id Williainstown after a showing at the

Wildeiistein Galleries in New York where

it nil meted no little attention and was

Imiled as one of the principal signs of the

usual revival of art each aut umn. Alt hough

many of the names of the artists are un-

familiar, there are also several painters

who have been represented here jwcviously.

The e.vhibit waa charactpri/.ed by Professor

Weston as "distinguished by a subtle use

of oolor and compositional design."

Hell-iliversificd subject matter is included

- still-life, landscapes, interiors, nude

si tidies and draped ligures.

Although the paintings were collected

in Paris by painters who live and work

there, they are not necessarily the work of

French artists. The reason for the in-

ehisioii of other elements in the French

Exhibition lies in the fact that French

Art per sc, ap)>car8 to have become stag-

niinl, and that the force and virility which

miiy he found in many of the jjaintings an?

the contribution of a foreign element.

Marcel Gromairf's Phonograph Hemrd

was deseribed by the New York Herald

Triliiinc recently as little more than fla-

lirant caricature. It is a picture of a nude

woiimn holding the familiar disc over a

phiinogra|)h. The artist takes his deaigii

from the ])erfect arc of the record and dis

torts the various parts of the woman's

body until they arc in keeping with the

initial object. Although Ciromaire has

been dtwcribed as dashing, daring, bitter,

and cold, it would seem that the incon-

sistency of a body distorted to accord with

(Continued on Fifth Page)

D. Smith '34 Medalist in

College Golf Tournament

Turning in two excellent rounds of 77
and 79, D. Smith '34 leads the (pialifying

round in the fall College golf tournament,
closely followed by Gagliardi '34, who had
a 77 and an 82 for a total of 159, three

strokes behind Smith. The list of Hi

qualifiers includes Captain Noe '32, and
SI. Clair '33, of last year's Varsity, and the

live members of last season's undefeated

Freshman team; while only one member of

the class of 1935 succeeded in (jualifying.

The first round of the draw, which has

been posted in the <dub house, must be

played off by Monday aflernoon, October

19th, or the players will be detaiilled.

The draw is as follows:—St. Clair '33 vs.

Capps '31; Berry '35 vs. Strati on '32;

Morton '34 vs. Haas '33; Smith, D. '34 vs.

Hersback '32; (jagliardi '34 vs. Roy, H.

'34; Carey '32 vs. Linen '34; Gillett '34 vs.

Rayner '34; Noe '32 vs. Bancroft, G. '33.

MOUNTAIN DAY MARKED

BY W. 0. C. EXCURSIONS

Eighty Men Participate in Trips

Ranging from Killington to

Mt. Greylock

Middlebury Shuts Out
Williams Harriers, 40-15

ST. STEPHEN'S LOSES

SOCCER CONTEST, 3-2

Mears and Earl Score in Opening

Game of Season; Catherall

Stars at Full

O'BRIEN IS REELECTED

PRESIDENT OF JUNIORS

Steele, Griffin, Named to Student

Council, with Sargent for

Honor Committee

Lacking ability to score in critical mo-
ments t he Williams soccer team eked out a

3-2 vi(;tory over St. Stephens in the last

quarter Saturday afternoon in the opening

game of the season. Catherall showed up

well on the defense, which worked well

during most of the contest ; but many
siMring opportunities were lost because of

the faulty passing and erratic shooting of

the Purple team.

The j)lay during the first period was

rather fast, with the ball in the visitors'

territory a good bit of the time, and in the

last minutes of play when Good took a nice

pass from I he outride left and scored past

Michel, the Purple goalie. Catherall and

Danner broke u]> several potential scores

for t'<e Saii'ts hy inter "i-'i.ng passes ai;d

making nice kicks to the midfield. In the

second ptTiod Mears made the first Wil-

liams tally and tied the score when he

evaded Symons about 25 yards from the

goal.

A few minutes later Earl dribbled down

the field and after a double jjass with

Horton he kicked the hall past the goalie

to ])Ut Williams in the lead, 2-1. Almost

inunediately following the face-off, the

St. iStephens line look the ball down the

field into scoring position to the left of the

cage where Milton booted it in for the last

visiting score. The remainder of the

fK!riod and the entire third quarter went

scoreless with many attempts on each goal.

Farly in the last canto Mears followed up a

kick of Moran, who had entered the game

for Bacon, and rushed the ball past the

goalie to give Williams the lead, which it

held till the end of the game.

The line-up follows:

WILLIAMS (3) ST
Mears o.l.

Franklin i.l.

Boyd c.

Earl o.r.

Horton i.r.

Mountain Day, a Williams tradition for

more than 75 years, was observed last

Friday by the imdcrgraduate l)ody with a

variety of excursions and hikes, outstand-

ing among which were trips under the

auspices of the Williams Outing Club to

Mt. Greylock, Mt. Killington and Straton

Pond, near Glastonbury, Vermont. An
unjjrecedented total of 50 men took advan-

tage of the Outing Club's arrangements in

addition to over 30 who went out in inde-

))endent parties.

About 10.00 A. M. Thursday morning a

party of 17 left Williainstown under the

leadership of Brown and Haynes '32 and

spent the day ascending Mt. Greylock, re-

turning about 5.00 P. M. Another party

of ten lead by Burnett '32, .setting out early

Thursday afternoon in the rain, s|>ent the

night sleeping in the open on the summit of

Greylock, and returned about noon the

next day. Those in the overnight triij

included: Burnett and Noel '32, Arnold,

Bates, and Salisbury '34; and H. Hubbell,

.lohnston, Summerhayes, Whittlesley, and

Wohnus '35; while the following were

away only for the day: Brown and Haynes
'32, C. Austin, Bound, Boyle, and Perry

'34, Bartle, Grundy, Dayton, Iloyt, Lud-

low, McVeigh, Morgan, Newkom, and

Palmer '35.

A group of seven under the leadership of

Woodruff '33 left Thursday afternoon

about 5.00 to climb Mt. Killington and

Mt. Pico, near Rutland, Vt., spent the

night at the Long Trail Lodge, and return-

ed to Williamstown after a hike of over 14

miles Friday afternoon. Another party,

which included Snowdcn, and II. Webster

'33 and S. Ogilvie '34, led by Assistant

Dean Leonard abandoned their intention of

spending the night at Straton Pond on

account of very bad weather, and stayed

in Glastonbury, Vt. instead Those who

went on the Killingtou-Pico trip were:

Woodruff '33, Olmsted '32, Northrop,

Owen and Stocker '34, Alden '35 and Mr.

Hunt of the Biology Department.

As a result of these Mountain Day ex-

cursions, Brown '32, Arnold and Boyle '34

have completed the requirements for key

membership in the Williams Outing Club;

while C. Ray, '33, Salisbury '34, Grundy,

Newkom, Palmer and Whittlesey '35 are

now eligible for regular membership in the

organization; in addition twelve other

freshmen lack only one mountain for this

distinction.

Shutting the Purple harriers out of the

first five j)laces, and placing their seven

men in the first eight, the visiting Middle-

bury cross-country team last Saturday

swamped the local runners in the initial

meet of the season for both teams by a

40-15 scon!. The raw. was more than a

minute and a half slower than the Taconic

course record of 28 minutes 29 8e<'ond», set

by T. Goodbody against R. P. 1. in 1929.

The Vermont team had the advantage

of several days more practice, and showed

its boiler condition in grouping its men so

well up. The fact that it was the first

ra(« of the year was held to account for the

I)Oor time of 30 minutes 8 seconds. Cap-

tain Roy, of Williams, was forced out of

the race in the last la)), leaving Fisher, the

first Purple runner, to pla(« sixth. The
Middlebury aggregation bunched .Seymour,

Glazier and Sears in first i)laee and Carter

and Jillson in second. Captain Harwood,

of the visitors, jjlaced seventh, followed by

D. Short, his teammate. Bruckner anil

(Continued on Pllth Page)

BOWDOIN CRUSHED

BY WILLIAMS, 25-0

Fumbles Mar Visitors' Attack as

Purple Line Shows Strong

Defensive Play

SENN, MARKOSKI, TUTTLE
ACCOUNT FOR 25 POINTS

Captain Ricker of Bowdoin Is Sole

Maine Threat ; Wood Stars

in Purple Line

Arthur Livingston O'Brien, of Garden

City, L, I., Benjamin Killam Steele, of

Rochester, N, Y., and Thomas Henry

Oriffin, of Philadelphia, Pa., were elected

president, vice president, and secretary-

treasurer of the Class of 1933 in the ballot-

ing held last week. At the same time,

Christopher Smith Sargent, of Garden

City, was chosen member of the Honor

System Committee. The three class offi-

cers will form the Junior class representa-

tives on the Student Council.

O'Brien prepared for Williams at St.

Paul's School, where he won letters in foot-

hall, swimming, and baseball, and was also

a member of the Student Council. Since

''oming here, he has twice before been

elected president of his class, and was a

member of his class football, hockey, an<l

hn.scball teams. Last fall he was on the

Varsity football squad. Before coming to

Williams, Steele attended l/oomis, where
he was president of both the Stvidcnt

Council and the Christian Association,

vice president of his class, and secretary of

the Athletic Council. He was active in

(Continued on Flltb Page)

COLUMBIA TURNS BACK

CARDINAL ELEVEN, 37-0

Union's Last-Minute Score Brings

7-6 Victory Over Amherst

at Schenectady

All the fighting spirit and football cun-

ning of Captain Ricker of Bowdoin could

not prevent Tiittle, Markoski, Bilder and a

smooth-running Purjile ma<^liine from

crossing the Maine goal lin<! four times last

Saturday afternoon on Weston Field.

Never threatening, the Bowdoin eleven

seemed powerless to hinder the progress of

Williams. Tultle and Fowle slid off

tackle for substantial gains time after

time; while the line was opening gaping

holes in the opposing forward wall for

Bilder, and Markoski and Fowle were

passing accurately to Foehl at left end.

The Williams eleven began to play foot-

ball from the moment the opening whistle

'Little Theatre' to Give

Two Plays in November

STEPHENS (2)

Spahr

Mitton

Good
Maldy
Savage

(Continued on Second Page)

October 16 Issue of 'Cow'

to Take Fling at Rushing

Appearing for the first time this fall on

October Hi, the Williams Purple Cow will

devote its pages chiefly to rushing, with

both literary and artistic contributions

treating the subject. Prominent among

the articles will be the "Guessing Game"

of local celebrities, a psychoanalysis of

freshmen, burlesquing a recent Recohu

editorial, and a description of the ardent

rushing of several decades ago.

The premiere is reported to be replete

with special departments, "Life on the

Campus," "Radical Ratiocinations," and

the Faculty Column appearing again, with

Mr. Birdsall, the Faculty nishing arbiter

being the subject of the latter. The

"Ratiocinations" will be the best of last

year's ofTcrings. P^lsewhere an expose of

George Washington will appear. Rabbitt

'32, F. K. Davis and Vredenburg '33, are

amcmg the contributors.

The cover is by Hauser '32. Numerous

drawings and sketches will enliven the

I)ages, F. K. Davis '33 and Moro '34 being

the chief contributors. Additional ma-

terial includes work by MacVanc, Chap-

pell, and Goodwillie '33.

The Williams Lillle Theatre has chosen

for its November bill two i)lays, Moliere's

Le Malade Imaginaire, and Gloria Mundi,

by Patricia Brown. Although the date

of the performance has not yet been settled

definitely, these two plays will probably

be presented in Jesup Hall on Friday

evening, November 13.

Active work began on Monday when

try-outs were held at four, and after su))-

per in Jesup. With only three weeks and a

half left, the choice of the cast will be com-

pleted soon, and intensive rehearsing will

begin shortly.

Both Little Three rivals suffered defeat

at the hands of teams also on the Purple

schedule last Saturday afternoon while the

Williams machine was administering a 25-0

beating to the Polar Bears on Weston Field.

Lou Little's 1931 gridmen journeyed down

to Middlctown, an<l took Wesleyan into

camp 37-0; and Amherst lost to Union,

7-(), on a touchdown in the last three

minutes of play. Rochester, next week's

opimnent, turned back Hamilton, 13-0.

Once again the story of the Columbia

game was the saga of Hewitt. Crossing

the poal-line three times, booting a loni'

field goal, and scoring tw.i points afJ-^r

touchdown, the Blue and White captain

accounted for a total of 23 points in the

game that marked Wesleyan's one-hun-

dredth anniversary and the close of its

football relationships with larger institu-

tions. Playing without the services of

their captain. Bill Tirrell, the Cardinal and

Black made but one first down as against

19 completed by the visitors, and were en-

tirely unable to penetrate the Columbia

line.

At the same time, the Sabrina gridmen

were losing a heartbreaking game to Union

over in Schenectady by the slim margin of

one point. After apparently sewing the

contest up with a touchdown late in the

third period after Substitute W^arner's 50-

yard dash up the field, the Amherst de-

fense weakened, and Whelan, Union full-

back, let loose three successive passes that

turned the balance of victory when Lippitt

kicked the point after touchdown. Union

made 17 first downs for a total of 343

yards, and held the Lord Ephs to nine first

downs and 137 yards from scrimmage.

PJay Proceeds Slowly

in Rockwood Tourney

statistics of the Game
First downs made by Williams 16

Bowdoin 3

Passes attempted by Williams Hi

Bowdoin 10

Passes completed by Williams 2

Bowdoin 2

Yards gained by passes Williams 98

Bowdoin 45

Average yards gained

by passes Williams 14

Bowdoin 22.5

Yards gained from scrimmage

Williams 349

Bowdoin 1 1

1

Williams 5

Bowdoin 9

Williams 31

Bowdoin 33.0

Yards lost by penalties Williams 70

Bowdoin 5

Number of punts

Average yards punt.

soimded. Smoothly running ball-carriers

followed adequate interference; 43% of

attempted forward passes dropped into

wailing arms to pile up the total of yards

gained by Williams to 349. Between

times, the defense was stopping Ricker

and his colleagues at the line, holding them

to 111 yards gained during the 60 minutes

of play.

The visitors' courage seemed to wane

during the first period when their attacks

were marred by frequent fumbles, and

though an obvious attempt had been made
by their coaching staff to center (he offense

around diminutive, fleet Captain Ricker,

the Bowdoin line could never make open-

ings large enough for him to strike through

to the broken field where he is most skillful.

The game as a whole showed a much-
(Contlnued on Plftti Page)

Rhodes Candidates Announced

President Garfield has selected the

following candidates from the class of

1932 to represent Williams in applica-

rion for Rhodes Scholarships: To apply

in Massachusetts, E. W. Lakin, H. A.

Mark, R, B. Reeves, Jr., G. B. Turner,

G. Van Sant, Jr.; to apply in Ohio, T.

J. Wood.
These candidates will appear before

the Committee of Selection in their

respective states on December 5th.

Two men from the total group of candi-

dates in each state will be nominated at

that time, and a few days later at a

meeting of the District Committees

throughout the country not more than

four men from each of the eight dis-

tricts will receive the .Scholarship award.

CALENDAR

lor

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13

0.00 p. m.—Second rushing period

freshmen.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16

6.00 p. m.—Third rushing {leriod for fresh-

men.

Only one second round match has been

completed in the tennis tournament for the

Rockwood Cup, play in which has been

held up by the ruling of the Interfraternity

Council against matches between fresh-

men and upperclassmen, until after rush-

ing. Seven first-round matches have been

played.

Second round match completed—Beal

'32 defeated R. G. Morton '34 (6-4, 0-3).

First round matches completed—O'Don-

nell '34 defeated White '35; Hiles '35 de-

feated Wise '35 (6-4, 6-0); Campaigne '34

defeated Gait '35 (default) ; E. J. Shepard

'35 defeated Schwartz '32 (6-1, 6-2);

Hapgood '35 defeated W. B. Martin '34

(6-3, 6-0); Greenlee '34 defeated Taylor

'34 (6-0, 6-2); A. B. Jones '35 defeated

Wilcox '35 (6-2, 6-2).

1934 ELECTS DAVIS ANDRHDADES

Latter Is Also Chosen Member of

Honor System Committee

1935 Soccer Men Practice

After two weeks of practice, the 1935

soccer team is shaping up well for its en-

coimter with Deerfield October 31. As

yet. Coach Bellerose declines to give any

information concerning the probable se-

lection for the team, but states that his

squad of 45 shows considerable promise,

and playe<l well in its 2-1 victory over the

sophomore team last week.

Carl Davis, of Evanston, 111., an<l John

H. Rhoadcs, of Sharon, Conn., were

elected to the Student Council as a result

of the mail ballot recently conducted by

the cla.ss of 1 934. According to the system

installed last year, they will hold the |)o-

sitions of president and secretary-treas-

urer of the Sophomore class, respectively.

Ilhoades was also named to the Honor

System Committee.

Davis i)re]>ared for Williams at Evans-

ton Township School, where he was pres-

ident of both his class, and the Student

Council, and was also a member of the

football and swimming teams. He con-

tinued bot h t hcse sports last year, earning

his numerals, and this fall he is regular

guard on the Varsity eleven. He was

president of the Freshman class last year,

and served as a member of the Student

Council. After preparing at Hotchkiss,

where he was a memlwr of the ( Jlec Club,

manager of the orchestra, and advertising

manager of the Literary Monthly, Rhoadcs

sjient a year at the University of Arizona.

At Williams, he is a member of the Glee

Club, and also the editorial board of

The RKfoHD. He has l)ecn active in the

Boys' Club work, and was one of the co-

organizers of the Crusader group on the

Williams campus.

I'f
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ZERO-HOUR WARNING FOR FRESHMEN
by William A. H. Birnie '31

{The following editorial, written by Senior Associate Editor Birnie of the IUSI

Recoki) Hoard, was awarded second prize in the James H. Dunbar Student Life Prize

Essay Contest for 19S1 ).

Midsl tl (leliiKP of stiff collars, formal introductions, free cigarettes, awkwtird coti-

vorsatloiiid Uills, and iiewly-pre,ssed suits, the mutual bows have been made between

fratornily and I'ro.shnien in those heterogeneous nathcrinKS called first dates. The

freshman has b(»n met at the sacred portal hy Brother E— , suitably equipped with

a fraternity pin on his vest and perhaps a Gargoyle pin on his tie; he has been guided

gracefully to Brother II- 's study, .studiously arranged for the occasion; painstakingly,

he has been (|uestioned about "old Hank Snodgrass back at Exeter—or perhajis he went

to Aiulovor after all"; he has been cigarette-ed, and sandwich-etl, and made to jump

up and down till his knees were weary; and finally, at "the far-off sound of a silver

bell," he has been led ceremoniously to the door and bid a cordial goodnight. And all

for the purpose of allowing the fortunate freshman an opportunity to see for himself

the glories of dear old I'si I'si I'si which, most ol)viously, outshine all the other

luminaries on the campus.

\'('S, it's a great show, since the upperclassmen play their parts with a skill and

finesse which would do credit to a Broadway professional; probably those first-nighters,

the freshmen, seeing all from free, front-row scats, are carried away with enthusiasm,

applauding loudest when the acting is the best.

Yet, Ti'K Rufono seizes its opportunity to offer a bit of detached and iinprejii-

iliced dramatic criticism by repeating its advice of a week or so ago: judge the frn-

ternity mlely iijion that standard for which it exists: to foster amgeniality and friendship;

and dnn't rush in headlong. After all, clean-shaven faces do not assure congeniality,

nor do astute eomments on Saturday's football game guarantee friendship. The

capacity for true fraternal spirit is of finer stuff than mere social graces; and it is dis-

covered only by the discerning eye which discounts superficialities in favor of the more

vital considerations.

Your duty in rushing, more essential than the attem|)t to make a pleasing im-

pression (for pleasing impressions are the result of a vague, God-given equipment rather

thiui studied effort at repartee), is to develop this discriminating eye for potential con-

geniality. Forget the fact, however attractive it may seem, that the blonde across

the room appears to have lieen created only for dinner coats and theatre parties, and

that the rather stout individual on your left writes editorials for The Record. For

the freshman who pledges to a house because a football tackle called him by his first

name discovers loo often at breakfast the next day that this same tackle is utterly

oblivious of his very existence.

Instead, do everything in your power to get a line on the s/iirit of the house, the

lype of fellows. Watch how the brothers treat each other when they are off their good

behavior for a moment; decide if you would like to play bridge and go to the movies

with this young man, not this baseball manager, or editor, or Gargoyle. The upper-

classmen are sitting back comfortably during these second dates to size you up—sit

back yourself and do the same. Finally, with the little opportunity offeretl, scru-

tinize painstakingly the freshmen which the fraternities are entertaining, for these

men are the prospective members of your own delegation; consider whether these are

the fellows with whom you would enjoy sitting down to three meals a day, twenty-one

meals a week ... for four years.

In short, make the most of every chance to judge, on the basis of congeniality,
the fraternities in which you are interested and which appear to be interested in you.
For Friday evening will find the hooks closed, the seal placed, when you march proudly
ilown the stairs of some fraternity house with a shining pledge pin upon your lapel,

amidst a group of dimly familiar faces, brothers in bond for four years—perhaps the
happiest years of your life if you are able to keep a level head during this one hectic
week.

As the inevitable corollary to the above advice, we wish to suggest that, should
you fail to receive a bid from a house which seemed to promise congeniality, nothing
is more absurd or injurious to yourself than to accept a bid for the sole iiurpose of being
among the mystically elect, the fraternity members. For, given a few weeks, you will

discover that there is no sorrier sight on the Williams campus thim the man who is

l)ound by indestrutitiblc fraternal vows to a group of men with whom he has nothing in
common, for whom he has no particular liking, and who, in turn, may entertain a cordial
dislike for him. His plight is sad, but irremediable .... Likewise, should you re-
ceive no bids at all, don't allow yourself to be a victim of that infernal process called
"last minute rushing," whereby a house, which has failed to fill its quota of freshmen,
attempts to entice into its folds men whom it did not earlier deem worthy of a hid!
Such tactics serve merely to expose the weakness of the fraternity, and the fact that
it bases its judgment of freshmen uixtn numbers alone, disregarding character, adapta-
bility, and capacity for fricndshii)—the very qualit ies which form the only just criterion.

And the freshman who is pledged under such conditions is completely deprived of the
opporttmity for exercising his own judgment; he takes a leap into aiiysmal blackness
from which it is impossible to emerge.

For those men who receive cither no bids or only unpromising ones, there is an
open hand of friendship extended by the Commons Club where the allegiance is

unhiniling. Here, the freshman can take a sojourn, weighing at his ease the Irateriial

opportunities which are o|)on to him; and, should his maturctl judgment incline him
in the direct ion of a certain fraternity, ho is at liberty to leave the Cluh without arousing
the slightest vestige of ill feelings. On the other hand, should he feel it advisable or
necessary to remain at the Club, he can rest aa8ure<I of spending his four years at
Williams with a thoroughly congenial and a thoroughly likeable bunch of fellows.

And BO, our last words to you men who are about to make your final decisions on
fraternity matters are the first: judge the fraternity solely upon that standard for

which it exists; and don't rush in headlong.

Communications

, Ill 1 1 Ill inmiimiiiimimiii ic impression that the WillianiH action was
' • advocated with the expectation that the

money "saved" would be stored away in

I family vaults. It was not. The money

1 will undoubtedly all hv spent; but, it is

I
reasonable to expect, in wiser fashions, or

at least, in ways more calculated to send

: Althougli communiiHliiins may bo published

s unsigned. If so rouuosted, tl"' nane of the writer

I must in evorv caso bo submitlod to the o ;ilor.

I The Hoard assumes no responsibility, however,
_

I for tl o faits as stated, nor lor the o|>iiiiou»
|

* expressed in this dopartii eat. £
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"DIRTY WORK"
To the Editor of Ti:k Wii.ma.mh Riocohi),

Dear Sir:

President (iarfield's suggestion that Fall

house parties be given up this year con-

tains something of an economic fallacy.

Why take it out on the musicians and sup-

pliers'? The average Williams fiunily is

not so hard pressed as all that. Knowing

the Administration's prejudice against

house parties anyway, one suspects "dirty

work at th(^ cross-roads."

(Signed) A. L. Saunders 'il/,

"SUFFERING FROM A HANG-OVER"

To the Editor of The Williams Re( ohd.

Dear Sir:

This met my eye over my ntMghlior's

shoulder on the subway this morning.

Thought you might be interested.

Sincerely,

(Signed) /. F. Allen \iO

{Daily News, Friday, October!), 1931).

This is a time of grave dejjrcssion, to

lift a line from the series of cartoons now

running just across the way from this

column. The depression is a result of

over-production, of a superfluity of things

to eat, wear and use.

And into this time of grave depression

President Harry A. tlarfield, of ancient

anil honoreil Williams College, injects one

of the most surprising suggestions we have

yet heard.

As in the case of most colleges, the young

men living in Williams College fraternity

houses are accustomed to give house

parties about this time twery Fall. They
invite their girl frienils to these parties

and turn over the fraternity hou.scs to

them. The men bunk around the college

as be.st they may. The girls are carefully

chaperoned. There is dancing and song,

romance and courtshi|i. The house jiarty

lasts two or three days. It is paid for by

asses.smciits levied only on the men who
invite girls to the party, the average cost

being from .$10 to $20 per man.

President Garfield now suggests that the

fraternities call off the house [jartics at

Williams t.his Fall because of the depres-

sion. He suggests, rather, that the sug-

gestion come from the fraternities tluMii-

selves, instead of from him, and he now
awaits the fraternities reply—all of which

is as delicate a way of putting on the

thumbscrews as wc know of.

Dr. Garfield's thought is that the saving

of money thus effected will benefit the

boys' parents directly and the country,

in some vague hut vital way, indirectly,

not to mention setting a splendid example

to other colleges and universities.

Our conviction is that Dr. Garfield is

seriously in error.

To interfere with any group of young
people's time of romance anil courtship

is bad enough. It's by way of being a

stab at the future of the race.

But a.side from that important aspect

of the Garfield idea, how about the

economic aspect?

Those house parties will mean the spend-

ing of $5,000 or more in Williamstown,

Mass., seat of Williams College. The
$5,000 will go for food, light, music,

flowers, gasoline, tire rubber—for any
number of commodities of which we have
too much and which need to he used up if

the depression is to lift. Most of the girls

will buy new clothes, hats and shoes for

the house parties. They'll spend money
for railroad or plane tickets; and so on.

Dr. Garfiekl is evidently suffering from
a hangover from the time when he was
Federal Fuel Administrator during the
World War. Then, it was a fine thing for

him to urge us all to conserve coal burned
in homes and office buildings, because the
coal was needed for munitions factories

and troop transports. But now, when we
have too much of almost everything you
can mention, his proposal to cancel the
Williams house parties is merely another
manifestation of the; hoarding state of
mind which, far too widely prevalent, is

helping to prolong the depression.

We're sure the fraternities at Williams
will not voluntarily make the suggestion
which Dr. C.arfield suggests that they
make. We sincerely hope that ways won't
be found to eaust; them to make the sugges-
tion involuntarily.

Editor's Note: The economic "fallacy"
at the root of the College houseparty
action is the proposition that, in times as
difficult aa these, wise spentling, imme-
diately directed into main channels of
trade, is preferable to any spending.

Both Mr. Saunders, and the cditoriid
writer for the Big City's "finest" are ap-
parently lalmring ^ndcr the err«net)us

the fumis directly into the main stream of

trade.

Machiavellianism'? The President clear-

ly pledged his word that there was no

intent to take advantage of the child-like

minds under his care.

Pressure'? If the Administration wished

to end, or posti)oiie houst' parlies it would

not have to ask the student body's ap-

proval.

Infirmary

Mace '35 was the only patient in the

Thompson Infirmary when The Record

went to press on Monday cveninK,
I

all coses of serious illiicBs the i>areiils of ih'

student eoncorned are iminediatciv *

tified.
""•

St. Stephen's Loses

Soccer Contest, 3-2
(Continued from First Page)

Danner

Lambert

Smith (e)

Van Sant

Catherall

Michel

Substitutions

worth for Hoyd;

l.h.

c.h.

r.h.

l.f.b.

r.f.b.

'<''|)|)I(T

l^yiiuiiis

Wliiu.

I'aul

•"lilHteiij

WILLIAMS \Va,|^

Bacon for Franklin, lioyi|

for Wiulsworlh, Whilakt^r for .Smith

Richmond for Danner, Moran for Macon

ST. STEPHENS- None. Heleroi.^

Kirkland. Time '2'2 minute (pmrl its

w
<7^

. . . siI the e/e^cince of
a /Raccoon Coat~
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PRICE $55.00
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COLLEGE WEAR. NO OBLIGATION ON YOUR PART,

At Bern is'

TODAY AND TOMORROfV

Tom Carlson, Representative

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER. Managar

68 Main Street -:- North Adam*
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A PROFOUND POET
.l/ii»/iiVi» "' tlif Pool-. Uy Kdwin Arlington

Rol)iii8oii. (MucMilliin. SI, 75).

Tlic first two pages are spleiulid; and

I he rest?—well, the rest in Ilohinson. It is

oliscurc, it is subtle, it is grave ever.v-

(liiiiKi ill other words, that the name of this

|iii{'t lias eonie to imply. It muHl be a

IryinK task to be a major poet; |)eo|>le

(.\|iecl HO little from one. He has to

iniiiiler his mother to get any attention,

or I'oiirse people remnni/x- his eminence,

iKid gravely and pronoiiiu^e him a signifi-

niiil literary figure, but then (hey go read

()t;<len Nasli instead. Hy the lime a

vci'.Hi'-weaver has reached the pinnacle, the

lir.st lyrical flavcjr has loft hi.s work. Too
iil'lcn in his sui>remacy, he be(!omcs a wise

Ici'linician rather than an enchanting

s|iiiit. Hut even in the beginning Kdwin
Arlington Robinson was never a Shelley,

never an aesthete's poet. For sweep,

beauty, pageantry, he did strive, and in

"Tristram" gave of them unslinlingly.

F(ir murky inlrosi)ec(ion he strove and in

f'livender's House" convinruid critics and

pulilie that he had achieved a chef d'oeuvre

()1 esoteric philosophy.

Now the sails are beginning to slide

down the mast, and with this new narra-

ilvc, "Matthias at the Door" we are cer-

laiii that the decline into senile speculation

liii.s.seltled on him. If you will pardon the

iiTi'vcrent parody, this ikjw poem tells of

Life that was like death, but was not

death.

Yet something closer to a time

That was still something of a silence

Stirring timeless fingers to arouse

new life

111 leaves long lying in the loam.

Which, we hope, is as nieaningle.ss as

iMiK'h of Robinson's vaunted insight into

the inlcllccl. Simply beeavisc he talks of

iilislniclioiis as if they were his dogs, is no

[iriidf thill he is nearer to truth than an

nriliiiary mortal. When a poet writes in

riiignias, it is well to read with skepticism.

\iid above all must the reader beware the

iiiivitabic parado.Ncs, like canny pitfalls,

that Ihniiig the jjages.

At least lli(^ reailer has the aid of ehrono-

\t>li\ni\ order, which may be on account of

the mess that resulted from the use of the

I'niu.slian method in "The Glory of the

Nightingales." (hirstory is of four people
who are worn out by life, for in spite of all

the .surface panoply in "Tristram", if is

nith sick sfails and soiled pennants that

Kdbiiison prefers to treat rather than with

ciigcr faces and blazing flags. Thus he hius

selected the wan account of how Garth,
.Natalie, and Timberlake, one by one,

ilescendcd into the ravine of death and
liiiik Iheirown lives at the dark rock there,

lliiit was like an Egyptian tomb; and of

liiiw Matthias was turne<l back at the door
liy the shade of Garth commanding him to

return and rebuild the fallen tower of his

lil'c, and this time to build it .strong and
safe.

Similar to the jihrase Garth uses to

describe the abode of Matthiius "like the

last of everywhere" is the feeling one has

^ilioiit the emotions presented. They are

iii'ver bohl, hardy, yearning sensations;

they are the last, pale, dying dregs of

emotions. All the tragedy arises from
the visit Garth pays to Matthias in Part I.

I'or in Garth we see the personification of

failure—"alive more with indifference

Ihan with life"— opposed to the symbol of

material success -Matthias. Yet by his

lowly death Garth makes the other's

mighty structure of priilc and wealth

WAMPANOAG LODGE
Sand Springs

WILLIAMSTOWN

Students, Visitors and Families

accommodated on notice

Mrs. Ernest Coons, Proprietress

Tel. Williamstown 44-W

Seyi Garagermour s
SPRING STREET

TAXI GARAGE 111
Service to all trains in Williamatown

by order

'ruiiibh'. Through this man, Robinson
reveals us the chamclcr of his hero whos(>
"blindness lo his insignificance was like
another faith and wcjiild not die." And
in one of lh(. (ii,,.„| phruses, (jarth says to
Matthias thai ho i« created "sfi wrapped
in rectitude thai even your eyes are
filmed a little with it."

All this assurance and posilion gnaws at
his ostensibly ciailiniled wife, Natalie,
until shecoidcsMcsId him thai inspirit she
has been unfaithful, with his friend Tindn'r-
lakc. As a barrier lii't ween t he I wo lovers
(like the (mill of 'I'rislram to Mark) stands
the aged device of gnuilud(! Ilial Timber-
lake must feel to Mallhias for saving his

life from fire. When Natalie stands up to

tell her husband Ihc Inith, she does it

honestly and couragccjusly, but unfortu-
nately lh(! ensuing (|ii«rrel scene is so trite

that iniicl] of (li(. fine cITeet is lost. Il is

odd that this should be ko when the author
takes such pains to contrive new patterns

of speech the rest of Ihc lime, especially

in his intidiluclory physical descriptions of

the <diaracters a vivid novclly to rejoice

in, even if one realizes it is a fori'cd a<'bieve-

ment.

After the bitter 8eparati<m scene, Natalie

in her tnin goes (hiwn to death at that

tomb-door in the ravine beside the house

of Matthias. The third tragedy concerns

the similar death of Timberlake, returning

to carry out the motif of Egyptian Suii'idc

until it is alnio.sl a theme cliche. Mut

since there was really nothing else to do
with the poor fellow, we suppose it's all

right to give him the death deposition.

The ending is one big ethical les.son

about casting away pride luid wealth in

bivor of humble hunnuiily. .All very I rue, no
doubt, but rather excruciating as il comes
from the righteous lips of New lOngland
UobiiiBon. One doesn't much <'are what
salvation C(jines lo any of his characters,

because Ihey have no reality; they arc
merely dun-colored masks listlessly moulh-
ing Profound Poet Robinson's aphorisms.
Here are two .samples of the (Ireal Truth
lo be found in tin' book;

"I'ity is like a knife .sometimes, and it may
pierce one who employs il

More slu'ewdly than the victim il would
.save."

"—Half the grief

Of living is our not seeing wliiit's not lo be

Bef(jre we see too well."

In loto, we discover nolhiiig of value in

"Matthias At The Door" except a restate-

ment of the author's philosophy of resig-

natiim and service. At least il is more
compact ami concise than "The Cilory of

the Nightingales", hut it lacks the singing

mystery of that poem.

Mr. Robinson had best turn to fresh

woods and pastures new before his foiuit

runs dry.

Finis

(Signe<l)

Filzrmj K. Dnvix.

DON'T MISS

WIGGINS OLD TAVERN
At Hotel Northampton

"An Inn of Colonial Charm"
Northampton, Mass.

Popular Prices Excellent Food
Blue Plates and Specials, 50c up also a la carte

Same Menu in all Dining Rooms

ROOM RATES for College Men, $2.00 and Up

Lewis N. Wiggins, Prop.

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

MOISTURE-PROOF CELLOPHANE
Sealed Tight" Ever

The Unique
HUMIDOR
PACKAGE

Zip
and it's open!

See the new notched tab on the

top of the package. Hold down

one half with your thumb. Tear

off the other half. Simple. Quick.

Zlpi That's all. Unique! Wrapped

in dust-proof, moisture-proof,

germ-proof Cellophane. Clean, protected,

neat, FRESH! -what could be more modern

than LUCKIES' improved Humidor package-

so easy to open! Ladies - the LUCKY tab is - your

linger nail protection,

mm****
Made of the finest tobaccos — The

Cream of many Crops - LUCKY STRIKE alone

offers the throat protection of the exclusive

"TOASTING" Process which includes the use of

modern Ultra Violet Rays — the process that

expels certain biting, harsh irritants noturally

present In every tobacco leaf. These expelled

irritants are not present in your LUCKY STRIKE!

"
They're out -so fhey can't be inl" No wonder

LUCKIES are always kind to your throat.

64

It's toasted"
Your Throat Protection ^ against Irritation — against cough

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps

that '^Toasted'' Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN-Th« Lucky
Strike Dance Orchir«cra

every Tueiday^ Thuri-

day and Saturday eve*

ning over N.fi.C*

n«tworl(«»

e IMl, Th« AmarlemTobM^o Co. . Ilfrt-
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A Lower Price

For more than thirty years the name
Rosenberg in a man's clothes has

expressed the ultimate in gentlemen's

dress. We consider it an achievement
therefore to be able to present this

Fall, a range of importations at lower

price.

THE

tOi'* CHAPEl, STHKKT
NEW IIAVBN

16 KAST 52^" STRKBT
NKW VORK

Representative

MIKE HARRISON
AT CABLE PRINDLE'S

Wednesday and Thursday

October I 4th and 1 5th

DR. FISHER LECTURES

TO CHEMICAL SOCIETY

Distinguished Alumnus Talks Here

on Rubber Chemistry and

Manufacture

Dr. Harry L. Fisher '09 spoke to the

Connecticut Valley Section of the Amer-

ican Chemical Society on Modern Rubber

Chemistry and Manufacture last Sat-

urday afternoon in the Thompson Chem-

ical Laboratory. Dr. Fisher, who, after

leaving Williams, received in 1910 a Mas-

ter's degree, and two years later a Doc-

tor's degree at Columbia, is now Chief

Chemist for the United States Rubber

Company.

The speaker, who lectured to the chem-

istry classes on Saturday morning, was

present at the luncheon of the Chemical

Society at the Williams Inn. At four

o'clock, before a group of fifty or seventy-

five, he touched on all aspects of the rubber

industry, illustrating his points with

experiments and explaining the recent

developing of new uses for rubber.

First discussing the growing of rubber

trees, he pointed out that the latex and

not the sap of the tree is tapped and that

coagulation of this substance is brought

about by acid rather than by the former

smoking process. The latex, which con-

tains 75% rubber, is then shipped to this

country.

Of interest to the students was a com-

ment he made on shoes. Old crepe soles

were made of pure rubber and conse-

quently wore out rapidly, but recently, by

a process of vulcanization which gives

rubber uniform properties in hot and cold

weather, shoe manufacturers have been

able to make the soles more durable.

He explained the use of rubber in elec-

trolysis in metal for protecting it, and how
it has been utilized in the manufacture of

(carpets and rugs to hold the fibers in place,

a process which is used on the rugs and

upholstery in Packard and Buick cars.

Describing the cord in automobile tires,

he showed why tires have more mileage

than they had ten years ago, and for the

instruction of the students he took apart a

golf ball and showed the construction of

the rubber center. He went into a more
technical discussion of artificial rubber

for the Chemical Society.

jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiL

I
ChiJde Herald I

?! I iiiiiiiiiiintiiiiiiliiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;

As expected by our readers, (if any), we
made rather a mess of our forecast of the

results of the featured football games of

last Saturday, although batting .684 after

discounting one tie game. Our fatal mis-

take was that of overestimating the

strength of Princeton, Navy and Amherst,
and of underestimating that of Carnegie,

Duke and Oregon. Our defense: the

games we missed were mostly Hobson's

choice at best.

Amid a downpour, etc., Notre Dame
and Northwestern battled vainly to a no-

decision contest—not surprising. Georgia

fulfilled our expectations, swamping Yale;

Wild Bill McCall's 84-yard return of the

opening kick-off featured as Dartmouth
took a strong Holy Cross eleven; Chicago

surprised Michigan, but fell, 13-7; Van-
derbilt showed power in winning from Ohio
State, 26-21; and Southern California and
Stanford turned in victories. However,
Oregon upset Washington.

Michigan State fell before Army's
passes; Maryland sunk the Navy (trite);

Brown administered its third successive

drubbing to Princeton. We had these

last two games all wrong. Purdue suc-

cessfully passed the Illinois stumbling

block; Columbia outclassed Wesleyan,

Hewitt starring; but Union upset the

apple-cart in nosing out Amherst, 7-6.

Carnegie, with Captain Armcntourt,

playing brilliantly, defeated Georgia Tech;

while Duke, vastly improved from last

week, scored three touchdowns against

Villanova to win easily. We also had

these figured wrong at press time, although

changing our mind by Saturday a. ni.

Bush defeated Middlebury iilniost single-

handed for M. S. C, William.s won easily,

and the Cardinals from St. I-ouis are now
champions of professional l)aseball.

iiliiiititsiiitilKtiiiiiiiiilliniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiu

I The Press Box |
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In glancing over the pai)ers of the week,

we see that "Scarface Al" Capone at last is

in the hands of the law. It is hard to real-

ize that in this day a man could possibly

accumulate the tremendous fortune which

it is alleged that Capone possesses, by

such methods as operating brothels and

running beer.

The fame of the Scarface has si)rea(l

all around the world, until now his name is

familiar in almost every language. It is

quite probable that there are other men
more powerful, more vicious, and far

wealthier than he, but his name is synon-

ymous with the entire class of criminals

created by the Eighteenth Amendment.

It would probably not be very incorrect

to say that Cajwne is today as well known
as that hero of song and story, Robin

Hood of Sherwood Forest. Today there is

little comparison between the two. Robin
Hood is the idol of little children—a be-

loved and admired myth. Capone is the

bad ogre of everyone. His name echoes

blood, sin and gunfire.

But we cannot help thinking that in )iis

day Robin Hood might have been just as

bad a character as the infamous Chi-

cagoan with just the same flare for pub-
licity that Cajjone has. We remember
that there were stories circulated last win-

ter that Capone was feeding thousands

of the unemployed from his own pocket,

and from time to time we hear indefinite

stories of his timely aid to unfortunate

widows.

Picture the year 2()31: Little 4-year

old Zoobie Zilch is sitting on his mother's

knee. A light flashes, blue, then red,

—

a strange but pleasant sound plays weird

music. A voice says "Hello folks this is

Oxchange z3f507g9 Radiotelephoto bureau
of the Amalgamated Advertisers of the

United States of Hooveronia (named for

an ancient hero). Through the courtesy

of the Baby Helicopters Inc., (Twenty-five

dollars, no more no less) we are sending to

you over the air the life of that glorious

hero of another day, Albert Capone, called

Scarface by his wicked enemies."

Then,—"Old widow Finklestein was

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths
Exclusive and Charming

Beautifully Furnished
Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

just about to be thrown out of her poverty

stricken villa at F-akc Forest by the cruel

Shcritt' of Chicago, who had stolen nil her

saloons and homes for lonesome girls.

Now he was foreclosing the niorlgnge.

The great and good Cupone wan making

merry nearby with his band of faithful

followers. There was 'Little Phil' D'An-

(Irea, the six-foot giant who was always at

his kind master's side to jnotect him from

the cruel minions of the law, and Will

'Scarlet Bergman' who managed the bus-

iness of the master.

"When news came to brave Albert over

his radio set, he straightway called his

true followers together, ordered them to

ami to the teeth, and called out the faith-

ful Rolls Royce that always carried him

to the scenes of his deeds of kindness.

Hastening to the widow's house, they

found her already in a bad way on the

floor from some poor gin that the cruel

Sheriff had poured down her throat. The

brave cohorts of the chief drew their faith-

ful machine guns and began to search for

the cruel sheriff. He was nowhere to be

found. At length, gazing out the win-

dow, 'liittle Philip' saw the Sheriff and his

man hiding in the bushes. Courageous

Albert and his men crept out of the house

and around behind the sherilT and his men.

Then they bravely raised their machine

guns and shot all ten of the Sheriff's men.

"That night while the wind was blowing

Albert and his nH>n gathered around the

Widow's fire to tell of their deeds of daring

anil of their kindnessi'.s to an oppressed

jieople. Veil! All of bake Forest echoed

that night with the sounds of their re-

joicing, for the widow had regained all of

her saloons and her homes for lonesome

girls, (iodd night Cliililren
"

licsartiis

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do it better

with Ga«

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

1

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

The Printed Word
is the Keystone
of Progress

EAGLE
Printing and Binding Co.

33 Eagle Square—Telephone 730

Pittsfield, Mass.



Bowdoin Crushed

by Williams, 25-0
(Continued from First Page)

improved Purple team easily doing i(8 will

ii^iiinst powerless opponents.

Purple Scores in Opening Moments

Till tie's opening kick-off bounded far

over the Howdoin Koal line, and the re-

ceivers (piiekly punted from their 2()-yard

line. The Purple offense immediately he-

^,1, to funetion, but the visitors' line

slidwcd its only strenRth of the game and

Williiuns was forced to kick. Rieker, fol-

liiwiiiK Kood interference, broke throuKh

(lii. Williams forward wall and had be^un

1,1 worm his way throuKh the secondary

,l(.|Viise when he fumbled, givinK the ball

(I, (lie home team. The first tally came

iifiir 11 successful 15-yard pass, Fowle to

I'dchl, had l)ut the ball on the 3-yard line,

ji,i,| Semi plunged for a touchdown five

iiiiiiiiti's after hostitlilics had commenced.

Kor I he remainder of the quarter, the ball

WHS kept deep in Bowdoin territory.

The second period beRaii spectacularly

as Miirkoski pulled Fowlc's pass out of the

air, mid tluplicateii his last week's per-

formance of elusiveness. After a Purple

kick, Kicker made two unsuccessful at-

tempts for a first down, and then the Wil-

iiums line broke through to block the kick.

Wiinil recovered on Bowdoin's '20-yard

stripe, Markoski passed to Foehl, who

iumpccl high to snat(^h the ball out of the

iiir, iiml the former then found an opening

ii] I lie line to score the second Purple

l(iuili(l()wn. During this period Bilder

lieniin to break loose, and the entire Wil-

liiiiiis backfidd worked together as one

niiiii.

Tuttle Nets 13 Points

It WIU1 in the third quarter, however,

llmi llilder and his interference found

lliemsclvcs, and the half buck reeled off

trci|ucnl gains. Once, when a penalty had

niveii Williams the ball with 25 yards to go,

he (lushed behin<l his body-guard for 40

vanl.s before Bowdoin tacklers could halt

him. The hist period <)])ene(l us Tuttle

I scored on an off-tackle play und addded

Itlie only extra iwint of the afternoon.

I
Then Markoski intercepted two Bowdoin

1
]i!isses ill (luick succession, taking the

Iseeonil one to the visitors' 15-yard line,

1 1'niin which Tuttle slipped off guard for the

lliist tiilly. The final whistle cut short

f .iiKilher Purple drive toward the goal line.

.•\ siiinmarv of the game follows:

|\VII,UAMS"(25) BOWDOIN (0)

iclil I.e. barsen

I

Peiise l.t. Hay
Lyon l.g. Biladeau

I
Stevens c. Milliken

Thiiyer r.g. Tory

I

Wood r.t. Gould

Van Dusen r.e. Barton

Fowle q.b. Gatchell

j Seiin l.h.b. Kicker

Tuttle r.h.b. Brown

I
lioKers f.b. Bakanowsky

.Score by Periods 12 3 4

] WILLIAMS 6 13—25
|l!()Wl)OIN 0—0

Touchdowns: Senn, Markoski, Tuttle

Point after touchdown—Tuttle (place-

|kick).

Substitutions: WILLIAMS—Markoski

I
fur Tuttle, Davis for Lyon, Berry for

iKoners. Bilder for Senn, Ebeling for

iThayer, Ripple for Stevens, Woodrow for

I
Van Dusen, Stevens for Ripjile, Reynolds

Ifor Foehl, Tuttle for Markoski, Lyon for

I
Davis, Rogers for Bilder, Ripple for

I'Stevens, Zinn for Wood, Rogers for Berry,

IMiller for Fowle, Griffin for Ebeling,

jMarkoski for Bilder, Van Dusen for Wood-
Irow, Foehl for Reynolds, Reynolds for

iFoehl, Thayer for Ebeling, Ebeling for

ll'easc. BOWDOIN—Reid for Bakanow-
pky, Olsen for Larsen, Richardson for

"IN GOD WE TRUST"

ihoe Rebuilding Shop
Half Soles and Rubber Heels

as low as $1.25

Also Rubber Soleing of All Kinds

MIKE FRESSOLA
Call 223-M

BOTTOM OF SPRING STREET
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Brown, Lars.ni for Olson, Brown for
Richardson, Richardson for Brown, Cra-
mer for Biladeau, Kimble for Milliken,
D'Arcy for Hay, Modeira for Cramer,
Ackerson for Olwni, Bakanowsky for
Gatchell.

Referee: Dunn. Umpire: Farrell.
Linesman: Leonard. Timeof i)eriods: 15
minutes.

Cross Section of

French Art Shown
(Continued from First Page)

a phonograi>h record which is not dis-

torted is soniewhai fallacious.

The Rape of Europa by Marc Chagall
would appear to the untrained eye as
"the attempt of a kindergarten child to

water-color a girl taking a belly-whoiiper

on a wild donkey," but as a matter of tact

the picture contains a remarkable color

combination. Incidently, the sky is at the
bottom of the picture and the earth is at

the top, creating a rather weird effect,

but altogether understandable from a
mythical point ol view.

A few of the artists repre.sented adhere

frankly to the mode of the leaders of the

modern school, ,Iean Souverbie, for in-

stance, painting his Wonum in Pink
Chemise quite precisely according to the

manner of Picasso's sculpturesque figures.

Gabriel Fournier's Flowers is boldly

handled and powerful in color which makes
u|) for the looseness of certain of its pas-

sages. As a modernist he harbors an in-

tensely vital feeling for the substance of

things.

Perhaps the most impresaive work of

the whole collection is the Russian Ben-
atov's Man Plnyitui the Accordian which

suggests a strong impulse towards realism

and in the treatment of the head, at least,

shows vitality.

Middlebury Shuts Out
Williams Harriers, 40-15
(Continued from First Page)

Collens, second and third for the home
team, finished ninth and tenth.

The order of the finish was as follows:

Ist, Glazier, Seymour and Sears (M), tied;

4th, Carter and Jillson (M), tied; 6th,

Fisher (W); 7th, Harwood (M), capt.;

8th, D. .Short IM); 9th, Bruckner (W);

10th, Collens (W); 11th, Robb (W); 12lh,

Elder (W); 1.3th, M. H. Johnson (W).

Timer: Mr. Seeley, Williams. Time:

30.08. ' '"'
'

O'Brien is Re-elected

President of Juniors
(Continued from First Page)

football, hockey, and track. At Williams

he saw service on the class football and

hockey teams, and was vice president of his

Freshman class. He was a member of the

Varsity hockey team last year, and has

been on the varsity football squad for two

years, in addition to holding the position of

treasurer of the W. C. A.

Griffin came to Williams from Lawrencc-

ville, where he was on the football, basket-

ball, and baseball teams, and was vice

president of his class. At Williams, he

played on his class football, basketball and

baseball teams, and has been on the Varsi-

ty football team for the past two years.

.Sargent prepared for Williams at Los

Alamos Ranch School. He is editor-in-

chief of the 1933 Gulielmetman, and a

member of the editorial board of The
Recohd. a member of the Undergradu-

ate Concert Committee, Sargent also is on

the Little Theatre Play Reading and Con-

ference Committee. He placed third in

the 1933 Declamation Contest, and was a

member of his class cross-country and

tennis teams.

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

TACONIC LUMBER CO.

Building Materials

FAST-ACTION SPORT STORIES . . . HOT OFF

THE GRIDIRON or WHEREVER THEY PLAY

f

YOUR FAVORITE SPORT ... ALL THE FACTS . .

.

ALL THE COLOR AND EXCITEMENT. . .THESE MEN

(and many wore) WRITE EVERY MORNING in the

NEW YORK

Xetalb ^Tribune

'f

JAECKEL FURS

A Raccoon coat by JAECKEL is the

best Raccoon coat possible and men

are always surprised they can be

priced so low

H. JAECKEL & SONS

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Mattresses from $7.50 up

RUGS, LAMPS,
PICTURES, CHAIRS and

DAVENPORTS
All reasonably priced

Call on us at

42 Ashland Street Tel. 1825

M. Schmidt & Sons
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

PRINTING
Books, Catalogs, Publications, Commercial Forms

Printing is the Inseparable Companion of Achievement

THE McClelland press
Telephone 544 WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

H. C. WRIGHT, M. D. and W. L CURRAN, M. D.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Glasses Properly Fitted

(Vienna Eye and Ear Certificate)

Daily: 9 a. m. to 12 m.. 2Jto 5 p. m.

Tel. 1480 Dowlin Block, North Adams

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intclliKcnt person may earn money

corresi>ondiii(i; for newspapers; all or
spare time; experience unnecessary; no
canvassinK; send for free booklet; tells

how. Heacock, Room SS'l, Dun Bldg.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day
every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Willlamstown News Stands
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THE FINEST HUMAN HANDS
CAN ACHIEVE

FORMAL
Our selection of formal evening attire provides everything that is correct and distinguished-

from the hand-tailored Langrock formal clothes to the seemingly least important accessories

for complete dress ensemble, which, by the way are all imported. ::::::::::
HATS
Derbys

Black Felt

High Silk

Opera

SHIRTS
Stiff Front

1 and 2 Stud

Pleated Fronts

TIES
Butterfly

Bow
Figured

Plain

Black and White
(as the occasion requires)

VESTS
Single and Double

breasted

Black and White

Plain Repp or

Pique

HOSE
Plain Black

or

Clocked Silk

JEWELRY
Studs, Links

and

Complete Sets

DINNER JACKETS
The dinner jacket developed by Langrock em-

bodies the essential elements of a really fine

garment.*:;

FULL DRESS
Fashion decrees that full dress must be worn

on formal occasions. The necessity demands

that the garment be made by tailors who have

knowledge and experience to embody the finer

details of correct full dress making.

CHESTERFIELDS
The outer garment for formal wear must be a

Chesterfield. A Langrock Chesterfield reflect-

ing over 30 years of fine Chesterfield making
assures correct appearances.

Customed to Individual Measure
or Ready for Wear

THE WILLIAMS SHOP
Featuring

LANGROCK CLOTHES
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

Oihtr Stores: Yale. Harvard, Princeton. Brown. Andoocr. Exeter. Lawrencecille. 49 Broadway. New York City
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DR. SHAPLEY TO OPEN

-SCIENCE CLUB^ SEASON

Celebrated Harvard Astronomer To

Discuss 'New Galactic

Explorations'

I'rofessor Harlow Shapley of Harvard

will opi'ii the season's Science Club lectures

Willi an o])cn talk on "New (ialactic Ex-

plorations" in Jesup Hall next 'riniraday

evcnins »' eiBlit. The lecture, will (leal

willi a discussion of K'o'xilar clusters and

(jidactic nebulae, a field in wliicli Dr.

Shapley has <lone a lar^e amount of bril-

liant rescarcli, ttnd one' which iiresenls

nianv of tlic most diffi(!ult of modern as-

tronomical prohlems.

The arrangement in the heavens of these

celestial bodies has formed his main interest

for a number of years, and in addition to a

description of this, he will probably disc^uss

the general structure of the iiiuverst! in

space-lime. Dr. Shajiley is the Director

(if the Harvard Observatory at CambridKe,

and has been an authority on a8tr(monii(ral

pla'noinena for a <lecade. Formerly con-

nected willi the Mount Wilson Oh.serva-

tory in California, he has held Ids position

ul Harvard since 1921.

Dr. Sliajjley received his A.B. from the

liiiversity of Missouri in 1010, and wa,s

awarded his M.A. by that institution the

next year. After earning his I'h.D. at

I'rinceton in 1913, he went to California,

where he pursued his studies until he re-

ceived his call to Harvard. Since 1021 he

has been a lecturer of international fame,

notably at the Lowell Institute in Boston,

exchauKe lecturer to UclBiuni, Halley Lec-

turer at Cambridge, Harry Todd I,e<aurer

for the State of Massachusetts, and during

the last year, lecturer to the .layne Foun-

dation in Philadelphia.

In addition to holdinj; memberahij) in

many astronomical and scientific societies

in this country an<l abroad. Professor

Shapley has been awarded the Draper

Medal by the National Academy of

Sciences {192ti), and the University Medal

In- the University of lirussels (1921)). In

particular, he has made extensive research-

es into the fields of photometry and spec-

troscopy with relation to celestial bodies.

Rushing Rule Added by
Interfraternhy Council

In or<ler to prevent last-nunute rushing
by houses at the close of the third rushing
period. Hie Interfraternity Council amend-
ed the Rushing Agreement last Thursday
noon at a meeting in ,Iesup Hall. The new
rule states that there will be no jjedging of

freshmen after the clo.se of tlie third jjeriod

until the following Monday, when invita-

tions for dinner will be sent out in the
ordinary manner by i)ostc.ird and will be
answered by the freshmen.

These invitations, however, do not com-
mit the house to pledge. The Council has
nuide this amendment to avoid the very

unsettled statx; just after the conclusion of

rushing, and feels that it will eliminate a

situation detrimental not only to tlie

houses but to the freshmen.

OSSIP GABRILOWITSCH
.www*wii»>»wlBM«is»y*-.

1935 Tennis Tournament
WiJ) Be Completed Today

With matches being played off every

day, the annual Freshman Tennis Tourna-

ment is rapidly nearing completion, the

final round contest being scheduled for to-

day. Next week the ranking Freshman

players will play a series of matches with

the members of the 1934 yearling net team,

it was aimounced by Profes-sor Mcsser,

Director of .\lhletirs.

Fourth round matches completed—C.

Jones defeated Hockwell, (1-2, 12-10; Hap-
good defeated Stevenson, li-l, 0-2; Swan
defeated ,Ionas, ()-4, ('-3; Kelleher de-

feated Pilchcr, (i-l, 0-8, (i-4; Crowfoot

defaulted to Crawford; Hopkins defeated

Hutz, 0-0, ()-2; Angel defeated A. \i. ,Iones,

0-3, 7-5; llosshoim defeated McKenzie,
ti-l, 7-5. In the fifth round, C. .lones de-

feated Hapgood, 0-0, 4-0, 0-2; Rosaheim

defeated Angel, 6-0, 0-2.

Light Wires on Campus
Are Placed Underground

Work on the removal of the electric light

wires from the campus was completed last

week,. The College has long intended

placing these high voltage wires in under-

groiuid conduits, but not until this summer
were they able to effect this change.

Work on the rejilacing of the power lines

was begun in the early simuner by the

I.loyd Electric Company of Boston. For
the past four months they have Ijcen laying

the conduits and building transformer pits.

Two of these pits, one near Lehman Hall,

and the other near the Thompson Infir-

mary, and the basements of Williams antl

Berkshire Halls handle the transformers

which are used for ste|)ping down the

current from 2200 volts to 120 for dormi-

tory use.

Still on poles, the telephone wires are not

'o be removed for a short time. It is

probable that these will be nm through the

same conduits as the power wires, as will

the street light wires from Hopkins Hall to

Ihe Williams Inn on College Place.

College Preacher
The Reverend Rusacl II. Stafford, D.D.,

I

of the Old South Church, Boston, will

eondiiet the rogidar Sunday morning ser-

vice at 10.35 in the Chapel.

'RECORD' COMPETITION

TO START ON SUNDAY

All Sophomores Interested in Last

Competition Are Asked To

Meet in Jesup

A comi)etition for the editorial boanl of

TuK Rkcoiiu will la^gin Sunday morning,

October 18, immediately after chaj^el, at

which time all sophomores interested

should meet in the offices of Thk Ri-iooni)

in .lesui) Hall. At this meeting the editors

will explain all details of the eompetitifm.

the style of writing desired, and answer all

questions regarding the work to be done.

This is th(! last of three competitions for

the class of 1934 and will last 13 issues, at

the end of which tune probably two men
will be elected to the board. The work is

graded by the Senior members of the Board

on th<' basis of news value, quantity and

quality, of which three the latter is by far

the most important. Since this is |)rob-

ttbly the first time many have tried news

writing, Rbcoiid style books will be dis-

tributed at the meeting Sunday morning

to assist the compets in writing articles.

All work must be typewritten and handed

in by 4.30 every Sunday and Thursday

afternoon during the competition. In

addition to the work a.s8igne(l for each

issue there will also be required a few

inches of extra news, while three editorials

will be expected during the competition.

The wiimers will be eligible to compete

for Editor-in-Chief, Managing Editor,

Assignnieid Editor and Senior Associate

Editor during the spring of their Sopho-

more year and tli<! fall of their .lunior year,

but are not forced to do so. Once on the

board they will carry no extra work, being

expected to carry out efficiently the work

assigned to them for each issue. All

members of Boanl are paid substantial

dividends when they retire from office in

the spring of their Senior year.

Williams Boaters Meet
Clark U. This Afternoon

The Purple soccer team will meet the

Clark University hooters in the second

game of the season this afternoon on Cole

Field at 2.30 o'clock. Last year Coach

Bullock's men defeated Clark 4-1.

This year's Williams team has many

experienced men back in miiforni, although

practice has been delayed recently by

rushing. The visitors' line-up will not be

decided mitil game-time since a number

of regidars are on the injured list. The

Williams line-up is as follows: Mears,

0.1.; Franklin, i.l.; Boyd, c.f.; Wads-

worth, i.r.; Roth, o.r.; Dines, l.h.; Lam-

bert, c.h.; Smith {Capt.\ r.h.; Van Sant,

l.f.; Catherall, r.f.; Michel, goalie.

Twenty Freshmen Out
for Fall Cross-Country

Twenty men have answered Coach

Seeloy's call for candidates for the Fresh-

man cross country team, and have been

training steadily during the past two weeks

under his 8\ipervision. Coach Sceley

reports that no intensive work has yet

been begun, since the first contest

scheduled for October 31 with Troy High

School is two weeks from today. The

season will then be completed by a meet

with Amherst and Wesleyan on November

7 at Amherst. The list of candidates is

08 follows: Bartle, Carleton, Crowfoot,

Durfee, Ellis, Hannner, L'Echise, Mace,

McClurc, McKinnon, McVeigh, Perkins,

Ransom, Schaehte, L. D. Smith, M. H.

Smith, Summerhaycs, Swetland, Whit-

tlesey, and Zimmerman.

PURPLE TO BATTLE

ROCHESTER ELEVEN

Williams Squad, 25 Strong, Leaves

Today in Quest of Fourth

Straight Victory

OPPONENTS ARE MEDIOCRE

Score Triumphs Over Hamilton and

Alfred, but Lose to Weak
Wesleyan Outfit

MHM
Conductor of the Detroit and Philadelphia Symphony Orchestras

who will present a Piano Recital in Chapin Hall,

Wednesday Evening, October 21

1935 ELEVEN TO PLAY WILLISTON

Yearlings Go Away Saturday for

First Game of Season

After three weeks of practice on Cole

Field, the 1935 football team will journey

to Easthampton Saturday to play the

season's opener with the Williston Acad-

emy aggregation a. 2.oCi p. in.

Williamson declined to say anything con-

cerning the probable results of the contest,

as this will be the first game for both

teams, and the freshmen did not play

Williston last year.

The tentative line-ups follow:

WILLIAMS '35

KroU, or Meighan
Stanton

Hopkins

Brown, or Smith

Potter

Lamljerton

Archer, or Lasher

Collins,

or Noehren

Gordon
or Loranger

Oliver,

or Hoagland

Morton

I.e.

l.t,

l-K.

c.

r.R.

r.t.

r.e.

.,.!..

r.h.b.

I.h.b.

f.b.

WILLISTON
Smith

Peterson

Schofield

Parker

Phillipson

Dawe
Shaw
Dyer

Clark

King

MacGonnigle

LIBRARY PRAISED IN

RARE BOOK COLUMN

Last 'New York Times' Book Review

Comments on Acquisitions

of Chapin Library

Concert Tickets

Seats for the Gabrilowitsch concert

maj' be purchased by writing to the

Treasurer of the Undergraduate Com-
mittee, Box 630, Williamstown, or at

Hart's and C. G. Smith's stores.

Rockwood Tennis Tourney

During the past week only four matches

have been played in the Rockwood Cup

tennis tournament. Second round match-

es completed—Hooper '34 defeated Payne

'32 (default) ; Foster '34 defeated .lohnson

'34 (0-1, 6-1). First round matches com-

pleted—Angel '34 defeated Fleming '34

(0-2, 3-0, 0-1); Jonas '35 defeated French

'34 (0-0, 0-0).

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10

6.00 p. m.—Third rushing period for

freshmen.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17

1.00 p. m.—Varsity Soccer. Williams vs.

Clark. Cole Field.

2.30 p. m.— Varsity Football. Williams

vs. Rochester. Rocliester.

3.00 p. m.—Freshman Football. Fresh-

men vs. Williston Academy. East--

hampton.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18

10.35 a. m.—Chapel. The Rev. Russel

H. Stafford, D.D., of the Old South

Church, Boston, will preach.

Heiogiiition of the valuable- aequisiiions

of the Cha|)in Library ai)|)C,ared in the

Notes on Rare Books cohunn of the New
York Times book review last Sunday.

In commenting on the recent brochure

embracing the report of the library for

19.30-31, the reviewer mentioned such

acqiusitions as Stephen Crane's Maggie;

A Girl oj the Streets, the first Latin edition

of Herberstoin's Moscovia, the Venice

1502 edition of Straparola, Le Piacevnli

Notti, and a first edition of Simms'

MeUichampe.

"The fame of the Chapin Library at

Williams College needs no advertising

here," remarks the reviewer. "Its legeml

has been binlt up systematically and reg-

ularly by the activity of its Custodian,

Miss Lvicy Osborne, wdiose annual reports

of the library's progress have made such

enjoyable reading. Whether it is in-

cunabula or modern tabloids that is under

discussion, she invariably can muster a

quantity of authentic information and

dispense it in an interesting way.

(Continued on Second Page)

Fridivj, October IB—Twenty-five mem-
bers of the I'uriile grid stpiad left Williams-

town early this afternoon by train for

Rochester, where they will si^^k tomorrow

their fourth consecutive victory of the

season from the bellow and White eleven.

Coath Davies' Rochester aggregation

dropped its initial ganu^ of the y(!ar to

Wesleyan, 0-3, but in spit(' of their more

recent tri\imphs over Alfred and Hamilton,

and the lor])or of the post rushing season,

the E])hmcn should not find the going

difficult.

Building his present outfit on the nucleus

of last year's eleven, which suffered a 20-0

defeat at the hands of the Purj)lc, the

Rochester coach has nworted to Sopho-

more material to till berths in the Varsity

left vacant by graduation, .\lthough

ninnerous injuries beset the Yellow and

White squad early in the season, Alfred

and Hamilton were downed by respective

scores of 12-6 and 13-0, and with the re-

turn of several of the injured players U> the

line-ui), the team should be in tip-top

shape for tomorrow's contest.

Captain Smith Triple Threat Man
Foremost among the Rochester players

is Captain Smith, triple-threat, half back,

and former Illinois All-State back, who
booted the oval across the bars for his

team's only tally in the Wesleyan en-

counter. Atterbury, his running mate,

and McNeniey, Yellow Jacket quarter

back, complete the roster of first-string

veteran backs, while Warner, a sophomore,

has been outstanding at full. Hildreth,

wdio saw action figainst Williams a year

ago, and Drojarski, a shifty open field

runner of the Markoski pattern, are slated

for lieneh duty at the start, but should

prove a capable relief duo.

To vary the team's passing attack,

th<" bellow .lacket mentor has developed

formations that put Kajipelman, s|)eedy

left wing, on the tossing end, leaving

Smith open as a receiver. Erdle fills the

other end position, with Agey and Watson

at tackle berths. Three old timers,

Stewart, Aranovitz, and Heesch, make up
the center of the line.

Caldwell Dissatisfied with Workouts

Commenting on the work of the Purple

squad during the past week, Coach Cald-

well expressed himself as thoroughly dis-

satisfied with football jjractice when com-

bined with Rushing. Although scrim-

mages between Freshman and Varsity

elevens, with the former employing plays

designed to improve the lude-opening

aliility of the first^striiig forwards, were

the rule of the week, a general shake-up in

(Continued on Second Pajre)

'Keep Foot Part of FoothalV Says A. A. Stagg,

Favoring Retention of Point After Touchdown

"I've always been in favor of kecping*agreement," replied Stagg with a humor-

the try for an extra ))oint after touch-

down," began Amos Alonzo Stagg, coach

of the University of Chicago football team,

when deftly intercejited by a Rkcoiiu re-

porter on his way to the locker room. "I

suppose my point of view is due to two

sentiments," he continued, "first, because

it's always been in the rules the majority

of the Rules Committee favor it—an<l

second, because I'm in favor of keeping the

foot part of football."

The stocky little gray-haired man leaned

back against the gate-post and watidicd the

1931 warriors trot back to the field house

after a stiff workout. The reporter found

it hard to believe that the Midway was

celebrating the Grand Old Man's fortieth

year as head coach of the Maroon eleven

—

a coach in whose honor the blue jerseys of

Y'ale wouUl soon be seen for the first time

on a mid-west gri<liron. It was way back

in '84 that Stagg entered the New Haven

institution, pitching the baseball team five

straight years to championships, and final-

ly emerging in 1S8S as right end on the

first Ail-American eleven ever selected.

"What are you expecting from Yale on

October 17tli?" was the next question.

"1 don't know,—we have a non-8couting

ous twinkle in his gray eyes. "Of course, I

know what I'rinceton had the; last two

years, and I made observations of Pennsyl-

vania in 1920-27, and of Princeton again

from 1921 to 1923. My impression of

Eastern football in general, as compared

with the Western game, is that the best

teams of both sections measure uj) iiretty

evenly. Princeton used Ihe forward pass

effectively last fall—they weren't able to

gain through the line but emjiloying this

a(^rial attack they three times threatened

our goal.

"Football is better organized now than it

used to be, and there's a wider knowledge

of t he game in the entering groups. When
I came here— I'd seen only one game before

I entered Yale- most of the squad knew
nothing alMiut it before coining to College.

The game wasn't much played then, and

there wasn't any forward pass- that came
in 1906.

"I like the intersnctional contests played

nowadays. Back in 1894 I took the first

team across the Rockies— it was the third

eleven the University had turned out -to

piny Stanford during the Christmas holi-

days. We beat them, 21-(i, I believe."

(Continued on Second P>g')
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October 17, 1931

FOOTBALL AND THE UNEMPLOYED
Mr. Owen D. Voiinn's iippi'iil In llie colk'Kes lo aiil iinomploynieiit relief fiiml."

witli eontrilmtionH of purt of llieir foothall season ineomes is a very proper, anil tie-

serving plea. I niversity football, in partieular, has become a greal industry,- an

iinlH.'ceil industry ,
wliieh should feel a peculiar moral oliliijalion lo help tlie foin-

niunity at a time like the jtresenl.

For smaller institutions, where football, while probably the strongest sport finan-

eially, i.s yet not Hig Uusiness, Mr. Vouiik's call means greater sacrifice; but it should

be made. The college population no less than any other group in the country should

hear in the current national distress a summons to bear the fair burdens of citizenshij).

Williams, we hope, will play its pari. Its contribution had best not be through a

post-season game, which would |iul aildilioiial burdens upon the players such as no

outsider has a right to ask of them. Hut, it should be found po.ssible, perhaps at the

cost of paring down some athletic budget items, to contribute to the unemploymeiil

relief funds the net proceeds of one of our remaining contests.

LETTER TO AN ANXIOUS PARENT
Williamslown

October 17, 1931

Dear Madame:

We are happy to be able to answer your iruiuiries regarding your son who has just

entered Williams. .\s it happens, we have had the pleasure of meeting the young man;

anil can assure you that there is no need to worry over his ability to make the most of

himself here.

His social <|ualifications struck us as admirably ada|iled to his requirements.

He already has developed an entertaining, and smooth line of conversation, demo-

cratically simple in vocabulary and thought. He api)arenlly realizes the paramount

importanre of correct dress on the right occasions; and he ai>pears lo be an accom-

])lished and untiring .student of bridge.

Of bis viies there tan be only approval. With that profound desire of inconspic-

uous pii.priety which always marks the product of a Good Home he avoids jarring

indeijendeiue of tastes; and is hastening to adopt those twin badges of maturity, beer

aiul tobacio. Hi-! standard of "genllemaiily drinking" is a noble experiment, and

possesses in adiiition the jiractical value of an eljisticity which should never inconven-

ience his Dun pleasures or those of his companions.

We can, happily, dispel your fears of his overworking in his studies. The min-

imum requirements heie are so low that it well nigh requires positive efTort not to

graduate; and the young man will soon discover this fact, and make the pro|)er de-

duction as to the rationality of the gentleman's grade. That you need worry over his

picking up any "radical ideas" is quite unnecessary; with his father's essential prac-

ticality, he feels indifference, if not lioslillty, toward all cranks, with their preachments

against i l.ii f.'K as they aie.

We aie glad to add that the young man apparently believes that he must make

Something of himself al Williams. He'll want to make some not-too-serious connec-

tion with li.e W. C. A., as a token of respectability and .Service; but, of course, he'll

want really lo center his career on something important,—an editorship, niaiiagerial

post, or some position which will make him a big man. He may make (iai-f/oi/lc, if he

concent rales on the job.

As a mailer of fact, there's only one thing wrong wilh the boy, dear mailame.

He isn't worth two hoots in hell to a Real College.

And if his Alma Mater had the vision and courage lo be 50 years ahead of I

time, she would politely, but firmly, shut the door in his face, and hang up a new a

nouncement: "No Suiier-Kindergarteners Need .Apply."

Willi kindcsl regards, and deepest synq>athy, we remain,

Very truly yours,

llllllltlttlMMIIIiinilllllllllllMillllMIMIIlMtlllilllltlloilllllllOl_,

Keailv All

I
The Round Table I

.'llliiiioiiiiiotiooiiiiiMMMiMiilMltitoiinOili 'lliiniiiniiiMii.'

Smootho, or How It's Done

{ The fiilUnrimj is fcpfinli'ii, by ri'quest,

fiom llw i.isiiidfiMiihirH, IIUS).

Time: .'j.Iillp. in.

Scene: Urinn nmni nf llie Tiiplc I'i

Fmlcrnit;! iltirimj tin: lypvn scdunn an frrsh-

me.n. Thv hrcthrni nrc lini'd »/), ii-hilr

Mmdoiis, hiyh Jnkir of llw hiimi\ siln <it it

denk. On a imrlnblc Inhlr sin/iil ni'rirh

,

an' StncomI), llriltiunliiif, Slnir I'ldiuli,

TooHiiKislc, AqiM Vdm, liiilh Sidis.

I.islf'i'inf, nnd 'Mp. Iirni}ivr Jivvch is drill

ticrfimnl.

H. .Irfirs: Heady now, sleji, one, two,

three, how, speaK.

Chonix of Hriihren: I am very glad lo

see you lliis evening, Mr. Zilch.

B. Jecms: No, no, liodkins. You're

all out of time. Hownhell do you expect

lo impress any freshman, if you grunt and

mumble like that? Try it again. One,

two, three, bow, speak. That's much
belter, ^'ou'll gel onto the true /'/ /'/

/"t style after a bit. We'll have inspection

next. ( H. Meadows gels up and goes lo

the end of the line, taking a large black

notebook.)

H. Mmdmi'H: Smirk, lonight you will

meet Waxwi.se, (iinsburg, (lump, and

,1. Q. H. T. Wallingdingc, 111. Waxwi.se

comes from Uala-Cynwid, and knows all

the aristocracy of I'alagonia. Don't

forget that your bither's great uncle was

the Haron Ickleheimer, but don't mention

that you're going into the grocery bu.s-

iness. (Meadows goes a little closer to

8mirk) .And here (handing him a bottle of

l,ifllerinc) try a bit nf this.

Smirk (.wowjini?): I'mmmmmmmmm.

Mmiloirs (turning to next mm and
looking him over critically): Say, Iain,

haven't you shined your shoes yet'? And
you've got that same hellish green tie on.

VVadila ya think you are tmyway, an artist

or a poet! Here are your assignme:its

.lones. Brown, W ilson, and Van Hloop.

I'ain: kw I don't waul Van Hloop.

He's a fiiiry. 1 had lo give him the dic-

tionary to hold last time lo kee|) him In m
flying out the window.

Mmdmis: That's all right. He's v

legacy; so just control yourself. (To
next man) Bologna, what's this 1 hear

about your Idling fairy tales to the fresh-

men'?

liiihupiir. Oh, you mean Snitzbaum.

I .iusi lold him about the bears that come
down out of till' mountains in the winter.

He'd believe anything. Anyhow we don't

want him. He said he gels prickly heat.

McitilDirs: Belter be careful. Tonight

yon have (larhnckle, Dumkopf, Berry, and
Diefenderfer.

HnliKiiin: Oh yes, Berry's the one with
the snaky sister. Black hair, black eyes,

and what contours.

Smirk: Must be a Hindu or some such.

liiiliiiiuti: Is not. Here's a picture.

.1,'/: (live him the works. Smooth
.squad.

Mriidwrn: All right. I'll lake him.

All: Mooooo.

Mi'ndoinx (assuming air of importance):

Brook.sie, you are lo take the same men as

Smirk, only beginning with (Iinsburg.

By the way, open up your mouth. You'd
belter polish up the molars, Where's the

butlon ofT your vest"? You're a me.ss

lonight. And here (handing him the

bath salts) use these tomorrow. Did you
wash your ears'?

HnmkKie: Yeali; with soap.

Meadows {(?oinK back to the desk): Now

Here

The

lets [iraclice our tong

sing:

t)ily, snioothand full of fun

Come the men of 'I'rijdi' I'i;

Always set lo laugh and pun,

Tho for her they'd gladly die;

Witty when 'tis time for play.

Dazzling all with poise and charm;

Yet none are braver in a fray

Than we when safi' and free from harm

Clioni-s

Silken, perfumed, washed and clean.

We greet you today;

iMijoy our huimjr bist and keen,

.\nil maybe come our way.

Mewlif.ai: Fine; don't forget it.

are a few more announcements

joke and etiquette books are on the table

in the office. The topic for Vn'/i/c I'i for

propaganda this evening is that every

frat but our beloved Trijik Pi is hiding

certain members who are not too pre-

sentable. And by the way, don't let

anyouj see Brother Soapy. All you

menib 'is of the hill I'irkle be sure to leave

>our best tasseled hats on the hall table.

You men all know how imiiortanl it is thai

we gel the right sort of men for I'i I'i I'i.

You cannot do it by being ordinary intel-

ligent human beings. Flatter tho.se that

need flattery; praise not those who de-

serve, but the ones that fall for it. I,ay

it on thick. The thicker the better. As

you all know, our rival, .1/;'/i(i Oincgii,

is using certain scurrilous liicks which we

have not been able lo gel a hold of; .so we

must get right down lo business and light,

(Cheers; poops.) I.el's have setting

up exercises now; smile, grin, laugh, reg-

ister surprise, wonder, superiority. Great.

(Doorbell). Here thev are. Go lo il.

Library Praised in

Rare Book Column
(Continued from First Page)

"It is an evidence of the eatholieity of

taste of the library that il was enabled lo

acquire a .luvenal, printed by Wendelin of

iSpeier, Venice, 147'2-73, at the same time

as a lirst edition of Tliv h'nreslers, Boston,

1792, by .lereniy Belknap. Also a Rab-

elais, Lyons, I54'2, was bought somewhat

irreverently the same year as the first

separate printing of the whole Bible in

Greek.

"That the Chapin Library is not iifHicled

with that dreary and musty air a.ssoeiated

with college libraries will be obvious from

the nature of many of the year's acquisi-

tions reported. There can be no doubt

that this library is keeping pace wilh

modern currents in book collecting."

'Keep Foot Part of

Football,' Says Stagg
(Continued from First Page)

Two high school boys had come asking

Stagg lo speak at a banquet, and three

newsreel companies were scheduled to

|)l.olograph him early in the afternoon.

The 71) year-old coach, who still helps his

wif.' wilh the dishes in their comfortable

little home on the Midway, answered the

last question on the run.

"\\ henever foolball and sports are con-

ducted in a wholesome way, they're good,

and when not, they are bad. By 'in a

wl o.escme way', I mean when all officer,

are members of the faculty of the institu-

tion, or when lln game is an integral part

of the school work as a recreation. I

think it's overdone when the publicity of

the athletic or foolball de])arlmenls be-

'omessiicb that il accenluatesin an inordi-

nate nuum T the exploits of any member of

I i e team. Then there is a chance for lop-

sided, and thererore unwiiolesome, empha-
sis. Inlercollegiale athletics will never be

supplanted by intrumurals as long as

II ey're conducted in a wholeso.ne man-
ner."

Purple to Battle

Rochester Eleven
(Continued from Fir.st Page)

the team was indicated in the lin(--ui) given

out by the Fur|)le Coach yesterday.

Bildcr and Rogers, who .showed up well

in the Bowdoin game, will replace Tiiltle

luid S(>nn in the starting line-up, while

Reid. until now ineligible, is lo go in for

I'ease at tackle. Woodrow is slated lo

start at end in place of VanDusen, but il is

not al all improbable that if a .safe lead

is piled up during the early periods, many
of the regulars will be withdrawn lo guard
against injury on Ihe eve of the Columbia
struggle.

The line
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WAM)EN
Week of October 19
Shows: Afternoon 2.15; Evening 7.15 and 9.00

PROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, OCT. 1!)

"The Millionaire" with ()o()ik<' Ariis.s,

David Mumiois and Kvalyn Kriiipp.

Dclinlitfiil and huiiioroiiH story. Mr.
..\rlis.s plays t lie part dI' an Hutoinoliile

iniinufaclurer who ia forced to retire

heciuise of ill health. Cartoon and
News.

TUESDAY, OCT. 21)

"Honeymoon Lane" with Kddie Dowliiin,

.liine Collyer, Hay Dooley. Mack
Sennett Comedy and Cartoon.

VVKDNKSDAY, OCT. L'l

"Never the Twain Shall Meet" with

Concliita MoiiteiieKro and l.e.slie How-
ard. Pathe Comedy and Review.

THURSDAY, (JCT. 22

"Bad Sister" with Conrad Nanel aiul Sid-

ney Kox. Slim Summervilie Comedy
and Cartoon.

Fill DAY, OCT. 2;i

"Forbidden Adventure" with Mitzi (ireen,

.laekie Searl, LouiHc Fazenda and Kilna

.May Oliver. R. K. O. Comedy. Car-

toon.

SATURDAY, OCT. 24

liichanl Arlcn, Louise Dresser and Frances

Dec in "Caught." Comedy. Cartoon.

News.

RICHMOND
THEATRE
No. Adams

Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

Sunday- Wednesday, Oct. 18-21

It Outwhoops "Whoopee"

Eddie Cantor
in

"Palmy Days"
"Sportslants"

"Eddie Buzzell"

Cartoon News

i'liuisday and Ffiday, Oct. 22, 23

"Reckless Hour"
with

Dorothy Mackail

H. B. Warner Conrad Nagle

M-iiiay and Satiifday, Oct. 24, 25

DOUG FAIRBANKS, JR.

"CHANCES"
First Episode of

"Battling with Buffalo Bill"

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cent. 1-11

Sunday and Monday

William Powell
in

"The Road to Singapore"

Tuesday and Wednesday

James Dunn
(The Star of "Bad Girl")

in

"SOB SISTER"

l^luir.sday and Friday

Winnie Lightner
in

"SIDE SHOW"
Saturday Only

Double Feature

John Gilbert

in

"The Phantom of Paris"
also

"The Reckless Rider"

^,

The ViirtuiifH of Itichiinl MnlKmcij. Hy
Henry Handel Richardson. (W. W.
Norton k Co. New \mV. !j;j.,5n.)

With the issuing of this trilogy of Henry
Handel Hichardson's in one volume, the

puhlic is al last alile to procure easily one
of the novels which is without a doubt of

the first rank of modern literature. Writ-
ten over a space of twenty years, receiving

no Ki'eat renown, anil yet not sinkin(< into

oblivion, this novel of Miss Hichardson's is

at last i)resented to us in its eonipleled

form and has aehieviMl, it is hoped, its

final jiermanenee anions the immortals.

Miss Richardson has chosen to write of

lier native land, Australia, and so we are

plunged inunediately into the country in

the middle of the last century soon after

the land has been overrun with peo|)le

driven there by the discovery of yold.

Against the background of the hec'tic puce

of the mining camps, crude homes and
illiterate population, all drawn with re-

strained and consununate .skill, we are in-

troduced to the central character of the

book, Richard Mahoney, a youUK Iri.sh

doctor who has come to Au.stralia attracted

by the hopes of sudden wealth. His fatc^

had been that of so many others who had

come for the sami.' reasons, and he is now,

money none, running a general store in the

mining; camp of liallarat. .iniid these

crude surroundings and lower cla.ss people,

he lives apart a man of intellect, tastt^,

an<l rehnement, making few acipiaintanccs,

and haviiiK no friends except Purdy, an old

.school chum, who is al.so in Ballaral.

Met ween these two men of such different

temperaments and interests is formed a

close friendshi)). Furdy introduces Rich-

ard t(j Mary, and love blossoms between

the two. They are married and return to

Hallarat. The store is not ku'uK success-

fully, and Richard suddenly decides to

return to the practice of medicine. In the

first novel of the trilony, .Vustralia Felix,

we see him rise to the top, alonn with the

rise of Hallarat to the importance of the

.second lar^esl city of \'ict(iria. They and

their old friends now form the .society of

Hallarat and Melbourne, and we still see

old Mr. Ocock and Tillie, Henry Ocock and

.Vnnes, Sir .lake and l.ady Devine, Mary's

brother .lohn and liis family. It is in the

rise of this ^roup that we .see the meaning

of the title of the lir.st volume, .Australia

Felix. -Australia as it is pictured is full of

people who have risen from the rinks to

|)osillons of hinh political importance in

colonial affairs anil have accumulated great

wealth. Not overrefined in the ways of

the continent, they are satisfied with the

externals of life the material luxuries

that money can buy. They are leading a

carefree existence and never slop to (|ues-

tion the riKhl of their order or the deeper

meanings of life. Into this scene Mary
fits with perfect ea.se. She has a beautiful

home, a line successful husband, loads of

friends and a firm social ])osition. Every-

thing thai a wonum could desire is hers.

Hvit the disturbing note comes from Rich-

ard. Ever since he eame to Australia, he

has made up his mind to return to Englaml.

He is an alien figure in the colonies, for his

heart is overseas. .Ml that he can .see in his

mind's eye is the charm of the ICnglish

landscape, the mellovvne.ss of century-old

houses, and "like many another bred to the

greenery and luslmes.s on the further .side

of the grey dividing seas, he could find no
beauty in its dun and arid landscape". A
struggle ensues. Mary's whole personali-

ty is routed in the coloiues and it means
giving up her home, friends ami associa-

tions. In the end she gives in, and they

return to lOnglund. The second part of

the book, "The Way Monie" deals with
this part of the story. The land that had
been so idealized in Richard's mind does
not turn out to be so nourishing, and after

several unsuccessful attempts to practice

in lOngland, he turns away in despair, and
the family (for there are children now), re-

turn to Australia for the secon<l time.

Here they settle down, when like a bolt of

lightning, some stock that Richard owns
suddenly rises in price and they find them-
selves wealthy. Again they leave Aus-
tralia and go to London. With the riches,

a change comes over the family. They
began to engage in a hectic life of social

activity. Richard in the.se surroundings

seemed to forget entirely his studious

habits and desire for seclusion. In an
attempt to make up for all of those years of

study, he carried thing.s to the almost ex-

hausting extreme. Satiated with .society,

Richard and Mary started on the grand

tour of Europe. In the midst of t beir stay

at Venice, a cable arrived from .\ustralia

with the news that Richard's banker had
absconded. Richard returns at once to

Australia and finds that little of his fortune

is left. Me sends for Mary and the chil-

dren, and settles down to renew his prac-

tice. It is in this last book of the trilogy.

Ultima Thule, that the story reaches its

climax, and that the art of Miss Richard-

son rises to heights of beauty. We see

Richard approaching middle age with no
material .success to rest upon, the impetus

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn money

corresponding for newspajjers; all or
sjiare time; experience unnecessary; no
canvassing; send for free booklet; tells

how. Heacock, Room 5S4, Dun Bklg.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,

Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

WILLIAMSTOWN
GAS CO.

You can do It be'tter

with Gas

of youth goi»', and u family to support.

All of his peculiarities, his disdain for the

<'rowds, and his strange prejudices come
out and work against him. Rills arrive at

his door, l)ut no |)alients. He throws uj)

his pr.ictice and moves to another locale.

Again the same pathetic routine is gone
thru and another move is nmde. We can
see the figure of the man slowly beginning

to disintegrate. A shock follows an<l

after having biwn removed to a Melboiu'ne

hospital, Mary learns that his mind, once

.so energetic and vital, will never the the

same. It is at this |)oint that the story

takes a new turn and is focused upon Mary.
She rises to the situation and gains the

job of postmistress in an o.scure little town
out in the u|iper part of the province. For
a while she sujiports him in a private

sanatorium, but this cannot last and
against her belter judgment he is conuuil-

ted to a piiblic institution from which he

can never return a ri^gislered lunatic.

(Continued on Fourth Pa^el

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

For Anything

Photographic
Of Colleice and Students

Also Picture Frames

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
Co])eqe

Phntnarnvher

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street, New York City

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

RiYMOMD J. I^IBRIZZI

BOX 4, Williams College

Wllllamstovm, Mass,

roxi^ge'Slr^lftlon

'

St^'ylrk Herald Tri^e
New York City

Dear Mr. Barnett:

.. .-« *->«nk you (and congratu-

bsl^"- Hra|>i^:,^,^rd t^^tsii:;^.!

^orts write-ups ^°ft^^^pt'per I^day and since

^Ira-lorSa^nn-a'^eeyignlns
up to get tne

^^ald Irl^une every morning.

» proves conc^usj.v«ly^to Me^that

after all the test "''7 t°^«^=^
^ man read It

ofthe Herald Trlbune^s^to^ave^^
^^^ZWl'^l

ry\rpr;sen'tre^v^erythlng rro-^^^^^^^

to college BP°^*%^%:°ring a d^y "^''^'P^P'^.id- rcirn:dTo>j^oirJat.C;^^ -^^

fvofy^fa"y^^ POP^°-"^ -°""^ "^^•

^.ytl^e you see m to s.oot,anotn .

Llppraann and his artii-J.

r-y-.

,~^

sincerely.

The Aristocrat of Ginger Ales

Sand Springs

Extra Dry

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

MODERN DAIRY
ROBERT .STEELK, Proprlclor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK .\ND CREAM IN
NORTH ADAMS AND WILLIAMSTOWN

Of elccptionally Inw haolrriji rnntcnl ami trstinK vory hit;)i in buttcrfat content

PHONE NORTH ADAMS 2670-R

Service to All I'lirts of Nortli .Aclnm.s and William.stown

4'
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Childe Herald
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiR

Driven to extremes by the reaiills last

week, we have organized a Childe Herald

privy council. Unfortunately, the final

decision rests heavy on our shouUlers.

Included in this week's Karnes are so many
touKh ones, we're wandcriiiK around in a

daze. Look 'em over and slake your

reputation on picking the winners hy

Wednesday niifht , and you'll be lus indifTer-

ent us we are.

AinouK the real louKh oties this week

(Editor's note: this phrase was used last

weeK; it's still bad.): Harvard and the

Army meet at West Point—Harvard re-

fuses to ))lay for charity in New YorK for

fear of over-emphaslH of a now over-

emjjhasized sport—Florida moves north to

Hyraciise, Vanderbilt tackles Tulane, and

Tennessee mixes with Alabama. Of less

importance, hut ccpially difficult to di'oide

before xame-time (.chieHy because none of

them have much ) : lioslon College vs. Villa

Nova, Bowdoin vs. Wesleyan.

As for the Vanderhilt-Alabama, Tennes-

see-Tulane games, we'll be franK. We
don't know. They are both toss-ups;

comparative scores aren't. Our board of

experts disagrees, and so do we. Vander-

bilt and Tennessee appear even stronger

than last year, while both Alabama and

Tulane have lost several regulars thru

graduation. Alabama has a new coach;

the mountaineers have McEver hack. In

order to arrive at some conclusion, we'll

give a very slight edge to Alabama, and

Tulane, and be ready to lose ourself in the

Sunday crowd at the P. O.

If it's cold .Saturday, Syracuse's veterans

should defeat Florida's .Sophomore eleven,

altho as yet the 'Gators are unscoreil on.

We'll ride with the north, anyway. . . .

Army appears to have a little better de-

veloped team than Harvard; nevertheless,

Wood and Crickard will cause the West
Pointers a lot of trouble. ... As for the

Holy Cross-Fordham game! Holy Cross

loolced good against Dartmouth, but Ford-

ham's offensive should turn the trick. We
don't like this one!

Bowdoin will defeat Wesleyan, Villa

Nova will repeat over Boston College,

Brown will take Tufts easily, Chicago,

though improved, will lose to Booth and

Co., Dartmouth will defeat Columbia by

half of last year's margin of victory,

Princeton can be expected to lose to Cor-

nell, Michigan will step on Ohio State

again but not without encountering some
difficulty; N. Y. U. will run rampant over

Rutgers, and Northwestern will have a

"breather" in the Los Angeles branch of

California (a long train ride, just to lose a

game).

Notre Dame can be coimted on to defeat

Drake, Penn will conquer Lehigh in a game
between two unusually weak teams, Ore-

gon will lose to Southern California,

Delaware should be easy for the Navy,
Purdue should win over Wisconsin, Idaho

will succumb to Washington (though we
should keep our fingers out of those coast

games), Indiana and Stanford will lick

Iowa and Oregon Agri., respectively if not

respectfully, and California will gain

revenge from Washington State for the

defeat incurred last fall. Williams will

repeat over Rochester. Ouachita plays

Ozark, but who cares. . . .

May we add: there is ten dollars

($10.00) of Georgia money for wager on

the N. Y. U.-Georgia game. Anyone inter-

ested in such speculation can get in touch

with Mr. Georgia-money thru box .332.

(Adv.)

Two bits Williams doesn't play Spring-

field forchnritv.

Sweetheart

Tea House
Shelburne Falls, Mass.

ALICE BROWN

Open all day

April 19 to Nov. 11

SPECIALTIES

Fried Chicken and
Waffles

Waffles and Maple
Syrup

Pure Maple Sugar
Products

On the famous Mohawk
Trail

Ye Book Shelf
(Continued from Third Pu^e)

The treatment is cruel, and Richard suffers

under the restraint. Thru her powerful

political friends, Mary is able to break all

rules and precedents and he is freed a

year or so after he had been committed.

She takes him up to her station and w(- see

her caring for him with the utmost of

sympathy and tenderness, until his spirit

passes away. "Amid the wavy <lowns

Mahoney was laid to rest. . . . The rich

and kindly earth of his adopted country

absorbed his perishable body, as the coun-

try itself had never contrived to make its

own, his wayward, vagrant spirit."

In her smooth and flowing prose, which

is attuned to catch all of the nuances and

subtle feelings of an action. Miss Richard-

son tells this story. Against the back-

ground of a rising colony, thronged with

colorfid, provincial characters, the figures

of Richard and Mary stand out. Richard

is one of the strangest characters of moil-

ern literature. A man of complex psycho-

logical structure, who is at heart an egoist,

he intrigues us at every turn of his career.

Notice to Alumni
The Faculty Chib has a furnished

room with two beds to rent to alumni,

without meals. Rates $3.00 per night

—minimum charge $0.00. Apply to

J. N. Leonard, Treasurer.

There are times when we sympathize with

him and then there are occasions when we

turn from him with the greatejit annoyance

and repugnance. Vet we can never be

fully satisfied that we have analyzed him.

In the final chapters of the story, we deeply

feel the pathos and tragedy of his life.

His last days have a lingering aroma of

[loignancy clinging to them. He will al-

ways be remembered as one of the most

enigmatical figures of literature. He is a

man who attains epic stature, and we can

feel the tragic fight that h<! wages against

his ilcstiny and see him die—defeated.

While it is a dangerous generalization to

make, the writer feels that Mary should

take her place with those few real women of

fiction—Becky Shar|), Irene Forsythc, and

Eustaeia Vye. She staiuls out as one of

the marvelous creations, neither sentimen-

talized nor idealized, but real, living, and

vital. In the end she throws herself with

such force into her battle with life, that

she takes on the attributes of Woman
Triumphant. All of th(^ womanly virtues

are found in her, and when we have closed

the cover of the novel we can still visualize

her as one of the most charming and sweet-

est women that we have ever known.

Richard and Mary arc more than figures

in a book. They are friends and you will

never forget them. This story should cer-

tainly be put on our .shelves with such a

work as the Forsyte .Saga, and who knows

but that Time shall move it higher?

Louis A. Ilaselmni/er, Jr.

Sophomores May Choose

Hikes for Fall P. T. Work

Professor Messer has announced that the

Physical Training Department will allow

all sophomores to elect hiking, imder the

auspices of the Williams t)uting Club, to

pass off their physical education reiiuire-

nients for this fall. WoodrufT '33, presi-

dent of the W. 0. C, conducts hikes leav-

ing the gym in autos, which take the

hikers to the foot of the hill to he climbed,

every Tuesday, We<lne8day and Friday at

4.15.

In further carrying out their plans for

the construction of cabins in t he iimnediate

neighborhood of Williamstown the W. ().

C. has leased for a period of ten years a

tract of land in Moon Hallow on the Ta-

eonic Ridge. Work on the steel cabin will

begin the first of next week under th
supervision of tlte officers of i|,i. q^^

^

Club. *

Infirmary Patients

R. P. Reynolds, '34, ami Von Amtnoi,
'35, were the only students confined to th
Thompson Infirmary when Thk Di,.,

"

went to preas Ihursday evemng. ]„ -n
(rases of serious illness, the parents of th

students concerned, are immc<liatcly nnf
tied by the College authorities.

INTERFRATERNITY SPORTS



ROCHESTER YIELDS

TO WILLIAMS 13-6

Fighting Berkshire Eleven Scores

Early in Contest with Risky

Lateral Passes

BOTH TEAMS ARE HELD
SCORELESS AFTER HALF

Markoski and Tuttle Skirt Ends

To Pave Way for Victory on

Rain-soaked Field

rusliinn two touehdowiis across in (lie

lirsl sixteen iniiiuteK of jjlay, a souIukI and

nuid-spattered I'lirple eleven eliuiK lena-

cidiisly toils slim lead throusliont the re-

inaiiider of a thrill-packed contest to finally

ciiicrne ul (he loiiR end of a 13-0 victory

„vcr Rochester Saturday. Two lateral

Tiiisscs, with Fowle, the Williams captain,

(III the receiving end of each, completely

(iiitHitte<l the Yellow ,Ia<'ket8 in the early

pint of the Riime, but after Enlle's drive

(ill la<'kle hail produced the home team's

Iniic tally, each eleven held the other

sciiri'less till the final whistle.

The piercing rain that swept over River

Ciunpns Kicld, though fiiiliiit!; to dampen

I he ardor of 1 he spectators, put an elTt^ct ual

slop to the I'lirple aerial attack, which had

proved so successful in earlier contests,

and confined the plays for the most i)art

to end runs and deceptive line bucks.

OniT iiRain Markoski and Tuttle stood out

as the WillianiH heroes of the day. Dodn-

inK in and out amonn the Rochester

(rriilmen for 25 and 30-yard nai'is, the

shifty junior half back gained 110 yeards

from scrimmage unaided, while Tuttle,

sweeping around the ends behind interfer-

ence that knew how to block, reeled off

almost ten yards at each attempt. Rut if

Williams could skirt the Rochester flanks

almo.st at will duriuK the openinK period,

W anicr and Erdle, Yellow .lai^ket backs,

knifed Ihroiinh the center of the Purple

fdiward wall with equal ease in thi^ last

(|uarter, and the final statistics show 10

first downs for Williams and 1 2 for Roches-

ter.

Lateral Passes Catch Rochester Napping

Tut tie kicked over the noal line as the

name startal and Cai)tain Smith punted

hack to midfield. Taking the oval for

the first time, Williams worked around the

Kdcliester end for a first down, but Kowle

kicked out on the lO-yard marker when

the Yellow .lacket line stifTened. Warner

played .safe and punted to the Purple -10-

yard marker, where Williani.s l)(^Kan the

olTcnsive drive that netted the first score

of the name. Tuttle sprinted around ri^ht

end for a first down, Senn plunged throuKli

lor another 9-yard n'li". '^i«l Tuttle took

I lie ball to the 12-yard lino in as many
plays. The steady advanre which sicken-

ed the home team rooters was momentarily

clu'cked by a 5-yard penalty, but another

attempt by Tuttle equalized the loss, and

Senn, faking a dash around left end tossed

the slippery pigskin to Fowle, who eluded

tlic safety man for a touchdown. Tuttle's

suicc.ssfiil kick brouKhl the count to 7-0 a

nKinient later.

Both Teams Score in Second Quarter

Waiting for the breaks bound to occur

with the slippery footinu, both sides engaK-

• (Continued on Fifth Page)

Sioan Beats Rossheim
in 1935 Tennis Tourney

l''asily defcatinu Rossheim ",i!> in slrait^hl

.sets, 0-2, 0-1, Swan '35 won the final

match of the Freshman Fall Tennis Tour-
nament last Sunday afternoon on the Sage

Hall courts. An especially strong service

and forebund drive, combined with super-

ior all-around court (jeneralshii), nave

Swan his victory over Rossheim in a well-

played but ime-sidi'd encounter.

lioth Rossheim and Swan had advanced

to the finals with little oi)po.silion, al-

though in his semi-final match with C. C.

.lones. Swan was extended to three sots,

winning by the score of 0-3, 4-0, 0-1. In

the other semi-final match, Rossheim

disposed of Hopkins in short order,

0-1,0-1. This year's tournament had a

total of seventy-two entrants, the

lamest ol recent years, and the quality

of the play was extremely hinh, accordiu)!;

to Professor (i. N. Messer, Director of

Athletics.

FRATERNITIES PLEDGE

67.7% OF CLASS OF '35

152 Men Are Selected at Close of

Rushing Week ; Sixteen Is

Largest Unit

One hundred and fifty-two members of

the class of H)35 were pledged by the fif-

tei^n fraternities at the conclusion of the

ruuhin)>; jjcrioil last Friday evening. The

liercentane of men pledged, 07.7 is only

slightly below the high figure of 07.0%

set last. fall. Chi I'si and I'si Upsilim

pledged the largest number of freshmen. Hi

apiece, while Delia Ujmlon and I'ki Delia

Tlieta took delegations of 15 men for the

second highest total.

The list of pledges follows;

Alpha Delta Phi

1935

Pierce Archer, III Wynncwood, Pa.

William K. Hoagland, .Ir. Pelham, N. Y
Clothier C. .lones

LIBERAL CLUB OPENS

WITH MR. J. BENNETT

Manager of Windsor Print Works

Gives Talk on Industrial

Democracy

.losiah O. Low, Jr.

William U. Martin

Charles A. McCall

,lobn II. Oliver

Prescott M. Smith

Ardmore, Pa.

New York City

Providence, R. I.

Kenosha, Wis.

River Forest, 111.

Detroit, Mich.

GABRILOWITSCH WILL PRESENT

PIANO RECITAL IN CHAPIN HALL

Director and Virtuoso Will Open Thompson Concert Series

Wednesday Evening Under Auspices of

Student Committee

GREAT COMPOSERS ARE REPRESENTED ON UNUSUAL PROGRAM

Visiting Russian PianistWill Offer Compositions of Beethoven,

Schumann, and Two Selections by Chopin

Ossip Gabrilowitsch, conductor of the I'liiliulclphia tiiid Detroit Sym-

phony Orchostrus, will open tlio third season of the 'riioiiipsoii Series with

a piiino recital in Chapin Hall, Wednesday eveniiiK at 8.15 p. in. TIk!

Russian artist is well known in Williamstown, iind opened the second

series liist fall with the Detroit Orchestra, which has been under his direc-

tion since 1918. Tickets for the concert lutiy be procured at Hart's Drug

Store, and C. G. Smith's Book Store, or by writing to the Treasurer of the

Undergraduate Committee, Box 636, Williamstown.

Cabrilowitsch was trained as

Talking at the opening meeting of th(^

Lilienil Club in the KpLscopal Rectory last

.Saturday evening, Mr. .loseph Bennett,

Manager of the Windsor Print Works in

North Adams, (liscus.sed "Industrial De-

mocracy and the Present Economic

Crisis." Mr. Bennett began his speech by

describing an experiment which has been

carried on for the past twelve years in his

mill, and concluded with a few generaliza-

tions on the present depression.

Twelve years ago he inaugurated a sys-

tem of em|)loyee representation which,

contrary to the fate of most experiments of

its kind, has been very successful ever since

the first few months of its adoption. He

sought, to improve the working conditions

of his workers and to share with them any

increased profits coining directly from

larger output, improved quality, or the

saving of materials.

Briefly the i)lan consisted of a House of

Representatives, composed of employees

in the ratio of one to every twenty em-

ployed, a Senate, in which all the overseers,

oflicials, and department managers sat

and a Cabinet, consisting of the owtiers. in

whose absence Mr. Bennett was authorized

to act. The House and Senate met week-

ly, discussing factory conditions, acting on

suggestions, and discussing emiiloyees who

were unworthy of representing their fellow

employees or working in the mill. Snice

the inauguration of the plan, the employees

have benefitted from savings to the extent

of 15';; of their wages, through life insur-

ance, and through a system of health insur-

ance.

Mr. Bennett believes the present condi-

tion of the country is due in part to t he loss

of export trade to England and (iermany.

Before the war these two countries took

41';;, of our exports, but recently have

deiireased their demand and now account

for oidy 25';i. Then, too, he believes that

mass ijroduction without regard to con-

sumi)tion has had a serious effect on our

economic state.

(Continued on Fifth Page)

Beta Theta Pi

1935

Fredrick C. Copeland Brunswick, Me.

William M. (). Dawson
Charleston, W. Va.

Paris, France

North Adams
Providence, R. 1.

Hartford, Conn.

New York City

Chillicothe, Ohio

Richard D. MeClure

Arthur Murray, III

.lulius Palmer

llarwood R. Stanton

Charles F. Westin

Philip A. Yaple

ChiPsi

1935

James T. Barnard Philadelphia, Pa.

Montgomery S. Blake Glen Ridge, N. J.

.lohn W. Bristol Montclair, N. J.

Henry C. Carpenter St. Louis, Mo.

Russell H. Cate Bridgei)ort, Conn.

William L. Desloge Clayton, Mo.

Robert Falk Milwaukee, Wis.

.lohn T. (iibson Middletovn, Ohio

(ieorge R. Grant, ,lr. Boston

.lohn S. Harrison, HI Kansas City, Mo.

Richard McG. Helms South Orange, N.,!.

Lynn Kirtland Exeter, N. H.

Robert E. Lamberlon, Jr.

Philadelphia, Pa.

CaH R. I.indenberg Columbus, Ohio

Richard K. Tompkins Denver, Colo.

Harry C. Usher, Jr. New Haven, Conn.

(Continued on Third Pagel

DARTMOUTH SWAMPED

BY SAVAGUION TEAM

Amherst Registers First Victory

of Season; Wesleyan Wins

From Bowdoin

Breath-taking football characterized the

annual Columbia-Dartmouth clash, and

Williams' next ojiponent scored an uijsct

victory of HM) over the Big Green eleven.

Contrary to the trend of news from other

gridirons during the previous games of the

current season, last Saturday's returns

showed Purple op))onents in the winning

stride in all but two instances.

I'onccrt

pianist. At an early age he wa.s taken to

Anton Rubenstein under whom he stuilied

for several years. Ui)on graduating from

tlie St. Petersburg Conservatory with high-

est honors, the young pianist went, to

Vienna where he st iidied under Lcschct isky

for two years. His first appearance.^ as an

orchestral conductor were in lOOti, when

he ])layed in Berlin, Paris, anil Vienna.

Since 1914, he has made his homo in this

College Will Donate a Portion of Gate Receipts

of Amherst Game to Help Unemployed Situation

The proposal of Governor Joseph B. Ely "'

'02 that Williams and Springfield meet in a

post -season football game to aid the un-

emijloyment situation was rejected by the

Executive Committee of the Williams Col-

lege Athletic Council in a special meeting

last Saturday. At the same time this

cnmmittce, acting in accordance with the

wishes of the Athletic Council, announced

that a i)ortion of Williams' share of the

Williamstovvn-Amherst game gate receipts

would be given to aid the unemployed in

Western Maswachusetts.

Last week Owen D. Young, chairman of

one of President Hoover's unemployment,

relief committees, requested that every

school and college play at least one football

game for charity. This suggestion met

with nation-wide approval and acceptance,

and coming in the wake of Ciovcmor Ely's

proposal, gave added impetus to the move
for a charily football game between Wil-

liams and Springfield. Professor Messer,

director of athletics, when questioned, de-

OPPONENTS' SCORES

October 17, 1931

Columbia 19

Amherst 19

R. P. L 13

Union 33

Wesleyan 7

Geneva 7

Dartmouth (i

Worcester Poly ti

C. C. N. Y. 3

Hobart 7

Bowdoin

Boston U.

First Round of Tennis

Tournament Progresses

Most of the remaining first round

matches in the RocHwood Cup tennis tour-

luiment have been played during the past

few days. An attempt will be made to

complete as many of the second round

matches as possible during the coming

weeK. The results of these recent matches

are as follows: Hillis '35 defeated Wise '35,

0-4, (i-O; Camimigne '34 defeated Gait '35

by default; Angel '35 defeated Fleming

'34, ()-2, 3-(), ti-1; J. Davis '34 defeated

Ogiivy '34, 6-4, 6-1 ; Greenley '34 defeated

Taylor '34, 6-0, ()-2; Hapgood '35 de-

feated Martin '35, 0-3, 6-0; R. Jones '35

deieated French '33, 0-0, 6-0; Kaspar '34

defeated Rhoades '34, 4-6, 6-4, 6-1 ; A. B.

,Jones '35 defeated Wilcox '35, 6-2, 6-2.

'clared himself willing to co-operate with

the decision of the Athletic Council, but

staled that he felt that an additional con-

test on Williams' eight-game schedule

would put a severe strain on the members

of the Purple eleven, and that, accordingly,

they should have some voice in the matter.

Captain W. C. Fowle, of the Varsity, de-

clared that he and the team were in agree-

ment with this attitude, and would abide

by the decision of the Athletic Council.

Dr. Harry A. Garlield, president of the

College, stated that the entire matter of a

post-season charity game rested in the

hands of the Athletic Council and the

Faculty Committee on Athletics. He

suggested, nevertheles-s, that it would be

an admirable thing for the College to set

aside a part of the proceeds of one of the

regularly scheduled games as a donation

toward unemployment relief. Since Wil-

liams is the only college situated in West-

ern Massachusetts it was decideil to do-

nate the funds for relief only to that part

of the State.

Hampton Singers

The Hampton Singers of the Hamil-

ton Institute, Tennessee, who are now

on a good-will tour of New England,

will give a free concert tonight at 8 in

Jesup Ilall. This is one of the many

tours which this body of singers has

made during recent years, and their

quality as choralists should call forth a

large audience.

The Columbia team, on its own battle-

field with the rancor of last year's rout at

the hands of Dartmouth in its heart, began

to fight the instant the whistle unleashed

the first kick-off. However, it was not

until the last minute of the first half that

Montgomery scored the first Lion touch-

down. The second half indicated the

potentiality for smooth, elusive, decep-

tive football of which the Blue and White

is ('apable, and Montgomery scoreil again

on an intercepted pass and a sjiectacular

40-yard run. The Dartmouth team was

strong, and played just as decciitively as

the New Yorkers, but the final score is a

measure of the teams' comparative

strength.

Meanwhile, at Pratt Field, Amherst

broke loo.se against Worcester Polytechnic

to win its first game this season. Right

Half Cadigan furnished the power which

resulted in three touchdowns for the Sa-

brina, and big Joe De Pa.squa kicked the

extra point. These 19 points all came

after tlie visitors had acquired a six-point

(Continued on Sixth Pagel

PROGRAM
I.

Air and Variations, E major Handel

Siiiuila D mnji.r, Opus W, No. S,

Beethoven

Allegro- Largo-Minuetio-Romh

II.

Iiiipromiiiu C minor. Opus 00, No. I,

Moment Musical A JIat major, Opus U-j,

No. a

Impromptu F minor, Opus IJ,?., No. 1

Schubert

iiT.

Sonnia C, minor. Opus 22, Schumann

Allegrii appassionato,

A ndante,

Scherzo

I'reslo

IV.

Etuile E major, Opus 10, No. S Chopin

Etude C minor. Opus -Z'), No.U Chopin

country, and under his tutelage, the De-

troit Symphony has become one of the

most po])ular orchestras in the United

States.

Despite his interest in the Symphony

Orchestras, tiabrilowitscb has continued

his concert work and ha.s aiiiicarcd in most

of the large cities of the country during the

past, three years. In commenting upon

his performance at Carnegie Hall, the

critic of the New York .S»n remarked,

"Dignity of style, vitalized by warmth of

sentiment and keen musical feeling, charac-

terizes Gabrilowitsch's interpretation, and

those who are familiar with his piano play-

ing need not be informed that intellectual

poise is coujiled with imagination in his

art."

The iirogram is varied, beginning with a

famous selection from Handel, followed by

Beethoven's Sonata in D major. The

(Continued on Fourth Pagel

Avery Rogers, College Organist, Summarizes the

Program of the Piano Recital by Gahrilowitsch

CALENDAR

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20

8.00 p. m.—Hampton Singers of Hampton

Institute, Tennessee. Jesup Hall.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21

2.00 p. m.—Varsity Soccer. Williams vs.

West Point. West Point.

8.15 p.m.—First Thompson Concert. Os-

sip Gabrilowitsch in piano recital.

Chapin Hall.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22

8.00 p. m.— First Science Club lecture.

Professor Harlow Shapley of Harvard

on "New (Jalactic Exploration."

Jesup Hall.

(Courtesy of Mr. Avery Rogers)

I. The famous Air anil Variatinns of

Handel is better known by the title The

Harmonious Blacksmith. Built ujion a

few bars of melody with a swinging

rhythm, the variations sweep along grace-

fully, coming to a close with a series of

scale runs.

This is Handel's best known work

written for the harpsichord,—the delicate

forerunner of the piano. Since in early

editions the selection was titled simply

Air nux Doubles, the present popular name

has catised much research as to its origin.

There is the story unearthed of the music

publisher who wished to ensure the mem-

ory of his father- a music-loving black-

smith and an admirer of Ilendel. There

was, in the late eight een-hundreds, a

search for the anvil which tradition said

in8|)ired Handel to compose this music.

We are free to choose our own story.

II. The Beethoven Sonata in D Major

was written in the earliest of the jieriods of

the great comixMser's existence,—that in-

fluenced by Haydn and Mozart. The

works of this |)eriod are in general devoted

to the expanding ol Beethoven's cimimand

of his instrument and the expressing of his

own emotions.

We feel the light -heartedness of Haydn

in the quick movements. In the pathos of

the Largo we have a forecast of the deeper

individuality of the later Beethoven.

The Hondo, beginning with a short cliar-

ai^tcristic [ihrase, compared to that of pre-

vious composers, is given new weight and

Iiroportion.

HI. Schubert was so much a natural

melodic genius that he fretted and re-

belled under the yoke of definite form in

composing music. Not. requiring great

thematic or formal development, the

Impromptus and the Moments Musicals

give •Schubert, a chance to excel in his

element an opportunity to use his won-

derfully fertile imagination.

The three selections are of Schuhert'a

shorter compositions. Both of the /wi-

(OonUnued on Sixth Page)
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'run Rkcohd takes pleasure in aimoiiiu^iiiK that, as a result of a competition for

I lie lui.'^iiicss lioarti, the following meniliers of li)34 have been elected: Allan Roilgi^rs

1'hipp.s, of Denver .Colo., second assistant business manager; .losiah Randall Williams,

III, of Wynnewood, I'a., assistant udvorlisiiit!; nian:if;er; Francis Cleoi'Ke Meelian, of

Norllmiiipton, second assistant circulation maiuiKcr; Koliert Hardman, of North

Atlanis, second assistant subscription manager.

STUART SHERMAN
Oclolier is the hirlli monlh of a W illiams man whom every member of the College

should count as a |)art of its best tradition,— Stuart Sherman, inspiring teacher, stim-

ulatiiig literary critic, sympathetic and keen-visioneil friend of college men and women.

Certaii ly, at the very least, no Williams man should deprive himself of the ))leastire

of act i.iji'.tancc with tl.e thoroughly engaging collection of interpretative essays,

A tiuriciinx, or with the delightful chapter in Sherman's biography on his undergraduate

years here about the 'i)(!s. Much of his work may be doomed to a merely historical

iiiiporliuice; much of his ciiticism may l;e marked by unsound reasoning; much of his

cdiicaliimal tlieory is distt ried by too great an optimism over the possil)ililies of the

great stale universities. But withal there is a great deal wc shall want to hold onto;

and nothing more than his inspiring views of the dignity of the college.

SI, CI man felt tl.e undergraduate's healthy disgust of academic stuffiness; the

aeailcn;ic view he rejected as "lacking two virtues one can't do without, and touch at

great ncss; < ourage and love." To his iirofession he would have every teacher bring an

absorl.iiig aidor: "The leal teacher is an impassioned artist, with his whole soul bent

on making Lis pupils con.c alive." His chief reproach of the college student was always

that tl.e latter too often came to a process in which he had not the reiiuisite interest,

and the worth of which he therefore did not .see; indifferent effort was the fault above

all others which he criticized. For Sherman sets at once the highest standard, tmd the

most n|ipealinggoal; thesure, skillful handling of thought. < s

REVOLUTION
'

The day when the tumbrils will nunblc through Spring Street, and a B. A. dec-

orate every lamp posl,~ with the chapel spires reserved for honorary L.L.D.s -, may
' yet be afar off. But a revolution, no less thorough for the fact that it may not be so

noisy, is indubitably on the cards for our generation. Some radical overhauling musi

be in store for the social machinery which is creaking and bumjjing along .so jjainfully

today.

The Williams sticial .science curriculum does not pay the deserved attention to this

phase of modern affairs, miiintiiining in regard to it a comparative obliviousness as

toward a slightly unseemly poor relation. Of all the "ism" tribe the only one which

gels considerable attention Is capitalism; and here the consideration is not apt to go

far into fundamentals. Nowhere does a course offer a full year's careful investigation

of the merits and demerits both of things as they are, and as men have dreamed thev

mighl be.

It is in the economics department,- already the possessor of a semester course

(lenling with some phases of this problem-
, thai a "course in revolution" mixhl, best

be ccTilcred. History, and psychology would both have im|)orlaiit coiitrin,.tions to

make to a critical study of present institutions. Political science would likewise liave

its contribution, though one not as fundamcnlal as the economists'; for certainly the

experience of American "progressives" wilh varioiis "reforms" through altered govern-

mental machinery has ih'nionslratcd thai permanent improvements are not so to he

achicvetl, if underlying economic coiidiiioiis arc left unchanged. Whether for better

or for worsts the faith today is largely in the iraprovemeni of economic organization;

and if the college is to help in the belter underslanding of social scieiililic jn'oblems, it

may heat center its efforts in that liehl.

The liberal arts college can make no more worthy attack U|)on ignorance, stu-

pidity, and prejudice, than in this direction. The forum has too long been given over

lo the fulniinalions of the American l.cgion, the spulterings of the D. A. R., arul the

braying of polilicians. No reasonaljh^ person today believe.s that (he past has soIvimI

all problems, that the present scheme contains no d(>ep-rooted evils. The evils arc

there; and it should be part of the education of the modern man that he be traine:! to

brush a.si(lo the timidities and prejudices which wouhl shiclil them from a cool ap-

prahsiil.

JIIIIIIMMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIinilMIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIMIinlull IIMtlU
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|
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Editor of The Riocohd,

Dear Sir;

Was there some profoundly subllp

quality immersed in your "better to an

Anxious Parent," or does the swectness-

and-light cynism and puerile erudition

resolve itself into just this: "Dear Madam,
your siui is correctly dressed; he likes

tobacco, beer, and bridge; he is never

burdened with an original thought; and

his studies do not interest him?"
If Ibis is what was meant, why not say

so in plain lOnglish, inslcml of ailopting the
scintillating style of the liev. Russel H.
SliilToril, D.l).? And if you meant some-
thing else, wh(!refore all this slobber rela-

tive to the p.seiido-sophislication prevalent
on the Williams campus anil not to be en-
countered elsewhere?

Vou referred to hell, Mr. Editor, and
to the Reid College. \\'ell, what the hell

is the Real College? Where is it to he
found? Are its members earnest young
men of affairs 21 hours a day? Are they
never separated from text books? Are
they never contaminateil by beer and cig-

arettes? Are their female counterparts
Carry Nations smd Susiui B. .Xnlhonys in

embryo? Do they concentrate on organ-

izing liberal clubs and then on insulting

men of authority invited to speak. Do

they boast iegitms of Flight Koimnamlers?

Is I'lii Held Ka/Jim their ultimate goal?

And have they no social grat^es?

I'ray ileign to tmswcr this letter, Mr.

Kdilor, and cleanse tlsai us from our secret

fiiults. We woulil not have mentioned

the nuttter were the circulation of Tiik

Hkcohi) confined to Williamstown; scj

badly drawn was the caricature that the

College was uiuTcognizablc. I'nfortu-

nately, however, the nhjet il'iirl has gone

to outsiders who might read it, and it is

well lo inform them that this is not Wil-

liams.

True, Williams men do dress well ill

times. True, they have been known to

enjoy beer, pretzels, even liverwur.st.

We also grant that they play bridge now

and then,— yes, and go to the movies.

One fact was overlooked in the late

chef d'di'iwre. Some of our number,—yea,

even the beer-hoisting wastrels, have been

suspected of getting good marks. What is

lierhaps more im|)ortaiil. they have been

suspected of thinking. "Radical ideas"

have come their wa.\'. and the.v have

acted upon them. .And what is all this

iil)out requirements? Hequircinents, bo-

logna If a man wauls lo stiuly, he will

study. No doctrine could be more tin-

.sound than that which teaches that a

pleasant social life breeds barren minds.

Look at the College more closely. Lay

it on the operating table and analyse it

objectively. That is our advice for the

future. But for the moment, all we say is,

"Booh "

Let the apparition vanish.

(Signed)

Five Unitergrailualc^

Editor's Note: "Booh" to you, too.

We'll .see about this later. Meanwhile

the editor must needs compare his last

week's stpiib with your deft interpretation,

young sirs, that he ma.v reassure himself

we're all thinking about the same eililorial.

Science Club
Profe9.sor Harlow Shapley of Har-

vard will lecture before the Science

Club Tliurs<lay evening at eight o'clock

in ,Iesup Hall, on "New Galactic Ex-

))lorations". The lecture will ileal with

globular clusters and galactic nebulae, a

field in which Dr. Shapley has done

considerable reseach. Professor Shap-

ley has been awardetl the Draper

Medal by the National Academy of

Sciences, and the University Minlal by

the University of Brussels. The ar-

rangement in the heavens of those

cltwtial nebulae has formetl his main
interest lor a number of years, anil in

addition to a description of this, he will

discuss the general structure ol the

universe in space-lime.

DON'T MISS

WIGGINS OLD TAVERN
At Hotel Northampton

"An Inn of Colonial Charm"
Northampton, Mass.

Popular Prices Excellent Food
Blue Plates and Specials, 50c up- also a la carte

Same Menu in all Dining Rooms

ROOM RATES for College Men, $2.00 and Up

Lewis N. Wiggins, Prop.

The Pen
That Winds
Like A Watch

I FORGOT to wind my Conklln Nozac" will posi-
tively not be required as an alibi by those who choose
this new Conl<lin with the visible ink section. The
visible ink section in this wonderful
ultra-modern fountain pen always
ireminds you. You can see at a

glance at all times how much ink is

in the pen. The Nozac is also

available wilh all-opaque barrel if

so desired. And because there is

no rubber sac within the barrel,

the ink capacity of the Nozac is

35% greater than other pens of

the same size. Crash the nearest

up-to-date supply depot and get

acquainted wilh "the pen that winds like

a watch." The price is timely— $6 and $10/ pencils to

match $3.50 and $5.00. Other Conklins—new shapes

—

new colors. Sensibly priced at $2.75 to $8 for the pens
end $1 to $4.50 for the pencils.

iIHE CONKLIN PEN COMPANY
TOLEDO, OHIO

Chicago Ssn Francifco

DEALERS, stock and show the pens that sell.

Write for catalog.

You Bllortmply
th« Noiac by
nt«r«iyturnlngthc

knuitcd tnd of
the barrel—lik*

Laak-proof,
s-iooth, «aiy ac-
tion.

College-trained engineers

revisit the athletic Field
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Fraternities Pledge

67.7"; of Class of '35

(Continued from P'ina Pat^ej

Delta Kappa Epsilon

1935
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Siiiimi'l r. AdiiiiiH

Ciilhiii' liickiicll

\\ llliniii A. (!I()S('

li<ilici-l Kcllchcr

II. Ciirilon Liiiinc'

(;,,wC, Miller, I!

li,il)iMl C. WclliimTi

liiiliiinii|HillH, Iml.

CU'vcIiukI, Ohio

llancDck, Midi.

Kcw (iiiidciis, N. V

Forest Hills, N. Y.

Now ^'oi'k Oity

SoMlli OniMt^c, N. ,1.

Willcjunlihy, Ohio

Delta Phi

1935

iMiihcs II. Hui')i;<'ss W'liNliiiinloii, I). C.

Wiillcr A. Noclii-cii Muffalo, N. V.

\\ruvHt l{. I'lii-'h Utica, N. V.

I'Vcilcrick 1,. Swcthmcl, .Ir, rilcvrlaiid, Ohio

IhiTTy H. SuniiiK'rlmycK

Schciicclady, N. V.

Delta Psi

1935

Williimi S. (Jliicll \\ illiaiiiHlown

.loliii M. Cotton New York, N. Y,

Henry I). F'airlic l^ssex Kalis, N. ,J.

|)M\i(l M. (iwinn Hronxvillp, N. \.

Hicliiird Hooker, .Ir. l.onKiiieiidiiw, Mass,

\le\aiider H. .lohnsoii N'ew Haven, Conn.

.\ieholas \'. I'oole New \<irk Cily

(H'orj;!' Rhoailes .^haron, Conn.

Khen \V. II. Whillelsey Reihliiit;, Coini.

Ilernard II. Wood, III Tnxedo I'ark, N.Y.

Delta Upsilon

1935

.lames H. .\w/.('\ 'ranylciwii, .\ .

^',

.luhii Hli.-s 'ionk<'rs. \. 'S

Ihrherl I). Hrowii, .Ir. New 'leak Cil v

William O. Mill/ Wiiinetka, III.

liiiliei-l .1. Ciu'iieiiler New Hoilielle. N. \.

ChieaKo. III.

I'Aaiiston, III.

Delidit, Mieh.

Del roil, Mieh.

li.iyniond M. Call

< 'laxlon K. Howard
Hna'c H. I.afer

liolierl B. McKenzie

Hiiileriek \V. MeKiniion, .Ir.

lAanslon. III.

Koherl \V. .Sehwali. .Ir. .\l lania, (la.

Kayinond A. Spraniie ( Ireenwicli, Conn.

.\llred M. Tolson New ^,lrk Cily

Harrell I., '("ylcr Hrookline

Charles I'. \'anl)iiyiie Newark, .N. .1.

Kappa Alpha

1935

I'rinee ||. (lordon Miami, h'la.

.Miner \'. Howard, .Ir. ^Onkers, N. Y.

Andrew H. ,lones Slinnerlaiids, N. >'.

."^piiiiKer H. Moore, .Ir. AnlnioiT, I'a.

(l.M'ar 1). Sireet, ,lr. New York Oi:y

Inhn I,. Zaiiriskie .\iirora, .\. Y.

Phi Delta Theta

1935

'riieroii Halchelder
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TlFFANY&Ca
JtWliLtKS SlLVUKSMIlllS STATIONUKS

wStradfast Standards

HMi.lNOiirares Receive Prompt Attesdon

I'lFTii AvKNUi; & 37 - Strf.et

New York

siurci'ly whiil iIihsc hIki IovimI llic lc|iii'-

ciiiiiis mill till' «l,v siiUi'c 111' "'riiii Oroi'k iil

dulil" will imtiriimU'. Nni' iltii's il I'on-

litiii toil mul'h uf till' siMisitivc ami wciiil

strram-or-ciinsi'iimsiu'ss ilirain wiiiiili'iiiin

thai makes "Klrlii-il in Moonlight" the

oxquisite lliinu il is. No, "Strii'l .Idv" i« "

riUiirii to an cailii-r iiiooil, iirrlmps iiiosi

cliisfly a|i|)roxiiiiiil('(l in thai I'clebnili'il

short lyric "Tho (loat-l'alhs". Hnl no

mailer where he k"<'« <"' »'l"'' '"' treats,

,lames Stephens is always a provocative

writer.

It may be true, iis Prof. Miller mainlains

that, "you cannot write poetry aliiml God,"

liut we think Stephens comes as near to

iloinK it succe.ssrully as anyone ha.s. This

inliiition about the Deily is diicHy to lie

seen in the poem "Tlieinc and \ariations"

- a series of short lyrics occupyinm the

latter half of "Strict .Joy". His thesis is

that man may escaiie douht and embrace

truth only liy casting away the thialldoin

of the minil and the fear of death, to essay

the lone, daring fli!!;ht of the albalross

I which he uses as the standard of sclf-

sufllii'iency and free-penetraliiiK intellectual

ihousiht ). On this subject the aiitlior has

writ I en what the pulilisliers consider the

nmst notable ver.se in "Strict Joy."

"lie dares to be alone! lie dares

Waste, and blank, and mystery:

Not desolation, dreadful airs,

.Not silence, nor the clamiuirinn sea

Can edfie his wise Iriiniiiiility.

Nor fret his iov

W MORE LIKE SHELLEY
Sliiii ,1(111, (iiiil (ninr l'(iciii>i. Hy .lames

Stephens. Macmillan. $1.25.

I'Vir a poet who has reached the top of

his profession to maintain the ecstasy of

his early ver.se, as we have commented

before, is a signal achievement. We
complained that Mr. llobinson bad

dwindled off from the ma.jesty of "Tris-

Iram," but we have nothing to say against

this new book of jioenis by .lames Stephens.

In fact, some of the lyrics in this little

collection are anions the best he has writ-

ten. 'I'hey contain true beauty, original

e.\pres.siiin, and much of the strict joy

jiromiaed )iy the title.

.\n a phikLsojihical )ioet, Stephens lias

been notable for bis belief in the discontent

of ( ;od (now less fixed, as shown here), his

consiiniinK interest in animals i,whom he

considers as often .sui)erior to irien), his

odd mixture of pea.sanl nuivele and casual

cynicism, and his remarkable ability to

a|ipeal to the imagination with the .siilille

imagery of his verse. To read Stephens,

no matter how depressed bis mood may be,

is to bo uplifted by the sheer sustained

buoyancy of bis poetry. I'referring short

lines, sometimes of only two or three words,

favoring simplicity of rhyme and the use

of parallelism and theme cborvis, he attains

a high order of musiiuU charm, and enfolds

his work in a delicacy of color which is

nearest in shailc to the grey-gold ho him-

self loves. While lie seems, in his natural

toi)ics and .symputliy for animals, to be the

Roliert Frost of Ireland, his lyricism is

more reminiscent of Shelley, as is the exalt-

ing spirit of rapture in his lilies. By no

means a sophisticate in the modern sense

of the word, it is yet true (.hat much of

.Stephens' thought is sopliistieated to the

highest degree. Sometimes, indeed he

soars into siiirli rarefied heights of conjec-

ture that the reader finds it difficult to

follow. And at the same time he confess-

es that no jioet may hope to give full ex-

pres.sion to the thouglils of his experiences

in belief, because in ti-aiislatioii the lineness

is marred.

In .spite of Carl Sandluirg and his adher-

ents, we think ileiiry Van Dyke is right

about the restrictions on poetic topics,

and evidently Ste])heiis agrees with him,

for we find no .stockyards or ashcans among

his pages. As a result in I lie opposite

direction, the titles of his poems are apt to

have that rather conscious aestheticisin

which the caustic call "arliness". Still, in

Ibis day of (iertrude Stein and \i. K. Ciim-

inings, we welcome the aura of beauty

about the poeins of Slephens as a soothing

discovery.

'I'here is lill le of the whimsy and brilliant

wit of his jiro.sc in ".Strict, .loy". It is

For only this.

To be sufficient and alone,

Is joy, and joy's rewarding kiss,

Is ccslasy, and all of bliss

That bird, or man, or god hath known."

did Wine in New Bottles, many will say

on reading some of the N'ariations on this

theme, but, after all, that is better than

no wine at all. And the admirers of

Wordswoi-th may even gloat on the hint

of transcendentialism in the b-ith Varia-

litm. There is considerable variety in this

small collection- the inspiration and na-

ture of pneti'y, discourse on love, beauty

in short, all the venerable jmetic topics

treated, of course, with a new freshness

anil fresh loveliness.

As for the title, it may l)e.st be explained

by fiuotiiig the key lines from I lie poem

called "Strict Care, Strict .)oy":

"For, as he meditated misery

.\ikI cared it into song strict care, strict

i<'.v!

Caring for grief he cared his grief away:

And those .sad songs, tlio' woe be all the

theme,

Do not make us to grieve who read I hem

now
Because the poet makes grief beauti-

ful."

And so is this book to be cherished and

enjoyed.

Filzrnij K. Drivis

and delicate balance. The Sonata ol

Sliim.ann is the most impn-sBive work on

the program, which is conclmled wilh two

Chopin Klndix.

Ttie other coneerlH inclmled in the third

season of the Thompson Series are: The

English Singers, on Sunday afternoon,

.November ir., The Clcv.dand Symphony

Orchestra, Sunday aflernoon, February '.'l,

and The London String t^nirtel, on Mon-

day evening, .Vpril IH.

PURPLE SOCCER TEAM

DEADLOCKS CLARK, 1-1

Mears Scores Tying Point in Last

Period ; Clark Tallies During

Opening Moments

I'laying a good defensive game but

lacking a strong and accurate offense, the

Williams soccer team tied tlie Clark

bodters 1-1 last Saturday afternoon on

Cole lield. Mears scored the only Wil-

liams tally in the fourth (luarlerim a long

kick from the left side, while Clark's one

point came as the resull of Caiitain A.

Iliggenboltom's perfect boot from the

center of the lield in the first period.

Both Williams and (.'lark started the

contest with a defensive rather than an

olTensive type of play, although the I'urple

players managed (o keep the ball in I heir

opponenls' territory for most of the first

half. A. Iliggenliottom. ca|)tain of the

Clark aggregation, managed to slip a long

boot past Michel, Purple goalie, early hi

the uiitial period, which concluded their

scoring ability for the afternoon. Wil-

liams, however, failed to tally in the first

half despite .several good opportunities

which were spoiled by inaccurate booting

on the part of the l'iir|)le forwards.

Starting the seciind half with a faster

ofTen.se. the I'urjile aggregation kept the

ball well in Clark's territory, failing to

score only through the excellent goal tend-

ing of fionabedian. In the last quarler

Mears linally caught Donabedian off his

guard and kicked in an easy shot from

the left corner. Clark retaliated with a

determined I'omeback, nearly upsetting

the deadlock, but .several nice stops by

Michel nipiieil this late period rally in the

bud. The game ended a few minutes

later and remained a tie at the recpiest of

I be Clark jilayers who asked that no extra

lieriod be played.

Theline-uii follows:

WILLIAMS (I)

Gabrilowitsch Will Present

Piano Recital in Chapin Hall
(Continued from First Page)

Mdiiiriil Mimiail is one of Shiibert's most

popular compositions, and is admirably

suited for the concert stage, with its light

LOST
A Reddish-Bro-wn Harris

Tweed Top Coat, 'with

a Langrock Label,

Finder please return to

D. S. SCHMID
PHI S'GMA KAPPA HOUSE

Reward
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Well, we (li<l Ix'tlcr IliiB week, dcHpitc a

few iistouiidiiiK upHcts. Ill the last, issue

we K'lve you (whoever you are) our pre-

,r,inie version of the results of 24 nainiw,

fdWtli'iK t" iuelude the Ainherst-Worees-

l,i|- contest throuxli eureh'ssness, not

liiiiiility- Of these we were rinht- Hi

liijics, with two games ending in ties, and

six Kimii'S going "the wrong way." Apol-

ogizing for the niathenialies- which, un-

furl unately, is customary we Initted

7'J5. a slight improvement,, and hringing

our season's average to .712.

Of the had ones, just who would have

riiclvcd Colnniliia to a<lmini8ter a drulihing

(iniile entluisiastieaily, at, that) to the

liiulil.v toiitol Dartmouth eleven. \Vc had

a strong lumeh that way but let ''reason"

will out in our prediction, if this sort of

tiling continues, we'll he compiling a hat-

ting average about equal to our weight.

As the reader may have guessed last

.Siilurday, we didn't give much of an edge

cillier way in the Army-Harvard game,

allliciugh favoring the Army; but we were

wrong. . . . MeEver put on a beautiful

pi'rfiirinance against Alabama; so did

riiiii('.ss<«. And so, what we figured

would be a close game, with the edge with

.Miiliania, turned into a rout for the other

side .... Michigan and Purdue were

.•iliilc'd for Big Ten clianipionshii) honors,

hut their play on Saturday didn't look that

wiiy. Ohio State and Wisconsin upset

hotli Michigan and Purdue, and us, re-

.spcctively .... That's five .... Last-

ly, and more consoling, was Wesleyan's

iiiirrow vi<^tory over a "llicker-less" How-

iloiii team; and, if you saw Ricker in

art inn here, you can sympathize with

us .... In the no decision field, Indiana

and Iowa failed to score; while Fordham

hurried to its own and our rescue with a

loiichdown in the last minute of play.

We said we didn't like differentiating

(what a word) between Fordham and

1
Holy Cross.

We have something we're proud of,

I

though. Against all expert jiredictions

(appearing later) we picked Tulane over

I Vnnderhilt and California over Washing-

ton Slate; while most sports-authorities

I selected Florida over Syracuse. Not

hcing an expert, we jiicked Syracuse;

liind llicy won. So did Tulane and Cal-

I ifiiriiia; while Villa Nova came up to our

expectations, for a change. At any rate

we're hitting them correctly about as

often as Kieriuin, Rice an<l Meehan.

Navy, Yale, Cornell, Brown, Penn, Notre

Diuno, Northwestern, Stanford, Southern

('ulifornia, New York, Washington, and

Williams also won.

\(), we, personally, arv not betting on

tlie New ^'ork-(icorgia game. We
wouldn't at this date. It's two other

people.

I'lir the benefit of those who are leaving

this place before The Hiccuhi) makes its

next appearance: Columbia, without

Hewitt, will .score at will against Williams.

I
Sorry, but half a dozen votes for the I.ion.

mill a long cheer for the Purple ....
See you Friday night.

Rochester Yeilds

to Williams, 13-6
(Continued from First Page)

eil ill a punting duel. I.ady buck finally

f!i\(ired the visitors, however, and War-
ner's hurried punt bounced out on his own
•i2-yard line. A word from Caldwell, and

.Miirkoski (hwlied out fi-oni the bench, tak-

ing the ball to the l(i-yard line after bucks
liy IMIder and Rogers had gained a first

down. On the first play ol (he second

i|iiurler, another lateral toss, Markoski to

Fowle, again resulted in a touchdown for

I
'lie Purple, making the score 13-0 when
llie kick fell short.

But Uochester hadn't yet begun to fight.

I'luiiging through the center of the line,

• lie Yellow Jackets forged deep into Wil-

liiinis territory, forcing Fowle to punt from
liis own 2n-yard marker. The kick went
«ild, slithering out on the 3;i-yard line,

"11(1 the tide had turned. Warner and
'rdle, carrying the ball alternately

lludugli the center of the line, were good
for three successive first downs, and in

spite of a desperate lasl-ininute defence,
I'^rdle broke through right end on a delayed
buck for Rochester's lone touchdown,
bringing the count to l3-(i. Although
V\ illianm, after the kiekoff, carried the oval
to the Rochester 4-yard line, the attack
was halted on downs as the half ended.

Final Half Scoreless
Another punting duel between Fowh-

and Warner opened the period, but when
Markoski's attempted lateral was recover-
ed by Kappelnian, deep in his team's terri-
tory, Roiduater advancred the ball steadily
to the Williams 24-yurd line before the
defenc(' stiff('ned to take possession on the
four! h down. After an exchange of punts,
Williams took the offensive, and with Tut-
tle and Markoski slanting off the ends,
brought the ball to the Rochester ;i5-yard
marker. A fumble proved costly, how-
ever, and the home team recovered, driv-
ing relentlessly down to the Williams (i-

yard line as the Homecoming crowd in

the stands yelled itself hoarse. When the
Purple presented a stiinewall defense for

two downs Rochester resorted to passing,

but Fowle knocked down the last alleiniit,

and the game ended shortly thereafter

with the score l3-(i for Williams.

A summary of the game follows:

WH.blAMS ROCHESTER
I'oehl I.e. Kajipelman
Reid l.t. Agcy
Thayer l.g, Dankoff
Stevens e. Heescli

b.yon r.g. Sranovitz

Wood r.t. Geddes
Woodrow r.e. Porter

Fowle (Ca|)t.) q.b. McNerncy
Tuttle l.h.b. Smith (Capt.)

Scnn r.h.b. Erdle

Berry f.b. Warner
Score by periods: 12 3 4

WILLIAMS 7 G 0—13
ROCHESTER (i 0- ()

Touchdowns: Fowle (2), ICrdle. Point

after touchdown: Tuttle (placement).

Substitutions; WILLIAMS- -Rogers for

Berry, Bilder for Tuttle, Markoski for

Bilder, Griffin for Lyon, Van Dusen for

Foehl, Lyon for Thayer, Bilder for Berry,

Thayer for Griffin, Foehl for Van Dusen,

Griffin for Lyon, Pease for Griffin, Tuttle

for Bilder; ROCHESTER—Herrick for

Smith, (iardner for Herrick, Watson for

Agey, Hildreth for Warner, Madden for

Porter.

Referee: Powell, 'Buffalo. Umpire:
Stonier, Rutgers. Linesman: Ortner, Cor-

nell. Time of Periods: l.'i minute quarters.

^•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:
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The week-end saw great, news breaking

in all the four corners of the globe. The
wires were heavily burdened with hourly

despatches from Geneva, Yorktown. West

Orange, Manchuria and Chicago.
Thomas Alva Edison, the greatest benefac-

tor of civilization of modern times lay

dying in his modest New ,lersey home
while children walked slowly by for a last

glimpse of the man who invented the

electric light, the phonograph, and the

movie.s.

In Geneva, thirteen delegates to the

League of Nations and Prentiss B. Gilbert,

special representative of the United States,

sat in council and agreed to send identical

notes to .lapaii and China "recalling the

Consider yortryt

mem
The next time you run down to

the big town for a week-end con-

sider your D. A.

The new low rates at the modern

Hotel Empire are kind to your

D epressed A llowance. $2 for

one, S2.50 for two, for quality

accommodations.

Vour Host will be

EMiL H. rein.;rs
General Matuiger of the

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway at 63icl St.

NEW YORK CITY

obligations of the two countries under the

Briand-Kellogg peace pact." The results

of these conimunications will be watched
with the litiiKist care, for threatening war
clouds of an alarming nature have I n
hovering in the skies of the Orient.

In Chicago the prominent lower lip of

an obese individual wearing a grass-green
suit and yellow shoes was quivering with
fear, for the fate of Alphonse Cajione,
"Public Fnemy number one," was in the
hands of twelve, ordinary, middle-class

citizens who should make no boniM about
meting out fifty-seven years in the pene-
tentiary to the si^arfaced gang leader.

One hundred and fifty years have [lassed

since Lord Cornwallis, commandant of

the Red Coats, handed over his sword
to General Washington on Yorktown
Heights. This week representatives of

France, Great Britain and the United
States gathered in a colorful pageant to

commemorate the victory. Among the

distinguished guests were Marshall Retain

of France, the Manpiiss de Gras.se, the

present Lord Cornwallis. General Pershing,

Secretary Adams of the Navy. Assistant

Secretary of War Payne, and, on Monday,
President Hoover.

On Saturday, Pierre Laval, premier of

France embarked for the United States to

converse with President Iloovi^r. The
subject of the conversations according to

the Herald Tribune's (Concensus of French
opinions are twofold: "... first the consiil-

talions ought to result in a eoinmon lU'cla-

ration by both governments of their detcr-

niination to maintain the franc and the

dollar on the gold standard in the face of

the world financial crisis; seconil, political

understanding and co-operation are an
essential to any [iraetical monetary col-

laboration in other words, if America's

vast credits in Europe are jeopardized

they cannot be assured of safety until

political peace has been restored to Eu-
rope."

Itesurtus.

Liberal Club Opens
With Mr. J. Bennett

(Continued from First Page I

He sees no hope of recovery until manu-
facturers are willing to raise their iirices

and declares that any business transaction

in which both the buyer and seller do not

profit is mimiirnl. He predicts that there

will never be a return to our former slate

of extreme prosperity and that we will

never again enjoy such predoniiiiance in

the export trade. Mr. Bennett suggests

in order to relieve the situation that all

workers under 18 be taken out of their

jobs, and that those with regular employ-

ment give up one day a week. In this

way regular employment would be given

to nearly ten million people.

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

^^LTER LIPPMANN
His articles supplement

your work . . . provide a

vast fund of vital facts

. . . a constant source

of interest.

Ma.any a probable C— has become a

welcome B+ simply because a back-

ground of Walter Lippmann's inter-

esting articles furnished just the right

fact, the needed interpretation. Par-

ticularly in history, economics, govern-

ment and business courses are Walter

Lippmann's opinions valuable. In

some colleges his writings on politics

and human relations are specifically

recommended by the faculty as im-

portant outside reading.

But Walter Lippmann is closely

followed by thousands not alone for

his practical classroom help. He is

read because his articles are the easi-

est, most direct way to keep up to

the minute on world developments.

". . . he's helped turn many

a C— into a healthy B-\-"

He is food for thought, ammunition

for conversation. The New York

Herald Tribune is the chief vehicle

for the pen of Walter Lippmann.

By ordering this interesting news-

paper delivered to your door every

morning you keep abreast of the

news, of modern opinion, of the world

of sports and the theatre, of a thou-

sand things that make the small price

you pay for it insignificant by com-

parison. Get in touch with your

college representative today

—

RAYMOND J. LIBRIZZI
Box 4, Williams College

Xeralb
NEW YORK

^Tribune

Let Fall Weather Come from Any Quarter-We are Ready

Sheep Coats V/oo) Jackets Leather Jackets

Woo) Hose Warm Mitts and Gloves

NELS DOMIN
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1935 ELEVEN BEATS WILLISTON

Freshmen Turn in 6-0 Victory in

First Game of Season

Showing riiaikt'il lack of practici', the

heavy, fast 11W5 foDlhall eleven took the

measure of the Williston Aeadeiny team

(i-0 in the ^arne played Saturday after-

noon in Easthaniplon. The Purple
I)layer8 threatened tliH Williston K"al

several times during llie;.i?ame liiit were

unable to tally more than oiiee, while the

home team never seriously threatened

the visitors' noul line.

The Kame started slowly, with the play

see-sawiuK hack and forth. Both teams

went scoreless iluriiiK the tirst two periods,

although the Purple threatened twice.

In the third (luarter, the freshmen bucked

the ball down the field to scoring position

with Collins, Clordon, and Oliver doing

most of the ball-carrying. Mdnerny

went in for Cordon and carried the ball

over the line with a trick play. The

try for the extra point failed.

The fourth (juarter was scoreless, and

the name ended ti-O in favor of the 1935

aUKreKiit'on-

The startinn line-ups were as follows:

WILLIAMS '35
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GABRILOWITSCH PLAYS

BEFORE 600 IN CHAPIN

Enthusiastic Audience Is Present

at First Concert of 1931-32

Thompson Series

REVIEWER PRAISES ARTIST

Pianist Concludes Program With

'Funeral March' in Tribute

to Thomas Edison

Ossip Ciabrilowilsph opened the third

season of the Thompson Series with a [liano

recital, held under the auspices of the

I'nderKraduate Committee in Chapin

Hall last Wednesday cveninK. At the

close of the concert, tlie house lights were

extinguished, and the Rvissian artist played

Chopin's famous "Funeral March", in

Irihute to the late Thomas Edison.

{Courtestj of A. It.)

.SharinK merits with the world's greatest

pianists, Mr. Gahrilowitsch not only re-

mains conductor of the Detroit Symphony

Orclicslra, but, presents to an admirins

Ijuhlic his interjjretation of the best

pianoforte music—both contribviting to a

very busy existence. He himself admits

tlint there are many demands upon his

time. ThrouKh it all he remains tlu! very

plac^id man that he is— sensitive to the

intricacies of the art of jjroducing tone.

The impressive moment of a rcculal

eveniiiK is the jiause^- the final kcyiiiK up

(if the audience which comes after the

applause of the artist's first appearance,

before he strikes the first note. In that

instant all interests- content but a mo-

ment before witli varied subjects—snap

to attention, in silence.

Mr. Gabrilowits<^h made the most of

this before he benan his performance.

Indeed, his choosinj? of the Handel's Har-

iiKinioiin lilacksmith as the first selection

<auflC(l liis audience to look forward to that

monient. With a simple, assurinK ele-

gance, he brought, forth the interesting

variations. The gentle rhythm while

soon accelerated, was made definite by the

melody, cooly brought out above the

warmth of simple harmonics. Here, loo,

came the discovery we were listening to a

master of tonal gradation in scales. The

|iiano was his servant.

In the Heethoven Somla Op. 10 No. 3,

we are hustled upon o\ir rapid journey

into the first movement. It was very

alert playing—there was no sluggishness.

Mr. (iabrilowitsch with great clearness

brcHight in the many hits of imitation

which flowed through the base. The

balance ol tone was most exactly exe-

cuted. Suddenly and dramatically we are

introduced to the slow spacious Ijirgo

for which—to enjoy—we must relax after

t lie preceding bustle. The stately rhythm

of the cords actually brought the audience

into a state of tension, its development was

so leisurely followed through. The grace-

ful minuet gently relieved us and most

delightfully. Here in the merry Trio

tte returned to the playf\il mood of the

(Continued on Third Page)

Cross-Country Team to

Co to Burlington Today

After losing to Middlebury two weeksago
by a 40-15 count the cross-country seam
will journey to Hurlington to face a Ver-

mont University team, which was defeated

bythe Connecticut Aggies last week by the

close score of 28-30, this altx^rnoon in the

secoiul meet of the season for hot h teams.

This is the first, time that the harriers have
competed against the Vermonters, and the

tour-mile course will offer many surpriaes to

Roy, Hobb, Fisher, Collins, Ooodbody,
Elder, and Uruckner who will make the

trip for the Purple.

The addition of Ooodbody '34, who was
unable to run two weeks ago because ol

injuries, will strengthen the harriers in

the race. Wilder, captain of the home
team, and Brooks '33 are expected to offer

considerable opposition to Fisher who
finished first of all the Williams contestants

in the initial meet, and to Captain Roy.

The team has been practising regularly

during the past two weeks under Coach

Seeley, and time trials show the harriers

to be in better ah&pe than they were before

the Middlebury meet. The Vermont line-

up will be Wilder, Barker, Varney, Leach,

Brooks, Hadley, Woodruff, and Harwood.
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In view of the action taken yesterday

Ijy the college authorities in regard to

President Hoover's request that schools

and colleges throughout the country play

football games for the unemployed, we are

printing herewith the statement issued by

E. K. Hall, chairman of the intercollegiate

rules committee, relative to the benefit

games scheduled for Yale, Brown, Holy

Cross, Dartmouth, Princeton, Cornell, Co-

lumbia, and Pennsylvania.

"Eight ot the universities and colleges in

the Northeast section of the country have

requested me to announce a plan which

they have worked out in response to the

call on the colleges and schools in the

United States made by Owen D. Young,

chairman of the President's committee on
mobilization of relief resources. The
colleges tor which I am speaking are Yale,

Brown, Holy Cross and Dartmouth in

New England, and Princeton, Cornell,

Columbia and Pennsylvania in the Middle

Atlantic states.

"Practically all of these institutions are,

as a matter of f\indamental and far-reach-

ing principle, definitely opposed to the

playing of postseason and benefit games.

In response to Mr. Young's call they have,

accordingly, worked out the following plan,

which is something entirely new in the

history of American rugby lootball. The
four colleges will play an elimination foot-

ball tournament in the Yale bowl on De-

cember 5, and the four Middle Atlantic

colleges will play a similar elimination

tournament in New YorK city, December

9.

"Two teams will play a game of 20

minutes. The other two teams will im-
(Contlnued on Third Page)

PURPLE SOCCER TEAM

BOWS TO CADETS, 7-0

Williams Offense Fails To Click In

One-sided Contest; Army Has
Undefeated Team

Fa(^ing a West Point soccer team which

has still to be scored upon, the Williams

Varsity booters were outplayed from the

start of the contest and suffered a 7-0

defeat at the hands of the New York team

last Wednesday at West Pf)int. The
Purple offense could not get started against

the superior power of their opponents,

being unable to follow up long defensive

kicks, and finding difficulty in coping with

the long throw-in tactics and strong de-

fense of the Army.

The soldiers scored twice before the

Berkshire team recovered from prelimi-

nary nervousness, and added two more
tallies before the half was over. The last

half of the contest was marked by frequent

substitutions on the part of Coach Bullock

in an effort to find a combination that

would be effective in stopping the West
Point aggregation, but the Cadets suc-

ceeded in passing the Purple defense three

more times in the second half.

Captain Smith at right half back and

Catherall at full back played the strongest

defensive game for the Ephmen, but their

efforts could do little to prevent the worst

defeat the home team lias met in two sea-

sons. Conway and Baers starred for

West Point with two goals apiece, while
(Continued on Third Page)

WEAKENED WILLIAMS ELEVEN

TO ENCOUpmMPANT UON
Tuttle Will Play No More This Season; Berry, Correale and

Davis Are Lost to Purple Lineup Because of

Numerous Injuries

Good and O'JBrign Chosen
Student Council Officers

Hampton Quartette Delights Appreciative Audience

By Program of Artistically Rendered Negro Songs

[The review of the program presented by'

the Hampton Quartet which is printed below

was wrillen for The Recobd through the

rnitrlesy of Peter Vredenb\irgh, '.%S.)

Singing to a near-capacity audience in

•Icsui) Hall last Tuesday night, the Hamp-
ton Quartet, again successfully carried out

their plan to acquaint their listeners with

the activities and purposes of their Alma
Malor, Hampton College. Four groups of

negro spirituals and work songs, with short

discourses concerning the Hampton meth-
ods of education interspersed, were render-

ed with a completeness and finesse not

often found among professionals.

Fortunately for the reviewer, singers

such as these cannot be criticized from a

technical standpoint. To attempt to tear

apart the sincere interpretations of these

four men would be akin to comj)aring a

natural waterfall to one which is man-
made. Their ingrained sense of rhythm
and harmony transcends any that is found

"1 a pupil who has tried, by principles, to

acquire that sense. Their appeal, which
was affirmed by the applause for a second

encore, is fundamentally three-fold. First,

their rhythm which was especially notice-

able in their rendition of Don't Feel No
^ays Tired, was frequently evident and
yet they often disregarded any fixed rules

of tempo and dwelt on words for emphasis

'to the extinction of any regular beat. It

was unusual that the deviation was only

perceptible when the listener himself kept

strict track of the tempo.

Second, their balance was almost per-

fect; a sudden decrease in volume would

be executed simultaneously by all four.

Occasionally one voice, especially the baiss,

whose resonance, by the wa.y, must have

been a hard thing to control, would become

too heavy and tend to drown out the

others; but fortunately such lapses were

scarce and the blend for the most part was
complete.

Third, their pitch was uncannily con-

stant. Although nearly every selection

was in a different key, their pitch (deter-

mined among themselves before each piece

and without the aid of any musical instru-

ment) was true from beginning to end.

They sang without strain and often long

passages sung by a solo voice, as in Ain't

Dal A Witness, were completed with four-

part harmony of unerring accuracy.

Outstanding for its harmony and origi-

nality was Mighty Lak a Rose. The inter-

pretation was excellent. Quick diminu-

endoes from a strong forte to a near whisper

were executed with a notable smoothness

and sureness. The quartet fell down to

some extent in its rendition of the Battle of
(OonUnued on Fourth Pate)

Sixteen Matches Played
in Rockwood Tournament

Progress in the Rockwood Tennis Tour-

nament was speeded up during the past

week by favorable weather, with one

fourth round match being completed,

Beal '32 defeating Hooper '34. Seven

third round and eight second round

matches were also run..pff: >Swan who re-

cently captured the Freshman title,

eliminating Thayer '32 in the only match
which might be termed an upset.

The results of the matches completed

during the past week are as follows:

Fourth Round—Beal '32 defeated Hooper
'35, (6-2, 6-1); Third Round—Beal '32

deleated Morton '34 (6-4, 6-3), Hoo|)er '34

defeated Payne '32 (default), Twitchell '34

defeated Gibson '35, Morton '34 defeated

Healy '35 (default), Foster '34 deleated

J. B. Johnson '34 (6-1, 6-1), Pitcher '35

defeated Spencer '33 (6-2, 6-4), Swan '35

defeated Thayer '32 (6-4, 6-3); Second

Round—Baird '34 defeated Robertson '34

(6-0, 6-3), Bispham '34 defeated Phipps '34

(default), Lee '34 defeated Magill '34

(delault), Clarke '35 defeated Danner '34

(default), Zalles '32 defeated DickiiLson '33

(6-3, 6-3), Maglathlin '3S defeated Knapp
'33 (4-6, 6-4, 6-1 ), McKenzie '35 defeated

Healy '35 (default).

Two Reach Semi-Finals

in College Tournament

Conrad Evans Good '32, ot St. Joseph,

Mo., and Arthur Livingston O'Brien '33,

of Garden City, N. Y., were elected Chair-

man and Secretary, re8|)ectivoly, of the

Student Council last Tuesday in Jesup

Hall. Good is one of the most prominent

members of the Senior cla,s8, being Presi-

dent of Gargoyle and having served as

Secretary of the Student Council last year.

He is captain-elect of basketball, and for

two years was an outstanding member of

the football team.

O'Brien has been President of the Class

of 1933 since his Freshman year, and this is

also his third year on the Student Council.

He is also a member of the Concert Com-
mittee and has been on the football squad.
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On paper, the games for this Saturday

look easier to forecast than those of the

two previous weeks; we'll be able to tell

better Sunday. However, there are ten

games, at a minimum estimate, which

could go either way; and consequently,

the privy council held a long and serious

conference last night (Wednesday)

—

which, as expected, helped us not at all.

Here we go for anot her flyer, with a newest

model parachute.

It is a peculiarity that the week-end sees

so few really major contests, although

jammed with expected close ones. In this

section ol the country. Army invades

Yale, and Texas nearly crosses the conti-

nent to scamper about in the Harvard

Stadium; in the Middle West, the Pitts-

burgh-Notre Dame and Ohio State-

Northwestern games hold the spotlight;

below the Mason and Dixon line, Georgia

meets Vanderbilt and Tulane opposes

Georgia Tech; while on the coast, the

California-Sout hern California game should

eliminate one national-title contender.

Army didn't look as strong as expected

against Harvard, while Yale appeared to

jiaek quite a wallop in the Chicago contest;

Army should be badly bruised, Yale should

be comparatively fresh. We'll pick the

Army to win a close one. . . Texas is reput-

edly a slow starter, aiming for the Crim-

son; Harvard men are nursing injuries;

Texas must travel far. We will back the

Easterners playing in their back yard. . . .

Pittsburg meets its first real opposition;

the Panthers are unscored on ; so is Notre

Dame, who, incidentally, packs a tremend-

ous offensive. The Ramblers will win, t)ut

(Continued on Second Page)

HEWITT WILL START

Columbia, As Result of Dartmouth

Victory, Is One of Strongest

Teams in East

During the past t«n days the entire first

and half the second rounds of the Fall golf

tournament for the College championship

have been completed. D. Smith and

Gagliardi, both members of last year's

Freshman team easily won their way into

the semi-finals, defeating Haas and Carey

res|)ectively in their second matches.

The other survivors of first round en-

counters are Stratton and Noe '32, St.

Clair '33, and Gillett '34.

The summary of matches played to date

is as follows: First Round—St. Clair '33

defeated Capps '32, 7-6; Stratton '32

defeated Berry '35, 1 up; Haas '33 de-

feated Morton '34, 2-1; Smith '34 de-

feated Bersbach '32, 3-1; Gagliardi '34

defeated Roy '34, 4-3; Carey '32 defeated

Linen '34, 1 up (19 holes); Gillett '34

defeated Raynor '34, 6-4; Noe '32 won
from Bancroft '33 by default.

Second Round—Smith defeated Haas,

4-3; Gagliardi defeated Carey, 3-1.

CALENDAR

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24

2.00 p. m.—Varsity cross country. Wil-

liams vs. Vermont at Burlington.

2.30 p. m.—Varsity football. Williams

vs. Columbia at Baker Field.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25

10.35 p. m.—College Chapel. The Rev.

George L. Richardson, D.D. will

preach. Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Williams faces a Lion rampant on Baker
Field this afternoon. Fresh from a joyous

vengeance over Dartmouth, the Col-

umbia cohorts present one of the most
formidable teams in the East, while the

undefeated Purple lineup is mutilated by
the loss of Tuttle, Berry, Correale, and
Davis.

Tuttle, the ten-second half ba('k who
has been outstanding on the offense all

season, has played his last game for Wil-

liams as the result of a chi|)pp(l bone sus-

tained during practice early (his week,

and with the passing of his lootball

career, one of Williams' chief threats is

gone. His place will be filled by ,Senn,

experienced half back who has seen action

in every game, and who has been a i)0tent

factor in the Purple offense t hroughout the

four victories. Rogers will start at full

back in place of Berry, who wrenched

the ligaments in his right shoulder. Cap-
tain Fowle remains at his position at (juar-

ter to match wits with Captain Hewitt,

the Lion's principal threat, while Bilder,

whose broken-field work has been note-

worthy in the last two games, completes

the back field.

The first two games on the Purple

schedule, B. U. and R. P. I., were displays

of Purple weakness, but by the time the

Bowdoin game was played, the team had
begun to function as a unit on the ottense.

A weak line has bothered the coaching

staff all season, but the return of Rei<l

to the lineup at tackle has aided the

forward wall, and the work of Thayer and
Wood will materially aid in breaking up
Columbia's deceptive end-runs which

metamorphose into off-tackle stabs.

Middlebury, Union, Wesleyan, and
Dartmouth have fallen successive victims

to the Lion's savage attack, but Coach
Little faces a problem in replacing Mac-
Duffce, veteran center who has starred on
the defense thus far. Since both this

veteran pivot, as well as his alternate,

Ciampa, will probably l)e unavailal)le

for the contest today. Little has had to

convert Wilder, former full back, to fill

the vacant position. In other respects

the Columbia eleven remains intact.

Matal, the end who blocked a Green punt
for a touchdown, who prevented a Dart-

mouth score by a long sprint and a spec-

tacular tackle, will start at the left wing
position. Hewitt, from whose educated

(Continued on Second Page)

Ossip Gahrilowitsch Thinks Modern Russian Music
Virile, But More Matter of Fact Than Romantic School

"The new trend in Russian music has a'lift the people to its level. There is no

virility which the older Romantic School

lacked, but while acquiring this perhaps

desirable quality it has become rather mat-

ter of fact in its expression. But then, in

German, as well as in Russian composi-

tions, music has taken on an entirely dif-

ferent meaning from that which it had

ten years ago. Beauty is no longer a

primary consideration, and music has

become for the modern listener mechanical

rather than intellectual, as it was for

Bach's predecessors, or emotional, as it

was during the Nineteenth Century."

Thus Ossip Gahrilowitsch, concert

pianist, director of the Cleveland Sym-
phony Orchestra, and first artist to be

presented by the Undergraduate Com-
mittee during the current season, classified

the tendencies in the music of his native

Russia since the revolution. The results

of the revolution made the opera and the

symphony dependent on a far larger pro-

portion of the populace than had formerly

taken any interest in the arts, and there

was some question as to the outcome of

an experiment attempting to initiate the

entire nation to the refinementa of the

Romantic School.

Although it is too soon to judge the

results, the pianist remarked, "music will

reason why a larger proportion of the pop-
ulace cannot learn to enjoy music— that, is,

if there is any musical substance in it.

And most Russians have that.

"The opera, as well as the symphony,
has always been a state institution, and
the present Russian government is giving

the people good music. It is very sur-

prising that after a revolution luxuries,

such as the arts arc assumed to be, should

be supported and maintained at such a
high standard. As for modem Russian
compositions, it is a very difficult task

to obtain scores, but I have one, a sym-
phony by Lopatnikov, which the orchestra

is going to play next week. It is char-

acterized primarily by a very radical

method of composition, especially in its

harmonic stnicture."

Continuing to discuss music and art,

Mr. Gabrilowifsch wondered "Do people

really gel as much enjoyment out of

modern music as they say they do? It

seems to be the fashion to admire certain

characteristics which are a part of modem
music without much critical thought.

It would be interesting to discover if music
means as much to the enjoyment of life

now as it did in the era which brought
forth most of the compositions which we
now think of as classical."
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SECOND EPISTLE TO THE PHILISTINES

Williamstown, October 24, 1931

"Five I'nderKraduates"

Gentlemen:

"Well," as you cry in apoplectic bewilderment, "what the hell is the Real College?"

It is, indeed, the question which really uiulerlies our recent correspondence; aiul

we nui.st comi)liinent yon on having glimi)8ed it before you hurtled into combat with

your straw man, and the darkness fell, Fial lux, runt caelum.

The narrow bounds of the standpatter viewpoint are admirably illustrated in your

inability, gentlemen, to comprehend any other type of college than the present, except

a scholastic monastery.

That the editorial "mind," for all its obvious limitations, does not so conceive

of a Real College, it should be unnecessary to .state. Hut the concept does involve

some quite radical changes; and it is undoubtedly an intimation of this which so upsets

the coin])lacency of the I'nion League type of outlook, when merely confronted with

the name.

At bottom, a Iteal College would differ from the present Williams in resolutely

barring its doors to all who came to it for any other controlling purpose than to satisfy

u real self-felt interest and impelling curiosity about themselves, their fellows, and

their world. Intelligence would, naturally, be a prerequisite; but honest interest in

the college imrijoso, rather than the mere possession of a quick brain, would lie the real

key to admission. To the seeker after badges, to the idler, to the searcher for the

stani]) of social prestige, to him in tiuest of a healthfully situated jjlayground,—to

these it would deny admittance. Not, indeed, because these purjioses do not have

their own justifications; but because they are obviously out of place as dominating

forces in a jilacc dedicated to men desiring at'tiuaintance with reflective thought in all

fields, and seeking training in the u.se of mental tools.

Hence, the Real College would radically raise its entrance requirements. It

would pay no attention to credits accumulated, adding-machine fashion, in College

Board Kxiiminafions. It would accejrt men only on certificate from the upper third,

of secondary schools on a carefully selected and frequently checked list; it would re-

quire an intelligence test before, instead of after, entrance; and it would ask a searching

Ijcrsonal interview from each applicant with an admissions officer of the college. Its

minimum requirements for continuance in college, and for graduation, would be de-

cidedly higher than the absurdly low Williams minimum.

It is interesting lo contemplate what this could mean, in the elimination of clas.s-

room "police work"; and in the abolition of much administrative red tape,— the

general extension of "cutting" liberty, and the abolition of detailed grading, vale-

dictory honors, and all the other trappings of educational accountancy. Thd greatest

gain would come, however, through the achievement of a unified group purpose, the

elimination of ob.structing cross purposes in campus life, and the furthering of a closer

fellowship between undergradualc and instructor.

Hut, this means that the men of the Real College "are never separated from

textbooks," cry our correspondents, with red-blooded horror of the scholastic. Well,

so far as we can see, the only necessity for asceticism in the Real College exists in five

overheated imaginations. The center of gravity in our projected college would indeed

be shifted to the study and .seminar; but extra-curricular activities, along with movies,

beer, and bridge, would remain as viduable, but properly subordinated, channels for

undergraduate self-i'xprcssion.

The whole idea that the college slnnild be primarily a place of the mind is, atlmit-

ledly, "radical", "visionary", and undoubteilly emanates from Moscow with subtle

intentions looking toward the emasculation of our young men. ,So we aren't surprised

that your conservative sensibilities were shocked, gentlemen.

Despite which, however, it has been pleasant to make your acquaintance! And
won't you dro]) in again sometime for tea and brickbats?

Cordially yours,

Childe Herald
(Continued from First Page)

will not have another field-day. . . . Ohio

.State took Michigan; Northwestern is

very, very strong. The edge to the Wild-

cats. . . . (ieorgia is much too much for

Vanderbilt; and Tidane will defeat (ieorgia

Tech. . . . California has, until last week,

been underrated; •Southern Cal. won last

year, 74-fl, and will repeat— but not so

emphatically.

Amherst and Wesleyan are both weak,

but Amherst ought to win (with Captain

Tirell (uit for the Cardinal and Black);

Navy will defeat Princeton; Lehigh is

weak, Brown is strong (what do you think?

We'll say Brown); Marquette will step all

over Boston College; Michigan Htate will

take CJeorgetown (they lost last year, at

night, in a snowstorm); Holy Cross over

Rutgers; Nebraska over Kansas; Wiscon-

sin will sweep thru Penn; Stanford will

win from Washington; Tennessee will

score at least five touchilowns against

North Carolina; Fordham will knock over
a lately pummeled Drake eleven.

.Syracuse will win over Penn State, scor-

ing more than ten lioints for the first time
in the history of these two schools; and
here follow some toss-ui)s. Illinois will

register over a demoralized Michigan
team; Auburn will defeat Florida; Indi-

ana will gain a narrow victory over Chica-
go; Washington and .leffersion will repeat
over Lafayette (though we wouldn't bet on
it); Purdue and New York will defeat
Carnegie Tech and Colgate, respectively;

while Minnesota is taking the measure of

Iowa, and Columbia is defeating Williams
(we hojic we mi.ss this one).

We are still awaiting returns on the

Ouachita-Ozark game.

College Preacher
The Reverend George I,. Richardson,

n.D., of the Catheilral of All .Saints at
Albany, New York, will conduct the regu-
lar .Simday morning .service at 10.36 a. tn.

in the Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Weakened Williams Eleven

to Encounter Rampant Lion
(Continued from First Page)

toe came Purple defeat a year ago, and

who bore the brunt of Blue and White

ground-gaining last week, will call the

signals, while his alternate, Montgomery

will disappoint thousands if he fails to

duplicate the splendid performance by

which he smothered Dartmouth with two

touchdowns.

The Columbia attack centers mainly

about deception, of which Coach Little is

a past-master. Play after pley in pre-

ceding contests this yeiu- have shown the

Lion backs start an end run, and suddenly

cut inside to go through the line. The

aerial attack has been a large factor in

Blue and White scoring, and interference

in line-plays has been especially developed.

If the WilHams linemen fail to stop the

interference in the game today, the sec-

ondary ilefense will have more than they

can cope with when Hewitt has the ball.

The only omen which favors Williams

is the fact that the encounter, as in former

years, falls between the Dartmouth and

Cornell contests, and, as sports writers

point out, the Lion's <|niescent mood be-

tween these important games on its

schedule may render her unprepared to

sustain a dogged hiiKle agtiinsl the

Purple.

The probable lineups

WILLIAMS
I.e.

I.I.

l.K.

Foehl

Reid

Thayer

Stevens

Lyon

Wooil

Woodrow
Fowie (Ca])t

Bilder

iSenn

Rogers

e.

r.g.

r.t.

r.e.

q.b.

I.h.h

r.h.li

f.b.

lollow:

COLl'MHIA
Matal

.Sherwood

Greiula

Wiltler

Nobiletti

Migliore

Edling

Hewitt (Capt.)

Riviero

Linehan

Schwartz

Special Showing of

FRENCH-SHRINERdURNFR
I
*• America's Finest

'*

SHOES FOR COLLEGE MEN
Next Monday and Tuesday

at the

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
by "JOE" DIFFEE

NKW YOIIK SHOPS
350 Mndlaon Avenue 153 Hroudway 1263 Uroadway 1,31 We.t •t2iid Slr.et

Shops uml <lepartiiieiils from cousl lo roust

Fine Furs
FOR MEN . . . .

The finest and largest selection

of Raccoon coats, fur lined

coats and fur motor robes.

H.JAECKEL&SONS
546 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

It pays
to look over the wall

The industry that succeeds today is the
one that looks outside itsown "back-yard"
for ways to make itself more valuable.

For many years, Bell System men
have been working out ideas to increase
the use and usefulness of the telephone.
For example, they prepared plans for

selling by telephone which helped an
insurance man to increase his annual

business from $1,000,000 to $5,500,000
—a wholesale grocer to enlarge his vol-

ume 25% at a big saving in overhead

—

a soap salesman to sell $6000 worth of

goods in one afternoon at a selling cost

of less than 1%!

This spirit of cooperation is one rea-

son why the Bell System enjoys so im-

portant a place in American business.

BELL SYSTEM

nation-wide system or inter.connecting telephones



WAL-DEN
Week of October 26
Shows; Afternoon 2. IB; Evening 7.IS and 9.00

PROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, OCT. 20

Tlie Four Marx Brothers in "Monkey
Business." Pathe Comedy. News.

TUESDAY, OCT. 27

"The Girl Habit" witli Ciiarhis RuKKles
hikI Sue Conroy. Mack Sennett Come-
dy. Cartoon.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 28

"Gentleman's Fate" with .John Gill)ort,

l.cilii Hyams, Anita Pa^e aixl I.ouis

\Vollieim. Pathe Comedy.

THURSDAY, OCT. 29

"Secrets of a Secretary" with Claudotte
Colhort. Paramount Comedy. Mickey
Mouse.

FRIDAY, OCT. 30

"Night Nurse" with Barhara Stanwyck,
Clark (!al)lo and Ben Lyon. Pathe
Comedy. Review.

SATURi:)AY, OCT. 31

.l.ickii' CooKaii, Mitzi Green and Eugene
I'alli'ttein "Huckleberry Finn." Fables.

News.

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

Sumliiy iiiiil Moncliiy

Greta Garbo in

SUSAN LENOX
Her Rise and Fall with

Clark Gable

'I'tu'schiy ami \V('(lnos(l;iy

Paul Lukas Charlie Ruggles
"The Beloved Bachelor"

riuirsdiiv :iuil Fridiiy

"Girls About Town"
with

Kay Francis, Lilian Tashman,
Eugene Pallette

Extra Added Evening At.ractions

Ye Olde Time Movie Show
In the Style o Yester Year

Siitnrcl;iy Only
Double Feature

Victor McLaglen Elissa Landi
in

"WICKED"
also Richard Talmadge in

"YANKEE DON"
Chapter One in

"Galloping Ghost Red Grange
Serial"

RICHMOND I'JLT.
Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

Siiturday and Sunday, Oct. 24, 25

"CHANCES"
with

Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.

First Episode

Battling with Buffalo Bill

with
Tom Tyler
Rex Bell

.Mon.,_Tues., Wed., Oct. 26, 27, 28

Ann Harding
with Leslie Howard

in

"DEVOTION"

Thursday and Friday, Oct. 29, 30

"PAGAN LADY"
with

Evelyn Brent Conrad Nagel

For Anything

Photographic
Of CoIUga and StudanU

Also Picture Frames

Goto

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer
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Gabrilowitsch Plays

Before 600 in Chapin
(Continued from First Page)

early Beethoven -a rnooil of unrestrained
joy. The last movement is in true Rondo
Htyle, ojjeninK with its eharacteristic!

phrase of three notes, dares us to recognize
its several reenlrani'cs. The pianist with
his customary niccness laid open the sense
of this form even to cars having no knowl-
edge of musical form.

The Sehuhert selections are melodieally
very splendid. Our audience was jJeased
hy them. The first Impromptu consists

of a very simple theme in which there are
several repeated notes—characteristic of

Sehuhert. Both of these short works,
indeed, were well received.

The Miimeid Musical, No. if—not the
one entered on the projrram—was the most
perfect of the three if we consider heauty
of tone. It Kavo more opportunity for

such work in its gentle sinRiiiK theme.

We should like to have hail more of it

—

to have linnered longer with its full, warm
tone of the piano. The general tenor of

this and the final selection of the evening

excited the greatest responsive sympathy
in the audience. It left us with the mo-
mentary feeling that an;/ next selection

must necessarily be a let-down.

The bouncing lightness and the daring

ol se(!tions of the Schuman Honaia Opp. ^i,

were admirably contrasted by passages of

unexpected calm—all exei^utcd by the

pianist with the clarity which the whole

sonata reciuircs. As in performing all the

complications of technicalities, we dis-

covered great ease and skill— never taxed

quite to a limit. Opening with Schu-

man's terse direction, "as last as pos-

sible," it C(mtinues to a "faster" and a

"still faster!" The music flashed, rose,

and fell in cascades of brilliant arpeggios

—

impelled by a restles.s, vibrant energy

—

all produced by the pianist, who seemed

(U^tached from it all. There was no phy-

sical exertion apparent—nothing to de-

tract from the vivid uiitoldings of the

Mowing tonal ideas. The Aridmilinos,

which dips deeper into the reservoir of

tonal warmth was followed by a very

lively Scherzo. A Hondo ends the com-

po.sition with still more technical diffi-

culties overcome with great poise.

The Chopin was an orgy of sound.

The two Eluilcs were most pleasing. The
theme of the last covers the whole range

(il the piano with arpeggio.s ol wide inter-

vals an increasing tumuli

.

The Press Box
(Continued from First Page)

mediately take the field an<l play aiu)ther

game ol 20 minutes. Alter a suitable in-

terval the wimiers will play the final game
of 20 minutes, each team to be reiiresented

hy a sipiad of not more than 25 players.

The oi)ponentB for the preliminiiry games

will be decided by lot. If cither of the

preliminary games results in a tie, the

winner will be selected by a committee.

Officials and u.shers will be reepiested to

volunteer their services. Yale is giving

the u.se of its stadium free.

"The price of seats will be announced

later, but it can be definitely stated at this

time there will be no seats at excessive

prices and that there will be plenty of

seats at moderate prices. The net pro-

ceeds of each tournament will he divided

into four equal parts which will in turn be

delivered to the re,si)Cctivo presidents of

the four particijiating colleges anil will be

devoted to unemployment relief as the

president of each college shall in his own
discretion determine.

"It is their conviction that college foot-

ball games for any kind of charity, no

matter how worthy the cause, tend dis-

tinctly toward commercialism which is

undoubtedly the greatest single menace of

college sports totlay. They recognize,

however, that the call of the Presiilent's

representative in the time of national

emergency opens u)) the question in an

entirely iliffcrent form and calls for its

reconsideration from an entirely new iioint

of view. Mr. Young's call tounil the.sc

colleges with their playing schedules com-
pletely filled and running in several cases

into the Saturday following Thanksgiving.
This made it extremely difficult to find

(hither opponents or suitable dates for i)ost-

season games.

"Furthermore, as the athletic associa-

tions of |)racti('ally all the colleges men-
tioned will come through the present col-

lege year with a deficit, some of them with
very heavy ones, it did not seem that set-

ting aside the prociieds of a regularly

scheduled game or a percentage of the
proceeds of one or more such games offered

a suitable or a most efTective resjMnse to

Mr. Young's call."

Purple Soccer Team
Bows to Cadets, 7-0

(Continued from First Page)

Praband, Dolph, and Roberson added
single tallies to the Army score.

A summary of the game follows:

WILLIAMS (0) WEST POINT (7)

Roth o.r. Conway
Earl i.r. Praband
Miller c.f. Dolph
Wadsworth i.l. Kambhu
Mears o.l. Baers

Smith r.h.b. Roberson
Lambert c.h.b. Cairns, B. S.

Richmond l.h.b. Vansant
Catherall r.f.b. Cairns, D. M.
Van Sant l.f.b. Neely
Michel g. Zitzman

Goals—Conway 2, Baers 2, Praband,

Dolph, Roberson. Substitutions—WIL-
LIAMS: Horton for Roth, P'ranklin for

Wadsworth, Whitaker for Lambert, Dynes
for Richmond, Itobers for VanSant, Chilils

for Michel.

A smart hotel

easily accessi-

ble to football

fields. Home
of New York
Vassar and
Smith College

Clubs.

STUDENT
RATES

Single $3.50
Double $5.00

Madison Ave. at Fiftieth St.

wmrn

m

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE''
Do It

'9^2 CORDUROYS '^^^

FINE GRADE SNAPPY STYLE

SEVERAL SHADES

^3.50

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
NORTH ADAMS

RAYMOND J. LIBRIZZI
Box 4, WlUlama College

Wllllaiutovni, Mass.

Mr, J. A. Barnett
Manager of College Circulation
Mew York Herald Tribune
Mew York, N.Y.

Dear Mr, Barnett;

Mr, Walter Llpproaim's .stock has taken a sliarp rise

here at WllllamB. The Herald Tribune advertisement
you ran the other day In the Record did a double job.

It; brought news to a lot of men - news that so-called
"haavy subjects" such as world trends, economic de-
volopmentE, etc. are being vjrltten about several times

every week In the Herald Trlbvme In an Interesting,
stimulating way ... easy to read, hard to lay down once

you're started. Then, too, it reminded the men who
are now taking the Herald Trll.iune not to miss Walter
Llppmann's articles when they're reading the many other

features, such as V. P, A, 'a funny daily column, Percy
Hammond's theatrical reviews, Webster's "Timid r-oul"

and the sports pages.

The Idea that Walter Llppmann and his keen insight
into world happenings could give Imiaense practical help^

In a lot of courses liad never occured to several of the

men I saw. So you can be assured that ^'r, Llppmann
is being more widely and more thoroup)ily read around
these parts.

Now, It does seem a shame that we can't throw the

spotlight on the Herald Tribune's action football write-
ups. They're goodj And what's nore they arc con-
sistently giving a lot of space to the '.Villiams ' team.

Is there any chance of telling us all about then, In an

advertisement so fewer men will miss just the very thing
they've been looking for

2

Very truly yours.

Hm'^

ATTENTION!!!
1931-32 Williams College

ADDRESS BOOK
NOW ON SALE

Edition Limited to 500 Copies

Get Yours Early

The Aristocrat of Ginger Ales

Sand Springs

Extra Dry

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clark, Praldeni F. E. Moore. Vlet-Praldent A. E. Evans. Cathitr

Capital - - • $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Elxtended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms
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College Pharmacy
BEST SODAS IN TOWN

Eddie Dempsey Fred Walden

WE HAVE DONE
IT BEFORE Beat Columbia

LET'S DO IT

NOW

College Restaurant
BEST FOOD IN TOWN

Eddie Dempsey

Hampton Quartette

Delights Audience
(Continued from First Page)

Jericho for, tliuu)(h the selection (o my
knowleilKe is minor throughout, the vital

third wavered constantly from minor to

major. Waler Boy, a work-song coni|)osc(l

of three part humming l)ehiml a first liass

solo, was well done ami steailfastly main-

tained its minor strain. Ezekiel tiaw <k

Wheel, although its arrangement wasn't

half as intricate as that of the Wiltuiius

Glee Club, was sung with a pounding

rhythm wliich it seems only the negro can

attain. Among the other selections were:

Roll, Jerdan, lioll; Wnil'U I Gel My Kobe:

Ldsten to the Lambs; I Gol Shoes; Massa,

Dear; I'm Bound to Leave This World,

Going Home; Swing Lout, Siveel Chariot

and, as a request encore, My Lord, What
a Morning.

Taken all together the concert was as

amusing and entertaining as any the re-

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

.

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

^Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,
Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

E. J. Jerdon—D.D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn money

corresponding for newspapers; all or
spare time; experience unnecessary; no
canvassing; send for free booklet; tells

how. Heacock, Room 584, Dun Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

"IN GOD WE TRUST"

Shoe Rebuilding Shop
Half Soles and Rubber Heels

as low as $1.25

Also Rubber Soleing of All Kinds

MIKE FRESSOLA
Call 223-M

BOTTOM OF SPRING STREET

viewer has heard, and he can readily un-

derstand how this group of men has been

so great a success in Great Britain where

they toured seventy [jlaces; including

Canterbury, Winchester, Liverpool, Ox-

ford and Cambridge. Here's hoping

they'll come back next year and receive a

little more advance publicity.

Musical Clubs Competition

In answer to a recent announcement,

fifteen sophomores have rejrartcd for a

competition lasting until the middle of

January for the positions of assistant

manager, press manager, and transporta-

tion manager of the Williams Musical

Clubs. The following men have entered

the competition: Blake, W. B. Brown,

Campaigne, Cressey, Curll, Danforth,

Dorrance, Eaton, Ebinger, R. D. Johnston,

Nofer, Norcott, D. H. Ogiivy, C. R.

Reynolds, and Vipond.

Infirmary Patients

Ford '33 was the only patient confined in

the Thompson Infirmary when The
Record went to press on Thursday eve-

ning. In all cases of serious illness the

parents of the student concerned are imme-

diately notified by the College authorities.

COLLEGE NOTE

The pledge of Herbert G. Ogden '35 to

the Psi Upsilon fraternity has been broken

by mutual consent.

Newton H. Hoyt, Jr., Herbert S. Kin-

kaid, and William C. MacMillen, '35 have

been pledged to the Phi Gamma Delia

fraternity.

John H. Braine, Jr., '35 of Brooklyn,

N. Y., has been pledged to the Delta Phi

fraternity.

She canio up to
his studs

But thoy didn't come ud to hor. One amused

glance (rom those knowing eyes, and they tooli

on the painful prominence of tin pie platei.

The fine material and exquisite workmanship

of SWANK EVENING SETS proudly bear the

closest icrutlny; the confident knowledge of

their unobtrusive correctness Is worth many

times their cosL

SWANK EVENING SETS
•ra offered by Jewelers and the smarter men's
shops In a variety of ('-igni men approve,
priced from )2.50 to $35.00.

SWAXK
Dross Assets for Men
include Collar Holders, Tie Klips, Dress Sets,

Collar Buttons, Cuff Links—all SWANK made

by Baer &. Wilde Company—Jewelers to men

exclusively, makers of famous KUM*A-PART
—the Nation's Cuff Button.

iSft'^^'^^ff^^

ii- J V

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.

45 John Street. New York City

MODERN DAIRY
ROBERT STEELE, Proprietor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM IN

NORTH ADAMS AND WILLIAMSTOWN
Of exceptionally low bacteria content and testing very hifih in butterfat content

PHONE NORTH ADAMS 2670-R

Service to All Parts of North Adams and Williamstown

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

KEEP'KISSABLE

NO "ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS" TO TAINT THE BREATH OR STAIN THE TEETH

WITH

OLD GOLDS
The twenty cigarettes in your paclcage
of oiD ooiDS reach you in prime con-
dition, at fresh as twenty cherries just

picked from the tree. The finest of
moisture-proof Cellophane wrapping in-

sures that.

But OLD GOLDS are not merely fresh;

they are refreshingly diflTerent. Blended
from pure tobacco . . . free of oily, foreign
flavorings ... did ooios do not taint the
breath with lingering odors, and do not
discolor the teeth with needless stains.

To be in good taste, as well as for their

good taste . , . ,moke natural. flavored
OLD ooiDS. They'll give you a finer

smoke, without any unpleasant after-

maths of any kind.

e p. Lorill.rd Co., Inc.

NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD
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W. C. A. ANNOUNCES

PROGRAM FOR RELIEF

Will Hold Old Clothes Quest Soon

;

Chest Fund Drive To Start

November 16

With President Hoover's recent inauRU-

ralioii of a drive for the relief of the preva-

lent unemployment in this fountry, the

W'illianiH Christian Assoeialion wishes to

take this opjiorlunity to annoimce its

program of reliel work officers announced

today. Throu|j;hout the year, the W. C. A.

will (^operate with the Williamstown

Welfare Association in the distribution of

llie results of the approaching Old Clothes

mid Chest Drives.

In the near future, the W. C. A. will he-

jrin an Okl Clothes drive canvassing the

campus for any garments which the stu-

dents can spare. The proceeds ol the

drive will be distributed principally in

Williamstown with the excess going to

North Adams and Blackinton.

The W. C. A. will start its annual Chest

I'und drive on November Ki. The results

of the drive will bv used in cooperation

with the Williamstown Welfare Associa-

tion in a large part for the relief of local

unemployment. A largo part of last year's

W. C. A. budget was devoted to the reliel

of the local distress, and, with the unfavor-

able outlook for the ('oming winter, even a

hiTficr ))ercentage of the budget will be

used in this fashion this year.

Udow is printed an acco\uit of the W. C.

A. receipts and expenditures for the past

(iscal year as audited by Mr. Brown of the

Treasurer's Offi(«.

Balance jjrevious year $497.57

Ilcccipts:

Chest Fund $5,138.75

Big Brotficr Banquet KiO.OO

WILLIAMS HOLDING HEWITT IN FIRST PERIOD 'I
WILLIAMS BOWS TO

LION OFFENSE, 19-0

Hewitt and Montgomery Display

Brilliant Broken-Field Work
for Victors

PLAY OF FOWLE, ROGERS
AND MARKOSKI NOTABLE

Only Williams Threat Fails When
Long Pass to Goal-Line Is

Unsuccessful

Captain Hewitt, Columbia Ace, Being Brought Down by Charlie Foehl After a Short Gain Around Right End
Which Brought the Ball into Williams Territory in the First Period of Saturday's Game on Baker Field

Special (Jifts 5l).00

5,357.75

SHAPLEY RELATES NEW

GALACTIC EXPLORATIONS

Professor T. C. Smith to

Estimate Hoover''s Policy

Astronomer Reviews Progress

Observation of Southern

Hemisphere

m

$5,855.32

F,\]icii(litures:

lied Cross $300.00

li(>.v.s' Club 3,200.00

l.ingnan University 300.00

College and Com-
munity 199.20

Office Expenses 302.08

Freshman Keception 21.42

Big Brother Banquet 157.00

Special Gifts 705.00

$5,184.70

Balance $r)70.(i2

Chicago Alumii Notice

Mr. Herbert A. I.undahl has ar-

ranged for a compartment car on the

New York Central to leave Chicago

Friday, Nov. 13 at 10.30 a. m., arriving

at Norl h Adams iSaturday at 9. 1 4 a. m.,

the day of the Amherst game. This

car will be parked there, and those join-

ing this party may stay on the car

Saturday night. It will leave North

Adains Sunday afternoon at 1.31 and

arrive in Chicago Monday morning at

1 1.00. If there are any of the Chicago

alumni, or parents of men now in

College interested in going to the

Williams-Amherst game in this car

they should get in toiieh with Mr. bun-

clahl, 340 W. Harrison St., Chicago, III.,

Telephone Webster 4242.

Content to lead his audience only 900

million million million miles from home,

Profes.sor Harlow F. Shapley, of the Har-

vard Observatory, sketched the progress

of modern astronomy in determining the

structure and extent of the known uni-

verse, in a lecture on "New Galactic

Explorations," delivered before the Science

Club last Thursday evening in Jesup Hall.

Ill particular hi; discussed the part that his

Own observatory was undertaking, from its

two stations at Cambridge and Bloem-

fontcin, South Africa, in the critical study

of globular clusters, the Magellanic Clouds,

and cxtra-galaetic nebulae.

Beginning his survey with a consider-

ation of the nature and origin, whether

local or cosmic, of meteors and comets. Dr.

Shapley cpiickly passed on to the stars of

the sun's imme<liate neighborhood, the

nearest of which, Alpha Ccnlaiiri, is about

three and a half light years (20 million

nullion miles) away. From these he went

on to discuss the local system, or cloud of

stars, some 5000 light years in extent, in

which the sun is located, pausing by the

way to mention the Cejiheid class of var-

iable stars. These varialjles are impor-

tant because the constant relationshii)

between their periotis and absolute mag-

nitudes enables the astronomer to make

very accurate estimates of their distances

simply by measuring their apparent mag-

nitudes. By the use of the Cepheids it

has been possible to determine the dis-

tances of the globular clusters and Ma-

gellanic Clouds, and even of the great

Andromeda NehiUi, nearly one million

light years away.

The local system of the sun and its

(Continued on Third Page)

Chapin Rare Book Exhibit Comprises Valuable

Editions of Canadiana and French Americana

Presenting some of the finest and rarest'

editions of Canadiana and French Ameri-

cana now in existence, the first regular

exhibit of the valuable and comprehensive

Chapin Library was opened to the public

Wednesday, Oct. 21. The items of the

exhibition range from volumes dealing with

Cartier's first voyages, through Champ-
lain, Sagard, and Hennepin, to Charlevoix,

with first editions of Champlain's Voyages

and the exceedingly rare leaves of Huron
Indian music in Sagard's Hisloire du
Catmda among the most interesting

features.

The Chapin Librarian, Miss L. E. Of-

borne, in speaking of the exhibit, stated

that, "books dealing with the early history

of Canada and earliest French exi)loration

m this country are among the most, desir-

able collectors items, as well as being ot

enormous importance as Bource material

for historical research".

The cataloK\ie of the exhibit is printed

below with the Librarian's notations:

Ramusio.

Delle namgnlioni cl viaggi. Vol. III.

Venice 1565. (Contains accounts of

Cartier's first two voyages. Has wood-

cut which is the earliest plan of Mon-

treal).

Thevet.

Les singularUez de la France, Anlarclique.

Antwerp 1558. (Has 41 curious wood-

cuts, some being the first representa-

tions of America's animals).

The new found worlde, or Antarctikc.

London 1508. (Earliest book in Eng-

lish that describes Canada).

Laudonni^re.

L'histoire notable de la Floride. Paris

1586.

I^escarbot.

Hisloire de h. NouveUe France. Paris

1009, Kill, 1618. First 3 editions.

(Appended to each is Lescarbot's Muset

de la Nouvelk France which includes his

Theatre de Neptune en Ui Nouvelle-

France, the first play enacted in North

America).

(Oontlnueit on Fifth Puge)

Professor T. C. Smith will s])eak on

"The Foreign Policy of the Hoover Admin-

istration" at the first meeting of the Inter-

national Affairs Club, which will be held in

Griffin Hall at 7.30 tomorrow night. A
s|)eeific invitation to all members of the

Freshman class who are interested has

been extended by the Club.

The address by Professor Smith will be

in the form of an historical analysis, sum-

marising what Hoover has done to date,

and the speaker will estimate the chief

executive's foreign i)cilicy. The meeting

will be concluded in ample time for the

Wednesday night house meetings.

HISTORY OF PRINTING

CLASSES START SOON

Miss Osborne Keeps Faculty Group

But Drops Advanced Class

in Fourth Year

WESLEYAN OUTPLAYS

SABRINA ELEVEN 14-6

Schlums Plays Brilliantly in Initial

'Little Three' Contest; Union

Trims R. P. L 21-0

While Ralph Hewitt was leading his

Columbia Lions to a 19-0 victory over

Williams in the metropolis of New York

Saturday afternoon, Larry Schlums took

things in hand over at Amherst, spurring

the Wesleyan eleven on to a 14-6 triumph

over the Sabrinas in the first Little Three

contest of the season. Union, the other

remaining rival of the Purple, defeated

R. P. I. by a 21-0 count on Alexander

Field, exhibiting a well-perfected passing

attack that comjjlefely baffled the losers.

Schlums' 47-yanl run-back of a punt in

the first few minutes of jday gave the

Cardinal and Black an early touchdown,

and after the JefTmen had succeeded in

scoring on DePasqua's aerial toss in the

third period, the Wesleyan star half back

assumed a major share of the ball carrj'ing

duties for his team, driving through for the

final tally after a 32-yard advance in

which he carried the ball eight times in nine

plays. Although both lines showed a

powerful defense under the shadow of their

own goal posts, the Sabrina eleven was

entirely unable to penetrate the Wesleyan

forward wall on line drives, and resorted

to passing in both of its serious assaults

on the victor's goal line. For, with the

score 14-6 against them, and but a few

moments left to play, desperate passes

from DePasqua to Curtis and Hague net-

ted 60 yards, leaving Amherst only ten

yards from a touchdown when the final

whistle blew. The lone Sabrina score

came late in the third i>erio<l, also as the

result of a forward pass, when Potter

snared a long toss after three plays had
(Continued on Third Page)

CALENDAR

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27

9.00 p. m.—President's Reception for the

Class of 1035.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28

7.30 p. m.—Meeting of the International

Afairs Club in Griffin Hall Library.

Professor T. C. Smith will speak on

"The Foreign Policy of the Hoover

Administration."

Study of "The History of the Printed

Book", a course started three years ago by
Miss Lucy Eugenia Osborne, custodian of

the Chapin Library, with a view to ac-

quainting Faculty and student members of

the College with the notable collection of

rare books in the posses.sion of Williams

College, will begin with the first under-

graduate class on November 2, and the

Faculty class on November 6. This is the

second year of the Faculty class, while,

owing to pressure of work. Miss Osborne

has been unable to continue her advanced

class this year.

The course is designed to provide valu-

able information for those who may find

opportunity for book-collecting in the

future. Weekly meetings will provide for

discussions and lectures on the printing

and binding of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, with the copies of early manu-
scripts and books to be found in the Chapin
Library serving as illustrative examples.

About one half of each meeting will be

devoted to lectures by Miss Osborne, the

notes on which will, at the end of the year,

comprise a valuable store of information,

since no book yet written in the English

language satisfactorily covers the field of

early printing.

The Faculty group will be com|)08ed of

Messrs. Keck, Knapi), Rogers, Root,

Hallet , Smith, and Y'oung, while the under-

graduates are Cresap, and Hebard, '32;

Hselamayer, '33, and Collens, Griswold

and Pomeroy, '34. The following syllabus

outlines the work of the course:

The History of the Printed Book
1931-1932

Brief preliminary consideration of early

(Continued on Third Page)

Williams fell before Columbia for the

seventh consecutive year last Saturday

on Baker Field when Hewitt and Mont.-

gomery slid off tackle. and circled the ends

in a never-ending succession of gains to

bring the mounting Blue and White score

to the final total of lO-O. Only in the

first |)eriod did the Purple eleven definitely

assume the offensive in a determined drive

which culminated dishearteningly as a

long pass barely slipped through Foehl's

fingers on the goal line.

The most spectacular single play of the

game came in the third (piarter when
Captain Hewitt of Columbia, behind

flawless interference, dashed through a

wide hole off tackle, eludetl the Purple

secondary defense, and sprinted 80 yards

to score. Despite this, and a brilliantly

blocked punt by Matal which resulted in

another touchdown for the Lion, the Wil-

liams team was stubborn in its ojjposition

to its op|)onen('s smooth offense, i)ar-

ticularly when the Pur])le line held the

home team for downs on the 1-foot line in

the third quarter.

In the first period the Lion was on the

defensive from the opening whistle.

Fowle kicked-off for Williams, and after

two punting forays and two 3-yard gains

by Hewitt, Lyon broke through the

Columbia line to block and recover

Hewitt's punt on the Blue and White 18-

yard line. Two unsuccessful line-plays

followed, and then Markoski passed to

Fowle, who relayed with a long spiral to

Foehl on ihe goal-line. The bail barely

escaped the end's frantic grasj), and the

Purple's only opportunity for a touch-

down failed. On the fourth down Fowle

attempted to drop-kick, a field-goal from

the 20-yard stripe, but the ball sailed

low and wide of the posts. An exchange

of i)unts followed, and on Fowle's long

kick, Foehl broke through and forced

Hewitt to fumble, giving Williams the

(Continued on Sixth Page)

Statistics of the Game
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COLUMBIA AND CALDWELL
Precedent set by former editors after Columbia games would lead The Record

to stress the futility of playing big colleges, and at the same time to boast noisily about

a Pyrrhic Moral Victory. We shall do neitlier. Whether the contest was a moral

victory or not is beside the point. Williams played a haril, heady game throughout

the better part of the afternoon. Many members of the team surpassed themselves.

The generalship left nothing to be desired. And the coach made the best possible

use of his weakened reserve material. Most important of all, the team found itself.

Since Charley Caldwell was appointed head coach in 1928, Columbia has been

our sole Nemesis. In the 29 games played under his regime, Williams has scored 618

points to its opponents' 189,—an average of 21.7. Three times we have trounced

Amherst and Wesleyan. Only four eiiiounters have we lost. And now, with Baker

Field behind them and the injured men returning, we congratulate the coach, the cap-

tain, and the team on their fine showing and look ahead three weeks to the time when

the scalps of our Little Three rivals will again be tucked safely under Williams' belt.

FOURTEEN POINTS
The Recobd suggests:

That Jewish rabbis, Roman Catholic priests, even Methodist evangelists, be in-

vited to address this undenominational college

;

That the six trustees who do not subscribe to The Record, subscribe;

That the eleven who do subscribe be voted a small token of student appreciation;

That Spring Street realize the price level is falling;

That the Purple Cow do a better job of imitating the New Yorker;

That the College Band organize;

That Williams win an intercollegiate debate;

That the Dunbar Essay judges be compelled to live in a Williams dormitory for

one week;

That the News Bureau publish something in a New York paper;

That the Thanksgiving Vacation constitute a vacation;

That the cheer leaders leatl cheers;

That someone beside Board members write communications to The Record;

That the lights in the lower reading room of the Stetson Library be lowered:

That, to repeat a Quarterly suggestion, the names of God and the donor be inter-

changed on the memorial tablet in the Thompson Chajjel.

Perhaps that will arouse thought. Perhaps fire. But probably neither, so con-

servative are we of Williams. And every time we have a thought, we think we're

radical.

iililiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiDlilillltiill iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiii:

i Communications
[

s Although communicatinns may be published H
s unsigned, if 80 requested, the name of the writer §
2 must in every case be submitted to the editor. =

s The lioard nsautnes no responsibility, however, 5

1 for tie facts as stated, nor for the opinion.^ 5

2 expressed in this departn'.ent. |

liiiiililiiiiiiuiiiinililliiiiillllliiiniiiiiiillilillllllltllllilllllllin

Editor of The WiLUAMs Record,

Dear Sir:

The recent outburst, attributed to "Five

Undergraduates," is a type of hellish

hooting which can' lead the reader to only

one conclusion: . these gentelmen felt

themselves so aptly caricatured by your

editorial, "Letter to an Anxious Parent,"

that they cried out in unreasoning anger.

The attitude of their communication is

that of a kitten,—or rather, five kittens,

that have had their tails stepped on.

That editorial was no moralistic polemic

directed against correct dressing, tobacco,

beer, and bridge. Only one testily self-

conscious along those lines could have read

such significance into it. The "pro-

foundly subtle quality" which baffled

these men is plainly evident to the reader

whosceye is not clouded with prejudice:

this not un-typical specimen of Williams

environment, mentioned in your editorial,

has not reached maturity,— in any way,

but especially mentally. There can be

nothing incongruous in the picture of a

mature undergraduate intlulging in cor-

rect dressing, tobacco, beer, and bridge.

But those same aptitudes in the "man"
whose conversation and mental habits are

"democratically simple in vocabulary and

thought," those aptitudes acquired for

their own sake and in order to conform

to the prescribed i;/;jp,- they present as

true a picture of the perfect ass, and the

'perfect' Williams man, as it is possible

to paint.

And is it not illuminating to have the

"style" of an editorial crilit^ized as some-

thing unnatural and copied, when we

suspect that crit icism is made by one who

for a year, served u|) some of the most

unnatural and copied "slobber" it has

been The Record's privilege to print,—

giving us, under the guise of the Press

Box, a rehashing of the latest New
RejmUic in a "style" almost slavishly

copied from Time.

How lucky it would be for the college if

it could say "Booh" to the apparition

pictured in this editorial, thus banishing

that apjiarition and all its manifastations

—including these five undergraduates—

from sight.

(Signed) One Urulergraduate

The Editor of The Williams Record,
Dear Sir:

It does seem as though the recent de-

cision of the student body to dispense with
fall house parties because of the present

economic depression is but a good intention

wrongly directed. J am at a loss to under-

stand how the money saved by this action

will be "spent in wiser fashions or in ways
more calculated to send the funds more
directly into the main streams of trade."

Why is it more advisable to deprive

musicians, caterers, and the tradesmen of

Williamstown of a few thousand dollars in

order that it may be had by the tearooms
of Northampton or the theaters and night-

clubs of New York? Is it reasonable to

expect that the ten to twenty dollars

saved by each Williams student who might
have entertained a girl at house parties will

spend that money for coal, food supplies,

or the commodity of some firm whose
supply today far exceeds its demand?

For a moment let us suppose that the

United States as a whole were to pattern

its action "for the relief of unemployment"
after that of Williams College. Would the

mtisicians, caterers, decorators, tailors,

and other tradesmen of the country eflfect-

ed be any bet ter off because their jobs were
abolished and their means of support
knocked out from under them? An ap-

parently unnecessary saving made now
when the country is suffering from an over-

dose of saving somehow does not seem like

a very heljjful or far-sighted move.

Why not suggest to Arthur Thornton
that he close his movie theater this winter
so that the students may save a few dollars

a week and spend it in more wisely directed

channels? It would amount to about
.1$20,()00 by next ,June Anil it would un-
doubtedly be a great help to Mr. Thornton
and the employees of the theater this com-
ing winter

Then too, wouldn't it be highly advis-

able for "Cap and Bells" and the Musical
Clubs to discontinue operation for this

year? Think of all the money that would
be saved several hundred persons in sev-

eral different American cities; think of all

the transportation that wouldn't have to

be purchased an<l of all the auditoriums
that wouldn't have (o be rented. Think
of the saving and for what? To aid the

depression and to keep it going a few
months longer.

This cancellation of house parties is

certainly a magnificent gesture, made in

the intenwts of a continued depression.

OoodncBs knows when this country will

recover and return to a normal state if

many other institutions do likewise.

Sincerely,

(Signed) //. Mel. Omul, Jr. '2R
Etlitor's Note: To many more men on

the campus than our correspondent may

suspect, this is not an "unnecessary sav-

ing." Nor can the soundness of the

Williams action be questioned on economic

grounds; we can only repeat that the

"make-work fallacy" is one of tin? oldest in

economics, and that wise spending is not

anji spending.

Sparks Fly Upward. By Oliver LaFarge.

(Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston. $2.50).

"It is a prose poem of rare beauty,

depth of feeling, and emotional power. It

is the finest American novel this reviewer

has read in ten years." So spoke one

critic of Oliver La Farge's first book aiitl

Pulitzer prize novel, "Laughing Boy". It

does not apply to "Sparks Fly Ujjward."

We gather that since his first jjublication

Mr. La Farge has suiTcred a sudden and

most unfortunate loss of ability. It has

been seldom that wc have read such a

futile effort as this melodrama. Esteban,

the son of an Indian mother and a Ladino

father, grows up in the house of the

wealthy and powerful Don Geronimo

Cerromayor. His mother, when he was

but a mere baby, saved the life of Don
Geronimo in a battle during one of those

perpetual Central American revolutions.

In fact, one feels while reading that all the

Central Americans do is revolt. It

doesn't make much difference whom they

revolt against, just as long as they can

keep at it. In gratitude for this inestim-

able service, Cerromayor takes her into

his house and surrounds her with splendor

until she dies. But she, primitive Indian

that she is, preserves her Rousseauian

simplicity till the last day, and, in peasant

costume, roams about the Cerromayor

hacienda in quite the approved musical

comedy manner. Esteban grows up antl

takes the name of Cerromayor. He be-

comes some sort of overseer on the rancho.

Late in life Don Geronimo marries Dona
Favia Villansuela y La Rada, who, sur-

prisingly, is lovely and young. Esteban

is now 22 with the features of an Indian

and the heart of a—(ah, but that's the

story). A love affair, which of course is

totally unsuspected, takes place. Esteban

leaves the hacienda and, thru the influence

of Geronimo, gets a commission in some
dress-up regiment in the capitol. This

naturally wears upon him, and wanting

advancement, he joins a regiment of

toughs, murderers and crooks. A cam-
paign naturally arises, and from a bloody

(?) jungle struggle (?), he emerges—

a

colonel. From this, with amazing rapid-

ity, he advances to the position ot a gen-

eral. All this time his love for Favia has

been growing and he pays a number of

visits to the Cerromayor rancho where he

and Favia spend the night in the garden,

indulging in activities which the author

has seen fit to overlook. Along with this

love comes a growing sense of his Indian

origin. A discovery of who his father was,

and a talk with a commanding officer in his

regiment makes him even more race-

conscious. To intensify this, he takes on
an Indian mistress and is forced to dispos-

sess some Indians from their native village.

At this point all we can think of is the

Vanishing American. All of these events

are supposed to show the inner conflict

that is going on within his soul, but some-
how or other, the reader is just not con-
vinced. Finally after his mistress has
given birth to a i^hild, he makes his great

decision. When the order comes to come
to rob the Indians of an entire section of

their land, he and his regiment revolt and
join the liberal cause. At this point the

novel ends with jolting unexpectancy.

Whatever happens later is left to our fertile

imaginations, but as the last scene of the

chapter shows his mistress-wife-mother of

son running her fingers thru his hair to put
him to sleep, we gather that the inner con-

flict is over, and that his days of peace are

about to descend.

That is the framework of the novel, and
strangely enough that is all. All of the
emotional warmth of treatment that one
woukl expect, all of the lyrical prose that
the plot should demand is missing. There
are no heights and no depths, just con-
sistent mediocrity. There is plenty of
action, battles, people running hectically
in and out of army offices, and captains
shouting directions. In fact there is so
mu(-h action that at times one is quite
dazetl as to exactly what is going on. It

certainly looks as tho Mr. La Farge has his
eye on Hollywood in a big way. In his

(Continued on Plfth Page)

ATTENTION!!!

1931-32 Williams College

ADDRESS BOOK
NOW ON SALE

Edition Limited to 500 Copies

Get Yours Early

The First of A Series of Dinner Dances

for College Girls and Friends

will be held at

HOTEL NORTHAMPTON
in the Colonial Room

HALLOWEEN
Saturday Evening, October 3 1 , from 6 - 8

Excellent Table d'hote Dinner, $1.50 per person
Gentlemen Are Expected to Bring a Partner

Tel. 3 1 00 for Reservation LEWIS N. WIGGINS, Prop,

Fine Furs
FOR MEN . . . .

The finest and largest selection

of Raccoon coats, fur lined

coats and fur motor robes.

H.JAECKEL&SONS
546 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

FIMCS2I.EY
OF NEW YORK

FALL AND WINTER PATTERNS ARE NOW AVAILABLE, AND
CURRENT MODELS HAVE EXCEPTIONAL DISTINCTION. PRICES
ARE THE LOWEST THIS INSTITUTION HAS EVER QUOTED.

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

4 U AND MORE
TAILORED TO YOUR MEASURE

SHIRTS, CRAVATS. HOSE. WCXDLIES. HATS. SHOES AND ALL
CORRECT ACCESSORIES ARE VERY MODERATELY PRICED.

EXHIBITION
AT BEMIS'

TODAY AND TOMORROfV
Tom Carlson, Rep.

THB

FIFTH AVENUE AT FORTY- SIXTH STREET
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Vermont Harriers Beat

Purple Runners by 19-36

WimiinK llie first lliree plaet-H in im-

pressive fasliioii the Vermont cross country

team easily defeated tlie Purple harriers

19-30 over tlie Vermont course lust Sat-

urday afternoon. Tlie ra(!e was run over

a road course of 3.3 miles in length, which

unlike the local route was uoticeahly laok-

iiiK in hills and toukIi Koiii)!;.

Wilder, Hadley and Hrooks of tlu; Ver-

nionters look first, second and third

honors respectively, the winner's time

licinK 17;58, while (ioodhody '34 was the

lirst Williams rumier to cross the line.

Captain Koy '32 linisheil fifth, Init two

more Vermont men came in ahead of

Fisher '33. The order of finish was as

lollows: Isl, Wilder (V); 2n(l, Hadley

(V); 3rd, IJrooks (V); 4th, Cioodhody

iVV); 5lh, Roy (W); (ith, Leach (V);

71h, Varney (V); 8th, Fisher (W); 9th,

liarker (V); 10th, Robb (W); llth,

Hruckner (W). Time 17 min., 58 sees.

Score: Vermont 19, Williams 3li.

Wesleyan Outplays

Sabrina Eleven 14-6
(Continued from First Page)

been smcmrcd by the heavy Wesleyan

forwards.

Union Outplays Engineers

The Union mentor had evidently taken

ii hint from the Caldwell tactics displayed

by the Purple unainst Rochester a wcel<

at;", for early in the opening period » wide

lateral pass gave the ])inskin to l.ippitt,

I'nion cajitain, enabliiiK him to get aw.iy

for a 72-yard sprint to a touchdown.

Conventional forward pas.sc8 were resj on-

sible for the other scoi-cs, which came in the

first and fourth qiuirters, with l.ippitt on

the hurliiiK end of each. l'iii(ui complete-

ly outplayed the ICnKineers in all depart-

ments of the game, as both the 21-1) score

and the statistics of the name show. Only

ci)rht (mt of 27 i)iis.ses were C(mipleted by

llie latter, in comparison with hve out of

II .successful tosses recorded for I'nion,

while the yardage gained gives Union a net

ndvuntage of l(K) yards.

History of Printing

Classes Start Soon
(Continued from First Pagel

printing (irocesses in China. Paper; its

invention and process of making.

Block printing in Eurojje. (1,5th cen-

tury).

European invention of iiriiiting with

movable type. Influence of manuscri|)1s.

Kir.st ])re88. Printing in (lermany. (15th

century).

Introduction of printing into Italy,

France, Holland, .Spain and England.
1 15th century).

Survey of printing in CJermany, Italy,

Holland, France, • Spain and England.

( Kith century).

During the course one hour will be

devoted to the genei-al field of book-collect-

ing with a brief sketch of great collectors,

past and present, while another hour will

lie given to a discussion of the books of

reference indispensable for detailed study
of (-arlv printing.

Shapley Relates New
Galactic Explorations

(Continued from Fir.st Page)

neighbors, the lecturer then related to our
entire galaxy, which probably resembles

neighboring galaxies of the spiral nebula

type, and of which the Milky Way rep-

resents simi)ly the greater extension and
number of the stars toward the edges,

I hail toward its flattened sides. The sun
he located aliout 50,000 light years from
the center of this galactic system, on either

side of which lie the so-called globular

clusters, forming a sort of nucleus for the

great spiral.

The Magellanic Clouds, Dr. Shapley
then went on to explain, are detached

portions of our own galaxy, or minor
galactic systems gravitationally related to

't. the whole forming one great super-
galaxy or galactic (.luster like others vis-
ible to us at great distan(!es. Then he
ventured out into space among the thou-
sands and hundreds of thousands of galaxies
and super-galaxies that lie, ncjl giiiierally

distributed in space, but with a tendency
to cluster toward the pules of our galactic
system. The most remote of these, or at
least of the ones visible to our most power-
ful telescoiies, have been estimated to lie at
the tremendous distance mentioned at
the opening of this article, 150 milliou
light years, or about 9111) million million
million miles.

A phenomenon of particular interest to

the mod(!rn astronomer is the extraordi-
nary shift toward the red of the absorption
lines of the spectra of these far distant
galaxies, which indicates, unless modern
theory is wrong, a speed of recession of

some 11,001) miles per second. If this is

true, it means that the meta-galaxy, or

known universe, is expanding at an in-

conceivable rate, and further necessitates

the adoption of a "short time scale" in

measuring the age of the univei-se which
meets with little favor among those who
cite geological evidence on the anti(iuity

of the earth. At present this disagree-

ment is a (rausc of spirited diwuBsion
among astronomers.

With regard to Cepheid Variables,

Dr. Shapley responded to a (pjery by
discussing his own Pulsation Theory,
which attempts to explain their regular

variation in brightness by a. fluctuating

balance between gravitation and the pres-

sure of radiation that periodically causes

theiM to exphide, then gradually subside.

Though the theory has met with general

acceptance, its author is not completely
satisfied with it, regarding it us much more
successful as a "kitchen theory"- for he

found it very convenient, during his early

married life, to indulge in Fabian theoriz-

ing when he should have eoncentratcd

upon washing the dishes- than as a prac-

ti<^al explanation of all of the mysteries

of variability.

After the public hx^lure, Dr, Shapley
and the members of the Science Club re-

tired to the p'aculty Club, where they

discussed informally such matters as the

great meteor craters of Arizona, Siberia,

and Australia, and the new fields of re-

sean'h being opened to the astronomer
by the development of precision clocks so

accurate that it may be possible even to

check up on the rotation of the earth.

''None
so good as

LUCKIES"

"I've tried all cigarettes and there's none

so good OS LUCKIES. And incidentally I'm

careful in my choice of cigarettes. I hove

to be because of my throat. Put me down
as one who always reaches for a LUCKY.

it's a real delight to find a Cello-

phane wrapper that opens without
an Ice pick."

,;^A^-*-^ 'rWfi^a'^^^"''

Jean Harlow first set the screen

ablaze in "Hell's Angels/' the

great air film, and she almost stole

the show from a fleet of fifty planes.

See her"Goldie," a Fox film and

Columbia's "Platinum Blonde."

Made of the finest tobaccos —
The Cream of many Crops — LUCKY
STRIKE aloneoffersthethroat protection

of the exclusive "TOASTING" Process

which includesthe use of modern Ultra

Violet Rays—the process that expels

certain harsh, biting irritants naturally

present in every tobacco leaf. These

expelled irritants are not present in

your LUCKY STRIKE. "They're out—so they

can't be inj" No wonder LUCKIES are

always kind to your throat.

««

It's toasted"
Yeur Throot Preteetlon —ogalnrt Irritation— OBCIlim cough

AndMoisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps
that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN—The Lucky Strike Dance Orchestra, every Tuesday,

Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.
Copr., 1931.

The Amorlpan Tobacco Co.

MOISTURE-PROOF
CELLOPHANE

Sealed Tight- Ever Right

The Unique Humidor Package
Zip-And it's open!

See the new notched tab on the top of
the package. Hold down one half
with your thumb. Tear off the other half. Simple.
Quick. ZIpl That's ail. Unique I Wrapped in dust-
proof, moisture-proof, germ-proof Cellophane.
Clean, protected, neat, FRESHI-whatcouid bemore
modem than UiCKIES' improved Humidor package
-so easy to openi Ladies-the LUCKY TAB
is -your finger nail protection.

Join the CO - OP
Dividends payable Jan. 10, 1932THE WILLIAMS CO-OP

Fine Custom Tailoring
FULL DRESS CLUB NOW FORMING

Join the CO-OP
You SAVE the CO-OP Way

Dobbs Hats
Nettleton Shoes

ATHLETIC GOODS for All Sports
Fashion Park Clothes

Gordon Lamb Coats
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NEW FALL WOOLENS
and NEW PRICES

We have established a LOWER
PRICE wherever we have been able

to reduce costs and yet maintain

ROSENBERG QUALITY

'""^^/^urW^m^
lAILORS

ca

IG KAST 52^1." STREET
NKW VOltK

Representative

MIKE HARRISON
AT CABLE PRINDLE'S

Wednesday and Thursday

October 28th and 29th
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Toiluy is election day in Knglantl.

RiotinK in the primaries presages one of t he

most hitter struKKles of a generation lie-

tween capitalism and Socialism. On the

side of the present order is Prime Minister

Ramsey McDonald, the rejiudiated Labor

Party leader; the Conservative Party

headed by ex-Premier Stanley Ualdwin,

and the National Liberals. The oppo-

sition coalition is the Labor Party (So-

cialist), headed by Arthur Henderson,

and the Liberal faction of ex-Premier

David Lloyd GeorRe. No dark horse

runs in this race. Three of the leaders

have sat in the cfiair of the Prime Minister

and the fourth, Arthur Henderson, is well

known to the people. The English |)eo])le

have their convictions, whether they be

Capitalistic or Laborite, and they will fight

tooth and naii.

Premier Laval apparently scored his

first victory over Hoover on Saturday, if

the reports of the complete abandonment

of the Moratorium which appeared in

Sunday's jmpers are correct. The state-

ment that the two men could "find no
common ground for discussion in the face

of the French government's consistent

demand for nothing less than a security

treaty in return for substantial disarm-

ament," seems to be a polite way of saying

that Hoover was also a winner on one

point.

During the day. Senator Borah took an
opportunity to express to the Premier a

number of hard-boiled Republican

opinions concerning the Treaty of Ver-

sailles, reparations, war debts, the Polish

Corridor, and the Austria and Hungary
situation. Laval's reply—said to have
been somewhat caustic, but not made
public—no doubt, reminded the noisy

Senator that he was Just as willing as he to

speak out his mind. Laval later retracted

part of his sweeping criticism and con-

fessed that he agreed with Borah that

France was entitled morally to receiving

reparations for direct damages sustained

during the World War and that she should

look out for her own "security."

The numl)er eleven is bad news for

Treasurer's Notice
The time for the i)ayment of term

bills is extended until 4.00 P. M. on
Thursday, November 5, 1931; on or

before this date all accounts must be
satisfactorily adjusted. Students who
fail to make the necessary adjustment

will be rei)orted to the dean for sus-

pension.

Willard E. llmjl,

Treasurer.

Alphonse Capone, the over-lord of gang-

dom. In his eleventh year on the throne

he received a penitentiary sentence of

eleven years, after a trial which lasted

eleven days.

If Capone finds mercy at the hands of a

higher court, it is possible that his sen-

tence may be reduced to a little less than

three years. The fact that the usually

nonchalant gang chief expressed his rage

at the sentence in several dift'erent ways

(he tried to throw a pail of water at a

photographer and cursed under his

breath) would seem to indicate that he is

really disturbed about his predicament.

Capone's Robin Llood complex came to

the fore again when he was lodged in jail

His first move was to give twenty dollars

to an unfortunate fellow prisoner.

Hesartus
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The gods were a little kinder to us this

week. Out of 27 attem])ts to forecast the

results of (what apjjeared to us as the

major) football games, we had two ties,

five wrong and twenty correct. To the

mathematically uninclined, this is an

average of .800 even, and brings our sea-

son's batting average up to .742 jilus.

Ap|)arently practice leads towards per-

faction; hut the list of games for next

Saturday leaves us demented. (Some

profs would lead us to believe this is noth-

ing unusual, tor us).

For want of something better to begin

with, we heg to inform you that we missed

the Amherst-W'esleyan game (not that we

would have given a red cent to have been

there). Among other casualities, Florida

defeated Auburn—Alabama Poly, in some

regions—by the very decisive margin of

13 to 12. We preferred Auburn, and

what a game to go wrong on. Things like

that . . . Lafayette upset the dopesters

by trouncing Washington and Jefferson

(one college, not two) in no uncertain

terms; comparative scores, as usual,

didn't mean a thing . . . Pennsylvania

showed both unexpected strength and how

futile this prophccying is by taking Wis-

consin into camp . . . Lastly, the one that

hurts the worst, is Michigan's defeat of

Illinois to the tune of 35-0. In a fit of

insanity we listened to our jjrivy board and

picked Illinois; Friday morning we came

to and began to kick ourself from Griffin

to .lesup and back to Hopkins. Too late,

this sheet was on the press. Grrrrr

In the best (from the "thrilling" stand-

point) of the games Saturday, Army was

lucky to obtain a draw with Yale, although

Stecker, the crippled, played the whole

game. Due to lack of news, we haven't

figured out why Stanford didn't win from

Washington; neither scored. That dis-

jioses of the no-decision games.

True to form: Harvard hog-tied the

TACONIC LUMBER CO,

Building Materials

Texas I.onghorns; the Notre Dainc ram-

blers elimimited one potential natioiud

champion, namely, Pittsburgh; Georgia

ilefeated Vanderbilt, !l-0. in one darn

good game; Tulane easily disposed of

Georgia Tech; Southern (California won a

close one, 6-0, from a strong California

eleven, which, incidentally, is without an

outstanding star and is accordingly un-

derrated in the East; Navy added to

Princeton's inglorious record; Brown

swamped Lehigh; Boi^ton College suc-

cumbed to Marquette, in an interscc-

tional battle; and Northwestern and Ohio

State put on a real exhibition of football,

the Ramblers winning liy virtue of a

touchtlown and field-goal.

Michigan State defeated Georgetown

finding sweet revenge; Holy Cross wal-

loped Rutgers (Grossman failed to score -

that's news); Nebraska took Kansas;

Tennessee found trouble in North Car-

olina, but won; Fordham had a field-da.\-

at the expense of Drake (it's getting to be

habit for those Westerners); Syracuse

was victorious over Penn ,State, although

scoring but seven points; Indiana smashed

Chicago's line to pieces, winning easily;

Purdue outscored Carnegie Tech, New
York continued its winning streak, de-

feating Colgate; Iowa was outclassed

by Minnesota; and Williams gave Co-

lumbia a run for its money.

FOR SERVICE

Let

^'GEORGE"
Do It

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,

Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

Williams News Room
HAROLD E. NORTHRUP, Prop.

Newspapers & Magazines

Students' Supplies

43 Spring Street

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.



Tiffany & Co.
Jewelers Silversmiths Stationers

|]UALITY-'niROUGII GENERATIONS

Mail Inquiries Receive Prompt Attention

Fifth Avenue &37^-"Street

New York

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Wllliamstown News Stands

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

PICTURES, CHAIRS and
DAVENPORTS

All reasonably priced

Call on us at

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Mattresses from $7.50 up

RUGS, LAMPS,

42 Ashland Street Tel. 1825

M. Schmidt & Sons
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
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Cruise Experiences

Are Told by Fox
(Continued from First Page)

aration during the winter and spriiiK--
miffico it to 8uy (hat uh (lie result of tireleHS

and thorouKli work hy Mr. Roderick
Stephens, the owner of llie hoat, and his
two sons, "Dorade" was in ti|)-top sliape
in every respect wlien we set .sail for New-
port and hade farewell to lliose who not
only let us no, hut who saw so inueli more
that was dreadful almut the race than
we dreamed of. We were all amateurs
and liad all heen aboard "Dorade" in the
race to Bermuda in 1930— haviiiK had a
most enjoyable time on that trip we all

looked forward to a much better one on the
ocean race. When I say "all" 1 may be
speakinK out of turn, for I'm not quite sure
what Ed Koster, our amateur cook,

thought. He had fed us Koing to Hermuda
and back, and he was inclined to feel

that we ate, as he said, "like a hunch of

wolves," so perhaps he was somewhat
skeptical about the kind of time he would
have! Our chief worry centered around
the cook's ability to remember where all

the food was stowed, but as things turned

out our worry was not well-founded, for

the cook, often with his bald head (he was
only 28) covered with honest perspiration,

turned out three hot meals a day without a

miss and very often got out a nice hot

drink of soup for us at the change of watch

at midnight. His task, a most difficult

one most of the time and a well-nigh im-

possible one when the boat was rolling

badly while running before a confused sea,

was alleviated somewhat hy a nice roomy
galley with two stoves, a sink, and a well

ice chest. One of the stoves was a double

burner kerosene outfit swung on gimbals

which kept the stove uijright even when
we were well heeled over, thus assuring us

of a place to cook at all times, no matter

how the boat was behaving. The other

stove was a small n>a.\ burner which we

used only for keeping food v/arm, taking

the dampness out of crackers and cereals,

and keeping the cabin dry and warm dur-

ing wet weather—it more than earned its

passage over and back. The care of the

galley was left to the cook, and all the rest

of us had to do was keep out of his way,

put our clothes away in our loeker, and get

in and out of our bunks. We carried 230

gallons of water in six copper tanks placed

in various parts of the ship. For the first

week we were extra cautious about using

too much of the precious liquid, but after

that, upon finding that we were using

hardly any water, the skipper permitted us

to use it for brushing teeth and even went

so far as to urge us to drink more! When
we arrived on the other side, we found that

only about seventy-five gallons had been

used, and during our month's stay in Eng-

lish waters we continued to use New York

water.

But to get down to the actual race. We
were third smallest boat in the race, and

according to exijcrts on the subject, had an

outside chance if we hit light going all the

way over. We were considered, however,

the least sea-going of the fleet, |)robably

because of our narrow beam and general

racing lines. This rather amused us

because we knew that the little ship was

quite solid, perfectly rigged, and if well-

handled would go anywhere in most any

weather. We had one of the three all-

amateur crews in the fleet, and hoped to

make a creditable showing against some of

the others who relied rather strongly on

the services of several professional hands.

Aa is practically always the case at the

start of ocean races, the great day, which

hapjiened to be .July the Fourth, brought

us a smooth sea, one or two light breaths

of southerly air, and a good deal of fog.

As a consequence, all the racers left their

moorings in Brenton Cove under tow for

the starting line off Brenton Reef Light-

ship. We were escorted by a very lively

spectator fleet ranging in size and shape

all the way from the magnificent bark-

rigged yacht. "Aloha" to a chunky little

sixteen-foot sailing dory, whose occupants

were subjected to a rather severe bumping

aroimd in the wash of the large power boat

fleet. Once out hy the line, we sailed

around under working sails trying to gain

a good berth for the start, and as we

watched "Landfall", the big blue seventy-

live foot ketch, scratch boat and a very sea-

going looking outfit, we wondered just

how we were going to be able to stay near

enough to her to finish within the forty-six

hour time allowaiuie she hail to give us.

Nineteen days later we were to have the

great thrill of watching her sweep past tlie

Plymouth Breakwater to finish just forty-

seven hours after we ha<l dopj)ed our an-
chor in the lee of Drakes Jj|||fid. Our
margin over her in time was flius about
ninety-tliree hours, a fact which was not
only unthinkable before the start, hut was
even too surjirising for us to believe until

the official figures were jjosted on the bulle-

tin board of the Royal Western Yacht
Club at Plymouth.

Chapin Rare Book Exhibit

Comprises Valuable Editions
(Continued from First Page)

Champlain.

IjI'.s voyages. Paris Hi 13.

Voyages et ilescouvertures. Paris l(i20.

Les voyages ik la Nouvelle France. Paris

1032.

Sagard.

he grand voyage. Paris l(i32.

Histoire du Canada. Paris 1()36.

Boucher.

Hisloire verilable de la Nouvelle France.

Paris 1664.

Leclerq.

Nouvelle relation de la Gaspesie. Paris

1691.

Jesuit Relations.

for 1630; 1638; 1642-8; 1003-4; &
Bressani's Breve relatione 1653.

Charlevoix.

Vie de la Mere Marie des Ursulines.

Paris 1724.

Prayer Book in the language of the Mon-
tagnais Indians. Quebec 1767. (First

book i)rinted in Canada in an Indian

language).

Colden.

The history of the Five Indian Nations.

New York 1727.

Heglemenl de la Confrerie de V Adoration

perpetuelle du S. Sacrement. Montreal

1776. (First printing at Montreal),

du Creux.

Historiae Canadensis. Paris 1664.

Hennepin.

Description de la Louisiane. Paris

1683. First Edition. Also the first

Italian and Dutch translations, 1686

and 1088; and Paris editions of 1088

and 1720.

Nouvelle dccouverte d'un tres grand pays.

Utrecht 1(>97. First Edition. Also

French editions of 1698 & 1704; and

Dutch editions of 1099, 1702 & 1704.

Nouveau voyage. Utrecht 1698. First

Edition. Also Dutch edition of 1698.

A new discovery of a vast country in

America. First and second editions.

London 1(598 & 1699. (A combination

of parts of his Nouveau voyage with parts

of Nouvelle dtcouvirte).

Lahontan.

Nouveaux voyages dans I'Amerique. 3

vols. La Haye 1703; Amsterdam 1704.

First Edition.

Tonti.

An account of La Salle's last expedition.

London 1698.

.loutel.

Journal historique du dernier voyage. . .

de la Sale. Paris 1713. First Edition.

Also First English Edition, 1714.

Thcvenot.

Recueil de voyages. Paris 1681.

Denys.

Description geographique des castes de

V Amerique. Paris 1072. Also a Dutch

edition 1088.

Bacqueville de la Potherie.

Histoire de I'Amerique Septentrionalc.

Paris 1722. 4 vols.

Charlevoix.

Histoire de la Nouvelle France. Paris

1744. 3 vols.

Attention of Freshmen
Is Called to Boys' Work

All members of the Freshman Class who
would be interested in working with the

Boys' Club division of the Williams Chris-

tian Association are asked to meet in the

lower reading rooms of .lesup Hall at 12.40

this afternoon. At this time Hobson '32,

Director of Boys' Work will explain all

phases of this activity.

The assistance of as many men as can

afford the time is very necessary for the

success of the organization. College stu-

dents who take part in this work act

mainly as coaches of the various Boys'

Clubs' teams in football, basketball, swim-
ming, rifle, and baseball which practice in

season throughout the year. In addition

to this, men are needed to superintend the

nightly meetings of the three groups in the

Williamstown Boys' Club huililing. This

work will require only one night a week of

the student's time, when he directs the

numerous games which are carried on at

the Club.

The work of the freshmen will be run on
a very informal competitive basis, with

the result that at sometime during the

year at least two of those who show great-

est interest will he appointed to the

.Student Executive Committee of Boys'

Work. All further details will be ex-

plained by Hobson at the meeting this

afternoon.

Ye Book Shelf
(Continued from Second Page)

previous book, Oliver La Farge received

much praise because his anthropological

studies had given him such a deep under-

standing of the i)sycliology of the Navajos.

"Sparks Fly Upward" is just about as

epochal a novel as one would ordinarily

expect from an anthropologist. As for the

book being a prose poem, we feel that our

ceonception of poetry is in error. It is

mannered and strains itself to give an

"Cheerio"

O. M. D. is this O Id M an D e-

pressiun people are talking abuui.

When you fellows plan a week-
end in New York you can forget

all about the old boy at the new
Hotel i:mpire.

Rates arc from $2 for one, $2.50

for two. Quality accommodations,
close to everything you want to

see in New York.

Your Ilusl will be

KMIL H. REINERS
Cietieral Manager of the

f HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway at 63rd St.

NEW YORK CIT\'

effect which is not created. Such jjost-

Hemmingway expressions abound as "the

golden light lay in big splotches on the

western hills, he was late. Women's
voices filled the air, the lower tones of men
talking, the ring of spurs, laughter. .Some-

body kicked a dog," and "by the time she

had reached the limestone cliff, her breath

was coining out in gasps that made a

noise against the bottom of her chest."

It may be great art, but we fail to recognize

it. It is this sort of stufl' that is supposed

to give the warmth of texture to the dry

bones of the story. Furthermore we are

tired of these self-conscious titles, "A
White Bird Flying," "The Coming Forth

By Day of Osiris Jones," "Look Home-
ward, Angel." Please Mr. La Farge a

little subtlety, not psuedo-intellectualism.

"Sparks Fly Upward," but not very far.

/.. A. H.Jr.

Infirmary Patients

C. C. Jones '35 was the only patient in

the Thompson Infirmary when The
Record went to press on Sunday evening.

WAMPANOAG LODGE
Sand Springs

WILLIAMSTOWN

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths
Exclusive and Charming

Beautifully Furnished
Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

Students, Visitors and Families

accommodated on notice

Mrs. Ernest Coons, Proprietress

Tel. Williamstown 44-W

"IN GOD WE TRUST"

Shoe Rebuilding Shop
Half Soles and Rubber Heels

as low as $1.25

Also Rubber Soleing of All Kinds

MIKE FRESSOLA
Call 223-M

BOTTOM OF SPRING STREET

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manager

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

The Job of Getting Up on Time is happily

simphfied by the Telechron, Self-Starting Electric

Alarm Clock.

TELEALARM
Like it or not - no matter how sweet the slumber - we

all have to get up. That condition remains - but here is

a device that eliminates all worry from the operation.

$9.95 CASH
ON DispiAY AT WilUamstown Gas Company

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

Gus Bridgman

THE GYM LUNCH
"Quality, Cleanliness and Quick Service" Louie Bleau
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COLLEGE PHARMACY Best Sodas in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

Williams Bows to

Lion Offense, 19-0
(Continued Irom First Page)

ball. Soim unineil u yard throiiKli the

line, ttiul then Markoski, wlio proved a

I'onsisteiit urouiid-nainer throughout the

<'()iite8t, added ei){ht more on two plays.

A short lateral pass to Koxers which,

sueeeaafully executed, would have «iven

the Purple another chance; to score, re-

sulted in a loss, and Williams' serious

threats at the Hlue and White goal-line

were over for the day.

Toward the end of the initial period

Hewitt had hesun to find himsell, and

when the second ipiartcr arrived, he was

reeling off yard after yard in a drive up the

field which culminated in the first score of

the name when the Columbia captain

passed to Ilivero. Hewitt adtled the extra

point on a dro[)-kicK. Williams kicked off

alter the touirhdown, and Fowle executed

an off-side kick which was downed by

Thayer on the Columbia 45-yard marker.

For the remainder of the period, both

teams were forced to kick frequently, but

in the closing minutes Williams comi)leted

a beautiful pa.ss, Fowle to Rogers, only to

lo.se 14 yards on the next two plays. The
half ended as Montgomery, Hewitt's alter-

nate, kicked to Markoski. The score at

the half stood at 7-0.

The Columbia captain entered the

second half with a rush when, on an off-

tackle play in the first few moments, he

reversed his field, out-sprinted the Purple

back field, and raced 80 yards to score.

His try for the extra point failed three

successive times, the last from the 18-yard

line, when penalties caused the play to be

repeated. It was after this score that the

Williams line demonstrated its full power.

An exchange of kicks and a Lion march

put the ball on the Purjile 10-yard line,

and three plays advanced it to within one

foot of the goal. Here the Williams for-

ward wall stiffened, and Columbia was

held for downs. For the rest of the ))eriod

Hewitt made gain after gain, once going

15 yards after having been forced to his

knees. The march toward another touch-

down was halted liy a loss on downs just

after the beginning of the fourth quarter.

Three Williams rushes were stopiied at

the line of scrimmage, and Fowle was
forced to punt from hU own 10-yard mark-

er. Just as the ball left his foot, Matal

and Van Voorhees crashed through the

Williams line to block it, and Matal re-

peated his Dartmouth game performance

by snatching the liall from the turf and

racing across the goal line for the last score

of the game. Montgomery failed to drop

his place-kick over the bar, and the score

remained 10-0. Montgomery began to

make sparkling runs through the broken

field, but they produced no scores because

of the excessive penalties exacted of the

Lion team. On one play Fowle intercept-

ed a long pass and dashed from inid-fiekl

to the Blue and White 20-yard stripe.

After kick? by each team, Williams at-

tempted to break into the scoring column
by throwing long passes as the encounter

drew to a close. Two of the aerials were
completed in succession and the Purple

started a 30-yard march toward the goal.

The final whistle blew just after Rogers
had been forced to kick.

WIU.IAM.S (0) COUIMBIA (19)

Foehl
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PROF. SMITH ANALYSES

HOOVER AS STATESMAN

Foreign Policy of Administration

Discussed by International

Affairs Club

FIRST MEETING OF YEAR

Speaker Believes that President's

Efforts in World Affairs

Have Fallen Short

Wli.LIAMS COLLEGE, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31

'If rouraKcous use "I' juiwor is (lie murk

(]| all inierrmtional Riatreman, Hoover does

iKii liploiiK in this class", stiileil Professor

T, C. .Sinilh in an informal Iwlnre at the

(irst mectinn of the International Affairs

Cliil), wliii'li was hold in (irittin Hall lust

Wednesday nielli-. A lar^e Kfoup <'f stu-

il.'nls and members ol the Faeidty lieard

Ihe spcmker's analysis of "Tlie KoreiRn

I'oliey of the Hoover Administration," and

jiilned in the informal diseussion wliieli

(included the meeting.

I'rofessor Smith prefaced his diseussion

(if the actual work done liy the |)resent

adniinislration with a short ex|)laiuition of

(lie handicaps under which the President

lidiors. He H<'()red in particular the per-

jiiaiient officials of the Ktute l)e))ai-lment,

mill menlioiied the <lifTiculties of passing

the .Semite on any matters of policy. "It

is necessary also," he said, "that the Presi-

dent so conduct himself as to re<'oncile as

many elements as possible, and to repel as

few."

The Latin American situation was dis-

riussed hriefly us having witnessed almost

no development of any iinporlance during

Hoover's term of office. In Kurojiean

affairs, however, the attitude of the United

Slates has been a ^^reater factor. The
President's enthusiasm for the princijile of

disarmament was in an indirect fashion

ri'sponaihie for the London Naval Confer-

ence iif lillJO. In ironical style Professor

Smith ci)ntrast,ed the original intent of

Hoover with the Conference results, with

ui'd. U lie \\H» evidcnlly satisfiC'L Instead

of rcducticm of armaments, provision was

madefor naval i)arity wliich actually neces-

sitated a ship-l)uildinK j)ronram in the

I'nited Slates to fulfill her treaty ohlipi-

tions. .Since then the President has re-

peatedly conceded much of liis original

stand. This ap|iarent willingness to he

thwarted in policy, and to accept sul).sti-

lules|irc.sse(l upon him for his own concej)-

liiiiis of policy I'rolc.s,sor .Smith regarded as

one of the fundamental weaknesses of the

Hoover administration of foreiun affairs.

The President's determination (o adhere

closely to the Kellond Peace Pact and its

use in connection with the troubles in

China and ,Iapan were totalled upon hrief-

ly by the speaker before he entered into a

discussion of the relation of the President

and his State Department to world credit,

a matter which involves an interpretation

ol the motives behind the moratorium
called for last .liine, and the results of the

r"ccnl conference between Hoover and
1 aval.

In conchulitiK Professor Smith stated

(Continued on Fourth Page)
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Whose Return to Football This Fall Has
Been Marked by Consistently Good

Line-Bucking and Defensive Play

FRESHMEN TO MEET

RENSSELAER YEARLINGS

Opponents Beaten by Union, 12-0;

Freshmen Downed Williston

By Touchdown

PlayiiiK the second scheduled (lame of

the season, the 1935 lootball team will

meet the Rensselaer Polyteidiiiic Institute

yearlincs on Cole Ficlil at 1 .00 p. m.

today. There is but little data available

conceriiinn the two teams as each has

played but one name, R. P. I. losinf; 12-0

to the Tnion Ircshmen and Williams win-

ning (i-0 from Williston Academy two

weeks a(?o.

'''he Purp'e freshmen showed U]) well in

the first name against Williston, exhibitinR

sustained drives on the offen.se and a

powcrlul defense. Drill lately has con-

sisted of blocking and tackling practice.

The tentative line-ups are as follows;

WILLIAMS •ir, R. P. I. '35

Kroll I.e. Gourny
.Stanton l.t. Voskaniji

(Hoyle)

Ilapsood l.K. Fiori

.Smith, P. M. c. Quinn

Rohin.son r.g. Davis

Bliss r.t. Swift

(Lambert on)

Meinhan r.e. Tucker

Collins (|.h. Downs
Hart l.h.l). Holby

(Oliver)

HoaKland r.h.b. Litts

Cordon f.b. Sawyer (Capt.)

(Morton)

COUNCIL TO CONTROL

AGENCIES IN COLLEGE

To Consider Student Applications;

Point Basis of Trophy of

Trophies Altered

The Nliiiltnl Council took action last,

Wednesday on the (|uestion of student

anencies and approved a motion to give

groups of students the oflicial sanction an<l

cooperation of the council and the adiriin-

islralitm to sell in the dormitories. All

students desirous of obtaininn the rinht to

handle anencies are advisc^d to consult

Assistant. Dean Leonard <:oncernin)i; the

openiiiKS offered by firms to sell their pro-

ducts and then send an api)Iication to the

Siiuteiil (.'(Hindi.

In connection with this measure, the

counc^il approved the ajiplication of Ciold-

man, .Stein, H. H. Hubbell, F. L. Carpen-
ter, Pilchcr, and Peasley '35 to sell sand-

wiches in the evenings to the students in

the dormitories. This group of six will

divide, half serving Lehman and Sage
Halls, the other half covering Williams

Hall, Sage Hall Annex, and Williams Hall

Annex. Other apjilicalions which were
passed earlier in the year are the Christ-

mas card and address hook agencies.

Trophy of Trophies

The ))oint basis of the Johnson Trophy
of Trophies has been changed by the action

of the .\mherst and Williams Student

Councils so as to include cross-country

and wrestling. The addition of these two
sports, to take effect this year will raise the

total number of trophy jioints to 27.

These are divitled as follows:

(Continued on Fourth Page)

Infirmary Patients

Sahin '32 was the only student confined

to the Thoniiison Infirmary when The
R?:coRD went to print Thursday evening.

'Yes Sir, the Liquor Capacity of Williams Men
Is as Good as Any, If Not Better', Says Frank

"Yes sir, the liquor caiiaeity of Williams^'ly from France, whiskey from Canada, gin

students is as good as that of any college

nien that patronize my place, if not better,

and I've got, to praise them too for picking

out the beautiful women." Winding him-

self around a big plate of spaghetti and a

large bottle of wine, Frank, the proprietor

of a well-known speakeasy on West Forty-

.Si.Mh Street, invited your reporter to sit

down with him and have a drink, and

between mouthfuls he told the following

story:

"First of all, I've worked around bars

a 11 my life since I came from Italy—

I

eouldn't speak a word of English -but T

served at practically all the best places

from CiUifomia to the coast. F'inally I

eanie hack here and went to work as

I'arteniler of a speakeasy on Forty-Sixth

'"Street, and made a lot of friends. Every-
one was telling me to go in for myself, so I

decided to do so, ... . and here I am. It

'akcs not, only a lot of experience, but
you've got to know an awful lot of people
'o make a go of it. We know a lot of hoys
from Williams—in fact, more than any
"••ler place in New York.
"We have five or six different places we

Ret liquor from—wines and liqueurs most-

and beer right here in New York. The
beer is not so good during summer months,

because they rush it through fast, hut now
it's get t ing better. Yes, we've been hit by

the depression. We get the same quan-

tity of people that we used to get, but we

don't fake in as much money. I'd be glad

to see light wines and beers come back, and

W(^'d still get the business, because people

like the atmosphere and food in speakeasies

and there'll always be hard liquor drinkers.

"We've found out that the Williams

hoys drink a lot of Bourbon and like our

own special cocktails—they're very fond of

rare wines, and also of good liqueurs. I'd

classify Williams as one of the best colleges

in the United States. I found in my ex-

jicrienee that 1 haven't gotten a bad (dieck

—they're all gentlemen. My partner

paid a visit to Williamstown, where he was

royally welcomed by the students, who

took him all around. He thinks it's one of

the most, beautiful country colleges that

he's ever seen. He made friends with a

Williamstown merchant, and gave him a

check by mistake that the bank wouldn't

cash there. The merchant came down to

New York and squared it up by drinking

two cases of liquor in two days."

Cross-Country Team
to Face St. Stephen's

Encountering St. .Stephen's this after-

noon at 12.15 over the Taeonic course, the

Purple harriers will present a stronger

aggregation than has l.'iken the field so far

this season Handi "j-ped by inju'

and lack of veterans, and with many of the

runners unseasoned and untried before this

fall, the Purple's record to date consists of

two defeats and no victories.

With two more weeks of practice and an

increased store of ex]ierience behind them,

Coa(di Seeley's charges should turn in lair-

ly creditable performances this afternoon

against a team whose record compares

favorably with our own. Of the W illiams

entries, Captain Roy, Goodbody and Fish-

er, who ran well against Vermont, should

furnish stiff' opposition to the visitors.

Robb, Collens, Elder and Bruckner com
plete the Purple line-up.

Yearling Soccer Team to

Open at Deerfield Today

Following three weeks of practice under

Coach Bellerose the yearling soccer team,

led by Curry '35, who was elected captain

on last Tuesday, will open the season

against the powerful Deerfield eleven at

Deerfield today at 2.30. During practice

sessions the line has been working smooth-

ly and has developed a good attack, well

hacked up li.v a close defense.

Although Coach Bellerose has plenty of

good reserve material he will probably

start the following: Helms, g.; Zabriskie,

l.f.; Ogden, r.f. ; McMillen, r.h.b.; Gwinn,

c.h.b.; Myers, l.h.h.; Miller, r.o.; Hub-
bell, r.i.; Wood, c.f.; Poole, l.o.; Curry

(Capt.), I.i.

CALENDAR

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31

12.00 m.—Freshman Cross-Country. Wil-

liams 1935 vs. Troy High School.

Taeonic Course.

12.15 p. m.—Varsity Cross-Country. AVil-

liams vs. St. Stephens. Taeonic

Course.

2.00 p. m.—Varsity Soccer. Williams vs.

R. P. I. Cole Field.

2.00 p. m."Freshman Football. Wil-

liams 1935 vs. R. P. I. 1935. Cole

Field.

2.00 p. m.— Freshman Soccer. Williams

1935 vs. Deerfield Academy. At

Deerfield.

2. .SO p. m.—Varsity Football. Williams

vs. Union. Weston Field.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1

10.35 a. m.—The Rev. Kenneth B. Welles,

of the Westminster Presbyterian

Church, Albany, will preach in the

chajiel.

UNION GRIDMEN TO

TRY PURPLE POWER
After Losing to Columbia by 51-0

Score, Garnet Nosed Out
Amherst 7-6

TODAY'S GAME LAST
BEFORE 'LITTLE THREE'

Team's Record of Three Victories

in Five Games Includes 21-0

Win from R. P. I.

T. J. WOOD, 1032

Who Has Been a Power in the Line for

Three Seasons on the Varsity Football

Team

PURPLE SOCCER TEAM

TO FACE R. P. L TODAY

Visitor's Strong Eleven Will Test

Recent Changes In Williams

Forward Line

The Williams soccer team plays host to

R. P. I. this aflerno(m on Cole Field at

1.00 ]). m. in the Purple's fourth contest

of the sea.son. The Rensselaer Poly-

technic team won over Williams last year

by a 4-0 si'ore, and have shown even greater

strength tliis fall under the tutelage ol a

new coach.

Comparst'^'e scores fdve the eilgp to the

visitors as far as victories are concerned.

R. P. I. beat Hamilton 5-0, and won from

St. Stephens 2-1, while the Epiimen have

beaten St. Stephens 3-2, tied Clark. an<!

lost to the .\rniy. The Williams team

will have the advantage of playing on

home ground toilay, however, instead of

in Troy as they did last year.

Coach Bullock has been testing out

various combinations in the forward line

during the week of intensive practice

since the West Point rout. Horton,

shitted from right wing to center, has

exhibited a line brand of soccer and will

probably start at center in place of Miller.

Roth will continue at right wing, Karl or

Boyd at inside right, Wadswortli at the

left, of center, with Franklin in re.servc,

and Mears at left wing. Smith will play

left half ba<'k, Lambert, center half with

Richmond on the right. Whitaker and

Dynes will alternate at center and left.

Catherall and Van Sant will fill the full

back imsitions, while Michel will start at

goal, with Childs in reserve.

Weakentid by the loss of Tut lie and
Davis, and still battered up from last

week's encounter with CNjlumbia, the
Williams football team will face Union at

2.31) this afternoon on Weston I'ield, in the
last game prior to the oiiening of the Little

Three series. The Garnet, with a record

of three victories and two lo.sscs, boasts a
team composed of seven veteran8,Tand

bai'kcd by a 7-0 victory over Amherst,
should prove vigorous ojiposition tor the

Purjjle.

Rapid improvement has marked the

path of the Union team through its early

.season schedule, .\fter dropping a 7-0

contest to Vermont, the upslalcrs journey-

eil down to New York for a ."il-O beating at

the hands of Columbia, but staged a com-
plete comeliack the following week to nose

out Amherst 7-li. Finding their stride,

the Garnet grichlers administered a 33-7

.shellacing to oft-defeated Holiart, and con-

(|uered their classic rival, R. P. L, 21-0 a
week ago. The sudden reversal of form
on the eve of I he Sabrina game was large-

ly due to the inauguration of a new system
of iilay ')y Coach Hatfield, Garnet mentor.
Discarding the huddle sy.stem now so

much in vogue, the old method of calling

signals fioin formation was adopted |,o

better enable the <iuarter back (o look over

the opposing leam, wdiile the backs were
instructed to i>lay closer to the line.

Comparative Scores Give Purple Edge
With little to choore betv.'cen th» tv.'c

combatants on the basis of the Rensselaer

game, the comparative score.=; of both

teams against Columbia furnishes the

most enlightening index of potentiid

|>ower, giving Williams an advantage on

pajier in the ratio of 51 to 19. This is well

borne out by th(' total jioints gained by
each team so far this season, Williams hav-

ing scoreil 811 to her opponents' 38, where-

as Union, in spite of running up a percent-

age for the season of .000 in games won, is

credited with a total of but (il ]K)ints in

comparison with her rivals' 71.

When the two elevens line up on Weston
Field this afternoon, the (iarnet line will

have to concede the Purple an advantage

of eight ])ounds a man, as the average

weights of the two forward walls are 175

and 1X3 pounds respectively. The re-

verse is true of the backtield, where Union
has a six-pound-a-man edge, largely be-

cause of Tutllc's absence. Captain Lip-

pit, a 1ri|)le-threat half back, is by far the

outstanding Union player; not only did his

punts average 45 yards apiece in the
(Continued on Third Page)

Belief in Industrial Democracy Is 'Too Dogmatic''

for 'Liberal Club\ Writes Neighboring "Communist''

"The (Williams College) Liberal Club'

is affiliated with the League for Industrial

Democracy. But nobody pries into the

beliefs of the individual members. .Some

are pragmatists, some are instrumentalists,

some Kantians. And it is rumore<l that

one believes in Spenglerian Decay. It's

nobody's business except their fraternity

brothers'. .\ Liberal can believe anything

he wants; so long as he isn't dogmatic

about it. He must have an open mind."

Thus the Williams Liberal Club is

analyzed by S. C. S|)it,/.er, the author of

"A Liberal Has an Open Mind," which

appeared in a recent issue of the magazine,

A'rid MmseH. .Students, and members of

the Faculty will remember Mr. Spitzcr

as the much-discussed "communist from

North Adams" who created a small sen-

sation at the address of Dr. .lohn Dewey

in .lesup Hall last spring. The writer's

main interest <'enters in Dr. Dewey's

'Philosophy of a Liberal Mind," though

he has interesting comments to make on

the organization which brought the

philosoiihcr-educator to William.stown

"through the philanthropy of a rich . . .

landowner."

Mr. iSpitzer is conccnied with practical

affairs. He WTites, "The Berkshire Spin-

'ning Mill is in the next town, Adams.
Williamstown has no factories. It's a

college town. The smoke of factories

soaks the long fur of the students' coats

and the nirls tliat work in the factories are

usually immoral. At least they are in

Adams. So factories aren't allowed in

Williamstown." (This fa<'tory last s|)ring

was forced to lay off bSOO workers.) "The
Williams Liberal Club is a niember of the

League for Industrial Democracy. But
they neetln't believe in industrial democ-
racy. That would be too dogmatic.

"They bring .lolin Dewey to speak on
'The Philosoiihy of a Liberal Mind.'

He doesn't know about the trouble in

Adams. He's a philosojiher. Neither do
members of the Liberal Club. They're

liberal. A few men in the audience do
know. One . . . asks 'how sympathy
and generosity on the imrt of the workers
can cure unemployment and wage cuts'

.Students ami jirofessors glance at one
another. Some grit their teeth. They
recognize these fellows. They come to

all their open forums and ask the speaker

sarcastic questions. Dr. Dewey answers
that 'sympathy and generosity on the part

of the wealthier people is more effective;

(Continued on Third Page)
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WAL-DEN
Week of November 2
Shows: Afternoon 2.15; Evenin£7.l5 and 9.00

PROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2

"Born To Love" with Coiisluiuie Bennett

luiil .loel MoCrca. The star everybody
adores in a story that burns deep in the

heart of every woman. Her love was
({rioter than thosf! she love<l so she

stood alone in a world tliat scorned and
eould not understand. Fox News.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3

Clivc Brook and a Bin Dramatic Cast in

"Silence." Paramount Comedy. Car-

toon. Review.

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 4

"Broadminded" with .loe E. Brown,
William Collier, Jr. and Ona Mun.son.

Comedy. Cartoon.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5

tiury CoopcT and Carole Lombard in "I

Take This Woman." Comedy. Silly

Symphony.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
Marion Davies in "It's A Wise Child."

Comedy, "Shooting of Dan the Duck."

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7

lohn Boles, Genevieve Tobin, Lois Wilson

in "Seed." Cartoon. News.

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

SiiiKliiy and Monday

"The Sin of Madelon Claudel"

from the play "Lullaby"
with

Helen Hayes

Tuopday and Wednesday
Warner Baxter Edmund Lowe

in

"THE CISCO KID"
Tlmrsilav ami l''riday

"EXPENSIVE WOMEN"
with

Dolores Costello H.B.Warner

Saturday Only
Double Feature

"THE ROAD TO RENO"
starring

Charles (Buddy) Rogers

Peggy Shannon
William (Stage) Boyd

also

Hoot Gibson in

"The Wild Horse"

Red Grange Serial
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THEATRE
No. Adams

Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

RICHMOND

Saturday, Sunday, Oct. 31, Nov. 1

Richard Dix

in

"Public Defender"

Second Chapter of

Battling with Buffalo Bill

Three Big Days

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Nov. 2, 3, 4

"The Spirit of Notre Dame"
The Great All-American Romance

with

Lew Ayres

Dedicated to Knute Rockne who

appears in the Prologue

with

Frank Carideo and

"The Four Horsemen"

llllllllllllllllllllltlllltlllllllllllMMIIt

Childe Herald

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

niiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii 5
The editors have requested us to eon-

serve space for something more inter<»tinK.

As nmi^h us we doubt that Tiik Rkuouu
prints anythinx really reatlable, with the
possible exception of this column, we have
decided to discuss the inore important
games in our (Customary and awkwaril
style. The renuunder will be covered in

some haphazard niatmer. The Childe

welcomes any comments or crititiisms, and
wishes to aieknowledge several kind letters,

which follow:

W. S.""Pure tripe"; R. W.—"A h—
WW- &a column"; W. W.—"Last year's

style is l)ettcr"; 8. H.—"Of all the simple
nonsensical crap"; H. H.- "Must you
continue?" We agree.

Hut to got. back to business. Columbia
meets Cornell in a classic battle between
two strong and undefeated t,(!ams. Col-

umbia has exhibited one of the most
powerful lin(w in th(^ East, but tircnda is

out; Cornell's line is weaker than usual;

both have "j)ower-plus" back fields.

Cornell is the jjojjular favorite. One slim

vote for (time out, we're changing our
mind again) ... for Columbia, on a long

chance.

Holy Cross opposes an undefeated

Brown team. Brown won last year, K5-0;

but Harvard defeated Yale and Oua<:hita

took Ozark. Ilotelli is lost to Brown
for the game; everybody (?) favors

Brown. ,IuBt to be contrary, we'll ])ick

the Crusaders to win . . . Penn |)lay8

Lafayette. The latter upset the dope
and W. & J.; Penn, not to be outdone,

surprised their critics and also Wisconsin.

Perina (Penn) has an absesscd hand;

Lafayette will present its strongest front.

In a tough spot, we'll stick a finger at

Penn, and duck.

In an intersectional, .Syracuse travels

to the Midwest to engage Michigan

.State. The latter has one of Ihe powerful

lines, it out|)layed Army's; Syracuse

stopped Florida with ease. Monnent is a

fine back; Hyrac^use has several fine backs.

However, it looks like a victory for the

home team . . . Boston College and

C'lOorgetown are weak, comparatively;

let's say (leorgetown. . . . Dartmouth
has yet to beat Vale; maybe this is their

year? We don't think so, at this writing

. . . Texas faces Southern Methodist.

Texas won last year, 25-7; the score will

be reversed today . . . Santa Clara has n

sweet team; but St. Mary's shouUl keep

their slate clean.

Alabama meets Kentucky— (i.e.) "Ship-

wreck" Kelley— and will have plenty of

difficulty before winning; Hush will de-

feat Amhenst for Mass. Stale; .'Vrmy

and New York will meet with little diffi-

culty in defeating their Western opponents

Colorado and Oregon; Princeton will be

swamped by Michigan; Notre Dame will

lake Carnegie Tech, although the latter

will score; Virginia will be no match for

Harvard; but the Georgia- I'lorida game
should .see .some good football, with Florida

on the short end of the fiiuil score.

Here's .some more:

Proposed Score

Stanford vs. Calif. (I>. A.) 13-0

California vs. Nevada 20-0

Chicago vs. Purdue 0-25

Mississippi vs. Colgate 0-33

Georgia Tech. vs. Vanderbilt 0-20

Northwestern vs. Illinois 27-0

Indiana vs. Ohio State 7-13

Minnesota vs. Wisconsin 13-7

Missouri vs. Nebraska 7-13

Penn State vs. Pittsburgh 0-20

Tnlane vs. Miss. A. & M. 45-0

Wesleyan vs. Trinity 13-0

Williams vs. Union 13-7

Union Gridmen to

Try Purple Power
(Continued from First Page)

Hobart game, but 13 out of IG aerial tosses,

with I.ippitt at the helm, found their mark.

Whelan and Bavisotto, alternating at full

back, together with Marray and Norris,

two veterans, complete the backfield,

while Coach Hatfield has a fine pair of ends

in Cinella and Savage.

Caldwell Praises Purple in New York

Commenting on the work of the team in

New York, Coach "Charlie" Caldwell

declared himself well-satisfied with the

performance of his charges against a more

powerful outfit. Practice sessions this

week were aimed at speeding up criss-cross

combinations and trick plays, as well as

developing faster interference on end runs.

Scrimmages were held between the fresh-

men and the varsity gridmen who didn't

play at Columbia, while the first string

line-up has had easy daily workouts. In

face of Tuttle's loss to the team. Purple

adherents were cheered aomewhat by the

news that Correale, chunky Williams full

hack removed from the opening game of

the season with a leg injury, may see serv-

ice today, although the starting line-up

will probably be the same that face<l the

l.ions, with Fowle, Markoski, Senn, and
Uogers in the backfield.

The probable line-ups of both teams fol-

low:

WIM.IAMS UNION
Foehl I.e. Cinellii

Held l,t. .Johnson

I -yon l.g. Tefft

Stevens o. Harnett

Thayer r.g, Adams
Wood T.t. Prat her
Woodrow r.c. Savage
Fowle (Capt.) q.b. Marray
Markoski l.h. I.ippitt (Capt.)

Senn r.h, Norris

Rogers f.b. Bavisotto

Belief in Industrial

Democracy is too Dogmatic
(Continued from First Page)

but every one should practices it.' TIk!

whole audience applauils the Doctor's

mastery over the hecklers.

"A student relieves the tension. He
asks: 'Since the goal of liberalism is a

IranKcendenl imleccditnt rnilil;/, shouldn't

it be condemned?' The DiH-Xm answers

that it is not; therefore it shouldn't he

condemned.

"Ain't metaphysics wonderful?"

"Another student asks; 'What is

growth?' Another wants to know if the

admission of the uneducated people to

culture won't be degrading to civilization.

Everybody likes these questions and the

Doctor does too.

"After the open forum Dr. Dewey
meets with the Liberal Club in the Epis-

copal rectory. Only members are invited.

This is a private meeting—no formality.

A glass of ginger ale is placed at Dewey's

arm. No formality.

"An economics instructor who is ad-

visor to the club starts the informal dis-

cussion. He asks Dr. Dewey what stu-

dents—liberal students— should read 'to

connect scientific economics with social

I)roblems and ethics' ... A student—

a

bold student-says that cconomi(!8 pro-

fessors are reactionary. 'They don't tell

their students to read Marx' . . . Most
of the discussion is about 'values,' 'empir-

ieiain,' 'reality.' Dewey likes this. Met^

aphysicB isn't exhausted yet. It's not

necessary to take a stand on these ques-

tions. A Liberal shouldn't take a stand.

Ht! must have an open mind. Some cynic

said an 'empty mind.' But it isn't their

fault. Of course they don't know any-

thing about the trouble in Adams. Men
like Dewey (ell them it's not important.

They've never been inside one of these

mills. They respect Dewey.
"One member asks what they can ch) to

helj)—he was about to say 'help the

workers.' But that would be too dog-

matic. Maybe work<!rs shouldn't be

helped. .So he says 'help.' Dewey braces

himself. 'Well, you mii.st live in the

system. You can't be a hermit. But

don't submerge yourself too much in the

system.' He is looking into his gla.sa of

ginger ale. It may be the sparkling bub-

bles make him wince. Maybe. Some
of the students wince too. They haven't

got any ginger ale. But they respect

Dr. Dewev."

College Preacher

The Rev. Kenneth B. Welles, D.D. of

the Westminster Presbyterian Church,

Albany, N. Y. will conduct the regular
Sunday morning services at 10.35 in the
Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street, New York City

|l|^

A Hctaiti Tribune News Photo by Frank

What happened?
flying figure breaks into the clear!

A hush. Then from a thousand throats

a screech of surprise. It all happened so

unexpectedly. Five, ten, twenty, fifty

yards! Touchdown!

Those are the plays that make his-

toric football games. Those are the plays

that even the most seasoned speaator

can scarcely follow.

Spectator or listener, you want the

facts. The line up and score are not

enough. That's the play that counted.

That's the one you want to know about.

There'll be twenty such plays next

Saturday and we confidently predict that

every one of them will be recorded in

the Herald Tribune with the accuracy of

a slow motion camera . . . and the speed

and realism of a hair raising snap-shot.

Read the facts by the most formidable

team of aaion-story writers ever assem-

bled on a single newspaper.

NEW YORK

Hetalb ^Tribune
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COLLEGE PHARMACY Best Sodas in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT Best Food in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY
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Pa/try Stuff I
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In spitf of the fact that we have failed t(i

hear any pronounced uproar hecause of our

absence from the lafit few ismies, we feel

called upon to apolonize. Rushin;; and

the likes of that is most arduous.

We noted this during the fall season in

the SprinKtield Hcpublican, and it caused

lis to wonder a bit:

GARFIELD, GOTHAM HEAVY,
EASY FOR COLORED MAN

Succumbs to Long Riyht Hand in Middle

of Seconil Round at Holyoke

—

Could anyone tell us if the long prelimi-

nary training period for the annual Euro-

pean invasion has been already begiui, or

whether the good Doctor has finally had it

out wit h the Editor of t he New York Daihi

News. But the best of luck for a good

season. Doctor.

If "George" Rudnick contiimes to cm-

ploy as his slogan: Nothing to Sell But

Service, we for one are going down to

Spring Street soon and visit his store. One

of the first things we shall do is demand

that he hand over one of those Simmons

Beautyrest mattresses, (price: $39.50),

and t hen we shall hel]) our.selves to a couple

of the more expensive bridge lamjis.

Prof. Smith Analyses

Hoover as Statesman
(Continued from First Page)

that he did not wish to condemn Hoover

and Stimson for what they have tlone, hut

that he thinks "their cfTorts have fallen far

short of what they should have accomplish-

ed." There is no sign, he said, that cither

Hoover or Stimson has any general conce])-

tion of diplomatic relations, and without it

the results obtained have been disappoint-

i"K-

Council to Control

Agencies in College
(Continued from First Page)

Baseball
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MODERN MOVIES TOPIC

OF DR. WILLIAM ORTON

Smith Professor Talks to 'Liberal

Club' on Practices of the

Movie Industry

"Tlic Modern Movie" was tlic suhjuct of

M liilk liy Dr. William A. Ortoii nivcii a( the

l.ihirol Cluh iiK^clinn lii.st li'ri<lay evening

ill (lie I'lpiHCijpal rectory. Hr. Ortoii, who

is I'rofeHHor ol' Eoonomii's and Soeiolo^^y at

Smith ColleKe and who has written Heveral

iirti(!leB recently for the Allaiilic Mn-idhhj

and llarperx i^hose this topic IxK^ause it

waH a phase of lilieralisni not much dis-

(iis.sed.

First exi)laininn the purpose of th(!

Hays office, lie showed how that organiza-

tion had been formed "to put the motion

picture industry rinht with the public and

(he law", how it welcomed criticism, and

lioH it had adopted the very clever sloKan

of "Cooperation". Will Hayiis lias en

hsted the cooperation of a large number of

organizulions which preview and endorse

liliiis. On this list are the General Federa-

tion of Women's Chdis, the Y. M. C. A.,

the Hoy Scouts of America, and The

Motion Picture National Board of Review.

The work of thc8(^ jirevic^wers serves to

s(ave off federal, as well as .state and local,

censorship.

Because of a great amount of vulgarity

and \)ecause of some of the pra<^tie(?8 of the

(listriliutorK, the threat of federal legisla-

tion loomed greatly la«t year. The first

hill propo.sed, the Hudson Bill advocated

(he creation of a Federal Censorship Board

and the appointment of commLssioners to

cooperate in (lie filming of the pictures.

Furthermore this board would enforce the

movie code of ethics. The Brookhart

Bill, ili.scu.ssed for (he last three or four

years, jiroposestodoaway with the evils of

lilinii and bloc^k booking. The distribu-

tors, according to existing practices, re-

leii.sc Wins in blocks of from 15 to 17; the

e.\/iil)i(or cannot pick or choose them.

'I'liis system forces the movie house pro-

prietors to take films that are vc-ry inferior

and also fill.s up their bills to the extent of

freezing out foreign competition.

Dr. Ortoii (hen went on to deseribc an

experiment which lias been started at .sev-

eral eaatern colleges. At Smith, for in-

stance, under his leadership, and with the

hcl|) of student subscriptions, a program of

iiiilividually 8electe<l movies is being shown

throughout the year. In this way it has

been made [)o.ssible (o exhibit German anil

Hussian movies, technically superior to

our own. Dr. Orton frankly admitted

that the Russian movies were largely pro-

paganda, but that they had a story to tell

and told it well.

In concluding he pointed out that the

great problem facing the industry today

was that of ridding it of the present .system

of producing and profiteering and the mass

morality, the idea of the producers that

(Continued on Sixth Page)

Rajah Kazooka, 'The Scotch HoudinV, Who Thrilled
Crowds on Spring Street, Submits His Life Story

Hajah Kazooka, "the Scotch Houdini,"*
wild has appeared before the crowiicil

lu«ds of Funipe, recently honored Wil-

liatnslown, performing on Spring Street

and collecting loo,se change from wide-

eyed students. When waylaid Ijy a

Rkcohi) reporter, the brawny little .Scotch-

man, who untangles himself from a fifty-

foot rope in three minutes, consented (o

relate some of (he in(creH(ing anecdotes of

his life.

Born in Glasgow forty-six years ago,

Rajah became intereste<l in contortions

at the early age of twelve. Several

months later on a trip to Belfast he first

saw his famous trick performed, gazing

with awe at (he successful efforts of a

burly Irishman to escape from an extra-

ordinarily long rope tied securely abcait

his body. Since then his cancer has taken

him all over the world, put him in and

ou( of jail, and even gotten him emjiloy-

ment as a sparing imrtner of a World's

M iddleweight Champion.

'l"he first stage of his adventuring took

him on a walking lour from ".Johnny

(jroat's house" at the northernmost tip of

Scotland to Land's JOnd, the southernmost

point in England. On concluding this he

started oiit on a 'round-the-world' tour but

go( only as far as Versailles, where the

authorities imprisoned him on a charge of

vagrancy. To get rid of him the police

finally gave him enough money to return

to Glasgow. But taking advantage of

his good fortune, llajah used the money

to send himself further on his travels.

Intersiiersing a few Scotch songs in the

style of Harry l,auder in his program of

tricks, the renowned .Sc<it(.hnian worked
his way across the Atlantic and through
the United Stat(w and Canada. For a few
inontlis he held down a steady job in a
New York theater, but his restlessness (?)

soon carried him to Atlandc City, where
he was again jaileil for vagrancy. The
sent.(!ncc impo.sed was for (ifty days, but

aftc-r only one week he was bailed out by a

philan(hropic stranger who had enjoyed

his tricks.

Then came a very short but diverting

change in his remarkable career as a vaga-
bond showman. When on a visit to the

Middle West , Rajah was si-en performing by
Stanley Ketchell, who was training to de-

fend his Middleweight champion title,

anil was engaged as sparring iiartner.

Love of life, however, jiroved too much for

him and after surviving six rounds he (ried

to escajie. Not having fulfillcil his engage-

ment, he was caught and brought back

to fight some more, but after a few rounds

became so violently ill that he was con-

fined to bed for three days recuperating.

Williams is not the only college that has

been honored by his ])re.sence. Michigan,

Yale, Princeton, and Harvard have also

parted with their small change to watch
him perform. But Rajah's wayfaring will

soon come to an end for he intends to re-

turn to Scotland this next Spring after

undergoing some serious operadon, the

nature of which he neglected to disclose.

It is rejiorted that during his stay in

Williamstown, Mr. Kazooka was the guest

of .]. F. MacVane '33 at the Sigma Phi
house.

SPECTACULAR TRIPLE-PASS PLAY

DEADLOCKS WILLIAMS-UNION GAME

Wilhams Harriers Score
Over St. Stephens 27-28

1935 ELEVEN CRUSHES

R. P. I. YEARLINGS 19-0

KroU and Smith Intercept Passes

To Score ; Hoagland Makes
Third Touchdown

STATE COLLEGE DOWNS

AMHERST ELEVEN, 13-12

Wesleyan Stops Trinity Twice on

One-Yard Line To Win by
13-0 Score

.Scoring on straight football, passes,

and their opponents' errors, the fast 1935

football eleven exhibi(ed a versatility of

attack in its game with the R. P. I. fresh-

men last Saturday afternoon on Cole Field

that completely routed the visitors, 19-0.

The Williams line held whenever their

goal was threatened, and Oliver's accurate

pimting kept the ball in the opponents'

territory most of tlu; game.

The game started slowly, neither team

l)eing able to gain consi.stently, and pimts

see-sawed the liall back and forth between

the two elevens until the R. P. I. offence

opened up with a lateral on their own

forty-yard line. Kroll, acting captain for

the Williams team, broke through to

snatcli (he ball from the receiver and ran

60 yards for the first tally of the afternoon,

b\it missed his try for the extra point.

(Continued on Sixth Page)

Fox '32 Describes Parting of Spinnaker Halyard

Off Cape Sable During Night Watch on 'Dorade'

'playboys for eating our log line practit'ally

in half!'

Our skipper, wlio was also designer

and amateur navigator of Dorwlc, had

elected, after careful consideration of all

possibilities, to follow the course which

most nearly approximated the Great

Cin^le, which is the shortest course to

England. By going this way, he had

about two hundred miles less to sail than

those who went eastward into the Gulf

stream and then worked north, hut he

took a chance on ice, fog, and adverse

Labrador current, and a trying session

with cold northerly gales. As the trip

progresses, it will be seen how fortunate

we were in our choice of courses—the

skipper gambled rather heavily, though

only after careful figuring, and made a real

"haul." There is neither (he time nor the

space in which to talK with those who are

anxious to ask. "But if . . . "—one

eoukl apccidate for days on what mighl

have happened had things broken aKain8(

us, but it would rather spoil our story.

Suffice it to say that a good deal of such

speculating was done by a few fond

mothers during .luly and August, and will

be done during the winter months before

many open fireplaces!

No sooner were we out of sight of the

spectator fleet than we settled down to the

routine which we were to follow tor sevcn-

(Oontlnucd on Fifth Page)

( This is the secorul oj a series of arlicles

III/ Fox '32 describing his experiences as a

nicmlxr of the crew of the "Dorade" on the

Iratmtlantic race of WSl ).

About two minutes before noon we
hroke the big balloon jib out of its stops

and headed for the start—at the stroke of

noim we reached across the line close under

the stern of the old yellow lightship, whose

s(eam fog whistle screamed a throaty

farewell to the ten racers. We were

moving nicely through the long swell, and
although the larger yachts worked slowly

p.ist us, Dorade hung on determinedly

mitil darkness put an end to the picture.

Prom then on until we were very near the

English shore, we were to have the stage

'dl to ourselves save for frequent appear-

ances of those great funsters of the scale-

wearing world, the porpoise family. We
were visited daily and nightly by these

carefree fellows, anil if they left us for

more than a few hours, we woultl suddenly

miss their playful snorts and antics, and
hope for their return. At night we were
time and again delighted as the water

would suddenly become alive with spark-

ling silver streaks, the wakes of the clown-
ing porpoise as they rushed hither and
thither through the phosphorescent water.

• t was pictures such as this that went far

to make the trip so uniquely fascinating,

yet off Cape Race we had occasion to in-

voke the wrath of the Gods on these same

An undefeated Massachusetts State

College team scored its first victory in

.seven years over an Amherst eleven last

.Saturday when the .Sabrinas' kick for

point after touchdown in the fourth jjcriod,

which would have tied the count at 13 all,

was successfully blocked by the State

forward wall. At the same time, Wesley,

an entrenched itself as the most powerful

Little Three rival on the Purple schedule

by stopping Trinity twice on the one-yard

line to win a hard-t ought struggle, 13-0

It was the touchilown runs of 02 and 35

yards reeled off by Louie Bush in the third

period that proved Amherst's nemesis,

For when State's kick from behind the

goal-line went out on the five-yard line

and was converted into a score by Warner

in two i)lungeB through (he line as (he half

ended, the stage seemed set lor a Sabrina

victory. But Bush had not been reckon-

ed with. Taking the oval on Amherst's

35-yard line, he raced off left tackl(>, re-

versed into an ojien field, and eluded De
Pasqua for a touchdown. Giving the

.Sabrinas no time for recovery. Bush seized

a punt shortly afterwards and carried it

from his own 38-yard line ilown the field

for another score, kicking what proved to

be the all-imi)ortant goal afterwartls.

Fighting from behind, the Sabrina

gridmen took possession of the oval on

their own 18-yard marker, and begim an

82-yard march uji the field that culmi-

nated in a touchdown when Cadigan went

over on a line-plunge in the fourth quarter.

But with Amherst needing one point for a

tie. Smith and Leary broke through and

blocked Greenoiigh's kick.

Wesleyan Line Holds

A line that refused to yield in the

pinches, and the groundgaining ability of

Tirrell and Schlums, figured largely in

Wesleyan 's 13-0 victory over Trinity at

Middletown. Completing half of their

forward passes, and gaining 13 first downs

to the Cardinal and Black's 12, Trini(y

nevertheless lacked (he final drive neces-

sary to cro.s8 the goal-line, although aided

by several costly Wesleyan fumbles.

Backed by a 6-0 lead a( the half, the home

team imleashed a driving offensive, with

Tirrell ploughing through the line and

Schlums skirting the ends, that resulted in

another touchdown at the start of the

fourth period.

CALENDAR

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4

4.00 p. m.—Try-outs of candidates

Adelphic Union. Jesup Hall.

for

Lurching across the tape to snatch first

place by inches last Saturday afternoon

in the annual cross-country meet with St.

Stephens, (Joodbody of Williams ended

the chain of Purple barrier delcals by

beating out Captain Bell and adding the

small margin of victory in the 2S-27 score.

Neck and neck as they entered the liome

stretch and then picking up to a driving

sjjrint down the last 220 yards on Weston
Field truck, the two ruiuiers put on as

dramatic a finish as has been seen here

in recent years.

Third jjlace was taken by Caijtain Roy,

with Kates and Carr of the visitors taking

fourth and fifth respectively. Goodbody's

winning lime of 28;32 comes very close to

the course record held by his brother, T. P.

Goodbody '31. The order of finish was as

follows: 1st, Goodbody (W); 2nd, Bell

(SS); 3d, Roy (W); 4th, Kates (SS);

5th, Carr (.SS); (ith, Fisher (W); 7th,

Robb (W); 8(h, Moorell (SS); 9th,

Rodda (.SS); 10th, Bruckner (W); llth,

Collens (W); 12th, Courteney (SS);

13th, Cornwall (SS). Time 28 min., 32

sees. Score: Williams 27, St. Stephens 8.

Garnet Scores Early in Encounter

on 46-Yard Drive Against

Second Team

FINAL SCORE STANDS AT 7-7

Williams Ties Score in Last Three

Minutes on Touchdown-Play;

Fowle Adds Point

W. C. A. OLD CLOTHES

DRIVE BEGINS TONIGHT

Christian Association Will Collect

Used Clothing from College

for Relief Work

The Williams Christian Association will

open its fall program of relief work tonight

with a canvass of the dormitories and fra-

ternity houses for used garments to be dis-

tributed to those in need of charity in the

immediate viciiiiry of Willir.nistown. Nu-

merous letters recently received by the

Association point vividly to the imperative

need of clothing for the approaching winter

—suits, overcoats, anil shoes being ex-

pecially in demand.

Tonight's drive, which will be directed

by Fox and Stoddard '32, is to start imme-

diately after dinner, and the Christian

Association requests that freshman leave

any clothing they can spare in the rooms

of their Junior Advisers, while a room-to-

room canvass will be made throughout the

rest of the College. Clothing of all sorts

is urgently needed, since many nearby

residents are unatile to leave their homes

to work because they lack clothing. Pro-

ceeds of the drive are to be distributeil

through the Williamstown Welfare Asso-

laation and welfare groujis of North

Adams and Blackinton as well as directly

in answer to the letters received by the

W. C. A.

Superior strategy and a spectacular

Iriple-jiass play in the last three minutes

enabled the Williams eleven to win bai'k

the seven ])oirits it had lost to V'nion in

the first period of the dash on Weston
Field last Saturday afternoon, and tied

the score at 7-7. In an attempt to save

the first team for the api)roaching Little

Three contests, Coach Caldwell started

the second-string men, and as a result,

Union was able to initiat.e a 40-yard drive

which culminated in a scori; in the first

four minutes of the opening |)eriod.

Although the Purple was outplayed in

the first quarter, statistics of the game
show that Williams gained 232 yards

rushing, while Union piled uj) 194. Wil-

liams adiled 74 more yards to its total by
gains on passes, but the celebrated Garnet

aerial attack netted only 21 yarils. From
the point of view of first downs. Union

was weak, falling one short of the Purple

with ten. These figures serve to show
that, despite the score, tlie Williams team
was more powerful than its opponents.

Throughout the game, the Union line

held more effectivelj' than the Purple,

although individual members of the Wil-

liams forward wall were outstanding

at various times. The spectator is apt

not to be aware that Wood takes out three

men on some plays, that Thayer frequently

breaks through the opposing line to make
tackles, that Lyon played sterling foot-

ball at guard Saturday. In the backfield,

Markoski, Fowle, Rogers, and Corieale

accounted for most of the Purple yardage,

while the Garnet gaining was left mainly

to Captain Lip])itt.

Union Scores in First Four Minutes

The Union kick-ofT hoimded over the

Williams safety man's head, and was
downed on the Purple two-yard line.

From there, after two plays, Miller kicked

to the home 4()-yard stripe. It was from

here that the Garnet began i(s 8(eady

march to the goal. Faulisi reeled otT

nine yards, and another line-play gave

Union a firs( down deep in Purple terri-

tory. A series of line bucks pu( the

visitors in a scoring position, anil Havisotto

drove over the line for a touchdown four

minutes after the encounter had begun.

Lipi)itt added the extra ))oint on a place-

kick, and Union hail acquired a lead which

the Williams team could not cancel until

the closing moments of the contest. Fol-
(Contlnued on Sixth Page)

Mencken Says Return of Beer Will Purge Nation

of Gastric Ulcers, Gun-Men, and President Hoover

H. L. Mencken, in an editorial entitled

Mall, Hops arul Civilizalimt from the No-
vember issue of The Amerimn Mercurn, de-

clares, "All over the East beer is coming

back." Mr. Mencken first explains the

chemical action in brewing and adds a few

worils as to the proper alcoholic content for

"the best malt liquor," and later treats the

situation of beer vs. hard hquor, conclutl-

ing with a few helpful notes on suiting the

beer to the mood.

"Five or six years ago," he says, "at the

height of Law Enforcement, beer seemeil

doomed to be driven out by bad gin anil

worse Scotch, but of late it has rewon its

high place in the regard of the American

bibuli, and as the ilemand has increased

there has been a corresponding increase in

quality. . . . The brews on tap in saloons,

though they may be a trifle young, are

nevertheless made of honest malt and

hops, and the motive power in them is

honest ethyl alcohol." According to the

chemical formula "one molecide of malto.se

makes four of alcohol—a mystical and

potent numtier."

Mr. Mencken explains that like the four

l)oints of the compass, the four Gospels,

the fo\ir rivers of the Garden of Eden, and

the four angels of deslniction, this same

mystic niunber holds true to the alcoholic

content of the best beer. "The best malt

liquor runs, and always has nm, to 4%
alcohol, no more and no less. This is the

precise content of Pilsner Burgerbrau and
of the most esteemed hnmds of Muiichner.

The heavy English and Irish beers, some
of them dose to 7%, are too strong for

civilization, and the 2.75% hog-wash that

prevailed under war-time Prohibition was
too feeble. In Munich, at the time of the

Oktoberfest, they tap a 12- Grad beer, i.e.

6%. It floors the whole town in a few

hours."

The author could not see how the

brewers came to terms with the Prohibition

agents, but he made note of the fact that

the "boolicians" were selling, as a conse-

quence, less hard liquor "than at any time
since .January 10, 1920." "This is," he

ventures, "the first real sign that the curse

of Prohibition is lilting. . . . Let the nation

have sound malt liiiuor and it will purge
itself of gastric ulcers, gim-men, and
Hoover."

"There is something about the fragrance

of genviine hops that is extraordinarily

inspiring and ennobling," he comments.

"When you hear a beer-drinker singing, it

is not the alcohol that operates him, but

the hops ( Humidus lupulus). Lupidin is

a respiratory stimulant, and facilitates

both speech and aong. It is jwison only to

servile nations and anti-social men."

"Beer, I believe, has come back to stay.

It has become a symbol of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happine,<!R to multitudes of

tOontlnued on Sixth Psie)
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Our internationally famous Chapin Library of fine books is offering this week an

exhiliit which cannot be without a thrill to any past or present student of English

literature. Included are first editions of Marlowe's "Jew ol Malta," and "Hero and

Leander," of Ben Johnson's "Sejanus," and of the First Folio and First Quarto of

Shakespeare. To those who have yet to make the acquaintance of this noted collec-

tion, this exhibit should provide an ideal opportunity for an introduction; to those

already familiar with the Library, it is a renewal of a standing invitation, and another

token of the untiring efforts ot the custodian.

OUT OF THE ARMCHAIR
The Christian Association is beginning its year with most promising indications of

loosening tip the armchair isolation which has characterized so much of its activities

in recent years. The splendid work of its Boys' Work committee, perhaps the most

unselfish contribution of time and effort on the campus, has always pointed the way

to a real relating of Christianity to community problems; but there has been a ten-

dency to reatl other signposts pointing over less arduous roads. Now not only the an-

nouncement ot a more vigorous local relief program for the winter, but the plans for

disarmament discussion, suggest that the year will see a real growth in the Association's

place in the College.

There are certainly many opportunities for exploration. The Record's sugges-

tion of a student advisory committee on chapel speakers still stands. There is the

possibility of a survey ol local relief needs, which, well directed, could yield an inter-

esting, and instructive picture of the national situation in miniature, as well as sup-

porting the Chest Fund Drive. There are questions of vocational guidance, of student

employment, of co-operative buying, wherein lie chances of service. The opening

steps of the present administration give reason to hope that it will test out some such

ideas.

THE CANNON FODDER TAKES VOICE
The Christian Association's intention of arousing campus interest in the disarm-

ament problem, particularly in the question as it faces next year's disarmament con-

ference, should at least help make more definite our views on the subject. Which

would not be a trifling gain. Ijike governments, one is more likely to be "agin"

heavy armament in the same sense as Mr. Coolidge's legendary preacher was "agin"

sin, than to hold any definite opinions as to what should be done. For this generation

no less than others is the prey of slogans: skeptical for the moment of phantom

"national honor," it is quite ready to throw itself into the arms of other noble spooks

breathing sweet accents of "international brotherhood."

To take refuge in emotional catch-phrases will not advance us far, however.

Mass insanity has more than once cloaked with the appeal to "honor" the last efforts

of a blundering or ambitious State Department to "save face." The same emotional

irrationality is apt, in one division of public opinion, to picture Europe as the lone

villain of the disarmament scene; in another, to hold the United States a cowardly

miser of safety.

There is enough truth in each extreme to make imperative an effort for balance.

The present nationwide movement of the Intercollegiate Disarmament Council, in

which the W. C. A. is playing its part, can help. Its effect may be especially bene-

ficial in correcting the foggiest of the extremes by placing in a clearer light the danger

to the success of the 1932 conference which is inherent in our disagreement over

"budgetary limitation," and in the general apathy or hostility in the nation towards

our taking a position of stronger leadership for world peace.

The effects of vigorous expression of untlergraduate thought on this matter should

not be underestimated. College opinion is probably apt to take too humble a view of

its power. Yet from the colleges countless streams of influence flow to homes and

communities; every Williams man, away from College, is, however unconsciously, to

some extent a propagandist for what he feels to be the standards of judgment in

Williamstown. What those standards are, people are interested to know: when a

year ago, the colleges polled themselves on Prohibition, their opinions made news

columns throughout the country, and aroused widespread editorial comment; while

the prominent monthlies of the nation today are persistently seeking articles from

experienced observers intcriiretative of undergraduate thought. By however direct

or devious means, the college influence is worKing. It can be used to no better ad-

vantage than in promoting intelligent support of disarmament.
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WESLEYAN INVITES TO PARLEY
Wesleyan University,-

Middletown, Connecticut,

October 28, 1931.

Editor of The Record,

Dear Sir:

In acoordancc with the custom at Wes-

leyan, it is my pleasure to be able to exten<l

to such members of your Collfigc as might

be interested in doing so, the cordial invi-

tation to attend the annual Parley to be
held here on the week-end of December
4th and 6th.

This year the Parley is to be on the vi-

tally important subjtu't of Disarmament.
The Parley Committee has been very for-

tunate in securing speakers who will be
able to present the various conflicting

view-points on this interesting problem.
We have sought men of national repute,
and a casual survey of the probable
speakers' names will be sufficient to show
how comprehensively the subject will be
treated: (ieorge Blakeslee, Professor of

International Relations at Clark Univer-
sity, Norman Thomas, leader of the So-

cialist Party, Frank Sirnoiids, well-known

journalist, Henry StiiiiHon, Secretary of

State, or the Under-Secretary, Mr. Castle

and General Sniedley D. Butler, Com-

mander of the Marine Corps, Ret.

I shall appreciate it if you, through sutOi

channels as are available to you, would

extend this invitation to your college body,

ami have such students as are interested

get in touch with me, cither direi^tly or

through yourself. We shall be glad to

procure accommodations for a limited

number of guests during their stay here.

Again I extend a most cordial invitation

to what we believe will be an extremely

worth while Parley.

Very truly yours,

Harry R. Moot,

The Wesleyan Parley Committee.

IF YOU CAN MAKE THIS OUT,

CONGRATULATIONS

Editor of The Hecohd,

Dear Sir:

If I recall rightly, in one of your recent

editorials you went so far as to commit

yourself as being somewhat radical, which

commitment was immediately qualified

by the admission that it was practically

impossible for a conservative Williams

man to be "really and truly" radical.

You acknowledged, 1 believe, Mr. Editor,

that you had indulged this trend toward

radicalism in an earlier editorial entitled

"Letter to an Anxious Parent" and re-

marked that some ol the clientele of this

ultra-conservative, back-woods college

were perhaps a bit shocked. Now, Sir, 1

do not wish to condemn your editorial

policy or blame you of being hypocritical,

but it does seem to me that if any one was

shocked by this "Anxious Parent" edi-

torial, it was not because of any raging,

rampant radicalism but from the con-

trast it offered to its conservative prede-

cessors, exemplified by the attack on house

jiarties. It also seems to me, Mr. Editor,

that one should be consistent, that is

either "hot or cold," conservative or

radical. If you are going to be a real

radical, go to it! Rave and rant, (no one

pays any attention to it anyway). But

if you are not for pity's sake don't stir out

of your conservative shell again. Stay

right in there, for it seems to cause a little

too much unnecessary disturbance when

you do emerge. Furthermore, if this

worthless communication is printed, let

it end this more worthless discussion of an

ill-timed editorial. I'm sick ot it. You're

sick of it. We're all siek of it.

(Signed)

A wet smock.
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I The Press Box |
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Recently the Press Box was severely

criticised for not taking a side in the

various arguments and issues which have
been covered during the past few weeks.

Having gladly acknowledged the justice

of the criticism, the somewhat unconven-
tional opinions of liesarlus on world news
questions will now pass in review.

Credo :

—

That Japan is justified in stating that

the Manchurian affair is no one's business

but her own.

That the conviction of Capone has little

of the great significance which is being
attached to it.

That courageous Ramsay MacDonald
is the right man for the premiership.

That Laval did not convince Mr. Hoover
of anything.

That Hoover did not convince Mr. La-
val of anything.

That all war debts and reparations

should be abolished.

That all tariffs should be abolished,

providing all countries abolish all tariffs.

That the Monroe Doctrine should be
discarded.

That the United States should join the
League of Nations.

That a Worid Treasury should be
established by the pooling of all the money
of all the nations and that one currency
for the whole worid be established on the
gold standard.

That however much "saving may in-

crease the wealth of the community," it

does not aid substantially recovery from
economic depression.

That the United States should recognize
the ir. S. S. R.
That Samuel Seabury is closing in on

.lames Walker.

That the American people would not
ridicule Mahatma Gandhi as he fears.

That Mr. William Howard Gardner is

to be congratulated as being the first per-
son to make Hoover mad.
That for one other than a candidate to

profess permanent party affiliations is

narrow-mindedness.

That "Alfalfa Bill" Murray would be
a good man for the next president.

liesarhm
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In order to save time- we've but fifteen

minutes in which to get this in the News

Editor's basket we'll get right down to

business. First, w picked 22 games cor-

ri'ctly out of 28 attempts, with two ties,

for an average of .SIO. We haven't got

time to figure our season's average; we

will so inform you next week. Incidentally

we have won four bits by batting over

.SIX) for two consecutive wi!eks. Guess

we'll turn pro.

As all of you should know by this time,

Cornell outplayed our favorite, Columbia,

winning to the tune of 13-0; we half ex-

pected this. Incidentally, just because we

pick old Siwash over Ouachita, doesn't

mean we will bet that way. We have a

system of our own, only it doesn't work. . .

In the City, thousands died and millions

passed out when the report that Oregon

had taken a victory over New York's

Violets was confirmed. As usual we have

met up with two "I told-you-so" critics,

who have taken us to task over picking

New York. That's the life we live.

Syracuse, against our prediction, de-

feated Michigan State. Monnent starred,

both lines starred; in fact, everyone, ex-

cept us, starred. . . . Having nothing much
to base our judgment on, we selected

Georgetown over Boston College; we

were wrong. In the no decision field:

Dartmouth put on a (oh, you've all read

about it) . . . tieing Yale, 33-33. What a

game. Williams reached down into their

bag of tricks to tie Union. This also was a

game.

As per predictions: Holy Cross smoth-

ered Brown, 33-0; Penn won from Lafay-

ette by virtue of a successful field-goal;

Alabama defeated Kentucky, 9-7, in a real

battle; Massachusetts State just barely

nosed out Amherst, 13-12; Army swamped
Colorado; Michigan anil Notre Dame
l)ulled through safely without too much
difficulty; and Harvard ran up only 19

points against a weak Virginia team, but it

doesn't mean a thing. In the South,

Georgia surprised us by piling up 33 points

to six for Florida. In the Southwest,

Southern Methodist won from Texas, 9-7;

we thought they'd do a better job of it. . . .

Somethin's cheesy in Denmark: did, or

did not, St. Mary's play Santa Clara? The

schedule says yes; but there is, as yet , no

report in the papers. Maybe they play

today (Sunday); we'll try to find out.

Here's the rest

:

Tiffany & Co.
Jr.WELERS SlLVliKSMITIlS STATIONERS

Watches AND Wrist Watches

Maiu1nqiikii:s Riu'kive I'lioMPrAniiNTios

Fifth Avknui- & 37 -'Sti<i-.i;t

New York

!i

HS J-
NO . . . it's not a new umltr-

wear. It's our suggestion id uke

a Hop, Skip, Jump to all ihe fun

that's awaiting you in dear old

New York.

The Hotel Empire, too, is just

a H. S. J. from everything ex-

citing in the big town. Rates for

quality accommodations arc fiuai

$2 for one, $2.50 for two.

Your Host will be

EMM. H. REINERS
Genetat Manager of the

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway at 63rd St.

NEW YORK CITY
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FREAK KICK WINS FOR

INSIITUTE BOOTERS, 2-1

Evenly Matched Teams Exhibit Fine

Soccer In See-saw Contest

Last Saturday

Giving tlie lead to R. P. I. late in the

second period when Michel missed a fluke

kick by one of his own full backs, the Wil-

liams soccer team lost to the Engineers by

11 2-1 count on Cole Field last Saturday

afternoon. The entire game was an inde-

cisive see-saw affair, botli teams scoring

tlirongh brilliant plays once in the second

])(rio(l, and being unable to tally thereafter

piirtly on account of the slippery condition

(if the field.

The Ephmen, with only a few minutes to

play, threatened three times, once when

lliirloii failed to score on a dribble, and

twice on corner kicks in the last two min-

utes but were unable to ])ut the tying jjoint

across. Just at the half Michel stopiied a

hiird R. P. 1. drive that was headed for a

Bccire, and again in the third |)eriod when

the ball seemed to go in and out of the cage

without scoring.

R. P. I. took the offensive all through

the first quarter, relinquishe<l it to Wil-

liams for the greater part of the second

period, and then played on even terms

until the last five minutes. The first score

laine after five minutes of the secontl

period had elapsed, when l,o Presti drove

the leather i)ast Michel on a well-exeeuted

puss play. The home team came back

with a determined olTense which culmi-

iiiUed in a tally when Boyd headed the

.sphere in on a fine corner kick from Mears.

The visitors took their final lead when a

defensive kick by Van Sant went astray

iiiid passed Michel, counting the winning

]K)int for their opponents.

Horton played a consistently good game
ill his new place at center forward, while

Mears and Wadsworth kept the <ipi)osing

full backs busy, and Boyd, after going in

lor Franklin in the second canto, made the

only Purple score. Lo Presti starred for

K. I*. 1. on the offense and Marvin on the

defense, while Catherall stopped a mnnbcr
(if possible Itensselaer scores with his

steady defense in the neighborhood of the

\\ illiiims goal.

The summary of the game follows:

WILLIAMS (1)

Hoth

Wadsworth
Horton

Franklin

Mears

Smith

Lambert

Richmond

{'atherall

\'an Sant

Michel

o.r.

i.r.

R. P. I. (2)

Roth
LoPresti

Campello

Pealenfein

Brink

Heacock

Elmore

Putnam
Branca

Marvin

Potterton

i.l.

o.l.

r.h.b.

e.h.b.

l.h.b.

r.f.b.

I.f.b.

g-

Cioals—Boyd, Van Sant, LoPresti. Sub-
stitutions- WILTdAMS: Boyd for Frank-
lin, Rogers for Van Sant, Van Sant for

Rogers, Whitaker for Richmond, Earl for

Wadsworth. R. P. I.: Green for Heacock,

Winegar for Brink, Fowler for Potterton,

Harrison for Roth. Referee—Kirkland.
Linesman—Blanchard. Time—22-minute

ipiarters.

Infirmary Patients

No one was confined in the Infirmary

when The Recobd went to press Sunday
evening. In all cases of serious illness the

parents of the students concerned are

notified immediately.

1933 Soccer Team Loses

Opener to Deerfield, 2-0

A 2-0 defeat at the hands of a strong and
efficient Deerfield team was the outcome
of the initial yearling soccer game ol the

season last Saturday in which over-

anxiousness prevented the Freshmen from
shooting accurately when the opportunity
to score was theirs. After erratic shooting

m the opening minutes of the game had
cost the visitors four chances to cage the

ball, the first Deerfield score came late in

the first period when Helms, freshman

goalie, juggled the ball just long enough
to be rushed and scored ujioii.

The second goal came in the ('iid of the
third (luartcr after Helms had stopped a
difficult corner kick and Turm^r, necrlleld
left insid<^ booted the ball for the second
time back into the cage before the Williams
goalie had time to recover from his former
stop. The gain(^ was marked by the
steady playing of Ogden, I'urpU' right full

back, and the accurate pus.sing and drib-
bling of TuriuT aiid Chilm on the Deerfield

line. The sunnnary follows: Williams:

Helms, g.; Zabriskie, If.; Ogden, r.L;

McMilleii, r.h.b.; (Jwinii, c.h.b.; Myers,
c.h.li.; Miller, r.o.; llubbell, r.i,; Wood,
c.f.; Poole, 1,0.; Curry (Capt.), l.i.

Deerlleld: Slieehan, g.; Hubbard, I.L;

Winston (Capt.), r.f.; Ab(!rcrond)ie, l.h.;

Higgins, r.h.; Atw(jod, e.h.; Mahony,
l.o.; Chiba, r.o.; Turner, l.i.; Smith, r.i.;

NeilB(jn, c.f. Substitutes: Williams: Ilillcs

forOwhm; D. Green for Hublwll; Kelllier

for Wood; Fort for Ogdcii. Deerfield:

Steever, H(jward, Walbridge, Hidick, Hay,
Desluge, and Croft.

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

//
It's a

Truly Modern
Cigarette

"I'm certainly grateful for Lucky

Strike. It's a truly modern cigarette for

it gives me modern throat protection.

And your improved Cellophane
wrapper is wonderfully modern,
too. It opens without any coaxing
- a flip of the little tab and there
are my Luckies.'"

^/^^^^^^-^

«#

A famous and beloved picture star while

still in her 'teens— blessed with breath-

taking girlish beauty— could fate have

been kinder to Loretta Young? She's

the very incarnation of young loveliness.

If you hove not seen her In First

National's "Ruling Voice," do so.

ThatLUCKY tab! Moisture-Proof
Cellophane. Sealed tight—Ever
right. The Unique Humidor Pack<

age. Zip—And it's open! See the

new notched tab on the top of the

paclcage.Hold down one halfwith

your thumb. Tear off the other

half. Simple. Quick. Zip! That's all. Unique!
Wrapped in dust-proof, moisture-proof, germ»
proof Cellophane. Clean, protected, neat,

FRESH!— what could be more modern than
LUCKIES' improved Humidor package — so

easy to open! Ladles- th^ LUCKY TAB is

—your finger nail protection.

It's toasted"

All Miss Young's

Statement Paid ForT

You may be interested in

knowing that not one cent

was paid to Miss Young to

mclce tile above statemenf.

Miss Young ttos been a
smolier of LUCKY STRIKE

cigarettes for 4 years. Wo
tiope tile publicity tlere-

wittl given wilt be as
beneficial to her and to

First National, her produc-

ers, as her endorsement of

LUCKIES isto you ondtoui.

Your Tliroat Protection— against Irritation — ogainst cough

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps
that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN The Lucky Strike Dance Hour every Tuesday,

Thursday and Saturday e.ening over N.B.C. networks

Made of tlie finest tobaccos— the Cream of

many Crops— LUCKY STRIKE alone offers the

throat protection of the exclusive "TOASTING"
Process which includes the use of modern
Ultra Violet Rays— the process that expels cer-

tain harsh, biting irritants noturolly present in

every tobacco leaf.These expelled irritants are
not present in your LUCKY STRIKE. "They're out

—so tlxcy can't he mJ" No wonder LUCKIES
are always kind to your throat.

Factory Representative

Showing Mon. and Tues.

Join the CO - OPTHE WILLIAMS CO-OP

A Guarantee of Value
In good times or bad---Nettleton Shoes have never been lowered in quality. Their name stands

today as the symbol of finest quality.

In this store the name Nettleton protects you as it has for 52 years everywhere.
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New Plan of Work at the University of Chicago

i
Pioneers in Realm of Study With Radical Changes

Setting out to pioneer in the realm of

jitudy, the University of Cliioano this

year has put into effect a plan involving a

ra(li<'al reconstruction of educational

methods and a new synthesis of knowl-

edge. That this plan, which atTccts the

750 freshmen, is more than a [monastic

effort of a group of scholars to reach new

heights of learning is seen in the comments

of President Robert Maynard Hutchiris.

"It is not the time," President Hutchins

said, "to hunt for leaders in thought in the

middle of an economic crisis. These must

be developed in the universities during the

next ten or twelve years. We have to

jiroiluce informeil individuals capable of

leadership, people who can think inde-

pendently and who.se thinking is basetl on

sound judgment. It is not through lacts

but through ideas that Utopia will h<'

achieved. Upon proper balance of fad

and idea deiiends eventual escape."

The new system prepares the general

introductory courses for the four major

categories of knowledge which are con-

sideretl essential to an education. The
divisions of the university are as follows:

The II iwianilies; English and foreign

languages, literature, art, religion, and

history.

The Social Sciences: Economics, po-

litical science, sociology, anthropology,

education, psychology, history, home
economics, and geography.

Tlie Physical Sciences: Astronomy,

chemistry, geology, paleontology, math-

ematics, and physics.

The Binlogical Sciences: Botany, zoo-

ogy, physiology, anatomy, hygiene, bae-

'teriology, physiological chemistry, phar-

macology, and psychology.

"It is one feature of the plan," said Mr.

Hutchins, "that all the courses taught and

the general examinations will be pub-

lished. They will be open for any one to

examine and shoot at. That is a good

thing, for it will bring into the open what

has hitherto been held in the classrooms.

The members of the faculty, and those in

other universities, will know what we are

teaching, and we expect much valuable

criticism. We expect to make changes as

we go along, but so lar as we have gone

now we are convinced that the plan is

sound and the next logical stej) in etlu-

cation. As for aclministration, I would

not go back to the olil form."

The university as it is now organized

consists of four ui)per divisions in the arts

and sciences, .six professional schools, and

a college where a general education is to

be taught at the estimated time of two

years for the average student. A genius

may finish in three months and get a B.A.

degree by 1933 in one ol the upper di-

visions. After two years the student is

considered oriented in all the fields of

knowledge and may drop out ot college

with a certificate. "The object," .said

President Hutchins, "has not been to

speed up educational processes for all

students. It is to adJLst the educational

process and the speed thereof to the needs

and equipment of each individual. The

purpose of college education is not to

settle the minds of young men and

women—it is to unsettle their minds,

widen their horizons, and inflame their

intellects. It exists to teach its students

to think—to think straight if possible,

but to think always for themselves."

1935 Younger, Shorter, and Lighter Than Predecessors

As contrasted with the steady rise in"older than any other class since 192(1.

average height, weight, and age shown by

the entering classes of the last nine years

and capped by 1934, the Class of 1935 has

drojipcd back in the scale to some extent.

Comi)arison with the figures given below as

furnished by the Physical Director's Office

for the last ten years, shows not too sharp a

decline, however, and indicates probably

only a temporary diminution in the physi-

cal characteristics of the freshmen.

The average age of 1935 is 18 years,

seven months and 13 days, two months

and a half younger than 1934 and less

than two months younger than 1930, but

In weight the new men surpass all but 1934

and 1933, with an average of 143.45 pounils

as against 145.49 for 1934 and 144 for 1933.

The present freshmen are appreciably

shorter, as a class, than all classes except

1929. They have an average height of

five feet 8.99 inches, while '29 was only

five feet 8.8 inches tall. The tallest class

is 1934, boasting an average height of five

feet 9.80 inches.

The table comparing the physical

measurements of the entering classes since

192G, with the average (weight which

should prevail according to Metropolitan

Life Insurance figures, follows:

Metropolitan

Class
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]^esleyan-William3 Football Relations Begun in 1881
Have Continued Withou t Interruption for 35 Years

The history of the football KamcB be-tuntil lOlSWoBleyaiiwuBaldi

tweeii Wesloyaii ami Williams, datiriK bac^k

to 1881, when the Purple team downed her

Mid(ll<'town rivals by a score of 10-(l, in

tlirouKhoiit a talo of diflieiilt and Imrd-

f(iii){l'l' stTiiKRles most of whieh were unde-

tidetl until the final whistle. The rivalry

between the two colleges, backed as it is

J)y the traditions of some 49 years, always

clearly manifests itself in the annual en-

counter on the gridiron, and in the minds

„f Williams men has from the time of its

inception ranked second only to that exist-

ing between the Sabrinas and the Ephmen.

A study of the statistics of the 39 games

pliiycd between the teams representing

Williams and Wesleyan shows clearly the

closeness of the contests: Williams, in

winning 22 times, has amassed a total of

494 points, while the Cherry and Black, in

triunipliing in 13 of the encounters, has

rnn up a total of 388. The 1929 game re-

turned the Purple a winner by a score of

19-12, Wesleyan tallying two touchdowns

in the final half after Williams ran up two

scores before the game was many minutes

old. I^angmaid went across the line twice

for the Ephmen, while of the other backs

who will see service today, Fowle, Good,

Tut tie, and Brown all played prominent

parts in bringing a victory to Williams-

town.

(ioing back to the beginning dS the

scries, after Williams triumphed in the

initial game, Wesleyan evened matters the

next year, and continued its sujiremacy in

IH87, when the next game was played.

Two years later the Purple went down to

ilcfcat again, fighting an uphill battle dur-

ing the latter half of the contest, but was

unable to do better than lose by a 20-17

score. Seven years later in 189f> the next

game was jilayed, Williams triumphing by

a ))-() score, and although winning, "the

score should have been larger," according

to the Williams write-up of the game.

Since this contest, the series has enjoyed

an unbroken run until the present day, the

war failing to break u]) the game during

that period, although in 1918 the.S. A.T.C.

elevens represented the colleges.

From 1897 until 19{K), Wesleyan came
out of the battles with the scalp of the

Vurple warriors in each encounter. After

the Cherry and Black had w(m the first

two of these by 22-() scores, Williams made
a more valiant stand in 1899, losing 11-5,

hut was again imable to hold their oppon-

ents to a small score in 1900, Wesleyan
scoring 35 points against her. From 1901

"IN GOD WE TRUST"

Shoe Rebuilding Shop

Half Soles and Rubber Heels

as low as $1.25

Also Rubber Soleing of All Kinds

MIKE FRESSOLA
Call 223-M

BOTTOM OF SPRING STREET

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn money

"corresponding for newspapers; all or
spare time; experience unnecessary; no
canvassing; send for free booklet; tells
how. Heacock, Room S84, Dun Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y

field

lie to trot off the
a victor but once, Williams winning

all the games except that of 1005 by scores
rangmg from 28-5 to 0-5. In 1915 the
Cardinal and Black ran up the largest
score up t„ that date, ovc^rwhelming a
weak Williams Umm under an avalanche of
seven touchdowns to win, 41-0.

Williams reversed the tables in 1910, but
in the following year, after winning from
both Cornell and Columbia, Ihe Purple
encountered a stubborn defense in the
Wesleyan line, and every scoring attempt
of both teams was repulsed with enthus-
iasm. This scoreless tie was the only flaw
in the otherwise perfect season of the team
of Benny Boynton. The S. A. T. C. elev-
ens met in 1918, Wesleyan trimming the
local soldiers by a 20-fl count, and in the
following year the Connecticut team used
the same formula of the year before to
turn in another victory. 1920 found Wil-
liams with one of her greatest elevens, and
a spectacular exhibition of open field run-
ning by Benny Boynton and his mates sent
touchdown after touchdown across the line

to give Williams a 50-14 triumph. Fol-
lowing as it did the 82-7 score of the Ham-
ilton contest, this count sent the Purple
team to second position in the nation in

scoring, and placed Boynton on the top of

the heap of leading scorers.

Wesleyan did not recover from the ef-

fects of this defeat by the time the next

game rolled around, and again Williams
won, piling up a 40-0 score. In 1922, the

Purple won the Little Three championship
for the second year in a row, downing Wes-
leyan 22-7, and won as well the next year,

12-7, although an out-played Cherry and
Black aggregation gave promise of winning
in the last minute, when an end dropped a
pass over the goal line. In 1924 Williams

annexed her fourth consecutive Little

Three title, trimming the Middletowners,

43-0. That year the team, after playing

an insijired game to break Cornell's four-

year winning streak, lost to Columbia, but

under Percy Wendell's coaching came back

to win from Wesleyan and Amherst.

Wesleyan found herself again the next

year, after six straight losses, and won by a

score of 10-2, Williams' lethargic efforts

being of no avail against a scrappy team.

In 1920, the Purple again asserted its

superiority by piling up 23 points to offset

the 14 that Wesleyan was able to garner

during the last period on long passes. The
Middletowners were able to push over two

touchdowns in 1927, to win by a 12-0

score, and left the field Little Three cham-

pions for the first time in over a decade.

Three years ago the contest was packed

with thrills. At the end of the half,

Wesleyan commanded a 13-7 lead, but in

the final i)eriod, after continual attempts,

t he Purple lateral passing game finally tied

the count. With a scant eight minutes to

play, Langmaid neatly put the ball over

the barrier for the extra point, and Wil-

liams was returned a victor by a 16-13

count, inasmuch as the Purple also annexed

a safety in the last minutes of the game.

Last year, the Purple won again, 40-0.

So Williams takes the field in an

attempt to win her fourth straight victory

over the warriors from Connecticut, with

the ghosts of 48 Williams football teams

to cheer her on.

Discussion Groups To Start

In continuation of the well-attended

tliscussion groups held by members of the

two lower classes last year, the Williams

Christian Association will inaugurate a

joint Sophomore-Junior discussion group

during the current season, with the first

meeting scheduled for 7.30 Wednesday

night in Jesup. All members of the Soph-

omore and .lunior classes, as well as any

seniors, who would be interested in partici-

pating in informal discussions of religious

problems an<l theories, are cordially in-

vited to attend.

'Record' Delivery

Beginning with this issue, The

Rf.cord will be delivered to subscribers

living in fraternity houses by newsboys

on Tuesdays and Saturda.ys instead of

being sent through the mail.

Fox Describes Parting

of Spinnaker Halyard
(Continued from First Page)

teen days without let-up. We split up
into two watches of three men eac^li,

the cook being exempt from regular duty
on deck but subje(!t to call at such times
as it was deemed necessary to have all

hands on deck. Each watch worked on a

S(!hedule of four hours on and four off -

the watches were not dogged at all, so

that as a result we got used to being on
de(^k at certain times and in our bunks at

certain others. The writer was a mem-
ber of the port watch, along with the

owner of the boat and his younger son, who
was first mate. We were on deck regu-

larly from 12m to 4 p. m., 8 to 12 p. m.,

and 4 to 8 a. m., and during the latter two

watches had the delightful exi)erience of

bringing many beautiful moons and suns

over the horizon, while the starboard

watch lay below and let it be known in no

uncertain terms that they were full con-

tent with t hings in another world!

The first night out found us trying to

run before a breeze which was decidedly

"up and down," with the result that the

rotor on the end of the log line hung life-

less well below the surface. The fog

settled down in a thick veil and dripped

heavily off soaked sails and rigging. Un-

der such conditions it was most difficult

for the helmsman to keep from nodding

over the brilliant but motionless compass

card—one gels plenty of thrills Irom hand-

ling a tiller when the boat is alive under-

neath the helm, but when the ship is lying

becalmed, holding the stick is a most try-

ing task. About eleven o'clock a light

sou'wester crept in between the feet of the

tog, and we made haste to ease off the

main boom and get the big spinnaket up.

We should have known better, for our

efforts scared the little breeze and left us

with more canvas to slop about and gather

in wet fog. Off to the leeward we could

hear the faint roar ot a high-speed motor

and wondered how much they would make

on each case—at any rate, it was a tough

night for the coast guard! Not until late

in our morning watch did the wind haul

into the northwest and come down to

sweep away the fog. About breakfast

time the sun burst through and ushered

in a beautiful day, during which we

reached along with a rail breeze about

fifteen miles off Nantucket. During the

afternoon we sailed through a small fleet

of picturesque fishermen, hove to under

trysails—hearty salutations came from all

those that we passed close aboard, and

we eagerly returned the greeting. There

is something about such a meeting at sea

which is bound to stir even the saltiest

heart—we hoped to see more of these

fellows farther north on the banks, but

were to be disapiJointed.

In the first two days the log showed only

about two hundred miles, and we were a

trifle concerned lest the others, whom we

were satisfied had gone the southern way,

were getting a better lift. But a small re-

ceiving set, which the skipper used only for

getting weather reports, although an or-

chestra would have sounded very nice at

times, kept us informed as to conditions on

the other route, and we were relieved to

hear tor several days that Ught head winds

were prevailing in the Gulf Stream! In

the meantime we were pushing up toward

Cai)e Race on the wings of a generally

moderate southeast lireeze carrying some

assortment of light sails all the time, with

the big ballooner, spinnaker, and one of our

two mizzen stayjails doing a great part of

the pulling. The weather was very kind

to us, and seemed especially mild in com-

parison with ihe picture we had expected.

We were expecting a miserable siege dur-

ing which heavy woolen underclothing

and several layers of thick outer garments

would barely suffice to keep those on watch

from freezing, and sail handling would be

a nightmare. In jjlace of this, the banks

fisherman's delight, we had a minimum of

fog, no air so cold as that encountered off

Point Judith on our trip to Newport several

days prior to the start, of the race, and a

fairly smooth sea. Rubber boots and

light "oily" suits over our regular clothing

kept, us warm and dry during foggy weath-

er, and until we passed Cape Race these

could be done away with after the warm

sun had driven through the gray blanket

each morning. Off CajH? Sable we had one

anxious night rushing through thick fog

before a thirty-mile southerly. The ship

was skating around in lively fashion

through a lumpy sea, and rolling rptlier

badly. The large spinnaker was more
than matching the pull of the mainsail, and
before midnight the two booms were hav-

ing a wonderfully close contest to deter-

mine which would dip deepest into the

murky sea! On deck we simjjly sat tight,

one man steering, one man administering

occasional blasts to our hand fog horn, and
the third watching the contest of the

booms with one eye, and t he halyards and
guys with the other—to say the least, it

was not entirely a comfjrtable night, but

it was nothing short of thrilling. It was
rather futile to try and think of other

vessels which might be close by—for us the

dismal calls of our own horn were quickly

lost in the steady roar of our leeward bow
wash, and if anybody had heard us, they

would have had to hustle plenty to clear

the driving hull. As an added thrill, our

spinnaker halyard, unable to stand the

terrific strain and chafing to which it was
subjected, parted with a loud groan and
put an end to the contest of the booms for

the time being. The great sail bellied for-

ward in a mad swirl of snapping canvas

and then wattled under the foam-encased

stern with alarming rapidity. Quick work
in getting forward and a few minutes ol

feverish [julling by all hands reaultcid in

getting the heavy wet mass of cloth on

deck in its entirety, which was most fortu-

nate! The hard-<iriving mate here brought

into play those personal funics which

figured so prominently in Dorade'a success,

namely speed, ex|)ert knowledge, and a

keen determination to keep the boat going

at all costs. A new halyard was rove

through the block aloft, and inside of

twenty minutes after the accident a small-

er and heavier spinnaker was lifting us

along with no less speed and a decided

gain in comfort by virtue of considerably

reduced motion.

(The third of this series of articles will

appear in The Recohd at an early date).

Tickets for Amherst Game
Alumni and undergraduates who de-

sire reserved seats for the Amherst
game are requested to make their

reservations as soon as possible in view

of the fact that there has been an un-

usually heavy sale to date. Requests

should be addressed in care of A. V.

Osterliout, graduate treasurer, Jesup

Hall, Williamstown, Mass.

ST. REGIS
SEAGLADE

VINCENT LOPEZ
CAPERTOI¥ & BIDDLE

Ne^v York's famous undersea

fantasy . . . for dinner and sup-

per. Couvert, after 10:30, $2;

Saturday $3. Hotel St. Regis,

Fifth Ave. atE. 5 5th,NewYork.

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manager

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

TACONIC LUMBER CO.

Building Materials

i

ON TO WESLEYAN; ^^'^ ^-^
^^Vn^E'^T^Rr

^-^^^

Sheep Coats Koonrac Coats Fur Coats Warm Gloves

J & M Oxfords Exclusive Haberdashery

"NELS^' DQMIN= II

'
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Spectacular Triple-Pass Play

Deadlocks Union Game
(Continued from First Page)

lowing this .score, Union got the Imll iil'lcr

an exchariKi^ of kicks, and l.ippitt n'(^lt'(l

oil liiB first 2()-yartl run around the end.

Tlieti Union, wliich has not used a field-

goal play in any of its i)feviou8 games,

attempted one from tlx^ US-yard line hut,

the hall sailed wide of the hars. The first

team entered the fray after Correale's

gains through the line had given the l'uri)le

a first down.

A series of punts resulted in a consid-

erable gain of ground for Williams, and

then Markoski gained 12 yanls on two

plays to ])ut the hall on the Garnet (i-yard

stripe. From this jiosition, Williams

worked the ball to the one-yard line, where

the Union line made a magnifi('ent stand,

and gained possession of the ball on downs.

In the second and third quarters, the two

teams were evenly matched, each gaining

some grountl, then being forced to punt.

Union attempted two more place-kicks as

the ball was forced into Williams terri-

tory, but both proved unfruitful.

In the final period, an exchange of punts

was followed by a series of intercepted

passes. Murray tossed a long completed

pass to Bavisotto, who fumbled, and Foehl

recovered. Then Bavisotto intercepted

Markoski's pass, the latter pulled Mur-
ray's pass out of the air, and Bavisotto

again caught a pass intended for a Williams

receiver. This gave Union the ball on the

20-yard line, but the visitors lost possession

on downs on the Williams 15-yard marker.

Then the Purple began its final drive.

With six minutes to go, after an unsuccess-

ful pass, Correale gained a first down.
Markoski stepped hack on the next play

and threw a long pass to Rogers, and Wil-

liams had advanced to her own 47-yard

line. Correale took the ball to the Garnet
39-yard stripe on two plays, and the Wil-

liams stands went wild. The advance
was interrupted by two incomplete passes,

and a punting foray put the ball on the

Union 40-yard line in Williams possession.

At that point Fowle called for a scoring

play, and a diflicult one. Rogers received

the ball on a triple-pass play, and raced to

the one-yard line. With only three min-

utes left, Markoski slid ofT tackle for a

touchdown, and Fowle added the tying

point on a place-kick that was barely be-

tween the goal-posts. The game ended
as Union made a determined efTort to

score again on long passes and spectacular

end-runs by Lippitt.

A summary of the game follows

:

WILLIAMS (7)

Van Dusen
Pease

Ebeling

Stevens

Ripple

Bauer

Reynolds

Miller

Newman
Correale

Berry

I.e.

l.t.

l.K.

UNION (7)

Cinella

Johnson

HofTman

Fox

Adams
Halkyard

Savage

Murray

Lippitt

Faulisi

Bavisotto

r.g.

r.t.

r.e.

q.b.

l.h.b.

r.h.b.

f.b.

WILLIAMS 7—7
UNION 700 0—7
Touchdowns: Bavisotto, Markoski.

Points after touchdown: Lippitt (place-

kick), Fowle (place-kick).

Substitutions: WILLIAMS—Zinn for

Bauer, Thayer for Ebeling, Lyon for

Ripple, Markoski for Correale, Senn for

Newman, Foehl for Van Dusen, Reid for

Pease, Rogers for Berry, Woodrow for

Reynolds, Wood for Zinn, Bilder for Senn,

Fowle for Miller. UNION—Tefft for

HofTman, Whelan for Murray, Barnett for

Fox, Prather for Halkyard, Finnigan for

Bavisotto, Murray for Faulisi, Fox for

Whelan, Barnett for Fox, Halkyard for

Johnson, Mitchell for Faulisi, Swart for

Savage.

Officials: Referee, Dunn; Umpire,
Keating; Linesman, I^eonard.

Modem Movies Topic
of Dr. William Orton

(Continued from First Page)

every movie has to satisfy every American.

Mentioning the fact that the movie indus-

try showed less originality and imagina-

tion than any other, and noting that it was
crippled by the vastness of its finance, he

stressed the necessity of legislation to en-

force the code of ethics, to provide censor-

ship and to simplify and reduce the tre-

mendous cxptmditures.

Mencken Says Return of

Beer Will Purge Nation
(Continued from First Page)

superior Americans. The last time it was

snatched from them by a swindle. The

next time they will fight."

Ill concliiiling the editorial, Mr. MiMick-

cn remarks, "There are moods which call

for the palest Wnsshier and there are

moods which would he desecrated by any-

thing save Kulmbacher. Sometimes it is

necessary to experiment. If so, start with

black Kulmbacher, and then jiroeeed to

Munchner, to VVurzburgcr, to Dortnum-
der, to Pilsner. Somewhere along the way
your soul will respond. If it fails at the

first trial, then licgin with a second lAn'l of

Pilsner and return along the road to

Kulmbacher. If you remain uncertain

after the round tri]) it may be that Omnip-
otence never designed you for a beer-

drinker. Not everyone, of course, can

have so precious a gift."

J 935 Eleven Crushes

R. P. I. Yearlings 19-0
(Continued from First Page)

Neither team threatened for the remainder

of the half.

Collins, Williams quarter, paved the

way to a second score by taking the ball

from the center of the field to the five-yard

marker on an oft-tackle play in the third

period. Four line plunges faileil to make

the goal, and R. P. 1. look (he ball on the

three-inch line. Litis' hurried kick was

partially blocked and the Williams fresh-

men regained the ball deep in H. P. L'»

territory. Hoagland plunged through cen-

ter for the score. A pass, Oliver to Col-

lins, netted the extia point. Williams'

final touchdown came late in the last

jieriod when Smith, Puriile center, inter-

cepted a pass and raced 24 yards to the

goal line. Egbert's place kick failed, and

the game ended a few .seconds later, 10-0,

m favor of the 1935 aggregation.

The starting line-ups were as follows:

WILLIAMS 1935



IITTLE THEATRE' WILL

PRESENT THREE PLAYS

'Gloria Mundi','Le Medecin Malgre

Lui', and 'The Stepmother' on
November Bill

(^omt'ily will be the main note strufk in

tlic lirst hilllr Thmlrv liill (jf (lie Beason,

iKiw ill reheaiBal, for which Arnold Ben-

nett's The SIvpiiiDiher, Moliere'K Lc Meil-

iTiii Mnlgre Lui, and Patrieia Urown's

(Ihrm Muruli have heen seUu'teii. Tlu^sc

tlirce plays will he presented in .lesup Mall

Audit oriuiii on the evening of November

20.

Laid in th(! 'itO's The Sleiiiiiiitlwr is n

loniedy of manners, describinK the very

iiiimsiiiK diffienlties of a popular woman
ii(]\('lisl and her secretary. The second

pliiy on the hill, a typical Moliere farce,

(lc|icnds largely for its humor on the way

in which a wooilcutter poses as a famous

ildctor:

ClinuixioK the bill, Gloria Mundi, a

nKidcrn symbolical play, is set off by the

lif;litcr vein of the two precediiiK presenta-

tions. S(!t in the wailing room of an in-

.sanc asylum, the play revolves about the

situations arisinf; from the entrance into

the asylum of a new nurse.

Tickets for the performance will be put

on sale at Hart's on November 10. The

casts of the plays, in the ordf^r of their

I)resentation, will be as follows:

The Stepmother

by Arnold Bennett

('(im I'roiit Mrs. Newlmll

Christine. Mrs. Lenke

Dr. (lardiner McDonald '32

Adriiin F. K. Davis '33

Directed by Zalles '32

Sets by Robertson and Durant '34

Le Medecin Malgre Lui

by Moliere

hminde Mrs. Caldwell

Marline Mrs. Brinsmade

Jaa/iicline Mrs. Gustafson

Sgniinrelle Boyce '32

J.rnndre McKni)jht '34

M. Robert Ray '34

I^icas Yarnelle '32

Oirnnlc Erskine '32

Directed by VredenburRh '33

Assistant Director, Ray '34

Sets by Woodruff '33

Costumes by Hasolmayor '33

Gloria Mundi
by Patri(!ia Brown

Misa Dunn Mrs. Hayward
Dr. Cnrluright Kavvson '34

Mr. IJityd (Irini '33

Mr.i. Farnnworlh Mrs. Avery

jl/i.s.s ,/ebb Mrs. Blaisdell

Virginia Blake Mrs. Blocdel

Directed by ScUery '32

Assistant Directory, Haselmayer '33

Sets by Salisbury '34

GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP

WON BY J. GAGLIARDI

Defeats D. Smith '34, 2-1, in Close

Match ; Both Play Excellent

Brand of Golf

Displayinn an uncanny puttinp; ability,

^vhich enabled him to produce nine one-

imtt greens in succession, Gagliardi '34

<lefeated D. Smith '34, 2-1, in the (iiuds

of the tournament for the College golf

championship. The two sophomores,

fiirced to play a rcvampeil course l)ecause

III late-Fall conditions, displayed an excel-

lent brand of golf, both sticking very close

to par throughout the whole match.

Smith immediately took the lead, win-

ning the first liolc with a five; this hv.

added to at the fourth, when Gagliardi

niisscd the green with his approach. The
contestants then played as their fifth hole

tlie regular fifteenth, halving it with

rather sloppy fours. On the next Gag-
liardi narrowed his opponent's lead to a
single hole when a beautiful ItiO-yard ap-

proach stopped one foot from the cup.

Continuing his rally, he succeeded in

squaring the match at tlie eighth, the reg-

ular ninth liolc, driving the green. The
ninth went to Smith with a five, leaving

him one up at the turn.

Gagliardi then took the first two holes of

the second nine with a birdie and a par.

tluis taking the lead for the first time.

lie increased this on the next three by
•collecting a par and two more birdies,

putting himself three under par for the

(Continued on Second Page)

WILLIAMS-WESLEYAN CLASHTtODAY

MAY AWARD LITTLE THREE CROWN

R. M. BILDER, 1933

Who Slanted off the Ends and Tackles

for Consistent Gains in the Union

Game a Week Ago

PURPLE SOCCER SQUAD

WILL MEET WESLEYAN

Strong Teams Will Contend Today

in 'Little Three' Title Battle

at Middletown

Encountering the Wesleyan \'arsity at

10.30 a. m. this morning at Middletown

in its first 'Little Three' contest of the

season, the Williams .soccer team will meet

the .strongest aggregation that the Cardinal

and Bla<'k has had in recent years.

Although the Purple has had but a medi-

ocre season to date, whereas Wesleyan

defeated Amherst by a 3-1 score, a close

game is expected.

.As neither team has playe<l a common
opponent, no opinion may be reached as

to the final outcome. Wesleyan, however,

has the more impressive record, with

victories over the Connecticut Aggies, and

Andier.st, a deadlock with the strong

Brown aggregation, 2-2, and defeats by

Steven's and Massachusetts State. Wil-

liams has won only one game, from St.

Stephens, tied Clark, 1-1, and lost to the

Army by 7-0, and to R. P. I., 2-1. The

Wesleyan team has had to face no team as

(Continued on Fourth Page)

'CAP AND BELLS' TRIP
IS FOUND IMPOSSIBLE

Performance Planned for Second

Semester Is 'The Dictator,'

by R. H. Davis

Owing to the general economic tlcpres-

sion in the vicinity in which Cap and Bells

was preparing to give its annual Christ mas

tour, the corporation has decided to forego

the trij) for this year. Several engage-

nuMits had already been booked, but they

were not sufficient to balance the expense

of such a tour. This, however, does not

mean that the trip will be given up in

future years, according to Pre.siilent

Ilulse, for it is considered a direct means

of bringing the alumni into contact with

the student body an<l has served its pur-

|)Ose excellently in past years.

In jilace of the trip, Cap and Bells is

planning to have a performance early in

the second semester, which, however, will

be restricted to Willianistown. Although

arrangements arc not yet definitely set-

tled, it is probable that "The Dictator,"

by Richard Harding Davis, will be pre-

sented. This drama has not been pre-

sented in New York for a number of years,

and relies for its interest upon IIk; hvmior

derived from the situations portrayed,

and from the lines. The setting is laid at

the United States consulate in a small Cen-

tral American republic in about 1904.

Following the precedent begun last year,

it is expected that women will be iisetl to

fill the female parts. All those interested

including freshmen, will be urged to com-

pete for the other positions in the cast.

PURPLE HAS ADVANTAGE

Wesleyan, With Win Over Amherst,
Has Chance for First Title

in Four Years

CARDINAL TEAM INTACT

Correale and Davis Will Start for

Williams Again After Three-

Week Interval

The Purple eleven faces its first 'Little

Three' contest when a strong Wesleyan
team clashes with Williams on Argus
Field this afternoon. With three succes-

sive victories to its credit, and with one
lap on the 'Little Three' championship al-

ready won, Wesleyan presents formidable
opposition to a Purple team, which is

hampered by the fact that its starting line-

up has not been the same in any two
consecutive games this season.

One of the strongest Cardinal and Black
lines in recent years covered itself with

STARTING LINE-UPS
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TO WESLEYAN
The K"""' on Andrus Field today is the crucial point in the football season.

Williams is favored, but the edxe is almost indiscernible, and Wcsleyan will have the

advantage of playing at home, before its own adherents, eager for a Little Three cham-

pionship.

But the game is more than a crucial point. It is a double anniversary. In 1831

Wcsleyan was founded. In 1881, the first Wesleyan-Williams encounter took place

Today's game is a monument to the athletic rivalries and cordial relations which have

marked our years of association with a fellow member of the Little Three.

nirig the sixteenth. The niulcli thi^n

ended on the seventeenth, which was

hidved in par figures, leaving (Jagliard

two up and one to pluy.
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

WAL-DEN
Week of November 9
Shows: Afternoon 2.16; Evening 7.16 and 9.00

PROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9

Jiilm Barrymore in "Svengali." Barry-
more is here again. This time he jilays

the role of a composer and pianist who
jiossesses stronK hypnotic powers. Com-
edy. News.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10

Warner Gland, Anna May Won^ and
ScBsue Ilayakawa in "Daughter of the
Dragon." Comedy. Peu-amount. Pic-

torial.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11

IjDUKlas Fairlianks, ,Ir. and Rose Hobart
ill "Chances." Comedy. Cartoon.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12

"The Lawyer's Secret" with Clive Brook,
Cliarles RoKcrs, Richard Arlen and Fay
Wray. Universal Comedy. Cartoon.
Review.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13

Kilmiind I>owe and Victor McLaglen in

"Women of All Nations." Comedy.
Cartoon.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14

"Politics" with Marie Dressier and Polly

Moran. Fables. News. "Believe it

or Not" By Ripley.

RICHMOND
Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

THEATRE
No. Adams

I

Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 7 and 8

Joe E. Brown

m
"BROADMINDED"

Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 9,

Ina Claire

in

"REBOUND"

10

Wednesday and Thursday

Nov. 11 and 12

Eddie Quillan Robert Armstrong

in

"THE TIP-OFF"

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

Sunday and Monday
Added Stage Treat

Texas Rangers
9 Youthful Funsters

on the screen

Charles Farrell

in

"HEARTBREAK"
Tuesday and Wednesday

Ruth Chatterton

in

"ONCE A LADY"
Thursday and Friday

Lawrence Tibbett
in "The Cuban Love Song"

with Lupe Velez

Saturday Only
Double Feature

George O'Brien in

"Riders of the Purple Sage"

also "Grief Street"

E. J. Jerdoii--D.D.S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

Members of 'Dorade's'

Crew Flabbergast Cook
(Continued from First Page)

only other one on d(!(tk,-lie IhoiiKlit the
idea a line one. The male, rather than
lake a chance on iiutaKonizinn the cook,
(he heiiiK the hinKesl of the cook's
"wolves") thought the BUKKestion was
first-rate, and wanted it to take form
immediately. Still being skeiitical, I tried

to make it clear that I didn't care the
.slightest bit for flapjacks, and besides
they were very hard to digest. I couldn't
have been very forceful in making my
point, for a hearty "Bronx Cheer" from
the mate's throat was picked up and
echoed by the watch helow, who always
seemed to be awake when matters of the
galley were up for discussion,—and we had
flapjacks! At seven-thirty the Commo-
dore and skipper sat down to the first

batch of delicious looking steaming cakes,

and, in the jargon of the fo'c'sle, "killed"

them with the aid of some wonderful pure
maple syrup from the hills of Vermont.
Hut these two were only men with ordinary

appetites, and it remained for the foui

remaining to do the cook's work real jus-

tice. At about eight hells they eat dowr
with mouths fairly watering. Ajjprox-

imatcly one hour, later, the cook, now
quite sv/eaty and to a greater extent

grim, extinguished the flame under th(

griddle and with a great sigh set dowi
the last batch of twelve cakes, four o:

which he took himself. Gone was hif

contented smile, and he ate slowly. W(
inquired if there was anything wrong (it

gave us an excuse for not trying to move)
There came, practically floating on a wave
of tears, "I thought 1 would be good tt

you guys and give you a real treat,"—w(

all nodded, "hut I sure got fooled. Di
you know what you "squareheads" did'.

Well, there are two empty packages ol

Hccker's flour out there and a quart can o.

majjle syruj) drained dry as a bone; tc

say nothing of how I feel!" The foui

"squareheads" looked just a bit dumb-
founded, and glances converted on the

mate. Finally that wretch managed to

ask in a lowered voice (the only record ol

such action on the whole trip) just how
many cakes had gone the way of all good

food, but the cook was not to be stopped

His very look foreboded evil, and, as he

rose slowly to his feet, we even thought

he was slightly agitated. "You should

ask me," he growled out. "Well, in ease

I never speak to you again, the count was,"

—here he paused and gave us a scathing

look of contempt,—"ninety-four!"

I have forgotten just how I got up the

companionway or in what position, but I

do know that nobody but the Commodore
and skipper went below until certain

noises issuing from the port berth assured

the rest of us the great cook slept!

And so we sailed on. All we could show

from the 10th to the 1 1th was 85 miles, our

worst day's run, and even the imperturb-

able skipper began to frown. But on

Sunday the breeze began to come in again,

and we worked it for all we were worth.

By noon we had picked up to a run of 145

miles; the next twenty-four hours netted

us 170 more, and we were getting a real

push out of the West with signs of even

more. The needle on the speedometer was

once more climbing back into its high seat,

the big spinnaker was hustling us along a

trifle faster every hour, and had not the

mate's accordion contracted swelling keys,

it would have been brought out in attempt

to hold the favor of Aeolusl The long

green seas were waking up all the time as

the broad Atlantic turned from a tranquil

pond into a rugged mass of heaving,

tumbling green and white sea. The strain-

ing spinnaker pole again became actively

engaged in a tit-for-tat contest with the

main boom, and both were dipping under

the confused sea pretty regularly. Off

and on the Commodore would break out

the movie camera and get some interesting

shots of extra large seas or of interesting

moments on board "Dorade". We were

now averaging about 32 miles to every

four-hour watch, and a keen competition

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gift* for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,
Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

developed between the two watches to see

whicih could run up the best four-hour run.

Driving the boat like this made t^e cook's

job a ticklish one, but his long arms and
legs always found some points at which to
brace themselves, and the master of the
galley continued to issue three hot meals a
day with lots of smiles thrown in.

Running at night during this weather
was a beautiful and sometimes a weird
exi)erience. The moon had disappeared
after about the fifth night out, and there

were only the stars to gaze down upon us
as we slid along, seemingly in a small
world of our own, encomjmssed by the
elements. It was rather thrilling to feel

the boat settle in the trough of a green

sea, hesitate just a moment, and then lift

slowly as she was pickcil up by the next
(Continued on Fourth Page)

Special Showing of

FRENcasHRiNERdURNFR
1 * America's Finent *\

SHOES FOR COLLEGE MEN
Next Monday and Tuesday

at the

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
by "JOE" DIFFER

350 M aflison Avenue
NEW YORK SHOPS

153 Broadway 1263 Broadway 131 Weat 42nd Street

Shops and depurtiiiciits from euasi lo cuaHt

Uo you choose your ne^v^spaper

as naturally as you choose your friends?

XHE average person doesn't select the

newspaper he reads as naturally as he does

his friends.

He gravitates simply and naturally to

his kind of people. Yet sometimes he is

bound by a chain of habit to a newspaper

with which he isn't really congenial at all.

Why? After all, the modern newspaper

influences our minds and our lives rather

intimately. Indeed, people grow like the

newspaper they read just as surely as they

grow like their friends.

As a matter of fact, to hundreds of thou-

sands of active men and women the New

York Herald Tribune is a friend. A faithful

friend, because it comes to call every day,

rain or shine. A worthwhile friend be«

cause it is honest and accurate and truly

informing. A delightful friend because it

has the divine gift of laughter and a sense

of humor that reveals the true flavor and
meaning of events.

The Herald Tribune is looking for new
friends—for more of its kind of people. Try

reading it for just one week. We think that

at the end of this time you will find that

you have found your newspaper. And in

finding a new newspaper you ^'ill also have

found a new and very worthwhile frienda

Williams Representative

RAYMOND J. LIBRIZZI, BOX 4, WILLIAMS COLLEGE

There's a ''Buy"!

All the suits at Cutting's are real "buys"

Prices from $25 tO $50

We'll be glad to show you without obligation

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
NORTH ADAMS

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It
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Amherst Favorite in

Three-Cornered Meet

JourrioyitiK to Middletown toilay the

WilliairiK crosK-ciJUMtrv team, wliirli lias

luiil all iiiiiisiially poor season (his year,

will lace two stroiijj o|)poiieiits in Ainlii'isl

ami Wesleyaii at II a. m. in tlie aiitmal

three eoniered meet. The JelTmen, with

a good reeord, ineUidiiin a 3(i-21 win over

M. S. C, are ranked as favorites, while

the Purple anKrexatioii, having lost to

Middleliiiry ami Vermont, is looked upon

us the prohable under doK.

In defeat iiiK Hrown last Saturday,

Keyser of W'esleyan set a new course record

of 25.10J-4 for the five-mile course. The

score of the meet was 33-23. Morse of

Amherst also sliowcul uj) well in the defeat

of M. S. C. in the fast time of 2'i.2(ii..<

over a slifjhtly leuKthenetl course. Bal-

anced against the.se star performances,

Goodljoily's time of 2S.32 for approxi-

mately the .same distance does not augnr

well for the Purple. 'I'he difference in

course lengths, liowev<'r, makes a com-

parison of lime inaccurate.

The line-ups of the three teams follow:

WILLIAMS—Cloodhody, Roy (Capt.),

Fisher, Kohl), Hruekner, and Collins,

W'ESLEYAN—Keyser, Hasten, Snyder,

Gordon (Capt.), Morrel, and Wilco.x.

AMHEHST—Morse (Capt.), Hill, Opper,

Chase, Nash, Huppe, and Lockwood.

Purple Soccer Squad

Will Meet Wesleyan
{Continued from First Page)

powerful as Army, however, and the

R. P. L defeat was due entirely to a bad
break.

Coach Bullock has been stressing team-

work and jiassing all week, and expects to

put the revised lineup he used last Sat-

urday into action this morning. lie ex-

pects to substitute in the line, where
Wadsworth and Earl, and Franklin and
Boyd, are making strong bids for places

at right and left inside respectively. The
Cardinal and Black team has a strong

right side of the line in Davison and White,

and a threat in Talbot at left wing.

The probable starting line-ups follow:

WILLIAMS
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ENGLISH SINGERS

TO BE^SENTED
Second of Thompson Concerts Will

Finish Events of Amherst

Game Weekend

16TH CENTURY MUSIC
INCLUDED IN PROGRAM

Group, Formed During World War,

Gave Sixty Concerts in Far

East Recently

111 dip second concert of Uio 1031-32

TlKirnpson Series, iiniler the aiispuics of

I lie Student Comniiltee, tlie English

.Sinners will present a recital in Cliapin

Hall, Sunday afternoon. Novenilier 15 at

HI 5 p. m. The date of the I'oncert was

»ii arranged that aliuniii returning for the

Williams-Amherst weekend would have

the opportunity of hearing the London

artists. Tickets may he procured at

Hart's Drun Store, or by writing to the

Treasurer of tlie Undergraduate Com-

mittee, Box (i3(>, W'illianistown.

The English Singers were orKanized

during the war, and toured Clermany,

Austria, Holland and Czecho-Slavakia

(luriiiK 1020. They were hrounht to this

cimntry in 102.'5, and have lieen returning

from London for an American tour every

season since 102.S. Prince Chichilm,

brother of the Mikado and next in line

to the Imperial throne of .Japan, invited

the London artists to .Japan, and they

pive sixty concerts in the Far East , cover-

inn .Japan, China, India, .Java and the

I'hilippines. In commentinK on their

p<'rfornmnce at Carnegie Hall this year

before a packed audi<'nee, Olin Dowries of

the New York Times said: "Here they

stand alone anil incomparable be<',ause of

the music they reveal and the singularly

(l(ii|uent and characteristic manner of its

piTformanc(!. When these artists sinn

together, there is not the thov.^ht J voice

or voices, but of music and its exquisite

ineaninK. It is an experience of the purest

art, one that the listener may clierish as an

inspiration and a priceless heritage."

1'lie major part of the jironram will be

made up of musical selections from the

Kith Century, tlie golden age of English

literature, and will include Madrigals,

Canzonets, Ballets, and Motets. The

.Madrigal is a composition for two or more

voices of a pastoral nature; tlie Canzonet

a short song, designed on a smaller scale

than a matlrigaJ; the Ballet, a comhina

tioii of the madrigal with the old English

(lancing songs; and the Motet is a com-

liosition for voices unaccoinpanied. usually

of a specially serious and introsjiective

nature. The stage set ting has t lie int iniacy

of an Elizaliethan after-dinner group,

for the singers, seated at a table, with

madrigal book befon; them, bring back

the jiicture of .John Wilbye, who wrote in

1.5(H, "When supper at Ilengrave Hall

being ended, and the musicke books were

lirought to the table, the mistress of the

bouse served out the part-books to her

family and guests, earnestly requesting

(hem to sing."

Rockwood Tournament
Is Nearing Completion

With the play proceeding (piite rapidly

in spite of the adverse weather conditions.

Hie annual fall tennis tournament for the

Hockwood Trojihy is nearing completion.

Professor G. N. Mes.ser, director of ath-

letics, plans to have all the matches

through the semi-finals completed by the

middle of the week so that the finals itiay

lie played off before the lieginiiing of the

indoor work, which starts soon after the

middle of the month.

I'p until the ])re.seiit time nine third

round, and t,wo of the fourtli round match-

es, have been (completed. A summary
follows: Willcke '33 won by default from

•Judd '34; Ueal '32 defeated Hooper' 34,

()-2, (i-l ; Twitchell '34 won by default from

Lederer '32; McClaren '32 won by default

from McDonald '32; C. C. Jones '3,'5

defeated Greenlee '34, 4-0, (>-l, G-3; Clark
'35 defeated .Jonas '35, 0-11, 0-3, 6-0;

Uossheim '35 defca'ed A. B. .lones '35,

ti-1, l')-2; Swan '35 won by default from
I'-. H. Smith '33; Pomeroy '34 won by
default from Avis '34. Fourth round:

Willeke defeated Beal, .3-(), (1-4, 7-5;

MeClaren defeated Twitchell, 3-0, 12-10,

0-4.

C. A. FOEHL, 1932

Left End on the Varsity Football Team,
Who Scored the First Touchdown
Against Wesleyan Last Saturday

NEW HEATING PLANT

AROUSES^URIST IRE

Attempt to Cloak Power House in

Georgian Dress Condemned
as Unesthetic

CONSERVATIVE WORK

IN LAWRENCE EXHIBIT

Henry Schnakenberg, Outstanding

Young American Painter is

Represented

In contrast to the recent exhibition of

French modernistic [laintings, the Depart-

ment of Fine Arts is now showing a col-

lection of American canvasses demon-

strating the conservative movement in

modern painting. The exhibit, on disjilay

in Lawrence Hall until November 23,

contains three examples of the work of

Henry Schnakenberg, one of the most

prominent of the younger jiainters of the

jiresent day.

An extraordinarily varied interpretation

of California landscapes is shown in the

eight pictures of Helen Newton, a native

of Norwich, Vermont. Rich in color,

varied in mood and in subject, often spark-

ling with brilliant tone in atmospheric

values, her efforts occupy a prominent

place in Iheexjiibit.

In some of her canvasses Miss Newton
obtains her effect with the palette knife,

in others she has worked with a fluent

brush, laying on the color in flat masses.

Soft, jiastel shades characterize all of her

work and an a,spect of spaciousness and

balance jiervttdes whatever she approaches.

Williamstown in the glory of mid-

summer foliage is shown in several jiaint-

ings by Donald .Squier in which the artist

executes an interesting blend of nearby

greens and distant purples. Mary Powers

and Herbert Meyer represent the group

of painters who have their summer studios

in southern Vermont.

Henry .Schnakenberg, whose Vermont

Farm House and two studies ol still life

are perhaps the most important items on

the program, is at the present time holding

a one man show at the Kraushaar Gal-

leries in New York. One of his works

received very favorable criticism recently

at the Carnegie International Exhibit in

Pittsburg.

George W. James, Jr. contributes six

different aspects of Lake Dunmore, Ver-

mont, in addition to a notable study of

white beech trees and an effective still life

of lilacs. An example of his work appears

(Continued on Third Page)

( Picture on Page I, )

In order to prevent tlu! ornamentation
of the Williams campus with another

example of ill-inspired architecture, the

Departm(!n( of Fine Arts, with thesupjiort

of TiiK Hkcohd and the collaboration of

certain individual students, has taken

issue with the engineers now building the

new Central Heating Plant on the suita-

bility of their design. Only very recently

authorized by the Trustees, at the October
meeting, the construction of the plant has

been hurried forward to take advantage

of the existing low jirice level of building

materials, although the jiresent ]K)wer

house would probalily have given ade-

quate service for several more years.

The iirojiosed design, which calls lor a

Georgian structure of red brick and
Indiana limestone some 52 feet long by 40
feet in dejitli and 42 feet high, backed by
a 185-foot chimney with a flaring top, is

praised by its opponents insofar as it is a

studied attempt to produce a building

esthetically presentable and in keeping

with the predominantly Georgian tone of

t he campus. But it is open to severecrit icism

on the grounds that it is "dressed uj)" with

Georgian detail that is entirely inajipro-

priate to its purpose. Objections to it

are summarized by Professor Weston and
Mr. Keck, of the Fine Arts Department,

as follows:

"In any building the architecture shouki

express its function, and grow out of its

jiurpose. This is straight modern func-

tionalism as formulated by such out-

standing architects as Louis Sullivan, in

the first instance, and Frank Lloyd Wright,

at the pr&sent time. Nothing is gained

architecturally or esthetically in making a

building <lestined for a definite purpose

assume a dres*-' wbicb is (lislpadinc In

such a building as this the architect's

whole problem is a matter of pro|)ortion

and the relation of forms (i.e. mas.ses of

chimney and building) to each other in a

frank expression of function. Central

heating iilants were unknown in Georgian

times, and an attempt to harmonize such
(Continued on Fourth Page)

FIVE THOUSAND SEE PURPLE

ELEVEN VANQUISH WESLEYAN
DrivingWilliams Line Outplays Cardina 1 Forwardsand Enables

Purple Backs to Stage Four Spectacular

Marches Down Field

SABRINAS PUT TRINITY

ELEVEN TO ROUT, 33-6

Amherst Reaches Top Season From

in Last Home Game ; Warner

and Cadigan Star

Notice to Seniors

K\\ those seniors desirous of securing

posit ions asteachersnextyearaica<l vised

to consult with Dean Agard, while those

who wish help in obtaining business

])Ositions should see Assistant Dean
Leonard.

CALENDAR

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11

4.15 p. m.—Championship Intramural

Golf, Tennis, and Touch Football

Matches.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12

2.00 p. m.—Championship Intramural

Golf, Tennis, and Touch Football

Matches.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13

7.30 p. m.—Professor Leon Vallas will

speak on Debus,sy in Lawrence Hall.

Auspices of AUiancc Franaiise.

FOWLE, MARKOSKI, CORREALE, FOEHL RAISE FINAL SCORE TO 29-7

Schlums Plunges Through Line in Last Four Minutes to

Score Only Wesleyan Touchdown on 38-Yard Run

While 5,000 fans cheered, a flashing Purple attack crushed Wesleyan

29-7 on Andrus Field last Saturday afternoon. The Williams eleven,

pliiying as a unit for the first time this season, scored on its first Little

Three opponents in every period but the third, while Schlums of the

Cardinal eleven saved his team from a shut-out by a brilliant 38-yard

plunge through tackle in the last four minutes.

The Williams team, liy a steady, hard-

driving offense, rolled Wesleyan back yard

after yard on four spectacular marches

down the field, one line-jilay after another

finding a hole waiting. On 7t) rushes,

ain|)le interference made possible an aver-

age gain of 3.7 yards, and the Purple line

which was responsible for this safe firsts

down margin held its Middletowii oppon-

ents to an average of 3.3 yards on 34

„ , • . f • ,1 1 1 rushes. The I'liion game a week before
Reaching top season form in their last

, , , , ,

, , ,, ii A„i * demonstrated the dependence of a strong
home game of the season, the Amherst, ,,,.,, , . . ,.

.
, 111 ,4 1

• »i backheld on driving hne-play, and Satur-
gridmen unleashed a scoring attack in the "^ t jt

first three periods of Saturday's game with

Trinity that lirought them a 33-() victory

the final whistle blew. Again it was

Warner, jilaying at left half for the Lord

.leffs, who bore the brunt of the duty, slic-

ing off the tackles almost at will, and pas.s-

ing to the ends for frequent gains.

Trinity's highly touted aerial attack

came to naught before the alert work of

the Lord Jeff defense, and paradoxically

enough, the long ]msses employed at

strategic moments by the latter resulted in

three of the five Sabrina touchdowns.

Amherst comjilefed eight out of 19 passes,

ttiiu the iiivdvicis rtcre suc-essful in but

three of ten, while at straight football the

home team hold a clear margin of superior-

ity, scoring 12 first downs to Trinity's six.

Score Even at Quarter

The first Sabrina score came midway in

the opening period, when Warner's pass to

Cadigan put the ball on the visitor's 25-

yard line, and the Amherst fullback went

over on line drives. Running the ends.

Trinity retaliated shortly afterwards with

their lone tally of the contest, but the Lord

.leffs lost no time in adding to their one-

point advantage, for a pass. DePasqua to

Mason, put the jiigskin on the 18-yard

marker, and two plays later Knutson cut

through right tackle for a touchdown run

of 14 yards. Trinity's attempt at a come-

back after the kick-off was nijiped in the

bud as MacColl intercepted an aerial

toss, and Warner broke loose for 30 yards

on the first jilay called, and a touchdown

on the next, bringing the count to 19-0 as

the half ended.

Sabrinas Score Twice in Second Half

In the third quarter. Warner, Knutson

and Cadigan ripped up the Trinity line

with off-tackle slashes for a 68-yard march

down the gridiron that culminated in a

score when Cadigan went over on a short

(Continued on Sixth Page)

THE ENGLISH SINGERS
Renowned Artists, Whom the Undergraduate Committee for the Thompson Concerts

Will Present Next Sunday Afternoon in Chapin Hall

CHARLES CORREALE, 1933

Who Scored Williams' Second Touchdown
and Whose Ball-Carrying Ability

Was an Important Factor in

the Team's Victory

day the Purple line gave its backlieUI the

support neces.sary to render the high-

spirited Wesleyan attack jiowerless and

defense futile.

Cajitain Fowle and Correale accounted

for most of the 289 yards gained by Wil-

liams, and Miirkoski proved just as elusive

as ever, being largely responsible for the

foiirth-<iuarter trek from the Williams 20-

yard strijK' to the Cardinal goal-line for the

last Purple score. The line as a whole

outplayed the Wesleyan forward wall con-

sistently throughout the encounter, Davis'

return to the line-up signalizing a complete

change from the slojijiy I'nion game line-

(Continucd on Fifth Page)

Frosh Booters Defeat

Cardinal Soccermen, 3-0

With Wood and Poole's accurate kicking

and Zabriskio's stuliborn elefcnsive play

oul.standing, the Williams 1935 soccer

team easily defeated the Wesleyan year-

lings, 3-0, at Middletown last Saturday

afternoon. The game was played for the

most part in Wesleyan territory with the

Berkshire eleven threatening continually.

Showing their best form exhibited so far

this season the Williams aggregation forced

the game the whole way finding little diffi-

culty in stopping scattered Wesleyan at-

tacks. Wood starred for the I'urple scor-

ing two well-placed goals, while I'oole

accounted for the thiril Williams tally.

The line-up follows:

—

WILLIAMS
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The appreciative inteiUness of last Sunday morning's congregation was a vote,

unanimouH by reason of its silence, for more preachers of the ability and forthrightness

of Dr. Mather Abbott.

SAVIORS?
Not we, Dr. Abbott. America needs a different type of leadership from what has

passed under that courtesy title since the War. But she will look for it in vain from

us. We are true sons of our fathers: as honest, and dishonest; as well-meaning, and

as blundering. There is nothing more startlingly obvious about Spring Street than

the degree of its resemblance to State Street.

This question of war, for example. How shall we handle it?

If it comes within the next 20 years, many of us will go oflf to fight in it: most of us

because we're afraid not to, or because of a practical balancing of accounts,—the pos-

sibilities of death and injury against the disadvantages of prison, and loss of business

and social standing; some of us, with true sacrifice, because of an honest delusion that

to our generation has been allotted the one authentic war in history between Good

and Evil.

If it comes after the next 20 years, some of us, in the State Department, will help

blunder into it; some of us, in Congress, will vote (with cheers) to send others away

to it; some of us, from pulpits, will preach the obligations of Christian hatred; some

ol us will make fortunes, and Four Minute Speeches; most of us will have to submit

dumbly to the sacrifice of our sons to it.

We are going to make our mark in the world, doubtless. We shall go from college

to our businesses; and shall conduct them as decently as the weakness of our fellow

men and duty to our families permit. Afraid of our own glimpses into realities,

bewildered by the distortions of the press, the unresisting prey of all "safe" propa-

ganda, we shall gratefully find harbor in the opinions of our favorite columnist. We'll

accept as we find them, and no questions asked, the worlds of business, or the pro-

fessions; and beyond deploring "the lack of clean, intelligent government," and voting

"regular," we'll leave politics alone,—unless we want something.

We have the stuff in us to achieve finer failures than our fathers. And we'll do

i t: watch us!

ANOTHER PIONEER OPPORTUNITY
An announcement in this issue of The Recokd reminds us that, unliKe the Hoover

Administration,—which did not officially discover the unemployment situation until

this September— , the Dean's Office never sleeps. Its offer of assistance for job-anxious

seniors is a valuable one indeed.

But the worth of this service might be considerably increased, if its vocational

guidance aspects were broadened. As was pointed out by our editorial predecessors,

the College, for all that it is not expected to become an employment agency, cannot

avoid some responsibility to assist its students in an intelligent survey of possible occu-

pations. The adjustment to the taslc of finding an enjoyable means of earning a living

is apt to be difficult enough, even if one faces it armed with all possible information on

the real nature of different types of work. As the leap in the dark which it apparently

is to a good many people, it opens up very disagreeable possibilities.

A vocational guidance plan supplementary to the service now offered by the Dean's

Office would include the creation of a modern vocational library, the institution of

vocational ajititude tests for all desiring to take them, and the establishing of a series of

informal talks by business men representing different lines of activity. Beyond theif

assistance in suggesting the breadth of the field, the first two steps could not be ex-

pected to render unusual aid; but there would be indubitable value in bringing stu-

dents into contact with men able to afford them direct views into the actual machinery

of business.

However worthwhile such arrangements might be, nevertheless they will not fall

ready-made into our arms. Assured of sufficient undergraduate backing and help, the

Dean's Office will readily cooperate, but the first move should be ours. There are

several campus organizations which might consider the question: the Christian Asso-

ciation is a good example. Let a start be made with plans for securing a group of

business speakers for the early part of next semester, deferring the accomplishment

of other details to a later time. The group which assumes the burden of initiating a

plan here will be rendering a constructive service not only to the present, student body,

but to its successors.

JiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinninniiiiiMiiiiiiiiini:

i Communications I

E Although romrauni -ntions nmy ho publishetl E

5 unsigned, if so requested, the name of the writer E

E must in every case be submitted to the o liter. E

S The f^onrd assumes no responsibility, however, S
H for tlic tacts as stated, nor (or tlie opinionn E

§ expressed in this department. E
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Editor of The Record,

Dear Sir:

During the past two weeks I have

noticed in your columns two idea,<( which

move me to comment. The first is that

you desire communications written by

others than Hoard members, and the sec-

ond is that there are a large number of re-

marks concerning the inherent conserva-

tism of Williams. As for the second, may
I ask whether this conservatism ot which

we are so proud is a sufficient reason for the

ineffectiveness of Tub Williams Recohd

which is one of the chief means of contact

with the outside world? .Surely a college

which is B least tip-to-<late in some re-

spects an highly progressive in others

should hii e a i)aper which is up to the

usual standard of modernncss. On glanc-

ing at (he front i)age, one is confronted by

a title line of the old-fashioned type, such

as is rarely seen outside museums today.

It would be no great trouble and would

vastly improve the ap|)earance of the

sheet to substitute for this time-honored

(for there could be no other reason for its

existence) lay-out a line of clear-cut, modi-
fied, Old English, or some similar style of

type. Another rather obvious betterment
would be the improvement of the balance

among the various articles on all the pages

of the issues, but particularly on the front

page. In this connection, variety in the

fundamental lay-out of the page would be

greatly appreciated by the Student Body.
A rather basic change which would make

for easier reading would involve the selec-

tion of a more legible type face for the

body of the news. In addition, a change
in the heads used for articles begun on the

middle pages would make them stand out

on the page to better advantage, thus

drawing the eye of the reader, assuring him
that it is indeed a new article, and not

merely a continuation from the front page.

Aside from the bare mechanics of the

paper, it seems to me that when the editors

find it necessary to run "The Press Box"
and "Childe Herald" on the front page
and poorly balanced at that, it is high time

that the reporters, under due pressure from

the office, take unto themselves the task of

reporting some of the things which are

happening about the Campus from time to

time. One of the most obvious of possible

regular additions which would add in no
small degree to the interest of parents and
other outside readers would be a carefully

done write-up of the Sunday sermon.

Many of the sermons we hear in chapel are

worthy of dirtribution in thought content

at least. (A long sennon write-up makes

excellent filler, by the way.) 1 should like

to suggest, however, that no attempt be

made to get it into the Tuesday edition,

because that wouUl only add to the general

effect that the paper was written l)etweeii

Cha|)el and that eight o'i:l()ck class.

There are numerous other happenings of

greater or less importance happening on

the Campus and in the outside world which

surely deserve a write-up by the paper of

any important college. Of course, if The

Recohu editors do not claim for Williams

such a ijosition among American colleges,

no changes in policy would be in order,

much less be imperative, to insure the con-

tinued health of the pai)er.

Very truly yours,

Signed, H. Stetson Kin Raid '35

Managing Editor's Note: This is the sort

of thing The Record welcomes. Need-

less to say, the Board i.s well aware of its

limitations, and is eager to discuss ques-

tionable features with its readers. The

title line was adopted this year in spile of

its "old-fashioned" qualities because it

was deemed more distinctive than those

used in the past. Only one of our ex-

changes has a similar title line, whereas

more than half use the "clear-cut modified

Old English". Another |)oint in its favor

is that, while distinctive, it does not lead

the eye away from the news stories below

it.

Concerning balance, The Record strives

for balance in, roughly, two out of three

issues. It is believed that lack of it now

and then adds variety to the front page.

Concerning the type fa<'e of the news, Mr.

KirtKaid is invited to examine a book of

type specimens and to unearth type more

legible than the 8-point Roman now em-

ployed. We can find none.

Concerning the running of two special

columns on page one, we also were seeking

variety here. Certainly the style and

contents of "The Press Box" merit atten-

tion, and one recent critic declared that

"Childe Herald" was the only asset of the

paper. As for write-u|is of sermons,

bologna! Prep, school stuff! Casual ob-

servation would suggest that few students

listen to the great majority of them in

Chapel; reading is a more tedious process.

Excellent filler is right.

Some of these suggestions, however,

should not be minimized. They are exact-

ly what we want. The Managing Editor

invites Mr. KinKaid to discuss the matters

more in detail with him next Thursday or

Sunday at 7.30 pi 1hi. iii the offices of

The Record.

jiiilllliillltliiiiiiiiiiiiilllllllMllfiiiliiiiiiiiiiifiMniiiiiiiniiiiii^

I
Childe Herald

nil niiiiiiiniiiMniiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiMiniiiiliiiiiuiiiiiiniin'

A few more weeks at this racket, and we
will have enough nerve to bet on our pre-

dictions, although we wouldn't advise any
one else to be so rash. Although, no
doubt, no one cares, we picked the winners

in 20 of the 22 games, for an average of

.90909090909, and for a season's average of

.800 even. Not so bad when you stop (if

you will) and consider that aljout half of

them could, and nearly did, go the wrong
way. On the other hand we were pretty

lucky on several, winning three by the not

imjiressive score of 7 to 6.

First in the list of upsets, for us, Lehigh
came from behind in the second half to

defeat Princeton 19-7. .Some one of these

fine days the Tiger will win a game; but
its last chance seems to be against Wash-
ington and Lee next Saturday. The one
game which we weren't greatly perturbed

about, that between Kentucky and Duke,
surprised us not a little—Duke winning
over the popular favorite, 7-0. That con-

cludes the birds, from you, for this time.

Be patient, please.

Among the narrow squeaks for us. Har-
vard pulled a "Dick Merriwell" late in the

afternoon—when the shadows were long,

and the Crimson rooters long faced; you
know the stuff— to defeat Dartmouth 7-6.

What we can't understand is Morton
missing two attempted field goals. ... We
won't tell you all about New York's defeat

by the old reliable "Catfish." If you
don't know who Catfish is, you shouldn't be
reading this; perhaps you shouldn't be
anyway. And if you can't tell the score of

the game, you must be majoring in English.

In order to save space for the Wesleyan
football write-up, which not half the Col-
lege will read, and to please the Editors for

the first time since we began writing this

column, we'll cut the rest short and merely
tell you that all the remaining games went
as predicted. Anyway, you won't be here
unless you tried to decipher our forecast
in the last issue.

As an afterthought, we'll tell you that
Boston College will defeat Centre College,
and St. Mary's will knock over California,

southern branch, on Armistice Day.

Ogden '.35 has been pledged by the Theta
Delta Chi fraternity.

FINCHI^EY
OF NEW YORK

fALL AND WINTER PATTERNS ARE NOW AVAILABLE, AND
CURRENT MODELS HA VE EXCEPTIONAL DISTINCTION. PRICES

ARE THE LOWEST THIS INSTITUTION HAS EVER QUOTED.

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$40 AND MORE
TAILORED TO YOUR MEASURE

SHIRTS. CRAVATS. HOSE. WOOLIES. HATS. SHOES AND ALt
CORRECT ACCESSORIES ARE VERY MODERATELY PRICED.

EXHIBITION
AT BEMIS'

TODAY AND TOMORROIV
Tom Carlson, Rep.

THE

FIFTH AVENUE AT FORTY- SIXTH STREET

Fine Furs
FOR MEN . . . .

The finest and largest selection

of Raccoon coats, fur lined

coats and fur motor robes.

H.JAECKELc&SONS
546 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

ST. REGIS
SEAGLADE

N01¥ OPEN

VINCENT LOPEZ
CAPERTON & BIDDLE

New York's famous undersea

fantasy . . . for dinner and sup-

per. Couvert, after 10:30, $2;

Saturday $3. Hotel St. Regis,

Fifth Ave. at E. 5 5th,NewYork.
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tNOW GIVE AMHERST
College "harmacy EomE^t^ps^EY College Restaurant eddie dempsey

(A LICKING)

WESLEYAN CONQUERS

WILLIAMS FROSH, 7-0

Superior Line Play Accounts for

Score by Huntress ; Collins

Stars on Defense

l''iglitinK d()gK«<Jly aKiinst a Hlixlilly

su]ii'ri(>r ti'iim tlie WillianiH frcHliiiifiii lost, u

cloW! (huusioii to th(i Cardinal and Hlack

clcvi^n by a 7-0 score lust, Satiinlay iiiorii-

iiiH oil Andnis Field in Miilillutown. The

Kiime was marked hy Kood play on the

null of each team but, the winners' j)ow("r-

liil line utt-aek eventually provi^d loo nnieh

fur the Purple to overeome in spiti! of

lirilliunt, aerial tactics which they rc'Horted

III lute in theRainc.

The first jieriod saw Williams, aided by

Oliver's consistently ae(^urat,e piintiiiK,

HcltiiiK the best of their rival.H in a kiekiiin

duel, liittle oiTeiisive streiinth was shown

iiy cither team, with the Purple ends stop-

ping Wesleyaii's sweeps for freeiiient

losses. Early in the second (juarli^r, how-

I'ver. the winners launched a hne attack

tliiit opened large holes through the Purple

fiirward wall and accounted for the lone

Iduehdown, a plunge by Huntress, Wes-

leyaii full back. Caldwell's drop-kick

uiis successful and the score stood at 7-0

lit the half.

The rest of the Kamc proved to be almost

It repetition of the (irst half. Wesleyan

iiiiitinued to gain Ihrougli the line, but

Oliver's kicks made up for the Purple's

wciikeniiiK offensi^ and kefit the bull away

liiini the Williams noal. Towards the

end of the third period, however, the year-

lings opened up a passing attack that

llircatcneil Wesleyaii's slim lead. ( lor-

iloii's tos.ses to Kroll and lloiiirliind ac-

('(iiintcd for frecpieni j^ains but a fumble

tiuve Wesh^yan the bull and averted a

score.

Kiir Williams the delensive work of

Ciilliiis and HoaKland was outstanding

while Caldwell and Huntress accoiiiiled

f(ir iiio.st of the Cardinal ami Hlack's

Kiiin.s. The summary follows:

Uf';.-<I,EYAN
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A Feature for the Present

Season is Our Lower Price

Without the Slightest Com-

promise of Quality . . lOI'l- c:nAPi;i^ STHKKT 16 KAST 52"-" STHKKT

Representative

MIKE HARRISON
AT CABLE PRINDLE'S

Wednesday and Thursday

November 1 1 th and 1 2 th

New Heating Plant

Arouses Purist Ire

(Continued from First Page)

a striK^turo willi tlio presiMit, campus huild-

iiiKS IliroiiKh ornaiiiciital details is liimnd

to l)e uusatisfacliiry csl helically. Ilar-

inonizatidii in sucli a ease can only lie

attained by use of iiialerialH similar in

color and texture."

In making sueh a criticism of the preserd

design, the Deiiartment and its i)urist

adherents do not propo.se a huildinn with

all of the eccentricities that are pojjidarly

associated with modern functionalism.

They advocate an even Kft'ider simplifi-

ealion of the present simple design, so

that, if it must conform with the tradi-

tional campus architecture, it will conform

tlirou^h ils funclionali.sni rather with (he

very simplest huildin^.s, such as East

Collej^e, which themselves minht be calleil

functional, because of (heir simplicity.

Objection is made in particular to the

semblance of two stories that is inflicted

by the .second row of win<lows, when'as

the interior is only of one story. Objec-

tion is made, in the .second phu*, to the

corbeling and the collar wliich a rather

indistinct drawing suKKCsts will (^raco the

top ot the chimney. The revisionists

suggest a redesigning of t he chimney that

will give it the s(|uare projiortions of an

uncai)i)ed obelisk, or a simple roundness

that will taper, undecorated, to the top,

nnich as they do in the esthelically excel-

lent, Cahokia Power Station in Mi.saouri.

(lenerally, the revisionists feel that a care-

ful restudying of the .sinipli! proportions

of the masses of the chinmey and the

power hiai.se is desirabl(\

Alreaiiy the excavation for the new
building has been completed. Eight or

ten men from Williamstown and vicinity

are emiiloy(«i in the work thiit is under

way, and the jiayroll will probably be in-

(^reased in the near future. The engineer-

ing construction of the plant is described

as being of the most modern. Two large

boilers will take the places of six in the old

building, and the structural work is all of

.steel, and of the finest in design. Self

feeding stokers will eliminate most of the

.soot and grime of the old-type engine

house. Tlie old coal bunkers will be

utilized for the new structure, but the old

ml
.^
^i^
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NEW CENTRAL HEATING PLANT
Which is Discussed by the Department of Fine Arts in the Current Issue

of The Record

chimney will be pulled down, and the old

hoiis(^ well-concealed by the now, will be

used as a garage and workshop after the

old boilers are removed and scrapped.

Densmore, LeClear, and Robbins, of

Boston, are the engineers; (he Thomas
.(. Class Company, of Clreenlield, the

builder; and Mr. Perry A. Smedley, the

supervisor of constriu^tion.

In summary, (ho revisionists argue, (he

engineering ol the new plant is above re-

proach, its architee(,ural intent is laudabh

but its design lacks inspiration.

FOR SERVICE

PICTURES, CHAIRS and
DAVENPORTS

All reasonably priced
Cull on us at

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Mattresses from $7.50 up

RUGS, LAMPS,

42 Ashland Street Tel. 1825

M. Schmidt & Sons
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags.
Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

DON'T MISS

WIGGINS OLD TAVERN
At Hotel Northampton

"An Inn of Colonial Charm"
Northampton, Mass.

Popular Prices Excellent Food
Blue Plates and Specials, 50c up also a la carte

Same Menu in all Dining Rooms

ROOM RATES for College Men, $2.00 and Up

Lewis N. Wiggins, Prop.

Does Reading the Paper Hurt Your Eyes?

It your t'Vfs hurt ami you tee! tired after an hour or so

ot reading tine newspajier print, look out. You are straining

your eyes, ^'ou need more light aiul you neetl it right now.

I'or reading, eard playing or other close work specialists

recommend 6o to loo watt Mazda lamps.

Buy them by the (barton an I .Sa\e 10'
,'

WILLIAMSTOWN GAS COMPANY

Williams News Room
HAROLD E. NORTHRUP, Prop.

Newspapers & Magazines

Students' Supplies

43 Spring Street

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

TACONIC LUMBER CO.

Building Materials

For Anything

Photographic
Of College and Student*
Also Picture Frames

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

WAMPANOAG LODGE
Sand Springs

WILLIAMSTOWN

Students, Visitors and Families

accommodated on notice

Mrs. Ernest Coons, Proprietress
Tel. Williamstown 44-W

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

uD GLASS OILS PAINT

Why Wait Until

Morning.?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day
every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Williamstown News Stands

There's a ''Buy **!

All the suits at Cutting's are'real "buys"

Prices from $25 tO $50
We'll be glad to show you without obligation

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
NORTH ADAMS
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Tiffany & Co.

Jewelry Watches Silvermre

OF Dependable Value

Mail Inquiries Receive PromptAttentiok

FifthAvenue &37^'Street

New York

Spend
the Holidays

in a Land of

Sports
It's just an easy trip to Pine-

hurst, N. C. and a new worid of

outdoor pleasure—fragrant pine

breezes . . . friendly sun . . .

championship golf courses (grass

tees) . . . horseback riding on

100 miles of beautiful bridle

paths and other sports.

A special program of sports has

been arranged for the holidays

and you'll find Pinehurst the

mecca for college vacationists.

The rates at the Carolina

Hotel are very reasonable.

Country Club teas and supper

dances with special orchestra a

feature.

For reservations or booklets write
General Office, Pinehurst, N. C.

Five Thousand See
Purple Vanquish Wesleyan

(Continued from First P»ge)

play, Capluiii Sdilums of Wesleyan,
sporlH-writerH' (choice as the best back iii

tbe I jttle Tliree, was forced to carry the
Wesleyan offensive almost entirely on his
shoulders, but liis interference was spilled
time after time by Purple linemen who
brok(! throunh. Sweet was oiitslandinn
in the Wesleyan line, hut he alone could
not interrupt the Uorkshire [jrogress down
the gridiron.

Fowle Kicks Field Goal
Williams kicked off to Wesleyan at the

opening whistle. The home team, receiv-

ing on its own 30-yar(l line, failed to «ain,
and Tirrell kicked to Fowle on the Wil-
liams 30-yard stripe. The Wesleyan line

held, and Fowle vv-as forced to punt, but a
l)enalty for off-side Rave Williams the ball

and initiated the first I'urjjle drive toward
the Cardinal Koal. With Correale and
Fowle carrying the ball, Williams worked
her way deep into opjiosing territory, and
with the oval on the four-yard marker,
Fowle finally place-kicked successfully 25
yards from the Koal-posts.

Reid Blocks Punt on 15-Yard Line

The kick-off after this score gave the

Middletowners the ball on their 20-yard
line, and when three line-plays had netted

four yards, Tirrell dropped back to kick.

Reid broke through, blocked the punt, and
Fochl recovered to step over the goal-line

for the first Williams touchdown. Fowle

[jlace-kicked for the extra point, and the

ball, after striking the upright, bounded
over the bar.

Wesleyan failed to gain after receiving

the hall on the kick-off, and returned it to

Henn on Williams 40-yaril stripe. The
Purple liegan another march from that

point, Correale and Fowle featuring, that

put the oval on the one-yard line as the

first period ended.

That scoring position resulted in a

touchdown as Correale plunged over the

goal-line on the second play of the next

jieriod. Fowle's try for the point failed.

Following the kick-off, the story was re-

peated for Wesleyan, Tirrell being forced

to kick from the Cardinal 15-yard line.

Senn received at mid-field, and the third

Purple drive began. Rogers, Fowle and

Correale alternated in reeling off consistent

gains through the Wesleyan line, Fowle

finally scored from the three-yard line, and

then kicked the point, raising the Williams

total to 23.

Wesleyan was forced to punt again afger

the kick-off, but Tirrell was roughed, and

Wesleyan kicked again after losing ten

yards on a lateral pass when Foehl broke

through to tackle Schluins. Fowle fum-

bled the punt, Lodge recovered for Wes-

leyan, and Schlums took the hall to the

Wesleytn 37-yard line before Tirrell was

forced to punt. Senn fumbled tbe kick,

bodge recovered, and Wesleyan at last

initiated a scoring threat. Schlums and

Tirrell worked the ball to the Williams

three-yard line, only to lose the ball on

downs when the Purple line held. The

half ended with the score at 23-0.

The Cardinal and Black rushed the ball

ten yards to its 45-yard marker before

Schlums fumbled, and lost the ball when

Thayer recovered for Williams. After one

first down, Williams opened her aerial

attack, Markoski ])assing to Foehl for an

eight-yard gain which put the ball on the

Wesleyan 2G-yard stripe. The Wesleyan

line held for downs, and the remainder of

the period resolved itself into a ])unting

foray. During the closing moments, how-

ever, Thayer intercepted a Cardinal pass

and ran 20 yards to the Wesleyan 18-yard

line. This yielded nothing for the Purple,

as a pass into the end-zone gave Wesleyan

the ball as the period entled.

After two pun ting forays in the last quar-

ter, the Purple eleven began its last march.

From the 20-yard line Markoski and Cor-

reale, with the helji of an 18-yard pa.s8 to

Foehl, took the ball 80 yards on 10 plays to

score the last touchdown for Williams as

Markoslii plunged into the end zone.

Sweet l)locke(l Fowle's kick for the extra

point.

Schlums Dashes 38 Yards To Score
Schlums received the ki<'k-off on his own

33-yar(i marker, earned a first down on two
plays, and then slipped, forcing Tirrell to

kick. Williams was off-side, and Schlums
slid through left tackle, found a Inde in the

largely-replaced Purple line, eluded the

secondary defense, and dashed 38 yards
for a touchdown in the last four minutes of

play. Sweet kicked the point. The final

whistle brought hostilities to a close after

Markoski had reeled off a 8|)ectacular 25-

yard run through the entire Wesleyan team
being barely stopped by Schlums.

A summary of the game follows:

WII.MAMS (29) WESLEYAN (7)

Foehl I.e. Frescoln

Reid l.t. Sweet
Thayer l.g. Wolaneck
Stevens c. Gibbud
Davis r.g. Mingle
Wood r.t. R. Brown
Woodrow r.e. C. Brown
Fowle (Capt.) q.b. Wells

Senn l.h.b. Schlums
Correale r.h.b. Lodge
Rogers f.b. Tirrell (Capt.)

Score by periods; 1 2 3 4

WILLIAMS 10 13 6—29
WESLEYAN 7—7
Touchdowns: Correale, Fowle, Markos-

ki, Foehl, Schlums. Points after touch-

downs: Fowle (place-kick) (2), Sweet

(place-kick). Field-goal: Fowle (])lace-

kick).

Substitutions: WILLIAMS—Van Du-
sen for Woodrow, Markoski for Senn,

Lyon for Davis, Berry for Rogers, Senn for

Markoski, Markoski for Senn, Reynolds
for Van Dusen, Pease for Reid, Ebeling for

Thayer, Berry for Rogers, Ripple for

Stevens, Bilder for Correale, Steele for

Foehl, Miller for Fowle, Bauer for Wood.
WESLEYAN—Odell for Frescoln, Means
for Mingle.

Referee: Mann. Umpire: Swaffield.

Linesman: McCormick. Field-judge:

Keating. Time of periods: 15 minutes.

Sidelights of the Game
No column of this sort would be com-

plete without some mention of the Wil-

liams "Band"—or rather, of its non-exist-

ence. Union brought its musical organiza-

tion to Williamstown last week; while

Wesleyan, the perfect host, supplied a

welcome diversion from the sight of be-

tween-the-halves "football". In time, per-

haps, we will again have one.

As much as we hesitate to criticize our

rivals, we do believe it would have been

I)o.ssible to have provided better means of

entrance into the field. A large number
failed to see the opening kick-off because

of the jam around the small "gate."

Williams, in our ojiinion, played its best

game of the season, to date. The line

could not have funct ioned better. Gaping

holes were made in the Cardinal line; while

the Purple lineman si)ent the greater [jart

of the afternoon in the Wesleyan backficld

—perhaps learning their signals.

On defense, the work of Thayer and

Rogers was outstanding. Thayer seems

to have natural ability at hacking up the

line; while Rogers' play brought hack

memories of Ijangmaid's immortal work at

"reading plays" and smearing the opposi-

tion behind the line of scrimmage. How-
ever, no individuals should be singled out.

The whole team functioned like the per-

fect machine that it was.

Fowle has shown us superb generalship

at quarterback, blocking and tackling.

Saturday he proved that he was a ball

carrier as well. Correale couldn't be

stopped when he bucked the line; while

Markoski's slides off tackle were as bril-

liant as ever.

It looked like Fowle's try for the extra

point after the first touchdown had failed;

but at the last moment it caromed off the

goal post and through the uprights. If

wasn't needed. His placement for the

field-goal would have been good anywhere

within the forty-yartl line.

Among all the wis<'-<Tucks, only one
stood out. After Schlums was thrown for
a twenty-five-yard loss, early in the wecond
(luarter, on an attempted "Oberlander"
forward jiass, a Wesleyan ("/) rooter behind
us remarked. "Well, you can cross that
one off your list." They did.

Schlums was the outstanding Cardinal
player, both on offense and defense. His
40-yard run for a touchdown, late in the
game, was |M;rhaps the most brilliant single
performance during the afternoon.

Our ijraise to members of the team.
May they function as smoothly against
Anilierst But beware of overconfidence.

C. II.

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths
Exclusive and Charming

Beautifully Furniihed
Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

The Third of a Series of Dinner Dances
for College Girls and Friends

will be held at

HOTEL NORTHAMPTON
in the Colonial Room

Saturday Evening, November 1 4, from 6-8
Excellent Table d'hote Dinner, $1.50 per person

Gentlemen Are Expected to Bring a Partner

If you are not dancing, dine at WIGGINS' OLD TAVERN
Blue Plates and Specials 50c Up Also a la carte at popular prices

LEWIS N. WIGGINS, Prop.

1 1;

RAYMOND J. LIBRIZZI
Box 4, Wmiams Collego

Williamstown, Maas.

Mr. J. A, Barnett
College Circulation
New York JJsrald Trlbxone
Hew Tork City

Dear Mr, Barnett:

I believe the "FrlandB-Newapaper" comparison In
the last ad aocompllshed what we were aiming at,

A munber of the men with whom .1 have talked ad-
mitted candidly they read specific newspapers
from force of habit and with no particular thought
as to the content - also with no thought of whether
thoy might like another paper bettor.

Papers vary Juat as personalltlea do and all we
need la to get the "habit-readers" of other papers
to make a comparison with Idie'Herald Tribune. It
la a suporlor paper from any angle, Mr, Llppmann
alone will awing them ovsr.

Certainly some of them who weren't before, are com-
paring newspapers alnoe the ad appeared, I think
I can safely say that 755$ of thoae who can be In-
duced to examine our paper will become cuatomers.
The Inorsaaea salsa hero are, I believe, largely
among those who have been Induced to make oomparl-
aons and personally I should like to see more ada
along thaae lines.

iMimiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiii

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manager

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

The
Williams

Co-op

DID YOU KNOW Join the Co-op

$50.00
WILL PURCHASE A

Fashion Park Ready-to-Wear Suit

Custom
Tailoring

And you also get the

CO-OP DISCOUNT Nettleton
Shoes
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WESLEYAN WINS FROM

WILLIAIMOOTERS, 4-1

Cardinal and Black Earns Soccer

Title of Little Three By
Beating Purple

SuccumbiiiK to a superior piisHinn ftttiu'k

and (greater accuracy in attempts at the

Koal, the Williams soc<'er team lost, 4-1, to

Wesleyaii last Saturday at Middletowii.

The Cardinal and Ulaek victory makes

Wesleyan champions of the soccer Mttle

Three, as they won from Amherst earlier

in the season.

The sole Piir|)le tally came in the second

period when Uoyd headed in a fine corner

kick by Mears. Allen, the op|)oneiits'

goalie, dashed the Williams ho])es at sev-

eral other points by stopping potential

scores. For the (greater part of ths nmne,

sloppy [jassinn hindered the Williams

attack, spelling deteat early in the contest

though Coach Bullock suhstit.iiteil aKaiii

and again in an attempt to find a working

combination.

Catherall played a strong defensive

game at full back, while Captain Smith,

Whitaker, and Lambert displayed un-

usually tine form in the center of the field.

The Cardinal team counted on Brooks at

center for two of its scores in the first

I>eriod and a lliird in the second (piarter.

Davison added the Hnal Wesleyan tally

in the third period.

The summary follows;

WIMJAMS (1) WESLEYAN (4)

Roth o.r. Davison (Capt.)

Earl i-r. White

Horton e.f. Urooks

Boyd i.l. I'ito"

Mears o.l. Talbot

Smith (Capt.) r.h.b. Krantz

l,ambert c.h.b. Ahrens

Whitaker l.h. Hayn

Catherall r.f.b. Blakeslee

Van Sant l.f.b. Galloway

Michel K- Allen

Goals—Brooks 3, Davison, Boyd. Sub-

stitutions—WIIdJAMS: Franklin for

Boyd, Wadsworth for Mears, Bacon for

Earl, Allen for Roth, Davison for Horton,

Rogers for Van Sant, Childs for Mi<'hel,

Wadsworth for Roth. WESLEYAN: Sul-

livan for I'ilou, Bean for Sullivan, I'itou

for Bean, liean for White, ,Ioi)e for Hayn.

Referee: Campbell. Linesmen: Hancock

and Richmond. Time: 22 minute quarters.

Wesleyan 37, Williams 7L The pace set

by their opponents was too fast for the

green Williams runners to maintain, and

with Keysery of Wesleyan and Sweet of

Amherst well out in front with a lead

estal)lishetl early in the race, Williams was

unable to close up the large gap. The

order of finish follows; 1st, Keysery (W);

2nd, Sweet, (A); 3d, Morse, (A); 4th,

Basteu (Wes); 5th, Chase (A); (ith,

Cobb, (A); 7th, Goodbody (W); 8th,

Nash (A); 9th, Snyder (Wes); 10th,

Hill (A); 11th, Gordon (Wes); 12th,

Morrel (Wes).

Sabrinas Put Trinity

Eleven to Rout, 33-6

(Continued Iroin First Page)

phmge. When Trinity foun<l the oppos-

ing line impregnable after the kick-off, an<l

punted de(^p into Amherst territory, War-

ner anil Cadigan teamed up in an aerial

attack that was largely in.slrnmental in

securing five successive first downs ami

the final touchdown of the game.

Infirmary

Filley '33, Fowle and Gillette '35 were

the only patients in the Thompson In

lirmary when TuK Rkcoup went to press

'Alliance Francaise' Lecture

Profiwsor Leon Vallas, of th(^ Con-

servatory in I'aris, and om<ial repre-

sentative of the Alliance Fmncmxe m

America, will speak on Debussy m

Lawrence Hall, Friday night at 7.30.

M. Vallas is considered an authority

on the sul>jcct of Freiu'h nuisic and

literature, and the Williams AUiancc

extends a cordial invitation for all

interested to attend the lecture.

"IN GOD WE TRUST"

Shoe Rebuilding Shop
Half Soles and Rubber Heels

as low as $1,25

Also Rubber Soleing of All Kinds

MIKE FRESSOLA
Call 223-M

BOTTOM OF SPRING STREET

Little Three Title Won
by Lord Jeff Harriers

Placing six men in the first twelve to

finish last, Saturday afternoon, the Am-
herst harriers captured first place in the

annual title run over the regular five-mile

course at Middletown. Wesleyan, placing

five and with Keysery crossing the line

first in the close to record time of 24 min.

50 4/5 sec, took second place, while Wil-

liams finished in third place with Good-

body ))eing the oidy Purple runner to

figure in the first twelve.

The score of the meet was: Amherst 24,

Contents of 'Quarterly'

Combining psychological studies

with sketches and poetry, the first

issue of the 1931-32 Williams Quarterly

will aijpear the latter part of November.

Its contents will include:

The Waste Land, a reverie

Louis A. Haselmayer, Jr.

7*00 Much Beauty, an essay

George B. Turner

West- Hut Patrol, a novelette

Reginald H. Zalles

Beer, a Hemingway study

Whiting N. Shepard

Lady From 'Liberty', a satire

Andrew H. Hamilton

Heard in Survey, a character study

Henry Sanford, Jr.

Of All He Surveys, a satire

Fitzroy K. Davis

Poems J. F. MacVane, F. H. Sherry,

anil H. Sanford

7,//^ed Chesterfield

rightfrom the start

"V TO, I don't know a blessed thing

J^\j about how cigarettes are made. But,

of course, I would want the tobacco to

be PURE. And then I've heard that the

blending is very important. I'd want that

to be done just right.

"Then the paper. I don't like paper

that you can taste—or smell when it's

burning. I'd want that pure too.

"Another thing. I want to smoke when-

ever I feel like it—without worrying about

smoking too many. So I want my ciga-

rettes MILD.

"But the main thing, of course, is

TASTE. I don't care for over-sweet-

ened cigarettes. I much prefer those that

are just sweet enough.

"Chesterfield seems to satisfy in every

one of these ways. That is why I'd rather

have a Chesterfield."

Smokers tire of too much sweetness

in a cigarette, and they don't like rawness.

For a steady diet, they want a cigarette

like CHESTERFIELD — a mild and mel-

low smoke, free from any over-sweetness

or any harshness or bitterness. That's

why more and more smokers every day

are changing to CHESTERFIELD.
Good . . . they've got to be good.

© 1931, lioesTT & Mybiis Tobacco Co.

Mr. Lester W. Rosenberg
Showing for

THE HENRY GOLD CO., Ta\]oYs
at Dempsey^s College Restaurant, MONDAY and TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9th and 10th

NEW HAVEN
278 YORK STREET

NEW YORK
THE HOTEL BILTMORE

CAMBRIDGE
73 MT. AUBURN STREET
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TOMORROW'S RECITAL OF RENOWNED
ENGLISH SINGERS COiflES AS CLIMAX

OF AMHERST WEEKEND FESTIVITIES

No. 33

Concert of London Artists Will Be
Held under Auspices of the

Student Group

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE

Programme Will Include 'Madrigals'

and Old Folk Songs of the

16th Century

CoiicludinK (he cvpiitK of (ho Amliorsl-

(.'iiiiic wockciiil, the lOiinlisli ,SiiiM;i'r.>s will

liri'scnl iin^cilal in Cliiipiii Mull, tomorrow
iiflcriioon, Novi'iiilicr 15, al 3,15, iindcr

tlic uu.spicps of (lie I'lidcrnraduale Coin-

iiiillcc j'or tlic Thoinpsdii CoiicM-tK. The
l.iiiKJon Hexlet, foniiod iliiriiifj tlic World
War, i« iiileriialioiially known as hcitin

iliii'fl.v responsible for the revival of in-

POWERFUL PURPLE ELEVEN TO BATTLE

AMHERST IN SEASON'S CLIMAX TODAY
"WITH THEM IN EVERY PLAY"

—

'
t. ^^8i||- till

PROGRAMME
MOTETS

/'rnixc Our Lord

.\i<e Veruin Williams Hyrd
lliimnna to Dat'id's Son

Thomas Weelkes
BALLET and MADHKiAES

Sitig We arut Chant It

Thomas Morley
<) Siijtlij Singing Lute

I'Vaneis Pilkington

Though Anuiri/llis Dance

Williams Byrd
KOEK SONGS
The Darti-Eyed Sailor

The Turtle-Dove

(arr. by R. W. Williams)
W'nxmit Song

ITALIAN STREET CRIES
('liiiiinei/ Sweeps .lacrques du Pont
/i''ig and Bones Adriano Banchieri
llni r/irs.'nx.'," Jacques '

; Poui
nUETH and TRIO

/ s/ii/ Celia Henry Purcell

John, Come Kiss Me Now
E. W. Naylor

The Three Fairies Henry Pureell

BALLETS, MADRIGALS, and CAN-
ZONET
Welcome, Sweet Pleasure

Thomas Weelkes
The Silver Swan Orlando^Gibbons
/ G'o Before, My Darling

Thomas Morley
1/;/ I'hyllis Bids Me

Thomas Weelkes

4 .JA, '

trt

^»>,l/f-"irf
The Williams Varsity, Which Will Seek a Fourth 'Little Three' Title

Today on Weston Field

SABRINA SOCCER TEAM

PLAYS WILLIAMS TODAY

Evenly-Matched Teams To Meet in

Consolation Game at 11.00

On Cole Field

liTcst in the old EnRlish part-sonRs of the
Kith century. Tickets for the concert
may be procured at Hart's Drug Store,
<ir at Chapin Hall immediately before the
IH'rformance.

The program will include Motets, com-
positions of an introspective or religious

iiiiture, the famous ballet "Swing We and
('hunt It, by Thomas Morley, Italian

(Continued on Fifth Page)

Playing ofT what is in reality a eonsola-

tion inatcli, as Wesleyaii is already jiosscs-

S4)r of (he Littl<' Three crown in soccer for

tMs yei.i .4miierti mcof. Williuiim i,\ a .oi:-

test for A"cond [ilace this morning at 1 1 .01)

on Cole Field. Both teams have won a

single game, tied a single game, and lost (he

rest, though Williams' opponents have

been a li((le .stronger than .\iidier.st 's, and
the Purple team has |)layed one more game.

The (cam, according to Coach Bullock.

|)lays hard and good soccer but does not

use its head as nuich as it .should. He
a(tril)u(es a mediocre season to this fact

bu( l)elieves the Purple can win today if

they work (oge(hcr, Williams won from

St. Stephens and (led Clark l)ut lost (o (he

Army, R. P. I. and Wesleyan, while the

Sahrina team defeated Worcester Polv, lost

to Massachusetts State and Wesleyan, and

last week fought (o a 0-0 tie with Tufts,

The Amherst-Wclseyan score was 3-1,

while (he Williams-Wesleyan score was 4-1

,

but the one iKjint margin means little.

Last year the Berkshire team lost to

Amherst, 4-1, on a wet field.

The visitors have a fine center in David-

son, and count on (he al)ili(y of Captain
(Continued on Second Page)

Non-ExJstence of Prohibition and Advantages of
Small Colleges Discussed by Hibben of Princeton

" There isn't any such thing as Prohibi-
'"'" at the present time. Enforctsment
'las fallen down, and relaxed all along the
I'lic, and drinking is practically universal.

\\ e arc drift ing towards nullification—the
weakest way of dealing wi(,h the situation."
titling squarely behind his <lesk in Nassau
"all. Dr. John drier Hibben, president of

I'rinceton University, disclosed with dis-

arming frankness his attitude toward the
I'rohibifion question in an interview with a
Hecotid reporter.

"Something must be done as soon as (he
•\rnerican people wake up. I myself never
'Irink in (he States, but I'm not a total

abs(aincr. If I go abroad or into Canada,
have no hesitancy in having wine on (he

•able. If I were asked to sit down and
WTKe nii( the names of 1 2 persons who keep
'he law in respect to Prohibition, it- would
(><" impossible for me to do it. The law
'nn't being kejit by the citizens to whom we
look for leadership, and the worst feature
of the whole subject, is that (he men who
niake and look on( for the law continue to
vi<)la(e it down in Washington. There
Will |)p „o change soon, but I think i( is

hound to come."
Dr. Hibben touched on the small college

n general, and Williams in particular.

'I believe that the smaller college has a
KTeat place in our American college life.

The only way that Williams will continue

the success which it enjoys at present is by

keeping its character. Suppose that you
should start in with domestic schools, like

the University of Illinois, where a graduate

course in the manufacture of ice cream is

con<lucted-- 1 saw it myself in one of their

catalogues! Williams can't compete with

the huge resources of the large university.

You should stick (o your policy till (he last

— you have great work ahead of you, just

as we have here a( Prince(on. There will

always be (he wiser men who will (ake (he

general courses."

"The most important change in Prince-

ton has been our upperclass course of

8(u(ly, in effec( since (he war—a plan

whereby all upperclassmen engage in inde-

|)en(len( reading during the last two years,

wi(h a comprehensive examination before

graduation. The fimdamental principle

of (he whole plan is to try to appeal to some

other faculty of (he mind than memory.

It has been a radical change in method,

forcing independent judgment."

"A( Princeton we've lifted (he whole

8tuden( boily up," President Hibben con-

eluded. "Your Honors Work at Williams

attracls men who are studious, and cuts in

between those just willing to get through.

Here, everybody (akes this up .Iiniior year,

and (he mos( gradf.ving result is (hat men

who just crawled in imdcr the wire have

come to take the highest honors."

The Line-Ups

WILLIAMS AMHERST
Wgt. Wgt.

Foehl 175 C. Kenyon 178

Left End

Raid 210 Feinberg 188

Left Tackle

Thayer 175 Skiles 163

Left Guard

Stevens 200 Capt. Kenyon 185

Cnv<£r

Davis li-n \7hi!)ips 165

Right Guard

Wood 180 Potter 176

Right Tackle

Woodrow 175 Mason 169

Right End

Capt. Fowle 175 Greenough 185

Quarterback

Senn 160 Warner 167

Left Halfback

Correale 160 Cadigan 164

Right Halfback

Robers 173 DePasqua 166

Fullback

SPORTS WRITERS PICK

PURPLE TO WIN TODAY

Eastern Journalists See Williams

Victorious but Look for

Hard Fight

Robert F. Kelley

( New York Times)

I( is impossible (o figure, wi(h any degree

of cer(ain(y, (he oii(come of any Williams-

.\mhers( game, but Williams, in all logical

methods of reasoning, should be called the

favorite. Williams has jjlayed through a

hard season and dune i( remarkably well.

Williams has earned a place for i(self in the

year's football with a team (ha( plays good,

sound football and i>la.vs it well. I( is a
team which has lost only to Columbia, and

(Continued on Sixtll Page)

AMHERST OPTIMISTIC

ON EVE OF STRUGGLE

Lord Jeff Rooters Encouraged by
'Fight Talks' in Chapel and

by Trinity Game

(Sjiecial to The Williams Heciml)

Amherst, Mass., November /i)—The
.\mherst football (earn will go (o Williams
•Sa.urday for th(- luinual gri(iiron\clas.sic

with a smaller injured lis( (han has been
the case in (he past few years. In the
last Williams c()ntes( injuries were a de-

OUR ONLY .MESSACIE ON GAME
WILL BE DELIVERED SATUR-
DAY AFTERNOON.

CAPTAIN A. C. KENYON

cided handicap, but, except for Mason,
varsi(y end, and Morse, second-s(ring

guard, (he sqimd will have full strength

for this tilt. Coach Wheeler has seen a
very decided improvement in the jilaying

of his men and expresses due confidence in

them for Saturday's contest. The sipiad

also is op(imi.s(ic and is showing no signs

in (he least of being the underdog.

According to Coach Wheeler, (he (cam
showed its best brand of football (his

season in last week's game. The blocking

was hard and (borough; and (he line,

except for one Trinify drive, smo(hered

almost every play and opened big holes on
(Continued on Fifth Page)

WILLIAMSJOJ^DS EDGE
Caldwell Attacks Overconfidence

Caused by Recent Victory

Over Wesleyan

MAY JEOPARDIZE GAME

Probable Triumph for Williams Is

Indicated by Comparative

Scores of Season

Widi a fourdi consecutive l.iitle 'Three

ehiini|ji()nship as (he reward, and a ilan-

gei'dus (endency toward overconfidence

(HI the ba.sis of (he Wesleyan game as its

grea(es( obs(acle, Williams will meet

.'\mliers( on Wes(on Field at 2 o'clock (his

af(ernoon in (he gridiron climax of (he

.season. Althovigli the Purple eleven holds

Watch These Numbers
AMHERST

41 Cap(aiii Kenyon, All-l,i((le Three
<'en(er la,s( year, whose backing up
of (he line a year ago almost spelled

defeat for the Purfilc,

39- Warner, spectacular Sophomore
back, whose broken-field running

is one of Andierst 's chief as,set s,

58 - Cadigan, one of the .'^alirina.s' out-

standing threats, A triple-direat

half-back whose speciid(y is jiass-

ing.

WILLIAMS
30—Cap(ain Fowle, Purple field gen-

eral, who slarreil in (he Wesleyan

game,

27— Senn, a back-field regular this year

af(cr (wo seasons of injuries, .^n

imiJor(an( factor in earlv-sef
\,;c(ories,

29 roehl, lef( end on the Varsity for

three years, and scorer ol the first

touchdown against Wesleyan,

an admitted edge both in the driving

power of i(s a((ack and the skillful resource

of i(s dcfen.se, as evidenced by early-season

scores, i( is a team (ha( reached a psycho-

logical peak las( Sa(-urday in defeating (he

Cardinal and Black—a peak alinos( iin-

po8.sil)le of a((ainment on (wo .successive

week-ends.

The bare facts of conii)arison are these;

Williams has won five games out of seven,

and lied one; Amherst triumphed in (wo

ou( of six. The Purple eleven ou(scored

its opponen(s, 122 (o 52; the Sabrinas

show a superiority of 7()-73. Williams

defeated Wesleyan, 29-7; .\mbers( lost,

14-0. Williams (ied Union, 7-7; Amherst

was nosed ou(, 7-0. Bu( when i( is re-

called that two of the Sabrina losses were

by the narrow margin of one point, and

(hat the handicap of a start delayed

(Continued on Sixth Page)

Arthur Siegel, Scribe of 'Boston Herald,' Predicts

Purple, With Ely, to Beat Amherst, With Coolidge

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13

8.00 p. m.

—

Alliance Francaise. Prof.

Leon Vallas will address (he Alliance

on the subjec( of Debussy el la me
litlfraire an XIXe sihclf. Lawrence

Hall.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14

10..30 a, m,— Field Hockey, Alumni vs.

Williams. Cole Field.

1 1 .00 a. m.— Varsily Soccer. Williams vs.

.\mherst. Cole Field.

11.00 a.m.—Freshman Soccer. Williams

vs. Amherst. Cole Field.

11.00 a. m.—Freshman Football. Wil-

liams vs. Amherst . Cole Field.

2,00 p, m,— Var»i(,v Football. Williams

vs. Amherst. Weston Field.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15

10.35 a. m.—Rev. Arthur I^ee Kinsolving,

of Trinity Church, Boston, will con-

duct the morning services in the

Thompson Memorial Chapel.

I

ThK WlI.I.I.\MS Recoro,

Williamstown, Mass.,

Gendemen:
1 received your communication las( week

requesdng some commen( about (he cur-

ren( Williams-Amhersl game, and, for

I he first time this season became somewhat
j)anicke(l for my ignorance of (he 'I.i((,Ie

Three' is shocking. Of course, the chief

reas(m is (ha( my edilor has kep( me on

Harvanl primarily and Grea(er Boston

ins(i(u(ions.

My knowledge of (he competing insti-

(u(ions thisSadirday issomewha( meagre.

My friends tell me (hat Williams is by
far (he outstanding team in the group, and

should \vin(he'Lit(le Three' ehampi<mship

witliou( more (han (he an(i<>ipated (rouble.

My own personal opinion is absolutely

valueless. In fact, I had a tough (ime

breaking myself of the habi( of referring

(o the Williams coach as Bruce Caldwell

instea<l of Charley Caldwell, Probably

that is <l\ie (o (he fact that Charley has the

happy faculty of submerging his (lerson-

ali(y in (hn( of bis (earns, while Bnice

manages (o ge( his name in(o (he pai)ers

eidier running a res(auran(, a smoke shop,

or a baseball club in (he Eastern lx>ague.

Earlier in (he season my at(en(ion was

dircc(ed toward Williams when a tele-

graiiher's error ha<l one of the players

named Godd, I saw a chance di nrmlic

"(hat Williams would go (lirough the season

unbea(en because Godd was on i(s side.

But a check-up revealed (ha( the name
was Good, and I losl all in(eres(, al( hough

(here has been much menlion of a young

gendeman by (he name of Tu((le, who
cmbarra8.ses (he opiiosidon by running for

touchdowns most enthusiastically.

In regard (o Amhers(, (he only (hing

I can say is (ha( i(s song is wonderful,

(he one which s(ar(s with "Lord Jeffrey

Amherst was a Soldier of (he King," and
ends with another round of drinks. Its

football (bus far has no( been impressive,

and righ( now (he Amhers(s are only

runners-up for (he championship of (heir

(own. Had (his happened in any odier

year, (here migh( have been suicidesamong

(he ranks of .\ndiers( alumni. bu( (he

<lepression has made Anihers( alumni so

calloused (ha( they merely wince at (he

news (hat (he ers(while cow walloped

the good old alma mater.

In conclusion, I might say (bat Williams

further has the edge because of Governor

Ely of Massachuse((s, and Lieutenan(

(iovemor I.ehman of New York. Km-
hers( may coun(er wi(h Calvin Coolidge.

bu( 1 doub( whedier he has trained for

(he game.

Yours very truly,

Arthur Siegel,

Boston Herald.

!
I:
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Herbert S. Allan of 'The New York Evening Post'

Declares Catching 'Journalistic Bug Is Like Love'

c

i
taf:

(This article was imllen especially for"

TliK HKCdIil) hy Herbert S. Allan 'III, mil

ktMieii siiort.H leriter an the slajf <// the Ni'w

York KvciiiiiK I'ost. Mr. All'in, a mem-

her of CliirKoylc, iraa Editor-in-Chiel itj

TiiK Hkcoui), and served as a Secimd Lieu-

tenant in the A. E. F. during the tear. He

received his diploma early in 0)30, having

enlisted l>eftire graduation.)

One ciimiot lecdiniiieiKl conseieiitidiisly

or tliscuas intellineiitly journalism as a

career for Williams men without knowiiiK

the airiliitions of the men who are coiiteni-

plaliiiK its pursuit. The demands and

rewards of newspaper work are so different

from those of any otJier business that it is

suited only to a special type of person

—

and a tpieer sort of person, at that.

I sliall attempt, however, to outline the

principal factors that should he taken into

consideration indecidinK whether or not to

take up newapapcrinK.

The first is that the financial returns are,

on the whole, small. There is big money

to he made at the top, but the field is so

limited that there is not much room at the

top. So, if your primary object in life is to

make money, don't be a newspajjer man.

The second point to be considered is that

the hours are exacting anil irregular. You
must be jirepared to work any time, day or

night, including Sinidays, without a day off

for months on end, if you are a writer.

An "inside" or "desk" job has a more regu-

lar schedule.

In the third place, you must be prepared

to do anything and must not expect to be

allowed to follow the branch of newspaper-

ing for which you think you are best fitted.

It is a good idea to specialize, but your

specialty will usually V)e chosen for you by

your boss. In seven years' exjjerience I

have failed to discover any way in which

you can map out your course of advance-

ment, as in other lines. You just have to

wait for the breaks and make the most of

whatever opportunities come your way.

Almost any kind of journalism is inter-

esting and some kinds are fascinating.

Altliough there are times when it becomes

a deadly bore, it is, for the most part, less

monotonous than other businesses. Es-

pecially if you are a writer, the work is

sufTicientlv varied to prevent it from

r time is your own, provid-

(II I I'ct 1 • ir Stuff in before the dead-
liiii-.

*•! • ' '•
! always just around the

corner, or at least yon think so, which

amounts to the same thing. There is still

(juite a l)it of romance in newspaper work,

despite what hard-boiled veterans say to

the contrary. Newspaper men constantly

talk about getting into some otlier line and
never coining near a city room again, but

my experience has lieen that a great ma-
jority of those who took the leap came
right l)ack into tlie fold again at the first

opiiortunity. It gets into your hlocd.

STUDENT COUNCIL

Newspaper men are the most congctiial

lass of people to work with that 1 know of

ami I have been associated with and known

a great numy in other walks of life. They

have a laissei /aire philo.sophy that makes

(hem pleasant companions, and they are

more tolerant and less smug than the aver-

ages of humanity. They are also exee|)-

ticjnally loyal to one another and to their

papers, despite the shabby treatment they

often receive from editors.

There are fewer soulless corporations in

the new8i)aper business than in most

others, at that. Newspapers seldom dis-

charge an employe without good cause,

although all pay is as little as they can get

away with. The only way to get a sub-

stantial increa.sc is to obtain an offer at a

higher figure from another paper, and use

it as a club. If your own paper thinks you

are worth that amount it will meet or top

the offer to keep you. But merit, per se,

rarely is recognized on the pay check.

Although most of my experience has

been in sports, I had no idea of entering

that department when I took my first job

with the SpringfieM Daily News in 1921. I

just drifted into it because the only avail-

able opening at the time 1 joined the Post

staff was in that line. I never have re-

gretted my compulsory choice, for the

opport unity to sign my stories every day

—

an opiiortunity not present in the rank antl

file writing in other dejiartments—has

made my financial advancement more

rapid than it would otherwi.se have been.

No special qualifications are required for

sports writing except a normal interest in

the subject, although it helps to have

taken jiart in the sjjorts you are assigned

to cover.

Courses in journalism are worth while,

but not essential. A Williams graduate

shoultl have a good enough background of

general knowledge to succeed in newspaper

work without sjieeial training, which can-

not take the place of practical experience

in a newspaper office.

It is virtually impossible, however, to get

a job on a metroijolitan paper, with or

without a diploma from a school of journal-

ism, uidess one has a strong jmll, or has

served an apprenticeship in a smaller city.

I woidd recommend .Springfield as the

starting place for a Williams man because

of his familiarity with the section of the

counfciy in which that «ity is locatad and

because of the high standing of Springfield

papers all over the United .States. The

latter reason applies particularly to New
York.

In con(slusion, I would atlvise most men

to steer dear of newspaper work, but to a

man who has set his heart on it I would

say, "Go to it", for the simple reason that

it would be a waste of breath to do other-

wise. Being infected with the jouriuilislic

bug is like being in love. Nothing can be

done about it.

Approves Seven Student Agencies

Through Recent Ruling

In accordance with a poliey made public

two weeks ago, the Stiulent Council has

approved seven student agencies, for

which petitions have liecn submitted dur-

ing the past, fortnight. The newly sanc-

tioned ageiKsies, which have the coopera-

tion of the Council and the administration,

will sell merchandise, ranging from Christ-

mas cards to overshoes, in the dormitories.

The Christmas card agency, contrary to

the established policy, was divided among

four groups, because the students had

made arrangements previous to the Council

ruling that there would be no competition

among agents. Boyce '32, Sherwood '32,

Barnes '33, and W. S. Allen and Jenkins

'34 are the approved representatives of

four manufacturers of holiday greeting

cards. Permission was granted to Dakin

and E. R. Smith '33 to sell sheepskin coals

and overshoes, while (loldman '32 has

received sanction to merchandise a line of

shoes. Alexander '32 and Franklin '33

have been awarded an agency for gloves,

socks, and shirts.

Sophomores Lead in

Interclass Track Meet

With first places in all events but one to

its credit, the class of 1934 holds a com-

manding lead in the results of the Fresh-

man-Sophomore track meet during this

week. Only half of the events were (U)m-

pleted on Monday and Wednesday, hut

although bad weather has slowed up pro-

gress, it is expected that the meet will be

completed on Monday.

Goodbody '34 is high .scorer as the meet

stands so far, having won the mile and half

mile; Ellis and McVeigh respectively took

.second place for the freshmen. In the low

hurdles Ruggles and A. M. Smith '34

scored first and second, with third place

going to Van Santen '35. S. Hamilton '34

won the high jump and placetl second to

Mclver '35 in the 100-yard dash, the only

event which the freshmen annexed. Two
heats of the ?^n-vnrd run also were run

Wednesday a >' '- \ii<jt^

WU8 pcstpone ' wth. liay, tit*'

heat went to ,S . , !..ti ''ivith I'l'

the runner-up, anu tile seiuim i.., i,..

'35 with a tie for second between

Hutchinson '34 and Van .Santen '.'IS.

all I he scoring la.st week.

Although the 1935 team showed great

improvement Saturday over the first game

both in passing and <lefen»e work Coach

Bellerose has been holding long |)ractices

daily with emphasis on teamwork and

passing whicli is still ragged on the ulhuli

The probable Williams line-up will I,,,!

Helms, g.; Ogdeii, r.b.; Zabrlskic. |,|,

!

MacMlllen, r.h.b.; Ilillis, c.h.h.; Myers'

l.h.b.; Miller, o.r.; Ilubhell, i.r.; \Vi„„|'

c; I'oole, i.l.; C!urry (Captain), o. I.

Gerard Swope, President of General Electric Co.,

Offers Plan for Curing the Economic Depression

In speaking for a giant firm and inl'eren-

tially for a major industry, Cienird .Swope,

president of the General Electric Comjiany

issued a revolu.ionary plan for eiuling ami

curing the economic uepression. It is

generally admitted thai this suggestion is

the most concrete plan yet suhn.il led frimi

a high industrial .source, and even if it fails

to acitiunplish anything else, it is a sort of

ferment of a natiiie liiat will start some
busy thinking and workinK on our piesent

economic structure.

Swope's plan would provide life and

disability, a pension system and unemploy-

ment insurance lor all workers receiving

$5,000 or less, the cost to be divided be-

tween employers and eriijiloyces. Laws

would be passed to require all business

concerns employing filty or more persons

to form trade asso i.ilions under the super-

vision of some federal bo.ly. A worker

would not lose any of the aecrued benellls

by switching from one company to an-

other, and if he started ia business for him-

self, he would have all his contributions

returned. "Organized industry sliould

take the lead," sai I Mr. SA'ope, "recogniz-

ing its responsibiliiies to its enipl.iyiei. to

the public, and to its slockhol lers."

He saw, however, the danger in regula-

'lion by various states and the resuKing

confusion. He declared that coordination

of production is impossible under the

present \a*s—meaning the anti-trust laws,

and that his plan would necessitate their

repeal. Conmienlators in general thought

that .Swope's plan was too similar to the

Uussian plan of government running l>u.si-

ncs.s, and of a honeycombed bureaucracy.

Gwen D. 'V'oung, ('hainnan of the board of

the General Elei tiic, speaking on the plan,

stated that it was subject to criticism and

that like all other things it demands its

priie, which would be a surrender of indi-

vidual freeilom. Fear was expressed that

further government participation in hu.'i-

ness mi^ht lead to government price-fixing.

The best thing about Swope's plan was

that it rei-ognizcd the problem, initialed

discussion, and invited other .solutions for

the present economic problem. It is prac-

tifally agreerl to by all that the old system

ot (uit-throat competition and unoontrolled

expansion must be replaced by one which

will avoid overpro.luetion and periodic

depressions.

Infirmary Patients

Morton '34 and Gillette '35 were the

only patients confined to the Thompson
Infirmary when The Recoiui went to press

'leat

first

• '34

.ver

Mc-

Sabrina Soccer Team
Plays Williams Today

(Continued from First Page)

.Stewart at inside left, in their forward line,

while Greenough at left fullback has

proved a hard niuii lo pass, and Campbell,

dropping back from the line, is also strong

on the defense. The Purple counts on
Morton, Boyd, and Mcars to threaten the

Lord ,leff goal, (Boyd having maile both

the goals scored hy Williams in the last two
games on corner kicks from Mears), and
leans heavily on the steady defensive work

of Catherall at right fullback.

The line-ups for the game follow;

WILLIAMS
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FRESHMAN ELEVEN TO

PLAY AMHERST TODAY

Season Closes With Little Three

Contest on Cole Field at

11 O'clock

laitoring the final contest of the year

willi II record of two wins and oik; loss,

the l'JH5 fooHiall team will clash witli the

Amherst freshmen on Col^^ Field at 1 1,00

11. in. Siitiirday. The Sabrina yearliii«K

liiive a little edRe on Williams liy virtue

„f II IW) tie with the l'.)35 Wcsleyan eleven

which defeated the Purple by a score of

7-11 lust Saturday.

The visitors are undefeated, having

c
i|uered Wilhraham 13-0, tied Wesleyan

't-O. and defeated Nichols .liinior College
lH-7 in a practice xame and the Suflield
School H-<). The Purple leuni defeated
Willislon (M) in the mason's o|)eiicr,

crushed the li. P. |. freshmen KM), hut
dr()ppe<l a close declHion to Wesleyan last

week in the "Little Three" contest.

An Amherst vi(^tory will tie the Sahrina
and Cardinal and Black teams for the
"Mttle Three" title, while, if tlic Purple
heals the visilinn team, Wesleyan will he
champion with Williams and Amherst
trailing in that order.

The tentative line-ups for tomorrow's
Kame are as follows:

WIM.IAMS '35 AMHERST '35

Carpenter I.e. Moses
Lamherton l.t. Cordner
Hopkins |.)r. Barlow
Brown c. Eiiuals

Potter

Dunlop

Archer

Collins

McCttll

Oliver

Hoanland

Morton

r.n. Wasserniun

r.t. Sloan

r.e. Delievoist! (Capt.)

<|.l). Brehm
l.li.h. Churchill

r.h.l..

f.b.

Harrouii

Ki^ioe

SIR DENISON ROSS TO

TALK ONJERSIAN ART

British Knight Holds Distinction as

Outstanding Authority on

Oriental Subjects

Sir E. Ueiiisoii Hos;:, director of the

School of Oriental Stiidc's and I'rofessor

of Persian in the t'niversily of London since

I'JHi, will speak on "Persian .\rt at the

Hecent lnteniati<mal Exhiliitioii at Bur-

lington House", a lecture illustrated with

lantern slides, at 7.30 Monday nielli, in

Lawreni* Hall. Holder of many honor-

ary depress. Sir Denison lloss is pofiular in

lOnt^luiul as a piihlic spi^aker, and has writ-

ten anumherof workson Oriental sulijects.

The American Institute for Persian Art

and Archaeology has arranged for Sir

Denison to ^ive the Harris Koiindalioii

lectures at Northwestern I'niversity this

winter, while he will also present the ei(i;ht

Kahn lectures at Prini'eloii. and the four

Cooke-Daniels lectures at Denver. Amonn
his outslandinn publications arc lisled 7'/ic

Lift: ami TinivK of Omar Khmjuittn, Ktislcnt

Arl anil Lilernlure, Pn-nler ,/iihn. and The

I'nntvms.

Sir Di'iiison has studied the Oriental

lanKuaties in both I'aris and StrassbiirK,

and has traveled extensively in Russia,

Asia Minor, ('entral Asia, China, and

I'ersia. Krom litOl to 1011 he held the

liosilion of principal of the Calcutta

Madrasah, and was ofhcer in charge of the

records of the government of India until

1(114. He has served in the British Mu-
seum as assistant of the Prints anil Draw-

ings Department, and later, as keei>er of

Stein Anti<|uities. 1!»I4 to I'.MCp. Fellow

of the I'nivcrsily College, London, and of

Calcutta I'niversity, Sir Denison is also

Honorary I.eclurer in the Department of

Porliinese Studies, Kiiin's {'olleKe, Ijon-

don; and Foreign CorresiioiidiiiM; Member
of the Hungarian and Porlutjese Academies

and of the Royal Batavia Society of .\rts

and Letters.

, I
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in nature's 'way
Camels are never parched or toasted I

J^RESHNESS and flavor in a cigarette trace right

back to natural moisture.

If you overheat or process tobacco so harshly as

to dry out all natural moisture you drive out fresh-

ness and flavor too.

Camel neverparches or toasts the fine Turkish and

mild Domestic tobaccos it uses— they are naturally

smooth, cool, meUow, with natural moisture retained.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company's Coa*t-to-Coa>t Radio Programs

That's why the Camel Humidor Pack proves such a

blessing to Camel smokers— it brings them a fine

cigarette fresh to start with, and fresh to smoke.

Ifyou don't realize what natural moisture means in

^erminefreshness and flavor, switch to Camels and see.

Try this mild, slow-burning, throat-friendly

favorite for just one day— then leave it, if you can!

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, IS. C.

CAMEL QUARTER HOUR, Monon Dowtiiij,

Tony Wons, and Camel Orchestra, direction

JacqncA Renard, every night except Sunday,

Columbia Broadcaitlng System

PRINCE ALBERT QUARTER HOUR, Alice Joy,

"Old Hunch,** and Prince Alhcn Orchcitra,

direction Paul Van Loan, erery night except

Sunday, N. B. C. Red Network

See local paper for time

Camels
Made FViESU^Kept FRESH

% Don't remove the moisture-proof wrapping from your

package of Camels after you open it. The Camel Humidor

Pack is protection against sweat, dust and germs. In

offices and homes, even in the dry atmosphere of artifi-

cial heat, the Camel Humidor Pack delivers fresh Camels

and keeps them right until the last one has been smoked © im. R. 1. Reynoldl Tobacco Company
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A NOBLE CONCLUSION
The Uiulergraduate Concert Cuiiimiltec lm.s provided a fittiiiK attraction to con-

chide Williams' most colorful week-end, in presenting to the College antl its visitors

The English Singers. Chapin should he crowded tomorrow afternoon not only with

those for whom this is a renewal of acciuainlance with the famous grou|), hut likewise

with the many of us who have had to wait long to hear these renowned artists.

In the Amherst game, and the Concert Committee presentation, the week-end

brings together one of the oldest, and one of the youngest of our valued traditions.

For the work of the student committee has truly become a part of the College heritage,

to be fostered and passed on in greater strength. It is an integral element of the Wil-

liams scheme which we look to the Class of 1935 to accept for its obvious worth, to

support loyally anil constantly, and to hand on unimpaired in strength or quality.

To the upperclassmcn, who have seen the idea grow from the first experiment two and a

half years ago up to the splendid program of the current season, it should be unneces-

sary to appeal for continued backing. The concert series has made for itself a recog-

nized place as an essential of the liberal education which the College can give; its sup-

port is an obligation which we owe both to ourselves and our successors.

NO ARCHITECTURE WITHOUT REPRESENTATION!
We ho])0 that the protest over the design of the new central heating plant, voiced

in our news columns last issue, does not come too late to preclude the making of the

improvements suggested. That the undergraduates and Faculty should have had no

hearing in the matter until this late moment is in itself most unfortunate; and suggests

the need and value of establishing some permanent group to represent in these matters

the people who, after all, must live with Williams architecture.

The exterior plans of the new plant do not present a building ugly in itself: the

criticism is, rather, that they promise a structure without meaning, one which for no

reason cloaks its true use under unnecessary trimming and deceit. The designing of the

chimney, also, presents the need of careful attention to the relative proportions of

stack and building mas-ses; and suggests the desirability of omitting corbeling and

collar in the interests ofsimpleobeli.sk or unmarred round form.

In short, harmony with ])resent College structures can be secured satisfactorily

through |)roi)er selection of building materials; it is umiecessary to rob the plant of its

own functional beauty in order to attain it. Too many fine architectural oppor-

tunities have been cast away by the various gentlemen who have designed Williams

buildings to make us willing to approve the loss of yet another chance to give the

campus a distinctive structure, beautiful in complete adaptation to purpose and set^

ting. Why, in the first place, it was ever thought necessary, or moral, to depart from

the striking models of lovely simplicity offered in West College, Griffin, or East Col-

k^ge, it is hajil »..> iin.erstand, unless becau.se of the various designers' failure to com-

'-•-h'.- .:• thi ir .-^.i^n'.. re appropriatonosB. One might have expected trained architects

ir the character of this beautiful country-college town to have

seen what is so clear to any Williams undergraduate; the strikingly sui)erior appeal

of thi>sc oldest structures over any others on the campus.

The architectural history of the College suggests that it would be a worthwhile

addition to the procedure of the Buildings Committee of the Board of Trustees, if

that body made a practice of submitting all building plans to an undergraduate-

Faculty Fine Arts Commission. Such a commission might be a very informal groii]),

centering about a permanent nucleus of a few Faculty members, and holding on the

necessary occasions open meetings, to which all interested students would be invited.

Its reports would emboily the reactions of jjeople who, more than any others, should

know the practical working and living needs of the College population; and as such

would desire serious hearing. The least influence such a body might have would rep-

resent a valuable gain in enforcing an all-round consideration of Williams' architectural

problems.

i" iiiMfii iiiiiiniiniii iiiiir iiiiii:

I
Communications \

z Althoiif^h cominunicntifins nmy Ije published s
= unsi|!ne<l, if so reipiested, the name of the writer z

I
nuist in every case bo flnbnutted to tlie e iitor. §

5 Tile Hoard u8.HUnica no responsibility, however, i
s for the facts as stated, nor for the opinions E
5 expressed in tins dcpiirtn ent. 5

in " "iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Editor of The Williams Recoko,
Dear Sir:

Writing in superlatives is a dangerous
thing, es])ecially when the one writing is as
apparently uninformed on his subject as

was the writer of the editorial appearing
on your last Saturday's issue entitled The
Shidmt Tax.

I am taking this opportunity to protest

before the college and the aforesaid editor

that the Non-Athletic Tax is neither weak
nor hopeless. The situation is not ideal,

perhaps, hut it is by no means such as the
editorial would lead one to believe.

The Non-Athletic Tax is spoken of as

"a curiously idealistic assessment which
is accomiianied hy the vague threat, never
executed, of expulsion from certain non-
athletic activities." May we inquire as to

the collection and enforcement of the

Athletic Tax? Arc its "threats" often

enforced? It is analogous in its collection

to the Non-Athletic Tax as the following

paragraph shows.

Attention is called to the assessment
blank of the Non-Athletic Tax, It states

the following: "At a regular college meet-
ing held November S, 1928 it was voted
unanimously that the collection of the

Non-Athletic Tax be placed under the

supervision of the (iraduate Treasurer,

with the same regulations as the Athletic

Tax." It has continued under his super-

vision and remittances are mailed to him
and turned over to the Council. The tax

thereby has the prestige of this official

backing.

As an adtlcd feature last spring's reor-

ganization brought in the .\sst. Dean and
Graduate Treasurer as regular members of

the Council. IlatI the editorial writer ex-

amined the situation sufficiently he would
have found that the Non-Athletic Tax
collection of last year compared not too
unfavorably in jierfection with the Athletic

Tax. After the usual exemptions for

scholarship men has been made, approxi-
mately 90% of the total due was collected.

This certainly is enough evidence to re-

fute any argument of weakness and that
was the puri)ose of this communication.
But, since the editor in question had the
interest to bring the matter up, let us con-
sider the argument of the merging of the
taxes, Non-Athletic with .-Vthletic.

Combining the taxes is not necessary to

remedy any evil of faulty collection of the
Non-Athletic Tax, as that evil is not preva-
lent. But the argument that one tax
would be more efficiently handled and en-
forced is a worthy one. It is undeniable
that a lot of work would be saved in the
process should this be brought about. But
there is another argument in opposition
which carries a great deal of weight.

Granting that it would be simpler to
merge the two taxes, let us consi.ler the
nature of each tax. The Non-Athletic is

strictly a student alTair, backed by the
Student Council and by the unanimous
vote ol a college meeting, in a college which
has fostered self-government. Are we, as
iindergraduatcH, going to dodge the is.sue,

and, with simplicity of collection our only
argument, place oiir affairs in the hantls of
the Athletic Council, a body composed
mostly of alumni, having but three under-
graduate members.

1 bespeak for th<! independence of the

Non-Athletic Council, su|)ervised as it

now is by the (iraduate Trea.surer, and not

by the Athletic Council as it would be if

the taxes were combined. The Non-

Athletic Council has ccpial weapons of tax

enforcement, it ileals strictly with stmlent

organizations, it has no coaches to hire, no

eiiuipment to maintain, and no alumni con-

tact or dominance. The two taxes lU-c

analogous merely in mode of collection and

enforcement.

There will always be some students who,

due to negligence or other causes, will iit-

tempt evasion. But no effort will be

spared to collect from these few. Whole-

hearted college cooperation can accomplish

this collection with expedience. It will

never be accomplished by an editorial,

pointing out the weaknesses that are exag-

gerated far beyond the realm of possibili-

ty, and written by one man who is ill-

informed.

He has admitted the worthiness of the

tax; the student body has sanctioned it.

The tax has been and will continue to be

successfully collected.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) George S. Head, 'S2

President of the Noii-Alhletic Council

Fine Furs
FOR MEN . . . .

The finest and largest selection

of Raccoon coats, fur lined

coats and fur motor robes.

Edit. Note—The doul)le purpose of the

editorial on The Student Tax was to put

forth a plan for collecting the Non-Athletic

Tax, and also to jolt the Non-Athletic

Council into a realization of the present

weak handling of the collection. Up to

this time, the threat upon those who fail

to pay their tax has never been used, but

Mr. Read assures us that it is his aim to .see

that no recalcitrants escape this year.

The burden of proof rests on him and on

the Council; if the threat behind the tax is

used, the criticism of the editor that the tax

is weak will have been answered, .fudging

from the new determination of the Non-

.\thletic Council the editorial was success-

ful.

(Signed) C. S. S.

H.JAECKEL&SONS
546 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

WILLIAMS CHOICE

Before the Game

After the Game

AH the Time

Hart's Pharmacy

A formula to end
Mother Hubbard buying

Bare "cupboards" or overstocked ones
—are costly in any industry. In the Bell

System a safe margin of telephone sup-
plies must always be on hand to assure
continuous, efficient service.

Telephone men attacked this problem
of distribution in a scientific spirit—
studied every angle of purchasing, ship-
ping, warehousing.costs, methods. There
emerged a mathematical formula. From

9i

this, tables have been developed showing
just how much of any item should be

stocked to meet requirements most eco-

nomically. Resuh: investment in stock

is kept low— turnover is speeded-up—
99.25% of orders are filled without delay!

The working out of this formula is

typical of the thought Bell System men
give to improving the telephone art in

all its phases.

BELL SYSTEM

A NATION-WIDE SYSTE M OF INTER-CONNECTING T ELEPIIONES



WAM)EN
Week of November 16
Shows: Aftornoon2.IB; Evening 7.15 and 9.00

PROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, NOVEMUEH Ifl

"Bought" with Constance Bennett, Hen
I,von anil lUohard Bennett, A heauti-

liil K'''l "''"' takes Init never «ives -

loved but not loviiiK"-enmaK<i(l l)ut not
iiiiirried IxMiKlit but not paid for,

Oonslanc'C!, more beautiful than ever -

iriore xorKeously Kowned— (lonsidered

nrie of her finest i)erforniances. Car-
toon. News.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17

"Personal Maid" with Naney Carroll,

Comedy. Sportlight.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18

"The Virtuous Husband" with Elliott

•Niicent, .lean Arthur, Betty Comi)8(m,
Mack Sennett Comedy. Micky Mouse.

THUHSDAY, NOVEMBER I!)

"Ex Bad Boy" with Robert ArmstronK
,iiiil .lean Arthur. Lloyd Hamilton Com-
edy. Detective Adventure.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20

"My Sin" with Talhilah Bankhead and
I'lcderlc Mareh. Paramount Pictorial.

Comedy.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21

Williiun Haines in "Just a Gigolo". First
.Peril's Adventures in Africa "Into the
Unknown." Fables. News.

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

Siuulay and .Monday

"Rich Man's Folly"

with George Bancroft

I'licsday and Wednesday

"ONCE A LADY"
with Ruth Chatterton'^

'riiiir.sday and I'^riday

"BLOND CRAZY"
with James Cagney
and Joan Blondell

Saturdiiy

Double Feature

"BEAU HUNKS"
with Laurel & Hardy

"RANGE LAW"

RICHMOND S^!
Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

Sunday and Monday

Bebe Daniels

in

*'The Honor of the Family'

'I'liesday, Wednesday and Thursday

Ronald Colman

in

"The Unholy Garden"

Friday and Saturday

"SUICIDE FLEET"
with

William Boyd & Robert Armstrong

Duke University
School of Medicine

Durham, N. C.
Ap|)li<'alion8 for adiniaaion to the first

iind third year medical elaases cnteriiiK
Uctol.er

1, 1932 should he sent as soon as
Po.s.sihlp, and will he considered in the order
'" receipt. The entrance qualifications
'""•' intelligenee, character, two years of
'"lli'Ke work and the renuirenioiits for
Krailo A medical schools. CataloRues and
''^plication forms may be obtained from
''"• Dean.
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AMHERST GAME OFF BECAUSE OF

CRIPPLES
Certain unethical tactics on I he part of

the Purple loot hall teams of IKH5 and IKHIi

placed Williams in l)ad odor with many of
her sister collenes. It seems that Wil-
liamstown referees were inclined to favor
the Puri)le, while Williams players favored
visitiiiK aKKrcKations with a neat assort-
ment of hiack eyes and tlie likes of that.

The upshot of this announced itself

when Ainheral refused to play Williams in
the fall of 1887, causing,' t,he Williams
WeMij to offer these few words of disKuaf.
"We had hoped that the Amherst foothall

manaK(!ment wouhl have recovered from
the fit of pique and childish spleen, which
(tlmractcirized its action at the end of last

year's foothall season, and woulil have
withdrawn from the unjust position that
it then assumed. In answer to a letter

Kivinx a iiumher of open dates, and offering

terms, either for one Kanie or for return
names, came a telesram stating positively

that Amherst could not arrauKe a date
with us.

"Now it may he iwsailile the refusal to

play arose from the fact that none of the
dates offered were ojjen, hut we have re-

ceived information which would i)rove

that after Amherst refused the dates offered

hy us, she attemi)tcd to arrange a name
with Tufts on one of them. If this be
true, it is difficult to account for Am-
herst's action on any grounds, unless it be
tliat they fear a certain defeat, l.el the
Amherst foothall manasement frankly ac-

knowledge the inferiority of their eleven.

... A fair field and no favors is all we
ask, and then let the heat team win!"

The AmhtrM Sludcnl offers the followint;

reply to tlie editorial e.\|)o.st\ilat ion of the

Weekly: "The foothall manaf^ement early

in the .season received a challenge to play

our team in a name with Williams, For
sufficient reasons- which ajipcared more
sufhcieni as the .season advanced namely
the cri|)pled condition of our team, the

proposition was<lcclined,

"Inasmuch as Williams Ihrounh her

lirexa has respectfully (|ue.stioned our mo-
tives in declining her challenge, we re-

spectfully suxKest that if Williams has

Kot eleven cripples who are ambitious

for the finishiuK touches before leaving

this weary work!, leUhcra come on! We
have more adepts in the use of crutches and
canes and can count more ahiionnally

developi^d joints and crooked limbs than

any college of its size in .\merica. With
an oppoainx team of like (pialilications the

battle would be indeed plea-sini; to look

upon. Let the conquered be preaented

with winding .sheets or free passes to the

hospitals, while the victora amid red lisht

and loud huzzahs are swathed by their

enthuaiastic atlmirers in bandages un-

numbered. For any other contest we fear

our est. con. will have to wait imtil next

year when as we trust 'the cripples will

cease from hobblint; and our eleven refuse

to rest.'
"

The name was not i)layed.

Thrognwrlon
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Childe Herald \
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Here ia a break for you, gentlemen. No
first paragraph nonsense this week; the

football schedule has driven all such stuff

from our head. To work, then.

Did you notice that "little" St. Mary's

met its second successive setback, Armis-

tice Day? This one was at the hands of

the University of California, southern

branch. Quite a surprise, even to us, ac-

customed as we are to surprises. How-
ever, Boston CollcKe defeated Centre by

blocking a punt and recovering over the

Praying Colonels' goal line, in the last

four minutes of the game. An even split

for us.

In the feature game of this section of the

country. Harvard will attempt to keep its

slate clean at the expense of Holy Cross.

Perhaps they will, However, one defiant

vote and a long cheer for the Crusaders. . .

Further North, Dartmouth will endeavor

to stop a much-tooted Cornell eleven.

It's about time for the Green to win a close

one ; but our vote goes to the Big Reds.

Syracuse hasn't beaten Colgate in quite

a spell; Bucknell has never defeated W. &
.1. This year, however, they will both

turn the trick. Why? No reason; just

an idea that came to us , . New York will

witness two good games; and fans may, if

they so desire, ace Columbia rout Brown

and Fordham hand N. Y. II. its third con-

secutive defeat. So far we have managed

to disagree, almost m toto, with our inner

council.

The South will he the scene of three real

battles. In one, Georgia and Tulane,

both undefeated, will attempt to eliminate

each other from this select list. Tulane

is at least one touchdown too at rung for the

Bulldog, . . , Tennessee is, as yet, unbeaten,

Vanderbilt has hopes of K(iimshing the

title hopes of the Volunteers; but they

can't do it .Southern Methodist will

overcome Baylor without too much trouble.

The closest game in the Midwest on

paper, sliould he between Michigan and
Michigan Slate. In 1920 Michigan won
.'W); last year neither could score. All of

which means nothing. One vote for the

Wolverin(!s anil three; cheers for the Spar-

tans. . . , Nearby, Detroit will play host to

Villa Nova. Comparative scores favor

the invaders; let it go at that, , , , Illinois

will defeat Chicago; NorthwcstiTii will

submerge Indiana; Purdue will tromp on

Iowa; and Ohio State will continue its

winning ways at the expense of Wisconsin;

and "Bo" McMillan's Kansas Aggies will

subdue a rami)ant Nebraska outfit.

Back in the East again. Notre Dame ia

approximately seven touchdowns too

strong for Navy; Penn will send Georgia

Tech back on the short end of the score;

and Penn State will lose, aa expected, to

Lafayette. . . . Comparative scores give

Temple the edge over Carnegie Tech,

Don't believe it. . . . Princeton and Wash-
ington and l.ee will do battle in New Jer-

.sey for the cellar championship. The
Tiger will win the game; and W. & L., the

championahip We nearly forgot to

inform you that Pittaburgh will defeat the

Army.

On the Coast, Washington will defeat

Washington State and Oregon State will

overcome Oregon, conipierer of N. Y. U.
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Kc|)orts from .Jajian .show that the gen-

eral opinion in that country is that the

League of Nations and the Ignited States

arc merely bluffing when they send their

jiiliful little threatening notes. The .lap-

anese are quite right. The League of

Nations is bluffing and the United States is

bluffing, Se|)arated. these two agents

could keep on sending notes till doomsday

without bothering ,Iapan in the least.

Today at last, the narrow-minded, anti-

(|uatcil jHilicy of the Republican House of

Kepre.sentatives which voted down the

union of the United States with the League

of Nations, .simply because the idea had

evolved from the head of a man who was

railed a Democrat, Jms come to light. Non-

war has really come. 'The United States

is unable to do anything about it; the

League of Nations is vmal)le to do anything

about it; and i)eople still wonder why.

The government sends amba.s.sador,s to

atteiul the League .sessions, to sit in a

chair, to say nothing, and to offer expert

opinion. All events up to the present time

go t() show that such action avails ah.so-

lutely nothing. Whether we think so or

not, the United .States is a very imiwrtant

nation in theeyesof the world, and the fact

that the United States has refrained from

affiliating itself with the League lowers the

League immensely in the eyes of the world.

.lapaii thinks the League is bluffing,

.lajmn can afford to think that the League

is bluffing, because the League is utterly

unable to do anything else hut bluff .Ja|)an.

Japan is very anxious to retain the friend-

ship of the United States, but she can

afford to think that the United Stales is

bluffing, because she sees the United States

as an undisturbed coUosus which occasion-

ally deigns to give its running mate, the

League, a lethargic helping hand.

Were the League really a league of all

nations, there is little doubt but that .lapan

and China would meekly present their

sides of the question and abide by the re-

sulting judgment. In fact, there would be

little else that they would dare to do.

(iiiance, stock and ownershiii are daily

making it more difficult for a man start iiig

in ua a manual laborer to attain high

executive posit ions.

l{eKartuii

Amherst Optimistic

on Eve of Struggle
(Continued trom First Page)

the offense. This game offcriid the first

chance of the year to do much substituting,

and practically the whole squad .saw ac-

tion. In the practices this week tiiiu' has

b(;en spent on |)erfection of the defense and

stress laid on a more powerful anil diver-

sified offense. Each player has been check-

ing up on his own duties and putting them
into teamwork. No hard scrimmages
have been held, and jjractically the whole

back field has been practicing kicking

goals for the extra point.

Re|)orts from the Amherst .Student

Activities office show that hy Thursday
morning nearly all of the 250 reserved seat

tickets had been bought, and practically

the same number of students had obtained

seats in the cheering section. Men were

still applying for tickets, so that all indi-

cations iioint to a large crowd of Amherst
rooters. A great percentage of the.se are

coming by taxi and with Alumni, although

it is expected that enough tickets for a

special train will be sold. The train is

scheduled to leave Amherat at 9.30 a. m.

and arrive at Williams at 11.30, in time

for the second halfs of the soccer and

freshman football games. Because of the

performance of the Purple and White

against Trinity and some inspiring "figlit

talks" in Chapel this week, the Lord .leff

rooters will ajjpear on Weston field eager

for victory.

Tomorrow's Recital

Comes as Climax
(Continued from First Page)

Street songs, and Madrigals by Weclkcs,

Morley, and Gihl)ons, Song books will

be distributed among tho.sc in the audience

in a conlimuitioii of the Kith century cus-

tom whereby the listeners were able to

follow the words of the various folk .songs

as they were simg by those gathered

around the main table.

The English Singers first rose to prom-

inence as the result of a tour through

Germany, Austria, Holland, and Czecho-

slovakia in 1920. They made their first

appearance at Carnegie Hall in 1 925, and

have been ret\u'ning for an American tour

every .season since 1928, In the Far East

they presente<l over sixty concerts, cover-

ing China, .Japan, India, .lava and the

Philippines, After a recent concert in

WaHhington, the critic of the Suit said:

"It was a Kuprenie novelty. The audience

rose after the last number and literally

shouted for an encore." Olin Dowiies,

critic of the New York Tiiims commented
on the recital in Carnegie Hall this full,

"When these artiHis sing together, there

ia not the thought of voice or voices, hut

of music ami its cxipiisite meaning. It is

an experience of the purest art, one that

the listener may ch(Tisli as an iiispiralion

and a [fficeless heritage."

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

"If the Spedalor ever publishes another

article about the Columbia football team

which appears in the downtown papers, I'll

beat you up." The speaker is Ralph

Hewitt, big-time Columbia foothall cap-

tain. He is talking to Reed Harris, editor-

in-chief of the student daily publication,

who has just written an editorial against

commercialism in college football. Appar-

ently Mr. Hewitt doesn't know that this is

the age of Seabury when everyone gets

"exposed" whether they are football cap-

tains or politicians.

Patrick E. Crowley, who resigned on

Wednesday as president of the NcwYork

Central Railroad, is one of the last of a fast

dying race. "He rose from the ranks,"

the papers said. Starting in as a water-

boy, he worked through almost every

department of the company imtil he reached

the top. The increasing complexities of

For Anything

Photographic
Of College and Student*

Also Picture Frames

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.

45 John Street, New York City

MODERN DAIRY
ROBERT STEELE, Proprietor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM IN

NORTH ADAMS AND WILLIAMSTOWN
Of exceptionally low bacteria content and testing very high in buttertat content

PHONE NORTH ADAMS 2670-R

Service to All Parts of North Adams and Williamstown

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

J

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn money

corresponding for newspapers; all or

spare time; experience iinncccBsary ; no
canvassing; send for free booklet; tells

how. Heacock, Room 584, Dun Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

H. C. WRIGHT, M.D. and W. L. CURRAN, M.D.

Eye. E.ar, Nose ar»d Throat

Glasses Properly Fitted

(Vienna Eye and Ear Certificate)

Daily: 9 a. tn. to 12 tn., ilto 5 p. m.
Tel. 1480 Dowlin Block. North Adam*
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Powerful Purple Eleven

to Battle Amherst Today
(Continued from First Page)

two weeks because of infantile paralysis,

was not fully overeomc until last week,

when Amherst erunhcd Trinity, 33-<),

superlieial causes for overcoiiti<lence on

the part of Williams vanish into thin air.

Equal Individual Balance

Aside from the ilifference in the weiKht

of the two teams, where, accordinK to

puhhshecl statistics, Williams has an

advantaKe of eleven pounds a man in the

line, anil Amherst an avera«e edge of three

pounds in the l)aek field, a survey of each

lincMip reveals a surprisinK similarity.

Five ,\mhersl men who faceii the I'urple

first string line last year will wait the

opening Kun today. Five Williams reg-

ulars who awaited the opening kickoff a

year aKO will start for the Purple in today's

COACH WHEELER OF AMHERST

encounter. Twenty-two veterans of that

contest will l>e in uniform—an equal num-
ber on each side. Two players on each

ti'ftm wer- niiiui-,i in Caldwell's Little

1'lireo elflven, "inl two members of each

?L-3ti.y »iiit'-iii. !. -iKht in the Williams-

Air.liuriit i'lcoiiiiiau game of 1930. A more
equally balanced comparison of individual

members would be difficult to imagine.

Both teams will go into the game with

the knowledge that victory will make or

break the season. And when a contest is

fought out in this spirit, the devious com-

parisons of the dopester prove little

Coach Caldwell, pessimistic because of the

air of confidence prevading the Purple

camp, drew an analogy to last year's

game; saying

Caldwell Pessimistic on Outcome

"We went into that contest a favourite.

We had held our opponents to 10 points

throughout the season, while piling up 172

ourselves. Amherst had tied Wesleyan,

19-19, and we had beaten them, 40-0.

And yet we won from Amherst on Pratt

Field by only three points— too small a

margin for comfort. This year seven

touchdowns have been scored against us,

and Amherst walloped Trinity, instead

of tying them as was the case a year ago.

Both teams have pointed toward this game
for the past two months, and comparative

scores are not a true criterion of the power
of which each team will he callable today."

While the Purple breezed gaily through

its first four games with flying colors,

registering successive triumphs over Bos-

ton v., R. P. I., Bowdoin, and Rochester,

Amherst was encountering difficulty with

Princeton and Union in its opening con-

tests. Instead of twisting the Tiger's

tail, the Massachusetts team found itself

very much to the liking of the Nassau

appetite, and furnished the piece dc

resistance for a 27-0 banquet—the only

feast enjoyed by Princeton this season.

The Union gridmen, who later held Wil-

liams beaten till a triple pass paved the

way for a 7-7 tie in the fourth period,

managed to nose out a 7-0 victory over

the Sabrinas by virtue of an aerial attack

in the last minutes of plav.

Wesleyan Downs Amherst

But the following week found the Lord

JefTs, smarting from their previous defeats,

unleashing an attack in the last three

periods that completely overwhelmed

Worcester, giving the Amherst team its

first victory of the season by a 19-6 score

Encouraged by the improved work of the

forward wall and the development of its

passing game, Amherst played host to

Wesleyan a week later in the first Little

Three contest of the season, hut was

unable to make headway against the fast-

charging Cardinal and Black line. Adopt-

ing the same tactics used against them

by the Purple last week-end, Wesleyan got

the jump, and scored on Schluni's 47-yard

run-hack of a punt in the oi>ening (piarter.

Although Amherst lost by the margin of

one touchdown, the ball was but 10 yards

from the Wesleyan goal line when the

game entled.

After dropping a close contest to the

undefeatetl M. .\. C. eleven, 13-12, Am-
herst turned around and snowed Trinity

under on November 7 by the count of

33-(), in a game that signalized the attain-

ment of a coordination entirely lacking in

the earlier contests. It is this brand of

football that Williams will have to over-

come today—a brand of football so far

superior to anything exhibited previously

by the Jeffmen that comparisons of early

scores are practically without value.

Warner a Potential Star

In Knutson, Cadigan, and DePasqua,

Coach Wheeler has a trio of triple-threat

backs, all of whom have played in a great

portion of the games this season and last.

The latter two, alternating at full back in

the most recent contests, consistently

forced the opposing safety-man well back

into his own territory in order to handle

their long, rolling p\mts. Both are de-

pendable line-plungers. Knutson, recently

returned to the line-up after an injury,

had much to do with the improved block-

ing and take-out work of the Sabrinas

against Trinity, teaming up with

Greenough, another blocking hack, in

providing interference for the ball carrier.

.\iid in Warner, who now calls signals.

Eastern sporting writers are agreed Coach

Wheeler possesses a |)otential star. Cap-

tain of his Freshman team last year, the

speedy sophomore is one of the high-

scorers of the season, rivaling Cadigan

for honors.

Holding down crucial berths at the

flanks of the Sabrina forward wall are

Charley Kenyon and either Curtis or

Mason. Rumor has it that the latter,

who regidarly fills the position, will be in

condition for the game, contrary to recent

arti(des in local papers. Potter and Fein-

berg, two of the heaviest men on the team,

are slated to start at the tackles, and

although somewhat unexperienced, will

probably have to bear the brunt of the

typical Williams off-tackle smashes. But

the strongest section of the line is its

center, comprising Captain Kenyon, vet-

eran pivot man, selected for Caldwell's

honorary eleven, and Phillips and Skiles,

light but scrappy guards. It is upon these

men that will rest the ability of the back

field to throw into gear a well-perfected

aerial attack.

Captain Fowle to Play Last Game

The Williams squad, surviving its first

Little Three encounter in fine shape, took

no chances of injury this week, and it is

likely that the same line-up that started

against Wesleyan will be in position when

the game begins this afternoon. Captain

Fowle, whom Coach Caldwell names as the

most valuable football player at Williams

during the past four years, and who is at

present leading the team in scoring, will

as usual direct the team from quarter.

Used as a ruiniing back for the first

time this season against Wesleyan, Fowle

was chiefly responsible for the lirst-balf

rush that accounted for the Purple victory,

and it is probable that he will bear a large

burden of the ball-ciurying to<lay. Start-

ing with him will he Correale and Senn at

the halves, and Rogers, a sophomore, at

full back. Markoski, Uilder, Berry, and

Miller, a capable (|uartet of backs, will

undoubte<lly see action during some part

of the contest, Markoski in particular

usually being held in reserve until a pro-

pitious moment for scoring.

Line in Good Shape

The return of Davis to the team in his

accustomed capacity of guard foretold a

Williams-Amherst Scores
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tNOW GIVE AMHERST
College Pharmacy edd?e^empsey College Restaurant eddie dempsey

(A LICKING)

Professor Schlesinger Describes Interesting
Historical Points of Summer Vergilian Cruise

(The folhuring article, wriiten speciaUif

for Thk Hkcokd hij Assislanl /'rufesmr

yl,
('. /ichUsinger, de.ncriben the itinemrij

of llii' Vergilinn Cruise oj which he uxis a

ii„;,il)cr last summer.)

\ isiliiiK places of classical interest

riiicly included on ordinary tours of the

Mediterranean, the Vergilian Cruise last

guninier followed a route roughly reverse

to that taken by Aeneas after the fall of

'I'my. The cruise, which was under the

miiiianement of the Bureau of University

TiMVcl of Newton, Massachusetts, was

designed to ajjpeal to ai intellectual in-

terest in the classics and was thus more

than ordinarily attractive to college people.

Aliout 70 were in the party which sailed

fniMi Marseilles July ninth on a small

(;reek steamer. A stop at Ajaccio, Cor-

sica, broke the monotony of our voyage to

Carthage, the first Vergilian point, reached

liy bus from Tunis. The actual antiqui-

ties at Carthage are of late Roman date.

Aniong them early churches, a theatre, an

iiiri|ihitheatre with a modern chapel to

early martyrs, and a Roman private house

of some size are most noteworthy. In-

teresting also are the re-cemented cisterns

of I he Roman water system once more used

to supply the city. In the afternoon we

visited the museum at Tunis with its

remarkable collection of Roman mosaics.

The former palace of the Bey of Ttmis,

this museum houses also a large amount of

Mohammedan art.

The next day the cruise followed Aeneas'

route to Palermo, Sicily, where we saw

(iii'ck temple sculpture of the sixth cen-

liirv B. C. and especially fine examples of

iiinsaies and architecture in the Byzantine

si\le done under the Norman kings of

Siiily. \t Monreale in the hills nearby

aiiMiher collection of such art is displayed.

.\ voyage through the Straits of Mes-

sina larried us to Messina, interesting not

iiiily for the Athenian expedition but also

ir the seige under Marcellus. In t.hr

small iiiudern city a sixth century Greek

le/nple rebuilt into a cathedral with its

(dhiinns still in place held our attention.

(iiilside the city are the ancient Greek

liitiheations and the famous stone-quar-

ries used as prisons for the Athenian cap-

lives but today beautiful gardens.

Following one day at sea, we reached

Caiulia in Crete where we visited, besides

tlie museum containing a wonderfully

rieli collection of Minoan art, fc'ir Arthur

I'AaTLs' excavations at Kiiossos, the great

center of the Minoan period.

The cruise next touched at Uelos, which

has two cent(!rs of interest, the sanctuary

of Apollo and the Graeco-Roman com-

mercial center of the second century B.C.,

when the island was a very important

trading port for that region. Because the

island has since been sparsely inhabited,

very considerable remains of |)rivate houses

of traders exist, as well as storehouses

and business centers with various shops.

In addition one or two business mens'

clubs of this remote time are to be seen,

the Poseidon club for men from Syria, for

instance.

During the day of seagoing that led to

Constantinople, the steamer went some-

what out of the direct way so that we
might see Enos, in Thrace, Aeneas' first

landing after he left Troy. In addition

to the medieval fortifications, we visited

at Constantinople four mosques, including

.Santa Sophia, which were interesting not

only for architecture but for their interior

decorations and richly colored stained

glass. The museum at Constantinople

contains a striking exhibit of Greek sar-

coi)hagi of about 300 B.C. beautifully

carved on the exterior and retaining some

traces of the original colors. At the palace

of the former sultans there is a great deal

of tawdry magnificence of the old days.

Landing at Chanak at the mouth of

the Dardenellea, we drove to Troy. There

are no very conspicuous remains although

some sections of the walls and house foun-

dations of the Homeric city, sixth of the

nine separate establishments on the spot,

remain visible. Troy was perhaps rather

a large castle than a city. The gale that

blew, justified Homer's description of the

city as "windy Troy." At one or two of

the small Turkish villages nearby a

notable number of storks nested on the

houses. Another picturesque touch was
the threshing of grain by treading with

cattle and the wiimowing by hand, quite

in the classical style.

Several hours at Mytelinae on the island

of the same name, anciently called Lesbos,

a place of interesting associations but no

classical remains, broke our voyage to

Athens. Four days were spent here in

vi(nving I he (nty and in a visit to Marathon

and Sunium. At Athens we left the cruise

which went on to Mycenae and Tyrns,

Ivclphi, ()lymi)ia, Corfu, Taramena, and

Pompeii, ending at Naples. After three

weeks in Greece, we returned to the United

States through Switzerland and Germany.

Many Unique Situations Gave Birth to Music to

Be Presented Sunday by Famous English Singers

(Courtesy of A. R.)

However interesting may be the lives of

the 17lh Century musicians who com-
posed the music which the English Singers

present Sunday in Chapin Hall, it is cer-

tain our attentions will be directed more
towards the style of the music which finds

mo.st of us ill versed in anything of its

kinil.

I'irst among the selections, which have
been wisely grouped under several head-
ings, we have Motets. A Motet is a
sacred vocal selection written for unac-

companied singing. Originally around a
slow moving tenor part were embodied
two or three other sets of words and music.

After 1450 or so, more attention was given
to I he words which became identical in all

the voices. Even the slow moving tenor,

or center of gravity, joined on even terms
with the coimtraimntal flow, thus creating

music less mathematical and more artistic.

Madrigals, which compose part of the
next group, are an offshoot of the Motet
form, though the Madrigal is written with
tlio same structure as the Motet—with
the same texture of several seemingly in-

dependent voice parts—it is a more jovial

composition because its words are secular.

*A definite English character is noticeable

in these Madrigals. The English language

imposes its own rhythms—the English

surroundings affect the style—subjects

typical of rural life are used—all join in

making it music characteristically English.

The Ballet which Morley says "were

commonly called Falaa" are compositions

of a light character somewhat in the mad-
rigal style. They are frequently written

with a "Fa-la" burden which could be

sung or danced to.

Folk songs—that delightful contribution

of some vague origin—are the expression

of the people, if ever the personal expres-

sion of a humble composer. They have

at last become, through centuries of use,

the perfect fusion of words and music,

typical of the section where they origi-

nated. The depth of the sentiments

expressed is limited to the people who say

them. We find an earnestness and a

sincerity which many "composed" songs

lack.

The custom of hawking wares in the

streets led to the stereotyping of the calls

which the hawkers or street-peddlers

used. At the same time evolved, from

the inflections of the voice shouting the

formula of words, a series of short

musical phrases which became distinctive

of each pedlcr lyjje. lOlizabethian mu-
sicians arranged some of these traditional

cries in the form of rounds, so that there

is now a large immber preserved.

To conclude the groujjing we have the
Canzonets. Morley mentions them as
"little short songs to four voices."

Roughly the form resembles that of a
madrigal, though the ingredients are
more roughly put together.

Classical Society Meets
The Classimt Socielij of Williams College

will hold its initial meeting of the current

year on Wednesday afternoon at four-

thirty at Prof. Schlesinger's residence.

The meeting will open with a short talk by
Dr. Howes of the Greek department on the

subject of Greek coinage. All those taking

either a Greek or Latin elective are cor-

dially invited.

College Preacher
Dr. Arthur Lee Kinsolving of Trinity

Church, Boston, will conduct the regular

Sunday morning services in the Thompson
Memorial Chapel at 10.35 a. m.

international Shop
Spring Street, Wiiliamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,
Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

_* :-jM^ i' li . _ »•

PERRY A.SMEDLEY

Builder

'
I

.

PICTURES, CHAIRS and
DAVENPORTS

All reasonably priced

Call on us at

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Mattresses from $7.50 up

RUGS, LAMPS,

42 Ashland Street Tel. 1825

M. Schmidt & Sons
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

There's a "Buy"!
All the suits at Cutting's are real "buys"

Prices from $25 tO $50
We'll be glad to show you without obligation

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
NORTH ADAMS

•

The Aristocrat of Ginger Ales

Sand Springs

Extra Dry

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

I.

WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clark. Praidmt F. E. Moore. VicePreaidmt A. E. Evans. Cashier

Capital - - - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Extended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms

GEORGE H. BURR & CO.
57 William Street, New York

Telephone John 4-4890 ... *

CHICAGO

Investment Securities and Commercial Paper

f I .#

BOSTONNEW YORK.
Mi I

CHEAPEST IN THE LONG RUN ^hlT^?^ t^'^'l^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ furnishings are much more eco-

nomical than those of inferior quality, because they last longer and look better. If you are siteptical, buy a

pair of J & M Oxfords or any article of haberdashery in our store, and be convinced.

Many alumni will take advantage of their presence

in town by doing long term shopping at this store.

Join in, and become one of our satisfied customers. Nels Domin
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The Finest Human Hands Can Achieve

C

Correct!
Men who dress with distinction recognize the au-

thenticity of clothes tailored by Langrock, from the

world's finest woolens. Presented in a comprehen-

sive assemblage of correct models.

Overcoats:
Many who insist on having their suits

made to measure prefer to select over-

coats hand-tailored but ready for

wear. Our coats are hand-tailored in

-" manner that expresses unusual distinction the

:ference of the discriminating man.

u'

i
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iiKwn r ci rs oi'i' tacki.E'; in iiik coiajmhia <;amI': CAPTAIN KOWLE AND COACH CAIJnVKLl,

l>lann!n|> thi' I'urplf Atliick for Tmiay's C;ami> With Amlursl on

Wt'Stoii Field

.--!>,

'- <.

^

HOIIIIV MARKOSKI
Slilfty Ilroken-Kicld KuiintT and

Purple Haclc

JEFF BF.RRY
llard-Ilittina Defensive Fuilbaik

llOmiY Hil.DKK
UllllumB Halfback Who Ciit ThrouUli the

Union Line Consistently

E. R. SENN '.12

Varsity Ilalfl ack and l.lne-lMinider

SAniN i2 AND FRENCH '.W

Manafter and Assistant Manafter o( Varsity Football

A HIT OF ACTION IN THE BOWDOIN GAME
Markoski Startln* Off on an End Run in the Contest With the Polar Bears Which Williams Won, 2S.»
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The Finest Human Hands Can Achieve

c

I \

Correct!
Men who dress with distinction recognize the au-

thenticity of clothes tailored hy Langrock, from the

world's finest woolens. Presented in a comprehen-

sive assemblage of correct models.

Overcoats:
Many who insist on having their suits

made to measure prefer to select over-

coats hand-tailored but ready for

wear. Our coats are hand-tailored in

-" *nanner that expresses unusual distinction the

^ " .^ference of the discriminating man.

Evening Clothes:
Proper styling and perfection of the

essential details assures distinguished

appearance unmistakably that of the

gentleman.

Imported and DomesticyiccessoriesforDress and Street IVear

Visit our shop and browse around—try a refreshing drink or a deiiciously

toasted sandwich at the fountain. "Shop" our Haberdashery Departments
where new things are shown first. If your interest is Clothing, remember

we are primarily Custom Tailors. In short, we shall

try to make your stay a pleasure

W. V British Shoes Authorized Spalding Agents

THE WILLIAMS SHOP
Next to Post Office

Harvard Yale

Exeter

Stores at

Penn
Andover

New York City
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KDDIK WILLIAMSON
KrfKhniiin l-'nitlhiitl Ciuu'l). PtittinU Iht- l-'Inl.sliiiiU Toiu-lu's i>n Ills

I'MS Miulihu'

TACONIC LUMBER COMPANY
«"'^°'"<^
MATE R lAL

We would be glad to figure on your requirements

M. SCHMIDT & SONS
Furniture of Quality

DECORATING
WALL PAPER

Speciulizinti In

UPHOLSTERING
WINDOW SHADES

REFURNISHING
LINOLEUM

42 Ashland St. Tel. 1825 North Adam.<i, Mass.

THE

McClelland Press
Willianistown, Mass.

Telephone 544-W

PRINTING
Books. CalaloEiP, Publications

Commercial Forms

Why Not Stop at

THE
GREYSTONE

LODGE
When in Williamstown
MRS. C. L. DOWNING

Hostess

TEL. 40S-1VI

10 Southworth Street

Typewriters
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The Williams Inn

Situated in New England's

Most Beautiful Town

Invites Your Patronage

Operated all Year for

Williams College

W. E. HOYT, President

L. G. TREADWAY, Treasurer

SEND FOR BOOKLET

We Please Particular People

MWl

COLLEGE
Cleaners
ERNIE BRADLEY

Splendid Service

New Low Prices

Su'ta Pre.ssed---40c

"#

Teiephoiic ul9-M

THE WILLIAMS INN

THE NITTANY LION, STATE COLLEGE, PA.

DEARBORN INN, DEARBORN, MICH.

OTHER
"REAL NEW ENGLAND INNS"

L. G. TREADWAY,
Managing Director

0-

NORWICH INN
Norwich, Conn.

TOY TOWN TAVERN
Winchendon, Mass.

NICHEWAUG INN
Petersham, Mass.

MT. HOLYOKE HOTEL
South Hadley. Mass.

THE LORD JEFFERY
Amherst, Mass.

ASHFIELD HOUSE
Ashfield. Mass.

EXETER INN
Exeter, N. H.

DORSET INN
Dorset, Vt.

TRUE TEMPER INN
Wallingford, Vt.

MIDDLEBURY INN
Middlebury, Vt.

HOLSUM
Bread

Tea Biscuits

COTTAGE
Doughnuts

Lunch-sticks

(2J^

Lloyd's Bakery
42 Marshal Street
NORTH ADAMS

GEORGE M. Hopkins
ESTABLISHED 1889

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Student Room Furnishings

Always Remember . .

BASTIEN'S
Jewel and
Gift Shop

The place to select your gifts

for all occasions

Victrolas and Records

Victor Radios

Films, Developing and
Printing

Auto Body, Glass and

Radiator Work

Excellent Service

H. A. Salsburg
Hoosic Court, No. Adams

TEL. 886

Harrison Hot Water
Car Heaters

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Dolt

Au/tin-Empiue Engraver/. |nc

24-30 /hebidan Ave.

Albany New York

s: :z

The Edelweis

Good Rooms and

We Specialize in Dinner Parties

HOXSEY STREET
Telephone 511

WALL PAPERS
Of Distinction

Hilo Varnishes and Enamels

Integrity Paints

Quinn Wall Paper and Paint Store

55-59 Union Street, North Adams
Telephone 2065
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W. C. A. LAUNCHES

CHEST FUND DRIVE

Seventh Annual Campaign To Start

Tonight with Expected Goal

Set at $5,000

$1,500 ALLOTMENT FOR
UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF

Reductions Are Made in Budgets

of Running Expenses and

Boys' Clubs

WILLIAMS DRIVES THROUGH AMHERST LINE

FOR 33-7 VICTORY IN CLIMAX OF SEASON
THROUGH AMHERST'S LINE"

An allotment of $1,500 for unemploy-

ment relief is a new it«m in the seventh

annual Chest Fund Drive which the Wil-

liams Christian Association will open to-

niljht at 6.30 with a banquet for the 65

solicitors at the Phi Delia Thela house.

The Koal of the Drive has been reduced to

$5,(KK), of which the American Red Cross,

the Hoys' Clubs, College Religious Work

and Office Expenses, and Jjngnan Univer-

sity will each receive a share in accordance

with the W. C. A. budget. The drive will

cdntinue until midnight, Friday, and stu-

dents again have the privilege of desiKuat-

inn their contributions either to whatever

charity they consider most deserving, or to

the general fund.

As has been pointed out in advertise-

ments printed in The Record, the W. C.

A., as the local welfare and relief organiza-

tion of Williams College, has been subject

to repeated appeals during the nation-

wide unemployment relief campaign. For

this reason the Association will turn over

to unemployment relief and the Red Cross,

all proceeds above the minimum required

for the Boys' Clubs, necessary running ex-

penses, and a small contribution to l.ing-

niin University. The returns from this

Rolicitation will cover all financial appeals

for cliaritable institutions which will come

to the untlcrgraduate body during the

College year.

The progress of the Drive will he pub-

li.slicil daily in the Adviser, instead of being

indicated by the usual football diagram.

The Boys' Club again leads t he list of sub-

budgets on the Chest Fund with a total of

S2,000, a reduction of $1,500 from the

mnounts set aside for this purpose in the

last three years. The unemiiloymcnt re-

lief calls for $1,.500, while running expenses

of the Association have been reduced from

$1,500 to $700. The American Red Cross

will receive $500 while the amount lor

l.ingnan University has been set at $300.

Unemployment Relief

The sura of $1,500 will be used first to

meet immediate demands in Williamstown,

through the Williamstown Welfare Board.

Whatever money is not thu.s utilized will

lie put in the hands of welfare groups in

North Adams, or wherever the need is

greatest. This sum was made possible in

the budget by an equal curtailment of

licjys' Clubs' expenses. The allotment for

I he American Red Cross will be put at t he

disposal of the local chapter to use in the

community or to turn over to the national

organization, as it sees fit.

Boys' Clubs

The support of the Boys' Clubs' work is

one of the real privileges of the Christian

Association. The sum specified takes care

of the building on Spring St., athletic

e(iuipraent for the boys, a summer camp at

Lenox which annually gives 75 boys a

chance to enjoy camp life, a "Father and
iSon" weekend in the fall, a Christmas

Hanquet, and a Big Brother Banquet in

the spring. Hitherto, the Clubs have been

under the general supervision of an em-
ployed director. This fall, however, in

the interests of economy his services were

dispensed with, and the clubs are running

inider the complete supervision of an un-

dergraduate committee headed by Hobson
'32. The boys are organized into groups

for tournaments in football and basketball,

(Continued on Third Page)

Lectures on Persian Art

Monday, November 1(1—As a part of

I ho Department of Fine Arts program
(if exhibitions and lectures on various

phases of art. Sir Denison Ross will

speak on "Persian Art at the Recent

International Exhibition at Burlington

House" this evening in Lawrence Hall

ft 8 o'clock. Sir Denison, popular in

England as a public speaker and writer

on Oriental subjects, has been director

<if the School of Oriental Studies and
Professor of Persian in the University

iif lx)ndon since 1916.

PURPLE LEADS

LITTliTHREE
Backs Plunge Through Gaping Holes

in Sabrina Wall Opened by

I»urple Forwards

FOWLE LEADS SCORING

Purple Captain, Playing Final Game
Crosses Line Three Times

and Kicks Goal

Correale Plunges Across the Sabrina Goal Line for the First Touchdown of the Game

Statistics of the Game
Williams Amherst

First Downs 29 10

Number of Rushes 88 32

Yards Gained Rushing 424 117

Average (lain Rushing 4.8 3.6

Forward Passes Tried 4 17

Passes Coinjjleted 2 6

Yards Gained, Paases 16 98

Average Gain, Passes 8 17

Passes Intercepted 2 1

Number of Punts 3 8

Av. Distance of Punts* 43 39

Runba<-k of Punts 62

Number of Kiclorffs 5 3

Av. Distance of Kickoffs 53 42

Runback of Kickoffs 71 106

Fumbles 3

Penalties 5 3

Yards Lost, Penalties 35 15

*Punts Averaged from Line of Scrim-

mage

COACH CALDWELL
Whose Team Won the Little Three Title

for the Fourth Successive

Time Saturday

•LITTLE THEATRE' WILL

PRESENT THREE PLAYS

'Gloria Mundi'/Le Medecin Malgre

Lui', and 'The Stepmother' on

Friday's Bill

Comedy will be the main note of the first

Little Theatre bill of the season, now in re-

hearsal, for which Arnold Bennett's The

Stepmother, Moli^re's Le Mtdecin Malgri

Lui, and Patricia Brown's Gloria Mundi

have been selected. These three plays will

he presented in Jesup Hall Auditorium at

8,15 on Friday evening.

Laid in the '90's, The Slepmolher is a

light, frothy comedy of manners, describ-

ing the very amusing difficulties of a popu-

lar woman novelist and her secretaij.

Cora Proul, the novelist, is the humorous

victim of her own ridiculous importance.

The second play on the bill, a typical

Moliere farce-comedy, concerns the difficul-

ties encountered by a woodcutter who is

forced by circumstances beyond his con-

trol into the unusual role of a famous

doctor, and the working out of this role to

an vmexpected conclusion. It is a new

translation through courtesy of Professor

Pierce and more nearly reflects the spirit of

Moliere.

Climaxing the bill, Gloria Mundi, a

modem symbolical play, is contrasted by

the lighter vein of the two preceding

presentations. Set in the waiting room of

an insane asylum, the play revolves about

the situations arising from the entrance

into the asylum of a new nurse. The

thesis of Gloria Mundi portrays the difficul-

ty of drawing a line between sanity and in-

(Oontlnued on Fourth Page)

CAPTAIN FOWLE
Who Has Led the Team in Scoring For the

Season and Who Played His

Last Game Saturday

A. A. STEVENS '32

Who Outplayed Captain Kenyon of

Amherst in His Final Football Game

'35 Booters Win 4-1 to

Take Little Three Title

Displaying their best form in the final

game of the season, the Purple yearlings

won the Little Three soccer championship

when they defeated the Amherst 1935

team 4-1, last Saturday morning on Cole

Field. For the first time the Purple

showed a well balanced team, with the

attack centering in Captain Curry and

lOontlnued on Third Page!

Freshman Round Table

Paul Porter will speak in the .Jesup

Hall Reading room,Wednesday evening

at 7.30 p. m. on the topic: "What is

Wrong with the World and Why?"

The Freshman Round table, and all

other freshmen interested are cordially

invited.

CALENDAR

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16

8.00 p. m.—Art Lecture. Lawrence Hall.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20

8.15 p. m.—Williams Little Theatre Pre-

sentation. .Icsup Hall.

700 HEAR CONCERT

OF ENGLISH SINGERS

London Sextet Is Called Back for

Two Encores by Alumni

and Students

In the concluding event of the Amherst-

game weekend. The English Singers pre-

sented a recital in Chapin Hall last Sunday

afternoon before a large audience of guests,

alumni and students. The famous London

artists, who have toured all over the world,

were called back six times by the applause

of their listeners at the end of the program.

( The concert is revieived by the courtesy of

Mark Harris, Instructor in English.)

"The distinguished reputation and wide

popularity of The English Singers are

matters of common knowledge, but in the

array of possible causes for the success of

the group, there lurks a nice critical prob-

lem. At first glance, one might be led to

assert that, the obvious novelty of the per-

formance lures both the novice and the

veteran concert-goer from the Teutonic

reserve usually characteristic of each, to a

level of eager response. On the other

hand, there is something comfortably low-

brow and convivial about part singing,

which, after all, has an eternal embodiment

in Sweel Adeline. But at this point the

obvious distinctions ot both degree and

kind between popular harmony-makers

and the contrapuntal elegance and sophis-

tication of The English Singers multiply

themselves apace.

After some anguished teetering upon the

well-worn critical sec-saw, your reviewer

(Continued on Fourth Page)

Buried beneath the driving onBlaught|of

a Purple line that opened holes with mo-

notonous regularity throughout four quar-

ters, and outwitted at their very goal-line

by the superb generalship of Captain

Fowle, Amherst went down in defeat to

Williams Saturday by the decisive score of

33-7. Neither the desperate fourth-period

aerial attack that resulted in the Sabrinas'

lone tally, nor the fine running of DePas-

qua and Warner, nor the brave stands of

the Amherst line on its two-yard line could

halt the clockwork advance of Fowle and

Correale behind a team inspired to its

fourth successive Little Three triumph. It

was truly "Williams' day."

In reality, the game was decided before

five minutes of the first quarter had elaps-

ed; in fact, it was settled by four touch-

downs, four place-kicks, a field goal, and a

safety. For when Amherst found an im-

pregnable Purple defense, and i)unted to

Correale on his own 25-yard line, Williams

went to work with a beautifully coordi-

nated attack that carried the ball 75 yards

up the field to a touchdown before Amherst

realized that it had to cope with a team

that knew straight football—and knew it

thoroughly. Spectacular individual dash-

es and flashy passwork formed no part of

the Caldwell |)lans for the day, and the

resulting exhibition of eleven men perform-

ing as one was a pleaslire to watch.

Statistics Tell Story

Statistics of the game tell as vivid a

story as the final score. Twenty-nine

first downs to 10; 424 yards gained from

scrimmage, by rushing, to 117 yards;

43-yard average punts to 39-yard kicks.

Outweighing the Sabrina line man to man,

the Pur])le forwards ripped gaping holes in

the opposing line that permitted interfer-

ence to take out the secondary defense with

accurate blocking. Plays unfolded as

they had been pictured on the blackboard,

while the 7,000 spectators who filled every

cranny of Weston Field knew that they

witnessed football of an exceptional calibre.

Only in the air, where the visitors gained 98

yards to Williams' 16, was Sabrina sui)eri-

ority evidenced.

Captain Fowle, playing the most out-

standing game of his three years on the

Varsity, led the scoring with three touch-

downs, four points-after-touchdown, and a

field goal, for a total of 25 points. When

a first down was needed, it was Fowle, or

Correale, who smashed through for the

necessary yardage, and the work of Senn,

Rogers, and Markoski accounted in large

measure for the strong defense presented

by the Ephmen. And yet the fine play of

the backfield could not have taken place

without the basic power furnished by the

line, which exceeded by far any previous

performance. Wood, Foehl and Stevens,

partici))a1ing in their last football game,

completely outplayed the opposing Sa-

brinas, while Stevens, who suffered a

fractured cheek bone, formed the apex of

the wedge that drove through Captain

(ConUnued on Fifth Page)

Caldwell Denies Rumours
I wish to take this opportunity to

deny emphatically the imblished re-

ports that I plan to give up my position

as head coach of the football team al

Williams after the present year. Next

fall will find me back at Williams to

take up my work with the football

squad as us\ial.

(Signed) Charles W. Caldwell, ,lr.

P
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A STRONG APPEAL
With very real distress calling for relief in the Williamstown area, the W. C. A.

Chest Fund appeal for funds, 80% of which are to be spent at home in rendering

necessary aid, is indeed an imperative one.

Of the program of the Association's Boys' Work committee we cannot voice too

high praise; it represents at once the most fundamental activity undertaken through-

out the year by the W. C. A., and the most thoroughly unselfish devotion of time and

energy made anywhere on the campus.

The sizable items for local unemployment relief, and for the Red Cross speak

for themselves. In all these directions the Association is offering the College the oppor-

tunity of fulfilling what are both its humanitarian obligations and privileges.

NO NEED TO SING THE PRAISES
—of an iron line, of backs consistent and spectacular, of a coach to whose driving

determination injuries and overconfidence were as nothing, of a captain who takes his

place in the front rank of the makers of Williams football history. You sang their

praises Saturday. And when as a body Williams men rose to acclaim Captain Fowle,

it was apparent that anything The Recohd might say would be superfluous.

But so perfect was the game that we must add our written word to the bedlam

that reigned on Weston Field. As the week-end progressed there was no wane in the

enthusiasm, and seniors went into training for the day when they will declaim loudly

to their young fraternity brothers about the team back in '31. In their four years at

College, they have seen four elevens win 25 games, tie three, and lose only to Columbia.

They have seen Williams pile up 687 points to its opponents' 210, Wesleyan go down

104-32, and Amherst 108-35. They have forgotten notes and keys in singing her on

to four Little Three championships.

The effectiveness displayed by the team as a unit must not be minimized, but

special congratulations are in order for Coach Caldwell; his part in Williams athletics

is unprecedented. It is with the greatest possible pleasure that we publish today his

statement to the effect that "next fall will find me back at Williams to take up my work

"•!*h the football squad as usual."

As to Captain Fowle, if Wilhams has ever had an ideal leader it is he; the climax

,. is football career could not have been more appropriate. The only department in

winch he did not excell was passing,—due to a shoulder injury. When have punts

gone as far, or placement kicks been as true? And running. And generalship. And,

most im))ortant, spirit. But you know all that. Truly, no need to sing the praises.

WHAT WILL WEARERS OF THE PURPLE WEAR?
"Resolved: That, granting the establishment of a definite and fair basis for their

award, the insignia for participation in all Varsity sports should be uniform."

How would you vote on this question? Probably yes and no. A quorum of

members of The Recohd Board tried it: five said yes, five no, the Editor-in-Chief

yes with reservations, and the Managing Editor no with reservations. There we stand.

What do you say? Does it merit any discussion?

For:

The important reason for awarding insignia is that they constitute recognition of

work done. A man puts as much into hockey, or basketball, or lacrosse, as his room-

mate puts into football or track.

A sport should stand on its own merits. There should be no inducement to play

baseball that does not exist in the case of tennis.

The proposed move would increase interest in minor sports that deserve it, and

destroy false interest in major sports.

Different students have different conceptions of the relative importance of var-

ious sports. Some think basketball should be a major sport before baseball. Some
emphasize hockey. Some prefer the status quo. The new move would eliminate

these arbitrary distinctions.

Against:

The important reason for awarding insignia is that they constitute recognition of

work done. BUT competition is keener in football and basketball than in cross

country, lacrosse, and winter sports. Therefore, the same amount of energy is not

expended in both groups.

For the majority of players, two more inches of "W" does not constitute an in-

ducement to go out for baseball rather than for tennis. Sports stand on their merits

now.

The very fact that "the establishment of a definite and fair basis for their award"
is a condition embodied in the proposal makes it evident that not as many letters will

be given out in the future as in the past. Thus, the argument that the proposed move
would increase interest in minor sports is invalid.

The negative agrees that "arbitrary distinctions" would be eliminated under the

proposed plan. It suggests, however, that in making basketball a major sport the

four moat important teams in Williams will be on an equal basis. (Seven voted that,

if the first proposal were not adopted, basketball should be made a major sport. One
voted nay. Four did not vote.)

There is another question on which both sides are puzzled. Can a definite and

fair basis for the award of letters be eslablishedl Last year a man took fourth place in two

fancy skating contests. In one of these contests, only four men were entered. He
won a minor letter. In lacrosse, twelve men make up a team; in basketball five;

in cross country no one seems to know. How will the several coaches know how many
insignia to give out under these circumstances? How can a cut-and-dried rule be

worked out? What exceptions will be allowed? What will be made?

It seems best to come to some conclusion. If the letters can be awarded on a

definite and fair basis as a result of the work of the Student Council and the Athletic

Council, and if the opinion of the students favors a uniform award under this con-

dition, then a imiform award it shall be. But if neither of these conditions is the case,

let us drop the matter once and for all until lioth of them are established. At present,

the undergraduate body is as hazy on the entire question as the writer of this editorial.

(We hope Mr. Maxcy is aware of this fact when he briefs our effort.) But the one

thing we do not want is to have the College plunge into something new and question-

able simplu for the sake of Change.
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Editor of TiiK Williams Recohi),

Dear Sir:'

Is it not time to proliist against the con-

duct of Williamstown audiences after

concerts in Chajiin Hall? Is afternoon tea

BO imperative that we must scramble for

hats and coats immediately after a pro-

gram, discouraging thi' artists from offer-

ing the quota of encores usually extended

to a civilized audience? A year or so ago

an internationally famous pianist gave

only a single encore I" those who wanted

more and yet more, liecause an impolite

and indifferent crowd were shuffling their

way out the Chapin portico. The preced-

ing week in New York, however, the same

pianist had played no leas than eight extra

numbers to his enthusia.stic public in Town

Hall. The English Singers, usually extra-

ordinarily gracious in their response to

applause, were greeted at the end of last

Sunday's recital by the sight of apathetic

local auditors (a phrase by no means to be

understood to refer only to the under-

graduate body) jum|>irig at once to their

feet preparatory to tlieir long and arduous

journeys home. No wonder those who

appreciated the artistry of the music were

allowed only two encores. In a Williams-

town year, barren as it is of music, it seems

only decent on the part of those who have

no place to go anyway, no traffic jam to

fear, no Grand Central train to make, to

sit quietly in their seats while those who

have liked the musie have a chance for

more. Let the artists themselves decide

when they have finished. Or should not

someone be appointed to handle the

offenders, old and young, as the ladies of

Miss Hall's School are very properly

treated?

If this communieation is considered

effrontery by one's elders and one's peers

in the community who find the criticism

applicable to themselves (for of course no

offense is taken when only undergraduates

are properly spanked), let the writer point

out that it is prompted by the accumula-

tion of five years of experience with local

apathy and is in no worse taste than the

behavior of local audiences.

Very truly yours,

Joh/i Hawley Roberts

Editor of The Williams Record,

Dear Sir:

I heartily agree with your requests in

recent issues of The Recohd for reconsid-

eration of the design of the new power-

plant. That such an atrocity as a 185-

foot smokestack is to be permitted at all is

indeed unfortunate, but I assume that

this is a necessity. (Assuredly the site

of the plant is favorable, at least; the pre-

vailing wind blows the smoke away from

the campus.) The plan of the building,

however, is not so arbitrary. It would be

a fine example to possible future struc-

tures on the campus to have at least one

that fully reflects the modern trend toward

sensibility of design. When we consider

such blots as the Thompson laboratories

and Jesup Hall, we marvel at the gulli-

bility of our predecessors who saw (we

hope with some dismay,) the factory-like

monsters rising before their eyes. The
unsuitableness of Morgan Hall with its

narrow windows and attendant dimly-

lighted interior is another feature of our

sadly unappropriate campus. Nor can I

agree with you that Griffin Hall is a "model

of lovely simplicity," as it was put in a

recent Record editorial. How can you

explain away the ridiculous pile of wood,

with the weathervane to cap it, which

totters uselessly on the roof of the build

ing? If you will try the experiment of

visualising Griffin without this antede-

luvian eyesore atop it, you will be amazed
in the change for the better brought

about in its appearance. As for the Lasell

Gymnasium, which is supposed to be a

fairly modern building, could it possibly

have been worse constructed as regards

light and air, the essential features to

healthy exercise? With its misplaced

Byzantine tower, it bids fair to outdo
Morgan Hall for the first prize to the cam-
pus' most unsuitable building.

But enough of such ravings, which are

common enough on a campus constructed

as haphazardly as this one has been.

Sufficient to repeat that our object now
must be to refuse to allow any further such
architectural crimes to be committed
without first doing our utmost to prevent
them.

(Signed)

C. Stanley Ogilvy '34

Infirmary Patients
fiillette and Horton '34 were the only

students confined to the Thompson In-
firmary when The Record went to press
Sunday evening.

JOIN

Wi\t Crusiabersi
during the week of

NOVEMBER 16

The Williams Committee

GRANT VAN SANT

H. R. CLARK

J. H. RHOADES III

Chairman

> Asst. Chairmen

Committee

T. R. BOYCE
A. H. COONS
M. E. DAKIN
R. F. EBINGER
R. K. GARDNER
R. C. GIBBS
A. H. HAMILTON
J. A. LINEN
L. M. MICHEL

A. F. MILLER
W. S. PALMER
W. B. PARK
A. L. O'BRIEN
C. ROGERS
A. A. STEVENS II

H. A. WADSWORTH
R. M. WEBSTER
W. A. WHEELER

ST. REGIS
SEAGLADE

NOW OPEN

VINCENT LOPEZ
CAPERTON & DIDDLE

New York's famous undersea

fantasy ... for dinner and sup-

per. Couvert, after 10:30, $2;

Saturday $3. Hotel St. Regis,

FifthAve.atE.55th,NewYork.

DON'T MISS

WIGGINS OLD TAVERN
At Hotel Northampton

"An Inn of Colonial Charm"
Northampton, Mass.

Popular Prices Excellent Food
Blue Plates and Specials, 50c up—also a la carte

Same Menu in all Dining Rooms

ROOM RATES for College Men, $2.00'and Up

Lewis N. Wiggins, Prop.

FRANK BROTHERS
roorwKAM INC.

588 Fifth Ave. between 47th and 48th Stk
NEW YORK

Footwear that meets the

college man's point of

view - - smartly styled --

soundly constructed --

and economically priced

Exhibit at Cabe Prindle's, November 18 and 19

r 1'
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAORANT-.trior
EDDIE DEMPSEY

1935 FOOTBALL TEAM

UPSETS AMHERST, 18-7

Scores by Collins and Gordon in

Final Period Afford Margin

of Victory

All Amherst Freshman eleven which

scored with almost effortless ease on the

WilHarns yearlings in the lirst quarter of

play Saturday morning on Cole Field,

wont down finally to a decisive defeat at

the liands of Coach Williamson's smoothly

functioning 1935 machine. UcginniiiK

their offensive with a touchdown in the

second quarter, the Purple team combined

a running and passing attack with such u

sound <lisplay of football sense in the

pinches that the final score of lS-7 was no

more than a just indication that the hard-

lighting Sabrinas were out-played at every

point.

Brehm's toss to DeBevoise, which

accounted for the Amherst score soon after

the kiek-ofi, was the beginning of a deter-

mined offensive whicli resulted in several

(irst downs for the visitors. The Wil-

liams team, under the leadership of Acting

Captain Brown at center, was slow in

developing its offensive, and although

it ])layed consistently gooil football, was

unable to present a serious threat to the

opponents' goal until the second i)eriod.

With Amherst relying upon its passing

attack, Gordon, Williams right half, broke

through to intercept one of the visitors'

tosses; at this point the tide turned, and

henceforth the aerial game that Amherst

had used to advantage ])roved even more

formidable in the service of the Ephrnen.

Two successful passes to the Purple left

end, Kroll, advanced the ball from niid-

licld to the five-yard stripe, when; the

stubl)orn Amherst line stopi)ed three

fierce stabs. On the fourth down, Gordon

carried the ball over for the first tally.

The third quarter was scoreless,

although the visitors were barely able to

stave off a rapid push down the field and

hold the Williams hrst-year men on their

own one-yard line. Toward the end of

the quarter, play began to open up, and

the second Williams score began the last

])criod, with Gordon passing from mid-

field to Collins, who was clear for a touch-

down. The defensive strength of the

.\iidierst eleven, which had stood the vis-

itors in gooil stead earlier in the game,

cracked, and the Purple scored again in the

last few miiuiles of the contest, when
lirowii intercepted another Sabrina pass

and carried the ball ti) the one-yard line.

.\fter a penalty for offside had set the

yearlings back, (lordon swept around

the Purple and White end for the linal

liMiclidown.

The starting line-ups were as follows:

AMMERST 'M
Moses

Cordner

Barlow

Engals

Was.serman

Sloan

DeBevoise (Capt.)

Brehm
Chiirehill

Harroun

Kehoe
Williams substitutions: Kroll for Car-

penter; Meighan for Archer; Smith for

lirown; Gordon for Morton; Oliver for

MacCttll; Hapgood for Hopkins; Egbert

for Potter; Boyle for Duidop; Spraguc
f(]r floagland.

W. C. A. Launches
Chest Fund Drive

(Oontlnucd from First Page)

and arrangements are made for giving
them an opixirtmiity to use the College

swimming pojl once a week during the

winter.

College Religious Work
The reduced S7l)() builgel for the College

and coirnnunit.y welfare work takes care of

all t he expenses of the W. C. A. both in the

College and in the eoirununity. The
speakers who come to Williams and give

the benefits of their experience to students,

both in lectures and jjersonal advice, are

secured by this fund. At Christmas and
Eastc;r, baskets of food and clothing are

distributi^d to those in need, while the

W. C. A. is always ready to assist the

needy when oec^asion arises. Expenses
for deputations to various conferences

during the year, and printing for the Drive

are other items which drag on Ihi.s sum.

Lingnan University

Williams' one and only contribution to

foreign work is being given this year to

bingnan University, formerly the Canton

Christian Ccjllege, which unlike many of

the colleges in China, is largely dependent

on i)hilaiilliropic contributions such as

Williams can sf^nd, since it has no board

bucking in America. Although closer

needs must make the hrst demand on the

budget, the Association, in the light of the

|)resent Chinese disasters, caimot wit lidraw

support from this institution which in thi^

past has been largely a "Williams-in-

China" cnter|)rise.

"I cordially endorsee the 1931 Wil-

liams Christian Association's drive."

Dr. Harry A . Gnrfield

"The Williams Christian Association

Drive receives my un()ualifieil sup-

port."

John N. Leonard

"I think the idea behind the drive is

altogether commendable, and should

receive support from the entire Col-

lege."

Dr. Harry L. Agard

"I heartily endorse the Christian

Association's drive for contributions."

Charles W. Caldwell, Jr.

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manatar

68 Main Street -:- North Adams
J!

ST. PIERRE^S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

WIl.blAMS
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SABRINA SOCCER TEAM

TIES PURPLE HERE 2-2

Two Overtime Periods Fail To End

tie ; Horton Scores Twice

for Williams

In a game which ran into two over-

time periods with neither team alile to

score tlie winning goal, the Purple soccer

team battled to a 2-2 tie against a figliting

Amherst aggregation last Saturday morn-

ing on Cole Fielil. Scoring in the first and

third periods, when the Williams jjlayers

displayed their characteristic early jM'riod

sluggishness, the Amherst team held tht'

lead for most of the game but was unable

to stop the tying Williams score in the last

quarter.

The Amherst forward line functioned

well in the early stages, when Davidson

and Stewart drew Rogers out of position

and drove past Michel for the first Sabrina

score. The Williams team evened the

count in the second frame when the

Amherst goalie came out too far and

Horton slipped a score past him. Play

sijceded up after the half, but the final

Amherst score, made from a hot scrim-

mage in front of the Williams goal, by

Campbell, loomed large for a time.

Horton counted his second tally early in

the fourth quarter, however, and tied up

the game.

Catherall's consistent defense, coupled

with the work of Rudd, at the other back

field post, saved the game time and again

after strong Amherst drives. Horton was

outstanding in the line with his two

scores, while Boyd missed anotlier count

by inches. The opposing offence counted

upon Davidson and Stewart with Camp-

bell contributing the other point. There

was no outstanding jjlayer in the Sabrina

defense.

A summary of the game follows

:

WILLIAMS (2
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Williams Drives Through
Amherst Line to Victory
(Continued from First Page)

Kenyon at (('iiter for ho many eonmBtenl
KaiiiH.

lUil tliounh I his story m npcessarily one
of Williams' trimiiiih, the margin of vic-
tory would hav(! hecn xreatcr hy three
touchdowns had it not been for the Sahri-
nas' 8tul)horii stands within their four-yard
line that tliricH^ nuvc. them the ball on
downs, althouKh they once were forced into

acceptiiiK a safety. CadiKan, DePasqua,
and Warner were the backbone of every
play, while Curtis and C. Kenyon formed
an effective duo for receiving the lonn
Sabrina passes.

Williams Scores First

P'owle won the toss, and elected to kick.

The ball sailed into Warner's waitinK arms
on his ten-yard line, and working to the

riRht, he returned it to the Amherst •28-

yard marker. But here the powerful

charging of the Williams forwards extracts

ed the fangs of the Amherst attack. Fail-

ing to gain through the line, Cadigan boot-

ed the oval midway into Purple territory,

and Correale opened up the long 75-yard

march to a touchdown with a ten-yard

dash through tackle. Alternate plunges

by Fowle and Correale made it first down
two yards short of midfield. With the

GOOD '32

Who Together with Tuttle Was Unable to

Participate in the Amherst Game
Because of Injuries

Williams line opening gaping holes which

allowed interference to take out the full-

back, the same pair advanced the ball to

the 3fi-yard line; two more attempts

gained another first down. Rogers picked

up an odd yard through left guard, and

Fowle, faking a wide run, cut through for

eight more. With a yard to go on fourth

down, Amherst took time out, but failed to

stoj) Correale, who made the necessary

distance. Rogers was stopped without

gain, but in two bucks, Fowle tore through

to the two-yard line, and Correale went

over for the first score of the day. Fowle

kicked the point.

Warner again received for Amherst,

returning the ball to the 33-yard marker

after a 20-yard runback. Williams smear-

ed a plunge, and blocked a pass, forcing

Cadigan to kick. After two short gains a

pass-hack was fumbled, and Phillips recov-

ered for the Sabrinas on Williams'40-yard

line. In two reverse plays the ball was

brought forward 7 yards, but the Williams

line held, and took possession on downs,

averting the first Amherst threat. An
exchange of punts netted Williams three

yards, and aided by a penalty for offside,

Correale drove through for a first down on

the Sabrina 38-yard line. Again hitting

the weak right side, where Wood and Davis

were ripping up the defense, Correale went

over the 27-yard marker for another first

down as the quarter ended, the score stand-

ing 7-0.

Amherst Holds for Downs
Bilder, replacing Senn at left half, skirt-

ed his own left end for six yards, but the

diminutive Williams half fell a yard short

of gaining ten yards in four attempts, after

a first down had been registered on the 15-

yard line by Correale. DePasqua kicked

from behind the goal, Markoski, who had

gone in for Rogers, returning it to midfield.

On the next play, his long pass to Foehl

was intercepted by DePasqua, who ran

the ball back to midfield before Markoski's

flying tackle brought him down. Amherst

opened up with a short pass over center,

which was incomplete, but Warner, ex-

hibiting a deceiving change of pace, picked

Does Reading the Paper Hurt Your Eyes?

If your eyes hurt and you feel tired after an hour or so

of reading fine newspaper print, look out. You are straining

your eyes. You need more light and you need it right now.

For reading, card playing or other close work specialists

recommend 60 to 100 watt Mazda lamps.

Buy them by the Carton and Save 10%

WILLIAMSTOWN GAS COMPANY
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Williams Drives Through

Amherst Line to Victory

(Coutiuueil from Fifth PaKe.)

fake reverses, the two most consistent

Krounil-ifaiiiers for the Purple carried tlie

oval to witliin 23 yards of aiiotlier toudi-

down, hul a fumble by Correale cliecked

the advance. Kecoverinn the ball, the

Sabrinas passed for a sain ol einhl yards;

tlie next play, however, a tricky triple pass

alTair, was snatched up by Keynolds, play-

ing right end for Woodrow, and the mo-

mentarily interrupted Purple attack was

resumed. Senn gained five yards, Fowle

three, Correale two, and Fowle, weaving

around end, was finally nailed on the 13-

yard marker. Correale added five, and it

was first down, goal to go. With a minute

left of the third quarter, Fowle received

the pass-back, and smashed his way

through to a touchdown, kicking the goal.

Score: Williams 26, Amherst 0.

After a penalty on the kickoff for offside,

Fowle booted to the 10-yard line, whence

the ball was brought back by Homer, to

the 30-yard line. Following the change of

territory at the quarter, Warner hurled a

Fowle, leaving the field after a splendid

l)erfonnance in his last gaiiie, received a

tremendous ovation from the stands, while

Miller replaced him at (juarter. Willi 13

to go on the fourth down, DePas(iua

looped a long aerial toss to Kenyon, which

the referee decreed completed on Williams'

28-yard line for interference with the

receiver. Homer skirted the end for six

yards, Cadigan made four more, and

Warner brought the ball to the 3-yard line

in two attempts. For two plays the line

held tight, but on the fourth down,

DePasqua reversed around his own left end

and crossed the goal line with no one near

him as the Amherst stands yelled them-

selves hoarse. Cadigan kicked the goal,

bringing the score to 33-7, where it stood

at the end of the game. Substitutions

surged into the field from both benches,

but the game ended as Cadigan was lirouglil

down by Williams taciklers after the

runlmck.

A summary of the game is as follows;

WILLIAMS (33) AMHKRST (7

Foehl

Reid

Thayer

Stevens

Davis

Wood
Reynolds

Fowle (Capt.)

Senn

Correale

Rogers

I.e. C. Kenyon

l.t. Stuck

l.g. Skiles

c. A. Kenyon, (Cai)t.

)

r.g.

r.t.

re.

q.b.

l.h.

r.h.

f.b.

Phillips

Feinberg

Curtis

CJreenougli

Warner

Cadigan

Knutson

Score by periods; ^ ^ tt I'l

WILLIAMS 7 6 14 7-33

AMllEUST 7-7
Touchdowns-Fowle 3, Correale, War-

ner. Points after Touchdowns-Fowle

4, Cadigan. Goal from Placement-

Fowle. Safety- Amherst.

Substitutions-WILLIAMS: Pease for

Reid, Lyon for Thayer, Ripple for Stevens,

Eliding for Davis, Van Duson for Rey-

nolds, Steele for Van Dusen, Miller for

Fowle, Bilder for Senn, Markoski for

Bilder, Berry for Rogers. AMHERST:

TunibuU for Stuck, Flint for Skiles, Grean-

horn for A. Kenyon, MacColl for Phillips,

Potter for Feinberg, Feinberg for Stuek,

Thompson for Feinberg, Wheeler for Cur-

tis, Cobb for Greenough, (Jreouougl, t

Cobb, Homer for Greenough, Cuhh
("'

Homer, DePasqua for Knulson, Kr.
"

for MacColl, Hogue for Cadigu',,, pj*','

for DePasqua. ' "'

Referee— Swiffield, Brown. Umuir
Barry, Bowdoin. ^''"esnuui—

Keatj,,"

Springfield. Field .ludge-McCorniifk
Drake. Time of Periods— 15 niinutcg

'

'Record' Competition

There will be a i)reliminary
nidcliii,,

of all members of the Class of 11)35 }„.

terested in the competition for posiii,,,,.

on the Business Board of Tuk UKcoiio

in the Jesup reading room on Thursday

Nov. 19, at 12.40.

SENN '32

Who Has Played an Excellent Game at

Halfback Throughout the Season

pass to Kenyon, coifitjleted in midfield.

Drawing the defence to the right by faking

another pass, DePasqua picked up 12

yards around left end, but a real pass on

the next play was intercepted by Rogers,

who was downed on the dividing line.

Amherst Holds on Two-Yard Line

Senn and Fowle, still cutting through

holes in the opposing forwards, scored two

successive first downs, and Curtis, who

played a consistently fine game for Am-

herst, left the game with an injury,

Wheeler going in. Fowle and Correale hit

the center for gains of five and eight yards,

and the former, in two bucks, put the ball

on the Amherst two-yard Une. It was

fourth down, touchdown to go, and the

Williams captain elected to try for another

opening, but Amherst, undiscouraged by

the steadily mounting score, dug in and

held, taking possession of the ball. De-

Pasqua, standing behind his goal-line,

booted it to the 40-yard line, Senn coming

back 17 yards. A recovered fumble neu-

tralized Fowle's gain, and Markoski faded

back to pass. The ball was caught by

Fowle in full stride, but Cadigan nailed

him seven yards from the goal. Another

penalty—tliis time for delay—threw Wil-

liams back five yards, but Markoski com-

pleted a pass to Fowle on the three-yard

Une, and a lateral, Senn to Fowle, resulted

in Williams' last touchdown of the day,

the latter kicking goal from the 25-yard

line after a penalty for roughness.

Amherst Retaliates

Fowle's kickoff was returned to the 42-

yard marker by Homer, and DePasqua,

dropping back to pass, was tackled for an

eight-yard loss. Homer eluded Reynolds

around the end for a gain of five yards,

and a short pass left a yard to go on the

fourth down. Warner sliced through

left tackle and took the ball to the 44-yard

line, but the next pass was broken up.

They keep tasting better

and better to me'/'

Every Chesterfield is like every other one.

No matter how ma?iy you smoke, the last

Chesterfield of the day is just as smooth and

sweet—as cool and comfortable—as the first.

They're milder, too! Chesterfield uses

only mild, ripe, sweet tobaccos—the smooth-

est and ripest that grow.

Notice, too, how white and fine the paper

is. It's the purest that money can buy.

All this care... to make Chesterfields taste

better—to make them milder. And millions

of Chesterfield smokers say it in their own

w&y—''They Satisfy!"

GOOD. . .they've got to be good!

© 1931, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

': I'J
'..U^'

VW

5th AVENUE
al 6Snd Street De Pinna NEW YORK

WILL SHOW IN THE WILLIAMS SAMPLE ROOM
Thursday and Friday, November 19th and 20th

their exclusive importations and productions of men's clothing and
furnishings, hats and shoes for Fall and Winter

Representative, Mr. Sweeney
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ANNUAL 'CHEST FUND'

DRIVE REACHES $3,000

LEVEL THURSDAY NOON

Association Voices No Optimism;

Canvass Is S2,000 Short

of 1931 Goal

FUND DRIVE CLOSES
FRIDAY AT MIDNIGHT

Clearing Out Pond Near Cole Field

To Provide Occupation for

Local Unemployed

'35 Soccer Team Wins
Two Games, Loses One

Friday, Nov. aO—Although the Chest

Fund Drive had attained the $3,000 mark

|)V Thursday noon, no undue optiniiflm was

expressed by officers of the Christian As-

sociation on the prospect of rcaehinn the

J5,(KM) goal before the close of canvassing

at 12 M tonight. Keports were regarded

lis encouraging, but Steele '33, treasurer of

tlic Association, jjointetl out that the

miijority of men in College had been seen

by the solicitors, and that consequently

the success of the Drive depended on the

hearty support of the small number not

yet approached.

Should the goal be ultimately passed,

all surplus proceeds will be added to the

fund for the relief of the unemployed.

Plans are already being formed for clear-

ing off the banks of the pond by Cole Field

lo |)rovide a skating rink for students, an

improvement which will supply work for

the hard-pressed in the immediate locality.

Oflicers of the W. C. A. have also begun a

detailed survey of the needs of the un-

employed element in Williamstown.

At the dinner for canvassers held last

Tuesday night in the Phi Delta Theta

house, the Reverend Joseph Twichell

introduced the Drive with a short speech.

President Iax '32 B|X)ke on the work wliich

lay before the organization, while Steele

explainwl the mechanism of soliciting.

A meeting of the solicitors was held at

noon today in .Jesup Hall to emphasise the

imimrtancc of the last stage of the Drive.

It will be necessary to collect approxi-

mately $2,000 more to meet the require-

ments of the 1931 budget. A year ago at

the same point in the canvass, the $3,000

murk was reached, but the final figures

totaled only $4,8(X), considerably below the

l)roposert goal.

Showing great improvement after the

first game, which it lost to Deerfield 2-0,

the 1935 soccer team won the Little Three
championship by defeating Wesleyan 3-0

on her home field and then winning from
the Amherst yearlings 4-1 last Saturday
on Cole Field. The line, which displayed

faulty passing and shooting in the first

encounter, improved under the instruction

of Coach Bellerose until it developed an

attack strong enough to score easily

against both of its IJttle Three opponents.

Because of a weak attack in the initial

game most of the work fell to the defense,

(Continued on Second Page)

LINEN CHOSEN HEAD

OF 1934 'GUI' BOARD

F. C. Newman Is Elected Managing
Editor at Meeting of New

Editorial Board

Williams Leads Amherst
for '^Trophy of Trophies

CALDWELL SELECTS

LITTLE THREE TEAM

Amherst and Wesleyan Coaches

Endorse Choice of Seven

Williams Players

Seven Williams players, along with

two each from the Amherst and Wesleyan

football teams, comjirise Charlie Cald-

well's 1931 "All Little Three" football

team, selected recently from the three

colleges. The choice is endorsed without

qualification by Coach Oberlander of

Wesleyan and with only one change by

Coach Wheeler of Amherst, although the

mythical team includes one sophomore,

Davis of Williams, and another sophomore,

Warner of Amherst, is given honorable

mention.

Coach Caldwell's selection follows:

James A. Linen III, of Wynnewood, Pa.,

and Frederick C. Newman, of Scranton,

Pa., were chosen as Editor-in-Chief and

Managing Eclitor, respectively, of the 1934

Gulielmennian at a meeting of the Sopho-

more editorial board, held immediately

after the board-election by the Sophomore
class. Besides the two mentioned above

the following were also elected: Ezra K.

Gillett, Jr., George W. Hawkins, Owen
Jameson, and John H. Rhoades; while

Charles R. Reynolds, Jr. and Frederick S.

Gilbert were afterwards added by vole of

the newly elected board.

Ijnen prepared for Williams at Hotch-

kiss, where he was Chairman of the Record,

Associate Editor of the Hokhkias Review

and of the Alumni Monthly, besides being

active in debating and a member of the

football and golf squads. Since coming to

Williams, he has played on the 1 934 soccer

and golf teams and is a memVjer of the

editorial board of The Record. New-

man prepared at Lawrenceville, where he

was Editor-in-Chief of the Lawrence,

Associate Editor of the OUa Podrida, and

was a member of the football, basketball,

and track squads. At Williams he has

played on his class football and track teams

is a member of the editorial board of The
Record, and on the Varsity football

squad.

As a result of the 33-7 victory over

Amherst in football, and a 2-2 tie with the

Sabrina soccer team, Williams leatls five

l)oinl8 to one in the annual "Trophy of

Trophies" race. The original "Trophy,"

which was presented by Henry R. John-

ston '09 for the purpose of fostering the

cordial relations between Amherst and

Williams, was won permanently by the

Purple in 1924 after five consecutive

triumphs in the competition. A second

plaque donated by Mr. Johnston has since

been earned twice by Amherst and three

times by Williams, residing at the present

in Williamstown.

WILLIAMS ELEVEN

CAPS FINE SEASON

BY RETAINING TITLE

Scores Six Victories and a

Losing only to Powerful

Columbia Team

Tie

FOWLE LEADS SCORING
WITH 60-POINT TOTAL

Plansky Re-engaged to

Assist Seeley in Track

Foehl (Williams)

Sweet (Wesleyan)

Thayer (Williams)

Kenyon, A. (Amherst)

Davis (Williams)

Wood (Williams)

Kenyon, C. (Amherst)

Fowle (Williams) Capt

Schlums (Wesleyan)

Markosl.i iWilliims)

Correale (Williams)

Honorable Mention: Tirrell

Left End
I«ft Tackle

Left Guard

Center

Right Guard

Right Tackle

Right End

(Juarter Back

I^ft Half

Right Half

'

Full Back

(Wesleyan),

MR. PORTER DISCUSSES

MANCHURIAN SITUATION

'Liberal Club' Speaker Gives Talk

on Past, Present, Future

of Manchuria

Driving Line and Straight Football

Account for Little Three

Championship

CHAPIN EXHIBIT SHOWS

RARE VICTORIAN BOOKS

Exhibition Features Autographed

Copies and First Editions

of 19th Century

Anthony Plansky, assistant track coach

during the 1931 season, has been reen-

giiged by the College Athletic Council to

a.'^si.st Head Coach Charles F. Seeloy dur-

ing the coming season. The appointment

includes the winter season as well as the

(Continued on Second P»ge)

Stevens (Williams), Reid (Williams),

Warner (Amherst), Cadigan (Amherst),

Senn (Williams), Bilder (Williams), and

Stuck (Amherst).

John M. Flynn, sports editor of the

Berkshire Eagle, agreed exactly with Cald-

well's selection in the backfield but chose

Phillips of Amherst in place of Davis of

Williams and Reid of Williams in place

of Wood of Williams, while shitting Sweet

and Thayer in the line. Having witnessed

all the 'i.ittle Three' contests this fall, he

rates Fowle of Williams, Sweet and Schlums

of Wesleyan, and C. Kenyon of Amherst

as the outstanding players of the 1931

season.

(OonUnued on Sixth Page)

Fox Describes Further Experiences of 'Dorade'

Crew in Fourth Article on Trans-Atlantic Race

( This is the fourth of a lerieB of arlidea

on tlic trip of the "Dorade" across the Atlarir

lie by J. D. Fox 'SH).

The early hours of the morning of the

seventeenth fouml us having a pretty live-

ly time of it. About four-thirty the

breeze, which had been pretty hard all

night, stiffened still more ; the sea was very

much confused, and for the first and only

time during the crossing we found it neces-

sary to have two men at the helm, one to

pu.sh and the other to pull. Great dark

clouds were milling around in the wind-

driven sky, and occasional showers of cold

rain dropped therefrom. The big spin-

naker was doing about everything except

blowing away; so we got all hands and the

cook on deck to take it in, setting the fore-

staysail to lessen the wild rolling. The

cook made us all feel better with some hot

coffee and pilot biscuita smothered in jam,

and, with two men at the helm, we carried

on until late in the morning. By that

time the sun had finally battled through,

and we had a gorgeous day. The breeze

slackened away to about twenty-five knots

and the sea became just regular enough to

permit one man to handle the tiller. We
were really beginning to feel it was about

time for some traffic to appear, since the

K»glish coast wsa practically eight hun-

<lred miles ahead, and our course was

81 eadily bringing us closer to the steamship

lanes. All hands, including the now

I>arificd cook, had agrec<l to contribute

twenty-five cents toward a pool to go to

'he man who first sighted smoke in this

region; so, with an eye toward the time

when we would be ashore and perhaps find

a Uttle extra money very helpful, every one

began to scan the horizon for something

more than the sake of idle curiosity.

Soon after the starboard watch had

taken charge of things, strengthened by a

good lunch from the cook's magic pans,

the helmsman, Jim Merrill, suddenly cried

out that he saw smoke, and, sure enough,

there was a dark smudge against the clear

horizon ahead and a little to starboard.

It was a steamer, and what was more, it

was west-bound, for, even as we looked,

the smudge rapidly assumed the form of

smoke issuing from two stacks, and this

was quickly followed by the appearance of

the black hull of a large passenger steamer.

She was altering her course and coming up

close to us, while the skipper and mate

started a frantic scramble to get out the

International Code Book and our own code

flags. On deck we quickly took our posi-

tions by the signal halyards, which we had

on both masts, and the Commodore broke

out the binoculars in preparation for some

fast identification work. The liner came

up very quickly despite a fairly strong

head wind and a moderately sloppy sea,

which, although making not much more

than a splash against her high bows, was

tossing "Dorade" around in a lively fash-

ion. Fifteen minutes after the smoke

from her funnels had been sighted, we

looked across several hundred yards of

tumbling water at a picture which was to

(Continued on Sixth Page)

Coiirte«i) iif Prnf. ^Iherl U. LicHiii';r

The riches of the Chapin Collection are

apparently inexhaustible, and the latest

isolated group, brought together through

the courtesy of the custodian, Miss Os-

boriic, for the si^cial benefit of the English

Pro-Seminar, reveals a wealth of Vic-

torian material scarcely surpassed by that

of earlier periods. The general reader,

as well as the student, will find here first

editions and autograi)hed copies of many

of the best-known works of the Nineteenth

Century.

Many of the items are particidarly in-

teresting because of personal association

with the author or his friends. For

example, among the Arnold books are

found a presentation copy of the England

and Italian Question (1859), and two per-

sonally inscribed copies of the essay On

Trandating Homer (1861 and 18G5).

Among the Ruskin items is his fialselle

and Ekphanta, wWch won the New-

digate Prize at Oxford in 1839, in its

original wrappers and with a presentation

inscription by the author. Another ex-

ample of this group is Swinburne's own

copy of his Mary Stewart (1881 ) with his

autograph initials on the half-title and

the poet's own annotations.

The exhibition is rich in rare first

editions. Arnold's Alaric at Rome, his

first book, winner of the Rugby Prize, is

represented by the original Rugby edition

(1840), and there are also first editions of

his Cromxuell (1843), a Newdigate Prize

winner. The Strayed Reveller (1849), and

Empedocles on Etna (1852). Browning

is handsomely represented by Paracelsus

(1835), Strafford (1837), Snrdelh (1840),

all in their original boards or wrappers,

and by an 18()8 printing of The Ring and

(Continued on Second Page)

"The Manchurian situation is probably

the gravest political question of to-day

—

even more so than that in Germany; it is

of profound importance to the whole

world." With this declaration, Mr. Paul

Porter, Field Secretary of the I^eague for

Industrial Democracy, opened his lecture

before the Ldbernl Club gathering of fifty

students and professors in Griffin Hall last

Thursday evening.

"Manchuria," he pointed out, "with an

annual increase in population of close to a

million peojjle, is entering a period of in-

dustrial expansion and progress, which is

similar to that which took place in our own
Western states seventy years ago. This

district, for the major part wooded moun-

tain slopes, is very rich with minerals

and agriculturally extremely productive.

Japan , desperately in need of its unbound-

ed resources, faces a serious crisis with its

densely populated islands and the ever-

increasing birth rate.

"There are only three ways for Japan to

avoid the dire effects of over-population.

The first is to increase the fertility of the

soil, an accomplishment which the scien-

tists believe possible. Then, too, the

Japanese are making an effort ta encourage

emigration, but in the last twenty years

the 'total has not amounted to one million

people, held back, as it is, by the policy of

the United States, Canada, and Australia,

to exclude this race. The third possibility,

birth control, is young and has not had

sufficient time to prove itself.

"The militarist movement has been

growing steadily in Japan, and last Sep-

tember 18 the .Japanese struck in Man-

churia. Fifteen thousand soldiers com-

pletely disorganized and demoralized two

hundred and fifty thousand Chinese in

twenty-four hours. They have shown that

(Continued on Second Page)

Marking year IV of the Caldwell rdgime,

the 1931 season, which brought the fourth

consecutive triumph of a Williams football

team in 'Little Three' competition, may be

adjudged an eminent success. Once again

the eleven looks back upon a record of six

victories, a 7-7 tie, and a loss in the "only

game played for nothing but the gate

receipts," while overwhelming defeats

were administered to Wesleyan and Am-
herst by respective scores of 29-7 and 33-7.

A grand total of 155 points was registered

against rival teams in the eight contests

I)layed, and opponents succeeded in cross-

ing the Purple goal line on an average of

but once a game.

Although hard-hit by the graduation of

Captain Langmaid, Kipp, Schwartz, and

Brown, Coach Caldwell had the nucleus

of a championship 1930 eleven to build

upon. Aided by line-coach Paul Hodge,

former member of the famous Brown

"Iron-Man" team, he succeedeil so well

that the present combination is regarded

by many as a better team than last year's

titular aggregation. Led by Captain

Fowle, of whom more said would be a

superfluity of superlatives, the brilliant

performances of Tuttle, Senn, Markoski,

Correale and Rogers in the backfield were

equaled in the support of a powerful line.

And as all who saw the 'Little Three' games

testify, the Purple forward wall more than

filled that qualification in its final games of

the year. Stevens at center, Davis and

Thayer at guard. Wood and Reid at tackle,

and Foehl and Woodrow at end—a truly

formidable combination for any team to

face.

Season Opens Auspiciously

'

As usual, uncoordinated line play and

slopiiy ball-handling were the order of the

(Continued on Fifth Page)

Individual Scoring for Season
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WILLIAMS' GREATEST NEED?
If any further tinkering is to be done on the Williams curriculum, the Freshman

year is undoubtedly the point to which the attention should be first directeti. It is

not the least merit of the 1931 First Prize Dunbar Essay, a synopsis of which is printed

in'this issue of The Record, that it recoRnizes this fact. Mr. Plater's suggested Fresh-

man course in Values,—aiming "to present an organized concept of all ethical philoso-

phies," to afford a survey of the purposes and "ethical potentialities" of life— , repre-

sents an approach to the two chief problems of the first year program : how to afford

the student a more mature and unified introduction to college work.

Properly conducted, and sympathetically received,—two momentous quali-

fications— , such a course might give the undergraduate a far more unified conception

of his first year work. At present the Freshman program undoubtedly is to most men

the most chaotic part of their four years: the time above all when one takes his Edu-

cation done up in neat, separate packages, without apparent relations of any sort to

each other. While Mr. Plater probably overestimates the degree of order which even

the finest course in Values could give to the beginner's credo, nevertheless it might help

considerably to undo the neat packages, and reveal the fascinating tendency of their

contents to become intermixed. The compactness and definitude of the author's idea,

too, would have the merit of not increasing the fault it was trying to remedy. For,

the average orientation course, with its high-pressure deluge of tabloid knowledge,

seems more calculated to heighten the false sense of the package-form of education

than otherwise.

Far and away too much of the work of the Freshman year, furthermore, is close to

the preparatory school level. It has to be? Perhaps, given present circumstances.

But men come to college, many of them, expecting something different from schoolroom

routine; and it would probably be better for them to be thrown into the deeper waters,

even if the life preserver had to be tossed out soon after, than to be left to chill their

enthusiasm in paddling about familiar shallows. If the course in Values boldly took

the risk, and truly sought to introduce men into the new world of thought which they

vaguely seek here without knowing exactly what they are after, it might again, render

distinct service.

But does even this orientation course strike to the root of the problem? Not any

more, it seems to us, than does any curriculum rearrangement. The suggestion serves

well to bring out the nature of the difficulties, rather than to offer a radical solution.

Granted that, under present conditions, fiddling with the College catalog may be the

most practical way of working toward improvement,—and from this angle, we would

most heartily endorse experimentation with the course in Values—, nevertheless, the

basic problem in Freshman year, as at any time, reduces to two elements untouched

by the simple addition of a course to the general program: Faculty, and students.

For mature approach and unified conceptions of knowledge we should not need to

establish another course: these elements should be implicit in the workings of every

existing one. > '

Why aren't they? The Faculty, of course! "If the instructors were only interest-

ing . . . .
" A familiar plaint; but one with not too much truth behind it. There

are men teaching Williams freshmen who do manage to make real for them the change

from schoolroom to college. There are those who fail to do so, but many simply be-

cause they cannot or dare not, with the odds of indifference, or antagonism, so against

them. It is a story not peculiar to the Freshman year; nor to Williams.

The place to begin a sound reform is in the student body. The WilUams Faculty,

heaven knows, is not perfect; but if it could receive from the undergraduates the same
measure of co-operation which it is competent and willing to extend, this would be a

model of a healthy college. If this be treason, make the most of it [

Williams' Greatest Need? A more highly selective, non-mechanical, and personal-

ized admissions basis; and a more respectable minimum requirement for continuance

in College.

Chapin Exhibit Shows
Rare Victorian Books

(Continued trom First Page)

the Book. Among the Ruskin books is

the excessively rare Poems (1850) col-

lected by W. H. Harrison and here in the

R. B. Adam copy, which was Harrison's

own copy.

The Tennyson list is long, and shows
the famous first appearance of the poet in

Poems by Two Brothers (1827); the rare

Timbiicioo (182!)) a Chancellor's Medal
poem in its original wrappers; the equally

important Poems (183.3), in the original

boards, containing some poems that the

poet never allowed to be reprinted; an
1850 In Memoriam, an 1855 Maud, and
other interesting copies.

Rosetti has only one book on exhibition.

Sir Hugh the Heron (1843), but it has a
history not without interest, for this was
his first work, privately printed by the

poet's father-in-law, and Rosetti tried in

vain to suppress it.

The magnificent Kelmscott Chaucer,
one ot the most beautiful specimens of the

book-making of the Nineteenty Century,

represents Williams Morris and the other

Prc-Ra|)haclitea in solitary splendor.

This unusual and superb collection will

remain on exhibition until November 25.

part of the attacking burden with Wood
scoring twice in the Wesleyan game, while
Poole, Millar, Hilles, Hubbell and Curry
each accounted for one point.

Mr.

'35 Soccer Team Wins
Two Games, Loses One
(Oontlnued from First Page)

with Ogden and Zabriskie playing a steady

game and continuing to show consistency

throughout the season. With the develop-

ment of the team the forward line playe<l

a more important part and Wood, Poole

and Captain Curry carried the greater of jieace

Porter Discusses

Manchurian Situation
(Continued from First Page)

they are unwilling to seek a settlement in a
peaceful fashion, and have effected a regu-

lar coup d'etat.

"The early action of the League of

Nations in asking the Japanese to with-
draw their troops was sound. But what
can be accomplished with nations as im-
perialistic as France, England, and Italy

on the League, remains to be seen. Un-
fortunately the League will not accomplish
much. If it does, it will be a great step
towards the elimination of war in the
settlement of international disputes. If it

fails in this most crucial task, the conse-
quences are almost impossible to estimate.

They may involve the whole world.

"There is the distinct possibility of the

whole Far East becoming Communist
within the next five or ten years. It is

probable with the recent action in China
to have compulsory military training for

all youths, that China will attempt to
regain Manchuria within the next genera-
tion. China is economically stronger than
Japan and could wreck the latter on the
boycott alone.

"I am very pessimistic about the solu-

tion. The only possible way—and a very
difficult one—" he concluded, "would be to

have international control of raw materi-
als, international control of markets, imi-

vcrsal disarmament, and lastly control, by
direct or indirect means, of the growth of

impulation. These are the prerequisites

THE GREATEST NEED
By Richard G. Plater, Jr. '31

The following synopsis of the 193 1 First

Prize Dunbar Essay was mittm especially

for The Recohd by the author, Richard

Plater, Jr. Readers intersted in the more

complete development of the argument are

referral to the November issue of 'The

Alumni Revieiv', where it is pritUed in full.

In Dante's Inferno the only people who

were rejected by both Heaven and Hell

were those neutrals who never took sides

on Earth. Many college men of totlay fail

to realize that the most detestable man on

Earth, and the most unhappy, is he who

has no purpose in life, no cause larger than

his own pleasure to which he can devote

his strength. Living has no meaning, no

permanence, no value unless it is progres-

sive, directional, and i)urposeful.

Philosophies, religions, political creeds,

and economic systems can never tell us

what is the single, absolute, final object of

man's existence, but these theories and all

the thought and action of the life being

lived about us present to us some of the

minor purposes for which men can strive.

The difficult and discouraging task which

confronts all idealistic men is to organize

this panorama of separate, often conflict-

ing trends into an intelligible pattern, a

map of life on which they can plot the

course of their own conduct. Without a

basic, rational conception of life as a whole,

men cannot intelligently choose or follow a

purpose.

The greatest duty of a college, as well as

the greatest service which it can render its

students, is to assist them to understfind

life by gaining an intelligent, organized

conception of the maze of trends through

which each individual must pick his way.

At present each department and each

course of Williams College studies life in

detail, leaving it to the student to organize

the microscopic units into a whole compo-

sition. Unfortunately all too few students

are able to achieve this clear understand

ing of all the purposes in life.

The greatest need of Williams College

is a course in Values, which will present to

every student in Freshman Year a frame-

work upon which he may build an organiz

ed concept of all the desires, trends, and

objects of men. The course must then

train the student to fit into this framework

every phase of theoretical and actual life

in the past and the present in accordance

with its ethical, directional, purposeful

significance. For iid philo.sophical frame--

work the course might employ the idea

that every purpose in life falls in line with

one of three general purposes: fiirst, ma-
terial perfection—that order in the world

of matter which will afford the utmost in

harmony, beauty, health, happiness, etc.;

second, spiritual perfection—a correspond-

ing order in the realm of the spirit; third,

individual perfection—the highest devel-

opment of the body, mind, and soul of the

individual. Reduced to its essential pur-

poses, every thought or action may be re-

solved rationally into one of these three

categories of ends. Any other outline

equally as clear and complete would be as

helpful to the student. If he organized his

ideas in this way, he could direct the pur-
posive course ot his life intelligently. The
depressing mist of uncertainty would be
gone, as well as the fatal glamour of emo-
tion.

Blind faith has no place in our lives, for

it is too impermanent, intolerant, and irra-

tional. The Freshman in college and the
Bachelor of Arts in the world can direct

the courses of their lives only by their in-

tellects. The progress to which Western
civilization is pledged depends upon men
who know where they stand and where
they can go. It is the mission of the col-

lege to provide this orientation.

The discovery of a man great enough to
be trusted to organize the concept of life ot

every Williams undergraduate will certain-
ly prove difficult. He must be a second
and more perfect Mark Hopkins. But
since this proposed course, fulfilling the
primary, major purpose of Williams Col-
lege, is the most important of all, no time,
no money, and no trouble is too great to
spend in the search for an ideal Professor
of Values.

Plansky Re-engaged to

Assist Seeley in Track
(Continued from First Page)

spring training period so that Plansky will
coach the weight and field events from
February to June.

I

The assistant coach attained prominence
a few years ago at Georgetown University,
where he played on the football, baseball,'
and track teams. He was outstanding in
the weight division of the field events
and achieved national prominence as
performer in the decathlon. This sum-
mer Plansky played baseball with the
Philadelphia Nationals, and is now play-
ing professional football with the "Yellow-
jackets" of the same city.

Sir Denison Ross

Discusses Gandhi

(Continued from First Page)

keen, fanatical, proud poojile, and they are

afraid of being exterminated by the sheer

numlierof the Hindus."

The responsibility of having occupied a

country and then "clearing out". Sir

Denison declared, is tremendous. "You

have that in a very minor degree in the

Philippine Islands, and you are now realiz-

ing as we are that you cannot escape that

responsibility."

Declaring then that from the American

point of view he had already said too much

about India, Sir Denison turned the con-

versation to art, and said that in spite of

the current conception of the American as

a "Babbitt," America is in reality far

ahead of the rest of the world in apprecia-

tion of art. He attributed this for the

most part to the wealth and leisure of

Americans as compared with Europeans,

and praised especially the attitude of

Americans of wealth who are employing

their resources to place artistic treasures

where they are within the reach of the

public. "I think America is in the lead

not only because of her wealth, but also

because of the excellent taste of her rich

men. The gathering of art treasures is a

splendid way to use money because it's the

opposite of the selfish. And despite the

great deal of talk of being poor, the people

in America that are feeling the pinch are

still relatively rich."

The pledge of Gwynne '35 to the Delta

Psi fraternity has been broken by mutual

consent.

Evening
Sets

PERFECT dinner coat, a shirt

of fine linen, carefully chosen
tie—why epoll the effect wltli a„
antiquated or shabby dress set.

SWANK—1« more than a drtu
•ot—It's a draia ASSET. Smart at

your newest clothes, correct beyond
question.

SWANK Evening Sets are madt
in a wide variety of masculine di.

signs priced from $2.S0 to $35.00 at

smart men's shops and Jewelers.

Other SWANK Dress Assets In.

elude Collar Holders, Tie Kilpi,

Collar Buttons, Cuff Links made by

BAER A WILDE CO.
Attleboro, Mass.

Crsstora of

%^fCi
oV^'f

the popular «uff button

—

modern, •fllolent imtrt (or

fattening Fronoh Cuffi.

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn nioM?

corresponding for newspapers; »"

spare time; experience unnecessary;
"

canvassing; send for free booklet; W
how. Heacock, Room 584, Dun li»'

Buffalo, N. Y.
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Three Cain Semi-Finah

of Rockivood Tourney

With the play Jii the Ilookwood teniuB

tournament continuiiiK at a rapid rate in

Bpite of the activities of the past week-end,

tliree contestants have reached the semi-

final round, these beini? Willeke '33, J. IJ.

Davis '34, and Swan '35. In the match

Ijetween Swan and J. Foster '34, the first

jet was closely fought, the former winning

by a score of 6-4, but later the contest

turned into a rout, the score of the second

set being 0-0. The match between Dewey

'32 and Rossheim '35 must be held in

order to determine the opponent of Swan

in the lower half of the draw, while Willeke

and Davis will meet in the upper bracket.

The scores of the contests are:—Semi-

linul round Willeke '33 won by default
from M.Claren '32; J. \i. Davis '34 defeat-
ed Uaird '34, 0-2, 0-0 1 Swan defeated
Foster '34, 0-4, (i-0. quarter-llnal round
—Dewey '32 defeated A. W. Clarke '33,

6-2, 8-0; UoHHheim '35 defeated J. 11. Allen
'34, 0-1,4-0, 0-4.

Classical Society Meets
The first meeting of the Classical Hociely

was held last Wednesday afternoon at the

homo of Professor Galbraith. Professor

Howes and Professor Schelsinger were the

principal contributors in a discussion cen-

tering about Greek coinage. The meeting

was well attended by both faculty and
student members and President Van Sant
'32 expressed his satisfaction at the interest

shown in the Society.

PROF. LEON VALLAS

DISCUSSES DEBUSSY

Links Composer With Symbolistic

School by Showing Tendency

in His Works

Professor Leon Vallas of the Conterva-

toire de Paris, official representative of the

Alliance Francaise, linked Debussy with

the school of symbolistic poets typified by

Verlaine by declaring before the Williams

Alliance Friday evening, Nov. 13, in

Lawrence Hall, that the composer had

adopted in his music the uncertitude and

indefiniteness of symbolisme with such suc-

cess that the revolutionary poets became

jealous. "He always wanted to interpret.

but he jjretendcd to interpret very myster-

ious things in Ids musical and poetical

compositions."

Born of a family in modest circum-

stances, Debussy seemed destined, accord-

ing to the lecturer, to lead a dilletante

existence. When he was studying music

at a conservatory, he found it impossible

to adapt himself to the routine, the order-

ed musical training. He objected to being

forced to practice scales and gymnastic

exercises on the piano, but rather preferred

to compose chords, not symmetrical in

sound, or rounded in form, but merely

pleasant to his ear. And it was this inde-

pendence that led him to break away from

the classic musical tradition in his compo-

sitions.

His connection with the literature of his

day was brought about by this revolution-

ary attitude. Ue joined a group of liltera-

leurs of which Verlaine waa a member, de-

veloped a theory of poetry in which he

sought to interpret by rhytlunic, metrical

verses, and by onomatopoetic words. The
few poems that are now extant show these

characteristics, and M. Vallas read several

selections in illustration of this point.

This theory carried to its logical conclu-

sion, brought about a music indeiiendent

of truth, in the lecturer's opinion, and
definitely indicates "the echoes of De-
bussy's music in the literary revolution."

I;* I

College Preacher
The Reverend Elwood Worcester, D.D.,

of the Emmanuel Church, Boston, Mass.,

will conduct the regular Sunday morning

services in the Thompson Memorial

Chapel at 10.35 tomorrow.

Ncrcr parehedf never toasted

Camels are FRESH
in natiire's own mild way!
jivERYONE knows now that Camels are the fresh

cigarette.

If inquiry went deeper, it would reveal that Camels

are the natural moisture cigarette.

That's important, because in handling fine to-

baccos, when you process out natural moisture, you

sacrifice freshness and flavor too.

Camel smokers needn't worry about that, because

Camels are blended of fine Turkish and mild Domestic

tobaccos that are never subjected to violent process-

ing. They need no parching or toasting to make them

smooth, palatable, cool.

That's why the Camel Humidor Pack is such a boon

to Camel smokers— it preserves the freshness^ flavor,

natural moisture, fragrance that are in this fine ciga-

rette to start with.

Camels are fresh in nature's own mild way, and if

you want to see what that means in unalloyed smoke-

enjoyment, switch to them for just one day — then

leave th^n, if you can!

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company's Coa,Uta-Coa,t Radio Program* WUuton^dlem, IS. C.

PRINCE ALBERT QUARTER HOUR, AUce

Joy, "Old Hunch," and Prince Albert

Orchestra, direction Paul Van Loan,

every night except Sunday, N. B> C.

Red Network

CAMEL QUARTER HOUR, Morton
Downey, Tony Wons, and Camel

Orchestra, direction Jacques Benard,

every night except Sunday, Columbia

Broadcasting System

See local paper for time

Camels
Made VnESU ^Kept FRESH

A Don'l remove the moinure-proof turapping from your package of

ComcJ. after you open it.The Camel Humidor Pack i$ protection

againtl perfume and powder odori. dutt and germi. in officet and

hornet, eten in the dry atmosphere of artificial heat, the Camd

Humidor Pack delivers fresh Cornel* and keep* them right untU thm

hut one has been imoked
IMI, R. J. B.TBoWt ToUmo Comptiij
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COUEGE RESTAURANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

1935 WINS THREE AND

LOSES ONE CONTEST

Defeat by Wesleyan Team Mars

Season and Loses Little

Three Title

Failing for the first time since 1927

to win the Little Three title, the Williams

Freshman football team ended the season

with a record of three victories and one

defeat. The eleven developed into a

fast, hard hitting, dangerous aggregation,

which Coach Williamson characterized

as "as good as last year's team."

The Purple opened the season by in-

flicting a 6-0 reverse on the Williston

Academy team on October 17 at East-

hampton but showed a marked lack of

practiced coordination. Two weeks later,

the yearlings took the measure of the R.P.I,

freshmen 19-0 in the first home game,

which was featured by better play and

more sustained offensives than those shown

in the first encounter.

Unable to get started, the freshmen fell

before a strong Cardinal and Black team

the next week when the line failed to

hold the Wesleyan backs consistently.

The following Saturday, however, the

Purple eleven staged a comeback, defeat-

ing the Amherst team by the score of 1 8-0

on Cole Field in the last game of the

season. As the Sabrinas had i)reviously

tied Wesleyan 04), this contest decided

the "Little Three" rivalry in favor of

Wesleyan, with Williams and Amherst

trailing in the order named.

Coach Williamson, in commenting on

the season, stated that: "the team played

consistently better football, but seemed

unable to show an effective offense against

the Wesleyan team. Both Amherst and

Wesleyan had far stronger teams this

year than last."

The line-up at the end of the season

was: Carpenter, I.e.; Lamberton, l.t.;

Hopkins, l.g.; Brown, c.; Potter, r.g.;

Dunlop, r.t.; Meighan, r.e.; CoHins,

q.b.; Hoagland, l.h.b.; MacCall or

Oliver, r.h.b.; Gordon, f.b.

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

I Childe Herald i

niiiiiiiitiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliMiilllliiliiiiiilllllllllllliiillllliiR

Before calling the meeting to order, we
have several bones to pick with The
Record. Of minor importance is the fact

that our column was cut last issue, in

which we had planned to inform the curi-

ous that we batted .700 for last Saturday,

missing six games and tieing four; our

season's average is now .783—and coming

down rapidly.

We were surpri.sed at this publication's

attempt at discussing the advisability of

adopting a uniform letter for sport award.

We objected both to the policy advocated

by the editorial and to the manner in which

it was handled. Firslhj: The amount of

energy^expended and the competition m-

volve<i are not synonymous. The former

depends upon the very nature of the sport

itself; the latter, even in the same sport, is

variable.

Seconttly: Granted that "sports stand

on their own merits," experiences in other

colleges have shown that participation by

undergraduates in some sports has been

stimulated by abolishing the arbitrary

distinction between them.

Thirdbj: What has the number of

awards to do with the interest in a par-

ticular sport? The Editor is here con-

fusmg the issue. The basis of awarding

letters is beside the real point. The

question is: should a uniform letter be

adoptedl

Fourthly: The Editor admits he is hazy

on the question. That is evident. A
leader should know his subject.

Fifthly: No mention was made of the

fact that some men have natural ability in

one particular sport. Should a man be

penalized merely because he plays soccer

better than football? It is not unlikely

that he is more valuable to the College as

a member of the soccer team than as a

substitute "letterman" on the football

squad.

Sixthly: The slam at the winter-sports

man was entirely uncalled for. Of the

four men awarded letters in this sport,

one was manager, another (the skater)

gained two points for Williams, a third

gained one point in ski-jumping, and the

fourth entered the three meets and failed

to place. This, also, was beside the real

question, with which the editorial was

supposedly dealing.

In conclusion, we hope that the Student

Council, giving the editorial the consid-

eration it deserves, will adopt a uniform

letter.

Reverting to our real purpose, here are

some predictions

:

Harvard vs. Yale

Navy vs. So. Methodist

Notre Dame vs. So. California

Stanford vs. California

Boston U. vs. Boston Col.

Lehigh vs. Lafayette

Fordham vs. Bucknell

Army vs. Ursinus

Villanova vs. Georgetown

West Virginia vs. Perm State

Michigan vs. Minnesota

Detroit vs. Michigan State

Chicago vs. Wisconsin

Indiana vs. Purdue

Iowa vs. Northwestern

Ohio State vs. Illinois

Denver vs. Temple

Maryland vs. W. & L.

Tulane vs. Sewanee

Kansas vs. Missouri

Kansas Agri. vs. N. Dakota Agri.

Nebraska vs. Iowa State

'CRUSADERS' LAUNCH

DRIVE FOR MEMBERS

Committee Canvassing Students

Seeking To Enroll 300 in

Williams Branch

14-7

0-20

14-13

7-14

0-20

0-20

13-7

20-0

13-7

13-0

14-7

7-13

7-13

7-0

0-34

20-0

0-14

13-0

34-0

0-13

14-0

7-13

Infirmary Patients

Alan Clarke '33, Horton, Flint '34, and

Gillette '35 were the only students confined

to the Thompson Infirmary.

Grenfell Expedition Spends Summer in Labrador
and Newfoundland Doing Voluntary Construction

(The follounng account of the 1931 Gren-*ed in two days after nearly running on

Laimcliing simultaneous membership

drives in six eastern colleges—Amherst,

Brown, Harvard, M. 1. T., Tufts and Wil-

liams,—the Crusaders have been can-

vassing in these institutions the latter

part of this week. The campaign, de-

layed for four or five days because of the

W. C. A. Chest Fund Drive, is led by a

committee heailed by Grant Van Sant '32,

and consisting of representatives from each

fraternity and the Commons Club.

The Crusader movement, endorsed by

Dr. John Grier Hibbcn of Princeton, Dr.

Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia

University, and Dean Clarence W. Men-

dell of Yale, is striving to have the new

generation of voters speak their minds.

The Crusaders, standing for true temper-

ance and unalterably opposed to the saloon

believe that the control of liquor should

be vested in state rather than national

government, and are working towards this

goal with their efforts to repeal the Vol-

stead Act and the Eighteenth Amendment,

which any plan of prohibition reform makes

essential. They propose to substitute

state laws which will control the manu-

facture and sale of intoxicating liquors, and

federal legislation to protect states that

wish to remain dry from liquor impor-

tations.

A membership fee of one dollar is

charged, and the money is used by the

national committee in increasing the

Crusader membership and spreading anti-

Prohibition propaganda by radio, news-

paper, and other meims. Actively sup-

ported by Charles H. Sabin, Jr. '25, Wil-

Uam D. Carr '24, and James A. Garfield

'16, the movement has been instrumental

in effecting the change in sentiment, in-

creasingly noticeable all over the country,

concerning Prohibition.

Setting as their goal three hundred new
members, the committe<> will solicit under-

graduates until Thanksgiving vacation.

In addition to Van Sant, the committee

includes: Boyce, Clark, Gardner, Ham-
ilton, Michel, A. F. Miller, Palmer, Pat-

terson, Schmid, Stevens, Wadsworth,

Wheeler, White '32, Coons, Dakin, Gibbs,

Menkel, O'Brien, R, Webster '33, Ebinger,

Linen, Park, Rhoades, Rogers, and W.
B. Smith '34.

fell Expedition to Labrador and Newfound-

land was given to The Recokd by //. R.

Ives 'S3.)

The Grenfell Expedition to Labrador

and Newfoundland last summer was form-

ed of men from colleges throughout the

country who had volunteered their services

to the Grenfell Association to work on the

projects of Sir Wilfred Grenfell, well known
Labrador relief worker. The party, con-

sisting of about 35 men, sailed from Port-

land, Maine, on June 19, 1931 for St.

Anthony, on the northern tip of New-
foundland, and returned after a summer of

bard work about the first of September.

The trip to St. Anthony, the present

headquarters of the Grenfell Association,

was made in eight days in an old 140-foot

schooner, formerly a rum-nmner, which

had been purchased by the Association

In St. Anthony two weeks were spent in

buikling a road to a peat-bog which is to be

a source of fuel for the establishment at

the headquarters for an indefinite time.

Immeiliately after the completion of the

road the supply ship from New York en-

tered the harbor and a week was required,

working from seven in the morning until

ten at night, to unload the provisions and

700 tons of coal which must last the settle-

ment for two years.

After three weeks here the expedition

left by boat for Cartwriglit, where Sir

Wilfred hopes to move his headquarters

from St. Anthony l)ecause the former is

farther North. The destination was reach-

rocks in the fog and barely missing an ice-

berg which was sighted a quarter of a mile

ahead when emerging from another fog.

On one side of the harbor at Cartwright is

the mission, consisting of a dormitory and

school, while on the other is the town which

contains the Hudson Bay Post and the

Indian huts.

Plans have been completed for the erec-

tion of a hospital here in two years and the

work assigned to the party was the digging

of a ditch six feet deep and three quarters

of a mile long for a part of the watering

system. The labor here was particularly

distressing as most of the digging was in a

bog, for most of the land of Labrador is of

that nature, and because of the myriads

of biting insects. The expedition remain-

ed here until August 19 spending the week-

ends fishing, several times in the company
of Sir Wilfred. During the summer Sir

Grenfell travels from post to post as doctor

and Bujjervisor, in his boat, Strathcoyna,

manned by a crew of college men, while in

the winter he travels by dog-sled, the only

means of transportation.

The return to Portland, which was de-

layed ten days by fog and engine trouble,

was made by most of the expedition on the

same boat about September 1, while others

boarded a tourist boat and returned via

Montreal. The party reached the States

with the feeling that it had spent a worth-

while summer in helping the natives and
that ita cfforta had been appreciated both

by them and by Sir Wilfred Grenfell.

Williams Runners Hang
Up Poor Season Record

With a record of one victory out of four

meets, the Williams cross-country team
concluded its season two weeks ago at

Middletown, where it succumbed to both
Wesleyan and Amherst in what practically

amounted to a shutout, Goodbody being

the only Purple runner to place among the

first twelve. Although flashes of good
form were displayed this year by Captain

Roy and Goodbody, the team for the last

two years has been poorly balanced, and
the one-point margin of a lone 37-36

victory over St. Stephens this year stands

as the only win in the past eight contests.

In the initial encounter of the season

Middlebury closed down on Williams with
a perfect 40-15 score over its home course.

Two weeks later Vermont triumphed at
Burlington by a 36-19 count, the following

week the visiting St. Stephens aggregation

was sent away on the lower edge of a pre-

carious 37-36 score, At Middletown the
following Saturday an inglorious season

was made complete when the Purple run-
ners were outclassed in the annual three-

cornered meet with Amherst and Wesley-
an, the former capturing the title from
Wesleyan by a 13-point advantage, 47
points ahead of the Purple. Coach Seeley

cancelled Williams' entry in the N. E. I. C.
A. A. meet held last Monday.

Basketball Competition Begins

Twenty-seven members of the class of
1934 entered the competition for assistant

manager of basketball at a meeting held
in the gym office Monday afternoon.
Those finishing second, third, and fourth
in the competition will be awarded tlie

positions of assistant manager of wrestling,

manager of freshman basketball, and
alternate, respectively. The following
men reported for the competition: Adams,
J. W., Allen, J. W., Arnold, Baird, Boyle,
Butler, Cameron, Curry, Davis, J. B

,

Everhart, Goodbody, Griffin, Hamilton,
S. T., Johnson, J. B., Jones, Middendorf,

Newman, Norris, Paradine,

dale, Ray, Rayuer, Roy, Smith, A. M.

Stobbs, Twitchell.

Fisher Is Named Captain

of Cross Country Team

Stockton D, Fisher '33, of Sayrevillc,

N. J., was elected captain of th(! Williams

cross-country team for next year at a

meeting of the squad held a week ago yes-

terday. Fisher, who prepared for Wd-

liams at Lawrcncevillc, won numerals as a

member of the Freshman cross-i!oimtry

team here. For two seasons he has been a

mainstay of the varsity harriers, and was a

member of the track squad last spring.

Fisher is Photographic Editor of the 1933

Oulielmensian.

Enter 'Forum' Competition

Nineteen members of the class of 1934

entered a competition for places on thc^

Forum board when they attended a meet-

ing Thursday in Jesup Hall at which the

nature of the work required was explained

by Ohiy '33. At the end of the competi-

tion the winner will be elected socTctary-

treasurer of the Forum, while three others

will be elected to the Advisory Council.

The men entering the comiietition are:

Allen, J. W., Allers, Arnold, Baird, Baum,

Cuddeback, Ebeling, Ebinger, Fleming,

Griswold, McKnight, Phillips, Ulioades,

Sammis, Smith, A. M., Smith, S. 15., Tar-

box, Watson, and Williams.

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

For Anything

Photographic
Of Colleg* and Studenta
AUo Picture Framea

Goto

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer
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WAt©EN
Week of November 23
Shows: Afternoon 2.16; Evening 7.18 and B.OO

PROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23

"The Man in Possession" with Roljert

Montgomery, Irene Purcell and Char-

lotte Greenwood. Silly Symphony.
News.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24

Evelyn Brent and Irene Rich in "The
Mad Parade." Comedy, "Chasing
Trouble." Sportlight. Scrappy in

"Sunday Clothes."

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25

"The Secret Call," with Peggy Shannon
and Richard Arlen. Mickey McGuire
Comedy. Toby Cartoon.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26

"A Holy Terror" with George O'Brien and
Sally Eilers. Slim Summerville in a
Feature Comedy, "First to Fight."

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27

"Twenty-four Hours" with Clive Brook
and Kay Francis. Louis Bromfield's 24

hours packs a Hfetime of tense action

and emotion into two turns of the clock.

Ten colorful men and women from

every walk of New York's life are

plunged with startling swiftness into

drama that carries everything, wealth,

passions, careers. Murder—in its rent-

lees force. Comedy, "Movie Town."
Ripley Novelty.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28

"The Spirit of Notre Dame" with Lew
Ayres. "Adventures in Africa" Series

No. 2. "An African Boma." News.

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cent. 1-lt

Sunday and Monday

"THE CHEAT"
with Tallulah Bankhead

and Irving Pitchel

Tuesday and Wednesday
Will Rogers

in

"Ambassador Bill"

Thursday and Friday

Lionel Barrymore
in

'The Yellow Ticket"
with Elissa Landi

Saturday
Double Feature

"SURRENDER"
with

Warner Baxter and
Leila Hyams

also

"Hard Hombre"

VARSITY SOCCER TEAM

HAS MEDIOCRE SEASON

Wins Only One of Six Contests,
And Ties Two ; Laclcs Drive

And Coordination

FACULTY TO ATTACK

DISARMAJWENT NOV. 23

Prominent Faculty Members Take
Rostrum Against Students

in Initial Debate

One victory, two tied games, and three
losses constitute the Varsity soccer team's
unimpressive record for the season of 1931,
and compare unfavorably with the four
victories, one deadlock, and two defeats
of last year's team. The team often play-
ed well, especially during the Amherst
game this year, but lacked the offensive

coordination necessary to score consistent-

ly against strong opponents.

The team faced a shorter season this

year than last, the Hamilton game which
the Purple won handily, 4-1 in 1930 having
been eliminated from the schedule, but the
ten regulars back under Coach Bullock's

tutelage this fall failed to form a dynamic
nucleus. Eight others saw consistent

service this season, including one sopho-

more.

Williams won its first game against St.

Stephens, a single point, 3-2. A tie with

Clark 1-1, was followed by the worst

drubbing in two years at the hands of the

Army who scored seven goals and shut out

the Purple. R. P. I. conquered the Var-

sity, 2-1, scoring the winning point when a
Williams fullback kicked the goal for his

opponents. An attempt to conquer a

strong Wesleyan eleven gave the 'Little

Three' championship to the Cardinal and

Black by virtue of a 4-1 score when Wil-

liams lost at Middletown. The Amherst

contest ended in a 2-2 deadlock, though the

team played its best game of the season.

Captain Smith and Boyd have complet-

ed their third year of Varsity line-play,

and Earl, Horton and Means their second

with the final 'Little Three'gamelastSatur-

day. Ohly has played halfback for two
seasons, and Catherall and Rudd, who was
out of the line-up with a leg injury for

much of this year, have held the fullback

posts consistently for two years. Michel

has defended the Williams goal for three

years. Franklin in the line and Smith in

the backfield saw action in 1930 and 1931,

while Lambert, Richmond, Van Sant and

Whitaker held backfield positions this

season. Roth and Wadsworth played con-

sistently in the forward line this fall, and

Childs filled Michel's place at goal part of

the time. Coach Bullock expects ten

veterans back next year with a wealth of

excellent backfield and goal material but a

scarcity of good forwards.

The Adelphic Union opens the 1931
program with a debate, sponsored by the

Williams Christian Association, between
representatives of the Williams faculty

and student body on Monday evening,

November 23, at 8.00. The question

under discussion, "Resolved, That national

armaments be replaced by an international

police force," will be defended by a strong

student team against the deprecatory

efforts of three of the more argumentative

members of the faculty.

This debate, the initial one of a sries to

be held this winter, is also being sup-

ported by the International Affairs and
Liberal Clubs as part of their efforts toward
disarmament. The affirmative team is

composed of Reeves and Van Sant '32

and Lawther '33, and will be opposed
by the formidable combination of Mr.
Mark Harris of the English department,

Dean John Leonard, and Mr. Charles

Keller of the History department. The
first two speakers of each side will present

constructive argument, while the two
final representatives. Van Sant and Keller,

will confine their speeches to refutation.

The decision will be awarded at the

conclusion of the debate by the votes of

two judges. Dr. Edward A. MacMaster
and the Reverend Joseph Twichell,

College pastor, and the majority vote

of the audience, each counting equally.

Prof. Newhall of the History department

will preside and introduce the speakers.

After the speeches have been concluded

the question will be thrown open for gen-

eral discussion from the floor.

unmercifully smeared, and it was all over

but the shouting, Columbia winning by a

score of 19-0. In the third home game of

the season, Union provided unlooked-for

opi)osition. Attempting to raise the var-

sity to its highest exertion, Caldwell played

the second string line-up till the Garnet
had scored seven jtoints, l)ut when the

varsity found that it could neither out-run

nor out-buck the visitors, chances of a tie

seemed dim. But with only three minutes
to go, Williams unleashed a si)ectacular

triple-pass play that resulted in a touch-

down, Fowle kicking the all-important

point to deadlock the contest.

Wins Little Three Crown
Wesleyan, having scored a 14-C victory

over Amherst, assumed the role of most
powerful "Little Three" rival; in addition,

the encounter was to be played on the

Cardinal and Black home field. Williams,

however, was greatly benefited by the

return of Correale to the full back berth,

and under the able direction of Hodge, the

Purple forward wall was swinging into

full stride in support of the fast-running

backs. Odds on the game were about
even in Middletown

But from the first whistle, Williams

superiority was at once apparent in both

the stonewall defense which smothered

Schlums till the last quarter, and the driv-

ing surge of the line which opened holes for

substantial gains on every play. For
the first time during the season. Captain
Fowle was used as a running back, ac-

counting, together with Correale, for most
of the 289 yards gained by WiUiams, and

when the final gun sounded the scoreboard

read 29-7. Again it was a first-minute

drive that had netted Williams the victory,

for Reid, blocking Tirrell's punt on the 16-

yard line, o|)eued the way for Foehl to

dash across the goal-line with the ball.

Wesleyan, stunned, failed to recover until

the last period, when Schlums raced up the

field for a touchdown.

Confidence rose high in Williamstown

on the eve of the Amherst game—con-

fidence fully justified the following day by

an inspired Purple line that completely

outstripiMjd the Sabriiia defense, ripping up

the opposing forwards in four long marches

to touchdowns. Fowle and Correale

again led the attack in yards gained, but

to speak of individual heroes of the day

would be to depreciate the coordination

of the team as a unit—tlie most potent

factor in the success of any eleven.

THEATRE
No. Adams

Continuous 1 'till 11 TeL 140

RICHMOND

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

November 23-24-25

"Platinum Blonde"

with

Jean Harlow, Loretta Young,

and Robert Williams

GLEE CLUB ABANDONS
TRIP TO MIDDLE WEST

Schedule of Organization Will Be
Climaxed by New England

IntercoUegiates

FOR SERVICE
«a I a

Let

"GEORGE*'
Do It

*i

Thursday and Friday

Fifty Fathoms Deep"

with

Jack Holt

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,

Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

Because of the economic depression in

the Middle West, where the Musical Clubs

were planning to make their Christmas

appearance, Manager A. F. Miller '32,

announced that the annual trip will be

cancelled this year. Those arrangements

which had been planned would have con-

flicted with various charitable events for

the unemployed, and so all were postponed

for the year.

In spite of this cancellation, the Clubs

will carry out a schedule almost as com-

plete as is customary. Beginning in Janu-

ary they will give concerts in the vicinity

of Williamstown, with one in Chapin Hall

on January 27. Various preparatory

schools and colleges will hear them during

the Winter, the schedule culminating

with the New England IntercoUegiates in

March, at which they will defend their

title won last year.

After the number of the Glee Club had

been cut down to 52 in the tryouts, which

took place two weeks ago, practices started

and will continue under the leadership of

Gardner '32, until the first week in Decem-

ber, when Mr. Doane of New York will

start coaching.

The following is the list of the members

of the Glee Club: First tenor: Baldwin,

Boyce, J. S. Doughty, Higginbottoin,

Hobson, and Hoffman '32; Adams, Phipps,

J. Rhoades, and Stobbs '34; Johnson,

Millar, Newkom, M. H. Smith, and Westin

'35; Second tenor: Erskine, Payne, J.

Roy, Searl, C. Stoddard and Vaill '32;

Bond, I.. Smith, and Vredenburg, '33;

C. Bancroft and D. Ogilvy '34; R. J.

Carpenter, D. Green, and Wise '35; First

Bass: Hebard, Shepard, and Steam '32;

Catherall '33; Rawson and S. M. Webb
'34; Gwinn, L'Ecluse, J. Low, G. Miller,

and W. Stoddard '35; Second bass: Hord,

Kent, Mason, and Winner '32; Babcock,

S. Johnson, Nichols and H. Webster '33;

H. Griffin '34; Desloge and McClure '35.

Jordan '33 has reaigned from College.

Williams Eleven

Caps Fine Season
(Continued from First Page)

first four games through which the Purple

eleven marched with uninteresting suc-

cess. Opening against Boston University

on the last day of registration, the team

found little difficulty in disposing of a weak
rival, 13-0, when Tuttle got away for a

60-yard dash to a touchdown in the third

quarter. The following week at R. P. I.

a general jubilee with the Rensselaer goal-

line as first prize resulted in a 35-13

triumph for Williams. Markoski and

Tuttle assumed the greater share of ball-

carrying during these early contests, with

Fowle, Rogers, and Berry providing inter-

ference and most of the blocking. Although

handicapped by a lack of experienced

wing-men for the receiving end of a for-

ward passing attack, Coach Caldwell

devoted no little time to perfecting this

weapon of aggression in the initial games,

stressing in particular the timely use of a

deceptive lateral pass, which was to result

in two touchdowns for Williams at

Rochester.

Seeking revenge against Bowdoin, whom
they had tied the year before, the team

broke up a threatening first-period attack

and romped away with a 25-0 victory.

Captain Ricker, around whom the Polar

Bear attack was built, was hemmed in so

well by the Purple that he was unable to

get away for broken-field spurts, while

almost half of the homo team's passes

found waiting arms for substantial gains.

But the following week at Rochester the

story assumed a different complexion.

Tuttle, skirting the ends, brought the ball

to within easy scoring distance twice in

the first half, the lateral pass to Fowle

producing tallies, but thereafter the Berk-

shire outfit found it almost impossible to

advance against the Yellow Jackets under

the driving rain, the game ending 13-6.

Purple Bows to Columbia

Such was the preparation for the Co-

lumbia game. Williams had four hard

games ahead—and the most difficult was

the first. Lou Little's Lions had swamped

Dartmouth, 19-G—a thorough retaliation

for their defeat of the previous year—and

were consequently rated as one of the

strongest teams in the East. Williams

was crippled by the sudden loss of Tuttle

through a leg injury, and the line—the

most doubtful factor on the Ephmen's

offensive—had so far given but little

promise. And yet, when everyone ex-

pected an overwhelming defeat in 1930,

Williams had held Hewitt el al to a three-

point win in the final minutes of play.

Early in the first quarter Lyon blocked

a kick to give Williams the ball on the

Lion 18-yard line. Unable to gain by

rushing, Fowle hurled a long paas which

barely escaped Foehl's frantic grasp on the

goal-line, and his place-kick went wild a

moment later. Hewitt's fumble gave

Williams another chancesoon after, but the

heretofore successful lateral pass play was

Fine Furs
FOR MEN

The finest and largest selection

of Raccoon coats, fur lined

coats and fur motor robes.

H.JAECKEL&SONS
546 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

Special Showing of
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A merica's Finest * 1

SHOES FOR COLLEGE MEN
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350 MadiBon Avenue 153 Broadway 1263 Broadway 131 West 42nd Street
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)

MODERN DAIRY
ROBERT STEELE, Proprietor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM IN
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PHONE NORTH ADAMS 2670-R

Service to All Parts of North Adams and Williamstown

l<
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Chinchilla Overcoat

Hill Brothers, London;

at Alpha Delta Phi house,

Saturday, Amherst game
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GreyRosenbergTopcoat
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with
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ENGLISH KNIGHT TALKS

ON THE ART OF PERSIA

'Adding to Art of Other Peoples

Was Persia's Great Genius,'

—Sir Denison

"The peculiar artistic genius of the

Persians lay iii their talent for adopting the

art of other peoples unil adding to it a

definite influence of their own; a Persian

object of art, however mucli it will remind

you of some other art, will always remind

you most of Persia," said Sir Denison Ross

in his lecture on Persian art tlelivered

Monday night in Lawrence Hall. Sir

Denison's discussion of the subject, ac-

companied by lantern slides, centered in

the Persian Arts exhibition held in the

Wellington Museum in London last year.

The 6|)eaker prefaced his lecture with

an informal account of the exhibition

itself, its origin, the difficulties involved in

the assembling of so many priveless objcls

Wart, and the final result.—the greatest

collection of Persian art that in all prob-

ability will ever be presented to the [jublic.

Of siiecial significance was the Moslem art,

the mosaics, the prayer carpets, and the

glimpses of mosque architecture, which

had never before been seen except by

Mohammedans, and which at the close of

the exhibition were returned to Persia

never again to be seen by infiilel eyes, since

none but a Mohammedan may approach

within a hundred yards of a Persian

mosque. For this reason, and because of

the practical difficulties of assembling

the delicate Oriental work, it is probable

that there will never be another collection

of Persian work as comprehensive as the

Wellington exhibition.

The Persian history bearing upon the

art of the country was then outlined by

Sir Denison, who assigned all Persian art

to one of three general periods. The first

period extended from the unification of

the Medes and the Persians by Cyrus to

the Grecian conquest of Alexander the

Great. This early period is characterized

by a pure Persian ar(;hitecture which has

only recently come to light. The Grecian

influence, so strongly marked even in the

Buddhist statuary of India and the far

East, strangely enough had no apparent

effect upon the art of Persia during the

occupation of the country by Alexander's

successors. It was orUy with the advent

of the Parthians that the Grecian motif is

evident, and then merely in the coins which

were their only contribution to Persian

art.

From the third century B.C. to the

seventh century A.D. the real Persian

art returned in its most glorious aspects,

and left as evidence of existence buildings,

textiles and metal work. With the in-

vasion of the Mohammedans and the later

coming of the Mongolian races all this was

changed; it was the barbarian influence

itself which paradoxically produced the

exquisite Persian carpets and the delicate

miniatures of the later centuries.

across our jumping wake. For a inonuMit

it looked as though she was going ti) circle

around us, but then the swinging slopped,

and the steamer hung there as if waiting

some ac^tion on our part. The mate, with

things now under good control, whip])ed up

a set of flags reading, "We wish you a

pleasant voyage"; at that the lingering

vessel nosed slowly around to port once

more and, with both funnels belching forth

the blac;k breath of laboring boilers, plowed

off in all her glory across the white sea into

the depths to the westward.

This meeting with one of the queens of

the ocean's fleet endowed us with renewed

vigor and added determination to drive

the ship harder than ever for Plymouth,

and we were glad to think that on the

morrow our friends at home would be

reading a brief re[X)rt from the George

Washingloti's wireless assuring them

that we were all safe and making steady

progress. The good cook was so anxious

to see land that he forgot all about the

hardships of a bucking gaily, and, when we

W(!re piling down the side of a surging sea

in a smother of milky foam, hv. would shout

up through the halfclosed companionway,

"Drive her, boys, drive her." Sometimes

he added a few more things, but neither the

space nor the writer's (•ons<'ienc:e will p»'r-

mit the recording of such. But drive her

we did, our only fear being that the fine

westerly which had been pushing us along

for the past week at an average of 198

miles per day would leave us, and that its

successor might not only be less energetic

butfrom a less favorable direction. Luck was

with us, however, and the steady roar of

rushing water up forward gave ample

evidence that we were going places. By

noon on the eighteenth another good run

of 196 miles was checked olT on the chart;

i„ ,|,f afternoon a large sleanu-r with lour

funnels crossed our bow gomg west,. She

was about six or seven miles away, but the

concensus of oi)inion identified her as the

Ciinarder, AquiUini'i, subseciueni informa-

tion at Plymouth confirming our guess.

Caldwell Selects

Little Three Team
(Continued trom First Page)

His "All Little Thr<!e" team follows:

Foehl (Williams)

Thayer (Williams)

Reid (Williams)

Kenyon, A. (Amherst)

Phillips (Amherst)

Sweet (Wesleyan)

Kenyon, C. (Amherst.)

Fowle (Williams)

I Alii End

Left Tackle

Left Guard

Center

Right Guard

Right Tackle

Right End

Quarter Back

Markoski (Willinms)

Correale (Williams)

Schlums (Wesleyan)

'•It Half

't'Khl Hull

Full Back

irsMi).

'I'llE

The following telegrams cndi

the choice were received by

REconD:

Williams Rkcoud,

Williamslown, Mass.

My little three football Kclocii,,,,

same as Coach Caldwell's mvu[
|

would replace Warner of AmhciKt
fcjt

Markoski.

A. 0. Wheeler

Williams Record,

Williamslown, Mass.

My staff cannot improve on (jaiil-

well's selection. Think it is very kchhI

Oberlander

Fox Describes Further

Experiences of 'Dorade'
(Continued from First Page)

leave an indelible imprint on our memory,

and for the time being thrilled us to the

very roots of our hair.

Moving majestically through the swirl-

ing ocean and tossing aside the encompass-

ing seas as though they were mere riplets

was one of the great man-made titans of

the North Atlantic passenger service.

The two smoking funnels with their red,

white and blue bands and the proud name
in guilded letters on the high bow identi-

fied her as the 6'. S. George Washington of

the U. S. Lines. From her signal halyard

a string of code flags snapped smartly in

the breeze, giving us our correct position

in terms of latitude and longitude. Her

rails were lined with enthusiastically-wav-

ing spectators, and on the bridge we could

see several uniformed figures who were

apparently subjecting us to a very thor-

ough examination with the aid of power-

ful "glass eyes". None of us on "Dorade"

knew much about the fine points of code

signalling, but the mate, having spent a

good part of his time off watch memorizing

various flags, led us in a scrambling effort

to communicate intelligently with the

bridge. We manogetl to hoist our large

identification code flag "G" to a position

under the lower main spreaders, aiul then

rushed aft to run up a series of signals ask-

ing the liner to report us ashore. On
board the st«amer they set and lowered

several seta of flags l>efore the mate and

skipper could find the proiwr interpreta-

tions in the book; we picked up one asking

us if there was anything we needed. By

this time the great ves-sel had swept astern,

but, to our great delight, she began to

swing to starboard, and, listing slightly

under the altered helm, turne<l broad

• < and don't forget

kissable
WITH OLD GOLDS

The marriage ceremony doesn't

demand it. But the Newlyweds

who take OLD GOLDS as their

wedded choice in cigarettes are

showing a nice consideration

for each other.

For OLD GOLD is a pure-tobacco

cigarette . . . 100% natural-fla-

vored. Free of those greasy

NO "ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS" TO TAINT THE BREATH OR STAIN THE TEETH

flavorings that burn into cling-

ing, staining, and breath-taint-

ing vapors.

To prolong that honeymoon

charm, smoke pure-tobacco OLD

GOLDS. No throat rasp, no

smoker's cough can come from

their clean, sun-ripened, nature-

flavored tobaccos. And they

leave no objectionable odors

either on your breath or cloth-

ing, or in the room.

NOT A COUGH
O p. Lorillard Co., Inc.

IN A CARLOAD

mm

A Printer's Product is Needed the Year 'Round
And whatever your printing needs may be, now or in the future, you will find us, conveniently

located as we are to Williams College, fully equipped with modern machinery and
employing only the highest grade of workmen, competent to handle

your needs expeditiously and at a very moderate cost

Wc have been prlntlnn The Williams Record contlnuoualy for over twelve years. Surely that proves satisfaction.

THE EAGLE PRINTING AND BINDING COMPANY, PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Printing: The Record, The Alumni Review

PRINTING:
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H. A. JOHNSTON TO

SPEAK ON NOV. 29

Prominent Authority on Prohibition

To Be First Presentation

of the 'Forum'

NEW POLICY CHANGES
OUTLINED BY DOUGHTY

Lecturers Will Discuss Topics of

Current, National, and World-
Wide Interest

In putting into fffect a slightly different

jHilicy than that followed in |)rovi(ni8

years, tlie Williams /*'«/«»( ))resents, as the

lirsl of a series of nine or ten lecturers,

Mr. Henry Allen .lohnston, ii prominent
nieinher of th(? New \'ork liar, who will

speak on the suhject "Whither Prohi-

bition" at 7..S0 on Sunday eveninR,

Noveniher 29 in Jesup Hall. ,J. H.

l)(iii«hty '32, Pre.sident of the Forum, oiit-

J. S. DOUGHTY '32

President of 'Forum', Who Announces
Organization's Winter

Program

lined this eliange in poliey, stating that an

atleniiit is being made this year to enxane
speakers on eurrent, national, and world

interests rather than the k™p™1 type

presented lieretofore for purposes of euter-

luinrnent only.

Mr. ,lohn.slon, who is a well-known

authority on Prohibition, has written a

book, entitled "What Rights Are Left,"

which takes up the same general subject

that he will discuss in his lecture. His

attack on the Eighteenth Amentlment
is based on the contention that it consti-

tutes a denial of the true principles of a

r(]iiiblican form of government. To quote
hi.sown wonis, "the National Government,

(Continued on Second Page)

GERMAN ECONOMIST

TO SPEAK IN JESUP

Professor von Schulze-Gaevernitz

Will Lecture on Germany,

Friday Evening

I>r. (lerhardt von Schulze-Gaevernitz,

liriifessor of economics at the University
ot Freiburn in Germany, will speak on the

"Financial Situaticm in Germany" under
the auspices of the Department of Eco-
nomics, Friday evening, November 27, at

^ o'clock in .lesu]) Hall. Professor von

i^chulze-daevernitz, president of the Scien-

tific l)ci>artment of (he Institute for Intel-

leclnid Co-oi)eration, of the Leagiie of

N'lilions, is touring the I'nited 8tatea under
the auspices of the Institute of Interna-

tional lOdueation.

For 1^ years, including the period from
1!>14 to 1918. Dr. v(m .Schulze-Gaevernitz
Was a member of the German Reichstag,
iind was one of the first, to <Titicize the

Government's military policies, early urg-
"ig peace by understanding. Because of

'lie anti-militaristic stand, he was subject
bi numerous journalistic attacks from the

(ii'rman press at the time. After the

"volution of 1918 he wag a member of the

German National Assembly at Weimar,
where he had a part in framitig the German
Constitution on liberal lines. Since 1924

(Continued on Second Page)

No. 36

PETITION FOR RECESS EXTENSION

85';;, of Students Ask for Longer
Thanksgiving Vacation

In an effort to have the Thanksgiving
recess extended m as to include Friday
and Saturday, a petition has been circii-

lated among the students ami signed by
(134, 85% of (he total enrollment. Copies
were distributed in all the fraternity
houses and the Common Cluli, and as TiiK
Rkoohii went to press Sunday evening,
eflforts were being made to obtain the sig-

natures of those who were away for the

week-end.

By the present arrangement, students
may leave after (heir last class Wednesday
morning and nuist return for their lirst

class Friday afternoon. As the length of

the vacation is so short, the cost in both

traveling time and money is thought to

prohibit many students from going home.

The petition, in part, follows:

"WE, THE UNDERSIGNED .STU-

DENTS OF WILLIAMS COLLEGE, be-

lieving that some change should be made
(Continued on Seventh Pagei

Trustee Favors Petition

"To compel the student to return for

his first class after Thankgiving Recess

is a t|uestion of administration rallicr

than instruction. The Dean's Gtlicc

may compel a man to be present at his

first class, Ijut this does not signify that

his educational life has been stiniulateil,

or that he has necessarily absorbed
any valuable instruction in that class."

(Signal)

Dr. Vuiidi'rjmd Adrintirc

'EXTERNAL VITALITY'

MARKS 'THEATRE' BILL

Dr. Roberts Commends Direction

of Moliere Comedy; 'Gloria

Mundi' Obvious Play

(CimrU-K!/ of Dr, Hoberls)

The first bill of the Littir, Tluotrc's

current season went off with somewhat
more drive and dispatch than first bills

have sometimes been wont to do. The
recent improvements back-stane for lights

and scene-shirting, and the growing foyer-

habit of the audience combined to give a

certain external vitality to the evening.

The inner life of the program, however

—

the |)lays themselves—got olT to an un-

fortunate start in Bennett's didl, polite

comedy, 7'/ip Sicp-Mothcr. Incredibly

wor<ly as a play, its prolixity was in no

way improved by the dragging pace of the

performance, .lust how long patches of

dialogue that lead nowhere can be given

speed is difficult to suggest, but more

rai)id picking ui) of cues wo,ild help, and

Borne drastic cutting of Mr. Bennett's

Bcri))t wouhl seem imperative, for in its

original form the stretches between

laughs are svide and dreary. The acting,

against a highly diverting \'ictorian back-

ground, was on the whole very creditable.

Mrs. Newhall made the distracted ludy-

novelist an amusing character, fussy, silly,

and jiroperly absurd. Mrs. Leake, as the

art fid secretary, brings to the local stage

a certain charm and freshness, a voice

pitched to the theatre, and a sense of

char.icter that promises well for the better

parts one hopes the future, and the Board

of Directors, will jirovide. The gentle-

men of the east created some embarrass-

ment. Mr. McDonald imdoubtedly pre-

sented a i)erfectly consistent interi)retation

of his part—not necessarily the oidy one,

or the right one, but fully conceived in the

imagination and conscientiously ))erformed.

It was the make-up man who ruined him,

for there is something i)eculiarly discon-

certing in a stage figure who looks like a

child of sixteen, and walks and talks like

an octogenarian. When, one asks again

in all patience, will the organization learn

to think ahead of time about make-up

anti work out the necessary effect? Mr.

Davis, on the other hand, was jjictorially

satisfactory in the Victorian manner, but

not convincing in the acted presentation

of what he thought he was supposed to be.

One admits, however, that there is perhaps

nothing so difficult, as playing fairly

straight juvenile parts in which the oppor-

tunity for caricature is lacking.

Such a difficulty, of course, does not

exist in the Moli6re farce. Here one

decides on what particular eccentricity or

"humour" one represents, and goes ahead

(Continued on Seventli Page!

A Group of the Ted Shawn Dancers in 'Les Mignardes'

Ted Shawn and His Ten Dancers Will
Appear in Chapin Hall December 4

Popular Dancmg Group Performing Under the Auspices of the 'Little

Theatre' To Offer Varied Interpretative Studies

Ted Siiawn aii((i his company of ten

dancers, ranked by .\merii':in nnisic critics

as t\ie nK»s( popiii-ir\lRn'-ing group in (hie

coun(ry, will appcfir in Chn|)in Hall, Fri-

day evening, December 4, under the aus-

pices iif the Williams Litlle Tlmiln. The
program will include Spani.sh, Negro, In-

dian, Moluunniedan, European, and

French interprelative studies. Tickets

for the i)erforniaiice will be on sale at

Hart's Drug Store, or may be procured by

writing to the Husine&s Manager of the

Link Theatre. Hox 1114, Williamstown.

Mr. Shawn, after a brilliant beginning

not so many years ago, has made a com-

prehensive st.udy of interiirclative dancing,

taking for his subject the expression of

emotional feeling displayed in the dances

of modern Europe, especially .Spain, and

the primitive Indian and Negro themes.

.\t the Denishawn school, founded and

supervised by Mr. Shawn, and his wife,

Ruth ,St. Denis, many of the present screen

stars learned profes.sional dancing, among
them Lillian Ciish, Florence Vidor, Vilma

Banky, Mary .\stor, Myrna l.oy, and

Bes.s;e Love. His Euro|)ean toui of last

.\'ear was marked by hirge audiences, ami
in Munich he rcccivod .51 curtain calls

sifter his closing group of Spanish Dances.

He is well known at colleges and universi-

ties in the United States, having ai)i)curcd

at Princeton, Michigan, Wisconsin, North

Carolina, Ciu'nell, Smith, and Wells.

The program will include a variety of

types of dancing. Among the solo num-
bers will be a grou|) of four dances based

on .American folk music, and inclinling the

popular Negro spirituals, the primitive

"Mevclvi Dervish", in which he emulates

the Dervishes of North Africa, and a

.Spanish group. His chief assistants will

be .\nne Austin and Regenia lilack.

Miss Austin appears with Mr. .Shawn in

several duets, and they are joined by Miss

Black in the "Bavarian Holiday", garbctl

in the tpuiint costumes of the Bavarian

peasant. There will be several numbers in

which the entire ensemble will appear,

(Continued on Third Page)

Sunday, Nov. 21 Reaches
Near Record Heat Mark

Despite the depression, the comjiara-

tively swift approach of Christmas, and

the end of the football season, spring

weather per.sisis; and at exactly 2.00 p. m.

Sunday November 22, 1931, official read-

ings were taken, and the mercury was

found to register 68 degrees Fahrenheit.

According to data taken for many years,

the official record for a hot Williamstown

day in November is 69 degrees. The

point reached Sunday is the hottest level

in over 30 years, the record having been

achieved about 1898 or '99. It is rumored

that according to all surface indications

the year 19.31 will pass out on New Year's

eve with the ili.slinction of having been

one of the hottest years seen by this

country for many generations.

CALENDAR

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23

8.00 p.m.— Debate. Faculty vs. ,\del-

phie Union on "Disarmament."

.Icsup Hall.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25

12.00 m.^ Thank.sgiving Recess Begins.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27

2.00 p. m.—Thanksgiving Recess Ends.

8.1X) p. m.— Economics I,ceture. Pro-

fessor von .Schidze-Gaevernitz on

"The Financial .Silnation in Ger-

many." Jesup Hall.

PAYNIM REVIVE TO
CONFUTE CRUSADERS

Manifesto Issued Sunday Condemns
Local 'Horde' for Headlong

Short-Sightedness

Being "somewhat skeptical of the 'true

temperance' doctrine and generally emo-

tional panaceas for liipior reform advocjited

by the Crusaders," the I'aynim Society,

organized in Williamstown last May, is-

sued a manifesto on .Sunday to combat the

local Crusader group ill its present (Cam-

paign for new members. The controversy

between the two factions, both of which

believe that the present restrictions of

Prohibition are impractical and unneces-

sarily rigid, has centered principally in

arguments upon state versus national

control.

The I'aynim manifesto reads in full as

follows:

"The Paynim are opposed to the Cru-

saders because they advocate the repeal

of the Eighteenth .\men(lment and the

reversion of (he cont rol of Prohibition from

the Federal Government to the states.

This would bring chaos worse than exists

at present. With drinking conditions so

aggravated, it is folly to think of distribut-

ing the control of li<iuor among 48 .state

legislatures. Extremely wet stales woiiUI

I>rovide a source of bootleg liipior that

would be intolerable and uncontrollable to

(Continued on Filth Pagei

DISCUSS AFFAIRS

OF LITTLE THREE
Managers' Powers, Liquor Control,

and Athletic Tax Discussed

in Williamstown

GOOD, SWINEHART, HURST
ATTEND INITIAL MEETING

Conference Is Held Semi-Annually

for Mutual Exchange of

Ideas, Opinions

Topics ranging from athletic awards to

college elections were discus.seil at the

annual fall meeting of the Little Three
^inference, held in Williamstown last

Thursday afternoon and evening. Begin-

ning in the late afternoon, the session ad-

journed for dinner at the 7'/ic/(i Delta Chi

house, after which discussion was resumed

for the remainder of the evening, .\inherst

was represented at the meeting by II. O.

Colgan, .Ir., editor of the Amh<!rst SImlnit,

and A. C Routb, of the .Vmherst .Student

Council; the Wcslcvan delegates were

Robert F. Beach, cdilcjr of the Weslcyan

Argun, and Douglas F. .Sullivan, president

of the Wesleyan College Body. Williams

was represented by C. E. Good, and H. D.

Swineharl, in addition to the three editors

of The Rkcouu.

Letter Awards

Wesleyan makes the major-minor dis-

tinction in letter awards. Basketball is

counted among the major division.

Amherst has adoiited the uniform award

I)lan, not without difficulties and criticism

arising out of the varying n.ature of the

different sports. The uniform system

reipiired, upon adojition, a general tight-

ening up of letter reipiircments; but it was

not found po.ssible to determine any lowest

common ih'iiominator for all sptirts. and

the setting uj) of higher standards neces-

sarily presented problems peculiar to each

case. The letters are awarded by the

Student Council, upon reconmiendalion

of the coaches. S)iecial trojihies are also

granted to non-letter men iji track and
cro.s.s-c(mntry who, tlxuigh not winning (he

higher distinction, are considered worthy

of some ri'cognition.

Athletic Tax

The Andiersl tax stands at $1!). The
Wesleyan (ax on the student is ¥10, but an

additional $10 is aildcd out of the institu-

tion's general fund.

Managers' Powers

A steady tendency toward reduction of

.sjiorts managers' powers of initiative has

been evidenced at Wesleyan; but consid-

erable leeway was declared to be the pos-

session of the .Amherst student ilirectors.

Publicity

News is sup|)lied to outside ]iapers at

Amherst by student writers, under the

general supervision of the .Secretary of the

Alumni Council. The luulergraduate

writers obtain their positions by competi-

(Continued on Second Page)

W. C. A. DRIVE TOTAL

PASSES $5,000 MARK

Result Pleases Officers; Canvass

Among Students Not Seen

May Boost Fund

Final results of the 1031 Chrislian .Asso-

ciation's Chest Fund Drive, which was
concluded last Friday night, show a total

of $5,027.36 collected to meet the budget

requirements for charities supported by the

organization. The figure, which passes

the $5,000 goal by a slim margin, may be
increased by contributions from a small

number of students who were not seen by
solicitors during the Drive.

Compared with the failure to meet the

goal a year ago, the Drive is considered a
distinct success by officers of the W. 0. A.

Despite the fact that the depression is

regarded as more widely felt now than last

fall, the total to date is c<msiderably above

the $4,800 mark of 1930, and the average

contribution jier man is also slightly higher

being a fraction more than six dollars.

The Association does not plan to conduct

any canvassing among members of the

Faculty.

In accordance with the announced hud-

get, a sum of $1,,')00 will be directed to the

relief of unemjiloyment in the locality,

and any additions to the total fund will be
(Continued on Eighth Page)
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German Economist

to Speak in Jesup
(Continued (roni First Page)

be has been a regular lecturer ut the

Deutsche Hochschute fuer Politik.

As a youiiK iimii Dr. von Schulze-Gae-

vernitz stuiHed (lie hil)or prublcin iii Kiij?-

land, and at the a^e of 24 liis book en-

titled Social Peace created great interest.

Another book on the Lancashire Cotton

Trade, treating the economy of machin-

ery, was translttte<l into five languages, in-

cluding Russian and Japanese. His later

book, Nfw British Imperialism and Free

Tratle, is a study of the structure and foun-

dations of British world power. In 1908,

in a pamphlet entitled England and

Germany, he tried to bring about u mutual

understanding, and to work out a common

policy that would obviate conflict between

the two nations.

Professor von Schulze-Gaevernitz has

probably a more intimate and sympathetic

understanding of England and English

conditions than any other German leader.

He is also regarded in Europe as one of the

best German authorities on Russia. He

has studied at Moscow University and

knows Russian peasant life and factory

conditions as few do. He is greatly inter-

ested in American economics, and careful

studies of American conditions have been

made by hie students. This tour is Dr.

von Schulze-Gaevernitz' third visit to the

United States.

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

INCLUDES 16 CONTESTS

38 Men Report for Varsity Team;
Nine Lettennen and 1934

Line-Up Turn Out

With a turnout of 38 men, the Varsity

basketball squad began i)ractice this week

for a longer and more difficult schedule

than usual, comprising lO games, including

contests with Columbia, Yale, Harvard,

and Brown as well as with Amherst and

Wesleyan. Nine lettermen, including four

regulars from last year's team, and the

entire first line-up of the 1934 Little Three

championship team have signed up with

the squad and give promise of a strong,

experienced quintet.

Captain Good, whose knee injury ke|)t

him from play during part of last year's

schedule, will lead the team this winter

supported by Bancroft, Cosgrove, Fincke,

Filley, Fowie, Markoski, Monier, and

Sheehan from the 1930 Varsity, while

Flint, Gagliardi, Morton, Rawson, and

Woodrow from the 1934 team should give

their more experienced rivals a run for

their positions.

Coach Caldwell, whose two years as

coach of the Purple quintet have been

marked by ties with Wesleyan for the

Little Three championship, has a wealth of

material to work with, and is reported to

be |K)inting "for an undi.spnfed champion-

ship of the tripartite league.

The schedule for this season opens easily

with two games in Deccriiber. In Jaimivry

the team encounters Wesleyan ami Ain-

herst in their home towns and meets Co-

lumbia in Williamstowii. The Mid-Years

tri|) will consist of a swing northward with

games with Rochester and IhitTalo. Later

the quintet wUl clash anain with Ainherst

and Wesleyan and will beard The Ehs in

New Haven, the Crimson in Cambridge,

ending the season against Brown in Provi-

dence.

The schedule as announced by Manager

Swinehart follows:

December 12—R. P. L. at Troy.

18—Middlcbury, at home.

January 8—Trinity, at home.

13—Union, at home.

16—Amherst, at Amherst.

18—Columbia, at home.

23—Wesleyan, at Middle-

town.

February 8—Rochester, at Rochester.

9—Buffalo, at Buffalo.

13—St. Lawrence, at home.

17—M. A. C at home.

20—Weslevan, at home.
24—Yale, at New Haven.

27—Amherst, at home.

March 4—Harvard, at Cambridge.

5—Brown, at Providence.

The following is a list of those who have

reported for practice: Bancroft, Bauer,

Bispham, Brown, Conley, Cosgrove,

Dewey, Everett, Fillev, Fincke, Flint,

FowIe, Gagliardi, Glasc, Good, Guy, Ham-
mond, Howson, Jacques, Kasten, Kent,

Knim. Leiber, Markoski Miller Monier,

Morton Noe O'Donncll, Parish, Posle-

J^llirRaw;-;., Ui-lun.m.i. Sljeehan, Sin-

cere, Stocking, Woodrow, and iSum.

H. A. Johnston to

Speak on Nov. 29
(Continued from First Page)

in order to enforce this edict, has taken

upon itself new and unusual powers, and,

where once we had liberty of action, we

are now forbidden to act. In men's

mimls Prohibition docs not come under the

category of legislation against a recog-

nized crime, but rather against something

which has always lieen the business of the

individual."

Four other lectures have been scheduled

to date. On December (i Ciiegory Mason,

a Williams alumnus, who is an authority

on the civilization of the Incas, will give a

talk, entitled "The l.ami of the Rain

Gods." Isaac Don Levine, who recently

wrote "Stalin," will speak on .lanuary 10

on "Stalin versus Mussolini—Communism

versus Fascism," On January 17 the lec-

ture will be given by No Yong Park, a

Chinaman and a Harvard graduate, who

will discuss "Russia-China-Japan." The

last of the group so far arranged for is

Oliver Bahlwin, son of Stanley Baldwin

well-known British statesman, whose

talk will be on "The Present Crisis in

Europe." Several other men are under

consideration, but nothing further has

definitely been decided upon.

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn money

corresponding for newsi)aper8; a|| „'

spare time; experience unnecessary
^o

canvassing; send for free booklet;
'tella

how. Heacock, Room 884, Dun lil,i„

Buffalo, N. v.
"'^'

PICTURES, CHAIRS and
DAVENPORTS

All reasonably priced
Call on us at

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Mattresses from $7.50 up

RUGS, LAMPS,

42 Ashland Street Tel. 1825

M. Schmidt & Sons
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

Discuss Affairs

of Little Three
(Continued from First Page)

tion. The Wesleyan plan is likewise

under the control of the Alumni Council.

Neither college expressed satisfaction with

the workings of its press system.

Alumni and Admissions

There is some sentiment at Amherst in

favor of the alumni's taking a more active

part in home territories in explaining the

college to prospective students, encourag-

ing desirable men to come, and discourag-

ing those who may seem unlikely to suc-

ceed. Alumni scholarships, in the grant-

ing of which alumni take an active part,

are found at Wesleyan, and are thought to

aid in interesting alumni in the men com-
ing to the school.

Liquor Control

Control of drinking at both institutions

is exercised by the fraternities, so far as

the students take a hand; though at Am-
herst there is also a committee of seniors,

elected by the Senior class, which oversees

dances.

Elections

Elections at Wesleyan are supervised by
the College Body committee, which has the

not too useful power of voiding elections on
the ground of flagrant "deals," etc. Bal-

loting is non-secret.

Amherst has adopted a new electoral

plan within the past three weeks. Except
for the Senior class, of the class officers

none excei)t President is elected, eliminat-

ing vote trading over different offices

Before the election, a caucus is held of

reiiresentatives of the fraternities and of

the non-fraternity group, where nomina-
tions arc made by preferential ballot, even-

tually to reduce the number of candidates

standing to three. Since the final count

of the caucus vote is not known to any but

the Student Council officials, until the

ballots are given the voters in the election

on the following day, there is little or no

opportunity for forming combinations. A
non-preferential vote eliminates one of the

three candidates; and a second ballot com-
pletes the election. The man thus elected

appoints a class secretary-treasurer and

songleadcr, ncithcrfrom his own fraternity.

Class (laiic(? committees are formed of

the delegates from the houses, and one

from th(^ iion-frat(Tnity group; these com-

mittees elect their own chairman.

Student-Faculty Relations

AmluTst lias recently secured the estab-

lishment of a Student-Faculty Relations

Committee, the same as that which over-

sees College dances, which henceforth has

the right to be consullcd on all Faculty

legislation affecting the undergraduates

before such legislation gains any but

provisional status.

Chapel

Wesleyan holds three chajiel services a

week, lasting one half hour each, and

commencing at 10.30 a. m.

Among the daily Amherst chapel meet-

ings is included one student meeting a

week for discussion of college problems.

There is considerable disaatiafaction, it

was noted, over the dropping of the former

plan under which several of the morning

servic^es were given over to ten minute

talks by members of the Faculty.

//
I protect my voice

with LUCKIES

"It's that (delightful taste

after a cop of coffee that makes Lucloej

a hit with me. And naturally I pr->tec't

my voice with Luckies. No harsh irrinrjtt

for me ... I reach for a Lucky insleod.'

Congratulations on '/our imprc^d
Cellophane wrapper. I can oper. "

Who can forget Edmund Lowe as"Ser-

geant Quirt" in "Whot Price Glory?"

That mighty role made Eddie famous in

filmland— and he's more than held his

own in a long line of talkie triumphs. We
hope you sawhim in "The Spider."And

be sure to see him in the Fox thriller

"The Cisco Kid."

*n 1* n* *P *P ^p

Made of the finest tobaccos "
The Cream of many Crops—LUCKY
STRIKE alone offers the throat pro-

tection of the exclusive "TOASTING"
Process which includes the use of

modern Ultra Violet Rays— the
process that expels certain harsh,

biting irritants naturally present in

every tobacco leaf. These expelled
irritants are not present in your
LUCKY STRIKE. "

They're out -so fhey

cant be m.'" No wonder LUCKIES are
always kind to your throat.

"It's tx>asted
Vour Throot Profctlon—ogolnH Irrltotlon—ggalntt cough

And Moisiure-Proof Cellophane Keeps
that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh ^7L\Z.^^^^" ^^^^^" Totikcco Co.

TirNEINONU7CKYSTRIKEi60modimminii»e.tMlhehc«».rld-./iiir.t dance
nrchcslriu, and Waller Winchell, whotr p,$tip of today hecnma the new of
^<'mnrrn,v.c^,cryTu4tday,ThuridayandSaturdaycvenm|t(HrerN.B.C.nettvorla.

MOISTURE-PROOF
CELLOPHANE

Sealed Tight—Ever Right

The Unique Humidor Paclcoge

ZIp^And It's open!
See the new notched tab on the top
of the paclcoge. Hold down one half

with your thumb. Tear off the other half. Simple
Quick. Zip! That's all. Unique I Wrapped In dust-
proof, moisture-proof, germ-proof Cellophane.
Clean, protected, neat, FRESH—whatcould bo mora
mfirierothan LUCKIES' Improved Humidorpackage
-so easy to open I LadJes-tfie LUCKY TAB
is-your finger nail protection.
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In our major prediction—to the effect

tliat our average was comiiii; down rapidly

—we were rif^ht. As for the rest, tlie less

said the better. Somewhat consoling is

(he fact that all of the "experts" did equal-

ly bad; some were even worse. The result

of la«t Saturday's del)acle was eight wrong,

14 right, for an average of .()3G; and a sea-

son's average of .703. A lew more dying

thrusts, and we are done.

Next time we attempt this business, we

are going to stick to our original hunches.

Karly last week, we informed divers and

uninterested listeners that Yale and

Southern Cal would win. Late Thursday
night., we got cold-footed, and decided to

jilay "safe". What a laugh!

In the East's big game. Vale defeated

llahvahd by virtue of a last minute drop-

kick. And so ended another unblemished

record. ... In the Midwest, at South Bend

to be exact, Southern California pulled a

"Hollywood" on the rambling Irish to win

by 10 to 14. With one minute to play, the

score stood at 14-13 for Notre Dame—as

we predicted—but, not to be outdone by

liooth, Baker scored the winning field goal

for the Trojans. Notre Dame will now

resume where it left off November 14.

Bucknell, frequently tied, defeated

Fordham, 14-13, in a fierce tussle in the

City. Fordham scored the proper numl)er

of points, but Bucknell pushed over an-

other touchdown on us. Villanova took

an unexpected drulibing from Georgetown;

which was probably the reason. The

Midwest, as usual, didn't pay any atten-

tion to us. Detroit upset Michigan State

luul the goal posts; Purdue, reasserting it-

self, kicked Indiana about the field; Ne-

braska, forgetting Iowa State's record,

won the Big Six championship; while

Kansas, playing its customary one good

game a year, walloped Missouri. ... In

accordance with our predictions, but not

with those of others, California deieated

Stanford, and Michigan won from Minne-
sota—both by 0-0. The rest were satis-

factory!

The schedule said Columbia vs. Syracuse

on November 20.

Thanksgiving Day will witness eight

liigh-class football games, all but one of

which is a traditional battle. Dope
ilocsn't mean a thing in such cases. Fool-

hardy (as usual ) here we go. Alabama vs.

Van<lerl)ilt—Alabama won last year; turn-

about is fair play. . . . Brown vs. Colgate—
A romp for Colgate . . . N. Y. U. vs. Car-

negie Tech. The Violet won last fall, 20-

7, but has been given fretpient and unex-

pected setbacks. Carnegie has improved
titeatlily. A win for N. V. I', after a tough

light . . . . Penn vs. Cornell—Cornell won in

l!(30 by 13-7; a good score for this one. . .

Kentucky vs. Tennessee— McEver against

"Kbi])wreck" Kelly. Tennessee is unbeat-

en; will cnntimie to be so. . . . Pitt vs.

Nebraska—When two strong teams meet,

it's lime for the expert to duck. Taking
the favorite, Pittsburgh, should be safe. . .

Oregon vs. St. Mary's—Christian Brothers

have suffered two consecutive losses. We
wouldn't give much for Oregon's chances

.... Florida vs. California ( Los Angeles)—
A long ride. Victory will be all the sweet-

er—for California.

Since The Recohd will not appear until

next Monday evening, we are adding a few

|)re(liction8 on Saturday's games. There
aren't many. In Boston, Dartmouth will

play "host" to Stanford. Stanford has

lost to California, and Southern California

on two consecutive week-ends. Undant-
cil, a vote for the Red Indians and a cheer

lor the Green Indians. . . . Also in Boston,

Holy Cross anti Boston College will stage

their annual duel. Despite the latter's

rcient improvement, a few careless votes

lor the Crusaders.

At South Beml, Notre Dame will oppose
I lie Army Mule. The .Soldiers scored at

will over Ursinus; the Irish (?) lost to the

Trojans. Notre Dame will win another close

one. . .
.
New Haven will witness the tra<li-

lional Yale-1'riiicetoM game. Compara-
tive scores give the Bulldogs a ten-touch-
down advantage. Accordingly, Yale will
win by not more than two. . . . G(!orgia will
defeat (ieorgia Tech, Duke will trounce
W. & ],. (by about seven points), Tulane
will crush Louisiana State, and Southern
Methodist will sciuash the last pennant
hopes of Texas Christian . . . Detroit meets
Georgetown. Comparative scores favor
both teams. Therefore, a very timid vote
for Detroit .... We are not sure but be-
lieve that Michigan and Northwestern
oppose Wisconsin and Purdue, respective-
ly, for charity. If so, wins for Michigan
and Northwestern. If those two played,
we would see a real game.
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The advent of .limmy Walker on the
scene of the long drawn-out Mooney-
Billings battle is not, as might be easily

interpreted, a Tammany bmu-geste to
make the people in New York forget
the black eye which the Tiger received in

his recent bout with Samuel Seabury.
It is generally conceded among well-

informed circles in New York that had
Jimmy's taste not run in the direction

of the silk hat and the glad hand, he might
have been the most superb criminal

lawyer ever to grace the New York bar.

In spite of determined efforts on the
part of lawyers, journalists, and politicians

for 15 years, California political interests

have steadily maintained that the jailing

of Mooney and Billings on charges of

participation in the bombing of a i)repared-

ness parade in 1910 was strictly a Cali-

fornia affair, and that no outside inter-

ference would be tolerated. In view
of the friendship which exists between
Governor Rolph of California, who some-
what resembles the merry mayor, in a
gay dog way, and Walker, it is highly

injprobable that the cold reception so often

tendered to crusaders for the cause in the

past will be repeated.

Attorney Frank P. Walsh, leader of the

movement to free Mooney, and the man
responsible for Mayor Walker's decision to

act in the case, could hardly have taken
a wiser step to attain his ends. Regard-

less of Mayor Waiker's social proijensities,

he is a man who is deterred only by acts
of God when his mind is once niiule up.
He meets Governor Rolph on common
ground, and if Governor Itolpli is his own
master, results should be forthcoming.

The intense care which the government
is taking to protect the life of Dino
Grandi, Italian Foreign Minister, is an
indication of the strain to which all inter-

national relations have been put by the
unfortunate affair in the Orient. Anti-
Fascist organizations throughout the coun-
try have called meetings to protest the
United States government's reception
of the Italian statesmen, and rumors had
reached Washington two weeks ago of

a plot to assassinate him in New York.

Glancing back at the trail of blood which
streaked Europe during the early years of

the Mussolini regime, it would be difficult

to find grounds for accusing the Govern-
ment of over-cautiousness. Although re-

lations between Fascist Italy and the
United States have always been friendly,

it would be hopeless to speculate what
international complications might arise

were any harm to come to the Minister's

person while he is in this country.

An advertisement for a Fifth Avenue
Jeweler in last Sunday's Times contained
in brackets the words "We are not
Going out of Business:" Offered for sale

was an .$8,450 diamond brooch for $4,225
Expressions of courage like this by people

evidently hard-hit by the times do more
than anything else to help us reach that
"corner" which the humorists would
have us believe to be as far away as

Ulysses' arch of experience.

Resartus

Ted Shawn and His Ten
Dancers To Be at Chapin
(Continued from First Pagel

including compositions by Satie, ProkofielT

and Ilespighi.

A prominent music critic said of Mr.
Shawn's recital in New York this season;

"Once more we came away convinced that

if the dance marches forward, Ted Shawn
will lead it, and aware of the profound

resources that lie in (bis strangest and
perhajis most beautiful of arts."

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths
Exclusive and Charming

Beautifully Furnished

Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

OF NEW YORK

FALL AND WINTER PATTERNS ARE NOW AVAILABLE, AND
CURRENT MODELS HAVE EXCEPTIONAL DISTINCTION. PRICES
ARE THE LOWEST THIS INSTITUTION HAS EVER QUOTED.

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

4 U AND MORE
TAILORED TO YOUR MEASURE

SHIRTS. CRAVATS. HOSE. WOOL1ES. HATS. SHOES AND AIL
CORRECT ACCESSORIES ARE VERY MODERATELY PRICED.

EXHIBITION
AT BEMIS'

TODAY AND TOMORROJV
Tom Carlson, Rep.

THE

FIFTH AVENUE AT FORTY- SIXTH STREET

DON'T MISS

WIGGINS OLD TAVERN
At Hotel Northampton

"An Inn of Colonial Charm"
Northampton, Mass.

Popular Prices Excellent Food
Blue Plates and Specials, 50c up—also a la carte

Same Menu in ail Dining Rooms

ROOM RATES for College Men, $2.00>nd Up

Lewis N. Wiggins, Prop.

TACONIC LUMBER CO,

Building Materials

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manager

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

NETTLETON SHOES SAVE THE CO-OP WAY

The Williams Co-op
TALKING IT OVER WITH TOMORROW'S WEATHER

Don't let this weather kid you. Winter is on the way. Be ready for it with

one of our Overcoat Specials for Thanksgiving

DOBBS HATS «55.00 Full Dress Club Now Forming
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STUDENT TUTORS
Warnings are out and with them the threat that, in some particular courses, D's

and E's may come your way more easily than C's. There will be the usual exodus of

letters to fond parents, explaining the whys and wherefores of curricular troubles.

And then, in January, last-minute scramblings to cover lost ground, and costly re-

hashes by Faculty tutors.

Thk Record suggests that, in view of the depression's effect on student pocket-

books, and of the adequate salaries paid to instructors, undergraduates in search of a

tutor turn to the Dean's List, pick out a competent upperclassman, and with him cover

the lost ground. His price will be one-fourth that of a professor. He will be as

familiar with your course, if not as erudite, as the head of the department. And the

chances are that he will be more keen in sizing up your particular limitations and in

straightening you out.

FELT AGAIN
The Record still feels that no radical change should be made in the award of

Varsity letters simply for the sake of Change, Childe Herald to the contrary notwith-

standing. The questions are: (1) Can a definite and fair basis for awards be estab-

lished? (2) Granted this establishment, should all letters be uniform?

Amherst has the uniform award, and, according to their representatives, the

students there are none too well satisfied with their system. There the system for

giving out insignia is neither definite nor uniformly fair; that is our big objection.

Should a substitute on the lacrosse team,—which has a small squad and twelve regu-

lars— , wear the same "W" as a regular in football? There are so many good reasons

on both sides that once more we say: "Let there be no change unless awards can he

made fairly and on a defiiiRe basis."

TURKEY TROT
What a vacation! ,Iust long enough to make you want to go away. Just short

enough to prevent your going, unless you live in Athol or North Adams. What if you
live in Des Moines, or Grand Rapids, and Aunt Bessie—the only possibility for turkey

and trimmings—lives in Rochester? Take a train Wednesday afternoon; arrive

Wednesday night; start back Thursday night; Red Danaher will be at the station to

greet you Friday morning; the vacation is over; you will attend three classes for which
you are probably unprepared; comes Saturday noon, the week-end, and no money.

No money? That applies to most of us, but some spend twice as much as on an
average week-end, return for a single class, and are off again. But the Faculty says

these men constitute exceptions, and we—of course—agree.

But, to get down to brass tacks, what does constitute a Thanksgiving Vacation?
Editors have asked this question year after year; no answer was forthcoming. And
now a group of enterprising undergraduates has circulated a petition; even the Yale-
Harvard week-end brought forth many signatures. This group points out in serious

and stately fashion the utterly ridiculous aspects of the stalus quo; it presents the

undeniable fact that a voyager to New York, or New Jersey, or Boston spends as much
time on the road as in the bosom of his family; it stresses the point that last year at

least 150 men came back for one class and then went away again; it concludes that

the recess should be extended to the following Friday and Saturday.

The Powers will probably be loath to grant the petition on the grounds that they
are giving something for nothing. In that case, The Record suggests two possible

compromises:

Either let there be no classes on Friday and Saturday, and let Wednesday classes

continue until four o'clock;

Or let classes continue as usual from Friday at two o'clock on, with the provision

that the first class after the Vacation can be cut without disciplinary action.

Is this not logical? Is it not more sensible than having almost one-fourth of the

student body sleep through one class, and then go forth again upon its cheery and costly

way? Is it not more reasonable than maintaining the present rule with the full reali-

zation of the instructors that, with no time to study, the student cannot, nine times

out of ten, be prepared for his Friday classes? Does not this move ally itself with the

President's economic ideas? Finally, docs it not insure more time spent with one's

family, and the abolition of much mockery in Williams classrooms?

Gentlemen, be reasonable!

meaning but inisguidetl Mludenls (hoiight

it would Ik) a grand ami noble gesture to

procure a band from the outside, and so to

enliven our annual classic tilt, and lift it

from the usual monotony and listlessness.

Some (),IX)1) spectators were witnesses to

how well tluise altruistic souls suct^cedcd

ill their |)ur|M)8e. The results were out-

rageous. The band, after making u

triumphant entry acrow the fielii, scurried

into the farthest (!orner, and only the

occasional booming of the bass ilruins as-

sured us that it had not sneaked back to

Bennington. Nor did it do much to jus-

tify its presence during the half. The

numbers on the program consisted of a

modified may-pole dance around its dig-

nified leader, and a free-for-all rendition

of a few Williams melodies. From then

on, shoulder shrugs anil excuses were all

it had to offer. Although it is not ex-

pected that every band in New England

be able to render the strains of 'Lord Jeff-

ery' impromptu, yet it .seems that the

backers of this project would have seen to

it that the band would at least have made
our visitors feel a little more welcome.

However, after a few minutes of indecision,

the musicians beat a dignified retreat back

to their hiding place. When the last

whistle had blown, the band once more

made its appearance, and shocked the

Conservatism of Williams by marching

up Spring Street to the tune of a stirring

victory song. The whole ejjisode left a

very depressing and revolting after-taste.

If Williams prides itself so greatly on its

so-called 'cult' why doesn't it 'face the

music', instead of trying to cover itself

with a mask which is so transparent that

one can see more of what is beneath more
than if it had remained unmasked? If

we haven't the desire or inclination to form

our own band, why go ahead and import a

gayly-d ressed aggregation of blundering

musicians who have done more to dis-

credit our re|)utation than a whole .season

of football playing, wherein the spectators

are so devoid of interest and enthusiasm?

There is little doubt but that this event

will become a standing joke, not only

among our alumni, but even our guests

from Amherst will long remember it, not

being too careful to kecj) the good news
to themselves. However, the deed is done
and already Dame Gossip is busy shouting

from the roof-tops about the glorious coun-

ter attack of Williams Cnnourvatism.

Sincerely

'.'
. Dyer 'S/,

•'[tfS.

.irnpu.

led the elim-

icious rumors

—rumors that

epression and
ents for their
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must in every ease lie Riibniittml to tie o litor. =
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for tt e facts as stated, nor for the opinions |
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Editor of The Record,

Dear Sir:

Very few witnessed the (lerformance

between halves at the Amherst game with-

out feeling that Williams had disgraced

herself before her home-coming alumni,

and the host of Amherst routers. I refer

to the hired musical 'red-coats'. Of
course no college gridiron match is con-

sidered complete without a band. Most
institutions are able to recruit tlit; makings
of a respectable band within their own
ranks. But not so, eccentric iinder-

nourishcil Williams. For the past few
years our football games have been
ahromled with an atmosphere of solemnity

which would benefit a Shakespearean
tragedy. However, this year a few well-

Editor of The Reco
Dear Sir:

When Dr. Garfit

ination of fall house
;

were rampant on the i

he was merely us- t

the sympathies of

families during these hard times to get rid

of "parties", something he has long de-
sired to do.

Now with the petition for the elimination

of Friday and Saturday classes being cir-

culated, it seems that the President could

put to nought the vile insinuations which
have been passed about at face value (which
by the way is about the only recognized

standard in this college) for the following

reasons.

To wit: That the parents of the students
do care enough about their sons to have
them come home after the Thanksgiving
recess. All of which means nothing more
than coming back for one class, and then
returning home at once. There are
enough students who do this so that the
remaining classes are fairly well demoral-
ized for those who are unfortunate enough
not to have the money to make the return

trip. Also during this period as many
almighty dollars are spent by the average
boy for traveling expenses, as he would
have spent at house parties. Now if this

depression is so bad as to cause the can-
cellation of "parties" it seems to me that

the President might well lend his aid in

the cancelling of the Friday and Saturday
classes this year to cut down the high
cost of parental love, which generally
overlooks acute pecuniary troubles in

satisfying itself.

Sincerely yours,

Clyde M. Grades. Jr.

Editor of The Williams Record,
Dear Sir:

Anyone would have thought that
enough foolishness had gone on at Wil-
liams in the last year and a half to last for
a while, but no. Now we have the house-
party action, the latest and greatest coui)
of all. The events of recent years are all

part of a tendency which seems to have
Williams in its grip at present; this new
decision is entirely in accordance with
the program of misplaced enthusiasm
which has guided the college of late.
Ever since Owen .lohnaon dcpicli>d Sliwrr
lit Ynlc as he blundered into the great
Truths of the universe, college men have
had spasms of Stover's malady, a very
foolish and self-conscious righteousness.

There is always something of this, as

witness the existence of the Christian

Association. But it never became formid-

able until the Dawn of Reason began to

glimmer in the new class of 1931. This

group, somewhat stimulated by humanis-

tic junior advisers, led the van of every-

thing good and noble. They were very

fussy about appcaram^es, too, and it was

then that one first heard, "You ought to

give something to the Chest Fund because

the house gets a bad name if it hasn't a

good average."

In general, Williams is now devoting its

energy to two causes. One is the altera-

tion of everything for the sake of altering

it. The ban on Freshman knickers was

lifted immediately after the spring recess,

whereas presumably the freshmen had

never suffered greatly from a jjrolonged

prohibition. The Record in one editorial

paragraph, congratulated an organization

on abandoning its unscrupulous one-man

control for a more representative commit-

tee, and another on leaving its inefficient

committee for presidential rule. It is

straightforward thinking of this sort that

has been the most delightful feature of all

this activity. Giddy with the thrills of

legislation, every organization has siHjnt

its time more in reorganizing than in func-

tioning, and blissfully sitting back to enjoy

the inevitable applause from The Record.

The first notable victory was the s\x\>-

pression of the Purple Key. This was a

group which could not be defended on ra-

tional grounds, so it had to go. That it

was nothing more than decorative, was

thought damnable. The jioint was, that

the college could understand nothing

which served no end. The Purple Key

was an agreeable honor, a social advantage,

in fact, Williamstown's Order of the

Garter. But what England has misseil for

several centuries, Williams caught on to in

a year or so. Pressure was brought to

bear, in the same subtle way as in the

house party situation this fall, and the

Purple Key announced to the world that

IK)

rnity

it had just discovered that it was not i|„i,,

its bit, and hud batter disband. It y,.^

true, of ctmrsc, that the Society's elt'cii,,,

hud caused feeling within delegation^

ut least, an end was put to frat

factions forever.

This was rapidly followetl by the lirat

appoarani^e of the Quarterly with ii.s i|„.

(M)rou8 woodtHits. The feature, however
was a vigorous, de-bunking t'tlitoriiij

spleiulid in conception, so clean-cut in

thought, so daring in its originality, that

even the sluggish Purple Cow slopped split.

ting sitUis for a few moments to hail a new
Daniel. The editor of the Quarterly,

it

seems, was announcing his important (mxA
single-handed) discovery that there was a
certain amount of insincerity in Williams'

sotiial structure. Fraternity members, he
claimed, could not be bosom companionN
to quite everyone in their own houst's.

this sort of thing constitutes a Sham
The Purple Key t^ame in for a post-mortem

drubbing of equal severity, but Gargmjk
really took it on the chin. Aspersioiig

were east on even the appearance of the

pin; the society's foundation was utterly

blasted. Nor was the editor disappointed

in the effect of his work, for just as Skull

and Bones elected Stover in the novel

Gargoyle held no grudge, and tapped the

editor who for some reason did not make
a scene, but wulked tight-lipped, urislrug-

gling, into the circle.

Nor was this the end of editorial fearless-

ness in the Qiuirterly. Much might he

said of denunciatitm of our iniaiiaWe

Faculty, whilst the denouncer was not far

from the ilanger-line himself; but life is

too short.

The modern temper is also manifest by

an earnest desire to Help the Other Fellow

and to Do the Right Thing. This never

showed plainer than on the oc('u.si(m of

last year's suggestion (which was not from

the President, strangely enough; jHTliapa

he was away at the time) that the football

team play an exhibition game with Sprinn-

field. . . . Worcester. . . .oh, one of those

(Continued on Seventh Page)
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Paynim Revive to

Confute Crusaders
(OoDtlnued from First Page)

moderate states. Federal lenislatit)!! to

protect these states iniKlit he lenal, but the

Crusaders fail to explain how it could \m

cdective.

'The Paynim believe that the proper

Bohilion of the problem lies in a revision of

tli(> present Federal laws, with the reten-

tion of the Eighteenth Amendment, unless

it shall prove to be impossible, by decision

of (lie Supreme Court, for Congress to per-

mit and control the sale of light wines

and beer without revising it. The I'ayniin

lavor a single moderate national standard

that will be acceptable to a reasonably

high majority of the American people, and

micli that there will be a tendency, at

least, for extremely dry states to accept it

THE WILLIAMS RECORD. TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24. 1931

in compromise. If it should fail, there
will be opportunity for repealing the
Kighteenth Amendment, an action whi(!h
now is undesirable, since it would mak(; as
difficult, any luturo revision toward mod-
erate control as any revision in the other
direction is ut the present time.

"The Paynim are opjiosed to the Cru-
saders because their program, in essence,
is emotional and incoherent. The Cru-
sading hordes are apparently in a great
hurry to gel somewhere, without consider-
ing, however, where the logic (or illogic)
of their program will lead them."

Friday Classes

All one o'elock classes on Friday,
November 27, have been changed to
four o'clock of the same afternoon.

DR. GARFIELD SPEAKS
AT HIRAM GATHERING

Pictures Own Father's Ideals and
Interests Before Founders'

Day Audience

Sl)eaking at the celebration held in

honor of the one hundredth anniversary
of the birth of President James A. Garfield,
and in connection with the annual Foun-
ders' Day |)roKram of Hiram College, Dr.
Harry A. Garfield delivered an address in

Hiram, Ohio, November 19. The address
dealt with the history of Hiram College,
and of his father's relationshij) with that
institution.

President Garfield commenced with a
brief review of the aims and objects of the

founders of Hiram College, then the West-
ern Ueserve Kclectic Institution, dwelling

especially on the relation of the institution

to the study of the Bible. The sjieaker

then passed on to his remembrances of the
College, whi(!h were not connected with the

I)eriod when his father was principal.

Dr. Garfield went on to describe his

father's ideals and esjiecially his funda-
mental interest in education.' "He liked,"

he said, "to lead us on to try our strength,

to undertake something harder than that
we had done theretofore." The address
continued with a review of the President's

connection with Williams College, and
with President Mark Hopkins to whom he
wrote, "I know no prouder place in the
world of work and duty of man than that
which is worthily filled in leading young
men to a higher and truer life."

Mentioning some of the charaitleristies

of the President in his official and family
life. Dr. (jarfielil conclud(!<J by (luoting his

father's words in summing up his ideal of

education. "In brief," he said, "The
student should study himself, his relations

to society, to nature, and to art; and above
all, in all and through all these, he should
study the relation of himstUf, society,

nature and art, to (iod, the Author of

them all."

Dramatic Notice

The Junior Auxiliary of Pittsfield

will present "The Beggar on Horse-
back," directed by F. Cowles Strick-
land at the Pittsfield High School
Auditorium on Tuesday evening, No-
vember 24 at 8.00 p. m. Admission
will be 75 cents.

ilder
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The Wild Orchid—Sigrid Undeet. Alfred

A. Knopf. $2.50.

We wish that in turning her hand to the

modem scene, Sigrid Undset had chosen a

less conventional topic than the predica-

ment of a young man in the midst of the

turmoils of twentieth century civilization.

It is always provocative material, to be

sure, this investigation into the hero's quest

for love and religion, but we are afraid that

too much treatment is wearing it a trifle

spare.

Fortunately Miss Undset's young man

is not the customary groping would-be

genius (like Miss de la Roche's Finch

Whiteoak), yet rather a manly, common-

place representative of pre-war youth (for

since there is to be a sequel, the author

must commence Ca. 1908). Paul Selmer

has an imagination, however, as revealed

in the connection by which the novel ob-

tains its title. The wild orchid gymne-

denia to those who know) is the symbol of

the earthly love of Paul for a girl below his

station—and is introduced when his moth-

er plants some of the flowers in her garden.

That they emerge as disappointingly in-

significant blossoms is an apparent indica-

tion that Paul's consumingly ardent affair

with the girl Lucy will dwindle away like-

wise. As it proceeds to do—and, by the

way, more convincingly than has any

affair in recent literature.

At first one believes that Julie Selmer,

the mother, is going to have a strong effect

on the life of the son. She is a most unus-

ual woman, a champion of individual free-

dom, and Paul in some deep and intimate

way feels that his nature agrees with her,

although it does pain liim to think that

people cannot help noticing her because

she is ao .striking. Wilfully she has di-

vorced her husband, but still tries to make

her children visit their father's new home

frequently. On this topic the author

reveals one of her most salient talents—the

definition of a momentary mood of dis-

comfort between two people. When Julie

says to her son, "Your father feels it very

much that you never come to see him,"

she inserts this masterfully sensitive para-

graph :

"Julie saw the shade of defiance that

settled on the young face. They were

sitting on opposite sides of her big writing-

table. The top of it was covered with red

felt and the stuff had gone a little at the

edges. Julie plucked at the frayed ends

—

then rested her elbows on the table, clasped

her hands under her chin and looked across

at her son."

Yet it is regrettable that from these bril-

liant strokes she so often lapses to trivial

expression and matter, producing a marked

unevenness in her quality of work. Al-

though in the main she depicts Julie skill-

fully we doubt if any mother would call her

son "an impertinent young dog" even in

fun. Mrs. Selmer's influence on Paul pales

as that of the passion flower grows. For

Lucy is another example of the warm inar-

ticulate sort of heroine, whose one gift is to

open her arms to a man. Her sense of

inferiority of class fills her with constant

shame and melancholy which is expertly

delineated in the passage of her confession

of her soiled past. Again here the author

hits just the right note when she writes

during the admission of fall,

"— 'and so I let him seduce me.'

She drew back her hand, blew her nose."

Paul's jealousy about this revelation

does not alter his determination to marry

the girl, for he feels they suit each other

like Adam and Eve. But in Lucy's falter-

ing objections one can easily foresee that

this is not to be. We do wish Miss Undset

had not included the trit« scene at a party

when the couple hear the girl discussed

disparagingly by the boy's relatives. Even
Paul has to admit that Lucy's misfortunes

have only made her stupid, unable to

realize it is fun to be alive; he knows his is

a losing battle against the humiliation and

ugUness that rise to stain their relations,

as the sweetness of their passion is marred
by the necessary precautions against

pregnancy. The fatal note about Lucy is

struck over and over but never so tellingly

as thus

:

"So evidently it was tragic images that

she recalled—the fettered Andromeda and
the wounded Amazon."

The growing separation is eventually

decisively decided by Lucy when she writes

a fumbling letter of renunciation and goes

off with another man. This is the end of

Book I and while the reader has nowhere

been sustained in high animation of sus-

pense, he has been reasonably interested in

the progress of the narrative.

Then in Book II the whole structure

crumbles into nothingness. One reads on
in hope of some conclusion, but none

arrives. At last Miss Undset talks herself

out and stops. One would be baffled by
this lame finish were there not promise of

a sequel. Dully we see described the

dull marriage of Paul to a scatterbrained

little creature called Bjorg. He is aware

that there is something missing in this

comfortable married Ufe, but he let him-

self be tricked into it with open eyes.

If Miss Undset had only given something

vital and original on this subject, but it

has all been said before and often better.

On the other hand, her psychology about

Paul's later reflections on Lucy is eminently

correct, when he perceives how he had
glorified the affair with mighty emotions

simply because the girl had had a certain

talent as a mistress.

As for the religious side of the novel,

it is forced in by the author in a desire to

give a cosmic tone to the story (and politics

also are occasionally crammed in for this

purpose). At first Paul has no special

religious convictions but by degrees tends

to Catholicism and rather enjoys dramatiz-

ing his self-sought conversion. Yet we
think that now it is the author talking and

arguing and that she is putting into Paul's

mouth her own vaticinations on the sub-

ject. Paul's reaction to churches is un-

usually well delineated, one visit in

particular demanding quotation, for after

Paul has projected himself into all sorts

of lofty areas,—"Then three nuns appeared in the

lighted choir. They carried vases in their

hands, and they curtsied and turned about

and went back and forth up there. Paul

observed their movements with attention,

trying to make out what the ceremony

might be intended to express . . . Till

one of the nuns suddenly produced a big

feather-brush and started dusting the

paper flowers in a vase—Oh, that was it;

they were charwomen. He felt kind of

foolish. Presently he went out."

But if we must have religion and the

acids of modernity discussed, we would
rather have Walter Lippmann do it than

Sigrid Undset. On the credit side stands

the exceeding delicacy of her natural

descriptions, which haplessly grow fewer

as Paul becomes more embroiled in passion

and theology. There are many keen little

touches—some humourous, some bitter,

all fraught with understanding of human
emotions. Miss Undset is mistress of the

quick flashing stroke, but when she has

finished the portrait, it fails to have any
cumulative effect of notable stature.

Perhaps, when we have the sequel, the

dull colors will come to strong life and the

whole picture will assume the proportions

of vigour and power that the author in-

tended to impart to this study of the young
man lost in the modern m§lee.

Fitzroy K. Davis.

E. J. Jerdon—D.D.S.
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COLLEGE PHARMACY"S'Tfr
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAORANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY
'External Vitality'

Marks 'Theatre' Bill
(Continued from First Page)

l(j
imderscore and empliuHize for all one

JH worth, while tlie uiidience (in this caso

|(.(| on by wliat Hounded siispieioiiHly and
liiiiw-Atlantically like a claque) «lai)8 its

Imiids and shrieks with delight. Tliere

wa« ample cause for amusement in he

Mfik'ciu Malgri Lui. The tempo, thanks

Id Mr. VredeiihurKh's direction, was faat;

llic color effects in costume and set were

j{iiy; the acting was spontaneous; the

tnirislated text was salty. With Mr.

H(iy('e obviously having a grand time with

his |)art, and with admirable support

fidin all the company, the evening pro-

llicased to a most satisfactory conclusion

(il its second item.

The third play was the one that had
|)icn lieralded about town as the great

mystery; in fact, one had been led to

hclievc it was hardly more than a large

i|uc.stion mark that would send down the

.Jcsiip staircase an audience provoked to a

buzz of ex('ited controversy. But any-

thing more obvious in its meaning is hard

1(1 conceive, Patricia Brown, in the best

iii;innor of Little Theatre Play Tourna-
ments, goes syml)olic and sees Life (as

.Iiiriathan Swift somewhat earlier and some
what more devastatingly saw it) as an
Insane Asylum. She has not even scored

u variation on the old theme that everyone

iii-thi8-world-is-a-bit-"off"-except-you-and

mc-and-sometimes-I-lhink-you-are, for her

Miss Blake, as is the nature of the indi-

vidual in this world of jitters, has the

cITrontery to believe tliat she—and per-

Imps she alone—can escape the universal

Wight. Gloria Muruli is not a profound

play; it is not an enigmatical one; nor
is it even disconcerting, though one did

hciir murmurs to the effect that it was
just too horrible." Its value lies in its

t^hi'cr theatricalism, a fact of which Fri-

(liiy's i)erformance took fairly full advan-

tnnc. The acting was excellent through-

nut. The three "inmates"—Mrs. Avery,

Mrs. Hayward, Mr. Grim—worked up a

hiio bit of excitement in their frenzy;

;uiil Mrs. Blaisdell and Mr. Rawson por-

trayed the more puzzling "half-shots" with
:iTi underlying feeling for their complexity.

Highest honor, a degree Siiinma Cum
I. II ink, goes to Mrs. Bloedel. She has

iii'vcr before had a part where she could

lliug away restraint and it was gratifying

t(i realize what one has long suspected,

that she belongs to the important category

of emotional actre.'sses who know how to

ni;ikp t heir audiences shudder.

In drawing this already too long review

to a close may one pause to make to the

iillle Theatre a suggestion prompted by
Chria MuruUI Here, for the first time in

II long while (with the cxcejjtion of last

year's Tlie/iire of Ihe Soul), was a chance
for experimental production. Is it not

perfectly obvious since the door of the

"waiting room in an Insane .\syhmi"

lieeomes a blank wall, that in spite of Ihe

fact that the Doctor pushes a button

(11 gesture, by the way, that was so blurred

lliat I doubt if two people in the audience
heard the off-stage rumble of the sliding

panel) no real waiting room and no rail

iii.siiie asylum were intended? Why not,

llierefore, try some symbolic staging?

The spot light trick in the tense scene

lietween Mrs. Blaisdell and Mrs. Bloedel

was a stej) in the right direction. But
how much more telling (and my point is

that the only value in the piece lies in its

slu'crly theatrical effect) would have been
a whole production in which set and light.s,

symholically and imaginatively conceived,

hiiil accompanied the idea of the Jilay.

I have not seen the script of Miss Brown's
Work, and cannot therefore know what she

her.self suggested for a setting. But even
il she asks there for a realistic back-

Kfoimd, it seems fairly clear that she

"hoiild 1)6 disregarded, for here was an

"liportunity for that kind of attitude

• oward producing which alone legitimizes

a Little Theatre—an altitude character-
ized by imagination, inventiveness, and
audacity.

The translation of Le Mc'lecin Malgri
Lui was made by Assistant Professor
Walter Pierce.

Communications
(Continued from Fourth Page)

places, and donate the proceeds to charity.

There were reasons for declining, and so it

was decided. The Record, however,
found it necessary to make excuses, in-

stead of announ(^ing that Williams is not
yet a corps of the Salavtion Army, and is

not accustomed to use its football team
for a tambourine.

And then there is all this Magnanimity
to tlie Commons Club. Ever since the
Club acquired That Lounge, it has been
making a vast uproar over itself, and re-

ceiving all sorts of press-agenting from the
rest of the College. The purpose of all

this is uncertain, but it arises from the
noble resolution in every breast to eradi-

cate the dangerous canker of fraternal

snobbery, and to be grandly generous to

the Commons Club. Hence the clever

plan for Commons Club "rushing".

Hence the recent editorial assurance that

the unaffiliated freshman will find there "a
thoroughly likeable bunch of fellows".

There has been a suspicious taint of

hypocrisy on the fraternal relationship ever

since the great philippic in the Quarterly,

and as the suspicion deepends, more and
more is the Commons Club revealed as

the best little place on earth. Why no-

body seems to have resented this in public,

is uncertain. Perhaps the college is one
hundred percent noble now.

The truth of the matter, pretty well

hidden by the mists of charitable pub-

licity, is that the Commons Club, taken as

a whole, is the least attractive group on

the campus, and it is a pity that we cannot

seem to let it go at that; it is strange that

it should be necessary to explain it. Nor
have I any personal animosity to further.

When I was in college, I had more good
friends at the Commons Club than in any
other group outside my fraternity. But
with one exception, they would all have
been glad of fraternity membership.

There is less room, and more noise at

the Commons Club than in any fraternity.

By its very nature, it contains a large

percentage of those people in a class who
are unpleasant socially. Its members
belong to it because there is no oppor-

tunity for membership elsewhere, or be-

cause they have been there two or three

years and are used to it, or because they

see in it, a chance for Gargoyle, that they

would not otherwise have.

This. I feel, is a considerably truer view

of the Commons Club than the one which

we have heard so often lately. It is one

thing for the Club to make a virtue of

neec&sity, hut another for everyone to

I)itch in and help it be deceptive about

itself.

The bouse party affair is the last straw.

The suggestion is not surprising, every-

thing considered, but its reception is

startling. Especially neat if the statement

that it is "in reality a student gesture."

The Record's position would be a shock

too, if one had not been reading it for the

last year. It would he interesting to

compare Mr. Heaton's comments two

years ago, had the situation arisen then.

It is difficult to see why the absurdity

of the measure is not immediately obvious,

A fall house party need never cost more

than the tax of ten dollars, and anyone

who can come to Williams in the first place

can lay his hands on ten dollars without

plunging his family into bankruptcy.

And in several labored attempts, The
Record has not explained what "main

stream of trade" coulil better use the

money in question than Williamstottii

boarding-house keejiers, for instance.

Anil unless undergraduates have develoiied

a level-headcdness not known of yore,

each will spend quite a lot more than ten

dollars on much more useless things than
house parties. There is no lack of oppor-
tunity even after this great act of self-

abnegation. And after all, the house
parties are exceedingly pleasant occasions,

landmarks in the even tenor of the year,

and easily of more value than, say.

Philosophy 2. Why not economize on
Philosophy 2 next spring?

One could find material for a folio

volume on this subject, but I hope I have
made my meaning clear by now. The
college is infected with a self-conscious

Christianity which is unhealthy and often

hypocritical. When it is sincere, it is even
less attractive than when hypocritical,

for it has not the saving grace of intelli-

gence. We can see it in the alumni trus-

tees with their platforms of "more scholar-

ships," when the college needs everything

under the sun except scholarships. And
people who inveigh against our reputation

as a rich man's college. They are des-

j)erately afraid of "snobbery" in the term,

and they are not bright enough to see that

while the term is virtually inapplicable,

it is a great asset and ought to he jealously

guarded. And there is sneering at the

liberal arts college, apparently because it

is neither a business school nor an institute

of technology which can hand its graduates

a full dinner-pail along with a diploma.

Does it ever occur to these good souls that

they might conceivably have gone to such

a school in the first i)lace?

However ... I am morally certain

that the only good this has done is to make
me feel better. From now on, I shall re-

signedly watch the College, now that it

has cleared up the depression, proselytise

the rest of the country, and gradually rise

to perfect sweetness and light where

everything is useful and everyone loves

everyone else. And except for the sunsets,

one might as well be going to night-school

at Cooper Union.

iSincerely,

Ray L. Armstrong 'SO

P. S. Did anybody take seriously those

answers to the editorial from the Daily

News in The Record of October 13?

I suppose, by the way, that we are too

polite to each other these days, to publish

this.

R. L. A.

Editor's Note: As one whited sepulchre

to another, we pause to remark that the

fear exjjressed in the postscript is quite

without ground. The more completely

self-revealing our correspondents, the more

eager we to extend them the courtesies of

the pillory.

RATOOHD J. LIBRIZZI
Box 4, Williams Collegs
Wllilamstovn, Maas,

Mr. J. A. Harnett
College Circulation
New York Herald Tribune
New.York, 11. Y.

Dear Mr, Barns tt:

I certainly owe you a vote of thanks for the help
you've given me this term with the Mew York Herald
Tribune. I don't think there's a man here now
who doesn't know that the Herald Tribune Is an in-
teresting newspaper, — accurate, complete and a
pleasure to read.

Your advertisements have shown gratifying results.
Every one or them did Its share toward getting
subscriptions. I think they appealed to every-
body because you didn't confine them to just one
or two points about the paper. You told us about
Walter Llppmaim and the practical help he's giv-
ing in classroom quizzes and examinations through
his articles on world affairs. You covered the
marvelous Job your writers are doing on sports,
especially on Williams sports. And you didn't
forget the lighter side — F. P. A.'s column,
Webster's cartoons and the famous "Mr. & Mrs."

I'm hoping to see you here again soon. TTntll then,
I'll be signing up a few of the late comers.

G^rdl

(

It's not too laie to sign up and have the New York
Herald Tribune delivered at your door promptly every

morning. Just get in touch with Raymond J. Libriui.

The cost? Scarcely enough to think about. )

Petition for Recess
(Continued from First Page)

as to the present Thanksgiving recess,

wish to call attention to the following:

1. "There is a sincere desire on the

part of Williams men to be able to go home
for Thanksgiving since it is one of the few

times of the year when families and friends

make a special effort to get together. . . .

2. "The college cannot ignore the fact

that a considerable number of men come

back to College to attend their first class

and then return home, thus entailing a

doul)le expense and inconvenience. About

150 men did this last year

3, "The existing system is faulty, in-

deed, when students go to the extreme of

procuring, l)y hook or crook, excuses for

extended absence

4, "Consideration should be given to

the objections of parents as to the brevity

and relatively high cost of their sons'

visits
"

Infirmary Patients

A. Clarke '33, Lundahl, Horton '34,

and Gillette '3.5 were the only students

confined to the Thompson Infirmary when

The Record went to press Sunday even-

ing. In all cases of serious illness the

parents of the students concerned are im-

mediately notifietl.

The Fifth of a Series of Dinner Dances

Hotzl Northampton
SATURDAY EVENING, 6-8, NOVEMBER 28th

Excellent Table d'hote Dinner, $1.50 per person

If you are not dancing, dine in WIGGINS' OLD TAVERN
BLUE PLATES AND SPECIALS, 50c UP

LEWIS N. WIGGINS. Prop.

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

Why Wait Until

Morning.?

When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on alt

Wllllamstown News Stands

Does Reading the Paper Hurt Your Eyes ?

If your eyes hurt and you feel tired after an hour or so

of reading fine newspaper print, look out. You are straining

your eyes. You need more light and you need it right now.

For reading, card playing or other close work specialists

recommend 6o to loo watt Mazda lamps.

Buy them by the Carton and Save 10%

WILLIAMSTOWN GAS COMPANY

Let us take care of your

Thanksgiving Vacation needs Nels Domin

II!
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PROF. SMITH DISCUSSES

N. E. COLLEm;E PARLEY

Military Training, Curriculum, and

Athletics are Criticized at

Cambridge Meeting

"If I wore to have my way, Harvard

would Imvc 11 ('(iiirse in hiiinor, and just

thusi' who did not cU'Ct this course wouUl

coinposc thi" inomljcrs of the ehiss," declar-

ed President Lowell at u recent meet inn of

the Association of Colleges of New ICiiK-

laiid at Cambridge. Such, aecordiuK to

Professor T. C. Smith, was one of the more

aiiuisiuK remarks during the discussions on

ooliene topics, ranKins from the iironiolion

of college professors and the more technical

questions to athletics and the parking situ-

ation at Harvard.

The association is composed of the presi-

dents and delegates of fourteen non-tech-

nical New Englaiul colleges, Amherst,

Boston University, Bowdoin, Brown,

Clark, Dartmouth, Harvard, Middlehury,

Trinity, Tufts, Vermont, Williams, Wes-

leyan, and Yale. This year President

Garfield anil Professor T. C. Smith, as

delegates, attended the Association's seven-

ty-third meeting, and joined in the dis-

cussions on 43 questions.

The representatives for Harvard raised

the question of military training at college

and its relation to the curriculum. Only

four of the fourteen members have courses

in military science, and the general opin-

ion of these four is that it is an "unmiti

gated nuisance" and a "snap course" for

freshmen. At Harvard military science

Ijegins with the study of horses, and one

student had to be disciplined for cojiying

the jiicture of a horse drawn by another.

Military history, it was agreed, was ex-

tremely advantageous, hut at Harvard, for

instance, the most qualified professor to

teach such a course was at present showing

students how to draw honses' withers.

Twice in the history of Williams College

the proposal has been made to have a mili-

tary science course. The first time it died

in the faculty meeting; the second, in

1925, it went as far as a debate at a college

meeting where it was buried liy the stu-

dents.

Extravagance in athletics and the reduc-

tion of costs was brought up in reference to

Harvard, Yale and Dartmouth. President

Lowell did not defend such extravagance,

and said he realized drastic cuts should be

made; the presidents of the smaller col-

leges, especially of Trinity, defended the

amounts spent by their teams, but men-

tioned that athletics in small colleges were

carried on on a different scale. Boston

University introduced for discussion the

question of the system of player-control of

athletics, tried already at Boston Univer-

sity, Wesleyan and Amherst.

Unless all the colleges are willing to try

this system at the same time, those experi-

menting with it are usually defeated be-

cause of the tremendous responsiUlity

which rests on the shoulders of the captain

of the sport. The President of Wesleyan

declared that the games of baseball an<l

football had become so refined and compli-

cated that he would not subject any man,

approximately 22, to take the entire re-

sponsibilities of a team.

The next question brought before the

meeting was that of the tutorial system

and (he practice of general examinations

covering the whole field of a student's

major. The latter hits been tried at Bow-
doin, Dartmouth, Harvard, Middlebury,

and Wesleyan. The first and last of these

colleges were satisfied with the successful

manner in which it worked, while one of

the others re[K)rted that most of its trouble

was with the faculty. The Harvard stu-

dent council, in reference to (he tutorial

system, it was said, complained that one-

third of the tutors were poor; that there

were too many and that they were too

young. At Harvard this system is com-

pulsory, while at Williams it is limited to

those students who have high scholastic

standing and is entirely voluntary. These

are (he only (wo colleges in (he group of

four(ecn in which the system is not ex-

tremely limited, and yet the criticisms in

both of the colleges is, in general, similar.

The discussion which foUowed brough( out

(he point thai |)rofess(irs should <levelop a

new technique fur handling individual

students, difTerent from (hat usi'd in the

classroom.

"In comparison wi(h the curriculums of

the other colleges, Williams is an entirely

individual one," Professor Sndth said.

Many other (picstions were raised at (he

meeting—the dropping of weak students,

the Freshman course in English, grading

sys(enis. s(uden( relief, and nuiny odiers,

too (x^'chnical (o be of general in(ere8(. As

D«in at Clark College, Homer P. I.idle '()(>

and Thomas H. Mather 'V.i, delegate f<ir

l!os(on University, were |)resen( a( the

meeting.

W. C. A, Drive Total

Passes $5,000 Mark
(Continued from First Pugol

added (o (his item. Exi)enses of (he Hoys'

Clubs will he me( by a $'2,l)00 allo(nieM(,

while (he renuunder of (he fund will he

divided in(o a $5(H) pordon for (he Ameri-

can Ked Cross, l»3(K) for l.i>'K>""" Vmvw-

si(y in China, and $7(K) for CoUeg.' religious

work and oflice expenses of the Chrisdan

Associadon.

"On behalf of the CliesI Fund <"om-

iiiiHee, I wish (o express our pleasure

and (hanks for (be hearly cooperadon

(lia( (he sludenls and the collectors

have shown (owards (he work (hH( (be

Williams Cliri.slian Associadon is do-

ing."
_

Bfnjdmin K. Sleek, ^^i

Treasurer

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.

HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

E GLASS OILS PAINT

THEY'RE MILDER. It's the tobaccos! The mildest that

money can buy. Ripened and sweetened in the

sunshine . . . cured by the farmer . . . then aged

for two years in wooden hogsheads.

THEY TASTE BETTER. These tobaccos are put to-

gether right. Rich aroma of Turkish and mellow

sweetness of Domestic, blended and cross-blended

to Chesterfield's own BETTER TASTE.

THEY'RE PURE. Everything that goes into Chesterfield

is tested by expert chemists. The purest cigarette

paper made, tasteless, odorless. Sanitary manufac-

ture ... no hands touch your Chesterfields. They're

as pure as the water you drink!

THEY SATISFY. You break open a clean, tight-sealed

package. You light up a well-filled cigarette. Yes,

sir . . . you're going to like this cigarette! And

right there is where many a smoker changes to

Chesterfield. They Satisfy!

> 1931. Liggett & Mvers Tobacco Co.

Undergraduates at Williams

278 YORK STREET
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

are everywhere recognized for their discriminating taste.

There is no finer endorsement of

HENRY GOLD CLOTHES
than the truth: that the majority of these undergraduates
wear clothes tailored by THE HENRY GOLD CO.

Showing at the College Restaurant, Monday and Tuesday, November 23 and 24



RALPH ADAMS CRAM

UPHOLDS CRITICS OF

NEWJEATING PLANT

Supervising Architect Reveals He
Was Not Shown Plans Until

Opposition Began

LITTLE HOPE FOR REVISION

Hasty Contracts Wed Campus to

Georgian Trimmings ; Chimney

May Be Altered

Kiilph AdiuiiM Criiin, .supervising iircli-

ilccl of Williams College, iirid one of the

liisl known living Ainericim areliileels,

li:is given his support to the students and

f.icMlly who protested against the niis-

Iciiding (leorgiun ornamentation of tlie

new (central heating plant, he revealed in a

recent correspondeni-e with Tnn Hliciinii.

I'lifortunately, however, most of the con-

(Contlnued on Fifth Page)

MR. CRAM'S LETTER
Xovetnl)er 25, 1932.

.Mr. Willard Ilnr.'-l, Kdilor,

Tmi; Williams HKCdiio,

\\ illiainstown, iV^i.^s.

Dear Mr. Hur.st:

In my re|)ort to Mr. Warren dated

Novemher 18th, I said:

"I think the eritieisin that lias been

nnule against Deiismore, I.eClear and

Uobbins' designs is something of a

throwback from th(! row going on in

Vale over the (lueslion of (lolhii' versus

'Modernist.' The princi|)le enun-

ciated is right enongli. A purely ntili-

larian bnilding should not ]iretend to

be what it is not and it should e\i)ross

iis function outwardly. I cannot see

why the accepted scheme does not do

Ibis. The big windows are for the

IHirpose of lighting a big room lull of

nrachinery. The small windows in the

fiie/.e indicate a low oeilinged room

aliove the big space. The only con-

cession that is made to the Colonial

type of architecture at Williams is the

nnmd topped windows and the .stone

cornice. The windows are nuule as

wide as they are and spaced as they are

becan.se they come between columns

and light the main room where they

should. / (Inrvmij if I hail been cnn-

tiillcd m Ihe bvqinninq, or if the criticism

hiiil been brought forwnrd licfore llic

letting of Ihe contract and Ihe beginning

(if Ihe leork, I shoulil have recommended

the eliminnlion of Ihe stone cornice ami n

tlisfioiiitinn of the windows a Utile more

in keeiiing with Ihe present fad for 'fiinc-

limml expression.'* Now, however,

were a change to be made there would
lie inevitably an inerea.se in cost, for as

I understand it, not only is the ccmtract

let but the stone and the w'indow sash

are under construction. 1 should cer-

l.'iinly hold that it was unwise on a

MKitler of ])ure theory to make changes

that would involve an increa.se in cost,

:iiid therefore, though jierhaps a little

late in the day, 1 do aijprovc the plans

of Messrs. Densinore, LeClear and

Hobbins."

Very truly yours,

H. .1. Cram

*i;d. N'ote - the italics are ours.

TED SHAWN'S DANCERS

WILL PRESENT RECITAL

IN CHAPIN HALL, DEC. 4

Concert of Famous Dancers on

Friday Night Sponsored by
'Little Theatre'

Ted Shawn and Six of His Dancers In a Presentation of

Brahm's Famous 'Rhapsody'

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE

Mr. Shawn Is Considered Foremost
Among Modern Interpretive

Dancing Artists

With the most unusual program to be

presented in Williamslown lor several

years, Ted Shawn and bis com|iany of ten

dancers will a|)pear in a recital in Chapin
Hall, Friday evening, Dci'cmber 1 at

S.I5 o'clock. The concert, sponsored by
the Little Tliiiitre, will be com]iosc(l of

na)dern interpretive dances ilraiiiatizing

musically the emotions of the .Xmcrican

In liaiis, Negroes. Mohammedans, I'Vcnch,

SWIMMING TEAM HAS

11 LETTER MEN BACK

Squad Faces Ten-Meet Schedule

Under Preliminary Tutelage

of Capt. Swaze

Counting eleven lettermen among 3.5

aspirants, the Varsity swimming .squad

began practice last week in preparation for

a ten meet schedule. Cajitain Swayze has

been directing conditioning workouts

preparatory to regular pool practice, and

will coach the s<piad until the return of

Coach (iridiam for the second semester.

Last year's team is back almost intact

and promises to better the 1931 Nansity's

record of five victories, three defeats, and a

fifth |)lace in the New England Inter-

collegiates. While several valuable ecm-

triliutions are expected from last year's

Freshman team, the \'arsity will not have

to rely on green material for the early

meets as was the case last year. Si.\ of the

present veterans are juniors with a year of

Varsity experience and five have been in

competition for two years.

The dashes can be counted upon to yield

consistent victories for Williams as Swayze

featured in both the 50 and Ihe lOO-yard

free style events last season, while Beatty

is a strong contender in the 410-yard free

.style. Both the medley and the free

style relay teams carry over intact from

sterling performances last winter, while the

versatile Bird, and Swift, may be exi)eetcd

to place well u]) in the indivi<lual medley.

Kerr and Bixby form a strong combination

in the backstroke, while Gilfillan is relied

upon to win most of the breast stroke

races. Holmes and I>a])ham are both

veterans in the fancy diving department.

The lettermen back in training are

Downs, Fenton. Kerr, McMahon. and

Captain Swayze. '32, and Beatty, Bird,

Bixby, Gilfillan, Holmes, and Whilbcck,

'33. I.apham. I'ierce, and Swift are out

for practice with previous Varsity exjier-

ieiK'c. From the class of 1934 Captain

Davis, I.yon, Church. C. R. Keynolds,

Norcott. Phip|)s, F. K. Smith, ,1. H. Aus-

tin, and Nash will seek Varsity berths

tContlnued on Second PtiKe)

Lieutenant J. B. Nott "27

Is Given Military Funeral

A marine's tribute io a fallen comrade
was accorded Secoinl Lieutenant .loel

Benedict .Nott, I'niied States marine

aviator, by a detail of eight of his fellow

officers from the marine base at CJuantico,

Va., during his interment in the Williams

College cenieterv last Wednesday morning.

The imi)ressive ceremony was concluded

with the firing of a military salute and the

sounding of taps.

Lieutenant Xott graduated in the class

of 1927, fnan where he entered aviation

and had earned a lieutenancy in the

Marine Corps when his plane cra.shed on

November 21 at New Hern, N. C. He was

active in extra-curricular activities at

Williams, serving as cajitain of the H)2(i

football team, and a member of the Var-

sity wrestling team. H • was a member of

Oargoi/le, \lw ,'^tiol(nt Cotttcil, Purple Kci/,

and Cap and Hells, and was affiliated with

Kappa Alpha F'ralernity here.

ELtVEN COLLEGES TO

OPPOSE HOCKEY TEAM

Purple To Practice at Princeton

Instead of Placid During

W inter Recess

FACULTY DEBATERS

LOSE TO STUDENTS

Victors Uphold International Police

Forces in Place of National

Arguments

John W. Davis Opines That Democrats Could Lead

This Country Out of Present 'Economic Morass'

"The ilepre.ssion, bad as it is, has not*stuilcnt planning to enter bu.sine.ss or law

nITected the opportunities for success in the

least
, since big posili(ms are always looking

hir the right men." Sueh was the belief

••xjireaspd by the Honorable ,John \V. Davis

'a an interview with a Rkcohd reporter,

ui which he discusse<l iiroblems bearing

nil .success and politics. The Democratic

I'luiilidntc for President in 1924 and former

Ainbas,sailor to the Court of St. .lames

lliinks .succe.ss "to be co-ordinate with

"liilily, and if a man exhibits good marks
111 college, so will he sueeeed in the world.

"Those who go to college, and really

K<'t an education, have a wide advantage
over the one who is .simply a high-.school

Ktadtnite. Post-graduates ccnirses are ex-

I't'llent, but are not advisable unle.ss one
Ill's all the time in the world. An to law
for a preparation for business, that is a
ilitTcrcnt matter. In time to come, I look

Inrvvard to .seeing all men in business
Vfwd, at least slightly, in law. For a

u|ion graduating, I would recommend for

study lit college: ICnglish, Political Econ-

omy, History, and clemetary courses in

nuit hematics and science. Iwlra-ciirric-

nlar activities in college are all right, if

they are not allowed to |)lay the dominant

part, but, there are too numy extra-cur-

ricular activities that are worthless.

Executive positions, however, are good

training. There is no use saying anything

about a man who ,just barely slides through

college, because he will never be of any

importance. In the future, 1 am hopeful

that more and more college graduates will

enter politics.

"As to polities, I am firmly convinced

that the economie morass we are now in

will best be solved by the Democratic

party. I am not allowing iH-ejudice to

colour my opinion either, and it is my sin-

cere belief that the platform of this party

imimises the most bcnelit to us and foreign

countries hi future years."

In spite of excellent speaking and deter-

mined, if rather far-fetched, argument by

the faculty team, the students on Monday
evening, Nov. 23, successfully upheld the

(luestion, "Resolved, That National .Arma-

ments should be replaced by an Interna-

tional Police F'orce." The decision, ren-

dered by Dr. Edward MacMaster, the

Rev. .Joseph Twichell, and the audience,

was unanimous in favor of the .\ffirmativc.

Describing the debate as "jiatriarchal

and cynical age arguing with idealistic

youth." Professor Newhall, who was |)re-

siding, introduced Reeves '32, first sjieaker

for the Affirmative. "National .Arma-

ments," stated Mr. Reeves, "have failed to

exclude war." He cited as an exam|)le the

situation in 1914. Nationalism, militar-

ism, imiierialism, and fear, accompanieil

by and contributed to by armaments, ex-

istetl then and exist to an even greater

degree today. An idealism, refusing to

tolerate these armaments, is the one hope

for world jieace. .As first speaker for the

Negative, Mr. Mark Harris attempted to

]irove that armaments cannot be re|)laced

and that an International Police I-'orce

would merely operate in the .same manner.

He then went on to show that as long as we

have man jiowej', merchant marines, indus-

trial machinery, commercial aviation, aiul

money, we have all the necessary potential

weapons for war.

"Adequate machinery for the purpose of

peaceful settlement of disjintes should be

(Continued on Second Pngc)

Instead of taking the regular trip to the

Lake Placiil Club for pre-.season jiractice,

Ihe Purple hockey sipiad will go to Prince-

tim the last week of the Christmas vaca-

tion, and during that time will play several

practice games with various club teams

from the vicinity of New York. The re-

mainder of the schedule will be ]>ractically

the same as last yei'r, two games being

played against .\mherst in a home-and-

home series, while only one wih be fought

with Princeton in place of the usual two.

T"he list also includes .Army with whom the

Berkshire aggregation clu.shcil last .\ear ai

Lake Placid, and Colgate, Hamilton and

Union, which have re])laced Clarkson,

Cornell, and Dartmouth on the schedule.

.Although five of the 11 lettermen have

been lost by graduation, Coach Sayles has

e.xi'ellent material left with which to builil

up his forward hne, including Captain

Doughty and \'an Sant of last season's

regular team, and Ilorton, .lohnson, and

.Steele, who formed the second line. In

forming a defense to back this offensive

power. Coach .Sayles will have considerable

trouble through the loss of I.angmaid and

Schwartz, defense men, and Ward at goal.

The material left induiles Reeves, a sub-

stitute last year, and Thayer, regular

goalie through the first half of the season,

while Lisle and Rogers of the 1934 class

team will make bids for regular places at

defense. Hanrahan, who won his letter

two years ago, will be on hand to fill the

position at center left vacant by Stanwooil.

Ill addition to those .already named, other

members of the 1934 team will be ready to

make up the third line.

The schedule is as follows:

.lanuary S -Princeton, away.
9—West Point, away.

13—M. A. C, at home.

Hi—M. I. T., at home.

20—.Amherst, away.
(Continued on Second Page)

PROGRAM
PART I

lixta>(' ( laiiiis

Four Dances Based on .American Folk

Music

(a) "Old F'idillcr's Breakdown -

Slurp and (toot Walkin' to lite

I'aslnn''

lb) Negro Spirit ual— Natmdii Knines

lie Trouble I'ei' Seen

ici Revival Hymn

—

Oire Mi the

Old Time Religion

(d) Patriotic .Song - Bu/(/c Ilipiin

iiflhi Republic

Bos-lteliif Figure frion Annjknr- Vat

Berge

lihapsiiihi Brahms
Triiis M ignarilises Pic-Mangiagalli

() linilhir Sun and Sistir Moon
Hespiglii

Bostiin Faneii— 1.S54 I'^astwood Lane

PART II

Inrncatian to Ihe Tlinndi rbird Sousa

Pieces Froidcs .Satie

Friihsinn Lincke

Oriinlide Prokolieff

Merleri Derrish Fuleihan

Peiliiira

liamriiin llolidaij Native .Airs

Workers .Songs of Middle Europe

Bela Keinitz

lai Song of the Millers Work Is

limid

(b) Vagabond Song

—

Who Wiiidd

He a Burgher

(c) March of the Prnletariat

Spanish Suite

(a) Sambro M. S.

lb) Flamenco Dances M. S.

and S])anish peoples. Tickets may be

])rociir(>il at Hart's Drug Store, or by
writing to the Business Manager of the

Little Theatre, Box 1114, Williamstown.

Mr. Shawn has been enthusiastically

received by large audiences in this ciainlry

and in I'.;iirope. He is well-known <at

many large universities, having appeared

at Princeton, Michigan, Wisconsin, North
Carolina, Cornell, .Smith, and Wells.

In reviewing his last concert in New York,

the critic of the Sun wrote: "Mr. Shawn's

|)erforniance Iniilt up a line climax to Ihe

long series of dances seen here during the

season. It brought .some of the linest

(Continued on Second Page)

CALENDAR

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3

8.00 p. m.— Debate. Ml. Ilolyoke vs.

.Adelpliic Union on United States par-

ticipation ill the League of Nations.

South Hadley.

FRIDAY, ni'XEMBER 4

First Day of Wesleyan Disarmament

Parley. Middlelown.

8.15 p. m.— Ted Shawn's Dancers. Cha-

pin Hall.

Watering Currency to Raise Prices Is Solution

for Depression, Says Dr. von Schulze-Gaevernitz

"I think it is |iossible to give an upward

turn to the depres.sioii in this country and

the world at large by cutting down the

piiridiasing power of the dollar. You can

water your currency down to a normal

degree which corresponds with the amount

of gold which you hold, and by that give a

turn to commodity prices." Following

out the line of thought intimated in his

concluding remarks of the night before,

Dr. von Schulze-Ciaevernitz, noted (ier-

man F>ononiist, .suggested more definite

methods of alleviating the world-wide

dejiression, and commented generally upon

the present linancial situation in an inter-

view with a Hkcoimi reporter.

"As to the lowering of Ihe tariff" began

Dr. Ciaevernitz, "1 have no plan for y(ni at

present, as your public opinion isn't yet

riiw. But the creditor must allow his

debtor to pay. for if he doesn't accept

either his goods or services, the debtor can

only give (he gold which he has, and after

'*he has given it away, he goes into bank-

ruptcy and default."

In regard to his suggestion that we at-

tack the deiiression by reducing the pur-
chasing power of the dollar, the (Jerman
economist continued; "Yon ccnild do this

by adjusting the bank credit- creating so

called easy-m<mey'. but 1 think that under
the iiresent state of mistrust this would not
work. \m\ therefore must follow the way
of currency, ^'oii can water your cur-

rency down to a normal degree which cor-

responds .'with the amount of gold which
you hold, and by that give an upward
movement to prices. Yon have 80% of

gold coverage for your cum'iicy, where but
40';, is needed. 1 wouldn't call this

resulting uplift of prices inflation, but
rather a light against {lejiression. As soon
as the danger of inflation sets in, this addi-

tional currency might to be withdrawn
from circulation, which can be done by
selling securities. This additional cur-

(Oontmucd on Plftli Page)
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The Tupsduy Faculty mnetitix would he ii t;i><»l time for any one of the many

Facility incmhers most deeply In uccurd with the spirit of llic Honors Work plan to ask

reconsideration of the illogical and retroKressive move of last sprinn, which forbadi

Honors men to cut before and after vacations.

The fact that a decision of so reactionary a character was then passed \>y the slim

margin of hut three votes arnues in favor of re-openinj; the (luestion, and of a^ain

concediiiK to (nialitie<l men the right ot governing their own working schedules.

WELL, THEN, WHAT ABOUT THE CHIMNEY?
There are several interesting points uliout the letterwhicli Mr. l{alph.'\ilanisCrain,

consulting architect of the College, permits us to quote in this issue.

In the first place, it is evident from the jjassagc quoted that the plans for the new

central heating plant were not submitted to the College's architectural consultant

before the contracts were let. Indeed, it appears that he was not given the oppor-

tunity of iiisi)ecting them until the present criticism arose.

Secondly, the criticism of the cornice is uphekl.

And, finally, sympathetic, albeit somewhat skeptical, ear is lent to the condem-

nation of the window arrangement.

Without any deliberate intent involvetl, it nevertheless appears that the same

genius of heedlessness which has in the past saddled the eami)us with various monu-

ments of architectural blindness and poor taste has again l)eeu playing the villain.

One can urge that, since a College buililing, once built, is apt to be with us for many

years, it would never l)e wasteful to approach new construction not only without haste,

but also with some opportunity for criticism granted the most immediately concerned

people, the students and Faculty,—not to omit the consulting architect.

The chimney still remains "X" the Unknown in the question. However it is

built, it is bound to form a very noticeable part of the background of Berkshire Quad-

rangle; and certainly its design deserves the most careful attention on that count alone.

We hope it will receive it.

DISCOURSE ON MORAL FIBRE
The President: The Administration has a moral obligation to reject the student

petition for an extended Thanksgiving recess. To grant it would be only to encourage

the "softness" which is today a continual threat to the moral fibre of our youth, and

which militates against that sound credo of former times, that a good jjiece of work

should be done in a long, steady pull.

The Assistant Dean: There are no frequent "recesses" in the Ijusiness world;

College should train men to be ready to accept that situation as a fact, and to act ac-

cordingly.

The Record: We grant much of all this,—although, Mr. I>eonard, most of us are

still a bit muddled as to just what is your opinion re. the Thank.sgiving recess. (You'll

pardon our asking again!)

Indeed, we wouldn't be particularly interested in prolonging argument over what

is essentially a matter of rational convenience, rather than of importance, was not an

interesting fallacy involved in the Administration position. A fallacy which goes tar

to explain why the American college in general sulTers from anemia.

How do we cultivate moral fibre at Williams, or at almost any other college?

Perhaps the most important of the factors which build up sturdy, independent ininds,-

at least the one most pertinent to this discussion— , is the "cuts" system: a very effi-

cient instrument for guaranteeing at least the physical presence of the College Man in

the classroom a certain number of hours per year. Also a good means to insure that

Honors Work men don't ])resume to carry their freedom to the improper point of plan-

ning their own working schedules around vacation time.

This Internal care which enforces the undergraduate's self-reliant attention to

business reminds one of the admonition of that English headmaster; "Boys, be pure in

heart, or I'll flog you!" Or, again, of a recent newspaper headline: "Trainmen To

Take Wage Cut Voluntarily, Or Will Be Forced To Do So."

It seems to us, Mr. President, that the college today is relying iqion a])ron-string

methods too much in its building of moral fibre.

And, Mr. Leonard, isn't the business way of doing things just the way for which

the college does 7wl train men,—which, as a matter of fact, the college is afraid to use?

It's our iilea that the business way is more impersonal : Here are the rules. Measure

up to them, or Out you go! .\n(l little or no "jirobation," or Call-At-Your-Earliest-

Convenience cards from the Third Vice President to take the errant one in hand,

and, reprovingly, to set him again on the straight road.

If we are going to argue from the viewjjoint of building moral fibre, our logic leads

us in the end to the abandonment of such moral crutches as the present "cutting"

system. Not more, but less, surveillance of how the undergraduate distributes his

time needs to be the rule.

Impracticable, to abolish attendance requirements? If all such rules were sus-

pended tomorrow, wouldn't a very large minority of Williams flunk out by June?

Probably. But the validity of the step could not thereby be challenged.

aillllinillllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIiniMIMIIIIIIHIIItlU

I The Press Box
f
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Although no one in New York has dared

to publish it, many people suspect that

Jimmy Walker and Governor Rolph of

California have entered a "deal" to free

Tom Mooney, the man who has languished

in San Quentin for fifteen years on a

trumped-up charge of bombing a prepared-

ness day parade in 1916. Grounds for the

rumor lie in the friendship which exists

between the two officials. A "deal" be-

speaks exchange of currency; it would

therefore be difficult to formulate a picture

of New York's walking target doing cash

business in the one place on which the eye

of the entire country is focussed. The

rumor is hereby branded as being false.

of disarmament will be quickly lost in a
mad world-wide fortification scramble.

Peace machinery is like a chain,—done for

when a single link is broken.

Unless someone thinks ot a bright solu-

tion for the Manchurian affair pretty

quickly, all the efforts of years in the cause

According to a late issue of Time, Alfalfa

Bill Murray, the Press Box's candidate for

president took the following drubbing at

the hands of a newspaper in his own Okla-

homa: "He has a tricky mind and a cun-

ning appeal. Like a jackass braying into

an empty rain barrel, he mistakes the

sound and fury for wisdom and profundity.

He encourages and agitates unrest and

class hatred. We apologize for having

supported him. To go with him further is

Uke walking through a slaughter house to

an open grave." The headline on this

clever little piece should have been "A
Bray for a Bray." In our estimation

Alfalfa is not a donkey, but that doesn't

mean that there aren't any donkeys in

Oklahoma. When an editor suddenly

turns on his candidate, it is very good evi-

dence that the cundidalc is notinU'c habit

(if taking advice from editors.

The great British journalist, Lord

NorlhclilTe, had iis his motto, "Kveiything

counts; nothing mattcis." Although his

mind was blurred during the la.sl month on

earth, he led one of the most successful,

agreeable, and inHuculial lives of almost

anyone of the last generation. We arc

womlcring whether his philosophy was

pragmatism or skepticism or something

else.

If anyone hapijcns lo be interested in

the subject, we have jusi unearthed a

forty-two page pamiililct entitled "How
to Study". It was written by Arthur W.

Koridiauser, assistant professor of ))sy-

chology in the liniversily of Chicago, was

printed by the llniversily Press, and will

be miuled postage prepaid for 27 (« 27c.

One of the most enicrtaiiung mystery

stories we have come ni ro.'-'s in recent years

—and we are somewhiil ashamed to admit

that we have come acro.ss a good many in

recent years

—

Dead Mun Inxidc, by \'in-

cent Starrett, a Crime t'lub publication.

Ifesurlus

jiiillllliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiniiiiiM.iMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiii'.

I Other Campuses l
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For two weeks our embryo column has

been tossed around iiy the idle breeze

drifting through Thk Reuouu emporium

but at last we've been promised It) inches

on the back jjage, so we'll bring it up to

date and give it a rousing sendolT. (In

case you iloii't know, bits of news from

other college papers will be found herein

hereafter.)

Editor Colgan, voicing the opinion of a

student body sadder but wiser after the

Williams-Amherst game, writes in the

editorial column of The Amherst Studeid:

"There was a time. . . when Amherst

football teams consistently defeated Wil-

liams, and were the equal of any small

college in New F^nglaml. . . . We have it on

good authority and there seems no reason

to su|)i)ose otherwise, that football material

is as good here as it ever was, and that in-

dividually the players are equal to those of

former years as well as I heir present oppo-

nents, but asaunit, as a team, they are not.

And the reason can only be traced to the

builders of the team who have not mcasur-

etl up to the standard .set for them. It

would be the last wish of the .Stwieid to

censor somebody unjustly, but it apjM'ars

evident, and is undoubtedly the sentiment

of the undergraduate body, that the direc-

tion of the Amherst football team might

well be put in hands which would bring

satisfaction, not sour grapes."

And then there was the ^'ale-Va.ssar

field hockey contest. We quote verbatim

from the Yfdc A ch-.s- account of the game:

"COUGARS SWAMP VASSAR
1-0 IN INTERSEXUAL TILT

Rumor Denies That Victors Won by Using

Hands-Around-the Neck Theory

on Referee

"In a bitter struggle in the huge Vassar

saucer Saturday the world-famous Cougars

ran their string of consecutive victories to

one, by overwhelming Vassar's mauve
machine, 1-0.

"A capacity crowd witne.«.se<l the strug-

gle, which very nearly broke up in a fist

fight shortly after the entrance of Ca])t.

Barrel Belts, who turned loose one of his

bullet-like free hits and scored a jierfcct

bull's eye on a young lady facing away
from him and bending over to tie her

shoe."

Pcrcgrimdnr

Charles Ezra White "62

Marries in Monte Carlo

Charles Ezra Whige '1)2, one of the old-

est living alumni, married Miss Martha
Paul of London, aged 62, in Monte Carlo

on November 19. For many years a resi-

dent of Monaco, Mr. White is a member of

a prominent New York family, and the

uncle of Selectman S. P. Blagden '9G, of

Williamstown.

The Mayor of Monte Carlo officiated at

the civil ceremony and Canon Tupper
Carey performed the religious office. After

the marriage Mr. White said, "1 am happy
to invite all our wedding guests of today
to attend our silver jubilee if they are still

living."

Eleven Colleges to

Oppose Hockey Team
(Continued trom First Page)

February 8—Colgate, away.
9—Hamilton, away.
10—Union, away.

16—Middlebury, at homo.
20—Amherst, at home.
27—Brown,

I at home.

iiuNiiiiiiiiiiiiiii luiHiiii •'" "
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Dame Ftu-tune smiled on us last week.

Of the Thanksgiving Day contests we

picked seven winners, misseil one, and had

one tie. Of Saturday's games we were

right in seven of our guesses, witli "ue

game ending exactly where it begun.

Our season's record shows lUfi corr'tH't

predictions, 41 wrong, and 13 tics—for an

average "f -TtiS excluding tie games, and

.716 including tics. Less than that hung

up by our predecessor; but not so bad

when one compares the games attempted.

On Thanksgiving Day. Alabama iip.set

Vanderbill in a glorious battle. 'I'he

biggest surprise of the day was Kentucky's

holding Tennessee lo a 6-6 tie. .\ blocked

IHint, a dogged goal-line stand, and then a

moral victory for Kentucky . . . Satur-

day saw three startling results. Notre

Dame and Norlhwesteni, odds on favorites

to win. wen^ rcplused by two superior

teams—Army and Piu'duc. In the South-

west. Texas Christian pulled a fast one by

holduig the highly tooted Southern Meth-

odist eleven to a scoreless tie. Tulane is

now the one and only undefeated, untied

major team in the country.

Ted Shawn's Dancers

Will Present Recital
(Continued from First Page)

dancing yet offered, while presenting in its

models the ideals of an expression of pure

American art, as always I'o.stered from the

beginning of his brilliant career by Mr.

Shawn." He is credited with spon.soring

th^! increase in interest in modern dancing,

and his successes have greatly increased

the popularity of the interpelive form of

dancing.

Among the more popular compositions

included in the program are,- 7'/ic Ba-

imrinn Ilolidai/, in which the ensemble arc

garbeil in tiuaint German costumes,

77i!' OhI Fiiluler's Brcnkdmni, a gay imper-

tinent piece of light humor, and the exalted

Btdlh' lli/nin of the liepidilic. The chief

assistants of Mr. Shawn will be Anne .\us-

tin and Regenia Black. There will be

several numbers in which the (entire com-

pany will ajipear, including Extase, ami

Iitn<lon Fdtu'!/.

Faculty Debaters

Lose to Students
(Continued from First Page)

created," stated Lawther ,33, the second

.Affirmative speaker. This machinery

should consist of a world tribimal whost;

authority is backed up by an efficient

ptilice force, 8Ui)port(!d by contributions

from all the nations. The world can only

thus be freed from artificial patriotism and

the fiction of national honor. Dean
Leonard then completed the constructive

argument for the Negative, stating that

the world is at present nationally minded

and cannot by the mere creation of such a

structure be organized on an international

basis. Armaments are nece.s.sary to na-

tional .safety as the only real .safeguard for

peace.

Mr. Keller, speaking for the Negative in

refutation, .stated that the Affirmative,

after declaring the world wrong, were at-

tem|)ting to correct it with a gesture.

Would it not be better to accept conditions

as they are and act accordingly? The
Nat ions are not ready for .such a |)oli(^e force

;

it would be only a repetition of what
hapiiencd in the case of prohibition.

Van Sant '32 as final speaker said that the

Affirmative was not attem|)ting to elimi-

nate sources of confliet but to create this

organization to diminish them. National

armaments on the other hand aggravate

such disputes very seriously

national Polii^' Force would give i

An liuw.

" "letlinii

ol enlorcement to the existing
p,.a,.,, „^[^^

guards and would aid the rapidly d,.V(.|,

"^

ing tendency toward internationu|-|
''"

edness.
l-iiuiiil.

Swimming Team Has
I J Letter Men Back

tin.

(Continued from First Page)

after having formed the nucliMjs of

Freshman team.

The schedule is as follows:
.l.-m i.

Union, here; ,Ian. Hi, Bowdoin, {„.{,.'.

,)an. 22, Springfield, away; .Im,, .J

Worcester Poly, away; Feb. 12, M I M'

here; Feb. 20, R. P. 1., here; pVi,.'

"

Wesleyan, away; Mar. 5, Amhcrsi ||,.

March 12. N. 10. I. C. S. A., here; \i

23. National lutercollegiales, awav

-I
Tp;

iirrlj

Outdoor
Sports ....

in Friendly

Atmosphere
The Carolina Hotel at Pine-

hurst, N. C. is "home" to many

a college student and he looks

forward to meeting congenial

companions there at vacation

time.

A special holiday program of

sports has been arranged with

tournaments of national impor-

tance. Enjoy golf, polo, tennis,

aviation, archery, horse back

riding or shooting in ideal climate

and surroundings.

For reservations or booklets

address

GENERAL OFFICE
Pinehurst, N. C.

REASONABLE RATES

FRANK BROTHERS
roOTWEAB IMC.

588 Fifth Ave. between 47th and 48th St$.

NEW YORK
Footwear that meets the

college man's point of

view -- smartly styled --

soundly constructed --

and economically priced

Exhibit at Cabe Prindle's, December 2 and 3

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

The News of the Day is

Fully Reported

and

Intelligently Interpreted

in the Columns of

3^eput)lican
Keep ftroperly informed by

reading it regularly

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths
Exclusive and Charming

Beautifully Furnished
Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

I
Ull

I

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

JOHNSTON DECLARES

'PROHIBITION' UNSOUND

Lawyer Examines 18th Amendment
in Light of Constitutional

Background

"Tlic EinlilfiMith Aiiicndnicnt was not ii

chuiinc ill HDVorninciil, it wan a <lcnial of

Kovoi-nrnetil", Blaleil llcniy A. JoliiiKton

of l.lic New Vork Hur to the first Forum

amlicni'e of (he yoar in Jesup Hall last

Sunilay (^vciiinK. "The people eaii have
any kinil of law they want, following the

theory of Kelf-Koveniinent, but when the

eitizen.s of th(. 13 leasl-|iopiilaliMl states,

Miiniheriii);; ,'j,:i()L',(UI(), cum block the jia.s-

.sa^e of a repealing ariiendnieiit desired by

more than l()(),(KH),()(l() persons in the re-

nniinin)^ states, we lace a tyranny more
insidious than power n.snrped by a dicta-

tor."

In an ntt(.ni|)l to consider the whole

lirohlem of I'njiiibition in a mariner "en-

tirely divorced from the einol ionalism with

which this silnalion is nsually clothed,"

the leclnrer .staled, we must llrsl realize

thai "the 18th Amendment i.s not. a nioral

(piestion; rather, it is a political one, a

problem of government." And in wcIkIi-

in^ it as such, it should be borne in minil

that Prohibition is not to be confused with

temperance.

The results of the Wickershain C^oinmis-

sion, II uiipri'judiccd and emineni cilizens.

allow ailtiiorilalively, Mr. .Johnston re-

marke<l, Ihat the bStli Amendment is a

police (piestion, anil as .such has no place in

the Conslilution, that il is non-enforceable

since it has not the sujiporl of law-abiding

citizens, that therefore it does not further

temperance, that it makes ])o.ssiblp cor-

ruption in law-en foreement, and finally,

that il creates, for the above reasons, dis-

n'sjieet for law. From this rejiorl it seems

evident that "up to thai date Prohibition

had not proven succe.ssful.
'

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

SpeakiiiK us a lawyer, the li.clurer pa.ssed

over the |isyelioloKical results of llie law
with Ihc stateinent thai any prohibition

lends III produce ellects counter to the

liurpose of Ihat prohiliilion. Legally coii-

sidereil, "if an eiiactnient is not sii|)ported

by public conscience, it is not a lair in Ihc

Uritish and American sense of that word."
These objections, however, he felt, were
subordinate to the constitutional impliea-

t ions of such an enact menl.

"'I"he ISth Amendment is a stumbliiif?

block preveiitiriK ripresenlation," Mr.
.lohiislon continued, since now. with the

sale of liipior .speciliciilly prevented in the

conslilution itself, no session of Congress
can repeal such proliibition, and the citi-

zens have lost their word in the matter.

The proper fiinclion of any article in the

Clon.slitiition is to delegate jiower from Ihc

.Stales III the Naliimal (;overiinienl, but

the aiiiendmenl under consideration does

not do that it simply says, 'you have
notliin); more to do about the matter', and
by this fact violale.s the fundamental
princi|ilc of self-Kovernment.

"There now exists, because of the .sense of

fiililily with which the citizen dollies the

matter, a state of passive resistance to the

amendnicnl . Althnuuli no act ive rebellion

can well result, .since oppo.silion is not re-

strielcd lo a well-deniiirkated area, we
repudiate the principles of republican iiii\-

ernnicnl until this 'stone-wall of Kovern-

menlal impotence' shall have been re-

moved. And such removal devolves on a

SP.s.sion of Congress, which will not liav<; to

produce a sub.slitule in order to repeal the

Amendment. If you sjiill ink on my
table-cloth", Mr. .Johnston observed,

"need I llnii a suli.stituto before 1 can

remove the blot?"

Infirmary Patients

Clarke '3:5 and (iillette '3,5 were the only

students conlined in the Thomiisoii In-

firmary when Thk Rkcouu went to press

Sunilay evening. In all cases of serious

illness the parents of the students eon-

eerned are imniedialely notified.

SCOTCH WOOL SHOP,"^f;£Ji;5S'^'^'

^

" r -.^T"-^^-— —"T— -'•;-:;

—

i.; —:...h-=^,-- t-i—i-wh

Imported Wools, Sweaters and Socks

Light or Ili'iivy lo ^^ilt(•ll iiic Wealher

Mail (h-ders Pron.pl ly Pilled \\'rite for Saiiiple.s

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any inlelli^;ent jierson may earn money

eorrespondin;; for newsjiapers; all or

spare time; experience unnecessary; no
canvassing; send for free booklet; tells

how. Heacock, Room 584, IJun BIdg..

l$uffalo, N. Y.

H. C. WRIGHT, M. D. snd W. L. CURRAN, M. D.

Eye, Lar, Nose and Throat

Classes Properly Fitted
(Vienna Eye and Ear Certificate)

Daily: 9 a. m. to 12 m., 2 to 5 p. m.
Tel. 1480 Dowlin Block. North Adams

TACONIC LUMBER CO.

Building I^aterials

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

Join the CO-OP
(Jet Your

ADDITIONAL
Discounts CO-OP SALE Make your

selections Now
\\'ewill hold them

until Christmas

In keeping with the custom at this time of year, we offer our

Entire Stock of New Merchandise at reduced prices. Make this

store your headquarters for bargains :::::::::::

Nettleton Shoes

Dobbs Hats

Fashion Park
Clothes

August Bros.

Chesterfields

Special Attraction!!

20%
DISCOUNT

on all

Ready-to-Wear Clothes

Suits now
From $36.00 to $48.00

Gordon Lamb
Coats

Camel Polo Coats

Corduroy
Trousers

Chamois
Slip-Overs

Purchases made during this Sale are credited to Co-op members

YOU Save the CO-OP Way
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Tiffany & Co.
Jewelers Silversmiths Stationers

QUi\Lin-TnROUGii Generations

NailIxqi'iribs Receive PromptAnENTios

Fifth Ayenuf&37'-Street

New York

'SENATE' IS CALLED

TO FUTILE MEETING

Petition for Vacation Extension

Is Too Delayed for Action

at Gathering

Hccause of the recent action on the part

of 85% of the students in presenting a pe-

tition to have the ThanksKivinK recess

extcnfled so as to inchule Friday and

Saturday, a Senate meeting, consisting of a

committee of tlie faculty and the memliers

of the Student Council, was called to discuss

the question last Tuesday afternoon at

four in (iriffin Hall. Little, however,

could he accomi)lished at the time because

the meeting was called so late.

The discussion was opened when CJood,

Chairman of tlio Council, read the projjosal

of the student body. Dr. Garfield, citing

the policy of the college in respect to

Thanksgiving recess over a period of three

generations, exjilained that it would be

impossible for the administration to change

the calendar. "The Trustees," he said,

"shortened the college year after much
investigation, with the tacit understanding

that it should not be altered."

With the failure of the first proposal,

the members of the Council then asked

for consideration of the abolishing of the

rule that reipiires attendance at the first

class after Thanksgiving. Dr. Garfield

also pointed out that it was too late to

act on this suggestion, with reference to

the vacation this tall, but that it would be

possible for the students to have their pro-

posals brought before the Trustees in

Feliruary.

DEBATERS TO FACE
LEAGUE OPPONENTS

Open Schedule Thursday Against

Mt. Holyoke; Meet Princeton

Here Saturday

Reeves '32 and Lawther '33 will rep-

resent Williams against Mt. Holyoke

when the Adcliihic Union officially opens

its intercollegiate debate schedule in South

Hadley at 8.00 Thursday evening. A
team from Princeton will be mot by Van
Sant '32 and Collens '34 on .Saturday,

December 5, in Griffin Hall at the same
hour. The subject for debate in each

case will be: "Resolved, That the United

States participate as an active member of

the League of Nations."

The results of both deliates will be

counted in the standing of the Eastern

Intercollegiate Debate League of which

Williams and her two ojjponents are

members. On Thursday, the Williams

team will uphold the affirmative side of the

question, wliile Van Sant and Collens will

defend tlie negative against Princeton.

The decision of each debate will be ren-

ilered by three judges.

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

WATER COLORS ARE

SHOWN IN LAWRENCE

Pictures in Modern Idiom Feature

Exhibit; Work of 35 Artists

Is on Display

Prcscnti'd by the WilliainB College Dt^-

parlment of Fine Arts, an exhibition of

wilier colors in the modern idiom was

<ipened lo the public in the Lawrence Mall

Mu,seuin on Nov. 27, lo run until Dec. 19.

In cimmienting on the display. Professor

Karl Weston .saiil, "The exhibition is of

water colors of modernistic tendencies

ranging from the thoroughly solid work of

such men as Henry Schnakenberg, Gilford

Heal, and George Luks to such seini-

ahstract work as that of Stuart Davis in

his diagramatic 'Dormitory' which pur-

ports to bi; a decorative arrangement in

pure color and line but which gives the

inil)rcssion of a rather inetTective stage

set."

Among the finer items on disi)lay are

pictures by Beal, Biddle, Burchfield, Cole-

man, Fiene, Holzhauer, Lewis, Luks,

Prcndergast, and Sclmakenberg. Charles

Burchfield is reiirescnled by "Sun Reflect-

ed in Pool", which shows his skill in trans-

forming somewhat somber effects of nature

into a decorative com|)osition of power

which recalls .lapanese prints. Coleman's

"Long Beach Landscape" is characterized

by his intensely personal vision of every-

day scenes.

Holzhauer's work is represented by "the

Cribbage Champion" showing his interest

in t'orni. Of late the artist has been inter-

ested in the game of cribbage and the

psychology of the "old timers" who play it.

Henry Schnakenberg is predominantly

interested in the Roli<larity of things, and

his picture "Sunderland, Vermont" shows

this interest as well as his facility in paint-

ing landscapes.

Professor Weston, summing up the char-

acteristics of the exhibit, stated, "While

the pictures are modernistic, there is, for

the most jjart, solid painting in which vol-

umes and nuisses, built up in strong color,

l)roduce admirable compositions."

The catalogue of the exhibition is as

follows:

1 lieal, Gifford--A'(J Wagon

2 Beneduce, Antimo

—

Bij the Sea

3 Bitldle, George

—

Kinshoff Haiti

4 Bloch, Julius- -r/ip Barber

5 Blumner, O.

—

Water Front

Boss, UinnL'r- - Lmuiscape

7 Brown, Robert A.

—

Scoop

8 B\u'chfield, Charles

—

Sun Reflected in

I'ool

Candlin, Ahbie

—

Landscape

10 Coleman, Glenn

—

Long Beach Lnnd-

scnpe

U Dasburg, Andrew

—

Tur,ii Peaks

12 Davis, Stuart

—

Dormilorij

13 Ferstatlt, Louis G.

—

Landscape

14 Fiene, Ernest

—

River Front, La Malbaic

15 Gag, Wanda

—

Landscape

10 Ganso, Emil

—

Countrij Road

17 Holzhauer, Emil

—

The Cribbage Cham-

pion

18 Houser, Lowell

—

Women with Water

Jug

19 Huston, Victoria Ebbels

—

Nantucket

Gas Works

20 Keller, Henry- Edge of the Park

21 Lahey, Richard- The Institute

22 L'Engle, William

—

Dance Recital

23 Lewis, Martin

—

Morning Rest

24 Luks, George- //«/ci Crari/ville

25 Maei)her.son, .1. Ilavard

—

Near Kyoto

21) Matulka, .hm-- Bridge

27 Miller, Suzanne

—

Pont Thierij

28 PoUet, .loseph

—

Delaware Below Eastou

29 Prcndergast, Maurice

—

New England

Village

30 Schnakenberg, 11. E.

—

Sunderland,

Vermont

31 Thurn, Ernest

—

Landscape

32 Travis, Paul B.—Peaks of Ml. Kili-

manjaro

33 Tucker, Allen

—

Along the River

34 Walkowitz, A.

—

Laborers' Holiday

35 Zorach, William

—

Maine Landsca/ie

These paintings have been lent through

the courtesy of the artists and the Down-
town, Kennedy, Kraushaa'- Rchn and

Weyhe Galleries.

'RECORD' PHOTO BOARD
TO HOLD COMPETITION

Stress Will Be Laid on Managerial

Ability ; Technical Experience

Not Necessary

Beginning Wednesday noon, and con-

tuuiing until the en<l of February, the

Photographic Hoard of Tui': Rkcdhd will

conduct a competition for nK'inbers of the

Freshman cla.ss which will ivsull in I he

election of three or possibly four men to the

slalT. All nmtcrials and <'(|uipment will

be furnished by TuK Rwoui), and no

technical knowledge is necessaiy as the

competitors will be instructed in the com-

plete process of preparing pictures for

the paper.

Embracing as it does the opporlmiily

of coming iido contact with most of the

promineid men in college, the competition

olTers a valuable chance for getting to

know the "ins and outs" of Williams

organization. In addition to this, the

competitors will receixc instruction in

taking, developing and printing pictures,

will aiil in the direct preparation of the

photographs for engraxing and be given

the use of the modernl>' equip)ied dark-

room in ,Jesup. All members of the board

receive substantial bonuses at the end of

their Senior year.

This season, more than previously,

emjihasis will be placed upon mamigerial

ability. The Photographic Board of

The Rkcoho plans to send pictures to

newspapers throughout the country, and

to maintain bulletin boards in the College

u))on which new picture.-^ will b<' displayed

for .sale. If successful, this will probably

eventually result in the formation of a

profitable central photographic board

which will handle all ]iicture taking and

cut-making for the College. The develop-

ment of such a project will rest largely in

the hands of the men taken on the board

after the present competition.

Avery Rogers Will Offer

Bach Selections Thursday

In connection with the Art 0-10 study

of .lohn Sebastian Bach, .Vvcry Rogers will

present an hour of organ nnisic in Chapin

Hall, Thursilay afternoon at 4.30 o'clix^lc.

All the selections were composed for

the organ except the last, which is vocal

music. The program is as follows:

I. Prelude and Fugue in A
Two Little Preludes and Fugues

—

in C and B flat,

II. Choral-Preludes

Adorn Thyself, Dear Soul

We All Believe in One God

I Call Upon Thee

III. Passacaglia

Concerto I, tst Movement

IV. Choral-Prelude

Ein' teste Burg

Cantata Chorale

Bin' feste Burg

"I'LL Uli SKEIX« YOU"
AT THE

SEAOLADE
Holiday dining,dancing,supping...you'lIsee most

of the younger, nicer set at the Seaglade.. .and

VINCENT LOPEZ
at the baton . . . putting the party over with

Latin verve. Couvert after 10:30, $2.00 . . . Sat-

urdays and holidays, $3.00 ... but late-staying

dinner guests arc not taxed. Dancing, formal.

HOTEL HT. REGIS
FIFTH AVEBflJE NKW YOHK

Does Reading the Paper Hurt Your Eyes?

If your eyes hurt and you feel tired after an hour or .so

of reading fine newspaper print, look out. You are straining

your eyes. You need more light and you need it right now.

For reading, card playing or other close work specialists

recommend 6o to loo watt Mazda lamps.

Buy them by the Carton anJ Save 10%

WILLIAMSTOWN GAS COMPANY

The NettletOn Shoe

Factory Exhibit

Mr. Levay C. Mattice
Representative

Monday and Tuesday

Nov. 30—Dec. 1

The Co-op Wniiams

5th AVENUE
at SSnd Street E Pinna NEW YORK

WILL SHOW IN THE WILLIAMS SAMPLE ROOM
Thursday and Friday, December 3rd and 4th

their exclusive importations and productions of men's clothing and
furnishings, hats and shoes for Fall and Winter

Repreaentative, Mr. Sweeney



Watering Currency is

Solution for Depression
(Continued from First Pane)

n,„cy slicul'l be hrouKlit into liaiulH llmt

will snditl, not Bave it— the IuukIh of tlie

urii'Milil'iyeil. If you (loii't wmil to Imve a

yiiliilioii of tremeiuloiiH i)ro|)ortioiiK in

.\ni('rii'ii, you iniiHl relieve them.

in rcKiird to the poHsihihty of the for-

iiiition (if a HJIver bloe aiming the Eastern

i.(juiili'i''«i I would say that wilver eiirreiiey

j^ licltcr than deflation, and would ^ive

lliciii a chance to pay and to buy. It also

would raise the general price lev('l, but I

(liiiik that, it would be only a temporary

sliine i" " general (Hinversiori to a well-

iiiiiiiaKed and eontrolled paper ourreney."

('cjrniiientinK on his visit to America,

Dr. (laevernitz remarked "I feel so much

,it
hiiriie in America that 1 venture to say

il isri'l a foreign country to me. ... I have

belli 11 friend of prohibition, but now I

liiiM' luriied anainst it because of the

,„ npanyiuK fraud. It is a very bad

uiaif iif affairs when such larne fortunes

have been made tlirouKh crime."

Ralph Adams Cram
Upholds Critics

(Continued from First Page)

tracts for construction and materials luul

already been let before either the plans

or the criticism had been submitted to

him, thus rendering prohibitive, in the

eves of the Administration, the cost of

even I lie few changes recommended.

hi iiarticular, Mr. Cram ujiheld the

1T\ i.sioni.sl critics in their contention that

the limestone cornice should be omitted,

and that the windows should be restudiod

and treated more in keepinR with their

simple functions. He failed to mention

the discussion ot tlie chimney, but since

the contract for it has not yet been dis-

poscil of, nor even the plans approved,

mid since it is unlikely anyway that lime-

stone decoration will be called for, it is

very probable that some consideration

will be n'ven the revisionist committee's

plea for a simple design.

The committee, althouKh forced by the

lotting of the contracts to abandon regret-

fully its campaign for revision of the jilans

for the power house itself, is hopeful that

it may be more successful in the case of the

chimney. It recommends simply that the

chimney to be aesthetically effective,

should be treated as a mass and not as a

J«i()kground for oriiamental aiijilication —

in short, that it should be designed to tajier

gracefully to the toji, without collar or

apiilicd corbel tabling.

The matter of harmonization through

color and texture is thought to be receiving

the attention of the builders, with the

result that it may be expected that the

I nick work will atTect the pink color of the

Colonial and Georgian buildings on the

eiinipua. Samples of the brick and tile

In he used are ex))ected shortly by Mr.

Snicillcy, superintendant of construction,

and will receive the attention of The
liKrimi) at the earliest iiossible moment.

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Wllliamstown News Stands

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

THE WILLIAMS RECORD, TUESDAY. DECEMBER 1, 1931

EUROPEAN ECONOMIST

DISCUSSES^DEPRESSION

Dr. von Schulze-Gaevernitz Blames
Present Economic Insularity

of Each Nation

"War dangcr.s in Kurope and Asia, high

tarilTs, war indebtedness, and gold hoards

are the underlying causes of the inter-

iiaticuial economic morass, and America

alone can give an upward turn to over-

come the depression and start a new
prosjierity." .^peaking before a si/cable

audience in Jcsuj) Hall Friday evening.

Dr. (lerhardt von .Schulze-daevernitz,

Head of the Department of Kconomics at

FreilKTg, blamed the economic insularity

and independence of major nations for the

continued financial crisis.

"The capitalistic .system," began Dr.

Gaevernitz, "was the great instrument of

the i)rincipal nations of the world in build-

ing up prosperity before the war. It had,

by the division of labor between countries,

established a great social and economic

system, develojied an interchange of cap-

ital, instituted a satisfactory plan of inter-

national indebtedness, and brought the

gohl standard to a respectable point

throughout the world. Under capitalism

the standard of living was raised im-

mcasureably, and life became more secure.

"The war destroyed this smoothly run-

ning capitalistic machinery, creating an

unnatural economic situation, which our

retarded mental ilevelopment, lagging

behind our technical jirogress, only served

to accentuate. Today, as Owen D. ^'oung

recently remarked, 'economics and i)oli-

tics are in conflict everywhere; the former

tend toward an integrated world, while the

latter seek a world of units. Some way
must be found to solve the conflict, or

these violent forces will destroy each

other.' The political aftermath of the

war Icfl Kurope and Asia in a state of

unrest in which the eon()iicr(!d feel no
moral restraint toward the treaties that
bind them, anil Hungary, Austria, and
Italy are dangi-rously dissatisfied with
their present territories. The German
working |)eople seek war in desperation,

that they ma.v secure arms for revolt.

"All countries, even the smallest, feeling

that they must depend ujion themselves
ill case of war, have sought to encourage
the ke>- industries necessary to economic
self-sufficiency by imiJosing high tariffs.

The debtor nations, of whom Germany is

in the worst position, can pay only by
their exports, and the creditor nations,

refusing to acce|)t the.se, make payment
impossible. But the artificial network of

international inilebledness doesn't allow

each nation to maintain its self-sufficiency,

and the debtor nations arc forced to ilunip

their exports, lowering the staiulards of

their own laboring classes, and in turn

involving the creditors in bankruptcy.

".'\t present 40 per cent of the woHd's
gold supjily is sterilized in America, France

and .Switzerland, resulting in deflation

|irice cutting, and the inability of debtors

to pay, as the c|uanlity theory comes into

operation. Montague Xorinan wrote a
letter to the director of the Hank of France

last .September, which .said that 'Unless

drastic measures are taken to save it, the

capitalistic system will be wrecked within

a year'." This country, according to Dr.

Gai^vernilz, possesses sufficient strength

to e,\ert the upward turn.

".•\merica .should reduce the jiurchasing

power of the dollar, and take the lead in

the organization of a su]icr-state organ-

ization that will enforce peace and bring

about international soundness of finance

in the future. President Hoover's action

in declaring the moratorium is in the right

direction, but it mu.st be continued.

Germany has a small surplus export, and

will be able to ]iay little by little. Now
is t he great moment when America has to

decide if she will save her investments in

Germany."

DON'T MISS

WIGGINS OLD TAVERN
At Hotel Northampton

"An Inn of Colonial Charm"
Northampton, Mass.

Popular Prices Excellent Food
Blue Plates and Specials, 50c up— also a la carte

Same Menu in all Dining Rooms

ROOM RATES for College Men, $2.00 and Up

Lewis N. Wiggins, Prop.

GEORGE H. BURR & CO.
57 William Street, New York

Telephone John 4-4890

Investment Securities and Commercial Paper

CHICAGO NEW YORK BOSTON

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manager

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

Gash Sale No^vOn
Hickey-Freeman Chesterfields, full lined

Polo, Camel Hair Coats
Koonrac Coats . . . .

Other Overcoats - - - .

were $60.00, now $45.00

were $55.00, now $41.25

were $55.00, now $40.00

25% Off

JOHNSTON & MURPHY OXFORDS

J. & M. DRESS OXFORDS, patent and dull calf

OTHER SPORT OXFORDS

BLACK and TAN were $13.00 now $9.75

were 13.50 now 10.12

were 14.50 now 10.88

were 12.50 now 9.38

were 10.00 now 7.50

SHIRTS
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"THERE CAN BE
NO COMPROMISE
WITH QUALITY"

INVESTIGATE THESE
AND OTHER VALUES
NOT LISTED HERE

Semi-Annual

Cash Clearance Sale
Drastic Recuctions

V ALUES and savings in keeping with today's trends are offered on wearables of maintained Langrock quality.

The reductions are taken from previously revised prices—comparison with last year's prices for similar qualities

will prove even greater savings and surely sound reason for replacing or replenishing one's wardrobe now, secure

in the knowledge of having obtained the highest degree of value at the lowest possible prices.

Overcoats SUITS Chesterfields
Were $65

Now

Were $75

Now

$100 to $150

Now - -

$47.50

$53.50

$67.50

Were $50.00

Now - -

Were $55

Now - -

Were $60

Now - -

Were $65

Now - -

$37.50
$42.50
$47.50

$53.50

FULL SILK LINED

Were $55

Now

Were $65

Now

$75 to $85

Now - -

$47.50

$53.50

$61.50

Camel Hair Coats Greatly Reduced

Imported Furnishings for Xmas Gifts

PAJAMAS
MIDDY OR COAT STYLE

Were $3.00

Now -----
FANCY IMPORTATIONS

Were $3.S0-$4

Now - - - - -

INCLUDING SILK IMPORTS
Were $6.50

Now -----

$1.95
IONS

$2.45
IPORTS

$4.95

NECKWEAR
JNfS

$ .95
s

$1.35
ONS

$1.95

SMART PATTERNS
Were $1.50

Now -----
SILK IMPORTS

Were $2.00

Now -----
FINE IMPORTATIONS

Were $2.50-$3

Now -----

Were $1.50

Now - -

HALF HOSE
FINE QUALITY

. . $ .95
CLOXED HOSE

Were $2.00 d» I OC
Now ----- <pl.OO

IMPORTATIONS
Were $3.00

Now ----- $1.95

SHIRTS
FAMOUS "RUBE" POLOS

Were $3.50

Now ----- $2.15
IMPORTED FANCY SHIRTS

Were $3-$3.50

Now ----- $2.45

Were $3.00

Now - -

GOLF HOSE
FINE QUALITY

. . $1.95
SCOTCH IMPORTS

Were $5.00

Now -----
IMPORTATIONS

Were $7.50-$8

Now -----

"LIFE-LONG"
ENGLISH
LUGGAGE
25% OFF

$3.95
[S

$5.95

GLOVES
MOCHA AND PIGSKIN

Were $4.50

Now -----
FINE LINED GLOVES

Were $5.00

Now -----
FUR LINED GLOVES

Were $6.50

Now -----

$3.45
»VES

$3.95
VES

$4.95

ROBES
IMPORTED FLANNELS

Were $12.50-$15

Now ----- $7.50
FLANNELS AND SILKS

Were $20.00

Now - - - -

GIFT SPECIALS 25% OFF
Military Brushes— Traveling Sets— Bill Folds-

Tie Racks—Cigarette Cases—Collar Bags-
Lighters—Canes—Toilet Cases

$15.00
IMPORTED SILK GOWNS

GREATLY REDUCED

ALL DRESS

ACCESSORIES

25% OFF

ENGLISH SHOES
Were $10.00

Now - - -

Were $12-$14

Now - - -

$8.95

$10.00

L

THe^viLLIAN/^-HoP
LANGROCK SHOPS AT

Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Brown, Williams, Andover,

Exeter, New York City, 49 Broadway

T.A.D. HATS

. . $7.95

Now

Were $10.00

Now - -
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MASON TO SPEAK ON

-LAND OF RAIN GODS'

Noted Explorer To Address 'Forum'

on Prehistoric American

Civilizations

GrcKTy Mason, explorer, author, lec-

tiircr, will address the second Forum

luiiiicnce of the season on "The Land of the

Kain Gods" tomorrow evcnini? at 7.30 in

Jcsup Hall. A noted authority on Yuca-

tan and prehistoric Central American

civilization, Mr. Mason lias lead two e.\j)e-

ditions into that region, and his lecture

presents a picture of the great races who
developed this continent thousands of

years before Columbus set foot on their

sliores.

A trained observer, of whom it has been

.sjiid, "he has brought ba(!k to America

many impressions, the memory of many
experiences, and his intimate narrative of

all he saw and heard while abroad consti-

tutes one of the most delightful contribu-

tions to public knowledge of world events;

he has a gift of humor and a new philoso-

l)hy", tomorrow's speaker is reputed as a

skillful lecturer who presents to enthusias-

tic audiences a glowing account of discov-

eries made in a land long buried under the

waste of tropic forests. Civilizations

relegated to oblivion in man's memory Mr.

Mason has rediscovered, and the names of

half-forgotten peoples, Pre-Inca, Aztec,

Inca, Toltec, Pueblo, Maya, bring to life

ruins on the threshold of the New World

"quite as impressive as those of Egypt and

Greece."

The explorer led the Mason-Spinden

Expedition to Yucatan in collaboration

with the Peabody Museum of Harvard

University and the American Museum of

Natural History. In 1928 he headed the

Mason-Blodgett Expedition which ex-

plored Yucatan, Quintana Roo (Mexico),

British Honduras, and Guatemala. This

WHS conducted under the auspices of the

Museum of the American Indian, Hcye
Foundation, and Museum of Comparative

Zoology of Harvard. Five archeological

sites of importance were unearthed, includ-

ing a great raised road and the most per-

fectly preserved Maya building yet dis-

covered. Mr. Mason has written many
books and numerous magazine articles

concerning his exiieditions, and during the

World War he served as an editorial inves-

tigator for The Outlouk.
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J. C. SWAYZE, 1932

Captain and Acting Coach of the Swim-
ming Team, Who Is in Charge of

the Daily Practice Sessions

in the Lasell Pool

VARSITY BASKETBALL

TEAM EXHIBITS SPEED

Practice on Plays Features Early

Work ; Markoski and Sheehan

Show Up WeU

With the imminent approach of the

court season's opener against R. P. I. on
December 12, Coach Caldwell has inaugu-

rated a program of intensive practice for

the Varsity and Junior Varsity, which
were chosen at the beginning of the week.

The drill has so far consisted of instriK^tion

in the team plays and hard inter-squad

scrimmages every afternoon.

The Varsity squad consists of Bancroft,

Cosgrove, Evans, Filley, Fincke, Flint,

Fowle, Gagliardi, Good, Leibcr, Markoski,

Monier, Morton, Rawson, Sheehan, Wood-
row. Those retained on the Junior Varsity

(Continued on Second Page)

President Neilson of Smith Attacks Coeducation

and Praises American Idea of Educating *C' People

"I don't believe in coeducation at the'

iindergra<luate stage because I think it's

too distracting!" So said Dr. Williams

Allan Neilson, president of Smith College

and eminent author, in a recent interview

with a representative of Tub Recoiid, in

which subjects ranging from joint institu-

tions of learning to the jiurpose of educa-

tion in America came up for comment
"From the point of view of having love-

making and weekends" continued the dy-

namic little Scotchman, "Williams is close

enough already so that there are too many
men up here over Saturday and Sunday

—

it's bad enough now without having them
in the classroom too."

"As another consideration, in coeduca-

tional places women play a secondary part

in all activities outside of the classroom.

In almost every instance the girls are

secondary, and hold positions of minor im-

portance, while the men get the training in

actually carrying out their ideas. I be-

lieve that girls gain a good deal from extra-

curricular activities. Of course, in certain

colleges—Carlton, for instance, if I'm not

mistaken—it is the custom to elect men
and women alternately for the important

positions, thus getting around the difficul-

ty. But men's athletics still continue to

be more spectacular than those for girls.

"I do believe, however, that prep school

should do more to encourage the normal

companionship of the sexes. I don't

think it is true that women's colleges pre-

vent the association of men and women, for

girls who don't have men up over the week-

ends wouldn't see men in a coeducational

college. Whatever was true ten years ago

cannot always be held today, for the auto-

mobile has changed everything, and
there's a great deal of intercourse between
the sexes today.

Education in America
"Of course there are some students in

college now who shouldn't be there, but I

think that those who say that only 10% of

the students now in college belong there

"have taken an accentuated point of view.

This is based on the misconception of the

function of the American College. In

Europe, colleges have always been con-

cerned with the education of a special class,

and that largely a hereditary one—al-

though that isn't true of my country, but

rather of England and the Continent. We
are attempting to educate a larger section

of the community in America, and the

necessity for that, is that our society is far

more plastic. A great many families rise

from the wage-earning class to the salaried

group, and then to the very well-to-do

body quite rapidly, and the women's col-

leges are educating the mothers who are

going to determine the cultural level of the

homes of these people, so many of whom
have come up quickly. There's no use in

putting out your tongue at your neighbor,

for most of us have risen to financial com-

fort, and we've got to make up for the lost

culture.

"It's really quite worth while having

these 'C people, and they themselves de-

mand that our colleges educate the 'C

people. Foreigners get the impression

that the intellectual average of our stu-

dents is lower than that they are used to

abroad, and then they forget to drop the

word 'average.' If they were to make a

comparison between our top ten per cent,

and their entire student body, they would

find very little difference in the level of

intelligence.

Lowering the Atmosphere

"Nobody here has started a 'top ten per

cent.' college, so we really can't test out

the idea. However, I think there's a limit

to how far down the scale you can go, be-

cause of the resulting atmosphere. I

believe they've gone too far down in the

state universities, where an enormous

number of students leave during Freshman

year. The limit comes when you've

diluted your atmosphere to such an extent

that intellectual interests no longer main-

tain."

NOTED ETCHER WILL

LECTURE NEXT MONDAY
Mr. George T. Plowman Will Explain

Art and Method of Etching

in Lawrence Hall

Mr. George T. Plowman, noted etcher
who has done several studies of the Wil-
liams campus, will speak on "The Art and
Processes of Etching" under the auspices

of the Department of Fine Arts at 4.15

next Monday afternoon in Lawrence Hall.

In the opinion of Professor Weston, Mr.
Plowman's lecture on the same subject

given here a number of years ago was "one
of the clearest, most concise, and most
understandable descriptions of the tech-

nical processes of etching that I have
ever heard."

Examples of Mr. Plowman's work hang
in many of the world's best known mu-
seums and collections, including the New
York Public Library, the Library of Con-
gress, the British Museum, the Luxem-
bourg Museum, and the Metropolitan

Museum of Art. Recently Mr. Plowman
has devoted much of his time to depicting

very successfully the old covered bridges

of New England. He is also the author

of two books on the art of etching. Etchings

and Other Graphic Arts, and A Manual
of Etching.

Wide variety distinguishes Mr. Plow-

man's five studies of Williams college

buildings. After producing views of the

Thompson Chapel and Griffin Hall, the

artist etched the portico of Chapin rather

idealistically from an unusual point of

observation, and treated simply but effect-

ively the old north door of Fayerweather

Hall with its worn step and neighboring

tree. West College after a light snow-

storm completes the series. Mr. Plow-

man has also etched several fraternity

houses, among them Sigma Phi and Zela

I'si.
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Humanity is in a serious plight. Her
economic stiuation might be compared to a
horse running down a very steep and
never-ending hill, pulling a wagon load of

rocks by a rubber tongue. Every step

that the horse takes, separates him a little

from the wagon, but at the end of each

step he kicks up a stone into the wagon
which makes it heavier and brings it a
little closer on his heels. The faster the

horse runs the closer the cart comes; if he

stops running the cart with its heavy load

of rocks will come toppling down on him
and will destroy him. He can turn

neither to the right or the left—his only

course is directly down the hill at an ever-

lasting break-neck speed.

The horse represents man and his

wealth; the cart the burden of the age of

machinery. Each step that the horse

takes represents man's enterprise with

capital, the building of a new bridge, the

laying of a new railroad, the invention of

a labor-saving device, or the discovery of

some short-cut for production. Each is a

quondam achievement; each produces new
(Continued on Second Page)

'Gul' Photo Competition

All sophomores who are interested in

a competition for the position of pho-

tographic manager of the 1934 Gulid-

mensian are requested to meet in the

Quarterly office in Jesup Hall on Mon-
day, December 7, at 12.40. The
competition will last until about

Easter, when the winner will be selected

to fill the position which will be of

greater importance than it has been in

former years.

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3

8.15 p. m.—Little Theater. Recital by

Ted Shawn Dancers. Chapin Hall.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 4

8.00 p. m.— Debate. Williams versus

Princeton. Griffin Hall.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6

10.36 a. m.—The Reverend William R.

Bennett will preach. Thompson Me-
morial Chapel.

7.30 p. m.—Forum. Gregory Mason will

lecture on "Land of the Rain Gods."

Jesup Hall.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 6

4.15 p. m.—Dept. of Fine Art«. George

T. Plowman will lecture on "Arts and

Processes of Etching." Lawrence

Hall.

E. W. LAKIN, 1932

Editor-in-Chief of the 'Williams Quarter-

ly', the Current Issue of Which Appeared

Early This Week

INITIAL 'QUARTERLY'

REVIEWED BY ALLEN

Critic Lauds Issue as 'Well Worth
Reading ; Praises the Poems

and Essay

(Courtesy of Ass' I. Prof. S. E. Allen)

When I read the current issue of The

Williams Quarterly, I was reminded of the

remark of the Dartmouth alumnus whom I

asked after the recent game with Stanford

whether the undergraduates tif his College

now take lemon in their tea? He retorted,

"Y'es. they are getting civilized like Wil-

liams." Civilized the Quarterly is, all ex-

cept the proof reading, which apparently

was done by the Great Chief of the Wam-
panoags or by Pontiac.

It is all competently written, with a com-
mand of form, an eye for significant detail,

an awareness, an alert intelligence that

must soothe the worries of the English

teacher who reads. And yet so many of

the contributors strike the note of futiUty

that one becomes curious about the reason.

Very apparently college is not what it

should be, except to those who have not yet

entered. For him who has never attended

recitations in rhetoric or physics college

may be romance, romance, "the first and

loveliest daughter of human vanity."

Magic lies in the inaccessibility of the de-

sired; with access comes discovery of

mortal imperfections.

Possibly a remedy would be "to accept

the pleasures of life leisurely and its incon-

(C^ntlnued on Fourth Page)

SHAWN TO APPEAR

IN RECITAL TONIGHT

Famous Dancer and Company Will

Present Varied Program

In Chapin Hall

Friday, December /,—Under the auspices

of the Little Theatre, Ted Shawn interna-

tionally known interpretative dancer, and
his company will appear in a recital in

Chapin Hall at 8.15 o'clock tonight.

Tickets for the i)erformance, which is the

most unusual t,o be presented in Williams-

town for several years, may be procured at

Hart's Drug Store, or at Chapin Hall be-

fore the recital.

The jjopularity of these modernistic

dancing artists has been attested by large

audiences in Europe and this country. At
the Lewisjohn Stadium in New York City,

(luring the 1930-31 season of suniiner con-

certs by the Philharmonic-Symphony Or-

chestra, more than 3,0(K) jK'ople attended

the recital by Ted Shawn ami his ensemble.

At Munich last summer, he established a

record for encores, being called back 51

times after his closing group of Spanish

dances. The program, while stressing the

modern dances of European peoples, in-

cludes the primitive dances of American

Negroes and Indians, and Mohammedan
and African symbolic dances.

Program

PART I

Exiase Ganns
Four Dances Based on .American Folk

Music

(a) "Old FiddhT's Breakdown—
She^p arul Goat Walkin' to the

Pasture"

(b) Negro Spiritual

—

Nobody Knows
lie Trouble Vve Seen

(c) Revival Hymn

—

Give Me the

OhI Time lieligion

(d) Patriotic Song

—

Battle Hymn
of the. Republic

Bas-Rclief Figure from Amgknr-Vat

Berge

Rhap'^ody BraJims

Trois Mignardises Pic-Mangiagalli

O Brother Sun anil Sister Moon
Rcsjiighi

Boston Fancy— 1854 Eastwood Lane

PART II

Invocation to the Thunderbird Sousa

Pieces Froides Satie

Frohsinn Lincke

Orientale Prokofieff

Mevlevi Dertrish Fuleihan

Redowa

Bavarian Holiday Native Airs

Workers Songs of Middle Europe

Bela Reinitz

(a) Song of the Millers

—

Work Is

Bread

(b) Vagabond Song

—

Who Would
Be a Burgher

(c) March of the Proletariat

Spanish Suite

(a) Sombra M. S.

(b) Flamenco Dunces M. S.

Tom Creavey, 22-Year-Old National Professional

Golf Champion, Discusses Tournament Psychology

"In my experience, championship golf is'

largely confidence. Preparation for a

tournament consists therefore in practising

all my shots so that when I tee off against

an opponent I know just where the ball is

going." Idly swinging a putter in his left

hand, Tom Creavy, 22-year old National

Professional Golf Champion, thus casually

discussed championship golf recently with

a Record reporter.

"If, after this practice, a golfer expects

to play a perfect shot every time, however,

he's licked before he starts. Every player,

whether he's Bobby Jones or Mr. Average

Golfer, is bound to miss shots, so the only

way to overcome the discouraging effect of

a topped drive is to remember that your

opponent will have missed approaches.

Just concentrate on the next shot, ami

forget the last one.

"In general, I think that medal play is

much more gruelling than match, even

though the latter requires six full days in-

stead of two. When I am playing against

Sarazcn, and not against par, I know that

a bad hole is over with entirely, and so I

don't worry about it. But in medal play

a few bad holes mean a high score.

"Aside from practice, the best way to

acquire confidence in tournament play is,

obviously, to play in tournaments. After

you have defeated someone, the next op-

ponent seems much less imposing than

'before, and after you lose the first two
holes remember that he has his bad ones

too.

"Jones and Farrell made motion pictures

last spring demonstrating the way they

use various clubs, and I think such things

are valuable aids to the average golfer in

acquiring an ac(rurate and dependable

swing, provided, of course, that he prac-

tices what he has learned. But the only

way to be sure of getting out of a tight spot

in tournament play—the only way to sink

a deciding putt—is by getting into tight

places—in tournamenl pUiy. Then, when
once you get out, you know you can do it

again.

"Above all, if you want to play steady

golf, don't lose your head after a hum shot.

Take your time, walk up ahead and look

the ground over, and then step up and hit

the ball. You may think players who
take their time are really wasting it, but
they know whether to play a pitch shot, or

a run-up. There would be far fewer "bad
kicks" if golfers looked the ground over
ahead of time."

Tom Creavy, youthful Albany Country
Club professional, won the National Pro-

fessional Golfers' Association champion-
ship last September over the difficult Wan-
namoisett Country Club course in Provi-

dence, R. 1. After retiring Gene Sarazen
(Continued on Second Page)
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WILL YOU TAKE A GOOD BARGAIN?
The CollcRe will truly be blind to a good hargain if it tails to take full advantage

of the opportunity afforded this evening in the appearance of the Ted Shawn dance

comi)any. The student body has been sufficiently indifferent to the really unusual

entertainments offered it so far this season to cast reasonable doubts on the judgment

and discrimination of The Williams Man. The joys of the bridge table, the Post,

and the movies, we have, unfortunately, with us always; but such presentations as

that which the Little Theatre brings to us this evening do not abandon the metropolitan

centers for the Berkshires every week.

A REVOLT AGAINST HOLLYWOOD?
Sex, Sentiment, and Slapdash, the Three Commandments of Hollywood,—Will

("Moses") Hays to the contrary notwithstanding— , ran up against a small, but effect-

ive consumers' revolt down at Amherst last year.

A member of the Amherst Romanic languages department, optimistically con-

vinced that a college town must harbor a number of people who would be friendly to a

change from the monotonous formulae of the American movie, proceeded to enlist

the co-operation of the local theatre manager for the showing of several French

'talkies."

The project proved successful both from the standpoint of audience and theatre.

Shown at afternoon performances, with evening prices, the foreign films attracted

audiences up to 6(K) people,—about four times the number required to insure financial

success. Aijparently past the experimental stage, the scheme is to be repeated and

enlarged this year, with the presentation of three German "talkies" in addition to as

many French productions.

The practicability of the idea has been demonstrated with equal success at Smith,

where Professor William Orton has taken the initiative in securing the showing of

foreign films, particularly German and Russian.

The immediately tangible benefits of such experiments are obvious. Foreign

"talkies" imbue their respective languages with a new color and interest for students,

as well as providing examples of spoken form. And for students of the social sciences

such films as the Russian "Ten Days That Shook the World," or "The Five Year

Plan," in contributing new vividness to textbooks, help to recall,—what is so easily

forgotten,—that behind the names and forms there are men, and women, and real

events.

Other factors aside, however, the chief criterion of a good movie remains its enter-

taining quality. And on this score, the continental films have won hearty approval

from their Amherst and Smith audiences. With a new and superior artistry and fresh-

ness, they have been received warmly as a welcome change from the mental and sen-

sory opiates provided by the home industry.

There is room for worthwhile experimentation in this field at Williams no less than

elsewhere. But it is particularly fitting here, with the tradition of the student-created

Concert Committee, to look for the impetus to come from undergraduates, rather than

from Faculty members.

The preliminary inquiries which have already been undertaken by interested

students on the practicability of testing a movie "season" on the Williams campus

deserve to be taken under the wing of some College organization, and developed to the

point of practical experimentation. It should not be unreasonable to assume that

actual trial of the scheme would find Faculty recommendation, and a respectable

backing from the student body.

Certainly the opportunity here for the creation of an unique campus project is no

less real or interesting than that which the Concert Committee founders possessed in

their field. Perhaps we shall yet see another art given a fair show in Williamstown.

The Press Box '

(Continued from First Page)

wealth by the expenditure of real cost; each

provides temporary labor for an ever-in-

creasing population; each step brings the

wealth of nations a bit farther from de-

struction.

But what are these stones that the horse

is consistently kicking up into the wagon

—

these stones that make the wagon heavier

and bring it faster upon his heels? The
stones simply represent the application of

Newton's second law to economics—every

action has an equal and opposite reaction.

Each enterprise which man undertakes is a

temporary advancement but when it has

been taken, he is eventually the looser,

for each new bridge, each new railroad,

each new labor-saving device, and each

new short-cut for production eliminates

both the possibility of that enterprise

being undertaken in the future, and the

opportunity for more men to earn their

livings in the days to come.

Take for instance the new bridge across

the Hudson River. Obviously a great
many men worked on it and a large amount
of money was put in circulation as a direct

result. The bridge is now finished. The
number of men required to maintain it

is very small,—perhaps only a few painters

inspectors, steel-workers, policemen and
toll-takers. This small group will no
doubt be able to keep the bridge in good
condition for a century or more.

On the other hand, consider the many
men who will be eventually thrown out of

work as a direct result of the enterprise.

In time the ferry service across the river

will be diminished thereby minimizing the

opportunities of employment for crews,

men engaged in the production of coal and
oil, ship builders, lumber-men, steel-

workers, and transportation employees.
It might be contended that the bridge will

cause more wear and tear on automobiles
and greater consumption of gasoline.

This would be an error for several reasons.

In the first place the bridge is in a more

convenient position tliiin the ferries for

people crossing the river ami consequently

the ai)proaches to the river on both sides

arc shorter. Less gasoline, less rubber,

and less oil will accordingly be consumed.

As a matter of fact tlit^ britlge would not

have been built, if the Port of New York

Authorities had thought that it would do

anything else but save money for the res-

idents of New York imil New .Jersey.

But apparently they never stopped to

think that by diverting millions of travel-

lers a year from the stores of New York

through the swamps of New .Jersey, they

were making it increasingly difficult for

people to gain employment as clerks in

those stores. There is another consider-

ation. Less gasoline is consumetl in sailing

over straight concrete roads than in stop-

ping and starting ui traffic. Again if

traffic in New York is diminished, the

traffic department of the police department

will be diminished.

Further there is the fact that the total

number of miles between any place north

of the bridge and any iilace south of the

bridge on the other side will be shorter

than the old route. This implies less

employment for road-workers and con-

tractors. Due to the increased accessi-

bility of Jersey's suburban resorts, not

only will the fairly successful business

men be tempted to move out of the city,

but the old inhabitants of the mosquito-

ridden plains of Jersey, influenced by

easy communication and conscious of the

more affluent situation of the newcomers

from Manhattan, will tend to drift into

New York, making more acute the ever-

growing burden of unassimilated labor.

So with all this it is seen that the horse

must continue his unwavering race down
the hill with the threatening cart ever at

his heels. A few years ago the horse

found an icy stretch in his path. He ran

fast and got a long way ahead of the cart

;

the going was easy. But in 1929, New-
ton's law took effect and the cart with its

too-heavy burden of rocks rolled up and

gave Dobbin a smart crack on the rump.

It still hurts, but he is gradually gaining

back his distance. In the future, Dobbin's

pace must be kept at a fast but uniform rate.

Humanity's salvation lies in her destruc-

tion; but the scale can be made to

balance.

Resartus Maximus
Resartus Maim
Resartus Magnus

Tom Creavey Discusses

Tournament Psychology
(Continued from First Page)

in the semi-finals, it will be remembered

that he won the crown by eliminating

Densmore Shute, 2 and 1, in the finals.

Shute had previously defeated Billy

Burke, Bobby Jones' successor as National

Open Champion.

Varsity Basketball

Team Exhibits Speed
' (Continued from First Page)

are: Bersbach, Bispham, Brown, Carey,

Conley, Dewey, Everett, Griffen, Howson,

Jacques, Miller, Noe, O'Donnell, Sincere,

Stocking, Zinn.

Monday the squads held a light work-

out, but Tuesday Coach Caldwell started

the winter campaign with hard work on
breaking fast on the offense and the reg-

ular three two offense of the Williams

team. The scrimmages have been exceed-

ingly fast for early season practice with

Good, Fowle, Markoski, Monier, and
Sheehan in mid-season form. Captain
Good's knee, injury to which kept him out
of part of last year's contests, has been

causing him considerable trouble, but it is

hoped that he will be able to play in the

majority of the games.

Intranmral Scores
Fall events in the Intramural Cup

race are nearly completed, the tennis

championship yet remaining to be
played off. In the summary below,

five more points will be added to the

totals in tennis when the championship
in that event is decided between Psi

Upsilon and the Commons Club.

The summaries in tennis, touch
football and golf follow:

Touch
House Football Tennis Golf

Alpha Delta Phi 5 9 8
Beta Theta Phi 5 5 5
Chi Psi 5 10 8
Commons Club 10 15 5
Delta Kappa Epsilon 5 5 5
Delta Phi 9 yi^ 7
Delta Psi 7 8 5
Delta Upsilon 8 5 7
Kappa Alpha 5 7 5
Phi Delta Theta 9 5 10
Phi Gamma Delta 7 5 10
Phi iSigma Kappa 5 5 5
Psi Upsilon 10 9 9
Sigma Phi 5 7>^ 9
Theta Delta Chi 8 5 5
Zeta Psi 5 6 5

WRESTLING TEAM STARTS WORK

All Except Three Lettermen Back

For Coining Season

With all except three of last year's letter

men back, the wrestling stjuad answered

the first call of the seiuson yesterday in

preparation for a schedule whit^h includes

two series of matches with Amherst and

Wesleyan. Captain Carroll will continue

to wrestle in the U)5-lb. class while Gold-

blatt will again hold his place in the 156-lb.

class.

At the present time Coach Bullock is

undecided as to who will fill the heavy-

weight and 176-lb. positions, but he be-

lieves that Titus '33 will probably be the

man for the former. Although the loss of

Bildcr through ineligibility will be severely

felt in the light-weight classes during the

early part of the season, Mark in the 126-11)

and Schwartz in the 1 18-lb. classifications

may be counted on for good performances.

In addition to Titus, Bayliss '32 anti Hap-

pel '33 from last year's stiiiad will probably

capture berths on the team.

The schedule is as follows:

—

January 16 Amherst at Amherst

.January 23 Wesleyan at Middletown

February 20 Wesleyan at Home
February 27 Amherst at Home

DisarmaTnent Parley at

Wesleyan Opens Tonight

Friday, Dec. 4—Disarmament is the

subject of the eighth annual Wesleyan

Intercollegiate Parley which will be held

in Middletown, Conn, tonight and to-

morrow. The final address of the pro-

gram will be delivered by President

Garfield, Saturday evening. Many New
England colleges are responding to the

general invitation to send student dele-

gations, as the subject is particularly

appropriate at this time in connection with

the student movement throughout the

country preliminary to the International

Conference at Geneva in February.

Rear Admiral Williams S. Sims and

Frank H. Simonds, leading international

journalist, will be the speakers this evening.

Saturday morning, Harry W. Laidler,

associate of Norman Thomas in the League

for Industrial Democracy, will conduct

the round-table discussion. In the after-

noon, Frederick J. 1/ibby, Executive Sec-

retary of the National Council for Pre-

vention of War, and Rear Admiral Charles

L. Hussey, who led the disarmament

conference of the Institute of Politics in

1929, will engage in an informal debate

on the topic of "Disarmament and

National Security."

Science Club To Hold Meeting

Professor Herdman C. Cleland will

speak on "Weathering and Archaeology"

at a meeting of the Science Club to be

held in Clarke Hall, Tuesday December 8,

at 7.30 in the evening. At the meeting,

which will be open to members only, the

program for the rest of the year as well

as other matters of importance will be

discussed.

'Quarterly' Competition

As the result of a short competition for

Assistant Subscription Manager and As-

sistant Circulation Manager of the Wil-

liams Quarterly, D. M. Lyon and R. D.

Johnston '34 have, respectively been chosen

to fill these positions.

'Cow' Competition

Charles Lawrence Allers, Jr., of Staten

Island, N. Y., and James Hannah Austin,

III, of Sewickley, Pa. '34, were elected

Assistant Business Manager and Assistant

Subscription Manager, respectively, of the

Purple Cow as a result of a recent compe-
tition.

Infirmary Patients

The only students confined to the

Thompson Infirmary when The Record
went to press were Stevens '32 and Clarke
'33.

ALUMNI NOTES
1912

The marriage of Arlene B. Evans,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred F. Evans
of Springfield, to John Calvin Goddard '12

of Waterbury, Connecticut was performed
recently at Easthampton. Following a
two months cruise to the West Indies and
South America, the couple will live in

Waterbury, where Mr. Goddard is en-
gaged in the insurance business.

Debaters To Meet Princeton
The Williams Adelphic Union, rep-

resenteil by Van Sant '32 and Collens
'34, will uphold the negative of the
proposition "Resolvetl, That the United
States participate as an active member
of the I^eague of Nations" against the
Princeton debating team tonight at

eight o'clock in Griffin Hall.

WAM)EN
Week of December 7
Shows: Afternoon 2.16; Evening 7.15 ami 9nnPROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, DECEMBER 7

"Merely Mary Ann" with Janet (lavn,,,
and Charles Farrell. Screen's m^rfof
lovers m a story of a thousand U,ri|„
Tune vour heart to the wave leiii'ih ,t

LOVIJ. Her love melted the W^^
caste and convention which caged their
souls. Pathe Comedy, "O Marry M. •>

Fox News.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER h

Lew Ayres and Joan Bennett in "Many A
Slip." Comedy, "Foolish Forties"
Cartoon.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER ii

Leila Ilyams and Charlotte Greenwomi in

"Stepping Out." Detective Siorv
"Wall Street Mystery." Cartoon.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER hi

Lilyan Tashman, Charles Buddy Rotors in

"The Road To Reno." Coriiedy, "So-
cially Correct." Cartoon.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11

Will Rogers and Fifi D'Orsay in "Younir
As You Feel." Comedy,' "Fast and
Furious." Cartoon.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12

Eddie Quillan and Marian Nixdri in

"Sweepstakes." A race trat'k drama
pa(^king a punch and alternaliim lie-

tw(x;n comedy and pathos in IldJip

Quillan's "SWEEPSTAKES." "Ad-
ventures in Africa" No. 3 "The Lion
Hunt." Fox News.

RICHMOND ]^1\!1
Continuous 1 'till II TeL 140

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday

December 7th, 8th, and 91 li

"A Dangerous Affair"
with

Jack Holt, Ralph Graves

Thursday and Friday

December 10th and 11th

"The Ruling Voice"
with

Walter Huston Loretta Young

Saturday and Sunday
December 12th and 13tli

Joe E. Brown
in

"Local Boy Makes
Good"

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. I-ll

Sunday and Monday
"OVER THE HILL"

with James Dunn, Sally Eilers,

Mae Marsh

Tuesday and Wednesday
Special Stage Attraction

"A Trip to the Hawaiian
Islands"

8 Singers, Dancers, Musicians

On The Screen

"Night Life in Reno"

Thursday and Friday

"THE CHEAT"
with Tallulah Bankhead,

Irving Pichel

Saturday Only
Double Feature

"Women Men Marry"
and

"Chinatown
After Dark"

For Anythins

Photographic
Of Collac* and StudenU

Also Picture Frames

Goto

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer
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Best Sodas
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN
COLLEGE RESTAURANT

Best Food
in Town

Hockey Competition

Seeking the positions of assistant man-

ii^,pr
of hockey, assistant manaRer of

swiimninK, manaKer of Freshman hockey,

„iiil manager of Freshman swimming,

10 inc^inliers of the Sophomore class re-

sponded last Monday to tlio call for the

liockey competition. The following re-

ported: W. S. Allen, Blancharil, Carpen-

ter, Ciirll, Eaton, Gillett, Greene, Holmes,

Hooper, Jones, McEwan, MoKillop, Perry,

A. M. Smith, Vipond, E. M. Walker.

EDDIE DEMPSEY
18 REPORT FORWINTER SPORTS

Captain Goodwin and Cresson Only
Returning Lettermen

Eighteen men reijorted at the first meet-
mg of the winter sports team, culled last
week to organize work and training for the
coming season. Captain Goodwin and
Cresson are the only returning letter men,
hut the former expressed liis confideniie
hi finding promising material among the

many sophomores who are on the aqutul.

The s<;hedule includes three meets: the
Lake Placid College Week Program,
Decemher 29-January 1; New Hamp.shire
University Winter Carnival, Fehruary 12-

13; and the tentative dual meet with Am-
herst over Washington's liirthday week-
end. With a sufficient luunher rcporlin;<

in all the ski racing events, (here are, how-
ever, two skating races for which no one
has entered.

In accordance with a recent ruling of the

Slwlimt Council, a new system of manageri-
al election has heen adopted by the winter
s|)orts team. The winner of the third

Iiluce in the haskethall managerial eomi)e-
tition is to hecome Assistant Manager, and
in adopting this policy, T. M. Dines '33,

who won third place in the haskethall

competition last year, was elected to that

position for 1931-32, to succeed G. S. Itcad
'32 as Manager next year.

The following are members of the squad:
Skiers—Captain Goodwin, Brown, W. 11.

Good '32, Menkcl '33, C. F. Austin, Blake,

CoUens, Durant, C. S. Ogilvy, D. H.
Ogiivy, Phipps, Pomeroy, and Kobertson
'34; Snowshoers—Roy '32, Fisher, and
Robb '33, and Dorranee '34; Skating

—

Cresson '33.

College Preacher

The Reven^nd William R. Bennett,

D.D., of Williamstown will conduct the
Sunday morning service in the Thompson
Memorial Chapel.

'J .i

-: "^

'mi^.

-V iMrJl . RESHNESS
that's the thin

Camels are neverparelMd or toasted
Am.AVE you noticed the new trend in cigarettes?—

freshnesi is the popular thing.

That's because a fresh cigarette, as demonstrated

by Camels, is something smokers have discovered as

better than anything they ever tried before.

Camels are fresh in the Camel Humidor Pack be*

cause they're made fresh to start with — blended of

choice, delicately mild, sun-ripened tobaccos in which

the natural moisture and fragrant flavors are vigi-

lantly safeguarded.

The tobaccos in Camels are never parched or toasted

— the Reynolds method of scientifically applying heat

guarantees against that.

That's why we say with so much assurance that

Camels are truly fresh. They're made fresh — not

parched or toasted^ and then they're kept fresh in

the Camel Humidor Pack.

Try Camels' freshness for a change. Switch over

for just one day, then change back — if you can.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPAJVY, JFinston-Salem, N. C.

R, J. Reynolds Tobacco Company's Coatt-to-Coast Radio Programs

CAMEL QUARTEB HOUR, Morton Downey,

Tony Wons, and Camel Orchestra, direc-

tion Jacques Renard, every night except

Sunday, Colombia Broadcasting System

PRINCE ALBERT QUARTER HOUR, Alice Joy,

"Old Hnnch," and Prince Albert Orchestra,

direction Paul Van Loan, every night ez>

cept Sunday, N. B. C. Red Network

^^^"^^^^^^ See radio page of local newspaper for time

f^AMELS
Made FWLESn^Kept FRESH

Don't remove the moisture-proof wrapping from your package of CameU

after you open it. The Camel Humidor Pack is protection against per-

fume and powder odors, dust and germs. In offices and homes, even in th0

dry atmosphere of artificial heat, the Camel Humidor Pack delivers

fresh Camels and keeps them right until the Uut one hat been tmoktd e »>i.. I. a^MM. T*k(«
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International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasure* Galore~Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jev^elry, Bags,

Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

d

statistics Show 58.4% of Students Received Warnings

Recent BtutistioH compile.! at the Dean's office show that at warning time only

41 6% of the college was free from all warnings in comparison to 43.5 /o at this time

last year. While only .9% of the WM class hail more than three ponits last year, lour

times as many of their successors are failing that baiUy.

The following shows the comparison of the proportion of students warned this year

with that of recent years:

1927-28

1928-29

1929-30

1930-31

1931-32

Senior

51.9%
64.7

40.6

51.3

39.8

Junior

60.9%
55.2

50.3

50.3

01.4

Sophomore

GO.8%
73.1

57.2

60.5

64.3

63.2%
64.3

64.4

62.2

66 ,

1

Entire College

59.5%
62.5

57.4

56,5

58.4

Proportion of students warned arranged according to the severity of warnings:

November 1931

Clear

Warned:

l>^-3 Pts.

Over 3 Pts.

Clear

Warned:
}4-l Pt.

l>^-3 Pts,

Over 3 Pts.

Senior

60.2%

32.8

7.0

Senior

48.7%

33.9

15.8

1.6

Junior

38.6%

33.9

26.9

.6

Sophomore

35.7%

40.

21.5

2.8

November 1930

Junior

49.7%

30.2

18.6

1.5

Sophomore

39.5%

35,0

24.5

1.0

Freshman

33.9%

36.1

26.8

3.2

Freshman

37.8%

39.1

22.2

.9

Entire CoUege

41.6%

35.9

20.9

1.0

Entire College

43.5%

34.8

20.5

1.2

Distribution of D's and E's as percentage of entire number of grades:

Entire College Freshman

1927-28

1928-29

1929-30

1930-31

1931-32

D
18.6%
17.8

17.6

17.4

17.3

E
5.8%
4.8

4.8

5.2

5.8

D
18.9%
18.7

22.0

19.2

18.8

E
8.6%
5.2

6.5

6.4

8.2

W. O. C. to Keep Cole Field

Pond Clear for Skating

Having made an agreement with the

Physical Department of the College, the

Williams Outing Club plans to keep the

pond near Cole Field in condition for

skating throughout the winter. The

administration has cleared the pond of all

its weeds on condition that the Outing Club

will keep it cleared from snow and other

There's a "Buy"!
All the suits at Cutting's are real "buys"

Prices from $25 tO $50
We'll be glad to show you without obligation

C. H. CUTTINGI& CO,
NORTH ADAMS

obstructions. This will increase the skat-

ing surface about three times, and as a

result there will be adequate facilities in

this sport for all members of the college.

The Club also hopes that it will be able to

light the surface for evening use.

The cabin which is being built on the

east face of Mount Berlin is expected to be

completed during the next week, according

to President Woodruff.

he is a persistent reader, he finally meets

the boy wlio found the study of iihilosophy

"magnilicent" and who had read A Preface

to Morals. Then the reader discovers the

basic irony of the preceding pages. Hut,

as one notes even in Jane Austen and

Dickens, it is hard to make dull and trivial

characters interesting; Philip and Connie

become tiresome. Since Freddy Crane is

worth a regiment of Connies and Philips, it

seems too bad to make him jilay on the

second team. Of All He Surveys is not

Mr. Davis at his best.

7*00 Much Beauty is a delightful essay

with the proper blending of whimsy and

seriousness. It is the adequate expression

of a mood.

In West- Hut Patrol and Lady from

"Liberty" one finds honest realism, charac-

ters and events taken from life and pre-

sented in a form that develops naturally

from the materials; risking, as one always

likes to do, the trite, he calls the form

functional. And he likes the objective,

purely impersonal, way in which the au-

thors present their characters.

The verse too is civiliaed, adequate,

sophisticated, intelligent. One might la-

ment its tendency to be exotic, but why be

so foolish as to complain because a good

Ford isn't a Cadillac? If no lines quite

achieve the final witchery, some almost do;

those of Beauty and Vespers affect me most.

This number of the Quarterly is well

worth reading. I hope that I have indi-

cated the pleasure I have had in reading it

and that I have not given the editors ad-

vice, for I have a good deal of sympathy

for Thoreau, who at the end of thirty

years on this planet had yet to hear the

first syllable of valuable advice from his

For Goodness Sake
if^traighten thai Tie!
'W'RIM herself, to the smallest ieuu* no wonder little points of carele,,
ness in dress become glaring

cruditiji
in her eyes.

SWANK
like

COLLAR

29 FIRST YEAR MEN
ARE ON COURT SQUAD

Quintet Faces Stiff Schedule

Six Games ; Five Will Be on

Home Court

of

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street. New York City

WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. CUrk, Praidml F. E. Moore, Vtct-Prtttdmt A. E. Evans, Cashier

Capital - • - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Elxtended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn money

corresponding for newspapers; all or

spare time; experience unnecessary; no
canvassing; send for free booklet; tells

how. Heacock, Room 684, Dun Bldg.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

Answering Coach Williamson's call for

candidates, 29 men reported for the first

practice of the 1935 basketball team last

week on the upper floor of the Lasell

Gymnasium. The drill so far has con-

sisted of the fundamentals of the game

with stress laid on the handling of the ball

and fast cutting and breaking on the court.

The Freshman quintet faces a schedule

of six games, five on the home court and

one at Amherst. The yearlings will open

the season against the Gushing Academy
team shortly after the end of the Christmas

recess, while the last two games are with

the traditional "Little Three" rivals for

the championship.

The schedule is as follows:

Jan. 9 Gushing Acad.

Wilbraham Acad.

Drury H. S.

Deerfield Acad.

Wesleyan

Amherst

The list of candidates who reported is:

Andrews, Berry, Bickuell, Butz, Collins,

Cooke, Falk, Gait, Hanmer, Jones, G. C.,

Lasher, MacMillan, McCall, McKenzie,

Maglathlin, Marzani, Meighan, Navins,

Oliver, Palmer, Schachte, Schawb, Sillick

,

Smith, M. H., Smith, L. D., Swan, Tred-

way, Vandersloot, Wellman.

16

23

Feb. 13

20

27

Home
Home
Home
Home
Home

Amherst

Initial 'Quarterly'

Reviewed by Allen
(Continued from First Page)

veniences with a shrug. . . the gallant per-

son will always consider the world with a

smile of toleration, and his own doings with

a smile of honest amusement." For ex-

ample, would it not be well for Mr. Lakin

to look with honest amusement at "the

venerable Memorial Day mummery on the

Lab. Campus"? If he should do away
with that service in honor of the mauve
nineties, his successors might insist on
tearing down some of the Southworth
Street monuments to those same nineties,

and where then would be the sacred rights

of real estate?

Thoreau has plans for making college

students happy; but these I refrain from
quoting lest even at my age I should be sus-

pected of trying to fUrt with Antioch. It

may be that in "self-emancipation even in

the West Indian provinces of the fancy and
imagintation" resides the secret of an ideal

college.

In the first several thousand words of

Mr. Davis's Of All He Surveys, the reader
may think that he is getting a Actionized

version of Mr. Lakin's and Mr. Hascl-
mayer's despair; the reader may suspect
that there is reason for Stuart Sherman's
scorn for our young people. If, however,

HOLDER
(looi,

a pin—but Isn't)—holds the collar
correctly and keeps the tie where It be
longs. See the new/ designs at smart
men's shops and Jewelers — oric^H en

to»5.00.
°*

SWANK SETS of matched design,
Collar Holder and Tie Klip, rnakt a
wonderful gift for any man.

SWAXK
Dross Assets for Men

Maicutlne at an old briar pipe, useful at a mi.

ponder button, smart at a bridegroom beilde |

potted tern—add that touch of oorrectnett that

Iceeps a man at ease under the most crlticil
Inspeotion.

Coiiar Holders, Tie Klipt. Dreii Sots, Collar But.
tons. Cuff Links-all SWANK, made by Bier A
Wltde Co. — Jeweler! *

to men exclusively,
makers of (amoui
KUM-A-PART — the
Nation's Cuff Button.

Special Showing of

CpcaSHRINERdURNFR
1 * America's Finest * 1

SHOES FOR COLLEGE MEN
Next Monday and Tuesday

at the

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
by "JOE" DIFFEE

PJEW YOUK SHOPS
350 Madison Avtinus ISS Broadway 1263 Broadway 131 Weat 42nd Street

Shops and departments from coast to roast

Fine Furs
FOR MEN . . . .

The finest and largest selection

of Raccoon coats, fur lined

coats and fur motor robes.

H.JAECKEL&SONS
546 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

^
WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

MODERN DAIRY
ROBERT STEELE, Proprietor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM IN

NORTH ADAMS AND WILLIAMSTOWN
Of nceptionally low baetwi* content and teiting very high in buttertri conteot

PHONE NORTH ADAMS 2670.R

Service to All Parts of North Adams and Williamstown
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TED SHAWN STRIKES

EMOTION OF AUDIENCE

WITH DARING PROGRAM

Representation of Mevlevi Dervish

Called Sensation of Evening

by Gilcreast

ARTISTRY OF GROUP
NUMBERS IS PRAISED

Noted Interpretive Artist and His

Company Receive Ovation

from Audience

{Courtesy of Dr. S. H. Gilcreast)

It is always a pleasure to be in Chapin

Mall wlien the audience, large or umall, is

enthusiastic. It is particularly gratifyiug

to learn that another undergraduate or-

ganization has dared to swerve great art

from its all too beaten track and bring it

liore. This time the art was strange and

bold ; it caught the ear, it stopped the eye,

set the mind at work on vague elusive

memories of poetry, of opera, Verlaine,

Schnegourotschka, Giotto and Wattoau,

lie Falla and Louisbcrg Square, and made
the pulsebeat quicken to the resistless

inysti(! call of Old Stamboul. All other

arts were fused in one, and all came crash-

ing through the stuff of life like the Rhap-
sody of Brahms.

Ted Shawn made them come. His jjer-

sonality was vibrant in the air from the

moment he thrilled vast armies with the

"Battle Hymn of the Republic" until he

(lanced us into Spain. And that is as it

hIiouUI be. If we wish to sec a real Dervish

or a real Flamenco, we must go where they

are. This artist distilled the essence from

tliem and gave it to us freed from (clumsy

hits of local color which often hinder a

work of art. No one can deny that his

representation of the Mevlevi Dervish was

the sensation of the evening, or that scen-

ieally it was an improvement on the

original. One marvelled at his skill. The
noble savagery of the "Thunderbird"

made a more vivitl impression than any

war (lance, and was a true tribute to the

dying race. One wishes Mr. Shawn had

made even more room in his programme for

the Spanish Suite, for he chose for himself

and Miss Austin neither the most pic-

lures(iue dances nor thi! most characteris-

tic music.

Nowhere did genius flash brighter than

in the concejition of the group dancing. It

nnist be extremely difTicult to achieve

unity where so many exacting factors tend

to separate. It was done admirably.

One was a trifle disturbed at the facial

exjjressions in the first number; it seemed

impossible to keep one's eyes from them.

But after Miss Beck had climbed down
from Angkor-Vat to dance about so im-

(Contlnued on Sixth Page)

Concert Notice

A joint concert will be presented by
the Williams Musical Clubs and the

•\mhersl Musical Clubs with music

furnished by the Purple Knights Or-

chestra in Chapin Hall on Thursday,

Dt^cember 17, at 8.15 p. m. Tickets

nuvy be secured in advance for $.75 at

Harts or by writing to Box 746.
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GARFIELD SEES ARMS REDUCTION AS MORAL
OBLIGATION; FAIRMAN CLARIFIES STUDENT

THOUGHT ON DISARMAMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
SALIENT ISSUES DEFINED"

'We Must Organize Peace as Well
as Renounce War,' Says Dr.

Charles Fairman

ARMS ARE SYMPTOMATIC

Technology and Commerce Have
Far Outstripped Political

Co-Ordination

{Courtesy of Assistant Professor

Charles Fairman)

IS the questionnaire on disarmament,

presently to be circulated about the

college, is a means of stimulating thought
on that subject it will no doubt have
served a useful purpose. The Record
has asked me to contribute something to

this discussion. In a brief compass, I can

sketch only the broad outlines of the prob-

lem and must omit the data on which my
view is based.

Competition in armaments is symto-

matic of a more fundamental disorder, an

effect rather than a cause. I can see there

is some validity to the opposite view that

the menace of armaments is itself the gen-

erating cause of international malice.

But the former proposition seems to con-

tain a larger measure of truth, and leads to

an examination of the problem in its

largest terms.

We have to do with a world of nation

states, each reserving a large scope for

independent action, and each supported

l)y "patriotism", the most intense of all

group loyalties. Developments in tech-

nology and commerce have multiplied the

points of interstate contact, and hence of

friction, while the facilities for political

coordination,—inhibited by the persist-

ence of outworn ideals—have lagged far

behind. In the presence of overlapping

national claims there has been no adequate

machinery for imposing a reasonable

solution, and war has remained the

ultimate mode of effecting new adjust-
(Contlnued on Fifth Page)

WESLEYAN HOLDS PARLEY

World Cooperation Is Necessary To
Solve Economic Issues Says

Williams President

DISARMAMENT DEBATED

J. T. FLYNN TO SPEAK

BEFORE LIBERAL CLUB

ON THURSDAY EVENING

'Liberalism Adrift' To Be Discussed

by Noted Journalist and

Economic Expert

LECTURER SHOWED UP
CROOKED INVESTMENTS

Author Favors Equitable Balance

of Capitalist and Socialist

Tendencies

Arguments for and Against Are

Advanced by Six Prominent

Authorities

DR. H. A. GARFIELD
Whose Address at Middletown Concluded

the Wesleyan Parley on Disarmament

12 PROFESSORS STATE

DISARMAMENT BELIEFS

Majority Express Views Favoring

Disarmament and World
Cooperation

Special from Senator Reed
WILLIAMS RECORD DEC 7 1031

WILIJAMSTOWN MASS

THERE IS NO DOl'liT BUT THAT
.SOMETIMES EXCESSIVE MILITARY
PREPARATIONS INSPIRE FEAR IN
OTHER COUNTRIES AND THUS LEADS
TO WAR STOP UNIFORM DISARMA-
M ENT TENDS TO PREVENT THIS AND
TH EKEKORE I BELIEVE THAT WE
WERE WISE IN PROMOTING THE
WASHINGTON NAVAL CONFERENCE
OF 1822 AND THE LONDON CONFER-
ENCE OF 1930 STOP OUR NAVY HAS
THUS BEEN TWICE REBUKED STOP
OUR ARMY IS SO SMALL AS TO BE
A MENACE TO NO ONE STOP
FURTHER PROGRESS IN DISARMA-
MENT MUST CC ME FRCM EUROPEAN
NATIONS WHERE ARMIES TODAY
CONSTITUTE THE ONLY MILITARY
MENACE STOP THEIR ATTITUDE IS

NOT VERY ENCOURAGING STOP

SIGNED DAVID A REED

'When Frontiers Disappear Because Nations Are Kin,

the World Can Disarm,' Says Dean J. N. Leonard

{In the following article, Assistant Dean"and 2,000 miles without soldiers or forts.

Leonard discusses Disarmament from the

historical viewpoint).

History shows us that disarmament has

been tried twice. First when Napoleon

disarmed and garrisoned Prussia. The
French garrisons were then somewhat
Bimilar to the idea now being promulgated
of an international police force following

disarmament, but theoretically more effec-

tive due to imity of force and command.
These measures did not prevent Prussia

from being a decisive factor at both Leip-
i"g and Waterloo. The reason was nation-
alism as opposed to internationalism as
then attempted by Napoleon for Europe.
i^i'me states had joined Napoleon as allies,

namely Bavaria and Saxony, but this did
not prevent thorn from turning against
liim when their nationalistic feelings were
aroused. The king of Saxony was forced
to this by popular demand.
The other notable example of disarm-

ament is our Canadian frontier. It con-
sists of 1,000 miles without naval defense

There is no distrust or suspicion on either

side of the border. This is because we

have eliminated the causes of distrust.

Racially we are sprung from the same

Anglo-Saxon stock; linguistically we are

one; politically we function under rep-

resentative governments; economically we

both have sufficient raw materials, we

both are under the capitalistic system,

neither would be afraid of tariff reciprocity

as proposed to Canada by our Taft admin-

istration, and rejected by Canada as a

political issue. Legally we both use the

English system of common law and the

same court organization. We lie across

Canada's path to the sea, the St. Lawrence,

a geographical jiosition similar to France

on the channel. But Canada does not

fear us because of this, because racially,

politically, economically, legally, and

socially we are kin

.

When borders and frontiers of the world

disappear because nations are kin, then

the world can disarm in body, for it will

already have disarmed in spirit.

T. C. Smith

"Disarmament, in the strict sense of the

word, is so impossible of securing consider-

ation, even, from European states, much
less assistance, that it is not worth discuss-

ing. It is a misfortune that the term is

used for it has led to a vague, sentimental

agitation which cannot be other than

sterile. Limitation of armaments, how-
ever, is a genuine possibility, as has been

shown by treaties entered into voluntarily

by the naval powers, and the idea is a

familiar one. It tends to do away with

the practice of competition in armaments
which has proved such a powerful factor in

causing international distrust and bring-

ing about hostile combinations, such as

those which led to the world war. It does

not by any means guarantee peace but it

will, if generally accepted, work against

that domination of naval and military ex-

perts in the councils of nations which is the

worst single influence in modern interna-

tional relations. It may be added that

experience shows the practical impossibili-

ty of securing any limitation unless gen

erals and admirals are thrust entirely to

one side in the effort to achieve it. It is a

task for statesmen, not so-called experts."

W. H. Doughty, Jr.

"Disarmament can not and will not be

achieved until the people of the civilized

world, and especially the people of Europe,

have become so thoroughly persuaded of

the horror and futility of war that they

will no longer listen to those who seek,

whether in good faith or not, to stimulate

and maintain false national prides and

egoism.

The development and maintenance of

such a mental attitude, however, is an ex-

tremely difficult task, because of the fact

that international relations and problems

are so frequently affected by and bound up

with domestic problems and domestic

politics.

(Continued on Sixth Page)

CALENDAR

TUESDAY, DEC. 8

7.30 p. m.—Prof. Cleland will address the

Science Club. Clark Hall.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 9

7.30 p. m.—Prof. R. A. Newhall will ad-

dress the International Affairs Club.

Griffin Hall.

THURSDAY, DEC. 10

7.30 p. m.—The Liberal Club will present

John Flynn who will speak on "Liber-

alism Adrift." Jesup Hall.

Continuous effort to reduce armaments
by common agreement and consent was
stressed as our moral obligation by Presi-

dent Harry A. Garfield in his address con-

cluding the Wesleyan Disarmament Par-

ley at Middletown last Saturday evening.

Reduction, he maintained, is "morally

right, economically sound, and psychologi-

cally wise", and an essential step toward

world peace is the substitution of a "Guard
of Honor, controlled by a World-Com-
munity organization, for separate military

forces, controlled by national govern-

ments."

In preliminary observations on the de-

sirability of ensuring world peace. Dr.

Garfield remarked that the reason was "in

realistic terms, because the nations have an

increasing number of interests in common
which are endangered by war". Econom-
ic interests are largely international and,

he went on, it is "obvious that world

economic problems can be solved only by

some form of world organization; that

cooperation of nations is necessary, and

Special to 'The Record'

I favor world disarmament, but only

if it can be actually made general and

universal and be honestly carried out.

I am opposed to any plan of disarma-

ment which would limit our prepared-

ness in relation to other nations.

(Signed) Herbert II. Lehman

that national prejudices shall not be per-

mitted to stand in the way."

Summing up what could be done for the

sake of world peace. Dr. Garfield said that

disarmament would reduce the estimated

world "defense" budget of $4,000,000,000

annually, as well as fear and distrust

among nations. Security for all, not mere-

ly for some, is desired, and he concluded

with an explanation that drifting into war

and the collapse of nations would be to our

hurt as well as that of every nation.

The economic Vjearing on disarmament

was the topic dealt with by the two speak-

ers Friday evening. Rear Admiral W. S.

Sims regarded economic fear among na-

tions as one of the principal causes of inter-

national strife. "Rational regulation of

international commerce is the best key to

world peace", he said. "If an interna-

tional conference can adjust international

commerce, the primary causes of enmity

will have been removed."

Frank Simonds, writer on current affairs

saw disarmament as no solution. He con-

tended that such problems as the Polish

corridor would not be primarily affected,

(Continued on Sixth Page)

Choosing as his subject "Liberalism

Adrift," John T. Flynn, noted journalist,

author, and authority on (>conomics, will

speak in Jesu]) Hall on Thursday evening

at 7.30 under the auspices of the Liberal

Club. A staunch believer in the capitalistic

system yet aware of its defects, Mr. Flynn
will propose the remedies necessary, in his

opinion, to keep "the ship of Capitalism

from gravitating pilotlessly toward the

camp of the socialists." ^1|
Though often accused of entertaining

socialistic tendencies, the lecturer states

most emphatically in the prefaces of both

his published books that he is an admirer

of Capitalism and desires to jmtch it up in

those places where it is obviously falling

down by eliminating its bad ])oints and in-

corporating in it the best features of

Socialism. His talk, as well as attempting

to clear up the confusion existing in differ-

ent conceptions of the meaning ot "Liberal-

ism," will include a definite program of

reform legislation: changes in banking

laws, laws governing corporate business

and investments, and proposals for new
laws. In short he will outline the princi-

ples which a Liberal Party might adopt.

Mr, Flynn was managing editor of the

famous old New York Globe, long known as

America's fighting newspaper. While hold-

ing this position he succeeded in closing the

American Cotton Exchange, notorious for

its crooked gambling; be likewise broke up
the real estate racket in New York City

and conducted a strenuous campaign

against horse-racing. This portion of his

career came to an end when Frank Munsey
bought and scrapped the Globe because of

its increasing menace under Flynn's man-
agement to the success of the Sun. He
then became editor of the U. P. C. news
service, the syndicate department of the

United Publishers Corporation, and con-

ducted also a daily business service used by
fifty American newspapers.

Leaving tliis position to devote all his

time to writing, Mr. Flynn began publish-

ing numerous articles, becoming Colliers'

standard man on economics. Two of the

most important of these articles are en-

titled "Who Owns America" and "Law
and the Injunction Process", both of which

api)eared in Harpers. His first book, "In-

vestment Trusts Gone Wrong", exposes

the crooked use of such organizations by
the investment bankers of America. His

second has the title "Gralt in Business."

Another, about to appear is "God's Gold,"

an exhaustive study of the business opera-

tions of John D. Rockefeller and the

Standard Oil Co.

Infirmary Patients

A. W. Clarke '33 was the only student

confined to the infirmary when The
Record went to press Sunday evening.

Disarmament Questionnaire To Be Distributed

Among Students Today by Three Organizations

2.

If all nations join in similar reductions in military and naval establish-

ments intended for use against each other, how much disarmament

would you favor?

Do you favor tho American delegation to iho General Disarmament

Conference taking the initiative in calling upon all nations to join

us in reducing armaments?

Do you favor our setting an example for other nations by reducing

our expenditures upon armaments?

Do you favor American adherence to the World Court upon the basis

of the Root Protocols?

Do you favor compulsory military training in colleges?

Do you favor dropping military training entirely from the college

curriculum?

Have you had miUtary training?
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VOTE FOR YOUR LIFE

The poll of the Williams student hotly on the subject of disarmament, which is

to he made today, is one link in the most widespread attempt since the 1930 Prohi-

bition votes to mobilize college opinion on a topic of pressing political importance.

For us, disarmament is certainly not an academic question: the next war would

threaten the life, safety, and sanity of our generation. Unless our lives are given us

to be thrown away with glorious, or inglorious, purposelessness, we have a duty to

ourselves to support every sane move towards the maintenance of world peace.

Two of the questions on the ballot which you will receive today are especially fun-

damental. Number Two: "Do you favor the American delegation to the General

Disarmament Conference taking the initiative in calling upon all nations to join us in

reducing armaments?" And Number Four: "Do you favor American adherence to

the World Court, u|)on the basis of the Root Protocols?"

An unequivocal Affirmative to tlic appeal for the United States to bear its just

responsibility is the condition, without doul)t, of any true disarmament. We cannot

wisely go off by ourselves in a wholesale reduction of armament expenditures; nor can

we expect the rest of the world overnight to abandon old fears and suspicions, without

assurance of American co-operation in time of crisis. An unqualified recommendation

that we recognize the responsibilities of our leadership should be the basis of your

ballot.

LOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
".

. . the next step in our higher education must be the effective

preaching of a 'new provincialism'."

The 1-ure of The City! Glance through the Alumni Directory, at some recent,

Williams class, at least four years "out." About 30-35% of the group will be located

in business in cities not larger than 150,000. ()5-70% will find their work in large

centers. 35% will be located in New York City alone.

Is it altogether a wise, purposive trend?

It is a puzzling question, for the balance sheet is not at all as definitely one way as

the first glance seems to tell. True enough, the Big City api)ears to offer broader

opportunities for important work, interesting and worthwhile acquaintances, good

enlertainment, and fortune.

And no less clear seem the handicaps of the smaller j)lace. The opportunity for

finding interesting acquaintances appears indubitably narrower; business, enter-

tainment, profit, all seem petty. And there is constant, subtle jjressure to mould the

individual to a small-town stereotype of timid, or sluggish conservatism. Why should a

man who, by the time he is ready to enter some occupation, has developed broad in-

terests, and who wants to live where he can readily find people of kindred disposition,

not feel that the small town will compel him to give up all this?

If we are not content to rest our case here, though, some embarrassing questions

begin to pop up. Is life in a blaring world of apartment-living, traffic din, and ner-

vously aimless crowds, cheapened, or at least rendered unnecessarily burdensome?

If one seeks refuge in a suburban home, will the "cultural" advantages face as hard a

fight with neighborhood narrowness as in the small city? Does the grimness of com-

petition put too high a price on the opportunities? Will the large city stamp out its

stereotypes even more ruthlessly than the smaller?

It is curious that we leave these important considerations out of most of our talk

about "vocational" guidance. "Locational" guidance may be a narrower, but it is

hardly a less difficult, problem.

There is another side of the question yet to be heard from, it seems. ,Stuart

Sherman, whose remark it is which heads this column, can give us a starting point, in

his recommendation that college men broaden their vision of the possible fields for

useful, enjoyable work. There is no sense, he stresses, in overcrowding the large cities,

when there are so many unexplored chances in the smaller ones: "I think we need to

show our graduates the field for service and the large opportunity for the increase of

happiness by carrying their college training back to the home town, and making the

new standards prevail there." "The mentally poor and needy should perhaps go to

the metropolis to receive. But the essentially rich may safely remain in the provinces

and give." The solution for our "8uri)lu8" of college-trained men must inevitably be

that larger proportions of the small city professional and business rosters will come to

represent people of this background.

It is, however, a question of enjoyable living, as well as of opportunity. Here it is

in particular that we need more critical examination of the price which the large city

exacts. Some challenge to the cult of metropolitanism would be a healthy accompan-

iment of a College vocational guidance program. If we are to have round-table dis-

cussions of business and the professions, let us by all means hear for a change from the

small city doctor, or lawyer, or business man.

Special Train Announcement

In accordance with the usual practice, a

special train will run again this year from

Williamstown to Chicago, with connec-

tions for other western points. Tickets

are now on sale every day at ,Iegup Hall

between 12.45 and 1 p. m., or they may be

procured directly from the men in charge

of the train, Beattie and H. O. Brown '32.

There are parlor and sleeping cars and it is

|M)S8il)le to make arrangements with trains

for Pittsburg, Cleveland, Detroit and far

western cities. The train leaves Williams-

town on December 19th, at 12.15 noon,

arrives at Utica at 4.05 p. in., at Syracuse

at 6.43 p. m., at Buffalo at S.05 p. m., at

Erie at 11.IK) p. m., at Cleveland at 1.1

1

a. m. anil at Chicago at S.()5 a. in.
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I Communications \

i Although communications may bo published s

I unsigned, if so roi|uested. the narire of the writer
|

i must in every case bo submitted to tt e e litor. ;

5 The Hoard assunioa no responsibility, however,
|

s for tl e lads as stated, nor lor tlie opinions
|

: expressed in this departn ent. z
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Editor of The HECoitn,

Dear Sir:

In justice to Author Davis of the

Quarterly, 1 think that it should be

remarked that your reviewer, Mr. Allen,

was guilty of an egregious error in his esti-

mation of the character of Freddie Crane,

presented by Mr. Davis in the sketch

Of All He Surveys. Anyone who can

gaze at the heavens on a summer evening

as Freddie does, and pretend to see Orion

before 3.00 a. m., or even later, sir, is

either a very low sort of hypocrite or in-

toxicated. It is quite evident that Mr.

Allen did not penetrate the subtlety of

Mr. Davis's character study.

Trusting that you will see that Mr.

Allen is put to rights in this matter, I

beg to remain

Very truly yours,

An Undergraduate

diiiiiiniiniiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiiiiit nniiiiiiiiii iiiiii^
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Other Campuses \
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Sad news for the Williams Glee Club

comes from Boston. The Annual New
England Intercollegiate Cdee Club Con-

test, won last year by the Williams organ-

ization, is to be discontinued for the

current season.

If you can read this you won't have to

learn shorthaml and might save time in

taking notes by adoijting the system:

"Prfssr Rbrt Mllkn, drctr of th Clfrn

Nsttut of Tc^hnlgy nd wnnr of th Nbl prz

fr pliscs, rtrnd frm Urp on the Aqtna

ystrdy brngng spprt fr hs csiiic ry thry

frm a grp of mnnt Grmn scntsls. He

hd Ibrtry phtgrphs, th frst of thr knd of ny

scntfc vlu bcs of thr drty, pctriig the

tlinltn of n atm by th ry whch th Clfrn

physcst ssrts orgnts in ntrstllr spo."

HrUl-TrIm

Says the B. U. News: "A Colgate

professor of psychology required his

students to sleep in class so that he could

determine the most effective pitch for an

alarm clock. We have always main-

tained the most effective pitch of the alarm

clock is through the window into the alley."

The college graduate may expect to earn

8175,000 during his life span, whereas the

high school graduate will earn only

$110,000, according to figures compiled

by W. A. DePuy, of the Department of the

Interior, reprinted in the Bowdoin organ.

At 22 the college graduate starts with a

salary of $1 ,400, anil at ISO he earns $4,000,

dropping to $3,500 at the age of 70.

Mortar-Board, the Vermont University

Senior society for Women, is to hold a

series of "bull-.se.ssions" for the campus

coeds, which it is hoped will be a "howling

success." We'd like to see a female bull-

se8.sion, or for that matter, a female bull.

Down at Wesleyan Dean Chanter has

grown fiery over the Crusader movement.

He writes for the Argus: "1 cannot sym-

pathize with such people, and such prin-

ciples masquerading under this Christian

name. What is the aim of the Crusader

movement? They say they want to wipe

out corruption in this country. Nonsense.

What they really want is liquor. A large

part of the Crusaders I know drank before

the war, and still are drinking." Paynim
please note.

The worm has finally turned. At
Columbia University last week, the

students of a class in Constitutional

History were much amazed at the spec-

tacle of their professor walking out on
them when they had refused to quiet down
before the bell had rung. The class expect

a stiff quiz next time, says Spectator.

"Serependipity", says Dr. Hotson of

Haverford, "is the capacity for discovering

things you aren't looking for." Which
is the attitude most of us would have
found ourselves in hail the petition for

the Thanksgiving week-end been granteil

by the faculty two weeks ago.

MiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiniininiiniiitMiiiiniliiiiMniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii^

I The Press Box |
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A great deal of speculation is being

bandied about now concerning the hand-
icaps of two famous babies,—Charles
Augustus Lindberg, ,Ir. and Gene Lauder
Tunney. Editorials are bewailing the
misfortunes of having a famous father and
campus gossips have predicted that the
pair will turn out to be "wet smacks."
It has occurred to us, however, that in

ten or twenty years when the weighty
robes of fame will hang most heavily on
the young shoulders, the now well-re-

nowned fathers will be heroes of the good
old days. Orville Wright and Jim Cor-
bett, it would seem, have passed almost
completely from the limelight.

One of the most profound and scintil-

lating observations on the affair in Man-

churia appears in the current issue of the

New Itepublic:—"China, America and

England have everything to gain by a

pacifist waiting policy." We can't under-

stand why they didn't say, "China and

Japan have everything to gain by a

pacifist, waiting policy." It would have

been much more to the point.

after which four men were choseii f„r
onil interviews one of whom wiis | f^
These short interviews as well an i.ther

.•»,, tt«
ltitlt)r

relerences formed the basis of Belectinn (

the committee. '

Science Club

Professor H. F. Cleland will !,.,.( „„,
to the Science Club on "WealliLTinn

uikI
Archaeology" this evening at 7 ijo

j,,

Clark Hall. A short business iiu.,,|i

will precede the address.
"K

A late editorial in the Boston Heral<l

indicates that a great number of the inhab-

itants of the Holy City are worried about

who is getting the unemployment funils.

Maybe we ought to tell these people that

a few years ago the stock market of New
York (a big city far to the south) crashed

with a loud boom a few years ago. Ever

since then a lot of lovely hard-working

men have been unable to earn their daily

bread because there have not been enough

jobs to go around. Some nice people

discovered this during last summer and

now they are collecting money so that

these unfortunate men may have jobs

with which to earn their livings during

the cold winter months. That's all there

is to it.

Rcsartua

Lakin, Mark, Turner '32

Apply for Scholarships

In a meeting of the Rhodes Scholarship

Selection Committee for Massachusetts

in Boston Last Saturday, Lakin, Mark and
Turner '32 were among I he thirty-five men
from the various colleges of the state to be

interviewed. This committee selected two
men, Polland of Harvard and Jenks of

Bowdoin, to represent Massachusetts be-

fore the District Selection Committee next

week which will make the final awaril of

two Rhodes Scholarships for the New Eng-
land district.

Each of the applicants went in turn be-

fore the committee for several minutes.

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Williamstown News Stands

PICTURES, CHAIRS and
DAVENPORTS

All reasonably priced
Call on us at

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Mattresses from $7.50 up

RUGS, LAMPS,

42 Ashland Street Tel. 1825

M. Schmidt & Sons
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

Chesterfields

$45.00

CASH SALE NOW ON

ISfels Domm

Fine Furs
FOR MEN . . . .

The finest and largest selection

of Raccoon coats, fur lined

coats and fur motor robes.

H.JAECKEL&SONS
546 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK



Gregory Mason Lectures
Before Forum Audience

•\Ve, tlic (cultural descoiulaiits of ('o-

Iii,„|,u8,
liavc been very hIow in uppreciul-

jiij, (lie (rue height of the Aineriemi Indian

civilization of Central and Koutli

Ariierii'a," Htated Mr. (irexory MaBon, a

Williams uiuninuB and noted urclieoloxiHt,

IccliirinK on "The Land of the Ruin (IocIh"

i,i,i|i.r the anspieeH of the Koruni last Siiii-

(liiv evening in Jesiip llull. "This is u

civilization absolutely unconneeted with

iinV jircvious European eivilizations and

in many re8])eets is far ahead of all others."

Mr. Mason eonlinued with slides to il-

lustrate his belief that the uneient Mayas

(i(
Yucatan and the Incas of Peru were

"fur superior to the Europeans of 1402 in

piiKineering, tajjestry workins, and surgery
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although they could neither read or write.

'1"1m! Peruvians, for example, kniiw the
usc>H of anaeslhetii'S, whi(di they eoncocted
from the cocoa plant, long before such a
IhiuK was thought of elsewhere.

"There is little that is actually new in

the world," continued the S|)eaker. "A
great deal of what we have in the lields of

art, science, and engineering to-day which
we think we get from our I'lurojiean ances-

tors ac^tually conies from the an(^i(;iit

American civilization. For instance their

observatories which we have unearthed
show an advanced kiuwledge of astron-

omy.

"Along with culture originated sport,

for the Mayas had a gaint; very similar to

modern basketball, which (hey i)layed over

2()(K) years ago with a native rubber bull

and two stone rings fastened laterally

instead of horizontally to the sides of two
facing clilTs. The wealthy classes were
s<^ated on the walls above the court and
would throw down jewels and even their

clothes to the victors.

"The Indians of Central America were

unusually peace-loving being engaged

diielly in agriculture in which they were

v(Ty mu(di advanced. If we may assume
that the more intricate and more developed

system is the oldest, then American agri-

culture is far older than others and agricul-

ture is the lirst evidence of a race's transi-

tion from savagery to civilization."

In conclusion, Mr. Mason, in exi)lana-

tion of his work in Mexico exi)liuned, "We
can oftentimes find out just as much by

visiting the modern Central American

Indians as by excavating the ancient ruins,

for sometimes they are still doing things

just as before. It is my purpost; to try to

aroiuie general interest in the human side

of the true American civilization- that of

the early Central and South American

Indians. They are the true Americans."

1935 QUINTET PRACTICES DAILY

Frosh Are Beaten by Seniors and

Varsity in Practice Tilt

After a little more than a week's prac-

tice, Coach Williamson has succeeded in

lining up several tentative teams from his

aggregation of freshmen basketball players.

The yearlings have played two jjractice

games, losing to the seniors in the inler-

elass series Friday and to the Varaity

Saturday but demonstruting considerable

strength in both encounters.

Coach Williamson used four teams for

periods of live minutes each in the int«r-

class gamt! with the seniors. The starting

line-up was as follows: Nevins, r.f.;

Meighan, l.f.; Lasher, c; Wellman, r.g.;

Gait, l.g.

I'utting on a flashy exhibition of court

work and cai)italizing on Varsity errors,

t he freshmen jum|)ed to an early lead in the

scTinunage with the Varsity and held the

lead until just before the end of the lirst

twenty minute period when the Varsity

forged ahead. In tlu; se<u)nd period the

Varsity took things more seriously, stop-

ped making errors, and swamped the

yearlings 43-21. Nevins and Meighan

played well for the freshmen. The line-up

which started, was as follows: Meighan,

l.f.; Nevins, r.f.; Swan, c; ColUns, l.g.;

Wellman, r.g.

Made M^RESH
never parched, never toasted

Camels ar©KeptFresh!

«.* t w ^^ --.

Mou probably know that heat is used in

the treatment of all cigarette tobaccos.

But you know too that excessive heat

can destroy freshness and fragrance.

That's why there could be no truly fresh

cigarette except for scientifically developed

methods of applying heat.

Reynolds is proud of having discovered

and perfected methods for getting the

benefits of heat treatments and still avoid-

ing ever parching or toasting.

With every assurance we tell you. Camels

are IvvXy fresh. They're made fresh— not

parched or toasted—and then they're hept

fresh in the Camel Humidor Pack.

If you wish to know why the swing to

Camels is nationwide and steadily growing

— switch to them for just one day — then

leave them, if you can.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C

R. /. Reynolds Tobacco Company's

Coast-to-Coast Radio Programs

CAMEL QUARTER HOUR, Morton Downey, Tony Wons, and

Camel Orchestra, direction Jacques Rcnard, every night

except Sunday, Columbia Broadcasting System

PRINCE ALBERT QUARTER HOUR, Alice Joy, "Old Hunch,"

and Prince Albert Orchestra, direction Paul Van Loan,

every night except Sunday, N. B. C. Red Network

See radio page of local newspaper for time

Don't remove the moisture-proof torapping from

your package of Camels ajter you open it. The

Camel Humidor Pack is protection against sweat,

dust and germs. In offices and homes, even in

the dry atmosphere of artificial heat, the Camel

Humidor Pack delivers fresh Camels and keeps

them right until the last one has been smoked

Camels
Made WnESU-Kept FRESU

^ IMl, . I. R«rB*lda Tobmeoo Company
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

MUSICAL CLUBS TO

OPEN SEASON WITH

LORD JEFF SINGERS

Joint Concert With Amherst Clubs

At Williamstown Unique in

Schools' History

PERFORMANCE IN CHAPIN
TO START AT 8.15 P. M

Purple Knights Will Offer Group

Of Popular Selections as

Added Feature

Flying figuratively the white flag of

truce, Amherst will enter Williamstown

to take the stage with the Purple, and

instead of invoking the gods of battle, will

tempt the muses in a joint concert with

the Williams Musical Clubs in Chapin

Hall on the night of December 17 at 8.15

p. m. This visit of the Sabrina songsters

not only marks the first official perform-

ance of the Musical Clubs' season, but is

the first appearance of the Amherst

j
.

'
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Questionnaire Explained

by Member of Faculty

The Itoot I'rotocol cml)o<lic8 the con-

ditions iiniJosed f)y the United States

Siiiate for the entrance of the United

,Sinti'H i'lto 'he World Court. This was

(Iniwii up l>y Root, September, 1929, lias

Ijccn accepted l)y the European members

of the World Court and is to be presented

to tlie opening session of the Senate next

week.

The first three clauses of the Protocol

(leal with the equal participation of the

United States in all the activities of the

Court and involve the acceptance of all

j(9 (conditions by the other members

„f the court. The fourth condition states

dial the Court may render advisory

oniiiion to any member which requests it

Thi' fifth reservation is the most contro-

verHiiil. The Secretary General of the

l,(:it!ue of Nations shall through any

<iiMnnel designated for that purpose by the

[Tiited States inform the United States

of imy proposal for obtaining advisory

<i|)iriion from the Court, whereupon, if

desired, an exchange of views shall pro-

ceed lietween the I/cague and the United

Slides. The registrar of the Permanent

Ciiurl of International Justice shall notify

the United States of all requests or ad-

visory opinion and if for any reason no

siiflieient opportunity for the exchange

of \iews with the League of Nations has

been afforded, the Court, if desired by

tlie United States, shall stay proceedings

to enable such exchange to take place.

WUh regard to requesting advisory opinion

of the Court an objection made liy the

Iriiled States shall have the same force

and efTect as attaches to a vote against

asking for an opinion in the Council or

As.sembly. If after the exchange of views

pnjvided for above, no agreement can be

reriehcd, the United States may with-

(h.iw its adherence,—"Without any im-

putation of unfriendliness or unwillingness

III cooperate generally for peace and

Ki'odwill." The last condition of the

Protocol provides for voluntary with-

drawal by the United States or for with-

drawal by the other nations from the

agreement.

Salient Issues Defined
(Continued from First Page)

mcnts. This cruile process has now been

uiii\ersally condemned in princii)lc; but

«e lire less ready to accept the corollary,

(hill for the system of national self-help

we must substitute the principle of inter-

national solidarity in the maintenance of

general i)eace.

There are such recurrent similarities in

the crowth of social groups that we may
ofleii seek the solution of interstate prob-

U'ms liy projecting them back upon the

national plane. The situation of the

ttiirhl community today is similar to that

of II national monarchy in the days of

fenilalism. World peace is as precarious

today as was the King's peace at the hands

of liaughty barons. Centripetal loyalties

ami common interests are only dimly

reeiiKnized. We observe that within the

ddiiiestic community we have now clab-

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder
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orated machinery for making new rules in
the light of cirumstances; for api)lying
those rules in an orderly way to spmdfic
controversies; and for exertijig public
power on the side of law.

The Covenant of the Uague of Nations,
and the 8tatut<^ of the Permanent Court of
International Justice, for which it pro-
vides, lay the constitutional basis for a
similar organization of the international
community. They will gradually make
possible the realization of an objective
which President Wilson thus defined:
What we seek is the reign of law, based
upon the consent of the governed, and
supported by the organized opinion of
mankind. One element in such an
accomplishment must be the reduction of

national armaments to the lowest figure

consistent with domestic order and the
enforcement by common action of inter-

national obligations. But this is only one
aspect of the whole: For we must organize
peace as well as renounce war. This
means more than a limited association

for economic and social questions. It

must include the orderly examination of

political controversies, the compulsory
adjudication of legal disputes, and at the

same time a peaceful reexamination of

treaty obligations recognized as incon-

sistent with international public iwlicy.

Many Americans decline to envisage

the problem from this point of view, and
hold to the belief that the goal might be

reached by the direct method: simply
scale down the existing status quo, after

the manner of the Washington Naval
Treaty of 1922. This has the advantage
of securing more tangible immediate re-

sults, and makes a positive contribution

in that it produces some relaxation of

international tension. But the method
has been notably barren of results in cate-

gories where the American government
was weak and hence unable to impose this

method of treatment. Pursuing this

policy, without assuming any obligations

for the maintenance of peace, the adminis-

tration has cooperated in the work of the

I^eague's preparatory disarmament com-
mission, whose labors have now produced a

draft treaty for the limitation (if not

reduction) of certain aspects of armaments.

This draft will be the point of departure

for the disarmament conference at Geneva
next February. The task will be to fix

upon the quotas, as well as to reconcile

the many reservations already attached

to the project.

The salient points at issue are already

clear. Shall limitations be by budgetary

maxima, or in terms of ships and men?
Shall we limit naval forces by categories

—

capital ships, cruisers, et cetera— , or by
figures for global tonnage? Shall reserves

as well as men with the colors be covered

by the treaty? The proceedings will be

interspersed with much technical jargon

about national needs. But national need

is a relative concept—relative, that is, to

the existing international situation at a

moment of future conflict. If the coop-

eration of the United States in the solution

of such a crisis cannot be pledged in

advance, then relative needs will be high.

If the American people are willing to

undertake some such obligation, relative

needs can be forced down. If we are

ready to take a hand in the building of

an orderly world community, it ought
to be possible in a relatively short time
to reduce very materially the general

level of armaments. The present Man-
churian crisis gives point to all this, and
serves to show how much we must
strengthen the machinery of peace at the

same time that we seek to reduce arms.

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manacar

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

WILLIAMS DEBATERS

WIN FROM PRINCETON

AND MOUNT HOLYOKE

Argue Proposition Urging Active

Participation in League of

Nations by U. S.

CONTESTS OPEN SCHEDULE

Williams Supports Affirmative in

South Hadley and Upholds

Negative Here

The Williams Adelphic Union success-

fully opened its schedule of League De-

bates by decisively defeating both Prince-

ton and Mount Holyoke on the proposi-

tion "Resolved That the United States

should take an active part in the League of

Nations." Supporting the Negative in

Williamstown Saturday night. Van Sant

'32 and Collens '34 were declared victors

over Princeton by a 2-1 decision of the

judges, while Reeves '32 and Lawtlier '33

arguing the Affirmative, gained a unani-

mous vote of the judges and audience in

South Hadley Thursday evening.

Byrnes MacDonald and L. F. Leary,

taking the Affirmative for Princeton, out-

lined the three fundamental principles of

the League as conciliation of international

affairs, joint mediation of arguments, and
sanction of an international police force.

"America is in agreement with the first

two, and can accede to the latter without

sacrificing its political convictions. The
whole system of post-war economic prob-

lems has been wrapped up with Repara-

tions, which is indirectly the main cause of

lack of faith in the League. The United

States has too many irons in the European

fire to remain on the outside."

Basing their argument on the fact that

the United States might lose in three re-

spects from active participation, the Nega-

tive showed that we could easily be involv-

ed in a war which did not concern us, that

the League might meddle in our national

affairs, such as the immigration laws, and

that our Senate would labor under an

added distraction. "We are able to follow

the dynamic trend of interest in the League

without actually joining actively," said

Van Sant, "and the United States is not

ready for a political union with Europe."

Following the rebuttals an informal vote

of the audience, which resulted in a plurali-

ty for the Negative, was taken, and the

judges, Mr. L. G. Treadway, and Profes-

sors Fairman and Keller rendered a 2-1

decision for the Williams team.

Moimt Holyoke Debate

Speaking in the Mount Holyoke audi-

torium, Reeves outlined the question as

essentially one of internationalism against

nationalism. "The nationalistic spirit

sealed its death warrant by the Great War.

Internationalism is the framework within

which all nations achieve full growth of

their social, artistic and economic lives,

but which prevents one group from living

its national life at the expense of another."

Japan, continued Lawther, uses the fact

that the United States is not actively a

member of the League as a lever in the

Manchurian struggle. The League is a

framework with room for growth, and at

present the United States does not feel

morally bound by its actions.

Upholding the Negative, Jeanette

Dickie and Elizabeth McEntee argued

that the League, siding with the state, has

been ineffectual in dealing with questions,

failing to protect the minority. "The

reason for this is the domination of the

powers victorious in the World War. The

League stands for a perpetuation of unjust

treaties, which will lead to war, and the

dominance of the big powers will tend to

prevent any change in the s(o(i(S quo.

Participation is dangerous for us, for we

would have to participate in every eco-

nomic war, and the decision of a minor

power would be binding. If the United

States comes before the Ix^ague, all nations
would judge her."

While waiting for the decision of the
judges. Reeves entertained the audience
with selections from Alice in Womlerliiiul,

from which he had quoted copiously dur-
ing the debate. A unanimous verdict of

the three judges and the audience returned
a decision for the Negative.

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

Tiffany & Co.
Jewelhks Sii.viiusMriiis Stationers

WatciiI'S ANDWristWatches

MailInoiiisies Ri;feut PiiOMprArrENnoN

Fifth AvENui; &;]7^-^'Stkeet

NiiwYoKK

%.M

"I'LL BE SEEING YOU"
AT THE

SEAGLAT^V7

Holiday dining,dancing,supping...you'lIsee most

of the younger, nicer set at the Seaglade . . . and

VINCENT LOPEZ
at the baton . . . putting the party over with

Latin verve. Couvert after 10:30, $2.00 . . . Sat-

urdays and holidays, $3.00 . . . but late-staying

dinner guests are not taxed. Dancing, formal.

HOTEL ST. REGIS
FIFTH AVENVE...NEW YORK

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

The Williams

Co-op
CASH SALE

SPECIALS FOR THIS WEEK
Join the

Co-op

Sheepskin Coats

$7.50
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The Lower Price

—of Rosenberg clothes this season

means no lowering whatever of the

traditional quality that has made
them so highly esteemed. There s

a wide choice of handsome patterns

in the Fall line.

lOi^ CHAPEL STHEET
JiEW HAVEN

16 EAST 52>!." STREET
NKW VORK

Representative

MIKE HARRISON
AT CABLE PRINDLE'S

Wednesday and Thursday

December 9th and 1 0th

12 Professors State

Disarmament Beliefs
(Continued Jrom First Page)

However, education can do and is doing

much, in spite of chauvinistic treaties and

the yellow press. And it is to be hoped, as

the League of Nations gains in prestige,

the people will less and less rely upon force

and more and more turn to peaceful

methods of settling their disputes. But

this will take time."

R. A. Newhall

"The question of disarmament cannot

be divorced from the question of the peace-

ful settlement of international disputes.

As much disarmament as possible is the

end most to be desired, but in urging this

we should also be willing to assist in all

possible ways the non-military settlement

of disputes. Adherence to the World

Court and participation in the League of

Nations are the most obvious ways to

assist in solving the disarmament prob-

lem."

J. P. Comer
"I believe that the world has developed

such a community of interests that no

mui.hnd of Bcvtling iii(.erD(itifiiit!i disputes

var '« •"<¥' whielijljjiolxe^snv 'ious dis-

•nrniiKeuwrnt of such intercstf War as a

i:. •;{') !i.pr}'i\! h't: h:'-'- ''_ ance and

failed; reason is being enthroned as a

method and is being implemented by vari-

ous (ul hoc or permanent agencies. The
February Disarmament Conference de-

mands the presence of the United States,

which, with other large nations, must act

on the principle that security will be best

secured by the very fact of reducing arma-

ments. This country should enter the

Permanent Court, with the Senate Reser-

vations, for it is there that reason and law

prevail in a manner which hitches in with

the mores of this country."

D. T. Clark

"To relieve business in important coun-

tries from tax-burdens in support of arma-

ments would favor its revival, like any

other reduction of costs. A world impov-

erished by two years of industrial paralysis

may perhaps be able to see more clearly

that the economic waste of armaments is

incongruous with a renunciation of war as

an instrument of national policy. Arma-
ments for self-defence, or the maintenance

of just rights, become pointless amongst
nations which have, in effect, agreed not to

commit aggression upon one another, and
their continuance comes perilously close to

charging friendly contracting powers with

bad faith. The possession of armaments
provides an ever-ready temptation to their

use, but a war for the promotion of sup-

posed economic "interests" is not simply

upon the moral level of piracy or racketeer-

ing, but intellectually lower, since pirates

and racketeers know ordinarily their ma-
teria linterests, but a national profit from
war is usually an illusion."

Paul Birdsall

"One of the most hopeful signs of the

times is the increasing interest of under-

graduates in international problems. The
activity of Williams College organizations

In polling undergraduate opinion on Dis-

armament is an important and useful

manifestation of this interest. In the long

run there can be no progress in the organi-

zation of peace without an informed and

vocal public opinion."

W. S. Hayward
"National armaments, supported by

national pride, a military caste, and a fear-

complex, must always be dangerous to

world peace. The end and purpose of all

armament, military or naval, is to wage

war. A nation prepared adequately for

defense is prepared equally well for offense.

No international curb has yet been devised

to prevent an armed nation from using its

armament as it so desires. The sole rem-

edy for such a situation is disarmament.

Never before has there been such an oppor-

tunity. The horrors of the last war have

not yet been allowed to fade from men's

minds, yet the bitterness between the con-

tending nations is dying out. Further-

more, economic depression, world-wide,

has brought home to taxpayers and rulers

alike, the terrific cost of maintaining

armies and navies."

D. C. Blaisdell

"The students of the country are to be

congratulated on the interest they are

showing in the problem of national arma-

ments. This is a healthy as well as a

hopeful sign, but let this interest t)e found-

ed on a realistic basis. Such a basis would

include a realization that science has

created a new world in which argument on

the basis of historical analogy is dangerous

and misleading; the new conditions de-

mand a reconsideration of traditional poli-

cies; that competitive armaments have

not constituted peace insurance; and that

every individual a stake in the maintenance

of international peace. Only on the basis

of such an approach can one hope for

progress in the solution of the problem of

armaments."

W. E. Beach
"Substantial reduction in current ex-

penditures on armaments would be an im-

portant step toward the restoration of

more normal economic conditions through-

out the world. Government budgets

might be reduced, with consequent bene-

fits to industry through lower taxes. Or,

the expenditures on arms might be trans-

ferred to more productive uses, such as

public roads. In either case a temporary

fillip would be given to business. Tem-
porary unemployment of labor and capital

now engaged in the making of arms would

offset the gains to some extent, but utiliza-

tion of these factors in more productive

ways would soon yield enormous gains for

the future. International amity would

also be greatly enhanced by disarmament."

C. R. Keller

"National armament should be reduced

immediately to attone for the 'do-nothing'

period which has followed the formal re-

nunciation of war by the nations of the

world. Actions must reinforce words to

develop mutual faith among the nations.

On this the future of our civilization de-

pends."

Allan Latham
"Disarmament is theoretically desirable

and deserves practical advocacy. The
United States has nothing to fear from the

adoption of such a policy, since not only

'beautiful words' but, in the long run,

national armaments also are futile in the

face of the overwhelming economic

strength and unsurpassed industrial poten-

tialities which distinguish this country.

"
It is regrettable t hat world disarmament

cannot become in the near future a fact,

because the rising title of National Social-

ism in Germany will prevent the French

from seriously considering a curtailment of

their war expenditure, while the late Con-

servative victory in England probably will

remove her from a definite stand on the

side of armament reductions. Commun-

ist Russia, Fascist Italy and our own

country are the only important world

powers from which real co-operation to-

wards the desired end may be expected;

that unfortunately is not enough.

"The chief positive measure which the

United States could take would be a sin-

cere grappling with international questions

in conjunction with the League of Nations.

This ought not to imply any emasculation

of the Monroe Doctrine, as it most em-

phatically would not entail any loss of

national sovereignty."

Ted Shawn Strikes

Emotion of Audience
(Continued from First Page)

pudently, and look upon us with such

supercilious disdain, we were more charm-

ed than otherwise; and we were complete-

ly so by "Redowa", where feminine

daintiness of face and figure displayed its

wiles.

"Boston Fancy" and "Bavarian Holi-

day" were entertaining skits, cleverly

danced too, and contrasted pleasantly

with the exquisite delicacy and restraint of

"Orientale", the gloriously carefree "Auf-

schwung" of "Frohsinn" and the ecstasy of

St. Francis receiving the stigmata.

How inadequate to clap one's hands at

this last. How inadequate the mere

clapping of hands anywhere. To those of

us who deplore the shuffling monotony of

dancing to jazz, how much more satisfac-

tory to express our pleasure by keeping

Miss Campbell at the piano and dancing

(invisibly) an ode to Terpsichore.

Wesleyan Holds Parley
(Continued from First Page)

and also that American reduction in arma-

ment would in no way affect Europe. He
discussed the economic side of disarma-

ment and predicted "economic forces will

make people not too proud, but too poor to

fight."

Rear Admiral C. S. Hussey and Fred-

erick Libby, secretary of the National

Council for the Prevention of War, clashed

in debate Saturday morning. Building

up of the American navy to the limits

prescribed by the London conference was
advocated by the Rear Admiral, who
termed the position of the United States

in the balance of power as the best instru-

ment of peace. "Naval parity exists only

in principle. What we need is a fleet in

fact," he stated.

Libby argued that stringent disarma-

ment and the creation of public opinion

against war were the best means of pre-

venting war. An army, he believed,

might be as much of a menace as a protec-

tion, and he characterized the naval de-

partment's dealing with parity as "slogans

instead of thought". Naval i)Ower, he

contended, was out of date because of air-

craft development.

Later in the day, Harry Laidler, a

pacifist and associate director of the

League of Industrial Democracy, sug-

gested that individuals refuse to engage in

wars, which brought a retort from Rear
Admiral Sims. The latter maintained

that a man who decided now not to take

part in any war was not a good citizen.

However, he added, "If a group after

studying the questions involved in a partic-

ular conflict, decided not to participate,

that is a different matter."

International Affairs Club

The International Affairs Club will

hold a meeting open to all members of

the College on Wednesday evening,

December 9, at 7.30 in Griffin Hall.

Professor Newhall will speak at this

time on "The Present Political Sit-

uation in England," after which the

meeting will be thrown open for general

discussion. The meeting will be over

by 9 o'clock so that those attending will

be able to be on time for the house

meetings.

FOR SERVICE

Let

GEORGE"
Dolt

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn money

corresponding for newspapers; all or

spare time; experience unnecessary; no

canvassing; send for free booklet; tells

how. Heacock, Room 584, Dun Bide

Buffalo, N. Y.

Retailing as a Profession
Beckons to the

COLLEGE STUDENT
Read of the opportunities and the

path to success in

^^The Retail Executive
By

THORNDIKE DELAND
With the nssistniice of

Edward A. Raisbeck, Jr.

^n

Specialiata in Executive PJacement

Harper & Bros., $3.00 Any Book Store

TACONIC LUMBER CO.

Building Materials

Does Reading the Paper Hurt Your Eyes?

If your eyes hurt and you feel tired after an hour or so

of reading fine newspaper print, look out. You are straining

your eyes. You need more light and you need it right now.

For reading, card playing or other close work specialists

recommend 60 to 100 watt Mazda lamps.

Buy them by the Carton and Save 10%

WILLIAMSTOWN GAS COMPANY

Chesterfields . .
. "Sweaters .... 'Leather ]ac\ets . . . Suits . . . Tuxedos . . . Furnishings

^^y^^^Jk^il/i^^'^^af.

Dick Kendrick will be at Rudnick's Sample Room on Tuesday and Wednesday, December 8 and 9
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EVILS OF CAPITALISM

SHOWN BY J. T. FLYNN

'Liberal Club' Speaker Offers Plan

for Correcting Financial

Complications

EXPOSES PROMOTIONALISM

Noted Author Calls for Abolition

of Holding Companies as

Root of Abuse

"The question to-day is not 'Can Capi-

talism 1)6 saved?' Imt rather 'Can Cajjitul-

jgin lie brought back?' " Such was the

fine distinction drawn by Jolui T. Flynn in

Ills talk on "l/iberalisin Adrift" before the

liberal Club and a large audience in Jesup

Hull Auditorium Thursday night.

"It is most surprising," he remarked,

"that at the end of two years of such a

wi'll-advertised depression as we are in

now, we have had no radical uprising,

liberal movement, or intellectual revolt.

Most of us are waiting and hoping for the

return of the bull market; the chief inter-

est is to get our country back to a state of

prosperity.

"Although it is popular enough to be a

Liberal, yet Liberalism itself is luipopular.

I''or the first- time in history ]>iberala are

turning backwards, looking over their

Hhoulders to the 'good old times'. Yet

whether we like it or not, these times have

disappeared; machines and the great in-

ilustrial system are with us to stay.

"To my mind, it is a toss-up which is the

more conservative, the party in power or

the opposition. There are no real Liberals

ill Congress to-day. There might be a

cry now to scrap Capitalism and turn to

some socialized system, but the possibility

of this country turning to such a radical

proposition in the near future is slight.

•The fault to-day," he continued, "is

not in the Capitalistic system, but rather

in the fact that the ownership of produc-

tion rests in the hands of that group known

as capitalists. It is this ownership and

;u/( compdilinn that is to blame." Then
tracing the various states of development

of t lie ownership in industry from the very

simiileat form to the hopelessly entangled

unci comiilicated holding company, he

pointed out that the responsibilities of the

ownership of industry had been drained

off. Using the vast United Founders

Corporation and the Van Swcringen broth-

ers as examples, he made note of the type

(Continued on Second Page)

NEWHALL DISCUSSES

NEW BRITISH POLITICS

'International Affairs Club' Hears
of Inflation and Protection

Ideas in Britain

ALBERT F. MILLER, 1932

Manager of the Musical Clubs Which Join

Amherst in Presenting a Concert

Here Thursday

JOINT CONCERT PLANS

SHOW RAPID PROGRESS

Amherst Glee Club Is Recognized

As Oldest Organization on

Sabrina Campus

Christmas Carols

".\s is the custom, before the Christ-

niiis recess, the Williams College Choir

will presiuit Christmas Music at both

Sunday services December 13.

"In the morning the anthem will be

0, Hdly Night by Adoljihe Adam.
"From 5 o'clock in the afternoon un-

til the Vesper chimes, the choir, assisted

by I he double quartette of the Glee

Club, will sing traditional Christmas

enrols. During Vespers the double

(luarlette will sing Low How a Hose

E're lilooming by Praetorius and the

choir will present Neidlinger's T)ie

Birliulwj of a King."

(Signed ) Avery Rogers

Rivalry of a harmonious nature will

mark the first joint concert of the Amherst

and Williams Musical Clubs, which is to

be presented in Chapin Hall on the even-

ing of December 17 at 8.15 o'clock. Not
only is the occasion unique in that it will

be the first appearance of the Amherst

organization in Williamstown, but also

in the fact that both clubs are preparing

for their debut of the current season under

the direction of new coaches.

With the arrival Monday of Mr. John

Doane, eminent New York City musician,

and organist of the Church of the Incar-

nation, who is directing the Williams Clubs

this year, practice for the 35 singers began

in earnest. Daily rehearsals have taken

the place of weekly sessions in i)repar-

ation for the coming premier, and the

new repertoire of choral selections em-

braces some of the most delightful compo-

sitions ever rendered by the organization.

Supiilementing the purely vocal side of the

program, the Purple Knights and the

Amherst Serenaders will provide several

interludes of more rhythmic quality.

The 65-year history of the Amherst

Glee Club, which is the oldest organization

on the Sabrina campus, is as inclusive as

it is long. As early as 1862 the Clubs

covered the White Mountains in a concert

tour of note, while in 1876 an ambitious

Chicago tour proved a distinct success.

Uut perhaps the most outstanding indi-

vidual season ever enjoyed by the Amherst

singers took place in 1894, during Calvin

Coolidge's undergraduate days at college,

(Continued on Second Page)

'Haste in Getting Established Greatest Pitfall

Besetting Medical Career''—Dr. H. Alexander '10

(This article was written especially for'

The Hkcqrd by Dr. Harry L. Alexander

10, heart specialist and Associate Professor

at the George Washington University Medi-
cal School, St. Louis, Mo.)

In considering the practice of medicine,
in any form, as a career, one naturally asks

questions concerning the probable advan-
tages such a field offers—how long it takes
to realize them, and perhaps the facts

shout specialization. Answers to such

tucstions as these may aid Williams under-
Rfadiiates to arrive at a decision, and with
that end in view, I will try below to des-

•'•'ihe just what the profession of medicine
has to offer to a young man today.

I find the first question the most difficult

one to answer—what advantages, material
or otherwise, accrue to the actively engag-
ed doctor. The probability of acquiring
Wealth is small. However, the assurance
"fa "modest but comfortable" living, with

Ine usual implications of that phrase, is
fairly certain. So much depends upon
ability and upon circumstances, but this
"olds true for any career. The other ad-
vantage is that which com(» with work

'that holds an absorbing interest. Whether

one practices medicine, or teaches it, or

devotes himself to research, he will find a

challenge which is irresistible. At least-,

it has been my privilege to do these things,

and 1 have never met a physician who was

not wholly devoted to his work. This,

after all, is perhaps as great an asset as

one can ever have.

The second question deals with the

length of time after graduation from medi-

cal school, and the pitfalls to avoid.

There is little doubt that any one who has

attended a good medical school and has

had an interneship in one of the large

metropolitan hospitals, can earn his ex-

penses the first year of practice. After

that, it becomes a question of his demands.

Perhaps the greatest, pitfall is haste, and

an impatience to become established. To

be sure, after college and four years of

medical school, and then a one or two

years' interneship, the temptation to seek

indei)endence is great. However, once

one begins to develop a practice, he be-

comes so tied down that he can not con-

(Oontlnued on Third Page)

In an address before the International

Affairs Club Wednesday evening in Griffin

Hall on "The Present Political Situation in

England," Professor Richard K. Newhall
pointed out the radical break with the past

taken by the present National government
in launching on a policy of inflation and
protection, and the inevitable result of a

'Little England' U) which such a step must
lead. "Friction with other countries,

the necessity of an imperial arrangement
for which the government is in a much
better bargaining position than under the

free trade regime, and the question as to

what will happen to the Labor Party, are

some of the problems which come out of

this new policy," said the speaker.

Starting with a brief review of the eco-

nomic situation in which England finds

herself, Professor Newhall showed that

the basic cause for Great Britain's unem-
ployment is the ajjparently permanent

decrease in exports, the cotton and coal

industries being the hardest hit. Two
schools of thought exist in England to-day

:

—(1 ) the old laissez-faire and (2) the newer
protection or inflation advocates. The
Liberals stick loyally to the former, al-

though under Lloyd George they have at^

tempted popularizing such tactics as

changing the labor insurance laws, and
advocating public works for handling un-

employment. The Conservatives, on the

other hand, since the election of the Labor

Party in 1929, have been playing with the

idea of protection, but have not yet been
able to get around the argument that pro-

tection will not recapture the foreign

market; at the same time, they were will-

ing to have the Laborites, instead of them-
(Contlnued on Second Page)
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THE ART FORENSIC
Congratulations are in order to the Adelyhic Union. The impossible has hap-

pened. At the beginning of the year, The Rf.cord expressed the hope that Williams

would win one debate in the course of the season. Already the score is 2-0 in our favor.

The results of the recent forensic clashes show that the speakers, at least, are displaying

an awakening interest in the preparation and presentation of various problems that

confront the world at the present time.

The speakers display interest. But what about the audiences? Judges are

always there. So are Record compets. Where are the crowds of yesteryear, and is

debating a lost art in that it fails utterly to attract intelligent men to attend? It is

our own opinion that the American adoption of the Oxford system of speaking may be

tied up with the question. Forceful argument has given way to excessive chitchat

and wisecracks of questionable merit. The twisting of Phi Beta Kappa keys has

supplanted what might be termed "old-time American eloquence." A gain in infor-

mality has resulted in a loss in vitality and enthusiasm. Or does all this have nothing

to do with the microscopic attendance at intercollegiate debates?

SACRILEGE AND NASTINESS
In the issue of October 27, The Record suggested among other things that

"to repeat a Quarterly suggestion, the names of God and the donor be interchanged on

the memorial tablet in the Thompson Chapel." The author added that some of the

fourteen points might arouse thought, and possibly fire, but probably neither.

In the issue of October 31, The Record published an interview with a prominent

New York speakeasy proprietor, the tenor of whose remarks was in the same vein as his

opening sentence: "Yes, sir, the liquor capacity of Williams students is as good as that

of any college men, if not better, and I've got to praise them too for picking out the

beautiful women."

The December issue of the Alumni Review carries an editorial entitled "Are College

Authorities Responsible?", in whiqh both editorial and interview are discussed; in which

both are termed "reprehensible exhibitions" similar to the late objet d'arl executed by

the Amherst Lord Jeff; and in which it is deemed "possible that the editors will see a

warning Ught eastward and not call down upon themselves administrative action."

The juxtaposition of editorial and interview is in itself ridiculous. As far as the

memorial tablet item is concerned, it is the meat of a telling observation in last April's

Quarterly. Translated into the vernacular, it suggests the possibility that there is not

as much religious value derived from morning chapel as some people think. It is

a terse expression of the opinion of more than one undergraduate. Suggesting one

side of a yet unsettled question, it is quoted by The Record as a reminder of further

healthful consideration of the existing chapel scheme. It may represent the wrong

side in the minds of some people, but It ie certainly not a slur. It is basic, vital, and

—

above all—serious.

As to the interview, the very fact that it constituted a gentle dig at the Williams

student of today should make clear the point that we are laughing at ourselves, not

boasting about our capacity. It was hoped that the article would be taken for what
it was worth, that is, as something light and humorous, as good-natured banter, as

anything but serious. From it, however, the Editor of the Review received the "im-

pression that the college body is composed largely of systematic and determined

lawbreakers." This might seem logical to anyone who believes that there is no drink-

ing in New York, who is convinced that liquor is never touched by Williams men—
or men of any college—in New York, and who forgets that The Record of March
29, 1930 published the returns from an intercollegiate poll to the effect that Williams

men drink less than the undergraduates of Amherst, Harvard, Princeton, and Yale.

The most amusing and, at the same time, exasperating fact is that a serious item

was thought to be an attempt at humor, and that an airy interview was considered

thought-provoking instead of laugh-provoking. The Record regrets that the

Quarterly editorial was not read more thoroughly not only by the Editor of the Review,

but by all interested persons, when it appeared last April. We also regret that what

many considered amusing was misconstrued. We agree that "there is no excuse for

the appearance of smut, nasty insinuations, sacrilegious references, or matter offensive

to good taste" in the columns of this or any other College paper. But, really, was

The Record so obscure? Or was more fire aroused than thought?

The Record takes pleasure in announcing that, as a result of the third compe-

tition of the Class of 1934 for the Editorial Board, Charies Clements Jones, of New
York City, has been elected to the Board. We wish to thank the other competitors for

their faithful work and interest in the competition.

Tank Squad Displays

Speed in First Trials

(Oontlnued (torn First Page)

ing freshmen, are eligible to compete, ex-

cept swimming letter men and former

recipients of the prize. The winner last

year was Beatty '33.

The entire swimming squad is divided

up as follows: Breast stroke—Turner '32,

Gilfillan, May, Von Ammon '33, I*e, Ma-
gill. Nash, Norris, and Smith '34. Back-
stroke: Kerr '32, Bixby '33, Davis, Lyon,

and Norcott '34. Middle distance free

style: Downs, Pierce, Swayze '32, Clark,

St. Clair '33, Fried, Greenlee, Ketcham.
Putnam and Robb '34. Distance free
style: Fenton, McMahon '32, Beatty,
Bird, Whitbeck '33, Church, Phillips antl
Reynolds '34. .Divers: Ach '32. Ilolmes,
Lapham '33, Johnston and Steaman '34.

Newhall Discusses

New British Policies

(Oontlnued from First Page)

selves, attempt to deal effectively with the

Indian problem. Lloyd George continued

to supiiort the Labor Party, figuring on

attaining a bargaining position and put-

ting through the new voting reform law

which would bring the Liberals back into

power.

The crisis soon came; with the drain on

the exchequer from the increasing dole

and industrial depression, so that when an

emergency call to "save the country"

and vote for a Nationalist government

came, an unparalleled election placed a

500 majority in Parliament for the Na-

tionalist government. Now that the pro-

tective and inflation measures have been

passed, however, it is only a question of

time before the Conservatives among the

Nationalists take over the government for

their own party.

Joint Concert Plans

Show Rapid Progress
(Continued from First Page)

when 28 men journeyed throughout Great

Britain giving concerts in Liverpool, Man-
chester, Leeds, London and several smaller

cities.

The presentation of a program before

the members of the diplomatic corps and

the President's Cabinet at the White

House in 1924 by special invitation of

President Coolidge was another signal

honor accorded the visiting entourage,

while more recently, a trip to Bermuda,

supplanting the usual spring schedule, was
enjoyed by the entire personnel. South-

ern atmosphere evidently proved entirely

suitable, for that same season the New
England Intercollegiate title was captured

at Boston, and fourth place in the National

Contest fell heir to the Amherst group.

Under the direction of John J. Bishop,

well-known chorus leader, who succeeds

Professor Cobb as coach, the visitors arc

planning a series of concerts in New

England cities similar to the engagements

now under way for the Williams Glee

Club.

Evils of Capitalism

Shown by J. T. Flynn
(Contlnuad from First Pag«)

of ownership which controls so many of

our cori)orations. "There are many argu-

ments for capitalism, but none lor this

I'romolionaliain," ho declared.

"Furthermore, the directors of industries

do not make their [irofits out of the profits

of these industries, but rather through the

exploitation of them. This fact and the

complicated holding company lead me to

suggest that the proper plan for the Lib-

erals is to advocate the immediate aboli-

tion of all holding companies, the study of

corporation law to rid Capitalism of its

abuses, to go back thirty years and pro-

IKJse Federal incorporation, to introduce

publicity in large cori)orations, and to

abolish all non-voting or no par stock.

"One cannot deny that the investor

represents the great mass of people; the

number of investors is nearly equal to the

number of householders," he concluded.

"If the present system goes on as it is,

there will be a change, not by the smooth

evolutionary methods, but in a more

violent manner."

Basketball Team to

Open Season Tonight
(Continued from First Page)

mainly made up of new men, but it has

possibilities."

The tentative line-ups are as follows:

R. P. I

Bemas
Wolfe

Gass

Potterton

Smith

WILLIAMS
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS
FOR EVERY MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY

Home folks like things best-bought at the COLLEGE PHARMACY
EDDIE DEMPSEY
FRED WALDEN

Paramount
* PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,

and Wednesday

"THE CHAMP"
with

Wallace Beery and
Jackie Cooper

Thursday and Friday

"The Mad Genius"
with

John Barrymore

Saturday
Double Feature

"False Madonna"
with

Kay Francis William Boyd

also

"Branded Men"
with Ken Majmard

RICHMOND
Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

THEATRE
No. Adams

Monday to Thursday

December 14th to 17th

Frankenstein

The Man Who Made

A Monster

with

Colin Clive

Boris Karloff

Mae Clark

John Boles

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

r For Anjrthins

Photographic
Of ColUc* and Studanta
Also Picture Frame*

Goto

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer

Haste is Greatest Pitfall

Besetting Medical Career
(Continued from First Page)

tinue postgraduate studies. The most

successful young doctors, by and large, are

those who sjiend an extra year, or two, or

three, in scientific work. They have a

great advantage, for these are the men who
are in demand, either as assistants or as

part-time teachers. Financially, it is

usually possible to take these years of ex-

tra study, for residenceships, fellowships,

and postgraduate scholarships are avail-

able wherein one may become self-support-

ing during this time. With such an educa-

tion, a successful future is assured to any-

one of average ability.

Finally, the question of specialization

will answer itself for anyone who studies

medicine. Specialization implies a par-

ticular interest, and this is acquired sooner

or later. It so happens that occasionally

a man in his preclinical work becomes

absorbed in some problem. It may be

physiology, and he will take extra work in

this subject. His curiosity is such that as

the problem develops a dozen more prob-

lems arise. This student may finish his

medical course or he may get no farther

than his second year, and then spend his

life as a physiologist. Although it is not

necessary to specialize in order to succeed,

the science of medicine has become so

broad that it is very difficult to become

proficient in all its branches. Specializa-

tion is a natural consequence of this con-

dition, and the tendency today is to spec-

ialize and thereby know much about one

thing, rather than to know a little about

many things. However, it is essential to

have a good medical background first. After

that, the question of specialization de-

pends on particular interest and oppor-

tunity.

Recognition of Drama
as Art Will Aid More

(Continued from First Page)

We may apply the old law, 'the survival

of the fittest', and it is you youngsters, in

our schools and colleges, who can help to

raise drama from its present slothful bed.

You can help to quicken the inevitable re-

suscitation of a now prostituted art.

Your faculties, your curricula, are all

means, which, coordinated into a sub-

stantial and tangible medium, can carry

that resuscitation to a point beyond

what might be hoped for.

"But there are exceptions to every rule

as there are paradoxes in many situations.

And the movies, though perhaps not aware

are helping—even at the height of their

success—to kill their disproportionate

popularity. Our best stage directors

and a few of our Ijest actors have left

Broadway for Hollywood. What they

are doing creates the poison which may
prove to be the end of a too-fat favor.

They are furnishing a contrast to the sillier

performances upon the screen, and are

showing the public what real drama is

and always has been—a fine art."

In closing, Mr. Hackett stressed the

value of college training in the art of elo-

cution and self-expression. "Grinds with-

out personality, students with high marks

and only a smug and complacent self-

satisfaction with their own selves, are flat

failures in the world today. It is the duty

of every college to turn out men of per-

sonality and expression, the two most

necessary attributes in successful living.

A college graduate is looked on as a

college-bred man, and that type of man

connotes an individual of culture who can

express himself likeably and clearly and

be at ease with miner or potentate alike."

Striking a picturesque pose, with arms

held forward, actor Hackett's closing

words referred us again to the Hamlet of

Shakespeare, teacher of eternal verities:

"This above all,—to thine own self be true;

And it must follow, as the night the day.

Thou canst not then be false to any man."

Western Special Change
The special train to Chicago will be

attached at Albany to the North Shore

Limilal instead of the Mohawk. The

train leaves Williamstown at 12.15

p. m. next Saturday and arrives at Iji

Salle St. Station, Chicago, at 8.00 a. m.

Sunday morning. After leaving Al-

bany, students may transfer to the

Cleveland car or to a special Parlor

Car through Michigan, stopping at

Buffalo, Detroit, Kalamazoo, Jackson,

and Niles.

RELICS OF ANTIQUITY

ERODE, SAYS CLELAND

'Science Club' Hears How Ancient

Remains Disintegrate When
Exposed to Rain

Describing the destructive effect ol the

weather on the buildings of ancient Greece,

Rome, and Carthage excavated in the

Mediterranean Basin, Professor H. F.

Cleland argued before the Science Club

last Tuesday evening in Clark Hall in

favor of research to discover a stone-

preservative for these relics of antiquity,

or else a cessation of archaeological activ-

ities now in order that buildings and stat-

uary yet to be unearthed may be pre-

served for posterity. "The archaeologist"

he stated, "does not seem fully to appre-

ctate that in his desire to show his con-

iemporaries what he has discovered, he is

compelling future generations to depend
upon written descriptions and illustrations

for their knowledge of these works."

The erosive effect of the elements Dr.

Cleland illustrated by numerous exam-
ples. At CnoBsus, Minoan wainscoting

and pavements of gypsum are warped and
disintegrating. The inscriptions on the

walls of the buildings at Delphi are rapidly

becoming illegible, and in the short time

from 1918, when an underground basilica

was opened, until last summer, the action

of water has loosened and discolored the

glistening white stucco reliefs so irrepar-

ably that within a few years this "once

superb example of the stucco workers' art

will be a complete ruin."

In drawing an analogy to illustrate

Mussolini's policy of reconstructing an-

cient monuments and buildings, the

speaker compared such a restoration to

that of Benjamin Franklin's famous cider

barrel. "According to the story," he said,

"when the original heads had rotted away,

they were replaced by new; as staves

rotted or broke they were replaced one

by one; at last, the only part of the

original barrel that remained was the

bung-hole." Time, apparently, in Dr.

Cleland's opinion, is at present undefeat-

able. Even objects in museums deterior-

ate, and will continue to do so until some

means is discovered to check the inroads

of decay,

"The works of antiquity should be

preserved for students of the distant future

and the students of our time should not

deprive men and women who are to live

after us of the privilege of seeing and

studying the objects which ancient man
made. Therefore, archaeologists should

hesitate to make more excavations unless

they can be reasonably sure that the ob-

jects they uncover can be preserved for

the future." In concluding, the speaker

stated that efforts should be made to

discover some chemical means for pre-

serving stone objects, not only to save

from decay the excavated art of Ancient

Greece, but also to increase the durability

of buildings being erected at the present

day.

Plowman Describes

Process of Etching
(Continued from First Page)

All three types are printed from plates of

copper, steel, stone, or wood.

An etcher must be an artist as well as a

worker with copper and acid, for etching

requires the drawing of three pictures

before the real etching begins. Usually a

picture is drawn on the spot and is brought

to the studio. There it is placed before a

mirror (for all plates for printing must be

reversed), and is drawn again in reverse,

in outline on tracing paper. Then it is

traced through special chalk transfer

paper onto the plate which is prepared

with an acid-resisting ground. By com-

parison with the original picture the lighter

passages of the scene are finally drawn on

the plate which is then steeped in acid.

The acid eats lines in the metal wherever

the ground has been taken away by the

drawing. Several baths, with more draw-

ing and changing between each immersion,

are necessary to achieve the lights and

shades of the etching. This process of

stopping out," which applies a(!id-re-

sisting varnish to finished passages t)e-

twecn the acid immersions, preserves the

lighter lines while further biting deepens

heavier passages. Finally the trial proof

is made in a press under great pressure.

Sijecial care in applying the correct

amount of ink for a good proof is a neces-

sity.

"We haven't gone into mass production

in etching yet," stated Mr. Plowman in

explaining the difficulty and delicacy of

the work. Each print is different from
every other because, even after the years of

experience required, the etcher uses differ-

ent amounts of ink for each etching.

When satisfied with his work the etcher

prints a small edition averaging about 60,

and signs them in pencil (because the

paper makes ink run) as a guarantee.

He often makes numbers of prints of earlier

"stages" but does not use them because

they are unsatisfactory.

In conclusion the lecturer displayed

some of his own work, including his series

of covered bridges, with those near Deer-

field, Pownal, and Hoosick, among the

structures represented. Etchings of

scenes in the Holy Land, on the Continent,

and in England were also displayed.

Seven etchings of Williams College build-

ings proved of unusual interest to many.

—know your

FOOTBALL?
You may be the Champion
Football Strategist at Williams.
You can prove it by playing

"Fireside Football"
Wonderful new game

Only 50 centa at

The Williams News Room

Student Tutoring

All students of high scholarship

standing who wish to avail themselves

of the opportunity of tutoring are asked

to file their names and the subjects in

which they wish to tutor with Assistant

Dean Leonard. The established price

for tutors was set at $1.60 an hour at

the last meeting of the Shtdenl Council.

Infirmary Patients

Camp, '31; Clark, '33, and Nash, '34

were the only students confined to the

Thompson Infirmary when The Record
went to press Thursday evening. In all

cases of serious illness the parents of the

student concerned are immediately notified

by the College authorities.

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasure! Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,
Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

Fine Furs
FOR MEN . . . .

The finest and largest selection

of Raccoon coats, fur lined

coats and fur motor robes.

H.JAECKEL&SONS
546 FFFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

There's a "Buy"!
All the suits at Cutting's are real "buys"

Prices from $25 tO $50
We'll be glad to show you without obligation

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
NORTH ADAMS

MODERN DAIRY
ROBERT STEELE, Proprietor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM IN
NORTH ADAMS AND WILLIAMSTOWN

Of exceptionally low bacteria content and teating very high in butterfat content

PHONE NORTH ADAMS 3670-R

Service to All Parts of North Adams and Williamstown

i

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn money

corresponding for newspapers; all or
spare time; experience unnecessary; no
canvassing; send for free booklet; tells

how. Heacock, Room 584, Dun Bldjt.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
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BERTRAND RUSSELL

TO LECTURE DEC. 16

Weil-Known Speaker and Author

To Discuss 'How To Make
Peace Possible'

The Liberal Club and the Forum join in

the presentation of one of the most dis-

tinguished sijeakers to lie heard in Wil-

liamstown this year, Lord Bertrand Rus-
sell, world-famous philosopher, mathema-
tician, scientist, socioloKist, and humani-
tarian, who will lecture in Chapin Hall

next Wednesday evening at 8.00 p. m.
Taking as his subject "How to Make
Peace Possible," Lord Russell will outline

his conception of war causes and how they

may be eliminated so as to avert further

world conflagrations.

Besides being qualified to discuss this

topic from the philosophic point of view,

the lecturer has made an intensive study

of the practical side, incorporating most of

his ideas on war and peace in a volume
published shortly after the outbreak of the

war, entitled Why Men Fight. Lord
Russell in his capacity as one of the Eng-
lish peers, will take his seat in the House of

I-ords after returning to England. He
arrived in this country in October.

Beginning his career in 1896, I^ord Rus-
sell devoted the greater part of ten years to

an intensive study of mathematics. Dur-
ing this time, however, he did write a few
essays of a popular type, but no consider-

able work appeared until his Why Men
Fight in 1915. This was soon followed by
Proposed Roads to Freedom and Mysticism
and Logic. At the close of the World War
he turned his attention to world problems,

writing books on a variety of subjects and
spending considerable time in lecture tours

through Great Britain and the United
States. The titles of a few of his books are

Problems of Philosophy, Principles of
Social Reconstruction, What I Believe,

Marriage and Morals, and his latest. The
Scientific Outlook, just published.

YESTERYEAR
"The York Huad" by Lizette Woodworth
Reese—Farrar and Rinehart.

We are afraid that the enfant du ving-

tieme siecle will be apt to regard Miss

Reese's Victorian Village much as he might

that old lavender woman in Boston. His

curiosity is roused by the unfamiliar sight;

he is mildly affected by nostalgia for an

unknown past, but in the end he does not

buy of her wares. Thus the modern

reader of The York Road objectively con-

siders this presentation of a life dear to its

author but strange to him. So shrouded

in remoteness is every chronicle of this

bygone time that the inevitable result is

indifference. If the book were written

with the charm that Miss Reese is at such

pains to pursue, the effect might be hai>-

pier, but whereas it is as much an anchron-

ism as we called Shadows on the Rock, it

can scarcely be said of Miss Reese's

language that it attains the redeeming

captivation of Miss Gather's. Without

interest and without charm, there obviously

remains scant sustenance here, which is

deplorable when one feels the earnestness

of the author's desire to make the reader

love and revere these recollections as she

does. Perhaps in spite of all her limita-

tions Miss Reese might have won the

reader to her viewpoint had she not in her

very first section poked mild fun at the

very sentimentalism that she proceeds to

exemplify throughout the succeeding book.

We cannot believe this is hypocrisy or in-

sincerity, yet innocent though this incon-

sistency appears to be, it has the unfortu-

nate eflect of arousing a resenting feeling

in the reader.

Kurthermore, it is difficult to accept an

older world as superior to our own simply

on the woril of Lizette Woodworth Reese,

when we ourselves have been taught to

look u|)on her time as one of narrow-

minded law-boun<l conventionality. What

Miss Ueese says of her lost age is likewise

true of this book: "It is old-fashioned,

and domestic, and homely, and humble,

and holds at its core a sentiment for some

frank and beautiful things, which have

vanished like the mist among the reeds in a

far away woodland."

We may say she has succeeded in this

sense, for in Tlie York Road she has given

brinmiing measure of domesti(^ity and

homeliness and humbleness, but she has

chosen to present tlicm as an ethical lesson

—and there lies her (^rror. Wanting the

reader to worship these, her idols, she

simply takes an ex cathedra altitude and

says, "This which I show you is good; do

thou likewise," without offering any rea-

son why we should believe her. A great

(leal of this insistence on prim regularity is

explained wlien we take account of the

fact that she is a sjiinster school teacher,

and we may even say, a prude, especially

when we recall that delicious story of her

lisped refusal to introduce Edna Millay to

an audience because she considered her a

"thrumpet."

Having thus lead a sheltered life and

what we suspect she regards (to use her

own ])hrase) as "a steady and honest

Christian life," is it to be wondered that

she is off in a dream land miles from 1931?

To her these Victorian days (and we know

this is no new thought) are good because

they are old. Her laudation of the fore-

most characteristic
—"security" fails to

convince a modern that this leads to any

magnanimity of spirit. They had security,

she insists, because of their strong per-

sonal belief in the Almighty, and here we

admit she is right, and that the modern

sense of insecurity is in chief part due to

the fact, that almost all of us today are

latitudinarians. How she inveighs against

the modern ailment of "nerves!"

As to the book |)roper, it is a series of

essays and short narrat ives, with a scatter-

ing of ineffectual lyrit* and some disagree-

ably forthright illustrations by Richard

Bennett (we wondere<l about that too).

She lills the book with anecdotes, sketx^hes,

legeiKls, and a fund of detail that is too

often tedious enumeration about her

beloved Waverly, yet at times she blows a

fragile life into tli(^ pages, notably in the

stories. Her feeling for moods, as in

"Sanctuary" (quite a different thing from

that naughty Mr. Faulkner's nasty book!)

is convincing, but Miss Reese should re-

member that because she is forever nm-

scious of trees and flowers, their scents and

blooms, that does not justify making all

her characters similarly aware of them.

She is always ceasing her current every

other minute to insert a conventionalized

rhapsdcly over this thorn tree or that lilac.

All these, oddly enough, are pr^.p'
not with the ('hild's wondering

ey,.

'^'''

with the adult's tempcn^d glai,„.'
""^

when Miss Reese does try to be uuiv'e
"tl''

r<«ult8 are disastrously arlili(.i,il,
,i„

,',

"'

"It meant he ha<l gone to heavcl,.
v'"*'

far off indeed was heaven, mucl, ]^J^^'
off than the photograplior's shop, we ),"

i

once visited." '
"''

Yet for all her errors, there

sional burst of beauty that fulfils

'" 11" oc™

'Ik'kIoi
of her celebrated lyric Tears, and csiicci^'ip

in the story called Cornelia's liirttul,,,, \

'

she given us a genuine gift of (|uiiliiv,
""

So, in conclusion, even if we caiinut

cept her credo of virtue, even if w^
jpi^"

that homely thoughts are per sc dcch (,„„'

we are obliged to respect Miss K(.,.s|, f

'

her unwavering stand, and to hope ||,j(

:

more sympathetic hands. The Ymi; /;„ ,

may become a treivsured blossom.

Fitzroy K. />,i,-j

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.

45 John Street. New York City

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

helpful counsel

.

During the long period of our business life as "College

Printers", many have come to us for advice on their

printing problems. The best way to issue a College An-
nual—the most efficient way of handling the publication

of the college paper or monthly magazine—even to the
smaller orders, such as letterheads, envelopes, etc.

Many have found our service dependable, and have prof-

ited by our experience. They have found it advantage-
ous in many ways. May we serve you }

Eagle Printing and Binding Company
Printers of THE RECORD Since 1919

33 Eagle Square, Pittsfield, Massachusetts
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GLEE CLUB TO MAKE

DEBUT WITH AMHERST

ON THURSDAY EVENING

New Program of Song and Rhythm

To Be Offered by Both in

Joint Concert

PERFORMANCE TO START
AT 8.15 IN CHAPIN HALL

'Purple Knights' Will Ofifer Group

of Popular Selections as

Added Feature

Taking the stage promptly at 8.15 on

Wednesday evening in Chapin Hall, the

Aiiilicrst College Mimictal Clubs will pair

willi I lie Williams Clubs in a joint sing,

niiirking the formal stmson's oi)ener for the

I'ur|)le and the first appearance of the JelT-

nicii ill this capac^ity in Williamstown.

The Sabrina singers come to town repre-

B(Miliiig one of the best organizations in

Amherst's musical history, and will strive

to maintain her oft-repeated vaunt of

being the "Singing College of New Eng-

land."

The performance, coming as it does ira-

nicdiately after the traditional house

Cliristmas festivities, a large and colorful

crowd is counted on to witness two ancient

rivals in their respective roles of coopera-

tive entertainers rather than their usual

piists of opposing factions. The Purple

singers, boasting of as good, if not a better,

array of talent than that which won last

year's New England Intercollegiate Sing,

under the auspices of the New England

Glee Club Contest Association, have ar-

ranged a group of selections which should

prove to be as delightful a cordial au

niusicale as ever before offered for the

approval of the hx^al banquet-jaded

palates.

Last Monday with the arrival of John

Doane, famed New York City musician

and organist of the Church of the Incarna-

(inn, ilaily rather than semi-weekly prac-

tices were taken up in earnest and the

progres.s of the singers under the able

liitelatje of Mr. Doane has been rapid.

An alisolutely new repertoire of choral

selections includes some delightfully har-

nioniinis numbers, and as an added feature

a sort of Betwecn-lhe-AcIs performance of

the Williams Purple Knights will present

a variety of swift, smooth, popular jazz

selections, furnishing a modern interlude

to a performance comprising songs and

selections from the past, present, and im-

mediately forecasted future.

This [icrformance is to be the only one

given in Williamstown during the current

season, and hea<is a list of engagements to

be renilered in the near vicinity throughout

the remainder of the year. Localities on

scliedide at the present time include Troy,

Bennington, North Adams, Fall River,

Holilikiss, Amherst, Pittsfield, and Provi-

dence. This list, not yet complete, has

been made as extensive as possible within

a limited territory since the annual Christ-

mas trip was cut from schedule for

linancial reasons.

Among the many added attractions

offered as interludes by both clubs, the

Williams Octet, which along with the

Puriile Knights last year made several

(Continued on Third Page)
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BERTRAND RUSSELL

TO SPEAK ON 'PEACE'

WEDNESDAY IN CHAPIN

Renowned Author Has Chosen for

His Topic, 'How To Make
Peace Possible'

ENGLISH NOBLEMAN IS

ON FINAL TOUR OF U.

Earl Russell Will Assume Seat in

House of Lords on Return

to England

The Glee Club, Which Will Give Its Opening Performance in a Joint Concert

With the Amherst Musical Clubs *

ORGAN RECITAL TO BE

GIVEN BY JOHN DOANE

Coach of Williams Musical Clubs

Will Appear in Chapin Hall

on Wednesday

John Doane, nationally known concert

organist and Choirmaster of the Church

of the Incarnation in New "^'ork City, will

give a recital on the Chapin organ to-

morrow afternoon at 4.15. Students and

Fa<'ulty are invited to attend. Mr.

Doane, who is coaching the Williams Glee

Club, in the absence of Mr. SafTord, has

been in Williamstown during the past two
weeks to work upon the program which the

Club will present in the concerts ])lanned

for the winter season.

Mr. Doane's work in th(^ recital field,

including many concerts given before

college audiences, has won him wide recog-

nition !is an organist both in America and

in Kurop(!. He studied in England with

the great recital organist, Edwin Lemare,

and although he has had wide exjierience

in teaching and directing, his greatest

work has been as a concert organist.

The program for tomorrow's concert

follows:

I. Sonatina in F minor

• James H. Rogers

Prelude

Pastoral

Finale (In the Gregorian Manner)

Dripping Spring J. W. Clokey

(From Sketches from Nature)

Liebestod (From Tristan urui Isolde)

Richard Wagner
(Arranged for the organ by Archer Gibson)

IV. Sonata in D minor F. Mendelssohn

Choral and Variations

Fugue

Andante

V. Clair de Lune L. Vierne

Toccata L. Vierne

(From Pieces de FarUaisie)

II.

111.

'Economic World Offers Exciting Opportunities

to All College Graduates", Says Frank Vanderlip

{Tins article was urillen especially for'

The Record by Frank A. Vamierlip,

Joniirr president of the National City Bank
«f A(i/' York and international financier and
philntithropisl.)

"riieso are days of unexampled and
universal economic depression. Never in

sll the history of the world were there so
niany unemployed people. Enterprise is

»t a standstill. Employers are seeking to
discharge men rather than hire them.

'The openings for college graduates
""ay, in their own eyes, seem anything but
promising. It is small wonder they look
upon the future with concern and with no
Kreni cheerfulness. That is particularly
true as this depression is something more
'nan an ordinary cycle; it has assumed the
Mpect of a universal catastrophe.

What then IS theoutlook for the youth
'« the country who arc soon to be con-
fronted with the task ol earning a living?
'hat are likely to be the reactions of the
economic situation upon the careers of the
young men of your generation? Are you

facing scant oi)portunity, killing compe-

tition and even possibly a remaking of our

present economic and social order?

"I believe Iheoutlookforthe young men
who are soon to emerge from college is

nothing like as distressing as such ques-

tions might indicate. Instead of that, I

think you will be confronted with an ex-

citing opportunity. You are faced with

an opportunity which might be compared

with that which the youth of Europe faced

four hundred years ago, following the

discovery of the western hemisphere.

You may have careers as stimulating and

opportunities as inspiring as those which

opened to the youth of the Renaissance.

"A newer world has been discovered than

was disclosed by Columbus and the ex-

plorers who followed him. It is not a new

world geographically; but it is absolutely

a new world economically. The work of

scientists and of inventors has created this

new world and they have done that work

so rapiiUy that it is today as uncharted,

(Continued on Fourth Page)

PURPLE FIVE ROUTS

R. P. 1. EASILY, 40-19

Capt. Good Leads Starting Team
in Opener, but Is Taken Out

To Save Knee

VARSITY ATTACK IS FLASHY

Fowle and Sheehan Lead Smoothly

Running Offensive With 12

Points Apiece

Displaying a flashy, coordinated attack

which completely bewildered an inexper-

ienced R. P. 1. basketball team, the Purple

Varsity swamped the season's first oppo-

nents 40-19 Saturday night in Troy in a

game which was marred by numerous

fouls. F'owie and Sheehan were high

scorers of the contest, with 12 points apiece,

while Markoski starred on the court in the

fast passing, baffling offense which swept

the Engineers into the background from

the first tip-olT.

The game started fast, with Monier get-

ting the tip-offs consistently from the

opposing center. Captain Good was in

the starting line-up, and scored one of the

opening baskets for the Purple before

leaving the game because of his injured

knee. Fincke took the captain's jilace,

and the quintet continued showing itself

to be a well balanced, fast, accurate

shooting unit. Fowle scored five baskets

in the first half, while Sheehan hung up

four. Markoski romped about, on the

floor, intercepting passes and feeding the

other players, and tallied once to boost the

score at half time to 26-7.

Shortly after the opening of the second

period, the first string left the game, and

the Engineers profited on errors and fouls

to play on fairly even terms with the

second string. Markoski, Filley, and

Sheehan accounted for most of the Pur-

ple's tallies in the second period. The
R. P. I. team committed numerous person-

al fouls towards the end of the game, and

two men were sent from the floor.

Smith played well for the Engineers, but

the team as a whole was utterly outclassed

and showed marked inexperience before

the Purple attack. The Williams players

were weak on foul shooting throughout the

whole contest, completing but four out of

1 1 chances, while their opponents capital-

ized on nine out of 10 chances. Williams

showed its superiority most evidently in

long shots at the basket. The R. P. I.

(Continued on Second Page)

CALENDAR

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16

4.15 p. m.—John Doane will give an

organ recital in Chapin Hall.

8.30 p. m.—Bertrand Russell will lecture

on "How to Make Peace Possible".

Chapin Hall.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 17

8.15 p. m.—Combined Concert by Wil-

liams and Amherst Musical Clubs.

Chapin Hall.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 18

8.16 p. m.—Varsity Basketball. Williams

vs. Middlebury. Lasell Gymnasium.

ROOSEVELT SEES HOPE

FOR POLITICS IN YOUTH

Says Younger Generation Envisions

Necessary Changes in Study

of Government

"The greatest hope for the future, of

honest and efficient government, lies in

the 'younger generation', and especially

with those who as a part of their education

are studying methods and needs of govern-

ment." Meeting a representative of The
Record at his country home at Hyde Park

Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt expressed his

opinions on the part which the college man
must play in the future governmental

developments of this country.

After recalling that he himself had been

a writer for The Crimson while attending

Harvard, the Governor proceeded to indi-

cate the fact that growth in political insti-

tutions has not kept pace with other fields.

"It has well been said that the past 30

years have witnessed greater changes in

civilization than the previous 30 years.

This is true of business, industry, agricul-

ture, and the professions. On the other

hand, government has seen singularly few

changes in st ructure or methods and has not

adapted itself to meet modern conditions.

"People who have been in politics, or

who have taken part in governmental ac-

tivities for many years, will in most cases

hinder rather than help to bring govern-

ment up to date. Thus it is evident that

the ultimate possibility of adapting gov-

ernmental institutions to the develop-

ments in other fields rests in a youth con-

scious of the changes which must be made.

Those who in the course of their educa-

tion study methods and omissions of

government are most likely to envision the

necessary new institutions. I am very

firm in my belief that the present genera-

tion of college men is responding to this

need better than ever before."

Earl Bertrand Russell, renowned mathe-

matician, philosopher, sociologist, and

scientist will lecture in Chapin Hall

Wednesday evening at 8.30 under the

auspices of the Liberal Club and the

Forum. The Englishman's talk on "How
To Make Peace Possible', in which he will

outline his conception of war causes and

how they may be eliminated, is regarded

as peculiarly timely in view of the present

controversy in Williams over disarma-

ment.

The lecturer has expressed most of his

ideas on the subject in his work Why Men
Fight, published just after the outbreak of

the World War, in which he proves himself

qualified to discuss war not only from a

philosophical, but also a practical point of

view. Although considered radical by

many, an opinion which was accentuated

by the intense feelings existing at the time,

the book received considerable praise.

One critic characterized it as "a turning

point in constructive social theory".

Another calls it "the most thorough-going

investigation ever written of the various

social and political influences for war."

Russell is anxious to purge civilization

of its desire for power, possession, and
domination. He believes that what is

needed is "a social reconstruction that will

set free those influences that lead to life

rather than death". If the world could be

educated to a peace philosophy, a large

share of the danger of future conflagrations

would be averted. These same ideas will

probably determine the attitude which the

speaker will adopt tomorrow evening.

Already influential in many lines of ac-

tivity and fields of study. Lord Russell will

add another to the list, since he soon takes

up the role of politician. By virtue of his

newly-inherited title, he is now eligible for

a seat in Great Britain's House of Lords,

which he expects to occupy on the comple-

tion of this eight weeks' tour of the United

States. According to report Russell will

confine his attention to questions of social

importance rather than to those of a purely

political nature.

After beginning his philosophical career

with ten years of mathematical research,

the lecturer turned his interest toward
world problems, writing voluminously on
numerous subjects. His first work of this

type was Why Men Fight, which was soon
followed by Proposed Roads to Freedom,

and Mysticism ami Logic. Then came a
scathing work on Soviet Russia, a book on
China, works on relativity, the atom, indus-

try, and education. In the latter group
are included Problems of Philosophy,

Principles of Social Reconstruction, What I

Believe, Marriage and Morals, and his

latest, The Scientific Outhok.

'Student Opinion Is of Great Force in Questions

of Disarmament, Says President Woolley of Holyoke

"Some students come to college with*in sympathy with this move because it

specific ideas of what training they are

seeking. I feel that the majority, how-

ever, have not reached this point; they are

feeling for something unknown, and col-

leges should offer a period of orientation to

the student, as well as a background of

culture." Miss Mary Woolley, president

of Mount Holyoke College, and nationally

known educator, thus expressed her con-

ception of the function of the liberal arts

college in a recent interview with a rep-

resentative of The Record. Miss Wool-

ley declaretl that specialization in edu-

cation should be based upon general

cultural st.udy, in order that we may have

in America a large group of people who
are really cultivated as well as trained.

"I believe," she continued, "that our

liberal arts colleges have a great oppor-

tunity to give broader culture as a foun-

dation for 8i)ecialization, especially during

the first two years. We are working at

Mount Holyoke to separate the junior

two years from t he senior two years. I am

gives the best kind of foundation to l>e of

value in later concentration. Even in

concentration during the last two years
upon a major subject, I believe it is most
useful to have allied subjects not neces-

sarily in the same field, but which play
into the major work and add to its value.

Vocati(mal and technical work for the
person who cannot have the liberal arts

work t>csidcs, is of tremendous value, but
broader work is much to be desired. Some
of our most useful specialists are the more
useful because of their broad outside

interests.

"I think that the use a man or woman is

going to make of a liberal education is not
to be just an individual use. Training in

one special field limits his usefulness to the
public. General culture is of enormous
value in public life, where we run the risk

of having trained people who are not gen-
uinely cultivated.

"As for the function of specialization in
(OonUnued on Second Page)
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A LESSON FROM AMHERST
For years, it has been customary to receive reportB from both Wesleyan and

Amherst, compiaininK of the prevalence of deals and fraternity politics in their class

elections. At the same time, Williams has been surprisingly free from like occur-

rences, mainly because of the apathy towards elections characteristic of every class

except possibly the Freshman. But in the light of the last Little Three conference,

perhaps Williams could further perfect her own system by observing methods now

employed successfully at Amherst.

The new Williams mail ballot has done away with many of the fragmentary class

meetings of former years, and it has, unquestionably, increased the |>ercentage of voters.

The simplification of the system, by the elimination of several class offices, has some-

what diminished the ridiculously large number of campus positions of little import out-

side of prestige. On the other hand, ths present ballot contains a combination of two

distinctly different types of office, that of the Student Council and that of the Honor

System Committee. Election to the latter is still based on nominations, which

require the class meetings, the old evil which the mail ballot opposed. And these

meetings, themselves, are no improvement over previous ones; the attendance, still

affected by the typical apathy, usually falls far short of a representative character.

Yet only the men nominated at these meetings are eligible for election to the Committe.

There being no nominations for the Student Council—members of each class voting for

a designated number from the class at large—the nominees for the Honor System Com-

mittee are the only names which appear on the ballot. A natural tendency allows this

list to influence the voter's choice for members of the Student Council; at first glance

the list seems to be composed of the class leaders, the men obviously suited for officer-

ships.

The desirability of a distinction between the two bodies cannot be stressed too

much. Each should be regarded in its own light, with particular importance being

paid to the difference in qualifications which the voter should hold in mind. And

above all, attention should be paid lest the Honor System Committee vacancy bear

the stigma of just another office to be filled. The association of the Student Council

and the Honor System Committee on one card, with one list of nominees, results in the

likelihood of a derogatory effect upon the election to the latter; for since the Council

positions include the class offices, they draw the primary attention.

One might question why there are any nominations at all. The new system saw

fit to abandon all nominations of class officers and Student Council members. Nomi-

nations require a class meeting, and that is the evil which the new system purposely

avoids, in part. But there is, nevertheless, a value in nominations; and possibly, if

they were employed for both elections, the distinctions between the positions of the two

bodies could be more easily drawn. (It is felt that there is no need of nominees for the

Student Council. The class elects the same man year after year. Perhaps nomina-

tions might liven Williams politics sufficiently to make class offices lose some of their

"divine right" character.)

It is out of the question to reconsider the class meeting. Anyway, Amherst

offers another plan, which has worked in practice—that of the caucus; and its adoption

here would go a long way toward perfecting the present mail ballot system. Each

class could nominate candidates for the Student Council and the Honor System Com-

mittee (to be printed on the ballot) through representatives composed of a delegate

from each fraternity, and a proportional representation from the Commons Club,

probably three or four men. The caucus would insure a more thorough representation

than the class meeting still used, and it could, moreover, handle its business much

more quickly and probably much more intelligently. Its prime value would rest in

its ability to arrive at nominations for both Student Council and Honor System

Committee separately; so the ballot would no longer permit any indiscriminate voting.

^Little Theatre'' to Give

Next Bill on January 22

The next program of the lAltle Theatre,

the second of the year, will be given in

Jesup auditorium Friday, January 22nd,

and will be made up of three short plays.

The plays that have been chosen for pre-

sentation are A Railway Adventure, by

Molnar, Half an Hour, by Barrie, and A
Merry Death, by Yevrienoff. The author

of A Merry Death is the author also of The

Theatre of the Soul, which was offered last

year by the Little Theatre as an example of

the modem experimental drama.

'Student Opinion is of

Great Force'—WooUey
(Continued from First Page)

bringing about world peace, I believe that

the approach is from just the other side.

As national groups become interested in

general culture and appreciative of the

culture of other peoples, they are much
more likely to become susceptible to world

co-operation. I do not believe that we
can ever look forward to general iieace

while people are restrained by individual

interests. I think that our assurance of

eventual peace comes largely from the re-

action of young people to this whole sub-

ject. If the youth of the nations realize

that we have come to the point in the

history of the world when resort to armed

force means suicide by a very direct method,

that there can l)e no security which relies

upon force, and will throw their influence

on the side of international understanding

and co-operation, then we can look forward

to a time when the idea of general war will

be as dead as the dodo.

"I cannot understand the attitude of

educated people today who say that we

have always had war, and therefore always

must have it. War is impossible today;

the world has been drawn too close to-

gether. Shortly after the last war. Sir

Phillip Gibbs remarked that the next war
meant the suicide of white civilization.

I think that really tells the whole story.

Now that all the nations of the world live

as neighbors, it is of tremendous import-

ance not to have any antagonism or to

employ any international dynamite which

might be easily set off. I hope that the

coming generation will say, 'This thing

shall not be'."

Miss Woolley then discussed the po-

tential influence of public opinion, and of

student opinion in particular, upon our

national government in its consideration

of such issues as the World Court and the

coming conference for arms reduction.

She declared that if the students in our

colleges would declare themselves upon
these problems, either collectively or

through individual communications to the

State Department, for example, in a calm
and non-belligerent manner, their opinions

would exert a real force upon our policy.

It is time that the United States showed
themselves in favor of arms reduction

before the world, and as individuals we
can help to clarify public opinion upon
the subject.

In conclusion, Miss Woolley spoke again

upon the place of the liberal arts college as

we have it in New England, in our modem
civilization. "I feel very keenly," she

said, "that the education we offer should

include not only work in the classroom,

but also social and community life. The
kind of social life which college embodies

has a definite part in the educational

scheme, because the kind of people whom
our colleges turn out is of great import-

ance. If ovir liberal arts colleges, just

now somewhat under fire from the vo-

cational and technical schools, are to live

and progress, they must take this very

broad view of what living is."

Westward Passage—Margaret Ayer Barnes.

Houghton Mifflin Co. $2.50.

Last year for her first novel, Mrs. Barnes

was awarded the Pulitzer Prize. It is

therefore with interest that many have

awaited her second novel. We realize at

first that here is something radically

different from Years of Grace. For there

the story was spread over the large canvas

of 40 years, ancl here it is compressed into

several days. Olivia Ottendorf, a woman
approaching middle age, returns home

alone from a Eiuopean trip and finds on

the boat Nicholas Allen, her first husband,

who is now a prominent author. With

this man she had spent the first ten years

of her married life suffering from practical-

ly everything that could arise out of mar-

riage with a literary man of temperament

whose financial income was small. She

finally left him and married a rich brewer

from the west, and settled down in

Chicago with a dependable husband,

money, clothes, a family, in fact every-

thing that she had not had before. But

now this meeting with Nicholas, who is

famous, stirs in her heart all sorts of

youthful and romantic yearnings. Nicho-

las is likewise awakened and another

courtship occurs. This struggle forms

the theme of this story. It is nothing

new. In fact it is very trite, but yet in the

hands of Mrs. Bames it is colored and in-

fused with a vitality that makes it, if not a

great novel of the century, at least an in-

teresting and competent tale. All of the

placid and quiet tone of writing which we
have seen in the work of the author has

disappeared, and here we see a nervous

and somewhat sensitive prose which is well

suited to the high tension and theatric

quality of the story. We have the setting

on board an ocean Uner of luxurious fit-

tings. This atmosphere which is so

similar to that which we witnessed several

months ago in Transatlantic gives a rather

exotic and hot house effect to the story

which serves to intensify the sweep of the

narrative. We have selected incidents

from the various days on the ship present-

ed to us and in them we see the conflict of

these two people. To Olivia it is romance,
and all of the clamp that her conventional

life with Harry Ottendorf has been on her

nature urges her to follow this new im-

pulse. Yet she realizes that, if she leaves,

it will mean scandal for her and Tier family.

She also knows that the same sort of aggra-

vation which once was the keynote of her

life with Nicholas may be repeated. In

spite of this in the succeeding days, we can
see her weaken under the spell of Nick's

charm. This is without a doubt the best

part of the book. In a clear way we can
follow the conflicting emotions which are

playing in the heart of Olivia, and we can
follow her confused thoughts as they

wander over her past life with Nick, her
present life with Harry, and what the

future may bring with either of them. All

of her years of experience are not able to

tell her what to do in the face of romance
and impulse. She is faced with a choice

between a man who can offer her uncertain

position and positive charm, or the man
who can offer her a secure position and
rather dull companionship. She has already
had both, and knows what they are,

and now on the verge of middle age, she is

faced with the question of how she is going
to spend the rest of her life. This is not
merely the story of Olivia, but is a story

which is symbolic of a struggle which
must be in the mind of every person who is

about to say farewell to youth and its im-
pulses and settle down into quiet and
domesticity. In this the author has
shown rare ability of penetration and
talent of presentation. The story, of

course, goes to almost the typical ending,

for upon getting to New York, Olivia runs
away with Nick and drives up to Vermont
with him. Yet no idyll closes the story,

for she realizes only too soon the folly and
the irritation that will go with this affair.

Nick has not improved. Her settled life

with Harry looms up and in a sudden
moment she leaves Nick before she has
even sijent a night with him. The novel
ends and we feel that she has made her
decision. But all thru the book, Mrs.
Barnes has not revealed her feelings. She
has merely stated an(l analyzed the prob-
lem. We close the last pages feeling that
we have seen a bit of life, clearly presented,
and that we can question the ethics of the
problem and draw our own conclusion.

//OWM A . Haselmayer, Jr.

Purple Five Routs

R. P. I. Easily, 40-19
(Continued from First Page)

team was unable to complete any long

shots, and Sheehan and Fowie blocked

effectively under the basket.

A few minutes before the close of the

tussle, R. P. I. substitutes flooded the

court, but were unable to work together

effectively, and the game ended 40-19.

A summary of the game follows:

WILLIAMS OFF
Good, r.f. 1 2

Fincke, r.f. 1 1

Markoski, l.f. 2 4

Filley, l.f. I 1 3

Monier, c. 2 4

Fowle, r.g. 6 12

Flint, r.g. 2 2

Sheehan, l.g. ^ ^ !?

Totals 18 4 40

R. P. I.
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FOR EVERY MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY PAI I rPr Dll ADM A^V
Home folks like things best-bought at the tULLLljEi lllAKlnAtl

EDDIE DEMPSEY
FRED WALDEN

HALLER INN
Twenty Guest Rooms

Fifteen Baths

Exclusive and Charming
Beautifully Furnished

Excellent Food

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

Duke University
School of Medicine

Durham, N. C.

Applications for admission to the first

and third year medical classes entering

October 1, 1932 should be sent as soon as

possible, and will be considered in the order

of receipt. The entrance qualifications

are intelligence, character, two years of

college work and the requirements for

grade A medical schools. Catalogues and

application forms may be obtained from

the Dean.

'Specialization Is Fundamental Necessity of
Education," Says General Electric Director

"Specialization is a fundamental neces-^velopments of our own time have been

—know your

FOOTBALL?
You may be the Champion
Football Strategist at Williams.

You can prove it by playing

"Fireside Football"
Wonderful new game

Only SO cents at

The Williams News Room

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE^*
Do It

"WISH" TAXI
Call

467-J
At Cabe's Opposite P. O.

sity of education today; advance in knowl-
edge comes only from the concentration
of the individual upon one particular

branch of it." Dr. Willis R. Whitney,
director of research of the General Electric

Company, in a recent interview with a

representative of The Record thus

expressed his confidence that the future

progress of our civilization will be along

the lines of specialized endeavor. Dr.

Whitney, who asa world leader in chemistry

liimself demonstrates the significance of

this principle, declared that this is already

"the way the world is going with mtelligent

people."

"Germany," he continued, "leads the

world in intelligence, art, physics, chem-
istry, certainly in education and the care

of her people." The one factor of special-

ization in her educational scheme largely

accounts for this pre-eminence. At the

close of the Franco-Prussian War, the

indemnities which Germany exacted from

the defeated France were put into edu-

cation. Germany founded then the edu-

cational system which is so outstanding

today. Every little town in Germany
has a university, and they are all sup-

ported by the state. The tuition is in

most cases very low, often free, as in our

own state institutions. Since 1871 all

the work in these universities has been

along the lines of research, especially

scientific. The result is that education in

Germany consists of seeking new knowledge
instead of merely re-learning the old.

This is the way education should be.

"I say we must specialize because

otherwise we do not have enough time in

this world to progress. And it must be

done when we are young—any other time

is too late. The attempt to spread our

endeavor over a large field results only in

covering the ground that others have

covered. If we generaUze, we will be

as a group perfectly flat; there's no use in

our being all alike. If we specialize,

however, then we can go on to new work;

we can do things that no one else has done,

and discover things that no one has known
before. Medicine is a good example

—

the old system of a general practice was

all right, but the general practitioner

could not meet the more difficult problems,

and in order to forge ahead specialization

was found necessary.

"Now specialization is finding itself

exerting a broader influence than ever

before upon our civilization. The forces

of modem industry, a direct outgrowth of

specialization, are going to work for uni-

versal peace much sooner than politics

are. Our great industries are no longer

national in scope, but international. An
American industry, for instance, is apt to

operate as well in Great Britain, France,

Germany, and Japan, or any other coun-

try, co-operating in a tight little group

throughout the world. If our politicians

and statesmen could exert as great an

influence, it would be a good thing for the

world as a whole. We are gradually

working around to the point now where

world monopolies will be international

affairs rather than national, and when this

point is reached, we shall have done much
to insure international peace. As it is,

I think you will find that the American

industrial leader has thought this out be-

fore now, andhasamoretruly international

point of view than have our statesmen

who are working for peace.

"We haven't yet reached the limit of

specialization. We can't reach it, because

it is the part of the specialist to bring new
knowledge and new ideas into the world,

and this process of change and alteration

must never stop. The really great de-

produced by men who probably had no
time to devote to local politics or other

fields outside their own. In our labora-

tory, the men who get the most wonderful

results get them because ul thinking always

along one line. The man who thinks

always in terms of one thing will eventu-

ally pass beyond the limits of all previous

thought upon that one thing. At that

point he becomes of great value to the

world : what he does and what he says are

of tremendous importance to mankind.

"Finally, I feel that the young men of

today should never lose sight of the fact

that whatever they do they are doing for

posterity. You can't escape that obll

gation, so you might just as well lay your

plans to work for it as thoroughly as pos-

sible."

Glee Club to Make
Debut With Amherst

(Continued from FIrit Page)

official Victor recordings, will sing a group

of Novelty numbers calculated to reach

an audience anticipating a Christmas re-

cess of more or less Terpischorian fulsom-

ness.

The personnel of the Williams Clubs

composed of 35 male voices and led by

R. K. Gardener '32 is as follows: First

Tenors—Higinbotham, Rhoades, Boyce,

Adams, Hobson, Miller '35, Phipps, Wes-

tin, Baldwin, Hoffman, Stobbs, Smith,

Johnson '36, Newcomb '35, Doughty,

Stoddard, and Vredenburgh. Second

Tenors—Ogilvy, Bond, Erskioe, Smith, L.

;

Payne, Carpenter, R. J. '35; Wise, Green

'35, Bancroft, Vaill, Searl, Roy, J.

First Bass—Steam, Stoddard, Hebard,

Burton, G., Webb, S. M., Low '35,

L'Ecluse '35, Catherall, Miller, G. W. '35,

Rawson, Gwinn '35, Shepard. Second

Bass—Winner, Webster, Babcock, Hord,

NichoUs, Griffin, Johnson S., Mason,

Desloge '35, McClure '35, Kent. Leader

—R. K. Gardener.

PROGRAM
I

Lord Jeffery Amherst

COMBINED GLEE CLUBS
II

The Cossack Moniusko

Fireflies (Russian Folk Song)

Nathan Haskell Dole

Sea Fever Mark Andrews

WILLIAMS GLEE CLUB
III

To Harvard Some Their Glasses Raise

Piper of Dundee A. vonOthergraven

Chorus of Peers Gilbert and Sullivan

AMHERST GLEE CLUB
IV

Selections

WILLIAMS PURPLE KNIGHTS

Intermission

Deep River (Negro spiritual)

William Arms Fisher

Swing Ahng\ W. M. Cook
WILLIAMS GLEE CLUB

VI

Specialty

WILLI.-vMS PURPLE KNIGHTS
VII

To the Fairest College

Dreamin' Time Lily Strickland

Didn't my Lord Deliver Daniel (Negro

Spiritual)

AMHERST GLEE CLUB
VIII

Yard by Yard L. S. Potter '10

COMBINED GLEE CLUBS

^A
m ::

"I'LL BE SEEING YOU"
AT THE

SEAOLADE
Holiday dining,dancing,supping...you'llsee most

of the younger, nicer set at the Seaglade . . . and

VINCENT LOPEZ
at the baton . . . putting the party over with

Latin verve. Couvert after 10:30, $2.00 . . . Sat-

urdays and holidays, $3.00 ... but late-staying

dinner guests are not taxed. Dancing, formal.

HOTEL ST. REGIS
FIFTH AVENUE ... NEW YORK

(>

WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. CUrk. Prtttdtnl F. E. Moora, Vte^Pruidtnl A. E. Evans, C<uA/«r

Capital - - - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Extended
~ Safety IDeposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
K. J. PROVENCHER, Manatar

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

Wishing You All
A Merry Christmas

and
A Mappy New Year

The Williams Co-op You Save the

Co-op Way

JUST A REMINDER

For that holiday at home you'll need lots of items, such as a new suit, hat, shoes, shirts and

surely some Xmas gifts. We have all these items and will be more than pleased to serve you

DOBBS HATS
NETTLETON SHOES
FASHION PARK CLOTHES

SPECIAL
Suits and Overcoats

$36.00 and up

Cedar Chest Gift Boxes FREE
With Every Purchase

Limited Number
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Gus Bridgman

THE GYM LUNCH
"Quality, Cleanliness and Quick Service^'

yf^m?\

Louie Bleau

a

Winter Sports Team to

Take Six to Lake Placid

Entering its first meet of the season, the

winter sports team will take six men to the

Lake Placid Club for College Week,

December 30, 31, and January 1. It will

compete in all the events, with two men

in the cross-country snowshoe race, the

cross-country ski race, and three in the

slallom and one-mile downhill races.

The events and entrants are as follows:

fancy skating, Cresson: )4-mile skating

race, Robb; 2-raile skating race, Robb;

cross-country snowshoe race, Robb, Roy;

ski jumping, C. S. Ogilvy; cross-country

ski race, Goodwin, D. H. Ogilvy; slallom

race, Goodwin, C. S. Ogilvy, D. H. Ogilvy;

1-mile downhill race, Goodwin, C. S.

Ogilvy, D. H. Ogilvy.

Economic World Offers

Exciting Opportunities
(Continued Irom First Page)

as unexplored, as unsubdued as were the

two Americas, when it was first made cer-

tain that the earth was a globe, and half of

it was a terra incognita.

"The young men of that time had to be

intrepid explorers. We need now the

same intrepid explorers to make clear the

extent and boundary of this new world

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

which science and technological improve-

ments have given us. Then the known

area of the world was doubled. Within

the last 25 years the capacity of the human

hand to produce has been doubled. Con-

tinents peopled by savages had to be sub-

dued. Novi' savage and unintelligent

greed must be subdued—greed on the part

of capital, employer and employee—and an

understanding reached of the vast possi-

bilities that lie in a really cooperative

world society.

"The task of your forebears was to build,

on two unexplored continents, an organ-

ized society; devise forms of government;

and develop transportation, industry and

all that goes with modern civilization.

Your task is going to be to conduct a

thorough exploration of the social, econo-

mic and industrial world that has been

discovered by your fathers, and to bring

this modern New World into subjugation

and usefulness. Almost as little is known

today in regard to a truly just and efficient

distribution of the results of labor as was

known in regard to the physical character-

istics of the New World when the Renais-

sance was in its full glory. When this

hemisphere was first discovered there

was the gigantic task of substituting foY

a rule of arms and force an ultimate rule

of courts, law, order and justice for indi-

viduals. Now you have the more gigantic

task in a mad world of substituting per-

manent peace in place of armed force.

The opportunities and the duty that rests

on you are unexampled.

"It seems to me the future of youth has

as romantic an outlook today as it has

ever had in the world. I hope you are

being properly prepared for those duties

and opportunities and that you are shai)-

ing your college course, not by what is a

convenient hour for a recitation, or by a

thought as to what offers the easiest road

to a college degree, but by a realization of

the need on the part of human society for

an intelligent conduct of this new eco-

nomic world."

Does Reading the Paper Hurt Your Eyes?

If your eyes hurt and you feel tired after an hour or so

of reading fine newspaper print, look out. You are straining

your eyes. You need more light and you need it right now.

For reading, card playing or other close work specialists

recommend 6o to loo watt Mazda lamps.

Buy them by the Carton and Save 10%

WILLIAMSTOWN GAS COMPANY

TACONIC LUMBER CO.

/. " ^

Building Materials
^ ~

I

'

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

December Issue of 'Cow'

Contains Many Features

Appearing by the end of the week, the

December issue of The Purple Cow, al-

though shorter than usual, will contain

several new features siside from the regular

columns on campus affairs. The out-

standing contribution is a caricature of

Professor Maxcy by Hauser '32, supple-

mented by an article by MacVane '33.

On the cover will be a three-colored draw-

ing, also by Hauser, of Santa Claus riding

in a freight car.

A petty playlet by F. K. Davis '33, to-

gether with poems by Duck and Good-

willie '33, and several illustrations by L. P.

Hall ex-'33arefeatured, while the traditions

page will be based on the shirt-tail parade

of Williams in the period of the gay nine-

ties. On the last page there will appear a

mysterious scoop, to which all readers are

urged to pay special attention.

^tiiiiiiiiillillliliiiiilliililiiiiliiillllllllllltilillllllllll"i""i""U

I The Press Box
|
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The wide publicity given to Einstein's

theory of relativity and other theories in

the field of theoretical science appears to

have given scholars pursuing these studies

an opportunity to express the belief that

they are not far from the solution of

eternity affd unending space. People

everywhere have come to believe that the

world is not such an infinitesimal speck

in the universe as was formerly presumed,

and with each spurious announcement

that the confines of the universe have been

measured, they magnify the size of the

world and reduce the size of the universe

in their minds. Foundations announce

that only one more element remains to be

found, and savants swear that the electron

can never be divided.

It is true that recent years have marked

enormous strides in the direction of funda-

mental solutions, but is Science so near its

goal as it would have us believe? Is it not

possible that what we presume to call a

"universe" measured by incalculable num-

bers of light years may be a speck of neli-

ulous dust revolving in the air before a

scholar in some other world—the answer to

the very problems which tax his weary

brain? Or might it not be an electron or

a proton—a part of the chemical com-

bination which forms the scholar's brain?

On the other hand, is it not possible that

each electron and proton which we testify

to be the unit of all things,' might possibly

contain a "universe" like our own, with

galaxies of stars, numerous solar systems,

and inhabited worlds? And may not each

electron in those worlds be another "uni-

verse"—smaller in proportion? Can we
dare to say that there are but 92 elements

simply because that is all that we have

discovered? Might not all the elements

in these other worlds be entirely different

from our own? Naturally science hesi-

tates to presume on what defines detection,

but is presumption to be decried before

over-confidence?

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

Little can be said of the Mellon two-year

plan for tax increase. With a deficit of

$3,247,000,00, there is nothing to do but to

make drastic increases. 1,700,000 people

who did not pay t^es last year will

pay this year, if the plan is passed. Even
then there will be only 3,600,000 tax-payers

out of a population of 120,000,000 people,

and with this, 90% of the total tax will

be paid by less than 300,000 people.

Intramural Scores

Touch
House Football Tennis

Alpha Delta Phi 9 5

Beta Theta Pi 5 5

Chi Psi 10 5

Commons Club 16 10

Delta Kappa Epsilon 5 5

Delta Phi 7^ 9
Delta Psi 8 7

Delta Upsilon 6 8
Kappa Alpha 7 5
Phi Delta Theta 5 9
Phi Gamma Delta 5 7

Phi Sigma Kappa
, 5 5

Psi Upsilon 9 10

Sigma Phi 7>i 5
Theta Delta Chi 5 8
Zcta Psi 5 6

Fine Furs
FOR MEN . . . .

»\ /I

The finest and largest selection

of Raccoon coats, fur lined

coats and fur motor robes.

H.JAECKEL&SONS
546 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

SPECIAL NEW YORK BUSSES
Leave Gym 4.15 FRIDAY and SATURDAY Noon

ROUTE : No. 7 to Norvs'alk and Boston Post Road to Penn

Station with intermediate stops upon request.

TIME: 5 Hours FARE: $6.00 c

TICKETS ON SALE at 12.40 in JESUP HALL

NOTE—This is the cheapest, quickest and most convenient

way to New York
•I.

SCHICK Razor Users-

Your Old Razor is worth $2.50 towards

the purchase of a new and greatly im-

proved Schick Razor - - - Asl^ to see one

s

Hart's Pharmacy

Williams College Students

will find a complete line of our Winter Sports

Equipment, Clothing and Shoes at the stores

of Williams Co-op and N. W. Domin

Ice Hockey Supplies
Shoe Skates, Snowshoes, Skiis,

Moccasins, Caps, Sweaters
and Stockings

Skates sharpened by experts and put in order

{Send for Catalog)

WRIGHT & DITSON
344 Washington Street,

Boston, Mass.

H. C. WRIGHT, M. D. and W. L. CURRAN, M. D.

Eye, Elar, Nose and Throat
Glasses Properly Fitted

(Vienna Eye and Elar Certificate)

Daily: 9 a. m. to 12 m., 2 to 5 p. m.
Tel. 1480 Dowlin Block. North Adams

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn money

corresponding for newspapers; al'

spare time; experience unnecessary; "

canvassing; send for free booklet; tei

how. Heacock, Room 684, Dun am-
Buffalo, N. Y.
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DISARMAMENT IS

FAVORED IN POLL

Majority Uphold Policy of Setting

Example in Reduction for

Other Nations

COMPULSORY MILITARY
TRAINING IS DENOUNCED

Adherence to the World Court on

Basis of Root Protocol Is

Given Support

7.V/,i of the undergraduate body turned

ill liiillots on the Disarmament Poll con-

ilui'lcil l)y the Williams Christian Asso-

ciiiliiin, the Liberal Club, and the Forum,

llic sponsors of the measure revealed last

Tliursday cvenini?. The classes of 1932

anil iy34 were more in favor of the re-

iliKlion of armaments than were the other

two, while of further interest was the fact

iIkii (inly 16% had had any sort of military

trniiiiiiK.

In nnswerinn the first question: "// all

imlidtis join in similar mductions in mil-

ihiri/ and naval establishments intended for

iiM against each other, would ijou favor

,li.<i:rmamenl1" 539 or !K)% said "yes".

21 1 siKTiificd their favor of complete re-

iluition while 57 were against any change

wliatcver. The Freshman voters 8howe<l

11 stronner feeling for 100% retluction than

(lid the others as 93% wanted total alxilish-

incnt.

The percentage in favor of having the

American delegation to the General Dis-

armament Conterence take the inifiaiiyc

in calling upon other nations to join us in

reducing armaments was 76%, somewhat

smaller than the previous figure. The

Seniors were o\itstanding in this vote for

Kti% desired American leadership on this

prnhlem, whereas but, 71% of the juniors

were in favor of the move. Of those voting

HO were against any initiative being

shown by the American delegation, con-

Iriiry to the opinion of 223, who favoreil

the United Stales calling for 100% re-

duction.

The third question dealt with the setting

of an example by our government of re-

ducing the expenditures on armaments

beyond any move on the part of the Dis-

armament Conference. Although there

was a majority in favor of this, it was only

54%, 319 out of the 590 voting answering

in the affirmative, of which number 96

wanted total abolishment of exiwnditure.

Of those handing in ballots, the juniors

were the most conservative with 48%
favoring some decrease, while 53% of the

(Continued on Second Page)

Bowker Swimming Meet
Award Won by Robinson

By i)la(ung in (!very event, Robinson '35

succeeded in winning the Bowk(^r Swim-
ming Trophy, awardcnl by Francis E.

Bowker, Jr. '08 in the annual meet open to

all undergraduates except former winners

of the prize and Varsity swimming letter

men, which was completed last Wednesday
afternoon in the Lasell Pool. The win-

ner's total of 15 points scored by virtue of

one first, two seimnds, a third and two

fourth places, was a scant jwint ahead of

Gordon '35, who in turn was closely fol-

lowed by Dayton '35 with a total of 11.

Competition throughout the meet,

which consisted of six events, was keen,

with an unusually large list of entries in

each race. The 300-yard tree style proved

to be the closest one of the entire meet

when Dayton barely touched out Robin-

son and Church '34 came in less than a half

second behind for third place. Dayton

was the only {loublc winner with firsts in

both the 100 and 300-yar(l free style.

Following is a summary of the meet

50-yd. free style—Won by Davis
(Continued on Second Page)

PATTERSON, MILLER

ELECTED BY SENIORS

Fowle and Tuttle Are Selected As
Class Marshals ; Almost 100%

of Class Polled

'34;

DOANE OFFERS ORGAN

RECITAL IN CHAPIN HALL

Noted Concert Organist Presents

Group of Both Classical and

Modem Pieces

John Doane, widely known concert

organist who is coaching the Williams Glee

Club for itc fortheominij o^i^Bgomenls,

was heard Wednesday afternoon at 4.15

in recital on the Chapin organ. He pre-

sented a gro\ip of five compositions for

the organ, i)refa<ting each with a brief

explanation of its significance and of the

circumstances of its writing.

(Courtesy of F. S. Wihon '34)

Anyone who has had even remote con-

nection with the musical life of a large city

realizes how dreary and vapid the average

organ recital is. Standards of excellence

among most organists are far lower than

those of other musicians. Furthermore,

the art of organ playing is difficult for the

layman to (comprehend, and the ne'er-

do-well has a clear field before him. No
wonder, then, that there is so great a

feeling of antipathy toward the organ in

musical circles! Only when the instru-

ment is commanded by a true artist do we

begin to realize its tremendous range, its

sensuous quality and moving appeal.

Such was the privilege of the few stu-

dents who gathered in Chapin Hall last

(Continued on Third Page)

As a result of the Senior Class elections,

held last Thursday, John Anthony Patter-

son of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Albert Fuller-

ton Miller of Columbus, C, were elected

to the offices of I'ermanent President, and
Permanent Secretary respectively, of the

Class of 1932. Patterson, in commenting
on the mode of election, stressed the fact

that almost 100% of the ballots were re-

turned, and suggested that the Heads of

Houses, who conducted the present ballot-

ing, be authorized to continue that duty in

future class elections.

In addition to permanent officers, the

class also elected William Cowper Fowle,

of Winnetka, 111., and Frederick Bliss

Tuttle of Brooklyn, N. Y., to fill the offices

of class marshals, and designated the Class

Day Committee as follows: Daniel Dewey,
of Milwaukee, Wis., Conrad Evans Good,

of St. Joseph, Mo., James Willard Hurst,

of Rockford, III., Edgar Williams Lakin,

of York Village, Me., Albert Fullerton

Miller, of Columbus, O., and Robert

Douglas .Swineheart, of Pottfltown, Pa.

Patterson, after preparing for Williams

at Poly Prep, played on the 1932 Freshman

eleven, won his numerals on the Freshman

track team, and was a i.iember of the Var-

sity track team his Sophomore year. Since

his first year here, he has served continu-

ously as president of hs class, aside from

being a member of t.l <! Student Council

during that period. He is a member of

Gargoyle. Miller prepared for Williams at

Columbus Academy, became a member of

the editorial board of The Record his

Freshman year, served as manager of class

(Continued on Second Page)

BERTRAND RUSSELL

LECTURES IN CHAPIN

'Danger Spots on World Map and

Machinery for Peace', Topic

of Lecture

CONDITION OF GERMANY
MENACES WORLD PEACE

Creation of Strong International

Govenunent Necessary in

Near Future

Bertrand Russell and Pres. Garfield

Photographed Prior to the Lecturer's

Appearance in Chapin

VARSITY FIVE MEETS

MIDDLEBURY TONIGHT

Captain Good Will Lead The Purple

Against Vermonters in

Second Game

POEMS OF MACVANE
AND MENKEL APPEAR

Shaivn Discusses Art of Interpretive Dancmg;

Condemns Ballroom Dancing as 'Fit for Morons"

"Ballroom dancing is for morons. It is"

'

111) more like interpretive dancing than a

cartoon is like a Rembrandt painting,"

asserted Ted Shawn, America's foremost

exixment of the Terpsichorean art, in an

interview granted to a Record reporter

after his performance here. Claiming that

lie lias had no long vacation for 20 years,

the dancer said that he believes constant

work with little or no rest to be the foun-

tain of youth and the secret of long life.

Breathless after his performance, Mr.

i^luuvn began immediately to condemn

ballroom dancing and those who take part

in it. "I have no interest in it," he said;

"1 never do any myself, and I think those

who do are morons." He went on to say

that when he started touring 17 years ago,

lie and his company not infrequently

played before an almost empty house,

"fhe people did not seem to have the

qiinlity of intelligence to appreciate inter-

pretive dancing, and the critics did not
'lelp in their condemnations of the art.

However, the recent, increase in my au-
diences and the beginning of critics' praises

indicate pretty well that the American
lieople are appreciating more and more the
an of dancing."

As a result, dancing schools are springing

up all over the country. "For instance,"

continued the Head of the Faculty of the

Dancer's Association, "1 have in my class

600 pupils, and I am only one of 1600

accredited dancing teachers in the coun-

try, each of whom has from 300 to 500

in his class. This does not include the

work done in the physical-e<lucation de-

partments of the schools and colleges."

Comparing America's appreciation of the

art. with that of other nations, Mr. Shawn

said that "both in actual numbers and in

pro[X)rtion America is far ahead of any

other country in the world with the pos-

sible exception of Germany, where great

strides have been made in the past ten

years."

Wearily removing the last traces of his

make-up, the dancer declared that "just

as the musician practices the 'scales' to

keep his fingers nimble, so I have to do

constant work to keep in trim. Since

my first appearance before an audience 20

years ago, I have had no vacation for

more than a week or two. I believe that

this is the fountain of youth and the secret

of long life." Since the first of .September,

Mr. ,Shawn and his company have done

nothing but practice and after a scries of

lectures in New York, he plans to start on

a coast-lo-coasf tour of sixty cities.

Versatile Juniors Produce Volume

of Poetry Which Is Now on

Sale at Smith's

Shortly after the Christmas recess,

Simrds in the Wind, a book of poems by

J. F. MacVane and T. F. S. Menkel, '33,

will be on sale in Smith's bookstore at the

price of one dollar. The book contains

thirty pieces written by the authors over

the period of their careers in WilUams and

depicts the various changes in thought

brought about by the development of that

period in the life of the modem student.

Swords in the Wind will be bound in a

black cloth cover with the title appearing

in silver. The foreword has been written

by C. S. Sargent, '33, who has been closely

connected with the authors since the begin-

ning of their college life. Twenty-five

original poems are incorporatetl in the 34-

page volume and three translations—one
(Continued on Second Page)

Thayer Picked to Lead
Purple Eleven for 1932

Stephen Cook Thayer '33, of Cleveland,

Ohio, versatile guard on the Williams foot

ball team for the past, two seasons, was

elect.ed captain of the 1932 eleven at a

meeting of the letter men held last Wed
nesday noon in Jesup Hall. Having pre-

pared at Kent where he played football,

hockey and baseball, he participated in

corre8|K)nding sporta for t he class of 1 933.

He has served on the Varsity football team

for two years.

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 18

8.00 p. m.—Glee Club concert. Benning-

ton Armory, Bennington.

8.15 p. m.—Varsity basketball. Williams

vs. Middlebury. Kasell Gymnasium.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19

12.00 noon—Christmas Recess begins.

MONDAY, JANUARY 4

7.45 a. m.—Christmas Recess ends.

Friday, December 18. Following up the

40-19 drubbing adraijiislered,to R. P. 1

last .Saturday evening, the Varsity quintet

will meet Middlebury in the Lasell Gym-
nasium at 8.15 tonight in the second game
of the season. The Purple worked smooth-

ly against its inexperienced rivals last

week, while Middlebury showed itself no

match for Dartmouth's Indians, losing

41-19 in a listless encounter in Hanover.

Coach Caldwell has been holding lighter

drills throughout this week and has been

evolving a new type of offense. With the

traditional three-two offense, the Varsity

will now alternate a two-three offense with

the forwards in the comers of the court,

the center in the pit, close under the oy>-

ponents' basket, and the guards coming up
along the edges of the court. Wednesday
the team drilled tor a short time on stalling

and team-plays from the tip-off. Empha-
sis has been laid this week in rounding off

the rough edges of the Purple attack which

appeared in the R. P. I. game.

The line-up for tonight's game will be

the same as the starting line-up in the first

(Continued on Ttilrd Page)

"It is because of my belief that large

classes in America will do all they can for

the estalilishment of World Peae(! that I

do not despair of the future of our civiliza-

tion" declared Bertrand Kussell in charac-

terizing America's potential influence for

peace preservation, in his lecture inJChapin

Hall on Wednesday evening. Mr. Russell

succeeded, (luring the hour in^which he

spoke, in giving his audience an elementary

survey of war causes and war remedies,

both those effective immediately and those

affecting the future.

Interspersing subtle coughs here and

there as he went along, the lecturer began

by sketching in a brief and elementary

fashion the various danger spots on the

world's surface, which he split up into

three sections, Western Eurojje and Africa,

Russia and Asia, and North and South

America. In discussing the first, Russell

declared that Germany because of her

economic difficulties and radical parties is

"the most dangerous part of the world

Tl-on. ihe point of View of the preservation

of peace. It is not at all unlikely that a
future communistic Germany may ally

herself with communistic Russia for the

alleviation of their troubles."

In the second, "Russia, an outca.st in the

West, has been forced to tum her eyes

Eastward." There she finds many kin-

dred spirits such as China, India, Turkey,

and Persia, all in a state of unrest. China,

in the throes of rapid occidentalization, is

disturbed by a "struggle between the Com-
munists and the Y. M. C. A. faction, the

government rejiresenting the latter."

India will follow her example as soon as the

British get out. He described Japan as the

"only 'respectable' nation in Asia", defin-

ing as respectable "any country which uses

a strong army and navy for exploitation

and oppression."

The United States is the dominating

factor in Mr. Russell's third division.

"Since the business men of your country

have found economic imperialism much
cheaper and easier than political expan-

(Continued on Second Page)

Russell, in Arguing for Companionate Marriage in

College, Declares 'Education Goes to Pot Over Sex'

{In an informal irUerview granted (o a

Record reporter last Thursday evening, the

Right Honorable Earl Russell answered a

few questionx calculated to be of interest to

the present day American college student in

forming an adjustment between himseK ami

the xmrrhl upon graduation. Special care

wan taken in the preparation of these ques-

tions, and they were calculated to bv of more

interest to the student just about to graditate

than to those who have recently entered

college.

)

Answering the first question, which in-

vited the visitor to make a few cogent

suggestions for the young man about to

leave college in his effort to effect a satis-

factory adjustment of his emotional and

religious life to the conditions of m(xlern

civilization, Mr. Russell smiled. "Copy

Russia," he suggested with the suspicion

of a twinkle in his eyes. Enlarging some-

what uiMin this point, he stated that a com-

plete adjustment between individual and

society could never l>e brought about, and

that one must be prepared to be unhappy

and experience a conflict of emotions in a

world as complex as ovirs is today.

In reply to the next question which

asked for criticisms or comparisons that he

might care to make after observing his own
English universities and American colleges

and universities, Mr. Russell said that men
in the American colleges were on the whole
younger and more inexperienced than
English students, and that a comparison
would be unfair. The only possible com-
parison to be found would be in our iMJSt'

grailuate students and our Honors men.
Veering to the subject ol mass education,

Mr. Russell said that it was a physical im-
possibility for the American student to

reach the same level reached by Oxford or
Cambridge students. "I shudder at the
problems your State universities must have
to face" he exclaimed. One valuable sug-

gestion offered by Mr. Russell on this same
topic was that a distinction should be made
between those students both willing and
capable of going ahead with advanced
study and those of the average mass who
take (heir lessons as so many pills. As a
good way to do this he suggesteil that an
examination should be given, as in Eng-
land, and the results be taken for the final

criterion of admission of the applicant for

advanced work.

When asked whether or not he thought
any radical change in the prevailing atti-

tude toward pre-marital relations needed
to be brought about in view of the fact

that so many young men and women must
(C^ontlnued on Third Page)
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A SIGHT FOR SORE EYES
There is a Santa Claus.

Latest substantiation of the Claus theory: the College will present to the student

body as a Christmas present, a new lighting system for the lower reading room of the

library.

For such a long awaited improvement the undergraduates will be projjorly grateful.

Even if it is approaching three years now since the Student Council first petitioned the

Administration on behalf of an eye-weary undergraduate opinion for some change in

the lighting plan of this much-used room. And even though a room so inadequately

illumiiuitcd should never have been pronounced satisfactory by architect, or electrical

contractcir, in the first place. (Perhaps the peo|)le who are to use these buiklings could

contribute some practical imagination to the arrnnirpmpnt nf these unimnortflnt

il^jlujln -

tTii'iMtili.' i.Khtji.,'ri\Ni«it will. rULPr.t,lj'iii.i|,rjiri.ca kill- .-n^imKt tljrretltinsrof^-'

l^rcon'i 'ti'l iMi't-il -iiirmwt n ilifFertT^ '•.•j\f '<' ."..luiion (It i ' a hi>«n (wIqi/ , i m

indirect illumination, rather than table lamps. But the system chosen has given

satisfaction, we understand, in recent installations at such institutions as the New
School, in New York, and at the University of Michigan; and at the least it can hardly

help l>ut he an improvement over the present arrangement.

In eliminating the problem of inadequate intensity, the new installation may yet

not take care of the question of the glare of light reflected from highly polished

tablet ops. If ao, it would be worthwhile to finish the job thoroughly by doing away

with this secondary .soun^e of trouble.

Disarmament is

Favored in Poll

(Continued from First Page)

Seniors, 57% of the sophomores, and

50% of the freshmen supported the point

under discussion.

On the fourth question: "Da you favor

American adherence In the World Court

upon lite baaia of llw Hool I'rolocols'!"

69% or 384 out of 548 backed the proposal,

the seniors this time taking the lead with

79% desiring entrance against 70% for

the juniors and 72% and 62% for the

sophomores and freshmen respectively.

The last three questions concerned

military training in which only 77 against

510, or 13%, were in favor of having

compulsory training in the colleges. The

outstanding difference in answering this

point was the fact that only 8% of the

seniors advocated compulsion, whereas

17% of the sophomores answered the same

way. 46% of the total voters upheld the

dropping of military training entirely

from the college curriculum, 269 saying

"Yes" with 313 answering in the negative.

The last question: "Have you had mililarij

trainingi" showed that only 9() or 16%
of the voters have had it in some form,

whereas 488 have not had any. The
sophomores took the lead in this field with

20% answering "Yes" against 17%, 10%,
and 16% for the seniors, juniors, and

freshmen respectively.

TOO MANY KEYS TO PARNASSUS
Once in awhile we discover with some shock that I he family of editorial brain

children has been diminished by adoption. One of the orphans was taken in last ,Iune

by the I'lii Beta Kappa Society, when it ratified a suggestion first advanced in this

column three years ago: namely, the abolition of the percentage quota system of elec-

tion to the Chapter, under which member.ghip was limited to 14% of tlie class, and the

substitution of a flat grades average. The step replaced an unstable, and largely mean-

ingless standaril by a principle at once more logical and fair.

But the minimum grades average chosen,— "a straight 'B' average at the end of

Senior year"— , although it represented some raising of the previous minimum, did not,

in our opinion, go high enough to represent the proper standard of the Society. It is

practically certain that selection under this rule will leave the local membership as

large as it has been ordinarily in recent years, if not larger. And, obviously, considered

as an absolute figure, a roster of 28 men, as of last year, is too large for the maintenance

of the honor in its highest significance. From a relative point of view, the results

often tend to he rather puzzling, too; as when, in an average year Williams elects

almo.st half again as many Key men, proportionally, as does Princeton.

For a college of this size, a reasonable maximum membership for Phi Beta Kappa
might well be settled around 15 or 18. ,Iust what minimum grades average would he

necessary in order approximately to achieve this result could not he known exactly

without testing; but a requirement of five A's over B might put the Chapter enrollment

at a more significantly restricted figure.

The abolition last .lune of the illogical, and unfair, percentage quota scheme of

election was a very rational improvement, but it remains to be supplemented with

lurthor .stiffening of the basis standard of membership. The Williams Key will stand

for just what we make it: and we should want to make it one to be compared without

apology with any other in the country.

Bertrand Russell

Lectures in Chapin
(Continued from First Page)

sion, your nation will continue to increase

its financial hold on your Southern neigh-

bors." This he claimed would spread over

all Europe in the event of another war, for

European civilization could not survive

such a catastrophe. Russell also said that

the British Empire was a thing ot the past,

since it is based on maritime power which

has been made obsolete by the i)erfection

of aerial warfare. Its (ihief remaining im-

portance is "whether it will disappear

peacefully or disappear with a fuss."

"What sort of measures can prevent an-

other first class war?" They can be di-

vided up into two general classes, those

which should tako' effect immediately and

those, more theoretical, which are to be

I uiiiwj (ir If inc mtiire. .'V(l meanureH

I (.jje (ii^ttvjw ha VI to dn \fitli "thf lTl:^lln^

] -• »iji'.H*&t(^ 01 iiiYtrnuuiiiiHl ;;ii'. c.-niiicft,

v.'lu.-!.' will hf
J
<u;,.rfi:) 'Ti ii.ij»h TO .^nf.if/..

its decisions." First there must be some
judicial body to di^cide in all cases of strife

which nation is the aggressor. This ile"

cision must then be backed up by economic

boycott d irect ed against t heoffending part y

.

Then there must also be a legislat ive body to

settle all disputes. "The World Court
would be cajjablc of performing the judicial

functions, provided the United States

would join." But the League of Nations

will have to undergo considerable change
before it will be of much use.

Organizations such as that proposed,

according to Rus.sell, would be suflicient

for the present time, but extensive world

education is necessary to insure perpetual

peace. "The elementary passions found

in man's subconscious nature can and must
be controlled. The world's school children

must no longer be brought upon nationali.s-

tic principles." For only by getting rid of

man's elementary desire to fight can the

world ever make certain the abolition of

war and the establishment of a lasting

peace with freedom for all.

"Thus a change in the economic and
educational systesm, and a world-wide

international government with adequate
machinery are the agencies necessary to

bringing about the desired result." Mr.
Russell considered the attitude of many
Americans as a xery hopeful sign of a
tendency in the right direction. Euroi)e
looks across the Atlantic for leadership in

the matter, and "the United States can do
more than any other nation to establish

world peace."

Patterson, Miller

Elected by Seniors
(Continued from First Page)

soccer during his first year, and was a

member of the Claastcnl Sncteli/ his second

year. During his .Junior year he was
Kditor-in-Chief of the (rulielmenmnn,

Treasurer of the Unrlergradiiale Concert

Committee, and a member of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Little Theatre.

These activities culminated this year in

the Managership of the Musical Clubs,

and the Vice-Presidency of the Non-

Athletic Council.

Gargoyle.

Miller is Treasurer of

Alumni Dinner

The Williams Alumni Association of

Chicago extends a cordial invitation to

all C^hicago undergraduates and their

fathers to attend a luncheon (o be
given at the University Club at 12.30

on Tuesday, December 29.

E. E. Tullia

37 South LaSallc St.

Chicago, 111.

Bowker Swimming Meet
Award Won by Robinson
(Continued from First Page)

Robinson '35, second; Gordon '35, third;
Dayton '35, fourth. Time: 26.3.

100-yd. free style—Won by Dayton;
Davis, second; Gordon, third; Robinson,
fourth. Time: 1 :02.().

lOO-yd. backstroke—Won by Robinson;
Gordon, second; Church '34, third; I,yon
'34, fourth. Time; 1:15.

lOO-yd. breast stroke—Won by Gordon;
Giiiterman '35, sefond; Robinson, third;
Howard '35, fourth. Time: 1:19.2.

300-yd. free style—Won by Dayton;
Robinson, second; Church, third; Davis,
fourth. Time: 4:00.

Dives—Won by Blake '35; Lyon, sec-
ond; Gordon, third; Robinson, fourth.

niHI IIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIII IIIIIIMIIIIIMMIUMIIIIIIItl^
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IiiiniiiiiiiiMiilliiiilll iiiliiiiiiiillliliiiiiiiiiilliiilili

Although it is generally agreed that our

government is so strong as to preclude any

danger of a revolt against Capitalism,

periods of tension like the present often

provide opportunities for vigorous agi-

tators with anarchic convictions and thun-

dering rhetoric to organize the dissatisfied

lower classes into perilously compact

units.

While this threat could scarcely he

called inevitable it is certainly imminent,

and, accordingly, arguments for the sui)-

port of the present etwnomic system must

be continually sought after. No one has

analyzed this in so few words as Patrick J.

Hurley, Secretary of War, in his "Fight

Call" speech before the Republican com-

mittee in which he tells of the basic argu-

ments for these beliefs.

"We have yet to devise a plan that will

jjrovide for a more equitable distribution

of the nation's wealth, but in dealing with

it we should be (careful not to destroy the

initiative of the American people, not to

dampen the hopes and aspirations of indi-

viduals. We should bear in mind that

the success of the United States is the

sum total of the achievements of its indi-

vidual citizens."

The Pope's refusal to receive Mahatma
Ghandi somewhat reminiscent of the story

in the Bible about the naked Lazarus

begging before the gate of the rich man.

Clad in royal robes, surrounded by guards,

and isolated from the world, God's greatest

emissary on earth turns from his door for

lack of clothing one whom it woulil seem

lives strangely like the man of Galilee.

The education of .some gangsters is

surjirising. Vincent Coll, alleged murderer

of five-year old Michael Vengalli, made the

following erudite statement for the press

la.st week: "I'd like nothing better than

to lay my hands on the man who did this.

I'd tear his throat out. There is nothing

more despicable than a man who would

harm an innocent child. So far as 1 am
concerned, I am not afraid of the out-

come. I can prove that I was miles

away when this crime was committed.

It is a frame-up on the part of my enemies

who have tried many times to assassinate

me and have failed. Now they are trying

to briny about mv Henth thrniifrh iho \nw "

Uesorliu

T*uems «f Mat'Vaiit-'

(Continued from First Page)

from Francois Villon's The (hand Testa-

ment and two from the Odes of Horace.

The authors have tlivided their work

roughly into three sections by the criterion

of the thought contained in (he verses.

The first section deals wilh adventure,

shading off into the sceonil se(ttian of more
philosophical and weighty matter, which

in turn fades into the sf^ction devoted (o

love poems.

Among the ])oems contained in Swnrd-i

in the Wind, are many which have pre-

viously appeared in 7'/ic William.'! Quarter-

ly, to which magazine both authors have
heen consi)iruous contributors. Roughly
one half of the new book's contents is

derived from previously printed poems,
which have been slightly revised.

,Swords in the Wind is dedicated in i)art.

to Williams, the environment which has

shaped the development of the authors

and which has laid a stamp on their work,

ideas, and ideals which is plainly visible in

the changing notes struck in this collection

of their work, composed in and influenced

by the traditions of the College.

A more detailed articrle and criticism of

Swords in Die Wind will a|)|)ear in a later

issue of Thk Rbcohd.

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"

Dolt

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

For Anything

Photographic
Of Colleve and Studente
Aiao i'liiu" Frames

"• '^

ii. £. KiNSMAN
College

Photographer

E. J. Jerdon—D.D.S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

"WISH" TAXI

Call

467-J
At Cabe's Opposite P. 0.

^Retrospection

s

Kagle
Printing &
Binding

Co.

33
Kagic Sq.
Pittsfield

Mass.

'/^ your printing is indiffer-

ently done, it advertises your

company as one that does not

attach much importance to

the quality of its products—

and conversely. Why not have

the EACLE i)laee your printed

matter on the same high plane

as your goods? :: ::

I.clterhen(i«, Knvrldpcs, BilginrM Cards,

I'oldcrs, Knvrlopr Knclosurci. L<'08i-I.e'ii

Lrdtfcrii, Fiiclory Forms, Invoicca. Et""'
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS
FOR EVERY MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY

Home folks like things best-bought at the COLLEGE PHARMACY
EDDIE DEMPSEY
FRED WALDEN

Varsity Five Meets
Middlebury Tonight

(Continued from First Page)

niiiiK'-
Captain Good will start witli

Markoski at the forward posts, Moiiier

«ill till the center position, and Fowle and

.Sheelian, hi^h scorers of tlic first game, will

play the guards.

'i'lie Middlebury quintet faced its first

opponents in Dartmouth last Saturday

iiinht. Dartmouth scored its third straight

over the Vermonters, and, although the

Iiuliiins did not play up to their usual form,

liiid no trouble in trouncing Middlebury

41-1!) in a slow game. Chalmers, Sweet,

mill Captain Ashedown scored most of the

Iii]iiil3 made by the Vermonters, and these

three with McKenzie and Corliss will com-

pose the starting team against Williams

lonight. Among the substitutes are Fonte,

liiuiingartner, Olson, Flagg, and Holye,

(he lust alone having seen action this year.

The tentative line-ups are as follows:

WILMAMS MIDDt.EBURY
Oood (Capt.) r.f. Chalmers

Markoski l.f. Ashedown (Capt.)

Mdiiier c. Sweet

Fowle r.g. McKenzie

Sheehan l.g. Corliss

Russell Declares

'Education Goes to Pot'
(Continued {rom First Page)

continue their studies until twenty-three

or- four years of age, with marriage in most

cu.ses being impossible, Mr. Russell smiled.

"I agree with Judge Lindsay," he answer-

ed. Most men nowadays will not remain

chaste until they are thirty, and there

.should be laws sanctioning a companionate

marriage system. Enlarging ui)on this

Mr. Russell said that sexual relations to-

ihiy were too clandestine. "Present edu-

cation goes to pot over time wasted on

sex," he declared, and asserted that most

.students now, if faced by the desire to

adjust themselves, are driven to hasty

unions in which there is no other element

but that of the sexual urge.

The last question, aimed to be of general

interest, asked Mr. Russell how long he

(hought, the National government of

England would retard that country's

advance along the road of progressive or

radical reform, if at all. Mr. Russell was

lirm in his belief that the present govern-

ment would last its full four years, but

that in the end the "Labor party will have

benefited by its beating."

'CounciT Changes Two
Athletic Award Rules

Rules for the awarding of insignia in

football and (Toss-(tountry were ullercd at
the Student Council mc-eting last Wednes-
day. The new rulings will give the Coach
more freedom and flexibility to recommend
for letters those who have merited them
but who have not fulfilled the present spe-
cifics time requirements.

The football "W" will be given to those

who are recommended to the Student

Council by the Coach, Manager and Cap-
tain, provided the jjlayers have been used
in the Wesleyan or Amherst game. This
ruling does not ajjpear to be definite, but
the Coach will keep a record ol the number
of minutes played as a basis for his recom-

mendations. The Council voted the rule

retroactive, and certain players who,
during the past season, were unfortunate

enough not to fulfill the time re(|uirements

may be awarded the "W" under the new
ruling.

In cross-country those men who have

placed among the first fifty in the annual

cross-country rim of the N.E.I.A.A. will be

entitled to wear the "W", and, by the

recent action of the Council, also those who
are recommended for the award by the

Coach, Manager, and Captain.

'Deutscher Verein' Meets
Discussing the economic situation in

Germany from the agricultural point of

view, Dr. H. Vopelius, who has been sent

to America by the German government to

study horticulture, sjrake before the

Deutucher Verein at a meeting held Mon-
day evening at the Commons Club. Adel-

mann "52, who attended both the Bonn
and Cologne Universities last year, talked

on Christmas in Germany, after which the

meeting was adjourned.

International Shop
Spring Street, Williamstown

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,
Treasures Galore—Come and Explore"

European and Oriental Shipments
Arriving Almost Daily

Linens, Silver, Jewelry, Bags,
Small Antiques

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

Infirmary Patients

Harris '32 and Snowden '33 were the

only students confined to the Thompson
Infirmary when The Record went to press

Thursday evening. In all cases of serious

illness the parents of the students con-

cerned are immediately notified.

Bunched Cuts

There seems to be some misunder-

standing regarding the administration

of bunched culn. They are granted only

to Varsity athletic teams for athletic

purposes; consequently the privilege

ends with the athletic Hea.son. What-
ever cuts remain will then be apjmr-

(ioned as equally as may be among the

courses. Pro-seminar courses, having

no definite allotment of cuts, naturally

cannot count in making up the number
of cuts to be bunched.

It seems unfair to upper-classmen

that sophomores should have cuts in

Physical Training count in bunched

cuts. Therefore bunched cuts will be

reckoned on the number of cuts allowed

in courses falling in the three major

divisions of the curriculum. No Fresh-

man athletic schedule warrants the

granting of bunched cuts.

The Dean's Office

'^i*^^<<fl^j*^ (*!(»«»,*^ .*^
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In sincere appreciation of the business

you have entrusted to us during the past

year and the friendship we have enjoyed

with you -count us among those who wish

you and yours

^ Mtxxv Cfjrifiitmasf

anb la |^appj> ^eto |9car

k

GEORGE RUDNICK
I

i'^iif^'Vi^'i^-if^'Vif^'itf/l^'ai^

Doane Offers Organ
Recital in Chapin

(Continued (rom First Page)

Wednesday afternoon to hear John Doane

in a program ixjrfectly suited to organ and

audience, and played with the utmost

I)oise and refinement.

Doane's artistry lies in an unerring

color-sense and freshness of interpretation

rather than in the robot-like technique

which so frequently passes as the be-all

and end-all of organ-playing. In his

combinations of color he was particularly

skilfull, avoiding that curious tinny quality

a characteristic of the Chapin organ which

inevitably reminds one of musical life at

Coney Island. Time and again his

orchestral mood seemed to reflect the

genius of his teacher, Edwin H. Lemare.

His approach was a far cry from the

typical Victorian coldness which character-

izes nine organists out of ten.

Mendelssohn's Sixth Sonata, founded

upon that grand old German chorale,

Vater unaer in Himmelreich, was the

pihce de rfsislance. In these sonatas, the

most noteworthy contribution to organ

music since the time of Bach, Romanti-

cism is wedded in happiest wise to the

massive and luminous forms of poly-

phonic art.

The first movement opens as the chorale

is given out in four-part harmony, without

eml)ellishment. Then it strides with a

giant's trea'd through a series of colossal

variations, and ends in a flood of tone as

the chorale again speaks out. The second

section is a fugue on the subject of the

chorale which the composer treats color-

fully, in a manner quite foreign to the

usual fugue form. An andante of <iuiet

purity brings the work to a reposeful con-

clusion. It is sufficient to say that Mr.

Doane played this work with every con-

siileration for its contrasting moods.

The Rogers sonatini may also be men-

tioned as a work of sime merit. It is un-

usual to find an American organ work

which leaves so little to be desired. The

first and third movements show clearly

the influence French musicians of the last

century have had on the composer, Imt

the secontl is distinctly an American

creation. Mr. Rogers would have done

well to follow the French tradition here

as well as in the other movements. To

sandwich a kind of theme-song melody

in between two brilliant contrapuntal

sections is bound to destroy the mood

of the listener and the unity of the work.

Vet judging the sonata as a whole, we may
expect it to hold its place in the fore-

ground of American musical comiiosition.

What we cannot understand is the

Clokey number. Dripping Spring. In a

sorry attemjit to describe some vague

phase of nature, Mr. Clokey has succeeded

admirably in demonstrating how futile

imjiressionistic music can be. We are not

of the extreme modern school which be-

lieves that symbolism in music is impos-

sible and mathematical precision the only

true criterion. But subtlety must be

the guiding star of the impressionist.

Bach, though not ostensibly a writer of

descriptive music, fits the mootl of his

chorale-preludes to the verse of the hymn
with uncanny fidelity. But one is always

conscious of a deep jihilosophical con-

ception. Such music ])asses description,

while Mr. Clokey's childish meanderings

may be epitomized in one word: triviality,

and it marred the effect of an otherwise

well-constructed program.

Also worthy of mention were the two

Vierne numbers, done in the best modern

manner, and an excellent arrangement of

the Liebeslod, from Tristan und Isolde.

Organ recitals in Chapin Hall by guest

organists have been all too few of late

years. The great artistic success of this

performance might well serve as a sug-

gestion that recitals by outstanding

organists be included in the list of musical

events in future years.

Fine Furs
FOR MEN

The finest and largest selection

of Raccoon coats, fur lined

coats and fur motor robes.

H.JAECKEL&SONS
546 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

There's a "Buy"!
All the suits at Cutting's are real "buys"

Prices from $25 tO $50
We'll be glad to show you without obligation

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
NORTH ADAMS

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street, New York City

MODERN DAIRY
ROBERT STEELE, Proprietor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM IN
NORTH ADAMS AND WILLIAMSTOWN

Of ezceptioDally low bacteria coDteot and testing very high in butterfat content

PHONE NORTH ADAMS 2670-R

Service to All Parts of North Adams and Williamstown

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn money

corresponding for newspapers; all or

spare time; experience unnecessary; no
canvassing; send for free booklet; tcUs
how. Heacock, Room 584, Dun Bldg.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

SKI-CRA^fL

The Oscar H. JAjP^W Company

Maker and /m/iortc^BMlt"^'' SIci-Equipmcnt

f'on Mjss.

Gus Bridgman

THE GYM LUNCH
"Quality, Cleanliness and Quick Service" Louie Bleau
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Merchantsand BusinessMen
OF

WILLIAMSTOWN

Wish You a

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a

Happy New Year
Bacon's Garage
Bastien's Jewelry Shop
Bemie's
Cabe Prindle

College Pharmacy
Danaher Tire Shop
Nels Domin
Mike Fressola

Grundy's Garage
Hart's Pharmacy
Tam Hughes
H. E. Kinsman
Mayhew Electric Co.

McClelland Press
M. L. Monahan
Nephew & Blake
R. A. Ruether
Salvatore's Shoe Shop
F. H. Sherman
St. Pierre's Barber Shop
John Steele

Williams Co-op
Williams News Room
Williams Shop
Williamstown Food Shoppe
Williamstown Gas Co.

The RECORD urges you to patronize
these advertisers-they are anxious to

serve you faithfully and deserve
your support

^^^^^^^!^i^f^^^^^^^^^:^:^^^if^^^:;^i^-^i^m^;^^^^
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PRINCETON AND ARMY

TO BE OPPONENTS OF

PURPLE HOCKEY TEAM

Williams Opens Season Tonight

Against Strong Orange and

Black Sextet

PURPLE HANDICAPPED
BY LACK OF PRACTICE

To Meet Army Saturday at West
Point; Cadets Lost Three

Games To Yale

Friday, Jmmury 8. Meeting Priiu^cton

on the Holicy Baker Memorial Itink to-

iiinlit and the Army at West, Point to-

imirrow evenitiK, th(^ Varsity liockey team

opens its season williout having had any

|iriicti<re since returning from the vacation.

J)initig the last week of this, liowever, 15

nicn worked out twice a day on the; Prin('e-

toii rinii, and played a «ame aKainst the

Lake Katonah team, made iij) of (!x-colleKe

stars, losing 4-1 on the Playland arena at

Hye.

AlthouKh seven letter men from last

year's team an^ in colleKi!, hut. si.\ will make

the trip, as Steele, sul)stitute wingnian, is

sick, making it impossible for him to play

for the rest of the year. Those making

tli(! lri|) are Captain Uoughty, Thayer,

llorton, Johnson, Van Sant, and Reeves,

the first four of whom will be in the start-

ing line-up.

The Princeton team will consist of four

men which played against the Purple last

year in addition to two members of last

year's star Kreshman team. Lead by

Captain Harber at left wing, the aggrega-

tion has won three of its six games to date,

defeating the St. Nicholas Club of New
\'ork twice as well as slaughtering M. 1. T.

by a score of 10-2, and losing l)y rather

large s(^orc8 to Harvard and two Canadian

colleges, McGill and Queens.

Against the Purple the Army will put

a team which has just returned from Lake

Placid, where it was dcfe.vted in three tiuc-

cessive games by the powerful Yale aggre-

gation. Uarcy, who starred against the

lierkshire team last year, will again be at

his defen.sc post, while the goal will be

(illeil by Zitzman, who was re8ponsil)le

l)rimarily for the team's good showing

against Yale.

The probable line-ups of the teams will

lie as follows:

\VILLIAM.S: goal, Thayer; defense.

Lisle and Rogers; center, Johnson; wings.

Doughty and Morton.

PRINCETON: goal, Ilirsch; defense,

Hoiee and Lane; center, Kammer; wings,

Harher and Cook.

,\RMY: goal, Zitzman; defeitse, Cain

and Darcy; center, Telford; wings, Black

and Wagstaff.

Oh/y W/?J Captain 1933

Varsity Soccer Eleven

.John Hallowcll Ohiy '33, of Brooklyn,

N. y., was elected (captain of the li(33

Varsity so(!ccr team, at a meeting of the

letter men held just before the Christmas
recess. OhIy, a regular on the soccer

team for the past two seasons, is a member
of the 1033 (lulidmmsian Board and the

Honor System Committee, and is Secre-

tary of the Forum. In his senior year, he

will be President of the Forum Board.

CHAPIN LIBRARY SHOWS

EARLY ENGLISH NOVELS

Exhibit Includes Material Covered

in 'English 13', from 'Pamela'

to 'Adam Bede'

{The following article, tlcscribing the

current exhilnliori of eighteenth anil seven-

Innlh century novels was furnished Tmk
Iii;c()K» through the courtesy of Miss Lucy

liiigenia Osborne, custodian of Chapin

Library.)

The current exhiliit in the Chapin

Library illustrates th(! survey of English

prose fiction com|)rehended in the course

I'.nglish 13. It includes, therefore, first

editions of important novels from

Hichardson's Pamela 1740 to George

Lliot's Adam Bede 1869. Its beginning

is in fact earlier than the date of Pamela,

for it shows a first of lioMraon Crusoe,

a true forerunner of the novel, though still

ill form, like so much of Defoe's work, on
the border-line between biography and
liction. This first edition, 1719, is ac-

comjianied by a modern reprint, the Haslc-

wood, 1929, with striking illustrations in

colour by E. McKnight Kauffcr.

Since the period in question is that in

which the novel frequently appeared in

parts, two of those shown in the exhibit

display this form, Nicholas Nickleby being
in twenty parts and Pendennis in twenty-
four, the former illustrated by "Phiz,"

the latter with Thackeray's own illus-

trations.

One example only, of the work of each
"f the several novelists of the period is

(Continued on Third Page)

SWIMMERS ENCOUNTER

UNION THIS AFTERNOON

Captain Swayze Will Head Purple

for Initial Test of Season

in Lasell Pool

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT

PRAISES 'REVISIONISTS'

Compares 'Absurdities' of Heating

Plant to 'Obscenities' of

Georgian 'Decency'

The Varsity swimmers under the leader-

ship of Cai)tain Swayze, who has been

directing practice in the absence of Coach
(Irahani, will present a strong and bal-

anced line-up when they open their season

against Union in the Lasell Pool this after-

noon at 4.00 p. m. Neither team has

engaged in any previous meets this year,

nor have they faced each other in the jiast

three years, so that little can he predicted

about the meet.

The Purple squad, in time trials held

last Wednesday, displayed strength in

every event, especially in the distance

races with Beatty leading tla^ field, and in

(he backstroke, where Kerr turned in a

fast time. Swayze is again w(^ll ahead in

both dashes and together with either

Downs, Bixby, or Davis will face Captain

Morrell, 0|)penheim, and Maney, star

sprinters for the Garnet. Gilfillan, a

veteran in the breast stroke, is doing well

and will meet strong competition in Brown,

of t he visitors.

Lapham and Holmes will again have the

diving assignments, while last year's

regulars Kerr and Bixby are ready to

enter in the backstroke against Captain

Morrell and Neese of Union. The Purple

squad has both of last season's relay teams

intact but Captain Swayze has not defi-

nitely decided what combinations he will

use tonight. The Williams line-up will,

(Continued on Fourth Page)

In an attemjit to prevent the contractors

from carrying through the plans to erect a

"palm tree" chimney on the new power

house, the irate revisionists have enlisted

to their cause one more authority—Frank

Lloyd Wright. Known nationally as the

leading exponent of functionalism in

modern architecture, Mr. Wright agrees

with those who have i)rotcsted heatedly

to halt the cloaking of this building in

Georgian dress. lu a letter to The
Rbcoud he makes known his ideas con-

cerning the unsuitability of the design of

the Central Heating Plant.

His statement follows:

"Professor Weston and Mr. Keck are

entirely sensible and loyal to architecture

in their attitude toward the heating-plant.

As a matter of sense no chimney should

have an outflare of the top. It hinders

its purpose by confusing the draft.

"Nor does a sensible American wear a

silk hat to work. A cornice is about as

appropriate to a power house as a silk

hat to a mason laying bricks. The util-

ities without fancy-dress are more 'aes-

thetic' as well as decent , I should say.

"Georgian i)urisls are nasty-nice. In

architecture they commit absurdities as

aesthetic as in morals they commit ob-

scenities as decency. There is probably

nothing to be done about it unless Thomas
Jefferson (H)uld be called forward to look

and laugh at them."

The revisionists regret that the letting

of the contracts for the nain construction

of the building had lieen carried out before

their complaints had been brought for-

ward, and, for this reason, no changes in

(Continued on Third Page)

Faculty Alters Major
Diploma Requirements

Arguing that the students choose their

majors of their own volition and conso

(luently should show interest and pro-

ficiency in these courseas, the faculty has

altered the ruling recjuiring half C's for

graduation. It will be necessary now to

have six C's in the ten semester courses

composing a student's major.

Heretofore half C's anywhere among

the 120 semi'ster hours was the only re-

quirement for a diploma. The new ruling

will prevent from graduating those stu-

dents who, having received more than half

C's the first two years, do not maintain

the standard of their work while they are

studying their majors the last two years.

95 INSIGNIA AWARDED
BY ATHLETIC COUNCIL

VARSITY FIVE MEETS

TRINITY HERE TONIGHT

IN LASELL GYMNASIUM

Purple Quintet Has Won Two and

Lost no Games ; Capt. Good
Will Lead Team

TEAM HAS DEFEATED
R. P. I. AND MIDDLEBURY

Coach Caldwell Now Drilling Squad

On Plays, Courtwork and
Scrimmages

MIDDLEBURY LOSES TO

PURPLE QUINTET, 42-26

Varsity Outclasses Rivals Before

Vacation in Second Game
of the Season

22 Major and Minor Letters

Received ; 1934 Soccer Team
Gets Numerals

Awards of 95 athletic insigiua for |)ar-

ticipation in Varsity and Freshman sports

were made at the monthly meeting of the

Athletic Council held December 18, in-

cluding 22 major letters in football, 18

minor letters in soccer and six in cross-

country. Twenty-one numerals were given

in freshman football, 1 1 awarded to the

193.5 soccer team and 17 to the members

of the .soi)homor(! chami)ion class soccer

team, bringing the total to 4(i letters and

49 numerals.

The following football players received

major letters: Fowle (Cai)t.), Foehl,

Ripple, Senn, Stevens, Tuttle, Wood,

Zinn '32, Berry, Bilder, Corrcale, Mar-

koski, Reynolds, Reid, Van Dozen '33,

C. Davis, Lyon, Pease, Rogers '34, >Sabin

'32 (Mgr.) and French '33 (A.sst. Mgr.).

Numerals were awarded to the following

members of the 1935 football team:

Archer, Brown, Car|)enter, Collins, Dun-

lop, Gordon, Hapgood, Hoagland, Hop-

kins, KroU, Lamberton, McCall, Meighan,

Morton, Oliver, Potter, P. Smith, Stan-

Ion '35 and E. R. Smith '33 (Mgr.), Car-

rick (Class Mgr.) and Lindcnberg (Ass't.

Class Mgr.).

The 18 soccer players who won letters

were: J. Smith, (Capt.) Boyd, Lambert,

Michel, Roth, Van Sant, Wadsworth '32,

Catherall, Earl, Franklin, Horton, Mcars,

Rodgers, Whitaker '33, Bacon, Richmond

'34, Stoddard '32 (Mgr.), Dakin '33

(Ass't. Mgr.). The following won fresh-

man numerals: Curry (Capt.), Helms,

Hilles, Hubbell, Millar, McMillan, Myers,

Ogden, Poole, Wood and Zabriskie '35.

Cross-country letters were awarded to

Roy (Capt.), '32, Fisher, Robh '33, Bruck-

ner, Goodhody '34, Lakin '32 (Mgr.).

The Sophomore champion soccer team

which was awarded numerals was com-

posed of the following: J. W. Allen, Beggs,

(iilbert, Griflin, Hawkins, Morrisson, Mc-

Gill, McKnight, McKillop, Norcott, Park,

Ray, Ragsdale, Sammis, Watson, Webb,

and J. R. Williams '34.

CASTS SELECTED FOR

LITTLE THEATER BILL

Variety of Humor, Wit, Drama Will

Delight Audience at Plays

January 22

In its second program of the year, the

Little Theatre will present A Raibmy
Adventure by Molnar, A Merry Death by

Yevrienoff, and Barrie's Half an Hour in

Jesup Hall Auditorium the evening of

Friday, January 22. The last is a social

drama in three scenes, while Molnar's

play is a battle of wits.

A Merry Death is a Harliquinade in

which we see a somewhat unconventional

treatment of this very traditional story.

The play is characterized by an aif of

whimsical artificiality which adds to its

fantastic lightness. Y'evrienoff also wrote

The Theatre of the Soul, presented last year

by the Little Theatre as an example of

the modern exi)erimental drama.

The casts are as follows:

A Railroad Adventure

By Molnar

Mrs. Leake

McKnight '34

Directed by Sellcry '32

Assistant Director, Page '34

Set by Woodruff '33

(Continued on Fourth Page)

She

He

Infirmary Patients

Beggs '34 and Hoagland '35 were the

only students confined to the Thompson
Infirmary when The RECOKDwent to press

Thursday evening. In all cases of serious

illness the parents are notified immediately

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, JANUARY 8

7.30 p. m.— Prof. John Bennett will ad-

dress the Liberal Club at the Rectory.

8.00 p. m.—Varsity Hockey. Williams

vs. Princeton. Princeton.

8.15 p. m.—Varsity Basketball. Williams

vs. Trinity. Lasell Gymnasium.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 9

2.30 p. m.—Freshman Basketball. 1935

vs. Cushing Academy. Lasell Gym-
nasium.

4.00 p. m.—Varsity Swimming. Williams

vs. Union. Lasell Pool.

8.00 p. m.—Varsity Hockey. Williams

vs. Army. West Point.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 10

10.35 a. m.—Prof. John Bennett of the

Auburn Theological Seminary, Au-

burn, N. v., will preach. Thompson

Memorial Chapel.

iShowing clear superiority in every de-

partment of the game, the Varsity basket-

ball team trounced an inexperienced Mid-

dlebury quintet 42-2(1 Friday evening,

December 18, in the first home game of the

season. Fowle, Purple left guard, ran up

the highest individual score with three

baskets in each jieriod; Monier and Mar-

koski also scored consistently for the home
team; while Chalmers did most of the

offensive work for the visitors.

Shortly after the opening tip-off, the

Purple began to score and, taking advan-

tage of the visitors' passing errors, ran up a

comfortable lead before the \'ermonter8

could locate the basket. Monier and

Fowle led the scoring, although the former

could not ca])italize on foul shots, missing

three out of four attemjjts. Markoski's

floor work and guarding continually broke

up the Middlcbury offense and assisted the

Williams team in scoring. The score at

half time was 21-9.

In the second period, ihe Purple offense

slowed considerably, and the Middlebury

aggregation began to score more consis-

tently. The Berkshire quintet still scored

easily at moments and, although Chal-

mers, the Vermonlers' star forward,

sank several startling attempts, and the

visiting team as a whole worked better

(Continued on Third Page)

COMPETITION AWARDS
RECENTLY ANNOUNCED

Friday, January 8. With a record of

two victories and no defeats, the Williams

basketball team will meet the Trinity

court s(|uad this evening at 8.15 in the

Lasell Gymnasium. The Purple easily

took pre-vacation decisions from the

R. P. I. and Middlebury (|uintet8, showing

a coordinated and elTeetive team-work;

but adequate information concerning the

Trinity tc^ain is lacking, as tonight's con-

test is the first scheduled game of the

season.

Coach Caldwell has been working his

team back into shape during t he past week

and j)olishing off rough points developed

by the two weeks' lay-ofT for the Christmas

recess. Constant drill on plays and court

work mixed with scrimmages are rapidly

remedying the slipshod passing and in-

accurate shooting caused by the vacation.

The Purple (|uint(!t iaeKH a well filled

schedule of five games before the mid-year

examination period. Starting with Trinity

tonight, tlie Williams team will play Union

Jan. 13; Amherst, Jan. Hi; Columbia,

Jan. 18; and Wesleyan, Jan. 23. The
team is now pointing for the .\ndierst

ganu!, but Coach Caldwell luis evolved

and is testing a new line-up for the Colum-

bia game. Fowle, high-scoriiig Purple

guard, will shift with Markoski to fill a

forward posit ion to capitalize on his height.

Union, the next opiK)nent, has a strong,

fast, accurate .shooting team, which will see

action in the Lasell Gymnasium next

Wednesday.

As a preliminary, the freshmen will

play the Williamstown High School team
at 7.00 |). in.

The following are the tentative line-ups

for tonight's game:

WILLIAMS
r.f.

l.f.

c.

r-K-

l.R.

E. M. Walker Chosen 1934 Football

Manager ; C. Blanchard To Be

Soccer Manager

At the close of the Athletic Council

meeting on December 18 the results of the

Fall Sophomore managerial competitions

were announced by French '33, Assistant

Manager of Football, and Dakin '33,

Assistant Manager of Soccer. E. M.
Walker won first place in the football com-
petition, followed in order by J. H. Austin,

R. L. Beebe, and H. T. Lundahl with (5.

L. Klemann and H. L. Brown as alter-

nates; the soccer competition was won by

C. F. Blanchard, with T. B. Robertson

second and G. S. Burton third.

Edwin M. Walker, II, next year's

Assistant Football Manager, has his home
in Schenectady, N. Y. He is a graduate

of the Asheville School in Asheville, S. C,
where ho was a member of the editorial

board of the school paper, a member of the

glee club, and rowed on the crew. Charles

F. Blanchard, who will succeed Dakin as

Assistant Soccer Manager, comes from

Syracuse, N. Y. He prepared for Wil-

liams at Nottingham High School, occupy-

ing among other positions that of President

of the Hi-Y Club.

James H. Austin of Sewickley, Pa., by

virtue of secoiui place in the football com-

petition will he 1934 Manager of Cross-

country. Austin first attended Sewickley

Academy, later transfering to Hotchkiss to

finish his preparation for Williams. While

at Sewickley, he was captain of the midget

football team as well as playing on the

field hockey squad. At Hotchkiss he was

a member of the Student Council and car-

ried the bass dnim in the school band.

Since coming to college, Austin has joined

the business board of the Purple Cow, and

at present is comiMJting for the Winter

Sports Sciuad. Robert L. Beebc will be

next year's Manager of Freshman Football

while Herbert T. Lundahl will fill the posi-

tion of Intramural Manager.

Good (Capt.)

Markoski

Monier

Fowle

Sheehan

Trinity substitutes:

ters; Devoe, Duksa,

TRINITY
Golino (Capt.)

Liddell

Andrus

Bealick

Kenney
Carey, Dant, cen-

Fritzson, guards;

Houlihan, Zujko, forwards.

MIDWINTER REUNION

WILL BE HELD FEB. 20

Father and Son Banquet Is To Be
Outstanding Event of Gala

Weekend Program

The second annual Miilwintcr Reunion
of the college with a Father and Son
Luncheon on Monday, February 22, as

the preeminent feature on the schedule of

events is expected to bring even more
alumni hack than the first Reunion, held

at this time last year. A special train has

again been arranged for transportation

from New York to North Adams where
busses will continue the last leg of the

journey.

The Father and ,Son Luncheon, a new
departure, will be given by the College in

the Lasell Gymnasium on Washington's

birthday for the 105 undergraduates who
rei)rc,sent the second generation of their

families to attend Williams and their

fathers. Dr. Garfield will take charge

personally and is now planning an interest-

ing program of speakers.

For the three days beginning February

20 extensive activities have been arranged

including athletics, banquets, fraternity

initiations, a concert , and an old-fashioned

college meeting. For .Saturday and Mon-
day mornings an invitation has been ex-

tendwl to the Alumni to visit the classes of

their favorite professors. This "vaga-

bonding" which was so pojiular last year

will be facilitate<l by a complete class

schedule for the two days to be published

in The Rbcoud Saturday.

On Saturday afternoon there will be
four Varsity contests, basketball and
wrestling with Wesleyan, hockey with

(Oontinued on Fourth Pace)
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TIME FOR TOPICS
The r('ii.soiiiil)le ("oiiiplcnicnt (if tcipic wiilinj; i.s sdiiic soft of .short-time relaxation

of ordinary classwork ro(|nireiiioiits. Tlie stiiclent body, of course, establishes an

unofficial "rclaxatitjii" iinyway, during "topic-time", Iruin the end of Christmas recess

to final exuminaliims. lint not wilhoiit iiimecessary anil ttnreasoniilile inconvenience,

for the ty|)e of discussion in many classes jiractieally retitiires daily coiifonnity to the

regular work sche<ttile; while, in any event, work left undone now remains to btirilen

legitimate review time later on.

The idea of ii "reading period" lias previously been coiLsidered by the Factilly,

and projH'rly rejected as re(|iiiring changes in the ciirriciiliim too profound to be Wiir-

ranted Ijy the need.

There is, however, it difTerent scheme, which was not considered, and which could

meet the rcasonalile iinderKiiidimte claims without necessitating any great alterations.

Let it lie made obligatory uj)on every instructor who rcciuires the writing of a to])ic,

either to sus|icnd class over about a ten day period, appropriately chosen, or to devote

classes over such a space to lectures oidy, u'ilhout nnpiiriug any outside routine work.

Neither form of the arrangieniciit is new to the eani|)us: each has been, or is being,

sutwessfully applied in particular iiLstances, but no elTort has been made to general-

ize their application.

,^U( h ;i plan would be the fairest solution of the problem. It would apply only to

those wild wiiiild derive just benelll from it. It would |)erniil far more unhampered ami

steady work upon the term paper. And it would check the unrea.sonable encroacii-

inciit of the demands of any one cotir.se U|ioii the claims of others to the student's

lime. The general elTecl to be desired would be the reduction of the present dLsrupliiig

iiilliience of lopits, as well as of the ov('r-empha,si.s ton often given them.

A VOTE FOR CHAPEL
Tbiit the abolition of conipiil.sory chapel is not a jiart of the editorial credo is

often n,i less a source of regret lo the editor than to the genlleman wdiose lellcr heads

this issue's comniuniealions.

For as "an issue" it i)(is.s('sses rare (|ualiiicalions. It contains, apparently, no

lurking; sublleties to confoun<l the reading public. It offers a chance for a firm stand,

Imckeil by noble logic and telling iidjcctivcs. .\ii(l it casts no offeniling shadow on the

es,senliiil incnlal, inoriil, or phy.sical soundness of The Caminis; while, on the other

hand, ti sufficiently pointed npproaidi, whether in the manner .satirical or indigiuint,

almost iruariuilecK a rise fr(uu some iniuiccnt, indi.scrcct eklerly corner.

Tlie difiiculty is that this column doesn't ag;ree there is something worth going lo

war tiboui. Not religious op|)ression certainly: for all the lOpi.scopo-Congregai ioual

color of the prt^aeher list, tlie Williams chapel obviously thx's nothing towards co-

ercing obedience to any dogma. Not the destruction of true religion: anyone who

asserts that the average Americiin st iidenl today brings with him to college a reasoned

interest in religion has something to prove. Fitrt hertnore, a religious interest deserving

of attention will not fade ttway even before the preacher who speaks 25 minutes instead

of 20.

The real couffiet should bo taken down to more ignoble grotintls. Compulsory

chapel ttikes its toll of our youth in early rising, hasty breakfasts, wordy pr.ayers, and

whatnot. Hut the baser advantages are weighty too. Chapel certainly is a good

alarm (dock, is the one unifying College assembly, and often, when resiliences and class

sehedtiles have grown apart, is the one jilaee where frienils regularly sec one another.

If, in addition, one's eccentricities lead him to enjoy the beauty of the chapel, of the

"meditations", of King ,Iames English, he will not find much deep complaint over the

small tiiiic which, allowing for an increasing ])roportion of cuts, he thus sacrifices.

'I'he .Sunday morning services alone form a decided source of grievance. If a

student advisory commillee on ehai)el speakers, such its we have previously suggested,

.should not prove valuable in alTcctiuf; t he quality of Sunday |)reachers; and if broaden-

ing the held of invitation lo bring here men of (loiaiininations out.side the polite Pro-

testant fold still left unchang(>(l the gicneral calibre of the speakers, we should certainlv

advocate as a rational change in the present .system the subslitulion for the present

.Sunday morning service of tin orilinary weck-dtiy service, held at the later hour.

jniiiiiiiiiiiiiiliMllllllliiliiiilllllllillllliiillllMliiiiiinniiiiiiDL
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Communications

\

z AltliotiKli coinimini ntii.na ina.v tic published S

S uiisii:iie(l, if so ro'lucsted, tlio n.itiic of tliG writers

5 nuist in uvcr.v casn bo flidanitted to ttio e iitor. ;

S The Ho.ird assumes no responsibility, however, z

i for the tacts ns stated, nor tor tlic opinions i

5 expressed in ttiis (lepartn.ent. 5
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A VOTE AGAINST CHAPEL
Editor of The Rkcoiid,

Dear .Sir:

I wish to iirotest against whiil seem In

mo our two most blatant anachronisms.

The first is the fliicrant misuse of the word

"sophist icatod." It appears to tie a

GuUebnrminn trait to flatter ourselves

with the adjective in one breath, and damn

our fellows with it in the next. In reidity,

it is a C(mipliinent so to be called, and the

word implies more complete .simplicity,

more general information, luid more of the

mellowing influence of time, than can be

actpiircd in two decades. Williams is not

sophi.sticaled; we may .successfully try to

be hlasi', bul we etinnot vohintarily don or

.shed sophistication.

The College, for the most part, has long

recog;ni/cd Chajiel as its grievance. \oX,

with the exception of one article in Triio

HiofoiiD- a eommtinicatitm— I cannot re-

call more than a pa.saing mention of the

subject in any of our periodicals. Perhaps

the student body either has fell the futility

of eomment, or that it was a tpiestion

whose characteristics had been Hufticieiitly

discussed in bull session. Or it may be

thid the ediltirs have thought the matter

trite. Whether futile, overdone, or trite,

it is, nevertheless, one of those "vital

questions."

I'"ar from iiugmeiiling an interest in our

religi<in, the boring services and the usually

stagnated conservatives who preach to us

instil agenuine hatred towards Ihe ('huridi.

To me it is Ihe mo.st ridiculous thing 1 have

ever («perienced; eight hundred sludenls

retpiired almost daily lo attend a Chapel

whose services are so continually monot-

onous that those sludenls resort to sleep-

ing, talking, joking and Ihe like, to relieve

their boredom- -which alone is real lo

them. And, as if the monotonies were not

sufficient alone to hinder the Chajiel from

succeeding in its esthetic purpose, the

"caril system" has been inlroduceil. litil

the latter has been disrussed hi the eom-

mitnication I mentioned.

The (piestion, I think, reduces lo the

ancient proposition: Should a college exist

for Ihe ideals of the students, with sugges-

tions and advice from the elders, or should

it be conducted according to the ideas of

the eklers, with suggest ions by the slti-

tlents? I am not <logmatically presuming

that the students should be the |iilots;

indeed, I do not intend to <liscu.ss the prob-

lem. Whatever the decision may be, it, in

turn, reduces to this; if the students .shcnild

guide, they certainly would not hold Chapel

as an kleal. And under control of the

elders, 1ho.sc elders believe their ideas to be

wdiat is best for the students. .Surely it is

absurd, then, to attend services which

seem devoid of purpose, and wliich, by

their distasteful compulsion and complete

emptiness, are cpiite wilhout meaning, and
immediately forgotten. .\nA surely, when
the effect of this system is to instill the

hiilrcd for Ihe church which 1 have men-
tioned, the elders are then defeating them-

selves.

\'ery truly yours,

I'circv A. Ilfiiiiinoti'l, Jr., '.>'.{

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street. New York City

MODERN DAIRY
ROIIKRI" .STKKLE, I'roprletor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM IN
NORTH ADAMS AND WILLIAMSTOWN

of cxccptionully low Imcteriii content loid tcstiajt very liiffh in hutterf.'it (;onletit

PHONE NORTH ADAMS 2670R

Service lo All Parts of North A<lain.s and Williainstown

There's a "Buy"!
All the suits at Cutting s are real "buys'"

Prices from $25 tO $50
We'll be glad to show you without obligation

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
NORTH ADAMS

But the telephone
conversation must not freeze
A sudden cold snap might seriously inter-

fere with long distance telephone service were
it not for the studies made by Bell System
engineers.

They found that temperature variations
within 24 hours may make a ten-thou,sandfold
difference in the amount of electrical energy
transmitted over a New York -Chicago cable
circuit! On such long circuits initial energy

is normally maintained by repeaters or ampli-

fiers, installed at regular intervals. So the

engineers devised a regulator— operated by

weather conditions—which automadcally con-

trols these repeaters, keeping current always

at exactly the right strength for proper voice

transmission.

This example is typical of the interesting

problems that go to make up telephone work.

BELL SYSTEM

NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF I N T E R . C O N N ECT I NO TELEPHONES
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COLLEGE PHARMACY"^nVtr-
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

Chapin Library Shows
Early English Novels

(Continued from Flint Pago)

shown ill tl'if uxliiliit, wliidi will he (in

vi(nv until January 2(). Tlie list followH:

RiiliiiiHoii CniBoe

17li) 20

Piunclii

1741

Tom Jones

1749

Tristram Sliuiidy

17(i(>-7

The Vicar of Wakelicid

17(i()

Dcfoo

liiiluirdson

FIcldiiiK

.Sterne

Cdlilsniitli

Hnicillett

Aiislon

•Scott

Dickens

lironte

Tliackeray

Kliut

Humphry Clinker

1771

lOnima

1K1(>

Kenilworth

1821

Nicholas Nickleliy

183«-y

Jane Eyre

1X47

Pendeniiis

1848-50

Adam Bede

1859

Frank Lloyd Wright

Praises 'Revisionists'
(Continued from First Page)

111!' )<encral desiKn eari lie made. Their

liii|ii' at present lies in their efforts toward

ihc chaiiKinK of the design of the chimney.

.\clual construction of the heating plant is

proccedinK rapidly, the steel framework

h<'iii); practically linished. .Samples <if

Ihc lirick to he used in the eonstruction

of the huildiiiK il.self are reported to have

lieen received in Williamslown, and a dis-

cus.sion of its qualities of harmonization

with the prevailing texture of brick on the

campus will shortly he Kiveii to TiiK

HkcoiU) hv the Revisionist Committee.

Middlebury Loses To
Purple Quintet, 42 26

(Continued from First Page)

llian in the first period, the Purple had no

difliculty in maintaining its lead to win

42-2(i.

The followiiiK is a summary of t he ganK^;

WIld.IAMS
G F

Coiid, r.f. (Capt.) 'A |[o

Markoski, l.f. 4 J^
Monier, c. 4 I

Slieehan, r.n.

Fowle, I.K. •

Kincke, 1.)^. I J^ I)

l':vans, l.K. I) 1

•> k I)

(i 1}

Totals 20 42

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Handball

Delta Cpsilon defeate<l Chi Psi, 2-1.

f'liniinons Cluh deleateil Helu Thela

l'i,2-l.

Psi rpsilon won from Delta Psi by

default.

Phi Si^ma Kappa defeated Beta Thela

Pi, 2-1.

Delia Phi won from Thela Delta Chi

liy default.

Delia Kappa Epsilon won from Zela

I'si by (lefaull.

Badminton
Sinma Phi defeated Alpha Delia Phi,

2-0.

Commons Club defealeil Theta Delta

Chi, 2-0.

Hell a Upailoii defeated Chi Psi, 2-1.

Chi Psi won from Zeta Psi by defaiill.

Plii Gamma Delta defeated Alpha

Delta Phi, 2-1.

Commons Club defeated Beta Thela
Pi, 2-1.

I'si Upsilon won from Delta Psi by
ilefault.

Ping-Pong
Sisma Phi defeated Delta Phi, 2-1.

Kappa Alpha won from Zeta Psi by
ilcfanlt.

SiRtiia Phi defeated Alpha Delta Phi,

2-0.

Delia Phi defeated Beta Theta Pi, 2-0.

Ciinimona Club defeated Theta Delta

Chi, 2-0.

C'hi Psi defeated Delta Upsilnn, 2-1

.

Alpha Delta Phi (lef(>ated Phi {'.aimna

Delta, 2-1).

Delta Kappa Kp.silon defeated Delta

I'psiUm, 2-0.

Kappa .\lpha won from Phi Delta

Theta by default.

Delta Upsilon defeated Phi Delta
Theta, 2-0.

Alpha Delta Phi won from Theta Delta
Theta by default.

MIDDl.KUUHY

O
Chalmers, r.f. 3

llauiiiKarl ner, r.f. 1

Ashdown, l.f. (Capt.) 2

Sweet, e. 1

McKenzie, r.^. ,3

Corliss, l.g.

Hoylo, l.g. 1

Totals 1

1

!••

I

2

1

.Substitutions: WlhMAMH Kineke

for CJood, Good for Fuicke, Flint for (iood,

Morton for Flint, O'Donnell for Markoski,

Filley for O'Donnell, Woodrow for Monier,

liuncrofl lor Woodrow, Rawson for .Sliee-

han, disprove for Fowht, FiiK^ke for Cos-

Krove, Evans for Fineke. MIDDI-E-
liURY - Delfanti for Chalmers, Haum-
Kartner for Delfanti, Olson for Sweet,

FlagK for MeKenzie, lloyh; for Corliss.

Referee: Dunn. Timekeeper: Seeley.

Time of Periods: 20 minutes.

GEORGE H. BURR & CO.
57 William Street, New York

Telef. hone John 4-4890

i*

Investment Securities and Commercial Paper

CHICAGO NEW YORK BOSTON

m
' f.
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Amt^rlciin Tobntco Co.

There's none
so good as LUCKIES

SHE'S MISCHIEVOUS, RESTLESS,

AND 20, WEIGHS 112 POUNDS.

Miss Harlow has smoked Luckles

for two yeors . , . not one cent was

paid for her signed statement. She

rose to stardom in "Hell's Angels"

, . , and if you've seen her new

COLUMBIA PICTURE, "THREE
WISE GIRLS," you'll understand

why thousandsof girls are trying to

match her riotous platinum blonde

locks. We appreciate all she

writes of Luckies, and so we say,

"Thanks, Jean Harlow."

"I've tried all cigarettes and there's none so good as
LUCKIES. And incidentally I'm careful in my choice of
cigarettes. I have to be because of my throat. Put me
down as one who always reaches for a LUCKY. It's a
real delight to find a Cellophane wrapper that opens
without an ice pick."

##

It's toasted"
Your Throot Protection—against irritation—against cough

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestms and Walter Winchell, whose gossip

of today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.

International Shop
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,

INVENTORY SALE
January 1—February 1

Before going abroad to buy, I will ncll many ntlrat
tivc! aifta, below cost. Great reductions on every
article in the shop. Wonderful o|>pnrtunili(f)i on tlic

$5.00 table. Bridge pri tea. birthday gifts, 50c-$i.(K)

EDITH McCOYjj
Collector and Importer

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE.

For Anything

Photographic
Of College and Student!

Also Picture Frames

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer
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PROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

1

1935 QUINTET TO PLAY CUSHING

Yearlings Open Season in Lasell

Gymnasium Today Against

Strong Team

Lukas,
RoKcrs,
Para-

MONDAY, .IAN. 11

John Barrymorc in "The Mad Genius,"

with Marian Marsh. Mickey Mouse
anil News.

TUESDAY, JAN. 12

"Working Girls" with Paul

Frances Dee, Charles "Buddy'
Judith Wood and Dorothy iJa!

mount Comedy and Pictorial.

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 13

"Trans-Atlantic" with Edmund Lowe,

Lois Moran, tireta Nissen and Myrna
Loy. Mack Sennett Comedy and Car-

toon.
THURSDAY, JAN. 14

"Pagan Lady," with Evelyn Brent, Con-

rad Nagel and Cliarles Bickford. Pathe

Comedy, Cartoon and Review.

FRIDAY, JAN. 15

Olive Brook in "Husband's Holiday,"

with Charlie HuKu'es. Vivienne Os-

borne and Juliette Compton. Para-

mount Comedy ami Review.

SATURDAY, JAN. IC

Eddie Quillan and Robert Armstrong in

"The Tip Off" with Ginger Rogers and
Joan Peers. Adventures in Africa and

News.

The News of the Day is

Fully Reported

and

Intelligently Interpreted

in the Columns of

Keep properly informed by

reading it regularly

Playing the opening game of the scheil-

uled season, the 1935 basketball team will

meet the Cushing Academy aggregation in

the Lasell (iymnasiuin at 2.30 this after-

noon. The visitors arc reputed to be a

strong team, which had no trouble in de-

feating Won'ester North High S(^hool 33-

22 in the first scheduled game of the sea-

son.

Coach Williamson has S|)ent the last

week effacing the effects of the vacation

lay-off. The drills have consisted in fun-

damentals and handling the ball on the

court. There have been several inter-

squad scrimmages and one Varsity scrim-

mage, in which the freshmen showed a dis-

organized lack of team-work, and erred

consistently in passing and shooting. The

yearlings are prone to shoot from poor po-

sitions and to hurry their passes and

dribbling.

Commenting on the squad, Coach Wil-

liamson said that he thought, "The team,

at present, is not so much of a unit as last

year's freshman team at the corresponding

time, but there is a lot of good material in

tfie squad."

The tentative line-ups for today's game

are as follows:

WHJdAMS 1935 CUSHING ACAD.

Navins r.f. Czelusiniak

Meighan l.f. Clark

KroU c. Anderson

Collins r.g. Rooney

Schachte l.g. Knox
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PROF. MILHAM SPEAKS

ON COLLEGE PROBLEMS

Washington Alumni Give Luncheon

in Honor of Four Members

of Faculty

A group of Williams alunmi in Washing-

ton, D. C, gave a luncheon at the Cosmos

Club on December 30 in honor of four

visiting members of the Williams faculty:

Professors Willis 1. Milham, Charles

Fairman, and Walter E. Beach, and Mr.

Willis J. Ballinger. Professor Milham,

who was attending a meeting of the Ameri-

can Astronomical Association, delivered

the principal speech, discussing the current

problems which are cunfronting the college

administration.

Those who attended the luncheon were

as follows: Dr. George E. MacLean '71,

who acted as toastmaster. Abbot P. Mills

'11, Secretary of the Washington Club,

Rev. Charles Noble '06, John S. Adriance

'82, Rev. D. Butler Pratt '83, Charles L.

Goodrich '85, Dwight M. Miner '87, Louis

M. Prindle '87, Canon Arthur B. Rudd '95,

Col. Paul M. Goodrich '94, Tyler Dennett

'04, Edward C. Grocsbeck '04, F. S. Wins-

ton '15, Irving M. Day '16, Karl C. Corley

'28, Henderson S. Dunn '28, Richard R.

Hasbrouck '28, P. F. Herrick '29, and two

undergraduates: Herrick '32, and Rudd

'33.

Cresson''s Skating Wins

Second in College Meetl

Midwinter Reunion

Will Be Held Feb. 20

(Continued from First Page)

Amherst and swimming with R. P. !•

The freshmen will meet the Wcslcyan

yearlings in basketball and Amherst 1935

in hockey. The evening will be devoted to

fraternity banquets, and a Commons Club

banquet for all non-fraternity men.

The Reverend Hugh Black of Ut>per

Montclair, N. J. >vill conduct the regular

service in the Thompson Chapel on Sun-

lay morning and in the afternoon the

Cleveland Symphony Orchestra will give

a concert in Chapin Hall. Before the

Vesper services the members of the faculty

will hold a reception at the Faculty Club

for all the Alumni.

Students and Alumni will gather in

Chapin Hall in the evening for the old-

fashioned college meeting with songs,

stories, and a program by the Glee Club.

Prizes will l)e awarded at this time and a

number of prominent alumni are expected

to speak. Scheduled for Monday are

vagabonding, the Father and Son Lunch-

eon and a winter sports meet lietween

Williams and Amherst if the weather

permits.

RICHMOND lH'tl!!,
Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel, I40

Sunday and Monday

"The House Divided"
with

Walter Hasten and Helen Chandler

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thmstlay

"The Age for Love"
with

Billy Dove, Charles Starrett and

Edward Everett Horton

Friday and Saturdiiy

"The Maker of Men"
with

Jack Holt

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

Swimmers Encounter

Union This Afternoon
(Continued from First Page)

however, be chosen from among the fol-

lowing candidates shortly before meet

time:

300-yard medley relay—Kerr, Gillillan,

and Downs, Pierce or Bixby.

220-yard free style—Beatty, Bird, Church,

McMahon and Phillips.

50-yard free style—Swayze, Davis, Bi.\l)y

and Downs.

Dives—Lapham, Holmes, Ach, Johnston

andStedman.

440-yard free style—Fenton, Beatty, and

Church.

150-yard backstroke—Kerr, Bixby and

Lyon.

200-yard breast stroke—Gilfillan, .Smith,

Magill and May.
100-yard free style—Swayze, Downs,

Hixby, Beatty, and Davis.

200-yard relay—Kerr, Downs, Bixby,

Pierce, Davis, Reynolds, Fried, Beatty

and Swayze.

A tentative Union line-up follows:

300-yard medley relay—Brown, Neese and

Maney.
220-yard free style— p p e n h e i m and

Weeks.

50-yard free style—Morrell and Maney.

Dives—Schuman, C.

440-yard free style— p p e n h c i m and

Wojcik.

150-yard backstroke—Neese and Morrell.

200-yard breast stroke—Brown and Hav-

iland.

100-yard free style—Morrell and Maney.

2()0-yard relay—Maney, Girvin, Mark,

Brigman and Morrell.

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

Although it failed to win points in any

event but the figure skating, the winter

sports team placed fifth among fourteen

colleges and universities comjieting at the

College Week Competition at the Lake

Placid Club on December 30, 31, and Jan-

uary 1. Cresson, the only scorer for the

Purple, earned three points by placing

second in the fancy skating, while Captain

Goodwin placed eighth among twenty in

the cross-country ski race.

New Hampshire University, with 29

points, won the meet, and was followed

closely by Dartmouth ami McGill with 24

and 20 respectively. St. Olaf, by a one-

point advantage, nosed out Williams for .

fourth place, while the remainder of the

entrants were grouped closely with two,

one, and some with no points.

Athletic Tax

All unpaid Athletic Tax bills must be

adjusted at once. Mail checks to

A. V. Osterhout, Grailuate Manager.

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

Casts Selected For

Little Theater Bill

(Continued from First Pagel

Half an Hour

By Sir James M. Barrie

Laihj Lillian Mrs. Bloedel

Gnrsim ..
Bond '33

Hugh Paton Yarnelle '32

Susie Mrs. Gustafson

Mr. Redding Blanding '33

Mrs. Redding Mrs. Blaisdell

Withers Cresson '32

Dr. Brodie Wheeler '32

Directed by Davis '33

Assistant Director, Coons '33

Set by Durant '34

Assisted by Tukey '33

A Merry Death

By Nicholas Yevrienoff

Harlequin Zailes '32

Pierrot Ebeling '34

Docleur ' Ray '34

Columbine Miss Leake

Directed by Haselmayer '33

Assisted by Magill '34

Costumes by Haselmayer '33

Assisted by A. M. Smith, Metters '34

Set by Wilson '34

College Preacher

Mr. John Bennett of the Auburn

Theological Seminary, Auburn, New York,

will lead the Sunday morning chapel serv-

ices in the Thompson Memorial Chai)el.

COLLEGE NOTE

PARAMOUNT
PUBLIX THEATRE

Telephone 850, NORTH ADAMS

COMING Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday

ON THE STAGE

RAY MARK'S MUSICAL REVUE

Featuring FRANK MURRAY
North Adams' Own French Comic

Twenty-five People in Person with a

RED HOT STAGE BAND

Don Healy's Georgians
PRETTY GIRLS GALORE

ALSO SPECIAL SCREEN FEATURES

D. S. Case and D. M. White '34, and

A. B. Johnson '35 have resigned from

college.

The Jaeckel
FUR..
SALE

Entire stock of fur coats, sep-

arate fur scarfs, men's fur coats

and motor robes drastically re-

duced for clearance.

H. JAECKEL & SONS
546 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

E. J. Jerdon--D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT

Any intelligent person may earn money

corresponding for newspapers; a" "

spare time; experience "n"<""',*^'',''^',.iij

canvassing; send for free booklet; wi

how. Heacock, Room 684, Dun mg-<

BufTalo, N. Y.

5th AVENUE
at send Street De Pinna NEW YORK

WILL SHOW IN THE WILLIAMS SAMPLE ROOM
Monday and Tuesday, January 11th and 12th

their exclusive importations and productions of men's clothing and
furnishings, hats and shoes for Fall and Winter

Representative, Mr. Sweeney
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PURPLE FIVE UPSETS

TRINITY, 38-17, FRIDAY

NIGHT ON HOME COURT

Monier and Sheehan Tally 1 1 Points

Apiece as Markoski Stars

in Floorwork

VARSITY SHOWS TEAMWORK

Captain Good Leads Williams Team

in Third Successive Win
of the Season

Special Train to Bring
Alumni From New York

'I'lie Purple (luintet annexed its third

siiccossivc victory last Friday evening in

t|](> hascU Gynmasium, overwhelminK

Trinity in a slow contest by a 38-17 d<^

cision. WillianiH outplayed the visilinK

team from the hoKiiiniiiK of the game, with

Miirkoski breakinR up offensives and

iM<inier and Sheehan, high scorers of the

cviiiinK, atlendinK to the scoring.

Zujko, Trinity's hiKh-scorint? forward,

Slink the first basket. Monier and

Markoski tied the score on foul shots and

Monier sent the Purple into the lead with

11 basket on Markoski's second foul shot,

liialick tied the score with a lon« shot

from the center of the court, but (iood

lidded another tally to the Purple score on

II foul shot.

Williams scored three more field Roals

before Zujko and Hialick could tally aRain

fur the visitors. Captain Goo<l add(«l to

the mount ing score, when Markoski inter-

cipteil an enemy pass under his own bas-

ket and heaved the ball to GootI at the

(It her end of the floor. As the first period

drew to a close, Sheehan, the Williams

Kuard, broke free to ring up two tallies

and assist in scoring another. The score

at the half was 21-10 in favor of Williams.

Starting the second half with a rush

which kept Trinity to one lone |)oint in the

first seven minutes, the Purple regulars

run up a large lead before leaving the floor

to the substitutes. Sheehan scored at

once on a play from Fowle to Monier to

himscK. Good, Sheehan, and Markoski

all tallied lieforc Zujko gained the visitors'

IMiint on a foul shot. The Monier, Kowle,

Good combination slipiicd through Trin-

ity's defense three more times before the

Hiirtford men called time out.

Golino and Kenney scored for the

visitors; Sheehan evened the count with a

field goal and foul shots. As the game

drew to a close there was no st!oring for

(Continued on Second Page)

In connection with the Midwinter He-
union of Alumni tobeheldin Williamstown
February 20, 2! and 22, a special train

leaving Grand Central Terminal at 4.45

p. m. on February 19 will make the trip

from Nv.w York to North Adams, arriving

at !).3(). One hundred and forty-five

aluimii took advantage of this method of

transportation last year, and it is cx|)ected

that even a greater number will be aboard
this year.

Bussi's will meet the train at North
Adams and conlinui; directly to Williams-

town. Reservations anil all particulars

may be obtained by phoning the Williams
Club, CAIedonia 5-74(K).

PURPLE DEFEATED BY

PRINCETON AND ARMY

Hockey Team Loses Both Week-End
Contests ; Lack of Practice

Is Keenly Felt

UNION FALLS BEFORE

WILLIAMS SWIMMERS

Beatty Wins 100, 220 EstabUshing

New Records in Both ; Final

Score Is 51-26

J. BENNETT LECTURES

BEFORE LIBERAL CLUB

Advocates Socialistic Principles as

Only Sure Remedy for

Depression

Giving as the title of his talk "Efiuality

a.s a .Social Ideal", Prof. John Bennett of

the Auburn Theological Seminary dis-

cussed the desirability of a real economic

c(|iiality before a small gathering of Liberal

Club Members in the Episcopal Rectory

on Friday evening. After denouncing the

American "myth of equal opportunity"

Mr. Bennett attempted to show how his

plan of eliminating the handicaps imposed

by the present capitalistic system is the

only sound method of preventing the re-

currence of depressions and of securing

lusting prosperity.

The lecturer began by defining his

phrase "economic equality" as meaning

"equality in the possession of the economic

Conditions necessary for the good life,

such as access to health, beauty, and edu-

cation." This goal is at present dis-

guised by three conditions, widely adver-

tised as existing here in America, which,

in reality, serve but as a cloak for the

crushing burdens imposed on the average

working man. The cries, raised by

American business and superficial patriots,

of "Equal Opportunity," "Not Equality

but I.iberty," and "Not Ekpiality but

I'ratemity," keep the nation's mind off

the true ideal of equal advantages for all.

This state of affairs is occasioned pri-

marily by two causes. First, the labor

organizations of the country either do not

have enough power to assert- their rights or
else are nm hy too conservative leaders,

who arc prone to bend before the demands
of the capitalists. The second is that the

American working man, bearing the bur-
den of repeated depressions and periods of

unemployment, loses morale and l)ecomes

(Continued on Second Page)

Placing first in seven out of the nine

events, the Purple swimmers scored a one-

sided victory over Union in their initial

meet of the season by a 51-2(i margin in

the Lasell Pool last Saturday afternoon.

Beatty proved the outstanding performer

of the day with high scoring honors when

he established Collcigc Records in winning

both the 1()0 and 220-yard free style raises;

Oppenheim, Garnet star, shared second

honors with Captain Swayze at eight

points.

Captain Swayze's work in coaching the

squad was shown to advantage as his team

completely outclassed their op|K)nents.

In the most thrilling race of the meet,

Beatty clipi)eil a tenth of a second off the

college standard for the 100 by a last-lap

sprint which placed him a scant yard ahead

of Swayze at the finish. Beatty also took

first in the 220 free style well ahead of

Maney who beat out Bird, and his time of

2:32 established another record as this

race has never been in the order of events

before.

Swayze's time of 25.2 in the 50-yard

dash barely touched out Oppenheim, while

Davis came in third not far behind. Kerr,

Gilfillan and Bixby teamed together to win

easily in the medley relay, and Kerr later

approached his College record in scoring

an impressive victory over Neese in the

backstroke, Bixby (inishing third. Gil-

fillan then turned in one of his best ix.'r-

formances to outclass the field in the 200-

yard breast stroke. Brown taking second

for Union ahead of Smith.

Opiienheim established a new Union

college record of 5:48.() in leading Church

by about thirty feet in the 440, Fenton

scoring a third place. The diving turned

out to be the Purple's weakest event as E.

Schuman and Miller of the visitors showed

good form and took first and second ahead

of I,apham. The final event, the free

style relay went to Williams with Downs
Pierce, Reynolds and McMahon finishing

ahead of the Union team. In the inter

mission, the Junior Varsity won an exhibi-

tion 250-yard relay from the freshmen.

(Continued on Second Page)

Undergraduates Back
Student Delegate Plan

As a result of a Convention of the Stu-

dent Volunteer Movement for Foreign

Missions held recently in Buffalo, at

which Williams was represented, the fol-

lowing proposal has been upheld by under

graduate leaders of the college in a tele-

gram sent Sunday to President Hoover-

The plan states that as "the opinion of the

younger generation on the war question is

worthy of a hearing" a student should be

appointed to the American Arms delega-

tion to Geneva.

The text of the tx-legram is as follows:

THE UNDERSIGNED STUDENTS OF WIL-
LIAMS COLLEGE WISH TO SUPPOKT THK
PROPOSAL THAT A STUDENT BE APPOINTED
TO THE AiaERICAN DELEGATION TO THE
DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE STOP IN

RECENT POLL SEVENTY SIX PER CENT OF
WILLIAMS COLLEGE STUDENTS VOTED THAT
AMERICAN DELEGATION TAKE INITIATIVE

IN PRESSING FOR DRASTIC DISARMA-
MENT STOP WE FEEL THAT THE POINT OP
VIEW OF OtJH GENERATION SHOULD BE
ADEQUATELY REPRESENTED AT GENEVA
SINCE WE ARE THE ONES WHO WILL BE
ASKED TO FIGHT IF ANOTHER WAR IS

ALLOWED TO COME ABOUT.

SIGNED—CONRAD GOOD, JAMES HuRST,
JOHN PATTERSON, ARTHUR o'bRIEN,

CARL DAVIS, WALLACE PARKS, ROBERT
REEVES, SHELDON LEE, TAYLOR 08TRAN-
DER, WARNER WICK.

Losing two games on foreign rinks, the

Williams lioeki^y team has completed their

first week-(?nd trip, defeated by Prini'cton

and Army by 7-() and 4-2 scores respect-

ively. The Purple sextet, showing a dis-

tinct lack (if practice, as it has had but

one week's play and that during the last

week of the vacation, was unable to c^jpe

with the speed and brillianiry displayed

by its rivals.

In the game against the Tigers, played

Friday evening on the Hobcy Baker rink

the Berkshire aggregation showed their

best form in the first period but went to

pieces in the .second. The coordination of

the forward line was missing, while the

defense was unable to stop the brilliant

stick-handling and teamwork of the home
team. McAlpin and Lane of the victors

were the stars of the game, the former

opening the scoring for the evening in

addition to tallying the third score of the

game.

At West Point the following night dis-

organization on the offense was still evi-

dent, although the experience gained in

the previous game showed a decided im-

provement in the working of the team.

Johnson, on an unassisted sally, scored the

first goal, putting the Purple in the lead for

the only time during the game. Soon

after Telford tied the score, following a

face-off close to the Williams net. The
West Point team forged to the front be-

fore the close of the period when Cain took

a pass from Whipple. The most spectac-

(Contlnued on Third Page)
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We are at, a loss to understand the sud-

dent agitation which has sprung up to dis-

turb our little community. One flaring

communication to The Record, a very

simple answer to same by the worthy

Editor, and before the eye has glimpsed the

movement of the hand, the college is

aflame, the college has gone just daffy on

Religion. We had long thought that i)er-

haps a few undergraduates failed to

appreciate the chapel services, but it never

dawned on us that a great many not only

disapproved of chapel, but actually re-

sented enforced attendance.

But live and learn, as we always say.

We doff our hat to last year's Editor of the

Quarterly, and this year's contributor to

the Purple Cow for their remarks re:

chapel, which are so patently behind the

present great, far-reaching, and overwhelm-

ing insurrection.

However, splendid as is the uprising,

resourceful as are its leaders, and thought-

ful as are its upholders, we cannot feel

that the movement will come to any good

end. Faculty feeling forbids. Further,

we feel it our duty to make public the

opinions of divers members of the Faculty

on the subject of compulsory chapel, which

were asked for liy ourselves, and readily

granted hy the writers. Before we submit

them, we feel that we must express our ap-

preciation for them, and our admiration of

the clever, witty wording. Bear with us;

F'resident Garfield: "Gen—tlemen,

compulsory chapel is a moulder of youth.

The undergraduates of today lack the

strong moral fibre which charact-erized

their predecessors. We must subject the

youth of today to harsh rigors in an at-

tempt to mould character. I heartily en-

dorse compulsory chapel in my official

position, and as head of the Institute of

Politics."

Professor Maxcy: "I heartily agree

with everything which President Garfield

says."

(Oonttnued on Fourth Page)

ARRANGEMENTS MADE

FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE

CONFERENCE FEB. 12, 13

Liberal Club Will Conduct Two-Day
Discussion on Capitalism

and Alternatives

THOMAS, FOSTER, VINER
FLUMIANI ARE SPEAKING

Socialist, Fascist, Communist, and
Capitalist Leaders to Talk

and Debate

NORMAN THOMAS
Socialist Candidate for President

in 1928, who will speak at

Conference

NOTED SOCIALIST WILL

SPEAK AT CONFERENCE

Norman Thomas, Champion of Civil

Liberties and Reforms To
Visit Williams

CALENDAR

TUESDAY, JANUARY 12

4.30 p. m.—First of Tuesday l--ecture

Series. Professor Maxcy will s\teak

on "Old Wine in New Bottles."

Thompson Physics Kaboralory.

7.30 p. m.— Freshman Round-Table.

Jesup Reatiing Room.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13

4.00 p. m.—Varsity Hockey. Williams vs.

Massachusetts Stale College. Sage

Hall Rink.

8.15 p. m.— Varsity Basketball. Williams

vs. Union, bascll Gymnasium.

Upholding the Socialist platform, Nor-

man Thomas will be present at the Inter-

collegiate Conference on Capitalism and

its Alternatives to lecture and debate at

its meetings here February 12 and 13.

Executive Director of the League for In-

dustrial Democracy, Mr. Thomas is

nationally known as a leader in the Social-

ist and labor movement in this country.

Norman Thomas graduated from

Princeton in 1905 at the age of 20 with the

degree of Bachelor of Arts, and in 191 1 was

awarded a B.D. by the Union Theological

Seminary. His career as a Socialist and a

Liberal Laborite began fourteen years

ago. During the New York municipal

elections of 1917, be supporteil a Socialist,

Morris Hillquit, who made a historic race

for mayor. Soon after the conclusion of

this campaign, Norman Thomas severed

his connections with the church. He
joined the Socialist Party in 1918, and in

the space of 14 years has become its out-

standing leader. Since then his record

has been one of continuous fighting for

better international relations, civil lilier-

ties, municipal reforms, strike relief, and

tra<le unionism.

He was candidate for the Presidency of

the United States in 1928 on the Socialist

ticket; in 1929 as candidate for Mayor

of New York City, he received about

176,000 votes. He was an outstanding

figure during the Paterson textile strike

of 1919 and again during the similar dis-

turbance in Passaic seven years later.

As a student of international affairs and

as a civil liberties defender, Mr. Thomas is

well known.

At present he is at work on an exhaust-

ive analysis anil re-statement of the aims

and tactics of American Socialism. He is

unusually eqnipiicd as a speaker on social

and economic problems, and is contribu-

ting editor of The Nation, World To-

morrow and Neio Leader. Among the

many books which he has written are

The Conscientious Objector, America's

Way Out, A Program for Democracy,

The Chalknge of War, Prosperity, and

^Socialism for Our Times.

Wilhams will see a large group of repre-

sentatives of New England colleges gather

for the Intercollegiate Conference on Capi-

talism and its Alternatives, to be con-

ducted liy the Liberal Club, over the week-

end of February 12 and 13. The majority

of those attending will come from colleges

in the Connecticut River Valley—princi-

pally. Mount Holyoke, Smith, Amherst,

Wesleyan, Massachusetts State College,

and Wellesley, with the likelihood that

Dartmouth, Yale, and Vassar will be

represented.

The conference will o|)en Friday after-

noon, registration closing at 3.30, and will

continue through Saturday evening. Four

noted authorities, Norman Thomas (So-

cialist), Jacob Viner (Capitalist), William

Z. Foster (Communist), and Carlo M.
Flumiani (Fascist), will uphold their re-

spective political, social, and economic be-

Uefs at a series of lectures over the two-day

conference. Each of the talks will be

followed by an open forum discussion, and
early Saturday afternoon each of the

speakers will hold a round table meeting

for student groups.

Immediately following, as a sjiecial

feature of the program, the Liberal Club

will show the movie of the Five Y'ear Plan,

produced by the Soviet Government in an

attempt to describe the work which is

under way in Russia. The conference will

be closed Saturday night with a debate

between Thomas and Viner on Capitalism

vs. Socialism.

Each of the sjicakers is well fitted to ui>-

hold his particular viewpoint. Norman
Thomas is the outstanding Socialist in this

country, while William Foster is the head
of the Communist Party in America.

Jacob Viner is Professor of Economics at

the University of Chicago, and Carlo M.
Flumiani is studying American methods of

financial organization under a fellowship

granted by the Italian Government.

1935 QUINTET BEATS

CUSHING TEAM, 30-25

Freshmen Capture Close Decision

in Lasell Gym in First

Scheduled Game

Maxcy Opens Tuesday
Lecture Series Today

Professor Carroll Lewis Maxcy will open

the annual Tuesday lecture series today

with an address on "Old Wine in New
Bottles." Professor Maxcy refuses to

divulge what subject the lecture concerns

but says that he will treat from a new angle

an old question.

These lectures, heretofore very ixipular

with faculty members, students anil town

people, will be held every Tuesday at 4.30

p. m. in the Thompson Physics Lalrora-

tory until the April recess.

Infirmary

'34 was the only student confined

to the Thompson Infirmary when The
Record went to press Sunday evening.

In all cases of serious illness, the parents of

the student concerned arc immediately

notified by the College authorities.

Defeating the Williamstown High
School Friday evening by the score of 35-

27, the 1935 basketball team came through

the following afternoon to take a 30-25

decision from the Cushing Acailemy team
in the first scheduled game of the season,

played in the Lasell Gymnasium. The
freshmen led throughout most of the con-

test, but the game was closely contested

until the last few minutes when the first

year men ran up the winning lead.

In the first quarter, Schachte scored on a

pass from Swan and, a moment later,

capitalized on a foul shot. Collins also

tallied on a foul shot for Williams, as did

Czelusiniak, the All Cimnecticut Valley

forward, for Cushing. The score at the

quarter was 4-1 in favor of Williams 1935.

The second period saw Meighan and
Kroll tally for the freshmen; but Anderson
Knox, Czelusiniak, and Rooney accounted

for eight points for the visitors, who took

the lead at 9-8. A minute belore the end
of the period, Stanton sank a foul shot for

the Purple, tying the score at 9-9 at half

time.

.At the beginning of the third period,

Kroll, Purple center, sank two field goals

and a foul shot, while Meighan adde<l one
more from the foul line. Anderson scored

for Cushing, but Navins and Collins each
sank one to make the score 19-13 at the end
of the period.

The fourth quarter opened with Navins'

score on a pass from Swan. Anderson
added two points for Cushing, but, a mo-
ment lat«r, Meighan dribbled the length of

the floor to pass to .Swan focafield goal. Play
(Oontlnurd on Pourtb Pat*)
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FIVE MORE POINTS
The "Fourteen Points" printed last fall aroused .some fire and a limited amount

of thought on the Williams campus. After three years of hammering by the Student

Council and The Record, the liRhts in the lower reading room of the Stetson Library

were finally lowered. The unilergraduates did all that was possible to make the

Thanksgiving Vacation constitute a vacation. Williams won an intercollegiate de-

bate, in fact broke last year's record by winning two. Communications poured into

The Record for a time. And, wonder of wonders, the Alumni Review linked up Has-

tiness and sacrilege with the editorial in some mysterious manner. It is true that

most of the preachers who grace the Chapel are as hopeless as ever, that the price level

is just as high—on Spring Street, and that the Dunbar Essay judges probably know-

as little about Williams as they did last year. However, some advance has been

made, and the direction seems the right one. Wherefore, we continue the crusade

with the following suggestions:

That Ike Lasell Gymnasium be open on Sunday. Exercise is rumored to be as

beneficial on feast days and holy days as the rest of the time. Everyone will agree

that the local janitors are overworked, and that this additional burden would prob-

ably cause breakdowns. However, they, too, might be allowed to exercise on Sun-

days, and thus the privilege of pulling weights and hoisting dumb-bells will oflfset any

possible physical strains.

That professors attend chapel regularly and reverently. .Since the Administration

believes morning worship to be good for the students, would it be illogical for them to

reach the conclusion that it is good for themselves? Someone prominent in these jjarts

has declared that at present students attend regularly and professors reverently.

Po.ssibly a compromi.se can be reached.

Thai the Institute of Politics be held once every three years. It could be made an

important event instead of an annual occurrence. This would tend to iniluce more

men of note to lead the discussions, and thus there would be a shortage of retired rear

admirals summering in the Berkshires. It would then be possible for the Adminis-

tration to concentrate on obtaining good teachers for Williams during the winter

months.

That the trustees meet at least once a year with prominent upperclassmen. A man
who is not in direct contact with the College throughout the year often does not know

as much about certain aspects as one of the governed. It is certain that each group

would benefit by the contact with the other. Mutual understanding and cooperation

would be created.

That fraternity treasurers meet to discuss possible reductions in the price of food.

The cost of food in 1932 is not what it was in 1928. It is possible that the pre.scnt

rates arc entirely justifiable. Il so, all well and good. If not, slash them. At least,

investigate.

These suggestions do not constitute panaceas for all the ills of the world, or even

of the College. However, they are perhaps worth some consideration even by the

reverend gentlemen, lay and spiritual, who are opposed to both thought and fire.

Will either be aroused this time? We hope.

^iiflliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinuinninniit:

I
Communications I

= Although eommuni ntions ma.v be published ~

5 unsigncil, i so retpiested, the nan e of the writer i

s must in ever.v case be submitted to tt e e litor. 5

5 The Hoard assumes no responsibility, however, §
r for tlie facts as stated, nor for tlie opinion.s E

5 expressed in this departn ent. s

iiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiMitiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiifiiiniinnn

ANOTHER VOTE
Editor of The Wn.i,i.\MH Record,

Dear Sir:

In this year of disgrace, nineteen hun-

dred and thirty-two, the sad fact has come

to our attention that there is a current

feeling among the undergraduates of Wil-

liams College in favor of an abolition of

daily chapel. We have seen this crystal-

lized in a cruel attack upon the service as

brutally written by Sir Throgmorton
Shepard in the nourishing November issue

of the local VACHE. In two withering

paragraphs he has given us a savage pic-

ture of the morning scene and states his

fear that "this odious custom will doubt-

less continue."

To our troubled mind there are so many
inconveniences that would result to the

student body from such an abolition that

while we may stand alone in sustaining the

administration, we yet hope to divert the

student opinion to a realisation that: we

cannot get alonff without morning chapel.

Firstly, we would lose the opportunity

to observe whose complexion is in a bad
condition, thus oliviously undermining
the entire structure of Williamstown con-
versation. Again, this is such a splendid
time to catch one's friends off their guard
and trick them into ridiculous statements
caused by their bewildered condition.

Thirdly, many students who are driven
and lashed from one extra-curriculum ac-

tivity to another would lose the chance to

catch up on their work. And since the
larger part of all comprehensive study is

done during chapel the classrooms would
suffer accordingly. Besides, when every-
one is certain to be there every morning,
chapel affords a suitable hour for the ex-

change of messages and arrangements
about the aforesaid activities.

Then, for those who are idle in this re-

spect and can therefore accomplish their

work elsewhere, here is a magnificent of>-

portunity to discover choice current events
in the daily paper, thus encouraging a

broad-minded attitude which may even-
tually lead them—who knows?—to the

heights of I he Institute of Politics.

Since Mr. Mcsser feels we should all be
in fine physical condition, he will certainly

stand by me in favour of retaining cha|)el

when I explain that without it our stom-
achs would l)e in a bad way. How else

save by gulinng our breakfasts and dash-

ing to chapel, could we attain the splendid

digestion so niueh iieedeil in our active

lives?

Then, too, by eliminating the morning

service, we would sacrifice the diverting

spectacle in the east chancel. No more

could we watch the aesthetically anguished

eyebrows of that imifcssor who is said to

derive an entire emotional experience eiicli

morning he attends. And would we not

also miss the benign countenance of our

one and only winter apjile?

There are countless otiier advantages I

coulil name. In passing I might mention

the fasinnation of watching the robot bene-

diction, and of hearing the remote obligato

of service that so beautifully co-ordinates

with a position of repose. But perhaps

the last to be named is the most distinct of

all the jileasures attendant on the main-

tenance of morning chapel. We cannot

afford to forego the delightful sensation of

lying blissfully in bed and listening to an

enchanting wave of glorious melody burst-

ing as from a giraffe's tlirt)at . . . and taking

one back to old Mission days in California.

",ih, gentlemen, weep for the chimes-ringer

Who must then pass."

I see now that you arc so moved to

welling tears that I need not further dis-

course and that you are now in agreement

with me that we must not abolish morning

chapel. Therefore I conclude, but only

to await a tender letter of gratitude for my
defense of the administration, which will

come—of course—ex cathedra Hoxseiaua.

Vour faithful servant.

The Comedy Of Errors.

Union Falls Before

Williams Swimmers
(Continued from First Page)

Following is a summary of the meet:

50-yd. free style—Won by Swayze (W)

;

Oppenhoim (U), second; Davis (W), third

Time: 25.2.

100-yd. free style—Won by Beatty (W);

Swayze (W), second; Maney (U), third.

Time: 57.7 (New College Record).

220-yd. free style-Won by Beatty (W);

Maney (U), second; Bird (W), third.

Time: 2:32 (College Record).

440-yd. free style—Won by Oppenheim
(U); Church (W), second; Fenton (W),

third. Time: 5:48.6 (New Union College

Record)

.

Dives—Won by E. Schuman (U);

Miller (U), second; Lapham (W), third.

Winning points: 58.2._

150-yd. backstroke^-Won by Kerr (W);

Neese (U), second; Bixby (W), third.

Time: I:5G.

200-yd. breast stroke—Won by Gilfillan

(W); Brown (U), second; Smith (W),

third. Time: 2:48.

300-yd. medley relay—Won by Wil-

liams (Kerr, Gilfillan and Bixby), Union
(Neese, D. Schinnan and Brigman), sec-

ond. Time: 3:27.6.

200-yd. relay-Won by Williams

(Downs, Pierce, Reynolds and McMahon);
Union (Maney, Mark, Swick and Oppen-
heim), second. Time: 1:45.2.

Purple Five Upsets

Trinity on Home Court
(Continued from First Page)

five minutes as the Williams substitutes

flooded the floor and ])ut on a show re-

sembling a riot. The final score was
38-17 in favor of the Purple.

High scoring honors went to Monier and
Sheehan with 11 points apiece, while

Markoski's floor work adderl much to the

defensive strength of the team. The new
combination of Fowie and Good at for-

wards and Markoski at guard worked
well as FowIe capitalized on his height.

Following is a summary of the game:

WILLIAMS
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
EDDIE DEMPSEY

Best Sodas
in Town

FRED WALDEN
COLLEGE RESTAURANT

Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

preshman Round-Table
Holds Election Tonight

Till' I'ViMliinan Rouiid-Tuhle, (Conducted

|)V the WillianiB Christian Associalion,

will hold a reRular meeliiiK in Jesiip Read-

ing Room toninlit at 7.30, at which the

election of offiiierB for the year will be

held. The topic to he used as the basis

for the discussion followinn is: "Can

Christianity BriuK Us a New World Order

of Social and Economic Justice?"; a'l

freshmen who are interested are invited

to attend.

The Round-Table has already had tliree

nu'otinKS, all before the Christmas holi-

(jiiys. The first was led by Paul Porter,

College Secretary of the LeaKue for In-

dustrial Democracy, who spoke on "Social

Injustice and the Need for a Socialistic

Kcconstruction of our Economic Order."

The second was presided over by Raymond

Currier of the Student Voluntary Move-

niont, who discussed "The Place of Mis-

sions in the Modern World." The third

was given over to a consideration of "A

College Man's Code of Conduct." At

next week's meeting Mr. Charles Keller

of the History Department will lead a

iliseussion on "Why Religion?".

ALUMNI NOTES

1883

Arthur F. Winslow '83 died on October

•JO in Buenos Ayres, Argentina, where he

had been located since 1901.

PICTURES, CHAIRS and
DAVENPORTS

All reasonably priced
Call on us at

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Mattresses from $7.50 up

RUGS, LAMPS,

42 Ashland Street Tel. 1825

M. Schmidt & Sons
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

—know your

FOOTBALL?
You may be the Champion
Football Strategist at Williams.
You can prove it by playing

"Fireside Football"
Wonderful new game

Only 50 cents at

The Williams News Room

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE*'
Do It

PURPLE PLAYS UNION

FIVE HERE TOMORROW
Visitors' Record is Unimpressive

to Date ; So Far, Williams Is

Undefeated

Having rini its string of victories to

three, the Varsity basketball team will

meet the Union quintet Wednesday even-
ing at 8.15 p. m., in the Lasell Gymnasium.
The Garnet presents a rather unimpressive

record for the season, although the scores

would indicate that the visitors have a

deal of latent ability.

The Puri)le five has defeated R. P. I.

Middlebury, and Trinity with little diffi-

culty. In defeating Trinity last Friday

evening, the Williams team showed im-

pressive moments now and then, but, so

far, no team has forced the Purple to ex-

tend itself to the utmost. Markoski's

floorwork has been the feature of the last

two games, breaking up offensive plays

with great regularity. Fowle has been

shifted to a forward position in place of

Markoski, and, in the Trinity contest, the

new combination showed promise of

strength. Sheehan and Monier tied for

high scoring honors in the last game, while

Captain Good has figured in most of the

scoring plays.

Union was defeated 22-10 by St. Law-

rence before vacation in a game in which

the Garnet was limited to one lone field

goal and a short time later lost 48-39 to

Wesleyan. Since that time, according to

official statement, "the team's record has

been very unimpressive despite the fact

that Union presents a veteran combina-

tion which amassed a fairly creditable

record last year when most of the men were

sophomores."

The tentative line-ujis for tomorrow's

game are as follows:

WILLIAMS UNION
Good (Capt.) r.f. Dill (Capt.)

Fowle l.f. Higgins or

Cinella

Monier c. Ackley

Sheehan r.g. Hotaling or

Murray
Markoski l.g. Dow

Purple Defeated by

Princeton and Army
(Continued from First Page)

ular play of the contest came as the Army
forward line showed a perfect bit of team

play with Telford carrying the puck up

the ice, then passing to Goodrich who, in

turn, passed to Wagstaff, scoring the final

Army goal. Lisle maile the final score of

the game on a pass from behind the cage

by Bacon, bringing the final count to 4-2.

The line-ups of the games are as follows:

WILLIAMS PRINCETON
Chapman g. Hirsch

Rogers l.d. Parker

Lisle r.d. Boice

.lohnson c. McAlpin

Doughty l.w. Barber

Horton r.w. Cook
Scores: First period—McAlpin, 4.57;

Lane (Kammer), 9.25.

Second period—McAlpin (Barber), 4.23;

Pool (Lane), 5.10; Parker, 6.47; Gardner,

14.22.

Third period—Lea (Parker), 13.26.

Penalties: Lisle 2, Parker, Kammer.
Spares: WILLIAMS—Van Sant, Sam-

mis, Thayer, Reeves, and Ilanrahan.

PRINCETON—Pool, Kammer, Lane,

Blackwell, Lea, Palmer, Glazebrook, Whit-

man, Tiers, and Gardner.

WILLIAMS ARMY
Thayer g. Zitsman

Rogers l.d. O'Neil

Lisle r.d. Cain

.lohnson e. Goodrich

Doughty l.w. Telford

Horton r.w. Wagstaff

Scores: First i)erio<l—none.

Second period—Johnson (unassisted),

2.30; Telford (unassisted), 5.30; Whipple

(Cain), 8.20; Wagstaff (Goodrich), 16.15.

Third iwriod—Wagstaff (Huglin), 6.00;

Lisle (Bacon), 10.45.

Penalties: Doughty, Lisle 2, Huglin,

Goodrich 2, Cain.

Spares: WILLIAMS-Bacon, Chap-

man, Hanrahan, Reeves, Van Sant,

Sammis.

ARMY—Black, Cain, Whipple, Huglin,

.Sutherland, Thatcher.

WILLIAMS TO MEET
M. S. C. ON SAGE RINK

Purple Sticlimen Will Play First

Home Game of Season on
Wednesday

ALUMNI NOTE

The Williams hockey team will play its

first home game and the third of the season

against Massachusetts State College on
Sage Hall Rink Wednesday afternoon at

4.00. The Purple will attempt to avenge

last year's game, which they lost 1-0 after

a close contest
,
played on very poor ice.

No predictions as to the outcome can be

made as M. S. C. has yet to o[)en its

schedule, while Williams has only encoun-

tered two very strong opponents. In

spite of its unimpressive showing in its

defeats by Princeton and the Army, the

Berkshire sextet, handicapped so far by
lack of ice, should show considerable im-

provement on Wednesday after several

days of intensive practice. The probable

line-ups are aa follows:

WILLIAMS M. S. C.

Thayer g. Mitchell

Rogers r.d. Hammond
Lisle l.d. Gunness

Johnson c. Cain

Horton r.w. Tikofski

Doughty (Capt.) l.w. Forest

Spares: Williams—Bacon, Chapman,
Hanrahan, Reeves, Sammis, Van Sant.

M. S. C.—Henry (Capt.), Snow, Sylvester.

1885

Bently W. Warren '85 was elected first

vice president of the Boston Bar Associa-

tion at the annual meeting held recently.

Wrestlers Compete for
Places in Amherst Meet

In preparation for the wrestling meet

with Amherst next Saturday, Coach Bul-

lock will hold elimination trials in the

various classes this week concluding on

Wednesday. Although the team has had
no outside competition as yet, the coach

says that it is easily as strong as last year's

aggregation and should make a satisfac-

tory showing on the rival mats.

Entries in the classes are as follows;

118-lb. class: Higinbotham, DeMallie.

120-lb. class: Schwartz, Mark, Moro.

135-lb. class: Gait, Baylis.

145-lb. class: Bruckner, Mather, Mayer,

Happel.

155-lb. class; Goldblatt, Htu-d, Merritt,

Appell.

165-lb. class: CarroU, (Capt.), Currie,

Gardner, Buckner, Morrison.

175-lb. class: Kaydouh.

Heavyweight class: Titus.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Handball

Phi Gamma Delta defeated Delta Phi,

2-1.

Phi Delta Theta defeated Kappa Alpha
2-0.

Ping-Pong

Commons Club defeated Sigma Phi,

2-0.

Chi Psi defeated Zeta Psi, 3-2.

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Kappa
Alpha, 2-0.

Sigma Phi defeated Phi Sigma Kappa,
2-0.

Kappa Alpha defeated Psi Upsilon, 2-0.

Theta Delta Chi defeated Delta Phi,

2-1.

Commons Club defeated Beta Theta Pi,

2-0.

Psi Upsilon defeated Delta Psi by de-

fault.

Delta Phi defeated Phi Gamma Delta,

2-0.

Badminton

Delta Phi defeated Theta Delta Chi,

2-0.

Phi Gamma Delta defeated Delta Phi,

2-1.

Beta Theta Pi defeated Phi Sigma Ka|>-

pa, 2-1

.

Kappa Alpha defeated Phi Delta Theta
2-0.

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Theta Delta

Chi, 2-0.

Delta Upsilon defeated Phi Delta The-

ta, 2-0.

Delta Psi defeated Zeta Psi, 2-0.

Sigma Phi defeated Phi Gamma Delta,

2-0.

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Kappa
Alpha, 2-0.

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Beta Theta

Pi, 2-0.

Basketball

Delta Upsilon defeatetl Kappa Ali)ha,

30-6.

Delta Psi defeated Chi Psi, 18-15.

Phi Gamma Delta defeated Commons
Club, 22-7.

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Phi Sigma

Kappa, 1.5-6.

If

THE

SATURDAY TEA
DAXCE CLUB

Will be continued under the direction of Mrs.

Huntington Tappin and Mrs. William H. Tew
in the Egyptian Room of the Hotel St. Regis.

•

From four to six-thirty o'clock

Vincent Lopez and his orchestra

$1.75 per person

Fifth Avenue at E. 55th, New York

WILLIAMS CLEANERS and DYERS

For Workmanship and Service CALL 242

1

CHARLIE WILSON, Prop.

OFFICE: MAIN ST. WORKS: COLE AVE. r

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manar«r

68 Main Street -:• North Adams

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

Does Reading the Paper Hurt Your Eyes?

If your eyes hurt and you feel tired after an hour or so

of reading fine newspaper print, look out. You are straining

your eyes. You need more light and you need it right now.
For reading, card playing or other close work specialists

recommend 6o to loo watt Mazda lamps.

Buy them by the Carton and Save 10%

WILLIAMSTOWN GAS COMPANY

PRINTING
Books, Catalogs, Publications, Commercial Forms

Printing is the Inseparable Companion of Achievement

1

THE McClelland press
Telephone 544 WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
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Gus Bridgman

THE GYM LUNCH
"Quality, Cleanliness and Quick Service'^ Louie Bleau

1935 Quintet Beats

Gushing Team, 30-25
(Continued from First Page)

speeded up, with Navins running wild and

breaking up Cushings' last minute efforts

to tie. the score. Rooney scored once, and

Czelusiniak capitaUzed on a foul shot, but

the game ended 30-25 in favor of the fresh-

men as Collins sank a final shot from the

foul line.

Meighan and KroU were high scorers for

the first year men, while Navins and Col-

lins starred on the defense.

A summary of the game follows:

WILLIAMS
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LAVENDER BRICKS ARE

EXPECTED TO CREATE

UNIQUE HEATING PLANT

Revisionists Find That No Attempt

Has Been Made To Match
Prevailing Red

PROPOSE A PERMANENT
FINE ARTS COMMISSION

'Perverted Purple' Called Unsuited

to Heating Plants, 'Georgian,'

or Williams Campus

VARSITY FIVE PLAYS

AT AMHERST TONIGHT

Sabrinas Have Won One and Lost

One ; Williams Team Is Still

Undefeated

DR. C. M. FUIIANI TO

LECTURE AT WILLIAMS

Authority on Social Sciences and

Economics To Uphold the

Fascist Regime

"Perverted Purple" is perhaps the best

tflrm to apply to it—or at least it is so

alleged by the Revisionist Committee

—

when one attempts to describe the color

of the bricks that have been received as a

sample of the material that is to go into

the new heating plant. According to the

latest information received by The
Record before it went to press on Thurs-

day night, there is little likelihood that

there will be any change in the specifi-

cations of the bricks contracted for, "even

though it is apparent (according to the

Revisionists) that they do not match the

light red, almost pink, that prevails in the

older buildings of the cami)UB, and par-

ticularly in the nearby Berkshire Quad-

rangle."

Apparently The Record was misin-

formed when it printed a statement to the

cITect that an effort was being made to

harmonize the color of the new building

with neighboring dormitories and other

brick structures belonging to the College.

The Revisionists have the support of the

Fine Arts Department and others in their

contention that the sami)le bricks are

noticeably darker, and nearly all observers

have remarked the lavender tinge. They

further assert that such a color is not only

in conflict with the color scheme of the

Williams Campus, but quite unprece-

dented in reputable Georgian Colonial

architecture, "such as that which the

ijuiluiuti, aflecls," and inappropiiatc to

heating i)lants as well—"lavender being

associated usually with boudoirs and

million-dollar bathrooms."

The Revisionists recognize that "such

matters as the color of brick and other

fine architectural details, especially in the

case of relatively obscure buildings such

as the one in question, should not be ex-

pected to receive time-costing attention

from the Board of Trustees, who are not

necessarily acquainted with local require-

ments, or even of the Consulting Archi-

tect, who might reasonably be supposed to

be more concerned with other more con-

siderable projects." The solution of the

problem, they suggest, lies in the estab-

liHlunciit of a Fine Arts Commission,

consisting of the Art, Department and one

or two other members of the Faculty or

(citizens of the Town, to consider just such

details of architecture and building as

have been under discussion in the present

instance. Such a body might be set up

by the Administration, or perhaps, the

Rcviaionists propose, by the Selectmen

of the Town. In the latter (^ase, they

(Oontlnued on Second Page)

The undefeated Williams basketball

team will journey to Amherst today to

meet the Sabrina quintet at 7.45 in the

Baseball Cage in the first Mttle Three
contest of the current season. The Purple

will try to run its string of victories to five,

but Amherst has played only two games,

winning from Clark 30-22, and losing to

Massachusetts by the score of 17-12.

During the past week, Coach Caldwell

has been working the Williams five hard

in preparation for the games with Union,

Amherst, Columbia, and Wesleyan,

scheduled before the mid-year recess.

The new combination, with Fowle at

forward, worked well against Union

Wednesday night, when the Purple played

the best game of the season to date. Ca])-

tain Good, Fowle, and Sheehan did most

of the scoring, while Markoski continued

to play all over the court, breaking up the

opponents' offense and guarding well.

The Varsity has been passing more ac-

curately and seems to have better control

of the ball. The first string players were

breaking fast in the game with Union and

were unusually deceptive with the de-

layed pass play, while the substitutes

appeared less nervous than previously.

Amherst has a fairly strong line-up, but

the alternates are mostly sophomores

without adetiuate experience in Varsity

play. The Sabrinas showed considerable

speed and accuracy in overcoming the

Clark team, but bad passing and an in-

ability to capitalize on long shots led to

defeat by Massachusetts State.

The tentative line-ups arc as follows:

Dr. Carlo M. Flumiani will be among
the renowned speakers to lecture at the

coming Intercollegiate Conference on Cap-

italism and its Alternatives at Williams,

February 12 and 13. The Liberal Club,

which is conducting the conference, has

chosen Dr. Flumiani to present the argu-

ments for Fascism because of his studies in

Italy and his work since he came to this

country.

Dr. Flumiani believes that Fascism is a

movement of drastic interior regeneration

of the entire Italiaa life, temporarily ex-

pressed in a dictatorial regime. He be-

lieves that by reconnecting with the purest

Italian tradilicms in an attempt to exploit

rationally all forces of the country, fascism

MR. NO YONG PARK TO

SPEAK SUNDAY EVENING

'Making a New China' Will Be the

Topic of Famous Authority

on the Far East

VARSITY FIVE WINS

FROM UNION, 43-24,

WEDNESDAY EVENING

WILLIAMS
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THE PASSING SCENE
Of interest to local (Athletic) tax-jjayers: the Yale News reminds us that, in the

interests of economy, the Yale baseball team will not take a southern trip this year

.... A sample of the brick intended for the new heating plant reveals a complete

lack of harmony in color with that of other College buildings, even verges towards a

lavender shade. It must strike the impartial observer, that a power house, even a

Georgian power house, done in perverted purple, represents an abnormal development

of local patriotism .... The Columbia Siieclaior, having spoken with bold liberalism

against over-emphasis in university football, now proviiles us with the puzzling

phenomenon of a But ler-for-President boom .... Williams men with that interest

in literary criticism sometimes acquired in college should have been interested in the

announcement this week of the publication of the third posthumous volume of the

writings of Stuart Sherman .... And along with frequent praise of the new library

lights, comes a reasonable suggestion from busy students that during "topic-time"

the library stay open Saturday evenings, or extend the week night closing hour to

11 p. m., or both .... A survey of American college enrollment for the past year,

showing that numbers even increased a bit despite the depression, may suggest the

college in a new role as an agency of unemployment relief, may also mean there has

been a relaxation of college standards to keep up the rosters .... Anyway, we've

always known Mark Twain was right about New England weather.

PraST GENT1,EMATT OF THE LAND

Panza'a 'vnrUi; f»if if he hiu lite noul of an t&dHHt, he wiH make,—/ do >«)(

not sayfind— , Ms wortd tdeai.
'

'

For all its inevitability, one learns with real regret of the withdrawal of Mr.

Justice Holmes from public life. His profound and creative work in the law, and the

years spent in constant championing of courageous social thinking will not suffer lack

of praise in the review of his career. But, in a more intimate way than this,—as

practical idealist— , Mr. Holmes has been an unfailing source of inspiration to young

men: by him, as by no other man in public life today, they have seen it demonstrated

that out of seemingly simple elements, a life may be made a fine and sturdy thing.

From a skepticism born honestly out of observance of the hypocrisies and blun-

derings of their elders, our own generation is recalled by the words of one unashamed to

avow ideals: "Life is a profound and passionate thing," wherein "we are permitted to

scorn nothing but indifference." For, whatever one's path, "the one and only success

which it is his to command is to bring to his work a mighty heart." There is a good

deal of Emerson in this modern New Englander; a good deal of the Roman Emperor,

too.

We are too willing to do things cheaply nowadays, too ready to be satisfied with

first efforts, half ashamed to admit posse.ssion of an ideal of craftsmanship. We're

afraid of being Victorian, Horatio Alger style; of being, (primary sin of the age),

impractical. It is an upside-down sort of philosophy, this which more or less uncon-

sciously underlies much of our conduct. And it takes the contrast of Mr. Holmes'

fine and frank disdain of anything shabbily done, truly to exhibit the absiu-dity of it.

The intellectual honesty, and vigor, and fearlessness of this 90 year old gentleman

exemplify to young men the prerogatives which are really their own.
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S unsigned, i so refpiested, the name of the writer s
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OUR BUSINESS-LIKE
ADMINISTRATION

Editor of The Williams Record,
Dear Sir:

Spending the major part of four years

under the administration of Williams

College has convinced me that there is

something fundamentally lacking in our

college. This is an efficient adminis-

tration of our present facilities. Heaven
knows they are limited enough and handi-

capped by a lack of funds, but why not

make the best of what we have?

Numerous complaints have already been

made about inexcusable blunders, and

with much justification, so I will not men-
tion architectural and similar faux pns.

There are, however, numerous smaller

details which I believe could be remedied

at little expense by an alert, capable ad-

ministration, and, after all, details make a

vast difference in many cases. The old

"Sunday-school pep talk" about attention
to details is very |)ertinent here. One
example of the alacrity with which our
administration functions may be found in

the lighting in the reference room of Stet^
son library which has just been changed.
The first complaints that the writer is

personally aware of were voiced about
three years ago; and it surely was very
poor judgment to allow such atrocious
lighting to be installed in the first place,

or to accept it once it was installed. We
have, however, succeeded on that score
and it behooves us to be grateful for what
the college hag given us.

To come to existing needs, it is difficult

to know where to begin. Perhaps one of

the most noticable sins of omission is the
up-keep of the college buildings, partic-

ularly the dormitories. Of the six or eight

colleges that I happen to have visited in

the last year or so, Williams has the most
disgraceful living quarters. They are

maintained in a condition that would not
be tolerated in the competitive world for a
month. They could not be rented for any
price in their present condition. Lehman
hall may possibly bo an exception to this

statement, but only because it is new it

will soon, unfortunately, join the rest

unless there is a marked change of iwlicy.

The fault lies iu a hick of supervision.

Practically everything is left to the indi-

vidual janitor, and if you happen to be in

a dormitory which has an interested, not

too-la7.y janitor, you arc one of the favored

few. During the writer's Freshman year

the top floor of his entry was not swept

out for nearly three weeks, and casual

observation indicates that the janitorial

service has been littliKl improved since

then. That kind of servitic is inexcusable.

The physical condition of the buildings

is equally exasperating. In one room of

Morgan hall a door was used as a target

for a bowie knife during the excitement of

enlisting for the war in 1917. This has

never been repaired, nor has any of the

wood-work even receivt'd a coat of paint.

It may he countered that when under-

graduates are destructive enough to throw

knives at doors, the buildings cannot be

kept in good condition except at great

expense. Other colleges, however, seem

to get around this diHiculty by assessing

the occupants of the room for any un-

reasonable damage,—and collecting their

assessment. If the college has the nerve

to ask $10.00 for "graduation expenses"

they certainly should be able to ask a

student to pay for what he has destroyed!

Many other complaints might be made

about heat that is seldom right; jilumbing

that pounds and drips; ugly, uncomfort-

able chairs through which one sinks to the

floor; dust on lamp shades and in the

corners; preposterously placed lights for

shaving; cinders and dirt which remain on

sidewalks from the first icy weather to

commencement; and so on ad infinitum.

But let this suffice and may I close with a

few constructive suggestions?

Firstly, some alert person should make

occasional "tours of inspection" to check

up on his subordinates directly in charge

of up-keep. The difficulty of locating the

present Superintendent of Buildings when

needed may indicate that he is too busy

to do this himself, but the celerity with

which he does things when finally tracked

down would indicate that this is not the

only reason for lack of inspection.

Secondly, more capable, interested

people should be employed to keep the

buildings in better condition. (Perhaps

the present personnel is adequate if it

could be made to perform its duties fully

ur.d v.iUiiigly.)

Thirdly, a i Kfinitel charge for damages

!»bould Ite ffi ied atid collected where

liamszo (uiK b'ien done. (The amount
could be determined approximately and

appeals might be heard. This system

has worked with considerable success

elsewhere—if enforced—and would help

keep down damages and pay for repairs.)

Fourthly, more money should be spent

on up-keep and better results obtained

with present expenditures through more

efficient administration.

Very truly yours,

(Signed)

James M. Carter, Jr. '82

Lavender Bricks In

Unique Heating Plant
(Continued from First Page)

would be able to coordinate the develop-

ment of the whole town, much as is done

in many small towns and cities in Eurojje,

"where the experience of centuries has

tended to establish the principle that fine

architecture, no matter how insignificant

the building, is the right of the community,

and not the plaything of individuals or of

chance,"

Meanwhile the construction of the power

house progresses rapidly. The steel frame-

work is practically complete, including

the coal chutes, which are to refule the

furnaces automatically from repositories

near the top of the building. The ques-

tion as to whether the chimney is or is not

to have a collar remains an open one.

Williams To Meet
Bowdoin Swimmers

(Continued from Plrst Page)

200-yd. relay—Downs, Pierce, Rey-
nolds, McMahon, or Kerr, Bixby, Davis,
Fried, Beatty, Swayze.

The tentative Bowdoin line-up:

300-yd. medley relay—Easton, Dens-
more, Calkin.

220-yd. free style—Durham, Trott.
50-yd. free style—Calkin, Esson.
Dives— Carson.

440-y(l. free style—Trott, Durham.
1 50-yd. backstroke—Eaaton, Foster.
200-yd. breast stroke—Densmore,

Sperry.

100-yd. free style—Carson, Esson.
200-yd. relay-Esson, Calkin, Carson

Foster.
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PRESIDENT LEFAVOUR
OF SIMMONS RESIGNS

Trustee Has Guided College For

Thirty Years Since He Was
Called from Here

According to an announcement of the

Alumni Office, Henry Lefavour '83, mem-

ber of the Board of Trustees of Williams

College and former Dean, has retired as

president of Simmons College, Boston,

Mass. Newspaper reports state that "the

resignation was accepted with the provi-

sion that he should continue |>ending selec-

tion of a successor, to administer the affairs

of the college which he has guided since it

came into being thirty years ago."

After attending college here where ho

earned the Phi Beta Kappa key, Dr. Le-

favour held the positions of Instructor in

French, Mathematics and Physics, and

subsequently received the Thomas T.

Read chair in the last named department

During the years 1883-84 he was an in-

structor at Williston Academy. In 1897

he became Dean of Williams, and in 1901

was called to Simmons.

The will of John Simmons, a Boston

merchant, entrusted certain men to estab-

lish a girl's college with his fortune. Dr.

Lefavour's plan, a new departure, was ac-

cepted with much enthusiasm. His pur-

pose was "to prepare students for some

useful vocation by giving them the neces-

sary technical training, preceded by and

founded upon a good liberal education."

Elected president on December (1, 1901

Dr. Simmons took office the following

.January and has held the i)osition for

thirty years. Two decades of organizing

and building have been rewarded by Sim

mons present place in the educational

world,—one of the outstanding female col

leges in America.

Simmons' ciirriciduni is pursued for four

years, during which from one half to thrt^e

fourths of the time is devoted to academic

subjects and the remainder to technical

instruction. The endowment is three and
one half million dollars, and the land anc

buildingH are appraised at one and a half

million.

Dr. Lefavour was born at Salem, Mass.,

September 4, 1862. He received his Ph.D.

degree from Williams in 1880, the LL.D. in

1902, and the same from Tufts in 190,5.

He is president of the Colonial Society of

Massachusetts, a Fellow of the American

Academy of Arts ami Sciences; Fellow of

the American Association of Arts and
Sciences; Fellow of the American Associa-

tion of Arts and Sciences; the American
Association for the Advancement of

Science; and the Massachusetts Historical

Society.

Freshmen to Meet Wilbraham
(Oontlnued from First Page)

The tentative line-ups for today's game
are as follows:

WILLIAMS 1935
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT -.nir-
EDDIE DEMPSEY

Maxcy Speaks on 'Old

Wine in New Bottles'"

Slrt'ssiiig to Bonio extent the implied

noint that present day literature is not too

far superior to its predecessors of olden

times, Professor Maxcy spoke before an

interested audience last Tuesday afternoon

in tiie Thompson Physical Laboratory on

the aul)ject of "Old Wine in New Bottles."

Professor Maxcy explained that the talk

was not to be one on the "preservation of

(lid vintages" and indicated that he would

atleinpt to show how the methods of a

Inter day approach be applied to a "famil-

iiir piece of literature, so old that of its

ftuilior we know absolutely nothing."

lie pointed out, using the story of

Joseph as his example, that the biblical

tales left "fancy to be its own master;

and perhaps this is one reason for the un-

failing appeal of these old stories to chil-

dren, for children are all poets." No

story in the Bible, he declared, had had

any of the setting we believed it had upon

heiuiiig it read, but that it was supplied by

our own imaginations.

f'roeeeding next to the point of charac-

terization, Mr. Maxcy explained how

cliiiraeter was conveyed in biblical narra-

tive by effect and was not dealt with, as is

(lone today, by probing into the inner con-

Bciousness of mind and analyzation by the

((Kil pre(^ise dictates of rationality. As for

plot, three kinds were indicated: dramatic,

(if which only one outstanding example is

t,, be found in the bible in the story of

list her; episodic, which is loose and chain-

like and much like what is found in Robin-

siiii Cru.soe and Moll Flanders, and finally;

,11 iiliial, which is the method used in the

sUny of .loscph, and which proceeds from

(iiie cause to another, ending eventually in

one finality which is the logical result of

(\ ents which have passed before.

In conclusion, Mr. Maxcy staled, "Per-

liaps an hour is not lost if we can see that

to tell a good story it is not necessary to

iivert to all the speculative theories that

have (confounded the world from Positivi-

ism to Pantheism and from questions of

.sociology to questions of sex."

PURPLE MATMEN WILL

MEET AMHERST TODAY

Injuries and Ineligibility Prevent
Four Reliable Contestants

from Competing

Opening the 1932 season, the wrestling

team will meet the Sabrina matmen at

Amherst at 4.30 today. Akhough three

men are out on account of injuries and one
for ineligibility, Coach Bullocit believes

that his men will maRe a good showing.

Schwartz, Capt. Carroll and Goldblatt

are the only letter men competing, while

Demallie, Bruckner, Curry and Titus are

representing the college for the first time.

Since Schwartz hafl advanced from the

118-lb. class to the 12fi-lb. class, he will

wrestle for Mark, whose shoulder was dis-

abled in the trials.

Happel, who sustained an eye injury

during the week, will be replaced by Bruck-

ner in the 145-lb. class. During the pre-

liminary matches Hurd was also injured

and consequently was not able to put up a

full front to Cioldblatt who will contend in

thi' 155-lb. event.

The match will be the Amherst opener

also, and according to reports the (coach,

who is a neweon.er, is well-salislied with

(lie "spirit" the team has shown and re-

ports the progress us "fair."

The entries arc as follows:

Unlimited Class:—Titus (Williams);

Fenhugen or Barlow (Amherst).

175-lh. class:—Curry (Williams).

Itl5-!b. class—Carroll (Capt.), (Wil-

liams); Partridge or Morse (Amherst).

l.'iS-lb. class:—Goldblatt (Williams);

Dav'dson or Petrie (Amherst).

145-11). class:—Bruckner (Williams);

I.ane or Porter (Amherst).

IS.'i-lb. class:— Baylis (Williams); Myers
or Damond (Amherst).

126-lb. class:— Schwartz (Williams);

Duncan or Phillips (Amherst).

118-11). class:—DeMallie (Williams);

Nystrom (Amherst).

while, for the same reason, the game with

M. I. T., scheduled for this afternoon on

the Sage Rink, has been indefinitely |)Ost-

|H)ned.

College Preacher
The Reverend Hugh Black, D.D., for-

merly of the Union Theological Seminary

in New York City, and at present from

Upper Montclair, New Jersey, will preach

at the regular service next Sunday morning

at 10.35 a. m. in the Thompson Memorial

Chapel.

Hockey Games Are Cancelled

Owing to the lack of ice, the hockey

game with M. S. C, due to he played here

last Wednesday, has been cancelled,

Chest Fund Announcement

The Williams Christian Association

wishes to announce that up to .January

13, 1932, the total amount pledged to

the Chest Fund for 1931-1932 was

$5424.42. It will help greatly in the

collection of this money if all stu-

dents, who have signified their inten-

tions of contributing to the Fund, will

coojjerate by paying their jjledges

promptly.

(Higntiil): B. K. Steele '3S

Treasurer of the W. C. A .

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

Fahrenheit Foals Finest

Flight for Forty Years

Old Man Sunshine peeped through the

cold, gray clouds on Wednesday, melted

Berkshire's icy mountains with spicy jjre-

war breezes direct from Ceylon, and

eciinpletely shattered Professor Milham's

forty year records with a new high temper-

ature of 64 degrees for the month of

.lanuary. The nearest previous approach

to this mark was on .January 23, 1906

when the mercury climbed to 63 degrees.

In s|)ite of frigid cartoons picturing

.shi\ering breadlines and streets sprinkled

with the blue, gelatinized corpses of frozen

babies, the year 1931 was, in truth, a hot

number. As did 1913, it likewise attained

the forty year maximum with a mark of

48.1 d(!grecs.

.Ml hough the month of December is

destined to utter obscurity for uncom-

promising normalcy, its immediate prede-

cessor. November will doubtlessly attain

higli honor with a record-breaking temper-

ature of (19 degrees.

.\inong the neighboring villages, Albany

reiHirted a new all-time record of 71

degices—a seven point raise over the for-

mer mark; and New York broke a record

of sixty-three year's standinfi with a

teni|)erature of 67 degrees. New York's

advantage over Williamstown may be

attributed to the fact there is a difference

of t hree degrees in the latitude.

Although various and sundry persons

have proclaimed that these figures are

Krourids for believing that the ^Gulf

Stream is closing in on the New England

coast, and that shortly we will be residing

among sunny fountains and palmy plains.

Professor Milham brands these reports as

false. The true explanation for these

conditions, he avers, is somewhat compli-

cated.

ALUMNI NOTES

1890-1915

The Williams Alumni Association of

Southern California elected Gilbert Van
Vranken '90 as president and Donald
Winston '15 as secretary-treasurer.

1911

Gregory Mason '11 who recentlypec-
tured before the Forum has issued a book
entitled Columhm Came Lale. It was
published by the Century Company.

!«'

|l

Tfo*

mis,
Copr., 1983, The

Amaricu TobaoG» Qa,

There are
no better cigarettes

HE BOBBED UP SMIIINO

Bob Montgomery hot txon an iron

worker, dock hand, railroad

mechanic and a booed-ot extra

In Hollywood ... He zoomed ta

the top in noiw-reei( beeouie tha

gait were cuh-razy over hi> grin

. . , And they'll go compieteiy

zooey when they lee him in hit

loteit M-G-M, "PRIVATE LIVES"

. . . Ha'i (tuck to LUCKIES Ihet*

lost 7 yean , . . Not a buffalo

nicicel wot paid for hit ttotamenl

... He gave II (uit for a plaoNnl

"Thank You."

**I have always usedLUCKEES—as far as Iam concerned

there are no better cigarettes—congratulations also oa
your improved Cellophane wrapper with that little tab

that opens your package so easily.'*
^*7^,jx^>'^>^3^'^*^

"It's toasted"
YourThroat Protection—agolnst Irritation—against cough

And MolOur—Proof CeffopAane Keeps (Aat "ToMtod" Flavor Cvor rro*h

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modem miniUes with the uiorU'« ^nest dance orchestra* and Waller Wlnchell, whose gottip

of today become* the tiewi of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networhs.
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•--know your

FOOTBALL?
You may be the Champion
Football Strategist at Williams.

You can prove it by playing

"Fireside Football"
Wonderful new game

Only SO cents at

The Williams News Room

American Student Is Brought to a Commuwty
Spirit'—von Adelmann, German Exchange Student

while (liscussiiiK willi a
"1 have conic to America not to see

American ('(hicatitjiial iiiHtitutioim, hut to

satisfy a tleeire more political in its nature.

In this time of disturhance 1 wish to see

Euro|>e from a distance and therefore Uv

ahle to judRC more ohjectively about

European conditions." So Rahan von

Adelmann of ColoKne, Germany, the

present German exchange student at

Williams, expressiKl his reason for coming

Special Showing of

FRENCH-SHRiNERdURNER
I * America's Finest *•

SHOES FOR COLLEGE MEN
Next Monday and Tuesday

at the

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
by "JOE" DIFFEE

NEW YORK SHOPS
350 Madiaon Avenue 153 Broadway 1263 Broadway 131 West 42nd Street

Shops and departments from <!oast to coast

MARKED DOWN!
Our post-inventory sale offers unusual bargains

More than 25% reduction

Suits and overcoats as low as $15

Stock up now

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
NORTH ADAMS

For Anything

Photographic
Of Collese and Student*

Also Picture Frames

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

Duke University
School of Medicine

Durham, N. C.
Applications for admission to the first

and third year medical classes entering

October 1, 1932 should be sent as soon as

possible, and will be considered in the order
of receipt. The entrance qualifications

are intelligence, character, two years of

college work and the requirements for

grade A medical schools. Catalogues and
application forms may be obtained from
the Dean.

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

EAGLE
Printing &
Binding Go.
PITTSFIELD, MASS.

to America

HE(HiiiU reporter his impressions of the

American college. "Without abandoning

my European, especially my German,

ideals," he contimicd, "1 want to touch

American life and culture and to see the

world for one year through American

eyes.

"Germany has no colleges, nor would 1

impjrt this distinctly American institution

into Germany because I think that our

high schools, gymnasiums, which have a

course two years longer than yoiu- high

schools, are able (o give the German

students enough of the education given

by colleges. As special studies in

Germany usually take six years the college

would also be a waste of time. 1 api)re-

ciate one great ailvantage of the college

-

the foundation of a very strong c )m-

munity spirit developed by dormitoiies,

interfraternity relations, and chai>el serv-

ice. This spirit we do not have in Cier-

many where no student knows another

unless he belongs to the same fraternity.

"I see a great advantage of American

youth in that they have no exaggerated

national aims and that they do not think

only in political terms. They have a very

clear comprehension of the necessity for

good understanding between the nations

of the world.

"More personally, I say most of the many

phrases about world solidarity of students

are hollow. During this first month of

my visit here I have seen that much more

depends on the personal relations of man
to man, on attitude in daily life. Ex-

change service is one means of bringing this

desirable jjersonal contact into reality.

In short, I have seen here that jiersonal

behavior and daily life are the determining

factors in questions of national and inter-

national affairs."

In response to the interviewer's request

that he comment on the honor system,

Mr. von Adelmann said, "In Germany we

are observed in all examinations, but

on the other hand we have an academic

liberty system which has perhaps another

influence on the mind in that it brings the

Germcn student to individualism whereas

the American student is brought to a

community spirit. Our complete liberty

in class attendance and other matters

causes one to develop a feeling of duty

toward himself, toward his own personality.

The German system produces good

scholars but not 'a class of unified edu-

cated people."

^Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIU

I The Press Box |

?iiiiiiiillltlilliiiliiiillliiiiiiiiiiliillllllilliillllMllilllllliiiiiillli?

From the column of Walter Lippman in

the New York Herald Tribune we reprint

the following excerpt from a si)eech deliv-

ered by Oliver Wendell Holmes, now retir-

ing as Justice of the Supreme Court, to the

undergraduates of Harvard College more

than thirty-five years ago.

"Your education begins when you . . .

have begun yourscilves to work upon the

raw material for results which you do not

see, cannot predict and which may be long

in coming—when you take the fact which

life offers you for your appointed task. No
man has earned the right to intellectual

ambition until he has learned to lay his

course by a star which he has never seen

—

to dig by the divining rod for s|)rings which

he may never reach. In saying this, I

point to that which will make your study

heroic. For I say to you in all sadness of

conviction that to think great thoughts

you must be heroes as well as idealists.

Only when you have worked alone—when
you have felt around you a black gulf of

solitude more isolating than that which

surrounds the dying man, and in hope and

in despair have trusted to your own un-

shaken will—then only will you have
achieved. Thus only can you gain the

secret isolated joy of the thinker, who
knows that, a hundred years after he is

dead and forgotten, men who never heari

of him will be moving to the measure of his

thought—the subtile rapture of a post-

poned power, which the worki knows not

because it has no external trappings, but
which to his prophetic vision is more real

than that which commands an army. And
if this joy should not lie yours, still it is

only thus that you can know that you have
done what it lay in you to do—can say
that you have lived and be ready for the
end."

special fiivor; a term used in that univer-

sity (Dublin) to denot« want of merit.

"Of this disgrace it may he easily 8Ui>-

posed that he was nnich ashamed, aiul

shame had its pro|icr effect in producing

reformation. He resolved from that time

to study eight hours a day, and contiimed

his industry for seven years, with what

improvement is sufficiently known. This

part of his story well dew^rvcs to be re-

membered; it may afford useful admoni-

tion and pow(irful encouragement to men

whose abilities have been made for a time

useless by their passions or pleasures, and

who, having lost one part of life in idle-

ness, arc lcinpt<!d to throw away the

remainder in despair."

Resarhm.

Council Rules on Competitions

In an attempt to do away with the in-

conveniences of having the winners of ath-

letic managerial competitions ineligible for

election, the Student Council has passed a

ruling which stales that all stmlents in the

fifth group of the Rank List are ineligible

for such competitions. The present eligi-

bility rules, however, apply to competi-

tions which have been concluded.

In order to broaden the requirements

for the cross-country letter, the Council

changed the qualifications to include all

those who place among the first fifty in the

Intercollegiates and such others as the

Coach, Manager, and Captain may recom-

menil for the award.

The above is slightly reminiscent of the
verse on the Hopkins Memorial Gate:

Climb high, Climb far;

Your goal, the sky; your aim, Ihe star.

For those who fear that someday will

see them in the category of ".Sometime
Members of the class of 19—", Samuel
Johnson offers this consolation:

"Swift
. . . obtained his degree at last by

ALUMNI NOTES

1886

Arthur F. Vodurlha, sometime member
of the class of 1886, died on November 4.

Executive
Business
TRAINING
for College Men
Prepare yourself for a successful career
in business. Avoid the wasted years nf
training in the "school of hard knocks"
Babson Institute offers a nine months'
residential course in executive trainlnl
that gives you the fundameiuaU of
business and actual experience in their
practical application.
Student! ore In a commercial envlninmtnt anj
under tile direction of builnensmcn, Ihty u
regular office hours and have frequent com,,^
with actual buslneas organizations. Ynu will a
proach "your first job" with the confiji-ncc bnm
of experience, ready for rapid progress.

Next Term Begins Marcli 26th

Mail Coupon for Booklet
Our booklet, "Training forBusiness Lfadershiti"
gives full information about this unique courul
of business training. Sent without oUi«.rirJr
Simply mall the coupon below. " ™*

BABSON
r INSTITUTE

"J

I DIv. L317 BabionPark.MaH. I

Send me, without obligation, "Training !
for Business Leadership" and complete

I particulars about Babion Institute, !

I Name |

CoNegt I
Address

[

! IZZZZIIII
j

I Home I

I
Address |

I '

City Stale
J

The Jaeckel
FUR..
SALE

Entire stock of fur coats, sep-

arate fur scarfs, men's fur coats

and motor robes drastically re-

duced for clearance.

H. JAECKEL & SONS
546 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clark. PrealJenl F. E. Moore, Vice-pTttidml A. E. Evans. Caahitr

Capital - - - $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Extended

Safety Dep>osit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms

MODERN DAIRY
ROBERT STEELE, Proprietor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM IN

NORTH ADAMS AND WILLIAMSTOWN
Of exceptioDally low bacteria coDtent aarl testing very high in butterfat content

PHONE NORTH ADAMS 2570-R

Service to All Parts of North Adams and Williamstown

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.

45 John Street, New York City

r'
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UNDEFEATED WILLIAMS

FIVE MEETS COLUMBIA

QUINTET HERE TONIGHT

Team Has Taken Five Games in a

Row; Amherst Bows, 38-19

In Last Contest

PURPLE TO FACE MOST
SERIOUS TEST TO DATE

Lions Have Won Seven Out of Ten

Starts ; Lost to Princeton,

Colgate, N. Y. U.

WILLIAMS NATATORS

BEAT BOWDOIN 59-18

Purple Varsity Takes Five Firsts;

Foster Makes Pool Record
In Backstroke

VARIED BILL WILL BE

PRESENTED ON FRIDAY

Little Theatre to Give 'A Railroad

Adventure', 'Half an Hour',

'A Merry Death'

Monday, January IH. The undefeated

Williams basketball team will faee its

itiost serious test of the season tonight

when it meets the Columbia quintet at

K.15 in the Lasell Gymnasium. The

l.ions, defendinK champions of the Eastern

liitcrcoUeKiate I-eaKue, have four out of

live of last year's regulars in their starlinf!

line-up, constituting practi(^ally the same

aggrfiRation which defeated the Purple

48-30 last year in New York and won 21

out of 23 starts.

The Purple (luintet has a record of five

victories in the current season and no de-

feats, but as yet the team has run up

against no serious opposition. During

(he past week, the team has l)een pointing

for the Columbia c^ontesl,. The combina-

tion of Fowle and Good at the forward po-

tiitions has worked well in the last three

encounters, Good being high scorer against

Amherst last Saturday. The Purple five

was weak on short shots from the floor

against Amherst but capitalized on ten out

of 13 tries from the foul line.

Columbia has won seven out of ten

starts. The Lions have beaten the Alum-

ni, Seaton Hall, St. Francis, Fordham,

Harvard, Cooper Union, and Cornell,

losing t<) N. Y. v., Colgate, and Prince-

Ion. The combination of Bender an<l

McCoy has showed itself to be just as

dangerous a scoring threat as it was last

year, wliilc McDowell, taking Gregory's

place at center, has been a big factor in

Columbia's victories this season.

Although Captain Bender's knee was

injur«l in the game against Princeton, and

The New York Times rei)orted that he

would not play the rest of the season,

(Continued on Seconi! Page)

1935 FIVE TROUNCES

WILBRAHAM BY 58-26

KroU and Navins Star For Purple

Together Sinking 17 Baskets

In One-Sided Game

Winning by the overwhelming score of

59-18 over Bowdoin last Saturday after-

noon, the Williams swimmers fulfilled

pr(!<li<'ti()ii8 (!xcept in one event, the back-

stroke, in which Foster of Bowdoin caj)-

tvired first place in breaking the pool

record of one minute 54 seconds. The
Purple Varsity took five first places, six

seconds, and two thirds, besides winning
both relays, allowing Bowdoin first places

in the backstroke and the dives.

The medley relay netted Williams six

points when Bixby widened the lead al-

ready given him, in the final laps against

Curson of Bowdoin. The 220-yard free

style was a closer race with Bird taking

first, Foster of the visitors i>lacing second,

and McMahon ol Williams coming third.

The 50-yard dash gave Swayze an easy

first in 25 seconds, with Davis of Williams

second and Esson of the Maine team close

behind.

The (living was mediocre, Carson of the

out-of-town team taking an easy first with

71.2 points over Lapham and Ach of Wil-

liams. Church of the Purple had a lead of

a full lap at the end of the 440, while

Fenton took second with a comfortable

lead over Trott of the visitors.

Fost«r of Bowdoin upset all predictions

in the 150-yard backstroke! by clipping

half a second off the pool record of 1 :54.5.

Kerr of Williams placed second and Easton

of Bowdoin third. In the breast stroke,

where Bowdoin boasted the greatest

strength before meet time. Smith and

Gilfillan of Williams both finished ahead

of Captain Densmore of the visitors.

Williams added eight more jjoints to its

swelling total with Beatty's first and Bix-

by's second in the hundred, leaving the

third place to Carson of Bowdoin. Wil-

liams, with Downs, Reynolds, Pierce, and

Davis, finished v/ell ahead in the final re-

lay.

Between the Bowdoin-Williams 100-

yard dash and the 200-yard n^lay, the

century race of the Prince Cup meet was

captured by Robinson in fiO.O seconds,

with Dayton second and Gordon third.

A summary of the meet follows:

Medley relay—Won by Williams (Kerr,

Smith, Bixby). Bowdoin (Easton, Dens-

more, Carson), second. Time: 3:2().8.

220-yd. free style—Won by Bird (W);

Foster (B), second; McMahon (W), third.

Time: 2:39.6

50-yd. free style—Won by Swayze (W);
{Continued on Fourth Page)

CASTS ARE WELL CHOSEN

Sellery, Davis, Haselmayer Direct

Bill ; Zalles, Wheeler, Ebeling,

McKnight Acting

TROY'S DEBUTANTES

APPLAUD GLEE CLUB

Musical Clubs Entertain Society

With Varied Program at

Hendrik Hudson

In a loosely-playeil game, marked by

many fouls and errors on both sides, the

undefeated 1935 basketball team com-

|)letely routed Wilbraham, 58-26, in l.,asell

(iynmasium last Saturday. The out-

come of the game was never in doubt, as

I he freshmen outplayed their opponents

from the first tip-off until the final whistle

blew.

The scoring started when Sullivan of the

visitors capitalized on a foul, which was
followed directly by a series of tallies by

Navins, Swan, and Kroll. EIrod ac-

counted for the first goal for the visitors

when he sank a long shot, followed by one

l\v Barton, which concluded the scoring

fi>r Wilbraham in the first period, while in

the meantime the freshmen had amassed

1 6 points.

The second quarter saw Meehan tally

for the freshmen, after which Swan, Kroll,

and Navins scored in quick succession,

before Elrod could find the basket.

Wilbraham added to their score when
Kullivan and Elrod made two free tosses

good. Navins sank a foul shot just be-

fore the whistle blew for the half. The
wore was 26-9.

The second half found Navins and
Kroll running up the Purple score almost

at will, when between them they amassed
3(1 of their team's total points, before

•lones and Stanton replaced them. In the

final jjeriod, the Williraham quint«t, led

by Elrod and Sullivan, made a desperate

last-minute attempt, and doubled their

•(core against the paralizcd Freshmen
substitutes. The game endc<l 58-26 in

favor of the 1935 aggregation.

Navins and Kroll starred for the victors,

while Elrod played well for Wilbraham.
A summary of the game followa:

(Continued on Tliird Page)

Presenting a fantasy, a light comedy
and a serious drama, the Lilile Theatre

will give its second bill of the season next

Friday evening, January 22, in .lesup

Hall Auditorium. The program will open

with Molnar's A Uailroad Adjenture, fol-

lowed by Barrie's Half an Hour, and the

third curtain will be raised for Yevrienoff's

A Merry Death.

The first play, a comedy of wits, written

in a brilliant sophisticated style, concerns

the adventures of two strangers who meet

on a railroad trip. The two passengers

while away their time in conversation, into

which an element of plot enters. Sellery

will ilirect this typically Molnar presen-

tation, the lines of which equal those of

The Good Fairy, now on Broadway. Mrs.

Leake and McKnight, who have starred in

past Little Theatre and Cap arul Bells

Ijerformances, will make up the cast.

Half an Hour, directed by Davis '33, is

a social drama which deals with a woman's

love, giving an insight to the eternal

triangle. While comic in parts, it is es-

sentially a study of character, and is some-

what similar in conception to The Twelve

Pound Look, produced here last May.
The last on the program, A Merry

Death, is a Harlequinade in which we see a

somewhat unconventional treatment of this

very traditional story. The play is char-

acterized by an air of whimsical artificiality

which adds to its fantastic lightness, and

is extremely theatrical in that each char-

acter is conscious thit he is playing a part.

Harlequin, who is *.he epitome of merri-

ment, is approaching the hour of death

an<l yet can face it with carefree manner

and a light heart. In spite of any comic

details, it is essentially a story of pathos

and poignancy. An able and exper-

ienced cast, Miss Leake, Zalles, Ebeling

and Ray, will sujiport this Yevrienoff

drama.
(Continued on Third Page)

PURPLE FIVE TAKES

LITTLE THREE CLASH

FROM AMHERST, 38-19

CONFERENCE EVOKES

COMMENTS OF MANY

Socialist Labor Party Wishes To

Be Included ; Some Object

to W. Z. Foster

The announcement of the plans for the

Intercollegiate Conference on Capitalism

and its Alternatives has drawn comments

from both radical and conservative

sources, otijecting either to the inclusion

of some of the representative speakers or

to the exclusion of others. The confer-

ence is to be held on the 12lh and 13th of

February at Williams under the auspices

of the Liberal Club, and will be centered

on the speeches of Norman Thomas,

Jacob Viner, William Z. Foster, and Carlo

M. Flumiani.

The Socialist Labor Party writes: "All

other political parties have one thing in

common, and that is that they desire in

some form or other to continue the present

political state, whereas the Socialist Labor

Party takes the position that the present

political state must be abolished in it«

entirety, and that in its place the workers

must rear an industrial form of govern-

ment. . . . This conference or symposium

will not be complete without a representa-

tive of the Socialist Labor Party. The

fact of the matter is that the conference

will be merely a debate between various

groui)S each of which agrees that the pres-

ent system must be reformed, that it is

possible and therefore desirable, to amelio-

rate the conditions of the workers, whereas

the Socialist Labor Party <leclares that

reform is worse than useless, that it leads

backward instead of forward, and that the

condition of the working class cannot be

(Continued on Third Pa^e)

ROBINSON LEADS FOR PRINCE CUP

Wins Both 50 and 100-yd. Dashes

As Gordon Takes Second

Winning the 50 and 100-yd. dashes, be-

sides taking third in the breast stroke,

Robinson, '35 leads with 12 points in the

Prince Cup meet held annually for Fresh-

men. Gordon is second, as a result of his

taking second in both the 50-yd. dash and

the breast stroke and a third in the 100-yd.

swim, while Dayton with five points is

tied for third with Guiterman, who won
the breast stroke.

The results of the meet so far follows:

50-yd. dash—first, Robinson; second,

Gordon; third, Dayton; fourth, Blake.

100-yd. dash—first, Robinson; second,

Dayton; third, Gordon; fourth, Coijeland

Breast stroke—first, Guiterman; second,

Gordon; third, Robinson; fourth, How-
ard.

The point-score follows:

The Musical Clubs, taking thirty-five

singers and the Purple Knights to Troy,

gave a (toiK^ert at the Hotel Hendrik

Hudson under the auspices of a com-

mittee headed by Mrs. James H. Donnelly,

last Friday evening. The ])rogram was

given in the Main Ballroom, and many
<lebutantes, so(dety leaders, and Williams

graduates and undergraduates came to

hear the Glee Clul) in ita fourth presen-

tation of the year.

Opening the evening's entertainment

with the rendition of Yard by Yard and
' Neath the Shadow of the Hills, the Glee

Club sang, as a second group, Now Sleeps

tlie Crimson Petal and Fireflies, a Russian

folk song. The Purple Knights Trio then

offered a little variety in special arrange-

ments of Miss Annabelle Lee and Hi
Diddle Diddle, which were much ap-

plauded by an enthusiastic audience.

The Glee Club followed the Trio with

Mark Andrews' Sea Fever and Fisher's

Negro spiritual. Deep River, and the

orchestra closed the first half of the pro

gram with several selections.

Reopening the concert with the lilting

tune. Swing Along, and The Cossack, the

club gave the stage again to the trio and

the orchestra who sang and j)layed several

modern numbers. As a climax before

the final group of selections and the sing-

ing of The Mountains, the octet appeared

and altem|)ted the rendition of Schneider's

Band, but whether amused to see the

audience laugh or taken with the humorous

verses of its own "tromping" march, one

by one its members, consumed with

hysteria, stopped singing and left the

concert-goers "in the dark" as to the

ultimate fate of Schneiders' Band. Col-

lecting itself hurriedly, the eight singers

gave Keep in the Middle of the Road and,

in the manner of eight masters, operati-

cally delivered Rigoletto, the piece de re-

sistance of the evening. J. Raymond
Boyce, tenor, was called again and again

to the curtain and finally consented to

sing as an encore (with the seven other

members of the octet) The Peanut Vendor.

Shortly after the conclusion of the

concert, with the Purple Knights fur-

nishing the music, a dance was held in the

ballroom. A great part of the audience

remained for this entertainment, and

danced until after one.

The Glee Club membership includes:

Baldwin, Boyce, Higinbotham, Hoffman
'32, Adams, Phipps, Rhoades, Stobbs '34,

(Continued on Third Page)

DePasqua and Gregg Are Unable

To Check Williams in Game
At Amherst

QUINTET MISSES SHORT
SHOTS BUT SINKS FOULS

Good and Markoski Lead Scoring

In Easy Test ; Sheehan Sinks

Seven Fouls

Piling up an early lead, the Williams

basketball team took the first leg on the

1932 !-iltle Three basketball title, when it

outclassed the Amherst five, 38-19, last

Saturday night in Amherst. The Purple

quintet, although playing a sloppy game
at times, had no trouble in gaining a lead

and coasting through the rest of tlie con-

test.

Williams got off to a flying start and

piled up seven points before the Sabrinas

could register a tally. Good, Fowle, and

Markoski accounted for 16 points in the

first pcTiod, whil(! (Jregg scored two field

goals for Amherst. The score at the half

was: Williams 20; Amherst 8.

The second half saw the Purple con-

tinue to outclass the Purple and White

quintet, although Coach Caldwell sent in

numerous substitutes. DePasqua, for Am-
herst, and Monicr, for W'illiams, each sank

two field goals in this period. The final

score was: Williams 38; Amherst 19.

Captain Good and Markoski were high

scorers of the evening with eight points.

Fowle and Sheehan followed closely with

seven, Sheehan being blanked from the

floor but ca|)ilalizing on seven out of eight

tries from the foul line. Gregg was high

scorer for Amherst with six points, while

DePasqua's floor work stopped several

Williams plays. The Purple showed itself

weak on short shots from the floor, but

the record of ten successful shots out of

thirteen from the foul line helped boost the

count.

A summary of the game follows:

(Continued on Second Page)

DR. KOO WILL SPEAK

WEDNESDAY EVENING

Chinese Lecturer Has Selected as

His Subject, 'Red China and

Christianity'

Robinson
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BACKWARD PROGRESS
The abandonment of the Honor Section idea in 1-2 courses which has marked the

past year, leaving in operation only one of the four secticns which were functioning

two years ago, is a retreat from a highly progressive and desirable step. An effort to

overcome schedule difficulties, and to reinstate, if not broaden the appUeation of this

principle of sectioning-according-to-ability would be an auspicious way to open the

new semester.

The Honor Section, in its opportunities for more mature work at a livelier gait,

with its relief from the schoolboy atmosphere, and its revelation both of new interests

and of the scope of the Major, forms but a logical extension of the Honors Work theory

in a practical form to the underclass years.

There is nothing at all in the history of such special sections at the College to deny

the validity of the principle involved. What difficulties have been encountered have

been on matters of administration only, and promise to yield to experimentation.

Certainly the 21 years in which Latin 1-2 has included a most successful Honor Section

should be testimony to the enduring soundness of the idea.

Wherever there is a large enrollment there is a chance for the profitable use of a

special section: not only where it has abeady been tried, as in the 1-2 courses in po-

litical science, history, and English, (or, less recently, the Romanic languages); but

also certainly in German, economics, and philosophy, if not in the sciences. It seems

to us that the use of the Honor Section is almost a moral obligation upon the Faculty,

until real experiment may show the basic principle to be faulty. Here is one ot the

more progressive innovations in American college education: to deprive competent

students of its advantages seems distinctly unfair to them, and Ukely to be in the long

run detrimental to the mental tone of the College.

THE BOOKKEEPING MENAGE -

"Marks" must go! It is an increasingly strong note in progressive experimen-

tation in American colleges and universities. Within the past year Yale, the Univer-

sity of Chicago, and Rollins have announced steps designed to reduce over-emphasis

on intellectual bookkeeping; and now the Harvard Business School presents a plan

looking to the same end, with a new grading scheme which abolishes all specific marks,

and gives only "distinction", "pass", and "failure".

Marks will go sometime, to be looked back upon as relics of the barbarous past of

our higher "education",—when the real purpose of the college had been clouded under

the competitive bustle of accumulating sufficient scalps to win a parchment scroll of

dubious lieauty. One used to exchange cigar coupons on the same principle: a pink

one for ten green ones.

Marks will go, and their passing will be signalled by the adoption of "passing" and

"failing" as the sole grades, plus, perhaps, a special certification for graduate study.

The prerequisite, of course: a revised admissions system. The necessary accompani-

ment: comprehensive examinations, preferably graded by examiners outside the col-

lege Faculty.

The problem with which such a step as the recent Harvard move undertakes to

deal is part of the broader question of eliminating, or at least minimizing, the compet-

itive spirit on the campus.

Comijetition may be the life of trade. It is the death of the Real College.

Competition is today one of the few Ideas which one can always discern as an

element in campus public opinion : it is the motor power of the extra-curricular scheme,

and therein is necessary, though not to the degree to which it prevails; but it is also

an active force on the curricular side, and there its influence is unnecessary and de-

plorable. Grades, Phi Beta Kappa, "Honors", valedictory positions, all stand as

tangible signs of scholastic competition essentially antagonistic to education.

For competition, save with his own standards, does not belong in a man's college

career proper. Otherwise it is a disturbing influence, stressing externalities. Credit

bookkeeping and scholastic gewgaws, not harmful in themselves, nevertheless exert

regular and not too subtle influence upon the undergraduate point of view, blunting

natural interests, warping the sense of values, restricting free disposition of energy.

Until the college ceases to be a credit economy, it will never really become a free place

of the mind.

iiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiMmMiiniiiiiiiuit:

Communications \

Although rommunicBtions may bo published 5
unsigned, if so requested, the name of the writer |
must in every case be submitted to the e.litor. s

The Moanl aesumes no rosponsibiltty, however, s
for the farts as stated, nor for tiie opinions s
expressed in this departti.ent. 5
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A PARENT'S IMPRBSSIONS OF
THE WILLIAMS CHAPEL SERVICE

Editor, The Williams Record,

Dear Sir:

My son is a sophomore at Williams, and

as we live in a nearby city with trains run-

ning at very inconvenient hours, some

4. . L-...

members of the family have driven hmi
over Sunday morning in time for church,

and stayed for the church service on sev-

eral occasions during the last year and a
half.

The last time this happened, his uncle

was visiting, and the trip and the chance
to attend a service in Williams College

Cha|)el quite appealed to him. But I was
distinctly disapirainted to have to miss my
own church service and the surety of hear-

ing a helpful, stimulating sermon from our
fearless, young, progressive minister.

However, I thought perhaps we might find

someone on that order at Williams this

time, and perhaps I had been unfortu-

nate iu visiting on off Sundays at other

t imes.

I was disapijointed again, as it happen-

ed. As before, the music lacked "ixip,"

and the minister was elderly and gave a

rambling talk a bit hard to follow. The

HtuilcntB left their morning newspapers

perforce in the outer vestibule, but many

of them brought in small books which,

while leaning forward in a devotional atti-

tude, they could read through the service,

or occasionally indulge in conversation

which was amusing. Here and there a

student appeared to be listening, and a

chance illustratiou might ('utch the atten-

tion of several, but they soon settled back

in their seats to endure the rest of the

service. Of course, being surrounded by

people with a generally undevotional atti-

tude made it difficult for anyone, really

desirous of gleaning some good from the

service, to do so.

Afterward, as I jKindered the name of

the minister and some of his illustrations,

I realized he must have been a man who

had done quite a wonderful work and

made some stir in the papers twenty or

more years ago, before students of today

learned to read. I asked my son if that

was the sort of service they usually had,

and he said, "Well, yes. Last year we did

have two or three interesting, men."

And I wondered what had happened to

Williams to insist on the student body

attending church, morning chapel, and

vespers, and then not make every possible

effort to provide services as interesting to

young people, stimulating, and thought-

provoking as possible. What an oppor-

tunity lost! I could not help feeling dis-

appointed and saddened. Also, it seems

to me that such a system deadens any live

interest in religion a boy might start with,

and so defeats entirely the original inten-

tion of compulsory chapel.

In one city only thirty miles away, every

Sunday afternoon, some outstanding man
in the field of religion comes to speak to

student bodies. Couldn't Williams Col-

lege cooperate and arrange to have some

of those men speak at Williams in the

morning?

I cannot help comparing the experience

of my daughter, a senior in a well-known

New England college, with that of the

Williams son. She has come home thrilled

by some of the men she has heard. And
then, after hearing our own minister, she

has said, "Well, Mother, I have heard no

one any better at college." This same
minister has been here three years and a

half and yet, in all this time, Williams, so

near, has not even discovered him, to my
knowledge. No doubt the proportion of

girls interested in the religious life of the

college my daughter attends is small, but

for those who are interested, a stimulating,

progressive, up-to-date program is offered.

What is the matter with Williams?

Couldn't the college afford to take a com-
mittee of students into her confidence and
get their ideas about the sort of religious

service that would appeal to their genera-

tion? If finances have anything to do
with this matter, surely the college has

plenty of money for other things regarded

as important. Aren't the characters of

her students and their future lives and
usefulness more important than anything

else? When the great problems of inter-

national and racial relations, social and
business adjustment, etc., are put up to

the high-minded, educated, unselfish men
and women of the generation of young
people now in college, will there be a gen-
erous quota of Williams men among those

helping to solve them?

An Interenied Parent.

Purple Five Takes
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

Conference Evokes

Comments Of Many
(Continued from First Page)

jiii|irovetl under capitalism and that tlie

iiimiinent downfall of capitalism renders

it imperative that the workinf? class or-

(ranizc now, industrially as well as pnliti-

ciilly, for 'he immediate overthrow of

<'iipitalism."

A conservative objects to the inclusion

of William Z. Foster on the list of speakers

aiul also states: "There is a lot that is bad,

even disgraceful, in America. Our city

({overnments are graft-ridden and wicked-

ly extravagant; we have been ex|)loited in

ii shameful way by capitalists; through the

iiilroiluction of the direct primary we

have suffered a terrific national loss in the

aliolition of party responsibility, and yet,

with all these things, America is the best

[ihice in the world to live in. Its standard

of living is higher than anywhere else; its

individual initiative is greater."

The conference aims its enquiry at the

CIonomic organization of the future, with

tho emphasis on the study of capitalism,

.siicssing the economic, rather than the

smial or political aspects of the question.

1 1 is backed by the trustees some of whom
luive contributed funds personally to-

wards its expense. In the words of one of

them, we have the following comment:

i do think that conferences of almost any

kind within reason, which the undergradu-

ates wish to have, should be encouraged

aiul that certainly no obstacle should be

thrown in the way of any such conference

ill which the undergraduates are sufficient-

ly interested to arrange or finance."

The method which the Liberal Club is

ii!iing in seeking the direction that modem
economic organization is taking, is to

present the arguments of the four different

schools of economic thinking. It has

selected the most convincing, authorita-

tive, and capable representatives from

these schools, and it remoins strictly and

thoroughly impartial in its attitude to-

wards the conference.

International Shop
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,

INVENTORY SALE
January 1—February 1

Before going abroad to buy, I will sell many attrac-
tive aiitB, below cost. Great reductiona on every
articfe in the shop. Wonderful opportunities on the
$3.00 table. Bridge prices, birthday gifts, 30c-$l.00

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT

AMHERST WRESTLERS

CONQUER PURPLE, 18-16

Match Characterized by Vigorous
Fighting and Large Number

Of Quick Falls

By preventing Titus of Williams from
gaining a fall on him, Krieger of Amherst,
contestant in the unHmited class, brought
victory to the Sabrina wrestling team by a
count of 18 to 16, for the first time in sev-

eral years last Saturday in the Pratt Gym-
nasium at Amherst. With the exception

of the lightest class, all of the matches were
fast and vigorous, providing a thrilling

spectacle for an enthusiastic audience.

Save Goldblatt, all of the Williams vet-

erans were successful. The defeat of the

other members of the team can be attrib-

uted to lack of experience, since four of

them were representing the college for the

first time.

The 12()-lb. and 135-lb. events in which
Schwartz and Baylis scored for the Purple,

were by far the most exciting on the card.

Schwartz in the lighter class put up a
fierce battle at the start and in quick time

had Duncan of Amherst on the floor with a

crotch hold and half nelson. Baylis, de-

pending on skill rather than energy, used a

hammerlock and half nelson to put Dia-

mond of Amherst down in one minute and

forty-five seconds.

In the 118-lb. class Nystrom of Amherst

gained a time advantage of 2:34 over De-

Mallie in the opening moments of the

contest. The remainder of the match was

inactive both of the men standing up and

hesitating to grapple.

Bruckner of Williams fought a hard

battle in the 145-lb. class, but the exper-

ience of Lane, Amherst, enabled him to

throw the Williams man with a half nelson

and crotch hold in two minutes. Coming
as a surprise, the defeat of Goldblatt at the

hands of Davidson, a promising sophomore

can probably be attributed to over-

confidence on the part of the purple

wrestler.

Captain Carroll of Williams made a

superb effort to gain a fall on Partridge but

had to be contented with the large time

advantage of six minutes owing to the

Sabrina man's excellent defensive tactics.

Curry, making his debut for Williams in

the 175-11). class wardetl off Morse for

more than seven minutes, but finally suc-

cumbed to a half nelson and crotch hold.

Beginning Tuesday, Coach Bullock will

hold trials for the meet with Wesleyan

next Saturday. Since the Cardinals have

three very good wrestlers, it is believed

that the contest will be a close one.

Following is the summary of the meet:

Score—Amherst 18, Williams 16.

118-lb. class—Nystrom (A) won from

DeMallie (W) by referee's decision. Time
advantage: 2:34.

126-lb. class—Schwartz (W) threw Dun-
can (A) with crotch hold and half nelson.

Time: 1:48.

135-11). class—Baylis (W) threw Dia-

mond (A) with hammer lock and half nel-

son. Time: 1:45.

145-lb. class—Lane (A) threw Bruckner

(W) with half nelson and crotch hold.

Time: 2:00.

155-Ib. class— Davidson (A) threw Gold-

blatt (W) with half nelson and crotch hold.

Time: 1:46.

165-lb. class—Carroll (W) won from

Partridge (A) by referee's decision. Time
advantage: 6:00.

175-lb. class— Morse (A) threw Curry

(W) with a half nelson and crotch hold.

Time: 7:10.

Unlimited class—Titus (W) won from

Krieger (A) by referee's decision. Time
advantage: 4:27.

Troy's Debutantes

Applaud Glee Club
|

(Contlnuod from First Page)

Millar, Newkom, M. H. Smith, Westin I

'35, first tenors; Erskine, .Searl, Vaill,

Yarnellc '32, Bond, Vredenburgh '33,

D. H. Ogilvy '34, Carpenter, Green, I

Stoddard, Wise '35, second tenors; He-
bard, Payne, Sherwood, Stearn, Stoddard
'32, Catherall '33, Burton, S. M. Webb
'34, L'Ecluse, Low, Miller '35, first

basses; Hord, Kent, Mason, Winner '32,
|

Babcock, .Johnson, Knapp, Nichols, H.
G. Webster '33, Griffin '34, Desloge,

McClure '35, second basses; R. K. Gard-|
ner, leader.

1935 Five Trounces

WilbrahamBy58-26|
(Continued from First Page)

WILLIAMS 1935 G F P
Navins, r.f. 9 1 19

Jones ;i 2 4

Kroll, l.f., c. • 8 10

Lasher !• 2 4

McCall . -i. 10 2

Swan, c. .204
Collins, r.g. >

Wellman 10 2

Meighan, l.g. 3 17
28 58

WILBRAHAM
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THE HENRY GOLD CO., Tailors
278 YORK STREET

Fine tailoring requires good fabrics, capable workmanship and expert designing. You are

cordially invited to inspect our new Spring line of British woolens at new low prices.

BRANCH STORE
73 MT. AUBURN ST., CAMBRIDGE

SATURDAYS
HOTEL BILTMORE, NEW YORK

Showing at The College Restaurant, MONDAY and TUESDAY, JANUARY 18th and 19th
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I The Press Box I
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A few words from President Hibben's

report to the trustees of Princeton seem to

strike the very greatest fallacy in American

higher education: "One of the main ob-

jectives of our endeavour and attainment

is the development of the upper class plan

of study designed to bring into play the

Junction of reason rather than memory,

the appeal to the initiative of our students

and their resourcefulness."

The fallacy begins with the prohibition

of notes and reference books in exami-

nations. Under the present system so

much effort is devoted to the temporary

retention of facts that little opportunity

remains for the development of reason.

Certain teachers attempt a combination

with fortunate results,—but the balance

even so continues to lean toward the futile

parrot method, and the fledgeling with the

gift of memory is in the highest honor.

"He has a good mind, but he is a poor

student." How many hundreds of times

has this pathetic alibi echoed through the

halls of learning! No disparagement is

made here against the advantages of

memory, but assertion is made that the

clientele of colleges has changed • of late

far more quickly than have the colleges

themselves. Just as the automobile man-
ufacturer must be ever on the alert to

change his models to the newest conven-

ience, so educators should observe the

trend of the times and adapt their methods

accordingly.

Colleges are no longer the retreat of

future professional men . Today the meat-

packers and the musicians of tomorrow,

the future industrialists and authors all

meet on a common campus. Few of

these will carry away with them what

they have learned by rote,—but every

last one of them will retain the slight

(t

THE

SATURDAY TEA
DANCE CLUB

Will be continued under the direction of Mrs.

Huntington Tappin and Mrs. William H. Tew
in the Egyptian Room of the Hotel St. Regis.

•

From four to six-thirty o'clock

' Vincent Lopez and his orchestra

..::...„ $1.75 per person

Fifth Avenue at E. 55th, New York

Does Reading the Paper Hurt Your Eyes?

If your eyes hurt and you feel tired after an hour or so
of reading fine newspaper print, look out. You are straining

your eyes. You need more light and you need it right now.
For reading, card playing or other close work specialists

recommend 60 to 100 watt Mazda lamps.

Buy them by the Carton and Save 10%

WILLIAMSTOWN GAS COMPANY

ability to reason which it may have been

his good fortune to pick up.

But Alma Mater draws up to her full

height and says "these people should not

come to college." But by God, Alma,

these people are here and you must open

your arms to them and take them to your

bosom! Will you deny light to any

man?
When DinglehofTer '35 finds a new

method for preserving sauerkraut, will he

write on the can "I have neither given

nor received aid in the discovery of this

method"? Will Pennywort '37, when he

finishes his article for the week's issue of

the Scranton Scream, swear that he has

neither given nor received aid in its prep-

aration? Of course not,—aid and assist-

ance are adjunctive to every human
accomplishment. And this being true

should not Alma Mater stress rather the

practice of the art of reasoning—learning

to use aid and assistance— , than the

gargantuan task of accumulating facts.

The mind should be a librarian,—not a

library.

Sutraser
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—Being a column about nothing at all,

and written for much the same reason.

Childe Herald having outlived its useful-

ness. Paltry Stuff having long since died of

old age, and Other Campuses having failed

to survive the trials of birth, we feel duty

bound to pick up and carry the burning

torch. A very sincere apology to the

originator of this column.

For the benefit of the average reader of

this news sheet, the Editor last week con-

tributed his vote—denying at the same

time that right is determined by the

majority—for the Chapel. Read the

editorial; it is short and should interest

you. Copies may be examined free of

charge at Bemie's.

The Editor makes no assertion as to

definite religious benefits to be gained

from attending Chapel. Perhaps he is

right in not doing so. Instead, he argues

that "Chapel is a good alarm clock"

(Italics our own). Dr. Garfield denies

the "alarm clock" argument; what a blow

to his vanity!

Incidentally, to repeat a statement

once made by our predecessor. Chapel
attendance is not compulsory; it is

merely required.

A bit of history for the Freshmen:
Once upon a time, in the good old days, the

members of the Faculty, as well as the

students were required to attend Chapel

reverently and regularly. The Faculty,

however, being aware of its importance,

interpreted the rule to the effect that the

Faculty should attend reverently and the

Student Body regularly. This is the

story, at any rate.

Personally we do not like the Sunday
Vespers. We know that the services are

beautiful; but this beauty would, we feel,

be much more appreciated if the under-

graduate need go only when in the proper

receptive mood. Whether there would be

any attendance is beside the point. It

comes at a devilishly inconvenient hour!

Sextus.

P.S. Paltry has just risen from the dead
—to call us . . .

Williams Natators

Beat Bowdoin 59-18

(Ck>ntlnued from First Page)

Davis (W), second; Esson (B), third.

Time: 25 seconds.

Dives—Won by Carson (B); Lapham

(W), second; Ach (W), third. Winning

points: 71.2.

440-yd. free style—Won by Church

(W); Fenton (W), second; Trott (B),

third. Time: 5:48.4.

150-yd. backstroke—Won by Foster

(B); Kerr (W), second; Easton (B), third.

Time: 1:54. (Pool Record).

200-yd. breast stroke—Won by Smith

Gilfillan (W), second;
'('Lstiiore

100-yd. free style—Won by B(Mtty(\V).

Bixby (W), second; Carson (B), thij/

Time: 58.2 seconds.

200-yd. relay—Won by Wiiiij,,,^

(Downs, Reynolds, Pierce, Davis).
Udj..

(loin (Esson, Easton, Foster, Calkin),
see.

ond. Time: 1 :4fi.4.

Starter—Graham. Timers— Ki'ller, Mil.

ham, Shepard, p;. Judges of diviii(;-_

Graham, Noehren, Perry. Judges of fin-

ish—Allen, Graham, Perry.

Prince Cup Meet—100-yd. free sty||w

Won by Robinson; Dayton, socciiiil; Gor-

don, third. Time; 60.6 seconds.

FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY

20% REDUCTION -

ON THESE ASSOJfTMENTS OF FINE FINCHLEY

MERCHANDISE. SHIRTS, NECKWEAR, GOLF

HOSE, HALF-HOSE, MUFFLERS, ROBES,

PAJAMAS, JEWELRY, HATS AND SHOES.

REDUCTIONS DO NOT APPLY ON

CLOTHES TAILORED TO MEASURE

EXHIBITION
AT BEMIS'

TODAY AND TOMORROIV
Tom Carlson, Rep.

THE

FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

TACONIC LUMBER CO.

Building Materials

Chesterfields . .
.
Sweaters . . . Leather ]ac\ets . . . Suits . . . Tuxedos . . . Furnishings

Dick Kendrick will be at Rudnick^s Sample Room on Tuesday and Wednesday, January 19 and 20
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DR. KOO LECTURES ON

CHRISTIANITY IN CHINA

Introduces Talk with Brief Sketch

of Three Important Chinese

Philosophies

The vitality which contact with Chris-

linn beliefs and ideals is gradually iiistill-

iiiK in the Chinese civilization was empha-

si/cd by Dr. T. Z. Koo, vice president of

(Ik; WorUi's Student Christian Federation,

ill his lecture, entitled "China and Chris-

tiiiiiity", on Wednesday evening in Jesup

Iliill. His appearance was made possible

|)v the decision of the trustees of the Hay-

stuck Monument fund to devote the in-

come to securing a lecturer of international

character rather than to hold the usual

Commencement prayer meeting.

Br. Koo began by sketching hrieliy the

three main schools of thought in China,

developed by Confucius, Tao, and Moh-

t«c; then went on to compare them with

Christianity an<l to discuss their effects on

the Chinese people. Confucius is the

most widely followed of the three, and his

tciu'hings represent a code of ethics for the

relations between men. He describes

(lod in terms of heaven, which "is a state of

ciniilibrium and harmony. It is this c(m-

dition which man should strive to reflect

ill his heart and translate into terms of

practical conduct." The word benevolence

was used by the lecturer as the nearest

English equivalent which he could find to

express the desired meaning. This philos-

opher also emphasized "propriety in

everything and in Uiaching the people to

a|)preciate good music." Indeed he ad-

vised the government not to allow im-

proper music as it would make their task

infmitely harder. The same thing is

fomul in modern times since "jazz is

hugely responsible for the crime wave."

The teachings of Tao and Moh-tse were

then explained by Dr. Koo. The former

revolted against the set rules of conduct

and philosophy laid down by Confucius,

"emphasizing instead the cultivation of the

Jn'ier spirit. He believed that life is some-

thing mystical and elusive yet active and

powerful, which cannot be bound by a set

of ndes. This then is the reason the

(Jhinese are happy under any conditions,

for they believe that the inner spirit can

ri.se above any material hardships."

Moh-tse preached pacilisni and the prac-

lire of "inclusive love, loving everyone if

Possible". "He had no use for a man who
(lid not earn his own living or indulged in

any luxuries. One of his sayings was that

'A nation which makes too many things is

close to the border of lunacy.' It is from

his teachings that, the Chinese get their

traditional love of iieace."

"All three of these lack any conception

of the leading personality of God, and for

(Continued on Second PRge)

PURPLE FIVE SNATCHES VICTORY

FROM LIONS, 40-34, IN OVERTIME

Lawrence Exhibition to

Show Modern Art Again

GOOD, MONIER, MARKOSKI, SHEEHAN, FOWLE
Veteran Stars of the Undefeated Basketball Team, Which Turned Back

Columbia Monday and Will Meet Wesleyan Tonight in

the Seventh Game of the Season

NO YONG PARK TREATS

MANCHURIAN TROUBLES

Chinese Authority on Far Eastern

Affairs Analyzes Japanese

Advancements

PURPLE FIVE TO PLAY

AT WESLEYAN TONIGHT

Cardinals Have Won Four Out of

Seven Games ; Williams Is

Still Undefeated

The fourth art exhibition to be held in

the Lawrence Hall Museum this year will

consist of a group of fifteen paintings by

French and American artists, which will

be shown from the 7th t,o the 28tli of

February. The exhibit conies from the

Phillips Memorial (iailery, Washington,

D. C, and includes several of its most im-

Iiortant paintings.

The collection will be of interest as a

comparison of the different schools ol

Nineteenth and Twentieth Century work.

The Romanticists, for instance, are repre-

sented by Arthur Davies' Hose Id Hose, in

the Venetian manner, which will be hung

with Boudin's Impressionistic Veiiice,

Evening and the Harvest of Pissarro. The

outstanding pieces of the exhibition, how-
(Contlnued on Fourth Page I

Fowle's Tap-in Ties Score with 15

Seconds To Play as Monier

Misses Foul Try

GAME THRILLS LARGE CROWD

Team Gains Early Lead but Trails

26-16 at Half; Holds Lions

in Second Period

WALTER HAMPDEN TO

LECTURE HERE SUNDAY

Eminent Shakespearian Authority

Will Speak on 'Romance in

the Theater'

Walter Hampden, one of the greatest

actors in the ' United States, a widely-

renowned dramatic critic, and an eminent

authority on the works of Shakespeare,

will address the college under the auspices

of the Forum, Sunday evening at 7.30 p. m.

in .lesup Hall. Mr. Hampden has chosen

for the subject of his lecture, "Romance in

the Theater", a subject upon which he is

well qualified to speak as a result of his

many years' connection with the legitimate

stage.

Beginning his life of acting in I-ondon

ill the early part, of the twentieth century,

Walter Hampden's rise to popularity has

heen steady reaching its climax in 1925

when he played the name part in "llam-
li'l '. His fame has chiefly come as a result

.of his ability to depict the major characters

in Shakesi)eare'8 great tragedies, including

"Othello", "Macbeth", and the role of

Shylock in the "Merchant of Venice".

Among the other Shakespearian plays

in which he has acted the leading part are

"The Tempest", "llomeo and .luliet", and
"The Taming of the Shrew". During the

winter of 1923 he revived Rostand's

Cyrano de Bergerac", playing it in what
is now known as The Hampden Theater
ill New York. His last play was the

"lionds of Interest", which ran in the

Metropolitan district during the 1929-30
wason.

".Japanese aggression into Manchuria

has left fatal results not only in China

itself, but has revived militarism every-

where and has struck a death blow to all

our anti-war pacts," stated No Yong

Park, authority on Far Eastern affairs

in his lecture under the auspices of the

Forum here last Sunday evening. "All

the machinery for the prevention of war

is dangerously threatened by this ciisis."

"The present trouble in China appar-

ently arose over the alleged destruction of

a .lapanese railroad bridge by Chinese

troops near Mukden in Manchuria, but

the real trouble had noihing to do with

this event. The weakness and chaotic

condition of Chinese government is one

of the fundamental causes of all the

China-Japanese troubles.

"The main cause for the Eastern

troubles is the failure of the Japanese

liberals to gain control over the military

cliques which are now running the govern-

ment. These cliques came into power

through their imperialistic policies in

Manchuria. If, however, the western

nations would join together against them

by upholding the London Naval Pact, then

the Japanese liberals could regain control

at home and end the policy of imperialism"

As another basic cause for the dispute,

Mr. Park spoke of the crowded conditions

in Japan due to the large family pension

now in use there. "Japan wants Man-

churia, but the world powers would band

against her if she seized it outright, so

Japanese militarism used the bridge inci-

dent as a long-awaited excuse, and torty-

eight hours after the explosion had occu-

pied the entire area.

"The Japanese violated the Kellogg

Pact when, on the grounds of self-defense

against banditry, they endangered Chi-

nese integrity by deliberately resorting

to force in the seizure of Manchuria

where they have set up a government of

the Japanese, by the Japanese and for

the Japanese. All in open opposition,

that is all Chinese, are classed as bandits,

and are shot and killed in the name of

banditry.

"The Japanese had no more right to

take Manchuria in self-defense than they

would have of taking Boston for the same

reason. The name 'self-defense' has

covered a multitude of sins, and many

wars have been fought for this reason,

but none can compare with Japan's ag-

gression into Manchuria. The world of

nations are challenged by Japanese mili-

tary cliques in the interest of world

peace."

With prestige enhanced by the 40-36

victory over Columbia Monday evening,

the Williams basketball team will meet the

Wesleyan quintet at 8 o'clock tonight,

at Middletown, in the second Little Three

court contest of the season. The Cardinal

and Black aggregation presents a record of

four wins out of seven starts, while the

Purple is undefeated, having won six in a

row.

Since Monday evening, when the

Williams team toppled the Lions in a stir-

ring encounter. Coach Caldwell has given

the first string a comnlete rest and has

been working with tint substitutes. The
Purple showed its best form of the season

in the game with Columbia, as it over-

came a ten point lead at the half to win in

the overtime. The game with Wesleyan

will be the last until after the mid-year

examinations, when the Purple will take

a trip north to play Rochester and Buffalo

during the recess.

Wesleyan has a veteran line-up. The
Cardinals have beaten Union, 48-39,

R. P. I., 40-35, Brown, 38-36, and C. A. C,
40-29, losing to Coast Guard Ace, 23-21,

Springfield, 46-36, and Worcester Poly-

technic Institute, 36-26. Schlums, Var-

sity football star, and Johnstone, the

Cardinal forwards, are the high scorers of

the season for Wesleyan. In the game
Wednesday night with C. A. C, John-

(Continued on Second Page)

The Reverend Titus '15 To Preach

The Reverend Joseph H. Titus '15,

Rector of Grace Church, Jamaica, Long

Island, will i)rcach in St. John's Church at

the 10.45 service tomorrow morning. Mr.

Titus, whose home is in Pittsfield, was

assistant minister at St. Thomas' Church,

Fifth Avenue, New York, before he was

called to his present rectorship. He is

exchanging pulpits with the Reverend

Garner M. Day who will conduct the

morning service at Jamaica, Ix)ng Island.

PROFESSOR VINER TO

TALK AT CONFERENCE

Noted Economist Will Lecture on

Capitalism; To Debate With

Norman Thomas

Jacob Viner, Professor of Economics at

the University of Chicago, will lecture on

Capitalism and hold round table discus-

sions at the Intercollegiate Conference on

Capitalism and its alternatives at Wil-

liamstown, February 12 and 13. As a

special feature of the conference, he will

discuss national economic planning with

Norman Thomas in a consideration of the

merits and demerits of the socialistic and

capitalistic views.

Professor Viner, graduated from McGill

University in 1914 and received his A.M.

from Harvard University in 1915. Seven

years later he received the degree of Ph.D.

from Harvard, and was appointed to his

present position at the University of

Chicago. From 1917 to 1919 he was special

Student Council Revises

Managerial Election Rule

Because of recent trouble in resepct to

one of the fall athletic competitions, the

Student Council voted a change in the

ruling concerning the election of Assistant

Managers. The revision concerns only

the method of announcing the election

and the way in which competitors other

than the winner may protest the election.

The new rule reads: Managers shall be

declared elected in order of recommenda-

tion by the Athletic Council three weeks
(Continued on Fourth Page)

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, JANUARY 22

8.00 p. m.—Varsity Swimming. Williams

vs. Springfield. At Springfield.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 23

3.00 p. m.—Freshman Basketball. 1935

vs. Drury High School. Lasell Gym-
nasium.

4.00 p. m.—Varsity Wrestling. Williams

vs. Wesleyan. At Wesleyan.

Varsity Swimming. Williams vs. Wor-
cester Polytechnic Institute. At

Worcester.

8.00 p. m.—Varsity Basketball. Williams

vs. Wesleyan. At Wesleyan.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 24

10.35 a. m.—The Rev. R. W. Barstow,

D.D., President of the Hartford

Seminary Foundation, Hartford,

Conn., will preach in the Thompson

Memorial Chapel.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27

9.00 a. m.—Mid-Year Examination Peri-

od begins.

Fighting from behind to tie the score

with 15 seconds to play, the undefeated

Williams basketball team overcame a ten

point lead to gain the margin of a 40-34

decision over the Columbia quititet last

Monday evening, in the Lasell Gymna-
sium, before a capacity crowd. The
Lions, handicapped by the loss of Captain

Bender, cut down an early Purple lead and

were out in front 26-16 at the half, but

Captain Good led the Purple five in a

stirring comeback, which tied the s<!ore

and opened the way for a Williams victory

in an overtime period.

First Period

Markoski opened the scoring with a field

goal after the first tip-off. Jones sank a

foul shot, and Hodupp i)ut the visitors

into the lead with a shot from the floor.

Captain Good evened the count from the

foul line, and Sheehan and Fowle each

made a goal from the floor. Monier,

Purple center, got the tip-olT consistently

from McDowell, but the ojiposing center

and McCoy gained three more points for

the visitors from the foul line.

Jones sank a field goal, but Monier and

Markoski boosted the Purple score on foul

tries, and Sheehan cut through the oppos-

ing guards to tally another goal from the

floor. McCoy, Lion forward, put Co-

lumbia out in front with two successful

tries from the foul line and a field goal.

Good added another tally to the Purple

count with a foul, and Sheehan sank a

long shot from the floor. Jones, six-foot-

four guard for the Blue and White, evened

the score again with a short shot.

The score was 14-14 as Captain Good
left the floor. Then McCoy and Jones

each scored on shots from the floor.

McCoy twice more evaded Fincke, and
Hodujjp and Jones added four more i)oint8

to the Lion score, while Monier collected a
field goal for t he Purple to make the score

at half time 21)- 1 6 in favor of the visiting

team.

Second Period

Confing back into the game, Cajitain

Good started the second period with a

field goal. McDowell capitalized on two
foul tries, but Markoski and Fowle tallied

for Williams. Columbia took time out.

Markoski made good on another foul shot,

(Continued on Fourth Page)

PROF. JACOB VINER
One of the Lecturers Who Will Lead

Discussions at the Intercollegiate

Conference on Capitalism Here

February 12 and 13

expert for the United States Tariff Com-

mission and the United States Shipping

Board. In this capacity he wrote a book

entitled Reciprocity and Commercial Trea-

ties, published by the Tariff Commission.

In 1923 Dumping: a Problem in Inter-

national Trade and the following year

another of his works were published.

The latter, Canatla's Balance of Interna-

tional Imicbtedncss, is an inductive study in

the theory of international trade. In 1928

Adam Smith, 1776-t92fi was published and

includes lectures delivered at the Univer-

sity of Chicago at the time of the sesqui-

centennial of the first edition of The

Wealth of Nations. Profes.sor Viner's lec-

ture, Adam Smith and I.aisscz Faire, is one

of six lectures in this commemorative

work.

For the college year 1930-1931, ho served

as Visiting Professor at the Imtitut Uni-

versilaire de Hautes Etudes Intirruitionales

at Geneva. In the summer of 1929, and

again last sinnmer, he attended the session

of the Institute of Politics at Williams,

leading round table discussions. His

topic in 1931 was The Problems of tnter-

nalional, Commercial arul Financial Policy,

in which he declared that the United

States perhaps had performed a service to

(Continued on Fourth Page)

NATATORS TO MEET

SPRINGFIELD, W. P. I.

Captain Swayze Will Lead Purple

Against Strong Opponents

Over Week-end

The undefeated Varsity swimming team

is scheduled to face two strong ojjponents

this week-end; Springfield College away
on Friday evening, and the Worcester

Polytechnical Institution the following

afternoon in the latter's home tank. In

spite of losses by narrow margins to both

of these teams last year, the Purple is

conceded a slight edge over its two oppon-

ents this week-end.

Springfield has had but one meet to

date, in which it defeated Bowdoin by
nearly as wide a margin as Williams did the

next afternoon, so little can be predicted

from comparative scores. The Purple

natators will encounter most opposition

from Fowler, a backstroker, West cot t in

the 220, and Lanoue in the dives. The re-

lay should be close and may determine the

winning team.

Against W. P. 1. the following afternoon

in the Worcester pool, Williams will meet a
less ex]«!rienccd grouji of swimmers Mac-
Mahon, a middle distance and sprint man,
together with Fogg in the diving should

cause the Puriilo (he most difficulty. Wor-
cester has defeated Connecticut so far this

year, lost by a few imints to R. P. 1. and
severely to Wesleyan. P^

Medley Relay— Williams: Kerr, Gil-

fiUan and BixbV. W. P. I.: Franklin,

(Continued on Second Page)
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HOW ABOUT A LITTLE INTOLERANCE?
A little infolerance woiilil do Williams a lot of Kood : provided one could guarantee

his ability to turn off the supply. For it might interest the campus in a few "radical"

ideas,—not for the sake of the ideas, naturally, but because American undergraduates

possess the familiar Anglo-Saxon liking for a good fight, especially with their nervous

elders.

Certainly it seems that, for the present at least, that is the only angle from which

Ideas will threaten the soundness of our college youth. The amusing thing about

alarmed protests over the insidious propaganda which is supposed these days period-

ically to drench the campus is that the undergraduates on the whole display for Rad-

icalism the same enthusiasm that they do for the Patagonian potato croj). Professor

Odegard put it succinctly when he remarked that the trouble with conservative VVil-

Uams students wasn't that they objected to what the professor said, but that they

didn't give a damn.

The coming February conference on economic planning, which is being sponsored

by the Liberal Club has already had the preliminary success of arousing heated outside

protest over the potential damage to the young minds thus exposed. The only diffi-

culty in the way of the protcstants, aside from the fact that the young minds are quite

well self-immunized, is that the President of Williams apparently possesses a foolhardy

and idealistic belief that a college is the place for intellectual ferment and tolerance.

It's unfortunate in a way : a little oppression might create 800 good Reds.

FOR TRUSTEE-STUDENT UNDERSTANDING
A growing interest among the students in the activities and viewpoint of the trus-

tees has been reflected in College publications steadily throughout the past two years or

so. More important, the impulse has reached beyond the professional forums, until

one hears a surprising amount of comment nowadays around dinner table or "bulling"

circle relative to the affairs of the Board. Though our respected governors would

probably wish to enter a modest disclaimer, they may be said to rank almost with the

movies, sex, the Faculty, and the basketball season as a basic element in campus

Thought.

It is unfortunate for the smooth functioning of the College, and no less for the

interest of Williams men in their College, that this increasing regard on campus to such

matters should be attended with growing irritation toward the Board. There is clearly

evidenced a lack of confidence in trustee policies, arising out of a feeling, however

unjustified, that the Board is not in close enough touch with the student outlook. Most

injurious of all to College unity is the accompanying irritation over the suspicion that

the trustees are not interested in campus ideas, taking them either as immature indis-

cretions, or as impertinent meddlings in matters with which the students have no

"proper" concern.

It is unnecessary that the cleavage should exist, and grow. For in 1921 the neces-

sary machinery was set up to i)rovide for contact between trustees and students, by

means of a trustee committee.

This committee has never itself functioned. Apparently the only two occasions

since 1921 when students have conferred with a trustee group have been in 1924, and

1927, on the occasions of more or less heated chapel controversies. Such events would

seem to indicate that it would be wiser to provide regular annual opjiortunity for dis-

cussion of such matters, rather than to permit the steady accumulation of pressure

over several years, to be followed by an explosion, and, perhaps, undesirable publicity.

Certainly mutual understanding could be appreciably furthered by such sessions,

particularly over questions likely to arouse comparatively emotional response on the

campus. And anything which might further student confidence in the Board's policies

would tend to make so much easier the Administration's problem of executing them.

There can be no doubt, furthermore, but that there could be a useful exchange

of information, if .some regular contact were effected. The undergratluates could

present from their angle I he practical aspects of such questions as the re-arrangement

of the Thanksgiving recess; and, on the other hand, they would appreciate information

relative to matters, such as, for example, the appointment of a College [jublic relations

director, in connection with which there is decided interest, but little knowledge, in

student circles.

The ideal of the college should be of a unity in spirit and purpose of students.

Faculty, administrators, and alumni. The glaring failures of the American college

today can be summed up in tlie verdict that this "unity in B|)irit" does not exist.

Certainly the undergraduates do more than their share to make it that things should be

so, but there are other points of fundamental disunion, and a trustee-student relations

committee would aim at not the least of these.

JHIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Purple Five To Play

At Wesleyan Tonight

(Continued from First Page)

stone turned in seven field goals and one

point from the foul line, while Striebingcr

the center, netted five goals from the floor.

The tentative line-ups for tonight's

game are as follows
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

MATMEN TO BATTLE

CARDINALS SATURDAY

Wesleyan Squad Contending for

First Time with Official

Recognition

With inoBt of the men wlio were uiial)l(?

to compete on account- of injuries in the

niatch witli Amherst last, week, returned

t{i tlic ranks, the Williams wrestliuK team

will K" '" MidiUetown today to tussle with

a BtronK Wesleyan aKKregation at 4:0t)

p. m. Although this is the first year that

the sport has had official saiicrlion at

\\ ('Klcyan, all hut one of the men who held

I
111' Purple to a tie last year will again be

(III the mat.

Outstanding among the Cardinal and

Bliii'k contenders are the Brown brothers

ill the unlimited and 175-11). classes who

lyive excellent performances in the meet

here last year. Because of the application

III intercollegiate rules, Rhymer, a fresh-

iiiiiii who is said to be one of the best Wes-

leyan wrestlers will not be able to compete.

Mather is the only Williams man still

nil the sick list. A knee injury prevents

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Handball

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Delta

Psi, 2-0.

Commons Clul) defeated Phi Sigma

Kappa, 2-0.

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Theta Delta

Chi, 2-1.

Commons Club defeated Sigma Phi,

2-0.

Thota Delta Chi defeated Plii Sigma

Kappa, 2-0.

Psi Ui)silon defeated Chi Psi, 2-0.

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Delta

Epsilon, 2-0.

Phi fJamma Delta defeated Sigma Phi,

2-0.

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Kappa

Ali)ha, 2-0.

Phi Gamma Delta defeated Beta Theta

Pi, 2-0.

Ping-Pong

Zcta Psi defeated Delta Upsilon, 2-0.

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Delta

Psi, 2-0.

Conunoris Club defeated Phi Sigma

Kappa, 2-0.

Psi I'psilon won from Delta Psi l)y

default.

Delta Phi defeateil Phi Gamma Delta,

2-0,

Delta Upsilon defeated Phi Delta

Theta, 2-0.

Sigma Phi defeated Phi Gamma Delta,

2-0.

Theta Delta Chi defeated Phi Sigma

Kappa, 2-1.

I'.si I'psilon defeated Chi Psi, 2-0.

Phi Sigma Kap|)a defeated Beta Theta

Pi, 2-1.

Badminton

('hi Psi defeated Psi Upsilon, 2-1.

Zeta Psi defeated Phi Delta Theta, 2-0.

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Delta

Psi, 2-0.

Clii Psi defeated Kappa Ali)ha, 2-0.

Commons Club defeated Phi Sigma

Kappa, 2-0.

Thela Delta Chi defeated Phi Sigma

Kappa, 2-0.

iieta Theta Pi defeated Delta Phi, 2-1.

Basketball

Delta Kappa Ejisilon defeated Psi Uj)-

silon, 16-14.

Kappa Alpha defeated Zeta Psi, 15-4.

Delta Phi defeated Beta Theta Pi, 15-8.

Cmnmons Club defeated Theta Delta

Chi, 21-4.

Phi Delta Theta defeated Delta Psi,

15-14.

Sigma Phi defeated Phi Sigma Kajipa,

11-8.

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Zcta Psi,

23-13.

I'«i Upsilon defeated Kappa Aljiha,

1()-10.

Conunons Club defeated Beta Thela

Pi, 21-2.

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Phi

Delta Theta, 17-9.

I'si Ui)sil()n defeated Zcta Psi, 12-4.

Helta Phi defeated Sigma Phi, 21-18.

Theta Delta Chi defeated Beta Thela

I'i, 14-11.

Helta Psi defeated Delta Upsilon, 20-

U.

Chi Psi defeated Phi Delta Theta, 24-

17.

I'lii tJamma Delta defeated Phi Sigma
Kappa, 2G-8.

Sigma Phi defeated Alpha Delta Phi,

21-8.

him from entering. On Feliruary 20 the
Purple will again meet Wesleyan at Wil-
liamslown.

The entries an; as follow:

118-11). class: lliginhotham (W); Zabriskie
or Davis (Wes.).

12()-lb. class: Mark (W); Smith (Wes.).
135-11). class: Baylis (W); Ingraham,
Bennet or Hansen (Wes.).

145-11). class: Bruckner (W); beoutsacos
or bongacrc (Wes.).

155-11). class: Hurd (W); Lcnkau or

Mabon (Wes.).

105-11). class; Carroll (W); Y. Taylor

(Wes.).

175-lb. class: Curry (W); C. Brown (Wes.)

Unlimited class: Titus (W); R. Brown or

Hartlett (Wes.).

Infirmary Patients

Vaill '32, Beggs '34, Berry, Hilles, and
Low '35 were the only students confined

in the Thompson Infirmary when The
Rkcoho went to press Thursday night. In

all cases of serious illness the parents are

notified immediately.

Trustees Are to Attend
Father and Son Banquet

A large number of acceptances from all

parts of the country have been received

by the President's Ofiice this week in

answer to the invitations sent out recently

for the Father and Son ban<iuet. The

affair is to be held iti Williamstown on the

twenty-second of February on the occasion

of the annual mid-winter reunion. The

trustees of the college who will meet here

on the same week-end have been invited to

attend the banquet.

Reports from the Williams Club in New
York indicate that there will be a record

attendance, as a great many reservations

have been made for the special train which

makes the trip to Williamstown on Friday

the 19th, leaving Grand Central Terminal

at 4.45 in the afternoon. Many of the

wives of alumni will be on the train also.

u

i<

1 play safe by
sticking to LUCKIES

"I can't afford to take chances with my voice. So I play

safe by sticking to LUCKIES—they're always kind to my
throat. And I'm doubly grateful for your improved Cello-

phane wrapper which opens so easily vdth that clever

It's toasted
YourThroat Protection— against irritation— against cough
And Mojsture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modem minutes uiith the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose gossip

of today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.

!

For Anything

Photographic
Of ColleB* and Studanti

Also Picture Frames

Goto

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

International Shop
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere,

INVENTORY SALE
January 1--February 1

Before Boing abroad to buy. I will flclt many attrac-

tive eifta. below coat. Great reductions on every
article in the shop. Wonderful opportunities on the
$3.00 table. Bridge pri es, birthday gifts. 30c'$1.00

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

DANAHER
HARDWARE

CO.
HARDWARE
Sporting Goods

GLASS OILS PAINT
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Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 8S0

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

Sunday and Monday

"Two Kinds of

Women"
Miriam Hopkins, Wynne Gib-

son, Phillips Holmes

Wednesday and Thursday

"Manhattan
Parade"

Smith and Dale, Winnie Light-

ner, Charles Butterworth

Thursday and Friday

"Dance Team"
James Dunn and Sally Eilers

Saturday

Double Feature

New Innovation

Monday, Tuesday and Wed-

nesday nights

FREE
DANCING
your theatre ticket is your

admission.

Music by the Westonians

Dancing Following Regular

Night Show 11 to 1

Special Contest Each Night

WITCHCRAFT IS TOPIC

OF TUESDAY LECTURER

Carroll Perry Talks on Course

Superstition Through the

British Colonies

of

RICHMOND
Continuous 1

THEATRE
No. Adams

till 11 Tel. 140

Week of January 25

on our stage

WHITE'S REVUE

!' ill

30 People 30

Singers, Dancers, Comedians

Featuring

Felix Martin and Lou Powers

Complete Change of Show

on Thursday

TauKlit by a mulatto servant to simulate

fits and other manifestations of African

vooilooism, 13 little children were respon-

sible for the deaths of 19 [)crson8 in the

Witchcraft Delusion of lf)92, according to

the Rev. Carroll Perry '90, of Ipswich,

Mass., who delivered the second of the

Tuesday Lecture series. But Rev. Perry,

in telling the terrible story to an audience

that filled the Thompson Physical Labora-

tory lecture room to capacity, blamed the

lack of ordinary "common sense" in Cot-

ton Mather and other people in authority

as more deserving of censure.

The speaker traced the course of super-

stitious belief in witches throughout the

English colonies, showing how belief in

the supernatural was familiar to everyone,

and had culminated, before the 1692 crisis,

in 27 executions in the colonies alone. He

then told the almost incrediole story of the

Salem tragedy, where 19 martyrs, unwill-

ing to admit themselves witches, went to

the gallows as innocent victims of a psy-

chological scare.

The children had discovered a way to

"put on a show," and become the center of

interest, the Rev. Perry stated, and of

course capitalized their advantage. They

pretended to be tortured, and, falling into

fits (as taught by the voodoo servant),

readily gained the conviction of two poor,

mentally unbalanced village characters on

charges of having exercised the devil's in-

fluence upon the children. It developed

into a grand show for the children and a

terrible ordeal for everyone else. The

"spectral evidence" of the children turned

Essex County into a "mad house of insani-

ty, hate, and savagery for seven months,"

according to the speaker.

But "damnable snobbery" succeeded

finally in laying the "spectral evidence."

The children, naturally, to keep up the

hoax, had to seek persons of higher and

higher stations in society upon which to

pin their accusations. A former minister

of the .Salem church was haled from Maine

and executed when he pled absolute ignor-

ance of the affair. Finally the wife of a

prominent minister. Rev. Hale, was ac-

cused, and her husband damned the affair

as nonsense. Once more the children

tried, this time Lady Phipps being the ob-

ject of their game, but her husband

brought all his influence to bear, abolished

the taking of "spectral evidence" as con-

vincing proof, and broke up the whole

terrible business. The children had over-

shot their mark.

Rev. Perry, however, does not blame the

children. They are excusable on psycho-

logical grounds, but their parents, the in-

fluential, church-going, society people of

the Puritan colony, were inexcusable. Of

course they were swayed by a superstitious

terror, and the tragedy of 19 innocent

deaths with the accompanying sorrow, fear

and hate, may be laid at the door of super-

stitution, but the speaker thought that

lack of "plain horse-sense" was entirely to

blame.

He concluded by stressing the terror and

horror of the martyrdom that the 19 suf-

fered. They were hated as instruments

of the devil, could look forward to an ig-

nominious death and everlasting torture in

Hell, but knew themselves absolutely inno-

cent. Nearly 400 persons in New England

at that time were living an ostracized ex-

istence, but they were at least alive and

lost what stigma they had unjustly ac-

quired as soon as the scare wbb over, said

Rev. Perry, because they had confessed to

being witches, ralhi-r than die professing no

knowledge of being inst ruments of Satan.

And yet, when a book was published ex-

IKJsing the churchmen and judges who had

sentenced the "witches" as guilty of extv

cuting i)eople on the strength of a lie, Cot-

ton Mather burned the book publicly in

Harvard Yard.

Purple Snatches Victory

From Lions, 40-34

(Continued trom First Page)

but McCoy and Jones scored from the

floor. A WiUiams time-out was followed

by three field goals in rapid succession,

Captain Good getting two and Fowlc one.

Columbia took time out, as its (com-

manding lead dwindled to a three point

advantage. Jones tallied for Columl)ia.

Good retaliated from the foul line, and

Markoski from the floor to make the count

34-32 in favor of Columbia with four

minutes to play. With half a minute to

go, the score remained the same. Monier

was fouled. He took his one shot and

missed, but the referee had called time

out to settle a dispute. Shooting again

from the foul line, the Purple center missed

the basket, but the ball bounded into the

hands of Fowle, who tied the score at

34-34 with a tap-in shot.

Overtime Period

On the first tip-off, Markoski, evading

his own man and a Lion guard, cut in from

the side to put the Purple in the lead.

Sheehan missed two foid tries. Captain

Bender, of Columbia, was substituted for

McCoy, but Monier taUied again. Fowle

and Jones each missed foul tries resulting

from a double foul, and, as the game

ended, Fowle sank a shot on Captain

Good's pass to boost the score to 40-34 in

favor of the Purple.

Throughout the game, the guarding of

both teams was the feature of the play.

Good and Monier both held their men

scoreless from the floor. McCoy was

high scorer of the game with 14 points,'

while Jones followed closely with 13. The

scoring for Williams was more evenly

divided, but Fowle and Good led with 10

points apiece.

A summary of the game follows:

WILI>IAMS

FRESHMEN TO^DRURY HIGH

Improvement in Passing Is Shown

by Undefeated Yeariings

As yet undefeated in scheduled games,

the 1935 basketball team will meet the

strong Drury High School (luintet in the

Lasell Gym at 3.00 this afternoon. The

yearling team had little trouble in defeat-

ing Gushing Academy and Wilbraham m

the first two games of tlie season while

the visitors have played erratic ball to

capture six of the ten games played.

The Drury attack is centered around

Captain Payne, who, because of his

scoring ability, has been shifted from a

guard to a forward position, and has been

high scorer in the last few contests. Mc-

Cluskcy and Rudnick carry most of the

defense burden although the latter has

been high in the scoring column of many

games.

The passing and shooting of the yearling

quintet has improved with each game and

Coach Williamson has been putting the

squad through extensive drills in the

defense for the imst several practice

sessions. Kroll, Navins and Swan, whose

shooting and passing have Iwjen imiwrtanl

factors in the past victories, will again

start at the forward and center positions,

while Collins and Schachto will fill the

guard posts.

The probable line-up follows:

Professor Viner to

Talk at Conference
(Continued (rem First Paje)

the cause of tariff r(!diiclioii hy di.,,,,,

Btrating that a tariff barrier and
pr(w|i(.rit'"

are not always synonymous. Hi- umj.
tained that the United States Ims ii .

liower to take the lead towards Hmiitv in

international commercial relatidiis,
ii„|

that an American proiHisal for a siimiltm,

eouB reduction in tariffs mighi i,.,.,.:

a response in Europe as enthusiast i,.
„,

that accorded the moratorium prcipiisal

WAM)EN

WILLIAMS
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WILLIAMS DEFEATS

WESLEYAN QUINTET

BY SCORE OF 33-20

Markoski Is High Scorer With 15

Points as Purple Captures

Seventh Straight

GAME GIVES WILLIAMS
LEAD IN LITTLE THREE

Defense Holds Cardinal and Black

Team to Single Field Goal

in First Period

OutclaHsiiiK a Wcsleyan l)a«ketl)all leaiii

on its home court for the first time in six

vcurs, the Williains <iuuitet won its sevciitli

(•(iiiBeciit ive name, 33-20, in a slow K'lnie

last Saturday eveninx at, Middlet-own.

Murkoski was hi^h soonsr of the (contest

with 15 j«)inls, while the Purple defense

licid th(^ Cardinals to six goals from the

door, as the Williams team went into an

indisputed lead in the Mttle Three cham-

pionship nice.

'V\u: Purple five took an (sarly lead,

which was never threatened. Markoski

.sank five xoals from the floor in the open-

iriK period, while Wesleyan was limited to

a single held goal. The Cardinal and

HIack aKKr<'(!al ion seemed unalile to locate

llic l)asket with any accuracy, and the

Williams (iuinl<'t liad no trouble in run-

ning up a l7-(i lead in the first half.

Wesleyan played a hi^tter gatne during

I he second half, l)ut Williams' command-

ing lead was never seriously threatened.

Captain (iood and Markoski accounted

for 12 more points before Coach Caldwell

began sending in the substitutes. The

lirial score was 33-20.

The Cardinals wer(^ unable to gel

through the I'urple defense with any con-

8istcn(^y during the whole game. (Iood

and Fowle blanked their men from the

floor, while Monier allowed Striebinger

one basket. The Williams offense was

slower than usual but had no trouble in

scoring.

(Oontlnued on Fourth Page)

January Quarterly Will

Make Appearance Soon

Consisting chiefly of prose eontributions,

tli(! February issue of tlu! Qumlerlij will

make its appearance shortly after lh(! mid-
year recess, containing, contrary to cus-

tom, a majority of prose matter with very
little of its usual fullness of verse. Mar-
zani "Ah is represented by t wo short stories,

Uiiderhill '34 by one brief prose narrative,

Davis '33 by a narrative of part of the life

of .ludas illustrated with two woodcuts by
himself, Mac Vane '33 by a |)oem in the

Scottish strain, and .Sellery '32 by an his-

torical (episode in prose.

THEATRE PRESENTS

AVERAGE BILL-PEIRCE

Critic Lauds Zalles' Verve, Variety;

Sellery's Direction; Ability

of McKnight

FOSTER TO TALK AT

COMINaONFERENCE

Communist Leader to Uphold His

Party's Principles ; Career

Is Extraordinary

January 'Cow' Appears

Timely in both subject matter and color

(lie .January issue of the I'urph Coin mad<?

its official appf^arance yesterday. The

outstaniiing feature is the peculiarly apt

cover arrangement which is designed to

strike a sympathetic note in its ai)peal to

the imdergraduate eye, for it, has an amaz-

ingly subtle iut<'rpretalion of the local

administration building in a modern man-

ner of sharp lines and color contrasts.

The chief contributors to this inmw are

members of the Freshman cla.ss who are at

present competing for positions on the

Kditorial staff. A complete list follows:

Duck, (irinun, '33; McKnight, Perry, '34;

llealy, Peterson, Sjirague, YapU;, '3.5.

Infirmary Patients

Bcebe '34, Berry and Ilillis '3.5 wen; the

only students in the Thompson Infirmary

when The Record went to press.

{Courtesy of Mr. Peirce)

The second bill of the Lillle Tlienire,

presented on Friday evening, might be

graded from average to good. No one of

the pieces offered will make history in t he

organization, and on the other hand no one

of them fell nnich below the standard it

has set for itself. A word of general praise

must be given for the diction of the actors,

which was uniformly (^xcellent. Not a

speech was mulTetl. Moreover, the <lircc-

tion seems finally to have realized that the

ordinary speaking voice is amply sufficient

to carry in the tiny auditorium of .lesup,

and there was none of the whooping that

has stunned our ears on some previous

occasions. The make-up artist, however,

has still his lesson to learn. .Jesup is not

the Palace, nor yet Hoxy's, and there is no

need of scarlet lips and cobalt cyelitls to

project the actor's features across vast

spaces. In the case of some of the men
the other evening the natural expression

was totally extinguisheil under a mask of

grease-|)aint and 1 am not referring to

Pierrot, whose mask i «_ convent ion.

The first offering, Molnar's Rnilrimd

Adventure, was the slightest in texture of

the three, but came off best. It is really

nothing but a ('onversation, with unex-

pected turns and surprises for the audience.

It recpiired jmife.ssional .skill on the ])art

of the players to keep the ball in the air,

and this skill Mr.s. I.eake and Mr. Mc-
Knight were abundantly able to sup|)ly.

By expert variation of vocal inflection and

facial expression, and an economy of

gesture, they brought out all there was to

this battle of wits between the cynic who
thinks he knows all about women and the

light-minded young matron wOio, in spite

of her sentimentality, keeps the .situation

thoroughly in hand. It was done in ex-

actly the right tone of sophistication, and

reflects credit on the direction of Mr.

Sellery.

Barrie's Half ami Hour, the most

dramatic piece on the bill, was marred by

a fundamental error of judgment in its

presentation, .^s its title suggests, its

(Continued on Piftli Page)

Upholding the Communist principles

at the coining Inlercollegiati' Conference

on Caiatalism and its Alternatives, Wil-

liatn Z. Foster will
i
r.'senl his ideas to a

large grou|i of representatives from the

Liberal Clubs of New Kngland's colleges.

Foster will discuss fiiture economic plan-

ning from one view-|)()int (f this four-

cornered symposium, which includes Cap-

italism, Fascism, Socialism, and Coin-

UMinism.

Born ill Taunton, Massachusetts, in

1881 , the son of a cab wi.sher, he attended

.school for three years and went to work at

the age of ten. Then followed many jobs

in whi< h he had ample opportunity to see

the |)light of his fellow workers:—as a

sculptcr's apprentice, a type founder,

factory worker, stCBm engineer, steam

fitter, logger, longshoreman, farmer, deep

Rohinson Leads Cordon
in Prince Cup Swimming

In addition to his victories in both the

.50- and lOO-yard dashes, Robinson in-

creas(«l his sc.oring over other competitors

for the Prince Cup to 17 jioirits by virtue

of a first place in the lOO-yard backstroke.

Gordon, with three seconds and a third,

holds second iiosition at 1 1 points in the

race for the trophy given annually to

freshmen.

The results of the meet so far are as

follows:

50-y<l. dash -Won by Robinson; Cor-

don, second; Dayton, third; Blake,

fourth.

(Continued on Third Page)

HAMPDEN IN FORUM

SPEECH SHOWS THAT

-OLD DRAMA IS DYING'

Romance Occupied Most Important

Place In Plays by Authors

of Old Schools

MODERN THEATRE-GOERS
ARE USUALLY TONE-DEAF

Famous Actor Explains That the

Drama Today Lacks Former

Glory of Diction

William A. Starrett Reviews Opportunities for
College Graduates on Entering Building Industry

"It seems to me that the chancres for

entering the building industry or any other

substantial, American industry are as good

if not better than they were years ago,"

was the reassuring statement made by

Mr. William A. Starrett of Starrett

Brothers and Ekcn of New York City,

builders of the Empire State Building.

Mr. Starrett, who was Chairman of the

Emergency Construction Section of War
Industries Building, charged with estab-

lishing and (inducting the army's entire

construction program during the war, is

recognized as one of the foremost American

builders.

The qualities required to get ahead in

building are fundamentally the same as

I hose required to get ahead in any business,

perseverance, moral chara<rter, leader-

sliij), ability to work hard, and ability to

stand temiKirary disappointment. Be-

yond these, there are special characteristics

demanded by the building business. The
first, is love of the business, for, in building,

competition is extremely severe, and more
particularly, the engineering schools are

sending out a supply of finely trained men
who are better equipped for the business

than those who have no special conception
of the problems involved. "However, it

is not to he concluded that a man must

have an engineering education to succeed

in the building business. Some of our

best builders were not trained as engineers,

but they all had an engineering and con-

structive instinct. Speaking directly to

boys, I should say that, constructive knack

was extremely imjiortant
."

"A good engineering course is an excel-

lent preparation for the building industry,"

continued Mr. Starrett. Civil engineering

courses are, perhaps, the best preparation,

but any engin(«ring ccuirse goes a long

way towarils jireparing a young man for

the bviilding industry, provided that the

constructive knack and other requisites

are present in his makeup. "A good engi-

neering course does not necessarily mean
one in one of the leading engineering

schools or colleges. It is, of course, very

desirable, and indeed, advantageous to

have a degree from one of the institutions

of great reputation, but this arises more

from i)restige value than from what is

a<^tually learned." There are a great

many men coming from night classes and

some from corn-spondenci! schools who
evidence, by their willingness to do this

work, the perseverance which is one of the

prerequisites for the b\iilding industry.

"Too much emphasis cannot be placed

(Oontlnued on Fifth Page)

SWIMMING TEAM WINS

FROM TWO OPPONENTS

Swayze and Beatty Star as Team
Wins Over Springfield and

Worcester Tech.

WILLIAM Z. FOSTER
Communist Candidate for President In

1924 and 1928, who will speak at the

Conference

water sailor, and, then, "with the railroads,

as a street car motorman, brakeman, fire-

man, nnd a car inspector.

In liKK) he joined the Socialist Party,

from which he w.'is expelled in 11)00, and

in the latter year became affiliated with

the 1. W. \\'. This same year he was ar-

rested in Spokane for pariicipation in a

free 8])cech fight. In 1910 he was chosen

as the delegate from the I. W. W. to the

meeting of the Trade Union Secretariat at

Budapest, from which, however, he was

e.\clud(Hl liecause his seat was later awarded

to the delegate form the A. F. of I..

During 13 months spent, in studying the

European lalior movement, he became

convinced that a policy of dual unionism

was entirely wrong. Helurning to the

United Stales in 1911, ho took part in the

formation of the Syndicalist League of

North America.

Six years later we see Foster helping in

the organization of the International

Trade Union Educational League; as

(Continued on Filth Page)

The Varsity swimming team success-

fully avenged defeats of a year ago at the

hands of .Si)riiigfield and Worcester Tech

by decisively conciuering both of these

rivals last Friday and Saturday by scores

of 43-34 and ,58-19 respectively in the

losers' home tanks. Captain Swayze and

Beatty shared high scoring honors with

three firsts and a second apiece, while

Gilfillan and Church both won twice.

Swayze won the 40-yd. dash in both

meets at impressive figures, and alter-

nated with Beatty in winning the 100, tlas

latter scoring twice in the 220-yd. swim.

Kerr swam two of the best races (jf his

career in placing second against Fowler

and Franklin, the best backstrokers in the

New England Swimming League. Against

the latter, Kerr lost by only a touch, at a

time well below his own college record.

The Williams medley relay, compos(«l of

Kerr, Gilfillan and Bixby clipped 2.8 sec-

ones off the McCurdy Pool record in win-

ning by a wide margin from Springfield's

hitherto und-jf*. t~i '-•-• !n the Ifi-aact

stroke Gilfillan had little trouble over-

coming his opponents with .Smith taking

second twice, and Church was never

headed in the (luarter.

Williams' weakest, event again proved to

be the diving, although Lajiham performed

well against the League's best men an<l

placed second close behind Fogg who won

the dives at Worcester. Had Cajitain

Swayze chosen to enter his first string re-

lay quartet, the margin of victory over

Springfield might easily have been larger.

The following are the summaries of the

two meets;

Williams vs. Springfield

40-yd. free style—Won by Swayze ( W);
Fisher (S), second; Shields (S), tliinl.

Time: 19.3.

100-yd. freestyle—Won by Swayze (W);

Beatty (W), second; Fisher (S), third.

Time: 57.4.

220-yd. free style—Won by Beatty

(W); Westcott (S), second; Bird (W),

third. Time: 2:32.2.

(Continued on Fifth Pagel

'Record' Suspends Temporarily

With this issue Tun Recouo sus-

pends publication for the period of the

mid-year examinations. The next i.s-

sue will be that of Friday, February 12.

Prof. Miller To Lecture

The third of the Tuesday Lecture series

which are being presented weekly in the

Thompson Physics Laboratory will be

given today at 4.30 j). m. by Assistant

Professor Miller of the Department of

Philosophy. The subject upon which he

will speak is "Chiaroscuro," and it is

understood to deal with the |iliilosophy of

humor.

CALENDAR

TUESDAY, .lANUARY 26

4.30 p. m.— Tuesday Lecture. Assistant

Profcs.sor Miller on "Chiaroscuro."

Thompson Physical Laboratory.

MONDAY, FEBRl'ARY 8

Varsity Hockey. Williams vs. Colgate

at Hamilton, N. Y.

Varsity Basketball. Williams vs. Roch-

ester at Rochester, N. Y.

TUKSDAY, FEBRUARY 9

Varsity Hockey. Williams vs. Hamil-

ton at Clinton. N. Y.

Varsity Basketball. Williams vs. Buf-

falo at Buffalo, N. Y.

Following an enthusiastic reception by a

full house in Chapin Hall last Sunday

evening Walter Ilampilcn stated as a pre-

lude to his address that showmen had little

time to i^xercisc the intx'llect, and were

interested more in the interpretation of

character through the medium of other

people's words. "I am primarily a show-

man," declared Mr. Hampden, and indi-

(^ateil that his major interest lay in con-

ception of characters of the "old school"

drama.

Most of Mr. Hampden's early training

was spent in England in the study of

,Shake.sp(Te lind Ibsen under the influence

of the romantic theatre. Shortly after-

ward u|)on his return to this country he

was engaged in acting in some of the plays

of Ibsen and modern playwrights. The
new drama, however, tliil not hold the

same fascination for him as the old plays of

his early training, and he returiK^d to a
stand, which has developed to be some-

what a lone one, for the older theatre and
the old(!r habit of mind. Mr. Hampden
pointed out that the old and the new thea-

tre deal primarily with the same materials

—human beings and their reactions under

different conditions-but differ in the

stress laid ujion words. "Words now
mean less than they used to," declared the

famous actor, because the imaginative

faculty is not brought into play so often,

and in the modern demand for realism,

au;!icn;..08 become critical of the fantastic.

Developing next the principal theme of

his topic, Mr. Ham|iden defined romance

as t he chief ingredient of jjlays of t he older

school of drama, jiointing out at the? same
time that he did not mean romance in the

collo<)uiid sense of love, but rather as the

field of the imaginative .sense where the

critical faculties remained secondary to

the emotions. "As 1 .see it, romance is the

heightening of values in life. ... It has

more fancy, and leads you into the wide

field of the imaginative," Mr. Hampden
said. As an examjile of the type of fancy

which would not be tolerated in the mod-
ern drama, he cited the a|)pe8 ranee of the

ghost in Hamlet in the scene between

Hamlet and his mother, and pointed out

that such devices are not acceptsd today

because they are not real in the extreme

sense of the word. "We see in the old

drama a set of faculties develojjed which

are not routine."

In further comi)arison of the old and the

modern drama, Mr. Hampden declared

(Continued on Fifth Page)

Walter Hampden Says Stage Drama Will Return
to a Higher Position Than It Formerly Occupied

iWtdter Hampden wax given the tionorartj^

degree of Mauler of A rts at the One- Hundred

and Thirtieth Annivermrn of the founding of

Williamn College in 192J,.)

"The people who are patronizing the

legitimate stage are now, even more than

at any ot hiT lime in my experic-nce, inter-

ested in the true romance of the theater,"

said Walter Hampden in an interview

granted to a Rbcoiu) reijorter after his

lecture last Sunday evening. When ques-

tioned about the probable position of the

stage in respect to that of the movies at

the end of the next five years, Hampden
answered that he f?lt sure that the stage

drama would return to an even higher

po.sition than it had formerly occupied.

In discussing the tour of the country on

which he will start Saturday with his con)-

pany, Mr. Hampden told of the many
important towns, such as Richmond, Va.,

where it had become necessary to close

the only legitimate theaters. He said

that he had been anxious to revisit these

places but that the small number of jwople

still interested in the romantic drama had

made this impo,ssible. He de|)lored these

unfortunate circumstances and said that

he was very sorry that the few people who

still loved the old drama should be <le-

prive<l of the opport,<mity to enjoy it he-

cause of the inroads made into its field by
the movies in recent yeare.

When Richard Bennett retired from the

stage to enter the talking ])ictures in

Hollywood, he said that he made the

change because he felt that the a|)))recia-

tion of the present-<lay audiences for the

theatre was dwindling. IIamp<lMi denied

the veracity of this statement, saying that

while, in number the audiences were de-

creasing, their enthusiasm was increasing.

The (.aus(! for this, he averred, lay in the

fa(^t that such widely diversified enter-

tainment is now offered the public that

only those remain faithful who really un-
derstand the value anil meaning of the
better type of play.

Regarding the <]uestion as to whether
any of the i)laywright8 of today would be
contributors to the evolution of drama,
Ham|Klen said that Eugene O'Neil had-
already been included in this category by
numerous critics. "I have read or seen
several of his plays," he added, "some of

which I have liked very much and others

which I have not cared for." With these

closing words the actor conveyed the im-
pression that he Hid not think that this

era was to be entirely barren ami that it

would probably give to jiostority its share
of the immortal plays.
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Point of Etiquetle: with the sanclion of the President of tlie iStuilent CoimciL

we remind the Class of 1033 that, by traditional courtesy, juniors do not leave their

chapel pews until the opposite senior pews are vacated. Thank youl

We are plea.sed to he able to call attention to the communication in this issue

wherein the practical experience of the .\lumni Secretary confirms our judgment of the

potential value of a trustee-student contact committee.

'TO LIVE TOGETHER IN SOCIETY UNDER LAW
That sound Wilsonian ideal which we have often heard sounded as the adminis-

trative ideal of Williams implies as its prerequisite, mutual confidence: the student

body, in other worths, will co-operate in the administration of the College more fully

uccordinn as it feels a sense of unity with the other factors in the situation, while,

srowinK out of such co-operation should come a constant progress. The "law"

better made, as well as better obeyed.

The necessarily close contact of students, local Administration, and Faculty has

led naturally to the pstal)lishment of the Senate, as a fairly adequate means of insurinR

mutual confidence.
1

A trustee-student relations committee, meeting reRularly each year, is simply the

loKical complement of the Senate. The trustees, indeed, have not the constant and

immediate rdationsliip with the campus which m^ikss imperative harmony between

the three factors represented in the Senate, ^ut the Board "possesgfes powers whose

exercise can be of close concern to the student body, and the very fact that the former

is not in close relation with the undergraduates points to the neod of a tie between the

two. When there is a misunderstanding and disagreement between them, it can bo of

profoundly serious and noisy character. One needs go no farther afield than the

Amherst of 1923 for an example.

A relations committee such as the Williams Board created ten years ago, and has

since left vincnii)loyed, is a very simple and harmless mechanism. But its regular use

would represent a distinctly progressive move on the part of the Board, for to our

knowledKe there is no American college in which direct and annual contact between

students and trustees has been provided for. Antioch, perhaps, comes nearest to

anything of this sort, without, however, possessing an actual relations committee.

But, though aa yet undeveloi)ed, it is in line with present trends in college edu-

cation that this idea should receive more attention in the near future. Heroic efforts

are being made nowadays to rescue higher education from the ready-made aspect in

which il seems to be dealt out to be swallowed in neat jjills. It is not in the nature of

the college ever to be (considered Finished To Order. For every new class it is a job

Jo be done over; and this should mean not only the abolition of a credit-mechanics

"education", but likewise the fostering in the undergraduates of intelligent interest in

the development of their College,—an interest not confined to more or less minor admin-

istrative atljustments, but extending to problems of purjjose and curriculum as well.

In other words, the suggested trustee-student committee should be regarded not

only as a safety valve, but also as a valuable tool of education, and somewhat, perhaps,

of a guarantee to the College that its future alumni may be the better accustomed and

able to take an intelligent interest in Williams as an educational institution. Unity

under "law" always becoming more harmonious in operation, more closely adjusted to

the "society".

JlllMllliniiiiiiinininnnitllinnNniiiiNiiMininiiininiiNMliu

I Communications \
. ;

= Although commnnii-ationa may be pnblislicd z

§ uriaicncfl, il so rc'iuested, the name of the writer i

5 must in every case be subniittcfi to the e litor. =

S The Moar. 1 aasumes no responsibility, however, 5
s for tliB fn<'t8 as stated, nor lor tlie opinion.^ E
5 expressed in this department. |
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The Editor of The Rkcoko,

Dear Sir:

Your editorial "For Trustee-Student

Understanding" strikes a note that should

be heeded anil worked into a harmonious

chord which in turn should become the re-

frain in a new Williams song with the

title: "I'nderstanding". There are too

' many discords on the campus— discords

which would (piickly disappear with better

understanding.

A number of years ago, the Alumni

Secretary, speaking at association meet-

ings at Chicago, Detroit, and on the

Pacific Coast, drew upon his training as a

teacher of mathematics and iiitclured

Williams College as a [terfect s<iuarc, with

equal diagonals crossing at the exact cen-

ter. The four equal sides are the faculty,

the student body, the alumni, the trus-

tees, all equally important. The President

was pictured as the exact center, with
equal approach to each of the four groups.

Faculty antl students are adjacent, as are

the undergraduates and alimini, but the

trustees are the liase of the scpiarc upon
which the entire structiin; rests. The
square resolves itself into four pyramids
with the President the to]) of each and
one group as the broad base. One uvcA
not carry the figure further, but it is per-

fectly evident that a perfect square is an
appropriate symbol if the parts are all

coordinated.

Vour editorial says: "The ideal of the

college should be unity in spirit and pur-

pose of students, faculty, administrators,

ami alumni." The Alumni Office has

been preaching that doctrine—for a decade
and is at this moment engineering a mid-
year home-coming for P'ebrimry 20-21 -22,

which has for its prime purpow; a better

understanding between the different ele-

ments which constitute Williams College.

Such a meeting of trustees and students

as your editorial Biiggests should be the

basis of great constructive

Williams College.

effort for

It llnhirl HiihJonI

Kditor of The Williams Kkcouo,

Dear .Sir:

The letter published in your issue of

,lanuary nineteenth from "An Interested

Parent" calls, 1 think, for an answer.

Hut what kind? One certainly cannot

refute it sentence by sentence, as unfor-

tunately il is all too true. One can only

pick out a few statements and modify

them; ami offer a few suggestions, pt^rhaps

as to how the difficult it» may be overcome.

In the first place, I do not think such a

large percentage of the ministers arc unin-

teresting or boring as this parent was led

to believe. Making a hurried and opti-

mistic judgment, I fed that almost one

half the men who have preached here this

semester have not been a total waste of

time. I am sincerely sorry that the parent

in question did not pick last Sunday for

one of her visits. Hugh Black, however,

is of world-wide fame as a jjreatcher, and

he would probably bo taken as the ex-

ception which proves the rule.

But assuming that the majority of men

are uninteresting and uninspiring, what

can be done about (changing them, and

substituting for them blotter ones? To
drop the men who have been coming here

for some years would be a diffituilt ))ro-

cedure, but I do not see why it should

not be accomplished. If certain men have

proved themselves consistantly boring for

the jiast few years, is net this proof in itself

that they should not be asked back? But

how are we going to get a general verdict

from the students themselves (except by

coughing which, as well as being impolite,

is obvious to the minister). One way
would be to turn the card system into

constructive use. Have a space on the

cards jirovided for rating the preacher:

good, bad; fair, poor, or what you will.

This idea may seem trite and irrelevant,

but I believe it would accomplish more

than can he imagined in procuring men
interesting to the students. After all,

chapel, compulsory or not, is for us, the

students. Should we not have something

to say, when the opportunity presents

itself, toward improving it? Furthermore,

it would do wonders in promoting interest

in the sermon. Each man would know
that something depended on his judgment,

and would not make it haphazardly. If

it were a bad sermon, the students would

have had their vengeance (without un-

necessary coiighing)Pthe minister would

be none the wiser, and everybody would be

happy. As for tho.sc ultra-conservatives

in the student body, and those exponents

of the cult of indilTcrence, it would make
no difference at all to the final decision

whether they checked their judgment or

not.

Supposing some of the former preachers

do go, then; how are we going to fill their

places? The suggestion that the students

form a committee and co-o))crate with the

college in getting the right persons seems
logical and sound. There ought, to be some
way by which the students should have an
opportunity to suggest or recommend
men they know are good. There must be

many worth-while ministers in smaller

towns with whom there is no way to get

in touch, except through members of their

congregations, as students here. Several

times I have heard inspiring men in small

churches, and my first thought has been,

"I wish we could get him at Williams."

Williams students have a little priile

hidden somewhere in them, I believe.

Enough to want the best., at any rate;
and one of the ways to get the best is to
have the co-operation of each one. Out of
800 students, about 500 churches ought
to be represented. Out of this 500, if we
could glean ten interesting and worth-
while men, we would be making progress.

If an Interested Parent, a pure outsider,
feels so strongly abotit this matter; how
should we, as students of Williams College
itself feel—and act?

Yours truly,

Donald II. (hjihi)

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Ping-Pong

Coitimons Club defeated Delta Phi, 2-0.

Phi Ciamma Delta defeated Beta Theta
Pi, 2-0.

Phi Gamma Delta defeated Theta Del-

ta Chi, 2-0.

Delta Kappa Ejisilon defeated Chi Psi,

2-0.

Psi Upsilon defeated Phi Delta Theta,
2-0.

Psi irpsilon defeated Phi Delta Theta,
2-0.

HandbaU
P.si Up.siloii defeated Delta Ifpsilon, 2-0.

Phi (lamina Delta defeated Theta
Delta Chi, 2-0.

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Chi Psi

by default.

Basketball

Al]>ha Delta Phi defeated Theta Delta
Chi, 15-0.
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f The Press Box
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Song alleged to have been written by a

defunct mayor about 1942

Sachems, leave me here a little while as

yet tis early morn;

l,eave me here, and when you want me

sound the Duesenberg's French horn.

Tis the place, and all around it, as of oldi

the steamboat s call,

Cihoslly Sherwouds o'er Manhattan flying

over City Hall;

City Hall, that in the distance fronts the

elevated tracks.

And the nifty new post office spewing forth

the gray mail sacks.

Here about the park I wander'd nourishing

a love of craft

With the fairy tales of Seabury and the

long result of graft;

When behind me th' administration like a

fruitful land reposed;

When I clung to all the present for the

promise that it closed;

When I reached into the tin-box far as

human eye could see,

Saw the vision of the city all that would

belong to me.

In the spring a fatter bank-roll came in the

Casino's till;

In the spring this wanton lapwing got

himself another dill;

In the spring each Tiger cubling bought

himself a new Rolls Royce;

In the spring this young man's fancy

turned to thoughts of Peggy Joyce.

Ginger's cheek was pale and thinner than

should be for one so young.

And her eyes on all my manhood with a

mute observance hung.

Love took up the harp of life, and smote on

all the chords with might;

Smote my chord of self that, trembling,

past in music out of sight.

Why did I forget my public? Oh what

strife does scandal wage!

Hide me from my past transgressions, Oh
thou wondrous Sachem Sage!

Howsoever th(!se things be, a long farewell

to City Hall!

Let investigatitms wither; I for Mooney
gave my all

Comes a warning up from Wall .Street:

"No more dough we'll lend to you.

Cut the budget, you young wastrel, or by

gad your term is through."

Let them fall on City Hall with subpoenas,

writs and woe.

Pot the Duesenberg is roaring luid to

Florida I go.

I^ctiurtii.s

Why Wait Until
Morning?

When you can get the out-
standing news of the day
every evening through tlie fnH
leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sate at S P. M. on all

WlUtamstown News Stands

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

International Shop
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere

JANUARY SALE
ALMOST OVER '^ut still aome won-

derful bargains.
Before sailing, Feb. 19 I will reduce

prices to a new low level.

EDITH McCOY
Collector and Importer

H. C. WRIGHT. M. D. and W. L. CURRAN, M.D.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Glasses Properly Fitted
(Vienna Eye and Ear Certificate

'

Daily: 9 a. m. to 12 m., 2 to 3 p. tn.

Tel. 1480 Dowlin Block. Nortli Adams

A STUDENT ORGANIZATION

GREGORY'S
LAUNDRY
Now $22.00 Per Semester

Save Money
Save Wear on Your Clothes

Get Strictly Personal
Service

The Best Hand Laundering

Hand Mending and
Darning

NO Extra Charges

Drop a Card to BOX 1004, or see

DICK NEWMAN '32

TWIT SHEEHAN '33

SAM ADAMS '35
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DFMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT "-l.-'r *

EDDIE DEMPSEY

WESLEYAN IS VICTIM

OF WILLIAMS MATMEN

Wrestlers Trim Cardinal and Black

For First Victory of Year.

Score Is 16-14

Tlin Williams wrestlers gained their

(ir«l. victory of (lie Meiiwoii IhhI. Saturday

when they defeated the stronn Wesleyan

leiitn, Hi to I ), in tlie I'rutt (jymiiaHium

III Middielown. Most, of Williams'

slrenntli was eoneentrated in llie lighter

classes, liolh HiKinl)otham and Mark

scorinK falls.

In the heavy-weight classes Carroll

and Cnrry were unable to cope with the

skill of the Urown brothers of Wesleyan,

lioth loosiuK hy lime advantaKes. Bi r.-

lett, Wesleyan matinan in the uidimited

class, scored tlu! only fall on Williams when

he threw Titus after more than seven

minutes of hard fi|{htin|r.

After u stilT tussle which was really

closer than the score would indicate, IliKin-

liiitham of \\ illianiH managed to pin Bean

(if "Wiwleyan to the floor with an over-

whelmiiiK effort in little more than three

minutes. In the I'iti-ll). class Mark of

Williams threw Zaiiri.skie with a half

nelson an<l crotch hold in five minutes and

thirty seconds.

Hay lis li|;hlin){ Smith came dose to

netting a fall several times hut had to he

content with a time advantage over his

opponent. Bruckner, Purple contender

in the 14.5-11). event, met more than lit

c(|ual in l.eontsaens, a native of Greece,

and lost by the larRC time advantage of

cinht minutes and thirty-two seconds.

In a slilT, close stru^nle lliiril of Wil-

liams oulclasse<l his ojiposer, Mabon, by a

narrow marKin of little more than a

minute. The next match will be with

Wesleyan in VVilliamstown on February

20.

The sununary of the meet:

.'^core Williams Hi, Wesleyan 14.

IIK-Ib. cla.ss llininbolham (W') threw

Hean (Wes.) with a half nelson and crotch

hold. Time: 3.37.

12()-lb. class- Mark (W) threw Za-

liriskie (Wes.) with u half nelson and

crotch hold. Time: 5.3t).

Ki.Vlb. class Bnylis (W) won from

Smith (Wes.) by a referee's decision.

Time advantaRe: 3.47.

H.'i-lb. class I.eontsacos (Wes.) won
from Bruckner (W) by a referee's de-

cision. Time advantage: S.;i'2.

I.5.5-11). class llurd (W) won from Ma-
lion (Wes.) by a referee's decision. Time
udvantaKc: 1.04.

I(i.5-lb. class— D. H. Brown (Wes.) won
tnim Carroll (W) by a referee's decision

Time advanlase: .5.00.

17.5-11). class— H. II. Brown (Wes.) won
from Curry (W) by a referee's decision.

TimeadvantaKe: 9.14.

I'nlimilcd class—Bartlett (Wes.) threw

Titus witli a scissors and half nelson.

Time: 7.0(1.

Robinson Leads Gordon
in Prince Cup Swimming
(Continued from First Page)

100-yd. dash—Won by Robinson; Day-
Icm, second; Gordon, third; Copeland,

(iiurth.

lOO-yd. breast stroke—Won by Guiter-

iiian; (Jorilon, second; Robinson, third;

Howard, fourth.

100-yd. backstroke—Won by Robinson;

(lordon, second; Morrison, third; Mc-
liicniy, fourth.

'I'ho indiviilual point score follows:

Robinson 17

( lordon 1

1

Dayton 5

Guiterman 5

Morrison 2

Blake 1

Copeland 1

Howard 1

Mclnerny 1

The events remaining on the schedule

for the Prince Cup will be run off early

this week and include the final heat of the

•'lOO-yd. free style and the fancy diving.

WILLIAMS SEXTET TO

PLAY TWO CONTESTS

Purple to Encounter Hamilton and
Colgate During Annual Mid-

Winter Recess

Infirmary X-ray Installed

With the addition to the equipment of

die Thomi)son Infirmary of a new General
'•Icctric diagnostic X-ray of the latest

l.vpe, the Infirmary is now able to care for

fill cases which »lemand this treatment.

1 ho new machine replaces an older one
iiiiil conii)let(>s the facilities for handling
work of this kind.

I f the weather has changed enough to pro-

vide ice, (he Williams hockey team will

play two contests during the coming mid-

winter recess, the first with Colgate at

Hamilton, N. Y., on Monday, February 8

and the se(x>nd with Hamilton at Clinton,

N. Y., on the following day.

The results of the (wo contests an^ un-

pri^dii^table, since, so far this season, Wil-

liams has been able to play only two games

and Colgate only one, while Hamilton

has yet to meet its first oi)i)oncnt.

Both Williams' encounters resulted

in defeats for the Purple, the first by

Princeton, one of the strongest teams in

the East, 7-0, and the other by the Army,

4-2. In each, the Berkshire sextet showed

possibilities, but obviously felt the need

of more practice. Colgate lost its only

game to the Army, ()-4; while Hamilton,

ill spite of the fa(!t that it has a covered

rink, has not been able to play.

The probable line-ups for the two games
areas follo*s:

WILLIAMS COLGATE
Thayer g. Hills

Lisle l.d. MaciSwain

Rogers r.d. Crane
Doughty (Capt.) l.w. Tompkins
Ilorton r.w. Mackissoek

.lolmson e. Antolini

Spares: WILLIAMS Bacon, Chapman
Hanrahan, Van Saiit, Reeves, Saminis.

COLtJATE—Wiley, Soleau, Sturla.

WILLIAMS
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ELECTRA AMERICANIZES

Moiiniiiig Hcmiiies Eleclra. (Iloriu'C I.iv-

I'liKliI Inc.—New York- $2.50).

JudniiiK a pl»y "** ilrama from a porusiil

of its printeil text, is apt to betray tlie

reader. In |)ayinK more attention to tlio

literary Valium of tlie piece, lie receives leas

of tlu; dramatic sweep. But since one lias

not experienced the undoubtedly thrilling

presentation rjf Mr. EuKonc O'Neill's tri-

lony one must necessarily be confined to

reniarkiuK on it as literature. Decidiiijr

the ultimate value of any new play nnist

depenil on the reader's definition of the

idi'al of drama. The purpose of the author,

it seems to ine, must be to relieve what is

pounding in his brain to be born; to ex-

press the beauty or the futility of existence

as it appears to him; and to translate this

into whatever genre he likes. His public

purpose should be to stir his audience by

his genius in clarifying his drama for them

in terms of realistic truth, and thus make

his watchers feel the surge of the eternal

which he has striven to put into his play.

Much has been made of the fact that

O'Neill has employed the framework of the

Sophocles and Euripides" Electra" in an

American setting. He has not preserved

the unities, but he has endeavored to im-

plant in his play the Greek idea of the

Nemesis. As has been noted, the modern

audience doesn't bring to the threatre the

same mental supersititions that the ancient

listeners did. Therefore the author has

had to alter his piece to suit their taste by

olTering the scenes of horror on the stage,

by complicating the psychology to the

breaking point of abnormal absurdity, and

by accenting the melodrama at all times.

The sui)erfieial Greek elements of the

chorus, the mask, the idea of retribution,

the Clytemnestra story itself—all seem,

however, but an outward coating to a

more enduring and more personal theme.

It appears to us that the internal action

of the ijlay is motivated by a centrifugal

force which—from being less powerful at

the start—increases in force, tossing out

those who cannot endure its pace and gain-

ing gradually (as the number of involved

persons decreases) a greater and greater

strength, until it exjjlodes. The beginning

of this lies way back in the family skeleton

of the Mannons of New England; one of

them ran away with a servant girl, precipi-

tal ing a scandal—the original sin for which

the chiUlren and their children's children

must atone. The present generation is so

set apart from the external world (like a

Greek family unit) that they can act only

upon themselves, thus making the pressure

of emotions among them unusually strong.

The complex sexual desires of the various

members have caused such vital passions

in each mind (where they have been guard-

ed unto obsession) that a very complicated

skin of relationships is established before

the actual catastrophe begins. As we see

in the end of Act III of "The Home-
coming" (the first play) this morbidly

close-knit family is incapable of frank inter-

communication. And that, in a sense, is

their tragedy.

Now commences the external action and

it should be noticed that every scene is

symbolically laid either in the late after-

noon or evening, the logical dark time for

guilt. The first i)lay having revealed the

psychological situation, "The Hunted"
and "The Haunted" will show us how a

secret, maile of innumerable secrets, and

shared by four people only, can and will

destroy them. They are Christine (Cly-

temnestra) Lavinia (Electra) Orin (Ores-

tes) and Adam Brant (Aegisthus). The
use of the latter as the precipitant of the

first crime connects with the idea of

original sin for he is the son of that earlier

Mamion and the servant girl, and had the

family not made such a point of the matter

in their treatment of his mother, Brant

would have had no motive to seek revenge.

Lavinia becomes the protagonist of

vengeance for her father's death because

—

born to a mother who hated her very com-

ing, and reared in jealousy of that mother,

revenge upon her means satisfaction of

I.avinia'a thwarted yearnings for her

father's love. She becomes the machine

of fate, a solid rock of purpose, around

whom the others are as beating, restless

waves. Thus we perceive that it will be

she, if anyone, who will have the strength

to stand against the oontrifugal force that

each new act in the chain of doom only

makes firmer. Before this chiltl of mis-

trust and malevolence can dispose of her

guilty mother, she must eliiniiuite the

lover. This has a double effect, for though

of tlie Mannon kin, Braut is loosely con-

eie<'ted with the complex repressions of the

family i)rop(ir, and his removal reduces

the sphere of the stH'ret, thus increasing

the revolving force that is to act upon the

remaining thr<!e. Together in one cir-

cumstance of guilt, each of this trio illus-

trates the solitude of personality; it is be-

cause they must use subterfuge with each

other that tragedy is inherent in them.

To bring Orin to her view that Christine

must die, Lavinia has to play upon his

incestuous desire for his mother and

jealousy of her lover. The climax of the

mother's suicide at the end of the second

play staves off the doom for a while, since

Lavinia (as the force for vengeance) has

attained her immediate end. The final

play is less exciting theatrically and more

incredible psychologically than the other

two. By this time O'Neill has so wound

himself uj) in his spinning wheel that no

impulse, no incestuous tendency seem too

extravagant to him. He has the excuse

that many past inhibitions and the force

of the preying secret have weakened and

even unhinged Orin and Lavinia so that

they are even uncertain of their identities.

Still, it does seem a trick of the dramatist

that she should assume her mother's

characteristics while yet being enough

herself to love Orin in the form of the

father she adored-^cpiite a paradox. We
know that her effort to escape by marrying

an outsider cannot occur or O'Neill will

sacrifice his intrinsic dramatic theory so

there may not be much suspense there.

The same is true of the letter of confession

that he writes to his sweetheart, for

once that information spread beyond the

doomed pair, the centrifugal force would

be at once reduced and the tragedy could

not work out to its logical conclusion.

When Orin beseeches his sister that they

confess and gain peace, she is tempted but

that iron will which makes her the pro-

tagonist triumphs and she drives him to

suicide. Now she has lost all hope of sal-

vation; it remains to be seen whether

the force will conquer her. The dead for-

bid her any escape from her fate; she

accepts her punishment to live in the

house with them and meet her doom, thus

in a way winning over them as well as sub-

mitting to them. She was strong enough

to become the force that ruined the others

who had shared the secret.

1 think now that I am justified in saying

O'Neill is writing because he must, that

his work has beauty (of mood, not of lan-

guage) and that the play will stir an

audience by its realistic truth and grii)|)ing

pulse. Where he falls from the standard

of a great dramatist is threefold: he has

wandered too far from simplicity and by

embroiling his action in complex pathology

rendered it less understandable to the

public; he has taken a family so out of

connection with external influence that his

catastrophe fails to have universal sig-

nificance; he has violated the consistency

of his leading character by complicating

her mechanism.

As to the characters, Lavinia, as just

indicated, is weakened by her odd trans-

formations; Orin is convincing as an imagi-

native, introsjjective sort of neurotic;

Adam has vigour, though he is really a

puppet to start the action, and Ezra

Mannon apjiears too briefly to be im-

portant. Certainly the most effective

theatrical personage is the sinning Chris-

tine, the faithless wife always being a

sympathetic personage, which may explain

the comparative lack of interest of the

last play—after her death.

Some of the details that antagonize the

credibility are the rather disastrous at-

temi)ts at a wry humour, Orin's contorted

notion that in killing others he is killing

himself, and the theme of Lavinia's South

Sea lasciviousness. The scenes whose
vibrant emotionalism should make them
exliilirating on the stage are: the ])lotting

of the murder, the last moments of

Christine, especially the ironic force of the

one final- word—"Live!", and the moment
of final suspense over the letter of con-

fession.

As for tlie title, it may mean mourning

is suitable to Lavinia, but we think it can

also be interpreted to say that mourning
actually becomes the survivor, since she

has, by resisting the centrifugal force,

assumed its power. That is, Mourning
(or the Consequences of Tragic Crime

and its Secrets) has taken the person of

Lavinia. Altogether a tortuous play

which—however melodramatic, however

full of piled horrors, is certainly a land-

mark in contemporary American drama.

Each reader can best decide for himself

how long a life it will enjoy hereafter. In

so determining it is well to remember
that this is borrowed from acknowledged

great sources. Personally we think that,

in any case, this will always be a play to

be acted rather than to be read.

FiUiroy K. Davis

'RECORD' COMPETITION

TO BEGIN FEBRUARY 11

All Freshmen Interested in Making

Editorial Board Expected to

Report in Jesup

All members of the Class of 1035 who

an? interested in writing and who arc con-

sidering entering the competition for jiosi-

tionson the editorial board of Tmk Recohj)

are urged to nuH^t in the oftii^e on the first

floor of ,le8U|) Hall on Thursday, February

11, at 7.30 p. m. The purpose of the

meeting will be to give the editors an op-

portunity to explain the competition and

to allow the freshmen to ask questions

about the fine jioints of writing for The

Recoki).

The competition, which is the first of

two that will be held this year, will last

for seven weeks, at the end of which time

two, three, or four men will be elected to

the board, depending on the standard of

the work done and the closeness of the

competition. Since many freshmen have

never written for a paper or magazine

before <'oming to College, a Recokd style

book will be given to each candidate for

the board, and during the first three weeks

the Managing Editor will be in his office

from 4 to 5 daily to correct mistakes, answer

questions, and help the freshman get his

bearings. News must be handed in

every Sunday and Thursday at 4.30 |). m.

throughout the seven weeks of the comjie-

tition, and three short editorials will also

be expected. All material must be type-

written.

In order to insure fairness, three differ-

ent seniors will take turns in grading the

work done by the competitors, and credit

will be based on a consideration of both

the quantity and quality of the material,

but the primary consideration for the

candidate's election to the board is the

quality. The men successful in this com-

petition will compete for the positions of

Editor and Managing Editor during the

spring of Sophomore year and the fall of

Junior year if they have any inclinations

to take eventual charge of the j)aper, but

once on the board, they will not be forced

to do any extra work beyond the carrying

out the routine assignments. All mem-
bers of the board are paid substantial

dividends when they leave office in their

Senior year.

YEARLINGS DEFEAT DRURY 35-20

Navin Stars as Freshmen Quintet

Continues Winning Streak

At the expense of the Drury High School

the Freshman quintet continued its win-

ning streak by defeating the visitors 36-20

in the Lasell Gymnasium, last Saturday

afternoon. Superiority in all departments

of the game gave the yearlings a lead in

the first few minutes of play, which they

increased to 16-4 at the half; and although

the Drury five had an advantage over the

second team in the third quarter, their

threat was repulsed by the return of the

regulars at the end of the period.

By virtue of their height and clever pass-

ing attack led by Navins, Swan, and Jones,

the 1935 team penetrated the Drury de-

fense, almost at will, while Collins and
Meighan, leading the defense, easily

checked the visitors' advance. Captain
Payne, a running guard, proved a constant

threat in the last half, and in spite of all

means made to cover him scored seven

points to lead the scoring for Drury.

Williams Defeats
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Theatre Presents

Average Bill—Peirce
(Continued from First Page)

,,|Ti'cl (lepunda on 8wiftiieHS of perforiimiu^e

iiiid
coiilimiity of action, and thesi; am

|iii|ii)Hsil)le to achieve if the set must ho

clmiiKC'' Iw'^c '" l''" course of the play. In

yu-vi of llio notorious limitations of the

,|('sii|) siAffi, either the piece should not

liiiv(! been attempted which would have

liccn a pity, or the channe ot locale should

|,uv<^ hecn suKKested by a shiftinK of furni-

(iiic and projjcrties, without actually

cliiiiiK'iK t'l" set. As it was, the long

iviiils between scenes, much louKer than

ll,c Kcenes themselves, were bad for both

juiclicnce and players. Due to this cir-

cuniHtance, perhaps, Mrs. Bloedel was

liHidly up to the very high mark she has

cBliiblished in many previous perform-

aiiics, at least in the first two scenes. In

(he third, she Kot herself in hand and gave

nil excellent portrayal of repressed emo-

(idii. Mr. Bond, making his debut with

the Little Theatre, was capital as the

lidiiiider of a husband. Mr. Yarnelle, as

I hi' lover, had so short a scene that he did

iiiil have lime really to work into the part,

anil he was moreover hampered by the

rest piloted space of his apartment and the

iiiiiiicrous bags that encumbered the floor.

hi iheiiartof the doctor Mr. Wheeler's fine

vdiii! and excellent stage presence stood

liirii in good stead, and he gave a convinc-

iiif,' portrait of an elderly man, a feat as

(lilliiMilt for a young actor as it is for an

elilcrly actor to try to portray youth

—

though perhaps not quite so disastrous.

Min. Blaisdell, who seems able to play

iiiivthing, raised a three-line part to a char-

iiriiT sketch, and Mrs. Gustafson, Mr.

Hhiiuliiig and Mr. Cresson were good in

Ihr bits assigned to them. As for the set,

mil birig on earth will make the Jesup stage

lo.ik like a drawing room in Park Lane or

iiiiywhere else, but Mr. Durant provided

a setting for the action which was restrain-

cil and in good taste, and, in view of the

hiiiitatiiinB, more than adequate. A final

word as to accents: it is always a problem

wlii'ii an English play is given by Amcri-

("III players whether it shall he played in

I'jiglish or American, but at least there

should be some uniformity of dialect.

Tlii.s time, as usual, the speech ranged all

I lie way from Hyde Park to Hackensack.

Ill spite of the adverse comment above, 1

w isli to say that lliilf an Hour is an ab-

sorbing little drama, and was well cast

mill well ))layed, and well directed by Mr.

Davis. Without the long stage waits it

would have been an outstanding perform-

ance.

After Chekov, Vevrienoff. The Little

Tliraire, having purged its .soul by the

pily and terror iiisjiired by the author of

llic ('hrrrij Orcti'ird, has moved on to fi(?lds

of higher endeavor. When Harlequin

had merrily died and the stage was

shrouded in darkness, with only the spot-

linht fLvi'd firmly on the white and .shining

fare of Pierrot, this personage plaintively

inquired: "What is this play all aiiout?

II is not for Pierrot to say." The reviewer

is in like case. It can not be a mere

harlequinade: coming out of llu.ssia, it

iiiu.st be symbolic of something. When
references (o the proletariat and the

Iwiiirgeoisie came over the footlights I de-

eiiled it was going to concern the five year

plan and the third international and th;^

lied Dawn in the east. And then 1

lliiiii!?ht it might convey the message that

ileal h is quite as merry an affair as lif.i,

which it may be in the IFnion of Soviet

Hi publics. And then again it might be

soMiething else. As the audience filed out

1 iiuiuirod of numerous members what it

was all about, and they were all ]>Brfeclly

convinced that it meant something, but

no two of them thought that it meant the

same thing. If a brother dramatist had
nut pre-empted the title, Ycvrienoff might

lia\c done well to call his opus: "What
^ ou Will". In view of this uncertainty

as to what they were trying to do, it is

<liflicult to criticize the actors. Mr.

Zailes, in the leading character of Harle-

quin, played with extraordinary verve and
variety, and with the laek of self-conscious-

ness that seems to go with the Latin teni-

peranicnt. Ix was the finest jiic^ce of real

ailing furnished by the evening, and it

Was achi(!ved under the handicap of a

uriitesiiue make-up and a falsetto tone

thai he too often employed in place of his

'lalurally excellent speaking voice. Mr.
I'A'eling as Pierrot showed that he can

play comedy as well as he does the lugu-

brious roles with which he has been hither-

bi associated, and Miss beake and Mr.
"ay, in the minor roles of Columbine and
•he Doctor, kept in the spirit of (he pic-

ture. The lighting was original and wcll-

'nanageil, but the costumes, to this re-

viewer were a mistake. The only point in

preserving the conventional characters of

""' comincdia dell'arte is to leave them
conventional, and let the modern ideas

*'bind out in contrast to the fixed ijcrson-

ages. 1 realize that the costumes wore

stylized, but you might as well try to
stylize Sania Glaus. Pierrot remained
the closest to hij conventional type,
t hough the shoulder c^ape and the substitu-
tion of pule blue for black were not an im-
provement. M'hy was Ilurlwiuin dra|)ed
in flowing blue satin instead of being
cased in his parti-colored tights, and why
had he not his mask and slap-stick? Why
was the doctor made to look like the Mail
Hatter out of Wonderland? And why
did Miss Leake's frock look as if it had
come straight from the Hue de la Paix— as
it i)robably had- and why was it toi)ped
with a white wig and a wisp of black tulle

that turned a very young and pretty
Columbine into a dowager? But if I had
understood the i)lay perhaps I would
understand the costumes too.

When the Theatre of the Soul was pro-

duced last spring it was loudly heralded
that Yevrienoft's plays had never been
given outside of Russia. There really

seems to be no especial reason why they
should be.

adjust themselves to the organization, or

through the irregularities and intermit-
lancy of employment, are unable to hold

(heir places, although they are men of

ability. This merely reflects the falli-

bility of our inilustrial system, and the

same thing <^an, no <loubt, be said of other
lines of industry. Certainly, no industry,

speaking of the leading building companies,
is more concerned to protect its line of

promotion than the building industry, so

far as I have been able to obscirve."

William A. Starrett

Reviews Opportunities
(Continued from First Page)

upon the misconception in the minds of

young men as to what college education

means. It is not a ticket of admission to

special opportunities nor a vehicle upon
which they may ride to success. A college

education might be compared to a screen

upon which the abilities and accomplish-

ments of a young man could be projected

as a means of visualizing his trend. Unless

there is something substantial in the thing

to be projected, the screen will show white,

no matter how bright the light upon it."

In the building business, there are a

great number of jobs where a young man
can begin his career. As the way to learn

how to build buildings is to go where they

are being built and to take an active part

in the construction, the most obvious job

for a young man is on the building itself.

This does not imply that he must start

as a day-laborer. The c|uality of leader-

ship crops up here again, "and while a

man entering the business cannot start

out as a leader, he can start in some hum-
ble capacity and through his perseverance

make known his abilities as a leader."

In general, large building companies are

divided into three princiiial functions

—

administration, accountancy, and oper-

ations. Thus it is seen that there are

opportunities for a young man to enter the

administrative end of the business as time-

keepers, clerks, checkers, or accountants.

"In the administrative side there is a

considerable majority of men in high posi-

tions in the administrative offices who have

come up through the ranks with a full

understanding of the technique of building

and have been promoted into important

posts in the administrative offices of the

building company. They are, indeed, the

men in tlomand, ami I feel that such men
are, on the whole, most likely to beeipiipped

to grapple with the general problems of the

administration of these large construction

companies, rather than those who reach

the high ])ositionsin any other way."

Mr. Starrett, turning to the money
.side of the business, said, "It is probably

fundamental with all large building com-

panies of standing that the men shall start

with a living wage." The men entering

the administrative organization start at

from S25 to S40 a week, varying with the

construction companies. Journeymen ai)-

prcntices have their wages fixed by some-

what the same considerations, iiut there is

also the system being develojied now by

the New York Building Congress which

determines, in collaboration with the

Labor ITnions, what the apprentices shall

earn at the successive stages of their em-

])loyment. In five or six years, men, who
enter the administrative offices, may
receive from S3,f>(K) to $5,(X)0 a year.

There can be no prediction of the rise in

salary, for the building business is not like

an industry where a constant flow of pro-

duction makes such a prediction po.ssil)le.

"One of the difficulties of the building

business is its emergent nature, and men
in the organization are vitally affc^cted

by the rise and fall of the volume of bus-

iness. It not infrequently happens that,

due to causes entirely beyond their con-

trol, builders are compelled to lay off men
of ability. It is one of the hazards that

young men should carefully consider when

they think about entering the building

industry."

Speaking, in conclusion, of promotion

in the building industry, Mr. .Starrett said,

"What the world is demanding incnins-

ingly is leadership, brains, ingenuity, and

indust ry . There seems to me an unlimited

field for the exen'ise of these qualities, and

our sickening disappointments arise

through our realization that we have

picked the wrong men for the posts they

occupy. There is another group which

cannot be overlooked, and that is the men

who, through sheer misfortune, fail to

Swimming Team Wins
From Two Opponents

(Continued from First Paiei

440-yd. free style—Won by Churcli

(W); Brook (S), second; Fenton (W),
third. Time: S:46.3.

150-yd. backstroke—Won by Fowler
(S); Kerr (W), second; Lanoue (S), third;

Bixby (W) disqualified (illegal turn)

Time: 1:47.8 (New Pool Record).

200-yd. breast stroke—Won by Gilfillaii

(W); Smith (W), second; George (S),

third. Time: 2:47.1.

300-yd. medley relay—Won by Williams

(Kerr, Gilfillan, Bixby); Springfield

(Fowler, George, Silvia), Second. Time:
3:19.4. (New Pool Record).

Dives—Won by Stone (S); Lanoue (S),

second; Lapham (W), third. Winning
points: 70.4.

ICO-yd. relay—Won by Springfield

(Shields, Jackson, Deane, Fisher); Wil-

liams (Downs, Reynolds, Pierce, Mc-
Mahon), second. Time: 1:19.5.

Final score: Williams 43, Springfield 34.

Williams vs. Worcester Tech.

40-yd. free style—Won by Swayze (W);
Davis (W), second; McElroy (W. P. I.),

third. Time: 19.2.

100-yd. free style—Won by Beatty (W);
Swayze (W), second; McElroy (W. P. I.),

tliird. Time: 58.2.

220-yd. free style—Won by Beatty (W);
Franklin (W. P. I.), second; Bird (W),
third. Time: 2:32.4.

440-yd. free style—Won by Church (W);
Fenton (W), second; Ratkiewicz (W. P.

I.), third. Time: 5:52.2.

150-yd. backstroke—Won by Franklin

(W. P. I.), Kerr (W), second; Frary

(W. P. I.), third. Time: 1:51.6.

200-yd. breast stroke—Won by Gilfillan

(W); Smith (W), second; Haskell (W. P.

I.), third. Time: 2:48.4.

300-yd. medley relay—Won by Williams

(Kerr, Gilfillan, Bixby); W. P. J. (Frary,

Haskill, Offers), second. Time: 3:32.4.

Dives—Won by Fogg (W. P. I.); Lap-

ham (W), second; Fish (W. P. I.), third.

Winning points: 67.0.

l(H)-yd. relay—Won by Williams

(Downs, Reynolds, Bixby, McMahon);
W. P. I. (McElroy, MacMahon, Franklin,

Borgatti), second. Time: 1 :20.8.

Final score: Williams 58, W. P. I. 19.

Foster To Talk At

Coming Conference
(Continued from First Page)

secretary to a committee organizing

200,(K)0 packing house workers; and a

year later banding together 250,000 steel

workers. The last piece of work crystal-

ized into a strike of 400,000 steel workers,

which he conducted. In 1921 he made a

second important tri]) to Europe when he

went to Russia to attend the Congresses

of (ho Communist International and the

Red International of Labor Unions, it

was then that he joined the Communist
Party. Since 1920 he has been Secretary

and Treasurer of the Trade Union Unity

League.

In the election campaigns of 1924 and

1928, he was Communist candidate for the

presidency, and now is a member of the

Central Committee of his party. In the

past few years he has written numerou.s

articles and books, among which are;

Syndicalism; Trade Unionism, the Road
to Freedom; The Heoolutionary Crisis,

Wtti-HO, in Germany, Holy, England,

and France; The liailrontlers' Nexl

Step— Amalgamation; The Bankruptcy

of the American Lnlmr Movement; The

Russian Revolution; The (Ireat Stesl

Strike; and Misleaders of Labor.

life "there is the inovement and the inevit-

able arising from the world of imagination,

which makes authors feel they are borne

inward into life like religion." And that

(his art setiined to be passing, and depriv-

ing people "of (he glory of the rhythm of

the old theatre", with the result that mod-
ern audiences were JK^^oming ton„--<leaf. As
a vivid example of (his, Mr. llamixlen re-

cited a conversation he once overheard
between two men who stood in front of

his theatre in New York at a time when he
was playing Caiwnsaechi:

"I hear this is a goo<l show," commented
one. "Yeah—But you gotta understand

English" was the reply.

In conclusion, Mr. Hampden gave Ham-
let's first soliloquy, his speech to Rosen-

crantz and Guildcnstern, and was acclaim-

ed with thunderous aijplause upon his re-

cital of Cyrano's manner of living, aiul

the death scene where Cyrano, wounded
sorely to death in the head, rises from his

seat in the garden of the convent, and dies

standing, warding off his ancient enemies,

pride, prejudice, vanity, and gain, who
come upon him in the form of death.

Hampden In Forimi Shows
'Old Drama Is Dying'

(Continued from First Page)

that action, as such, was slipping, and the

only really iin))ortant thing in modern

playwrighls' minds was (o be able to jiro-

duce somelhing of a kind never before

produced with stress laid upon the element

of surprise or of the unusual; while old

plays were concerned more \vi(h (hemes

which wore very old, but in the process of

their evolution picked up overtones and

subtle sidelights that modern plays could

never hope to eipial.

Mr. Hampden jiointed out that the real

distinction between the two schools of

drama lay in the fact that surnninding real

PICTURES, CHAIRS and
DAVENPORTS

All reasonably priced
Call on us at

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Mattresses from $7.50 up

RUGS, LAMPS,
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M. Schmidt & Sons
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
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Does Reading the Paper Hurt Your Eyes?

If your eyes hurt and you feel tired after an hour or so

of reading fine newspaper print, look out. You are straining

your eyes. You need more hght and you need it right now.
For reading, card playing or other close work specialists

recommend 6o to loo watt Mazda lamps.

Buy them by the Carton and Save 10%
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There Can Be No Compromise With QuaHty
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by wearing inferior clothing
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Quality Clothes

by

LANGROCK
in new spring style tailored from exclusive

imported woolens
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CUSTOM MADE
to individual measure

SA^-OO and More

Quality satisfaction will outlast price which sacrifices quality. The quality

of LANGROCK FINE CLOTHES has been maintained, although

prices have been revised to conform to the present trends.

The finest human hands can achieve

NEW!
Cheviots

Homespuns
Harris Tweeds

Worsteds

Flannels

New Shades

ACCESSORIES
for all

Occasions

SHOES
by John Winter & Son

Carnoustie, Scotland
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Agency

THE WILLIAMS SHOP
Featuring

LANGROCK
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

Oihct Stores: Yale, Haroard, Princeton. Brown. Andooer. Exeter. LawrenceciUe. 49 Broadway, New York City
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CLEVELAND SYMPHONY

CONCERT TO BE GIVEN

FEB. 21 IN CHAPIN HALL

Nikolai Sokoloflf To Lead Orchestra

In Major Entertainment of

Reunion Weekend

THOMPSON COMMITTEE
REACHES PEAK OF YEAR

Program Will Include Bach, Wagner

Ravel, Sibelius, Tschaikowsky

in Its Offerings

'LIBERAL CLUB' WELCOMES 200 DELEGATES

TODAY; CONFERENCE PURPOSES TO INQUIRE

INTO ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION OF FUTURE

ALL VIEWS REPRESENTED

Capitalism, Fascism, Socialism, and

Communism To Be Upheld

in Discussions

NOTED MEN TO SPEAK
Tlio zenith of the musical year in Wil-

liaiiistown will be attained on Siniilay,

Fehruary 21, when the UnderKraduate

Committee for the Thompson Conc^erts

presents the world-famed Cleveland Sym-

phony On'liestra in Cluipin Hall to an

audience wliich will include many of the

trustees, a lar(;e (jroiip of alumni, students

and lowns])eople. Following the favor-

al)lc receptions of the I'lnnlish Sin(j;ers and

Ossip Gabrilowisch, and coining at a time

when so many of Williams' alumni are

gathered together, the concert shouUI

prove to be a landmark in the social history

of the college.

During th(^ past 14 years the ondiestra

has scored countless brilliant successes

from coast to coast under the leadership

of Nikolai SokololT, one of the most promi-

nent musicians of tlu; c(i\mtry. SokololT

became con<lu<'lor when the orchestra was

starteil. He exercised his musical talent,

and orsanizing ability to increase its size

and imi)rov<^ its standards, an<l by sheer

(Continued on Second Page)

List Includes Jacob Viner, Norman
Thomas, William Z. Foster,

Carlo Flumiani

SIR NORMAN ANGELL

TO LECTURE SUNDAY

Ex-Parliament Member and Noted

Economist Will Speak on

'Disarmament'

,Sir Norman An^ell, recently resigned

member of the EnKlish Parliament and

famous authority on economics and Kov-

ernment, will lecture on "Disarmament",

Sunday evening at 7.30 in .lesup Hall

under the au.spices of the Forum. Sir

iNonnan Angell, an intimate friend of I he

Prime Minister's, has been at the very

heart of the (events in Great Britain for

the last few years, and is especially well

([ualitied to speak on the present situation.

Sir Norman is the author of a number

of works, efiief of which have been The

drrul Illusiim written while he was editor

of an English newspaper, The (Crisis in

Dfinncraci/, The, Money Game, a simplified

method for the teaching of economics, and

his latest book. The Unncen /Is.ia.s.snis,

which was very favorably reviewed in a

recent issue of the New York Times. By
his humor and broad vision, he has se-

cured for hooks dealing with politics and
(Continued on Sixth Page)

Speaking at the Intercollegiate Confer-

ence on Ca])italism and its Alternatives to-

day and tomorrow are the leading authori-

ties (m the four schools of economic think-

ing under ilisciission at the symposium:

Capitalism, Fascism, SiK^ialism, and Com-
munism. The case for Capitalism will be

presented by Jacrob Viner; Norman
Thomas and Maynard Krueger will u|)-

hold Socialism; Carlo M. Flumiani will

advocate the Fascist program; William Z.

Foster and Harold Spitzer will represent

th(> Communist view])oint; Colston E,

Warne ami Coleman Cheney will lead the

discussion at 1w<^ of the Kound Table

groups.

.lacob Viner holds a l?..\. degree from

Mcfiill an<l an M.A. and a Ph.D. froin

Harvard. He has been Professor of Eco-

nomics at the University of Chicago since

1922, serving as Visiting Professor at

Geneva, 1930-31. During the summers of

1929 an<l 1931 he led Kound Tables on

Economic Planning at the Williamstown

Institute of Politics. For two years he

was ex|)ert advisor to the United States

Tariff Commission and the United States

Shipping Itoard. He has lectured widely

on many phases of economics and has pub-

lishtxl the following books: Dumping: A

Problem in Internaliomil Trade; Canada's

Balance of Inlernalional Indebledncss; and

others.

Norman Thomas, Executive Director of

the League for Industrial Democracy, is

universally recognized as the Socialist

Leader of the United States. He is a

graduate of Princeton and the Union

Theologi<'al Seminary, and for 14 years has

b(«n an outstanihng figure in the defense

of civil liberties and social justice. In

1928 he was the Socialist candidate for the

Presidency, and in 1929 ran for Mayor of

New York on the Socialist ticket. Mr.

Thomas is author of The Cmvicientious

Objector; America's Waij Qui, A Program

for Democracy; The Challenge of War;

Prosperity; Socialism for Our Times;a.ndia

a contributing editor of The Nation, The

World Tomorrow, and The New Leader.

After receiving the degree of Doctor

from the University of Milan, Carlo M.
(Continued on Sixth Page)

Ostrander '32 Compares Methods of Education

and Advantages of Swiss and American Schools

"The concentrated and dynamic quality"

of the life of the summer student in Geneva
provides an ojiiiortunity for a vacation

which is not only instru(^tive but highly

enjoyable," Taylor Ostrander '32, one of

the 12 American students whom the

Students International Union granted

scholarships for study in Geneva, Switzer-

land, last summer, remarked, discussing

his impressions with a Rbcobi) reporter.

"The Americans," he continued, "were

but a small part of the group of 150

stiulents, representing almost every nation

and practically every shade of religious,

social, and political opinion, who were

niemhers of the School of International

Relations founded eight years ago by
Professor Alfred Zimmern of Oxford.

"A comparison of the methods of study
at Geneva and Williams might be of par-

ticular interest to Williams students.

At Geneva there are only lectures and
discussions, any reading is spontaneous.

I-ectures are given in French and English

'>y noted professors from all over the

continent hut especially from England.
The supervised discussions are carried on
'n seminars outwardly very like the Senior

pro-seminars here. Like the Williams
seminars, they deal with specialized sub-
jects, history, economics, sociology, but
*hey differ in other ways. Instead of

<laily preparation, the students hold an

educational background attained for the

most part before arrival at Geneva.

Arguments are carried on in French and

English, and, as is true throughout the

whole school, the seminar is composed of

both men and women

.

"However, the planned work of the

school is only the minimum of the edu-

cation carried on at Geneva. Inter-

national discussions, given the hetero-

geneous group of students, are inevitable.

Walking home from lectures, at pennions

for meals, on the beach, at tea, in the cafes

after the evening lectures, always there

were to be found groups of Zimmern

students engaged in earnest discussion.

A very good example of the spontaneity of

the gatherings were the frequent meetings

after evening lectures. A notice on the

bulletin board would announce a meeting

at some particular cafe to discuss Austro-

Serbian, I'>anco-German, Anglo-American

or any other combination of affairs.

There was a well attended Socialist club

with regular bi-weekly meetings at the

Cafe Verique.

"The summer offered an interesting

opportunity to test the advantages of co-

education, among other things. Con-

trary to the usual prejudice, the group of

girls, both American and European, was

as attractive as the sophisticated taste of

(Continued on Third Fat*)

Program of Conference

Friday, February 12

3.30 p. m.-'Jcsup 1 1oil, Registration

closes.

4, IT) |), ni.

—

Chapin Halt. Address by

.lacob Viner, [irescuiting the case

for Prognmsive Capitalism, follow-

(h1 by open-forum discussion.

Opc'ii to the Public.

I).30 |). m.

—

Williams Inn. Dinner

for delegates.

8.1.5 p. m.

—

Chapin Hall. .\ddress

by William Z. Foster, presenting

th(^ case for Communism, followed

by open-forura discussion. Open

t(> the Public.

(Continued on Sixth Page)

LARGE GROUP EXPECTED

Seventeen Eastern Colleges Are

Sending Representatives

to Conference

VINER WILL SPEAK FIRST

'THE BEGGAR'S OPERA,'

FIRST MUSICAL PLAY,

WILL BE^WN HERE

Was First Produced at Lincoln's

Inn Fields Theatre in 1728—
Ran Nine Weeks

SYLVIA NELIS HEADS
AN ALL-BRITISH CAST

Speech Will Be Followed by First

of a Series of Open-Forum
Discussions

Assistant Professor Roberts Will

Explain Satiric Significance

and History

Two hundred delegates are expected

from the Liberal Clubs of New England

colleges when the Intercollegiate Confer-

ence on Capitalism and its Alternatives,

sponsored by the Liberal Club of Williams,

opens today. Middlebury, Smith, and

Vassar are sending delegations of over 20

for the two-day session, while rcjiresi'ii-

tatives from Amherst, Barnard, Brown,

Holyoke, Massachusetts Slate College,

New Ham])shire University, Pennsyl-

vania State, Radcliffe, Skidmorc, Spring-

field, Wellcsley, Worcester Tech, Union,

and ^'ale will also be present.

The Conference will be opened at 4.15

this afternoon in Chapin Hall with an

address by lacoli Viner. who will jjresent

the case for Progressive Capitalism.

(Continued on Sixth Page)

Philosophical Anarchists

Organize to Disorganize

SYLVIA NELIS
Famous English Primi^ Donna and Radio

Star Who Heads the Cast of

"The Beggar's Opera"

FIVE WINS ONE AND

DROPS ONE ON TRIP

Rochester Team Beaten, 37-24, as

Williams Wins Eighth Game
in Succession

PURPLE LOSES TO BUFFALO

Quintet Loses Undefeated Rating

As Strong Team Overcomes

Half Time Lead

Swinging northward for the mid-year

trip, the Williams basketball team added

one more victory to its string of seven con-

secutive wdns, when it overcame Rochester,

37-24, Monday night in Rochester, but the

Purple was unable to keep its undefeated

standing when a strong Buffalo aggrega-

tion overcame a half-time lead to win, 38-

32, the following evening in Buffalo.

Injury in practice shortly before the begin-

ning of the trip incapacitated Captain

Good, while the Williams five felt the need

of good substitute material in both con-

tests.

In spite of the lack of practice during the

examination ))eriod and the loss of Cajjtain

(Continued on Fourth Page)

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 12

3.30 p. m.

—

Liberal Club Conference Reg-

istration Closes.

7.45 p. ra.—Varsity Swimming. Williams

vs. Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology. Lasell Pool.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13

8.15 p. m.—Varsity Basketball. Williams

vs. St. Lawrence University. Lasell

Gymnasium.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14

10.35 a. m.—President Albert W. Bcaven

of the Colgate-Rochester Divinity

School, Rochester, New York, will

preach. Thompson Memorial Chapel.

7.30 p. m.—Sir. Norman Angell will

speak on "Disarmament". Jesup

Hall.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15

8.30 p. m.—Williams Litlk Theatre pre-

sents "The Beggar's Opera". Chapin

Hall.

To those who have 8en.sed the pleasur-

able, albeit vicarious, thrill of witnessing

.lesup's Sunday night contacts between the

more conservative element of our com-

munity and a genuine, in-the-flesh Com-
munist, it will be of interest to iearii that

Williams now mothers a new organization,

the Society of Philosophical Anarchists,

born but Tuesday, in the light of the

fervor of which for social betterment

the best that North Adams can send us

fad(;s into relative insignificance.

The long-awaited protest against the

Intercollegiate Conference on Capitalism

and its Alternatives has thus at last

materialized, and with the unexpected

result that the hitherto ruddy complexion

of the Conference has paled noticeably in

the public eye. It is even surmised that

the local attendance may be greatly stim-

ulated by the possibility of an anarchist

demonstration, since the members of the

new organization have threatened to ap-

pear with voiced and placarded protests

against the lack of official recognition of

the Anarchists by the Conference.

"A 8up|)osedly liberal program," begins

the manifesto Lssued by the Society last

(Continued on Sixth Paije)

Th(! presentation, by the LittU' Theatre,

of John (jay's lieggar's Opera in Chapin

Hall on Monday evening pronu.ses to be

one of the sea.son's outstanding theatrical

offerings officials say. Sylvia Nelis, fam-

ous ICiiglisb prima <lonim and radio star,

will head the all-British I'ast of this early .

eighteenth century musi<'al comedy.

Besides Miss N'elis, who plays the part of

Polly Pcochuni, Ibe cast includes .lohn

Mott as Captain Machealli,\'cra Hurst as

Lucky Lock-it, and Charles Magrath as

Peachuiu. Elsie French will interpret the

role of Mm. Pcachuiii, while that of Jjockil

will be supported by (Iwilym Williams. A
ladies' orchestra, including the barpsichonl

and other old instruments of the period,

will be in the |iit. In its London revival

after the war, it fell to the lot of Claude

Lovatt Fraser to <lesign scenery and cos-

tume itscbaractersin pcrt'ct harmony with

the sprightly humor if its words .und music.

.Assistant Professor .1. H. Roberts o! the

English Department will give a brief talk

at the performance. He will explain the

hi.story of the play in fts own day and its

satiric significance.

As a picture of English life of two c(!n-

turies ago. The lieijgar's Opera is miexcclled.

The hero is the chief villain. Marriage

was a myth; honesty but a fable. The
beggar's idea of society, was one in which

morals and manners of thugs and loose

women were likt ibosc uf line ladies itrid

gentlemen. Most of them drank; some

of the women swore; many of them ])icked

pockets. Curiously, nobody in the play

ever smokes. Drawing thus on the crimi-

nal class, male and female, for most of his

characters, Gay became the talk of the

day. Many recognized .some of his sub-

jects as tliose high in the service of the

King.

The opera is filletl with contrasts, and

much of its popularity rests on Gay's skil-

ful wa., of handling his subject. All of

the villains are smart satirists. Jailer

Peachum threatens to snick his daughter's

throat and kisses her as he says it; he

wrangles with his wdfe on the ethics of

hanging Polly's husband to get his swag

for Polly; and at the next turn they are all

singing a sentimental old song.

The modern version to be presented here

on Monday was edited by .\rnold Bennett,

who toned down the original manuscript

(Continued on Second Page)

Opening of Disarmament Conference Is Described

by J. F. Green, Yale '32, Student Delegate

The folkimng article is Ihe first of several

to be written for The Record 6;/ James F.

Green, Yale '32, who is attciuiing the ses-

sions of the Disarmament Conference at

Geneva. Folloinng petitions by strident or-

ganizations for an undergraduate repre-

sentative at the Geneva conference, Wash-
ington permitted the Intercollegiate Dis-

armament Council to send Mr. Green to the

Disarmament Conference as unofficial ob-

server and representative of American

college men and women.

February 3: With drab seriousness in-

dicative of the months of laborious delib-

erations lying ahead, the World Disarm-

ament Conference commenced sessions

this afternoon. Only the presence of

powerful camera lights, of radio micro-

phones, of a large number of press repre-

sentatives and of the general imblic gave a

hint of the importance of the historical

event in progress. With faces inscrutable,

as at the Council meeting last Friday,

W. W. Yen of China and Naotake Sato,

of .lapan gave little b^jct! of the severe

strain of the past week. Miss Woolley,

Hugh Gibson, Andre Tardieu and Dino

Grandi were most easily recognized by the

eager spectators. Arthur Henderson,

statesman without party or position, read

a lengthy keynote address with very slight

show of emotion until the peroration.

Declaring that a vast amount of work had

'already been done for peace since 1920, he

summarized the estal)lishment of the

League and the World Court, the formu-

lation of regional agreements for mutual

security and the various disarmament

conferences. He closed with a pa,ssionat«

appeal for the successful solution of the

intricate problems before the Conference,

and stated that failure means the disap-

pointment of hopes throughout the world

and ultimate disaster for all. Behind

formalities lies the grim specter of war
which is rapidly threatening to destroy

the effectiveness of this meeting and is

menacing safety in both hemispheres.

Public opinion and press comment here

are dismayed over the unhajipy events

at Shanghai and are thoroughly discour-

aged regarding the future. It is generally

hoped China will withhold an official

declaration of war until processes of pacific

investigation and settlement, c^n be set in

opcrati(m. It becomes increasingly evi-

dent that the laxness of the Ignited States

and Great Britain and the inherent weak-
ness of the l>eague have allowed unwar-
ranted aggression into Chinese territory.

Only the firmest, protest of all govemmenta
can check the forces of militaristic im-
perialism apparently set loose in the
Orient. On the basis of the excellent

draft treaty provided for the conference

(Oontlnued on Third Page)
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PAGING MR. FISH!

"In Diir world |>r()l)lems, wo must cithor shut our eyes .... and live, as the

Orient used to live, a hermit nation dreaming of the jmst, or we must open our eyes and

see that modcTn civilization has become so complex .... as to make it impossible

to be in this world and not of it,"— Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1920.

The above declaration applies as nuii'h to the Williams College of toilay as to the

United States of yesterday. We are sd much concerned with local interests—with

routine classes, sports, and competitions—that we tend to forKcl that there is a world

outside of Williams. Capitalism. Communism. Fascism. .Socialism. What do

these terms imply? Ilow are they affecting nations? How will they affect us?

Four years aKO, the combined votes for Norman Thomas and William Z. Foster

were negligible when compared to the number of ballots cast for President Hoover.

And yet, 20 years hence, where will their successors stand? Will they fare better or

worse? Will, as the Hon. Hamilton Fish niit<ht put it, the dreaded Bolsheviki control

a once free people, and deprive us anil our cbiKlren of the liberty handed down to us

by the founding fathers? Or will another Mus.solini have arisen to shackle the sons

of those who nuidc the world safe for democracy? What do you think? Or do you

think?

The Libeml Cliih is doing a si)len(lid job in bringing to Williamstown the leading

exponents of the various theories of economic and political organization. If this

conference were its sole raison d'etre, its existence would be more than justified. For,

whether we be yoiuig radicals or staunch believers in Ihings-as-they-are, the speeches

and discussions of Friilay and Saturday will stimulate our minds to a (•learer under-

standing of the problems confronting the statesmen of all nations. Saturday night,

we may be more aware of our ignorance. And—withal—wiser.

INTER ALIA

Time: Saturday afternoon at 4.30. Place: Waldcn's Theater. Event: the

showing of "The Five-Year Plan", a moving picture proiluced by the U. S. S. R.

Significance: the LilUe Theater will attempt to prove that there is a demand for foreign

pictures which should give them a more permanent niche in the cinematic repertoire.

Further .significance: Williams will join Amherst, Smith, and other colleges in the

movement to break the block-booking .system.

Block-booking means that, if a proprietor of a theater orders five or six full-length

l)ictures from a Hollywood concern, he nuist pay for the full block of 12 or so in which

they are released. Having paid for the full block, he must show all 12 or lose money.

The result is that many of his |)ictures are inferior, that he can do business with only

two or three com))anies, that he has little or no opportunity to show cinemas produced

in Germany, France, Russia, and England.

Granted that .\merican industries should be patronized, it does seem unfair to the

movie-going public that first-rate productions from abroad cannot be enjoyed by most

audiences in this country. In addition, the American cinema could hardly fail to

improve as the result of foreign competition. Thus, for reasons of both art and sheer

enjoyment, The Recokd applauds the aims of the local Thespians.

Social W'illiams may ignore .Jacob Viner, thumb its no,se at Norman Thomas,

throw disreputable eggs at William Z. Foster. It may think of the headline, "LITTLE

THEATER BREAKS BLOCK-BOOKING SYSTEM", and laugh—mildly. It may

prefer jireparing for Rhetoric 1-2 to listening to Sir Norman Angell. It may journey

to the bright lights of the "big city" rather than see "The Beggar's Opera". Hut,

whatever it does, it is doubtful if grou])s of Williams students have ever made such

ambitious efforts to bring the world to Williamstown.

Cleveland Symphony
Concert to be Given

(Continued from First Page)

brilliance and determination has succeeded

in building an orchestra that is rankeil as

one of the three best in the United .States.

When the i)()-piece orchestra ai)peared in

Williamstown in 1930, S. K. Davis writing

in The Rkcoud said of it, "The orchestra

thrilled its audience into spontaneous fury

of apjilausc with the most impressive and

stiiiuilaling evening of music that has been

offered to the present college generation at

Williams. The dynamic and elemental

])ower of the orchestra, and the sheer

beautv of its instrumental tone stirred

Concert Program

Prelude, E }iiajiir,Ji>r orchestra

Cantata No. 29 Bach-Siloti

Symphony No. 6 " Pathelique," B major

Op. 74 Tsohaikowsky

Adagio—allegro—andante—allegro

invo

Allegro con grazia

A llegro motto vivace

Adagio tamentoso

INTERMISSION
Menuel Antique Ravel

First time in Williamstown

Legend, "The Sivan of Tuonela," Op. 22

Sibelius

Prelude to "The Mastersiiigcrs of Nu-

remberg" Wagner

those of us who for months on end are

limited to piano scores and records at times

to an overpowering sense of uplift at the

very reality of it all, and at times kept us

almost breathless with a more quiet excite-

ment."

The orchestra appeared in 126 cities and

more than 20 states during the first 11

years of its existence and has recently

gained wide applause through the east and

in Cleveland. In its home town many

working people are entertained at park

concerts every summer; school children

are instructed by the individual musicians

and thousands of nuisic lovers enjoy the

orchestra's offerings through the medium
of the radio.

The jjrogram ojjcns with Siloti's arrange-

ment of Bauh'aCaiilata No. H), W'ir Dnnkcn
Dir, Gott, one of the colossal series of re-

ligious works produced by Bach while he

was cantor of St. Thomas, Liepzig. It is

often referred to as the Ratswahl Cantata,

because it was written for the Sunday
I)rececding the election of a new city coun-

cil, at which time a proclamation concern-

ing the election or Ratswahl, was read from

the pulpit. The original score was found

in a book containing the text, evidently

used for a latter iierformance of the work
at the Church of St. Nicholas in 1749.

Tschaikowsky is represented by what he

considered his greatest work, the Sym-
phony No. 0, "Pathctique". Always the

most popidar of the artist's symphonies, it

has withstood the onslaughts of a violent

reaction against the decadent romanticism

of the late nineteenth century and has not

relaxed its grip upon the imagination of

symphony audiences. When Tschaikow-

sky had finished the orchestration, he

wrote to his publisher, "On my word of

honor, I have never felt such satisfaction,

such pride, such happiness, as in the con-

sciousness that I am really the creator of

this beautiftd work."

Presented for the first time in Williams-

town, the Menuet Antique of Maurice

Ravel shows evidence of the com])oser's

taste for the "quasi-archaic" style. His

pupil, M. Roland-Manuel characterizes

the Menuet as "a curious piece in which

wilfully, it seems, scholastic artifices

oppose the most charming boldnesses.

One seems to witness the aesthetic hesita-

tions of a young artist who contemplates

the austerities of classicism and the perils

of progress. The legend 'The Swan of

Tuonela' by Jean Sibelius is based upon

the Finnish epic The Kaleiiala. Tuonela,

the Kingdom of Death, the Hades of Fin-

nish mythology, is surrouniled by a broad

river of black water and rapid current, in

which the Swan of Tuonela glides in majes-

ti<' fashion and sings."

The program will dose with Richard

Wagner's Prelude to tlie .Mustersingers of

Nuremberg in which the broad luunor and

animated spirit of the opera find concen-

trate<i expression. Wagner relates thai

the urge to write the .Mdster.Hingera was

born iluriug a sojourn in Vieiuia where he

visited the Acatlemy of Arts and experienc-

ed a revival of his creative powers on

viewing the AnKUHiplidu of Ihe Virgin by

Titian. The music came to him during

his train ride back to Vienna.

'The Beggar's Opera'

Will be Shown Here
(Continued from First Page)

to meet modern standards, but halted well

on this side of prudery. The music has

been rewritten and .supplemented by

Frederic Austin. Of the music, there are

more than fit) airs, and Mr. Austin's

arrangements have addeil greatly to their

charm. For his score Gay borrowed the

most lilting airs from comi)osers such as

Handel, Dr. .\rne and Purcell, and tliese

were arranged for him by the eminent

German conductor, Dr. Pepuscb. Its

musical effect is increased by the use of an

eight-piece orchestra modeled after that

which accompanied the singers years ago.

Besides the harpsichord, there are t he viola

il'amore and the viola di gamba. It is

melodious nuisie, and while .suggestive of

the past, it yet retains a youlhfulness and

charm that enables it to hold its own in

these days of jazz.

The plot is an extremely clever inter-

weaving of satire, touched with supreme

climaxes. To the tunes he obtained from

the famous folksongs, airs and melodies

of the times, he wrote bis ironic lyrics,

and as the style was in each instance care-

fully suited to the lilt of the music, the

result was a perfect musical setting for the

whole story. The oi)era in its present

form was first produced by Sir Nigel I'lay

fair at the Lyric Theatre in London, where

it ran for lour years. It is now on its

sixth American tour.

.lohii (lay was eiK'ouraged to experiment

in this new form of musical play by .lona-

than Swift and Alexaiuler Pope. .Some

historians suggest the possibility that these

worthy gentlemen had an ulterior motives

in lending themselves to the promotion of

The Hcggar'H Opera, which is so keenly

satirical of the ruling powers of that

period.

Infirmary Patients

Kerr '32 was the only patient coufined in

the Thompson Inhrmary when TiiK

Rkc'OIU) went to press Wednesday evening.

In all cases of serious illness the parents of

the student concerned are immediately

notified.

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"

Dolt

The Liberal Club

PRESENTS

The Five-Year Plan
at the

WALDEN
Saturday, February 1 3

at 4.30 p. m.

ADMISSION 50 CENTS

Keeping ahead
of the second hand

To keep telephone service in step with the

swift pace of American life, Bell System men
tackle many an absorbing problem, find many
an ingenious solution.

For instance, they decided that pre-

cious seconds could be saved by a change in

long-established operating routine. The
operator used to repeat the number called

by the subscriber- now she indicates that

she understands by saying, "Thank you."

To appreciate the importance of the

second thus saved, just multiply it by the

40,000,000 conversations handled by oper-

ators on the average day.

In the telephone business, major improve-

ments that save the subscriber's time and

give him better service often result from just

such apparently minor changes.

BELL SYSTEM

A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTE R-CON NECTINO TELEPHONES
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NOW OPEN

Give Us a Call
COLLEGE BILLIARD PARLORS

lUI'-SIAIKSi

DKMPSKY BLOCK

Opposite New Gym
I

RARE EXHIBIT IS BEING

GIVEN FOR ENGLISH 3-4

Chapin Books Illustrate the Varied

Activities and Interests of

the Elizabethans

(Thv JiilUmnng article mi tlic Englinh '.i-J,

cxhUril now shown in Hit: Clio /nil lAhranj

ii'iis wrillen fspfcialtji for Till': Hkcoiid hi/

Mis« I'UCi/ liuginui (hbonu-).

The exliiliil now in place in lli(^ Cliapin

l.ilirary, while urrannecl primarily Id illus-

Irale the eoiirHO Enxlish 3-4, nhould l)e of

general intc^rest as well. 11 comprises

neither Shakespeare's own works nor those

volnmes which he is thonKht to have used

lis sources, hut is made up instead, of hooks

illnstratinK the varied activities and in-

terests of the people of lOlizahet han and

.lacohean England.

The exhibition cases contain, accord-

ingly, hooks concerning their «iinies, their

paKeanIs and mas(|ues, their interest in

heraldry and the niceties of rank and

honor, tlieir credulity ami superstition,

their love of flowers and the art of (?arilen-

iiig, their delight in, an<l knowledge of,

musi(^ their houndless curiosity concerninn

tar distant, countries and the customs and

demeanor of the iidiahitants of them,

and finally, their accomplishments and

practices in the departments of law and

medicine.

The hooks themselves are rare, for first

editiims of EnKlish literature of this

[leriod are not only extremely desirable

and important but are now difficult to

obtain. Such an exhibit is, therefore,

notable as renanls the content of the

volumes and, as well, for their value as

collectors' items.

AmoiiK the most interesting pieces

displayed is a sixteenth-century broadsiile

balhiil, "Cupid's revenue," to which

Shakespeare refers in the first act of

Luven Litborx Loul when Armado ask

Molli "Is there not a Balhul, Boy, of the

Kinu and the HeKKir''" *'^uch broadsiile

ballads were sold for a farthing, liawkeil

about the streets of London by ballad-

monxers who advertised their wares by

.sinninu them as they strolled. Other

items, ipniintly printed, (jive <'ontcniporary

accounts of ma.sques and other entertain-

ments devise<l for royally; some show

charmiiiK woodcuts of gardens; .still others

are first editions of the I'ourtc.sy books

which, based on Castiulione, bad so extra-

ordinary a voKue in the ICnj^land of Ibis

period.

It is impossible, since the cases contain

some seventy-five vohnnes, to list them

here, but all those who (tare to see in

graphic form the ideas and hobbies, pur-

suits and background of the age in which

Shakespeare lived and which he mirrored

forth, may find much to interest tliein in

this exhibit, which may be seen until

Kebruarv 18th.

not to b(t swept into another calastrophe.

Colleges alone su|)ply the intellect unl and

moral leadership sufiii'icnt to rescue hu-

manity. Liberal Clubs, International Hc-

lations Croups, and Christian Associations

nuisl a.ssunut responsibility for such

endeavor.

h'vhnmni S: I had an opportunity this

morning (I'Vbruary (ith) to address

DisartnamenI conference on behalf of the

Auu'rican college student through the

Intercollegiate Disarmament Council and

the Student Christian Movement.

It was a uniipie meeting. The reee|)lion

of petitions was held owing to the initiative

of Arthur Henderson and the support of

Miss Wooley. It is the first lini<t in

history that students have hud a ebancc

to address a League nu'cling. The nuu't-

ing began with the procession of two hun-

dred an<l fifty women representing all

nations carrying petitions with eight

million signatures. The speakers included

representatives of Christian Movements,

Trade Uni(ms, Seitond International, ami

Lord Cecil for the Federation of League (jf

Nations As.sociations. He made strong

proposals for abolition of all armaments

for aggressive purposes, including tanks,

big guns, big cruisers and subniarine.s.

1 made a two thousand word statement

explaining tlat strong di'sirc! for drastic

disarmament of the American students

as ex|)resse<l through the |ioll and dclc-

gati(m to Hoover. 1 was also authorized

to jiresent results of the British students'

petition. 1 expre.s.sed the conviction of

students that war setth-s nothing, that

students have lost interest in being cannon

fodder, that an inlernatiomil government

shouhl rejilace mitionali.sm and slate

scjvereignly, ami thai students desire to

build a worhl society. ALso that those

believing in (Joil want a world r<'lliM-ling

His love. S|)ecch well received by League

otlieialsand reporters.

I'lea.sc continue campaign. Our dis-

arni.'inicnt work is merely bi'gun.

Ostrander Compares

Methods of Education
(Continued from Flr.st Pinji?)

Williams men might ever dejnaud. Being

constantly with this grou|) under entirely

normal circumstances nmst hiue been as

refreshing to other victims uf ihe New

lOoKhuid nionasl<'ry college as it was to inc.

''.\s an esampic of the lietei'ogenenus

mixtui'i' of iial ioniililics at llic school, I

might ilcsiribc loy own piir.iimi. l')ightecn

of us lived there, six Anu'ricans, a Turk,

my rooiu-nuite, a Czech, a I'ole, ;i liu-

nuiiiian, a Norwegian, a Syrian, an Iridiiui,

two Creeks, two Italians, two Albanians.

InteriuUiiinal mixtures such as Ibis were

inevitable iji every pha.se of life \\\vn\

.\';il urally, such constant association ilid

nuich to fulfill the object of our study in

CiMicva, namely, to further international

friendship, understanding, arid .symp.'i-

thv."

ESTABLISHED 1810

College Preacher

I'rcsidcnt AlliiTl W. I'.ea\cn of the Col-

gat e-Hoclicst<'r I )ivinity .School, H<ic|jester.

New Wwk, will lead Ihe Sunday morning

chapel scr\'iccs in the Thompson M<MnoriMl

CInipel.

C. K. Ahlstrom 'lit and W. It Mackay

*:i.5 have Iransfeired from \nle.

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTV'FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Our Representative will be at

RUDNICK'S
on the followinji days

February 15

March 7, 8

March 28

April 25

BRANCHES
NEW YORK: one wall street

BOSTON: newbury cor. Berkeley street
NEWPORT PALIM BEACH

Opening of Disarmament

Conference is Described
(Continued from First Pagcl

after years of careful preparation, it is

possible that technical limitation or re-

duction may be achieved. Too much

hoi)e should be avoided, however, for false

optimism is dangerous. The solution of

European problems is confronting the

(conference before that of the MaiaOiurian

crisis, and rests both ui)on the ability of

l'ran(ce and Ciermany to agrcu- coiauTiiing

Central Europe and armament status,

and upon the willingness of the United

States to cooperate fully in the .settlement

of the (U)mplex issues involved.

This is literally a race with death.

The sole source of optimism rests in the

fact that the statesmen of every (country

are actually conferring in a desperate

attempt to solve the (lisagrc(cments

threatening the downfall of civilization.

The solution of the present ananchy can

only be reached by the gradual delegation

of sovereignty to a central government

with authority to effect the pacific settle-

ment of disputes. I believe it is to Amer-

ican interest to lead the way in this di-

rection. Financial entanglements across

the Atlantic and the Pacific have so

thoroughly destroyed our political iso-

lation that only a reversal of our attitude

and policy can save our own as well as the

world economic structure.

It is constantly urgcid here that college

students lie made to realize initnediatcly

that in case of failure they face annihila-

tion within thirty years. Participation

in political life with a constant deinand for

constructive domestic and foreign policies

IS essential if the present generation is

WTiether it's a tender old love song or

a dashing hit from the latest show, there's

the deep thrill of real music in whatever he

sings. Hear his fine voice in the Chesterfield

Radio Program. And hear Nat Shilkret, loo,

with his bcautifully-halauccd big orchestra.

Chesterfield
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PURPLE TEAM MEETS

ST. LAWRENCE QUINTET

Knee Injury of Captain Good Is To

Be Threatening Handicap to

Purple in Game

llniulicappt'il l>y the pioliable iilwcnce of

Caplaiii (i<""l, tlx' \Villiaiii.s iiuiiilel will

iiici't the SI. l.iiwii'iice I'niversily team U>-

inuiiDW iiiKliI at 8.15 p. m. in this l.asoll

uyiiiim.siiiiii. Willi a ili'tcriniiicil elTcrl

to rcKuin its wiimiiiK slriilc, of oIkIiI consc-

(•uliv(! vii'tDries which was broken hist

Tucwhiy iiiglit l)y a ilclcat at the hands of

the MiilTalo iinnrfnatioii, the l'uri)le five

will undoubtedly show S|)irited action and

eoiii'dination.

Coaeh Caldwell navv the team a day of

rest Wednesday, but settled into heavy

praetieo Thursday afternoon in order to

round tlie s<iuad back into the condition It

was preeediiiK the e.\aininatiou period,

tiodd's knee injury will probably keep him

(lilt of tlie Kiinie, but there is a po.ssibility

(if its being in shape liy Satunlay and allow-

iiit; him (o play, which would be a decided

advantiiKe to the (luintet. With or with-

out his presence, the Williams live will tind

a (jdod deal of opposition in the St. Law-

rence team, which has won live and lost

three names, two of which were defeats at.

llie hands of the HulTalo a^KreKation.

The first of these panics Buffalo won by

only two points and was exteiuleil to an

extra time period.

The record of the St. Lawrence team lo

date is as follows: St. Lawrence 25, Queens

17; St. Lawrence 22, I'nion 10; St.

Lawrence 21), Buffalo 31 ; St. Lawrence 24,

tlhirkson 2:i; St. Lawrence 21, Buffalo 24;

St. Lawrence 14, Niagara 20; St. Lawrence

18, Alfred 17; St. Lawrence 31, Niagara

2(1. The tentative line-ups for the game

arc:

and led lli-12, at the intermission. In the

second half, Moiiier went out on fouls,

wliih^ Malanowicz, the opposing center,

aiul Syracuse sank several shots from the

Hour. Murkoski's iloor work and Shee-

lian's guarding were features of the game in

which Williams Uisl its standing as one ol

the live undefeated ba.sketball leaiiis in the

ICasl. The linal score was 3S-,'i2 in favor

of Buffalo.

.\ suminaiy of the game follows:

WILLIAMS
(I F 1'

WILLIAMS
Fiiwlc!

Markoski

Monier

Slieehan

Fiiicke

r.r.

l.L

c.

r-S-

l.g.

ST. LAWRENCE
Flanagan

tUlligan

Shoen

Kunz
Christie

Fovvli!, r.f.



WAL-DEN
Week of February 15
Shows: Afternoon 2.lfi; Evening 7. 15 and 9.00

PROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, FEB. 15

fjcw Advent urea of "Get Rick Quick
Wallingford," with Williuiu lluirii's,

l,cilii IlyiiiiiH and Krnral Tonciii-c.

Fox News.

TUESDAY, VVAi. l(i

"Two Kinds of Women," with Marian
Ihipkiiis, I'hillipH lIohiiOH ami Wynne
Cih.Hon. Mack Sennet I Comedy, "The
Lure of Hollywood." AIko Cartoon.

WKDNl'l-SDAY, I''EU. 17

Duster Keaton in "Sidewalks of New
York," witli Anita fa^e and Cliff Ed-
wards. "Footlights," a miiBiea! novel-

ty, also other Shorts.

TIU'KSDAY, FEU. IH

"Men in Her Life," with l.oi.s Moran,
(!harles Mickl'ord and Victor Varconi.
('oinedv, "Guests Wanted." Other
Shorts."

FRIDAY, FEU. HI

Walter Huston in "The Star Witness,"
with Charles "Chic" Hale, Frances
Starr, Ralph Ince and Sally Blaiil.

Conie<ly, "Hollywood Halfback." Car-
toon and Strange as it Seems.

SATURDAY, FEB. 20

Thiinia.s Mei|j;lian in "Skyline," with
llardic Albright. Adventures in Africa.

Fables and News.

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

THE SIlTnT WITNESS
with

Greta Nissen, Lionel Attwill

also

My Wife's Family

Suiiiltiy and .Moiulay

Robert Montgomery in

LOVERS COURAGEOUS

'l^icsday and Wcdiic.^dav

THE BEAST of THE CITY
Walter Houston and

Jean Harlow

'riiiirsday and Friday

Joan Bennett in

She Wanted a Millionaire

with Spencer Tracy and
James Kirkwood

THE WILLIAMS UKCORl), SATLHDAY. KKHKUARY l.'J, 1932

ffl

RICHMOND
Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

THEATRE
No. Adams

'CONFERENCE ANSWERS

NEED FOR LEADERSHIP'

Colleges and Universities Must Be
in Closer Connection With

Economic Issues

Tl(f fiMmi'iim iirtielv im» iiirillcn fur
'Vuv. Rucoun /)// llii' Lihmil Club an its

cxiircmum of the full mmning mid inlcnl

(if the I iitcrailli'gidlf ('(inference on Ca/j-

iUdiniH (init ill Atlemotwen.

The IntercolUwale Conference on Cap-
italism and its Alternatives .seeks to huild

a clos(!r connection between New England
catn|)uses and the economic issues which
conlront men the world over. Its specific

purpose is two-fold: first, to encourage
active interest, in the American wronomie
system; secondly, to help crystalize

opinion as to necessary or desirahle

chaUKes in that .system.

Out of the turmoil into which modern
society is plunged, one predominant idea

emerges- a type of leadershij) must he

I'ounil n^commendinK itself liy the maturity
of its judgment and the integrity of its

motives, rather than by appeal to preju-

dice or ureed. For America the recruiting

station for such leadershii) must locale

itself in colleges and universities. It is

this need to which the Conference aims to

respond.

The lAheral ('tub has adopted the sym-
|)osiuin method, and representatives of

the four chief schools of economic t hounht -

Saturday iind Siindtiy

Fchi'iiary 13 and 14

Mary Astor, Ricardo Cortez, John

Halliday in

MEN OF CHANCE
.Monday, Tuosday, tind Wednesday

February 15, 16 and 17

Gloria Swanson in

TONIGHT OR NEVER
Thursday iind Friday
FebruiU-y 18 and 19

Helen Twelvetrees with

Charles Bickford in

PANAMA FLO
Februitry 20 and 21

Marilyn Miller in

HER MAJESTY, LOVE

For Anything

Photographic
Of College and Student*
Alao Picture Frames

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer

Registration for Conference

Hegiatrdtion fee for quota (letegtiten,

.$3. ,50. Includes all Conference ses-

sion.s, room to-night, all meals except

Saturday breakfast, and the "Five

^ear Flan." Delenates who wish to

stay in Williamstown Saturday ninht

nuiy hold their rooms for .Sl.OO extra,

arrangements to be made with land-

lady. There will be no extra char(;e

for those roominn at the fraternity

houses.

Heqintrotion for uicuilierH of the

l.ilierul dull who wi.sh to attend at all

sessions and meals. S'2..50 (No room
charge.

)

Uegititration fee for exlra-(jii(it(i dele-

gote.f, .?1.00. Includes all Conference

sessions and the "Five Year Plan", but

does not include room or meals.

,\ll Williams .students and members
of the faculty who wish to register as

cxtra-(piota delegates should a])j)ly

this afternoon before the elo.sc of regi.s-

tralion. Vacancies jil the Uound-
Talile groups will be filled in order of

application. List to be ))oste(l in

.hsiiji Hall Saturday morning. Tickets

must be purchased between 12.00 and

'J. 110 p. ni. Saturday.

Registration opens at noon today in

.lexup Hull. Closes at 3.30.

The purely scienlilic accounting for

humor was given representation by the

theories of Spencer, Ma<d)ougalI, and
Freuil. All of them attributed the exist-

ence of laughter to some biological demand
for it, as the expenditure of sur|)lus energy,

preparation for more serious activity, or

as a purposeless survival of some trait of

our di.stant ancestors, only to be accounted
for through evolution. Freud, of course,

considered it an explosive reaction to the

tension between 8uppres.seil desires and
convention. Every biological explana-

tion carries with it the im])lieation of

cruelty or depravity in human nature, as

it regards o\ir l<^n(iency to laugh at an-

other's misfortune, such as a fall, as an

expression of these (|ualilies.

In dealing with these theories, however.

Professor Miller said that, once it is under-

stood by science, "humor usually turns out

not to be tolerable, but instead seemingly

something sinister or trivial It would

be rather a specious humor that ceases to

amuse once it is laid open to understanding

by the hands of science." His own con-

cei)tion of humor is that it is rather a form

of insight or revelation, "not to be under-

stood save in terms of what is truly delight-

ful and enjoyable." Humor is the percep-

tion of a relation of a value, not a fact. In

this connection with relative values it is

meaningful to laugh at onesself; "(Jne can

laugh at onesself as long as one is in transi-

tion, an<l is laying aside the old for a new
man." This is a situation which the

scientist, with his explanation of laughter

as an expression of the instinct of .self-

preservation, has never been omibled to

meet s<|uarely. This new view of humor
answers also the charges of cruelty and

dejffavity laid to laughter by the scientist,

by pointing out that it is not the cata.stro-

phe itself which is laughed at, but the
fallacious or pretentious state of mind
induced by it.

In conclusion it was said that comedy
and tragedy are essentially of the same
stuff. Both are degrees of understanding,
contrasting a situation with its underlying
idea.

M. I. T. MEETS PURPLE

IN LASELL POOL TODAY

Williams Team Is Undefeated With

Four Victories; M. I. T. Has
Won 1 and Lost 2

l'n<lefealed in its lirst fcjur meets the

Williams swinuning team plays host to the

Mas.sachusetls Institute of Technology

mermen tonight in the l.a.sell Pool at 7.4.5

|). m. The Purple swimmers last year

swamped the visitors (i'2-1.5, and so ex|)ect

no great difficulty this evening, though the

T(!ch team downi'd Amherst by a ehjse

margin early in the season.

The M. I. T. team lost by loji-sided

scores to Harvard and Brown, while the

Williams natators have beaten I'luou,

liowdoin. iSpiinglield, and Worcester Te<'h.

Coach (Iraham ret\irned to harness this

week after a half year's leave of absence,

and Captain Swayze is no longer (.-aptain-

coach. Hoth are confident of victory,

though expecting competition from Cap-

tain Turner ami Flanders in the breast

stroke and Turner and May in the relays,

while 1-ykes, the Tech. diver, has turned

hi good performances on the springboard.

Coach (Iraham |)lans to use sul)stantial-

ly the same line-up which conquered

Springfield and Worcester. The probable

entrants for each team follow;

3(K)-yd. medley relay- -Williams: Kerr,

(.lilfillan, Rixby. M. I. T.: Bencks, ,la.s-

kelainen, Heintz, May, Turner, or Henning.

220-yd. free style—Williams: Beatty

and Bird. M. I. T.: Vaughan, Henning,

Kron.

Swayze
Heintz,

Aob.

.50-yd. free style Williams:

and Davis. M. I. T.: Callun,

Brown.

Dives Williams: I.aphani and

M. I. T.: I.ykes and Brandli.

440-yd. free style— Williams: Chureh

and Fen ton. M.I.T.: Milburn, Vaughan

iiurnham.

160-yd. backstroke Williams: Kerr

and Bixby. M. 1. T.: May. Bencks, or

Wuestefeld.

2IM)-vd. breast stroke- Williams: Gil-

fillan and Smith. M. I. T.: Turner,

Flanders, or Hisamato.

100-yd. free style Williams: Swayze

and Beatty. M. I. T.: Heintz, HenninK,

Vaughan.

200-yd. relay—Williams: Downs, Rey-
nolds, Pierce, McMahon. M. I. T.:

Henning, May, Heintz, Brown, Callan,

Turner, or Flarulers.

Capitalism, .Socialism, Communism and

Fa.scism will participate. It has been

tlo.ight advisable to present the problem

in its larg<'r proportions, sacrificing detail

rather than per.s|)ective, and it is hoped

that the need for concrete immediacy will

be nu't by the debate on Economic

Planning.

The Conference claims to be thoroughly

im])arlial in its attitude. The question

of the durability of the present order, or

the particular mechanism for |)roduction

and distribution t<i be set up in the future,

is one for discus.sion and not for advance

decision. Tlie oidy assumptions made are

that present economic conditions in the

world are not satisfactory, and that

<leci.sions arrived at after imjiartial inves-

tigation are more likely to be sound and

lead to well-directed action than those

reached after prejudiced treatment,

whet her conservative or radical.

The Liberal Club has been assisted

financially in the carrying out of the plans

for the Conference by two of the depart-

ments and several friends of the college.

Through the cooperation of the Economies

and Political .Science Departments, the

.\lumni Office, the Non-Athletic Council,

and six members of the Board of Trustees,

sufficient funds have been received to

in.sure the financial success of the Con-

ference.

'Record' Competition
Thursday, Feb. 11— .\II interested

members of the Class of 193.5 are asked

to attend a meeting in Jesup Hall at

7.30 this evening to organize the first

competition for the Editorial Board

of Tni; Riieoun. The competition

which will be outlined and explained

at the meting, will be concluded just

previous to the Easter recess with the

election of four or five members to the

Board.

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

E. J. Jerdon—D.D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

Specia) Showing of

fRENCH-SHRINERdURNFR
I f- America's Finest ^^^m

SHOES FOR COLLEGE MEN
Next Monday and Tuesday

at the

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
by "JOE" DIFFEE

NEW YORK SHOPS
350 Madison Avenue 153 Broadway 1263 Broadway 131 West 42nd Street

Sliops and departments fruni <^oast to euasl

Speeds classroom notes

and all writing

Subject of Miller's Talk;
Humor as Understanding

"Humor is not disrespectful, not irrev-

erent, not ribald; it is profoundly critical.

Laughter is an indication of an apprecia-

tive 8Ed growing mind," summarized

Assistant Professor Miller of the Dejiart-

ment of Philosophy, outlining his view of

the character of humor in the third of the

Tuesday Lecture series, held in the Thomi>-

son Physical Laboratory on ,Ianuary 26.

Professor Miller, whose subject was

"Chiaroscuro," explained first the point of

view of the biological scientists, and then

developed his own concejil of the philoso-

phy of^ humor.

SAFETY SKRIP. SKRIP-
FILLED. 50c up. Carry non-
lealcflble Safely Skrip in your
pocket or b«^ to class—protects
clothes, Hnens, furniture—keeps
fluid fresh, making all pens
write belter.

The ONLY ((enuine Lifetime" guarantee is

SheafTer's; do not be deceived! Other pens may
be feuitninteed a£>,ninst defect, but Sheaffer's Life-

time is ^.uaranlt'L'd against everything exceptini^

loss for your lifetime. Sheaffer's Lifetime pen.«

from $7; Sheaffer's Feathertouch Lifetime pens
from $8; Sheaffer's Autofiraph Lifetime with H-
karat solid ^old hand suitable for duplicate ofyour
actual signature (serving for identification) from
$13.50. Autograph pencils from $9. Other Sheafler
pens from $3, pencils from $2.50.

Here's a real ne'ws flash from Sheaffer to the colleg,e world

. . . announcing the new Feathertouch point! Speeds class-

room notes. Fast as greased li^htnin^ in action ... as soft

as a feather in its silk-smooth stroke! Sheaffer designers

achieved Double-Control Flow for the first time in any pen!

Specially treated upper ^old section retards the flow to

heart pierce, forming reservoir, while platinum -glazed

channel induces just the ri^ht flow to iridium point. With
incredible ease Feathertouch flashes your v/ritten work
to a quick finish! Now available in all Lifetime" pens.

Sheaffer First in American Colleges

A disinterested survey shows Sheaffer first in fountain pen sales in 73 out oftha
100 leading American CoUefses havinj^ a registration of 1700 or more.

SHEAFFER'S
Km^ PENSPENCILSDESKSETS SKRIP ^^^^
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY FORT MADISON, IOWA. U.S.A.

And All Principal Cities of the World~ ~^'
' OB«t.U.a. Pftt.Oa. ©W. A.8.P.Co.,lMI
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All Views Represented
(CJontlnued from First Page)

Klwiiiiaiii hei'iime a prominent ttaclier of

KcoiiomicH and StatiHtics in that city. In

1027 he was xrantod a. fellowship by the

Italian Kovernment to study American

financial mot hods. His rcscarrli cnrricil

CARLO M. FLUMIANI
Who Will Defend Fascism on Saturday at

11.00 a. m. in Jesup Hall

him to Harvard, and he later became

associated with prominent financial houses

in Boston and New York, He is well

known as the author of an Italian book on

national trade unionism, and has eiUtcd

another dealing with the reconstruction of

political science through a purely scientific

method.

William Z. Foster, representative of the

Conmninist viewpoint, has spent his life in

close contact with workinKmen in many

fields. Expelled from the Socislist Party

in 1900, he joined the I. \V. W. and helped

to organize the International Trade Union

Educational l.caKue. After a visit to

Russia in 1920, he joined the Communist

Party, and in 1924 and 1928 was the presi-

dential candidate of the Communists.

Among his books and pamphlets on Com-

munism are: Sijiiiticalism; Trade Union-

ism, the Rnml to Freedom; The Rnssian

liemlulimi; The Revolutionary Crisis

191S-20, in Germany, Italy, England and

Frnnce; The Great Steel Strike; and Mis-

leaders of Labor.

Maynard Krueger, who will ujihold

Socialism, is an Instructor in the Wharton

School of Finance and Commerce at the

I'niversity of Pennsylvania. He has

studied at the University of Berlin and the

Geneva School of International Studies

Active in workers' education and the

League for Industrial Democracy, he is

also Chairman of the Executive Committee

of the Socialist Party in Philadelphia.

Coleman Cheney, who will conduct one

of the Round Tables, is Profesisor of Eco-

nomics at Skidmore College and has long

been actively interested in liberal move

ments among college students. During

his recent, trip to Russia, he had an oppor-

tunity to make a careful study of the

Communist regime. Colston E. Warne,

Associate Professor of Economics at Am-

herst, will lead another of the Round Table

groups. Dr. Warne received his B.A.

from Cornell and his Ph.D. from the Uni-

versity of Chicago. He has since taught

at the Universities of Denver and Pitts-

burgh. He is connected with the Educa-

tional Dei)artment. of the Cooperative

League. Harold Spitzer, a member of the

Communist Party, has taken an active

interest in the Liberal Club meetings for

the past two years, and is the author of an

article, A Liberal Has an Open Mind, in

which the Liberal Club is criticized.

Large Group Expected
(Continued from First Page)

This speech, like the others during the

symposium, will be followed by open-

forum discussion. A dinner for the del-

egates will be held at the Williams Inn at

the conclusion of the first meeting, after

WILLIAM Z. FOSTER
Who Will Uphold Communism in Chapin

Hall, Friday at 8.15 p. m.

which there will be a short recess Ijcfun-

the evening meeting begins with the talk

of William Z. Foster in Chapin Hall at

8.15. Mr. Foster, who is unable to stay

for the entire session, will pres<'nt the case

for Communism.
Socialism and Fascism will be taken up

at the two meetings at 9.(X) and 1 l.(M) Sat-

urday morning. Maynard Krueger will

uphold the .Socialist program, while Dr.

Carlo Flumiani will explain the Fascist

viewpoint. After a lunch at the Com-
mons Club, the delegates will meet at the

Round Tables to be led by the principal

sp(^akers and representatives of the four

schools of economic thought. Immc<li-

ately following, as a special feature of the

program, The Five-Year Han will be

shown at the Walden Theatre!. The
Conference will be concluded witli a dinner

at the Commons Club tomorrow evening

and the debate between Jacob Viner and
Norman Thomas on "Centralized E<'on-

oinic Planning."

Special arrangements have been made
for those who wish to remain in Williams-

town Saturday night in order to hear Sir

Norman .\ngell speak on "Disarmament"
Sunday evening.

Enthusiastic letters have been received

from those who plan to attend the Con-

ference, and a communication from Mid-

dlebury says that three members of the
Economics Department and two from the
Political Science Department have made
arrangements to come to the symposium.
.Several of the delegates have written
and (congratulated the Liberal Club on its

extensive (irogram and remarked on the
timeliness of a subject of such vital in-

terest.

NORMAN THOMAS
Who Will Support Centralized Planning,-

Saturday at 8.00 p. m. in Chapin

Program of Conference
(Continued from First Page)

Saturday, February 13

9.00 a. m.

—

Jesup Hall. .-Address by

Maynard Krueger, presenting the

case for .Socialism, followed by

o))en-forum discussion. Open to

the Public.

10.30 a. m.—Recess.

1 1 .00 a. m.

—

Jesup Hall. Address by
Carlo M. Flumiani, presenting the

case for Fascism, followeil by

open-forum discussion. Open to

the Public.

12.00 m.—Recess.

1.00 ]i. m.

—

Commons Club. Luncheon

for delegates.

2.00 1). m.—Round-Tables for dele-

gates.

1—Led by .Jacob Viner—Faculty

Room, Griffin Hall. Chairman,

.\rthur Fletcher, University of

Pennsylvania.

2— Led by Norman Thomas—Lower
Lounge, Commons Club. Chair-

man, Miss M. Gilmore, Barnard

College.

3—Led by Carlo M. Flumiani

—

Trustee Room, Chapin Hall.

Chairman, Asst. Prof. Donald C.

Blaisdell, Williams.

4—Led by Maynard Krueger—Low-
er Room, Chapin Hall. Chair-

man, Miss Florence Smith, Welles-

ley.

5—Led by Colston E. Warne—Class

Room, Clark Hall. Chairman,

Miss Margaret Scott, Smith Col-

lege,

fi—Led by Coleman Cheney—Music
Room, Jesup Hall. Chairman,

Miss Harriet Fleischel, Vassar.

7—Led by Harold Spitzer—Ijounge,

Chi Psi Lodge.

4.30 p. m.—Walden Theatre. "The
Five-Year Plan"—a moving pic-

ture produced by the U. S. S. R.

Admission to Public: 50c.

6.30 p. m.— Commona Club. Dinner

for delegates.

8.00 p. m.

—

Chapin Hall. Debate on

Economic Planning between .laeob

Viner and Norman Thomas. Open
to the Public.

ROUND TABLES, MOVIES

ARE TO^BE^ FEATURED

Debate of Thomas and Viner Will

Be Added Attraction for

All Conferees

Among the many special features of the

Conference scheduled lor this week-end

will be the Hound Tables, the debate on

Economic Planning, the movie of the

Five-Year Plan, and t he sale of informative

books and pamphlets dealing with the

|)roblems discussed at the sym|iciaium.

The movie is being given as an experiment

to ascertain the probable attendance ot

Williams students in the event that other

foreign movies be shown in Williams Col-

lege in the future.

This exi)eriment is jiart of a scheme sug-

gested by Dr. William A. Orton at the end

of October. He exjilained, in a talk to the

members of the Liberal Club, that s(weral

of the eastern colleges, with the aid of

student subscrii)tions, had arranged a

program of individually .selected movies to

be shown throughout the year. In this

way it had been made possible to exhibit

German and Russian movies, "which are

technically superior to our own and which

are seldom shown in this country because

of the block booking system." The

Little Theatre is watching the results of

this experimental showing, and if they are

satisfactory, will consider having a series

of European films shown in the interests

of the students. The Fix- Year Plan is a

moving picture proiluced by the Russian

Government. It tells strikingly the story

of what one nation in the world is doing in

the field of social and economic reconstruc-

tion.

Saturday afternoon at 2.00 there will be

seven or eight Round Table groups which

will offer delegates an opportunity for

careful discussion of the details and rela-

tive merits of the programs submittcil by

the speakers. In many ways these groups

are considered the heart of the Conference,

and the Liberal Club has urged, to the ut-

most, active student particii)ation. Group

assignments will be made at the time of

registration in order to insure that all the

Round Tables are of convenient working

size. Delegates are requested not to

change their groups without consulting the

Conference Registrar. Individual prefer-

ences will be followed as far as possible in

making the assignments.

The debate on Economic Planning is

scheduled for Saturday evening. Nor-

man Thomas and .lacob Viner will discuss

two plans for the regulation of America's

economic life, and these distinguished

leaders will present the cases of .Socialism

and Capitalism.

Sir Norman Angell

to Lecture Sunday
(Continued from First Page)

economics, usually deemed to be dry and
uninteresting subjects, the sale of best

sellers in fiction.

Having spent part of his youth in

America, he is able to grasp the .\merican

point of view and to render his lectures

interesting to the American audience.

That treatment gains also from .Sir Nor-
man's rather unique background of Eng-
lish birth, French education, American
experience, Membership in the House of

Commons, and friendship with men of

letters and political leaders in both France
and England.

Five years before the World War, Sir

Norman Angell published The Great

Hlusion. He was the first economist in

Europe to forecast the difficulty of col-

lecting an indemnity.

Sir Norman has recently attempted to

simplify the teaching of economics

—

especially the monetary side—by an en-

tirely new approach. "Do for banking
and currency what you have done for

bridge," he says. "Play it. Subject it

to visual demonstration and show how
it works and what its processes are."

Philosophical Anarchists

Organize to Disorganize
(Oontlnued from First Page)

Tuesday night, setting forth their con-

tentions, "which is attempting to face a
great problem, the present economic dis-

tress of the world, should not fail to take
account of any possible solution." Capi-
talism, Communism, Fascism, and So-
cialism "all presuppose that there should
be organization—whereas we contend
that this proposition is still debatable."

Charging that organized government is

"progressively robbing us of soul-conscious-

ness, or freedom, and reducing us to
mechanisms," the Philosophical Anarchists
advocate "a return to primitive conditions
of living—necessitating, of course, a period
of unrest which only the fit will survive—
until each man becomes an individual

capable of maintaining his own sov(m'ignly

and without desire to enslave others.

He would not desire progress, since prog-

ress can only produce complexity, iiieii

who are parasites upon other men and

not upon nature alone as they were organ-

ically intended to be, and mechanism that

robs them of freedom and drives them to a

slate of idiocy."

"In this primitive state," the manifesto

continues, "the artificial sliniulauls which

civilization now olTers mankind, such as

systematized art, science, and imisic, are

given up for the simple pleasures of lite:

eating, sle(^ping, mating, primitive spec-

ulation, and iirlistic creation. These, to

the individual, are the uniipie expressions

of his own genius, and, however limited,

arc infinitely satisfying to him. H(^ is not

concerned with the self-expression of any

other individual. He creates himself, ami

is not a puppet created by society."

D. A. Gregg '32, J. G. Ruggles '34, and

C. E. Klinck '35 have returned to College.

,1. G.

College.

Ileerinans '34 has resigned from

FOR SALE
A Late

1930 Buick
S-Passenger Sedan

A Bargain for $500 Cash

Call MRS. THORNE at

WILLIAMS INN
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International Shop
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Company
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200 DELEGATES THRONG WILLIAMS

AS CAPITALISM CONFERENCE OPENS
Dr. Garfield and Parks '32, Liberal

Club President, Address 800

at First Session

1100 HEAR^OSTER'S SPEECH

25 Turned Away from Showing of

'The Five-Year Plan', Soviet

Government Film

Over S()0 ciDwdeil Clmpin Mull last

Kriiliiy afternoon at tlic (ipciiiiix sesHioii of

llic IntorcolU'Kiate Conference on Capital-

ism anil ilK Alternatives sponsored by the

Liberal Cliili of Williams. More than 175

(jelonatea from collcn^s <"' ""' Atlaiilie sea-

lioard reKistered for the discussions, uml

many more arrived th(^ following day.

Dr. Garfield, in the oi)eniiiK speiich at

the first session, welcomed the delegates

and sai<l he was heartened by the student

inilialiv<! whicili had niad(^ |)osflibl(! (he or-

(janization of the conference. W. ,J. Parks,

President of the Liberal Club, made note

of the fact that Williams, in its seclusiim,

was an ideal place to reflect and synthesize

on the ])resent economic crisis.

AmonK the prominent Kuests at the sym-

p<i.>iium were: Mr. Ilniitinuton-Wilson,

who has attended the Hound Tables of the

Institute of Politics; Hiva Stocker, Presi-

dent of the InlercolleKiate,Student Council

of the I.. 1. I).; Arthur Fletcher, of the

University of Pennsylvania; Flonince

Smith, Harriet Fleischel, ami Margaret

.Scott, Round Table Chairmen. .Several

members of the Williams Faculty register-

ed, among whom were Professor Doughty,

Mr. Fall, Mr. Harris, Mr. Latham, and

Professor Milliam.

Following the introductory speeches of

Dr. (larfield and Parks, Professor ,)acob

Viner oi^c^ned the actual discussion of the

Conference when he presented the case for

Progressive Captalism. Friday evening,

before a grovip of more than a thousand,

William X. Foster, head of the Communist

Party of the Unitetl States, ui)held the

Communist viewpoint, and at the conclu-

sion of his sjjceeh, there was an open-

forum tliscussion which centered on the

question of IJeligion anil Commvinism.

Saturday morning, after Maynard Krue-

ger's lecture on Socialism, a heated discus-

sion between Norman Thomas and Harold

Spitzer, North Adams Comnnmist, arose

and was one of the interesting develop-

ments during the Conference. In an im-

pressive and clearly outlined talk. Carlo M.
Flumiani argued for Fascism, pointing out

that there were over 8,(X)0,000 Fascists in

the world.

The seven Round Tables held Saturday

afternoon reached the very heart and pur-

pose of the Conference. Each of the lead-

ing speakers, Viner, Thomas, Flumiani,

and Krueger, and three other authorities,

Colston E. Warne, Coleman Cheney, an<l

Harold Spitzer, presided at these groups.

The showing of the movie of the Five-Year
(Continued on 6[xth Page)

500 ALUMNI EXPECTED

FOR WEEKEND REUNION

Alumni Office Has Varied Program
Scheduled For Benefit of

Returning Alumni

The feet of approxima(ely .500 .sons of

Williams will (urn again to the Herkshins

Valley this wei^kend to celebrate t he sccimd

annual Midwinter llome-CJoming of the

college alumni. (iradua(,cs from all parts

of the country will gather here to be enter-

tained by a s|)ecial program including a
Father and Son luncheon, a concert by the

Cl(!veland Symphony On^hestra, an old-

fashioned college meeting, and four Var-

sity athletic contests.

Alumni living in (he vicini(y of New
York City will make (la- journey in a
special train of i)ullman cars leaving (Irand

Cen(ral Terminal at 4;4,5 p. m. on Friday

February 19. A fleet of busses will meet
the train at North Adams and continue

the last leg of the trip to Williamstown.

Hy arrangemen(, of the .'\lumni Office,

anyone living in or around Boston may
obtain special fare rates to Williamstown

at t his time.

On .Saturday morning the alunmi are

invited to attend the chapel services and
afterwards the le<^tures of their favorite

|irof(^ssors. Vagabonding among the var-

ious classes, which proved .so popular last

year, will be facilitated by printed schedules

and a (^omi)lete list of these lecrtures to

appear in the Saturday issue of The
UKCOIil).

In the afternoon Williams Varsity teams

will mei^t Wesleyan in basketball and

wresding, Amherst in hockey and R. P. I.

in swimming. The freshmen are scheduled

to play Wesleyan 193.5 in basketball and
(he .\mher8t yearlings in hockey. Pro-

viding tha(, the weather makes it possible,

the winter sports team will contend with

Amherst.

The annual reunion of the Commons
Club and banquets and initiations of some
fraternities will occupy .Saturday evening

On .Sunday morning the Reverend Arch-

ibald Bla(^k will conduct the regular ser-

vice in the Thompson Memorial Chapel.

Playing under the auspices of the

Thompson Undergraduate Committee

the Cleveland .Symphony orchestra will

give a concert at 3.30 j). m. in Chapin

Hall in the afternoon. This orchestra led

by the famous Nikolai Sokoloff, and ad-

judged one of the three best orchestras in

the country will offer renditions from Bach
Tsehaikowsky, Ravel, Sibellius and Wag-
ner.

Following the concert,, the members of

the faculty will be hosts to the alumni at a

reception at the Faculty Club. The ves-

per service in the Thompson Chapel with

its traditional choir march will be held

at 5.30 p. m.
(Continued on Fifth Page)

SOKOLOFF DEVELOPED

CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA

Brilliant Musician Has Guided the

Organization for 12 Years;

Will Conduct Here

American Legion Action Weakens Proposals of
Ambassador Gibson at Disarmament Conference

Tins is the second in a aeries of articles on

Ihi' Disarmament Conference at Geneva

irriltcn by J. F. Green, Yale 'Si, unofficial

olixerver ami representative of Americaji

colleges at the irUernational gathering.

The opening addresses of the Disarma^

mcnt Conference defining the policies of

the Great Powers provide considerable

hope for (he solution of many problems,

allhough the effect of the French proposals

is as yet uncertain. Sir ,lohn Simon, strik-

ing a high moral note, stressed the signifi-

innce of the student peace apiieal. .\m-

bassador Gibson made a brilliant plea for

decisive reduction on the basis of the Paris

Pact. The willingness of the United

States to admit limitation of materials in

addition to direct limitation was received

here enthusiaatieally. Nevertheless there

is grave menace to the construct ive work of

the American delegation in the announce-

ment of (he American Legion's opposition

to President Hoover's stand for naval

economies. The I/egion's demand weak-
ens Gibson's proposal to reduce defensive

forces to a minimum and destroys his

diesis. Quotation: "A nation's best se-

curity is the good will of its neighbors".

The I.egion'8 plea for a six hundred million

<lollar exiienditure frankly contradicts

Gibson's acceptance of supplementary

budgetary limitation. It makes America

unnecessarily belligerent when peace lead-

ership could greatly promote conference

discussions.

Peace forces in the United States, includ-

ing organized student opinion, should

make the military and naval program of

the Legion a definite issue, bringing pres-

sure to bear on Congress which will coun-

teract (he tremendous jiower of the Ameri-

can I^egion. A strong program is needed

against the Legion's unwise move.

Among the proposals made by the dele-

gation leaders, especially those of Gibson,

Grandi and Simon, (he chief possibility of

success lies in the abolition or drastic re-

duction of aggressive weapons including

submarines, heavy guns, tanks and capital

ships. There is some hope of abolishing

air armaments and of suppressing jircpara-

tion for poison gases and bacteriological

warfare.

The backing of the college iiress is nee<l-

ed at four points: urging American Icatler-

shii) in the Conference, supporting the

Gibson proiiosals, plus the establishment

of a permanent supervisory ilisarmamcnt

commission, and strengthening Hoover's

program for naval curtailment as against

the demand of the American Legion.

UHLE THEATRE SHOWS JOHN GAY'S

'BEGGAR'S OPERA' IN CHAPIN TONIGHT

From a seat in the first violin section of

the Boston Symphony Orcluistra at (he

age of 17 to (he conductorship of (he

C!lev(dand Ondiestra at the age of thirty

thus may the young manhood of Nikolai

SokolofT be summed up, while the subse-

(|uent, career of the (eminent contluctor,

who will come to Chapin Hall next .Sun-

day, is elo(|uently (okl by n^markable

growth and increasing prominence of the

orchestra ilself. Dr. .SokololT has de-

vo(ed the greater par( of his life (,o (he

selection and 8(udy of a complete and

modern repertoire of orchestra works

and it is the result of his concentrated

activity and ability that the Williamstown

audience will enjoy next Sunday when a

well roumled and carefully chosen pro-

gram will be offered under the ausiiices

of the undergraduate committee for the

Thompson Concerts.

SokolofT came to this country at the age

of 14 and, having become proficient with

the violin when still a very small boy, he

received a scholarshi|) in the Yale Uni-

versity School of Music while still strug-

gling with (he customs and the language

of America in his first year here. At 21

he had overcome the temptation to re-

main (mmfortable and well-paid with the

Boston Symphony Orchestra, resigning

.so that he might study in Europe. But

he was not independent long, for the fol-

lowing year he was asked to take the desk

of an orchestra in Manchester, England.

Mr. Sokoloff's return to the United States

was with the Russian Symphony Orches-

tra and, shordy after his arrival, he went

to San Francisco to conduct the Philhar-

monic Society there, later directing the

Cincinnati Symphony's summer concerts

and programs with other organizations.

ST. LAWRENCE TURNS

BACK WILLIAMS FIVE

Team Plays Worst Brand of Ball

It Has Shown This Season

in Lasell Gym

Predecessor of Modem Musical

Play Pictures Eighteenth

Century England

SYLVIA NELIS WILL HEAD CAST

Young Greyl-Tck Boy Is

Drowned in Hills Pond

Death brought a tragic end to the friend-

ship of three young boys here last Satur-

day, when eight year old William I.auzon

of Greylock drowned in Hills Pond on the

North Adams-Williamstown road. Wil-

liam Mayo, seven, of Blackinton, also fell

into the icy water, but was rescued when

their companion, William Langlois of

Greylock, ran for aid, his shouts at tractjng

the attention of .Joseph Jette, 14, of Wil-

liamstown.

Young ,Iclte immediately swam out

after Mayor, and, although suffering from

cramps, pulled him to safety. Unable to

swim further, .lette comraandered a raft

and pushed out after Lauzon, whom he

pulled onto the raft, although too late to

save the child's life. With the assistance

of two Williams students. Carpenter and

McKillop '34, the boy was carried to the

home of Mrs. Yvonne ,1. Beaudin, mother

of William Jette, where efforts were made
to revive the victim by forced respiration.

Later an inhalator was supplied by the

North Adams Gas Co; but after two hours

the boy was declared dead by Dr. Galvin.

Playing (Tratically, loosely, and failing

to show (h(^ brand of baske(.ball exhibi(<M.l

in previous games at Williamstown, the

Purple lost last Saturday night to the

strong-guarding St. Lawrence University

five by (he sc^on; of 32-24. Both (earns

played (he samii type of game, but St.

Lawrence overcame^ an early Williams lead

and stayed ahead until (he en<l of (he con-

test, helped considerably by Flannigan

who tallied ten jioints and by the con-

sistent and clever guarding of Kunz and

Christie.

Fowie started the scoring of the struggle,

sinking a well-judged basket and then

dropped in a free throw, missing his second

free throw whi(^h was tipped in by Sheehan,

the high scorer of W'illiams, for two more

points. Sheehan then sank a long shot

putting the Purfile into a 7-0 lead, but

immediately aftervvards Gilligan inaugu-

rated the attack of the .St. Lawrence aggre-

gation dropping in a set-up. Fouled by

Christie, Sheehan collected one more point

on a free throw, which .St. Lawrence retali-

ated with two field goals, one by Gilligan

and the other by Flannigan.

Markoski slipped by his forward to tally

another basket for Williams, and Flanni-

gan sank two field goals in rapid succession,

putting the score at 10-10. After a few

minutes of sloppy and careless playing,

Shoen, St. Lawrence center, put his team

into the lead with a set-up from the side,

which Kunz followed with a foul goal.

Markoski then slipped in a free throw, and

.Shoen dropped another basket for the win-

ners, followed by Flannigan's additional

two-pointer. Markoski ended the scoring

of the first half with a beautiful quick shot,

which left the visitors ahead, the tally be-

ing 17-13.

Jones, substituting for Gilligan, netted

the first field goal of the second period,

and his team-mate, Shoen, added another

point by dropping in a free throw. FowIe

scored a foul shot for Williams and followed

this up with a well-placed short shot. Held

by Cosgrove, Jones tallied a free throw,

l)ut Sheehan slipped in another field goal

for the Purple. Jones then sank a basket

for St. I/awrence, and Christie dribbled

down the floor to gather two more jioints.

Markoski netted a free throw, which

Fincke duplicated, bringing the Purple

total to 20.

St. Lawrence then gathered in four more

points before Williams tallied, scoring on

two foul goals by Shoen and Kunz and a

field goal by Flannigan. After this the

Purple began a late rally, Fincke drop-

ping in a two-pointer followed by Ban-

croft's field goal. Shoen added one more
(Continued on Fifth Page)

Satiric Significance and History

To Be Explained by Ass't.

Prof. Roberts

Momliii/, Ftbrimnj I'} In its presents^

tion of .lohn Gay's lieggar'n Opera in

Chapin Hall ((migh( a( 8.30, (he Li(tle

Theaire will bring (o Williams (he original

musical comedy which firs( showed at

Lincoln's Inn Field Thea(re 204 years ago.

This polilical sa(ire is unexcelled as a pic-

ture; of English life of the early eighteenth

cent ury ; its history in its own day and its

DETAILS OF CONFERENCE ON PAGE 4

CALENDAR

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15

8.30 p. m.—Williams Little Theatre spon-

sors "The Beggar's Opera". Chapin

Hall.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10

4.30 p. m.—Tuesday Lecture. Professor

Richmond on "The Theory of the

Cheshire Cat." Thompson Physical

I^aboratory.

7.45 p. m.—Freshman basketball. 1935

vs. Deerfield Academy. Lasell Ciym-

nasium.

8.15 p. m.—Varsity hockey. Williams vs.

Middlebury. Sage Rink.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17

8.15 p. m.—Varsity basketball. Williams

vs. Massachusetts State College.

Lasell Gymnasium.

Varsity hockey. Williams vs. Massa-

chusetts State College. Sage Rink.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21

3.30 p. m.—Cleveland Symphony Orches-

tra. Chapin Hall.

HAMILTON AND UNION

DEFEAJB_BY PURPLE

Williams Hockey Team Wins Two
Contests, Each by Decisive

Score of 5-1

Emerging from its enforced idleness

through the arrival of colder weather, the

Williams hockey team ended its losing

streak by defeating Hamilton and Union,

both by a score of 5-1, on February 9 and

10. Both contests were one-sided affairs

with the Purple skaters using to good effect

what little practice they had had, while

their opponents were making (his season's

first appearance.

In the game with Hamilton played at

Clinton, N. Y., Williams scored twice in

each of the first (wo jicriods and once in

the third; the losers made their lone tally

late in the first. Johnson starte<l the scor-

ing early in the contest after a brilliant

dash up the ice. .Sammis reijcated three

minutes later after a nice pass from Han-

rahan. The play then seesawed back an<l

forth until Scagel, the loser's left wing,

flipped a backhand shot past Thayer late

in the jieriod for Hamilton's only score.

Rogers and Hanrahan both broke into the

scoring column in the next session to bring

(Continued on Sixth Page)

MISS VERA HURST
Who Will Take the Part of Lucy Lockit

in "The Beggar's Opera"

satiric significance will be outlined at the

performance in a short talk by Assistant

Professor ,1. H. Roberls of (he English

Depar(ment

.

.\ccording to this opera, the hero is the

chief villain. Marriage is a myth; anil

honesty is but a fable. The beggar's iflea

of .society is one in whieh morals and man-
ners of thugs and loose ladies were not un-

like those of (he fine ladies and gendemen.

Mos( of (hem drink; some of (hem swear;

many of (hem i)ick pockets. Drawing
thus on the criminal rla.ss, both male and
female, it was not long before Gay became
the talk of the times. And many recog-

nized some of his characters as those high

in the service of the King.

This opera is filled with (ron(ras(s, and
much life is adiled (o it in (h(^ fac( (ha( all

of the villains are keen satirists. The
piece was originally intended liy Gay as a

satire on the corrupt government of his

time. Many efforts were made by Sir

Robert Walpole (o suppress it, under the

guise of i(s imnioralily. Gay, however

had many s(aunch sup))or(ers who guaran-

(eed to protect the producer against loss if

he would stage the play. The present

revival ran over four years in London at

the Lyric Theatre, and is now on its sixth

tour of the United States.

This modern version was edited by
Arnold Bennett, who toned down the man-
uscript to meet modern standards, but

who halted well on this side of prudery.

The music has been rewritten hy Frederic

Austin, whose arrangements have added
greatly to the charm of (he numerous airs.

Yet these tunes still retain the original

melodies borrowed from such composers

as Handel, Dr. .\nie and Purcell. Hs
musical effer( is increased and preserved

by (he eigh( -piece orche8(ra mo<leled after

that which accompanied the singers over

two centuries ago. Besides the harpsi-

chord, there are the viola d'amore and the

viola di gamba. The music is melodious

and, while suggestive of the past, yc( re-

(ains a you(hfulness and charm (hat en-

ables it to hold its own even in these days
of jazz.

Interweaving satire in the plot, Gay
frequently reaches 8U|>reme climaxes. To
(he ( unes he obtained from the famnus com-
posers, he wrote his ironic lyrics, and as the

8(yle in each ease is fi(((-d to the lilt of the

music, (he resul( is a perfee( musical set-

(Oontlnued on Fifth Page)
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BANKRUPT CONCERTS
It should l)(>a mutter of sliaine to every tneml)erof WilliaiiiB College, if fhostmlent

hotly permits the UniierKrailutite Concert Committee to drift into insolvency this year

simply for lack of Collet^e supiiort.

Vet, insolvency is the prohability rather than the possihihty, unless the College

wakes immediately to the fad that its inexcusable neglect will require the abaiulonment

or drastic curtailment of the Committee's efforts for next season.

150 season subscribers anionK the student body waa a pitifully small number last

year; but this season finds the total less by 45%,—down to 80. Anil at the same time,

new concert projects recently bcKun in nearby centers emphasize the fai't that the

W'illiamstown series can only endure so lonjj; as it is founded upon whole-hearted

Williams support. Outside backing is too irregular, too subject to other competition,

to be depended upon.

Certainly the Coiu^ert Committee is this year offering more than Your Money's

Worth: Ossip Gabrilowisch, and the Enulish Singers have alreaily provided two of the

finest entertainments which W'illiamstown has enjoyeil in the past three years. Next

Sunday brings, in the Cleveland Orchestra, one of the foremost symphony organizations

in the country; anil still ahead is the promise of a distinguished string quartette.

The rejection, through lack of interest and sensibility, of such an offering is an indict-

ment of the intelligence of the student body.

There is no exaggeration in stating that the current season determines the future

of the concert series: only far greater student support than has been accorded yet this

year will enable the Committee to balance its account. One can hope that, if only from

shame of confessing failure in such a civilized undertaking on our barbaric campus,

the undergraduates will not allow this great opportunity to be lost.

A RAMBLE THROUGH PARNASSUS
The Higher Mfe, in the Berkshires

—

Given : 800 seekers after truth, beauty, and propriety.

As patrons of the arts: 80 season subscribers to the Undergraduate Concert Com-

mittee,—expenditure: $450. Student attendance at the performance of the Ted

Shawn Dancers; 200,—expenditure: .¥350. ( Former annual house party expenditure

:

$25,000. Student-voted athletic and non-athletic taxes, annually: $25,000).

As inquiring minds: Percentage of the student body which heard Bertrand Rus-

sell discuss world peace: about 25% (almost as many as for Count von Luckner).

Percentage attending, on the average, the open speeches at the Liberal Club confer-

ence: about 25%. Enlisting in the conference round tables, under Thomas, Viner,

el al. : .04 percent.

Again, as inquiring minds: Average College library circulation among the stu-

dents: 5500 volumes annually, seven volumes per capita, including all books drawn for

routine class requirements. Readers of Library periodicals over the past year (Fac-

ulty, outsiders included): 1,749. Spring Street magazine sales (per month); of

The Saturday Evening Pout, 580; of Colliers, 350; of Liberty, 300; of Cosmopolitan, 90;

of College Humor, 65; of The New Republic, or The Nation, 45 each; of Harpers,

or The Atlantic Monthly, 25 each..

As students: Percentage of student body receiving warnings at Thanksgiving:

58.4. Percentage of D's and E's, in the whole number of grades at Thanksgiving:

23.1. Percentage, last year, of sub-Gentlemanly Averages (Groups IV and V, i.e.):

40%.

All of which proves nothing (whatever it may suggest). There is no Typical

Williams Man; our readers (some of them) have told us that; and it must be true.

Agreed! The title gives Williams a distinction it has not earned. We are not Typical

Williams Men; only Typical College Men, America's intellectual aristocracy. Any

worlds you want saved, gentlemen?
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THROUGH THE SMOKE OF TWENTY
YEARS

To the Editor of The RECOHn,

Dear Sir:

On February 15, 1912, Thp; Williams

Record published the first of three edi-

torial articles entitled "Some Defects of the

New Curriculum". After changes in

detail, that improved organization of

studies which then was new has grown old.

Indeed, as quick collegiate time turns in

quadrennial cycles, I doubt if there be any

student today who knows that the first

year of the better curriculum now his

advantage was 1912. The more astonish-

ing it is, therefore, that The Record's

editorial remarks then ofTered should be

remembered at all. Nevertheless, this

untlergraduate effort seems not forgotten,

ilcspite the increasing surprise awakened

by such discovery in successive visits to

Williamstown during the twenty years

intervening. Professors and graduates

speak of it in reminiscence as unexpected

as friendly, ranging from appropriate

banter to earnest review. Even within the

student body there lingers, though faint,

a report of the alarums and excursions

of that distant day.

Though there be obvious flattery in the

remembrance of criticism much less im-

jjortant than the creation criticised, one

thing seems clear. If The Record's ex-

pression be still remembered, it is well

that it should be remembered correctly.

As past conversations have run, in one

greatly essential fact, this has been seldom

the case. A concept has prevailed that

The Record, in 1912, attacked the then

new curriculum in its totality, with sight

so single to the points which the journal

considered at fault that it stood blind to

the worth of the basic principles of the

curricular reform and to the excellent

promise of service to Williams College

which the adoption of these principles

gave. That concept of The Record's
position being erroneous, to show on this

score The Record's true record is the

first reason why I now ask the courtesy

of your print.

The task is quite simple. There exists

in your files, which any who have interest

may consult, not only an editorial article

published on May 4, 1911, giving firm

endorsement of the principles and major

substance of the new curriculum as then

first announced, but also in the second of

the three critical articles offered in Feb-

ruary, 1912, after the reform of the old

loosely elective system hail been in effect

throughout one semester, the following

paragrajjh

:

"No fair exposition of the underlying

policies (of this change) could possibly he

maile without frank and free avowal of the

unquestioned value which the framers of

the (new) curriculum sought to secure to

Williams education—concentration and
<:ontimnty. In prescribing that each

student mvist follow consistently through

his four years a major course of wisely

affiliated studies, the system should bring

good to all concerned. Students here

should 'neither suffer from careless special-

ization nor waste their energies in a wide
diffusion of courses'. Complaint of these

wise provisions for our good were as absurd

as it is far removed from our purpose.

Our objections lie only to those pre-requi-

sites and restrictions which were incor-

porated into the system in the name of

continuity and concentrHtion, hut which

no defender of the curriculum can show

actually to further these avowed aims."

Further emphasis uimn the truth of

The Record's fundamental position seems

superfluous, the basis being plain beyond

doubt. It is true, however, that the

adverse criticism then brought against the

defects alleged was as sweeping in extent

as it was sharp in tone; so that one can

well understand how the attack alone

may be remembered and the expression of

welcome forgotten. The argumentation,

though I still consider it sounil, went to

the limit if indeed it did not exceed the

bounds of undergraduate privilege.

Whether it over-stepped, is a iiuestion not

for me to judge; but I do desire to stress

the fact that the criticism—even the in-

vective—went far. The more fully that

fact be admitted the better may I hope

to attain the second purpose for which 1

now ask the courtesy of your columns,

namely, to show what was the merit of the

attitude taken and held by President Gar-

field toward this undergraduate exjiression

in 1912—an attitude the characteristic

power of which was revealed to me during

later years in matters of much larger

moment having interest for Williams men

on grounds remote from any concern ot

mine whatsoever.

Before coming to that moment in Feb-

ruary, 1912, which to three students

proved a leader's power, it seems necessary

to summon briefly from dim recesses of

undergraduate history some suggestion of

the conditions which at the time iire-

vailed. After publication of the first of

the three articles called "Some Defects

of the New Curriculum", wholly unantici-

pated results in publicity followed. In

the Williamstown postoffice, when the

second, or perchance the third, issue

arrived a few minutes before closing time

at 8 p. m., the eyes of The Record board

bulged at the sight as incredible as it was

without precedent of a throng of students

and members of the faculty filling the

office, and refusing to depart and allow the

doors to be closed for the night until the

copies of the issue had been fully distrib-

uted. Debate—and emotion as well

—

in many quarters ran high; nor was at-

tention to the controversy restricted to

Williamstown. Under a very arresting

full-page headline the conservative Boston

Transcript published a comprehensive ar-

ticle reviewing the contest; while in

Buffalo equally extensive notice—coached

in terms unrestrainedly lurid—gave the

signal for further press reports which,

as they travelled westward, moveil ever

farther from the facts and therefore be-

came more and more capable of being

considered potentially harmful to Wil-

liams College. It was reported that sev-

eral trustees thought that the editors of

The Record should be expelled or at

least suspended from college.

As this situation developed, the editors

of The Record, though careful to consult

members of the faculty qualified to speak

for the president, did not seek interview

with Dr. Garfield himself. In tiinei

however, word came that the president

desired to see us, and at 9 p. m. of a day

which I think was Sunday, February 25,

Leslie M. \'an Deusen, the managing

editor, Ronald F. Webster of the senior

board, and I were received in the pres-

ident 'sstuily.

During three hours Dr. Garfield ear-

nestly expounded facts and principles of

work which, as we knew, had rcipiired

three long years of devoted effort on his

part—ever since the day of his inaugural

address on October 7, 1908- to bring to

fulfilment. Between the august, pres-

ident who had achieved for Williams this

(Oontlnueil on Sixth Page)

TOWN TAXI
Phone 666

The Quarter
TAXI

To Depot—In Town

We Specialize

in

Train Service

FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY

20% REDUCTION
OJV THESE ASSORTMENTS OF FINE FINCHl.EY

MERCHANDISE. SHIRTS, NECKWEAR, GOLF

HOSE, HALF-HOSE, MUFFLERS, ROBES,

PAJAMAS, JEWELRY, HATS AND SHOES.

REDUCTIONS DO NOT APPLY ON

CLOTHES TAILORED TO MEASURE

EXHIBITION
AT BEMIS'

TODAY AND TOMORROW
Tom Carlson, Rep.

THE

FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

DEPTH SOUNDERS
FOR AIRCRAFT

WITH the application of electricity to aircraft

instruments, another chapter was written In the

annals of air transportation. To-day's ship Is not only

swifter but safer and more dependable. Modern
depth-soundlns devices Indicate instantly the height of

the ship above the ground surface. A unique feature

of General Electric's recently purchased monoplane
is the almost completely electrified instrument panel.

The most recently developed Instrument is the sonic

altimeter, which provides a quick means of indicating

changes in height above ground. Sound from an

Intermittently operated air whistle is directed down-
ward. The echo Is picked up in a receiving megaphone,
and the sound is heard through a stethoscope. The

elapsed time between the sound and the echo

determines the height. Tests show that water, build-

ings, woods, etc., produce echoes that are different

and characteristic.

Besides developing a complete system of aircraft in-

struments, college-trained General Electric engineers

have pioneered in every electrical field—on land, on

sea, and in the air.
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NOW OPEN

Give Us a Call
COLLEGE BILLIARD PARLORS

(IJI'-STAIKSi

DEMPSEY BLOCK

Opposite New Gym «

SWIMMERS TRIUMPH

OVER M. I. T. MERMEN

Beatty Sets Records in 220, 440

As Team Scores Its Fifth

Straight Victory

WiimiiiK "11 '>iit lliiee evcniB, llu^ Wil-

liaiiiH 8wirnni(^r.s roiimiiicd iniilcrciitcil,

«wiunp''iK 1^- ' ''"•
''.V .')r)-22 IiihI Friday

cvimiiiK ill 1 1"' I'Uscll I'odI lor llu'ir (il'lli

victory of l.lii'Hi'ason. Mi'idly wan llicoiil-

ataniliiiK piirl'ortner of the iiicci iowcriiiH

liis own records in Ixitli the 220 iind 4-40,

wliili! Cuptnin Tnrncr of (ho visilors won

ihc: hreatil Htrokc in tlic fastent time made

here thin year for that race.

Captain Swayze again won tiie SO-yd.

iliiHh, with Davis tukinn second, while

Hixhy took tlie century hy a <niick l-oiieh

iijieud of Hwayze in 5X.2 se(w. SwininiinK

without tlie services of Kerr, the I'uri)l(!

lost the ha(^kstr()ke in comparalivc^ly slow

lime to Bencks of M. I. '1'., Norcott an<l

Whitheck placing second and third.

Turner of tlic visitors also won the breast

stroke about a yard aluMid of (Jillillan in

till' fast lime of 2;'1().().

lieatty was well in the lead when he

clipped three seconds off the 220 record

and led ('liurdi hy only a few yards in

loworiiiK his own 440 nwvrk to l)A7.'2.

I.ykes scored in (he diving for M. I. T.'s

third and last lirst place, and l.apham and
Ach look second anil third res])eetively foi-

the home team, liolh relay teams won hy

wide margins adding fourteen more points

to the final score which was Williams !>!>,

M. I.T. 22.

The summary of the mecl is as follows:

5t)-yil. free style Won hy Swayze (W);

Davis (W), second; lleintz (iM. I. T.),

third. Time: 25.2.

lOO-yd. free style Won by IJi.xby (W);

Swayze (W), second; Helming (M. I. T.),

third. Thne: 58.2.

220-yd. free style—Won hy Beatty (W);

llenning (M. I. T.), second; Vaughan

(M. I. T.), third. Time: 2:20.3 (New
(Jollege and Pool Record).

44()-yil. freestyle Won by Beatty (W);

Church (W), seciind; Vaughan (M. I. T.),

third. 'I'ime: 5:47.2 (New College Rec-

ord).

150-yd. haekstroke- Won by Bencks

(M. I. T.); Noreott (W), second; Whit-

beck (W), third. Time: 2:04. (i.

2(K)-yd. breasi s(roke Won by 'I'urner

(M. I.T.); (iillillan (W), secomi; Smilli

(W), third. Time: 2:4(i,().

Dives Won hy I.ykes (M. I. 'I'.);

I.apham (W), second; Acli (W), (bird.

V\'inning points: ()4.4.

;i00-yd. medley relay Won by Williams

(Hixby, (Iillillan, McMulion); 'm. I. T.,

second (Bencks, Turner, (lallaii). Time:

;j:;«.2.

200-yd. relay- Won liy Williams

(Downs, T'icree, Reynolds, McMahon);
M. 1. T.. second (lleintz, Glanders,

Vaughan, llennhig). Time: 1:45.8.

Final Score—Williams 55, M. 1. T. 22.

which will extend over a period of seven

weeks, four or live freshmen will be elected

to the hoard.

The following men attenileil the meet-

ing: Adams, Andrews, Boskey, Bliss,

Burgess, Carrick, Clindin, Dayton, Daw-

son, lOrskine, l'"alk. Fort, (Icilfuss, (Jibsoii,

(loldnmn, (Irant, Mealy, llebli. Helms,

Kinkaid, l.indeiiberg, MacMillan, McKiii-

non, McVeigh, Maglathliii, Mar/.ani, New-

man, (Jgilen, I'oinier, Hich, Schachte,

Sprugiie, (J. W. Smith, M. H. Smiili,

Stein, and Swan.

HALLER INN
Single and Double Rooms with Bath*

With or Without Meals

Beautifully Furniahed—Excellent Food
Exclusive and Charming

An Almo»phrir (juilr Unlike llvlel Unique uA liiilini

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

'Record' Competition Begins

Tliirty-.seven'members_or theJCIa.ss of

1035 entered the first com])etition for

menibersliip on the editorial board of TiiK

Ruroiii) which opened last Tlmrsday eve-

ning. At the end of the competition.

The College Cleaners and Dyers
suns PRESSED

$.40

LAUNDRY (Cheapest)

19 Belden Street

Service and Quality

Phone 619-M

^i

I was airaid vjrrandiather

woula be S^^.

.

HE'S rather a bossy old darling,

and I didn't know how he'd

like the idea of my smoking.

"The first time I lit a Chesterfield

in front of him, he sniffed like an

old war-horse . . .and I braced myself

for trouble. But all he said was,

'That's good tobacco. Chickabiddy.'

"You know Grandfather raised

tobacco in his younger days, so he

knows what's what. I don't, of course

—but I do know that Chesterfields

are milder. It's wonderful to be

able to smoke whenever you want,

with no fear you'll smoke too many.

"And it doesn't take a tobacco

expert to prove that Chesterfield

tobaccos are better. They taste bet-

ter . . . that's proof enough. Never

too sweet. No matter when I smoke

them ... or how many I smoke . .

.

they always taste exactly right.

'They must be absolutely pure...

even to the paper which doesn't

taste at all. In fact ... as the ads

say...'They Satisfy!'"

• Wrapped in Du Pont Number 300 Moisture-proof ^^^ .^

Cellophane ... the best and most expensive made!

THEY'RE MILDER • • THEY'RE PURE • • THEY TASTE BETTER • • 77ie^ S^l^Jy
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CONFERENCE PROBES INTO FUTURE ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION

KRUEGER PRESENTS

VIEW OF SOCIALISM

Social Legislation and Industrial

Action To Aid Workers Is

Aim of System

SctliiiK fordi lis (lie imiiipdiato aims of

his purty "the Hmclioration of tlie workers'

coiidilioii hy imluHtrial action ami social

Ipxislatioii", ami as tlio ultimate goal "tlic

al)olilion of the caijitalistic system and tlic

subsllliition of Socialism," Mr. Mayiianl

Knu'KiT iiri'scntcd tlio case for Socialism

in tlic (liird address of the conference

.Saturday morning in .lesup Hall. "Such

a fundamental change nmst essentially he

a revolutionary movement, and a ])eaceful

revolution is preferable because its out-

come is far more certain" he stated.

Speaking before an audience of dele-

Kal<'sand students that filled every part of

the hull, Mr. KrucKcr opened his case with

a brief r(^view of our ijresent economic

order, emphasizing the fact that the day

of the midille class is gone, and that the

workiiiK cla.ss is rapidly (irowiiiK- "At the

same lime", he declared, "the owners of

capitalistic industry are depending more

an<l more on fsovcu'uinent aid—this while

the ({overinnent, consistently i-efuses to

aid tlie unemployed." Three cimclu-

sions can be drawn in general: first, thai

lar(i;e-scale production will not be elim-

inated; secon<l, that the elimination of

competition makes t\ecessary some other

form of control; and thiril, that the sep-

aration of ownership from management

means trusteeship, and renders the owning

class functionless, making necessary its

ultimate elimination."

"The manifestation of conflict between

the two groups of our .society is the mi-

favorable side of our economic system.

Nevertheless, the working class system

does not create, bu(^ rather jjoints out this

conflict, of interests. .Socialism nuiy be

defined as organized action along the lines

of theories of .society, in order to hasten

the attainment of a 'world without ex-

ploitation.' The allegiance of workers to

the ultinuite purpose of this functional

society must be gained.

"It is possible for a dictator to stabilize

iuilustry. Fascism does this, but it does

not tonch the ja-oblem of equalization of

incomes. The Socialists believe that

conditions as they are now should not be

stabilized.

".\ssuming that capitalism will break

down, we should jirepare for the control of

public works. Although the movement

involved will necessarily lie a revolutionary

one, the means by which these changes

are accomplished are determined primarily

by tlie tactics adopted liy the capitalists.

If iiarliamentary action is met with par-

liamentary action, well and good. But

if it isn't,, a change in method nmst take

place. Sociali.sts believe that the political

I act best suited to the present situation

of the American worker is the building of a

strong political parly on immediate and

ultimate working class interests in onler

t(i convert government into an agency

serving llios(^ interests rather than those

of owners. Only when a |iarliainenlary

majority is ren<lercd impotent by a Fascist

dictatorship need we abandon political

action as a means of attaining that end."

FLEXIBLE CAPITALISM
WORKS, STATES VINER

Dictatorship of Economic Planning

Worse Than Poor Capitalist

Democracy

Professor .Jacob Viner, economist of

the University of Chicago, who has led

round table discussions at the Instidite of

Politics, championed "Progressive Cap-

italism" in his Friday afternoon lecture in

Cbapin Hall which oiiened the Inter-

collegiate Conference. "Comprehensive

economic i)lanning", be admitted, "is

impos.sil)le in a capitalistii^ democracy or

any other kiial of denuxTacy. However,

I feel that we have a very urgent need for

what 1 call partial |)lanning."

Continuing, he stated, "To convert

comprehensive iilamiing from a pipe-

dream to an actuality an omnipotent cen-

tral authority is iie<'e.ssary, who can

choo.se the planners ami put their plan in

operation regardless of o|iposition. This is

inconceivalile under a democratic anil

decentralized government such as ours,

and with an individual and parochial-

minded population such as ours."

Dr. Viner made no attempt lo conceal

that capitalism made a bad showing when

ap])rais(!d in terms of an i<leal standarti,

but he further staled, "It would be a sin

to preach contentment with the present

state of affairs, b\it apjieals for drasti(^

change, resting wholly on refusal to rec-

ognize that there will always be major im-

perfections in this all too human world

should not be a convincing fcjrm of argu-

ment .

"Some limited measures of economic

jjlaiming which are (|uite consistent with a

substantial measure of individualism are

urgently calletl for. More jilanning is

needed to take care of the lower ranks

economically of our poi)ulat,ion, but this

planning must carefully avoid intro-

ducing new rigidities in a system which

works tolerably well only when its parts

are flexible anil can quickly adjust them-

selves to changed circumstances. But

comprehensive economic planning, whether

desirable or not, will be feasible and safe

only when we have better government,

more respect for exjxirts, a better ])ress,

and a more intelligent, and more social-

minded electorate. When and if we have

these, our individualistic capitali!-:in will

work very well. Without them and with-

out dictatorship comprehensive economic

planning would work havoc."

F]umiani Claims Pressing Need of Organization

and Understanding of Fascism in United States

CJarlii M. Fhiiniiuii, black-eyed .son of

Caesar, in Williamstown to uphold the

Fasci.st emblem against, the tyrades of

Comniunisis and Socialists, scored the

apathy of American .students toward poli-

tics, a,sserteil that, (lovernor RoiLsevelt's

stand on the League of Nations was weak

and cowardly, and described America's

crying need for the realism of pragmatic

l''ascisrn in an interview granted to a

ItKcoKi) reporter before his speech here

.Saturday.

To acquire imiKirtani^e in American po-

litical affairs, the younger generations

should learn .about the spirit, value, and

practise of Fa.scism, he .said. "I wish to

stress the point that in old European

countries, and in .some of the most progres-

sive Asiatic coimtries, the younger genera-

tions, liecause of their interest in the affairs

of their nations, occupy an important place

in the iiolit ical life of th(" countries. They

are decisive factors in the determination of

govermnenlal policies. In America there

is entirely loo much indifference and

a|)athy."

Continuing he as.scrteil that there is a

jiressing need for Fascist organization in

the I'liiteil Slates. "There is a majority

of people who dislike it without knowing

whiil it is about," Signor Fluiniani de-

(^lared. "They are content to attach a

derogalory meaning to the word Fascism

without really understanding the true sig-

nilicancc. Fa.scism has a realistic spirit.

Il wants to deal particularly with present

questions, without any deairc lo mortgage

I he future. America could adopt Fascism

the'now without, any drastic ('lianges

Constitution."

"The great criticism of Fascism is that

it will die when Mussolini dies, that il, re-

quires a dicatalor. These are misappre-

hensions," he asserted. "The disapjiear-

ance of Mussolini from the Italian political

scene will naturally bi^an important event,

but, it is ridiculous to say that he is indis-

l)ensible. There are two definite reasons

for the ])resenl, distatorship in Italy.

First, MiLssolini is a man who is able to be

a dictator; and secondly, conditions have

been favorable^ for his regime."

"If Fascism were introduced into the

United States, it would mean an increase

of the power of the central government at

the expense of the state governments. The

s|)irit of Fascism demands a concentration

of iiower, not necessarily a dictatorshi)).

Although they are not so clear or evident

as the Italian situation, there are actually

many dictatorships in the United States.

Sententious examples of these are the im-

penetrable positions of Tammany Hall in

the New York political field, and the New
York bankers in the nations economic

structure."

.Speaking of the League of Nations, Dr.

Flumiani said: "Italy's attitude toward

the c|uestion has changed a lot in the last

few years. She was skeptical and dnhious

at flrst, believing that the covenant was o

means by which the stronger countries

wanted to foster policies in their favor by

supervising anil controlling the affairs of

other coimtries by the medium of the

(Continued on Sixth Page)

PLANNING IS SUBJECT

OF THOMA^AND VINER

Famous Leaders Debate Ways of

Regulation in Final Session

of Conference

AUDIENCE CROWDS CHAPIN

Thomas Says Planning Possible in

Democratic Order; Dr. Viner

Refutes Opinion

"The problems of today must be solved

by an a|)peal to the groups, and the clash

of two great minds in public i.s most in-

spiring," said Wallace Parks, President of

the Williams Liberal ('lub, in inlroaucing

Norman Thomas and .Jacob Viner prepara-

tory to their debate on Fcoiiomic Planning

last Saturday evening in Cbapin Hall.

These two distinguished leaders presented

PROF. JACOB VINER

two views on the regulation of .Xniericaii

economic life, with the discussion ranging

mostly around their difference of opinion

as to whet her siicli regulation could hesi be

carried on under a democratic or a dicta-

torial form of government.

Mr. Thomas, the recognized .Socialist

leader of America, opened the ilebate with

a discuission of the probable points of dif-

ference between Ivimself and Dr. Viner.

He next stateil that the capitalistic order

is Hearing the end ofits e|)och and illus-

trated the fact by commflHting on llic Re-

construction Bill and the ])a.tfint luck of

defense for cajjitalism in his round table

discussion of the afternoon. The modern

machine olTers a challenge: "Use me coop-

eratively and 1 am life; use me In strife

and I am death."

"Ours is a .society sick with racketeering.

Al Capone only made a trust where there

was need of combination. Your very

laughter is ])riiof of that lack of feeling

without which .society cannot get aking."

This is the indict nient of ca|)it,alism. There

is only one thing left— to i)lan and plan

intelligenlly. Mr. Thomas next outlined

the difficulties of planning. He first de-

|)loreil lack of purpose. "Lack of purpose,"

he said, "alarms me most, for we are evad-

ing the fundamental question."

There are three categories of things to be

done. First, we must avert the imminent

catastrophe. Laboi' must be assisted by

taxation of t he rich, by a program of public

works, and liy the five ilay week. The
second category to be approached is that of

foreign affairs, in whii^h cancellation of

ilebts, disarmament, and rei^ognition of

Russia are essential. Thirdly, rapid social-

ization of the key industries is of para-

mount importance.

Mr. Thomas concluded with a ringing

defense of democracy and of his opinion

that economic planning may well be car-

ried on under that tyjie of government. "1

summon youth to c.onsiiler well democracy,

which consideration may give it power

worthy of the dreams of those who set it

up in these United States."

Mr. Viner opened his discussion with the

statement that he agreed with 90% of Mr.
Thomas' statements, saying that "it

would be a ])retly nice worhl if Mr.
Thomas' ideas were carried out." How-
ever, "cai)italisni will survive the present

crisis without much change as it has sur-

vived previous crises. The capitalistic

system can stand a lot of starvation on the

part of the working i^lass."

From that point on. Dr. Viner proceeded

to differ with the previous speaker on all

points. Hcdistribution of wealth is a
minor matter, taxing of the rich is a bad
l)Ian, and long range planning is impossible

under the democratic form of government.
in developing the lust point, the speaker

staled, "Planning on a large and compre-
hen.sive scale is consistent with eapitaliBra

hut inconsistent with democracy". I"

conclusion, Dr. Vinersaid, "Rugged inertia

is being given a rest in \Va.shington, but

the absence of abU; and eloquent leaders to

incite us to action is deeply fell
.

There is

a chance for great servii^' if Mr. Thomas

would lend his eloquent pen and command-

iiig personality to the struggle, shelving for

a few weeks his ideas, clashing in the long

run wit h the present system."

The two speakers re-outlined their posi-

tions in a t(Mi minute rebuttal. Mr.

Thomas showed himself in support of the

ovcr-|>r<idiiction and under-consumptioii

theory of Ilobson and took the bankers to

task fur the .severity of the present de-

pression, while Mr. Viner rose in defense

of the banking class and especially the

Federal Hcserve Bank of New ^'ork.

FOSTER'S TALK 'BUNK'
STATES DR. FLUMIANI

Attacks Communism and Explains

Doctrine Underlying Whole

Fascist Program

Interspersing his talk with sarcastic re-

marks about the eminent conummist Mr.

Fo.ster, Dr. Carlo M. Fluiniani presented

the case for Fascism on Saturday morning

ill the .lesup Hall auditorium, explaining to

his audience of Conference delegates "the

spirit, ineaiiiiig, and doctrine underlying

the whole Fascist miivemenl." This he

charactcri/.eil best by his slaleinent, that

"Fascism is a doclriiie and a movement of

reaction against all forms of liberal as well

as paternalistic, socialistic, and communis-

tic regimes."

The reaction in Fascism against the

doctrines of Communism was made doubly

clear to an anuused anilience by Dr. Flunii-

ani's rather bitter ilciiunciution of Mr.

Foster and his speech. Of this he .said

that "any modern Fa.scist would have call-

ed Foster's speech bunk and had heard the

same thing twenty years ago, said much

better. Coiiimiinism had its chance to

succeed in Italy with complete control for

three years but failed because its leaders

were suidi men as l''o.ster, with lots of talk

and childish formulas but not enough

power or spirit of decision."

"Fascism tackles problems directly in a

dispassionate and objective way witliout

being influenced by mental and emotional

prejudices or too radical prefereni^es. Its

spirit is essentially a historical one, found-

ed on past experience, using iiower as its

instrument. It is neither on the side of

the individual or the group like its rival

philosophies of government but acts as a

liarmonizer of the interests of the t,wo. It

is neither paternalism nor capitalism."

"The fundamental difference between

Fascism and liberalism anil socialism is

that, while they have their own definite

precepts by which they try to govern, it

has no definite ideas about methods and

forms. It is open to all ideas and siiggcs-

(Contlnued on Sixth Pagcl

FOSTER STATES WAR
MEANS SOVIET EUROPE

Noted Communist Says Capitalism

Is Gambling Its Future In

Preparing War

"Russian workers have blazed the way
for the workers of the world," said Mr
William Z. FostiM' in his address lo {\^^.

IntercoUegiale Conference on Capitalism

and its Alternatives in Cliapin Hall la„|

Friday evening. Mr. Foster, Iwi,.,, Hn.

presidential candidate of the C^ ominiiiiiat

Parly, presented the ease for Cumniniusni
as a .solution of the ])resenl economic crisij

Mr. Foster first stressed the serinns

crisis in which Capilalism now finds itself

due to mass unemployment, maas starva-

tion, reduced incomes, and war sentinieiil

"Nations no longer fear the danger of

war," he said, "but the danger of existinir

conditions; llu^ (Jeneva conference is a

mere capitalistic manoeuver to blind im-

tions as to existing conditions."

In explaining this crisis he staled Hint

"Capitlism, a purely compel itive system

robbing workers of their just reward, en-

couraging economic anarchism, is now in

po.ssession of vast masses of indispen.salile

commodities, with no iifii' markets In he

ilevelo])ed."

Having di.scu.s.sed the crisis and its

causes, Mr. Foster then turned In ih(.

remedies offered. He showed how Iho

financing of the buyer, trust ifical inn, mul

planning production had failed miserably

to remedy the .situation. "Fascism," he

said, "is not an alternative to Capitalism,

but Capitalism in its most extreme and

decadent form. In Italy the Fascist |iurty

belra.ved the workers; then Mii,s.siiliMi

attacked them in the rearasthey relreali.(|

and establi.shed himself. But just think

what hapiiened lo tlu^ Rus.sian Cziir imil

you will get an idea of what is going in

happen lo Mussolini." He disini.s.so(l

Sociali.sm as being identified with (^apilal-

isin.

.\ vivid description of the decay of Cii|ii-

lalism followed in which the speaker men-

tioned industrial stagnation, ma.ss unem-

ployment, growth of war spirit, and the

revolutionizing of the workers. Imperilii-

ist countries arc losing their grip on their

colonies, twenty countries have abandimcil

the gold standard, currency is being in-

flated, liberalism is dead. Capitalism lias

already lost one-sixth of the world to Cnm-

mimisni and is "inevitably passing iiilu Ilic

lundier pile of history. Hut it will not full

all by il.self. It will fall in violent slruK-

gle. No ruling class has ever given np its

control of soc'iety without a struggle.

ICnglaiul did not give up her American

colonies without a struggle. The D. X. K.

want us to forget it, but we don't let

them." He went on to point out the

growing unrest among our workers, usiiiR

(Continued on Sixtli Paf^e)

Professor Jacob Viner Describes Work in the

Economics Major at the University of Chicago

"Although our drastic reorganization of

all coura4!s at the University of Chicago is

still only in embryo, yet we are sure the

new system will be far superior lo our

former one," declared ,lacnb Viner to a

Recoui) reporter rei^ently. Profes,sor Viner,

who is Professor of Economics at the Uni-

versity of Chicago, lame to Williams to

take an active part in the Intercollegiate

Conference on Capitalism, and has attend-

ed the Institute of Politics twice in the past

four years.

When asked how economics was taught,

ho answered by explaining the reorganiza-

tion of the undergraduate portion of the

university into .lunior and .Senior colleges.

"President Robert Ilutchins, in this di-

vision sought to provide an opportunity

for freshmen and sophomores to gain a

general cultural background for the courses

in which they were to sjiecialize in the

Senior colleges. And only those who are

fitted for further college work are jiermil-

ted to enter the Senior college."

"Consequently those who are planning

to major in economics, will study the

course of their major comprehensively

with sociology and political science in an

attempt to knit together all points of view
from which society can be studied. Not
until their last two years do students be-

gin to specialize, and this specialization is

usually directed at the division of their

major rather than the major itself. And
so the bulk of their work will fall in one of

Hie three divisions instead of the work in

one department as most other colleges

provide.

"There are no attendance requiremcnla

and no cour.se requirements, but the slu-

dents do have to hand in all ai.ssigned writ-

ten work. There is a final comiireliciiRivc

examination in all work. The examina-

tion which is given for work in the .lunior

college may be taken any time that the

sludcnt thinks himself fitted to conlinue

with work in the Senior college. Apt

students may take it a month after llicir

entrance, and those who have difficulty

may post|)one it until a month after col-

lege closes at the end of .Sophomore year.

"There is a tendency to stress long run

theoretical work on the doctrine that facts

can be obtained and learned more quickly

and accurately in actual practice, and that

students should not be taught what is what

but how it became and how to find out for

oneself. In order to teach how social

factors operati!, great stress is laid ""

aniaysis and how to beware of false assump-

tions. The assumptions must be as ex-

plicit 08 possible and men in this work are

coached especially to distinguish between

divergent techniques of scientific discovery

on the one hand and persuasion on the

other.

"There is no set type of approach in a

course. To an increasing extent questions

as to what the author said on page 05 anil

what, did the professor say last week arc

left out,. The questions are rather, for

example, 'Design a technique from your

knowledge of government research »"''

statistics for finding the answer to mwl'

questions as 'Do wages lag behind

prices?'
"
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Tiffany & Co.

Jewelry Watches Silverware

OF Dependable Value

MailInquiries Receive Prompt Attention

FifthAvenue &37^'Street

New York

Spring and
Sports
so near at hand

Come to Pinehurst, N. C. for

Easter. Spring has already teed

off in America's Headquarters for

Golf and the country is at its love-

liest.

Pinehurst is so conveniently lo-

cated that you waste none of your

vacation in traveling. You can

leave New York at night and golf

next morning in Pinehurst. The

cost of railroad fares is less. Hotel

rates, too, have been greatly re-

duced so that your visit will be

inexpensive. $7.00 per day and up,

American plan at Carolina Hotel and

New Holly Inn.

Nationally important tournaments

are scheduled for the latter part of

March and April for golf, tennis,

trapshooting, races, horse-show,

archery, gymkhana events.

M. S. C. MEETS PURPLE

FIVE HERE WEDNESDAY

Ragged Williams Play Has Marked
Last Two Games; M. S. C.

Has Strong Team

AHIioukIi having lost two games in suc-

cession, to Buffalo and St. Lawrence re-

spectively, and playing with much poorer

form than that shown earHer in the season,

the WilHams basketball team will try to

regain its winning power when meeting the

Massachusetts iState College here in the

l.asell gymnasium tomorrow night at 8.15

p. m. Again threatened with the absence

of Captain Good from tl^e basketball floor,

the Purple quintet will face a team that

has beaten Amherst and Wesleyan but

which has not shown the scoring ability

that Williams is capable of.

Disappointed by the ragged and uncer-

tain playing shown against St. Lawrence,

Coach Caldwell has tightened up at i)rac-

ticcs, putting the squad through longer

and stiffcr floor work. Hard scrimmages

and signal drills have probably helped the

team back near that style of play which

was so brilliant in the first seven games.

Another encouraging feature is the fact

that there is a slight possibility of Good's

playing in part of the game, although his

knee is still somewhat stiff from injuries

received ten days ago. Undoubtedly

Williams has shown much less coordina-

tion and scoring power when Captain Good
is not on the floor, l)ut the chance that he

can play will do much to steady and pull

together the five which does start against

Massachusetts State.

The two players who have stood out this

season for the M. S. C. quintet are Captain

Foley, a capable guard, and Lojko, fast

and accurately shooting forward. The
record of M. S. C. stands as follows

M. S. C. 17, Amherst 12; M. S. C. 25,

Trinity 13; M. S. C. 33, Connecticut Agri-

culture College 19; M. S. C. 31, W. P. I.

39; M. S. C. 32, Wesleyan 28; M. S. C.

42, Hamilton 22; M. S. C. 30, Springfield

25. The tentative line-ups for the game
are:

WILLIAMS M. S. C.

Fowle r.f. Bush

Flint l.f. Lojko

Monier c. Fletcher

Sheehan r.g. Foley

Markoski l.g. Houran

For Reservations or Booklet, address

General Office, Pinehurst, N. C.

m
y n, NORTH CAROLINA
,^y\merica's Premier Vvlnter Resort

mi

PURPLE SEXTET WILL

MEET TWO OPPONENTS

Middlebury and M. S. C. Teams To
Play on Sage Rink Today

and Wednesday

Weather permitting, the Varsity hockey

team will meet Middlebury and Massa-

chusetts State College here on the Sage

Rink today and Wednesday respectively.

Williams is still hampered by inconsistent

l)ractice, but has shown definite improve-

ment in its more recent games.

Middlebury is undefeated to date, hav-

ing shown great offensive power against

inferior opposition, winning from St

Michaels twice by 13-2 and 23-2, and

once over the Vermont pucksters by a 9-2

margin. M. S. C. has an equally good

record with victories over Connecticut

Aggies and Amherst by 17-0 and 0-1

respectively as against a ()-4 defeat at the

hands of Brown.

Although the Purple skaters lost both

to the Army and Princeton aggregations

earlier in the season, they have success-

fully redeemed themselves by scoring 5-1

wins against both Hamilton and Union,

in each game showing improved offense

and defense. Little, however, can be pre-

dicted on a comparative score basis as to

the results of the coming games, as none

of the three teams have faced the same

ojjponents.

The i)robable line-up follows:

WILLIAMS MIDDLEBURY
Thayer g. Goering

Horton r.w. Makela

Doughty (Capt.) l.w. Yeomans

.Johnson c. Melbye

Rogers T.d. Nelson

Lisle l.d. MacLean

Spares: WILLIAMS—Bacon VanSant,

Reeves, Williams. MIDDLEBURY—
Pickens, Swett, Viepman, Dwyer, Bake-

man, Allen.

WILLIAMS MASS. STATE
Thayer g. Mitchell

Horton f.W. Tikofski

Doughty (Capt.) l.w. Forest

Johnson c. Cain

Rogers r.d. Hammond
Lisle l.d. Gunness

Spares: WILLIAMS--Bacon, VanSant,

Reeves, Williams.

500 Alumni Expected

for Weekend Reunion
(Continued from First Paie)

Dwiglil Marvin '01, editor of the

'J'ri>!/ Heconl, an ex<'ellent 8i)eaker and the

most i)rolific writer of Williams College

songs will be in charge of the old-fashioned

college meeting in the l.asell (lyinnasium

at 8.00. At the present time several of

the other aUunni are cooperating with

Marvin in the editing of u new college

song book.

Five minute speeches by prominent
alumni, group singing, selections by the

combined musical clubs, and offerings

by the "Famous Octet" and the "Musical

Trio" will be heard in this meeting.

Conrad E. Good '31 will deliver an ad-

dress for the undergraduates.

The most important item on the even-

ing's program, however, will be President

Garfield's presentation of the Brooks
Memorial Medal, the most cherished of

campus awards—won by Benjamin Lang-
maid last year.

The medal is given in honor of the cap-

tain of the footl)all team in 1910, Belvidere

Brooks, who was killed in action at

Villesavoye, France in 1918. It is awarded
to "that member of the football team
whose play during the season has been of

the greatest credit to the college."

Monday morning provides another op-

portunity for vagabonding. In the Lasell

gymnasium at noon, the Father and Son
Luncheon with President Garfield as

toastmaster and Professors Bliss Perry

and Henry Wild as speakers will culminate

the schedule of events. Moving pictures

of the football team playing Amherst and
Wesleyan will be shown in the Thompson
Chemical Laboratory at 2.30 p. m.

St. Lawrence Turns

Back Williams Five
(Continued from First Page)

point for the winners with a free throw, and

Kunz ended the scoring of the game, slip-

ping in an easy set-up, leaving the final

score at 32-28.

Following is a summary of the game:

WILLIAMS
G F P

Fowle, r.f. 2 2 (i

Flint, l.f.

Fincke, l.f. 1 1 3

Monier, c.

Bancroft, c. 10 2

Sheehan, r.g. 3 17
Markoski, l.g. 2 2 (i

YOU COLLEGE BOYS
ARE

EXPENSIVE
LUXURIES!

OFTEN a serious strain on the parental

pocket-book not only while college

is in session but during the summer.
Here's an idea. It's literally true this

year that you can live in Europe for less

than you can at home. Plenty of pensions

or snug little inns in fascinating spots in

Europe will put you up with three meals a

day for $40 or $50 a month. With the

present rate of exchange, your American

dollar does wonders. Why not spend the

summer or part of it abroad and actually

spend less than if you were at home?
An excellent opportunity to brush up on

your French—or your English history, or

what not.

Getting over and back is not hard.

Just about $200 in Tourist Class via

White Star and Red Star Lines on some
of the world's finest ships. We'll guaran-

tee you a jolly time. Seems to us that the

summer in Europe might be the means of a

pleasant reduction of the family budget

and a glorious time for you in the bargain.

If you agree -why not try the family out

on it. If you want more information,

write us for our Tourist Booklet—or see

any authorized travel agent.

WHITE STAR LINE
RED STAR LINE

International Mercantile Marine Company

No. 1 Broadway, New York

ffW?

Totals 249 6

ST, LAWRENCE
G F P

Gilligan, r.f. 2

.Jones, r.f. 2 15
Flannigan, l.f. 5 10

Shoen, c. 2 2

Christie, r.g. 1 2

Kunz, l.g. 1 3 5

Totals 13 6 32

Substitutions: WILLIAMS—Cosgrove

for Flint, Flint for Monier, Fincke for

Cosgrove, Bancroft for Monier, Woodrow
for Bancroft. ST. LAWRENCE—.Jones

for Gilligan. Referee: Dowling. Time-

keeper: Seely. Time of periods: 20

minutes.

Little Theatre Shows
'Beggar's Opera' in Chapin

(Continued from First Page).

ting for the whole story. The author

shows that the present day authors who

write of the underworld are certainly not

opening a new field but simply reverting to

one more than two centuries old.

In this version of Mr. Gay's famous Eng-

lish ballad opera, every possible effort has

been made to recapture the spirit of the

original work, much of which was "im-

proved away" in the representations of the

early nineteenth century. Unfortunately,

in an age which lacks the leisure of the

eighteenth century, the opera cannot be

given in its entirety; in the work of curtail-

ment and selection, the producer was much
helped by the work of the late Mr. Arnold.

New settings have been jirovidcd for the

songs, and the music in general has been

re-arranged and supplemented. The ver-

sions of the tunes used have been taken

from the contem])orary eighteenth-century

editions, and many beautiful and charac-

teristic numbers omitted in later times

have been restored.

The cast follows;

Pcachum Charles Magrath

Lockit Gwilym Williams

Machenth .John Mott
Filch Robert Brinn

The Beggar Karon Tillman

Mrs. Feachum Elsie French

FoUtj Feachnm Sylvia Nelis

Lucy Lockit Vera Hurst

Diana Trapes Elsie French

Chamber Orchestra

Marguerite Roemaet, Leader

I'LL BE SEEING YOV"
AT THE

SEAOLADE
Pre-theatre dinner, after-theatre supper . . . you'll

see most of the younger set at the Seaglade . . . and

VIBTCENT LOPEZ
at the baton . . . putting the party over with Latin

verve. Couvert after 10:30, $2.00 . . . Saturdays

and holidays, $3.00 ... No couvert at any time for

dinner guests. Dancing, formal.

HOTEL ST. REGIS
FIFTH AVEIVUE...1\^EW YORK

FRANK BROTHERS
raorwcAB iHC.

588 Fifth Ave. between 47th and 48th Su.
NEW YORK

Footwear that meets the
college man's point of
view - - smartly styled - -

soundly constructed -

-

and economically priced

Exhibit at Cabe Prindle's, February 17 and 18

The Williams CO-OP Join the CO-OP

CUSTOM TAILORING
We are now ready with our complete line of Spring Woolens and invite your

inspection. We ask that you make your selections early

to insure delivery for Easter vacation
Ask About Our Specials SAVE the CO-OP Way
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Foster's Talk 'Bunk'

States Dr. Flumiani
(Continued Iroiii Fourth Puge)

lions and relies on history to find the eor-

ret't method of dcalinx with each situation.

At present the fascists think that power is

the best instrument, and so consiiler witli

special care the two ureal soun'es of power

in a nation, its in<lustrial nuc^leiises and its

working population. It does not attempt

to run businss, liul it does reserve the riKlit

to intervene for the good of the nation."
In six'akinK of the future Dr. Flumiani

said thai Fascrism "does not attempt in any
way to mortgaKe the future. That will be
what it will he. Its iirogram will he hosed
on two points, a strong desire of aiiproach-

ing and solving all questions in an unbias-

ed, impartial, anil realistic manner and a
firm belief that power is the inherent law
in the development of the individual as
well as the jsroup."

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

WllUamstown News Stands

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

ROUDYBUSH
Foreign Service School

for -

Diplomatic and Consular

Service

Courses start in June for Sept. Exams

. .... Write

Franklin Roudybush.
3404 Prospect Ave. N. W.

Washington, D. C.

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

The News of the Day is

Fully Reported

and

Intelligently Interpreted

in the Columns of

^pringfielb

J^epublican
Ktef) properly informed by

reading It regularly

CAP AND BELLS TO

GIVE 'THE DICTATOR'

Presentation of R. H. Davis' Play to

Be Staged on February 26

in Chapin Hall

With the presentation of "The Dicta-

tor", a liRht satirical farce written by

Kiehard Hardinn Davis, in Chupin Hall on

Kehruary 2(1, Cap and Bells will give its

lirst performance of the current season

and then will go to Schenectady the foUow-

iuK Monday for its second appearance. It

is hoped that a third bookinn will he ar-

rauKcd for at Skidmore ColleKe. Under

the direction of Mr. Roland Bottomley re-

hearsals started after the mid-year vaca-

tion, and will be continued daily until the

time of the production.

Mr. Bottomley is a member of the Play-

ers' Club of New York and has had wide

experience in ilirccting performances of this

sort. Beginning his career in 1897 on a

trip with Forbes Robertson to Germany,

Australia where he played in "The Merry

Widow," he came to America in 1911 but

left during the World War as a member of

the Flying Corps. Among the presenta-

tions which he has coached are those

staged by the second Suffolk Regiment,

"The Comedy of Errors" by Shakespeare

in Bridgeport two years ago, and last year

at Fordham University. In commenting

on the prospects for the play, Mr. Bottom-

ley said that the casting was excellent and

that the cooperaion that he had received

from the members of the cast gave evi-

dence that the performance would be an

unusual one.

"The Dictator" deals with the activities

of a young gentleman from New York who

by the chance of fortune finds himself in

the embarassing position of being dictator

of a small republic which is in the throes of

revolution and counter-revolution. The

spontaneity of the lines and the comic situ-

ations of a young dictator-liy-chance make
the play amusing throughout. The lead

is i)layed by McKnight, '34 who jilaycd the

major part in the Cap and Bells offering of

Milne's "The Fourth Wall", while W.

Wheeler '32 plays the part of the ,\merican

Consul. Following the custom intro-

duced last year the female roles will be

played by wives of members of t he faculty.

Delegates Throng Williams

as Conference Opens
(Oontlnued from First Page)

rian after the Round Table Discussions

exceeded expectations; the Walden Thea-

tre was filled and about fifty people stood

while others were turned away.

The climax of the two-tlay conference

was reached Saturday evening al the de-

bate between Nornuui Thomas and .hicoi)

Vincr. Mr. Thoina.s declared that eco-

nomic planning is now vitid and that there

is no longer any faith in the automatic

working of markets. Professor Viner ad-

vo(!ated a modified system with more ex-

tensive range of governmental powers to

meet the present economic crisis.

From the profits of the Conference, the

Liberal Club will publisli a hook on the

proc^eedings at the .sessions. This book,

which will include a complete account of all

the Round Table Discussions and a ver-

batim report of the debate and the speech-

es, will be put on sale as soon as possible

for .$ 1.00.

Foster States War
Means Soviet Europe

(Continued from Fourth Page)

the Kentucky miners' strike as but one ex-

ample, and asked "Are twelve million

American unemployed workers going to

sit around and starve? Of course not.

Workers today are thinking thoughts that

are very bad for Capitalism."

lie warned America against feeling over-

confident. "She should remember that

she is a part of a roorld system of Capital-

ism—a chain of unequal links. Commun-
ism will break the chain at its weakest

point."

Somewhat pressed for time, Mr. Foster

closed his attack upon Capitalism by say-

ing that "it has served its purpose. When
Capitalism is finally overcome it will not

give place either to Fascism or Socialism,

but will be succeeded by Communism.

Russian workers have blazed the way for

the workers of the world."

Hamilton and Union

Defeated by Purple
(Continued from First Page)

their team's total up to four. VanSant

added the last late in the third after

receiving a pass from Sammis in front of

the net.

The Union game was transferred at the

last minute from Schenectady to Williams-

town, being played Wednesday evening

on the Sage rink. The first period was a

hard-fought game of shinny on very poor

ice with the Purple having a marked ad-

vantage but being unable to capitalize it.

Johnson and Doughty both had several

easy chances to score, but in each case

something went wrong. It was a different

story, however, after the first intermission.

The Williams offense seemed to get new

life and Rogers and Lisle worked to per-

fection at the defense positions. Johnson

scored unassisted at 13.09 and again at

13.30, while Doughty repeated two minutes

later on a pass from .lohnson. This play

was reversed at the very beginning of the

third session for the fourth score and fol-

lowed by another goal by Doughty at 5.08.

The game then ended rather uneventfully

except for Union's only score, made by

Schoonmaker during one of the numerous

times when Williams was necessarily

short-handed.

The summaries of the two games are

as follows:

WILLIAMS (5)
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WILLIAMS WELCOMES 500 ALUMNI

FOR HERALDED MIDWINTER REUNION

Featured Event Is Old-fashioned

College Meeting in Gym on

Sunday Night

FATHER AND SON LUNCHEON

Extensive Program of Athletics

Arranged for Entertainment

of Many Alumni

More than 5(X) alumni arrive<l in Wil-

liamHtown from all parts of the country

Friday and today for the second annual

Midwinter Home-coming of all the College

graduates. An Old-fashioned College

Meeting, crontiert hy the Cleveland Sym-

I>hony orchestra, and a Father and Son

Luncheon will be the principal features of

the gala weekend planned by the Alumni

Office.

\ special train of Pullman cars carrying

several hundred representatives from the

vicinity of New York City was met in

North Adams last night by special busses

which continued the trip to Williamstown.

The strec^ts are crowded with automobiles

from mcny states, and many more Wil-

liams men are arriving ho\irly from Boston

and other cities on special fare trains.

This morning many professors saw b<!-

foro them in their class r(K>m8 faces famil-

iar as i)ui)ils years ago. This is part, of t he

Alumni Office program for throwing open

the lectures and classes to th(^ graduates so

that they may listen to their favorit* pro-

fessors once again. TlK^re will be another

opi)ortunity for "vagabonding" on Mon-

day morning.

The Alumni Office expects that the most

jinpular event of the Weekend will be the

Ol<l-fashioned College Meeting to be held

in the l.asell Gymnasium on Sunday eve-

ning, at H.OO. The leader will be Dwight

Marvin '01, Editor of the Troij Uecord.

Marvin ha.s written more Williams songs

tlinn anyone elce, and is even now engaged

in editing a new anthology with the assist-

ance of several of the other alumni.

At this time President Garfield will

award the Brooks Memorial Medal— one

(if the highest honors awarded on the cam-

pus. Conrad E. Good, President of the

Student Council, will make an address of

welcome to the Alumni on behalf of the

undergraduates. Various prominent alum-

ni will also make five minut(! speeches.

There has been a slight change in the

program for this afternoon. The Fresh-

man hockey game which was previously

announced with Amherst- has been can-

celled. Th(! basketball game between the

fre.shmen of Williams and Wesleyan which

was originally slated for 4.(K) will be played

at 2.00 p. m. The Varsity basketball,

hockey, swimming and wrestling remain

unchanged.

Professor Bliss Perry '81 of Harvard and

Professor Henry D. Wild '88 of Williams

will be the principal speakers at- a Father
(Continued on Third Page)

TIMES' COMPETITION

TO BE HELD MARCH 1

Annual Current Events Contest

Is Under The Direction of

Prof. Newhall

The New York Times has announced

Tuesday, March 1, as the date of the an-

nual Intercollegiate Current Events eon-

test. The examination will be held in

GrifSn Hall under the direction of Profes-

sor R. A. Newhall, and the announcement
of the prizes of $150, $75 and $25 will be

made by him within a week of the test.

The contest is carried on "in the belief

that grasp of contemporary afTairs is part

of the essential equipment of a college

(career." Recently, the question of the

amount of interest in the competition has

led the rimes to pass a ruling stating that

the colleges have the right to withhold

prizes if local conditions and lack of inter-

est warrant such action. A grand prize of

$500 is awarded to the one who wins a
second competition which those who place

first in their respective institutions may
enter.

The winners last year were Gordon and
I'arks '32 and Baum '34. The third prize

Is awarded to a freshman or a sophomore
provided a member of one of these classes

has not been awarded cither first or second
place.

SIR NORMAN ANGELL

LECTURES TO FORUM

Outlines Problems To Be Faced by

International Arms Parley

at Geneva

HUMAN WILL IMPORTANT

Sees Need of Ultimate Transfer

of Power From Litigants

to Arbiter

Speaking on the question of disarma-

ment and the aims of the present confer-

eru'c at Geneva, Norman Angell in an ad-

dress presented by the Forum in Josup

Hall lost Sunday night, stripped the matter

of its cloudy issues, and left his listeners

with a strong impression of his insight into

the crux of a question which is of nation-

wide concern at the present moment,

"it is impossible to protect the different

nations of the world by armament. The
object of the Geneva conference is to get

the best means of defence and security

possible. Every nation is entitled to

defence, and every nation will defend.

The conference will fail if it asks simply

for a weakening of surrender of national

defence."

From this point he indicated that the

great wealth of the world (^ould never be

fully realized by all of the earth's peoples

unless there were continual traffic. Traffic

involves a rule, or set of rules, uniform in

character, which will insure the con-

tinual passage of goods. Some say rules

are not necessary, and ask only for the

heaviest conveyance. This is obviously

unsatisfactory.

"All nations want moral freedom and

security but the old method of <:ompetitive

armament is not substantial and defies

arithmetic. Parity also is impossible.

The various factors in the equation caimot

be determined; coal stations, position,

etc\ It is not so much the ntmiber but

the proportion of these factors which is

so difficult to guagc. Mr. Angeli next

brought forth his strongest point. "The

real problem facing Geneva is the survival

(Continued on Fourth Page)

PURPLE FIVE TO PLAY

CARDINALS HERE TODAY

Victory Will Make Williams Quintet

Unquestioned Champion of

Little Three

MASS. STATE BEATEN

BY WILLIAMS QUINTET

Purple Breaks Two-Game Losing

Streak, Playing Better Than
In Last Contest

Showing a much improved standard of

l)lay, the Williams basketball team broke

its two-game losing streak by overwhelm-

ing Massachusetts State College last Wed-

nesday night in the Lasell gymnasium by

a score of 34-10. The Purple played a

strong defensive game, and its accurate

passing and close guarding enabled the

team to pile up an early lead which was

never approached throughout the contest.

During the first 17 minutes of the game
M. S. C. was unable to score from the

floor, while Williams tallied 20 points.

Markoski, high scorer of the struggle, net-

ted the first basket with a long shot and

followed this immediately with a free

throw. Monier then tipped one in on a

pass from Sheehan, and Fowle added

another two points on a set-up. Fletcher

started the scoring for M. S. C, dropping

two foul shots, but Sheehan and Fowle

tallied two more field goals in quick suc-

cession for the Purple, and M. S. C. called

time-out.

After a few minutes of scoreless play,

Williams gained six more points on field

goals by O'Donnell, Monier, and Sheehan.

Following a basket by Monier and a free

throw by Markoski, the visitors scored

their first field goal as Fletcher sank a long

shot. Ijojko then connected with the

basket, and Fletcher added one more ])oint

on a foul shot, while O'Donnell sank a field

goal just before the half ended, leaving the

Purple with a big lead of 22-7.

Markoski opened the scoring for the

second period, tallying a field goal after a

beautiful dribble, and then Foley dropped

a long shot for the visitors. Free throws

were put in by Markoski and Sheehan, fol-

lowed by O'Donnell's field goal and Mon-

ier's set-up. M. S. C. netted two baskets

(Oontlnutd on rourth Page)

CLEVELAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TO PERFORM IN CHAPIN TOMORROW

Cutting short its losing streak with a 34-

15 victory over M. S. C. last Wednesday
evening, the Williams basketball team will

start the second round of the Little Three

contests when it meets Wesleyan at 2.00

o'clock this afternoon in the liasell Gymna-
sium. The prospective return of Captain

Good to the Purple line-up, for part of the

game at least, increases the quintet's

chances of repeating its previous win over

the Cardinal and Black.

At the end of January, the Purple five

scored a 33-20 win over its Jjittle Three

rivals, conquering the Wesleyan team on

its home court for the first time in six years.

The five took the next game from Roches-

ter but fell before Buffalo and St. Lawrence

before regaining its stride against M. S. C.

Captain Good, star Purple forward, was

injured just prior to the mid-year trip and

has been unable to play since. Coach

Caldwell worked O'Donnell, a sophomore,

into the starting line-up for the M. S. C.

game, and that combination worked better

than any other without Good.

Since the Williams game, Wesleyan has

been quite unsuccessful, losing J32-28 to

M. S. C, 31-22, to St. Lawrence, but win-

ning a Little Three encounter from Am-
herst, 33-27, in the closing minutes of the

(Continued on Third Page)

CAP AND BELLS TO

GIVE THE DICTATOR'

U. S. Consulate in Latin American

Republic Is Locale of Light

Satirical Farce

BOTTOMLEY IS DIRECTOR

'Phi Beta Kappa' Picks

Ten Members From '32

Ten new members were elected to Phi

Beta Kappa at the February meeting of

the Society in the second election for the

class of 1932. At least three A's over a B
average were required for this election,

but in .June all members of the class with a

B average will be elected to the organ-

ization. Tliuse elc«icu ait ao follows;

ROBERT HAMILTON BURNETT
Auburndale, Mass.

ROGER SHERMAN DOWNS
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

CONRAD EVANS GOOD
St. Joseph, Mo.

SAMUEL HERRICK, JR.

Washington, D. C.

EDWARD LAWRENCE KOREY
Brooklyn, N. Y.

KURT ERWIN LIEBER
Indianapolis, Ind.

ARTHUR HAMILTON MARSTON, JR
San Diego, Cal.

FRANCIS JOSEPH NOEL
North Adams, Mass.

W'ALLACE .lUDSON PARKS
Baltimore, Md.

REGINALD HUGH ZALLES
New York Citv, N. Y.

CALENDAR

SATURDAY, FEB. 20

8.00-12.00 a. m.—"Vagabonding".

1 .30 p. m.—Winter Sports. Williams vs.

Amherst. Berlin Pass.

2.00 p. m.—Freshman Basketball. Wil-

liams vs. Wesleyan. Lasell Gym-
nasium.

Varsity Basketball. Williams vs. Wes-
leyan. Lasell Gymnasium.

3.30 p. m.—Varsity Hockey. Williams

vs. Amherst. Sage Rink.

4.00 p. m.—Varsity Swimming. WiUiams
vs. R. P. I. Lasell Gymnasium.

4.30 p. m.—Varsity Wrestling. Williams

vs. Wesleyan. Lasell Gymnasium.
Evening—Commons Club and Fraternity

Reunions.

SUNDAY, FEB. 21

10.30 a. m.—The Reverend Archibald

Black will conduct the regular Sunday
morning Chapel services. Thompson
Memorial Chapel.

3.30 p. m.—The Cleveland Symphony
Orchestra, with Nikolai SokolofT con-

ducting. Chapin Hall.

4.00 p. m.—Faculty Tea for the Alumni.

Faculty Club.

5.30 p. m.—Vesper Service. Thompson
Memorial Chapel.

8.00 p. m.—Old Fashioned College Meet-

ing. Lasell Gymnasium.

MONDAY, FEB. 22

8.0O-12.00 a. m.—"Vagabonding".

12.16 p. m.—Father and Son Luncheon.

Lasell Gymnasium.

2.00 p. m.—Moving Pictures of Williams

football team in action. Thompson
Chemical Laboratory.

Presentation of R. H. Davis' Play To
Be Staged on February 26

in Chapin Hall

Organization Appearing Here Under

Auspices of Thompson Fund
Committee

SOKOLOFF WILL CONDUCT

Program Will Include Bach, Wagner
Ravel, Sibelius, Tschaikowsky,

in Its 0£Ferings

Continuing its policy—dating from its

founding in 1872—of presenting at least

one performance every year, Cap and

Bells will present Richard Harding Davis'

The Dictator in Chapin Hall on Friday

evening, February 20, at 8 o'clock. This

light satirical farce is under the direction of

Roland Bottomley, a well-known fjlay-

right, whose latest play has recently been

accepted by the Shuberts.

The action of the play takes place first

on a steamer which has just completed a

trip from New Y'ork to the capital of a

small Latin American republic, and then

continues in the last two acts in the office

of the American Consul. The spontaneity

of the lines and the comic situations of a

young dictator-by-chance, who really is

trying to escape from the New York police,

make the play particularly amusing

throughout. Particularly so is the scene

in which the dictator first meets up with

General Campos, the counter revolution-

ary who has recently succeeded in over-

throwing the government.

Another scene which is outstanding is

that in which Steve, the hero, meets the

fiery Juanita, and again when he summons
the aid of the American Navy to save him

from death, climaxed by the entrance of

soldiers and sailors who appear on the

stage at the most crucial moment ready to

"protect American lives and American

property". The whole play is dealt with

in a farcical manner, while the American

methods of tliplomacy receive a rather

thorough criticism.

The Dictator, written by Richard Hard-

ing Davis, was first presented on the New
(Continued on Fourth Page)

'BEGGAR'S OPERA' ENDS

'HIGH BROW WEEK-END'

Licklider Congratulates the Little

Theatre for Bringing Comic
Opera to Chapin

{Courtesy of Professor Licklider)

The Williamstown week-end grows year

ly more stimulating, and even our young

Philistines ("I'm sure God must love them

because he made so many of them") will

one of these days begin to realize that the

means of civilization are here, and perhaps

(though this is expecting too much) to for-

sake their cinemas, radios, and Saturday

Evening Posts for the more cosmopolitan

diversions of Chapin and Josup Halls.

The Great High Brow Week-end of Feb-

ruary came to an appropriate conclusion

on Monday evening, with the performance

of the Beggar's Opera, a fine comic cathar-

sis for Capitalists, Communists, Socialists,

and Philosophical Anarchists, who could

all unite in one satisfying coanesthesia,

perhaps their only possible common
ground.

Three encyclopedic articles in the press

have said practically everything that can

be said about the opera, and Mr. Roberts's

delightful talk before the curtain put the

finishing touch ui)on the educational

prpcess and took from me one of the tradi-

tional ))er(]uisites of the reviewer: the

classic pun about Rich and Gay. There

remains, therefore, little to say about the

opera itself. Fortimately, I have the op-

portunity to distribute laurel wreaths in

other quarters.

The production itself was another of

those triumphs of the human spirit over

heart-breaking difficulties that mark every

dramatic performance in Chapin Hall. It

was no small feat to transfer a brittle an-

tique from the intimacy of the Lyric at

Hammersmith, where one sits within ear-

shot of the slightest whisper, to the cosmic

distances of Chapin, where many of the

(Continued on Second Pace)

Honoring Williams for the second time

in three years with a musical event of par-

amount imiwrtance, Nikolai Sokoloff

brings the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra

to Chapin Hall tomorrow for a iHsrform-

ance under the auspices of the Under-

graduates for the Thompson Concerts.

From the orchestra's great library of over

a thousand scores, the conductor has cho-

sen to play from Bach, Tschaikowsky,

Ravel, Sibelius, and Wagner.

Tickets which are $2 for the center of

the hall, $1.50 for the sides, and $1 for the

NIKOLAI SOKOLOFF
Conductor of the Cleveland Symphony

Orchestra, Which Is To Present a

Concert in Chapin Tomorrow

balcony may be obtained at Hart's Drug
Store, at the door of Chajiin, or by writing

to Box 636, Williamstown. Since more
than 500 are expected to be in town over

the weekend for the Midwinter Home-
coming, anyone desiring reservations

should do so at his earliest jjossible con-

venience.

The founding of the Cleveland Or-

chestra was the outgrowth of a series of

symphony concerts by visiting orchestras

held annually for 18 years. Engaged to

make a survey in the public schools,

Sokoloff came to Cleveland in 1918. An
occasion arose when an orchestra concert

was asked for. Mr. Sokoloff, assisted by
Adela P. Hughes of the Musical Arts
Association got together 57 men. Seven
rehearsals were held, the concert given,

and the Cleveland Orchestra was born.

Twenty-eight concerts were played that

season.

During the third season, the orchestra

toured through six states with a re])ertoire

which bore the names of 27 composers.

Very early the Cleveland Orchestra was
known to preserve the highest standard in

music, and to mingle the best of the old

with the choicest of the new on its pro-

grams. Even in the beginning years

"A Pagan Poem" of Loeffler, and the music
of Debussy, Richard Strauss, Ravel, and
Ernest Bloch were introduced.

In the course of its twenty-eight week
season, the orchestra plays twenty pairs

(Continued on Second Page)

Concert Program

Prelude, E major, for orchestra

Cantata No. 29 Bach-Siloti

Symphony No.6 "Paihetiqxw," B major

Op. 74 Tschaikowsky
A dagio—allegro—andante—allegro

vivo

Allegro con gratia

Allegro molto tt'wice

Adagio Inmerdoso

INTERMLSSION
Menucl Antique Ravel

First time in Williamstown
Legend, " The Strnn of Tuonela," Op. '^2

Sibelius

Prelude to "The Maslersingers of Nu-
remberg" Wagner

I

f
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•Special attention of l)oth alumni and undt^rKraduates is called to the concert of

the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra, to be Kiveii on Sunday at 3.30 in Chapin Hall.

And this is more than a blurb. A dual lest is involved: do Williams men really want

music of a finer sort?; is the existence of the Thompson Coocerts justified? It is the

hope of TiiK llEcoiti) that, at such a time as this, there will be at least a little of the

appreciation due to the thought behind the gift of these splendid opportunities, and to

the work of the committee toward their continued existence. And, after all, is it not

possible that we misht actually enjoy Kood music?

'AND WILLIAMS' SONS SHALL RALLY'
"The Rkcohd is anxious that this scheme of mid-winter reunions should be con-

tinued in perpeluum. Already quite a gala occasion, it could be made into one of the

red-letter days of the collegiate calendar. There could be a Father and Son Banquet

on the battle-ground- so to speak—rather than in some hotel dining-room where the

surroundings hardly resemble the Berkshires .... A thousand things could be done

to make this occasion of real importance to alumni and undergraduates alike. Best of

luck to the Alumni Office in pursuing such plans!"— issue of February 21, 1931.

1931 saw an exijcriment carried out with the enthusiasm and finesse of a tra-

dition; 1932 sees that experiment incorporated into a tradition. Five hundred alumn;

are returning to Williamstown, led back by the twin ties of fraternity and college;

500 alumni mixing with 800 undergraduates, making new contacts with their successors,

500 alumni renewing old friendships, visiting the classes of their former instructors,

reliving their achievements on the court, upon the ice, and in the pool. And so the

Alumni Office, the Faculty, and the student body unite in welcoming back the College's

returning sons.

FRATERNITIES
The value of the fraternity scheme of things at Williams cannot be overestimated.

If initiations are carried out as they should be carried out, the freshmen will have ob-

tained more than an inkling of the meaning of the word "fraternity". If they have

been given an opportunity to ponder on the five months most recently past, and thus an

opportunity to recognize more fully than before the intrinsic qualities in their fellow

initiates; if initiations have served to impress them; if initiations have given them

something vital, something more than paddlings and silly speeches,

—

then the period of

apprenticeship is justified.

Then those freshmen who will soon gather around the banquet table will begin to

understand the many pleasant associations which are peculiar to Williams and to fra-

ternities at Williams,—associations which impel men of all types and tastes to come

back often and to whom the house is linked in both hopes and reminiscences to the

College. Then they will begin to realize the extremes to which men have gone to

benefit other men who superficially are quite different from them, but whom they have

come to understand, and like heartily, and admire. They will begin to appreciate the

value of a fraternity with high ideals of friendship and of loyal service to a college like

Williams. Tiiey will begin to enjoy the s|)lendid contacts available with men who are

much older and wiser than they, who are willing to advise them and to help them in

making decisions, and with whom many a jolly good time may be had.

A Williams alumnus once wrote of his fraternity in The Alumni Rejiew: "The

chapter has tried to foster a feeling of loyalty to the College and a desire to serve her

best interests, as well as a spirit of unselfishness and good fellowship among the mem-

bers. It is our hope that (the fraternity) may do her part to help the College in all

ways and be found fighting on the right side to carry on the ideals of scholarship,

friendship, and life for which Williams stands." In such ideals properly carried out,

we see the true merit of the fraternity scheme.

Vagabonding Schedule

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20

8.00 A. M.

Biol. 7-8 Vertibrate Zoology and Embry-

ology, Kellogg, Biol. Lab.

Chem. 21-22 General Chemistry, King,

Chem. I.ab.

Econ. 3-4 Economic History, D. T. Clark,

4 Grif.

Art 9-10 History and Appreciation of

Music, Rogers, Chapin

French 7-8 French Drama, Vaccariello,

() Hop.

French 9-10 Contemporaneous French,

Novel, Cru, 15 Hop.

Latin 3-4 Latin Comedy and Horace,

Schlesinger, 4 Lawr.

9.00 A. M.

Biol. 7-8 Vertibrate Zoology and Embry-

ology, Kellogg, Biol. Lab.

Eng. 3-4 ElizabethaB Drama, Licklider,

9 Good.

Art 5-0 Sculjiture and Architecture,

Keck, 10 Lawr.

French 5-6 Third Year French, Cru, 15

Hop.

French 9-10 Contemporaneous French,

Novel, Corley, II Hop.

Latin 3-4 Latin Comedy and Horace,

Avery, 6 Lawr.

Latin 8 Survey of Latin Art, Wild, 8

Lawr.

Rcl. 9-10 New Testament, Twichell, 8

Hop.

Rhct. 5-6 Argumentation, Maxoy, 4

Good.

10.00 A. M.

Econ. 7-8 Mtxlem Economic Problems,

Beach, Stetson

Econ. 7-8 Modem Economic Problems,

McLaren, Stetson

French 5-fi Third Year French, Vac-

^ cariello, 1 1 Hop.

French 7-8 French Drama, Gilcreast, 10

Hop.

French 9-10 Contemporaneous French

Novel, Cru, 15 Hop.

Geol. 1-2 General Geology, Cleland,

Clark

Greek 9-10 Greek Lit. (Eng. Translation)

HoweS; fl Lawr.

Mat. 9-10 Differential Equations, Rich-

mond, 18 Hop.

Phil. 3-4 History of Philosophy Miller,

8 Hop.

Rel. 6 Fundamental Problems of Relig-

ion, Morton, 6 Hop.

11.00 A. M.

French 5-6 Third Y'ear French, Whit-

man, 7 Hop.

French 7-8 French Drama, Vaccariello,

11 Hop.

Greek 9-10 Greek Lit. (Eng. Translation)

Howes, 6 Lawr.

Hist. 13-14 Mediaeval Civilization, New-
hall, 7 Grif.

Mat. 5-6 Advanced Calculus, Hardy, 17

Hop.

Phil. 10 Aesthetics, Miller, 8 Hop.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22

8.00 A. M.

Astro. 3-4 Navigation and Practical As-

tronomy, Milham, 13 Hop.

Biol. 3-4 Invertebrate Zoology, Cole,

Biol. Lab.

Biol. 10 Bacteriology, Hoar, Biol. Lab.

French 5-6 Third Year French, Bellerose,

7 Hop.

Greek 3-4 Plato and Greek Drama,
Avery, 7 Lawr.

Hist. 5-6 Advanced European Hist.,

Newhall, 6 Grif.

Physics 5-6 Electricity and Magnetism,

Brinsmade, Phys. Lab.

Spanish 7-8 Spanish Drama and Novel

Brett, 10 Hop.

9.00 A. M.
Biol. 3-4 Invertebrate Zoology, Cole,

Biol. Lab.

Biol. 10 Bacteriology, Hoar, Biol. Lab,

Kcon. 5-6 Money, Banking, Public Fi-

nance, Beach, 4 (3rif.

Fine Arts 1-2 Ancient and Italian Paint-

ings, Weston, 10 Lawr.

French 5-0 Third \ear Frcnc^h, Cooley

11 Hop.

German 9-10 (!oeth(t. Long, Stetson

Hist. 5-6 Adv. European History, New-

hall, 5 Grif.

Pol. Sci. 14 International Organization,

Fairman, 2 Grif.

Lat. 3-4 Comedy and Horace, Avery,

Lawr.

Relig. 4 Dante, Morton, 6 Goodrich

Span. 5-6 Introd. to Span. Literature,

Brett, 10 Hop.

10.00 A. M.

Chem. 3-4 Physical Chemistry, King,

Chem. Lab.

Econ. 5-6 Money, Banking, Public Fi-

nance, Beach, 7 Grif.

Eng. 7-8 Modern Literature, Buehler, 2

Grif.

Eng. 7-8 Modern Literature, Licklider, 9

Good.

French 5-6 Third Year French, Bellerose,

15 Hop.
German 5-6 18 and 19 Century Lit.,

Long, 6 Hop.

German 7-8 19 Century Novel, Root, 7

Good.

Geol. 4 Economic Geology, Perry, Clark

Greek 5-6 Demosthenes and Homer,

Schlesinger, 8 Lawr.

Pol. Sci. 3-4 American Constitution,

Doughty, 6 Grif.

Pol. Sci. 7-8 Political Problems, Comer,

Stetson

Phil. 1-2 Ethics, Henderson, 8 Hop.

Phys. 9-10 Light, Radiation, Atomic

Theory, Brinsmade, Phys. Lab.

11.00 A.M.
Biol. 5-6 Botany, Hoar, Biol. Lab.

Chem. 7-8 Organic Chemistry, Neider-

hauser, Chem. Lab.

Eng. 5-6 Neo-Classicism to Romantic-

ism, Bushnell, 4 Good.

Eng. 5-6 Neo-Classicism to Romantic-

ism, Roberts, 10 Hop.

Eng. 10 Milton to Spenser, Buehler, 6

Hop.

French 7-8 French Drama, Bellerose, 15

Hop.

Germ. 5-6 18 and 19 Century Literature,

Hornaday, 7 Good.

Math. 11-12 Modern Geometry, Wells,18

Hop.

Phil. 1-2 Ethics, Henderson, 8 Hop.
Pol. Sci. 5-6 Amer. Gov't, and Politics,

Fairman, 5 Grif„

Pol. Sci. 10 Primitive Institutions, Dough-

ty, (•> Grif.

Relig. 1-2 History of Religions, Morton,

11 Hop.

Cleveland Symphony
Orchestra to Perform

(Continued from First Page)

of Symphony Concerts in Cleveland, cer-

tain additional concerts, and a Children's

series that is attended by 30,000, besides

an average of 50 concerts on tour through

the middle west. New England, the Middle

Atlantic states, and Canada. At the

conclusion of its thirteenth season last

year, the orchestra played 755 concerts

at home and 623 on touring engagements.

The program opens with Siloti's arrange-

ment of Bach's Canlala No. 2!), Wir Dan-
ken Dir, Goll, one of the colossal series of re-

ligious works produced by Bach while he

was cantor of St. Thomas, Liepzig. It is

often referred to as the Ratswahl Cantata,

because it was written for the Sunday
preceding the election of a new city coun-

cil, at which time a proclamation concern-

ing the election or Ratswahl, was read

from the pulpit. The original score was
found in a hook containing the text, evi-

dently used for a latter performance of the

work at the Church of St. Nicholas in 1749.

Tschaikowsky is represented by what he

considered his greatest work, the Sym-
phony No. 6, " Palhelique" . Always the

most popular of the artist's symphonies, it

has withstood the onslaughts of a violent

reaction against the tlecadent romanticism

of the late nineteenth century and has not

relaxed its grip upon the imagination of

symphony audiences. When Tschaikow-
sky had finished the orchestration, he
wrote to his publisher, "On my word of

honor, I have never felt such satisfaction,

such pride, such happiness, as in the con-

sciousness that I am really the creator of

this beautiful work."

Presented for the first time in Williams-

town, the Menuel Antique of Maurice
Ravel shows evidence of the composer's

taste for the "quasi-archaic" style. His
pupil, M. Roland-Manuel characterizes

the Menue.t as "a curious piece in which
wilfully, it seems, scholastic artifices op-
pose the most charming boldnesses. One
seems to witness the aesthetic hesitations

of a young artist who contemplates the

austerities of classicism and the ijcrils of

progres" The legend The Swan nf

Tuonela by Jean Sibelius is based upon
the Finnish epic The Kakvala. Tuonela,

I

the Kingdom of Dt-ath, the Ihules of Fin-

nish mythology, is surniunded by a broatl

river of black water ami rapid current, in

which the Swan of Tuonela glides in majes-

tic fashion and Bitigs,"

The program will close with Richard

Wagner's I'rcluile Ut the MasU'ninyers nf

Nuremberg in which the broad humor and

animated spirit of the opera find concen-

trated expression. Wagner rtilales that

the urge to write the Manlersingern was

bo n during a sojourn in Vitnina where he

visited the Academy of Arts and expcri-

eiK^ed a revival of his creative iK)wer« on

viewing the Assumptiun of the Virgin by

Titian. The music came to him during

his train ride back to Vienna.

'Beggar's Opera' Ends
'High Brow Week End'

(Oontlnued Irom First Page)

auditors sit at least one light-year from t he

dialogue. Some of the spicy wit of the

eighteenth century lost itself in the inter-

stellar spaces, but enough was left to titil-

late even the inhabitants of remote planets

in XX and ZZ, or bench-conscious satel-

lites on the fringes of the universe, and the

timeless and spaceless meloilies of the score

penetrated to the furthest star. On the

stage, too, the little group of brave souls,

reduced from the original throng in the

London caste to a scant handful, sang and

danced and curtsied and rollicked and

made jolly noises on and off stage with such

heartiness and energy that the audience

forgot the shabby setting, the thinly ixipu-

lated platform, and the temperamental

curtain.

Mies Nelis's wistful charm and limpid

voice. Miss French's gorgeous Rabelaisian-

ism, straight out of Chaucer, Mr. Mott's

ample tones and scarlet splenilor, and,

above all, the mellow enchantments of

Miss Roemaet's orchestra, made such mat-

ters unimportant. Whatever else was
lacking the music itself supplied. Heal

music this; none of your thin, arid, a-

raorjjhous, blurred or attenuated or falter-

ing patches or threads; none of your
echoes from the subway or motifs from the

riveting machine or variations on themes
from the boiler factory or the mad-hou.se;

but suave melodies, definite rhythms,
delicate or sprightly patterns of pure,

translucent sound, like old wine in crystal.

Here, then, we had it all: the friendly,

genial, urbane audience; the good, clean,

hearty vulgar fun; the weaving design of

song and speech and dance; the return to

the apostolic succession of true comedy;
the voice of the Great Tradition that runs

straight from Aristophanes to "Of Thee 1

Sing"; the sound antidote to the poison of

our nasty-nice modernism, with its frustra-

tions, fixations, and psychological aUirum.s

and excursions in the subliminal; the rush

of strong salt-sweet sea air into a tropical

jungle.

At the risk of adtling another hue unto

the rainbow, I offer grateful congratula-

tions to the Little Theatre for its courage

and its enterprise in bringing us this and
other welcome contributions to the pleas-

ure of the season. Their courteous and
competent management added much to

the joy of the evening.

WAM)EN
Week of February 22
Shows: Afternoon 2.16; Evening 7.16 and 9 nnPROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, FEB. 22

"Sooky" featuring .Jackie Cooper, H„|,„t
('oogari and .Jackie Searl. Pathe Com
edy and News.

TUESDAY, FEB. 23

"The Yellow Ticket" with Klissa I ,i,„|i
and Lionel Barrymore. Mack Sennett
Comedy.

WEI5NESDAY, FEB. 24

Marilyn Miller in "Her Majesty Love"
with Ben Lyon, W. C. Fiehls, Lcim Kr.
rol. Ford Sterling and Chester Conkli',,
"The Musical Mystery," a novelty, nig,;
other Shorts.

THURSDAY, FEB. 25

"Surrender" with Warner Baxter, I.eila

Hyams and Ralph Bellamy. Slim
Summerville Comedy, Cartoon and
"Strange As It Seems."

FRIDAY, FEB. 26

Double Feature Attraction, "Good Sport"
with Linda Watkins and ,John Boles nlso
The Pasadena Rose Bowl Game, Tu-
lane vs. Southern California. Entire
Game Play by Play. In regular and
Slow Motion Action.

SATIIRDAY, FEB. 27

"The Big Gamble" with Dorothy Sebas-
tian, Bill Boyd, Warner Oland, .Jaines
Gleason and Zazu Pills. Adventures in
Africa Cartoon, and News.

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

Sundiiy, ^Monday and Tuesday

"BROKEN LULLABY"
from the Story

"The Man
I Killed"

with

Lionel Barrymore, Phillips

Holmes and Nancy Carrol

Wodno.sdiiy, Thitrsday iiiid

Friday

Marie Dressier in

"EMMA"
Saturday

Double Feature

SALVY
Since 1901

We)comeBachAlumni

!

Special Reductions on all

Boots and Shoes

Factory Method of Shoe Rebuilding

Done by the

Goodyear Welt System

M. SALVATORE
Just Below Gym Lunch

LOST
A Gold Earring of Fleur-de-lis design.

On Sunday in Chapin Hall or between
Chapin Hall and 186 Main Street. Finder
please notify MRS. W. H. ROOT, 186
Main St., Town.

E. J. Jerdon—D.D.S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT-.n^r
EDDIE DEMPSEY

WILLIAMS VICTORIOUS

OVER TWO OPPONENTS

Hockey Team Defeats Amherst 2-1

and Middlebury 3-1 in Close

Fought Games

ExteniliiiK its winniiiK streak to four

slruisl't Kames the Purple hockey leain

defeated Arnlierst ami Middlebury lant

Monday and Tuesday by 2-1 and 3-1

scores respectively. I'laying under very

poor conditions at Amherst because of the

fact tliat one end of the rink was covered

with water, the name was very slow, but

by virtue of its victtory, the Berkshire

men took the lead in the Mttle Three

('liani]>ionship. In the f;ame aKainst Mid-

dlebury the i)lay was fast throughout,

particularly in the siicond period when

Holers, leading the attack of the home

learn, scored two noals Kiving the Purple

the lead which they did not relinquish for

the remainder of the name.

The Amherst Game
I'laying at Amherst Monday afternoon

(he Sabrina hockey team yielded to Wil-

liams when Horton, taking a pass from

•lolmson in an overtime period, drove a

liinh shot itito the net after four minutes

had elapsed. FollowitiK two scoreless

frames with most of the play taking place

in the visitors' territory, Captain Dt>uKhty

opened the scoring with a long shot from

mid-ice on un unassisted ilash from be-

hind the Purple net. Soon after Captain

Knutson for Amherst evened the count on

another Ions shot while 'I'hayer, Williams

Koalie, was in the penalty box. For the

winners HoKcrs starred while Thayer

playeil an excellent name at Hon], makinii

2S stops, with Turner and Fort bcinjt

outstanding for the l.ord.leffs.

The Middlebury Game
UelurninK to Williamstown, the Purple

sextet met the liiKhly-touted Middlebury

hockev team on Tuesday iwcniiiK on Sage

Mall rink. Giving their best performance

of the year, the home team ilefeated the

Vermonters, 3-1, in a close, hard-fought

came. Roijera again starred on the

defense, also leadiiiK the scoring with two

out of the three goals that Williams made.

During the first period and a half neither

team succeeded in tallying, though several

excellent attempts were only frustrated

by stellar goal-tending. Finally Rogers

broke through and scored after pic^king uj)

the puck as it bounced off the goalie's

stick. A minute later Makela tied the

score from a sharp scrimmage in front of

the cage, but Rogers again put Williams

in the lead, when he netted the puck just

before the close of the second ])eriod.

Johnson made the final Williams tally

early in the last scission, in the prettiest

jilay of the game, a long solo dash through

I he entire Middlebury team.

The summaries of the two games are as

follows:

WILLIAMS
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At

HOCKEY TEAM MEETS

AMHERST HERE TODAY

Purple Sextet Favored To Repeat

Monday Defeat of Sabrinas

This Afteraoon

As part of the entertainment for the

returninK alumni during the mid-winter

reunion tlie Williuins liockey team will

|)lay Amherst on tlie .Sane Hall rink at 3.30

this afternoon. The Purple enters the

contest a decided favorite, having already

proved its superiority by defeating the

same team, 2-1, at Amherst last Monday.

Defeatin);; Hamilton, Union, Amherst,

and Middlebury in quick succession, the

last two contests being won in spite of the

fact that several regulars were ineligible,

the Williams sextet brought its record to

four victories and two defeats. While the

whole team has done well, the defense work

of Lisle and Rogers, the puck-carrying of

Johnson, and the performance of Thayer

at goal have been particularly effective. Am-

herst, on the other hand, has a rather poor

re(!ord with no wins and losses to Prince-

ton, 13-0, to Mass. State, (i-l, and to

Williams, 2-1. The tentative line-ups:

AMHERST TO OPPOSE
WINTER SPORTS TEAM

Four Events Will Be Run Off

Berlin Pass Near College

at 1.30 Today

at

PURPLE SWIMMERS

MEET R. P. I. TODAY

Unbeaten Williams Team Expects

Stiff Opposition In Alumni

Weekend Meet

WILMAMS
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SECTION

WILLIAM Z. I'OSIKR, COMMUNIST "THE YOUNGER GENERATION SHOULD BECOME
FASCISTS"-(;arln FliimlanI

"THE WORLD HAS VERY NEARLY WRUNG ITS
NECK . . ."—Sir Norman Aiiadl

JAC:OB VINER AND DR. GARFIELD

w
1

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE OF THE WILLIAMS LIBERAL CLUB PROMINENT FUiURES AT LIBERAL CLUB CONFERENCE
Left to Rifthl: Parks .12 (<:halrnian), CmtIk Flumlanl. Norman Thomas, and C. E. Warne
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1

HOCKEY TEAM MEETS

AMHERST HERE TODAY

Purple Sextet Favored To Repeat

Monday Defeat of Sabrinas

This Afternoon

As imrt of the entertainment for tlie

rcturniiit? iilmnui ilnrinn the mid-winter

reunion the Williunis liockey team will

play Amherst on the .Sa^e Hall rink at ;5.;i()

this afternoon. The Purple enters the

contest a deciileil favorite, liavinK alreaily

proved its superiority by defeating the

same team, 2-1, at Amherst last Monday.

Defeating Hamilton, Union, Amherst,

and Middlehiiry in qiiiek succession, the

last, two ('ontests beinj; won in spite of the

fact that several renulars were inclifiil'le,

the Williams sextet lirouslit its record to

four victories and two defeats. While the

whole team has done well, the defense work

of I.isle and UoKers, the puck-carrying of

Johnson, and the performance of Thayer

at goal have been jiarticularly elTective. Am-

herst, on the other hand, has a rather poor

record with no wins and losses to Prince-

ton, 13-0, to Mass. State, ti-l, and to

Williams, 2-1. The tentative line-ups:

AMHERST TO OPPOSE
WINTER SPORTS TEAM

Four Events Will Be Run Off at

Berlin Pass Near College

at 1.30 Today

WILLIAMS
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IHE WORLD HAS VERY NEARLY WRUNG ITS
NECK . .

."—Sir Norman Aiitiell

lAC:Oll VINER AND DR. GARFIELD

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE OF THE WILLIAMS LIBERAL CLUB PROMINENT FKJURES AT LIBERAL CLUB t;ONFF,RF,NCE
Left to RIftht: Parks \U (CIiairniBii i. Carlo Flumlanl, Norman Thomas, and C. E. Warne
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Why Not Stop at

THE
GREYSTONE
LODGE

When in Williamstown
Breakfast Served if Desired

MRS. C. L. DOWNING, Hostess

TEL. 408-M
10 Southworth Street

EAGLE
Printing & Binding

Company

Printers of

The Williams Record

mm'im

The Edelweis
Comfortable Rooms
with or without Bath

HOXSEY STREET
Telephone 511

CASE'S
Welcome Back

Alumni Headquarters

Since 1891

Stay here while visiting

college

Reasonable Prices

I ligli Grade Service

The Elms Inn
174 MAIN STREET

Compliments of

Jenkins Bros.
Manufacturers of

Jenkins
Valves

Williams News Room
Harold E. Northiup, Prop.

Newspapers and Magazines
Students' Supplies

43 Sprinij Street Willijinistown, Mass.

THE

McClelland Press
WilliaiTistown, Mass.

Telephone 544-W

PRINTING
Books, Catalogs, Publications

Commercial Forms

BOSTON STORE
Free Delivery North Adams Phone 700

Complete line of accessories essential for comfort
or attractiveness. Draperies and Curtains. Lamps,
Pillows, Tapestry, Scarfs, Rugs, End Tables, and
Book Racks.

At Popular Prices

RUETHER & CO.
SPRING STREET

TENDER THEIR

Welcome
TO RETURNING ALUMNI

Modern Dairy, North Adams
Delivers real Pasteurized Milk and Cream in

Williamstown daily

Delivered from one of the most modern plants

in Northern Berkshire

Telephone 2670-R R. STEELE, Prop.
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A SUBJECT OF HOT CONTROVERSY ON THE C:AMPUS

Thomas J. Gass Co.

Greenfield, Mass.

General Contractors

for the New Boiler

House at Williams

'^W'"^'^^ r'":r

^ /tlLK/ii»lb ttCltkv '. UM(M

ARc;HrrECT's drawing of the new heatinc; plant

COMPLIMENTS OF

Connery and Co., Inc.
2nd and Luzerne Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Who will manufacture and erect Breechings and Ducts
for the New Power Plant, constructej with Connery 's Im-
proved Expansion Stiffener.

This Company will manufacture and erect anywhere Fabricated Steel

Plate Products, Stacks, Breechings, Ducts, Hoppers, Etc.

George M. Hopkins
ESTABLISHED 1889

HEADQUARTERS FOR

STUDENT ROOM
FURNISHINGS

Auto Body, Glass and

Radiator Work

Excellent Service

H. A. Salsburg
Hoosic Court, No. Adams

TEL. 886

Harrison Hot Water
Car Heaters

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Dolt

Poor Light is Bad For You

Lighting scientists say most people use

less than half the amount of light they

need. They recommend a 60 to 100

watt lamp for reading and other close

work.

WILLIAMSTOWN GAS COMPANY

F. H. Sherman

PLUMBING
HEATING

Sheet Metal Work

JOHNSON ASBESTOS COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

WiJ) apply

JOHNS-MANVILLE
M.

INSULATION

Williams College Heating Plant

INSULATION ENGINEERS CONTRACTORS

The

Coal Handling Equipment

in the

WILLIAMS COLLEGE
New Heating Plant

Designed and Built by

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
920-99 North Fourth Street

Columbus Ohio

N-EMPIliE [NGRAVEB/.
24-,50 /heoidan Ave.

AibANY Nw Yorkw
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PURPLE SEXTET TAKES

LAST GAME OF SEASON

FROM LORD JEFFS, 3-2

Poor Condition of Ice Accounts

For Game of Hard Shinny

Despite Flashes

DOUGHTY AND JOHNSON
STAR FOR HOME TEAM

Captain Accounts For Two Goals

As Knutson and Fort Score

For Sabrinas

PlayiriK on a rink, approximately half of

wliicli was feasibli; for skalinx, tho Wil-

liams hookey hroiiKht its season to a suc-

cessful close, c^ompiliiiK a recoril of five

\ ietories and two defeats, by eonqueriiiK

Amherst 8-2 last Saturday afternoon on

Sane riiik in wliat was a nood imitation of

a footl)all scritnmaKe. In spite of the fact

that there was little opijortunity for skat-

iiiK the teams had a very close and excitin«

liattle with Captain Doughty finally clinch-

ing victory for Williams by his two Roals

late in the second period.

The name o|)ene(l with several futile Am-
herst dashes into Williams territory. These

soon ended, however, when Johnson, the

Williams center, eluded the entire Sahrina

team to make the first tally. A minute

later l.isle and DouRhty, ))assin({ from one

to the other, imitated only to miss the

corner of the net by inches, but these at-

tempts at hockey (juickly petered out, and

the name settled down to one of hard

shinny with Knulson of Amherst tying the

score less than a minute from the end of the

period.

Not content with this effort Fort, the

visitors' left defense, added another

shortly after the contest had been resumed,

and things began to look rather dark for

Williams. But matters were evened up

when Doughty scored on a pretty pass

from l.isle, affording oneofthcfew glimpses

of hockey seen during the afternoon.

Williams' last counter followed ten sec;-

lOontlnued on Third Pbbc)

Notice to Seniors

A representative of the Ilarvaril

Business School will he in the Dean's

officii for personal interviews witli

seniors who intend to try for admission,

on Wednesday and Thursday, Febru-

ary 24 and 25. On \\'ednc8(lay evening

at 7.30 he will address nil students who
arc interested in business school.

Those seniors who desire interviews

should notify the Dean.

WINTER SPORTS MEET

WON BY PURPLE TEAM

D. Ogilvy Earns Ten Points Toward

28-8 Victory Over Inferior

Amherst Skiers

Un<ler a clear blue sky, with the tem-

l>erature at Berlin Pass hovering near

zero, the Williams winter sports team de-

feated Amherst, 28-8, last Saturday after-

noon. Over fast, crusty snow the Purple

skiers and snowshoers captured first place

in each event, and early gained a decisive

lead in the meet.

D. Ogilvy, with ten points, was high

point-scorer for the afternoon, while Cap-
lain Goodwin and Robb both won first

lilaces for Williams. The outstanding

rierformer for Amherst was Krapf who
placed third in his first event and second

in his other.

This is only the second meet which the

Purple team has entered, the other being

the College Week Competition at I-ake

Placid in which it placed fifth among 14

colleges. It will travel to Lewiston,

Maine, next- Saturday to compete with

Hates College, and the success of the team,

ns in the meet on Saturday, depends on
the performance of Captain Goodwin,

Kobb and D. Ogilvy.

\ summary of the meet follows;

iSeven-mile ski race—Goodwin (W),
first; Campaigne (W), second; Wells (A),

third.

Mile downhill ski race—Ogilvy, D. (W),
first; Ogilvy, S. (W), second; Krapf (A),

thinl.

Two-mile snowshoe race—Robb (W),
"W; Huppe (A), second; Dorrance (W),
third.

Slalom—Ogilvy, D. (W), first; Krapf
(A), second; Ogilvy, S. (W), third.

Washington Is Topic of
Smith's Lecture Today

Professor T. C. Smith of the History

Department will lecture this afternoon at

4.30 p. m. in tlu; Thomi)8on Ch<!mical

Laboratory on the subject "George Wash-
ington as an Executive". This will be the

fifth of the series of lectures which will

continue every Tuesday afternoon until

t he early part of April. Professor Smith's

talk today on the timely subject of George
Washington promises to be one of the

most interesting of the entire series.

WESLEYAN MATMEN

TIE PURPLE, 16 TO 16

Williams and Wesleyan Now Have
Even Basis in Little Three

Competition

Demonstrating a decided advantage in

the lighter classes, the Williams wrestling

team held a strong Wesleyan aggregation

to a l(i-l(5 lie here last Saturday in the

third match of the season. The outcome

of the cont(»t puts the Purjjle and the

Cardinal and Black on an even basis in the

Lit tic Three competition, both teams hav-

ing scored one victory, one tie, and one

defeat.

If Williams and Wesleyan beat Amherst,

the two colleges will share the Little Three

championship. Saturday's match was by
far the most exciting of the season, Wes-
leyan's redoubtable Brown brothers se-

(iuring half of the total score.

Captain Carroll of Williams in the in-

teresting 105-11). match made a tremendous

effort to hold his ground against C. Brown,

but his ojiponent managed to accumulate

a six minute time advantage, to tally

three [mints. In the 115-lb. class, although

Higinbotham was almost evenly matched

with Davis of Wesleyan, he managed to

come out on top with the narrow time

advantage of 1.07.

Schwartz made a healthy try in the

125-11). struggle but was outclassed by
Smith of Wesleyan. In spite of an injurj-

to his shoulder incurreil during the con-

test, which may prevent him from wrest-

ling against .\inherst next Saturday, Bay-

lis held the upper hand over Ingraham for

time of four minutes and twenty seconds.

Bilder, last year's star 135-lb. man,

celebrated his first houl of the year for the

Purple by throwing Bennett in the 145-lb.

class after 5 minutes of vigorous wrestling.

A cradle lock by Goldblatt put Lemken
of Wesleyan on his back in 4.23.

Curry and Bauer, Williams repre-

sentatives in the heaviest classes had no

chance against I he superiorily of R. Brown
and Bartlett. Bauer was wrestling in

competition for the first- time.

The summary of the meet follows:

115-lb. class—Higinbotham (W) won
from Davis (Wes.) by referee's decision.

Time advantage: 1.07.

125-11). class—Smith (Wes.) won from

Schwartz (W) by a referee's decision.

Time advantage: 9.45.

135-lh. class—Baylis (W) won from

Ingraham (Wes.) by a referee's decision.

Time advantage : 4.20.

145-lb. class—Bilder (W) threw Ben-

nett (Wes.) with a cradle lock. Time:

5.55.

155-lb. class—Goldblatt (W) threw

Lemken (Wes.) with a cradle lock. Time:

4.23.

I(i5-lb. class—C. Brown (Wes.) won
from Carn)ll (W) (Captain) by a referee's

decision. Time advantage: 0.00.

175-11). class—R. Brown (Wes.) threw

Curry (W) with a half nelson. Time:

0.35.

Unlimite<l class—Bartlett (Wes.) threw

Bauer (W) with a half body. Time: 1.30.

Adelphic Union to Argue
Penn on the War Debts

Upholding the affirmative side of the

question, Kcmlvcd: that the United States,

regardless of the actions of other nations

should cancel all its war debts. Van Zandt,

'32, and Ebinger, '34, will debate with the

University of Pennsylvania in Griffin Hall

at 7.30 p. m. Wednesday. Professor R.

A. Newhall will be the .ludge.

This debate, conducted under the aus-

pices of the Adelphic Union, is the third of

the series of the New England Intercolle-

giate Debating Association. The Union

has already defeated Princeton and Mt.

Holyoke. Next Saturday Zallcs '32, and

Linen '34, will argue the same tiuestion

against Vassar at Poughkeepsie.

PURPLE WINS, 52-25

OVER R. P. I. NATATORS

College and Pool Records Fall In

Fast, Close Test Here; Team
Is Still Unbeaten

Setting new college and pool records in

two events and a new college record in a

third the Williams Varsity swimming
team raced to a decdsive victory over

R. P. I. last Saturday afternoon in the

Lasell Pool and maintained its unbeaten

status. The contest was much more
bitterly fought than the score of 52-25 in-

dicates, as the visiting team took three

first places and i)res8<id the Williams med-
ley relay, 440, and l'X)-yard swimmers to

record-smashing performances to win in

those events.

The outstanding performance of the

meet was turned in by Church of Williams

in the 440 when he beat Rohling of the

visitors to the tape by a touch, lowering

the College mark by almost eight seconds

and the pool mark by more than four

seconds to a new record of five minutes

39.3 seconds. The closest race, and the

one which put Williams definitely in the

lead after six events had given her a

lowly five point margin, was the 2(X)-yard

breast stroke in which Gilfillan and Smith
of Williams, and Dailey of R. P. 1. finished

within a scant foot of each other to net

the Purple a seven-point additional lead

which bulked large.

With Kerr back in the line-up for the

medley relay, after an illness, the home-
team combination of Kerr, Gilfillan, and

Bixby won by a comfortable margin to
(Oontinued on Fourth Page)

Deerfield Swimmers Win
Over Freshmen by 44-18

Thc! yearling swimming team suffered

its first set-back of the season last Friday

at the hands of Deerfield Academy in the

Chandler Beach Memorial Pool by a 44-18

score. Captain Ray carried off high 8(^or-

ing honors for the winners with first places

in both the 100 and 2(K)-yd. free style

events, while Robinson accounted for the

only freshman victory in the backstroke

which he won in fast time.

(Oontinued on Third Page)

RICHMOND DISCUSSES

MATHEMATICAL LOGIC

'Mathematics Is Art of Building

Logical Structures,' Says

Prof. Richmond

QUINTET OVERCOMES

WESLEYAN, 49-31, ON

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

Contest Is Featured by Fouls and

Sloppy Play; Good Returns

to the Line-up

PURPLE WINS LITTLE
THREE CHAMPIONSHIP

Fowle Takes High Scoring Honors

With 13 Points; Teamwork
Is Mediocre

SIR HERBERT AMES

TO LECTURE FRIDAY

Ex-Financial Director of League of

Nations Will Lecture to

Three Groups

Sir Herbert Ames, F.x-Finpncial Direc-

tor of the League of Nations Secretariat

1919-20, who has made a special study of

social and economic conditions while

travelling extensively throughout the

world, will address three meetings this

week-end under the auspices of the Inter-

national Affairs Club. Sir Herbert will

address the Political Science proseminar

group at 2.00 Friday afternoon on the

League of Nations as the Guarantor of the

Rights of the Minorities, will lead the dis-

cussion in the Economic proseminar class,

and in Griffin Hall at 4.15 Friday he will

discuss either the Manchuria Affair and
the League or the Franco-German Rela-

tions.

Sir Herbert was a member of the House

of Commons, Montreal, from 1904-21 and

in 1917 was Chairman of the Special Com-
mittee of the House of Commons for the

care and treatment of returned soldiers.

He has held several important offices in

Canada, being the Hon. Secretary of the

Canadian Patriotic Fund, 1914-19, Chair-

man of the Select Standing Committee on

Banking and Finance, and Chairman of the

Municipal Board of Health, 1904. He
has written The Machine in Honest Hands,

The City Below the Hill and The City

Problem. He was educated in the public

schools of Montreal and received the de-

gree of LL.D. from Amherst College.

CALENDAR

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23

4.30 p. m.—Tuesday Afternoon Lecture.

Prof. T. C. Smith will speak on

"George Washington as an Execu-

tive." Thompson Physical Labora-

tory.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

7..30 p. m.—Adelphic Union. Debate-
Williams vs. LTniversity of Pennsyl-

vania. Resolved, That the United

States regardless of the actions of

other nations should cancel all war
debts. Williams will uphold the

Negative. Griffin Hall.

8.15 p. m.—Varsity Basketball. Williams

vs. Yale. New Haven.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26

2.00 p. m.—International Affairs Club

Sir Herbert Ames will meet the

Political Science proseminar. Griffin

Hall.

4.15 p. m.—Sir Herljert Ames will speak

on "Manchuria and the lx>ague."

Griffin Hall.

8.00 p. m.- Cap and Bella presents "Thc

Dictator." Chapin Hall.

"If it was so, it might be. if it were so it

would be, but as it isn't, it ain't," quoted

Assistant Professor Donald E. Richmond,

of the Mathematics Department, in the

fourth of the Tuesday Lecture series, held

in the Thompson Physical Laboratory on

February 15. He then turned from the

logic of Tweedle Dee to the disappearing

qualities of the Cheshire Cat, comparing

thc ever dwindling body of the Cat to the

ever more abstract body of mathematics.

With Euclid as a point of departure, the

speaker went on to trace the progress of

mathematics. He showed how Euclid

had laid down a large number of so-called

obvious axioms; the fact that these axioms

had been accepted as obvious by subse.

quent mathematicians had for hundreds

of years "constituted the greatest obstacle

to mathematical progress." But Euclid's

theory of parallel lines was finally attacked.

No one, however, by relying upon visible

points and lines as bases, was able to

prove this theorem either right or wrong

Professor Richmond explained the reason

for the consternation caused by this

theorem: "Geometry," he said, "is a

hybrid; its father was logic, and its

n)Other was geometrical intuition. Ti)e

logical aspect is the mathematical aspect

But when you try to separate looks from

logic you realize that Euclid did not ex

press all that he used in his proof, for he

used visible lines without first proving that

there was such a thing as a line. He
based his proof on pictures rather than on

logic, thereby introducing an unproven

factor."

In reply to the questions, "Why intro-

duce any more abstraction into mathe-

matics? Why take away the only meas-

ures of reality left us in the form of points

and lines? Why must the body of the

Cat disappear?" he explained that the

Cat should be made to disappear "so

that we may try the grin on something

else. IjOgic, (identified with the grin of

the Cat), and abstractions are now our

only hope. Once the mathematician is

free from the obvious of Euclid he will be

free to create all kinds of logical systems."

He then demonstrated how relativity,

fourth dimensional problems, and the

theories of quantum would have been

impossible without the aid of logical

abstractions.

Since logical mathematicians now go

beyond the realms of thought into the

infinite, many people object on the ground

that logic can not properly be applied

to the infinite. On the other hand, the

infinite is absolutely vital to mathematics

of today. "Mathematics," he <!xplained,

"is a ladder from which we can survey

all the realms of physical science. But
whether the ladder rests on solid ground

or is suspended from heaven we do not

know."

Displaying a strong attack under the

leadcrshi]) of Captain Good, the Williams

basketball team overcame Wesleyan for

the second time this season, 49-31, last

Saturday afternoon in Lasell Gymnasium
in a sloppy contest. The Purple won the

undisputed championship of the Little

Three, by virtue of this victory, for the

first time during the Caldwell regime.

O'Donnell, starting in Good's position,

opened the scoring with two free throws,

.lohns and Johnstone netted the visitors

three points on a field goal and a foul

throw, before Fowle and Markoski sank

three more free throws for the Purple.

Fowle tallied again from the floor. Schlums

and .lohns raised the Cardinal total with

free throws. O'Donnell sank a shot from

the floor, and Johnstone retaliated for Wes-

leyan.

Captain Good was substituted for

O'Donnell. Fowde tapped in a missed foul

try. Johnstone scored from the foul line

for the visitors. Good, Schlums, and
Fowle tallied from the floor. Monier

netted the Purple a point from the foul

line, and Fowle scored on a tricky tap play.

Fowle, Good, Monier, and Markoski col-

lected nine points for Williams in the clos-

ing minutes of the period, and Coleman
gained two points for Wesleyan. The last

three minutes of the half saw the Purple

stall effectively. The score at half-time

was 27-12.

The sec-olid jjeiiod ojjened with Slieehau,

Schlums, and Wells doing all the scoring

for both teams. Schlums went out of the

gan)c on four personal fouls. Before

cither team scored, Cai)tain Wells was re-

moved for the same reason. Johnstone,

Allen, and Striebinger cut down the Purple

lead by eight points, before Markoski
turned the tide with six points. From
that point on, the scoring was fairly even.

Thc Purple reserves flooded the floor, and
the game ended 49-31 in favor of Williams.

The game was featured by sloj)py play

on both sides. The Purple seemed unable
(Continued on Fourth Page)

PURPLE FIVE MEETS

YALE IN NEW HAVEN

Williams' Greatly Strengthened By
Return of Captain Good to

Fast Scrimmage

'The Dictator'

Cap and Bells will present The

Dictator by Richard Harding Davis, a

satirical farce based on a revolution in

a Central .\merican country, at 8

o'clock Friday evening in Chapin Hall.

The plot revolves around an adventur-

ous young American, who becomes in-

volved in thc revolutions in Central

America finally becoming dictator of a

fictitous new republic. Mr. Roland

Bottomlcy of thc Players Club of New
York has coached the production and

devclope<l the comic situations of the

plot. McKnight '34 takes the lead as

Steve, thc dictalor-by-chance, and is

well-supported by Stevens and Wheeler

'32, Hunl and Sanford '33 and Ebeling

•34.

Encouraged by the return of Captain
Good and by the strengthening of its

offense and defense shown in the Wesleyan
game last Saturday, the Williams basket-

ball team will journey down to New
Haven Wednesday to face the Yale five

that evening at 8.15 p. m. Thc Eli team
has won surprisingly few games this season,

but many of them have been extremely
close and the aggregation has been serious-

ly l)andi<^ai)ped by the absence of Captain
Booth, the withdrawal of Elliott, first-

string forward, and the injury of Saner,

who fractured his wrist, but who has now
returned to the floor.

Showing better form and more certain

play than it has since the two-game losing

streak, Williams unfolded an attack
against Wesleyan last Saturday which
approached that style displayed in the
Columbia game, but which Charlie Cald-
well wishes to tune up and straighten out
before the Yale encounter. Practice dur-
ing the past two days has done much to
smooth out the remaining weaknesses, and
the presence of Good in scrimmages has
been a great asset to the squad. By play-
ing with the iwwer shown in the last two
games, close guarding and -fast scoring
ability, the Ptirple five should not find too
great opposition from the Eli men.

Nikkei, Eastern Intercollegiate League
high-scorer, has slurred for Yale in all its

games, and O'Connell, center, led a smash-
ing Eli offensive against Pennsylvania in a

(Oontinued on Ponrtli Paca)
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PURPLE SEXTET TAKES

LAST GAME OF SEASON

FROM LORD JEFFS, 3-2

Poor Condition of Ice Accounts

For Game of Hard Shinny

Despite Flashes

DOUGHTY AND JOHNSON
STAR FOR HOME TEAM

Captain Accounts For Two Goals

As Knutson and Fort Score

For Sabrinas

I'layiiiK <m a rink, aijproxiiiiali'ly lialf of

uliicli was fcasiliU' lor skat inn, the Wil-

liaiiiK liorki'v liroM^lit ils Hcasoii to a mic-

rrssful I'low, coiiipiliiitj a record of five

\iclorie.s anil two iU'f<'ats, by coiKiiieriim

Arnlierst :{-2 Ian! Sat unlay aflcnioon on

San'' rink in what was a niiod imitation of

a footliall scrinwnaKe. In spite of the fact

that there was little opportunity for skat-

inn the teams had a very close and exeitinu

battle withCIaptain Doughty finally clinch-

inn victory for Williams by his two ciials

late in the second period.

The name opened with several futile Am-

herst dashes into Williams territory. These

.-^oon ended, however, when .lolm.son, the

Williams <'eiiler, eluded the entire Sabrina

team to make the first tally. \ minute

later l.i.sle and Uounhly, jia.ssinn from one

to (he other, imitated only to miss the

corner of fhe net by inches, but these at-

tempts at hockey (piickly petereil out, and

the name settled down to one of hard

shinny with Kmitson of Amherst tyinn the

score less than a minute from the end of the

period.

Not conteiif with this effort Kort, the

visitors' left defense, ad<led anofher

shortly after tlie conte.st liad been resumed,

and thinns Itegan to look rather dark for

Williams. But matters were evened u|)

when Dounhty scored on a pretty pass

from l.i.sle, affordinn oneof thefewnlimpses

of hockey seen dtirinn the afternoon.

Williams' lasi counter followr.l ten sec-

(Contlnued on Third Page)

Notice to Seniors

.\ rc|)re,sentative of the Harvard

Business School will be in the Dean's

office for personal interviews with

seniors who intend to try for adrni.s.sion,

on Wednesday and Thursday, Kebru-

ary 2\ and '2.5. ( )n Wednesday eveninn

at 7.31) he will address nil students who
are interested in business school.

'l"hose .seniors who desire interviews

.should notify the Dean.

WINTER SPORTS MEET

WON BY PURPLE TEAM

D. Ogilvy Earns Ten Points Toward

28-8 Victory Over Inferior

Amherst Skiers

I'nder a clear blue sky, with the tem-

perature at Berlin Bass hoverinn near

zero, the Williams winter sports team de-

feated Amherst, 28-8, last Saturday after-

noon. Over fasf, crusty snow the Purple

skiers and snowshoers captureil Hrst, place

in eai'h event, and early naincd a decisive

lead in the meet.

D. (Jgilvy, with ten points, was high

point-scorer for the afternoon, wliile Caji-

tain (loodwin and Hobb both won first

places for Williams. The outstandinn

performer for Amherst was Krapf who
placed third in his first event and second

in his otlier.

This is only the second meet wdiich the

I'urple team has entered, the other beinn

the Collene Week Competition at Lake

I'lacid in which it placed fifth anionn 14

collencs. It will travel to Bewiston,

Maine, next Saturday to compete with

Bates Collene, and the success of the team,

as in the meet on Saltirday, deijends on

'lie performance of Captain Goodwin,
Hobb and D. Onilvy.

\ summary of the meet follows:

Seven-mile ski race- -Goodwin (W),

fir.sl; Cnmpainne (W), second; Wells (A),

third.

Mile downhill ski race—Onilvy, D. (W),
fir.'^t; Onilvy, S. (\V), second; Krapf (A),

lliird.

Two-inilp snowshoe race— Robb (W),
''fNt

; llup|)e (A), second; Dorrance (W),
lliird.

Slalom—Onilvy, D. (W), first; Krapf
lAl, second; Onilvy, S. (W), third.

Washington Is Topic of
Smith's Lecture Today

Professor T. C. Smith of the History

Department will lecture this afternoon at

4.30 p. ni. in (he Thompson Chemical
Laboratory on the subject "(ieorne Wash-
innt<in as an Kxecutive". This will be the

fifth of the series of lectures which will

continue every Tuesday afternoon until

(he early part of April. Professor Smith's

talk today on the timely subject of (i('ornc

Washinnton promises to be one of (he

most ind'rcstinn <>f the entire series.

WESLEYAN MATMEN

TIE PURPLE, 16 TO 16

Williams and Wesleyan Now Have
Even Basis in Little Three

Competition

Demonstratinn a decided ailvantan<' in

the linhter clas.ses, the Williams wrest linn

team held a sironn Wesleyan annft'Katinn

to a Hi- II) tie here last Saturday in the

third match of the season. The outcome

of the contest [luts the Purple and the

Canlinal and Black on an even basis in the

l.ittle Three competition, both teams hav-

inn scored one victory, one tie, and one

defeat.

If Williams and Wesleyan beat .Amherst,

the two colli'nes will share the l.ittle Three

championship. .Saturday's match was by

far the most excitinn of the season, W'es-

levan's redoubtable Brown brothers se-

curinn half of the total score.

Captain Carroll of Williams in the in-

terest inn lt>5-lb. match made a tremendous

etTort to hold his nround anainst C. Brown,

but his oppiuient mananeil to accumulate

a six minute time advantane, to tally

three jioints. In the II5-lb. class, althounh

llininliotham was almost evenly matched

with Davis of Wesleyan, he mananed to

come out on top with the narrow time

advantage of 1.07.

Schwartz made a healthy try in the

125-11). strunnle but was outclassed by

Smith of Wesleyan. In spite of au inj;:ry

to his shoulder incurred durinn the con-

te.st, which may prevent him from wrest-

linn anainst .\mherst next Saturday, Bay-

lis held the upper hand over Innraham for

time of four minutes and twenty .seconds.

Bilder, last year's .star 13.5-lb. man,

celebrated his hrst bout of the year for the

Purple by throwinn Bennett in the 145-lb.

class after .'j minutes of vigorotis wrestlinn.

.\ cradle lock by (loldblatt put I.emken

of Wesleyan on his back in 4.23.

Curry and Bauer, Williams repre-

sentatives in the heaviest classes had no

chance anainst the .su))eriority of R. Brown
an<l Bartlett. Bauer was wrestlinn in

competition for the fir.st time.

The summary of the meet follows:

115-11). class — Higinbotham (W) won

from Davis (Wes. ) by referee's deeision.

Time advant anc : 1 .07.

125-11). class—Smith (Wes.) won from

Schwartz (W) by a referee's decision.

Time advantage: 9.45.

13,5-lb. class— Baylis (W) won from

Innrahatn (Wes.) by a referee's deeision.

Time advantane: 4.20.

145-lb. claas- Bilder iW) threw Ben-

nett (Wes.) with a cnidle lock. Time:

5..55.

155-11). class- Cold blatt (W) threw

I.emken (Wes.) with a cradle lock. Time:

4.23.

I()5-II). class—C. Brown (Wes.) won

from Carroll (W) (Captain) by a referee's

decision. Time advantane: (i.OO.

175-11). class- H. Brown (Wes.) threw

Curry (W) with a half nelson. Time:

0.35.

Unlimited class—Bartlett (Wes.) threw

Bauer (W) with a half body. Time: 1.30.

Adelphic Union to Argue
Penn on the War Debts

Upholdinn the affirmative side of the

(piestion, Hcmlved: that, the United States,

renardless of the actions of other nations

should cancel all its war debts. Van Zandt,

'32, imd Ebinner, '.34, w-ill debate with the

University of Penn.sylvania in Griffin Hall

at 7.30 p. m. Weilnesday. Professor R.

\. Newhall will be the .hidne.

This debate, conducted under the aus-

pices of the Adelphic Union, is the third of

the series of the New England Intercolle-

giate Debating Association. The Union

has already defeateil Princeton and Mt.

Holyoke. Next .Saturday Zalles '32, and

Binen '34, will argue the same ()uestion

against Vassar at PouRhkeei>sie.

PURPLE WINS, 52-25

OVER R. P. L NATATORS

College and Pool Records Fall In

Fast, Close Test Here ; Team
Is Still Unbeaten

.Setting new college and pool records in

two events and a new I'ollege record in a

third the Williams Varsity swinuninn
team racriid to a decisive victory over

R. P. I. last Saturday afternoon in the

l.asell Pool and maintained its unbeaten

status. The contest was much more
bitterly fought than the sc'ore of 52-25 in-

dicates, MS the visiting team took three

first places and pressed the Williams med-
ley relay, 441), and lOO-yard swinuners to

record-smashing performaix'cs to win in

those events.

The out.staiiding performance of the

nwiii was (urned in by Church of Williams

in the 440 when he boat Rohling of the

visitors to the taj)e by a touch, lowerinn

the Collene mark by almost einht seconds

and the |)ool mark by more than four

seconds to a new recoril of five minutes

33.3 seconds. The clo.sest race, and the

one which put Williams definitely in the

lead after six events had given her a

lowly five point margin, was fhe 200-yard

breast stroke in which (iilfillan and Smith
of Williams, and Dailey of R. P. 1. finished

within a scant foot of each other to net

the Purple a seven-i)oint additional lead

which bulked large.

With Kerr back in the line-up for the

medley relay, after an illness, the home-
team combination of Kerr, Oiltillan, and
Bixby won by a comfortable margin to

(Continued on Fourth Paget

Deerfield Swimmers Win
Over Freshmen by 44-18

The yc^arling swimmiiin team suffered

ils first set-back of the season last Friday

at the hands of Deerfield Academy in the

Chandler Beach M('morial Pool by a 44-18

score. Captain Bay carried off hinh s<'or-

inn honors for the winners with first places

in both the UK) and 200-yd. free 8(yle

evenis, while Robinson accounted for the

only freshman victory in the backstroke

which he won in fast time.

(Continued on Third Page)

RICHMOND DISCUSSES

MATHEMATICAL LOGIC

'Mathematics Is Art of Building

Logical Structures,' Says

Prof. Richmond

QUINTET OVERCOMES

WESLEYAN, 49-31, ON

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

Contest Is Featured by Fouls and

Sloppy Play ; Good Returns

to the Line-up

PURPLE WINS LITTLE
THREE CHAMPIONSHIP

Fowle Takes High Scoring Honors
With 13 Points; Teamwork

Is Mediocre

SIR HERBERT AMES

TO LECTURE FRIDAY

Ex-Financial Director of League of

Nations Will Lecture to

Three Groups

.Sir Herbert .Ames,. F.x-Finf>,ncia| Direc-

tor of the I.eanue of Nations Secretariat

li)iy-2(i, who has made a special study of

social and economic conditions while

travellinn extensively throunhotit the

world, will adilress three meetings this

week-end under the auspices of the Inter-

national .Affairs Club. .Sir Herbert will

address the Political .Science pro.seminar

nroup at 2.00 Friday afternoon on the

Leanue of Nations as the Guarantor of the

Rinhts of the Minorities, will lead the dis-

cussion in the Economic j)ro.seininar class,

and in Griffin Hall at 4.15 Friday he will

discuss either the Manchuria .AfTair and

the l.cantie or the Franco-German Rela-

tions.

Sir Herbert was a member of the House
of Commons, Montreal, from 1904-21 and
in 1917 was Chairman of the .Special Com-
mittee of the House of Commons for the

care and treatment of returned soldiers.

He has held several imjiortanl offices in

Canada, being the Hon. Secretary of the

Canadian Patriotic Fund, 1914-19, Chair-

man of the Select Standing Committee on
Banking and Finance, and Chairman of t he

Municipal Board of Health, 1904. He
has written The Machine in Hotiest Hnrnis,

Thv Villi Below the Hill and The CiUj

Problem. He was educated in the public

schools of Montreal and received the de-

gree of I.L.D. from .Amherst College.

CALENDAR

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23

4.30
I),

m.—Tuesday Afternoon Lecture.

Prof. T. C. Smith will sjieak on
"George Washinnton as an Execu-

tive." Thompson Physical Labora-

tory.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

7.30 p. m.— .\delphi(r I'nion. Debate

—

Williams vs. University of Pennsyl-

vania. Kcsoltml, That the United

States renardless of the actions of

other nations sliould cancel all war
debts. Williams will uphold the

Nenative. Griffin Hall.

8.15 p. m.—Varsity Basketball. Williams

vs. Yale. New Haven.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2(1

2.00 p. m.— International Affairs Chib

Sir Herbert .\me8 will meet the

Political Science i)roseminar. Griffin

Hall.

4.15 p. m.— .Sir Herbert .\me8 will s|X!ak

on "Manchuria and the League."

Griffin Hall.

8.00 p. m.- Cap and Bells presents "The

Dictator." Chapin Hall.

"If it was .so, it might be, if it were .so it

would be, but as it i.sn't, it ain't," quoted

Assistant Professor Donald E. Richmond,

of the Mathematics Department, in the

fourth of the Tuesday Lecture series, held

in the Thompson Physical Laboratory on

February 15. He then turned from the

logic of Tweedle Dee to the di.sapi)earinn

qualities of the Cheshire Cat, comparinn

the ever dwindling body of the Cat to the

ever more abstract body of mathematics.

With Euclid as a point of departure, the

speaker went on to trace the progress of

mathematics. He showed how Euclid

had laid down a large number of so-called

oim'oM.s axioms; the fact that these axioms

had been accepted as obvious by subse-

quent mathematicians had for hundreds

of years "constituted the greatest obstacle

to mathematical pronress." But Euclid's

theory of |)arallel lines was finally attacked.

No one, however, by rclyinn ui)on I'itsible

points and lines as bases, was able to

prove this theorem either rinht or wrong.

Professor Richmond explained the reason

for the consternation caused by this

theorem: "Geometry," he said, "is a

hybrid; its father was Ionic, and its

mother was geoineirical intuition. Tiie

lonical iispecl is the mathematical aspect.

But when ynu try to separate looks from

logic you realize that Euclid did not ex-

press all that he u.sed in his proof, for he

u.seil visible Uiick without first proving that

there was such a thing as a line. He
based his proof on pictures rather than on

logic, thereliy introducing an unproven

factor."

In reply to the questions, "Why intro-

duce any more abstraction into mathe-

matics'? Why take away the only meas-

ures of reality left us in the form of points

an<l lines'.' Why must the body of the

Cat disappear?" he explained that the

Cat should be niode to di.sapijear "so

that we may try the grin on something

else. Logic, (identified with the grin of

the Cat), and abstractions are now our

only hope. Once the mathematician is

free from the nbrioim of Euclid he will be

free to create all kinds of logical systems."

He then demonstrated how relativity,

fourth dimensional problems, and the

theories of quantum would have been

impossible without the aid of logical

abstractions.

Since logical mathematicians now no

beyond the realms of thounht info the

infinite, many people object on the nround

that logic can not properly be applied

to the infinite. On the other hand, the

infinite is absolutely vital to mathetnatics

of today. "Mathematics," he explained,

"is a ladder from which we can survey

all the realms of physical science. But

whether the ladder rests on solid ground

or is suspended from heaven we do not

know."

Displaying a strong attack under the

leadership of Captain (jood, (he Williams

baske(ball team overcame Wcislevan for

the .second time this season, 49-31, last

Saturday afternoon in Lasell Gymnasium
in a slop])y contest. The Pur])le won the

undisputed championship of the Little

Three, by virtue of this victory, for the

first time during the Caldwell regime.

O'Donnell, starting in (iood's po.sition,

oj)ened the scoring with two free throws.

.Johns and .lohnstone netted the visitors

three jjoints on a lield goal and a foul

throw, before Fowle and Marko.ski sank

three more free throws for the Purple.

Fowle tallied again from the floor. Schlums
and .Johns raised the Canlinal total wdth

free throws. O'Donnell sank a shot from

the floor, and .Johnstone retaliated for Wes-
leyan.

Captain Good was .substituted for

O'Donnell. Fowle tapped in a missed foul

try. .Johnstone scored from the foul line

for the visitors. Good, .Schlums, and
Fowle tallied from the floor. Monier
netted the Purple a point from the foul

line, and Fowle scored on a tricky tap play.

Fowle, Good, Monier, and Markoski col-

lected nine points for Williams in the clos-

ing minutes of the period, and Coleman
gained two points for We.sleyan. The last

three minutes of the half saw the Purple

stall elTectively. The score at half-time

was 27-12.

The second pciiod up.'ued wiih .Sheehaii,

.Schlums, and Wells doing all the .scoring

for lioth team,s. Schlums went out of the

gariic on four personal fouls. Before

either team .scored. Captain Wells was re-

moved for the .same reitson. .Johnstone,

.Mien, and .Striebinger cut down the Purple

lead by eight points, before Markoski

turned the tide with six jjoints. From
tliai point on, tlie scoring was fairly even.

The Purple reserves flooded the floor, and
the game ended 49-31 in favor of Williams.

The game was featured by sloppy play

on both sitles. Tlie I'urple seemed unable
(Continued on Fourth Page)

'The Dictator'

Cap and Bells will present The

Dictalor by Richard Harding Davis, a

satirical farce based on a revolution in

a Central American country, at 8

o'clock Friday evening in Chapin Hall.

Tlie plot revolves around an adventur-

ous young .\nierican, who becomes in-

volved in the revolutions in Central

America finally becoming dictator of a

lictitous new republic. Mr. Roland

Bottomley of the Players Club of New
York has coached the production and

developed the comic situations of the

plot. McKninlit '34 takes the lead as

Steve, the dictator-by-ohance, and is

well-supported by Stevens and Wheeler

'32, Hurd and SanfonI '33 and Ebelinn

'34.

PURPLE FIVE MEETS

YALE IN NEW HAVEN

Williams Greatly Strengthened By
Return of Captain Good to

Fast Scrimmage

Encouraged by the return of Captain
Good and l)y the strengthening of its

offense and defense shown in the Wesleyan
game last Saturday, the Williams basket-

ball team will journey down to New
Haven Wednesday to face the Yale five

that evening at 8.15 p. m. The Eli team
has won surprisingly few games t his season,

but many of them have been extremely

close and the aggregation has been serious-

ly handicapped by the absence of Captain
Booth, the withdrawal of Elliott, first-

string forwanl, and the injury of Saner,

who fraelured his wrist, but who has now
returned (o the floor.

Showing better form and more certain

l)lay than it has since the two-game losing

streak, Williams unfolded an attack

against Wesleyan last Saturday which
approached that style displayed in the
Columbia game, but which Charlie Cald-
well wishes to tune up and .strainhten out
before the ^'ale encounter. Practice dur-
ing the past two days has done much to
smooth out the remaining weaknesses, and
tlie presence of Ciood in scrimmages has
been a great asset to (he squad. By play-
ing with the j)ower shown in the last two
games, close guarding and 'fast scoring
ability, the Purple five should not find too
great ojiposition from the Eli men.

Nikkei, Ea.stern Intercollegiate I.eague

high-scorer, has starred for Yale in all its

games, and O'Connell, center, led a smash-
ing Eli offensive against Pennsylvania in a

(Oonunued on Fourth Pac*)
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FOR A NEW TECHNIQUE
The announcement this week of the coming inauguration of a course in Italian

literature in English translation is a most welcome one. As The Record has taken

occasion to point out liefore, the success of Greek 9-10 in this liirection has long de-

served to be taken as an example for further experimentation. Now perhaps it is not

too much to hope that the new Italian course marks only the beginning of the extension

of the principle.

For there seems no reason to doubt the potential value of such courses in the re-

mainder of the Romanic language curriculum, and in German. They would not, of

course, be intended for men majoring, or pursuing considerable work in the language

itself; but rather for those students whose programs have not permitted the extensive

development of an interest in foreign literatures. The fact that a man's schedule has

not permitted him to continue his French beyond the first College year, or to gain

more than an introduction to German does not mean that he would not welcome an oppor-

tunity to get, in shorter space, abroad survey of those literatures, even at second hand.

And not so "second hand" at that: translations cannot capture the delicate shadings

of literary art; but they can convey the importance of the literature as the expression

of motor ideas in diflerent ages and among different minds.

The next most promising experiment along this line might be the collaboration

of the French and German departments in a year course aiming to present through

lectures, discussions, and the reading of the best available English translations, the

great literary trends of the past century in the two most important literatures of Wes-

tern Europe. Such a course could be made of the highest significance, and of value

alike to the student of English literature, philosophy, or social science. As a step

toward further curriculum integration, it presents possibilities worthy of serious con-

sideration.

THE PATRIOT MENACE
The editorial from the Bridgeport Telegram, which one of our correspondents is

kind enough to send us this week interestingly demonstrates that American pro-

vincialism does not begin west of the Hudson. It is ironic, shudders the Telegram,

(speaking of the Liberal Club conference), that college youth should question the

System which supports it in college. Dangerous, too! What can't the guileful Mr.

Foster do with idealistic, impatient young minds which haven't yet learned that "the

world cannot be changed overnight!"

There are always undesirable elements in the community which have lost faith

in Faith, and have found it again only in skeptical inquiry. We are apt to claim this as

our own, as "the modem temper"; but one suspects the same elements have always

been present in times of great transition. It's a bad state of affairs; and in crying out

against it, the Telegram speaks for all the good people, while the Opposition can array

only such questionable characters as Milton, Mill, Jefferson, or Mr. Justice Holmes.

Nevertheless, thoughtful college folk today feel no obligation to the status quo

beyond that of playing the most useful role in it by understanding it as clearly as pos-

sible. It is an attempt demanding courage; straight thinking is not the proper pursuit

for timid minds. But any educational process worth its cost must assume that it is

better to teach men to think honestly, though some may run into by-paths, than to

immunize them from ideas, or accustom them to stuffing their ears against disturbing

doubts of the As Is.

The Telegram voices with refreshing naivete the old argument of Tsarism against

popular education ; it is apt to make people think, and thinking is dangerous. That is

not the spirit of the First Amendment, or of the national traditions for which the

Telegram is undountedly ready to wave a flag on slight provocation. Indeed, when

we think of the Bridgeport editor, we are at once entertained and sorrowed to turn in

contrast to Jefferson's First Inaugual: "If there be any among us who wish to dissolve

this union, or to change its republican form, let them stand undisturbed as monuments

of the safety with which error of opinion may be tolerated where reason is left free to

combat with it." Verily, alongside of the Patriots, William Z. Foster pales into in-

significance as a menace to American ideals.

iilllllilll iiiiiiiiiillllllllnilillllilllliniiiillilllilliniiiiiiKV

Communications I

Although commnnicotionB may be published E

unsigned, if so requested, the name of the writer s

must in everv case be submitted to the editor, s

The Board assumes no rcBponsibility, however, 5

for the facts as stated, nor for the opinions s

expressed in this department.
|
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TEN YEARS LATER

To the Editor of The Record,

Dear Sir:

It was August, 1922, and men at Wil-

liamstown had spread before them truth

which the world took still another decade,

and heavy coBt, to learn. Concerning

both Reparations and War Debts, leaders

were expounding the facts and forces which

must determine the future. The perils of

too urgent collection plainly appeared.

Indeed, having heard all that was said on
this score in Currier Hall, one could climb
the old Williams Observatory and see

looming afar, clear in nature though misty
in form, great events that must come—the
Hoover Moratorium of 1931, the German
and British banking crises, the decline of

America's foreign trade.

At Dr. Garfield's call in 1922, Oscar T.
Crosby conducted the conference on the
War Debts. As an Assistant Secretary of

the Treasury he had controlled upon the
books of the United States the credits

accruing to the Allies from all the loans

made during the war. The conference on
Reparations had even more remarkable

leadership. In joint direction, but in indi-

vidual charge from week to week, were the

late Paul M. Warburg, keenest of the

creators of the Federal Reserve System;

Paul D. Cravath, experienced in the liiter-

Allicd Council on War Purchases and

Finance; David F. Houston, veteran of

two seats in the Wilson cabiiun, now presi-

dent of the Mutual Life Insurance Com-

pany of New York; ami Dr. B. M. Ander-

son, economist of I lie Chase National

Bank.

With great power the Reparations chair-

men established the ruse for reduction of

the vast indemnity then slill demanded of

Germany. The world, including the

I'nited States, could ignore this case only

with loss, they said; luul history has

proved their counsel souiiil.

It was possible to sec, however, that the

Reparations conference involved for the

Institute of Politics a certain risk. From

the first day's meeting, supported by con-

sultation with Mr. Warburg the night be-

fore, one observer surmised that this leader

and his fellow-chairnicn phuuied to bring

the large membershi]) of their round-table

by the end of the month, to a definite vote

calling for Reparations reduction. If that

should happen, it would compromise a

principle of the Institute, namely, that

this congress should stand ever as a house

of study free from commitment upon par-

ticular issues—a principle of value not

alone to the Institute, but for the protec-

tion of Williams College.

Could it be that the Reparations chair-

men had received special warrant to bring

their table to a commitment, with all the

increased publicity which this would com-

mand'? Or were they simply uninformed

of the W'illiamstown principle, and did

they therefore quite naturally assume

themselves free to follow the procedure of

formal resolution so familiar in meetings

of Chambers of Commerce and of other

trade and professional bodies? If unin-

formed, but later enlightened, suppose

they should still press their purpose.

What was the chance that they would be

refused?

These questions caused quick thought on

many points. Not only were the Repara-

tions leaders men of highly influential posi-

tion in general, but also between some of

them and the Institute's chairman, to say

nothing of the financial sponsor, Bernard

M. Baruch, friendly, even intimate rela-

tions must be presumed. In several in-

stances, patriotic as well as personal devo-

tion to the Wilson Ajiministration supplied

a common bond. Moreover, the scholarly

strength of the case which Mr. Warburg

had begun to develop for reduction of

Germany's burden of Re))arations stood

unquestionably upon a high plane. Might

not this be an instance when, for the first

time, special favor would be extended at

WilUamstown?

Such doubts did the observer small

credit, to be sure; but men who know the

ways of the world—especially those who
have had journalistic experience—will

recognize that all top often, in conditions

like these, even college presidents have

granted favor without seeming able to note

that, in the particular instance, the test of

principle still must apply. In any event,

the observer did entertain the doubts

cited, and to him the issue seemed crucial.

For various reasons, not all altruistic, he

decided that an adverse outcome must en-

tail, among other things, his resignation as

the Institute's press director.

In fact, however, not one of the observ-

er's somber speculations ever required

statement to the chiirman of the Institute

then or since. Upc4i the first opportunity

of consultation, Df. Garfield gave total

assurance. Surprised to hear, and even

disposed to doubt, .that the Reparations'

leaders were planning a resolution, he said

that he would advise them at once of the

Institute's principle in this regard—a mat-
ter, he remarked, upon which these gentle-

men had in fact not yet received any
special notification. On the following

day, the chairman reported that he had
talked with one of the group. The Repar-

(Oontlnued on Fourth Page)

Consider your

^ A* - wan I

The next time you run down to

the big town for a week-end con-

sider your D. A.

The new low rates at the modern
Hotel Empire are kind to your

D cpressed A llowance. $2 for

one, $2.50 for two, for quality

accommodations.

Your Host will be

EMIL H. REINl'RS
General Manager of the

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway at 63rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

And behind
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Dail

Tel. H

The satisfaction which is yours in a Rosenberg

suit begins 4000 miles away. It is at such

mills as Graham ^ Pott or Kaye ^ Stewart of

Huddersfield, England, where our materials are

loomed in patterns exclusive with this firm.

It is in the style, the fit, the finish of Rosenberg

tailoring, which can only be acquired through

long experience in making fine clothes. It is

the mental and physical luxury of a suit

individually and correctly yours—at a price no

higher than is charged for the ordinary kind.

^65

(

for a sack suit of Huddersfield

English worsted or Scotch tweed

REP. MIKE HARRISON
At Cabe Prindle's

Wednesday and Thursday
February 24th and 25th yI

THE ca

lOl* CHAPBl. STREET 16 KAST 5ZVP STREET
NEW HAVEN NKWYOHK

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manner

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

PRINTING
Books, Catalogs, Publications, Commercial Forms

Printing is the Inseparable Companion of Achievement

THE McClelland press
Telephone 544 WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the duy

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

WilHamstown News Standi

H. C. WRIGHT, M. D. and W. L. CURRAN, M. D.

Eye, ELar, Nose and Throat

Glasses Properly Fitted
(Vienna Eye and Ear Certificate)

Daily: 9 a. m. to I2jm., 2 to 5 p m
Tel. 1480 Dowlin Block. North Adam.

Deerfield Swimmers Win
Over Freshmen by 44-18
(Continued from First Page)

The crushiiiK defeat was somewhat of a
surprise as the Purple yearlitiKs had pre-

viously defeated the PittstieW Boys' Club
team wliieh had in turn scored over the

Deerfield swimmers. In winnitiK. the

academy team took six out of the seven

first places and limited their opponents to

a siiiKle win and hut three seconds.

Rohinson was the losers' star with a vic-

tory in the backstroke and a close second

in the 50-yd. sprint.

Purple Sextet Takes

Last Game of Season
(Continued from First Page!

onds later, DouKhty axuin scoring, this

time when his lonn shot from center ice

eluded the opposing; (joalie.

The last peiiod was a series of desperate

attempts by Amherst to tie the score,

which were made even more difficult since

the ice was getting worse all the time.

Thayer prevented seemingly inevitable

goals more than once. But Amherst was

not doing all the threatening; only excel-

lent work on the part of the Sabrina goalie

prevented several Williams' scores. In-

deed the game ended just as .lohnson ha<l

broken through in one last attempt to

increase the score.

The summary:

WILLIAMS
Thayer

Horton

Doughty (Capt.)

Johnson

Lisle

Rogers

Spares

Amherst

r.w.

I.w.

e.

r.d.

I.d.

AMHERST
Cireene

Gumming
Knutson (Capt.)

Turner

Bryant

Fort

Williams—Van Sant, Reeves.

Murphy, Owen, Pomeroy.

First Period: Williams, .lohnson (unas-

sisted) 3.03; Amherst, Knutson (unassist-

ed) 19.13.

Second period: Amherst, Fort (un-

assisted) 2.02; Williams, Doughty (Lisle)

15.57; Willia!i;s, Doughty (unassisted)

10.09.

Third period: No scoring.

Referees: Hassard and Bolster.

Eyestrain comes
from two things— poor

sight and poor light.

Sooner or later poor light

will bring on poor sight.

We recommend a 60 to

100 watt lamp for read-

ing or other close work.

WilHamstown
Gas

Company

i^e. aste

99

etter

LIKE TO HEAR A REALLY
GOOD RADIO PROGRAM?
9 Tonight . . . tune in on the

Chesterfield broadcast at 10:30

Eastern Standard Time and
listen to music by Nat Shilkret'g

Orchestra and Alex Gray, popu-

lar baritone. It's on the Colum-

bia Network every night, except

Sunday.

'Tm sort of restless . . . always on the look-

out for something that hits the old taste

spot . . . and clicks! But I've noticed that I

never get tired of Chesterfields. They always

taste better to me.

"That can't be an accident. It stands to

reason ... a cigarette that always tastes

better ... has got to be made better. You

know what I mean . . . purer materials

more up-to-date ways of working. I'm will-

ing to bet that's why my last Chesterfield of

the day is as mild and satisfying as the first!"

1

ft*!

it-

THEY'RE MILDER • • THEY'RE PURE • • THEY
® 1932, LiGcarr & Myhu Tobacco Co.

TASTE BETTER • • TTtey ^<ClCJrY
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Spring

and Sports

so near

at hand
Come to Pinehurst, N. C. for

Easter. Spring has already teed

off in America's Headquarters for

Golf and the country is at its love-

liest.

Pinehurst is so conveniently lo-

cated that you waste none of your

vacation in traveling. You can

leave New York at night and golf

next morning in Pinehurst. The

cost of railroad fares is less. Hotel

rates, too, have been greatly re-

duced so that your visit will be

inexpensive. $9.00 per day and up,

American plan at Carolina Hotel.

$7.00 at the New Holly Inn.

Nationally important tournaments

are scheduled for the latter part of

March and April—for golf, tennis,

trapshooting, races, horse-show,

archery, gymkhana events.

Quintet Overcomes

Wesleyan, 49-31
(Continued from First Page)

to concert its attack effe(^tivcly except

when Captain (iood was in the line-up.

Markoaki's floor work was as k'><>iI "« ii«iinli

wliile Sheehan ami Monier guarded excei)-

tionally well. The players were iniliviilu-

ally K<i<»l. hut the team did not function

Bmoothly as a unit. Fowle took liinh scor-

ing honors with 13 points. This K'lnie

brouxht Williams its first Little Three

championship in basketball since Coach

Caldwell has been Kuiding the team. For

the last three years, the Purple has tied

for the championship.

A summary of the game follows:

WIIJ.IAMS
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WILLIAMS WILL MEET

SABRINA FIVE TONIGHT

Purple Champions Will Strive To

Make Clean Sweep of Little

Three Series

Trustees Plan to Meet
College Representatives

WILL BE LAST HOME GAME

Previous 38-19 Win, Comparative

Scores Give Williams Big

Edge in Contest

I'layiiiK tlie final lioirn- name of the sea-

son, (he Williams baskctljall toam will

meet Amherst toninlit at 8.15 in the l.asell

(iymnasium. The Purple's 3K-1'.) vietory

(iver the Sabrinas, in the first encounter

hetweeii the; Little Three rivals, and other

comparative sc^ores K've the WilliaiUM

team a marked eilRe in toniKht's contest.

.\ndiersl has defeated Ilaverford, Ham-

ilton, Trinity, and St. Stephen's since the

name with Williams and has Nmt only to

\\'<'«leyan and the Army. The Lord Jeff

quintet has shown ureat improvement,

liisinn to (he Cardinals and the Cadets

liodi hy close scores in the final minutes of

|ilay.

Tlie Purple five was undefeat<!d when it

first met Amherst. Since that time, Wil-

liams has lost to Buffalo, St. Lawrence,

and Yale and won the remainiiiK en-

(•ounters. Last Saturday, the Purple won

the championship of the Little Three for

(Continued on Fourtb P*(«)

A(«H)rdinK to tlu! information issued for

puhlication, the Hoard of Trustees of

Williams OoUene at its me(^tinK last Satur-

day voted oti a number of reappointments

of faculty memhers and formally acknowl-

edged (he receipt of two nifts to the Col-
lege. It, was also decidc^d, aft(!r a meeting

bc^tween four und('rKra<luates (chosen by
th(' Stu(l(!nt- Coiuu'il and a committee of

trustees, that an iiifornml discussion be-

tAveeii the students arid trustees should be

arraiiKc^d for the May nieetioK of the

Hoard.

The decision was that, the Pnisiiient be

authorizetl to arrange an informal lueeting

at the (im<? of th(! May session, between a
trustee coiiuuiltee and three underKradu-

ates to be nominated by the St udent Coun-
cil. It was eiiipliasize<l that the meeting;

would be entirely luiofficual and was
simply intended for friendly iliscussion

and exchange of viewpoints.

The firs(. of (he two (jifts, the Samuel

Butler collection, from Carroll A. Wilson
(Continued on Second Page)

WESLEYAN SWIMMERS

WILL MEET WILLIAMS

Undefeated Purple Team To Swim
Today in First Little Three

Pool Encounter

WILSON '34 CRITICIZES

CLEVELAND SYMPHONY

Calls Choice of 'Pathetique' Risky

;

Sokolofif Unfriendly to The

Modem School

{Courtesy of F. S. Wilson 'SJ,)

Lookinn forward to an alluriiiK program

after lonn isolation from .symphonic music,

an audience which included many stanilees

tyied Chapin Hall last Sunday afternoon

and thereafter showed its appreciation of

Nikolai Sokoloff and his Cleveland Sym-
phony ()rehes(ra to the extent of three

encores. Tlic^ proKrain comjirised almost

entirely works hy composers of a romantic

strain, yet the response made evident

throughout the hall testified that spon-

taneous, ebullient music in (he hands of an
ar(is( can still find sympathy with the

modern mtisic-lover.

Mr. .Sokoloft's choice of the "Patheti-

que" Symphony as a climax to his pro-

gram was a risky one. This work was re-

garde<l with sliijht esteem when i( first

appeared in 18',)3; then in (he "arty" era

Hi the opening of the century it became a

Kuarantced box-office attraction; but
since the war it has lapsed into the un-

popnlarity which attended its puhlication.

Much has been wri((cn concerninR the

disturbed life of Peter Ilyitch Tschiakow-

sky, and inferences have been drawn to

show that he was "neurasthenic," and
"morbid." It is all too easy for the cap-

tious critic to seize upon one of these

characteristics and display it to the exclu-

si(Ui of all else. It is the same tendency

which causes historians to deny Caesar

all humility, Najioleon all scruples, and
Slu^lleyall virility. We wonder, were the

men themselves so simple?

Tschaikowsky did indeed come from

unfortunate heredity. His grandfather

was an epilei)tic. He himself inherited a

chronic nervous irritability and sulTercd

lhr()\iKhout his life from insomina. But
to discredit aman'swtirk hy pointiiiK to his

physical misfortunes is as silly as it is un-

kind. Disease as well as health has its

relation to our misfortunes, and life (!annot

exist without due attention being given to

both. Tschaikowsky was no mere |)essi-

mistie malcontent. He was a sensitive

being who felt impersonally the real evils of

life, and viewed his own painful existence

as the expression of a universal suffering of

humanity. And so, Tschaikowsky, in spite

of grandfathers, symptoms, and charges of

"decadence," has a right to bo heard.

As a spontaneous expression of feeling

'he "Pathetique" has few rivals. Com-
pare<l with the Ninth Symphony of Bee-
thoven, it 8(rike8 one as a more personal,

less idealistic jHcture of sorrow. Tschai-

k(jW8ky himself wrote of Beethoven's

masterwork, "Such joy is not of this world.
It is something ideal and unrealizable . . . .

We hear the despairing cry of a great genius

(Continued on Second Pue)

COLLEGE MEETING IN

GYM PLEASES ALUMNI

Athletic Awards, Singing, Speeches,

Cordial Informality Feature

Varied Program

THE DICTATOR' TO BE PRESENTED IN

CHAPIN TONIGHT B^ CAP AND BELLS

Debating Team Loses

to University of Penn

Sustaining a cordial note of informal re-

union throughout tlie entire program, the

College Meeting of more than .51X1 alumni,

students, and friends, which gathered in

the l.asell Ciymnasium last Sunday evening

under the leadership of Dwight Marvin
'01, evoked enthiisipslic praise from all

quarters and suitably climaxed the most

notable day of the alumni reunion week-

end. Awards of athletic prizes by Presi-

dent Ciarfield, selections by the College

Glee Club, the Octet, and the Trio, and

short speeches by several alumni formed

the nucleus of the evening's entertainment

whic)i was in(erspersed with group singing,

cheers, and satiric quips of wide variety.

From (he College s(andpoint the princi-

pal event on the i)rograni was the an-

nouncement hy Dr. Garfield of the follow-

ing |)rizes, after humorous reminiscing in

which the President de<'lare(l that "college

men today are a better lot than they were

51) years ago": Fall Golf awards—gold

medal, (iagliardi '3-1; silver medal, D.

Smith '34. Freshman Tennis awards

—

gold medal. Swan ; silver medal, Rossheim.

Freshman Golf awards—gold medal. Ber-

ry; silver medal, Lange. Bowker Swim-

ming awards—gold medal, liobinson '35;

silver medal, Gordon '35; bronze medal,

Dayton '35. Prince Swimming awards

for freshmen—same as Bowker awards.

This is the first time that the Bowker and

Prince awards have been vnm by (he same

men. The Helvidere Brooks Memorial

Medal, for the most valuable member of

the football team during the 1931 season

was awarded to Captain Fowle '32.

The meeting opened with the introduc-

tion of Mr. Marvin hy Gardner '32 by

(Continued on Second Page)

Still unbeaten, and having increased its

string of victories to six by a decisive win

over H. P. I. last iSaturda.v, the Varsity

swimming team will be (he guests of Wes-

leyan this afternoon at 3.30 in Middle-

town. This will be the first of the Pur-

ple's Little Three (Contests, a victory in

which will i)la(^e Williams in a tie with

Amhersl for the Little Three title, as the

Sabrinas conquered Wesleyau by a 52-25

score two weeks ago.

Comparative scores give the Williams

swimmers a decided advantage, Wesleyau

having lost to Yale, Sjjringfield, and Am
herst, while winning from W. P. I., Bow-

doin, and Trinity. Williams beat Spring-

field, (Uie of Wesleyan's conquerors by a

43-34 .score, W. P. 1. by seven points more

(han the Coimecticut team, and Bowdoin

by eleven more ])oints.

Coach Oaham has held daily practice

siissions but is undecided which swimmers

will start in several of the events, prefer-

ring to leave the final choice until meet

time. The Wesleyan team boasts two

good clivers in White and Krantz, a fast

dash man who may make trouble for

Captain Swayze in the person of Wilcox,

and a strong 440 contender. Burr, who

may push Church enough to make him

lower his college and pool record of five

minutes 39.3 seconds, set last week in that

event.

TRADITION PRAISEDATLUNCHEON

Garfield, Perry, and Wild Speak at

Father and Son Banquet

Three of Williams most distinguished

sons praised the traditions of the college at

the Father and Son luncheon held Monday
noon in the l.asell Gymnasium as the clos-

ing event of (he annual mid-winter home-

coming of alumni. President Harry A.

Garfield '85, Dr. Bliss Perry '81, and Pro-

fessor Henry D. Wild '88 addressed the

130 alumni fathers and undergraduate

sons, each speaker dealing with his (jer-

sonal associations with the campus.

In presenting the problems which face

the college at the jiresent time, Dr. Gar-

field struck for a closer relationship between

the undergraduate body and the Adminis-

tration. Dr. Perry upheld (he Board of

Trustees' knowledge of and interest in the

affairs of the campus, stating that oft times

undergraduate criticism fails to take a far-

sighted view of the situation. Professor

Wild recalled the da.ys when he had taught

some of the fathers of some of the sons

the same Latin he was teaching (hose sons

now. Hongs, many of them unknown to

the present student body, were sung lustily

throughout the luncheon, and the meeting

broke up luilil next year to (he familiar

strains of "The Mountains."

I'pholding (he affirmative of the (jues-

(ion, "Kesuhml; That the United States

regardless of the actions of the other na-

tions should cancel all its war debts," the

University of Pennsylvania tlebating team

presented Williams with its first forensi(t

defeat of the season in Griffin Hall, on

Wednesday evening. The team of Van

Sant '32 and Ebingcr '34 was defeated by a

unanimous vote of the judges, Professors

Newhall, Binlsall, and Bushnell, in the

second home dcdiate of the year under th(^

auspices of the Adcliiinc Utnon.

The Negative based its argument uijon

the belief that cancellation of war debts

would be dangerous to world peace, that it

would be economically ruinous to the

United States, and that it would violate a

(Continued on Third Page)

Roland Bottoi:iLy Is Director of

Experienc Cast; Play To

Sti|^ at Eight

TO BE FIRST PLAY OF SEASON

u. S. Consulate in Latin American

Republic Is Locale of Light

Satirical Farce

John Moody Fellowship

to Oxford Won by Wick

Warner Arms Wick '32, of Youngstown,

Ohio, was awarded the John Edmund
Moody Memorial Scholarship early this

week, thus enabling him to continue his

studies at Oxford University for two years

beginning in the fa!'.- of 1932. The award

has been made every two years since its

inception in 1928, the recipient being

chosen by a special committee of the facul-

ty named in the Moody will from those

who have majored in Greek, Latin, Eng-

lish, Philosophy, or the social sciences.

Wick, who is the third Williams man to

receive the scholarship, prepared at

Youngstown High School and since com-

ing to Williams has been increasingly

prominent in studies and extra-curricular

activities. He was among the first mem-
bers of 1932 to be elected to Phi Beta

Kappn and was also tapped for Gargoyle

last May. He is president of the Com-
mons Club, a member of the Student

Council, Assignment Editor of The
Record and president of the Philosophical

Union. In addition, <luring his junior

year, Wick edited the Williams Handbook

and was a member of the 1 932 Gulielmcii-

sian board.

GLEE CLUB TO GIVE

CONCERT AT VASSAR

Varied Program Will Be Presented

;

Purple Knights Will Furnish

Music For Dance

Infirmary Patients

Schmid '32 Webster and Woodruff '33,

Avis and Sceisi '34, and Blake, Falk, and

Symmes '35 were confined to the Thom])-

.son Infirmary when The Recokd went

to press Thursday evening. In all cases

of serious illness the parents of the students

concerned are immediately notifietl.

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, FEB. 2(5

8.00 p. m.—"Cap and Bells" presents

"The Dictator." Chapin Hall.

SATURDAY, FEB. 27

10.00 a. m.—Sir Herbert .\mea will lecture

on the financing of the League of

Nations. Ciriffin Hall.

2.0t) p. m.—Winter Sports. Williams vs.

Bates. Lewiston, Me.

2.00 p. m.—.Swimming. 1935 vs. Wes-

leyau F'reshinen. Middletown.

3.30 ]). m.—Swimming. Varsity vs. Wes-

leyan. Middletown.

4.00 p. m.— W'restling. Williams vs.

Amherst. Williamstown.

4.30 p. m.- Debate. Williams vs. Vas-

sar. Poughkeepsie.

8.00 p. m.- The Williams Glee Club will

give a concert at Vassar College.

8.15 p. m.— Basketball. Williams vs.

Amherst . Williamstown.

1935 vs. Amherst Freshmen. Amherst.

TUESDAY, MARCH 1

7.45 p. m.—Oliver Baldwin, M.P., will

lecture on "The Present Crisis in

Europe." Jesup Hall.

Following u)) their recent successful ])er-

formance at Troy, the Williams Musical

Clubs are journeying to Poughkeepsie this

afternoon to give a concert at Vassar Col-

lege this evening, in their sixth ajjpearance

of the season. After the choral program

by the Glee Club under the leadership of

Gardner '32, the Williams Purple Knights,

who will also take part in the regular

performance, will furnish music for a

dance.

About forty men will make the trip, in

addition to the members of the orchestra;

and the program selected by Glee Club is

essentially the same as that which was so

enthusiasticall.y receivetl in the previous

out-of-town engagement. The presenta-

tion will be opened by the customary sing-

ing of Yard by Yard and 'Neath the

Shadows of the Hills by the combined Glee

Clubs. For the second group, the choral-

ists will offer Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal

and the Russian folk song. Fireflies.

The Purple Knights Trio will offer a

little variety with a few lighter arrange-

ments; and the Glee Club will return to

sing Sea Fever and Fisher's most famous

negro spiritual, Deep River. Selections by

the orchestra will conclude the first part

of the program. After the intermission,

the Glee Club will sing Swing Along and

The Cossack, the latter being one of its

most popular numbers. The Purple

Knights Trio, the orchestra, and the Octet

will then take turns on the stage, the Glee

Club concluiling the concert with Dreamin'

Time, Finale from the "Gondoliers," and

The Mountains.

Friday, Fel/ruary :iH. With the pre-

sentation of The Dictator by Richard Hard-

ing Davis in Chapin Hall at 8 o'clock

tonight. Cap and Hells will give its first

performance of the curn-nt season and

then on Monday will journey to Union

College at Schenectady where it will make
its second appearance. As a light satir-

ical farce, the jjlay holds the attention of

the audienco throughout as a result of the

spontaneity of the lines and the (^omic

situations in which a young dicta(or-by-

chance finds himself.

Under (he direction of Mr. Roland

Bottomley, the rehearsals have been going

on since the beginning of the semester.

Mr. Bottomley, a member of the Players'

Club of N(nv York, has hail a wide ex-

perience in directing performances of this

sort, having coached the Comedy of Errors

in Bridgeport two years ago, and last year

(Continued on Fourth Page)

FRESHMEN WILL PLAY AMHERST

Outcome of Game Today Decides

Little Three Series

The undefeated Freshman basketball

team, which swamped the Wesleyau year-

lings last Saturday, will go to Amherst

today and mec^t the 1935 Sabrina quintet

in a game deciding the Little Three bas-

ketball championship. Although Am-
herst has lost to the Deerfield Academy

five, which the Purple defeated ten days

ago, it has shown jjower against the North-

ampton Commercial College and Williston

Academy and should offer the Williams

yearlings st iff opposition.

Coach Williamson's transference of

Meighan to guard has given the 1935 ag-

gregation a great deal more tiefensive

power, an advantage which has been

clearly evident in the last two games.

The good jiassing of Meighan and the

scoring ability of Swan, .Jones, and Kroll

will give the visiting five its usual strength,

while the floorwork of English and Fusco

and the close guarding of Moses should

help the home team considerably .

The results of the games the Amherst

freshmen have played this season are:

Amherst 34, Nichols .lunior College 35;

Amherst 35, Deerfield Academy 40;

Amherst 30, Norfhami)ton Commercial

College 19; .\mhcrat 25, Williston Acad-

emy 24.

(Continued on Second Page)

PURPLE TEAM LOSES

CLOSE GAME TO YALE

Score Tied Till Last Period Rally

Puts Yale into Final Eight

Point Advantage

Playing erratically, and missing field

goals only by inches, the Williams basket-

ball team bowed to Yale Wednesday night

in New Haven by the score of 26-18.

Lacking the coordination shown in the last

two games with Wesleyau and Massachu-
setts State and handicaijped by the injury

of Captain Good who could not i)lay dur-

ing the whole contest, the Purple five kept

the scoring on even terms until the last

quarter in which the Elis piled up an eight

point lead.

Both Yale and Williams used experi-

mental starting line-ups, Reese and O'Con-
nell fitting in at guard and center, respec-

tively for the Blue, and Markoski taking

Good's forward position, with Fincke fill-

ing up left guard vacated by Markoski.

Scoring started slowly in the first half,

each team i)laying tiefensively and missing

several set-ups for field goals. The lead

zig-zagged back ami forth twice, first the

Purple ahead and then Yale, but Nikkei

dropped a basket just before the period

ended putting the Blue in a 12-11 score

advantage. Kennedy re]ilace<l Reese af-

ter the first few minutes of play and Saner
retired in favor of McGowan, while Cap-
tain Good came on the floor into his regular

position at left forward, Markoski taking

left guard away from F'incke.

The second half started with several

minutes of scoreless strategy, Markoski
then tying the tally with a foul shot.

Monier sank a field goal which put the

Pur|)le ahead, but McGowan dropped an-

other basket again tying the score. Mc-
Gowan immediately made two more
points w-hich Markoski offset by sinking a

long shot, placing the count at 16-16.

Nikkei and Kennedy then went into a

rally and in the last quarter put Y'ale

eight points ahead, the Williams five seem-
ing unable to tally, and the game ending at

26-18 in favor of the home team.

Nikkei, of Yale, was high scorer, sinking

four field goals, being well supported by
Kennedy and McGowan, while Markoski
and Good stood out for Williams, the for-

mer tallying six points. A summaryjof
the game is as follows:

WILLIAMS
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Fritlay Evening: We are happy this evening to welcome another Cap and Bells

success. Like those fellow organizations which liliewise have become a real part of the

College tradition, Cap and Bells can justly ask for extra backing this season, in view of

the (liflRciilties which curtailed finances are entailing; and we have no doubt of the

response. Chaiiin will tonight undoubtedly bear witness to the strong appeal of the

society's fine record of the past.

PETITION GRANTED
Naturally we are pleased to record in this issue the consent of the Board of Trus-

tees to the holding of an informal student-trustee discussion meeting at the time of the

May session of the Board. It cannot be too strongly stressed in this connection that

the idea of such a conference is an entirely unofficial, friendly exchange of viewpoints.

The trustee-student committee will perform no legislative or administrative function

whatever. It will serve the College best, and most fully attain the purpose of the un-

dergraduates and the trustees, if it simply dispels the campus sense of remoteness from

the Board, and thereby substitutes for the suspicion which remoteness needlessly fos-

ters more good will and confidence, both among students and younger alumni. The

fact that, as we understand it, a similar informal discussion group of trustees and

Faculty will probably meet at the same time emphasizes the influence toward a closer

knit College structure. •

A LITTLE REVOLUTION
Professor George S. Counts, of Columbia University, reminds us in a speech re-

ported from a few days ago of the suggestion advanced in this column last y^ar: that

the Williams social science curriculum suffers from the absence of any course dealing

directly with the various ])olitico-economic remedies being prescribed these days for

our ailing society.

"The great weakness of Progressive education", Professor Counts points out,

"lies in the fact that it has elaborated no theory of social welfare . . . .
" On its

failure to meet squarely the task of educating men andwomen to a new and rationally

critical view of society, it merely carries out "the romantic sentimentalism" of the

upper middle class in whose hands it rests. But that we are entering upon a transition

period of profound importance is a fact which the world of affairs cannot evade, and

which education had better recognize, if it is not to lose all touch with reality.

Professor Counts' warning has local application. Williams should train its stu-

dents of social science to encounter and appraise reform proposals, from whatever Ism

they spring, coolly and with better equipment than a stock of rationalized homegrown

prejudices. Fortunately such is largely the spirit which tlominates Williams in-

struction in history, political science, and ec(momics; but there is, nevertheless, no

course in the curriculum which draws together and makes an organized study of reform

programs.

Such a course,—Revolution 1-2 wedenominated it before— , might best be included

under the economics division, for that field undoubtedly holds center position in the

changing .social thought of the day; but contributions could well be made from related

departments. There is a tiecidcd gap to l)e filled here; and one which the march of

events is bound to make increasingly obvious and more embarrassing to explain away.

Officers of all non-athletic organizations are reminded that control of the campus

calendar rests with the secretary of the Non-Athlotic Council: Call A. F. Miller, 54.
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To the Editor of TiiK Ukcouo,

Dear Sir:

In line with all the proposals of last

week-end, a wtirthy lesson in economic

planning can be li-arncd from the actions

of our Chemistry Department. It prac-

tices a sort of capitalistic, monopolistic

exploitation of those students who lake

courses in chemistry.

This excellent deparlineni is probably

the best equipped in .school. AntI why

shouldn't it be? It rcecives $450 a year

for the (Hirchasc of bonks and periodicals

—

$1(K) more than any other departnient

and last year had more binding done than

all the t)ther departments but one. But

what is (he .source of the rest of the money

with which this department finances its

operations and efiuipment?

Every chemistry course, except 0, costs

nine dollars a semester. The most ex-

pensive of all other courses in school is

five dollars. Chemistry courses are the

only ones having regular breakage charges.

In addition to thi.s, all chemi.stry students

are required to pay a fixed charge for whi('h

no forecast appears in the catalogue de-

scription of the courses. This minimum
charge includes rental on all permanent

apparatus used at the rate of over twelve

per cent of cost new. It also includes

such charges as those for the repair of the

building's balances, one for a pad of paper

for which no one asked, and at least one

article which is best cla.ssified as a chem-

ical (and so should be covered by the ,UI8

tax).

Money today has a greater value than

ever before, yet the .same fee, 818, is still

being charged. Surely both chemicals

and apparatus must have decreased in

cost. The quantity of (chemicals used per

man docs not approximate much iniirc

than one-half the sum he pays. Thus the

Chemistry department is making about $9

per man per course on a course enrollment

of over 100. No wonder the department

is so well etjuipited.

This is the first year of rental charge,

which is really a depreciation charge,

and as such has no place on term bills.

To repeat, the already excessive $1K tax

should cover all ininiinum charges, rental

fees, and a good part of the breakage, in

aihlition to the cost of materials. In a

word, the Department of Chemistry should

be restrained from the highway robbery

it practices.

A Pseudo-Chemist.

Wilson '34 Criticizes

Cleveland Symphony
(Oontlnued (rem First Page)

who having irrevocably lost faith in happi-

ness, escapes for a time into the world of

unrealizable hopes, into the realm of

broken-winged ideals."

It is a striving for realism of feeling,

made difficult by a distrust of his own emo-

tions, which makes Tschaikowsky seem to

go off at half-cock, so to speak; and we

nnisl pardon the over-emphasis and lack

of balance which naturally find expression

in his music.

The deep melancholy of the Sixth is in-

troduced by a plaintive bassoon solo, de-

veloped by the strings, and it quickly

reaches a deluge of emotion for which the

listener is hardly prepared by any fore-

warning. It is not Pollyanna music; yet

it has more than a touch of Oriental

gaudiness.

In the second movement, "Allegro con

grazia," the audience is given a slight

respite by a singing, waltz-like theme

which spins along gracefully to the ac-

companiment of pizzicato strings, until the

melancholy is again made to |)revail by the

introduction of a short -phrased trio over a

sinister, pervading pedal-jioint. The coda

of this movement is a famous passage.

The wood-winds, followed by soft brasses,

play a downward chord-progression against

a vibrant melody of strings, and the move-

ment closes as the pedal point again enters

and dies away.

The third movement is quite out of

keeping with the general conception of the

symphony. The composer has so far for-

got himself as to allow "1812 Overture"

war-clouds to obscure his intention of

contrasting gaiety with sorrow. Here Mr.

SokolofT's brasses behaved far too bois-

terously, and we sympathized with the

front-row seat-holders, who must have

feared for the safety of the platform in

front of them.

But the "Adagio Lamentoso" quickly

put an end to mental wandering, and the

rise and fall of this final outpouring of t he

composer's feeling—the last of his life

—

held us tense until the final pedal-point

entered to express his infinite despair.

Frankly a romantic himself, no con-

ductor could have interpreted this work

more understandingly than Mr. Sokoloff.

Save for an occasional hurried phrase, as

in the first few lines of the introductory

solo, and the over-enthusiasm of the brass

section, the performance was technically

without an error. From an interpretive

point of view, it passed description.

We question the wisdom of the con-

ductor in selecting the Siloti arrangement

of Bach's Ratswahl Cantata prelude.

Originally this composition was written

for three trumpets, timpani, two oboes, a

handful of strings, and organ. The effect

must have been totally different from that

of the full orchestra, even with a few of

its instruments omitted. Much as we
marvel at the resources of the modem
symphony orchestra, we feel it a mistake

to apply its resources to eighteenth-

century music, where the utmost is de-

manded in clarity rather than fullness.

As to performance, it is sufficient to say

that the orchestra played with consider-

able dash, and attempted the creation of

an archaic atmosphere with which the

arrangement fails to reckon.

From the standpoint of novelty, the

most interesting number on the program
was the Ravel "Menuet Antique." Its

cUiar, incisive string passages, contrasted

with broken chords for full orchestra,

timpani and harp, served to jolt the aud-
ience from Tschaikowskian meditation.

We suspect Mr. Sokoloff of regarding t be
modern school of composers with un-
friendly (^yes. There was a noticeable

lack of interest in his conducting of this

Menuet. It should be borne in mind
however, that Ravel is hardly seen at his

best in this work. The grace he disiilays

in his "Waltze," the exotic stridency of the
"Bolero," and the imagery of his "Dnphnis
et Chloe," are here missing. The "Men
net Antitjuc," with its somewhat trite

dis.sonances, might have been divideil ex
pressly to settle the emotions of an over-
wrought audience.

With the tone-poem "Swan of Tuonela,'

by .lean Sibelius, the conductor's enthu-
siasm again returned, and the audience

was treated to an infrequently-heard

composition which should be played more

often.

Sibelius shows clearly the influence of

Wagner in his use of quiet siring pas-

sages as a background for the various solo

inHtruments, in many respects corre-

sponding caoscly to the inaturt! ort^hestral

writing of "Parsifal." The treatment of

this work by the orchestra was entirely

commendable.

Ostensibly the closing number was to

be the Prelude to "Die Meistersingt^rs

von Nurnberg." An interesting compo-

sition in an otherwise slui)id opera, it

presents pitfalls for the unwsiry con-

dut^tor with its t^losely-written harmonies

for full orchestra. Mr. SokololT, evidently

repenting of the third movement in the

symphony, here demonstrated that full

extended climaxes could be more tastefully

rendered by his men.

Unable to satisfy their musical appe-

tites, a large part of the audience sat down

purposefully at the end of the program

and waitetl until Mr. Sokoloff produced

three encores, certainly a record number

for Williams symphony concerts of recent

years. The first of these, an "Entr'at^te"

from Moussorgsky's unfamiliar opera

Khowantchina," only whetted the de-

sire of the audience for more, and Rimsky-

Korsakoff's "Flight of the Bumble-Bee"

introdu(H!(l the requisite note of humor.

Tschaikowsky's "Sleeping Beauty Waltz"

oncluded the concert and sent an almost

rhapsodic audience away to the somewhat

anti-climactic banalities of chapel vespers.

WAM)EN

College Meeting in

Gym Praises Alumni
(Continued Irom First Page)

the singing of the former's Alma Maler

Honq. .\fter the master of ceremonies had

set the tone for the gathering by stressing

the unity of the alumni in their escape

from the "irritating concerns" of their

various occui)ations, and emphasizing the

informality of "the bunch," the entire

audience sang ' Neath the Shadow of the

Hills. The (!lee Club offered two selec-

tions following the welcoming of the alum-

ni by Ciood '32, and the President an-

nouncetl t he awards given above.

The Octet, with Schneider's Band and
liigolelto, though containing only seven

men for the i)erformance, was so well re-

ceivetl that it gave Tlie Peanut Vernier as

an encore. The ever-popular Purple

Knights trio entertained with Great Day
and The Black Birds ami the Blue Birils,

encoring with Hi Diddle Diddle. Mass
singing of Yard by Yard preceded short

speeches by alumni, marked by banter

between speakers and chairman. D. E.

Ilall '97, Fletcher Durbih '04, H. D. Curtis

'05, G. B. Brooks 'I I, H. D. Wihl '88, and
A. V. Osterhout '06, were called upon to

speak. Rendition by the Glee Club of

The Dying Cossack, and, by special retiuest

of the Presidenl,.S'H»!ji^.'Uon3, was followed

by the closing of the gathering with all

rising to sing The Mountains.

Trustees Plan to Meet
College Representatives
(Continued from First Page)

of the Class of 1007, is to be added to the

Chapin Collection and placed under the

(^are and control of the Custodian of the

Chapin Library. The second gift was
from Mr. Harrison K. ,Sayen of the Class

of 1922 and the other members of his

family to establish "The Sayen Scholarship

Fund" in memory of his father, the late

Edward M. Sayen.

Week of February 29
Shows: Afternoon 2.15; Evening 7. IS and 9oaPROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

Freshmen Will Play Amherst
(C?ontlnued from First Page)

A tentative line-up of the game is as

follows:

WILLIAMS ';J5 AMHER.ST '.35

,lon(M r.f. Fusco

Schachte l.f. Uush or Steinhardt

Swan c. English

Collins r.g. Mo.scs

Meighan l.g. Brehn

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 29

"No One Man" with Paul Lukas a,,,]

Carole Lombard. From the CosnuinoU
itan serial an<l best selling novel ,]( J
marriage that was not made in Jleavcn
Paramount Comedy. News.

Tl'KSDAY, MARCH I

,Ioan Crawford and Neil Hamilion j„
"This Modem Age." Mack ,S,.iin,.ti

Coniedv "Poker Widows." Novell v
"Wrestling Swordfish." Cartoon.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2

.lames Cagney and ,Ioan Bloiulcll in

"Blonde Crazy," Musical Novelty
"The Imperial Lover," Screen Car-
toon,

TIIIJR.SDAY, MARCH 3

Louise Dresser, Minna Gombell und
,Iobyna Ilowland in "Stepping Sisters."

"Battle Royal" with .lames Glea.soii.

FRIDAY, MARCH 4

"Tomorrow and Tomorrow," with Huth
Chatterton and Paul Lukas. Para-
mount Comedy. Pictorial.

SATURDAY, MARCH 5

Clark Gable anil Mad|<e Evans in "Sport-
ing Blood." This is one of the inost

thrilling, gripping stories of the year.

It is a story about dogs and horses and
their ennobling effect upon human be-

ings! Cartoon. News.

Reduced Room Rates
TO COLLEGE MEN

$1.50 Up
splendid Accommodations

Popular Priced, Excellent Meals

Club Breakfasts 23c. 50c, 75c

Luncheons and Blueplates
50c and $1.00

Dinners 75c, $1.00, $1.50

Saturday Night Dinner Dance $1 . 50

WIGGINS OLD TAVERN
and

HOTEL NORTHAMPTON

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

Sunday and Monday

George Arliss in

"The Man Who
Played God"

Tuosday and Wcdncsdjiy

"Polly of the Circus"
with

Clark Gable & Marion Davies

Tliursday and Friday

"Strangers In Love"
with

Frederic March and
Kay Francis

Saturday

Double Feature

"Cheaters at Play"
with Thomas Meighan

and

"Gables Mystery"

RICHMOND
Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

THEATRE
No. Adam*

Saturday and Sunday

Joe E. Brown

in

"FiremanSaveMyChild"

Monday, Tutisday and Wednesday

Sidney Fox—Francis Dee

in

"NICE WOMEN"

Added Attraction

Oklahoma Hank and His Cowboys

Music, Singing, Dancing

Usual Admission

HALLER INN
Single and Double Rooms with Bath»

With or Without Meals

Beautifully Furnished-Excellent Food

Exclusive and Charming
An Almiiphfrt Qoilt Unlike Hnlei Uniioe in< l«"''"«

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAORANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

Prof. Smith Discusses

Washington, Executive

"More l)rilliaiil and more original men

liiivc held Ihe oflice of president of (he

I'liilcd Stales, hut the eonstnietive presi-

dential re(!or(l of OeoFKe Washinnton has

rarely heeti eciualled and never surpassed,"

stated Professor 'I'lieixlore Clarke Smith

of the History Department, deliveriiiK the

(iftli of the Tuesday leeturo series in the

Thompson I'hysii^al Lahoratory last Tues-

day afternoon. In dealing with Jus suh-

jeet, "GeorKe WashiiiKton as an Kxeeu-

live," Professor Smith discussed first the

relations of Washington with eonnress and

Beeondly the place of political parties in

his life.

Although Washington's fame is based

chiefly upon his military record, the speak-

er declared that the accomplishments of

his presidential years are the only things in

actual existence today which we can un-

hesitatingly attribute to him. It was his

task to create an efficient executive power,

lo create it, moreover, without olTending

Ihe petty pride of the states. The position

called for creative, not spectacular think-

ing, for a sound knowledge of the theory of

the constitutional powers, and the ability

(o put them into use. lie was endowed

with the greatest common sense, was total-

ly lacking in vanity, and idealized the

task before him. These traits of eharac-

Icr, pointetl out Professor Smith, enabled

(inr first jjresident to establish so well a

new government, without precedent or

reputation to fall back upon.

By recognizing the tradition of legisla-

tive control of government and the danger

of an ill-considered veto, he continued,

t'leorge Washington set a precedent for his

successors of keeping the executive de|)art-

ment entirely aloof from Congress. In

many instances he went against the advice

of his cabinet to sign a bill which agreed

with his own personal theory of strength-

ening the government. Again in 1794,

when the Whiskey Insurrection broke out

in Pennsylvania, Washington, by calling

upon the militia to enforce the Federal

statutes, established a precedent that "the

government would resort to force, if neces-

sary, in order to enforce its laws."

In considering foreign affairs, according

to the speaker, Washington again pursued

a strong policy, one which has been adopt-

ed by his followers, "lie was no rubber

stamp; although he always (M)nsulted the

cabinet upon important ([uestions, never

was his final decision biased by the discus-

sion. Reason, not .sentiment, determined

his choice." It was, in his mind, the duty

of Ihe president, not the senate, to deter-

mine the policy of the government abroad.

Here again he set an example which has

always been followed by our chief exceu-

I ives.

.\s in his dealings with congress, George

Wasliington was straightforward in his

parly relations. He had no taste for

]iarly maneuvers or manners; his attitude

was that of an executive, a military man, a

general. Throughout his two terms, he

clung .steadfastly to the principle <if using

the best man, regardless of party, and not

once did he come to a decision without

first hearing the arguments of both the

Federalists and the Republicans. "When
Washington retired," concluded Professor

Smith, "he had become a ))arty man, but

not a partisan. He was a member ol no

political orgaidzation and acted solely for

logical an<l rational reasons."
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Debating Team Loses

to University of Penn
(Continued from First Page)

moral law, the inviolability of contracts.

Ebinger, appearing in his first intercolle-

giate debate, stated that, if cancellation

were a reality, the United States would he

thrown off the gold standard and the

e('onomic equilibrium of the entire world

would thus be destroyed and the depression

prolonged.

II. L. Bookford and Richard Viguers,

taking the Affirmative for Pennsylvania,

l)ointed out that collection of the war debts

is impossible because of the unwillingness

and inability of the debtor nations to pay.

It is impossible for an effective method of

payment to be brought about. In the

first place, there is not enough gold in the

world to cover the payments. Secondly,

deliveries in kind are undesirable. Finally,

payment in goods would harm American
industry and commerce. By underselling

American producers our debtors would do

more harm in |)aying the debts than

would complete cancellation.

Purple Team Loses

Close Game to Yale
(Continued from First Page)

YALE
G

Saner, r.f.

McGowan
Taylor

Nikkei, l.f.

O'Connell, c.

Reese, r.g.

Kennedy

Larsen

O'Neil, l.g.

Howe

1

3

4

1

3

Totals 12 2 26

Substitutions: WILLIAMS—Good for

Fincke, Flint for Good, O'Donnell for

Fowie, Cosgrove for Sheehan. YALE

—

Kennedy for Reese, McGowan for Saner,

Reese for O'Connell, Taylor for McGowan,
Howe for O'Neil, Larsen for Kennedy.

Referee: Brennan. Time of Periods: 20

minutes.

INSURANCE BROKERS •

To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street, New York City

MODERN DAIRY
ROBERT STEELE, Proprietor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM IN
NORTH ADAMS AND WILLIAMSTOWN

of pxceptinnnlly low hHcteria content and testing very high id butterfiit content

PHONE NORTH ADAMS 2670-R

Service to All Parts of North Adams and Williamstown

£D'

SmESi
Copr., 1632.

Tbe AmerlcDti Tobacco Co.

Now I use LUCKIES only
//

POOR LiniE RICH GIRL

Sue Carol's wealth was a hin-

drance rather than a help. Holly-

wood thought she was ritzy, but

Sue soon proved she was a "regu-

lar guy" . . . she mode 14 pictures

her very first year. . . her latest

Is UNIVERSAL'S "GRAFT." She

has reached for a LUCKY for two

years. Not a farthing was paid

for those kind words. That't

white of you. Sue Carol.

"I have had to smoke various brands of cigarettes in pic-

tures, but it was not until I smoked LUCKIES that I dis-

covered the only cigarettes that did not irritate my throat.

No>v I use LUCKIES only. The added convenience of
your improved Cellophane wrapper that opens so easily

It's toasted"
Your Throat Protection—against irritation—against cough
And Molstare-Proot Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modem minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose gossip

of today becomes the neuis of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.
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Spring

and Sports

so near

at hand
Come to Pinehurst, N. C. for

Easter. Spring has already teed

off in America's Headquarters for

Golf and the country is at its love-

liest.

Pinehurst is so conveniently lo-

cated that you waste none of your

vacation in traveling. You can

leave New York at night and golf

next morning in Pinehurst. The

cost of railroad fares is less. Hotel

rates, too, have been greatly re-

duced so that your visit will be

inexpensive. $9.00 per day and up,

American plan at Carolina Hotel.

$7.00 at the New Holly Inn.

Nationally important tournaments

are scheduled for the latter part of

March and April—for golf, tennis,

trapshooting, races, horse-show,

archery, gymkhana events.

For Reservations or Booklet, address

General Office, Pinehurst, N. C.

NORTH CAROUNA
"^America's PremierWinter Resort

YOU COLLEGE BOYS
ARE

EXPENSIVE
LUXURIES!

OFTEN a serious strain on the parental

pocket-book—not only while college

is in session but during the summer.

Here's an idea. It's literally true this

year that you can live in Europe for less

than you can at home. Plenty of pensions

or snug little inns in fascinating spots in

Europe will put you up with three meals a

day for $40 or $50 a month. With the

present rate of exchange, your American

dollar does wonders. Why not spend the

summer or part of it abroad and actually

spend less than if you were at home?
An excellent opportunity to brush up on

your French—or your English history, or

what not.

Getting over and back is not hard.

Just about $200 in Tourist Class via

White Star and Red Star Lines on some
of the world's finest ships. We'll guaran-

tee you a jolly time. Seems to us that the

summer in Europe might be the means of a

pleasant reduction of the family budget

and a glorious time for you in the bargain.

If you agree why not try the family out

on it. If you want more information,

write us for our Tourist Booklet- or see

any authorized travel agent.

WHITE STAR LINE
RED STAR LINE

International Mercantile Marine Company

563 Boylston Street, Boston

THE RENTAL LIBRARY
Latest Fiction and Non-Fiction

Open Morning*

Alternoong 2.30 to 3.30

Mrs. Thorn, Room 38, Williams Inn

Purple to Face Garnet
in Winter Sports Meet

After its decisive victory over Amherst

luHt Saturday, the winter spurts team wi'iit

to I.ewistDii, Maine, yesterday with uxire

tiiiitidcnce ti> face tlio rei)re.sciitatives of

Bates College in u dual meet this morniiiK

mid ufteriiDou. Practice at Williams has

been hindered by the lack of snow, but un-

der the supervision of Captain Goodwin
and ManuKcr Heail the team has driven

every afternoon dnririn the lust week to

Berlin Pass where Iherc^ has been sufficient

show to work the various races into better

.shape.

There will be five events at the meet

with Bates, the ski jump havinj; been

atlded to last week's schedule. Captain

(Idodwin, S. and D. Ogilvy will re|)rcsent

the Purple in the slalom, one-mile downhill

race, and the seven-mile cross-country ski

race, while the Onilvy brothers will enter

the ski jump. Ilobb is the sole Williams

competitor in the cross-country snowshoe

race.

The Purple will face Whitten, Fuller,

.lackson, aad .lellison, Garnet snowshoers.

In the ski events, Captain Burati and

Whitten, ('o-ca|)tain, will enter the slalom,

downhill, and cross-country, while Curtis

is comiJCtinK in the slalom and the ski

jump. Carpenter, who starred in the

.State meet two weeks ago, is counted on

by the Garnet to take points in the snow-

shoe event, while Campbell is conceded a

j)lace in the cross-country ski race.

The two latter events will be run ofT in

the morniiiK, while the slalom, cross-coun-

try and jimipinf; will follow in the after-

noon. It is Bates' second meet, while

Williams has had exjjerience from both the

College Week Competition at Lake Placid

and the dual meet with Amherst last week.

The Purple will be the first out-of-state

team to run over the Garnet course.

'The Dictator' To Be
Presented in Chapin Tonight

(Continued from First Page)

at Fortlham I'niversity. Recently, his

latest play was accepted by the Shuberts

and will be staged early in the spring in

New York.

The role of the young dictator, Mr.

iSteve, is played by McKnight, who took

the leading part in 7'/ie Fourth Wull, the

Spring protluction of Cap and Bells, while

W. Wheeler has been cast as the American

Consul. Fox, who has participated in

several of the dramas which Cap anil Bells

has put on in the last three years, will be

seen as Captain Codman, the skipper of

the ship on which the party is travelling to

the Republic of San Manana. Playing

the part of the typical detective who is

continually in the way, Stevens makes his

debut as a performer in Cap and Bells,

but according to Mr. Hottomley is ex-

pertly cast, fulHlling his ilifficvilt role as

only one of great exi)erience woukl.

The action of The Dictator takes place

on a steamer bound for the small town of

Porto Bancs, the capital of the small

Latin American Republic of San Manana,

and then shifts to the American consulate

with Mr. .Steve in command in place of

Colonel Bowie, who has given up his po-

sition because he fears that his life will be

taken by the fiery Juanita who claims that

he has promised to marry her. The play

ends with the appearance of an American

lieutenant of the marines on the stage,

ready to "protect American lives and

property."

The complete cast is as follows:

Steve McKnight '34

,fim Vredenburgh '33

Lucy Sheridan Mrs. Caldwell

Colonel Bowie W. Wheeler '32

Mrs. Bowie Mrs. Newhall

Hyne .Sanford '33

Juanita Mrs. Bloedel

Jose MacVane '33

Bostick Ebeling '34

DufTy .Stevens '32

Campos Hurd '33

Vasques Marzani '35

Captain Codman Fox '32

Lieutenant Victor Boyce '32

Officer Van Zanten '35

Corporal Miller '35

College Preacher
Mr. A. firaham Baldwin, of Phillips

Andovcr Academy, Andover, Mass. will

preach at 10.35 at the regular Sunday
nuirning service in the Thompson Me-
nu)rial Chapel.

1935 Swim Captain Elected

Albert J. Robinson '35 of Glens Falls,

N. Y., was elected captain of the Fresh-

man .swimming team at a meeting held

Thursday night. Robinson is this year's

winner of both the Prince and the Bowkcr

swinuning cups, an<l swims in both the

medleys ami the relay for the 1035 team.

He prepared for Williams at Andover,

where he was a member of the Varsity

swimming team.

PURPLE MATMEN WILL

MEET AMHERST TODAY

Only One Inexperienced Man On

Team Which Closes Season

With Amherst

The Williams wrestling team will meet

the Sabnna mat men this Saturday in the

decisive contest of the season with their full

force summoned up for the last buttle, and

only one inexperienced nnm in the ranks.

Although Amherst defeated the Purple, IX

to Hi, in the o|)ening meet of the year, Wil-

liams had lour green men on the mat lit

that time, while todiiy (!oacli Bullock be-

lieves that he has arriveil at the strongest

possible combination.

If Williams scores a victory this time,

she will probably share with Wesleyan I lie

championship of the Little Three, since

both teams to date iiave scored one vic-

tory, one tic, and one defeat. Gait in the

135-pound class is tlic only man to com-

pete who has not represented the college

previously.

Goldblatt in the l.'iS-iiound class meets

Davidson, who is said to he the best

wrestler on the opponents' squad. In the

January meet he threw the Williams man

in 1 minute and 4(1 .seconds. For the most

part .\mherst's .strength rest.sin 118-pound

the 145-pound, the 15i5-pound and the 175-

pound classes.

The probable entries are as follows:

llS-lb. class^lliginbothani (W); .\y-

stroni (A).

12(i-lb. class—Schwartz (W); Duncan (A).

135-lb. class— Gait (W); Diamond (A).

145-11). class— Bilder iW); Lane (.\).

155-lb. class—Goldblatt (W); Davidson

(A).

lt)5-lb. class—Carroll (Capt.) (W); Par-

tridge (A).

175-lb. cla.ss—Curry (W); Morse (A).

Unlimited class—Titus (W); Krieger (A).

Yearling Natators Will

Swim Against Wesleyan

Facing an equally inexperienced team

and one which also has lost to Deerfield

Academy, the Williams Freshman swim-

ming team will swim against the Wes-

leyan freshmen this afternoon at 2.30 in

the Micldletown pool. Last week the

freshmen lost to Deerfield by a 44-18

count, while the Wesleyan yearlings

bowed to the preparatory school team in a

closer contest, 28-34.

The Wesleyan team has a strong dash

man, Blake, and a good 220 swimmer,

Wilson, but the \\'illiams first-year line-up

is lacking in outstanding men, depending

more on a balanced team for strength.

WilHams Will Meet
Sabrina Five Tonight

(Continued from First Page)

the first time in .several years when
defeated Wesleyan, the conqueror of Am-
herst, 49-31 in a sloppy, foul-marred

game. Wednesday, Yale took the meas-

ure of the Berkshire team 26-18 in New
Haven.

The return of Captain Good to the line-

up for the Wesleyan game strengthened

the team considerably and made it play

as more of a unit. Last week's victory

over Wesleyan gave Williams the undis-

puted championship of the Little Three,

and a victory tonight will give the Little

Three circuit an undefeated cham|)ion

for the first time in many years. This is

the last home game, as the Purple plays

Harvard and Brown, the two remaining

opjxinents, on the opponents' floors.

The tentative line-ups for tonight's

game are:

WILLIAMS AMHERST
Good (Capt.) r.f. Merchant
Fowle l.f. Reynolds

Monier c. Gregg

Sheehan r.g. Mills

Markoski l.g. DePasqua

Williams To Debate Vassar

I pholding the affirmative side of the

question. Resolved: That the United

States, regarilless of the actions of the

other nations, should cancel all its war
debts, Van Sant '32, and Linen '34, will

debate against Vassar at Poughkeepsie

tonight. This debate, the fourth of the

scries of the New England Intercollegiate

Debating As.sociation, is condticted under

the auspices of the Adelphic Union, which

has already defeated Princeton and Mt.

Holyoke, losing only to the University ol

Pennsylvania.

E. J. Jerdon---D. D.S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

Faculty Gives Dewey '32

Greek Fellowship Award

Daniel Dewey '32, of Milwaukee, Wis-

consin, has been awarded the Williams

College (Ireek Fellowship, which is avail-

able annually to a member of the grad-

uating class for the purpose of continuing

his stuilied in Alliens, lit the American

School of Classical Studies. Th(^ Faculty

presents the award ert<'h year, if there is a

suitable candidate.

Dewey prepared for V/illimns at the

Milwaukee Country Day School, where he

played on the basketball and tennis teams.

.\t Williams he is captain of the varsity

tennis tcnm, is a member of both the

Classical Soi'iety and the Honor .System

Committee, and is on the student council.

Course In Italian Added

According to a recent announcement

of the Committee on Curriculum cliiiiigcs,

a new course, Italian T-,'^, will be added to

the cun'iculuni next year. This will take

a part in the Italian department .similar

to that of Cireek 8-10 in the Greek de-

partment.

The recently added Italian 7-S will re-

place Religion 4. Students are given an

opportunity to proceed in the study of

Italian literature, and special attention is

given to a tran.shition of Dante.

Chapel Cut Ruling Is Changed

A recent change in the administrative

ruling concerning chapel cuts has made it

possible to use the full allowance of morn-

ing and vesper service cuts on either of the

services. The removal of the clause stat-

ing that five of the total number could be

used only on the vesper service is the

second move to give the students more

freedom in the use of their chapel cuts;

The first change was matle last fall when it

was announced that students would be

permitted to use as many cuts in succession

as their total number allowed.

WASHINGTONIANA AT LIBRARY

One Document Bears Washington's
Signature Eleven Times

(('ourlesi/ «/ Liicij Eugenia Oslmrui

"111 <• icction with the count iy-wi,|,.

bicentennial celebration of the iiirtl,

(ieorge WaHhington the Chaiiin Libr,iiv is

showing a sclectimi froni its Wasliim,.
toniana. Tlw^ most notable itenia are
twelve original manuscripts, compnBJni;
six letters written and signed by Wusliim,.

ton; two surveys made by him; two |,.|,

tei's from Martha Washington; one from
General Greene ordering the boats for il„,

crossing of the Delaware; and a lisl df

Washington's investments in I'niteil .^inios

securities. This lisl is a remarkabli' .lini-

ment, drawn up entirely in Washiimtun's

own hand, signed by him eleven times

and by Francis llopkinson, signer ni il,,,

Declanitiiui of Independence, eight \i\m.^

One Washington letter is especially note-

worthy, being written in 17811 to Gov. I.ol.

of Virginia, introducing the Marquis ,1,.

Lafayette.

"T'lie exhibit includes also a bni.'ul.siile

account of Washington's inaugurntioii

printed at Lansiugburgh, 1789; a first

edition of his Farewell Aildress, \'\Wr ^

number of orations and eulogies coiiipospil

ujion the occasion of his death; and iM(rl,_

teen newspaper accounts of his illness aiul

death, printed between 24 Dec. I71)!i iiml

13 .Ian. IS(M) in Maine, Vermont, Ma.<sa-

chiisetts, Connecticut, New York and N>w
Jersey."

ALUMNI NOTE

Mrs. Anna Burnham Westermann has

announced the marriage of her daughter,

Miss Helen Burnham, to Irving \'an Zandt

Jr., ex-'31, at Ossining on February G.

COLLEGE NOTES

Bniiiie '35 lias n\signed from CciIIckc.

Treasurer's Notice

The time for the payment of iirm

bills has been extended until I'.'.DI)

o'clock noon on Saturday, March .i, on

or before which time all accouiit.s must

be satisfactorily adjusted with ilie

Treasurer's office. .Students who fail

to make the necessary adjustment will

be rc|)orteil to the Dean for suspension.

Willnrd K. Ilu,,l

Trciisurcr

Every Topcoat at Cutting's Is Busy

Answering the Call of "Lower Prices"

The weather makes a topcoat necessary and our "lower prices

make a value you will have a hard time to equal

$20 $30 $40

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
SINCE 1870

Sixty Years of Knowing How

Special Showing of

FRENCH-SHRINERdURNFR
§ * America's Finest ^A \

SHOES FOR COLLEGE MEN
Next Monday and Tuesday

at the

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
by "JOE" DIFFEE
NEW YORK SHOPS

3S0 Madiaon Avenue ISS nroadway 1263 llroadway 131 Weit 42nd Slrrrt

Shops and dcpartniciits from t^oast to coast

ROUDYBUSH
Foreign Service School

for

Diplomatic and Consular

Service
After the demiHe nf the lute

Mr. Crawford this Is the only
active school of Its kind.

Courses start in June for Sept. Exams

Write '

Franklin Roudyhush
3404 Prospect Ave. N. W.

Washington, D. C.

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE'^
Do It
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QUINTET OVERCOMES

AMHERST FIVE, 31-20

LAST SATURDAY NIGHT

Williams Fails To Show Concerted

Attack, But Close Guarding

Holds Sabrinas

PURPLE IS UNDEFEATED
LITTLE THREE CHAMPION

Teamwork Is Hampered By Loss

of Sheehan; Faulty Playing

Mars Contest

Purple Debating Team
Wins Over Vassar 2-1

Showing none of the; Hiinlainod offpiiw

of the earlier niiines, th(^ VarHity (|uiiitel

won it.s last lionic; kh""' "f ''"* >''"' ''.V

(lefeiUinK AinherHt, 31-20, in a liiKt but

loosely-played name last Saturday eveniiin

in the l.asell Cyinnasiiiin. Led hy Cap-

tain (Jood, who scored ei(!;ht points, Wil-

liams aniassptl an early lead and

UplioldiiiK the affirmative side of the

(liiestion, '•Utsuhml: That the United

Slates rej^ardless of the action of other

nations should cancel the War Debts," the

Williams debaters defcalc^d Vassar by a
vote of 2-1 by the judges Saturday after-

noon in PouKlikeepsie. 'I'his was the last

of a series of three debates in a triangular

contest between Vassar, Pennsylvania,

and Williams, all on the same subject.

Pennsylvania cariK! out on top with vio
tories by both their affirmative and neg-

ative teams, Williams plaeinK second,

and Vassar last.

The Affirmative, in presentinji; their

case, attacked the (piestion from three

angles: moral, i^cononii(', and |)olitical.

Van Sant '32, the first speaker, showed

the connection l)etw<«n war <lebts and

reparations, and the impossibility of pay-

ment of the former as (iermany is unable

to lii|uidate lier obligations. Linen '34

(Continued on Fifth Page)

DEAN POUND TO TALK

IN JESUP WEDNESDAY

'What May We Expect To Do with

Education?' Will Be Topic of

Noted Lecturer

BEATTY SETS N. E. 440

RECORD AT WESLEYAN

Cardinal Mark in 100-yd. Test Also

Falls as Purple Team Beats

Wesleyan, 48-29

Berkshire Fencing Cluh
Wins 2, Loses 1 on Trip

CONRAD EVANS GOOD '32

Who Led the Varsity Quintet to Victory

Over Amherst in Final Home Game

maintained it t<> the end of the contest,

which nave the chamjiionshii) live an

undefeated record in the Little Three

series.

Monicr broke the ice for Williams with

a shot from the side which was followed

by Amherst's lirst point, scored by Mer-

chant. CoRKrove, .subsl i t ul inn for

Sheehan, who was unable to play he<'ause

of injuries sustained in the Vale Kanie,

folded the Sabrina forward. Monier and

Co.SKrove (piickly scored to brinn Williams'

lead to five iioints before Amherst called

time out. Merchant tallied the first of

the visitors' field (joals, and time was again

called wlien Reynolds' eye was injured.

Markoaki flipped in a short shot, and Cos-

(jrove rang up a free throw.

Poor shooting characterized the first

(Continued on Second Pace)

Lowering the New England Inten'olli^-

giate lank record for the 440 by three

seconds to a new mark of 5:31.3, Heatty of

Williams spurred his teammates on to a de-

cisive victory over the Wesleyan swimmers

in their own pool last Saturday by a score

of 4S-2i). A Wesleyan jiool n^cord fell in

llu' lOO-yard event and Ciilfillan bettered

any of his previous performances in the

breast stroke in the meet which netted

Williams six lirst places and three seconds,

besides a win in the medley relay.

T"he short pool, calling for a greater

number of turns, and allowing greater

speed, accounted for the extremely fast

lime in the 440, where Bentty cut eight

seconds off the Williams College and Pool

lleconl. Beatty also swam well in the

220, where lieoutdigtaneed Russell of Wes-

leyan in 2 minutes 30.3 seconds. Both

clashes were fast, Swayze wiiming in each

over Wilcox of the Cardinal team, and

setting a new Wesleyan pool record of 55.7

seconds in the century event.

f\err and Hixby foimd little difTieulty in

taking first and second in the backstroke

over Biiekland of Wesleyan, but GiufTrida

worked his way in between Gilfillan and

Smith to give the Middletown team a sec-

ond in the breast stroke event. Gilfillan's

time of 2 minutes 45.2 seconds is faster

than he has ever done before, but did not

enilanger the Wesleyan pool record. The

Wesleyan diver. White, bettered Lapham's

performance for a first in that event, while

third place went to Housley of Wesleyan.

The summary of the meet follows:

Medley Relay—Won by WILLIAMS
(Kerr, Gilfillan, and McMahon). WES-
LEYAN (Mitchell, Wing, and Bonyan),

second. Time: 1 :30.l).

220-yd. free style- Won by Bcatty (W);

(Continued on Fifth Page)

Taking as his subject, "What May We
Expect To Uo With Education?", Roscoe

Pound, Dean of the Harvard Law School,

will deliver a lecture Wediu-sday evening,

Mareli <), in .Jesup Hall. Mr. Pound's

lecture has been mad(^ possible by gift of a

friend of the College and will be open to

the public.

Mr. Pound was born in Nebraska and

took his A.B. in thi^ university of that

state, lie received his LL.D. from the

Harvard Law School in 1890, after which

he practiced for somi^ time before taking a

position on the faculty of Nebraska Lni-

versity. Later, Mr. Pound taught in the

law schools of Northwestern, Cihcago and

Harvard universities before becoming

Dean of the latter in 1910.

Dean Pouinl has won note as a keen and

j)enetrating critic of the existing ma-

chinery of justice; and in such work as the

Cleveland Crime Survey and the reports

of the Wickersham Committee has jjlayed

an active rol(! in the melioration of the

law's delays, injustices, and backw'ardncss.

He is best known, however, for his ser-

vices to jurisprudence. His hilroductiou

to the I'liihiopliij of Law is one of the Ijest

known works of modern jurisprudence,

and has won note not only for its clear

analysis of the nature and jirocesses of jur-

istic thought, but likewise for its progress-

ively-minded views into the future of the

law. Taking legal history as "the record

of a continually wider recognizing and

satisfying of human wants or claims or

desires through social control,—in short,

a continually more efficacious social

engineering". Dean Pound naturally does

not attempt to deny future legal growth,

(Continued on Fourth Page)

Williams Dramatic Talent Merits New Theater,

Declares Roland Bottomley, 'Dictator'' Director

"Williams needs a real theatre the better

to encourage the undoubt(!d talent which is

found here," said Roland Bottomley,

Director of the Caj) and Bells production

of The Dictator in an interview^ granted a

Recoiid reporter last week. Mr. Bottom-

ley suggested the remodelling of .lesuj) Hall

into a larger auditorium with a stage of

more amjjle facilities for ))rodueing plays.

"There is inueh remarkable talent in the

college," said Mr. Bottomley; "the east-

ing of the parts for this play has been ex-

cellent. The actors themselves are most

capable, an<l the whole ensemble is general-

ly good. It is a great pity that there is not

a good theatres in Williamstown for plays

of this kind." Mr. Bottomley went on to

say that .lesup Hall could be easily re-

modelled into a very satiafac^tory theatre

for the various dramatic efforts which are

made here. By simply making a larger

stage at one end of ,Iesup and thus making
the theatre run lengthwise of the building,

and putting on a "pot of paint" a theatre

could be made at small cost entirely suffi-

cient to the needs of the college. It

w'ould serve better not only for plays, but

also for Forum speeches and college meet-

ings.

Mr. Bottomley suggested a sinking fund

formed by subscriptions in order to entlow

a Williams Theatre. With a better stage

and an endowment, the Little Theatre

would be assisted enormously, while the

Cap and Bells organization would be en-

abled to give more frequent and even more

ambitious plays.

Mr. Bottomley seemed highly pleased

with the achievements of the stage mana-

gers, considering the difficulties under

which they worked. "Not a single nail,"

he said, "can be hammered into Chapin

Hall. This makes it most difficidt for the

stage-managers to put up the settings."

"The theatre nowadays is half our life,"

Mr. Bottomley commented. "It is more

than a commercial institution, it is a great

influence for good in the community. The

interest in dramatics in colleges today is

invaluable as an incentive for the preser-

vation of the professional stage."

Mr. Bottomley has returned to New
York where he is going to sec to the casting

of parts in his play which is to be produced

in the near future by the Shubcrts.

Performing with exceptional success in

their lirst official inter-collegiate compe-

tition, th(! Williams fencing team, under

the appellation of the; Berkshire Fencing

Club, won two of three scheduletl matches

in N('w Haven last week-end. They

were victorious over Lafayette by a 12-5

score, and over St. .lohns College of Brook-

lyn by a 9-H tally, but lost to the Yale

.lunior Varsity by a scon^ of 10-7.

TIh^ Berkshire fencers were at their best

in the sabre bouts, .\vis and Hamilton

being undeft^ated, but the team lost mon;

than half of their foil bouts, and seven of

their 12 epee tilts. Avis starred for Wil-

liams, emerging victorious from 14 of his

18 bouts. Coach Grasson, Vale fencing

mentor, in |)raising the progress that the

team has made, suggested ii possible fenc-

ing league among the smaller colleges in-

cluding su(di institutions as \\'illiams,

,\niherst, Lafayette, and St. Johns, where

fencing has been recently introtluccd.

OLIVER BALDWIN WILL

SPEAK FOR FORIIM ON

THE CRISIS IN EUROPE

Son of Former Premier Will Tell

of the Economic Situation

Abroad Today

DIFFERS FROM FATHER
IN MATTER OF POLITICS

PROF. ALLEN REVIEWS

CAP AND BELLS SHOW

Those Who Missed Performance

Urged to See It in Grange

Hall Tonight

{Courtcaii iij Ann't. Prof. Samuel E. Allen)

I hope all readers of The Williams

Ri;<;oKi) are familiar with the first article

that Mr. Max Beerbohm wrote when in

1898 he became dramatic critic of the

Salurduy Review, for if they are, they will

know better than to read this column. I

have most of Mr. Beerbohm's reasons for

not being a dramatic critic and others

which I need not mention. For one, I

never go to the theater with any serious

purpose; I go only to have a good time;

and I generally have it. For example, I

had a very enjoyable evening at the last

Little Theater presentation. Not know-

ing anything about settings, lighting,

tempo, and what not, not realizing that

a i)lay must mean something, I had a great

deal of fun, even during the third i)lay of

that evening.

So I cannot he, as I ought to he, aca-
(Contlnued on Fourth Page)

Current Events Contest

The annual New York Timex Cur-

rent Events contest will be held at 3.00

this afternoon in Griffin Hall. The
three-hour writt(!n examination, com-

prising factual questions and editorials,

is open to all students. Prizes of $150

and $75, and a $25 prize for the best

undiTclass paper are ofTered.

CALENDAR

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 29

8.15 p.m.—Cap and Bells ])resents The

Dictator. Mountebanks Theatre.

Union College, Schenectady.

TUESDAY, MARCH 1

3.00 p. m.— Times Current Events Con-

test. Griffin Hall.

7.45 p. m.—Oliver Baldwin, M. P., will

speak on "The Present Crisis in Eu-

rope." .lesup Hall.

8.00 p. m.— Cap and Bells presents The

Dictator. Grange Hall. Williams-

town.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2

4.30 p. m.— .^ssislant Professor Maurice

W. Avery will speak on "Education in

Ancient Rome." Tuesday Ix!cture

series. Thompson Physical I/abora-

tory.

HERBERT AMES TALKS

WITH COLLEGE GROUPS

The International Affairs Club and

Pro-seminar Courses Hear
Noted Lecturer

Sir Herbert Ames, ex-treasurer of the

League of Nations, and former Member of

the House of Commons of Montreal, ad-

dressed three groui)S in Williamstown over

the week-end under the auspices of the

International .\ITairs Club. Sir Herbert

led the discussion in the political science

pro-seminar class Friday afternoon at 2.00

and at 4.15 the same day he spoke to the

International .Affairs Club on "Manchuria

and the League", while on Saturtlay morn-

ing he atldressed the economic pro-seminar

group.

Manchviria

"The Council did all it could and

—

failed," said Sir Herbert Ames, ex-treasur-

er of the League of Nations, in his speech

on "Manchuria and the League", before

the International .VfTairs Club last Friday

afternoon in (Iriffin Hall. The lecturer

outlined the jiowcrs of the League and

then showed how all the efforts of that

body have failed in dealing with war-mad

.lapan.

Mr. .\mes began his survey of the far

Eastern crisis with a resume of the powers

and successes of the League up to the

present time, dwelling on Articles XI, XII

and XVI of the League Covenant, which

were formulated to deal with such crises.

.'Vrticle XVI provides for economic boycott

and the use of force against an aggressor

nation. The United States stands for the

use of public opinion as jiressure on such a

nation. The question now is—will the

League invoke .Article XVI?
The speaker next turned to the crisis it-

self. He outlined the .lapanese operations

around Mukden, starting September 19,

(Continued on Third Page)

Forum Speaker Served Twice in

War-time; Was Imprisoned

By Bolsheviks

Oliver Baldwin, distinguished Labor

memlier of Parliament atid son of former

Premier, Sir .Stanley Baldwin, will a<ldre8S

the Forum on "The Present Crisis in

Europe" this evening at 7.45 in .lesup Hall.

.Although his father is the leader of the

Conservative party, young Baldwin has

affiliated himself with the Laborites, so

that father and son are on opi>osite sides

of the i)olitical fence.

"Often, as a matter of fact in most

cases", says a critic, "it is the h)t of sons

born of distinguished |)arentage to be com-

jiletely eclipsed by the brilliance of their

famous fathers. This is far from true of

Oliver Baldwin, howevei-, to whom birth

was men'ly an incentive ami a challenge to

<lo great things."

Early in life Baldwin .showed decided

signs of originality and "a very disconcert-

ing eagerness" to think for himself. It

was more or less inevitable, therefore, after

having fini.shcd school, fought with honor

in the World War, that he shinild become

a parliamentary canilidale. It was equal-

ly certain too, that he should take the side

of Labor.

Baldwin was born in 1899. He attended

Eton where, as he says he was "educateil

in football, and in other things beginning

to learn." He served in the European

war from 1911) to 1919, and in the latter

year was acting Vice-Consul at Bmilogne.

In 1921 he took uj) arms again in the .\r-

meno-Turkish war and was for a time im-

pri.'-oiied by the Bolsheviks and the Turks.

During 1922 he was a newsjjaper corres-

]ioTident in East .Africa.

lie became Parliamentary Labor candi-

date from the constituency of Dudley in

Ii)24, and served in Parliament from 1929

to 1931 as a Laborite. Since last year he

has been an Independent .Socialist. He is

now making his first American tour.

.Among his books are Six Prisons niui

Tim Heviiliilions, Svcialinni ami the Bible,

Cuiiserrolisni and M'e(dtli written in collab-

oration with R. Chance, ami 7'/ip Questing

Beast.

Avery To Lecture Tomorrow
.Assistant Professor Maurice W. .Avery

of the Classical Department will lecture

Wednesday afternoon at 4.30 p. m. in the

Thomijson Physical Laboratory on the

subject, "Education in .Ancient Rome."
This will be the sixth of the Tuesday Lec-

ture series, which has been j)ost])oned until

Wednesdav this week.

Antagonism Will Mean Ruin of Both France and
Germany, Sir Herbert Ames States in Interview

In an interview granted a RECoRD*same markets, in the same ccnintries, for

reporter. Sir Herbert Ames, in Williams-

town to address the Economics and Politi-

cal Science pro-seminar groups, declared

Franco-German relations to he sound and

stated that, in spite of current opinion in

this country, the only jiossibility of future

trouble in this quarter lies in the revolu-

tionary tendencies of the Communist and

Hitlerite factions in the German republic.

Passing over the discussion of the postwar

relations of the two countries, which he

usetl for the subject of one of his lecture

series, the ex-treasurer of the League of

Nations secretariat spoke only of the

present status and of the future possibili-

ties of the situation.

"The most important infi\ience to pre-

vent Franci' and Germany oecuiiying

toward each other an irreconcilable atti-

tude lies in the fact that both are members

of the League of Nations council, that both

must meet there, and that in the great

Sino-.Iapane.w crisis they have constantly

voted together. So, in my opinion, there

will be no serious breaks between Germany

and France so long as both do meet at

Geneva.

"Danger is further reduced by the fad

that Germany and France are not econom-

ically competitive. They arc not after the

the same products. There are a great

many things in which they have cartels, or

trusts as we call them in America, whereby
they apportion markets and allot and con-

trol prodtiction. Trade interests are knit

together. It seems to me quite probable

that combinations will be formed between
French and German manufacturers, where-
by the French will supply the capital and
the Germans the materials, tlie factories,

and the workingmen. Then the joint

jiroduct will be sold on easy terms in

Eastern and Southeastern Europe and the

profits divided.

"The sole danger to amicable Franco-
German relations lies in the possibility of

revolution in fiermany. If chaos and re-

volt were to arise in that nation, this de-

velojimenl would bring back into effect

the clauses of the Treaty of Versailles en-

titling France to take strenuous action.

In l)oth France and Germany there are

elements of discontent, but in each the

majority sincerely wants (leaee. With
the common meeting ])laee at Geneva, it is

my belief that the treaties will gradually

become humanized so as to itrevent col-

lisiim. In the long run both nations are

convinced that it is necessary for them to

work together. .Antagonism will mean the

ruiti of lioth."
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SALVATION BY DIVISION
There is not a real college in the Ignited States. True enou(i;h, we have a numher of

passably Kood substitutes: Williams probably would qualify among them under any

impartial judgment. More or less shoved into the corner by our social trappings,

but there nevertheless to him who will look, are the opportunities offered by a decidedly

liberal curriculum, and a score or so of excellent teachers, including a handful touched

with that genuine teaching genius which is as an electric spark to those under them.

But Williams is not a very good college; nor is any other of its equals or superiors.

The American campus is a center of antagonistic cross purposes, and there is nothing

ahead for it but muddle, until it is settled where the domination will rest. In the past

15 years we have suddenly embarked upon the project of giving a "college" education

to one out of 120 men, instead of to one out of a thousand; and the naive faith that

this could be done with no alteration in a system already profoundly at fault has been

rudely shocked by a case of acute intellectual congestion.

The problem is essentially, how much longer the college will attempt to he at

the same time a male finishing school and a college, when the inevitable result is an

unsatisfactory job in each respect.

There is but one answer to the question, and it is beginning to be voiced with in-

creasing frequency. The most tangible sign of the new trend in the past year or so has

been at the University of Wisconsin, where a sharp dividing line has been set up at the

end of sophomore year: all students for whom the first two years have been "nothing

more than an intellectual siesta", will be dropped, "despite passing grades." "But

every encouragement will be given students of superior ability and interest." A some-

what kindred spirit touches the reorganization of the University of Chicago, and the

inauguration of the comprehensive examination at Yale.

But the interpretation of the future in our college education receives clearer

expression from prominent educators, who are beginning to look ahead with new vigor

and foresight to a definite goal. The Dean of Rutgers, for example, who has declared

the solution to be in the establishment of two types of schools, "a passing school", and

"an honor school", with different curricula and methods. And but a few days ago the

President of Oberlin spoke to similar effect, though couching his suggestions in the less

blunt terms of a "General College" as against a four-year college. His analysis of the

basic existing fault, and of the ideal to be sought, is put jilainly enough, however:

"The establishment of Cieneral Colleges would mean that the four-year college could

lie more exacting than it is now in its admission requirements, and might thus secure

a more homogeneous body of students."

Such forecasts are increasing in definitude and number. Their meaning is as

simi)le as their truth is inevitable. Unless we have seen the end of progress in our higher

education, there must come a more or less conscious division of our institutions into

two types: On the one hand, the "passing school", General College, Gentleman's

College, or what you will. On the other, the real college, encouraging the normal

development of extra-curricular and social interests among its people, but distinguished

by a fundamental, rigorous insistence that its doors are open only to tho.se possessing

a true interest in the college purpose.

Which way Williams? We have no hesitation in pronouncing which road we hope

it will take. Those who denominate this an ideal cotintry club forget that the rightly

situated country club would not be at so awkward a distance from the bright lights of

Civilization. Williams, as a matter of fact, with its comparative remoteness from

Buperlicial American bustle, its scholarly New England tradition, its quiet village and

surrounding hills, offers an ideal setting for a real college. For it to become anything

else, in the transition of the future, would be in indecent disregard of good fortune,

history, and nature.
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NOW AND THE NEXT TWENTY
To the Editor of The Recohd,

Dear Sir:

Students in 1932, striving to decide

wtiat they shall do when they leave college,

may find interest in words spoken not, long

ago by Owen D. Young. The chairman

of the General Electric Company's board

of directors indicated a view that this

country has large need of young men ([uali-

fied to attain leadership in the Federal Re-

serve Banks and in other relations vital to

the future of American policy in world

trade and finance.

"We have few persons in the United

States who know the techni(|ue of central

banking", Mr. Young said. "Y'et just at

this moment a critical situation exists af-

fecting central banks in all countries, and
politics should be able to help. Now that

we are a creditor nation, it matters much
what we do, not only for ourselves but

for the world."

That polities have not sufficiently help-

ed, the speaker had affirmed a moment
earlier in his address. "We live under two

great organizations", he said, "but we find

the economic and political organizations

over-reaching and to some extent paralyz-

ing each other. This requires more knowl-

edge, and the creating in college students of

the will to understand and solve these

problems."

How can politics paralyze economic de-

velopment, as Mr. Young remarks?

Evidence of a striking example was offered

one night on West College hill. In a rare

hour of leisure during the Institute's sec-

ond annual scshIcju, Oscur (.Crosby was the

Mark Hopkins seated at one en<l of a wood-

en bench there, and at the other I was the

student.

Before coming to the point of signifi-

cance, it is necessary to give reminder that

in 1922, so far as any average observer

could see, the Harding Administration

stooil rigidly in favor of urgent demand for

])ayment of the War Debts.lock, stock and

barrel. Spokesmen in Congress clamored

for collet^tion of "every red cent". To all

this Mr. Crosby, on the other hand, was

stating at Williamstown a case strongly

ojjposed. The debts, he said, were not

only largely uncollectible as a practical

matter, but also through any long term of

years there was sharp risk that they would

prove not assets at all, but economic liabili-

ties, harmful to the future of American

commerce and otherwise embarrassing in

many ways.

This diagnosis Mr. Crosby accompanied,

to be sure, by admission that the debts

might have value as "trading points", and

he advised, therefore, that the United

States "should not give away its trading

points too soon." Despite this approval

of caution in bringing to pass Debt Reduc-

tion, nevertheless his basic position was a

flat denial that urgent collection could

possibly bring any economic gain or good

to the United States.

Under these conditions, it was exciting

indeed on that August night in Williams-

town suddenly to hear Mr. Crosby say:

"Y'ou may be interested to know that on

my way from Virginia I thought it ])ro()er

to call on Mr. Mellon, and advise him what

I would say here."

What lightning-flashes of debate must

have transpired, when the Secretary of the

Treasury heard the former Assistant Secre-

tary's arguments on this stormy issue, the

student thought in his ignorance! But the

fact was nothing of the sort. The Secre-

tary's most impressive statement, as then

reported, in (»nfidence, was: "I am glati

you are going to Williamstown to do this

work, Mr. Crosby. I trust you may open

some rift through which we may act."

Obviously, the truth was, therefore, that

Mr. Mellon even then favored moderation

in debt-collection; but, in a nation so little

informed of world economics that the

public could not understand its own inter-

est, he, as a politically responsible states-

man, felt that he must remain silent. Mr.

Cros))y's free and forceful exposition of the

facts the Secretary welcomed, hoping that

thus in the Berkshires a "rift" might be

opened through which the Administration

could gain increaseil approval of such a

policy of moderation as it later initiated

by the Debt-Funding Commission.

Now, ten years have gone, but .Xndrew

Mellon still has crucial phases of this task,

among others, unfinished before him, the

labor having been made harder by the

boisterous denial which Congress recently

gave to President Hoover's request that a
debt-funding commission should be again

established. As ambassador to Great

Britain, Mr. Mellon goes soon to London
to wrestle with international problems

which men of high competence, given the

support of a fully enlightened American

public ojjinion, might long since have so

handled that much of the worst of the

recent economic depression need never

have come to pass. The solutions must
yet be achieved, before ever the full vol-

mne of American commerce and industry

can be restored to its norm, even though

much improvement of the domestic posi-

tion may soon occur.

In such work of vital worth, will Wil-
liams men of our time equip themselvs to

assist t he present leaders of the American
Nation, and to become leaders themselves

in the future? Pressing and clear is the

call, and the outlook bright in its promise.

During two short decades the world's

center of economic and financial power has

l)assed from one Continent to another. In
these mitldle years of the Twentieth Cen-
tury it will be for the United States to

prove whether she has intellectual energy,

breadth of outlook, and nobility of pur-
pose, adequate to maintain this control,

enlarging her own prosperity in the only
way by which it can be enlarged, namely,
through enlarging the prosperity of man-
kind.

It is the meeting of this challenge, and
the fulfilment of this opportunity, which
Owen Young has in mind when he says
that the United States has large need to-

day of young men qualified for responsible

posts in the Federal Reserve System and
in other institutions having charge of

American policy for the future in world
relations.

For the training of young men to such
an end, all that Williams College has to
teach is of value—whether in history and
economics, the sciences, literature or ttie

humanities. There is near at band for

Williams men also the stimulus and re-

sources of the Institute of Politics which—
mirabile diclu—haa given Main Street

direct connections not only to Washington,

but to Downing Street, the (Juai d'Orsay,

the Wilhelmstrasse, ami indeed to nearly

all the capital streets of the world.

In Dr. Garfielil's inaugural address in

October, 191)8, in addition to his announce-

ment of the principles which later

determined the New Curriculum, and over

an<l above all he then said in aspiration for

the growth of Williams men as good citi-

zens of the llnited States, there appeared

also this statement: "That the majority

must ('ome at last to realize that a nation's

highest welfare is somehow and always

inextricably a |)art of the highest welfare of

mankind everywhere." Now is a time

when such realization is swiftly advancing

here in America, despite all outbursts of a

narrow nationalism, unrepresentative of

the true genius, as it is of the prime needs,

of the American |)eople.

To one of the class of 1912, first to be

graduated from Williams College after four

full years of Dr. Garfield's prosident^y, it

has been a pleasure to slate the points

which these letters have sought to empha-

size, even as it has been a kindly courtesy

on your part to allow them space.

Very truly yours,

James Ernest King.

Quintet Overcomes
Amherst Five, 31-20

(Continued from First Page)

half as both teams missed numerous easy

chances, while Williams was notably weak

on foul shoot ing. Reynolds and DePasqua

sank baskets for Amherst, and with six

minutes remaining in the first half the

entire Williams team was replaced by

substitutes. Merchant scored again for

the visitors, and Fincke sank two shots

from the foul line as the period endi^l with

the score standing 13-9 in favor of the

Purple.

The second half slartetl with the original

line-up, with Fincke in for Cosgrove at

guard. Reynokis tallied first for the

.Sabrinas, and Fincke retaliated with a

short shot on a pass from Captain (iood.

Merchant boosted the visitors' total from

the foul line, and Markoski scored on

another pass from Good. Fowle and Gooil

both added to the Purple score, and Rey-

nolds flipped in a foul for Amherst.

Neilsen, the first substitute for Amherst,

sank a short shot, and DePasqua capital-

ized on two free throws. Neilsen scored

again, and Fincke added a foul, while Good
sank two more field goaLs in quick suc-

cession.

Neilsen made good his free throw when

Monier fouled him, and after Amherst

substitutes were put in Markoski capital-

ized on DePastjua's foul; Good dribbled

down the floor and scored, and Monier

sank the last shot of the game on a pass

from Markoski, who received the ball

from Good.

The entire game was fast, but the play-

ing, though at times spectacular, was by

and large wild and erratic. Passes were

uncertain and the shooting of both learns

was poor. All the Williams starting line-

up broke into the scoring columns. Mer-

chant was high scorer for Amherst, while

DePasqua and Reynolds were potent

factors in the visitors' offense.

A summary of the game follows:

WILLIAMS
(! F P

Good, r.f. (Capt.) 4 S

Filley

Fowle, l.f. 1 2

FUnt

Monier, c. 3 G

Woodrow
Evans

Cosgrove, r.g. I 1 3

O'Donnell

Markoski, l.g. 3 1 7

Fincke 1 3 5

Totals

AMHERST

Merchant, r.f.

Huff

Reynolds, l.f.

Gregg, c.

Neilsen

Marriott, r.g.

Mills

DePasqua, l.g.

13 5 31

G F P
2 2 ()

2 1 5

2 1 5

1 2 4

Totals 7 6 20

Referee: McCormick. Umpire: Feld-

man. Timekeeper: Seeley. Time of Per-

iods: 20 minutes.

'The Dictator' To Play Again
For the benefit of those Williams

students and townspeople who were un-

able to attend the production of The
Dictator last Friday night in Chapin
Hall, Cap ami Bells Inc. will present

the play again this evening in Grange
Hall at 8 o'clock. Tickets are now on
sale, the price of admission being 50
cents.

''Cheerio"

O. M. D. is this Old Man De-
pression peoplt; are talking a|,„u(.
When you fellows plan a week-
end in New York you can forget
all about the old boy at the new
Hotel Empire.

Kates arc from $2 for one, $2.So
for two. Quality accommodations,
close to everything you want to

see in New York.

Yout Host will be

EMIL H. REINEKS
Cieneral Manager of the

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway at 63rd St.

NEW YORK CIT\'

TABLES, DAVENPORTS,
PICTURES, and CHAIRS

All reasonably priced
Call on us at

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Mattresses from $7.50 up

RUGS, LAMPS,

42 Ashland Street Tel. 1825

M. Schmidt & Sons
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

The News of the Day is

Fully Reported

and

Intelligently Interpreted

in the Columns of

Republican
Keep properly Informed by

rcadirtg it regularly

ROUDYBUSH
Foreign Service School

for

Diplomatic and Consular

Service
After the demise of the late

Mr. Crawford thU is the only

active school of Its kintl.

Courses start in June for Sept. Exams

Write

Franklin Roudybush
3404 Prospect Ave. N. W.

Washington, D. C.

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

THE RENTAL LIBRARY
Latest Fiction and Non-Fiction

Open Mornings

Afternooni 2.30 to 3.30

Mrs. Thorn, Room 38, William* Inn
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

Herbert Ames Talks

With College Group
(Continued from First Page)

iiiul how China called the Council to act,

liDW the Japanese envoy delayed I.eaKiie

action with the claim that .lapan's vot(^

destroyed the unanimity ne<«sBary for

action, and how the feeling of the United

Slates, against the appointment, of a

neutral commission of inciuiry aided the

Japanese in refusing to accejjt one. "Des-

pite lier treaties, Jaiian is detc^rmined to

reduce China an<l then to extort, new

treaties".

.laimn has demanded that China recog-

nize («rtain fundamental principles hefore

anything can l)e done. These principles

are that China let Japan interpret the

treaties of 1915. The Council of the

l^eague proceeded to vote that Jajian re-

turn to her legal positions in Manchuria.

Japan voted against the motion, but the

other thirteen nations went on record

against Japanese operations.

The Council next met in Paris from No-

vember Hi to December 12. Here it was

that the United States support was with-

drawn, and the Ju|)ani'se became more ag-

gressive. The Council sent a Commission
to study the situation. It will find Mim-
(^huria, the new, independent "Land of

Peace", running smootlily under Chinese

department heads with Japanese advisors.

"I think Japan will stay in Manchuria".
The Covenant is the oidy hope. "Can

we prevent war without using force? 1

don't think so". Japan has broken Arti-

cle X of the covenant by an appeal to

arms. If the Assembly on March 3 de-

clares this to be the case, econoniie boy-
cott is automatic, with the League mem-
bers forcing non-League members (U.S.)

to boycott Japanese goods also. Unless

the United Stales agrees to this move,
Great Britain will refuse any such step.

They will make it uncomfortable for

Japan, but Japan won't leave the League
—her membership in the Council gives her

too much "braking" power to be lightly

thrown away.

In conclusion, Sir Herbert said, "Re-
member that the League is only machinery

for peace. If the nations fail to use this

machinery, they have failed—not the

League."

Political Science Pro-seminar

"In the long run the League of Naticms

has done its work and done it well in pro-

tecting the rights of the minorities, and it

should be continueil if for no other reason

tlian to guarantee the rights of the minori-

ty of 30 millions entrusted to it", said Sir

Herbert Ames in his lecture to the political

science pro-seminar class Friday afternoon.

With the aid of maps the ex-Treasurer of

the League outlined the history of Eurojx;

for the last 350 years, showing the growth

and shrinkage of different groups, the

nationalistic pride in each country, and

pointed out the difficulties faced by the

League in attempting to carry out this jiart

of its program.

Although the idea of ethnological unity

was not [irevalent before 1914, there are

now 29 more sovereign entities than in that

year and the imi)ossibility of a complete

ethnological division because of it was

shown by use of the maps. According to

the figures quoted by Sir Herbert there are

over seven million Germans who do not

live in Germany and almostthree million

Hungarians who live outsitle their native

land. The "Big Brother" idea of a nation

protecting its patriots living in another

(country is cruel, and the cause of many
wars, but now has been removed by claus(»

in the Treaty of Versailles which makes the

League the arbitrator and guarantor of the

rights of minorities, numbering about,

thirty out of the hundred million in this

territory.

The ex-treasurer discussed the position

of Poland and explained the treaty, consti-

tuting slii)ulations of international con-

cern, under which the minority in Poland

is jjrotectcd. After the objections of tlie

Serbs and Roumanians had been overcome

Austria-Hungary finally signed a like

treaty which Turkey rejected, resulting in

great migration from Greece, Bulgaria and

Turkey. New applications for the pro-

tection of the minorities have been received

by the League from Albania, Esthonia,

Latavia, and Lithuania on the promise to

abide by the provisions already laid down
in the nine treaties which have been pre-

viously made.

International Shop
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
"Gifts for Everybody frem Everywhere"

MIDWINTER SALE
While searching Europe for the unusual* the
Midwinter Sale continues in order to make
room for my latest "iinds".

Everything now in my shop has been reduced.

EDITH McCOY
Collector Importer

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

• Listen in. . .Hear Chesterfield's Radio Program.
Nat Shilkret and his brilliant orchestra. Every
night, except Sunday . . . Columbia Broadcasting

System . . . 10:30 E. S. T. Music that satisfiesl

STI BETTER . . /Tie^ ^<{Xc/fITI^
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MUSICAL CLUBS GIVE

CONCERT AT VASSAR

Program Enthusiastically Received

;

Music For Dance Played by

Purple Knights

Presenting a program varied with

rt'iulitiouB by the trio, tlie Octet, and the

Purple Knighta, the Williams Musical

Clubs completed tlieir sixth suew'ssful

performance of the Heusun at Vassar Col-

lege, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. last Saturday

evening. The meinberB were met hy the

Vassar Glee Club and were entertained

at dinner in Gushing Hall, leaving directly

afterward for the music hall where the

concert started promptly at 8.00 p. m.

The tirst song on the program was Yard

by Yard, followed by ' Neulh the Shmlows

of the lliUs, rendered by the combined

clubs. In the second group were lnchid(!d

Now Sleeps the CrimHun I'elal, thi! Russian

folk song. Fireflies, and a few brief num-

bers by the Trio. After the second group

off(!rings, the Trio again came on to offer

variety with a few lighter arrangements

which received a vigorously enthusiastic

applause and called forth several encores.

The Glee Club returned to sing Sea

Fever, and Fisher's most famous negro

spiritual. Deep Hiver. Following these

offerings the orchestra varied the general

motif with several selections of the latest

and most popular dance music. After

this brief intermission the Glee Club sang

Sunng Along and The Cossack, the kst

calling forth a storm of applause and

demanding a repeat of the latter jjortion.

The last group of offerings concluding

the concert was composed of separate per-

formances of the Purple Knights Trio,

the orchestra, and the Octet, followed by

the Glee Club which sang Dreamin'

Time, Finale from the "GoruloUers" , and

The Moimlains. Immediately following

the conclusion of the concert the Purple

Knights played the music tor an hour and

a half of formal dancing. According to

present plans a return performance will

be given by the Vassar Glee Club here

early in April.

Dean Pound to Talk

in Jesup Wednesday
(Continued from First Page)

but rather aims to employ sociology,

economics, and history to determine the

roads it will take.

Hence, as an exponent of the social-

philosophical school of jurisprudence, he

defined the new path of law, in a

speech delivered in New York City a short

time ago, as an accommodation to the

necessary new "relational" society which

we are evolving. "We must today trans-

cent orthodox individualism and orthodox

socialism to a new mode of thinking that

sees beyond them. We must evolve a

philosophy of law for ])ractical purposes

that recognizes the human control of ex-

ternal and internal nature as something

furthered by spontaneous self-assertion

and directed cooperation."

Prof. Allen Reviews

Cap and Bells Show
(CXinUnued from First Page)

demic in writing about the Cap and Bells

production of Richard Harding Davis'

The Dictator on Friday night in Chapin

Hall. I can't tell how the setting, the

stage management, the lighting, the cos-

tumes could be improved. I can't even

say that Captain Codman of the Bolivar

looked in the wrong direction for the land.

He is a good enough captain for me and

probably knows more about directions in

Central America than I do. If I were not,

as befits my time of life, getting loquacious,

I should sum up, in the sentence which

follows, all I have Ui say. If you were not

in Chapin Hall Friday evening, invest an

inflated half dollar of 1932 in a ticket to

Grange Hall in order to see a good show

to be staged there on Tuesday night.

The Uiclulor is a capital play for

amateur proiluction, having humor that is

sure fire, being just smart enough, being

adequately sophisticated, and having a

sufficient salting of satire to be worth

while. It is a great relief to get away from

naturalism, Impressionism, expressionism,

and all the pains of super .self-conscious-

no.ss into a region where a good dictator

lives a long, long time eight months —
where nothing is very iini>orlant, where

nothing is real, and everything is real

(I may contradi(^t all this in class tomor-

row).

The acting is completely satisfactory.

I wish I could do it justice, but like Chau-

cer I am aware that, "Wayke been the

oxen in my plough". In his mastery of

facial expression, control of hands and

body, of voice, in his quick response to

every situation Mr. McKnight fulfilled all

we had from previoiis i)erformanceH come

to expect from him. Whether he was

Steve, or Brooks Travers, or the Dictator

of San Manana, he carried on with humor
and vivacity of imagination that mure
than satisfied.

1 have spoken of an amateur production

probably being inadvertently unfair to

Mr. McKnight and Mrs. Bloedel. One
must read the play and then see Mrs.

Bloedel as Juanita on the stage to realize

her notable achievement in protraying bo

colorfully the exotic widow.

In fairness, the reviewer ought to devote

a paragraph at leaat to each of the per-

formers— to Mrs. Caldwell, who had to be

simple enough to plan to marry a mis-

sionary because when duty bids, the youth

replies, "1 will," and attractive enough to

snare a New York club man, and who suc-

ceeded. To Mr. Stevens, who brought

new glory to the illustrious dynasty of

stage detectives. But R. H. Davis has

supplied so numerous a company that the

amateur reviewer dodges the task of giving

each his share of praise. They are bring-

ing sweetness and light and fun into a

community that neetls all of them. May
they on Tuesday night bring "tranquil

restoration" to battle-scarred Grange
Hall

Yearling Swimmers Lose
Close Meet to Wesleyan

With the final result in doubt until the

final relay, the Williams Freshman swim-

mers lost by a 31-4() score to the Wesleyan

yearlings last Saturday in the preliminary

to the Williaras-Wesleyan varsity tilt in

the Middletown ])ool. Wesleyan's vic-

tories in both relays were the deciding

factors, as the Purple yearlings took four

first places to their opponents' three, and

three seconds to the Cardinal team's four.

Robinson, Williams Freshman captain,

placed first in the 40 and the 100, and Mor-

rison won in the backstroke, while Noehren

and Tompkins added eight points to the

Purple score by taking first and second in

the dives. Talbot, with a first place in the

440 and a second in the 220 was the princi-

pal scorer for Wesleyan, while Wright won
the breast stroke and Wilson the 220 for

the Middletown freshmen.

FRESHMAN QUINTET LOSES 42-37

Overtime Period Decides Victory

For Sabrina Yearlings

Playing an upiiill battle all through the

struggle, the Williams yearling basketball

team lost its first game of the season last

Saturday afternoon in an overtime period

to the Amherst freshmen by the score of

42-37. The Sabrina five coordinated out-

standingly well during the first quarter, the

Purple playing sloppily, and piled up a 14-

point lead which the Williams freshmen did

not overcome until the last ten seconds of

the game when the tally was tied at 34-34.

Aided greatly by the scoring jjower of

Steinhart and the guarding of Brehm, Am-
herst rolled up 21 points before the Purple

could <^heck the rush. After Kroll had

been transferred from forward to center,

with Lasher substituting for Swan and
Schachte for Meighan, the Williams quin-

tet steadied down and came within two

points of the Amherst score at half-time

which stood at 22-20 in favor of the home
team. The stellar playing of Kroll, who
netted 19 points in the game, the passing

of Jones, and the close guarding of Collins

were instrumental in bringing the Purple

toward a winning tally.

During the second half both teams

played on even terms, the Sabritias still

managing to hold the lead; however, in the

last ten seconds of play a long basket tied

the score for the Purple team and forced

the game to an over-time period of five

minutes. In the extra time, Amln^rst held

the Purple to a foul shot and field goal and
dropjied in four baskets which decided

the game, the final score being 42-37.

A summary of the game follows:

WILLIAMS 1035
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Our piouH iiiariaKinj!; oditor Huid that

Ifcsarlus was inuck-rakiriK last, week when

he wrote tlie pussioimUi plea l)elow. Sitice

that time Mr. CooliciKe, writhin in a

Siimlay MaKanine section lias admitted

that Washinnton had Imman frailties,

and Ileywood Broun has said, "He was

iiuido and marred with clay." If Hesartus

is niuck-rakiuK, he is not alone.

Amid the distant explosion of oriental

shells, the silent tragedy of unemployment,

the prating of politicians, and the pri-

vations of depression, the mind of America

turns hackward two luuidred years to

honor George WashiuKton. Most sur-

prisinK of the facts concerning; the first

president of the United States is tiiat his

tneniory has never l)een the inspiration for

a great poem. Although he l)ore a heavy

hurden on his shoulders, there was always

soniethinK glamorous about him.

.\lway8 he was dignified, and yet it is

now known that he had certain human

weaknesses, which seem rather to endear

him to his people than to lower liis esteem.

When men im<lerstand that the object of

their idolatry is human, their admiration

takes on a more familiar aspect. The
realization that the one whose faith kept

alive the courage of the bleeding, ragged

army at Valley Forge, had a love for

gambling and rather exhorbitant liquor

bills gives a curious satisfaction.

f'erhaps Browning was thinking of this

when he described "the glory of the im-

perfect"; it is more likely, however,

that in his heart of hearts, each man
conceives himself to be a Washington, a

Na|)oleon, a Wellington, or an Alexander,

and rejoices, accordingly, when he finds a

vestige of similarity between the image

and the shadow.

The magnificence of Washington coupled

with his humanism would appear to be

sufficient inspiration for a lyricist. In

what way could his honor be more highly

extolled than by the fashioning of some

great epic or lyric on the occasion of the

celebration of the bicentennial of his birth?

So many people have been telling how
lucky Al Smith was that he didn't get

elected four years ago, that it is very

doubtful now whether he will even be

nominated this time. It wouU be sort of

a dirty trick to spoil his luck.

The Democratic convention this ,Iune

will probably be a re|)etition of the mar-

athon held in Madison Square Garden in

1924. Alfalfa Bill Murray has at least his

own state of Oklahoma according to a

straw vote, knd the west seems to be

leaning in the direction of Newton Baker.

,\ny one who reads America al War, the

new biograjjhy of Baker, will get an idea

of what real emergency efficiency is like,

and will probably cast his lot with the

former Secretary of War. Baker is a

man of action but he is no actor. The
.\lfalfa is both. The next president has

to be doing things and also look like he

was doing things, or he will find himself as

inipopular an Hoover before a year has

pa.s8e(l.

.\ week or two ago Carlo Flumiani in an

interview granted to The Recohd scored

the apathy of American college students

ill regard to political affairs. This is not

the first time that such a remark has been

made against our generation, and it will

not be the last for a long time to come.

Perhaps, however, we are beginning to

take hold. Williams students have had
their Capitalism Conference, and the col-

leges of America are represented at the

Peace Conference at Geneva. Several

uii(lergrtt<liuites will shortly take the stump
in presidential cami)aigns. The torch

appears to be glowing, but it will take the

breath of multitudes to blow it into a
flame. The years are flying by. Shall

we hesitate?

Flumiani's new book is recommended.

Resarliin.

C-Grade Requirement in

Major Courses Changed

The requirement that every student
must secure at least six grades as high as C
i n the courses of his major group has been
postponed in its operation until next year's

.lunior class. When this ruling was first

announced, il was to have applied to the
Class of 1933, but the recent change will

delay its enforcement until the Class of

1934.

A statement from the Dean's Office in

regard to this question reads: "It is clear

that this requirement calls for the regis-

tration of every junior in the field where
he can do his best work, and it is also clear

that if there is any doubt in regard to a
student's ability to secure C grades from
the start in his major, he must so choose
his junior electives as to have an alterna-

tive major to which he can shift in case of

necessity.

"The mid-year grades attained by the

present Junior class reveal so many cases

where students are manifestly in the wrong
major, without any direct means of escape,

that it was felt best to postpone the opera-

tion of the rule until a class should have a

chance to register for the Junior year with

a full understanding of what is called for

by the new requirement."

Beatty Sets N. E. 440

Record at Wesleyan
(Continued from First Paga)

Russell (Wes.), second; Krants (Wes.),

third. Time: 2:30.3.

40-yd. free style—Won by Swayze (W);
Wilcox (Wes.), second; Downs (W), third.

Time: 19.4.

Dives—Won by White (Wes.); Lap-
ham (W), second; Housley (Wes.), third.

High points: 74.2.

440-yd. free style—Won by Beatty ( W);
Church (W), second; Burr (Wes.), third.

Time: 5:31:3. NEW ENGLAND IN-
TERCOLLEGIATE RECORD.

150-yd. backstroke—Won by Kerr (W);
Bixby (W), second; Buckland (Wes.),

third. Time: 1:55.

200-yd. breast stroke—Won by Gilfillan

(W); Giuffrida (Wes.), second; Smith
(W), third. Time: 2:45.2.

100-yd. free style—Won by Swayze
(W); Wilcox (Wes.), second; Davis (W),
third. Time: 55.7. NEW WESLEYAN
POOL RECORD.

160-yd. relay—Won by WESLEYAN;
WILLIAMS disqualified.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Delta Upsilon defeated Psi Upsilon, 15-

4.

Delta Kappa Epsilon defeated Delta
Psi, 13-10.

Chi Psi defeated Kappa Alpha, 11-9.

Phi Delta Theta defeated Zeta Psi, 14-

7.

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Commons
Club, 15-12.

Theta Delta Chi defeated Sigma Phi,

12-9.

Delta Psi defeated Kapi)a Alpha, 24-5.

Phi Gamma Delta defeated Theta Del-

ta Chi, 38-13.

Commons Club won from Phi Sigma
Kappa by default.

Phi Gamma Delta defeated Beta Theta
Pi, 38-15.

Delta Kappa Ejisilon defeated Kappa
Alpha, 3'2-13.

Psi Upsilon defeated Chi Psi, 18-8.

Delta Kappa Ei)silon defeated Chi Psi

13-10.

Psi Upsilon defeated Phi Delta Theta,

25-8.

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Delta Phi,

22-4.

Sigma Phi defeated Beta Theta Pi,

17-12.

Commons Club defeated Delta Phi, 20-

7.

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Beta Theta
Pi, 10-7.

Phi Gamma Delta defeated Delta

Kappa Epsilon, 36-32, to win the

championship.

PURPLE MATMEN TIE

WITH AMHERST, 16-16

Williams Loses Last Chance for

Little Three Championship

in Final Meet

The Purple wrestling team lost a chance

to tie for the Little Three championshii)

last Saturday when Amherst
,
gaining tlirce

points in an overtime period for the unlim-

ited class, equalled the Williams total of Hi

points in the closing match of the season.

Gait, wrestling in intercollegiate competi-

tion for the first time, was awarded the

victory in the 135-pound class, when
Hazen of Amherst was hurt so that he was

unable to continue the match.

At the conclusion of the first six bouts,

the Purple held a six point lead, but Morse

of the visitors secured more than a seven-

minute time advantage over Curry in the

175-pound contest which partly closed the

gap. Pliginbotham of Williams put up a

stiff battle against DeLeon in the 118-

pound claps, but succumbed to a half-

nelson and body-hold in almost four

minutes.

Schwartz, Purple representative in the

125-pound class had little difficulty in

flooring Cox of Amherst with a half-nelson

and body-hold in little more than a minute.

In the 145-pound contest lyane of Amherst

had Bruckner under control from the be-

ginning, and downed him with a head and

arm-lock in 3 minutes 55 seconds.

Although he was thrown by Davidson in

the previous meet with Amherst, Goldblatt

acquired the wide time advantage of 8

minutes and 15 seconds over the Sabrina

man. Partridge, showing clever defensive

tactics, was able to prevent Captain Car-

roll of Williams from scoring a fall on him,

although Carroll gained a time advantage

a little larger than Goldblatt's.

Summary of the meet:

Score—Amherst 16, Williams 16.

1 18-lb. class—De Leon (A) threw Higin-

botham (W) with a half-nelson and body-

hold. Time: 3.50.

125-lb. class—Schwartz (W) threw Cox

(A) with a half-nelson and body-hold.

Time: 1.25.

135-lb. class—Gait (W) was awarded the

match on a forfeit when Hazen (A) was

hurt and unable to continue.

145-lb. class—Lane (A) threw Bruckner

(W) with a head and arm-lock. Time:

3.55.

155-lb. class—Goldblatt (W) won from

Davidson (A). Time advantage: 8.15.

165-lb. class—Carroll (W) won from

Partridge (A). Time advantage: 8.50.

175-11). class—Morse (.\) won from

Curry (W). Time advantage: 7.40.

LTnlimited class—Kenyon (A) won from

Titus (W). Time advantage; 4.50. Over-

time period.

Class Day Officers and
Appointments Announced

At a re<H!nt meeting of the Class Day
Committee, the following members of th(!

committee were elected officers: John A.

Patterson of Brooklyn, New York, Presi-

dent, Edgar W. Lakin of York Village,

Maine, Secretary, and Albert F. Miller of

Bexley, Ohio, Treasurer. Following the

meeting, Patterson announced the final

aj>pointments for the undergraduate Class

Day exercises which were as follows:

Edgar W. Lakin of York Village, Maine,

Class Poet; Malcolm E. Erskine of Stam-

ford, Conn., Ivy Poet; Mark W. Cresap,

Jr. of Winnetka, III., Ivy Orator; Andrew
H. Hamilton of Fort Wayne, Indiana,

Library Orator; Whiting N. Sliepard of

Rochester, New York, Class Historian

and John D. Fox of Stamford, Conn., Pipe

Orator.

Infirmary Patients

Symmes '35 was the only patient con-

fined in the Thompson Infirmary when
The Record went to press last Sunday
evening. In case of serious illness the
parents of the students will be notified by
the College authorities.

TiFFANY&Co.
Jewelers Silversmiths Stationers

Steadfast Standards

MailInouiries Receive Prompt Attention

Fifth Avenue & 37 -Street

New York

III

Purple Debating Team
Wins Over Vassar, 2-1

(Continued from First Page)

then went on to explain why cancellation

would benefit not only Germany and

Europe, but the United States as well.

He also maintained that, since by such a

move business conditions might be alle-

viated, Germany stabilized, and some

measure of optimism be restored, projects

for world disarmament would meet with

more favor in France.

The first Negative speaker contended

that the debtor nations should pay regard-

less of the action of Germany, that such

payment would keep them in a subser-

vient jjosition to the United States, and

also that they would remain too poor to

consider going to war for several years

to come. Her colleague then went on to

show that in spite of all the economic ob-

stacles outlined by the Affirmative, Amer-

ica's debtors could still ])ay their obli-

gations if a universal lowering of tariff

walls were brought about.

COLLEGE NOTES

I. S. Underbill. Jr. '35 has resigned from

college.

"I'LL BE SEEING YOU"
AT THE

SEAOLADE
Pre-theatre dinner, after-theatre supper . . . you'll

see most of the younger set at the Seaglade . . . and

VINCENT LOPEZ
at the baton . . . putting the party over with Latin

verve. Couvert after 10:30, $2.00 . . . Saturdays

and holidays, $3.00 .. . No couvert at any time for

dinner guests. Dancing, formal.

HOTEL ST. REGIS
FIFTH AVENUE. ..IVEW YORK

Williams College Students

will find a complete line of Athletic Equip-
ment for Spring and Summer Sports at the

stores of the Co-op and N. W. Domin.

Baseball, Tennis, Golf
and Track Supplies.

Athletic Underwear, Shoes, Bathing
and Swimming Suits, Camp Clothing,
Supporters, Running Pants, Sweaters
and Jerseys.

(Ask for Catalog)

WRIGHT & DITSON
344 Washington Street,

Boston, Mass.

The Williams

CO = OP ThePricesAreRight
You Save the

Co-op Way

You can buy a Custom Tailored or Ready-to-Wear Suit that fits your
purse, on the Co-op plan.

We urge your immediate thought as Spring vacation is like prosperity---"Just around the corner"
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New Spring Woolens
Are Here, Sir!

>'tv 'c'-''>'lS

:^5^^ m

From the fjjiest BJira

^Jll cauii^^^i^^^Mesigned and eu'

^^Jl^^^^^^^^^^^^ery fabric
'

'

'
Here for"a " smart- war^l^^^^Bii^Jiiiiiili

^ PRICES hJ^^BMHrEVISED
WITHOUT SACRlFIClNCf QUALITY

BIII-.*-.^i|f;Jrife $55 ready for service

^^Hi^l^iP more mode to measure

SAMPLES I^RNISHED

Sport Coats—in Camel Hair and Gabardine

Flannel Trousers—in Grey, Tan, Biscuit and Brown
A Complete Assortment of New Accessories

Spalding Agency Scotch Shoes

THE WILLIAMS SHOP
Featuring

LANGROCK
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

Other Slores: Yale, Harvard, Princelon. Brown, Andover. Exeter, 49 Broadway, New York City

A Shop of QUALITY and SERVICE Providing Williams Men With Correct Apparel
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WILLIAMS QUINTET TO

END SEASON SATURDAY

Will Meet Harvard at Cambridge

Tonight and Weak Brown
Five Tomorrow

SHEEHAN BACK IN LINE-UP

Pattison and Holland Outstanding

for Crimson ; Caulkins Excels

on Bruin Team

Friday, March //—After showiiiK a bet-

ter attack against Amherst last iSulurday

night than was tlisplayed in the Yal(!

defeat, the Williams basketball team will

journey eastward this week and finish its

season by meeting Harvard and Brown.

The Purple five will lace the Crimson to-

night at Cambridge and tiie Brown aggre-

gation the following evening at Providence.

Neither Harvard nor Brown have given

evidence of much strength in the games

they have played thus far, but the Crimson

five has definitely imjiroved its offense and

defense, easily defeating Brown recently

and losing an extremely close battle Mon-
day night to the University of Pitlsburgli,

whereas Brown was subdued by the Wes-

leyan team a week ago by the score of 4()-

32. Allliough Sheehan, stellar Purple

guard, was injured in the Yale game and

could not play against Amherst, he will im-

doubtedly be able to participate in the last

two contests, and with the return of Caj)-

lain Good to active floor work, the Wil-

liams five shouhi present its first-string

starting line-up in both contests.

The outstanding players on the Crimson

quintet have been Captain Pattison, who
was liigh scorer in practically every game,

Holland, high scorer last year, and Hage-

man, a capable and irowerful guard. Rauth

has improved a good deal during this

season, j)laying forward and center and

standing out in the Navy game. The re-

sults of the Harvard games are: Harvard

3f), Boston University 21; Harvard 25,

Proviuence College 37;" Harvard 12,

M. I. T. 14; Harvard 32, Northeastern 23;

Harvard 32, Havcrford 19; Harvard 27,

Navy 33; Harvard 32, Brown 19; Har-

vartl 25, Pittsburgh 28.

Captain Caulkins has starred for Brown
throughout this year's schedule, jJaying a

steady defensive game and showing fine

scoring power. Morse and Malkowski

have also done well. The record of the

team has been: Brown 28, Colgate 40;

Brown 30, Clark 31;. Brown 32, Brooklyn

Polytechnic 3t); Brown 19, Harvard 32;

Brown 24, Tufts 28; Brown 57, Rhode
Island 29; Brown 32, Wealeyan 40.

The tentative line-ups for the two games
are: ^

WILLIAMS HARVARD
Good (Capt.) r.f. Holland

Fowle l.f. Pattison (Cajrt.)

Monier c. Ranch
Sheehan r.g. Hageman
Markoski I.g. Reisner

Moliere Play; Operetta
Presented by 'Alliance'

The second act of Moliere's Le Tarlujfe

and sel(!clions frotn the operetta, Le Soldnl

lie Plomb, were presc^nted at the home of

Professor Walter Pierce, last Thursday
evening, us jiart of the jirogram for the

March meeting of the AUintwe Francaise.

Mrs. Blaisilell, Mrs. Leake, Professor

Pierce and (iuiterman '35 interpreted the

roles in Le Tartuffe, while the cast of the

operetta consisted of Miss Leake, Boyce
'32 and Ogden '35.

During the war. Professor Pierce ar-

ranged Le SnUlal tie I'Unnb from a large

group of French folk songs. This operet-

ta, first presented at, Vassar where it met

with great success, was performed in

Jesuj) Hall two years ago. Later in the

same year. Cap and Bells staged a travesty

of it entitled No, No, Not Yet.

MAY AND JUNE DATES

SET FOR HOUSEPARTIES

Permission for Spring Festivities

Granted at Recent Senate

Conference

WILLIAMS
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THE OBLIGATION OF CONCRETENESS
One of the greater humbugs whicli oldsters like to foist upon younger people is,

as Stuart Slierman has pointed out with incisive wit, that these,—the college days—

,

"are the hapiiiest of your lives!" The letter printed in our last issue, with which a

prominent journalist-alumnus concluded his interesting series of communications,

we are glad to see standing sharply contrary to that inaccurate, false bromide. If

happiness consists in living to the fullest, then as Mr. King i)aints the future, we have

a more interesting time ahead of us, than we have left behind. Society is offering

great problems; and the modern world moves too fast for us to shove these comfortably

into the collective lap of our successors. They are ours.

But, as our correspondent pointed out, and as we can too easily forget, the prob-

lems of the time are very concrete ones; and our responsibility as intelligent students

of affairs is to meet them as such. The world will not be saved by the Commencement

orators; but it may be a bit regenerated l)y "the small army of specialists", from whom,

—in Mr. Holmes' terms— , "men may learn that bustle and push are not the equals of

quiet genius and serene mastery." It is the note sounded so compellingly by Professor

Viner at the Liberal Club conference; the thing for which, as Mr. King points out,

the Institute of Politics stands in its most important aspect. As a transition gen-

eration, our first intellectual rule must be levelheaded skepticism; our second, not to

use skepticism as a camouflage for mental laziness, but to complement it with that

sound professional knowledge which can see goals and knows how to work towards

ALL ELSE : TINKERING
On the whole the problem in college admissions is not the more rigorous testing of

intelligence, or a more exacting search for Pleasing Personality, but a better sorting of

purposes. The normal specimen of the American college man is apt to be of better

than average intelligence, and to enjoy good taste in dress, and an easy adaptability to

his situation. But if he |)ossesses the keenness with which we credit him, he is bound

to feel that there is an unnecessary amount of friction between his purposes in college

and the environment with which the present system confronts him. Either he is

seeking an even, urbane, and social four years, and find" the search continually inter-

rupted by the curriculum; or he is chiefly interested in becoming unsettled by the

discovery of thought, and is hampered therein by the dulling, if not antagonistic

atmosphere i)rovided by The Campus. The admissions system is a clumsy gateman

who insists upon putting the pa.ssengers for East and West on the same train,—bound

for Montreal.

For the purposes of a real college, the admissions system needs to be demechanized

and better supported from within. We would have no use for entrance examinations:

the question is emi)hatically not of "points", but of interests; and for this, certification

by respectable preparatory schools, combined with the maximum possible of personal

contact between the college, the schools, and the applicants, through two or three trav-

elling admissions officers would be sufficient and more satisfactory. What more

completely useless information for the college purpose than that .some young hopeful

has accumulated 15 credits? Hence he will make just as good a college man as any

other equally successful scalp collector, and a good deal better one than he who has

got only 14. We can't help recalling how Tom Sawyer won his Sunday School bible.

One could not expect too much, however, from such revisions. What give real

effectiveness to any admissions scheme are the requirements set up within the college

itself. If by these you make your institution a real college in all awful sincerity,

then the folk who don't really want to go to a real college will shy off; and the admis-

sions problem is two thirds solved. The necessary changes would be few and sweeping:

demand a generally higher standard of work; abolish completely for the u|)per classes,

at least, all moral crutches in the form of detailed grades, "warnings", police tests,

and attendance requirements; and strip the extra-curricular system of all unnecessary

competitive stimulus by an almost exaggerated abolition of titles, trinkets, and year-

book success stories. One could put a good deal of faith in the efficacy of such meas-

ures: the second alone would lose Williams a fourth of its members in a year.

The remodelling of our methods of determining not only who shall go to college,

but who shall stay there, is the problem of the future for our higher education. All

else is tinkering. .Some of the tinkering may be of considerable importance; but no

matter what new courses we introduce, or how many new kinds of reading period wo

test, or what new type of college government we try, wc are yet dealing only with the

superficial aspects of the system so long as we make no fundamental alteration in the

make-up of the student body. To this all our difficulties return; from this any sound

reform must proceed.

Baldwin Condemns
the Gold Standard

(Oontlnued from rirst Pagei

neces.sitating a pajier or fiduciary i.ssue of

currency. Although with the invention of

the fiduciary Issue it was discovered that

money could be a commodity as well lui a

medium and although finance deveUjixxl

with leaps and bounds, it was always

obvious that boom times coincided .with

new gold discoveries.

In 1931, England went oft the Gold

Standard, since there was not enough cur-

rency to continue payments. The bunkers

said that England should retain her gold

system; but the government said that

the abandoning of the standard was the

best thing that ever happened for the

country.

The solution to the whole problem, he

said in closing, lies in mathematics, nut hi

economics. We must increase consump-

tion by putting money into the jwcket of

the working-man. In the United States

the state should have the right to control

currency. The wages for the working

pcojile should be higher. If the fiduciary

issue is to be increased, the money should

be out in the hands of the masses and not

in the hands of the bankers.

Characterizing theories in regard to

economic cycles as "tripe", he likened the

economic structure to a tri-part machine

in which production, (consumption and

distribution were the governing weights.

War increases production, but it is fatal

to trade and lives. "You and I could

stop the next war by raising the age

limit to 45 to 80 years/. Then we could

sit at our clubs and write letters to the

papers telling how we had lost our fathers-

in-law", he said.

After the war the bankers felt that

there was too much money in England.

It was believed that the best proceedure

was to return to the standard of 1914.

There was too much prosperity and hcntx"

no business for the money-lenders.

30,000,000 £ of currency were burned.

In 192() England returned lo the Gold

Standard, but business was so bad that

the people didn't ask the banks for loan.s.

Having no business in their own country

the banks lent 5,000,000 pounds to Au.s-

tria. When Austria was unable to meet

the interest payment, the English bankers

lent her 5,000,000 jiounds more.

Germany will soon be plunged into

chaos; Russia will soon be self-supporting.

The jjresent order cannot last while the

youth of America stands like a stone wall,

he asserted. "Let us try to have ideals

and ethics. Lei us Icurii lo umlerstand

that man's purpose is to serve his fellow

creatures, rather than to make |)rofit

and lord it over them. The tramp of

marching feet is hi^rd. They are the new

leaders who presage a new age williout

war and hatred when the world will be

one of gentleness based upon the laws of

ethics and the laws of God.

Amherst Swimmers
Face Purple Tonight

(Continued from First Page)

both relays, though they may spring a

surprise in I hose events.

The probable line-ups follow:

Medley relay—WILLIAMS: Kerr, Gil-

(illan, McMahon; AMHKH.ST: Allen or

Knox, Bielaski, Mason.

220-yd. freestyle—WILLIAMS: Beatty

and Church; AMHER.ST: Strohnieicr

and Bixler or Bartlett.

50-yd. free style—WILLIAMS: Swayze

and Davis or McMahon; AMHER.ST:
Fauver and Westfall.

Dives—WILLIAMS: Lajjliarn and Ach;

AMHERST: Heberand Myron.

440-yd. freestyle—WILLIAMS: Bcutty

and Church; .\MHERST: Strohnieicr

and Bixicr.

150-yd. backstroke—WILLIAMS: Kerr

and IMxby; AMHERST: Allen and

Caughey.

200-yd. breast stroke WILLIAMS:
Gilfillan and Smith; AMHER.ST: Rolierts

and Myron or Green.

100-yd. free style—WILLIAMS: .Svvay-

ze and Davis or Fenton

200-yd. relay—WILLIAMS: Downs.

Pierce, Davis, McMahon; AMHER.ST:
from among Fauver, Westfall, Williams,

Mason, Bixler, and Strohmeier.

COLLEGE NOTES

Ahlstrom '34 has been pledged to the

Alpha Delta Phi fraternity.

Carrick '35 has recently been ])ledgeil to

the Zeta Psi fraternity.

Tiffany & Co.
Jeweleus Silversmiths Stationers

Quality-Through Generations

MmlInoi'iriks Receive PROMi>r Ahectiox

TiFTii Avenue & 37 ^-^Street

New York

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

—and that's what the

statistician does for industry
Definite knowledge of "where we are" and

"what lies ahead" is as vital in business as in

flying. For this expert navigating, the Bell

System has long relied upon statisticians.

These men study present and prospective

industrial, economic and social conditions in

..II parts of the country. They gather facts-

analyze them, correlate them, discover their

significance to the telephone business, draw
guidance from them. They study and fore-

cast the changing requirements of the public

for telephone service. They estimate the

probable future demand for new services,

such as radio telephony to foreign lands and

ships at sea. They keep the executives advised

as to current progress towards the objectives

thus carefully determined.

Only by plotting a course scientifically can

the Bell System continue to develop along

sound lines.

BELL SYSTEM

A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF I N T E R . C O N N E C T I N G TELEPHONES
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

WAL-DEN
Week of March 7

Shows: Afternoon 2. IS; Evening?. 16 and 9.00

PROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, MARCH 7

<;reta Garbo in "Mata Hari" with Ramon
Novarro, Lionel Harrymore and Lewis

Stone. Silly Symphony and News.

TUESDAY, MARCH 8

"The Silent Witness" with Greta Nis.sen,

Lionel Atwill, and Helen Mack. Mack
Sennett Comedy and Cartoon.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9

"Safe in Hell" featurinu Dorothy Mac-
kaill with Donald Cook and ,Iohn Wray.

Vitaphone Comedy and Cartoon.

THURSDAY, MARCH 10

1,11 Dagover, t'ire of France—Pasmon of

Vienna—Lure of Berlin; in "The
Woman from Monte Carlo," with Walter

Huston. Paramount Comedy. Cartoon

and Screen Souvenir.

FRIDAY, MARCH II

"Touchdown" with .lack Oakie, Richard

Arlen, PcKRy Shaimon, Regis Toomey
iind ,1. Farrell MacDonald. R. K. O.

Comedy and Review.

SATURDAY, MARCH 12

ICddie Quillan in "The Big Shot" with

Mary Nolan and Maureen O'SulUvan.

Last episode of Adventures in Africa

id.^o Mickey Mouse Cartoon and News.

Little Theatre Trials

To Be Held on Monday

The Little Theatre will hold try-mits for

the easts of the three ])lays on the March
hill, next Monday at l.(X) and 7.30 in

.lesup Hall Auditorium. The Mojtkri/it

Faw, Caleb Slone'is Death Watch an<l The
Coach to Heaven have heen selected for the

presentation scheduled for the last week
before the sjjriiiK recess.

The Monkeij's Paw by W. W. Jacobs has

been dramatized by L. N. Parker, who
ably rearranged this story for the stage.

Martin Flavin is the author of the second

piece, and will be remembered as the play-

wright responsible for Children of the Moon,

which had a successful run in New York

a few years ago. The Coach to Heaven, the

last of t he group, is from the pen of Prosper

Merimee.

In connection with the try-outs on Mon-
day, the Little Theatre has announced that

undergraduates from all four classes are

eligible. Those freshmen who were un-

able to be i)resent at the meeting last

Wednesday have been urged to attend at

the coming trials.

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. 1-11

Sumliiy and Monday

Will Rogers in

"Business and

Pleasure"

'rticsdiiy and Wcdnesdiiy

Nancy Carroll and

Richard Arlen

in

"Wayward"

Thursday and Friday

Charles "Chic" Sale

and Dickie Moore

"The Expert'

Sat urday

Double Feature

DEAN POUND TO GIVE

LECTURE WEDNESDAY

Harvard Law Head, Authority on

Jurisprudence, Will Speak

On Education

THEATRE
No. AdamsRICHMOND

Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

-Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Constance Bennett

in

"Lady withA Past"

Thiir.sday and Friday

"Murders in the

Rue Morgue"
with

Bela Lugosi and Sidney Fox

Saturday and Sunday

"Ladies of the Jury"
Edna May Oliver Rosco Ates

Ken Murray

FOR SALE
French Railroad Posters

Very Decorative

Inquire 47 SAGE

Education in Rome
Discussed by Avery

(Continued from First Page)

were at least teachers and schools. The
Roman youths after attending a primary

school for five years, finished their edu-

(•ation at the "grammaticus" or secondary

school where they studied (Jreek and Latin

literature, composition, and declamation.

Ki)eaking of these schools, Mr. Avery

said, "If the rhetorical schools did nothing

else for their students, they certainly

turned out many masters of intellectual

subtleties and virtuosos in the clever use of

language."

In concluding, the lecturer showed how
the study of rhetoric and oratory, after

the overthrow of the Republic and the

establishment of the Empire, "tended to

become a mere accomplishment instead

of being an indispensable prerequisite for

a public career." He said that another

fault in the system of education was the

lack of originality and the strong emphasis

placed on imitation of the classic models.

To summarize the situation, the lecturer

quoted from Mr. Dill's book, "Roman
Society in the I-ast Century of the Wes-

tern World." "The defects of secular

literature," wrote Mr. Dill, "can nearly

all be traced to barrenness of thought

and absence of sincerity and love of truth;

and these again were the direct result of a

school training the whole aim of which

was to turn out imitators and masters of

striking phrase."

Oliver Baldwin Comments
on Eton, Cambridge

(Continued from First Page)

implication. "1 would not go to Oxford

or Cambridge or any other old English

university. What do you mean by even

implying that? They are c/as.s univer-

sities, and the poor man has no chance

whatsoever to attend them becaii.se there

are very few scholarships anti, besides, the

poorer fellows would not be at all welcome.

This is my jirincipal objection to them.

Not only that, but the .students of Oxford

and Cambridge look down iii)on the boys

of the Universities of Birmingham and

Manchester as being socially inferior,

and that is not conducive to harmony in

this day."

In concluding, Mr. Baldwin commented

on the raccoon coats, which he had been

admiring during his stay in Williamstown.

"You fellows here are much more comfort-

able than our English students both in

your lodgings and wearing apparel." As

if to give force to his statement, he went

up to one of the students, and, taking a

good look at his 'coonskin', remarked,

"Of course, we have no need for coat«

like this. But still, they are comfortable."

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Volley Ball

Delta Upsilon defeated Kappa Aljiha,

2-0.

Delta Psi defeated Chi Psi, 2-0.

Phi Gamma Delta defeated Commons
Club, 2-0.

Swimming Relays

Kappa Alpha defeated Delta Upsilon.

Time 2 inin. 59 sec.

Alpha Delta Phi defeated Beta Theta

Pi. Time 3 min. 9 see.

Kappa Alpha tlefeated Phi Delta The-

ta. Time 2 min. 64 (i-lO sec.

Sigma Phi defeated Beta Theta Pi.

Time 3 min. S) sec.

"What May We Expect to Do With

Education?" is the subject chosen by

Roscoe Pound, Dean of the Harvard Law

School, in a lecture which he will deliver

here on Wednesday evening, March 9, in

.lesup Hall; the presence of Mr. Pound has

been financed by the gift of an anonymous

friend of the college. Eminently qualified

to talk on such a subject by virtue of his

long connection with educational institu-

tions, Mr. Pound was a member of the

faculties of Nel)ra,ska, Northwestern, and

Chicago universities before coming to

Harvard.

Dean Pound has long been prominent as

a leading authority on modern jurispru-

dence. His Introduction to the Philosophy

of Law is considered one of the best works

on the subject, being remarkable in its

clear analysis of t he nature and processes of

legalistic thought and in its progressively-

minded views into the future of the law.

Characterizing the history of the workings

of our juristic system as "continually more

effective social engineering", Dean Pound

advocates the employment of socialogy,

economics, and history for the guidance of

future legal growth.

The lecturer has also won note as a com-

Ijetent critic of the present administration

of justice in this country. He has been of

considerable assistance in the work carried

on by the Cleveland Crime Survey and the

Wickersham Committee, playing an active

part in the melioration of the law's delays,

injustices, and backwardness.
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Colonel Lindbergh announced yesterday

that he believed that mercenary objects

motivated the kidnapping of his son.

Although similar opinions were expressed

by various police officials and newspapers,

it is fairly obvious that ransom was not

the criminals' objective. In the first

place there are hundreds of other children

throughout the country whose parents

could afford to pay higher ransom than the

Lindberghs, and who could be appre-

hended with an infinitesimal fraction of

the stir and pursuit caused by this crime.

Secondly, the fact that the baby is said

to be the most famous in the world makes

it quite evident that the baby was stolen

because his name was Charles Augustus

Lindbergh, Jr. and not because his father

was in a position to pay a ransom of

S50,000.

Infamy as well as fame is meat for the

human soul. It is better to be remem-

bered for having lieen evil than not to

have been remembered at all. Imagine a

youthful spirit fired with ambition and

covetous of a generous i)ortion of the

world's glory. Imagine that same spirit

grown older, having met with disaster

at every turn, having been baffled by

every variance of fate, and at last having

grown bitter with defeat and failure.

The fixation of notoriety at any cost, re-

mains fast in his mind. If the world re-

fuses to remember him for his good works,

it shall remember him for his evil.

What crime shall he commit? The

answer is obvious. In fact it is so obvious

that news of the crime is more startling

as the realization of a subconscious fear

than as an unexpected surprise. If he

kidnaps the son of Lindbergh he will ac-

complish a two-fold purpose. Not only

will he gain a place in the hall of history

occupied by Nero, Wilkes Booth, and the

Borgias, but he will gain the pound of

flesh which he believes that society owes

him. He will bring grief and dismay to

the man who is the iicrsonificat ion of all

that he aspired to and all that he failed to

gain. Why not?

The theory expressed above is neces-

sarily somewhat speculative. The charge

might be brought th.'t such an explanation

would not be satisfactory in supplying the

daring and courage requisite for the crime;

it must be remembered, however, that a

passion for recognition has more than

once in history brought on a monoinnniacal

state leading to the commission of in-

credulous feats of daring.
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THE GYM LUNCH
"Quality, Cleanliness and Quick Service" Louie Bleau

Purple Yearlings Meet
Amherst in Lasell Pool

Facing an Amherst Freshman team

wliich has also lost two meets to date, the

Williams Freshman swimmers will race the

.Sahrina yearlings as a preliminary to the

Varsity meet this evening in the Lasell

Pool, at 7.00 p. m. Both teams lost to

Dcerfield by decisive scores, and both to

the Wesleyan freshmen, though the Pur-

ple first-year swimmers were beaten by a

much less impressive score than the wear-

ers of the Purple and White.

Each team depends upon its cajjtain for

its chief point -winner, Amherst racing

DeBevoise in the 50 and the 100 against

Captain Robinson of the Purple yearhngs

in the same events. Amherst hoijes to

score in the 220 and 440 with Ward and

Van Fleet, while AUis and Arnold may
tally for them in the breast stroke. The
Williams freshmen count on Blake and

Noehren or Tompkins to win the dives,

and Morrisson to score in the backstroke.

The relay teams are both unknown quanti-

ties with the results a toss-up.

Reduced Room Rates
TO COLLEGE MEN

$1.50 Up
splendid Accommodations

Popular Priced, Excellent Meals

Club Breakfasts 25c, 50c, 75c

Luncheons and Blueplates

50c and $LOO

Dinners 75c, $L00, $1.50

Saturday Night Dinner Dance $1 .50

WIGGINS OLD TAVERN
and

HOTEL NORTHAMPTON

HALLER INN
Single and Double Rooms with Baths

With or Without Meals
Beautifully Furnished—Excellent Food

Exclusive and Charming
An Atmosphere Quite Unlike i Hetel Unique and Inviting

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

For Anything

Photographic
Of College and StudenU
Also Picture Frames

Goto

H. E. KINSMAN
College

Photographer

FRESHMAN FIVE HAS

SUCCESSFUL SEASON

Compiles Record of Five Wins and

One Defeat, Losing the Final

Tilt to Amherst

Winning five out of six scheduled en-

counters, the 1935 basketball team finished

its season last week when it lost a 42-37

decision in an overtime to the Salirina

yearlings. The Purple freshmen had a

strong combination, which consistently

defeated the Junior Varsity, but lost the

Little Three championship when it fell

before Amherst.

January 9, the freshmen took the first

contest of the season from the Gushing

Academy team, 30-25. The Purijle led

most of the time but did not run up (he

winning lead until the final minutes of

play. Meighan and Kroll were the Pur-

ple's scoring threats with eight points

apiece. The following week the 1935

team ran up a 58-20 score on Wilbraham

in a loosely played game. Navins scored

19 points for the Purple, while Kroll

added another 1 0.

The Drury team fell before the Purple,

January 23, when it lost a 35-20 decision.

The freshmen, completely outclassing

their opponents in every department of

the game, ran up an early lead and coasted

througli the rest of the encounter.

The team ran up its fourth victory when
it overcame Deerfield's strong aggregation

on its home court to win a 34-30 victory

in the last minutes of play. Before a

large alumni audience, the 1935 squad

continued its unbroken string of victories

the following Saturday by running up a

30-1 score at half time over the Wesleyan

yearlings and coasting to a 41-9 final

score. The Purple showed itself to be a

well rounded, accurate combination.

It was not until the final game that the

1935 basketball team met with defeat.

Having won one leg on the Little Three

Championship, the team played Amherst

on the Sabrina court. The Amherst

yearlings ran up a startling lead in the first

quarter, which the Purple freshmen over-

came only to lose, 42-37, in an overtime

period. The Little Three championship

will he decided this week-end when Am-
herst plays Wesleyan. If Wesleyan wins,

a triple tie will result. If Amherst wins,

Amherst will be champion of the Little

Three.

The line-up at the end of the season was:

Jones, r.f.; Kroll, l.f.; Swan, c; Collins,

r.g.; Meighan, l.g.

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

E. J. Jerdon—D. D. S.

X-Ray
Gas and Oxygen

Alumni To Hold Reunions

President A. Lawrence Lowell of Har-

vard and President Harry .\. Garfield of

Williams will be the principal speakers at

the annual gathering of the Boston Society

of Alumni of Williams College to be held at

the University Club this Friday. The
Boston organization is one of the oldest, if

not the oldest:, connected with the general

Society of Alumni.

The Williams men of New York City

and environs will meet just a week later on
March 1 1 to hold the only big meeting of

the winter at the Williams Club.

News Bureau Elects Officers

Niedringhaus, '33, was elected president

of the News Bureau at a meeting of the

board held last Monday, and at the same
time Lyon, '34, was elected business mana-
ger to succeed E. R. Smith. At the close

of the meeting. President Niedringhaus

annoimccd the winners of the first compe-
tition for freshmen as a result of which
Carrick, Geilfuss, and McClure were
elected to the board.

New C-Grade Ruling Passed
A recent, ruling of the Administration

has changed the C-grade requirements at

the end of Sophomore year from five to 10.

All students who have failed to attain ten

C-grades at that time will be considered

for dismissal by the Advisory Council,

subject to ratification by the Faculty.

This rule will be elTective in June.

Infirmary Patients

Horton '34, KinKaid and Morrisson '35

were the only students confined to the

Thompson Infirmary when The Record
went to press Thursday evening.

Rare Washington'ana

on Exhibit at Library
(Continued from First Page)

Ferry, April 20, and at Trenton, ."Vpril 21,

1789); Wa.shington's Reception by the La-

diesof Trenton, April 2 1 , MDCCLX.XXI .\

;

New York, The Socicly of Iconiiphiles,

1903.

Fisher Ames, An Oration on the Sub-

lime Virtues of Washington, Boston, 1800;

Samuel Davies, Religion and Patriotism,

Philadelphia, 1755 (In a footnote on page 9

is an early and prophetic allusion to Wash-

ington); A Farewell to General Washing-

ton, Norwich, Conn., 1799 (?), Broadside;

Oliver Holden, Sacred Dirges, Hymns, and

Anthems, Commemorative of the death of

Washington, Boston, 1800. Henry Lee, a

Funeral Oration, I>ondon, 1800.

John Marshall, Vie tie George Washing-

ton, Paris, 1807, 5 vols and atlas; George

R. Minot, An Eulogy, London, 1800;

Thomas Paine, Letters to George Washing-

ton, Philadelphia, 179(i; Jonathan M.

Sewall, Eulogy, Portsmouth, N. H., 1800;

Mason Weems, A Historij of the Life and

Death of Washington, Philadelphia, 1800,

third edition; Charles H. Wharton. A
Poetical EpLstle to his Excellency, George

Washington, Providence, 1781.

Newspaper .Accounts of the Illness and

Death of Washington: The Cenlinel of

Freedom, Newark, N. J., December 24,

1799; Neiv Jersey Journal,E\iza,heti\,^ ..] .,

December 24-31, 1799; American Mer-

cury, Hartford, Conn., December 2(1, 1799,

and January 2, 1800; The Genius of Liberty,

Morristown, N. J., December 20, 1799;

The Vermont Gazette, Bennington, Vt.,

December 20, 1799; Whilestoutn Gazelle,

Utica, N. Y., December 30, 1799; The

Connecticut Courant, Hartford, Conn., do;

Springer's Weekly Oracle, New London,

Conn., do.; Impartial Journal, Stoning-

ton, Conn., December 31, 1799; New
Jersey State Gazette, Trenton, N. J. do;

The Courier, Norwich, Conn., Jan. 1, 1800;

The Salem Gazette, Salem, Mass., Jan. 3,

1800; Federal Galaxy, Brattleborough,

Vt., January 4, 1800; The Federal Spy,

Springfield, Mass., January 7, 1800;

Jenks' Portland Gazette, Portland, Me.,

January 13, 1800; The Eastern Herald and
Gazette, Portland, Me., do.

Books from Washington's Library:

Anderson's Institutes of Physics, Glasgow,

1780; Carjer's Travels, London, 1778;

The First Laws of the United Stales, Acts

passed at the first, secoml, and third sessions

of Congress, 1789, 1790; A system of Camp
Discipline, London, 1757; Trumbull's Mc-
Fingal, Hartford, 1782; Washington's

bookplate.

Portraits: Washington, Mezzotint, by
V. Green after Peale, April 22, 1785;

Mezzotint by V. Green after Trumbull

January 15, 1781; Stipple by T. Chees-

man after Trumbull, August 1, 1790;

Stipple after E. Savage, August 10, 1793;

Mezzotint by E. Savage after E. Savage,

June 25, 1793; Mezzotint by E. Savage

after G. Stuart, 1801; Line by W. E.

Marshall after G. Stuart, 1862; Mezzotint

by Philip Dawe after R. Wright Jaimary 8,

1801.

Groups: the Washington Family, Stip-

ple by E. Savage after E. Savage, March
1798; Washington Crossing the Delaware,

Line by Girardet after E. Leutze, 1853;

Washington and his Generals by Ritchie,

after Ilvmtington, Lady Washington's

Reception, Mezzotint by A. H. Ritchie

after Huntington, 1807; Washington in

His Last Illness, Engraving colored by
hand.

Buildings, etc.: Mount Vernon, Aqua-
tint in Colors by F. Jukes after A. Robert-

son, March 31, 1800; the Birthplace of

Washington, Courier and Ives lithograph;

the Tomb of Washington c. 1840, litho-

graph; Federal Hall, Wall Street and
Trinity Church in 1789, lithograph in

colors after Tiebout, 1879; Federal Hall,

the seat of Congress, reproduction of the

engraving by A. Doolittle after Peter La-
cour, 1790; Federal Hall in 1797, colored

lithograph by C. Courier after G. Holland.

College Preacher

The P[everend Henry H. Tweedy, D.D.
of the Yale Divinity School, New Haven,
Conn., will preach at the morning service

in the Thompson Memorial Chapel, Sun-
day, March 0.

Every Topcoat at Cutting's Is Busy

Answering the Call of "Lower Prices"

The weather makes a topcoat necessary antd our "lovi'er prices"

make a value you will have a hard time to equal

$20 $30 $40

C. H. CUTTING & CO.
SINCE 1870

Sixty Years of Knowing How

MODERN DAIRY
ROBERT STEELE, Proprietor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM IN
NORTH ADAMS AND WILLIAMSTOWN

Of ezceptioQally low bacteria content and testing very high in butterfat content

PHONE NORTH ADAMS 2670-R

Service to All Parts of North Adams and Williamstown

The Printed Word
is the Keystone
of Progress

EAGLE
Printing & Binding Co.

33 Eagle Square

Telephone 2-6924

Pittsfield, Mass.
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PURPLE FIVE LOSES

LAST TWO CONTESTS

strong Harvard Offensive Routs

Williams Quintet on Friday

Night, 43-25

TEAM EXHIBITS BAD SLUMP

Brown Rallies in Second Half To

Nose out Victory by a Two
Point Margin

FalliiiK inti) ii l)ail Kliimp mid lmii(lic»|)-

jx'd by (lie injury iif CaptiiiTi (iooil, tlic

WilliaiiiH l)asK<'!l)all Icarii liiiiKlicil its sea-

son last week, losiiiK tlic twoliiial Kami's to

Harvard and Hrowii. 'I'lic Criinson iiuiii-

tet, sliowiiiK its l>est attack of tlic year,

defeated the Purple, Friday iiinlil, at

Cambridge, by tlie score of 43-25, and

Brown earned a close victory the followint;

evening, at Providence, sinking a winning

basket in the la-st niimite to niak(! the score

3(i-34.

AUhoUKli Harvard held the leail

throuKhont the (Mitire Katue, Williams kept

within a winning margin until the second

half, despite (lood's early retirement to

the bench because of his knee injury. Tla^

score at the end of the first period stood at

21-18 in favor of the home team. Starting

a scoring attack immediately after the

second half benan, the Crimson five rolled

up a coninian<liiiK lead and held the Wil-

liams an^trenat ion to seven points.

The close nuardiiiK of llaneinan, and the

ofTensive jiower of Holland and Iia.skerville

were the main features in Harvard's last

period drive. Haskerville, who started his

first name of the season, played fast and

passed well, CDordinatiiin excellently with

Holland, the liiKh scorer of the contest,

who gained IR jioints. Markoski played

an all-around game for the I'urple, drop-

pint! three field ({oals and four free throws.

The final score was 43-25, Harvard win-

ning.

(Continued on Fourth Page)

JENNIE LEE TO SPEAK

ON POST-WAR OUTLOOK

'Joan of Arc of Politics' Is Called

'Winsome and Brilliant' by

Sherwood Eddy

Speakinjj under the au.spices of the

Liberal Club, Miss .lennic l.ce will present

"The Outlook of the Post-War Gener-

ation" in .Jesup Hall next Thursday cven-

iiiK at, 7.30. Miss Lee, who was elected a

Member of Parliament, before she was
able to vote, is a KfKhiate of Art and Law
(M.A., LL.B.) of Kilinburgh I'niversity,

and is the holder of the Harry-DalRet

Seholarshii) in Constitutional History and
Law.

It lias been reported that quite a wave of

enthusiasm inissed over London women at

the ' rrival of Miss Lee, the tenth woman
M. P. to take her seat in the House of

Commons. She is the daughter of a

miner and granddaughter of one of the

founders of the Scottish Labor, Cooper-

ative and Trade Union movement, and

has been called the ".loan of .'Vre of Pol-

ities."

After reeciviiiK her degrees at Edin-

burgh, she took post-graduate work in

Education, and, until elected to I'arlia-

ment, she taught during school terms, and,

at the same time, engaged herself actively

in writing, le(\turinK, and organizing for

the Labor Movement. In addition to her

parliamentary and constituency duties,

she foiinil time during the summer of

1930 to 8p(!nd a month in Hiissia studying

the conditions there. As the only Labor

woman member from Scotland, it has been

necessary for her to undertake a special

responsibility for scrutiny of the treatment

given to the unemployed women in Scot-

land and the efforts to find them suitable

work.

Aside from her work, her special in-

terests are Education and Foreign Policy.

During the summer of 1031, she attended

the conference of the Socialist Inter-

national in Vienna as delegate from the

British I. L. P., after spending the month
of April in (icrmany studying the com-
plicated political situation which has

<levelopc(l there. She is now on a tour

of this ootintry lecturing on K\i8sia,

e<lucation, and the |M)litical outlook of

England; some of her topics are: "What
is Wrong with Education?" "The New

(Oontlnued on Second Page)

Clara Jepson, Berkshire Clairvoyant, Is Working
for Immediate Return of the Lindbergh Baby

Through the sleet and darkness of Kwn-'

day night two Ukcoud reporters made
their way to North Pownal where Mrs.

Clara .Icp.son is attempting to .secure the

recovery of the l,in(lbergh baby by the

assistance of the spirit world. A quiel-

spoken woman with an aspect of serenity

and sinccn^ faith in another woi'ld, she

welcomed the reporters and asked theiri to

sit on chairs on either side of her in her

little front oflice.

The Berkshin? Clarvoyant has long held

an extraorilinary reputation, gained

through the constant success which has

crowned her elTorts. That she is no im-

postor is proved by newspaper cli|)pings

and written testinionials from .scoi'cs of

r(!liabl(^ pi'ople, which clearly denionslrate

her competency. Several years ago, she

succeeded, t hrougli one of her handkerchief

maps, in enabling the police to discover

the whereabouts of a girl lost in the Ver-

mont woods. Only last year she located

the body of a missing (diild in the Housa-
tonic River for the Pittsfield authorities.

Taking a linen handkiTcliief from a

tlrawer she sprc-ad it out over a board and
began to draw with her peni'il a dotted line

across the lower right-hand corner. Then
she wrote, "lost baby try and have home
tonight or very soon— Lindbergh baby

—

\()sl March 2- -trying March d." The
line is called the "contact" line. It always

appears first when Mrs. .Jepson is trying to

discover somi^thing, and establishes hei'

poimection with the other world.

Passing over the handkerchief with her

hand, she [lointed out the gradual appear-

ance of the figures of Colonel and Mrs.

Lindbergh in the center. Tracing out the

wrinkles she outlined the figures with her

jiencil and then drew in the outstanding

features of the faces. Underneath this

she wrote, "Mother and Fatiier to lost

baby." "These two figures are the two
(Continued on Second Paget

WILLIAMS SWIMMERS

DOWN AMHERST, 49-28

Berkshire Medley Relay Team and

Amherst 440 Man Set New
Records in Meet

.Setting a new College and |)ool record

in the niedh'y relay and pushing Stroh-

meier of .Xnihcr.st to a pool and New
Kiigland Intercollegiate record in the 440,

the Williams Varsity swimmers captureil

five first places and the medley relay to

beat lh(! Sabrina swimmers by a 49-28

score last Satunlay evening in the Lasell

Pool. The victory not only gives the

I'urjile the Little Three swimming cham-

jjionship, but leaves the team with an

unbroken string of eight conquests for the

.season and places it in the unbeaten class

ill Williams sports annals.

Strohmeier of Amherst turned in the

star performance of the meet, lowering

the Williams jiool record by nine and a

half .seconds and establishing a New Eng-

land Intercollegiate record with his five

minutes 29.8 .wconds in the 440. Beatty

pushed him all the way anil jilaced second

in the longer distance after winning the

earlier 220, while BixliT of Amherst ac-

counted for thirds in both the 220 imd 440.

The Williams medley relay combination

of Kerr, Cilfillan and Bixby clipped two

seconds off the old mark for a new College

and pool record of three minutes 22.3

seconds. The .same combination, with

the change of Beatty for Bixby, had set

the previous mark earlier this season.

Swayze took first in the 50 in a split

second over his record time and dupli-

cated his ))erformance in the century

event, while Downs gave the Purple a

sc<Miri(l in the 50 and Fenton a tliinl in

the 100. Kerr ami Bixby swept the back-

stroke for Williams, and Gilfillan and

Smith rejieated the score in the breast

stroke to put the meet on iee. The final

relay was pronounced a tie after a general

mix-up when Williams desired to race

both an exhibition combination and a

second quartet. The exhibition swim-

mers easily swamped the Amherst con-

tingent but only the first man of the

officially entered Purjile contingent swam.

He swam his lap over again and the other

three Williams representatives finished the

race against time, to exactly equal the

Amher.st mark of one minute 41).2 seconds.

.\ summary of the meet follows:

Medley relay— Won by WILLIAMS
(Kerr, Gilfillan, Bixby); AMHERST
(Strohmeier, Myron, Westfall), second.

Time: 3:22.3. NEW COLLEGE AND
POOL RECORD.

220-yd. free style—Won by Beatty

(W); Wheeler (A), second; Bixler (A),

third. Time: 2:29.4.

50-yd. free style—Won by Swayze (W);
(Continued en Fourth Page)

LITTLE THREE TITLE

LOST BY WRESTLERS

Wesleyan Gains Championship by

Defeating Amherst, 19-13,

in Final Match

Student Art Exhibit

The annual exhibit, of student art, held

for the past three years under the auspices

of the Fine .\rts Department, of Williams

College, will begin immediately after the

Spring recess and last for two weeks. Any
original compositions from undergraduates

are solicited, all types being eligible. The
first two exhibits brought forth some very

interesting work, and it is hoped that this

will even exceed the previous standard.

All further information may he gotten

front R. Hohson '32.

By a 19-13 victory over .\mhcr8t last

Saturday, the Wesleyan wrestling team
.secured the Little Three Chamjiionship

title, leaving Williams in second place with

one victory, two ties, and one defeat. Al-

though this is the first year that the sport

has had oflicial sanction at Middletown,
the Cardinal and Black aggregations have
shown considerable strength with two vic-

tories, one tie and one defeat to their credit.

In the opening meet of the season be-

tween Williams and Amherst in Pratt

Gymnasium on .January Hi, Krieger, Sa-

brina contestant in the unlimited class,

prevented Titus of Williams from gaining

a fall, which might have tied the score,

and given Amhersi an 18-1(1 victory. The
most exciting events on the card were

Schwartz' and Baylis's performanc^es in

the 120-lb. and 135-lb. events. Both of

them gained falls in quick time.

Williams' only victory of the season

came on .January 23 w'hcn she downed the

Wesleyan matmen, 1()-14, at Middletown,

with points scored for the most part in the

light classes. The only fall on Williams

was scored by Bartlett when he threw

Titus in the unlimited class after more than

seven minutes of hard fighting.

After Wesleyan had beaten .\mherst in

the early part of the month, she held the

Purple to a Ki-lO tie on February 20 in

Lasell Oymnasium, putting the two col-

leges on an even basis in the Little Three

competition. While the Williams men
showed considerable strength in the lighter

classes, the Brown brothers of Amherst

were outstanding in the heavy events,

amassing more than half of the opponent's

total score.

The outcome of the second contest with

Amherst was another tie, when, in an over-

time i>eriod, Kenyon, Sabrina imlimited

contestant, gained a time atlvantage over

Titus. Schwartz scored the only fall for

the Purple when he threw Cox with a half-

nelson and body hold in one minute and 25

seconds.

Although Captain Carroll, Goldblatt,

Iliginbotham, Mark and Schwartz w^ill he

lost to the team next year by graduation.

Coach Bullock hopes to discover some

promising freshmen in the interdass com-

petition being held on Tuesday, Wednes-

day and Thursday of this week. Each

(Continued on Second Page)

CALENDAR

TUESDAY, MARCH 8

4.15 p. m.- Assistant Professor Charles

Fairman will talk on "Mr. .Justice

Oliver Wendell Holmes." Thompson
Physics Laboratory.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9

8.00 p. m.—Dean Pound of the Harvard
School of Law will deliver a lecture on

"What May We Expect To Do With

Education?" .Icsup Hall.

THURSDAY, MARCH 10

7.30 p. m.—The Liberal Club presents

Miss .Jennie Lee, M.P., who will talk

on "The Outlook of (he Post-War

Generation."

FRIDAY, MARCH U
4.00 p. m.—Preliminaries of the N.E.I. A.

Championships. Lasell Gymnasium.

CURRENT 'QUARTERLY'

SCORED BY BUSHNELL

First Disappointment Tempered by

Reconsideration; Deplores

Careless Editing

iCourtesy of Asxt. I'rof. N. S. Bunhne.llt

The .January number of The WiUinins

Qunrterlij has at last emerged into the light

of March days; and its reviewer, after a

fir.st impulse of savage disappoint meiil,

begins to detect a few contributions which

he would reread with some hope of

lileasurc. First among these siXM'ks of

ointment on a large and torpid fiy are

bits of jirosc: "(Jood Beer" and "A Twelve

O'clock Idyll"; and on closer examination

two poems ajipear: "In a Kitchen" and

"Lost."

Take Mr. Shepard's anecdote, for

example; the author shows praiseworthy

self-efTacement in jierniitting the ))leasing

asjjccts of his beer-sidoon proprietor to

(«pose themselves; and the realistically

flat dialogue gives plausibility to a con-

clusion neatly foreshadowed and .succinctly

presented. If the individual characters

were distinguished more sharjily, the

dialogue would be easier to follow; their

names, Karl, Hans, and Fritz, are as hard

to tell apart as Tweedledum and Tweedle-

dee; and as they all speak in exactly the

same manner, they are practically inter-

changeable. A little variety in their

idioms would set them off more sharjjly,

and would save their conversation from

the ])lioiiographic inoiiotony \vhi<'h the

two cleverly inserted paragra|)hs of de-

scription do not sufficiently relieve. A
more sparing use of the words which dic-

tionaries still call "obscene" and "i)ro

fane" would also heighten the already

noticealile artistry of "Good Beer"; one

or two tastefully ajiplied native mono-

syllables have been known to convey the

desired impression much more effectively

than an excess of dashes and deities, with-

out wounding the ears of hypersensitive

readers.

Mr. Underbill's "Idyll" Ukewise tells

its own story in firm, clear fashion. It is,

perhaps, a slighter thing, but it, has the

luminous quality of an actual experience

suggesting more than meets the eye; anc

Bridget's impromjitu story, harmoniously

keyed, is interrupted in just the right place

and manner. There would in fact be

nothing to disjiarage here, had the author

only made up his mind whether to present

his characters in the slightly idealized

manner of Bridget's opening words and

the six-year-old's precocious generaliza-

tions on irresponsibility, or to leave them

in the lower levels suggested by "Say,

Muriel," and "Yeah, and what did he do

about pants."

This same inconsistency in a character's

way of speaking mars Mr. Sanford's brief

narrative. It is hard to accept as real a

"Dick the draughtsman" who begins his

reminiscence with "a breed, . . . drunk

of course, but that didn't let him out,

who "beat it for the North"; and who
changes his style two minutes later to

describe this same breed bearing "his pain

in stoic silence, although he was suffering

the tortures of Hell . . . There was no

sound, save for our heart-beats that

throbbed against the cold, hard shale."

Two pages hardly give the author room
enough to execute .such an about-face in

his conception of character.

Each of t hese three narratives reveids a

structural soundness, with simple direct

beginning and precise end, giving the

reader the pleasant sense that the authors

can safely be depended upon, that they

know what they are doing and how to do

it. Mr. Marzani's contributions would

be more imposing if they Ix^trayed a sim-

ilar grasp. "The Proverbial Straw" pre

sents a vivid enough record of Garry's

(Continued on Third Page)

Lenten Speaker at St. John's

The Rev. Mr. Bradfonl Young, ivsso-

ciate minister of the Holy Trinity Church

of Brooklyn, is to be the Lentiui preacher

at St. .lohn's Church at 7.30 Thursday

evening. .\ graduate of Harvard imd the

Episcopal Theological School in Cam-
bridge, Mr. Young has chosen for his sub-

ject, "Modern Social Idealism and th(^

Need for Immediate Action." The speak-

er is also a tlirector of the Consumers' Re-

search Society, an organization of non-

partisan nature with the purpose of aiding

the consumer in intelligent buying, of

which Mr. Stuart Chase is director-chair-

man.

N. E. INTERCOLLEGIATES

TO BEGIN HERE TODAY

Seven Colleges Will Compete for

Trophy Captured Last Year

By Springfield

SWAYZE TO DEFEND TITLE

Lasell Pool Records Likely To Be
Lowered in Annual Meeting

of N.E.I.C.S.A.

The New England Intercollegiate Swim-
ming Association will hold its annual meet
in the Lasell Pool here this week-(!nd, the

preliminaries taking |)lace Friday after-

noon and evening with th<^ finals .scheduled

for Saturday afternoon. Last year at

Middletown, Springfield won the title

over Brown, the defending champions,

who were second, while Williams finished

in liftli position, half a iioint behind Wes-
leyan.

Caiitain Swayze, who won the 40-yd.

dash last year, will defend his champion-

shi]) at the 50-yd. di.stance again.st a num-
ber of good sprinters among whom are

Wih^ox of Wesleyiui and Lewis, a Brown
soijhomore, who boasts a 24 flat perform-

ance in competition this season. In the

century Williams enters Swayze, who has

equalled the New England record for a

short pool, and Bixby against such formid-

able opjionents as Wilcox and Lewis, the

latter having done around 55 .seconds for

the distance.

For the 220-yd. free style, competition

will be clo.se with six of the entires capable

of 2:35 or better, the probable result being

a toss-ujj between Beatty and White of

Brown who are slightly favored over the

rest of the field. Strohmeier of ,\mherst

will defend his 440 title, and, in view of his

excellent time of 5:29.8 here last Saturday,

is the favorite, but may be extended by

Beatty, Church, his teammate, Bixler or

Burr of Wesleyan, all of whom should be

under 5:40.

Fowler of Siiringfield with a time of 1 :45

in a short pool leads the League's back-

strokers, while White of Brown, who won
last year, Stanton also from Brown, Foster

of Bowdoin, who holds the Lasell Pool
(Continued on Fourth Page)

ROSCOE POUND WILL

LECTURE TOMORROW
Dean of Harvard Law School To

Discuss Future of Education

in Jesup Hall

Roscoe Pound, Dean of the Harvard
Law School, will deliver a lecture tomor-

row evening in .lesup Hall on "What May
We Expect To Do With Education?" Mr.

Pound's visit has been made possible by

the gift of a friend of the College.

The speaker w-as reared in Nebraska and
took his A.B. in the university of that

state. He received his LL.D. from the

Harvard Law School in 1890. After prac-

ticing for some time, Mr. Pound took a

position on the fa<'ulty of Nebraska Uni-

versity. He also taught in the law schools

of Northwestern, Chicago, and Harvard
Universities before becoming Dean of the

latter institution in 191ti.

Dean Pound has long been noted as a

keen critic of the present systems of justice

and has played a large jmrt in such work as

the Cleveland Crime Survey and the re-

ports of the Wickersham Commission.
His hilroductinn In the !')iilosophij of Lnir is

consideretl one of t he b(>st books on modern
jurisprudence and has won note not only

for its progressively-minded views into

the fut lire of law, but also for its clear cut

analysis of the nature and processes of

juristic thought. Characterizing the his-

tory of the workings of our legal system as

"continually more efTective social engineer-

ing," Dean Pound advocates the employ-
ment of sociology, economics, and history

for the guiding of future legal growth.

In a speech delivered in New York a
short time ago. Dean Pound defined the
new path of law as an accommodation to
the necessary- new "relational" society

which we are evolving. "W'e must today
transcend orthodox individualism and
orthodox socialism to a new mode of
thinking that seea beyond them. We
must evolve a philosojihy of law for prac-
tical pur[X)8es that recognizes the human
control of external and internal nature as
something furthered by spontaneous self-

assertion and directed cooperation".
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POSSIBLY THE BIGGEST THING
After a year of attempted solutions of various Problems, petty arnl paramount,

t()|)ical anil permanent, a Recoud etlitor cannot escape the conclusion that next May's

tncetinK between stuilents an<l trustees can mean more to unilerKraduate Williams and

to the College as a whole than anything that has happened in a decade. The six men

who will dine, smoke, and talk together will not constitute a legislative group. There

will be nothing formal about the meeting, nothing autocratic about its results. And

therein lies its potential value, for from the very nature of the group and its discussions

should result that clearer understanding of different points of view which makes for

greater concern and interest in the well-being of any institution.

The greatest weakness of the Williams undergraduate in his relation to College

affairs is the same as the often admitted failing of a certain member of the faculty:

he "just don't know." He may interview the President on one subject. He may dis-

cuss another with the Dean, or the Assistant Dean, or some prominent professor.

And yet his studies and other responsibilities consume so much time and effort that

he seldom succeeds in obtaining a thorough knowledge of the several questions that

confront him.

Many students are aggravated from time to time about the nature of their studies.

Some freshmen say that their courses are not advanced enough to find places in a

college curriculum. Some sophomores believe that more electives should be allowed

them, and that the bars of divisional and group requirements should be lowered.

Many an upperclassman maintains that too much emphasis is laid on prerequisites,

w'ith the result that he is automatically kept out of courses in which he would have an

active interest.

An adequate stage for the Little Theater, an indoor hockey rink, a new wing on the

gymnasium,—all of these have been discussed and demanded at intervals in the course

of recent years. Compulsory chapel,—its religious value, its community value, its

alarm-clock value; a thorough-going discussion of this might not be out of place.

The Thanksgiving Vacation is another case in point; shall it be changed, and how can

it be changed? Finally, and of infinite importance, there is the question of the obtain-

ing of money for Williams. Does the President get it all himself? What part do

alumni committees play, and the Secretary of the Alumni Association, and the College

Treasurer? Are their methods as systematic as possible? All of these are pressing

questions. All concern the student body. Most of them are enshrouded in a very

thick mist, as far as students are concerned. Light from the trustees will make them

take real shape, and assuredly student opinion on some of them will result in more than

a flicker when the representatives of the two groups meet together.

Student opinion in the past has been exceedingly spasmodic, with the result that

all too often student action has amounted to nil especially when big questions were

involved. In the future, we should go to the root of these matters; we should spend

time and thought upon them instead of being carried away by our emotions for a time

only to lounge back and forget when the topic of the moment is no longer timely.

It is up to the men chosen by the Student Council to talk to those in the know about

the various subjects, to dig down deeply long before the meeting, and then to lay on

the talile what facts they have been able to ascertain. If the trustees do the same,

far more often than not there will be complete accord. At other times, represen-

tatives of one body will see a viewpoint that hail not occurred to them before.

These meetings cannot in themselves immediately result in providing panaceas

for everything that some one student is hazy or skeptical about. But, provided that

interest is shown, they cannot avoid furthering the welfare of Williams. It is the duty

of the chosen three to delve deeply, and the duty of undergraduates to discuss indi-

vidually with the President of the Student Council or the Editor of The Record,

any itleas which they may have and any questions which they should like to raise.

By this and not by sporadic outbursts can we for whom the College exists expend

our thought and energy to help her go ahead.
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The Editor of The Record,

Dear Sir:

Through the medium oi your paper I

should like to ask Mr. F. S. Wilson '34,

whether or not he would care to elucidate

further his characterization of Wagner's

opera, "Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg,"

which appeared in his criticism of the

Cleveland Symphony concert in last Sat-

urday's issue of The Record. I quote

him: "An interesting composition (Pre-

lude) in an otherwise stupid opera ..."

I am informed that there are others who

are desirous of enlightenment.

Respectfully yours,

M. Holmes Hartshorne '33

Ed. Note:

What are you trying to start—a Doro-

thy Dix column? . . . Would a^ivisc a

good enema. Stop. Why not ask him

yourself. Stop. Who cares anyway?

Stop. Come over and see us some day.

Stop. Bring your friends with you.

T. F. S. M.

Critic's Note: The writer's judgment

was based upon reactions to the per-

formance of this opera in New York.

"Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg"

demands the utmost in subtlety of acting

in order to keep its somewhat lengthy

plot from tiring the audience. Anyone

who has attended the productions of the

Metropolitan will realize that the'iK)rt.ly

gambols of most Wagnerian performers

there hardly contrive to accomplish this

end.

Furthermore, the general plan of the

work seems highly inferior to other Wag-
nerian dramas. Of course, almost any

opera would fall from the sublime to the

ridiculous if the symbolic medium of the

musical score were omitted. But "Die

Meistersinger," as far as I am able to see,

has no basis for this symbolism. Its

music presents no great legend, or love

dramas, or religious allegory. It simply

mirrors the life of the Middle Ages after

the manner of a Scott novel. Could we
expect a unified product, pleasing to the

man who expects uplift like that which

he derives from "Tristan," or "Gotter-

dammerung?"
This opera has lived, I believe, simply

because of its comic aspect, which to me
seems grotesque and heavy-handed.

F. S. W. '34

Clara Jepson is Working for

Return of Lindbergh Baby
(Continued from First Page)

central persons around whom the whole

Ijroblem revolves," she said. "They
probably have a better idea than anyone

else where the baby is, and naturally they

are the most concerned."

Then following a wrinkle over toward

the right side she described the dark man
and woman in whose care the baby is now.

"They did not kidnap the child," she said

"they arc just taking care of him. The
woman has a foreign appearance, a hoarse

voice, and is about 36 years old. The man
is about 40." Tracing back towards the

center she outlined a figure wearing a mili-

tary hat somewhat resembling the head-

gear worn by the state troopers of New
.Jersey. In his arms was the figure of the

infant, "lie is the man who will bring the

chihl back," she averred, "1 don't know

whether he is a t rooper or not . But this is

the third time that he has appeared on the

handkerchief with that hat."

Pointing out another dotted line run-

ning from the figure of the dark woman up

across the top, Mrs. .lepson drew another

picture of Mrs. Lindbergh inscribed-

"Mother who lost her father in death."

She referred to the late Dwight Morrow,

who appeared a few moments later with his

eyes shut and robed in a shroud. She re-

marked on the jjcacefulness which seemed

to characterize his face. He is one of the

denizens of the spirit world who is aiding

the search.

In the lower left-hand corner she oli-

served a diamond-shaped figure which she

said was an indication of money. "I

didn't think that there would be any ran-

som paid in this case," she said, "but this

mark indicates that some arrangements

may be necessary before the child is re-

turned."

Pointing to a parabola-shaped curve in

the handkerchief, she said that it indicated

the propeller of an airplane. Later she

observed the fusilage, and said that it

either meant that the baby would be re-

turned in a plane or that it referred to

Colonel Lindbergh's plane which is being

kept in shape on the estate—ready for an

immediate flight.

After completing her handkerchief draw-

ing of the Lindbergh trageily, Mrs. Jepson

explained simply that she hojjed, but could

not be sure, that the baby would be re-

turned immediately. "The kidnapjiers,

intimidated by the storm of indignation,

are very desirous of putting the infant back

on the Lindbergh estate, providing it

can be done with secrecy, but so far this

has been jjrevented by the New .Jersey

police. 1 am confident, though, that in a

day or so we will see the whole situation

cleared up, although I do not believe the

culprits will be brought to justice. The
whole nation has its attention on the

baby's safe return, and we are all working

to bring it about. I am sure our efforts will

succeed."

This remarkable woman believes abso-

lutely in her divine gift for doing good.

Any one visiting her cannot help but be

convinced of her sincerity, and her results

certainly prove her ability. This gift, she

says, does not work in all cases; some
times, the impressions are very hazy.

Best results seem to be obtained in the

finding of lost articled or missing persons

or in the prediction of future occurrences

in the lives of her consultants.

Jennie Lee to Speak

on Post-War Outlook
(Continued from First Page)

Generation in Russia," "Women's Work
in the U. S. S. R.," "Turning Points in

British History—Cromwell's Time and
Today," and "Is Westminster Played

Out?"
Sherwood Eddy writes, in connection

with Miss Lee's ability as a lecturer,

"You will find here a winsome and brilliant

speaker. Indeed, when she addressed

a group in England recently, she was the

one and only person who struck the old,

impassioned, human note that Ramsay
MacDonald and others used to strike be-

fore they came into office. She will win
every audience that she addresses in

America."

Little Three Title

Lost by Wrestlers
((Continued from First Page)

class will be represented by eight men
according to the regulation weights.

Bouts will be eight minutes long instead of

ten as in intercollegiate matches.

During the following week the novice

meet for anyone who does not have a letter

or who did not win in the novice meet last

year will be held. Winners will he
awarded medals by the Athletic Associa-

tion.

NO . . . it's not a new under-
wear. It's our suggestion to take

a Hop, Skip, Jump to all the fun
that's awaiting you in dear old
New York.

The Hotel Empire, too, is just

a H. S. J. from everything ex-
citing in the big town. Rates for
quality accommodations are from
$2 for one, $2.50 for two.

Your Host will be

EMIL H. REINERS
General Mmsger of ibe

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway at 63rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

Rosenberg Sack Suits

are Excellent Value at

65 (^fo%ntet/^ ^75)

Representative

MIKE HARRISON
at Cabe Printdle's

Wednesdiiy and Thursday

March 9 and 10

Every garment tailore(d to our high stantdartj,

from directly imported English Huddersfield

worsteds or Scotch tweeds.

It's simple enough to reduce prices, but the

important thing is that quality be maintained.

Remaining true to traditions, a Rosenberg suit

is today as ever, the ultimate in fine clothes.

You will delight in looking over the new
Season's woolens—one of the finest selections

we have ever presented.

CO.

1014 CHAPEX STREET
NEW HAVEN

16 EAST 52^J» STREET
NEW YORK.

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day
every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sale at 5 P. M. on all

Williamstown News Stands

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE''
Do It

TACONIC LUMBER CO.

Building Materials

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, Manavar

68 Main Street -:• North Adams
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

Current 'Quarterly'

Scored by Bushnell
(Continued from First Page)

(.xpprieiiP™ as l)aker'H helper, particularly

in the lireail-pedillinK 8(^(UU!; but iki halt

is (iffercil to lure the reader on from pa^e

(„pa)re, though a more diserimiiiatiuK use

of till' sick baby, or a more peiietratiiin

aimlysis of the chief (character, would serve

adcciuately to sustain interest. Here

niraiii the efTe<^tiveiiess of the diale<>t, is

impaired by an excess of Italian phrases,

and the point of view of the hixh-school

hero seems unreal when he comments on

the lAK^ci nienaKerie or the Bacchic sky.

"Sclierzi," presentinK a count, a inar-

clicse, and a pope in the lirst ipiarter-

cdlumn, seems to promise Leonardos,

BorKias, and (iuelfa and Ghibellines

lightiiiK (in the style of Max Beerbohin),

f(ir all of which the tawdry details of the

dare are a thin substitute. Mr. Erskine's

ponlriliution, compact as it is, likewise

inevitably 8U(JK<'Sts a damaKinK com-

parison—with 'I'lu: Four Million, or Tke

Vdice nf the City.

"The Thorn of Truth," with which Mr.

Davis opens this issue of the QuurlerUj,

sci'ins the most ambitious contribution of

all. The author apparently is offering

Ktill another impression of Judas, a charac-

ter who has already enjoyed in the past

frw years more t ban his fair share of reha-

liilitation; but thepo'"' "> purpose of this

lal .'it interpretation is not clear, and the

monotonous insistence ujjon one charae-

Icr's consciousness, the tangled confusion

of the imagery, significant though they

nia\- be, frighten the rcachir ofT from further

search for hypothetical treasures.

Of the verse contributions, Mr. Sellery's

poem about lovers and lettuce is the most

provocative. Oidy an incorrigible dry-as-

dust would object to the association of

salads and love, or of love and the earth's

trembling; the combination of all three,

however, results in a somewhat comical

trilogy, and some of the metaphorical

language carries startling implications.

The opening lines, lucid and glowing, have

the authoritative brilliance that in rare

moments invests some fragment of every-

day observation; and there is no shrillness

in the firm, inevitable phra.ses with which

Mr. Sellery disi)OSC8 of his theme.

Here, and in Mr. MacV'ane's "liOSt,"

melancholy is mehxiious; words lit, in

sound and sense (save for the fatally am-
biguous "plenty" in the latter poem);

line after line gives us glimpses into a dim
region of exhaustless glamor, an<l the un-

i'xpecte<l lengthtMiing of a final line pro-

longs the vista enchant ingly:

"But I have looked in

old men's eyes

Ah friend—the bitter

stir!

And I would live their

gold, unwise

Dreams of things that

never were."

P^ach of the two remaining [xjems con-

tains most of the raw material of accept-

able verse, but the motive power is lacking.

The dreams and the quest have no local

habitation; they are of an other-world

that remains vague and tepid for lack of

any sensuous, emotional vitality—an

other-world of "truths" and "fates" and
"utiimates" and "eternities" that needs

the dazzling rhetoric of a Pope or the daz-

zling inspiration of a Shelley to kindle it

into life. The verses, too, are technically

disappointing; some four centuries of

great sonnets, practically all observing the

traditional patterns, make a contemporary

reader's ear unpleasantly sensitive to un-

rimed lines like Mr. Sanford's, or to the

apparently meaningless inversion of the

conventional rime-pattern in Mr. Mac-
Vane's sonnet. Perhaps it is unfortunate

that fourteen rimed lines in iambic penta-

meter nmst imply "sonnet"; but the fact

remains that that is their implication, and

the burden of proof rests on the poet who
(contradicts it.

But why, oh why! cannot writers, who
presumably have some interest in the com-
munication of ideas and the beauty of

words, take the slight pains necessary to

present their wares in the most favorable

light. The inexcusable careUasness in

rhetoric, the really slovenly smearing of

words on the page in a style suggestive of

sheer illiteracy, the abominable proof-

reading, all make the reading of the Quar-

terly a truly forbidding task. "Ft," for

instance one of the shortest, harshest,

and vaguest words in the language -is

used in almost every line of one story, and

invariably so as to conceal as |)erversely as

iwssihle the reference of the pronoun.

There is not a single conti ihution that does

not suffer materially from such faults,

which any printer's devil could correct in

five minutes. Are the editors really try-

ing to make their pages as obscure and ugly

as possible?

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

International Shop
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
"Gifts for Everybody from Everrwhere"

MIDWINTER SALE
Wh'le searching Europe for t^ie unuauali th«
Midwinter Sale continue! in order to mak*
room for my latest "finds".

Everything now in my shop has been reduced.

EDITH McCOY
Collector Importer

© l!)52, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

\lght up . . . Convince Yourself that CJtesterfields Satisfy

FLIP OPEN a pack of Chesterfields!

Help yourself to a cigarette... Light

up . . . and let's get the facts.

Mister . . . you're dead right. They're

milder!

It's no secret in tobacco circles that

Chesterfield buys the finest tobaccos

that grow...Turkish and Domestic...

sun-ripened, mellow, pure!

Chesterfields are blended first . . .

then cross-blended ... to make them

milder . . . and milder still! There's no

mistaking that rare balance of flavor

built up by Cross-Blending. You enjoy

it in every fragrant puff!

Even the cigarette paper is different.

Cleaner, whiter, tasteless . . . the purest

that money can buy.

Listen, smokers . . . this is straight.

You can't put taste in a cigarette . . .

unless quality goes in, too.

e Pass your verdict on Chesterfield's Radio Program,

too! Nat Shilkret's 35-piece Orchestra with Alex

Gray, soloist, are on the Columbia Network every

night except Sunday, at 10:30 Eastern Standard Time.

THEY'RE MILDER THEY'RE PURE THEY TASTE BETTER

xV JNCW 1 Ork Alumnus Oaidl-store Lecaus/you always\avJthe
type of merchandise I want." You, too, can find complete satisfaction here.

J & M Spring Oxfords
At Reduced Prices—$10.50 and up

Spring Neckwear
$1.00 and up

Tab Shirts
$2.50 and up

NELS DOMIN
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5th AVENUE
at send Street De Pinna NEW YORK

M.
WILL SHOW IN THE WILLIAMS SAMPLE ROOM

Thursday and Friday, March 10th and 11th
their exclusive importations and productions of men's clothing and

furnishings, hats and shoes

Representative, Mr. Sweeney

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

"I'LL BE SEEING YOU"
AT THE

SEAGLADE
Pre-theatre dinner, after-theatre supper . . . you'll

see most of the younger set at the Seaglade . . . and

VINCENT LOPEZ
at the baton . . . putting the party over with Latin

verve. Couvert after 10:30, $2.00 . . . Saturdays

and holidays, $3.00 . . . No couvert at any time for

dinner guests. Dancing, formal.

HOTEL !$T. REGI!^
FIFTH AVENUE. ..IVEW YORK

«Mi\&

ESTABLISHED tS18

mtUtaenis mirmsiljin^ ©on 63,

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY.FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Our Representative will be at

The Williams Sample Room

To-day

March 8

Sendfor Illustrations of

Spring Suit^

BRANCHES
NEW YORK: ONE WALL street

BOSTON: newburv cor. berkelev street
NEWPORT PALM BEACH

Purple Five Loses
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BASKETBALL QUINTET

ENDS 1931-32 SEASON

Has 11 Victories out of 16 Starts;

Slump Begins After Good's

Knee Injury

Willi a record of 11 vicitories out of 16

stiirts, the Williams Varsity basketball

team completed one of the best seasons in

recent years. Tlie Little Three clmmpion-

nliip was won outrijjlit, when Williams

made a clean sweep of the four Little Three

contests, and Columliia's (juintet, li;a8t<!rii

IntprcolleKiale champion of last year, also

fell before the Purple.

The Williams fiv(^ started its .season

excellently, playinK with coordination,

fine def(!nsive and offensive power, and

showint? the cleverest brand of basketball

ever seen in the Lasell (iymnasium. The

first I'teht names were easily won with the

exception of the Columbia battle which

the Purple tucked away in an exira-time

period. Then came the l)low which un-

doubtedly was responsible for the five

ilefeats in the last ei(jht names. Cai)tain

(iood injured his knee just before the quin-

tet took its mid-year vacation trip to

Hochester and Buffalo, and this liandicai)

was the cause of the first Williams defeat,

at the han<ls of the Buffalo five.

MissiuK Captain (iood's outstandinx

flocjr-neneralship, his steady coordination,

lUi.l concise passinn, the Pun)le fell into

a bad slumi) which culminate<l in the de-

feat niven to it by the weak Brown five,

a (jarne ending (he season. Kowle, hinli-

scorer of the year, jilayed brilliantly in all

except the last few nanies. Sheehan was

an outstandiiiK nuard, showiuK defensive

and offensive power, but he also was liand-

icapped by a leg injury which sloweil hia

floor-work and marred his form in the later

contests. Markoski exhibited an all-

around name duriuK the entire season, and

Monier played steadily at center. Kincke,

Filley, anil Co.snrove helped out the first-

striiiK starting line-up, while Flint and

O'Doimell showed i)romise for future

schedules.

H. P. I. was swamped in the first name

by a flashy Purple attack at Troy, the

score being 40-19. Fowle, .Sheehan, and

Good led the smoothly nmniuK offensive,

which the inexperienced R. P. I. (piintet

could not turn back. The next week,

Williams played its first home game an<l

overcame a weak Middlebury anKrenation,

42-2(1. Fowle, Monier, and Markoski

scored consistently, while (!ood and .Shee-

han stood out in breaking up the visitors'

offense. Trinity fell, 38-17, in the first

contest after the Christmas vacation,

Monier, .Sheehan, and Good jjlayiiiK ou(-

standinRly, ami the Purple revenged

itself on I'nion for last year's defeat, when

it administered a 43-24 drubbing to the

Garnet five. Fowle was high scorer of

this contest, wliilc the floor work of Ciood

and Markoski and the guarding of .Sheehan

were excellent. Andierst was the fifth

victim, falling, 38-19, as (he Williams

quintet took the first log on the Little

Three championship. Good and Mar.

koski stood out against the Sal)rina five.

(Continued on Fourth Page)

Frosh Swimmers Win One,

Lose Two in Uphill Season

Finishing an otherwise unsuccessful 8(!a.

son with a crushing victory over (he .Am-

herst I'Veshman swimmers, the Purple

yearlings can count a bad drubbing at the

hands of Deerfield, a rather dosi' defeat liy

(he Wesleyan first-year imta(ors, and an

unofficial victory over the Piltsfield Boys'

Club swimming team, as their season's

record. The Williams freshmen lacked

balance in all (heir meets except the last,

coimting on two or three men in as many
events (o win.

The loss to Deerfield in their new me-

morial pool showed the Puri)lc freshmen to

be weak in all but the backstroke and the

dashi's. Captain Kobinson taking a first

in the backstroke and swimming well in

the short races. A marked improvement

was shown in the Wesleyan meet, where

the home freshmen scored firs(s in (he

backs(roke, bo(h dashes, and the dives,

but lost (he relays and (he meet. The
Amherst meeting in the Laaell Pool was a

sweeping victory for the Purple young-

sters, as they captured all but the breast

stroke. Cajitain Robinson in (he dashes,

Morrisson and Copcland in the backstroke

and the longer distances, and Blake and

Noehren in the dives proved consistent

iwint-winners for the freshmen.

Professor Jean Norton Cru Explains His Interest

in Nudism and Tells of Benefits Realized From It

Fxposing the story of his colorful early*

life among wild savages on a tropical South

Sea island. Professor Jean Norton Cru,

nmlist member of the French dei)artment,

revealed in a recent interview granted to a

Recoiu) re|)orter his radical itieas on inid-

isni. Mr. Cru, not wishing to shock the

lender sensibilities of the timid reporter

and therefore attired in a light silk bath-

robe, explained that asidi? from his own

family there were no other white people

on the island where he was born and eonse-

(juently he, liki; (he nadves, was always

accus(omed (o go about practic;ally naked.

".Since 1 have moved to civilized parts

of the world," he said, "I have always had

an imi)uls(^ (o go without clothes and as 1

have usually lived in the country, obedi-

ence (o that impulse has come very natur-

ally to me. 1 was in nudist ry for many

years without knowing i( because, as a

matter of fact, 1 never heard of nudism

until last fall." Casually (humbing the

pages of the Vivre Inlegrulvincitl, the illus-

trated nudist magazine, he went on to tell

how, regardless of (he season, he spends

two hours every <lay of fair weather ex-

posing himself (o (he sun and air. .Some-

times when (here is snow on the ground, it

is necessary to wear arcdcs in the woods

but once the skin is thoroughly hardened

cloth(!s are unnecessary. Not only out-

othed even to the point of not wearing

shoes. lie attributes his perfect health (o

his life of exposure and cites as jiroof (he

fact that altho' he has been out during

every month this winter in the Berkshire

Hills he never fia(ches colds nor has he

ever in his life b(!cn afflicted with any ill-

ness.

lj))()n being asked his reasons for jjrac-

ticing nudism, Mr. Cm frankly replied, "1

am interested in it for its jibysical benefi(s.

In my case, it's merely for my health but

in (he nu(li8( center in Germany it is prac-

tised for its moral effects." Going on (o

explain (he theory of iiiulism, he said (hat

all the difficulties of the whole sexual (jues-

tion rest on the fact that there are so many
mysteries coiuiected with it. Nudism, he

niaintaininl, does away with these mys-
teries so that suggestion no longer has any

power.

In (concluding the interview, Mr. Cru
expressed the regret that he would be un-

able (o accejjt an invitation to visit a

midist center in Germany this summer,

lie hoped that some iif the hoys in college

would take advantage of the invitation

which was extended to both professors and

students. A little fearful over the eonse-

(luences of making public his unortho<lox

opinions, he declared, "1 hope that these

ideas, if published, will not cause an ex-

doors bu( also imloors Mr. Cru goes un-
|
plosion in Williamstown."

DEAN POUND SPEAKS

IN JESUP WEDNESDAY

States Role of Education Is

Make for Truer Ideals of

Social Order

To

"The real role of education is to comjicl

us to erase, redraw, and, if mccessary, erase

again our ideals of the social order," stated

Roscoe Pound, Dean of the Harvard Law-

School, in his lecture on What May We
Expect to Do With Education? delivered

last Wednesday evening in .lesuji Hall

through the courtesy of an anonymous

frien<l of t he College. After showing that

the college dominates the city of today as

did the cathinlral of the Middle .Ages, Mr.

Pmind pointed nut that education is ii

background (Ui which all the other social

ageru'ics depend and that education must

develop a critical attitude in the student

toward all established verities.

In the Middle Ages, he said, rich men

gave numey to build cathedrals and ab-

beys, whereas now (hey ei(her build col-

leges or subsiantially endow- (hose already

in existence. Many people "are becoming

bo(hered by wha( our educational ins(i(u-

tions are doing," siiu-e they are (he reci[)-

ien(s of such large sums of money from the

State and the individual. Mr. Potuxl

then went <m to say that the beginning of

education was the logical place to start to

find out what we expect from education,

for (he beginning has a na(ural connection

with the present.

Following a description of "the marvel-

(Contlnued on Fourth Page!

Requirements of Graves
Prize Contest Announced

The Faculty of Williams College recent-

ly announced the conditions governing this

year's contest for (he Graves prizes. These

awards, which (otal (wo hundred dollars

yearly, were founded by Ardiur B. Graves

and are distributed in the form of six

twenty dollar prizes for (he b(«( six essays

prepared by members of (he Senior class

on subjects assigned by the Faculty; a

seventh award of eighty tlollars is also

made to (he student who shall deliver his

essay most effectively at the jiublic contest

in .lune.

In addition (o writing on (he regular list

of topics, posted in Hopkins Hall, contes-

tants may submit any essay done "in

course" that may seem suitable to (he

judges for the purjwses of the content.

Thus a special topic or any other essay

written for a regular college requirement is

eligible for entrance. The conditions to he

fidfilled are as follows:

1. The essays submitted are not to

exceed 3(KX) words in length.

2. Each essay is to be typewritten on

paper of the size usually employed for such

purpose.

3. Each essay is to be signed with a

fictitious name, and accompanied by a
(Oontlnusd on Third P«(e)

ELECTIONS ANNOUNCED

TO '33 U? AND BELLS'

May and Vredenburgh '33 To Head
Dramatic Organization For

1933 Season

W'inston Lewis May '33, of New York

City, and Peter Vredenburgh IV '33 of

Winchester, Pa., were chosen president

and vice presi<lent, respectively, of Cap
an<l Bells for the coming year a( a meeting

of the corporatifjn members last Monday
noon, while Cietjfge C, Kbeling, ,Ir., '34, uf

Evanston, 111., and William G. McKnight,

,lr., of Uumson, N. ,1., were selected to

serve as delegates at large. In addition to

(he confirmation of managers, the follow-

ing men were olectc<l members of ( he cor-

poral ion: Stevens '32, Hurd, MacVane,

Sanford and Vredenburgh '33, Marzani,

Miller, Ogilen, and Win Zanten '35.

May preparetl for Williams at the Pawl-

ing School, where he was one of ( he ou(-

s(anding men in his class. At Williams

he was a member of both the Freshman

football and track squads. He has been a

member of the Varsity swimming squad

for (he last two years and at the present

time is a member of the Forum board.

He has been on the Cap and Bells business

board since his .Sophomore year, serving as

Assistant Produ<'tioM Manager this last

season.

Vredenburgh did his prepnratory school

work at .Shenandoah Valley Academy.

Since coining (o Williams he has played an

(Continued on Second Page)

Swimming Admission
The New England Intercollegiate

.Swimming Association will hold its pre-

liminary trials in the Lasell Pool Friday

afternoon at 4.01) p. m., and the semi-

finals (hat night beginning at ,S.OO p. m.

The finals deciding the individual and

team titles will lie run off Saturday at

2.(X) p. m. Admission will he charged

townspeople, faculty members and

undergraduates; SOc for the two Friday

meets together and 81 on Satur<lay, or

81.50 for (he whole meet. The re-

ceipts are (o be used (cnvards paying

the expenses of the visiting teams.

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, MARCH 11

4.00 p. m.— New England Intercollegiate

Swimming. La.sell Gymnasium.
8.00 p. m.—New England Intercollegiate

.Swimming. Lasell Gymnasium.

SATURDAY, MARCH 12

2.00 p. m.—New England Intercollegiate

.Swimming. Lasell Gymnasium.

SUNDAY, MARCH 13
7.30 p. m.—The W. C. A. presents Prof.

Herbert H. Farmer, of the Hartford

Seminary, who will speak on "Why
Be Religious?" Jesup Hall.

MONDAY, MARCH 14
7.30 p. m.— Prof. Herbert H. Farmer will

lecture on "How God Comes to Us."

Jesup Hall.

NEW ENGLAND SWIM

MEET STARTS TODAY

Springfield,Brown,Williams,M.I.T.,

Wesleyan, Amherst, Bowdoin
Seek Team Title

RECORDS LIKELY TO FALL

Purple to Meet Strong Opponents

in Brown Team ; Swayze to

Defend Title

J. C. SWAYZE, 1932

Captain of the Undefeated Williams Swim-

ming Team Which Will Take Part in the

N.E.I.S.A. Meet Here Today

JUSTICE 0. W. HOLMES

DISCUSSED IN LECTURE

Biography and Philosophy of Great

Liberal Jurist Analyzed by

Prof. Fairman

"We say Holmes is a liberal; we know
him as a great dissenter; we jjicture him in

a progressive minority of four against five

defenders of the ancient order." Such

was the theme of the lecture on Justice

Oliver Wendell Holmes given on the

judge's ninety-first birthday by Charles

Fairman, Assistant Professor of Political

Science, in the seventh of the Tuesday

I^ecture .Series held in the Thompson
Physics Laboratory on March 8.

Giving a lirief biography of the jusdce's

jjublic life and emphasizing his 29 years of

service, (he speaker went on (o explaii)

the real significance of the terms "dissen-

ter" and "liberal" as apjilied to this

"gallant, debonair, and heroic figure."

Pointing to the relatively small numbi'r of

dissents on (he judge's recoril, he charac-

(erized (hose tlissen(s as "marking the be-

ginning of a doclrine presendy to become

dominan(." Ci(ing numerous examples

he also showed that "Holmes cannot be

assigned a permanent seat on the Left

Wing."

.\s proof of the fact that the judge was

in no way a "special reformer", numerous
quotations from various speeches were

given, as for example: "The notion that

with socialized property we shinild have

women free and a piano for everybody

seems to me an empty humbug." .\s a

sincere pacifist he believes (ha( "war will

(Continued on Second PaKel

Friilni/, Mnrcli 11. Willi the trials for

the .Swinuning Champicmships of (he New
England Intercollegiate .Swimming Asso-

ciation .starting this afternoon, the closest

competition yet wi(nessed in (he Lasell

Pool is expected in the races today and
.Saturday. The preliminaries for the en-

(ran(s of (he seven (eams compedng for

Springfield's tide won last winter at Mid-
dletown, will begin at 4.00 j). m. today,

with the semi-finals schedule<l for 8.00

o'clock tonigh( and (he final events .Sat-

urday at 2.00 p. m.

Of the teams tha( will be seen in action

over the week-end, com|jarative times

seem to indicate (ha( Brown will present

(he mos( individual stars, while Williams,

in view of her undefea(ed record this year,

undoubtedly enters the best-l)alanced

aggregation. The Bruins boast I.,ewis,

who has equalled (he League's marks in

the 50 and 100, Stanton a first class back-

stroker. and While, last year's backstroke

champion who has (urncd in excellent free

style |)erformances in the 220 (his season,

all of whom will probal)ly swim on the

final relay. .Springfield, as defending

(i(le-holders, have Fowler a 1 :45 back-

s(roke man. and (hree outstanding divers

in Lanoue, .Stone, and Fisher, the latter

being also enteretl in the sprints.

The Purple will jiin her hopes of victory

on Captain Swayze, defending 40-yd. dash

champion, Beatty and Church in the dis-

tance events, Gilfillan and .Smidi, breast

strokers, and Kerr, who is entered in both

relays and the 50-vd. dash. In the medley
relay, the undefeated Williams trio, Kerr,

Gilfillan and Bixby, will meet strongest

oiijiosition from Brown, while the free-

style relay tide will probably lie close be-

tween Brown and Williams again with the

additional threat of Springfield. The
breast stroke is expected (o be a toss-up

between Gilfillan, .Smi(h, and Turner of

M. 1. T., (he only winner over the Wil-

liams entran(s (his year.

.Strohmeier of .\mherst is a strong favor-

ite to retain his 440-yd. championship, al-

though Ru.ssell of Wesleyan together with

Beatty anil Church, should |)ush him to a
new League record. .Springfield should

get a running start in (he diving from
points scored by her (hree springboard ar-

tists, Fisher, .Stone and Lanoue, while

White from Wesleyn and Lykes of M. I. T.

should finish well. I( is expected that

comjieddon (hroughout the entire meeting

of the -Association will be so close as to

endanger all (he Lasell Pool slandards

except Schott's record in the breast stroke.
(Continued on Third Page)

President of Bank for International Settlements
Urges Concentration on Administration Economics

"K seems to me to be of the first im-*ever attains great poptilarity, but the more
portance for not only our federal, but state

and munici))al governments, (o balance

their budgets as rapidly as pos.sible and

pay as much or more attention (o econ-

omies of administration as (hey do (o

me(hods of taxation." Such was the

belief expressed b.v Gates W. Mc(!arrah.

Presiden( of the Bank for International

.Settlements, in an interview with a

Ri.X'onD reporter, in which he discussed

problems bearing on present-clay financial

conditions.

Mr. McGarrah, who was in this country

recentl.v for a short visit on private busi-

ness, was averse to making an.y statemen ts

about reparadons. "I regret," he siated,

"that my connect i(m with (he Bank for

International Settlements iirecludes any

expression of opinion by me on the suljject

of reparation payments and in(erallied

debts." He was, however, willing to

make some definite statements regarding

taxation in (his coun(ry.

"As a cKizen of the United .States I do

feci free to reiterate what 1 have previously

said re8|)ecting a sales tax. I believe a

sales (ax to be paid by the consumer is one

of most just and equitable (axes and 1

frequently wonder why it is so (mitopular

in several quarters. No form of taxation

equi(ably (axes are asse.s.sed (he less crit-

icism is heard."

Mr. McGarrah (hen rei)ea(ed in part

wha( he stated before the .\merican Club
of Paris last year. He pointed out that at

the jiresent (ime rei)ara(ions are bu( a very
small par( of (he business carried on by
(he Bank for International Settlements.

These reparations are only handled |>eriodi-

cally. The i)rincipal business of the
World Bank is to act as a center for

transactions between the different coun-
tries of Euro|)e. If one coimtry wishes to

borrow money from another, i(, does it

thnmgh this Bank, and (here is no neces-

si(y for an actual exchange of funds.

Two years ago Ga(es W. McGarrah, the
"Silent Man of Wall Street," sailed for

Europe to put into effect (he plans for the
Bank of In(erna(ionaI .Settlements sanc-

tioned by the Young Plan. This, how-
ever, was not Mr. McGarrah's first eon-
tact with European conditions, for he had
previously served as American member
of the Board of the German Reichsbank.
Formerly Mr. McGarrah was Chairman of
the Executive Commit (ee of the Chase
National Bank, after which he became
Chairman of the Board of the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York.
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RE-ORGANIZE FRESHMAN ATHLETICS?
It is a luiill of (lie siiSKt'stcil clmiiKes in Freshman athletics made l)y the President

anil KaiMilty committee on athletics to the .student hody throtijrh the Senate last

\\'e(lne.sday, that tliey have not heen reduced yet to very concrete terms; but tliey

seem to involve the elimination of Freshman intercollegiate games, the cuttiiif!; down

of ])ractice, and the end of emphasis on the ereatinfr of a First Team.

Thongh we would not take as drastic a sle)) all at once, we are no less convinced

of the .soiMKlncss of the iinderlyiiif; principle. It is about time that we began to ques-

tion the position which the competitive itlea lias arrogated to itself in college. There

is more emphasis on "making the team", The Recouu Board, or Phi Beta Kappa than

is consistent with the doing of the job for its own sake, which is the only ideal for which

the college purpose has room. Competition is essentially a question of externals; and

under its press reflection ami thought must yield place. On no other altar are more

sacrifices offered to the false gods.

Particularly, we feel, should the comjietitive stress 1)8 minimized in Freshman

year. That period is chaotic enough without piling onto it an additional consideralde

burden of work and psychological stress incitlent to this business of making a team or a

Hoard. Anything tending to clear the first year atmosphere is to be desired.

Uut we can see valid objections to an immediate sweeping change here. It woukl

not be politic, in the first place. The proposal touches a matter of much fervent

campus conviction. One could revolutionize the curriculum standards without a

murmur from the student body; but there are matters,—house ijarties, ears, inter-

collegiate athletics, the whole competitive idea itself—, which make up the unques-

tioiieil assumptions by which we live, and like any community we are touchy of heresy

regarding our itiorex. .Simply to avoid arousing more campus fire than is inevitable,

the .\drninist ration hatl best make haste slowly.

There is, too, a disputable professional question involved. After hearing diamet-

rically opposed ojjinions from persons who should know the facts, we emerged from

the .Senate meeting with a true layman's bewilderment in the face of expert testimony.

Nevertheless, we felt inclined to doubt the claims that the building up of a Freshman

First Team was not essential to the maintenance of Williams standards in Varsity

competition. However much we may think that intercollegiate athletics, even where

they have been carefully controlled as in the Little Three, have become too highly

s|)ecialized and developed, the fact remains that the emphasis thereon has set high

standards; and it seems logical that the present Freshman scheme may be necessary to

Varsity success untler these exacting conditions.

I'ntil we are ready to discard the whole system, and the idea of the importance of

the representative team,—and we are far from that— , there is no point in putting

Williams at a conspicuous disadvantage in competition with less adventurous insti-

tutions. Like all the questions involved in intercollegiate athletics, this is a matter

for concerted action. The fact that a change in the Freshman program will be made

only if by Amherst and Wesleyan likewise considerably tempers the force of this objection

;

but we have many other athletic opponents besides these two.

In short, experimentation is indicated, and a halfway step, if the Administration

is ready to act. Cut the schedules to the Little Three contests alone; limit the prac-

tice time; and attempt to minimize the stress upon creating a Freshman First Team

in any given sport. And then see whether this regime has any marked effect on Varsity

siK^ccss. Thus one could settle what is clearly a disputable point of technique, without

going too far in the experiment; while there would not he an aggravation of campus

feeling on the subjct^t. College generations pass quickly: in three years today's radical

step is to a new student body the accepted thing, and then if there has been a balance

in favor of progress, the movement can be carried out to its logical end.
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= Although rommuni'ations may bo published z

I unfligned, if so rottuested, tlie name of the writer =

i must in every case be submitted to the o litor. •

= The Hoard assumes no responsibility, however, s

5 for tlio farts as stated, nor for the opinions E

5 expressed in this dopartn ent. s
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"NOT DOROTHY DIX"

Editor of The Williams Record,

Dear Sir:

Though I recently addressed to you a

communication, it is apparent that you

fountl it expedient to turn it over to the

kind attention of one who is not an editor

of your paper, to wit, Mr. T. F. S. M.

Although I can not condemn I his act ion, I

am at a loss to understand why an excerpt

from "Swonls in the Wind" should be

appended to my communication. How-

ever, Mr. T. F. S. M. asks me some ques-

tions. Assuming the requisite amount of

sincerity on his part I answer them in kind.

I am not trying to start a Dorothy Dix
column, though I am confident that it is a

possibility that The Recoiu) would flo well

to entertain. With talent .such as is dis-

played by Mr. T. F. .S. M. I am sure that

he could make of it another brilliant suc-

cess. Stop. I assure him that th(! func-

tioning of my physiological mechanism is

in accord with the statistical norm, but the

reason for his sudden interest is a bit

vague. No tloubt some recondite, iKietical

allegory. Stop. Who cares? I wrote

my communication at the request of the

critic. Stop. The graciousncss of Mr.
T. F. S. M.'s invitation to visit him and
his is exceeded only by the delightful

manner in which it is extended, and I

should be charmed to accept were it not

for the fact that my friends don't know
him. Far be it from me to alter their

present, fortunate status.

Thus, Mr. Editor, I may now say, not

without relief, qund erat faciendum. I'll

play if Mr. T. F. S. M. wants to; and I'll

indiiiisc not to deprive him of the cliaiii'c

to tag last. However, Mr. Editor, I sug-

gest that such childishness is quite out ol

place in a paper of the caliber of Tin;

WiLi,i\.\is RucoiiD. If I may humbly

make a suggestion without bringing down

upon my head the wrath of the Powers

that Be, I should say that if Mr. T. F. S. M
would return to the barn and conc(!ntrati^

his attention on tlie cow. The Wh.i.iamm

Rkcohd would be better able to continue

its generally highly commi^iidable policies.

Again respectfully yours,

M. Holmes Hartshorne 'S3

FOSTER BRAIN CHILD

Editor of The Willia.ms Rkcord,

Dear Sir:

Permit me to conunend the accuracy

with which the WiUiams Aluimii Hmeir

reiiorted the Liberal Club Conference.

From my contact with the stutlents at

the Conference, 1 would say that the

Hcvicw is (piite correct when it says of Mr.

Foster's audience that "in the main it was

a disappointed audience." .\nd equally

correct is the statement tluit "Mr. Norman
Thomas made a much more favorable

imi)ression with his championship of

economic pliuming."

But on second thought I must withdraw

my commendation. It is too easy to be

accurate in this ca.se, and the Review is not

entitled to so much praise. It is as plain

as the nose on your face that anyone who

would be favorably iinjircsscd with Mr.

Thomas would be disappointed in Mr.

Foster. And as to how Williams College

students would feel about it—that couUI

safely be determined without even sending

a rei)orter to cover the Conference. Let

us consider very briefly why this is so.

Students seem to be quite generally

agreedthat Capitalism is sick, and there are

a good number who seem to believe that it

will never recover. They listen to sucli

speakers as Mr. Thomas an<l Mr. Baldwin

and Mr. Bcnnet and Mr. l.aski with the

utmost respect and synqiatliy. But for a

Mr. Foster they have no use at all. And
yet the Socialists whom they admire and

the Conununists whom they hate arc all

talking about the same thing— the need

for abolishing Ca])italism.

Can it he that the students hate the

Communists because the Communists

really act as if they intended to do away
with Capitalism, instead of merely talking

about doing away with it'? The licrieir

says that Mr. Foster's talk "licyciicraled

into a tirade against society as at present

organized." And here again, there can

be no doubt but what the word "degen-

erated" accurately expresses the feelings

of the students. Mr. Foster gave the

impression that he was an active, bitter,

relentless foe of Capitalism.

And can it be, on the other hand, that

college students admire the Socialists

because the Socialists are nice and gentle

and mild and not ovcr-emi)hatically sin-

cere in their opposition to Capitalism'/

Of Mr. Thomas the lieview says, and again

very accurately, that "the deliate with

Mr. Viner (the exponent of Capitalism)

soon became an expression of differences of

personal ojjinion rather than of the differ-

ences in fundamentals." Mr. Thomas
gave the impression that there was really

nothing to get excited about, and that the

students could go right ahead prci)aring

to become toi)-notch bond-salesmen.

If the answer to my two questions above

is "yes", then it would seem to be a logical

conclusion that students are downright

dishonest. Some of them undoubtedly

are. I believe, however, that this is not

true of most of them. Most of them are

merely mis-educated by profe.s.sors who
are themselves former mis-educated stu-

dents. (That, incidentally, is what Mr.
Foster meant when he referred to lack of

real thinking among faculty and students.

He knows, from his experience, and also

from his knowledge of history, that they

are used as tools by th(! cai)itali8t class in

their suppression of the workers.) Many
of the students are so set in their mis-

ediK^ation that they will never be other-

wi.se, and they will suffer the same fate as

did the intelligentsia in Ru,ssia. But
some of them— a small percentage— will

wake u|). It is to that small i)crcentage

that Mr. Foster made his impolite, truthful

appeal.

Harold SpiUer

Hurst Wins 'Times' Contest

,Iames Willard Hurst, of Rockford, III.,

'32, has been awarded the first jirize of

$150 in the seventh annual New York
Timat Current Events Contest. Second
and third i)rizcs of $76 and $'25 were award-
ed to Harry A. Sellery, ,Ir. '32, of Havinia,

III., and Elting Arnold '34 of Poughkcepsie,

N. Y., resiwclively. Hurst is Editor-in-

Chief of The Record and member of

Gargnylr and Phi Beta Kappa while Sellery

is on the executive committee of the Little

Theater and a member of the Liberal Club.
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The part taken by William Z. Foster in

instigating the riot which caused thi' death

of four men at the Ford phtnt this week

writes a sententious lesson on the wall for

Williams men. By no better method

could the true purpose of the Liberal Club

in hoUling its economic forum here have

beiMi brought to light. Although there is

great moviunent on foot to have students

play a more important part in the nation's

politics, this unfortunate event demon-

strates the absolute nt'cessity for a meticu-

lous weighing of political leaders and their

alluring platforms, before any doctrine is

chosen and supported.

,

It has been our privilege to hear Foster

from the oaken pews of Chapin Hall; now

we view him in his own element,- inciting

hungry men to a frenzy pitch that they

may rise u|) against th(^ existing order and

be slaughtered. Although there is little

likclihootl of Foster's converting many
Williams students to Communism, one of

the great pit falls of .stutlent activity in poli-

tics now becomes obvious. Fhimiani

mentioned the intense interest of European

.students in their governm<"nts. But was

not the greater part of their interest made

evident by riots and vicious demonstra-

tions?

Charm and fervor play an important

part in the swaying of the nuiltitudes.

Oliver Baldwin is the representative in the

English Parliament of an immense number

of people. When he spoke here last Tues-

day his clever re|)artec and his smart wit

received loud approval. Yet Oliver Bald-

win is ruithing more than the rude, con-

ceiteil son of a i)rominent English sttitcs-

man. He is a radical for the sole purpose

of gaining notoriety. He is amazingly

ignorant of the fundamentals of economics,

— in fact an eminent member of the faculty

wluwe forte is undtTstateinent said that

Baldwin's knowledge on the subject was

"shakey"!

Intelligent criticism, as Dean Pound of

the Ilarvanl Law .School .says, is one of the

fundamental aims of the liberal education

system. If America is to profit from the

efforts of the collegiate liberal clubs,

progress must be sober and etujl. We must

hear all siilcx nf the cusr. Ignorance can

be our only plea for fear of an economic

revolution in the future. If we come to

understand Comnumism and Hoi'ialism

anil FiLscisiu and arc not misled by the

superficialities of their attorneys, we will

be able to choo.se the right course. If we
know uny of these doctrines to be wrong,

our knowledge will be their damnation.

liemrtaa

Justice O. W. Holmes
Discussed in Lecture

(Continued from First Page)

disap))ear and that the imi)ending destiny

of mankind is to uiiit(^ in peaceful leagues."

Professor Fairman, again (luoling t'op-

iously, showed that in practically every

instance of dissent on the part of the judge

he was absolutely in tla; right. He upheld

the constitution, yet urged a certain

amount of interpretative leeway; he en-

couraged "social experiment" and hn;
s])eech, yet condemned tlxmi shouki they

become a menace to the state. Holmes
])laced utmost confidence in the common-
sense of the people. "The best test of

truth," he has said, "is the power of the

thought to get it.stUf accepted in the com-
petition of the market."

Finally, Holmes is a man of "earnest

and thoughtful endeavour." Character-

ized by "tolerance and transcendent faith,

his aim in life was to give a sample of his

best." Describing Holmes's complex phil-

o.sophy of life. Professor Fairman brought

his leeturt" to a clo.se with a tjuotation from
an essay written by the jutlge on this very

subject. "Philosophy docs not furnish

motives, but it shows men that they are

not fools for doing what they aln^ady want
to do. It opens to the forlorn hopes, on
which we throw ourselves away, the vista

of the farthest stretch of human thought,

the chorils of harmony that breathes from

the unknown."

Elections Announced
to '33 'Cap and Bells'

(Continued from First Page)

important part in extracurricular activi-

ties. He is Managing Editor of the 1933

Gulielinetinan board, a member of the Glee

Club and the Purple Knights, and has had
leading roles in Little Theatre an<l Cap
and Bells productions, playing the part of

the valet in "The Dictator."

The following managerial appointments
were made for the coming year: Anderson
'33, Business Manager; Von Elm '33,

Costume Manager; Niedringhaiis '33,

Press Manager; Rowland '33, Stage Mana-
ger; Williams '34, Production Manager;
Duck '33, Electrician; Uillett '34, Proper-

ty Manager.

WAM)EN
Week of March 14
Shows: Afternoon 2.IB; Evening 7.18 and 9 no

PROGRAM CHANGED EVERY DAY

MONDAY, MARCH 14

Sidney Fox and Frances Dee in "Nice
Women." The story of a modern gii|'„
battle to get h(>r man- with all tl,,,

laughs and thrills. Mack Bennett Com-
edy. Cartoon. News.

rUESDAY, MARCH 1.5

"Charlie Chan's Chance" with Wiuncr
Oland, Linda Watkins and Marion
Nixon. Pathe Comedy. Cartoon.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH k;

"Reckless Living" with Mae Clarke and
Norman Foster. Slim Summerville
Comedy. Cartoon.

THLIiSDAV, MARCH 17

.lames Dunn and .Sally l'al(!rs in "Dance
Team." Mack Bennett Comedy.

FRIDAY, MARCH 18

.lanet Claynor and ('harles Farrcll in

"Delicious." Columbia Cartoon.

SATURDAY, MAKCH li»

"Bide Show" with Winnie Lighincr uiul

Charles Butterworth. A fun coniliii,,!.

tioii that makes the laughs. .Sd wilil

so loud the animals can't hear them-
selves roar. Pathe Comedy. Cartoon.
News.

Paramount
PUBLIX THEATRE

TEL. 850

NORTH ADAMS Cont. \-\\

.Siiiiday, Monday, 'I'tic.'^iiay

Marlene Dietricli

in

"Shanghai Express"
with

Clive Brook, Warner Oland
Anna May Wong

Wednesday, 'riuirsday, Friday

John and Lionel Barrymore

in

"Arsene Lupin"

Saturdtiy

"Play Girl"
with

Loretta Young and
Winnie Lightner

and

"Air Eagles"

RICHMOND
Continuous 1 'till 11 Tel. 140

THEATRE
No. Adams

Monday, Tuesdfiy iind Wedncsilay

"Strictly

Dishonorable"
Paul Lukas and Sidney Fox

Thursday tind Fridtiy

"Private Scandal"
Floyd Hughes and Marian Nixon

Saturday and Sunday

"Behind the Mask"
Jack Hoyt, Constance Cummings

LOST
Will whoever took by mis-

take a large loose-leaf n°*^'

book from the Gym Lunch

Wednesday night, March 2.

please return it to D. A. Gregg.

Chi Psi Lodge.
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAORANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

OSTRANDER HEADS

ITALIAN DELEGATION

Williams Men Represent Italy at

Meeting of Model League

of Nations

Scrior Dino (iraiidi, alius F. Tiiylor ()s-

inimliT '32, 1111(1 liis (IcU'KUlioii of six otlier

Williuins imin icpre.sciitiiiK lliily, vocifcv-

iiiisly viplK^lil Mussolini's policii-s at tlio

liflh annual session of the l,ea)?ui' of Na-

liciiis Model Asspmlily, held from March '.i

llinjiiul' Mareli 5 al Mrown Tniversity in

I'nividoncB, H. I. The Modc^l Assemhiy,

ciiniposed of representatives from 28

iiilleijos and presided over by Jeanelto

Dickie of Mt. Holyoke, closely followed

Ihe current actions of the League of Na-

tions in discnssinn the Sino-.Iapaiiese con-

llict, the world economic situation, dis-

iirmanient, and In'aly revision with regard

1(1 the Polish corridor.

A Model Council meeting opened the

session of Friday morning at which the

Kiin-teen states enjoying niemhership were

represented. This was chiefly devoted to

ii discussion of the prohlenis C(jnfronting

Ihe world in the l'"ar East, although in

more than onediKfession the lilond Clrandi,

with his accustomed latin pertinacity suc-

ceeded in convincing his colleagues that

Italy does attack <|ueslions with a "realis-

tic point of view." After hearinjj the

cases of holh Japan and China from their

delegates, a resolution demanding eeo-

nornie boycott was voted down as loo

(liastic. And it remained for France to

end the heated controversy when she suc-

ceeded in (jettinn adoiHed a resolution

calliuK for the withdrawal of diplomatic

representatives from .Japan, the antfressor

in fact if not in law. That afternoon wa.s

devoted to meetings of the three commit-

tees who were to report to the Assembly

the next morning.

When the meeting of the As.sombly was

called to order on Saturday mornin>j, the

Italian delegation, composed of Ostrander

'32, Chairman, l.ee. Van Sant '32, l.aw-

ther, Miller, Ohly '33, and Hanm '34, was

in its a.ssiKne(l place and ready for a vifjor-

ons defense of Italy's rinhts. In this Ihe

Krou)) seems to have succeeded thouKh

Albania's rcpre.senlatives, a jiroup of inde-

pendent younn women from W'elle.sley,

cau.sed considerable trouble by refusing to

carry out her neighbors' orders. Indeed

il was only after threats of dra.stic action

had been made that they finally agreed.

Italy's success at the conference is clearly

demonstrated by the teleijrain received by

Have you thought of making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?
The Harvard University Dental

School offers an unsurpassed

course in this field of health

>ervice, with emphasis on med-
ical correlations. A "Class A"
school. JVrite for catalog.

Leroy M. S. Miner, D.M.D.. M.D.. Dean,

IBS Longwood Avenue, Boston, Mnss.

For Anything

Photographic
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Also Picture Frames

Go to

H. E. KINSMAN
Co]]ege

Photographer

Mausert
Ice Cream Co.

Incorporated

North Adams, Mass.

E. J. Jerdon—D.D.S.
X-Ray

Gas and Oxygen

Senor (Irandi in Ihe midst of th(Mlelibera-

tions from a reputedly prominent Fascist

organization which stated, "Having heard

of your S|)lciidid elforts in behalf of our

country, we wish to thank you hut would

advise you that we do not K've a damn for

theShan(?hai situation."

The lirst ((ommitlec^ to report was the

one on the Sino-Japanese situation. Rep-

resentatives from both eountriiM were

lieard and then several resolutions pro-

posed. Poland and Peru were for com-

plete severance of diplomatic relations, but

8pain, advocatinn pea(«-nnikinK methods,

SLiKKCsted a resolution caliin); for a cessa-

tion (jf hostilities, insured by the LeaKue,

and the introduiMion of peace measures,

aided by the ({real jjowers. This latter

was finally adopted. The next report

came from the committee on the world

economic situation, which rec^ommended

a c(unprotnise measure suggested by Italy,

calliii); for parallel reduction of war debts

and reparations to satisfy the needs of the

debtors and creditors. With the approval

of France and (ierinany this i)assed unani-

mou.sly. This eoininittee also ])ropos(!(l a

pro^rc^fsive reduction of tariffs up to '25%

on a graduated scale arranged according lo

coinitrics, finishing their proposal with an

appeal for delegates to obtain telegraphic

powers from their goveriwnents to sign the

three-year tarilT truce convention.

The afternoon ses.iion opened with the

signing of the c(jnvcntion, .51 nations hav-

ing given their con.sent over the wires.

.1. C. Greene of Vale, who recently re-

turned from Cieneva, then spoke for a few

miinites on his impressions of the Disarma-

ment Conference. After this introduction

the committee on disarmament was heard

from. This report contained three resolu-

tions; the first two concerned definite re-

duction and the establishment of an inter-

national |)olice force and were voted down.

The third, creating a permanent Disarma-

ment commission, was adopted by a iu)ani-

mous vote. The Polish corridor (piestion

was the la.st discussed ; and after a decision

had been reached, elections were held for

president for next year. J. Aldred (iue.sl,

.\mherst '33, was chosen for the position,

and it was decided that the next Model

l.eagvie meeting will be held at Nortliani|)-

ton.

SOCIALIST JENNIE LEE

TALKS IN JESUP HALL
Attacks Attitude of Looking for

Scapegoat To Blame for

Domestic Failure

Corn-petition for Lehman
Cups to Start March 14

The Williams Track Association will

conduct the annual Lehman Cu]) Meet,

consisting of nine track events, in which

there is open competition for all undi^r-

graduates, begiinung Monday, March 14.

The two high scorers will each be awarded

a cu)), presented by Herbert H. Lehman

'99, i)resent Lieutenant-Governor of New
York State.

Under the rules adopted three years ago

the scoringforfiveof the events is 10, 7, 4, '2,

1 for the first five competitors respectively;

these events are the shot jnit, high jump,

440-yard dash, the 880-yard and mile runs.

The scoring for the two sections of the

fifty and the two hurdle races will he 5,

3>i, 2, 1, H for the first five places.

New England Swim
Meet Starts Today

(Continued from First Page)

A tentative Williams line-up is as fol-

lows:

Medley relay—Kerr, Gilfillan, Bixby

220-yd. free style—Beatty, Church,

Phillips, Reynolds

50-yd. free style—Downs, Fenlon, Kerr,

MeMahon, Swayze

Dives—Ach, Johnson, Lapham
440-yd. free style—Beatty, Church,

Fen ton

1 50-yd. backstroke—Bixby, Kerr, Nor-

cott

200-yd. breast stroke—Gilfillan, Magill,

Hniith

100-yd. free style—Beatty, Bixby, Fen-

ton, Kerr, Swayze

200-yd. relay—Downs, Kerr, Beatty,

Swayze, McMahon, Bixby, Fenton

Freshman 200-yd. relay—Robinson,

Blake, Copeland, Dayton, Archer, Tomp-
kins.

Requirements of Graves

Prize Contest Announced
(Continued from First Page)

sealed enveloin" containing both the fic-

titious name and the true name of the

writer.

4. The essays are to he submitted to

Mr. Licklider not later than Monday,

MayK), 193'2.

5. A typewritten copy of each of the
successful essays must be plaeetl on file in

the College Library previous to Com-
mencement Week.

'The emotional mo(jd behind both

Communist and Socialist in ( !(!rmany and
Russia is essentially the same; they feel

that the Versailles Treaty has not been

ke])t in spirit and that there is an effort

on foot to keep Germany in a permanently

inferior position." Such was the (com-

ment of Miss .Jennie Lee, Soeiali.st and
former Member of Parliament, as she

spoke on the "Outlook of the Post-War
Generation" before a Liberal Club audi-

ence in .lesup Hall Thursday evening.

"In presenting my impressions of the

youth movements of the European na-

tions," she began, "I base my statements

on (he conclusions I have knit together

from the work and experiences I have had
in the past two or three years. In Ger-

many, the younger generation is 8wee|)ing

av/ay the old established ideas and the

olil forms; this movement is of terrific

importance, not only internally, but in

respect to its future impact with other

nations. 1 found the Germans idealistic,

reacting against militarism, feeling that

the old regime had led Germany astray,

hoping to rebuild their country, and seek-

ing to forward international friendliness

and recreate the industries. They have

seen reparations sucked out of them and

have faced tremendous trials and under-

gone great sacrifices.

"The younger generation in Russia is

similar to that of Germany. They have

known hard living and disciplined work.

As in the ca.se of Germany there is an

intense patriotism. Russia is creating a

mass mind through the medium of the

radio and newspaper on national and in-

ternational questions. I am amazed at

the positive, dogmatic, and fanatic form of

ignorance about the world, which is so

l)revalent in Ru.ssia. Yet in Russia there

is a noticeable willingness to go to work in

remote parts of the country, like soldiers

serving on the intlustrial front. On the

other hand they believe that at some time

the capitalistic world will make a military

offensive on Russia, and consequently the

typical Russian is military minded."

Then shifting to England's present

jirotjlems. Miss Lee commented on Great

Britain's attitude towards India and the

difficulty her country would have in hold-

ing down India against her will. "The
world is ])laying an economic game of hide-

and-seek," she went on to say. .\merican

and British sales go up in China because

China hates the .lapanese. Japanese

sales go up in India because the Indians

hate the British. And so it goes.

"And now in England we are con-

fronted with the question of dual loyalty

—

of personal loyalty to the leaders or loyalty

to the economic, social and political prin-

ciples of the government. In the last

election the allegiance of the younger gen-

erations went to all parties. .\nd now

there is disillusion. Though the world

has great liabilities, as we look around we

also see its tremendous assets. We must

get the concept of nationally owned

industries to eliminate the needless wastes

and competition among industries. There

should be state ownership and control

of the Bank of England so that the govern-

ment couUl control the nerve center of

finance. Industry and agriculture shouUI

be regulated according to a ]>lanned

scheme.

"It is interesting to note that whenever

the domestic policy falls short of the

expectations of those who have set it u)),

they look for a scapegoat on which to

blame the shortcomings of the system.

Although I am not a student of .\nierican

|)olitics, I believe America feels that if

Europe woukl avoid all this trouble and

keep out of revolutions, the United States

would again have jirosperity.

"We can see these sentiments not in

Britain alone, but in the countries which

have suffered. While there is talk of

being peace-minded an<l promoting inter-

national friendliness, there is also the fact

that the younger generations are rabidly

militant and keenly nationalistic. The

International Conference at Geneva is a

farce; the nations are not in the right

mood. In seeking lo build up a splendid

America," she concluded, "I hope you

kccj) in mind the dangers of being too

nationalistic, an<l procee<l not only in

building up America but with the attitude

of building up Europe, and Great Britain

and other nations."

SPRING VACATION
IN

BERMUDA
APRIL 2

TO
APRIL 10

$65 up

The popular VEENDAM sails again

on this 8 day cruise ... 4 days in

Bermuda . . . the ship your liotel

throughout at no extra expense . . .

leaving New York 9.00 p. m. Satur-

day, April 2nd . . . Don't be left

waiving on the pier . . . see

ARTHUR O'BRIEN
Alpha Delia Phi

HOLLAND AMERICA LINE
S') .STATE .STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

ne
BENTLEY SCHOOL

Is the largest professional school in the Uniteti

Stateswhich is devoted exclusively to trainingmen

to become specialists in accounting and finance.

Completion of the course requires two years.

CGraduates are employed in 29 states and 14 for-

eign countries as office managers, cost accountants,

resident auditors, travelling auditors, statisticians,

comptrollers, treasurers, branch managers, public

accountants, etc.

C Modern business demands the services of men
qualified to do some one thing particularly well.

<LThe man who knows a little about many things

in business but not much about any one of them is

greatly handicapped when he competes with men
who are highly skilled in the principles and

technic of some one department of business.

CMen with college experience have particularly

favorable prospects in the public accounting pro-

fession as well as in business, provided their

technical training is adequate.

CA catalog will be sent upon request. Please

mention your college paper when writing.

The Bentley School 0/Accounting & Finance
921 BoYLsioN Street, Boston (Kenmore 075

H. C. Bentlev, C. p. a., Tretidetii

755)

INSURANCE BROKERS
To Williams College

VEITCH, SHAW & REMSEN, Inc.
45 John Street, New York City

MODERN DAIRY
ROBERT STEELE, Proprietor

Home Concern for Home Patronage

THE BEST PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM IN
NORTH ADAMS AND WILLIAMSTOWN

Of eiceptioDally low bacteria content nnd teating very high in butterfat content

PHONE NORTH ADAMS 2670-R

Service to All Parts of North Adams and WilliamBtown

«$
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THE GYM LUNCH
Gus Bridgrnan "Quality, Cleanliness and Quick Service" Louie Bleau

Basketball Quintet

Ends 1931-32 Season
(Continued from First Page)

RisinK to the peak of its form in tlie

C(ilunil)ia (jame, the Purple overcame a

ten point lead in the second half to tie the

score with seconds to jjlay. Fowle's

tap-in. just before the whistle blew added

two more points to the Williams total,

leaving the tally at 34-34. In the over-

time period, the Purple Rained six points

and the margin of victory. The entire

team was on its toes in this game, but

Good's leadership and passing turned the

tide in favor of Williams. The following

Saturday, Wesleyan bowed to the Purple,

33-20, for the first time in six years on its

home court. Markoski and Good were the

high scorers, while Sheehan's guarding

wa.s outstanding.

On the mid-year trip, Williams defeated

Rochester, 37-24, for its eight consecutive

wins, but lost to Buffalo, 38-32. Fowie,

Markoski, and Sheehan coordinated well,

but the absence of Good made itself very

evident in both games. The following

Saturday the Purple lost to St. Lawrence,

HALLER INN
Single and Double Rooms with Baths

With or Without Meals

Beautifully Furnished—Excellent Food
Exclusive and Charming

An Almoiphfre Quite Unlikf a Hglet Unique and Inviling

Telephone 305

Williamstown, Mass.

34-24 jjlaying erratically and sloppily,

keenly showing 1 he lack of Captain Good.

Breaking its losing streak, the five over-

came M. S. C. in a slow contest, 34-16,

Markoski and Monier scoring consistently,

and Wesleyan again bowed in an uninter-

esting game, 49-31 , the following Saturday.

Williams then lost a close contest to

Yale which was won in a last quarter rally,

20-18. The five played loosely and

showed lack of coordination, Markoski

doing well. The final home game was

won from Amherst, 31-20, the Purple

remaining the undefeated I>ittle Three

champion. Good's court work was out-

standing. The next week Williams fell

before Harvard, 43-25, and lost the last

contest of the season by two points to

Brown in a heartbreaking encounter,

36-34. Sloppy shooting and lack of

defense was evident in both games. Good
again being injured. Markoski seemed

to be the only Purple player who did not

finish the season in a slump.

Lefavour Is Honored in

the New 'Alumni Review''

1935 Elects Officers

Edw^ard T. llapgood '35, of Altamont,

N. Y., was elected to the Student Coiineil

and automatically became presiilent of the

Freshman Class at a mass-meeting of the

freshmen in Jesup Hall last Tuesday

evening. At the same time, John B. Bliss

'35, of Yonkers, N. Y., was elected to the

Honor System Committee, which position

he will hold until his graduation.

Hapgood was graduated from Albany

.\cademy where he was ])resident of his

class, of the Student Council, and of a

litei-ary society, besitles being cajitain of

baseball and on the football and hockey

squads. Since he has come to Williams

he has won his numerals in football.

Bliss prepared for college at Phillips

Exeter Academy where he was secretary

of the Christian Fraternity and a member
of the Senior Council and the track team.

He was graduated and is the organizer of

the present Freshman Foreign Affairs

Club.

Containing a fitting tribute to Henry Le-

favour '83, who recently resigned as presi-

dent of Simmons College, the March issue

of the Alumni Review made its ai)pearan(»

last week . Considerable space in the mag-

azine is also devoted to Lewellyn Pratt '52,

Morris Professor of Rhetoric from 1876 to

1881, the centennial of whose birthday

occurs this year.

Following an article by Alfred Holt '20

on "Student Life in the Late Seventies"

gleaned from an old memory book, the

Renew gives photographs and short biog-

raphies of the five men who have been

named for the alumni trustee ballot. The
candidates are Philip L. James '97, Philip

M. Brown '98, Charles M. Davenport '01,

Williams A. Newell '05 and William 0.

Wyckoff '14.

Dean Pound Speaks

in Jesup Wednesday
(Continued from First Page)

ous work we have done in harnessing things

to human use," Mr. Pound showed how in

the present day "it is possible to devote

our time to a relatively irrelevant thing,"

and, for this very reason, religious, politi-

cal, and voluntary organizations have been

founded in which men give their attention

to specific details. If we think only of

these organized agencies, we get but a

partial picture of the social order. "Since

the sixteenth century, politically organized

society has maintained a paramount place

in popular control. All others are sub-

jected to it."

In answering the question concerning

the role jjlayed by education, he maintain-

ed that its real work was in common with

our ideals of human society as it ought to

be. Although education is indeterminant,

it is a Imckground on which all other social

agencies depend. He then continued
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with examples of how i)i(^tures had become

facts, as in the story of Uadalus and Icariis,

and how everything turns on the picture

which a person has before him.

Following a statement in whi(^h he af-

firmed that man is no longer a freely com-

jieting, self-sufficing ])erson, he remarked

that men famous in the business world

merely reflect the greatness of the big

corporation to which they are attached.

For this very reason, he said, we need our

information broadened. Information is a

short-lived thing, and what we mvist learn

is the technique of ap]ilying the significant

things which we acquire through educa-

tion. In conclusion Dean Pound stated,

"The fact remains that in education today

we have the chief agency in making reason

and the will of God prevail,"

Infirmary Patients

Assistant Professor I layward, Avis '34,

and Lasher '35 were the only patients in

the Infirmary when The Record went to

|)ress. In all cases of serious illness par-

ents of the students will be notified imme-

diately.

College Preacher

The Reverend Reinhold Niebuhr, D.D.,

of the Union Theological Seminary, New
York City, will preach at the morning

service in the Thompson Memorial

Chapel, Sunday, March 13.

COLLEGE NOTES

Reeves Morrisson '35 has been pledged

to the Psi Upsilon fraternity.

The pledge of John T. Winkhaus, Jr.,

'35 to the Delia Phi fraternity has been

broken by mutual consent.

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

Reduced Room Rates
TO COLLEGE MEN

$1.50 Up
splendid Accommodations

Popular Priced, Excellent Meals

Club Breakfasts 25c, 50c, 75c

Luncheons and Blueplates
50c and $1.00

Dinners 75c, $1.00, $1.50

Saturday Night Dinner Dance $1 .50

WIGGINS OLD TAVERN
and

HOTEL NORTHAMPTON

Every Topcoat at Cutting's Is Busy

Answering the Call of "Lower Prices"
The weather makes a topcoat necessary and our "lower prices"

make a value you will have a hard time to equal

$20 $30 $40

C. H. CUTTING & CO,
SINCE 1870

Sixty Years of Knowing How

Ruether's Market

Supplying the Best

In Foods
We Please Particular People

SINCE 1888 • • PHONE 138-139

kBjyjRMHjfflaiKKroKfflfflfflroiiro

WILUAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK
W. B. Clirk. Pratdenl F. E. Moore, l^lce-Praldml A. E. Evans, Cashier

Capital - - . $50,000

Surplus and Net Profits $ 1 1 0,000

Usual Banking Facilities Elxtended

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent

Students' Accounts Received on Liberal Terms
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DR. R. NIEBUHR SPEAKS

AT LIBERAL GATHERING

Notes Difference Between Liberal

and Radical Philosophies in

Address to Club

PETER ODEGARD TO

DISCUSS DEMOCRACY

Ex-Professor, Now at Ohio State

University, to Talk in Jesup

Hall, Thursday

"Tlie difference between the liberal and

radical philosophies is the difference be-

tween tlie optimistic and (catastrophic

views of the events of history," stated the

lleverend llcinhold Niebuhr, D.D., to

members of the Liberal Club. Dr. Nie-

buhr, who is a professor at the Union

Theologiical Seminary in New York, ad-

dressed the club on "The Motivation of

Liberals and Radicals" last Saturday eve-

iiiiiK in the EpiBCoi)al Rectory on Park

Street.

Establishing first the distinction be-

tween the creed and spirit of Liberalism

and Radicalism, he pointed out that the

iiicinbicrs of the former Rroup were opti-

mistic in reference to the improvement of

the social order by education and other

advancement. Radicals, on the other

hand, had a pessimistic outlook in that

they believed that the increase in social

ami rcUnious sensitiveness is detrimental

to society, and that doctorinj? and law-

making cannot possibly save us. He

noted in proof of the latter statement that

Pitkin declared, "Kvery worker in EnRland

is worse off for Socialism."

"Because he sees actualities, the radical

worker is a greater economic ileterminant

than the capitalist," he continued. "I

admit that I am a Liberal rather than a

Radical, and the spirit of the college! is

Liberal, too. It is only thinking which

drives us to Radicalism, and because of the

better conditions in the I'nited States, we

arc not at all in sympathy with the state

of affairs abroad.

"Because of the lack of political mutual-

ity, we are heading for disaster, and our

only escape will be through a realization

and conse(|uent fear of this disaster.

Fuitiienuoie tt [rtilcnt cCiontMiiir. Unw will

not submit to political power. Even .John

Dewey's 'League for Political Reaction'

cannot etpialize wealth through j)olitical

means, because the upper classes are too

strong."

In concluding Dr. Niebuhr mentioned

thes])irit behind the two groups. Liberals

being motivated by a desire for free speech,

freedom of the press, and <li«(cussion groups

and the Radicals being spurred on by

fanatic, dogmatic and dangerous objec-

tives. "Our tenden<'v to balance values

keeps the intellectuals from building a new

world W'ith the vigor and spirit coming

from simple, conunon people."

Undergraduates and ijrofessors of Wil-

liams will welcome the opportunity to hear

Professor Peter H. Odegard of Ohio State

University discuss the cpiestion, "Is De-

mocracy Doomed?" next Thursday eve-

ning at 7.30 in .lesup Hall. Invited by

the Liberal Club to address a college group,

he is returning for the first time since he

left his position, as a member of the faculty

and assistant professor of political science,

two years ago.

While at Williams Professor Odegard

was noted for his interesting and absorbing

(•lasses in Political Science 1-2 and 5-6, and

many undergraduates, not electing his

course, attended the sessions at which he

lectured. .lust before he left Williams-

town, he published Tlie American Public

Miiul, which he discusses from five stand-

points civilization, public opinion, social

psychology, social (conditions, and politics

and Kov(Tnment. Two years before, he

hail written Pressure Politics, the story of

the Anti-Saloon League.

Professor Odegard is now a member of

the Political Science department at the

graduate school of Ohio State University

He was actively connected with the Mili-

tary Science and Tactics trouble which

arose there and resulted in the expulsion

of Professor Miller. Leading the opposi-

tion to the Administration, according to

re]5orta, he was about to be expelled as a

member of the faculty, and incidentally

had his own resignation signed and ready

to mail, when the case took a new light

Through pressure from the American

Association of University Professors and

public opinicm, which, at the time, was

very hostile to the Administration, he was

retained and still holds his position on the

faculty.

'Phi Beta Kappa' to Hold
Meeting This Wednesday

A meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa Society

will be held this Wednesday afternoon

at -4.30 p. m. in the home of Professor H
D. Wild, IVesident of the Society at Wil

lianis. All stu(l(!nt members and those of

the faculty who graduated Mi Bc/n Kap-

pa from Williams College will attend the

informal gathering. The seniors recently

elected are to be given their keys, and

Professor Wild will explain the meaning

and the purpose of the Society to those

initiates.

Ex-Editor of 'Record'' Gives Inside Story of the

Lindbergh Kidnapping From Reporter''s 'Viewpoint

( 'I'he Jolhnnng is a letter written specially

for Thk Rkcord hi/ Fred (). Neunnan '27

who is covering the Lindbergh Case for the

"New York HeraUl Tribune." Mr. New-
man is a former Editor^n-Chief of The
Recohd.)

Trenton, N. J.

"Your letter reached me this morning.

I'm so danu\ tired I can hardly see, but

here's a bit of a yarn, authentic in every

detail, that I took i)leasur(! in putting to-

gether tonight. Do with it what you will,

change it, burn it, cast it out, but don't

be afraid of it. 'i'here's nothing vicious or

libelous there.

An illiterate Pole, camera strtti>pe(l over

his arm, wandered into press heachiuarters

in the New J(!raey State House here to-

night, sat down to a game of stud with

the boys, and in half an hour arose to find

himself actually susjiected as an accom-

plice in the kidnapping of Colonel Charles

A. 1 .indbergh's baby son. The accusation,

made in good faith by a reporter, was
direct and the heated reply quite simple:

lYou'ro a liar.' The men sejuared off

and conversation ceased. There was a

concerted rush at our Polish friend; while

the chief antagonist held the man's arms,

and the State Trooper assigned to the tel-

ephone climbed over tables to reach the

scene of action, some brave fellow lanehxl a
hay-maker in the stranger's eye. The
blow was struck, be it imdcrstood, by a
so-(call('d reporter who had not partici-

pated in the (juarrel, and who waited until

his victim's arms were down. The
trooper did his duty and pulled the men
apart

. The lift y or more newspaper men
fesumed their games and conversation,

^explanations were made, and the incident

was over.

No one doubts now but that the Pole

was entirely innocent. If there had been

the slightest real basis for suspecting him
you would have seen his name in headlines

three columns wide. Hut eight sleepless

days and nights, a great plentitude of

Jersey api)le-jack, and a distinct absense of

any real news had so frayed everybody's

nerves (hat even skeptical newspaper

men were ready to beat up a fellow who
bad never been within eight miles of the

Lindbergh home. And what a story

was in sight: 'KIDNAPPERS' SPY
CAUGHT IN PRESS ROOM!' There

was no fake about the hopes in mind;

perhaps the 'break' had come right here!

There was really nothing about the

fellow to excite suspi(cion excejit the fact

that he was imusual and, in many respects,

to be admired. A World War veteran,

he had lost his job and had wandered

down to Hopewell and Trenton because

he saw an opportunity to take a few pho-

togra|)h8 and market them. He called all

the pictures he had seen in the jiapers

'silly', and set out, to get something

better. His independence was character-

istic of his race, but too pronoimced for his

own good. He evaded all questions on

his object in coming here, refused to "ex-

hibit, his j)ieturc8, and finally i)reci))itated

violence by taking off his coat. The
boys were hardly interested at first, but

suddenly there dawned the suspicion that

this chap was a 'plant'. A perfect ar-

rangement it would be, too, for the kid-

napijcrs to have a man at new.spaper head-

(luarters to report back how little reporters

(OonUnued on Second Pace)
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"'/'Ac Monkey's tail goes round and round,

And rouiul ami round and rouiul and

round."

It is customary at, this time of the year

for the retiring Editor of Tub Record, in

an editorial variously entitled "Retrosp(ict

and the Future," or "Yours Be the

Hands," etc., to write sweet words on his

tenure in office, and the unusually bright

prospects for an even better Rbcoku dur-

ing the coming year than his board has put

out. It would be contrary to all tradition

if he did not compose such a piece, slightly

colored with sentimentality, and steeped

in sweetness. There is a classic formula to

be followed: he must t(!ll of the high hojjes

with which he took over the reins; he must

admit his failures and pass lightly over his

successes; he must assure the readers that

his successor is infinitely better fitted for

the position than he himself has been. If

he is honest, he will tell of the drudgery of a

year devoted to hopeless attempts at intel-

lectual stimulation.

And now, having discovered that the

Editor of the 1932 Recokd intends to dis-

regard all tradition by making no cere-

mony of the torch-passing, we shall inject

a few comments of our own. It was ex-

actly 53 weeks ago, by the 1927 calendar

which has long since become a fixture in

this office, when the 1932 Managing Edi-

tor, whom for want of a better name we

will call Mr. Hamilton, approached us

with a look of dogged determination—the

look is difficult of description, but it may
be seen on the face of any new Managing

Editor.

Like the men who had occupied his

position during the years before, be was

afire with a resolution to better The
Record, a tsisk admittedly not impossible

Among other innovations, such as a new

masthead, new headlines, new assignment

arrangements— in fact practically every-

thing new but the office itself, he proposed

a column. Having already approached

some 10 men with an eye to finding a col

umnist, he came to us in desperation,

framing his proposal in words which may
best be described as honeyed. Would we

undertake the task?

Flattered beyond words, and ignorant of

the fact that we were number 17 on his

list , we agreed in t he depths of our ignor-

ance to write such a column on the average

of once a week. How well we have sue

ceeded the most casual reader of The
Rec(Jkd will realize at once. In the first

flush of enthusiasm, we appeared in as

many as four (consecutive issues, rattling

off column after column of what we now

realize was almost pure trash. It was not

long before the intervals of inspiration be-

came farther and farther apart, until re-

cently as many as ten issmcs of this slucet

have come from the presses of the printers

with no Paltry Stuff, other than what is

regularly printed under the title of college

news.

And now that all is over, we cannot be

absolved from a charge of sentimentality

as the last mistakes for which the 1932

Board may be held responsible go to press.

No longer will some imbecile [lerch himself

beside our desk as we struggle to make a

deadline, belaboring us with some jest

that Eph Williams almost assuredly

laughed at on his last expedition; no

longer will we cuss the Business Manager
for typewriters which must have been in

the office in the long ago days when Presi-

dent Garfield w'as inducted; no longer will

we be able to turn friends into enemies by
reporting scandalous stories into wlii(ch we
read an element of humor; no longer will

Professors flunk us in hour tests for report-

ing with deadly accuracy some cla.ssroom

hai)pening.

And we've just begun to realize that we
shall miss it all.

(Omtlnued on Fourth Page)

WILLIAMS AND BROWN TEAMS TIE

FOR N.E.LC.S.A. SWIMMING TITLE

Art Exhibition Will Be
Held in Lawrence Hall

Bruins Come from Behind to Win
Final Relay and Knot the

Score at 31-31

There will be an exhibition of illumi-

nated manuscripts in historical sequences

cinculated by the American Fed(!ration of

Arts in Lawrence Hall from March 15 to

March 31- The mamiscripts have been

collected and prepared for exhibition pur-

poses by Otto F. Ege, head of the Teacher

Training Dc|)artment of the Cleveland

S(chool of Art and are comprised of 50

original leaves and 30 reproductions.

This collection illustrates by fine ex-

ami)les the various phases in the devcloj)-

ment of manuscripts from the Classical

Period to the 15th century, tiringing out

many of the changes that have occurred

in the character of the script and musical

notation, the types of initial letters and

borders, and the illumination and minia-

ture painting in Spain, Germany, Flanders,

France, and England. Many of the repro-

ductions are from early manuscripts and

masterpieces of the Medieval and Renais-

sance periods, the originals of which are

invaluable. Each item of the exhibition

has harmonious mats and light wood
frames which aid the super!) illumination.

SWAYZE WINS 50; BEATTY, 220

Springfield Finishes Third, Amherst

Fourth, Ahead of Wesleyan,

Bowdoin, M. I. T.

CALENDAR

MONDAY, MARCH 14

7.30 p. m.— Herbert H. Farmer will lec-

ture on "How God Comes to Us" un-

der the auspices of the W. C. A.

Jesup Hall.

TUESDAY, MARCH 15

4.30 p. m.—Tuesday Lecture. As.sociate

Professor Brinsmadc will lecture on

"The Why and How of Radio."

Thompson Physical Laboratory.

7.30 p. m.— Peter Odegard will lecture on

"Is Democracy Doomed?" under the

auspices of the Liberal Club. Jesup

Hall.

BIG BROTHER BANQUET

ARRANGED FOR MAR. 28

W. C. A. Urges as Many Students

As Possible to Aid Towards

Success of Plans

The Williams Christian Association will

hold its annual Big Brother Banquet Mon-
day evening, March 28, at the Williams

Inn, at which more than 175 local boys,

their parents, and college students are ex-

pected to be present. The Banquet Com-
mittee, under the chairmanship of Allen

'34 is, at present drawing up plans for the

entertainment which is to follow the din-

ner.

Each year the W. C. A., with the co-

operation of the student body, provides

a dinner program for the boys of Williams-

town. This banquet affords the only

opportunity during the year for the local

boys to become acquainted with the col-

lege students, and in the past it has been

the custom of a number of the students to

act as hosts to the members of the Wil-

liamstown Boys' Clubs and to accompany

them at the banquet.

As there are about 90 guests expected, it

is sincerely hoped that as many of the

undergraduate body as jjossiblc will at-

tend inasmuch as the whole success of the

undertaking depends upon their coopera-

tion. Former sin)ilar affairs have given

the boys of Willian)st,own a great deal of

enjoyment made possible in general by

the willingness of the st udents to enter into

the spirit of this occasion. The program
(Continued on Second Page)

Climaxing their first undefeated season

since 1927, the Williams swimmers tied

with Brown University for the team
championship of the annual New England

Intercollegiate Swimming Association's

meet held here in the Lasell Pool last

Friday and Saturday. In winning the

final relay by the narrow margin of two

feet, the Providence men added eight

points to their score enabling them to tic

the Purple at 31-31. iSpringfield, defend-

ing champion, finished third, five and a
half jjoints ahead of the Amherst tankmen
who scored a total of 1 1 points; while

Wesleyan nosed out Bowdoin for fourth

with 7 J
-2, and M. I. T. took last position

with 3.

The meet was eharact«rizcd by ex-

tremely close competition with the result

that Lasell Pool records were lowered in

four events and new marks for the New
England championships were made in six

races. High-scoring honors went to Lewis

of Brown, who in addition to swimming on

the winning relay team, placed second in

the 50 and won the 100. Close behind

were Captain Swayze and Beatty with

9}^ apiece, followed by White of Brown
and Strohmcier of Amherst at 8. In

winning his race, Swayze comi)leted two

years without a defeat at the 50-yard dis-

tance.

After qualifying fourth in the 220 and

fifth in the 440, Beatty came back to win

the former in the record time of 2:27.8,

slighflv ahead of Strohmeier. and to place

second in the latter race which .Stroh-

meier won in 5 :30.5 for a new New England

championship mark. Church added

another point for Williams with a fourth

not far behind Westcott of Springfield.

Brown won the medley relay by a scant

foot, after Gilfillan and Bixby had prac-

tically nullified the great advantage gained

by Stanton, the Brown liackstroker; third

jjlace was taken by Springfield.

Captain Swayze scored a brilliant vic-

tory in nosing out Lewis in the 50 in 25.1

and barely lost the century to the Brown
star, who had set a pool record of 55.8

in the trials of the previous day, the time

of the final being 5().4. White of Brown
led all the way in winning the backstroke

in the exc(cptionally fast time of 1:45.5

which broke the pool mark as well as the

N. E. I. S. A. Championship standard.

Stanton, also of Brown, nosed out Fowler

of Springfield, who had won the trials,

for second honors, and fourth place went

to Foster of Bowdoin.
(Continued on Third Page)

Jennie Lee Favors the Gold Standard, Freedom
of India, but Declares That Free Trade Is Dead

"Free Trade is dead. 1 totally disagree*movement in India is becoming iucreasing-

with Lord Philip Snowden," stated Miss

.Icnnie Lee, the a.s8ertive, dark-haired

•'Joan of Arc of British Politics," in an

interview granted a Record reporter re-

cently. "I do not Ijelong to that group of

people who are so foolish as to think that

economic conditions will revert to their

I)revious forn), although I am assured that

the new tariff wall will have no effect in

bettering England financially."

Questioned as to whether she believed in

Mr. Oliver Baldwin's statement that "the

Gokl Standard is humlnig," Miss Lee

laughed and shrugged her shoulders.

"There is nothing wrong with the Gold

Standard. The economic structure of a

country must have some basis to stand on,

and I see no reason why it should not be

the Gold .Standard."

Turning from England to India, she

di.scussed Gandhi and his relation to his

countrymen. "Gandhi is a fine man,

charming and brave. He C(mtrols the

emotions of all the Indian people, and the

things for which he is fighting are exactly

the things which the Indian nation most

desires. Don't misunderstand me! I do

not agree with all of his jiolicies, but the

fact remains that he stands for all that his

people want and need. The nationalistic

ly strong, and it has reach(!d the point

where the Indian pcojjle would rather

govern themselves badly than have any
foreigners do it for them. 1 hardly think

that conditions could be any more (chaotic

imder native rule than they are at present.

Gandhi will be in and out of jail continual-

ly depending on how the government feels

at the mon)cnt , and I am assured that this

suppression of the nation cannot last very
long, comi)aratively speaking. The Eng-
lish still have the u|)i)(cr hand and superior

armaments, but the Indians are becoming
increasingly resentful, and when their

anger boils over, nothing can stop them."
The coming election in Germany greatly

interested Miss Lee. "Hindenburg will

most certainly beeUcctcd. I do not think

that there will be any revolution, but there

a,ssuredly will lie a great deal of trouble, for

the Fascists and the Communists are very
powerful and very desirous of obtaining

the reins of government." As she care-

fully rolled out the word "Communist"
accenting each syllable distinctly, Mias
Lee turned quickly and pointed her finger

at Harold Spitzer, North Adams commun-
ist, who happened to be standing near by.
This was just the o|x-ning Spitzer wanted,
but Miss \j:e silenced him with a wave of
her hand. .She was not to bo interrupted.
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LETTER TO MR. SARGENT
March 15, 1932

The (New) Editor of The Record,

Dear Chris:

It is one of the attractive features of your new position that it includes no obli-

gation of consistency toward your editorial predecessors. But we have based the

general policy of this column since last March on three general principles, whose basis

and aiiijlications we have thought sound; and without thrusting them upon you, we'd

like to summarize some points which arc perha])S deserving of consideration.

This column has not paid much attention in the past year to extra-curricular

matters. Without entering any claims to perfection for the extra-curricular scheme,

one may yet say that the problems it presents are few and in the main inextricably

bound u\) with more fundamental questions of one's philosophy regarding the curric-

ulum and the college purpose. The latter introduces the real problems.

In regard to the extra-curricular scene, however, we would urge the need of using

every means to overcome the past year's shameful neglect of the Concert Committee,

and to support the ])romising new jiroject of bringing to Williamstown important

forcign-jiroduced films. Then there is the more prosaic, but no less real question of

the most speedy and efficient scheme of Non-Athletic Tax collection. Too, we would

urge that the competence of the 1932 and 1933 Forum managements doesn't guar-

antee the more distant future; and that there is still need for a permanent, more

broadly representative advisory council for the organization. And of course there is

hardly need to remind its original sponsors of the suggestion of a New England small

college baseball league.

As a second trend of policy, we have urged the need, for the welfare of the College,

of a closer student recognition of certain Williams needs, and, on the other hand, of

more intimate contact by the Administration with the undergraduates on other mat-

ters. Allowing priority to the Professorship Fund tirive, we should say that no other

long run financial need has more legitimate claim to any support The Record can

give than the strengthening of the College Lil)rary resources. In regard to vocational

guidance, without expecting too much, one can urge more action than is now taken,

particularly in the organization of a series of vocational round table discussions. Also

in this field we have suggested an opportunity for active student co-operation in the

choosing of chajiel sjjeakers; the continuation of the Freshman Commons; a more

rational settlement of Thanksgiving recess, to extend it over the week-end; and an

opportunity for student co-operation regarding College architecture.

Moat important in this direction, of course, is the matter of trustee-student re

lations. Wc hoije that the experiment of a student-trustee discussion committee will

be continued; but we cannot stress too much the need of keeping awake the student

sense of resi)onsibility for making of the committee a significant instrument by bring-

ing to it only the fruit of careful, serious effort.

The most interesting, because the most fundamental, problems confronting an

observer of the College scene, however, are curricular. We have suggested various

curriculum changes: more courses in foreign literature, in translation; a course in

social reform; a three year pre-CoUege Latin requirement, and an alternative course

to Latin 1-2, in classical civilization; and, finally, an alternative course to Rhetoric

1-2. Matters of curricular administration have been touched on also: reading periods

for toi)ic writing; the restoration of Honors Work cutting privileges; the compilation

of a Faculty pamphlet of explanation and advice on the choice of a major. And then

there is the obvious need of further limiting the membership of Phi Bela Kappa to a

degree more in proportion to Williams' enrollment.

Any curriculum changes, however, gain meaning and direction only in light of

that axiom which, we feel, is basic to anyone who wants to get to the heart of modern

college problems: namely, that the college system will be unsound at bottom so long as

we are content to endure the war of conflicting purposes which is the inevitable result

of the jumbled make-up of the student body. Any lasting or successful reform must

b(! based on recognition of the need to secure a student body whose dominant purpose

in going to college is an interest in ideas.

With all these various thoughts we know you are not in full agreement; but we

hope you will feel able conscientiously to carry some of them on toward realization, and

we wish you all success in the effort.

At any rate: all luck and enjoyment in one of Williams' most fascinating, aggra-

vating, and educating jobs ....
Sincerely,

The (old) Editor.

ALUMNI NOTES

1904

William F. Lamb, with his partners

R. H. Shreve and A. L. Harmon, of New
York has been awarded the Medal of

Honor of the New York Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects for 1931,

in reoognition of their designing of the

Empire State Building.

1924

Mrs. Charles A Boody of New York
City has announced the engagement of her

daughter. Miss Constance Boody, to

Donal Clare O'Brien of New York.

Harry F. Wolf of the Class of '29 won

the national stiuasli tennis title for the

third consecutive time last Saturday by

defeating Rowland B. Haines in the finals

15-0, 12-15, 13-15, 15-«, 15-10, played a,

the Crescent Athletic-Hamilton Club int

Brooklyn. The court rivalry between

these two skillful players has become an

established controversy as Wolf has de-

feated his older opponent in the final match

for the past three years.

Haines, exhibiting a forceful and a fast

ofTensc, gained an early lead by winning

the second and third games, but Wolf's

steadiness in the important fourth game

carried him through. Cool antl careful

timing, aidcil by uncanny returns, earned

him rally after rally and decided the

match. With the score at two all, Wolf

commenced the last game at top speed, his

stamina being an obvious advantage. He
pushed ahead to gain a 14-5 lead needing

only one more point for the game, but

Haines staged a late rally and forced the

score to 14-10. Wolf then took matters

into his own hands and finisheil the contest

with a beautiful |)lacement.
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Editor of The Willi.vms Record,

Dear Sir:

Compelled by a realization of the some-

what hasty mistake perpetrated some few-

days ago in this column at the expense of

Mr. Hartshorne, and also by admiration

and wonder at the consummate and de-

lightfully devastating artistry em])loyed

by that gentleman in his own defence, 1

must retire as gracefully as possible to

what he has so aptly dubbed a "barn" for

those reasons suggested. Before taking

pail and udder in hand and closing the

door, however, 1 should like to extend an
invitation (this time serious) to assist in

milking the cow. If implications not

consciously suggested in my note, were

viewed in a light unforeseen, then I must
ask Mr. Hartshorne to Ijear with me in my
infirmity and to believe that I remain a

most abject sujipliant suing pardon for in-

jury inflicted u])on his finer sensibilities.

If only in the interest of truth, however, I

shoulil like to point out that my reference

to his "physiological reactions" was used

in a symbolic souse, and it is unfortunate

that an otherwise finely conceived reprisal

should be marred by such connotation.

Nevertheless, I stand corrected and am
Truly,

Thomas F. S. Menkel 'S3

Big Brother Banquet

Arranged for Mar. 28
fContinued from First Page)

will begin at 6.15 and is to conclude by ,S

o'clock. Tickets for the dinner will be
$1.00 for the student and his guest and can
be secured from representatives in each
fraternity and the Commons Club,

Ex-Editor of 'Record'

Gives Inside Story
(Continued from First Page)

really knew! The idea grew out of all

proportion to its value because the re-

porters has a sudden and inspired interest

in the story. And it was no more fantastic

than most of the stuff advanced by experts

and oflicials. So the fight was on and as
quickly over.

That one incident portrays graphically

and does not over-emphasize the tension

among the hundreds of newspaper men,
photographers, radio announcers, and
newsrcel men who are assigned to this

case. Some of them are at the telephone
connected with the Lindbergh home
twenty out of every twenty-four hours.
Others work in shifts. There is virtually

no opportunity to 'cover' the story in the
olil-fashiuned, aggressive, independent,
and traditional manner. The most astute
men in the profession fraternize with the
dullards, all compelled to sit back and
listen to the 'offieiar police reports: 'We
know nothing of this matter.' 'This is a
personal matter with Colonel Lindbergh,'
antl 'Nothing new since the last con-
ference.' There have not been, and
probably will not be any grand 'scoops'.

The case, from the newspaper viewpoint,
is absolutely unique."

Spring

and Sports

so near

at hand
Come to Pinehurst, N. C. for

Easter. Spring has already teed

off in America's Headquarters for

Golf and the country is at its love-

liest.

Pinehurst is so conveniently lo-

cated that you waste none of your

vacation in traveling. You can

leave New York at night and golf

next morning in Pinehurst. The

cost of railroad fares is less. Hotel

rates, too, have been greatly re-

duced so that your visit will be

inexpensive. $9.00 per day and up,

American plan at Carolina Hotel.

$7.00 at the New Holly Inn.

Nationally important tournaments

are scheduled for the latter part of

March and April—for golf, tennis,

trapshooting, races, horse-show,

archery, gymkhana events.

TABLES, DAVENPORTS
PICTURES, and CHAIRS

All reasonably priced
Call on us at

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Mattresses from $7.50 up

RUGS, LAMPS,

42 Ashland Street Tel. 1825

M. Schmidt & Sons
\

NORTH ADAMS, MASS. I

For Reservations or Booklet, address
General Office, Pinehurst, N. C.

NORTH CAROLINA
''America's PremierWinter Resort

Have you thought of making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?
The Harvard University Dental

School offers an unsurpassed

course in this ticid of health

service, with emphasis on med-
ical correlations. A "Class A"
school. If'riU for calalor/.

Liroy M. S. Miliar, D.M.D.. M.D., Dean,
Dopt. t2 . If)8 Longwood Ave.. Boiton. Man.

International Shop
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
"Gifts for Everybody from Everywhere"

MIDWINTER SALE
While searching Europe for the unusual, the
Midwinter Sale continue! in order to matte
room for my lateit "finds".

Everything now in my shop has been reduced.

EDITH McCOY
Collector Importer

PERRYA.SMEDLEY

Builder

CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES OF AN INTERESTING.

CORRECT AND QUITE EXCLUSIVE TYPE ARE NOW

AVAILABLE AT PRICES WHICH ARE IMPRES-

SIVELY MODEST. IT IS RESPECTFULLY

SUGGESTED THAT A MORE DESIRABLE

PRICE AND STYLE CONDITION

COULD NOT POSSIBLY I'REVAIL.

SUITS AND TOPCOATS

M2'" TO 70
TAILORED TO YOUR MEASURE

SHIRTS, CRAVATS. HOSE, WOOLIES, HATS, SHOES AND ALU
CORRECT ACCESSORIES ARE VERY MODERATELY PRICED.

EXHIBITION
AT BEMIS'

TODAY AND TOMORROIV
Tom Carlson, Rep.

FIFTH AVENUE AT FORTY-SIXTH STREET

y
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COLLEGE PHARMACY
Best Sodas

in Town
EDDIE DEMPSEY FRED WALDEN

COLLEGE RESTAURANT
Best Food
in Town

EDDIE DEMPSEY

Williams and Brown
TieforN.E.I.C.S.A.

(Oontlnued from First Page)

'I'lie breast stroke was somewhat of an

upset when Sperry won it for Bowcloin in

the ralher medioere time of 2:47.4, about

four feet ahead of Turner of M. I. T. who

took second, nosing but Gilfillan and

Smith who finished third and fourtti re-

spectively. Lanoue of SprinKfield ex-

liil)ited great skill in winning the diving by

a narrow margin over Krantz of Wesleyan,

third |)lace resulting in a tie between White

of Wesleyan and Fisher of Si)ringfield,

the defending champion. Brown took

first in the invitational freshman relay in

the astounding time of 1 :39.2 which

lowered the pool record as well as the New
England mark. Second place went to

Springfield, third to Williams, and fourth

to Wesleyan.

The final relay, which Brown ultimately

won ])roved to be the most exciting race

of the day, the lead changing hands several

times until Lewis finally finished a touch

ahead of Swayze, ending the meet in a

31-31 tie. Springfield scored third, and

Wesleyan fourth, each well l)ehind the

leaders ;Ithe winning time was 1:41, over

a second below the pool and meet records.

The summaries of the finals follow:

Medley relay—Won by Brown (Stanton,

Hickey, Koebig); Williams (Kerr, Gil-

fillan, Bixby), second; Springfield (Fowler,

Linton, Deane), third; Bowdoin (Easton,

Densmore, Foster), fourth. Time: 3:22.7

(N.E.I.C.S.A. Meet Record)

220-yd. free style—Won by Beatty

(Williams); Strohmcicr (Amherst), sec-

ond; Wheeler (Amherst), third ; White
(Brown), fourth. Time: 2:27.8 (N.E.I.

C.S.A. Meet Record, Pool Record, and

College Record.)

60-yd. dash—Won by Swayze (Wil-

liams); Lewis (Brown), second; Wilcox

(Wesleyan), third; Fisher (Springfield),

third. Time: 25.1.

Dives—Won by Lanoue (Springfield);

Krantz (Wesleyan), second; White (Wes-

leyan) and Fisher (Springfield) tied for

third. Winning points: 64.9.

440-yd. free style—Won by Strohraeier

(Amherst); Beatty (Williams), second;

Westcott (Springfield), third; Church

(WilHams), fourth. Time: 5:30.5

(N.E.I.C.S.A. Meet Record).

150-yd. backstroke-—Won by White
(Brown); Stanton (Brown), second; Fow-
ler (Springfield), third; Foster (Bowdoin),
fourth. Time: 1:45.5 (N.E.I.C.S.A. Meet
Record and Pool Record).

200-yd. breast stroke—Won by Sperry

(Bowdoin); Turner (M.I.T.), second; (3il-

fillan (Williams), third; Smith (Williams),

fourth. Time: 2:47.4.

100-yd. free style—Won V)y Lewis
(Brown); Swayze (Williams), eecon<l;

Bixby (Williams), third; Wheeler (Am-
herst), fourth. Time: 66.4.

2(K)-yd. freshman relay (Does not counf

on team score)—Won by Brown (Cook,

Crosby, Hedquist, Lee); Springfield,

second; Williams, third ; Wesleyan, fourth.

Time: 1:39.2 (Pool Record).

200-yd. varsity relay—Won by Brown
(Stanton, Koebig, White, Lewis); Wil-
liams (Kerr, Downs, Beatty, Swayze),

second; Springfield (Silvia, Deanc, Fisher,

Jackson), third; Wesleyan (Krantz, Rus-
sell, Buckland, Wilcox), fourth. Time:
1:41 (N.E.I.C.S.A. Meet Record).

Final Score: Williams 31; Brown 31;

S|)ringfield l()j4; Amherst 11; Wesleyan

lyi; Bowdoin 7; M.I.T. 3.

FRANK BROTHERS
rOOrwEAB IMC

?88 Fifth Ave. betwee..47th and 48th Sti.

NEW YORK
Footwear that meets the
college man's point of
view -- smartly styled --
soundly constructed -

-

and economically priced

Exhibit at Cabe Prindle's, March 16 and 17

GOOD LIGHT and BAKED APPLES
Suppose your doctor told you that you would have to eat a

baked apple every day to protect your health. Would you con-

sider the price too dear? Of course not ! But how about the good
light that is needed for the protection of your eyes and your

health as well? The cost of good light in the average home for an

entire evening is less than you pay for a baked apple.

WILLIAMSTOWN GAS CO.

v><noo
99

sey lik

til way
IT'S just what you'd expect. People

who enjoy the good things of life...

are constantly looking for something

better to eat and drink . . . and smoke.

In cigarettes this better taste can come
only from finer ingredients. Chester-

fields are more satisfying to the culti-

vated palate. For one thing, there's

never any attempt to skimp on Turk-

ish leaf.

These richly flavored Turkish tobac-

cos are added with a generous hand.

tiiey Taste..
/

/

In fact Chesterfield's new way of

mingling tobacco flavors and aromas is

really the equivalent of an entirely new
kind of tobacco . . . one tliat combines

the best qualities of Turkish and fine

Domestic leaf.

Perhaps you've noticed too, that the

paper in Chesterfields is whiter. . .purer.

It burns without taste or odor.

Smoke Chesterfields whenever you

like. ..They're mild and pure. They'll

never tire you as an over-sweetened

cigarette might easily do. Light up and

see for yourself. They satisfy!

•Listen in...Hear the Chesterfield Radio Program.

Nat Sliilkret's brilliant orcliestra and Alex Gray,

pnpnhir baritone. Every night, except Sunday . . .

Columbia UroadcaBtiug System .... 10:30 E. S. T.

~© 1932, LrccETT & Myius Tobacco Co.

ta

THEY'RE MIL RE PURE • THEY TASTE BETTER • 7^^ Scctc^/u

^
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Prof. Farmer To Speak Tonight

Muiutay, March //, -"How (Joil

Comes to Us" will be the subject of a

lecture to be Kiveii by Professor Herbert

II. Fanner, of the Hartford Seminary,

tonight in Jesup Hall at 7.30 under the

auspices of the Williams Christian

Association. The audience will be

limited in order that the greatest pos-

sible concentrated discussion may be

attained and those interested should

communicate with the officers of the

Association.

FOR SERVICE

Let

"GEORGE"
Do It

Drinsmade to Speak on
'Why and How of Radio''

Associate Professor James B. Brinsmade

of the Physios Department will lecture in

the Thompson Physical Laboratory at 4.30

this afternoon on "The Why and How of

Radio." This is the eighth of the series of

Tuesday lectures which extend from short-

ly after Christmas until the Spring recess.

As the subject of the development of the

radio is of timely importance, this lecture

promises to be of interest to all undergradu-

ates and faculty members.

Why Wait Until

Morning?
When you can get the out-

standing news of the day

every evening through the full

leased wire Associated Press

service in

The Transcript
North Adams, Mass.

On Sate at 5 P. M. on all

Williamstown News Stands

ST. PIERRE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT HAIR CUTTING
Scientific Scalp Treatment

SPRING STREET

OLDEST AND LARGEST GIFT SHOP IN NORTH ADAMS

Barnes Jewelry Store
A. J. PROVENCHER, M>n>B«r

68 Main Street -:- North Adams

STUDENT COUNCIL
Agency Applicants To Answer

Questionnaire

In an effort to make the applications for

agency jjctitions liy undergraduates uni-

form, the Student Council, at its meeting

last Thursday evening, passed a ruling

which provides for a questionnaire to he

filled by all applicants. This innovation is

the result of a movement to find some man-

ner of standardizing the petition api)lica-

tions so that the merits of each petitioner

could he judged on a uniform scale with

the others.

The questionnaire is to have ten ques-

tions, and blanks will be left in the Dean's

office for the convenience of applicants.

In addition to information concernhig the

student's class, address, and home address,

the questionnaire asks whether or not the

applicant has a scholarship, any other

college agency, or a position as a cliapel

monitor or a librarian.

Paltry Stuff
(Continued from First Page)

And now we should look back and see

what has happened to our aims and ideals,

perhaps quoting from our platform written

in the initial glow of enthusiasm. But un-

fortunately we have never had any aims

or ideals, and the platform has long since

become embedded in the carbonic mass

which has formed in the bottom layers of

our desk drawers. Hence we cannot truth-

fully say that we have succeeded, since we

never intended going anywhere. In that

respect an Editor has it all over us.

Further, it is now fitting to Offer some

kind of a torch to our successor, with the

modest hope that he "may succeed where

we have failed," etc.,—an expression

which usually serves to cover up the secret

belief that the successor won't do nearly as

good a job. Having thus scrajjed away

at hypocrisy, we could hardly hold forth

the figurative torch to Throgmorton, Jr.,

but we are spared this, inasmuch as there

are grave doubts that the column will ever

again appear, miralnle diclu. The 1933

Managing Editor has been as yet too busy

with his innovations to consider the fate of

Paltry Stuff.

In the event of such perpetuation, liow-

ever, we are not above offering our best

wishes, along with the hope that there will

be more humor and less futility on the

Williams campus than there has been this

year.

And so, like many other things of greater

im])ortance, we end.

Throgmorton

New LoAver Prices
For Spring 1932

l>Jettleton and Miller Cook
SHOES
Factory Exhibit

Monday and Tuesday, March 14th and 15th
L. C. MATTICE, Representative

at

The Williams

CO-OP

Infirmary Patients

Snowden '33, Eaton, llorton, Perry '34,

Iloyt, basher, Noehren and Perkins '35

were the students confined to the Thomp-

son Infirmary when Tiiu Rkcohd went

to press Sunday evening. In case of ser-

ious illness the parents of the student

concerned are notified inunediately.

ALUMNI NOTES

1887

Dr. Robert G. Aitken, director of the

Lick Observatory in California, has recent-

ly been awarded the gold medal of the

Royal Astronomical Society of London,

England, for his work on double stars.

Dr. Aitken has also received the Lalande

Prize of the French Academy of Sciences

and the Bruce Medal for distinguished

services to astronomy.

Happy Doings

in the yf^^^ city

Gay doings in the W cll K nown
city . . . (New York to you).
Next time you visit this grand
old town remember the new
Hotel Empire is close to all things
you want to see and mighty soft

on the depressed bankroll.

Rates for quality accommodations
are from $2 for one, $2.5U for
two.

Your Host will he

EMIL H. REINERS
General Manager of the

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway at 63rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

Ruether's Market

Supplying the Best

In Foods
We Please Particular People

SINCE 1888 PHONE 138-139

e?I'LL BE SEEING YOU"
AT THE

SEAIiiLADE
Pre-theatre dinner, after-theatre supper . . . you'll

see most of the younger set at the Seaglade . . . and

VINCENT LOPEZ
at the baton . . . putting the party over with Latin

verve. Convert after 10:30, $2.00 . . . Saturdays

and hohdays, $3.00 ... No convert at any time for

dinner guests. Dancing, formal.

HOTEL ST. REGIS
FIFTH AVEIWUE...NEliV YORK

TACONIC LUMBER CO.

Building Materials

The Williams

CO = OP New Spring Styles
FLANNEL TROUSERS

$6.50
TAILORED SUITS

$55.00 up

We are now showing, at these New Prices

SPORT COATS
$11.00

TOPCOATS SPORT SHOES
$25.00 up $5.00 up

You Save the

Co-op Way

SWEATER SETS
$6.50

SHIRTS
$1.95 up
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